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PREFACE 

The Third International Congress of the International Radiation 
Protection Association (IRPA) was held in Washington, D.C., September 
9-14, 1973, and was hosted by the Health Physics Society. Two 
previous Congresses were held in Rome, Italy, in September 1966 
and Brighton, England, in May 1970. 

The scientific program, consisting of 237 papers, was truly inter
national in scope. Scientists and administrators of 33 countries from 
all corners of the world actively participated in the Congress. In 
addition to the scientific program, refresher courses were held as part 
of a continuing professional development program. Scientific tours, 
an exhibition of radiation protection equipment and services, and a 
lively social program completed the Congress activities. A modified 
rapporteur system of presentation was used, and a relatively few papers 
were given orally by individual authors. This system, not in great use 
in the United States, received some criticism. However, it does pro
vide an efficient system of presenting in a limited time a large number 
of papers, with only the pertinent facts being offered by the rapporteur, 
thus saving the audience listening to details. 

The Scientific Program Committee under chairmanship of Dr. Bo 
Lindell had a most difficult task in developing the technical program. 
Perhaps I am somewhat biased; however, I believe the committee did 
an outstanding job. At its first meeting in Budapest, Hungary, in May 
of 1972, the committee made the decision that all projection slides 
presented at the Congress would receive severe screening and i nspec
tion in order to preve11t the presentation of poor slides and incompre
hensible data. Some authors resented such an inspection procedure; 
however, I am certain that the audience appreciated the fact that the 
committee instituted this. Such a procedure should be an integral part 
of all scientific meetings. 

The IRPA Executive Council agreed to allow publication of the 
Congress Proceedings after receiving a most welcome invitation from 
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission to print the papers in two volumes 
at no cost to IRPA. The task of editing and working with the USAEC, 
of course, fell to the IRPA Publications Director, Dr. Walter S. Snyder, 
and his staff at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The publication 
of such an extensive body of scientific papers requires a tremendous 
amount of effort on ,;,e part of Dr. Snyder and his staff, and the IRPA 
Executive Council sincerely appreciates this effort. These Proceedings 
will provide a valuable record of the Congress and serve as a signifi
cant reference in the future. 
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The papers in these Proceedings are arranged by the sessions as 
specified by the Scientific Program Committee and as presented at the 
Congress. Unfortunately, it was impossible to include the rapporteur 
papers in this publication. Nevertheless, the Program Committee and 
the International Meeting Commission gratefully acknowledge the effort 
that went into the preparation and presentation of their reports. Only 
a few papers for various reasons could not be obtained for publication. 
I am sorry for those authors who wi II not have their papers pub I i shed, 
after going to the effort of presenting their information at the Congress. 
The Editor and I both acknowledge with gratitude and express our thanks 
for the cooperation of the authors of the papers presented here. 

At the IRPA General Assembly, we observed the passing of the 
Presidential Bell from Dr. W. G. Marley to the capable hands of 
Dr. Carlo Polvani. We all express our most grateful thanks to Gregg 
Marley for a job well done; to Carlo Polvani, we wish great success 
in leading IRPA these next three years. It was indeed gratifying to 
welcome to the fold of IRPA our most recent affiliated society--the 
Radiation Hygiene Section of the Scientific Society of Hygienists of 
the USSR. We also observed that IRPA now has a reasonable bank 
account and will wisely use its funds to support international and 
regional meetings and appropriate international organizations con
cerned with radiation protection. The Assembly also accepted the 
invitation of the Czechoslovak Society of Nuclear Medicine and 
Radiation Hygiene to hold the Fourth International Congress in 1976. 
We will be pleased to assist Dr. Vladislav Kiener, the new Vice 
President for Congress Affairs, in preparing for that Congress. 

Another outstanding event of the Congress was the first presen
tation of the Sievert Award to Dr. Bo Lindell of Sweden. Rolf M. 
Sievert was a giant in the field of radiation physics and protection 
and a gentleman. Bo Lindell is of the same mold and a most worthy 
recipient of the award. His lecture on the assessment of radiation 
risk was an outstanding contribution to the Congress. 

The Congress would not have been a success without the financial 
contributions and assistance of many national and international groups 
and agencies. These are acknowledged on page of this volume. Also 
our deep appreciation is given to the scientific and technical exhibitors 
who gave us an opportunity to observe their equipment and learn of 
their services to our fields of endeavor. Due thanks is also given to 
the exhibitors for contributing to the financial success of our Congress. 

It is an impossible task to thank personally each individual who 
worked hard and long, behind the scenes and at the forefront, to make 
the Congress the success that it was. To each of you, it was a pleasure 
for me to share in the effort and to work with so many fine people from 
so many lands. 

Claire C. Palmiter 
Congress President 
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FOREWORD BY THE EDITOR 

The Editor hopes these Proceedings will be a useful summary of 
the Third International Congress. Every effort was made to hold 
authors to their allotted number of pages, and the compromises finally 
reached were related to the total number of pages for each category 
of papers. In a few instances, authors did arrange for use of supple
mentary pages originally assigned to another author from the same 
institution. No retyping has been done to achieve a uniform style, 
and thus the presentation of the material is due entirely to the 
authors. Some papers were withdrawn prior to the Congress, and 
some authors were unable or unwilling to deliver papers in time for 
i~clusion in the Proceedings. The Table of Contents consists of the 
complete program as presented for the Congress. The reader may 
wish to contact individual authors for missing papers or for further 
details on the work presented here. The Editor wishes to acknowl
edge the work of James Hickey and Sally Stockstill who helped in 
the edi tori a I work for these Proceedings. 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
February 1974 

Walter S. Snyder 
Publications Director 
IRPA 
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RADIATION PERSPECTIVE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

THE U.S. CONGRESS AND RADIATION PROTECTION 

Congressman Melvin Price 
Chairman, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 

First of all, I would like to welcome all of you to the United States. I 
hope that your Third International Conference will be enjoyable and productive 
as well. We are pleased to be the host country for this important event. 

I am particularly pleased to have the opportunity to address you in these 
opening remarks. I am acquainted in general terms with the structure and objec
tives of your organization. I believe that it is doing important work and that 
it will continue to be of importance. 

It is clear to all that throughout the world man is utilizing radiation 
sources to a greater extent each year for a variety of purposes, all of which 
might be described as being under the umbrella of improving the quality of life. 
The prime examples under this heading are the utilization of radioisotopes and 
x-ray machines and other accelerators for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in 
clinical practice and in research. More recently there has been public atten
tion drawn to the matter of radiation protection associated with the utilization 
of atomic energy in the generation of electrical power. 

It is perhaps trite to observe, at least to this group, that radiation 
knows no international borders. It recognizes no differences in man because of 
his national origin or ethnic group. For this very reason I congratulate you on 
your foresight in forming this International Association in which you can effec
tively interchange technical information and pursue your individual objectives 
with a commonality of purpose. 

The Government Structure for Radiation Protection 
in the United States 

In this country there are at least seven separate Federal agencies having 
jurisdiction in the area of providing protection against significant amounts of 
radiation exposure. In addition to the Atomic Energy Commission, these agencies 
include the Department of Defense; the Department of Transportation; the 
Environmental Protection Agency; the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare; and the Department of Labor. Moreover, most of our States have estab
lished their own radiation control programs in this area. In this regard, there 
has been some concern on the part of the States that the responsibility in the 
protection of the public and the worker from exposure to radiation has been 
significantly fragmented at the Federal level. In fact, the States have urged 
the Congress to consider this problem of fragmentation and to take the necessary 
legislative action to consolidate the various Federal responsibilities relating 
to radiation and protection of the public and the worker within a single agency. 

The concern of the States over the apparent fragmentation of Federal juris
diction in this area is understandable. The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 
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would, of course, be one of several congressional committees which would have a 
responsibility in this area. Therefore, the Joint Committee is currently 
reviewing this matter to determine the best method of obtaining the additional 
information which would be necessary for any congressional consideration of the 
problem and of securing concerted action by the various congressional committees 
which would be involved. I mention this because it is possible that several of 
you may have the same situation in your own countries. 

Role of the U. S. Congress 

I would like to tell you a little bit about the role of the U. S. Congress 
with respect to the establishment and enforcement of radiation protection 
standards in this country. It is appropriate that the Congress have a role in 
this matter. The establishment of radiation protection standards involves 
certain considerations which are sociological in nature, and, therefore, 
political. In our form of government the public can express its views through 
its elected officials. Surely, the understanding of the biological effects of 
exposure of man to ion1z1ng radiation requires background and technical 
expertise which cannot be obtained overnight. In fact, I feel certain that many 
members of the lay public would readily admit that as individuals they might 
never understand such a complex subject. Nevertheless, the views of the lay 
public concerning these matters are of interest to the Congress. It goes with
out saying that we also consider as valuable input data the views of trained 
scientists from outside those agencies charged with the setting of radiation 
protection standards. 

There are a variety of disciplines which are essential to the setting of 
radiation protection standards. These include biology, genetics, physics, 
bioradiology, chemistry, and many others. The problem is, of course, 
complicated by the realization that ionizing radiation, even at very low levels, 
can change the chemical and physical nature of matter and, thereby, bring about 
what can be referred to as "damage." We know, of course, that man has always 
lived with radioactivity and, therefore, has been subjected to continuous 
exposure at some level. The question, therefore, is whether the additional 
increment allowable under the protection standard causes any significant change, 
or "damage" if you like, relative to the benefit anticipated as a consequence of 
the exposure. 

The Congress in the United States does its work through its committees. 
This is necessary because the matters which come before the Congress are many 
and varied. By use of the committee system, it is possible for some Members of 
Congress to develop background in specialized areas and give greater attention 
to those areas than could be given by the full Congress. The committee then 
makes recommendations which are acted upon by the full Congress. A committee of 
Congress which clearly has exercised its jurisdiction with respect to radiation 
standards, and I believe properly so, is the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. 
Other Committees have exercised roles with respect to establishing the 
organizational structures which are involved in standards setting. 

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 

The special interest of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy was drawn to 
the area of radiation protection by reason of radioactive fallout which occurred 
from nuclear weapons tests in the early 1950s. The Limited Nuclear Test Ban 
Tre~ty of 1963 brought about a considerable reduction in nuclear weapons 
testing. As you know, some world powers have not signed the treaty and continue 
to conduct atmospheric tests. 
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The Committee started detailed hearings on radiation protection criteria 
and standards in the fifties. Our hearing records for the past three decades 
provide a basic source of information in this field. 

The subject of employee radiation hazards, including recordkeeping, for 
example, was given extensive examination by the Committee in 1959 and 1966. The 
special problems of exposure of uranium miners and problems associated with the 
accumulation of uranium mill tailings were treated in hearings held during 1959, 
1967, 1969, and 1971. 

On the subject of possible radiation exposure to the public as a conse
quence of routine operation of nuclear power generating stations, the Committee 
held extensive hearings in 1969 and 1970 under the title of "Environmental 
Effects of Producing Electric Power." Testimony was received on the 
environmental impact resulting from the operation of a]J kinds of electric 
generating stations. 

The record of these hearings consists of over 3,000 pages of testimony and 
pertinent appended material. We have been unable to fill all of the requests 
for copies of these hearing records. It was brought out in these hearings that 
the record of operation of nuclear power plants clearly indicates that they can 
be operated so that routine relases of effluents can be held to quite low 
levels, in fact, substantially below levels allowable under the Federal exposure 
guides. Subsequently, the Atomic Energy Commission proposed design criteria for 
light water nuclear power plants which would have as their objective keeping 
effluents from these reactors to levels which are "as low as practicable." 

The Commission is currently, through an appointed board, conducting a rule
making hearing on this subject. The Commission Staff has prepared and issued an 
environmental impact statement with respect to the proposed rule. The objective 
of this action and the concomitant engineering accomplishment of the nuclear 
industry have been such that there has been no substantive comment or objection 
to the proposed rule by environmentalists. 

While on the subject of nuclear power plants, I would like to point out 
that the Joint Committee has scheduled public hearings beginning on September 25 
on the subject of nuclear reactor safety. We anticipate that during these and 
subsequent hearings we will be getting into substantive matters concerning the 
risk of nuclear accidents, and we anticipate a rather complete examination of 
the Commission's Reactor Safety Research Program. This phase of our hearings 
will provide an opportunity to the Executive Branch of our Government to put on 
the public record a concise presentation of all matters related to reactor 
safety. During a later phase (probably within a month or two) other interested 
parties will be given an opportunity to present their views. This will include 
representatives of industry, representatives of environmental groups, members of 
the scientific community, and the public at large. 

A point which I would like to make at this juncture is that the Joint 
Committee, in the case of each of the aforementioned Committee hearings, has 
published and made freely available to the public a hearing record which 
presents the views of witnesses, both pro and con, on these various matters 
relating to radiation protection. I am sure that many of you are familiar with 
these publications and that a number of you here today have actively partici
pated in the many hearings which have been held. 

History of the Federal Radiation Council 

The Federal Radiation 
President in August of 1959. 

Council was established by Executive Order of the 
In September of that same year the Council was 
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made statutory by an amendment to the Atomic Energy Act. The Joint Committee 
felt that it was appropriate that this council, as an advisory body to the 
President, have a charter provided for by statute in order that the importance 
of its role be firmly established at the outset of its existence. The Council 
was made up of heads of the Federal agencies of the Government concerned with 
radiation protection standards. The detailed work of the Council has been 
performed by a working group drawn from the staffs of the Federal agencies 
having membership on the Council. 

The Council was formed in recognition of the fact that previously there had 
been no governmental body responsible for the establishment of radiation pro
tection guides. The guides established by a nongovernmental body, such as the 
National Council on Radiation Protection, were being utilized by the Government 
in the conduct of its business and other activities where Federal regulation was 
imposed upon the activities of others relating to radiation. 

In the fall of 1970 an Environmental Protection Agency was established 
within the Executive Branch of the government and charged with the responsi
bility of advising the President with respect to radiation matters directly or 
indirectly affecting health, including guidance for all Federal agencies in the 
formulation of radiation standards and in the establishment and execution of 
programs of cooperation with the States. We in Congress have heard little from 
the Environmental Protection Agency concerning the manner in which it is 
carrying out the functions of the Federal Radiation Council which was absorbed 
under the 1970 reorganization. It may now well be appropriate for the Committee 
which I chair to examine the manner in which the perscribed functions of the 
Council are now being carried out by the new Agency. 

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements 

I feel that it is safe to assume that you are all well acquainted with the 
work of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements and its 
forerunner, the National Committee on Radiation Protection and Measurements. 
The earlier committee begain its work in 1929 and has collected, analyzed, 
developed, and disseminated information and recommendations on radiation protec
tion and measurements throughout the years. 

In 1964 the Congress granted the NCRP a Federal charter. My colleague, 
Congressman Chet Holifield, was probably the one man in the Congress most 
responsible for bringing about this legislation which provided for the 
continuing independence of the NCRP while, at the same time, gave an identity to 
the Council which it had not previously had. 

It is certainly an understatement to observe that the work of the NCRP has 
been invaluable to the establishment of radiation protection guides in this 
country. We in the Congress are well acquainted with Dr. Lauriston Taylor, 
President of the NCRP, and many of his colleagues who serve on the Council. We 
on the Joint Committee have had the benefit of having his testimony and counsel 
on radiation matters for many years. I feel sure that those in the position of 
responsibility for establishing Federal radiation protection guides in this 
country appreciate the information and recommendations of the Council. 

As most of you know, in the Fall of 1969 there was considerable questioning 
of the adequacy of the Federal Radiation Protection Guides. Some members of the 
scientific community believed that since the conduct of activities involving 
radiation was quite feasible at radiation exposure levels considerably below the 
guides then in being, that the guides should automatically be lowered by a 
factor of 10 or even 100 -- all of this, notwithstanding the fact that no 
biological data had been produced indicating any unfavorable health effects 
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resulting from the low levels of radiation exposure allowable under the guides. 
The NCRP, it turns out, was just completing a 10-year study directed toward 
reassessing the adequacy of the then current radiation protection guides. The 
conclusions of the Council were to the effect that on the basjs of past and 
presently available scientific data there existed no reason to modify the guides 
in any substantive fashion. 

It was interesting to me personally to note that in testimony received by 
the Joint Committee during the Spring of this year, Atomic Energy Commission 
witnesses pointed out that a scientific experiment to assess any possible 
biological consequences of exposure of humans to 1700 milliroentgens per year 
(10 times the amount provided for in the present population protection guide) 
would require the utilization of 8 billion mice. In other words, an almost 
impracticable number of experimental animals would have to be observed over 
several generations in order to bring out any possible somatic or genetic 
implications. 

Even to a layman, the variation in background radiation exposure which 
exists throughout the world (factors of 10 or more in some places) would suggest 
that any unfavorable effects resulting from such low levels of radiation would 
have become evident in man himself. Thus, it would not appear necessary or 
practical to go to the extremes of examining billions of mice at very low 
exposure levels and then extrapolating whatever we learn to man. In fact, if 
there is an effect, we should be able to observe it in the human data which are 
available to us on longevity, the occurence of cancer, and other possible 
adverse effects of radiation. 

Proposed Reorganization with Respect to Energy 

In June of this year the President sent an energy message to the Congress 
which had as a principal element a reorganization of the executive agencies of 
our Government in a manner intended to bring about more centralized control of 
research and development in the energy field as well as greater control and 
direction in the utilization of our natural resources. Later, a reorganization 
plan was submitted in the form of a legislative proposal which is now before the 
government operation committees of both houses of Congress. My esteemed 
colleague, Chet Holifield, a member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 
since its or1g1n in 1946, is the Chairman of the House Government Operations 
Committee and has already begun the conduct of public hearings on the proposal. 
In Chairman Holifield's words: 

"We ... will need time to study this proposal in detail. 
We will have to determine whether it is well-considered and 
deserving of acceptance. Undoubtedly there will be some 
modification. The Congress will want to be assured that this 
is a workable organization, one which will perform with realism 
and competence." 

Briefly, the proposal would create a new Department of Energy and Natural 
Resources (DENR) based upon the present Department of the Interior. That 
portion of the Atomic Energy Commission conerned with the raw materials uranium 
and thorium would be moved to this new Department. 

A new agency, the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), 
would be established as the key government agency for research and development 
in all forms of energy. It would be founded upon the broad scientific talent 
and experience of the Atomic Energy Commission and its national laboratories. 
It would fund and carry out research and development in all forms of energy, 
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assigning the priorities in a manner which would hopefully achieve the proper 
balance to solve both our near-term and long-range energy needs. 

The licensing of nuclear facilities and related activities of the present 
Commission would be moved to an independent Nuclear Energy Commission (NEC). 
This would eliminate the old bug-a-boo of a single agency (as in the present 
AEC) being responsible for both the development and regulation of nuclear 
reactors. There are pluses and minuses which can be enumerated for having both 
functions carried out within a single agency and likewise pluses and minuses 
with respect to separation of the functions. The Joint Committee has long been 
aware of the desirability of a separation at the proper time. 

In summary, the depth and magnitude of the U. S. Congress's interest and 
concern in your special area of interest is obvious. I have tried to point out 
our efforts to obtain every available fact on radiation for our guidance in 
legislative actions. I think this is obvious from the extensive hearing record 
the Joint Committee has developed. One of the prime sources of information we 
have utilized and we must continue to have access to is the specialized talents 
of your organization. My plea is that you do everything possible to facilitate 
access of each of your legislative bodies to this information. Only in this way 
will we get the best laws on radiation protection. 

I should not conclude without a few remarks concerning the confrontations 
and controversy which exist in many fields of activity at the present time. I 
think we must all bear in mind that this sort of thing should not be unexpected 
in these days of highly improved communication equipment and communication 
services. Members of the public, individual scientists, and others have every 
right to be heard on matters which concern them. If their views have merit, 
they should be seriously considered, but this does not itself assure them of any 
right to delay or obstruct development programs or construction projects without 
good cause. 

A special word about critics is in order. Critics are important. Con
structive criticism has long had a place in our society, and it should by all 
means continue to be an integral part of the decision-making process for it is 
the well-spring of improvement. Informed and responsible critics have made 
valuable contributions to our social, economic, and political structures, and I 
am confident that thoughtful and objective citizens will continue to suggest 
worthwhile concepts and changes. Responsible critics are those who get their 
facts straight. They insist on satisfactory and complete answers to their 
concerns. And when such satisfaction is provided, they react with integrity. 

I am afraid, however, that some have confused the real thing with its 
opposite number and have spawned a school of thought which subscribes to the 
tenet of "criticism for the sake of criticism." In turn, this has enhanced an 
environment and sensationalism where innuendo and insinuation have then been 
substituted for reason and rational judgement. Frankly, I believe we can all 
profit from the adage, "Come, let us reason together." 

One problem which is evident in a number of the current controversies is a 
feeling on the part of some that every determination that is made must be based 
upon all of the possible data which could be gathered pertinent to the determi
nation. I believe that Judge Arraj put it very well in his decision of March 
1970 concerning the Rulison case in the District Court in Colorado when he said: 

"The field of radiation protection is contantly changing with 
the appearance of new scientific knowledge on the biological 
effects of ionizing radiation. Careful decisions must be made in 
the context of contemporaneous knowledge. Such decisions cannot 
be indefinitely postponed if the potentials of atomic energy are 
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to be fully realized. All that is required to establish reason
ableness of the decision setting a standard under the statutory 
directive to protect the public health and safety is that it be 
made carefully in light of the best of available scientific know
ledge. Absolute certainty is neither required nor possible." 

This philosophical point of view is applicable to many human endeavors 
beyond the field of expertise which brings your group together for this 
conference. 
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RADIATION PERSPECTIVE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Ralph Nader 
Public Interest Research Group 

Washington, D.C. 

I would like this morning to discuss briefly some of the issues that 
nuclear power plants and x radiation in particular pose to the consumer movement 
in the United States. After all, consumers are to be either the prime 
beneficiaries or the prime victims of this source of risk and, until recently, 
they have not been even minor beneficiaries of adequate information or adequate 
participation in the decisions that have been made. 

Our country rests its premise about our economic and governmental structure 
on citizen and consumer participation - not just at elections, but in between 
elections not just on Congress, but on regulatory agencies at the Federal, 
State, and local level. Over the years a great deal of faith has been placed in 
the scientific and governmental establishments dealing with the use of x radi
ation. There has been a great deal of faith in the policymaking apparatus deal
ing with the development and promotion of peaceful uses of atomic energy. That 
faith has rested on ignorance. It has rested on as absolute a delegation of 
citizen responsibility to government and to professionals as has ever occurred 
in the history of the United States. 

In the last few years the hazard of deploying faith based on ignorance has 
become increasingly apparent. It started with the very late revelation of the 
occupational risks to uranium miners; a hearing, which the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy finally held in 1967, bringing out facts which should have been 
brought out years earlier. This revelation was followed by a series of 
disclosures relating to medical and dental x-ray exposure in the United States 
Congress, preceded by a number of articles by a few health physicists and 
radiological technicians who spoke at their own professional peril. 

The Radiation Control Act of 1968, supposedly put the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare into the business of sPtting standards for medical and 
dental x-ray machines and taking the lead in upgrading the performance of both 
technicians and medical personnel and used machinery; but that Act has suffered 
in its aftermath from the same kinds of deficient constituency and awareness 
that led to its enactment. 

As far as we know, x radiation from medical and dental machines present the 
bulk of present radiation exposure to the American population. We know that 
dentists and doctors and their assistants handle these machines in a framework 
where the patient or the consumer is not expected - is not encouraged - to ask 
questions, much less to receive the answers about how well these machines have 
been checked, about how qualified are the operators of these machines, and about 
a number of other ie-~es dealing with the use of these machines in diagnosis and 
treatment. 
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It has not been realized throughout the public that when it comes to radia
tion, ionizing radiation, the old saying that "every little bit counts" is 
directly applicable. Another phrase might also be applicable; that when it 
comes to this kind of radiation, "even if it doesn't pinch, it hurts." 

Unfortunately, the public views trauma and other forms of industrialized 
violence largely as it has viewed street crime; if these do not provoke 
immediate sensory pain and anguish, they do not provoke public concern. 
Tornadoes and fires provoke immediate pain and anguish; low level radiation, 
with a few exceptions, does not. Radiation is a form of new and silent 
violence, at least ~s it comes from an industrialized economy, and not natural 
background. It is a new and silent form of cumulative violence that does not 
provoke immediate pain or anguish, therefore does not produce any immediate 
concerned constituency among the public. This means that our intellectual 
approach has got to be one that analyzes risks and probabilities and 
alternatives and remedies and that unlike street crime, it can not rely on a 
visceral and sensory response for the public's arousal and concern. 

The medical and dental x-ray experience relating to the Radiation Control 
Act of 1968, I think alerted many people in this country that the assurances 
that had been given for years just weren't so. Instead, there is a disgraceful 
lack of systematic inspection, effective design, and of operating care; and the 
patients are exposed to ten times or more levels of ionizing radiation, 
unnecessary to fullfil the functions of the x ray in terms of taking a clear and 
adequate picture. This astounded many people because the professional corps had 
dissented very little up to that point. However, when this dissent began, the 
processes of Congressional hearings and legislaticn moved with almost incredible 
swiftness. That's a good lesson, perhaps, for health professionals to learn; 
that when knowledge is focussed on the Congress by people who have been working 
in these areas, who have not felt sufficiently free to be candid, that knowledge 
can be translated into policy awareness. I know no other institution in the 
U.S. Congress that has been more deprived, and that has delighted in being 
deprived of knowledge, of risks, probabilities, and alternatives, than the Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy. 

This abdication leads to the second section of my remarks relating to 
nuclear power plants. Nuclear fission power plants, fission; including the 
breeder proposal, have suffered the pain of a certain type of success. Whenever 
a new technology delivers its commercial objective (in this case, electricity), 
the risk of developing that technology in an imbalanced way increases when it 
relates to the costs to present and future generations of such a technology. It 
runs the risk of imbalancing the development of alternative technologies for 
energy because of its unquestioned success in producing electricity. 

Once again the same pattern was repeated; a corps of professionals and 
government officials and later members of industry were built up around the 
promotion of nuclear power. The Atomic Energy Commission had the dual and 
conflicting role of promoting this peaceful use of atomic energy and 
snfeguarding it at the same time. It embarked on a massive research and 
d•welopment project, benefiting from weapons research, as well as the nuclear 
reactor R&D program, and then transferred this knowledge and this hardware to 
the private utilities and the reactor manufacturers, directly and indirectly. 
Then the peculiar jargon of the atomic energy world began to be developed. In 
the 60's when questions were asked by the very few, the answers were "the risks 
are negligible," or "although there is a possibility of an accident, it is very, 
very unlikely to ever happen." 

It is interesting to note that the jolt of the atomic energy establishment 
came almost accidentally from two sources: (1) Conservationists' concern over 
thermal pollution and (2) a statement by Dr. Ernest Sternglass about the number 
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of people, in terms of present and future generations, who would be seriously 
exposed to radiation from these plants. His estimates were considered so out
landishly wild that the Atomic Energy Commission commissioned Drs. John Gofman 
and Arthur Tamplin, members of an AEC laboratory, to refute him. In refuting 
him, they still came out with a level of risk estimate that was still considered 
outlandish, particularly by the Atomic Energy Commission. 

It is interesting to know that those two controversies are no longer the 
most serious ones relating to nuclear power plants; that the controversies now 
have spread into almost every nook and cranny of this technology. What most 
provokes the AEC, the reactor manufacturers, and the utilities are questions by 
the public that have not been answered. The response of the Atomic Energy 
Commission to these questions has been filled with inuendo, insinuations, and 
sensationalism, and a great deal of secrecy. The AEC has not accepted a 
critical and cardinal foundation of our system of law - from the English common 
law to the present-day statutory law that the burden of proof for going 
forward with a technology is on the promoter, not on the potential victims. 

And so in the following areas we are faced with grave and unanswered 
questions and often grave and totally insupportable performances: 

1. Power Plant Siting Policy. We have only to look to England to see how 
disasterous our siting policy has been in locating these plants in the 
suburbs and near large metropolitan areas. In England, I understand, 
the siting policy has been to locate nuclear power plants much further 
away from metropolitan areas. In Sweden, we have the reverse; there 
is even a proposal to build one of these plants in downtown Stockholm. 
Moreover, plants have been designed or are already built only a few 
miles away from major Swedish cities. Siting, a classic illustration 
of what happens when the government ignores the people in terms of 
their rightful role in decision making. They are the ones who have to 
live near these plants. They are the ones who will receive the most 
intense exposure in case of an accident. 

2. Meltdown and Emergency Core Coolant System. This problem has received 
the most publicity; the problem of meltdown and emergency care coolant 
system. It is interesting to note that this issue was brought to 
public attention by a group of scientists, lawyers, and environmental 
citizens whose action led to the public hearings by the Atomic Energy 
Commission, which led to the first opportunity for a number of Atomic 
Energy Commission scientists to say what they should have said, and 
perhaps what they wanted to say publicly months, if not years prior, 
about the inadequacy of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) and 
the inadequacy of the safety and research program that was supposed to 
insure the ECCS's predictable deployment in an emergency. 

3. Thermal Pollution. In this problem we have a very interesting 
conflict between State and Federal jurisdictions. I would expect a 
far more aggressive posture by the States in asserting their 
jurisdiction generally notwithstanding the recent Supreme Court 
decision denying it. That assertion may well come in the form of 
Congressional proposals as well as renewed State action. 

4. Fuel Processing. On the question of the fuel processing plants, there 
has been probably less information publicly available than on the 
reactors themselves. Here the question of the transportation of 
radioactive materials is a critical one. A recent General Accounting 
Office (GAO) report noted a number of deficiencies dealing with the 
containerization and transportation practices. The GAO, as has been 
its tradition since the clampdown by Congressman Chet Holifield in 
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1965, does not name names. The GAO, however, does, and did in this 
instance, point to a number of unknowns, hazards, and deficiencies to 
which the Atomic Energy Commission should pay heed. But that, to me, 
is a drop in the bucket in terms of further inquiry by the Congress, 
hopefully, about the transportation risks here and the exposure of 
radioactive materials to waylaying nuclear highwaymen. 

5. Waste Disposal. The problem of waste disposal is perhaps the most 
nagging technical problem of all. Once again, we have a classic 
illustration of going forward with the benefit of the technology and 
waiting and hoping and believing that the waste disposal problem will 
be solved sometime along the way. The containment of incomparably 
deadly materials such as Plutonium-239 from the environment for half a 
million years is a worthy task only if the society's survival is at 
stake. Instead, such waste makes society's survival the issue. 

6. Earthquakes pose a problem which has plagued the utilities in 
California. 

7. Sabotage and Theft pose a considerable risk. 

8. Economic Costs of maintaining these plants are rising and causing con
cern among the utilities. 

Witness the recent speech of Mr. Redus, who is the President of Consolidated 
Edison in New York City and the more recent public discussion of the insurance 
of these plants. It is interesting to note that in our country's history, 
insurance coverage has always been considered a deterrent to hazardous practices 
in the sense that if the technology is too dangerous, it won't be able to get 
insurance. and if it can't get insurance, it would not operate. But, once 
again, the foresight of the nuclear power establishment led to the enactment in 
1957 of the Price-Anderson Act, which limited the overall liability of a nuclear 
power plant accident to a current $560 million level, with the private insurance 
participation under the $100 million level. The inadequacy of this insurance 
coverage may be compared with a 1965 Atomic Energy Commission sponsored report 
(it was not released until this year), that a big accident in an average sized 
nuclear plant would lead to 45,000 deaths, over 100,000 injuries, and $17 
billion worth of property damage, Seventeen billion dollars worth of property 
damage is a long way from a limited $560 million dollars that the Price-Anderson 
Act stipulates. 

There have been throughout an increasing level of "leakage," not only of 
radioactive waste, but of Atomic Energy Commission documents. These documents 
have been showing that there have been people inside this world of atomic energy 
who have been very seriously concerned, but who have not felt free enough to 
speak out. The words "near misses" have occurred in these documents and, cer
tainly, there is now quite a long list of "near misses," quite a long list of 
minor accidents that could have been big accidents. 

It is perhaps instructive to our country that there would not be a single 
nuclear plant in operation today if it were left up to the free market. The 
nuclear technology would not have been developed without government (that, 
perhaps, is not too astounding, given the investment levels required). More 
significantly, however, is that these nuclear plants would not be in operation 
today without government interference via the Price-Anderson Act. As 
Commissioner Herbert Dennenberg of Pennsylvania, and the State's insurance 
department, said at recent hearings, and as Professor Harold Green also stated 
at those same hearings, "without the Price-Anderson Act, without the limitation 
of liability, no utility could afford to operate a nuclear power plant." 
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And so, the consumer pays going and coming. The consumer pays through his 
or her taxes for this $30 billion R&D program developed since World War II, and, 
without adequate insurance coverage the consumer pays in the event of an 
accident. 

This brings me to the subject of the health professionals. I think it 
could be said categorically that there would not have been a Radiation Control 
for Health and Safety Act of 1968 without possibly three health professionals 
participating, led by Dr. Karl Z. Morgan, then of the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. The technical information which broke through the barriers of 
fraternal secrecy and reached the public was absolutely a prerequisite for 
Congressional concern and action in this area. The Act has not worked well, but 
at least there is the ~thority on the statute books to make it work much 
better. 

Why haven't we been hearing more from health physicists in all these areas, 
particularly nuclear plant operational risks? I think one reason is that they 
are noe given enough decision making power at the plant level or in the councils 
of government. Bureaucratic leaders still consider them to be technical minions 
rather than coequal participants in fundamental and derivative decision making 
processes. The need to develop an independent professional base for health 
physicists then is critical; that is, independent of their occupational or 
employment base. They will not be able to speak and to participate according to 
their best knowledge, if they are restricted by contemporary organizational 
pressures, both corporate and governmental. I would urge that health 
professionals in the health physics community seriously consider establishing an 
independent, technical base of technology assessment and advocacy according to 
the highest canons of their professional mission and relating this work not only 
to nuclear plants, medical and dental x rays, but also to new consumer products 
that raise questions industry is not constrained to answer. 

Now, in conclusion, the usual evaluation of nuclear power plants has been 
in a benefit-risk frame of reference with the benefit considered great and the 
risk "negligible." I think there are a number of areas we can all agree on 
verbally; whether we can agree in terms of action is another thing. 

The first is that there is an intolerable level of secrecy surrounding this 
matter, which only recently has been broken by court decision, by deposition, by 
externally forced public hearings, and by information leaks. The suppression of 
the 1965 AEC estimate of damage from a nuclear power plant accident is a 
significant case in point of such secrecy, particularly the internal dialogue 
about how to release this information, whether to release it, how much to give 
to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, and so forth. 

Second, we need a far more aggressive posture by the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy. Some people in the consumer and environmental areas believe that 
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy has permitted such a deterioration in this 
area that it now has as its opportunity the prospect of saving this country. 
Nuclear reactor peril is, of course, of tremendous consequence to not only 
present but future generations. The Joint Committee might well heed Alfred 
Whitehead's memorable dictum when he counseled the scientific world to always 
have before them the option for revision -- the option for revision of theories 
or hypotheses. 

At the present time, the Atomic Energy Commission, the reactor manufac
turers and the utilities have not proved their case. Some might say they have 
only done so in a negative way. But, they have not proved their case, and the 
right of the consumer to have these questions answered so that the consumer 
realizes (1) what the risks are to himself and to future generations (he or she 
might care about their children and grandchildren) and (2) what the alternatives 
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are in terms of other energy sources, greater energy conservation and more 
explicit energy allocation; and he might also want to know what his 
participation rights are when a nuclear power plant or a waste disposal depot is 
proposed for construction under the licensing procedure. 

Philosophically one might ask the following question: "Under what 
conditions should a society ever engage in the deployment of a technology which 
has to be perfect forever, such as a nuclear power plant, because the 
alternative is massive social disaster now and into the future?" In my 
judgment, the only condition when a society should engage in such a deployment 
is its utter survival, and nuclear power is not utter survival. Nuclear fission 
power is one approach. There are other approaches - solar and geothermal among 
them. 

Perhaps the greatest cost of putting all our energy eggs for the future in 
one fragile nuclear basket is that the government has not deployed its billions 
in developing other options, whether these be geothermal, solar or until 
recently, fusion energy, or other alternatives. This is why I think the United 
States, as the leader in nuclear power development and sales, has got to rethink 
its programs; rethink how it allocates its tax dollars for developing other 
energy sources, and to rethink its obligation of aggressive sales of nuclear 
reactors with export bank financing to underdeveloped countries where the 
technical infrastructure is far, far less adequate to care for estimable risks 
from the siting to the waste disposal of radioactive materials. 

I would like to conclude with one hope directed to Chairman Melvin Price of 
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. He is aware of my disagreements with 
Congressman Holifield, and I am sure he is aware that the Joint Committee has 
not opened up its hearing processes to consumer and environmental testimony as 
it now intends to do under his direction in October. As of January 1964, these 
hearings have neither been held nor scheduled. But, I would hope that if 
Chairman Price is not convinced by recent disclosures of the need to consider a 
"go-slow" program at the very minimum, that he will at least focus on the need 
to ask the tough questions of the Atomic Energy Commission and to demand the 
answers openly and on the public record for the scientific, environmental, 
consumer communities to scrutinize, to cross-examine and to follow up. The risk 
is not one to which only a selected few are exposed. It is a risk for mankind. 
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PERSPECTIVES ON RADIATION RISKS 

Ralph E. Lapp 
Industrial Consultant and Science Writer 

Gertrude Stein, looking over your program for this conference, might well 
sum it up, "A man-rem is a man-rem is a man-rem." This might be an assault on 
Women's Lib -- a double assault if the feminine perception unmasks the wiles of 
the roentgen-equivalent-man. 

It seems to me that full understanding of the man~rem concept will make 
society aware of the need to balance radiation risks. We must be concerned with 
the man-rem as a unit of national exposure and conclude that the consequences of 
radiation risk-taking should be evaluated independently of the radiation source. 
We should not discriminate between man-rems from radioactive fallout, from 
nuclear power plant effluents, or from diagnostic x rays. 

The BEIR1 report which your organization has so wisely taken as the main 
topic for discussion today needs to be translated from the technical jargon of 
the radiation specialist and injected into the public discourse. This is not an 
easy undertaking, for the nature and dimension of things familiar to scientists 
is strange territory for the average person. 

The BEIR Translation 

The great value of the BEIR report is that it systematically reviews the 
data on somatic and genetic effects of ionizing radiation and provides us with 
an understandable linkage between radiation dose (man-rem) and injury to humans. 
Your organization will be discussing the genetic effects in detail, so I shall 
confine myself to somatic effects. Here the BEIR translation reads: 

"Continuous exposure of a population of 1 million persons to the 
level of 1 rem per year may result in the incidence of 150 to 200 
cancer deaths per year." 

I shall make the assumption the 200 figure is valid. 

You have titled this session "Radiation Perspective in the United States of 
America," and I shall proceed to address this issue on the following basis: 

(1) That the BEIR man-rem dose to cancer-death response applies to very 
low levels of radiation. 

(2) That perspective may be achieved by extrapolating human exposure data 
to the year 2000. 

I shall not attempt to leap into the 21st century, even though it may happen 
that certain sources of ionizing radiation relased in this century will persist 
into the next. I plan to rely on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
report ORP/CSD 72-1, "Estimates of Ionizing Radiation Doses in the United States 
1960-2000," as a data base with some modification. I shall use 1 million man
rem as a basic unit and disregard all sources of dose very much less than this 
unit. 
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Natural Background Radiation Risk 

The average whole-body annual dose due to the natural background radiation 
in the United States is taken to be 0.13 rem. Cosmic radiation dose increases 
with altitude and is taken as 0.045 rem per year for the United States. 
Radiation emanating from terrestrial sources external to man averages about 0.06 
rem per year, while the internal radiation dose, primarily 4 0K and LlOpo plus 
222Rn averages 0.025 rem. 

Within the 50 States the external dose to man varies from a high of 0.225 
rem per year in Colorado to a low of 0.075 in Louisiana. Adding in the internal 
dose contribution, we see that the natural background radiation varies from 
about 0.1 to almost 0.3 rem per year within the borders of the United States. 
Man, of course, alters his environment and lives in structures of varying 
radioactive content, thus increasing his external dose. 

The present U.S. man-rem dose from natural sources of radiation is taken as 
27 million man-rem, and by extrapolation to a year 2000 population2 of 280 
million I arrive at an end-of-century dose total of 36 million man-rem. The 
cumulative 30-year dose approaches 1 billion man-rem, and this equates to almost 
200,000 cancer deaths. This figure represents about 1 percent of the 
spontaneous cancer deaths due to all causes. 

One might be tempted to look for some correlation in the cancer deaths in a 
city like Denver and a sea-level city with half the natural background, but this 
is a signal-to-noise problem that taxes the ingenuity of the biostatistician. 
Moreover, it turns out that lower level cities may exhibit higher rates of 
cancer mortality. 

Radioactive Fallout Risks 

Global drizzle or protracted fallout from debris introduced into the 
stratosphere by atmospheric tests of nuclear weapons is, like the natural 
background, an unavoidable source of radiation exposure. Beginning with the 
high-yield megaton-class weapons detonated in 1952, there have been additions to 
this stratosphere burden of radioactive material. France and China continue to 
add to this source of global contamination, but the other nuclear powers agreed 
to a Limited Nuclear Test Ban in 1963. It will be recalled that grassroots 
support for this ban came from widespread public fear of fallout, symbolized by 
strontium-90. 

(138 
high 
bone 

Strontium-90 is a bone-seeker having a radioactive half-life of 29 years 
curies per gram). A person born in 1954, the year when the U.S. initiated 
fission-yield megaton tests in the Pacific, would accumulate a dose to the 

of about 1.2 rem by the end of the century. 

Cesium-137, half-life 137 years, deposited on the ground is the major 
source of external radiation from fallout. Other shorter-lived emitters 
contributed to the human dosage in the 1950s and 1960s. For example, in the 
U.S. in 1963 the total gamma radiation (external) plus dosage due to internal 
uptake of fallout nuclides produced a 0.013-rem dose per U.S. individual. This 
decreased to 0.004 rem in 1970, and it is assumed to increase slowly to 0.005 
rem in the year 2000. The present 1-million man-rem dose per year is expected 
to reach 1.4 million man-rem at the end of the century. The 30-year dose is 
estimated to be 34 million man-rem, corresponding to a total of 6,800 cancer 
deaths of fallout origin. 
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Radiation Risks in Jet Travel 

The demands of modern living make it almost an involuntary act to travel by 
jet aircraft. Scheduled airlines in the U.S. customarily seek altitude in the 
25,000- to 35,000-foot altitude range or higher for purposes of passenger 
comfort and fuel conservation. At such altitudes passengers are exposed to an 
average of roughly 0.004 rem per hour 3 • In 1971 domestic air travel in the 
U.S. amounted to 106 billion passenger revenue miles on scheduled carriers4 • 
Air travel of this type increased over tenfold in the past 20 years 5 , and on the 
basis of a recent Department of Transportation report6 I estimate that the 
annual radiation dose to U.S. air travelers will reach a 2-million man-rem total 
by the year 2000. 

A 2-million man-rem dose per year would mean an annual cancer fatality rate 
of 400. To put this in perspective, CHART I illustrates the historic pattern of 
airline accident mortality. The lower curve plots the annual deaths due to 
accidents on scheduled airlines and indicates that the public is willing to 
accept airline fatalities at a rate of about 200 per year. The upper curve 
records the annual fatalities experienced in U.S. civil aviation; it would 
indicate that private parties are willing to accept an almost tenfold higher 
annual level of air fatality. 

Extrapolation of the scheduled carrier mortality rate to the future is 
problematic, but with the increasing dependence on high-density flights, partly 
as a result of diminished availability of jet fuels in the future, the United 
States might well experience annual fatality rates approaching 1,000. At such a 
level the radiation risk would be less than half that for fatal accidents, and 
presumably the Surgen General would not require imprinting "AIR TRAVEL INVOLVES 
RADIATION RISKS HARMFUL TO YOUR HEALTH" on your air ticket. 

Medical Diagnostic Radiation Risks 

The present annual dose from medical diagnostic pratice in the U.S, exceeds 
15 million man-rem. Assuming that there is no significant change in the use of 
x rays as a diagnostic tool, then it is expected that the national dose will 
reach 20 million man-rem by the year 2000. A 30-year total of somewhat more 
than 500 million man-rem corresponds to 100,000 cancer deaths, although it is 
true that not all can be considered "extra" since the radiology might not be 
specific to the patient's cancer. 

Assuming that all 100,000 cancer deaths are actually iatrogenic, it is per
tinent to place some sort of dollar value on a human life. This is an uncertain 
calculation, but there is legal precedent for estimating such a dollar value in 
court cases. Often an estimate of 20 years life-income denied is used, and 
awards in the range of $300,000 are made. (Assessment of the lifelong cost of 
maintaining a genetic defective would involve much larger sums, but only somatic 
radiation effects will be considered here.) On this reckoning the societal cost 
of excessive x radiation may be computed. One, of course, has to make some 
estimate of "excessive," and I shall assume that 50 percent of the diagnostic 
dose is unnecessary and that proper technique and well-regulated x-ray equipment 
could produce the desired diagnostic results. With no attempt at precision, but 
only to scope the problem, I estimate that 250 million man-rem multiplied by $60 
per man-rem represents a $15 billion cost in the United States for the 1970-2000 
period. 
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Nuclear Power Effluent Risks 

Here in the United States there has been rather heated controversy about 
the radiation risks posed by nuclear radioeffluents. ·It should be understood 
that routine release of radioactivity from a nuclear power plant is basically a 
matter of fuel clad failure with subsequent entry into the primary coolant of 
certain fission products. Release of short-lived noble gases is subject to 
temporary holdup to reduce the effluent activity. All U.S. nuclear power sites 
are subject to independent radiation monitoring, and the environmental surveys 
of the environs are available to the public. Critics 7 of nuclear power have 
charged that nuclear power effluents would permit irradiation of the U.S. 
population to the extent that 32,000 extra cancer deaths would be incurred 
annually. 

The Atomic Energy Commission published earlier this year a projective 
evaluation of the radiological consequences of a large regional nuclear power 
plant operation in the year 2000 after having circulated a draft report of the 
study to critics. This WASH 1209 report 8 concludes that, "The average radiation 
potentially received by the total body of an individual in the study area in the 
year 2000, resulting from the operation of the assumed facilities, was 
calculated to be 0.17 millirem." 

This AEC projected dose rate would yield 0.05-million man-rem dose to the 
U.S. population in the year 2000, corresponding to 10 cancer deaths per year. 
The 1970-2000 total would be about 90 cancer deaths associated with nuclear 
power, according to the dose-risk relation of the BEIR report. 

The question of dose commitment of long-lived radionuclides introduced into 
the environment by the year 2000 is beyond the scope of my discussion. However, 
I call your attention to two very useful treatments of the nuclear fuel cycle: 

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE, U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission, Directorate of Licensing, November 1972. 

SITING OF FUEL REPROCESSING PLANTS AND WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES, Oak 
Ridge National Laboratories Document ORNL-4451, July 1970. 

Nuclear Power Plant Accident Risks -- Siting Policy 

Public opposition to nuclear power has recently concentrated on risks asso
ciated with a catstrophic accident; i.e., a Class 9 accident according to the 
AEC's 1 to 9 classification of reactor accidents. I cannot do more than survey 
some of the highlights of this problem of a low-probability high-consequence 
accident. I call to your attention the fact that the Atomic Energy Commission 
will publish sometime next year a detailed analysis of Class 9 accidents, 
including both the probability of accidents and estimates of the extent of their 
consequences. In 1957 the AEC did bring out WASH-740, "Theoretical 
Possibilities and Consequences of Major Accidents in Large Nuclear Power 
Plants," but to use a Washington word, this report is considered "inoperative" 
today. 

The lack of an authoritative and realistic evaluation of radiation risks 
attending major reactor accidents has allowed antinuclear spokesmen to sieze 
upon the "worst case" postulated by the WASH-740 report and to focus on it as a 
probable occurence. It is true that power reactors today are seven times more 
powerful than the 500-megawatt plant assumed in the AEC's 1957 study. Moreover, 
populations at risk in the vicinity of nuclear plants have grown since WASH-740 
was published. CHART II, for example, illustrates the cumulative populations at 
risk near selected nuclear power sites. The Calvert Cliffs site on the 
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Chesapeake 45 miles from Washington, D.C., has a population at risk beyond 5 
miles, very much less than that assumed in the WASH-740 analysis. On the other 
hand, Indian Point north of New York City represents a considerably greater risk 
in population distribution for the Burlington site near Philadelphia; this was 
not approved by the AEC. Currently pending is a construction permit application 
for Newbold Island reactors sited 6 miles from the defunct Burlington site. I 
have publicly opposed approval of this siting on the basis that the Atomic 
Energy Commission has not placed in the public domain evidence of nuclear 
safeguards reliable enough to compensate for the greater populatjon at risk in 
the Newbold Island area. If the AEC approves Newbold Island, then the way is 
open for other utilities to press for closer metropolitan siting. 

It is true that the AEC has issued its WASH-1250 report, "The Safety of 
Nuclear Power Reactors and Related Facilities" (July 1953), in response to the 
October 1971 request of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. This will serve 
as the basis for public hearings to be chaired by Congressman Melvin Price, 
beginning September 25th. But the WASH 1250 report does not deal with a Class 9 
accident and its consequences. 

On March 23, 1962, the AEC issued document TID-14844, "Calculation of Dis
tance Factors for Power and Test Reactor Sites," as a guide for utilities to 
determine: 

(1) An exclusion area such that an individual exposed at the boundary 
fence would not receive more than 25 rem whole-body dose in 2 hours or more 
than 300 rem dose to the thyroid. 

(2) A low population zone such that cloud passage would not deliver more 
than 25 rem (whole-body) or 300 rem (thyroid) dose at its outer boundary. 

(3) Population center distances specifying distance to centers of large 
population concentrations. 

This AEC siting criteria document did not take a conservative view of thyroid 
dosage since members of this organization recognize that 300 rem is a signifi
cant dose to the thyroid as evidenced by the experience with Rongelap natives 
exposed to fallout from the March 1, 1954, Bikini bomb test. I maintain that 
the AEC needs to put forth an updated version of its siting criteria. 

Class 9 Probabilities 

The Wash-740 report had very little to say about the probability of a major 
reactor accident. In the past few years there has been increased emphasis on 
probabilistic assessment of reactor risks. Reactor designers are trying to 
define how safe their nuclear machines are, and this they do in terms of 
postulating a spectrum of initiating events and following their consequences 
sequentially as they affect the pathway leading from the nuclear fuel pellet to 
the environment. 

The only way for the fuel pellet's stored radioactivity to escape from the 
core is to overheat to the point where the clad deteriorates and fission 
products are released within the core. Pellet heatup can occur as a result of 
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) uncless coolant is resupplied to the core 
channels. The AEC requires that U.S. nuclear power reactors be equipped with 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) as safeguards to prevent fuel melting. If 
P 1 is the probability of a LOCA and P2 is the probability that ECC systems will 
not prevent fuel melting, then the probability P1 2 of a LOCA + ECCS failure is 
P 1 x P2 . Nuclear vendors estimate that the probability of a pipe break is about 
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10-4 per reactor year and the chance that ECCS will fail to perform its function 
is l0-3 per reactor year. Thus, P1 2 becomes lo-7 per reactor year. 

This vendor-estimated low probability for LOCA + ECCS failure has to be 
compounded by an additional probability; i.e., failure of containment 
safeguards, before the meltdown-released radioactivity is released to the 
atmosphere. Here one has to deal with a complex problem of containment failure 
in various modes affecting the time-release of specific fission products. For 
example, water sprays could effectively reduce the release of iodine-131. 

I might interpolate at this point that for ocean-sited nuclear power plants 
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), which makes an independent 
review of each reactor application for licensing, has under discussion a 
requirement for a core-catcher to prevent loss of meltdown fission debris 
through containment. 

Let us assume that vendor estimates are wrong by a factor of 10 in each P 1 
and P2 estimate; i.e., P 12 = lo-s per reactor year. In other words, with 100 
reactors operating, as will soon be the case in the U.S., the overall 
probability for a major reactor accident of a Class 9 type would be one chance 
in a thousand per year. 

Class 9 Radiation Consequences 

Would the public accept a risk of one in a thousand per year when 100 
reactors are operating? It's premature to extrapolate this to one in a hundred 
per year when 1000 reactors are operating because that's several decades from 
now, and presumably new and more reliable safeguards will be available then. 
When the AEC grants an operating license to a utility to run a nuclear power 
reactor, it presumably makes a judgment that the public risk of accident comes 
within acceptable limits. But these limits have not been defined for the 
American people. 

If one were to take a public op1n1on poll of Americans inquiring into 
attitudes about the probability of an accident to a nuclear reactor, I suspect 
that people would immediately ask, "How serious an accident?" In attempting to 
answer this question, we have to go back to our chain of probabilities; i.e., to 
P123 where P3 is the probability for release of X curies of various 
radionuclides through containment. 

We must now introduce three additional probabilities: 

P 4 that allowing for the meteorology prevailing at the time of the 
accident release. 

Ps that governing the population distribution in the downwind area of the 
nuclear site 

P6 shielding factors reducing exposure to people in the downwind sector 

Certain pessimistic values for P3 and P4 led to high-consequence estimates in 
the Wash-740 report, leading to an extreme projection of a lethal dose as far 
out as 15 miles from the accident site. I think that when one is dealing with a 
probability that is itself a compounding of six separate probabilities; i.e., 

it is easy to postulate extreme consequences by taking very high values for each 
individual probability. In fact, some antinuclear spokesmen put P1 x P2 1, 
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then assume almost complete venting of the fission products and couple this with 
the highest possible values of P4, P5 , and P6 • Thus, they arrive at most 
improbable and in some cases impossible fallout patterns blanketing a state as 
large as Pennsylvania. 

Allow me to cite a single example of such nuclear extremism. 
letter signed by Dr. John W. Gofman for the Committee 
Responsibility, Inc. (July 1972) on a letterhead listing the names 
Prize winners. It begins: 

"Dear Friend, 

I have here a 
for Nuclear 
of four Nobel 

Do you live within 100 miles of the locations indicated on the 
attached map? If so, you also live, or will live, within deadly range 
of a nuclear power plant . " 

CHART III is adapted from the most recent AEC report on accident (Class 9) 
consequences, "An Evaluation of the Applicability of Existing Data to the 
Analytical Description of a Nuclear Reactor Accident--core Meltdown Evaluation," 
BMI-1910 (July 1971). The upper curve represents a pessimistic core meltdown 
accident, P1P2 = 1, but assigned no probability in the report; and P3 , involving 
pressure vessel meltthrough and 50-percent fission product escape from the core 
with a 2-hour delay for relase of the noble gases and inversion conditions for 
P4 x P5 , is not defined because the graph is for individual dosage and P6 l. 
To illustrate the impact of a single variable (P4 ), I have plotted as the lower 
curve an estimate of how the dose distribution would look under average 
conditions of meteorology9 • Note that the lethal distance (radius for LD 50 dose 
of 500 rem) is less than 1 mile. 

Indian Point and Calvert Cliffs Estimates 

Although it is not at all clear, based on AEC publications to date, as to 
which radionuclide dose is of greatest lethality in a Class 9 accident (i.e., 
noble gas external dose, ingested dose to the gut, radioiodine dose to the 
thyroid), for the purpose of illustrating the significance of multiplying P4 by 
P5 I shall apply the two curves in CHART III to a population distribution for 
the Indian Point and Calvert Cliffs site. I shall assume a uniform distribution 
of population in all directions from the reactor site. I deduce the following 
population doses: 

Meteorology assumed Inversion 

Indian Point 10 

Calvert Cliffs 1 

Average 
(millions of man-rems) 

1 

0.1 

Naturally, the real values for the population dose would depend on the wind 
direction. In the case of Calvert Cliffs a westerly wind would mean a tenfold 
or more reduction in dose. The man-rem dose for an accident situation cannot be 
directly related to dose as estimated for other sources of radiation since it is 
a single-shot affair. In making any such comparison, the doses given for the 
accident situation need to be reduced by a factor of 10. 

So far I have said nothing about P6 . If we regard the rem dose as an open
field measurement, then we have to introduce shielding factors due to housing 
and the body itself. These are generally assumed to be 0.4 and 0.8 so that the 
effective dose is about one-third that of open-field dose. In an emergency 
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situation (remembering 
warning for much of the 
of shelter-seeking. 

that a reactor accident could involve several hours of 
community nearby) there is the option of evacuation or 

To the best of my knowledge, the various States and cities in the U.S. have 
no plans for a Class 9 accident. The emergency plans I've seen are patterned to 
Class 8 situations which do not pose very serious radiation risks. 

Comparison of Radiation Risks (1970-2000) 

I shall now summarize the dose estimates for various sources of radiation 
thus far annualized. 

Source 
30-year dose 

(millions of man-rems) 

U.S. natural background •...••... 
Weapons test fallout •••••.•.•.•. 
Domestic jet travel ...•••....••. 
Medical diagnosis ••..•.••....•.. 
Routine nuclear effluents .•...•. 

1,000 
34 
36 

500 
0.45 

It will be noted that test fallout and nuclear effluents plus waste products 
have dose commitments persisting beyond the year 2000. 

There's nothing much we can do about the first two items in this 
tabulation, and since the third item is not a dose to the total population, I 
shall concentrate on a discussion of the radiation risks of medical diagnosis 
and nticlear power facilities, bearing in mind the admonition of the BEIR report 
(page 7): 

"An additional important point, often overlooked, is that even if 
the benefit outweighs the biological cost, it is in the public interest 
that the latter still be reduced to the extent possible providing the 
health gains achieved per unit of expenditure are compatible with the 
cost-effectiveness of other societal efforts." 

Nuclear Safety Costs 

AEC technical specifications for power reactors force U.S. utilities to 
spend about $40 million in capital costs and operations for added safeguards per 
1,000-megawatt installation to provide a wide margin of safety against 
accidents. These costs are in addition to those that a utility would pay for 
normal insurance against damage to the reactor. One thousand reactors expected 
by the year 2000 would therefore entail expenditures of $40 billion. In 
addition, I would estimate that the AEC, EPA, and HEW will probably spend up to 
$10 billion on safety and radiation control. 

A Double Radiation Standard? 

In 1972 the 50 States spent a total of $7.2 million implementing radiation 
controls, not all of which apply to the diagnostic use of x rays. Considering 
the very much greater population dose associated with medical diagnosis as 
compared to nuclear power dosage, it seems to me that our society has a split 
vision on radiation risks and is setting up a double standard for radiation 
risks. I am not advocating relaxation of the As Low As Practicable radiation 
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limits set forth by the AEC, nor am I suggesting cutbacks in nuclear safety 
expenditures, but it does seem to me that some standards have to be applied to 
the dominant controllable radiation risk in America; namely, the diagnostic use 
of x rays. 

According to my reckoning, the excessive use of x rays will mean 50,000 
cancer deaths in the rest of this century. All of these can be avoided if we as 
a nation put radiation risks in perspective and establish rational restraints on 
that most lethal weapon-- the x-ray machine. I agree with Dr. C. L. Comar who 
proposes 10 that such standards "should be established in terms of minimal ex
posures required to fill society's needs." 

Costs for Alternative Sources of Energy 

Although opponents of nuclear power argue that there are environmentally 
and economically acceptable alternative sources of power to substitute for 
nuclear power, their proposals are not viable options for utilities before the 
year 2000. Competent energy experts are in agreement that the single candidate 
option is coal. It is therefore valid to reckon the costs of the coal fuel 
cycle, assuming that coal-fired plants replace nuclear units. I estimate that 
in the year 2000 such plants would require an annual boiler feed of 2 billion 
tons of high-rank coal. 

Burning 2 billion tons of coal subjects a society to a risk-chain 
stretching from the mine to the smokestack. Let's consider, first, the 
occupational hazards in a coal-vs-nuclear comparison. I shall use data just 
made available by the Council on Environmental Quality11 . 

Assuming that almost all year 2000 coal is strip-mined, I estimate that the 
occupational costs of mining, processing, transporting, and using coal for 1,000 
plants would total 2,640 deaths per year. The CEQ estimate for Light Water 
Reactor occupational risks is 153 deaths per year. In other words, the coal 
substitution would be 17 times more costly than nuclear risks in the year 2000 

meaning the conventional risks of the uranium fuel cycle, 

Two environmental hazards predominate in the coal cycle, the acres 
disturbed in strip-mining and the stack emissions, primarily SOx effluents. 
Uranium ore has a specific energy content up to 40 times higher than coal so the 
acres disturbed are very much less for present generation nuclear plants, and 
with the advent·of the power-breeder, nuclear power will enjoy a thousandfold or 
more advantage in reduced environmental impact as compared to coal. 

The 1975 primary and secondary standards on stack emission will crack down 
on SOx effluents from coal-burning plants, and it is to be assumed that use of 
compliance fuels and new developments in sulfur control will serve to make year 
2000 effluents much lower in level than even the 1975 standard. But some SOx 
will come out of the stack, and the biological damage of chemical pollutants 
will have to be assessed. The 0.45-million man-rem 1970-2000 dose from routine 
release of nuclear power effluents sets a very high standard for fossil fuel 
plants to achieve. 

Conclusion 

I have attempted to put radiation risks in perspective and, in particular, 
to suggest that it should be a national objective to reduce the man-rem dose to 
the U.S. population and to bring radiation risks into better balance. I have 
also attempted to scope the problem of a nuclear reactor accident, and I would 
suggest that at your next Congress you devote major attention to the Atomic 
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Energy Commission 1974 study of this problem. In the meantime I would suggest 
that members of the International Radiation Protection Association have an 
individual responsibility to (a) persuade the medical profession to reduce the 
diagnostic dose and (b) act as brokers for the communication of reliable infor
mation to the public in matters of nuclear safety. 
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RADIATION AND MAN 

Presentation of U.S.A. National Academy of Sciences 
Report on The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of 

Ionizing Radiation (BEIR Report) 

l. General Review and Implications 
C. L. Comar, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 

Abstract 

This paper toegther with that of Dr. James F. Crow on Genetic Effects 
and of Dr. Arthur C. Upton on Somatic Effects is an expository review of the 
report of the Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing 
Radiations of the National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council 
which was prepared by about 50 members of the Committee and its Subcommittees 
and completed in late 1972. It deals with the scientific basis for establish
ment of radiation protection standards encompassing a review and re
evaluation of existing scientific knowledge concerning radiation exposure of 
human populations. 

Data, assumptions, and numerical risk estimates are presented for the 
genetic and somatic effects of low levels of exposure. It is calculated that 
exposure of the entire U.S. population to 170 mrem/year would cause at 
equilibrium (after many generations) between 1100 and 27,000 incidences per 
year of serious genetic disabilities. In the opinion of the Committee, the 
same exposure could cause from roughly 3000 to 15,000 cancer deaths annually 
based on the assumptions used including linearity and with no correction for 
dose-rate. The uncertainties and bases for these estimates are stressed in 
the papers of Drs. Crow and Upton. Interpretations are presented in regard 
to effects on growth and development and on the environment (on organisms 
other than man). 

Future major contributions to radiation exposure of the population 
will continue to be natural background and medical applications. Medical 
radiation exposure can and should be reduced considerably without any de
privation of benefits. Radiation exposure to the U.S. population from the 
developing nuclear power industry can be kept at about l% of natural back
ground and the exposure of any individual kept to a small fraction of 
background provided that the technology operates as planned. Engineering 
and technical uncertainties in regard to nuclear power were not assessed by 
the Committee. 

It is suggested that radiation protection standards not be set on an 
arbitrary basis such as related to background levels, (even though all agree 
that such levels will not produce observable effects), but rather should be 
established in terms of minimal exposures required to fill society's needs. 
Hopefully, it will be possible to make meaningful risk-benefit assessments, 
then to make cost-effectiveness assessments so that logical decisions can be 
made as to the worth of any given effort to reduce the risk, and finally to 
choose among the alternate options taking into account a comparison of the 
biological and environmental costs. 

Ultimately, these techniques for dealing with radiation protection 
(actually estimating the risks and the worth of reducing them) may provide 
guidance for other pollutants, since the time is coming when priority de
cisions will have to be made in allocation of limited resources for the 
maintenance and improvement of the quality of life. 
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I. Introduction 

In late 1972 the Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of 
Ionizing Radiation of the U.S.A. National Academy of Sciences - National 
Research Council completed its Report on The Effects on Populations of 
Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR Report). This paper, 
the first of three, is a personal interpretation of the approach, general 
findings and implications of the BEIR Report. It will be followed by de
tailed discussions of Genetic Effects by Dr. James F. Crow and of Somatic 
Effects by Dr. Arthur C. Upton. Appreciation is expressed to the Program 
Committee of the International Radiation Protection Association for the 
opportunity of presenting these papers and the generous time allotment. 

II. Background 

Understanding of the objectives and frame of reference of the BEIR 
Report can be gained by remembering the "BEAR" Reports (on Biological Effects 
of Atomic Radiation) of an earlier committee of the National Academy that 
was established in 1955 to respond to public anxiety about the possible 
effects of nuclear weapons testing on the human population. The BEAR reports 
did so respond, were accepted by the public, and served mainly to: (a) place 
in perspective the extent of harm expected from fallout, (b) introduce the 
concept of regulation of average population doses on the basis of genetic 
risks, and (c) emphasize the significance of medical-dental radiation ex
posure. 

In the late 1960's public concern again became aroused because of 
potential exposures from a developing nuclear power industry. Numerical 
genetic and somatic risk estimates were being used, and harmful effects were 
widely described as if it were planned that the total U.S. population were to 
be exposed to levels equivalent to present radiation protection guideline 
(namely 170 mrem/year). In February of 1970 the Federal Radiation Council 
(FRC) asked an existing NAS-NRC Advisory Committee to undertake a complete 
review of the matter. Thereafter the FRC was subsumed into the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Advisory Committee was expanded into the BEIR Committee, 
and the review was undertaken. 

Over the years, somewhat similar responsibilities in regard to radiation 
protection have fulfilled by other organizations including; the United Nations 
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), The Inter
national Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), and the National 
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP). Their reports have 
been most useful to members of the BEIR Committee and their personnel most 
cooperative. 

It must be remembered that reports of various bodies may differ because 
of the charge, scope and composition of the committee involved, as well as 
the state of knowledge and public atmosphere existing at the time of the 
writing of a given report. In general the main differences between the BEIR 
Report and previous official documentation arise not so much from the in
clusion of new data or new interpretations, but rather from a philosophic 
approach to radiation protection generated by changing conditions and public 
attitudes. 

The BEIR report differs from the other reports in one or more of the 
following ways: (a) efforts are made to present the conclusions in such a way 
as to be useful to those who must take into account technological, economic, 
and sociological considerations in the development of regulatory programs in 
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the United States; (b) numerical risk estimates for human populations exposed 
to low levels of ionizing radiation are presented together with the assump
tions and compilations of data on which they are based; (c) it is suggested 
that radiation protection standards should not be set on an arbitrary basis, 
such as in relation to background levels (even though all investigators agree 
that such levels will not produce observable effects), but rather that they 
should be established in terms of minimal exposures required to fill 
society's needs: (d) implications of possible effects of radiation on the 
environment - on organisms other than man - are considered; (e) it is pro
posed that medical-dental radiation exposure can and shou1d be reduced 
considerablY without impairing medical benefits; (f) emphasis is placed on 
the desirability of maki:ng meaningful risk-ben~fit assessments and then 
cost-effectiveness assessments so that logical decisions can be made as to 
the worth of any given effort to reduce the risk - choices could then be 
possible among alternate options involving radiation and non-radiation pro
cesses by comparison of biological and environmental costs, 

Obviously the BEIR Committee and its subcommittees even though expanded 
to a membership of about fifty could not deal definitively with the broad non
scientific, sociological or economic issues. Yet it was felt that such 
issues must be brought forward. For example, in regard to the possibilities 
of catastrophic reactor accidents; it was not within our competence to render 
opinions on probabilities, effects, overall risks, financial expenditures 
justified, or rational of public acceptance. Nevertheless, we did call 
attention to this matter prominently in the summary statement. 

III. Risk Estimates 

There is always the question as to whether numerical risk estimates 
should be included in official documentation. It is realized that no matter 
how carefully the estimates are qualified, the numbers will be used and 
quoted by others out of context. The decision to include numerical values 
was based largelY on the fact that such estimates were already being widely 
used in public discussion and were having a significant emotional impact on 
decision-making. It was felt necessary first to assure that the most re
liable numbers be used, but perhaps more important, to bring about the 
understanding that it may be a public disservice to misuse risk estimates, 
that is to make decisions on the basis of risk estimates for only one of the 
necessary options, or to spend large amounts of resources to reduce small 
risks even further while larger risks go unattended. 

The philosophy in radiation protection to-date has been to state the 
matter in qualitative terms. For example, NCRP 39* contains the following 
statement: 

"In particular, it is believed that while exposures of workers and 
the general population should be kept to the lowest practicable 
level at all times, the presently permitted exposures (170 mrem/yr 
for the population) represent a level of risk so small compared 
with other hazards of life, and so well offset by perceptible 
benefits, that such approbation (public acceptance) will be achieved 
when the informed public review process is completed." 

*Basis Radiation Protection Criteria, National Council on Radiation Pro
tection and Measurements, January 15, 1971, NCRP Report No. 39. Material 
in brackets added. 
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However, it appears now that public knowledge and public demand re
quires further detail. 

The risk estimates of the BEIR Report are presented in greatly simpli
field form in Tables 1 and 2. In round figures it is stated that exposure 
of a population of 200 million to 170 mrem/yr could cause about 10,000 
deaths or serious disabilities per year of somatic and genetic origin in the 
first generation. This can be expressed as a risk per year of 1 in 20,000. 
Given the numerical estimates for genetic and somatic risk the question 
arises as to how this information can be used as a basis for radiation pro
tection guidance. Logically, the guidance or standards should be related to 
risk. Whether we regard a risk as acceptable or not depends on how avoidable 
it is. Obviously no risk, no matter how small, should be accepted if it is 
indeed readily avoidable. To the extent not avoidable, acceptability depends 
upon how the risk compares with those of alternative options and those 
normally accepted by society. 

It is not difficult to compare the risks from radiation with those 
normally accepted by society - recognizing that any such comparison is not 
meant as a justification for acceptance of any unnecessary risk. As indi
cated in Table 3, there seem to be two natural boundary conditions. The high 
risk boundary of l in 100 is the statistical risk of deaths from all causes. 
The lower boundary of 1 in 1,000,000 appears to be the risk of deaths from 
external catastrophes such as floods, earthquakes, lightning, snake bites, 
etc. Thus, one can establish a rough scale of risk, as shown in Table 4. 

Traditionally, society has treated low and negligible risks as acts of 
God and has focused attention on the high risk category. It is interesting 
to note that in the high risk range we find such voluntary activities as 
auto travel, plane travel, hunting, and skiing. 

It is important to realize that public response will probably never be 
completely logical. For example, the public abhorrence of specific catas
trophes may result in relatively large investments to avoid them, regardless 
of the quantitative importance. There may be other philosophic biases 
related to risk that are just not subject to rational agreement. 

There are two main aspects of the analysis. First, it is necessary to 
assess risk-benefit relationships since a man-made risk can be regarded as 
avoidable unless we need the associated benefit. As indicated, we feel that 
the risk estimates for radiation are comparatively well established, but the 
question of benefit requires much more consideration. The BEIR Committee has 
now been specifically charged to undertake the study of benefits, the diffi
culty of which should not be underestimated. As an example, one benefit of 
radiation exposure from the nuclear power industry is, obviously, the avoid
ance of health effects from the combustion of fossil fuels, which immediately 
necessitates comparing the biological costs of the alternative options. 

The second aspect concerns what might be called "cost-effectiveness 
analysis," which governs just how avoidable the risk is. It is obvious that 
any risk can be decreased at an increased financial cost. In a resource 
limited society (and believe me, we are becoming more so all the time) the 
allocations must be made where they will do the most good. It is a misuse of 
resources and a disservice to society to add costs for the purpose of de
creasing the risks of any one system greatly below acceptable levels, when 
other societal activities with unacceptable risks are being ignored. Some 
examples of choices that could be made are: a national program to persuade 
people to use seat belts is estimated to cost less than $100 for each death 
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averted; a program of early cancer detection and treatment is estimated to 
cost up to about $40,000 for each death averted. At the height of fallout 
it was calculated that the removal of 90 sr from milk at a cost of 2 to 3 
cents per quart would cost about 20 million dollars for each case of cancer 
averted. It has been estimated that money spent on improved collimation of 
X-ray machines would be 1000 to 10,000 times more effective in reducing 
radiation dosages than money spent on improving present reactor waste systems. 

By way of summarizing risk considerations, certain points appear to be 
important. Our best estimates of risk from radiation exposure, even when 
expressed in numerical terms support previous views (implied by NCRP documen
tation) that such risks are indeed small when compared with the probable 
benefits from necessary activities. The public should somehow be educated 
to this truth and all attempts should be made to reduce any philosophic 
biases. As part of this process, regulatory procedures should assure that 
societies' needs are being met with the lowest possible risks. The inter
pretation of the words, "lowest possible," should rest upon development of 
cost-effectiveness analyses. It should be made clear that even when the 
benefits clearly exceed the risks, the risks should still be reduced to the 
lowest level compatible with cost-effectiveness considerations. 

IV. Summary of BEIR Report Recommendations 

The BEIR Report made ten major points which are paraphrased in 
abbreviated form: 

a. No exposure to ionizing radiation should be permitted without the 
expectation of a commensurate benefit. 

b. Public protection from radiation must not result in a substitution 
of worse hazards for the radiation avoided. Small risks should not 
be reduced below the point of cost-effectiveness. 

c. The upper limit of non-medical radiation exposure for individuals 
in the general population should produce risks that are small 
relative to those normally accepted. 

d. The above upper limit for individuals should be considerably 
lowered if the general population is to be exposed. This limits 
the total amount of harm that could be caused as well as the 
probability of harm to any individual. 

e. Medical radiation exposures can and should be reduced considerably 
without impairing medical benefits. 

f. Guidance for the nuclear power industry should be based on risk
benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis taking into account the 
alternate options. 

g. Extraordinary efforts to minimize the risk from catastrophic 
accidents in the nuclear power industry are called for. 

h. Occupational and emergency exposure limits should be based on 
numerical risk estimates to the individual. 

i. Populations of other living organs will most likely not be per
ceptibly harmed if the radiation protection guidelines acceptable 
for man are adhered to. Nevertheless, there are good reasons for 
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strengthening ecological studies. 

j. Every effort should be made to assure accurate estimates and 
predictions of radiation equivalent dosages from all existing 
and planned sources. 

V. A Broader View 

Society is becoming increasingly sensitive to health problems from 
contamination and pollution. Whenever a potential hazard is identified, 
becomes measurable, and is publicly recognized there is pressure for zero or 
near zero guidelines. Usually there is little or no information about low
level population effects and decisions may well be made that overall cause a 
lowering of the quality of li:t'e. Radiation is the one agent for which tre
mendous amounts of data are available. Now that we have risk estimates, 
fraught with uncertainty though they may be, the way we use, neglect, or 
misuse them for the public good may set an example for the course we are to 
follow with the great variety of potential harmful agents that modern man 
exposes himself to. In a real sense then, radiation workers have societal 
responsibilities that go far beyond the effects of ionizing radiation. 
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Table 1 

Simplified Summary of Radiation Effects 

170 mrem/yr to U.S. population (200 x 10
6

) 

would cause an upper limit of 3600 genetic 
-----disabilities/year in l'st generation 

could cause as a most likely estimate 
-----6000 cancer deaths/year 

Table 2 

Radiation Effects Expressed as Risk per year 

170 mrem/yr could cause 

6 
~ 10,000 cases of harm in 200 x 10 per year 

or 1 case in 20,000 per year 
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Table 3 

Comparative Population Risks in the U.S. 

Sources Risk of Death ~er Year 

From all causes 

Under 1 year 1 in 46 

1 year old 1 in 735 

10 years old 1 in 3600 

35 years old 1 in 470 

55 years old 1 in 85 

Average population 1 in 100 

From 170 mrem/ye ar 1 in 20,000 

From natural disasters 1 in 1,000,000 

From 1 mrem/year 1 in 3,400,000 
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Table 4 

Arbitrary Categories o~ Risks 

Scale Risk o~ Death Eer Year 

High 1 in 100 
to 

1 in 1,000 

Medium 1 in 1,000 
to 

1 in 100,000 

Negligible 1 in 100,000 
to 

1 in 10,000,000 
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PRESENTATION OF THE U. S. A. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES REPORT ON THE 
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION (BEIR REPORT). 2. GENETIC EFFECTS 

James F. Crow 
Genetics Laboratory, University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Abstract 

Information for assessing the magnitude of the human genetic risk from 
radiation still comes almost entirely from nonhuman sources, mainly the mouse. 
The Committee recommended that estimates for low dosages be made on the assump
tion of a linear relationship between the effects at the lowest doses where re
liable measurements exist and the effect at zero dose. This was chosen as a 
plausible assumption for some effects (mutation and chromosome breakage) and as 
a conservative procedure for others (nondisjunction and chromosome loss). 

The Committee considered four bases for risk estimation. In order of re
liability these are: (l) The risk relative to natural background radiation, 
(2) The risk relative to specific genetic conditions, (3) The risk relative to 
current incidence of serious disabilities, and (4) The risk in terms of overall 
ill health. 

The Original~EAR Report 

The current report is a follow-up of the original report of the National 
Academy of Sciences Committee on the Biological Effects of Atomic Radiations 
(BEAR).l This Committee, along with a corresponding group in Britain working 
at the same time and not entirely independently, introduced the idea of regulat
ing the average dose to the population. 

The BEAR Committee recommended that man-made radiation be kept at such a 
level that the average individual in the population receive less than 10 r be
fore the mean age of reproduction, a period of time taken to be 30 years. Mod
erate variation in exposure from person to person was not regarded as very im
portant as long as the population average is kept low for the reason that the 
damage is to later generations. The concern is not so much that of the individ
ual for his own children, for which the risk is slight, but of society for an 
overall disease and disability rate in future generations. Prior to this re
port, the main emphasis had been on the protection of the person receiving the 
radiation. The individual dose limit was set so as to be well below that for 
which there is any observable harm. The BEAR Genetics Committee emphasized the 
linear, non-threshold concept for genetic effects and its implication that there 
is no "safe" dose, a concept that had been discussed earlier by the NCRP. 

The general principles guiding the Committee were: (1) Mutations, spon
taneous or induced, are much more often harmful than beneficial. This is to be 
expected on the grounds that mutations, being random events, are more likely to 
make well regulated systems worse rather than improving them. It has also been 
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observed experimentally that mutations whose effects are large enough to be 
visible are almost always harmful. (2) Any amount of radiation, however smal~ 
that reaches the reproductive cells entails some genetic risk. (3) The number 
of mutations produced is directly proportional to the dose, so that linear in
terpolation from high dose data provides a valid estimate for low dose effects. 
(4) The effect is independent of the rate at which the dose is administered or 
of the spacing of the total amount. The last of these has turned out to be 
wrong, as will be discussed later. 

With these principles, the number of mutations is the simple product of 
the number of genes in the population times the dose times the mutation rate 
per gene ~er unit dose. For the last quantity, mouse data were becoming avail
able at the time of the BEAR study, and the effects were considerably higher 
than those in Drosophila, which had constituted the main quantitative evidence 
before this time. But there was no estimate of the number of genes in any mam
mal. There wasn't any very good evidence in Drosophila either. Some Drosoph
ilists suggested that the bands on the salivary gland chromosomes might corre
spond to genes and that counting them might give an estimate of the number of 
genes; but this generally was regarded as naive. A more indirect way was to 
estimate the ratio of the total mutation rate to the specific locus rate, but 
this had its problems because of the difficulty in measuring the total mutation 
rate. This ratio was taken to be about 10,000 and the risk estimates therefore 
were for a hypothetical organism whose mutation rate is that of the mouse and 
whose gene number is that of Drosophila. 

H. J. Muller strongly advocated the principle that each mutant must ulti
mately be eliminated from the population, and therefore for each mutation there 
must eventually be one gene extinction, or "genetic death". The Committee in
cluded this kind of calculation in it3 report, but with mixed enthusiasm. Some 
thought it to be the only way of trying to assess the total impact of mutation. 
Others thought the problem of finding the correspondence between gene extinc
tions and tangible measures of human suffering and frustration to be completely 
insoluble, and therefore the method essentially worthless. The Committee also 
estimated the mutation rate doubling dose and applied this to the estimated mu
tational component of human disease and disability. 

What Has Been Learned Since? 

What has been learned in the nearly two decades since the BEAR Committee 
met? An enormous amount by any standards! The BEAR Report was written early 
enough to miss both the molecular revolution and the development of human cyto
genetics. I don't believe the letters "DNA" appear anywhere in the Genetics 
Report, and the chromosome number is given as 48. 

We now know the chemical basis of the gene with an amount of detail that 
would have been utterly unbelievable in the 1950's. The chemical basis of mu
tation is deeply understood and the systems of mutation repair, especially of 
UV damage, are models of clarity and beauty. The human species has joined 
Tradescantia, maize, and Drosophila in becoming cytologically respectable. 

With such deep fundamental knowledge one might expect that estimation of 
radiation risks would be correspondingly more precise. Yet, there remain large 
gaps, the most serious being (1) the almost complete absence of information on 
radiation mutagenesis from human sources, and (2) our inability to determine 
the relationship between an increase in the mutation rate and the effect on 
human welfare in the future. In some ways the situation seems worse than it 
did in the 1950's because researches in the meantime have brought out complex
ities that were not suspected at that time. It can no longer be assumed that 
the number of mutations is independent of the dose rate or of fractionation. 
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Furthermore, we are more cognizant of differences in different kinds of cells, 
between the sexes, and among different organisms. 

How Valid Are Mouse Data? 

Since we still don't have any reliable human radiation data we still have 
to rely on other organisms, particularly the mouse. The BEIR Report2 and the 
United Nations Report (UNSCEAR)3 do this. Is there any reason to believe that 
mouse rates are equivalent to man? I should like to ~resent some data, recent
ly assembled by Abrahamson, Bender, Conger, and Wolff , that should add to our 
confidence in extrapolation from other organisms to man. They plotted the mu
tation rate per rad per locus as a function of the amount of DNA in the haploid 
genome. 1he results for Escherichia, yeast, Neurospora, Drosophila, mouse, 
tomato and barley, on a log-log plot, fall very close to a straight line at a 
45 degree angle to the axes. The amounts of DNA in these species ranges over 
a factor of 1000; so do the mutation rates, ranging from 10-9/rad for E. coli 
to 10-6/rad for barley. Yet, the ratio is nearly constant. The human species 
has about 20 percent more DNA per cell than the mouse, so placing ourselves at 
the appropriate place on the line gives a single-locus mutation rate of 2.6 X 
10-7/rad. This is the value for high dose-rates; chronic radiation would pro
duce effects 1/3 to 1/4 as high. 

Is there any way to make sense out of this remarkable observation? There 
is perhaps one way. We must remember that what is constant when normalized for 
the amount of DNA is the per locus rate, not the genome rate. 

It is known that in bacteria the genome is a continuous string of DNA and 
that there are roughly 3000 genes. There is now good evidence from Drosophila 
that the number of gene loci is equal to the number of salivary gland chromo
some bands -- just as the more naive geneticists used to think. The evidence 
comes from the work of Judd and his colleagues 5 who for several years collected 
all mutants that were located in a small region of the X chromosome that could 
be delimited by a deletion. They now seem to have found all the gene loci in 
this area, since for some time all the new mutants have been mapped at one of 
the previous sites. These lethal, or in a few cases, visible, mutants fall in
to 16 distinct groups, as defined by a complementation test. It is also true 
that there are exactly 16 salivary chromosome bands in this region. Unless this 
is a fantastic numerical coincidence, the simple idea that the number of genes 
is equal to the number of chromomeres appears to be correct. There is support
ing evidence from other Drosophila chromosome regions. 

The number of salivary gland chromosome bands is a little over 5000. Thus, 
the Drosophila has only about.twice as many genes as E. coli. Yet, the amount 
of DNA per cell is an order of magnitude higher. There is also good evidence 
that the Drosophila chromosome is a continuous strand of DNA -- some 20 Ang
stroms in diamter and about a centimeter long! Thus, it looks as if a Droso
phila gene is at least ten times as long as a bacterial gene. 

If we accept this inference, then as organisms get larger and more comolex, 
they don't get many more genes, but rather, the genes get longer. If this is 
true, the gene in higher organisms presents a larger target for radiation. Per
haps this is the explanation of the puzzling results of Abrahamson et al. 

In any case, whether the explanation is correct or not, the fact that the 
data from these diverse organisms lies so close to the line adds to our confi
dence in extrapolating to man from the mouse. 

Risk Estimates 
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All quantitative estimates that the BEIR Genetics Committee used were de
rived from mouse low dose-rate data. No correction was made for the larger 
amount of DNA in the human cell, although this would have made only a trivial 
difference (about 20 percent) among much larger uncertainties. Cytogenetic es
timates were usually made directly as if humans were mice, although adjustments 
were made in those cases where there was some reason to think humans are differ
ent. 

Estimates of genetic disease other than cytogenetic was done by estimating 
the relative risk for one rem. This is the proportion by which the mutation 
rate is increased by one rem; its reciprocal is the doubling dose. This was 
estimated by taking the specific locus rate for mice, averaged over the two 
sexes, as the radiation induced rate. The spontaneous rate was estimated di
rectly from human spontaneous mutation rate studies. From this we derive 1/200 
to 1/20 as the relative risk of one rem -- or 20 to 200 as the doubling dose. 

For any category of disease the Committee attempted to estimate the muta
tionaZ aomponent of its incidence. Conceptually, we think of the disease in
cidence as divided into two discrete compartments, one of which has an incidence 
directly proportional to the mutation rate and the other whose incidence is in
dependent of the mutation rate. (Nobody thinks that this is a correct picture 
of the true situation, but it seemed to us to be a reasonable model for the 
purpose of risk assessment.) For conditions that are caused by dominant or X
linked mutations, the mutational component as defined above is very nearly one. 
For conger.ital anomalies and constitutional diseases the fraction is taken to 
be from 5 to 50 percent. 

The Committee recommended four bases for risk estimates: (l) The risk 
relative to the natural background radiation; (2) The risk for specific genet
ic conditions; (3) The risk for severe malformation and disease; and, (4) The 
risk in terms of overall ill health. 

These are in decreasing order of robustness and accuracy and increasing 
order of social relevance. Unfortunately, the closer we come to estimating 
tangible human dangers, the more uncertain the estimates become. 

1. The Risk Relative to That From Natural Background Radiation. 
Of course, -this fs not a risk e-s-t-frriate--atall; b-ut it may be very useful as 

a policy guide, nonetheless. The idea is this: The human species has lived 
with this amount of radiation throughout its evolutionary history. Although 
we don't think this has been good for us, nevertheless we have managed to sur
vive, even thrive. t1ost people don't take background radiation levels into 
account when they decide where to work or live; in other words, the risk is 
comparable to other risks that are commonly, usually unthinkingly, accepted. 
As the Report says: "If the genetically significant exposure is kept well be
low this amount, we are assured that the additional consequences will neither 
differ in kind from those which we have experienced throughout human history 
nor exceed them in quantity." 

2. The Risk For Specific Genetic Conditions. 
The basis for this estimate is the-radiation-induced rate for mice, aver

aged over both sexes. For chronic radiation of spermatogonia in males and 
oocytes in females, the average is taken to be .25 X lo-7 per rad. Using the 
incidence of dominant and X-linked diseases and making informed guesses as to 
the persistance of these genes in the population, the human risks were esti
mated. 

3. The Risk Relative to the Current Incidence of Serious Disabilities. 
With a 20-200 rem doubling dose, -ane-xposureof s rem per generation (170 
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mrem per year) would cause an eventual increase of from 2.5 to 25 percent in 
the burden of disease that owes its incidence to mutation. About one percent 
of children have a dominant or X-linked disease or disability, and this inci
dence is essentially proportional to the mutation rate. Recessive diseases are 
rarer and their incidence is only very indirectly related to the mutation rate. 
Disease of more complex etiology -- congenital anomalies, anomalies exp~ssed 
later in life, constitutional and degenerative diseases -- are partly genetic, 
but there is great uncertainty as to how directly their incidence reflects the 
mutation rate. It is unlikely that more than half the incidence has this cause. 
Some would estimate it as low as 5 percent. The estimates are summarized in 
Table 1, which is taken from the BEIR Report. 

Table 1. Estimated effect of 5 rem per generation on a population of one 
million. This includes conditions for which there is some evidence of 

---------------~. ______ a _g_e_~e:_t__i.:_c __ c::..~onent. 

Disease classification 

Dominant diseases 

Chromosomal and recessive 
diseases 

Congenital anomalies 

Anomalies expressed later 

Constitutional and degenerative 
diseases 

TOTAL 

4. The Risk in Terms of Ill Health. 

Current 
incidence 

10,000 

10,000 

15,000 

10,000 

15,000 

60,000 

Effe:_c::..t of 5 rem per generation 
First generation 

} 

50-500 

Relatively 
slight 

5-500 

60-1000 

Equilibrium 

250-2500 

Very slow 
increase 

50-5000 

300-7500 

In addition to the categories above, we have illnesses of many sorts, rang
ing from so mild as to constitute only a minor inconvenience to severely in
capacitating and fatal. The mutational component can only be guessed. Domin
ant genes probably play a smaller part. in this than they do in the conditions 
in Table 1. Rather arbitrarily we took 20 percent as the mutational component. 
This leads to an estimate, at equilibrium, of an increase in all disease of be
tween .5 percent and 5 percent if the population were exposed to 5 rem per gen
eration. The Committee also suggested how a dollar value might be placed on a 
rem through this estimate. 

One factor that is left out of these calculations, and which we have no 
way of assessing, is what appears to be the majority of mutants in Drosophila 

namely, mutants with a very mild effect on viability. These mutants show 
very little recessiveness, so their impact is partly in the first generation 
after the mutation occurs and is spread over the next 50 to 100 generations. 
Extensive mouse experiments offer no evidence for any measurable contribution 
from such mutants. The Committee had this admonition: "We remind all who may 
use ou~· estimates as a basis for policy decisions that these estimates are an 
attemp: to take into account only known tangible effects of radiation, and that 
there ~ay well be intangible effects in addition whose cumulative impact may 
be appreciable, although not novel." 

As regards public policy toward radiation protection, the Committee had 
this to say: "It seems clear that the genetically significant radiation ex
posure from fallout·, from nuclear power developments, and from occupational 
exposure (treated as a part of the over-all population average) is now very 
small relative to that from natural radiation. There is no reason to think 
that the dose commitment for the development of nuclear power in the next few 
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decades should be more than about a millirem annually. The 1956 report and the 
guides that grew out of it were the result of an effort to balance genetic 
risks against the needs of society. It now appears that these needs can be met 
with very much less than the 170 mrem per year of the current Radiation Protec
tion Guides. Accordingly, the 170 mrem seems to provide an unnecessarily large 
cushion. 

Likewise, we believe that the currently much higher level of radiation 
from medical sources (mainly diagnostic) should be examined in view of the same 
concept. If it can be reduced further without impairing essential medical ser
vices, then the present level is unnecessarily high." 
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Consideration is given herein to effects of ionizing radiation that are 
manifest in exposed individuals themselves (i.e., somatic effects) as con
trasted to effects that are manifest in subsequent generations (i.e., genetic, 
or inherited, effects). In general, moreover, acute effects of irradiation 
are not considered, since these occur only at dose levels well above pro
tection standards. 

With few exceptions, the somatic effects of interest manifest themselves 
only after an interval of years or decades following irradiation and are not 
detectable except in a statistical sense. In any given individual, a par
ticular effect cannot be attributed conclusively to radiation, as opposed to 
some other cause, and the smaller the dose, the less the likelihood of 
radiation being the cause. 

Because no somatic effects causing significant disease or mortality are 
known to be induced by ionizing radiation at dose rates approaching natural 
background, the risks of such effects at these dose rates can be estimated 
only by extrapolation from observations at higher radiation levels, based 
on assumptions about the relevant dose-effect relationships, the mechanisms 
through which the effects are produced, and the susceptibility of the pop
ulations at risk. 

Principles Underlying Induction of Somatic Effects 
For none of the effects of interest can the dose-response relation be 

defined over a wide range of dose and dose rate. For some effects, however, 
such as the induction of cataract of the lens and impairment of fertility, 
the relationship between effect and dose is nonlinear, these effects presum
ably depending on the killing of sufficient numbers of cells in the lens and 
gonads, respectively, so that there is little or no risk of the effects at 
dose rates approaching natural background radiation levels. 

For induction of certain tumors, on the other hand, a linear non-threshold 
dose-effect relationship cannot be excluded, nor can the possibility that such 
effects might result from subtle injury in only one or a few cells of the body. 
The most important effect of radiation on the mortality of human populations, 
furthermore, apparently results from carcinogenic effects. 

In assessing the induction of cancer, the following problems are note
worthy: (1) cancers induced by radiation are indistinguishable individually 
from those occurring naturally, their existence being demonstrable only in 
terms of an excess above the natural incidence; (2) the natural incidence of 
cancer varies by orders of magnitude, depending on the type of neoplasm, age 
and sex of population at risk, and other factors; (3) cancer of any one type 
occurs with sufficiently low incidence in man that few irradiated populations 
are large enough to provide relevant quantitative dose-incidence data; (4) the 
time elapsing between irradiation and the clinical appearance of a neoplasm is 
a matter of years or even decades, complicating the prospective follow-up of 
irradiated populations for tumor development and the retrospective evaluation 
of cancer patients for relevant radiation exposure history; (5) many of the 
data on radiation-induced tumors come from individuals exposed to internally 
deposited radionuclides, in whom the dose-incidence relation is obscured by 
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nonuniformities in temporal and spatial distribution of the dose; (6) other 
data come from studies of therapeutically irradiated patients, in whom effects 
of radiation may be confounded by effects of underlying disease processes or 
of treatments other than radiation; and (7) some of the available data con
cern cancer mortality, whereas others concern cancer incidence, hence radi
ation-induced malignancies that do not greatly alter the death rate (e.g., 
thyroid carcinoma) must be distinguished from those that are more generally 
fatal (e.g., leukemia). 

Cancer Incidence and Radiation Dose 
Despite the difficulties mentioned above, the incidence of several types 

of cancer in human populations has been shown unequivocally to increase with 
increasing dose. With few exceptions, however, the observed dose-incidence 
data pertain to relatively high doses and high dose rates. Nevertheless, the 
findings for any given neoplasm are reasonably consistent from one irradiated 
human population to another, suggesting that the observed relationship may be 
applicable within limits to the general population for purposes of risk 
evaluation. 

In Japanese atomic-bomb survivors and in British patients treated with 
spinal irradiation for ankylosing spondylitis, the incidence of all leukemias 
except the chronic lymphocytic type has been increased, the relationship 
between incidence and dose at the relatively high doses and high dose rates 
in question, being compatible with a linear dose-incidgnce function with a 
slope corresponding to about 1 case of leukemia per 10 exposed persons, per 
year, per rem. Data for other irradiated populations, although far less 
quantitative, imply a comparable excess of leukemia per unit dose to the 
marrow, despite wide differences in the conditions of exposure; however, there 
is evidence that susceptibility may be several times higher in utero, during 
childhood, or late in adult life than at intermediate ages.-------

Tumors of the thyroid gland also have been found to be increased in in
cidence in irradiated populations. The dose-effect relationship at relatively 
high doses and high dose rates, like that for leukemia, can be represented 
by a linear, non-thresgold function, corresponding to a risk of roughly 2-9 
cases of cancer per 10 exposed children, per year, per rem to the thyroid 
gland, averaged over the fifth to twenty-fifth years after exposure. In those 
irradiated during childhood, susceptibility appears several times higher than 
in those irradiated as adults. 

For tumors of other types and sites, dose-response data are more limited, 
and estimates of risk correspondingly cruder. For cancer of the lung, mor
tality at high doses has been estimated to approximate one death per 106 
exposed persons per year, per rem. For cancer of the breast, ~ortality at 
high doses has been estimated to approximate two deaths per 10 exposed 
persons per year, per rem. For cancer of the GI tract, including the stomach, 
mortality at high doses has been estimated to approximate one death per 106 
persons per year, per rem. For cancer at all other sites combined, mortality 
has been estimated to approximate one death per 106 persons per year, per rem, 
which implies that either susceptibility to such malignancies is low, by com
parison with susceptibility to the types mentioned earlier, or that the latent 
periods for such malignancies extend well beyond 25 years of follow-up. 
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Some studies suggest that after prenatal irradiation the overall juvenile 
cancer mortality may be increased by about 50 cases/106/rem/year, averaged over 
the first 10 years of life; however, there is also evidence that the observed 
excess may be dependent on factors other than radiation. 

The variations in rate of induction of different types of cancer by 
irradiation are apparently unrelated to variations in the natural incidence 
of the respective types. Hence it is clear that the doubling dose of radia
tion is not uniform for all types of cancer. 

Probability of Cancer Induction at Low Doses and Low Dose Rates 
The dose-mortality figures cited above, which pertain chiefly to popula

tions exposed at high doses and high dose rates, may be used to estimate the 
probability of cancer at lower doses and lower dose rates, if it is assumed 
that the relationship between mortality and dose remains the same irrespective 
of changes in dose, dose rate, and population at risk. However, there are 
cogent radiobiological reasons for doubting that the dose-incidence relation
ship remains constant in the face of such changes. One reason is the wide
spread occurrence of repair of most types of injury induced at low doses and 
low dose rates by low-LET radiations. The dose rate characteristic of back
ground radiation (approximately 0.1 rem/year) is 108-109 times lower than the 
dose rate at which effects have been observed in most irradiated populations, 
and at background levels ionizing events in individual mammalian cell nuclei 
occur at a frequency of less than one per day, whereas at the higher dose rates 
mentioned, thousands of such events occur every second. Because of this dif
ference, and its implications for the production and repair of radiation 
damage at the molecular level, the risk of cancer induction at low doses and 
low dose rates may be appreciably smaller per unit dose than at high doses 
and high dose rates (as has been observed to be the case in certain radiation
induced tumors of experimental animals). The possibility of zero risk at low 
dose rates is not excluded by the data. 

Relative Biological Effectiveness 
Another source of uncertainty complicating extrapolation from available 

data is the variation in relative biological effectiveness among different 
types of radiations. This problem pertains to the interpretation of data from 
atomic bomb survivors of Hiroshima, underground miners exposed to radon gas and 
its radioactive decay products, and populations with high body burdens of 
alpha-emitting radionuclides. 

In Hiroshima, the numbers of survivors are larger (and the statistics 
correspondingly better) than in Nagasaki; but the radiations at Hiroshima 
included an appreciable component of fast neutrons. Hence it is necessary to 
estimate the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of this component in order 
that the dose-effect data for the two cities can be compared. The best estim
ate of the RBE, derived from intercomparison of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki data 
for leukemia, is between 1 and 5; however, for many radiobiological effects 
the risk-per-rad of low-LET radiations, such as x-rays and gamma rays, de~ 
creases to a greater degree with decrease in the dose and dose rate than does 
the effectiveness of high-LET radiations, which may decrease little if at all. 
Hence the RBE value of 1-5 for leukemia induction may be considerably smaller 
than the RBE value applicable to low doses and dose rates. Nevertheless, 
sinceRBE values of 1 and 5 have been assigned in this report to the Hiroshima 
neutrons for the purpose of calculating the risk per rem, the resulting es
timates of risk may err on tne conservative side. 

The Linear Hypothesis 
Although there is experimental evidence that the dose-effect relationship 

for x-rays and gamma rays may not be invariant with dose and dose rate, the 
use of a non-linear hypothesis in estimating risks for purposes of radiation 
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protection would be impractical in the present state of knowledge, since it 
would require allowance for individual variations in temporal and spatial 
distribution of tissue dose, as well as for other variables which cannot be 
analyzed at this time. 

Furthermore, it is the whole population from birth to death that is to 
be protected, and no body of human observations provides risk estimates for 
longer than about 25 years. Moreover, the human fetus may be especially 
susceptible to radiation carcinogenesis. Thus, in a situation that calls for 
a careful weighing of costs and benefits it has seemed prudent to present risk 
estimates on the basis of human data exclusively, with the use of a linear 
interpolation into the region of low dose. 

Risk Estimation 
In the Japanese atomic-bomb survivors, the excess mortality from all 

forms of cancer, including leukemia, corresponds to roughly 50~78 deaths per 
106 exposed persons per rem over the 20-year period from 1950-1970; i.e., 
from the fifth to the twenty-fifth year after exposure. In the irr·adiated 
$pondylitics, the excess mortality corresponds to a cumulative total of 
roughly 92-165 deaths from cancer per 106 persons per rem during the first 
27 years after irradiation. If such rates, extrapolated to low-dose levels 
without allowance for the possible dependence of the effect on dose and dose 
rate, are assumed to apply generally, than exposure of the U.S. population of 
about 200 million persons to an additional 0.1 rem during one year (approx
imately equivalent to a doubling of irradiation from background sources) could 
be expected to cause 1350-3300 deaths from cancer during the 25 years follow
ing irradiation, or about 50 to 130 deaths per year. Continual exposure of 
the population to the additional 0.1 rem per year could be expected ultimately 
to cause 1350 to 3300 deaths annually, provided that the effect of a given 
increment of dose did not persist beyond 25 years after exposure. However, 
use of a factor to allow for the influence of dose and dose rate on the dose
effect relationship might reduce these estimates appreciably. 

In assessing the cumulative effects of low-level irradiation on an entire 
population, attention must be paid to differences in age at exposure, duration 
of the latency for carcinogenesis, and size and duration of the carcinogenic 
effects; however, only tentative allowances can as yet be made for these 
variables. Nevertheless, a range of values can be assumed for each parameter 
(Table 1), enabling the effects of chronic low-level exposure of the U.S. 
population to be estimated, at least for illustrative purposes. These es
timates (Table 2) imply that exposure of the entire population continuously 
throughout life at a dose rate of 0.1 rem per year could cause up to 1,700-
9,000 cancer deaths per year, corresponding to 0.6-2.9% of the natural cancer 
death rate. For individuals exposed continuously from age 20 to age 65 years 
at a dose rate of 5 rems per year, the same approach yields an estimate of 
380-930 excess cancer deaths per 106 persons per year (Table 3), corresponding 
to 1-2% of the natural cancer death rate at age 60-64 years. 

Because the extrapolation model used in the above calculations made no 
allowance for the influence of repair at low doses and low dose rates, the 
derived estimates may be too high. For other reasons also, the estimates may 
be too high or too low: (1) insofar as high dose data have provided the pri
mary basis for the estimates, the risks may have been overestimated, owing to 
side effects at the high dose levels whi~h may have enhanced the carcinogenic 
action of radiation; (2) longer periods of follow-up may lead to estimates 
of risk that differ in magnitude from those above; (3) the data on most 
radiation-induced tumors are too scanty to allow construction of dose-incidence 
curves adequate for extrapolation; (4) uncertainty attaches to the RBE values 
used for alpha and neutron radiations; (5) uncertainty attaches to the relevant 
tissue dose, owing to nonuniformity in the distribution of the dose throughout 
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the body; and (6) the carcinogenic effects per unit dose mightgunder certain 
conditions, conceivably be even higher at low doses and low dose rates, owing 
to less killing of the cells that are most susceptible to cancer induction. 

Comment 
The figures presented in the foregoing are not to be taken as precise 

estimates of risk, since they are derived from evidence that is now incomplete. 
Moreover, the values are based largely on mortality data; and if expressed in 
terms of cancer incidence, the estimates could be higher by a factor of 2. 
Despite the limitations indicated, the current estimates suffice to indicate 
that the mean dose to the individual, as well as the me~n dcse to the pop
ulation, should be kept as low as practicable. 

Whether other somatic effects deserve to be considered in the same 
category with cancer in evaluating the risks of low-level irradiation remains 
to be determined. For those effects that may be conceived to fall into this 
category, however -- induction of cataracts, disturbances in the growth and 
deveiopment of the embryo, life-shortening from causes other than cancer, and 
impairment of fertility-- existing dose-effect data suggest that these are 
not likely to occur at dose levels compatible with present radiation protection 
guides. Hence, it seems reasonable to limit consideration to cancer alone 
for this evaluation. 
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Table I 
Assumed values used in calculating estimates of risk shown in Tables 2 and 3. 

Risk Estimate 

Duration Duration Absolute Relative 
of Latent of Plateau Riskb Risk 

Age at Ir- Type of Period Region (deaths/106/ (% incr. in 
radiation Cancer (years) (years )a yr/rem) deaths/rem) 

In Leukemia 0 10 25 50 
Utero All other 

cancer 0 10 25 50 

0-9 Leukemia 2 25 2.0 5.0 
Years All other (a}30 

cancer 15 (b}Life 1.0 2.0 

10 + Leukemia 2 25 1.0 2.0 
Years All other (a)30 

cancer 15 (b}Life 5.0 0.2 

a Plateau region = interval following latent period during which 
risk remains elevated. 

b The absolute risk in those aged 10 or more at the time of 
irradiation, for all cancer excluding leukemia, can be broken down into 
respective sites as follows: 

Type of Cancer 
Breast 
Lung 
GI incl. Stomach 
Bone 
All other cancer 

Total 

Deaths/106/year/rem 
1.5* 
1.3 
1.0 
0.2 
1.0 

---s.o 

* This is derived from a value of 6.0, corrected for a 50% cure 
rate and the inclusion of males as well as females in the population. 

(From Report of U.S.A. National Academy of Sciences Committee 
on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, 1972} 
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Table 2 
Estimated numbers of deaths per year in the U.S. population attributable to 

continual exposure at a rate of 0.1 rem per year, based on mortality 
from leukemia and from all other malignancies combined. 

Age at 
Irradiation ABSOLUTE RISK MODELa RELATIVE RISK MODELa 

Excess Deaths Due to: Excess Deaths Due to: 

Leukemia All other Cancer Leukemia All other Cancer 

In Utero 75 75 56 56 

0-9 years 164 (a) 73 93 (a) 715 
(b) 122 (b)5,869 

10 +years 277 (a)l,062 589 (a)l ,665 

Subtotal 

TOTAL 

(b)l,288 

516 (a)l ,210 
(b) 1 '485 

(a) 1,726 = 0.6% increase 

(b) 2,001 = 0.6% increase 

(b)2,415 

738 (a)2,436 
(b)8,340 

(a) 3,174 1.0% increase 

(b) 9,078 2.9% increase 

aThe figures shown are based on the following assumptions: 
(1) 1967 U.S. vital statistics can be used for age specific death 

rates from leukemia and all other cancer, and for total U.S. 
population. 

(2) Values for the duration (a or b) of the latent period (the 
length of time after irradiation before any excess of cancer 
deaths occur), duration of risk ("plateau region"), and 
magnitude of average increase in annual mortality for each 
group are as shown in Table 1. 

(From Report of U.S.A. National Academy of Sciences Committee 
on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, 1972) 
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Table 3 

Estimated excess annual numbers of cancer deaths for individuals exposed 
from 20 to 65 years of age. 

Population ABSOLUTE RISK MODEL RELATIVE RISK MODEL 

Exposed and dose rate 
Excess Deaths Due to: Excess Deaths Due to: 

Leukemia All other Cancer Leukemia All other Cancer 

U.S. Pop'n 0.1 rem/yr 195 (a) 721 436 (a) 1 ,444 

(b) 808 (b) 1 ,793 

106 people: 5 rem/yr. 81 (a) 300 181 (a) 601 

(b) 336 (b) 746 

(From Report of U.S.A. National Academy of Sciences Committee 
on the Effects of Ionizing Radiation, 1972) 
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NON-IONIZING RADIATION 

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND EXPOSURE STANDARDS FOR NON-IONIZING 
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGIES* 

Sol M. Michaelson 
University of Rochester 

School of Medicine 
Department of Radiation Biology and Biophysics 

Rochester, New York 14642 

Abstract 

Non-ionizing radiant energies at certain frequencies, intensities, and 
durations of exposure can produce biological effects which may be beneficial 
as well as harmful. For the general population and those persons exposed or 
with potential for exposure to these energies, personnel exposure guidelines 
and product emission standards have been promulgated for some of these 
energies. Personnel protection guides or exposure standards are usually those 
estaolished by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), American 
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) or Department of 
Defense. Some industrial organizations have standards of their own which may 
be modifications of the national standards. Legislation for personnel exposure 
and product emission levels for NIR are covered under the Occupational Safety 
and Health Act of 1970 and the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 
1968, respectively. It is important that distinction be carefully made between 
product emission standards and personnel exposure standards and how they 
relate to potential injury. A proper perspective and realistic assessment of 
the biomedical effects of these radiant energies is essential so that the 
individual or general public will not be unduly exposed nor will research, 
development and beneficial utilization of these energies be hampered or 
restricted. 

Introduction 

During the last quarter century there has been a marked development and 
increased utilization of equipment and devices for military, industrial, con
sumer use, and medical applications that emit a large variety of non-ionizing 
radiant (NIR) energies; these include ultraviolet, infrared, visible light, 
microwaves, and radio-frequency. Because of the biological consequences of 
these energies, the "Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968" 
(PL-90-602) and the "Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970" (PL-91-596) 
(OSHA) were enacted to protect the general public as well as the worker. 

*The work upon which this paper is based was performed pursuant to Contract 
No. FDA 73-30 with the Public Health Service, Food and Drug Administration, 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, with support by the Bureau of 
Medicine and Surgery, U.S. Navy, and with the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
at the University of Rochester Atomic Energy Project and has been assigned 
Report No. UR-3490-247. 
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The Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act requires the Secretary 
of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) to prescribe performance standards for 
U.S. produced and imported electronic products, if he determines that such 
standards are necessary for the protection of public realth and safety. An 
electronic product, under the Radiation Control Act, is any product that uses 
an electronic circuit and that may generate ionizing or NIR, or sound waves. 
Any manufactured or assembled product is covered by the Act if it emits 
radiation and contains an electronic circuit or functions as part of an elec
tronic circuit. Responsibility for day-to-day administration of the Act has 
been delegated to the Bureau of Radiological Health (BRH). 

To assure safe and healthtul working conditions, OSHA provides broad 
authority to the Departments of Labor and HEW to develop criteria for dealing 
with potentially toxic materials and harmful physical agents,such as NIR, 
indicating safe exposure levels for workers for various periods of time. 

Some NIR energies at certain frequencies, intensities, and exposure 
durations can produce biological effects or injury depending on multiple 
physical and biological variables. Although devices which utilize or emit 
NIR provide immeasurable benefits to mankind, they may also create potential 
hazards to the individual through uncontrolled and excessive emissions. Con
sequently, questions are being raised such as: 1) Are there any problems, 
and if so, how serious are they? 2) How adequate is our present knowledge 
about hazard to personnel from these energies? 3) How can exposure be 
reduced? 4) How can better regulation be obtained to reduce exposure? 

For the general population and those persons exposed or with potential 
for exposure to these enegies in the course of their occupations, personnel 
exposure guidelines and some product emission standards have been promulgated. 
Personnel protection guides or exposure standards are usually those estab
lished by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), American Con
ference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) or Department of Defense 
as well as BRH. Some industrial organizations have standards of their own 
which may be modifications of the national standards. 

Standards 

A summary of the various 

Prot~Ct 10n Guides ~nd Stand~rd' for llon-lon<<ing R~d1ant Energoes 

Ourat1onof 
E'4)o•ure 

guidelines and standards is shown in Table I:-s 
In spite of the fact that this com
pilation is oversimplified and many 
details are omitted, it does indicate 
the complexity and variety of protec
tion guides for NIR. 

To insure uniform and effective 
control of potential realth hazards 
from exposure to NIR, it is necessary 
to establish standards or protection 
guides. Detailed discussion of 
exposure standards is presented by 
Matelsky6 , Michaelson 3

'
7

, and Schwan. 8 

Ideally, effect or threshold values 
should be predicated on firm human data. 
If such data are not available, however, 
extrapolation from well-des~ned, ade
quately-performed and properly analyzed 
animal investigations is required. In 

discussing standards for NIR, it is necessary to keep in mind the essential 
differences between a "personnel exposure" standard and a "performance" 
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standard for a piece of equipment and how they relate to each other. An 
exposure standard refers to the safe (incorporating a safety factor of at 
least 10) level of whole-body exposure and exposure time. This standard is a 
guide to people on how to limit exposure for safety. An emission standard 
(or performance standard) refers not to people but to equ :ipment and specifies 
the maximum emission close to a device which ensures that likely human 
exposure will be at levels far below this limit which essentially is several 
orders of magnitude below the personnel exposure standard. As an example, 
one can cite the standards for microwaves. For personnel exposure the 
standard is 10 mW/cm2

• For microwave ovens the emission or product perfor
mance standard is 1 mW/cm2 at manufacture and a maximum of 5 mW/cm2 throughout 
the life time of the oven. This level is measured at 5 em from the external 
surface and should be considered in relation to a restricted field with only 
a small area of the body potentially exposed. 

Conceptually, as well as practically, these guidelines bear no relation
ship to the use of these energies in the context of medical diagnosis and 
treatment and should not be applied for such purposes. These standards for 
product emission and personnel exposure are designed to protect the general 
public and the worker, and are based on entirely different criteria than one 
would apply for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. In the medical context, 
on the basis of occupational and general personnel protection standards, 
individuals are grossly "over-exposed" to radiant energies to achieve a 
specific diagnostic or therapeutic result. Diathermy at 2450 MHz creates 
incident energy exposures on a watt level to ach:i.e ve desired tissue le ating; 9 

ultraviolet erythemal doses are pushed to the limit to control serious cases 
of acne vulgaris and psoriasis; 9 Q-switched lasers are used by ophthalmolo
gists to literally "cook" the back of the eye to restore a detached retina to 
a semblance of its normal anatomic position. 10 To draw a parallel with 
ionizing radiation, used therapeutically, the localized exposures of cancer 
patients to incident 6 °Co gamma radiation grossly exceed current guidelines 
for general population and occupational exposures. This is brought out simply 
to emphasize that current standards are in no way applicable to medical uses 
of any of the non-ionizing radiant energies, nor should they be. 11 

Biophysics 

To provide a basis for understanding the biologic effects of NIR, 
of some fundamental aspects of electromagnetic radiation is indicated. 
non-ionizing electromagnetic (EM) spectrum encompasses wavelengths from 
3xl0 8 m to 3xl0-2 nm (fig. 1). 12 

review 
The 

Figure 1. 
NON-IONIZING ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION* 

•Adapted from Air Force Manual AFM 161-8,1969 

As the frequency decreases, the 
EM energy of the emitted photons is 
insufficient, under normal circumstances, 
to dislodge orbital electrons, and 
produce ion pairs. Tle m:inimum photon 
energy capable of producing ionization 
in water and atomic oxygen, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, and carbon is between 12 and 
15 electron volts (eV). Inasmuch as 
these atoms constitute the basic ele
ments of living tissue, 12 eV may be 
considered the lower limit for ioniza
tion in biological systems. Since the 
energy value of 1 quantum of NIR is 
considerably 1ess than 12 eV, the type 
of electronic excitation necessary for 
ionization is not possible no matter 
how many quanta are absorbed. NIR 
absorbed into the molecule either 
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affects the electronic energy levels of its atoms, or changes the rotational, 
vibrational, and transitional energies of the molecules. Changes are 
produced in biological systems through either photochemical (ultraviolet)and/or 
thermal modes (infrared, microwaves). 13 

A factor that has been a source of continuing concern has been the 
problem of measurement of energy absorbed by biological tissue. Knowledge of 
the incident energy is inadequate to explain what is happening within bio
logical structures, and these occurrences must be correlated with absorbed 
energy. In some cases of NIR exposure we are incapable of describing the 
incident energy, not to speak of its absorption, as is the case in the near
field of a microwave source. 

The phenomena of reflection, transmission, and energy absorption occur in 
biological tissues that are exposed to some NIR energies. In the case of 
microwaves, these phenomena occur not only at the initial entry point or 
exposed area, but also at deeper tissue interfaces such as the fat-fascia
muscle layers, and within tissues themselves. When microwaves are used, 
frequency specificity of interactions create complex problems. Considerable 
effort will have to be expended in this area of dosimetry before problems, 
controversies, and existing confusion can be resolved. 

Ultraviolet Energy 

For ultraviolet (u.v.) exposure, the critical organs are the skin and 
eyes, resulting in erythema of the skin and skin cancer, rapid skin aging, 
photosensitization, and keratoconjunctivitis. 

Specific absorbed wavelengths of u.v. that can elicit a specific 
biologic response constitute the "action spectra" for that response. Tle se 
action spectra define the relative effectiveness of different wavelengths in 
eliciting a specific response when absorbed. 6 Determination of exposure 
criteria for u.v. effects has become increasingly difficult with the proli
feration of action spectra. A great number of uncertainites still exist in 
what constitutes a "threshold" effect. 13 

In the intact animal, incident u.v. does not penetrate through the skin. 
Below 290 nm absorption in humans is entirely in the epidermis. Between 290 
and 320 nm, less than 10 percent reaches the dermis; above 400 nm, over 50 
percent reaches the dermis. Whole-body exposure to u.v. is possible, however 
common articles of clothing are effectively opaque to ultraviolet. 

In 1948, the Council on Physical Medicine of the American Medical Associ
ation issued criteria for safe exposure to radiant energy from u.v. germicidal 
lamps. 2 This group recommended that for the primarily used wavelength, 253.7 
nm, exposures should not exceed 0.5 ~Wicm2 for periods <7 h, nor 0.1 ~Wicm2 in 
the case of continuous exposure. 

The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) 
has also proposed threshold-limit values (TLV) for u.v. 1 The TLV for occu
pational exposure to u.v. incident upon skin or eye where irradiance values 
are known and exposure time is controlled are as follows: 1) For the near 
u.v. spectral region (A 320 to 400 nm) total irradiance incident upon the 
unprotected skin or eye should not exceed 1 mWicm2 for periods >10 3 s and for 
exposure times <10 3 s should not exceed 1 Jlcm2

• 2) For the actinic u.v. 
spectral region (A 200 to 315 nm), radiant exposure incident upon the unpro
tected skin or eye should not exceed 100 mJ I cm2 for A 200 nm to 1000 rnJ I CIT.

2 

for A 315 nm within an 8 h period. However, the relative spectral (SA) 
effectiveness of the radiation has to be taken into consideration, i.e. for 
270 nm SA= 1.0, for 254 nm SA= 0.5. These are described as follows: 1 ' 13 
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J1W/crn2 ;,_ (nrn) g 

Maximum 2xl0 4 297 1.0 

Erythemal 3xl0 3 300 0.3 

Dose 1. 26xl0 4 254 0.5 

Maximum 10 4 288 1.0 

Keratitic 3xl0 3 270 1.0 

Dose 

A criteria document for a recommended standard for Occupational Exposure 
to Ultraviolet Radiation has been published by the U.S. Dept. 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). 
incorporates the ACGIH proposed TLV for Ultraviolet Exposure. 
mendations have as Jet ~ot- been acted upon by OSHA. 13 

-

of HEW, 
This document 

Tre se re corn-

The above are related to exposures to the non-ionizing, non-coherent 
sources of u.v., where the mode of interaction with matter has been primarily 
a photochemical one. It is likely that exposure to low-power lasers emitting 
in the u.v. will also produce photochemical reactions. However, the highly 
collimated aspect of such generators may produce energy densities on the 
cornea sufficient to give rise to thermal effects. With higher output lasers, 
sufficient energy may penetrate the cornea of the eye and the epithelium of 
the skin to produce effects not known at present. 13 

Visible Energy (Light) 

The hazards to man from visible light are relatively few and mostly come 
from artificial sources such as lasers and certain high intensity light 
sources which can produce absorbed energy levels greater than 50 cal/crn2 /rnin. 
Items which would probably fall in this category include high intensity 
reading lamps, movie and slide projector bulbs, spot lights, flood lights, etc. 

The penetrating ability of visible light is slight except for trans
parent materials such as the lens and humors of the eye. Light entering the 
eye from a bright source is focused on the retina and therefore, the thermal 
irradiance is independent of the inverse square law for image sizes greater 
than the diffraction lirnit. 14 Because of its narrow depth of penetration, 
visible light in general does not manifest itself as a potential hazard. 
There are situations, however, ia which it can become hazardous. For example, 
pulsating light at certain frequencies has been reported as a potential source 
for producing psychological effects. Epileptiform responses have been 
produced in animals and children exposed to pulsating light near the alpha 
rhythm frequency of the EEG. 

Due to the optical properties of the eye thereat energy per unit area 
on a small part of the retina may be greater by a factor of 10 5 than on the 
cornea. For vis ilile light a power density of 1 H/ crn2 will exceed the thres
hold for pain within 1 s; with a thermal time constant of 0.1 s, the thres
hold energy density per pulse will be 0.1 J/crn2

• Thesefactors become exceed
ingly important in relation to coherent light sources (laser). The sensation 
of heat, however, serves as an effective warning system under those conditions 
where there is time to react. 

Normally, intense and bright sunlight causes maximal constriction of the 
pupil thus reducing the energy density on the retina. Bright sunlight, 
furthermore, :.auses painful photophobia which will not permit prolonged direct 
and fixed observation of the sun. The lid reflex (approximately 150 ms) is 
another mechanism to protect the eye. The continuous action of these measures 
would be adequate under normal conditions to avoid burn injuries to the 
ret ina. 15 
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There appear to be three predominant factors controlling potential 
hazard to the eye: 1) intensity, 2) pupil dilation (that is, the area of 
exposure), and 3) length of exposure. If these factors are controlled to 
keep the absorbed energy below the threshold of thermal burning (reported to 
be between 40 and 50 cal/cm2 per min), no eye injury should be expected. 

Infrared Energy 

Infrared (i.r.) extends from beyond the red end of the visible portion of 
the EM spectrum (750 nm) to about lxl0 6 nm. The i.r. spectrum is frequently 
arbitrarily divided into three bands: the near i.r. (750-3000 nm), the middle 
i.r. (3xl0 3 - 3xl0 4 nm), and the far i.r. (3xl0 4 to approximately lxl0 6 nm). 

There is little evidence that photons in the i.r. (i.e., 1ess than 1.5 
eV) are capable of entering into photochemical reactions lu biological systems, 
probably because they are too low in energy to affect the electron energy 
levels of these atoms. The interaction that does occur upon absorption 
involves an increase in the kinetic energy of the system, producing a degra
dation of the radiant energy to le at. 6 

Most biological materials are considered opaque to wavelengths shorter 
than 1500 nm because of the almost complete absorption of these energies by 
water. Radiant energies in the short wavelength region of the near i.r. can 
be transmitted into the deeper tissues of the dermis and the eye. 

The most prominent direct effects of low wavelength i.r. on the skin 
include acute skin burn, increased vasodilation of the capillary beds, and an 
increased pigmentation which can persist for long periods of time. Under 
conditions of continuous exposure to high intensities of i.r., the erythema
tous appearance due to vasodilation may become permanent. Many factors 
mediate the ability to produce actual skin burn, and it is evident that for 
this immediate effect, the rate at which the temperature of the skin is 
permitted to increase is of prime importance. 6 

The threshold for warmth perception in the skin is reached at a warming 
of the skin at a rate of about .001-.002°C/s at a skin temperature of 32°C-
370C. Threshold and intensity of temperature sensation depend to a large 
extent on the size of the skin area changing temperature. Similarly, the 
minimal time of warming the skin before a temperature sensation is elicited 
depends on the size of the area affected and on the density of the specific 
temperature receptors in that area. Experimental evidence indicates that 
temperature sensation is little influenced by the absolute temperature of 
the skin and is Yoverned by the rate of change of the skin temperature. 16 

Results of Cook, 7 however, indicate that skin temperature is the vital factor 
in determining pain, though only in so far as this is a measure of the 
temperature of the thermal pain rec~tors below the skin surface. 

The cornea of the eye is highly transparent to energies between 750 nm 
and 1300 nm and becomes opaque to radiant energy above 2000 nm. Thermal 
damage to the cornea is dependent upon the absorbed dose, and probably occurs 
in the thin epithelium rather than in the deeper stroma. A dose of 7.6 w s/cm2 
of A 880-1100 nm was found to elicit minimum regressive corneal damage; 
whereas only 2.8 W s/cm2 A 1200-1700 nm produced this response. 18 These 
values are consistent with absorption characteristi·:s. With excessive exposure 
to these critical wavelengths, there may be complete destruction of the pro
tective epithelium, with opacification of the stroma due to coagulation of 
the protein. Obviously, such denaturization in an area over the pupil would 
seriously interfere with vision. The probability of incurring such an insult 
is low except where highly collimated sources can irradiate the eye without 
producing the sensation of pain in the surrounding skin tissue. 6 
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Damage of the lens of the eye from i.r. has been the subject of con
siderable investigation over a period of many years. The term "Glass-Workers" 
cataract has become generic for lenticular opacities found in individuals 
exposed to processes hot enough to be luminous. 6 In 1907, Robinson19 pub
lished the results of his investigations in England on the incidence of 
opacities on the posterior surface of the lens in the eyes of glass workers 
that were different than senile cataracts in appearance. It was upon his 
recommendation that the disease, radiation cataract, became scheduled in 
England as occupational in origin and by 1921 was copied into the U.S. Work
man's Compensation Act. Although some serious dissent has arisen as to the 
validity of the data obtained by earlier investigators, 20 the weight of evi
dence as of now favors the concept that i.r. emitted from hot sources in 
industry is the etiological agent responsible for i.r. cataractogenesis. 21 

Protection guides for i.r. exposure are designed prlmaL~ily fur proteL:Llun 
against ocular effects. The main difficulty, however, in devising protection 
standards against i.r.-induced cataract is to correlate the information on the 
radiation emitted during industrial processes with cataract formation. The 
intensities of i.r. which cause cataract are unknown. Only a small amount of 
~xperimentation on animals has been done but it has provided some knowledge 
of the way cataract is formed; the numerical data obtained cannot be used in 
devising standards, due to the relatively massive and frequent doses used in 
experiments, and possible physiological and anatomical differences in rabbit 
and human eyes. 22 

The tolerance limits of the human body for i.r. have been determined. 
An incident intensity of 0.04 cal/cm2 /s of short-wave i.r. can just be toler
ated by epigastric and interscapular skin areas of 144 cm2

•
23 Approximately 

25% of this energy flux would be reflected, so this corresponds to a toler
ated transmitted intensity of 0.03 cal/cm2 /s. It can be estimated that the 
maximum incident intensity of long-wave i.r. that can be tolerated by a 
lumbar area, 12xl2 em, is also approximately 0.03 cal/cm2 /s. 24 

Transmission and absorption factors of the ocular media for the i.r. 
spectrum and threshold doses to elicit minimum damage have been determ1ned: 6

' 18 

1) For corneal damage: 7.6 J/cm2
, 800-1100 nm; 2.8 J/cm2

, 1200-1700 nm. 

Laser 

2) Corneal exposure to produce damage in the iris: 10.8 J/cm2 , 800-
llOO nm. 

3) Corneal exposure for production of retinal burns: 1 J/cm2 (this 
value determined with a 0.1 s exposure to 20-40 J/cm2 causing a 
l mm burn). 

The acronym LASER (light amplification by stimulated emission of radia
tion) is commonly applied to a device which produces an intense, coherent 
directional beam of light by stimulating electronic or molecular transitions 
to lower energy levels. 5 The characteristics of lasers which influence their 
effect upon biological systems include the duration of the pulse, the time 
interval between pulses, the specific wavelength emitted, and the energy 
density of the beam. The degree of damage produced depends upon the absorbing 
tissue, its absorption characteristics, the size of the absorbing area, and 
its vascularity. 6 It has become common practice to describe the output of 
pulsed lasers in terms of energy (joules), and that from continuous wave (CW) 
lasers in terms of power (watts). The J/cm2 is used to express absorbed 
energy density, and the W/cm2 to describe pmver density. 6 

Biologic effects can occur through three mechanisms of interaction: a) 
thermal effect; b) acoustic transients; or c) other phenom•· " The latter 
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two effects are only seen with high power density laser pulses. 1~en laser 
light impinges on tissue, the absorbed energy produces heat. The resultant 
rapid rise in temperature can easily denature tissue protein. Since tissue is 
not homogeneous, light absorption is not homogeneous and the thermal stress is 
greatest around those portions of tissue that are the most efficient absorbers. 
Rapid and localized absorption produces high temperatures. Steam production, 
evident only at high exposure levels, can be quite dangerous if it occurs in 
an enclosed and completely filled volume such as the cranial cavity or the 
eye. A second interaction mechanism is an elastic or acoustic transient or 
pressure wave. As the light pulse impinges on tissue, a portion of the energy 
is transduced to a mechanical compression wave (acoustic energy), and a sonic 
transient wave is built up. This sonic wave can rip and tear tissue and if 
near the surface, can send out a plume of debris from the impact. Other 
phenomP.na such as free radical formation, are believed to exist during laser 
impact on biological systems, but this has not yet been conclusively demon
strated.26 

The primary hazard from laser radiation is exposure of the eye. Exposure 
levels, if kept below those damaging to the eye, will not harm other tissues 
and organs of the body. Eye damage can range from mild retinal burns, with 
little or no loss of visual acuity, to severe lesions with loss of central 
vision, and total loss of the eye from gross over-exposure. Long-term 
exposure of the retina to wavelengths in the visible spectrum, at levels not 
far below the burn threshold, may cause irreversible effects. 

Excessive i.r. (1.4-1000 ~m) exposure causes a loss of transparency or 
produces a surface irregularity in the cornea. Damage results from heating 
of the cornea by absorption of the incident energy by tears and tissue fluid 
in the cornea. Although the critical temperature threshold is not known, it 
does not appear to be much above normal body temperature, and there are indi
cations that it is a function of exposure time. 5 

Excessive u.v. (0.2-0.4 ~m) exposure produces photophobia accompanied by 
redness, tearing, conjunctival discharge, surface exfoliation, and stromal 
haze. Damage to the curneal epithelium by absorption of u.v. probably results 
from photochemical denaturation of proteins or other molecules in the cells. 
Some of the most important molecules are the desoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) and 
ribonucleic acids (RNA). The absorption is probably by selective sensitive 
portions of single cells. Thus the action of the u.v. is photochemical rather 
than thermal, since the temperature rise calculated for experimental exposure 
is negligible. 5 

The type of damage inflicted on the eye by laser beams ranges, therefore, 
from a small and inconsequential retinal burn in the periphery of the fundus, 
to severe damage of the macular area, with consequent loss of visual acuity, 
up to massive hemorrhage and extrusion of tissue into the vitreous, with 
possible loss of the entire eye. 27 

The large skin surface makes this tissue readily available to accidental 
and repeated exposures to laser energies. The biological significance of 
exposure of the skin to lasers operating in the visible and i.r. regions is 
considerably less than exposure of the eye, as skin damage is usually repairable 
or reversible. Effects may vary from a mild reddening (erythema) to blisters, 
and charring. Depigmentation of the skin, ulceration and scarring and damage 
to underlying organs may occur from extremely high po~Jered laser sources. 

Latent and cumulative effects of laser exposure are not kno~vn at this 
time. Little or no data are available describing the reaction of skin exposed 
to lasers in the 0.2-0.4 ~m spectral region, but chronic exposure to u.v. in 
this range can have a carcinogenic action on skin as Hell as eliciting an 
erythematous response. 
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On the basis of studies with non-coherent u.v., exposure to wavelengths 
in the 0.25-0.32 ~m spectral region is most injurious to skin. Exposure to 
the shorter (0.20-0.25 ~m) and longer (0.32-0.40 ~m) u.v. is considered less 
harmful to normal human skin. The shorter wavelengths are absorbed in the 
outer dead layer of the epidermis (stratum corneum), and exposure to the 
longer wavelengths has merely a pigment-darkening effect, The sensitivity of 
skin, however, to the longer wavelengths may be increased by known or 
inadvertent usage of photosensitizers. 5 

One cannot discuss potential hazards from laser energies without 
mentioning operationally associated hazards such as: 1) compressed gases, 
2) cryogenic liquids, 3) ionizing radiation that may emanate from laser 
power supplies and components, 4) toxic materials used in laser targets or 
laser system elements. Attention should also be paid to adequate ventilation 
to eliminate or reduce exposure to toxic materials to safe levels. 5 

ANSI, ACGIH, and BRH have or are in the process of developing laser 
standards. Selected maximum permissible exposure (MPE) laser levels for 
ocular effects are shown in Table II. These have to be understood, however, 
in the context and with consideration of the laser classification system that 
has been developed. 5 Because of the complexity of these standards, the ANSI 
standard 5 and the ACGIH, TLV 1 should be consulted. 

TABLE II 

Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) to Laser for 01 rect Ocular 

lntrabeam Viewing for Single Pulses or Exposures* 

Spectral 
Region 

Ultraviolet 

Visible and 
Near Infrared 

Far Infrared 

Exposure Time, 
Wave Length (t) Seconds 

200 nm to 302 nm 10-Z to 3 X 104 

305 nm 

310 nm 

315 nm 

315 nm to 400 nm 103 to 104 

10 to IO.Ij 

1.4 ]lm to 103 lJm 

10 to 3 X 10
4 

*Adapted from ANSI ( 5 ); ACGIH ( ). 

MPE 

3 mJ • cm- 2 

10 IIIJ • crn-Z 

100 mJ • cm-
2 

1.0 J • cm- 2 

1.0 mW • cm- 2 

-2 
l.Om.J•cm 

-6 -z 
10 W • em 

10-z J • em -Z 

0.1 W • cm-z 

Hicrowaves/Radiofrequency 

The radiofrequency (rf) portion of 
the D1 spectrum is considered to extend 
from 0.03 11Hz (very low frequency -VLF) 
to 300,000 11Hz (extremely high frequency 
- EHF). On a functional or operational 
basis, frequencies in the region from 
100 11Hz to 300,000 HHz (300 GHz) are 
designated as microwaves. 

Of the various NIR energies, the 
rf and micrm.;rave bands have elicited 
the greatest interest and concern as 
well as confusion in consideration of 
the real and substantiated effects vis 
a~ vis unsubstantiated or speculative 
effects. Hhen considering the bio

logical effects of rf energy, the wavelength of the energy and its relation
ship to the physical dimensions of exposed objects become important factors. 
Absorption of the energy depends upon the dielectric properties of the tissues 
and the relative absorption cross section of the exposed subject. Thus, the 
size of the object with relation to the wavelength of the incident field plays 
an important role. 28 

In biological systems absorbed rf is transformed into increased kinetic 
energy of the absorbing molecules, thereby producing a general heating of the 
tissue. Such heating results from both ionic conduction and vibration of the 
dipole molecules of water and proteins. 29 The absorption of rf is dependent 
upon the electrical properties of the absorbing medium, specifically, its 
dielectric constant and electrical conductivity. These properties change as 
the frequency of the applied electric field changes. Values of dielectric 
constant and electrical conductivity and depth of penetration have been deter
mined for many tissues. 30 The absorption of rf energy is high and the depth 
of penetration low in tissues of high water content such as muscle, brain 
tissue, internal organs, and skin, ~.;rhile the absorption is lower in tissues of 
low water content such as fat and bone. Reflections between interfaces separ
ating tissues of high and low ~.;rater content can produce standing waves 
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accompanied by "hot spots" that can be maximum in either tissue, regardless 
of dielectric constant or conductivity. 29 

Extensive investigations into microwave bioeffects conclusively show that 
for frequencies between 200 11Hz and 24,500 11Hz, exposure to power density of 
>100 mW/cm2 for 1 h or more could have pathophysiologic manifestations of a 
thermal nature. At power densities <100 mW/cm2

, however, evidence of patho
logic change is non-existent or equivocal. According to the best evidence 
available, the most important, if not the only, effect of microwave absorption 
in the mammal is the conversion of the absorbed energy into heat. Whole-
body exposure of various species of animals to microwaves at levels >10 mW/cm2 

is characterized by a temperature rise which is a function of the thermal 
regulatory process of the animal. The end result is either reversible or 
irreversible change depending on the conditions of the exposure and the 
physiologic state of the animal. 3 1 Smaller animals shm·J a greater temperature 
response than do larger animals at equivalent exposures. 32 

Irradiance levels of 10,000 11Hz and 3000 HHz microwaves required to 
produce a threshold sensation of warmth have been obtained. 33

'
34 These data 

indicate that when a 40 cm2 area of the face is exposed to micrmvaves, thermal 
sensation can be elicited within 1 s at a power density of 21 mW/cm2 for 
10,000 11Hz and 58.6 mW/cm2 for 3000 11Hz. Within 4 s the threshold is lowered 
by approximately 50%, i.e. 12.5 mW/cm2 (10,000 11Hz) and 33.5 mVJ/cm2 (3000 11Hz). 
On this basis, if the entire face were to be exposed, the threshold for thermal 
sensation to 10,000 11Hz would be 4-6 mW/cm2 within 5 s or approximately 10 
mW/cm2 for a 0.5 s exposure. Threshold for pain reaction to 3000 11Hz exposure 
of a 9.5 cm2 area of the forearm ranges from 830 mW/cm2 for exposures longer 
than 3 min to 5.6 W/cm2 for a 20 s exposure period. If a larger area (53 cm2

) 

is exposed, the pain threshold for a 3 min exposure is 560 mW/cm2
•

17 These 
data and other information on microwave sensation suggest that cutaneous per
ception of microwaves may provide a protection factor with sufficient margin 
of safety constituting a warning mechanism to prevent exposure to microwaves 
at levels that could be injurious. 3 

11icrowaves have been shown to produce cataracts in some experimental 
animals, notably rabbits, and there are also reports of microwave-induced 
cataracts in man. In animal studies, the techniques used and interpretation 
of the results and conclusions, however, are quite often equivocal. Careful 
review of the reports on human cataractogenesis indicates that there has been 
insufficient quantitation and correlation of pathophysiology with the level of 
microwave exposure. 

Carpenter and his associates 35 have reported that single or repeated 
exposures of rabbits 1 eyes 1vith 2450 11Hz pulsed or CW can cause opacity when 
the lens temperature increases 4°C. These authors have suggested a "cumulative" 
effect on the lens from repeated "sub-threshold" exposures of rabbits' eyes to 
microwaves. 

In order not to confuse this suggested "cumulative" effect with that 
recognized for ionizing radiation, it is important to define the cumulative 
effect produced by ionizing radiation to put this point in its proper per
spective. Cumulative injury from exposure to ionizing radiation is a mani
festation of the irrepairability of a certain fraction of the injury which has 
been designated as Residual Radiation Injury. Such Residual Radiation Injury 
is additive 1vith frequency of exposures and is not dependent on intervals 
between exposures once the full recovery potential has been realized. 36 A 
cumulative effect is the accumulation of damage resulting from repeated 
exposures each of which is individually capable of producing some degree of 
damage. Careful analysis of the work of Carpenter et al 35

, as well as 
\villiams et al 37 and Birenbaum et al 38 reveals that-whenever lens opacity is 
produced in animals, a threshold(>lOO mW/cm2

; >1 h) becomes obvious. No one 
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has yet been able to produce cataracts even by repetitive exposures when the 
power density is really below threshold. 

It is important to note that lens opacity has consistently been produced 
in only one species, namely the rabbit. One can question whether the rabbit 
is the most appropriate animal model. According to Cogan et al 39 , with local 
microwave exposure the cataractogenic level for monkeys has been found to be 
higher than for rabbits. 

Most epidemiological studies in the U.S. have involved the ocular lens. 
The few reports 40 '~ 1 '~ 2 ' 43 ' 44 that are available are highly questionable and 
have not been found acceptable by competent ophthalmologists. 

The suggestion that microwaves may interact with the cent.ral nervous 
system (CNS) by some mechanism other than heating has been made by several 
investigators, mostly in East European countries, who stress that the CNS must 
be considered as being moderately or highly sensitive to rf or microwave energy 
absorption. The first report on the effects of microwaves on conditional 
response activity of experimental animals was made by Gordon et al. 45 In sub
sequent years, the study of the "nonthermal" effects of microwaves gradually 
occupied the central role in electrophysiological studies in the Soviet Union.~ 

Many investigators do not accept the possibility of nonthermal neural 
stimulation by microwaves and explain these effects entirely upon local heat
ing.47'48'49 They suggest that thermal stimulation of the peripheral nerves 
could produce the neurophysiological and behavioral changes that have been 
reported. 

Eastern European investigators have contributed most of the reports of 
effects of rf and microwave energies in man. 45 ' 46 ' 50 ' 51 The greatest emphasis 
is placed on effects produced at less than "thermogenic" power flux densities 
(<10 mW/cm2). According to these investigators, the basic symptomatology and 
neuropathology underlying all of the reported syndromes is described as due to 
the functional disturbance created in the CNS by "non-thermal" mechanisms. 
These effects are reported to occur in occupational exposures at levels far 
below those required to produce a temperature rise. The symptoms are manifested 
by weakness, fatigue, vague feelings of discomfort, headache, drowsiness, pal
pitations, faintness, memory loss, and confusion. These syndromes are appar
ently completely reversible in most cases, with little or no time lost from 
work. 52 Much of these reports is based on subjective rather than objective 
findings, and measurement of field intensity in most cases is not comparable 
from worker to worker or factory to factory. 53 

Dodge, 54 in his review of the Soviet research in this area, has stated, 
'.'An often disappointing facet of the Soviet and East European literature on 
the subject of clinical manifestations of microwave exposure is the lack of 
pertinent data presented on the circumstances of irradiation .•• important envi
ronmental factors (heat, humidity, light, etc.) are often omitted from clinical 
and hygienic reports." A point that should be noted is that in the West the 
effects reported by East European investigators have not been observed, even at 
much higher exposure levels. 

Micrmvave exposure standards for most of the Western wo,:cl.d are based, with 
minor variations, on standards developed in the U.S. (table III). The origi
nal U.S. standard was tentatively adopted about 15 years ago on the basis of 
theoretical considerations by Schwan and his associates. This standard was 
based on the amount of exogenous heat which the body could tolerate and dissi
pate without any resultin~ rise in body temperature. This tolerance level was 
calculated to be 10 mW/cm for continuous exposure. Intensive investigation 
into the biological effects of microwaves was subsequently carried out by the 
U.S. Department of Defense. None of these investigations was able to produce 
any evidence for a biological effect at levels even approaching the theoretical 
~vel of 10 mW/cm2 and, indeed, no conclusive evidence was established for any 
effect below the level of 100 mW/cm2. 31 
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The ANSI standard of 10 mW/cm2 for radiofrequency exposure recommended in 
1966 and reaffirmed in 1973, 4 is roughly a factor of ten below thresholds of 
damage by thermal effects, assuming a long duration of exposure--i.e., one 
quarter h or more. The 10 mW/cm2 level is based on thermal equilibrium con

Table III. 
RECOIII'IENDED I'AXII'IUM PERMISSIBLE INTENSITIES FOR RADIO·FREQUENCY RADIATION 

ditions for whole-body exposure. For 
normal environmental conditions and for 
incident electromagnetic energy of fre
quencies from 10 11Hz to 100 GHz, the 

I'AXIMUM 
PERMISSIBLE 

INTENSITY 

0.025 mlrl/cm2 

O.OirrlfJ/crr1--

20V/m 

IOV/rtl 

5\f/m 

FREQUENCY 
(HHz) COUNTRY OR SOURCE SPECIFICATIONS 

f-'~'-_:_'"::,·•,::'•-t_:_:_"·_:_'·'-::·'~·':-:· '::-:'66-::·~"-::":;;"'-"-"--+-'-"""'-'-::o•:-:' :-:"';-;;"';;;;';;;-" ;-6 
"-"-· radiation protection guide is 10 mW /em 2 

~:~::~:: ::::NB~:A~~ :::: DA:~c:x:::~E and the equivalent free-space electric 

)300 

> }00 

>300 

)300 

0,1-30 

0.01·300 

30·300 

U.S. ARMY AND All\ FORCE 1965 

SWEDEN 1!11)1 

GEJI.HAN FED, REPUBLIC 1962 

SWEDEN1961 

U~:ill 1965; POLAND 1961 

USSRI96S;POLAND1961 

C2ECHDSLOVAKIA 1965 

USSR 1965 
POLAN01961 

CZECHOSLDVAKIA1965 

USSRl965 

CZECI!OSLOVAKIA196S 

USSR1965 

IDrrYtl/c..,lcoNT,EXP. and magnetic field strength: approxi
IO-IOo •Wo-'. ""·ow... mate1y 200 V /m RHS and 0. 5 A/m RHS, 

6000 

MIN.• [Xm\rl/cm2)2 

UCCAS. E)(F, (OCCurAT,) 

GENERAL PUBLIC 
PROLONGEOOCCUPAT,EXP. 

15·201'\IN/DAY 

2·3KR/DAY 

CW 8 HR/OAY 

6HR/OAY 
ENTIRE DAY 

PULSED·8fiR/DAY 

PULSED·8fiR/tlAY 

respectively. For modulated fields, 
pmver density and the squares of the 
field intensities are averaged over any 
0.1 hour period, i.e. none of the fol
lowing levels should be exceeded in any 
0.1 hour period: Electric Field Strength 
Squared - 40000 V2 /m2

; ~1aF,etic Field 
Strength Squared - 0.25 A /m2 ; Power 
Density- 10 mW/cm2

; Energy Density -
1 mWh/cm 2

; this guide applies whether 
the radiation is CW or intermittent. 4 

There is no evidence in the scientific or medical literature of the 
Western world, that the ~resent u.s. standards represent a hazardous exposure 
level. The ANSI standard has been accepted by OSHA and with very little modi
fication throughout the Western world. Microwave exposure standards for most 
of the Eastern European nations are based, with minor variations, on limits 
established by the USSR (table III). These limits, promulgated in 1959 by the 
USSR 11inistry of Health are: a) 0.01 mW/cm2 for an entire workday; b) 0.1 mW/cm2 

for 2 h; c) 1.0 mW/cm2 up to 20 min. These standards are based on vague "asthe
nia" syndromes reported by individuals who work with microwave/rf energies. 
These effects have not been demonstrated by Western investigators. 

The apparent discrepancy in maximum allowable exposures between Eastern 
European and \~estern countries may be due to differences in industrial hygiene 
philosophy. Hagnuson et al 55 have noted that in the USSR, MPE is ba.Sed on 
presence or absence of biological effects without regard to the feasibility of 
reaching such levels in practice. The 1~E represents a desirable level for 
~vhich to strive rather than ar, absolute value to be t;.sed in pt:actice. 

Conclusion 

It is important to maintain a proper perspective, and assess realistically 
the biomedical effects of NIR so that the worker or general public will not be 
unduly exposed nor will research, development and beneficial utilization of 
these energies be hampered or restricted. There is a need for scientific com
petence and integrity. Although there is considerable agreement among scientists 
concerning the biologic effects and potential hazards of NIR, there are areas 
of disagreement, especially in relation to rf and microwaves. It is essential 
that research into the biologic effects of NIR be fostered and advanced to 
counteract the often voiced "what we don't know can hurt us" attitude with con
sequent overly restrictive and unrealistic standards. Free international 
exchange and closer personal contact between scientists would be invaluable in 
resolving discrepancies and divergence of opinion that exist in the understand
ing of some of the biologic and clinical implications of exposure to NIR and 
approaches to the setting of standards or protection guides. 
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Abstract 

Increased and wider attention is being paid at present to a relatively 
new physical hazard, namely, non-ionizing radiation (NIR), arising from differ
ent devices. To promote the study of the health effects from NIR the WHO 
Regional Office for Europe has developed, within its long-term programme on 
environmental pollution control, a sector programme on NIR with activities ex
tending to the year 1979. The mode of action for the control of NIR and the 
programme's priorities are based on the recommendations of a Working Group con
vened by this Office in November 1971. 

Non-ionizing Radiation 

During recent years there has been an increased development and use of 
equipment which can produce a number of types of radiation which may be hazar
dous both to the user and to the general public if necessary precautions are 
not taken, especially when large quantities of energy are being transmitted. 
None of these radiations can, after absorption, transmit enough energy to prod
uce ion pairs, as is the case with the ionizing radiations. Free radical form
ation has been observed after exposure to ultrasound, and photochemical effects 
may be observed after exposure to ultraviolet radiation, but in most cases the 
energy absorption tends to be manifest in the form of heat. The differences in 
modes of production and in areas of use are, however, so great that it is neces
sary to discuss each type of radiation separately. The differences in energy 
even within a single type of radiation are of particular importance for the 
evaluation of the hazards from exposure to NIR. The ability to penetrate into 
the human body and the places of absorption of the radiation will depend on 
this characteristic and will differ from one type of radiation to another. 

The NIR devices are finding an ever increasing use in industry, engineer
ing, telecommunication, medicine, research, education, and by the general 
public. This gives rise to a number of questions: 

How serious are the problems linked with NIR, what are their dimensions 
and what acute and/or chronic effects on the human body are involved? 

How adequate is our present knowledge about occupational risks and public 
health hazards from these radiation types? 

How can the radiation exposure be reduced? 
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How can better regulations be drafted and enforced to reduce the exposure 
to NIR? 

Moreover, while the implications to occupational personnel and the general pub
lic from the use of these devices may be mainly limited to developed countries, 
it is important to start as soon as possible, preferably on an international 

basis: 
to collect and evaluate informative data in a systematic manner, 
to support further investigations into the health hazards involved, 
to discuss possible biologic criteria for damage, 
to develop guides and criteria for health protection, and 
to assist in the establishment of rules and regulations and the proper 
means of enforcing them. 

Ultraviolet Rad5~tion. This has been used extensively for sterilization of 
equipment and air, and in different types of medical apparatus. The use 
appears at present to be somewhat declining, but a certain risk to the occupa
tional worker in rooms supplied with open ultraviolet sources is still present. 
The damage will be localized to the eye and to the skin, but with a certain 
long-term risk for ultraviolet carcinogenesis. It is evident that the largest 
exposed group is that of persons working in open air and attention should be 
drawn to protective cosmetics. This stands true also for entertainers as an 
occupational group. No quantitative knowledge of dose-effect relationship and 
of latency periods is available as far as human cancer is concerned, The ultra
violet lamps for private use are widely disseminated among the public and 
should be supplied with appropriate warnings. 

Infrared Radiation. Exposure to this light can occur in almost any indus
try from direct infrared sources as well as from other heat sources, and the 
risks under certain working conditions are well known. Still unsolved is the 
question as to whether infrared radiation can produce cataract. In any case, 
the presence of well developed temperature sensors in the skin around the eye 
represents a good biological warning system. 

Microwave Radiation. The recent great expansion in use of microwave ovens 
presents a new serious health hazard. The damage will affect the e~·g (cataract 
formation) and the skin and other locations by heating. In certain 1nstances 
genetic effects may perhaps result. The risk from big radar installations 
emitting much energy should also be considered. Microwaves are recognized as 
the type of NIR which represents the largest risk. At present there exists no 
possibility for adequate measurements of absorbed dose and the special measur
ing problems of near and far fields cannot be neglected. In general, the ther
mal type of effects has been considered the most important one, However, 
additional effects, such as those on the nervous system, have been reported 
and require further attention. 

Lasers. The risks from lasers must receive much attention with their inc
reasing use. The emitted light can give rise to damage to the eye and the skin, 
and under certain conditions perhaps also to more deep lying organs. A special 
risk appears to be connected with lasers emitting non-visible light where unnot
iced temperature gradients may be produced. The difficulties of evaluating the 
risks from lasers are partly due to the lack o£ agreement in the translating of 
animal experiments to the human eye. In the case of pulsed exposure the differ
ences of effectiveness of heat transfer from different localities will decide 
the biologic effects in connexion with the duration of the pulses, but existing 
experiments are not too convincing. Also the question of a risk of shock waves 
from a pulsed laser is not sufficiently well studied to be fully understood. 
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Ultrasonic Radiation. This type of radiation is a relatively new energy 
source and its versatility has led to its widespread employment in various ind
ustrial, medical and scientific products for measurement and control applica
tions and to modify the material by the dissipation of energy. While the 
possible damage to the human eye has already been observed, the rapidly expan
ding use of ultrasonic power calls for further study of levels and other 
biologic effects of stray radiation. Ultrasound can be produced in a large 
spectrum. It is partly made safe by its inability to pass an air-water inter
phase. However, whether potential adverse effects exist from immersion of 
hands in ultrasonic fields during cleaning are not known. It is not definitely 
solved whether chromosome aberrations can be produced but the evidence tends to 
be negative. So far no major adverse effect.s have been recognized from diag
nostic exposure of children in utero. 

The Long-term Programme 

It was the favourable acceptance of the Office's long-term programme on 
environmental pollution control and its approval by the Regional Committee of 
the European Region at its 19th session in Budapest in 1969 that eventually led 
to the development of a programme on NIR protection. The first activity on the 
subject was the convention of a Working Group in The Hague in November 1971, 
held to discuss the health effects of ionizing and non-ionizing radiation. The 
members of that Working Group reviewed and assessed the situation prevailing in 
Europe, studied trends and developments, discussed needed activities of special 
importance, and recommended actions and projects to be undertaken. The Working 
Group's deliberations were summarized in a report published by the Regional 
Office which also included detailed conclusions and recommendations.! 

The first half of the Working Group's recommendations deal with NIR in 
general and touch on needed health studies, the establishment of reference 
centres, the preparation of model codes of practice, education and licensing, 
while the second half concentrates on the specific types of radiation. Noting 
the lack of regular action on NIR protection by any international agency or 
committee, the Working Group urged the WHO to initiate the setting-up of an 
organ with terms of references in the field of NIR similar to those of the ICRP 
and ICRO in the area of ionizing radiations (recommendation 8). Recommendation 
5 is also of much interest, as it calls for the establishment of an interna
tional reference centre which should, among other activities, co-ordinate 
badly-needed studies on an international level. Many of the Working Group's 
recommendations have been transformed into a working plan as shown in figure 1. 
This working plan identifies the various activities which are expected to be 
carried out by the WHO Regional Office for Europe. Because of their inter
regional nature (i.e. concerning more than one WHO regional office) some rec
ommendations of the Working Group cannot be implemented at the regional office 
level but may be carried out only through WHO headquarters. For example, this 
would be the case for the establishment of an international reference centre. 

The NIR sector within the long-term programme can be divided into six 
activity components, namely, review, survey, study, manual, education and eval
uation. The activities which have already taken place, or those in progress, 
are described in more detail in the coming sections. With respect to field and 
laboratory studies planned for 1974 to 1978, their objectives will be more clo~ 
sely identified following the recommendations from the various NIR scientific 
meetings already planned to discuss specific sources. In 1979, when the pre
sent series of planned activities will have been exhaused, a meeting will take 
place to evaluate the work already done and make recommendations on further 
needed action within the NIR sector of the long-term programme to the 
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implementation of which the WHO Regional Office for Europe can contribute(Fi~2)~ 

Range Limits of NIR. At the conclusion of the first Working Group's meet
ing, the inconsistency of the range limits of the various types of NIR as def
ined by different investigators could not be overlooked. It is, of course, 
recognized that any such limits were approximations, as no exact end-point can 
be defined. However, to advance future fruitful discussions and collaborations 
at an international level, the various NIR ranges have now been fixed and are 
being adhered to by WHO for its own activities on NIR (table 1). Thus, for 
example, the microwave radiation range with the given limit of 300 GHz to 
300 MHz has been adopted for use by the forthcoming International Symposium on 
Biologic Effects and Health Hazards from Microwave Radiation to be held near 
Warsaw, 15 - 18 November, 1973. 

Survey of Institutions. The worldwide identification of the existing inst
itutions and the affiliated scientists active, at least to some extent, in the 
study of the biologic effects and health hazards from NIR and in the develop
ment of appropriate dosimetry and protection measures is a must if progress is 
to be expected in the establishment of internationally agreed units and proce
dures for dose measurement and analysis of results. Moreover, such agreements 
are necessary for the comparison of, for example, epidemiological studies of 
long-term effects from exposure to all types of NIR, and in general, for the 
meani~l collaboration between the various institutions on exchange of infor
mation, correlation of findings, joint research projects and the development of 
internationally accepted safety guidelines and protection standards. 

Towards this goal, the European Regional Office has embarked on a survey 
of institutions and specialists in the field of NIR which, when completed, will 
provide the information for a Directory of Institutions. Meanwhile, a prelim
inary survey .has revealed that only in a relatively small number of countries 
are there institutions dealing with NIR. In addition to the two countries long 
involved, n~~ely, the USA and the USSR, only less than twenty or so other coun
tries in the world may have institutions which are concerned with the study of 
NIR. Of these, about half are European countries. Over twenty institutions 
have already identified themselves in the USA. They include the National Inst
itute of Environmental Health Sciences and the Bureau of Radiological Health, 
both of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Environmental Pro
tection Agency, research centres of the three branches of the armed forces, 
various universities and a few industrial corporations. 

Survey of Legislation. A second survey is now under preparation by the 
WHO Regional Office for Europe and is expected to bring forward, in a concen
trated orderly form, the detailed legislation and the administrative regula
tions which govern the manufacturing, licensing, use and maintenance of NIR 
devices in the various countries related to employees, patients and the 
general public, at national, regional and local levels. 

Study of Health Effects. As part of its discussions, the Working Group did, 
of course, review the possible health effects from specific NIR sources. How
ever, a more elaborate study on this subject was considered necessary. Conse
quently, a report was drafted for the WHO Regional Office for Europe on the 
potential hazard to human health from the exposure to microwaves, lasers, and 
radiofrequency-type radiation. In this report attention has been given equally 
to work published in the USA, Western Europe, the USSR and Eastern Europe.This 
report is now under review by a number of well-known experts and will be discus
sed, together with the review comments received by future working groups, and 
eventually serve as an input for the Manual on NIR Protection. 
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Health Effects from Microwave Radiation. WHO, together with the US Depart
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Polish Scientific Council to the 
Minister of Health and Social Welfare, are sponsoring the forthcoming Inter
national Symposium on Biologic Effects and Health Hazards from Microwave Radi
ation. This symposium which will meet in Warsaw, 15-18 November, 1973, will 
serve as the first international forum for the personal exchange of re-
search information and professional experience. The symposium sessions will 
include papers on thermal and biologic effects, influence on the nervous sys
tem and behaviour, effects on the cellular and molecular level, measurements of 
the radiation and the biologic effects, occupational exposure and public health 
aspects. 

The material submitted to thjs symposium and the conclusions to be drawn 
Ir·um its discussions wj_ll be the subject of a sper.i a l evaluation meeting which 
should provide the feed-back into the NIR sector of the programme of the Euro
pean Regional Office. Moreover, it is anticipated that during this evaluation 
meeting the research gap and the need for complementary information on the 
study of microwave radiation will be identified, and possibly taken up through 
an expansion of the presently foreseen activities. 

Health Effects from Laser Radiation. To study the health effects from 
lasers, a Working Group will be convened by the WHO Regional Office for Europe 
in May 1974. This meeting will discuss and make recommendations on hazards to 
the eye and skin, risks from the use of lasers for engineering, industry, medi
cine, research and education, dose measurement and analysis of results, devel
opment of international standards, needs for additional investigations, and 
legislation and administrative regulations. This Working Group will also fin
alize the draft chapter on lasers for the Manual on NIR Protection. 

Manual on NIR Protection. All the printed material resulting from the work 
on NIR will be incorporated into one manual, which should then serve as a com
prehensive reference volume. To ensure that the manual has the maximum impact 
at all levels of governmental administration, it will be divided into two parts. 
The first part, addressed to senior administrators (i.e. decision-makers and 
appropriators of funds) is a short part containing well-integrated summaries of 
the following chapters and emphasizing the points which should be taken into 
consideration when promoting a NIR protection programme, namely, principles, 
available methodology, approaches and possible alternatives. The second part, 
comprising of the detailed chapters themselves, will provide the background and 
detailed information on the respective subjects, references, present practice, 
etc. Although this manual is being prepared by the Regional Office for use in 
Europe, it could, of course, also be adapted for use by countries outside the 
European Region. In its final form the second part of the manual may contain 
the following chapters: 

Directory of institutions, 
Potential hazards to human health from exposure to ultraviolet radiation, 
lasers, microwaves, radiofrequency radiation and ultrasound, 
Health criteria and guides, 
Occupational risks and public health hazards, 
Model code of practice for the safe handling of NIR sources, 
Existing laws and regulations, 
Licensing of NIR sources and law enforcement measures. 
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International Health Criteria and Protection Standards 

At the conclusion of the United Nations conference on the Human Environ
ment in Stockholm, l~l72, the WHO was entrusted with the enormous task of dev
el~ping international health criteria and standards. In a meeting in Geneva, 
the scope of such a programme and its priorities were discussed.2 To enable 
the preparation of the criteria document~ among others on NIR, it was consid
ered essential to first prepare critical reviews of the existing knowledge on 
health effects from microwaves (as part of the category of first priority) and 
from ultraviolet radiation, lasersand illtrasonic radiation (as part of the 
category of second priority). 

In view of the potential hazards connected with the use of emitters of 
NIR, especially whenever large amounts of energy are transmitted, it is felt 
that international rules for the use of these radiations are urgently needed. 
The rules should cover the construction, handling, licensing and maintenance of 
the equipment used for the production of the radiations. At present laws cov
ering the protection of both workers and the general public against the differ
ent types of NIR exist only in the USA and USSR and are expected to be promul
gated shortly in a few other countries. It is, however, evident that in most 
countries definite regulations concerning the manufacture of apparatus emitting 
NIR are deficient. It should be stated that before workable international 
rules for maximum exposure and regulations for manufacture can be set up, a 
number of conditions have to be fulfilled. Most important of these conditions 
is the adequate agreement on the level of exposure that represents the lowest 
hazardous dose to man. On the basis of this knowledge, it should be possible 
to formulate standards with a sufficiently large margin of safety which would 
then be the protection guidelines. 

It is evident that the most general expression for the result of energy 
deposition after radiation is that of a thermal nature. It is however, very 
difficult to give in all cases a satisfactory description of the distribution 
of energy inside the body due to differences in absorption in different tissws 
the occurrence of interference or resonance in a single organ or at interfaces 
between tissues, and for other reasons. A principal reason for the lack of 
information is the lack of proper instruments for measurement at the biologi
cally appropriate place. This problem is of great importance in all types of 
NIR, but is probably felt strongest in the study of microwave absorption. 
Therefore, in order to obtain the maximum amount of reliable information, it 
will be necessary to plan the necessary studies as multidisciplinary collabora
tive studies in which representatives from the following disciplines could par
ticipate: physicists and engineers well grounded in the theory of the types of 
radiation under study and in electronics; biologists experienced in disciplines 
such as physiology, biochemistry, pathology, genetics and biostatistics; and in 
some cases, knowledge of ophthalmology, behavioural science and human and vet
erinary medicine, and if possible, a biophysicist would be useful. 
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Figure 1: THE NIR SECTOR OF THE LONG-TERM PROGRAMME ON ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL 
OF THE WHO REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EUROPE* 
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Table 1: CHARACTERISTICS AND SOURCES OF ELECTROMAGNETIC TYPE RADIATIONS 

Type of radiations Frequency range 
~~ 

Wave-length range 
:::~ 

Energy range per photon 

Ionizing 
above 30 000 THz below IO nm abOVe! 

Ultraviolet 30 000 THz to 790 THz 10 nm to 380 nm 124 eV to 

vacuum 3 000 THz to I 600 THz 100 nm to 190 nm I2. 4 eV to 

far 1 600 THz to 1 000 THz I90 nm to 300 nm 6. 5 eV tn 

near 1 000 THz to 790 THz 300 nm to 380 nm 4. 1 e V to 

non-ionizing 
1 800 THz to 750 THz 170 nm to 400 nm 7. 3 eV to portion 

Visible 790 THz to 400 THz 380 nm to 750 nm 3. 1 eV to 

Infrared 400 THz to 300 GHz 750 nm to 1mm I. 6 eV to 

near 400 THz to 100 THz 750 nm to 3 pm I. 6 eV to 

middle IOO THz to 10 THz 3 pm to 30 pm 0.4 eV to 

far 10 THz to 300 GHz 30 ,urn to lmm 41 meV to 

Laser 1 500 THz to 15 THz 200 nm to 20 ,urn 6. 2 eV to 

}v1icrowaves 300 GHz to 300 MHz 1 mm to I m I. 2 meV to 

EHF** 300 GHz to 30 GHz 1 mm to 10mm 1. 2 meV to 

SHF':'* 30 GHz to 3 GHz 1 0 mm to 1 00 mm 0.1meVto 

UHF~''' 3 GHz to 300 MHz 100 mm to 1 m 12 ,ueV to 

Radar 56 GHz to 220 MHz 5.4mm to I. 3 m 0. 2 meV to 

Radio-frequencies 
300 MHz to 300 kHz 1 m to 1 km 1. 2 peV to 

-· 
*}:~ 

The given ranges are only approximations, as no exact end-point can be defined. 

Extremely ;-,ign frequencies, Super-high frequencies, Ultra-high frequencies 

124 eV 

3. 3 "V 

6. 5 eV 

4. 1 eV 

3. 3 eV 

3. 1 eV 

I. 6 eV 

1. 2 meV 

0.4 eV 

41 meV 

1. 2 meV 

62 meV 

I. 2 peV 

0.1 meV 

12 ,ueV 

1. Z ,ueV 

0.9peV 

1. 2 neV 

Typical source 

Electronic tubes, nuclear 
decay, nuclear fission 

Sun, gas discharge tubes 

I 

Sun, thermally excited atoms 

Sun, hot bodies 

Klystron, Magnetron 

Tubes, transistors and 
tuned circuits 



ANNEX I 

Conclusions and Recommendations of a WHO Working Group on NIR* 

Health Studies 

(I) The knowledge of the noxious effects of NIR is scattered and incomplete. 
The Working Group felt that our knowledge concerning low level effects and 
the possibility of cumulative effects is very defective. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should organize the 
collectior1 of case-histories of accidental exposure to all types of NIR in 
order to make it possible to give a better description of the clinical disor
ders to be expected after such exposure. 

(2) With the growing use of NIR, the populations at risk will be increasing in 
size. Due to the continuous introduction of new procedures in which NIR is 
used, the populations at risk will also be changing both in size and distribu
tion, which means that new groups may present previously unrecognized health 
problems. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should initiate 
appropriate surveys into the size and distribution of populations at risk, 
among both workers directly concerned and the general public. 

(3) In view of the lack of quantitative information on possible late effects 
of NIR in man, further information is urgently needed. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage and 
co-ordinate both prospective and retrospective long-term epidemiological 
studie~ on groups of workers exposed to NIR. 

(4) When considering the available equipment, which generates NIR, the degree 
of its use and the potential hazard involved, research priorities for the 
study of health hazards from NIR must be given to lasers and microwaves. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage 
such most urgently needed research. 

Reference Centres 

(5) In order to co-ordinate such studies and to correlate the findings and in 
general to act as observers in the field of NIR, centres of outstanding quality 
should be selected as international and national reference centres, both for 
the total field of NIR and wherever possible for the single types of radiation 
also. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should establish 
appropriate international reference centres to undertake these tasks, and 
encourage the setting up of similar centres at national level. 

* Taken from the report on a Working Group convened by the 
Regional Office for Europe of the ~o~ld Health Organization, 
The Hague, I5 - I7 November I972 I 
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Dose measurements and units 

(6) For such studies, it is necessary to collect groups of exposed persons, 
for whom sufficient physical information on the exposure dose is available, in 
order to act as a basis for future epidemiological and other studies. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage the 
development and use of measuring equipment for the registration of exposure to 
doses from NIR in exposed persons. 

(7) It is felt that there is a need to extend the collaboration between cen
tres active in health protection against NIR into the field of units and meas
urements also. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should initiate col
laboration between such centres in order to harmonize the units used in dose 
measurements. 

(8) It was evident from the discussions of the Working Group that the work 
of the International Commission on Radiological Protection and the Internat
ional Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, in introducing the con
cepts of normal man and of the maximum permissible dose and in classifying 
dose definition and dose measurements, has been fundamental in the control and 
protection of workers against ionizing radiation. In order to develop \the 
understanding of the hazards of NIR, an organ with similar terms of references 
in the field of NIR is urgently needed. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should initiate the 
setting up of such an organ, either within its own organization or through 
international collaboration. 

Safety guidelines and protective standards 

(9) The use of NIR is rapidly expanding. The Working Group surveyed present 
safety codes and guidelines and found the guidelines in general sufficient to 
prevent injury under present conditions. It is doubtful, however, whether 
they will be adequate in the future, in view of the expected growth in the use 
of all types of NIR due not only to increased production of the types of equip
ment already in use but also to the constant introduction of new techniques 
using NIR. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should survey the 
field of health protection from NIR with the long-term goal of producing model 
codes of practice for this field, both for workers directly concerned and for 
the general public. 

Education and licensing 

(IO) The number of apparatuses able to produce NIR is increasing rapidly in 
both industry and medicine. The number and types of such apparatus offered to 
the general public is also increasing. This increase in use requires techni
cal personnel for construction, operation, maintenance and control. For all 
these groups, adequate training will be needed in the use of the equipment and 
in protection against the radiation emitted. 
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IT IS RECOM~lECJDED THAT the World Health Organization should conduct a sur
vey of existing training programmes and courses on the use of NIR in order to 
ensure adequate international standards of education. 

(II) To ensure the proper handling of equipment emitting NIR, a licensing sys
tem may be appropriate for manufacturers, engineers, physicians and technical 
personnel. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should investigate 
whether adequate licensing procedures for operation and maintenance are avail
able and encourage the international formulation of the requirements for such 
licensing. 

(I2) The population at risk is that part of the general pn~1la~inn whinh may hR 

exposed either by the use of equipment emitting NIR or by accidental contact 
with the radiation emitted and is increasing with the growing use of such 
equipment. In order to minimize the risk involved, it will be necessary to 
educate the general public in the use of such equipment and inform them of the 
dangers which may be involved. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage the 
dissemination of such information on the safe use and the hazards of NIR to the 
general public. 

Ultraviolet radiation 

(I3) For the setting of proper standards for protection, an unambiguous dose
effect relationship for the production of skin cancer is urgently needed. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage 
quantitative work on UV skin carcinogenesis. 

(I4) The evidence suggesting the possibility of cataract formation from UV rad
iation is not too convincing. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage 
studies into possible cataract formation from UV radiation. 

Infrared radiation 

(I5) The knowledge concerning possible long-term effects of IR radiation is 
inadequate. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage 
studies into possible cataract formation and carcinogenesis from IR radiation. 

(I6) The significance of the effect of ambient climate on the possible damage 
from IR radiation is not yet very well understood. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage 
studies into the relation between damage from IR radiation and the temperature, 
moisture and other environmental factors. 
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Microwaves 

(I7) Agreement must be reached on how to establish common criteria for asses
sing the action of microwaves on man. Only this would make the accurate com
parison of results of scientific research from different laboratories possible, 
and thus allow guidelines for the protection of health to be established. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should take steps to 
develop the relevant recommendations for criteria of microwave effects on man. 

(18) The need for better personal dosimetry for the measurement of absorbed 
doses both by an integrating dosimeter and by a small implantable dosimeter for 
in vivo measurements in animals is felt very strongly in the case of microwaves. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should stimulate re
search on the development of accurate dosimeters for both near-field and far
field energy determination, including the development of implantable dosimeters. 
Lasers 

(I9) Insufficient knowledge is available for a complete description of the 
effect of laser radiation on the human eye. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should initiate a col
laborative study on the effects of laser radiation on the human eye. 

(20) Lasers are at present manufactured and sold in kits for home construction 
without appropriate licensing to purchasers, who may not understand the risks 
involved. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should take steps to 
introduce international standards for control of such sales. 
Ultrasound 

(2I) Although the Working Group knew of no reports of accidents or well-esta
blished damage arising from occupational exposure to ultrasound, the scientific 
evidence on this subject was felt to be inconclusive. It is uncertain at pre
sent whether adequate provisions exist for reporting occupational injuries in 
such a manner that ultrasonic exposure could be identified as a cause. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage the 
systematic and meaningful reporting of such injuries. 
(22) At present there is no knowledge of the acoustic intensity levels in human 
tissues resulting from occupational exposure to ultrasound, although adequate 
measuring techniques for this purpose exist. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage the 
determining and reporting of such exposure levels in typical occupational 
situations. 

(23) A conflict of opinion exists in the literature concerning the possibility 
that exposure to ultrasound could lead to biological changes of a mutational 
nature. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should encourage 
the critical scientific review of this topic and, if necessary, additional 
definitive experimental studies. 

Sound 

(24) There are strong indications that sound levels, which are safe from the 
viewpoint of possible decrease of hearing level, may produce other somatic or 
functional effects or unfavourably influence the quality of sleep. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the World Health Organization should promote 
international collaboration between the few institutes in the world active in 
this field. 
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PITFALLS IN THE ASSESSMENT OF MICROWAVE RADIATION AS A HAZARD 

Russell L. Carpenter, Esther S. Ferri and Gary J. Hagan. Northeastern 
Radiological Health Laboratory, 109 Holton St., Winchester, Mass. 01890 

ABSTRACT 

The extent to which microwave radiation can constitute a health 
hazard is a question amenable to laboratory investigation, but the 
investigator must constantly be on guard against pitfalls peculiar to the 
investigation of this problem. Among them are: the reliability of 
power density measuring devices; near field and far field differences 
in field patterns and in pGrturbations of the microwave field by the 
experimental animal itself or by accessory supports or restrainers; 
vhole body heating as a factor influencing results; determination of 
the relative roles of power density and duration of exposure as dose 
factors; and limitations on extrapolation to man of results from 
animal experiments. Attempts to define and to limit these problems 
will be described and illustrated. 

The question of whether microwave radiation can constitute a health 
hazard is easily answered by placing an animal in a microwave field. With 
sufficient energy absorption and duration of exposure, the animal's body 
temperature will rapidly rise to a lethal level and it will expire, death 
being due to hyperthermia. Although this demonstrates that microwaves can 
be hazardous to the animal's health, the same result may also be obtained by 
placing it in the oven of an operative gas or electric range. The question 
we really wish to have answered is how much - or how little - microwave radi
ation can cause damage to living tissue. This question is one to which we 
have directed our efforts for several years, with the lens of the rabbit eye 
as the target tissue. Damage becomes visible in the lens as small opacities 
in its otherwise transparent tissue. In the course of our research, we have 
encountered a number of pitfalls, some of which I shall here briefly describe. 

In a series of 136 experiments, 2450 MHz radiation was directed primarily 
upon the target by positioning the rabbit with its eye two inches distant from 
the dipole antenna of the radiation source. The head was thus in the near zone 
of the microwave field. For eight different power settings, we found the 
shortest duration of exposure which would cause a lens opacity to develop, and 
expressed this information graphically as a curve showing time and power 
thresholds for opacity induction.

2
1 This curve was similar to one obtained in 

like manner by Williams, et al., but differed with respect to values for 
field power. They calculated field energy from measurements made with a dipole 
antenna and a tunable bolometer detector. Ours were done calorimetrically, the 
calorimeter being a fluid-filled plastic sphere placed in the same posi-
tion in the microwave field as was occupied by the eye during irradiation. 
The sphere was filled with a saline solution having a dielectric constant 
similar to that of the eye. Temperature changes reflecting energy absorbed 
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or lost were measured by a thermistor-bridge circuit, with the thermistor 
enclosed in the tip of a 24 gauge hypodermic needle inserted in the center of 
the sphere. Power density was then calculated employing the cross sectional 
area of the plastic sphere. 

To assess microwave radiation as a hazard to the lens, it would have 
been most useful to know which of the two threshold curves represented the 
true state of affairs. 

With the development of instruments for the direct measurement of 
power density in a microwave field, it appeared possible to re-evaluate 
our previous calorimetric measurements. Using a Narda Model 8110 Electro
magnetic Radiation Survey Meter3 and its Model 8122A probe having two 
crossed dipoles, we found that under identical conditions of geometry 
and power output, measurements were approximately 50 percent higher than 
when calculated from calorimetric measurements. 

It should be noted at this time that the unit of mW/cm2 as applied 
to the calorimetric measurement is conventional. However, when using an 
electromagnetic survey meter an~ probe as a measuring device in the near 
field, a meter reading in mW/cm should not be considered a measure of the 
actual power density. The electromagnetic survey m~ter and probe measure, 
the electric field,and meter readings in the near field discussed in this 
paper are a measure of the electric field (E) and equal to E2/377 x 1000. 

A few years later, it became possible to further evaluate the near field 
zone by means of an Electromagnetic Hazard Meter developed for the 
Bureau of Radiological Health by the National Bureau of Standards4 . The 
probe of this instrument employs three crossed dipoles and, if desired, 
output of each can be read separately on the meter. This instrument 
gave readings which were an average of 34 percent higher than those of 
the Narda Model 8110 meter. This could be accounted for by the observa-
tion that there was a longitudinal and radial component of the field at 
the two-inch distance. This view was corroborated some months later 
when we acquired a Narda Model 8315A Broadband Electromagnetic Radiation 
MonitorS with its Model 8323 isotropic probe. Measurements made at the 
two-inch distance with this instrument averaged 41 percent greater than 
those made with the Narda Model 8110 instrument. Measurements with 
electric field sensors, such as the Narda and NBS probes, give an indica
tion of the electric field strength; calorimetric devices measure absorbed 
energy. Therefore it would be inappropriate to compare measurements 
obtained by these different means. 

There is a futility of attempting to define hazardous power levels 
on the basis of past reported experiments in the near zone field, if 
only because of the inability to measure the actual power density. The 
far field, on the other hand, exhibits a much more uniform and regular 
radiation pattern and permits a more reliable calculation of the power 
density from measurements of the E field. 

One difficulty when performing experiments in the far field is that 
the entire body of the experimental subject is illuminated. The rabbit 
which, without anesthesia, will tolerate having its head subjected to a 
given exposure field for an hour in the near zone will strenuously seek 
escape after 15 minutes or will succumb from exposure to whole body radiation 
only one third of that tolerated in the near field. 

Still another pitfall lies in the perturbation of the radiation field 
by the presence of the experimental subject itself. At a distance of 
150 em the field pattern of our standard gain horn at 2450 MHz is quite 
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uniform in power density, being highest in the center of the field and 
falling off in a gradual manner along the x and y axes so that 50 ern 
from the center, it is reduced by 75 percent. However, a rabbit sitting 
quietly in the field perturbs the field in such an irregular manner that 
the power density may be either increased or decreased by as much as 50 
percent in some areas. For example, in one instance we have found that 
the presence of the rabbit appears to reduce the power density at a 
location of the rabbit's eye by about 50 percent. Inasmuch as the 
pattern of field perturbation depends in part on the geometry of the 
perturbing factor, it is not surprising that there is a difference in 
perturbation of the field when the rabbit's ears are held erect or are 
down flat against the body. We have found that the eye is subjected 
to less radiation when the animal's ears are down than when they are 
up. Perturbation of the field also occurs from the presence of such 
experimental accessories as plastic cages or animal restraints. 

The relationship of this perturnbed exposure field to an absorbed 
dose may be difficult to determine. However, a total absorbed dose 
would depend on a complex relationship between the exposure field (the 
magnitude, direction, and phase of the electric field at all points on 
the surface of the object), the dielectric constant or constants, geometry 
and surrounding media of the object of exposure. 
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General 

CONTROL AND USE OF LASERS IN N.Y.S. INDUSTRY 

F. J. Bradley and s. N. Roberto 
Division of Industrial Hygiene 
N.Y.S. Department of Labor 
80 Centre Street 
New York, New York 10013 

Introduction 

Since the important and historic paper of Solon, Aronson & Gould1 pin
pointed the potential for eye damage from lasers, it has been recognized that 
the eye is the critical body organ for laser radiation exposure in the visible 
and near-infrared. Experimental data by Ham, and others have confirmed the 
early predictions of eye damage and that eye exposure especially to the retina 
is a limiting factor in working around lasers2. Damage of the retina is 
usually irreversible and since the eye is crucial for an individual's well
being extreme care is indicated to ensure that such damage does not occur. An 
additional inducement for care in laser radiation exposure is the fact that 
maximum permissible exposure values are based on acute damage as evidenced by 
standardized objective tests on experimental animals. Little human data and 
fortunately no epidemiological data are available to confirm the suggested 
maximum permissible exposure limits. Very little data is available as are
sult of long term exposures at sub-acute levels of laser radiation and none to 
date have been incorporated except through safety factors into maximum per
missible exposure limits. 

Laser radiation that is not amplified by the optics of the eye causes 
surface damage either to the cornea or skin. Sufficient biological data is 
available to set corneal maximum permissible exposure limits for infrared 
radiation in the wave length range above 1400 nm and skin maximum permissible 
exposure limits in the visible and infrared wave length range above 400 nm. 
Insufficient data is available to set corneal or skin maximum permissible 
exposure limits in the laser UV region. Most of the skin damage data is based 
on short term exposures and little information is available on what might 
result from long term exposures. 

To ensure that the benefits of laser radiation will be reaped with little 
human eye or skin damage New York State has promulgated Industrial Code Rule 
50, Lasers, to regulate the industrial use of lasers in the State. The Code 
Rule is generally a performance-type Code but some specification type regula
tions for certain types of lasers and certain laser working conditions are in
corporated. 

The Code Rule separates lasers into three categories based on their 
emission characteristics. These are exempt, low intensity and high intensity 
lasers. There is an additional classification of the low and high intensity 
categories into fixed and mobile lasers. The rest of this paper expands on 
the control measures specified in Industrial Code Rule 50 and the industrial 
use of lasers in the State. 
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Control of Lasers 

Exempt Lasers 

There are two conditions which make a laser exempt from the provisions of 
Code Rule 50. Exemption #1 covers storage, shipment or sale of inoperable 
lasers. Exemption #2 covers the case of lasers which qy reason of their design 
and construction cannot emit radiation that exceeds 1 x 1o-? J/cm2 or 
1 x 1Qr5 W/cm2 when measured at 10 centimeters from the exterior surface of the 
laser. 

Low Intensity Lasers 

Approvals. Low intensity lasers have an emission level which exceeds the 
above values for exempt lasers but do not exceed 1 x 10r1 J/cm2 for 1 nsec to 
1 ~sec pulse, 1 J/cm2 for 1 ~sec to 0.1 sec pulse and 3 W/cm2 for CW or 
repetitively pulsed lasers. The values are approximately set at the values 
where skin burns for visible and infrared electromagnetic radiation start to 
become a factor in control measures. Low intensity lasers other than those in 
research and development status will need Board of Standards and Appeals 
approval prior to distribution and use but with approval the laser installation 
will not need to register. 

Mobile Lasers. Code Rule 50 places special requirements on mobile lasers
lasers used outside fixed installations. Such lasers have additional potential 
for causing injury to the laser worker and the general public and also have a 
high nuisance potential if not properly controlled. Because of these factors 
the Code requires that individuals using mobile lasers must be certified qy 
the Industrial Commissioner. To assist him in implementing this provision the 
commissioner has appointed a Laser Examining Board whose functions are 
(a) examination of applicants and their experience and make recommendations 
thereon, (b) holding of hearings on denials, (c) holding of hearings on sus
pension or revocation of certificate, and (d) reporting findings and recom
mendations to the commissioner. There are two categories of certificates of 
competence. Class A certificate of competence for operators of low intensity 
mobile lasers and Class B certificate of competence for operators of high and 
low intensity mobile lasers. 

High Intensity Lasers 

Fixed Laser Installation and Mobile Laser. All such installations and 
mobile laser operations utilizing high intensity lasers must register with the 
commissioner and designate a laser safety officer. In addition prior notifica
tion is required for all field work with mobile high intensity lasers. In case 
of fixed installation a laser radiation area must be designated and posted with 
the standard laser hazard symbol. srecial precautions that may be necessary 
are (a) remote viewing apparatus, (bJ special termination materials for high 
intensity beams, (c) interlocks on equipment and doors to laser radiation areas, 
and (d) "fail safe" electronic circuity wherever it is warranted. Because of 
its importance in determining the extent of the outdoor laser radiation area a 
survey is required of the output power or energy density of high intensity 
mobile lasers. 
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Each laser shall be safeguarded against unauthorized use and no person 
shall dispose of a high intensity laser except by making it permanently in
operative or by transferring to another person authorized to receive it. 

Each person who possesses a laser shall report (a) any theft or loss of 
intact laser, (b) any injury to individual resulting from operation of laser 
or associated equipment. 

Personal Protection. It is obvious that persons using lasers must be 
adequately instructed in the safe use of the laser. One must never look 
directly into a laser beam above the maximum permissible exposure limits with
out adequate eye protection. Code Rule 50 recommends the use of approved 
safety eyewear by those individuals who may be exposed to laser radiation 
above the rm:iXimum permissible exposure limits. Minimum standards for such 
eyewear are (a) adequate optical density to reduee laser radiation to safe 
levels, (b) designed and tested to insure that eyewear retains its protective 
properties during use, (c) legibly labeled with the optical density of the 
lens and wave length at which it was measured. In the case of a high intensity 
laser protective eyewear should not be relied on as the primary protective 
barrier between an individual and the laser beam. Protective eyewear should 
be primarily for accidental exposures and the laser application should be 
designed to ensure that the probability of eye exposure is minimal. Reliance 
on protective eyewear is a poor substitute for adequate control measures such 
as enclosures or remote viewing equipment. Furthermore in today's laser world 
protective eyewear can be very tricky because of the large number of potential 
laser wavelengths which one may encounter. 

Associated Hazards. At least 2 deaths from electrical shocv ·"ave been 
reported in the literature around lasers. The electrical haze·.~ is especially 
great in research and development work and therefore all laser equipment must 
be designed, constructed, installed and maintained so as to minimize the 
possibility of electrical hazards. 

With high intensity laser beams adequate protection must be provided for 
air contamination arising from vaporized target materials, toxic gases, 
vapors and fumes. Two areas of special voncern are vaporized fire brick which 
may contain beryllium, and UV laser beams and UV pumping lamps emitting 
radiation in the wavelength range from 185-210 nm which will produce ozone 
from oxygen in the atmosphere. 

Besides adequate radiation shielding an explosion shield around the 
resonating laser cavity is recommended where explosions of the lasing,medium 
are possible. 

Every laser and laser installation must be designed, installed, operated 
and maintained to eliminate or reduce any ~.hazard. 

The only ionizing radiation hazard associated with lasers at present is 
in the high voltage power supplies and only gross ignorance or carelessness 
will lead to exposure from this source in this day and age. X-ray or neutron 
radiation hazard associated with the laser beam or its target interaction lie 
in the future. 
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Future 

Scann:ing Laser Beams. Lasers operating in the scanning mode have assumed 
commercial importance within the last 3 years. Code Rule 50 stipulates that 
the laser exposure values can be determined while the beam is in the scanning 
mode. Exposures therefore are equivalent to a repetitively pulsed laser beam. 
While it appears logical that the human eye will respond to such exposures in 
a manner similar to a pulsed laser, no experimental evidence is available on 
such laser beam exposures to ensure that these are appropriate maximum permis
sible exposure limits. Further experimental data is needed in this area. 

UV and Subnanosecond Laser Pulses. Additional biological data is also 
urgently needed in the UV region so that maximum permissible limits can be 
established for corneal and skin eA."J)osure. 

Pulse width is also a factor in the biological response and data is needed 
to establish maximum permissible limits for subnanosec laser pulses. 

Use of Lasers 

Construction Industry (SIC #15, 16, 17) 

The largest number of individuals potentially exposed to laser radiation 
are in the construction industry which has approximately 51% of the registrants. 
The main application is a rather prosaic one involving the establishment of a 
reference line or plane. Basic surveying tools used by the construction 
industry have changed little since ancient Egyptian times until the advent of 
the laser. Stakes, rods and tapes have served for engineering works from 
Stonehenge to the Empire State building. But now the laser has revolutionized 
surveying. It can provide a reference line or plane at any desirable angle. 
In addition distance measurement can be accomplished in seconds with a high 
degree of accuracy. 

In the construction industry the laser is used to (a) provide line and 
grade in laying of pipe, mainly storm and sewer pipe, (b) provide line and 
grade in heavy construction projects, such as, tunneling, erection of dams and 
dredging, (c) provide horizontal plane for installation of floors and ceilings 
and (d) distance measurement. 

All of the lasers which we have encountered in this application are low 
intensity HeNe lasers. From a sample of 114 lasers the average reported power 
density was 27 mW/cm2 with a range from 3 to 160 mW/cm2. This classification 
has 12% of the lasers and 41% of the laser workers. (See Figure 1.) 

Instrument, Photographic and Electro-Optical Industries (SIC #)8) 

This industrial classification has 19% of the registrants but 47% of the 
lasers and 32% of the laser workers. Lasers are incorporated in instruments, 
such as, surveying instruments for use by the construction industry as 
described above. They are used in the holographic studies. High intensity 
lasers are used in the manufacture of balance wheels and scribing. 
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General Manufacturing including Computers (SIC #35) 

There are 5% of the laser registrants in this industrial classification 
with 17% of the lasers and 10% of the laser workers. High intensity lasers, 
such as, C02, Nd (YAG or glass) and ruby lasers, are used for drilling, 
welding, melting, burning and micro machining. Low intensity lasers are used 
for precision measurements, alignment and as a light source. 

Research and Development (SIC #73) 

This service category has 3% of the registrations, 11% of the lasers and 
5% of the laser workers. The main laser and application are the ReNe low 
intensity lasers used for alignment. 

Aerospace Industry (SIC #37) 

This classification has 2% of the registrations, 8% of the lasers and 5% 
of the laser workers. High intensity C02, Nd (YAG or glass) and ruby lasers 
are used for scribing, drilling and metal cutting mainly titanium alloy. Low 
intensity ReNe lasers are used for alignment of various airplane components 
onto the airframe. 

Electrical Machinery and Electronics (SIC £36) 

There are 10% of the registrations, 3% of the lasers and 4% of the laser 
workers in this industrial classification. High intensity Nd laser is used 
for resistor trimming, C02 laser for glass cutting and contact cleaner and ruby 
laser for drilling diamond dies. Low intensity ReNe lasers are used for align
ment and smoke detection. 

Miscellaneous Industries 

Finally the remaining registrants fall in various industrial classifica
tions, including jewelry, pharmaceutical and mining. The number of registrants 
is 10% of the total number of registrants, 2% of the lasers and 3% of the laser 
workers. High intensity Nd lasers are used by the jewelry industry for diamond 
drilling to improve their quality. High intensity ruby lasers are used in 
biological research by pharmaceutical industry. ReNe lasers are used by mining 
industry for grade and alignment and by surveyors for geodetic distance measure
ments. A high intensity argon laser is used in research on determination of 
air and water contaminants. 

Recommendations 

With several national standard setting bodies establishing maximum 
permissible exposure limits for laser radiation, many of them different in one 
way or another, the time is appropriate for an international body (possibly 
this Association) to take the initiative in formulating Basic Laser Radiation 
Exposure Guidelines. Expanding interchange of men and goods make it desirable 
that such guidelines be established to ensure maximum protection of the working 
population as well as the general public. 
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Abstract 

Prolonged investigations of white mice and white rats showed 
fractional combined X-ray longwave (30 r of single exposure) and 
SHF (5 mw/cm2, 20 min) irradiation to be responsible for more pro
nounced effects, than those caused by these factors,acting inde
pendently. The differences detected were in body and some other 
organs weight, in lisozimes liters of serum, in productibility 
of animals and in chromosomal aberrations nwnber in bone marrow. 

At combined X-ray,short-wave and SHF-irradiation the intensi
fication of effect was not found. 

Observations shovved that combined occupational effect of X-rays of 
different energy and SHF irradiations caused more frequency devi
ations of organism functional state than SHF field irradiation 
only. 

Introduction 
Under conditions of occupation a man is subjected not to 

single but to several environment factors. Adequate estimation 
of the possible consequences would account for every factor un
der consideration. The peculiarities of the combined effect have 
to be considered also. 

The necessity of expansion of investigations in the field of 
radiation protection, in direction of combined effects study,was 
pointed out in the I European Congress of Radiation Protection 
(Menton, 1969) and in. the II International Congress of Radia
tion Protect ion (Brighton, 1 970) • 

One of the most widespread variants of combined professional 
effects is combination of roentgen and high frequency (SHF) elec
t ro::1agne tical irradiations 1 , 2, 3 . 

Hov.;ever, till recently the investigations of combined action 
of X-ray and SHF radiations were represented in a few papers4,5,6 
In these papers the effects of strike momentary combined action 
were mainly considered. 

The results of experiments with the laboratory animals which 
have been performed during 1967-72 years and the reslll ts of cli
nical-physiology observations of persons during 1962-72 ere pre
sented in this paper. The purpooc of this work was to study the 
effects of prolonged combined and isolated X-ray and SHF irradia
tions. 
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I.The Experimencs with Animal~ 
Materials and Methods 

The experiments have been cc.rried out with white female mice 
and white female rats. race and rats \'Jeighed 13-20 g and 180-
200 g recpectively E:t the beginning of experiments. 

The longwa~e ~-radiation was provided by 60 kV X-ray generat
or operated at 15.5 kV with 0.17 mm Aland 1.2 mm perspecs fil
ters, HVL 0.1 mm Al. The exposure rate was 10.5 r/min. The ani
mals were irradiated from the ventral side of body. 

The shortwave X-radiation was provided by 200 kV X-ray gene
rator operating at 187 kV with 0.5 mm Cu and 1.0 rom Al filters, 
HVL o.S) mm Cu. The exposure rate was 24·5 r/min. 

Nonscattering chamber with SHF radiation generator "Looch-58" 
(wave length 12.6 em) was used for contJ.nued exposure of animals 
body ventral side. 

The investigstions with animals in all series of experiments 
were performed simultaneously in control groups (unaffected) and 
in these subjected to X-rays, SHF and combined irradiations.The 
interval between two consequent exposures was equal to 48 hours. 
The intervals between X-ray and SHF irradiations were equal 5 -
15 min. 

The following tests were used for estimation of the biologic
al actlon of radiations: survival and average longevity, weight 
of body and of some organs, stability to the physical loading, 
productivity and reproduction factors, weight of the month age 
posterity, the countes of chromosome aberrations in cells of 
bone marrow the counts of blood cells. Stability of animals to 
physical loading was determined with our early elaborated method? 

The complex of immunologic reactions describing a state of 
nonspecific, specific immunity, allergic and autoallergic reacti
vity was studied. The factors fof nonspecific immunity were bacte
ricidity, titers of lisozime and complement of serum. Specific 
immunity was studied after immunization of animals with sheep's 
eritrocytes. Production of gemagglutind:ns and of hemolisine were 
studied. In animals inverse anaphylexic reaction (by J 0 ffe) and 
complement-fixing autoantibody formation were studied too. 

Results of Experiments 

Influence upon the fractional shortwave X-rays at 60 r for 
a sine,le exposure combined with fractional SHF-radiation at 
40 mw/cm2 delivered during 15 and 18 minutes led to death of 
half quantity of the animals in more early stages than it occur
red from X-ray irradiation only. X-irradiation became a main 
factor with SHP exposure being reduced up to 11 minuteo. In this 
case the decrease of body weight of mouse 'Nas 2. 4-2.8 g, interme
diate between that of mouse, subjected to each factors taken 
separately. 

In the following series of experiments X-ray single exposure 
have been reduced up to 30 r and SHF-radiation power density to 
6 mw/cm2 for JO minutes. Under these conditions decreasing longe
vity and body-weight of the mlimals had few differences in groups 
of X-ray and combined exposure. Most of animals died after 3 
months from experiments beginning. SHF irradiation alone caused 
death of animals not exceeding 15 per cent. After 100 days obser
vation the body weight of the animals was foL.tnd rather sharply 
and statistically reliably decreased for the animals exposed to 
X-rays and in particular to cou1bined radiation. The body weight 
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of mice exposed to SHF radiation later was close to control le
vel. 

Study of the peripheral blood cells composition of rats sub
jected to SHF irradiation was performed at 50 mw/cm2 and 
10 mw/cm2 for 20 min and shortwave X-ray irradiation with single 
exposure 60 r. Whole exposure duration was 45 days. Statistical
ly reliable leucopenia was registored in animals subjected X-ray 
and comine radiation. Of great interest is great dispersion of 
leucocytes number of animals exposed to SHF only and combined 
radiation. However, in the latter case this dispersion was notab
ly decreased with X-ray dose accumulation. 

Significant changes of immunologic reactivity of rats exposed 
to fractionated SHF radiation at 50 mw/cm2 for 20 min of single 
exposure have not been resistered. But short-time decrease of 
lisozime titer, 30me intensification of complemental activity of 
serum, phase variations of antibody formation and excessive crea
tion of complement-fixing autoantibody were found to occur.At 
the same time shortwave X-ray exposure at 60 r led to conspicuous 
suppression of all factors studied of nonspecific and specific 
immunity, decrease of total immunological reactivity and rise of 
antibody formatio!l. Combined influence was responsible for some 
decrease of radiation breaking of nonspecific imr.1unity as well 
as for oppression of serum bacterioidity. Dec~ease of serum liso
~ime titer was less conspicuous than at X-ray irradiation only. 

Shortwave X-ray radiation was established to infllwnce mainly 
upon mlce stability to physical loading at the levels of combined 
short X-ray and SHF irradiation chosen by us. However, decrease 
of animal stability to the physical loading occurred earlier (on 
the 41-st day) at combined radiation than at X-ray irradiation 
only. 

Under fractionated irradiation conditions the experimental 
animals revealed the considerable alterations of spermatogenesis 
in all stages, in particular, at shortwave X-ray and at combined 
irradiation. The earliest al terati::ms ·,vere noticed in the ini ti
al stages of spermatogenesis. So, at some stages of investigati
ons spermatogonia, spermatocytcs, sper:matids and spermatozoa were 
absent completely or almost completely and testis bubules v;ere 
devastated. 

Thus, the investigc.:tions of the animals reactions to influence 
of fractionated shortwave X-ray and SHF irradiations clid :1ot al
low to find clear intensification of effects at combined irradia
tion. Predominant affect of one of those factors was noted depend
ing on their levels. 

Vlhen studying the longwave X-ray (30 r dose of single exposure) 
and SHF (5 miv/cm2, 20 min for single exposure) radiation influence, 
fractional irradiation of mice in different series of tests lasted 
from 2.5 to 6 months. 

The X-ray longwave irradiation (by the dose mentioned) have 
never resulted in animals' weight decrease during the investiga
tions. As a result of SHP irradiation animals' weight had reliable 
decrease only on the 110-th day from the beginning of irradiation. 
Combined irradiation being used, beginning from the 15-th day of 
ir~adiat.ion the mice v1ei9ht have been decreased in comparison 
with that of W1affectod \Control) group. 

rrhe obtained data of one-factor disperse analysis showed that 
in spite of negligible influence of isolated X-ray irradiation 
on the body weight, ~ith combined irradiation it becomes essenti
al. 

A tendency have been observed for weight increase of mouse's 
liver and spleen, vJhen subjected to coub ined irradiation, pro-
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bably because of intense blood filling. 
As a result of combination of mentioned irradiation of two 

kinds decrease of serum li3ozime titers in comparison with unaf
fected group of animals and those under separate irradiation was 
detected. 

In three series of experiments the factors of productivity of 
mice were studied. In the first two series mice (both males and 
females) received 31 exposures. In the third series they received 
82 seances of exposu.re. For the last 15 days before the end of 
irradiation male and female mice were in the same cages (15 fe
male and 5 male mice in each cage). After this male mice were 
separated from female ones. 

The following parameters were determined as the factors of 
productivity : per cent of delivering females reproducibility 
factors (per one female under investigation) k1 - according to 
the number of mice born, k2 - according to the number of mice 
born, which lived up to 30 days age. 

The series of tests showed some increase in the number of de
livering female mice and in the reproduction coefficients in 
groups of animals exposed to separate irradiation. There were no 
pronounced differences betv·:een these and control groups in the 
second series of tests (Table 1). On the contrary, the combined 
irradiation showed the statistically reliable (in comparison 
with control) decrease of delivering female per cent and marked 
(30-40 per cent) decrease of reproducibility factors. 

Statistical processing using criteria of 'Nilcoxon showed reli
able difference in the values of reproducibility factors for the 
groups exposed to combined irradiation in comparison with those 
unirradiated and mostly with the groups exposed to isolated X-ray 
or SH1!, irradiation. The chromosome aberration frequency for all 
groups of animals under investigation exposed for 2-5 months had 
notable increase in comparison with control. The maximum value 
of this factor exceeding 2.4 and 10 times the number of sponta
neous aberration was obtained for the groups exposed to combined 
irradiation. 

Thus, experimental study made it possible to derive pronoun
ced effect of ccmbined fractional X-ray longwave and SHF irradia
tions in comparison with isolated irradiation by a number of es
sential parameters. 

II. Person Observations 

Organization and Method 

For examination and observation of the workers the latter were 
chosen engaged in the field of adjustment and testing of the 
electronic devices. These people were divided into the following 
3 main groups according to forms of occupational factors: 

I group - 50 persons working under conditions of combined 
X-ray longwave and SHF irradiation; 

II group - 47 person working under conditions of combined X
ray shortwave and SHF irradiation; 

III group - 50 persons working under conditions of SHF irradi
ation. 

The central group (55 persons) included those who work under 
conditions with no professional irradiation. 

The average age of every groupe person examined was 38-39 
years for men and 35-38 years for women. Industrial record we.s 
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13-18 and 12-15 years respectively. The average age and average 
term of work of persons dealing with X-ray and SHF sources as 
well as persons in the control groups were similar. 

The program of medical observations and clinical physiologic
al examinations of the workers-' groups consisted of investiga
tions: functional conditions of neural and cardiovascular sys
tems; state of blood, state of organs of vision and analysis of 
illness and complaints. 

Observation Results 

Among workers of the first 3 groups complaints of asthenic
vegetative type prevailed, namely: abnormal high tiredness,sleep 
disturbances, head ache. The number of those complaints in the 
I and II groups (combined irradiation) reliably exceeded that 
in the III group (1.16-1·5 times). In the first two groups the 
number of second medical admices exceeded 2-4 times the same 
factor for other groups. It was established by means of objec
tive investigation of persons who worked under combined irradi
ation conditions that deviations in neural eustem functional 
state were observed more often than for those who was exposed 
to SHF irradiation only, and to control group. For example the 
number of cases of hands fingers and lashes termor in the first 
two groups notably exceeded the same factor in the 3-rd and cont
rol groups. 

E.E.G. examination showed that the frequency of deviations in 
these curves in the I and the II groups exceeded ones in the 
III-rd and control groups. 

Arterial blood pressure levels in all groups under investiga
tion were within the limits of normal values. Only light decrease 
of maximal arterial pressure was noticed for the I group persons 
examined in the first stage of observations. 

E.C.G. - examinations made it possible to find notable in
crease of the number of cases with sinus arhythmia and conduction 
disturbances for those who worked under combined irradiation. 

As a result of capillaroscopy it was found that the frequency 
of spastic-atonical capillar state detections in the I, II, III 
and IV groups in equal to 62, 53, 47 and 25 per cent respective
ly, having statistically reliable differences between the first 
two groups and the III one as well as unaffected group. 

While studying the capillar resistance using Nesterov method, 
the second (higher) reaction degree appeared reliable more often 
for persons worked in the conditions of combined irradiation 
than for ones of the III-rd and control groups. 

Those who were exposed to combined irradiation had more fre
quant occasions of decrease of leucocytes number (less than 
4200 in 1 mm3 of blood) and of trombocytes number (less than 
200 thousand in 1 mm3 of blood) comparing with unirradiated 
groups; the average is not different from normal. 

Ao a result of investigations of the vision organ state it 
was found that the frequency of cases of vascular dystonia of 
eye's bottom in the main groups of persons was not large (of 10-
18%) still it had some deviations from the control group (6-10%). 

While biomicroscopical studying the transparent eye's medium 
the lenticular opacity was observed more often in the I and II 
groups than in the control one. This opacity didn't affect the 
sharpness of sight in general. 

Some immunological deviations were observed in the I group 
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of persons in comparison with those of the control group, name
ly, pronounced variation of skin microbes, increasing of e-re
active protein and serum autoantiboy formation. 

Comparing the disease incidents in the irradiated and in the 
control groups no essential differences between them were found. 

No cases of occupational patalogy caused by X-ray or SHF ir
radiation were observed for all period of investigations. 

Thus, according to the most indices of functional state of 
neural and cardiovascular systems as well as to indices of hu
moral nonspecifical immunity notable effects of X-ray longwave 
or shortwave irradiation combined with that of SHF were found 
for workers. 

These differences are revealed in the increase of deviation 
frequency in comparison with the control group as well as with 
group of workers who were irradiated by SHF only. 

Nwnerous medical observation data showed that the main contri
bution to functional variations occurrence is the result of oc
cupational factors affects, which took place in the first period 
of work (before 1960-1961). 

In the main groups in 1970 it was found that the degree of 
the same earlier observed deviations had notably decreased and 
in general the factors of functional body state did not lie 
beyond the limits of physiological variations. 

Conclusion 

The following effects for animals were found as a result of 
experiments performed. Pronounced intensification of biological 
effects were observed for the case of combined SHF and X-ray long
wave irradiations. Combined SHF and X-ray shortwave irradiations 
didn't result in any effects intensification for most of the 
factors under controlo 

X-ray irradiation was found to be dominant for changes ob
served during combined irradiations. 

Clinic-physiological observations of the persons occupied in 
the conditions of combined X-ray and SHF irradiations showed 
higher frequency of investigated factors deviations than that 
of those occupied in conditions of SHF irradiation only and for 
the control (unaffected) group. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND CONTROL 
OF 

NON-IONIZING RADIATION IN JAPAN 

Hiroyoshi Iida and Tokusaburo Koshijima 
National Institute of Radiological Sciences 

Chiba-shi, Japan 

Abstract 

Some effective measures against a certain laser radiation is 
reported and the general situation in Japan concerning the pro
tection of people against non-ionizing radiations is described. 

Studies made on the possible protective measures against the 
harmful effect of laser radiation, particularly on the eye and 
skin, revealed that the following three methods are effective 
against He-Ne laser radiation of 6,328 A, 1) absorption by 
cellophane sheet, 2) absorption by filter and 3) reflection by 
non-metalic multilayer film. 

A number of studies on biological effect of microwave 
radiation and laser radiation have been conducted in Japan, 
There are, however, no regulations on the permissible level of 
these radiations such as those set forth against ionizing 
radiations on human body, Recently, home microwave ovens are 
pervading rapidly. In view of these situations, the "Research 
Committee on Biological Effect of Non-ionizing Radiation from 
Home Use Instruments" was organized in the Ministry of Health 
and Welfare last year. 

Currently, regulations are applied to the manufacturers of 
these devices by the Ordinance of Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry. 

Introduction 

The results of investigation on protection against laser 
radiation are described, together with an introduction to the 
present situation of public health control against non-ionizing 
radiations in Japan. 

The use of laser radiation has been growing in physics 
research, telecommunication, metal processing, cancer treatment 
and etc., by which are required higher energy and peak power of 
laser and hence the increasing problems of protection. Appar
ently, the laser radiation hazard is caused mainly by heat 
absorbed, but the true mechanism is not yet revealed. The eye 
is the tissue of the most interest to be protected against laser 
radiation followed by the skin. 

Radars, which are essential to navigation safety, aerial 
control, meteorology, naval and military affairs and etc,, 
radiate electromagnetic wave characteristic to their purpose. 
Recently, home microwave ovens are pervading rapidly, hence 
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microwave radiation came into contact with the public. The 
biological effects of microwave radiation are explained mostly 
by thermal effect. 

Pro~ecti~~~~inst lasers 

Since laser beam is directional and its energy can be con
verged in a very small area, heat of very high intensity is 
absorbed in a small region of the tissue and burns it. 

To protect against laser radiation, following methods are 
available, i.e., (I) to use material which absorbs laser energy, 
(II) to use material which reflects laser radiation. Both 
methods are possibly as far as the materials used do not burn 
out. (III) Shielding around the laser path is necessary to 
protect high energy or pulsed laser. 

The laser beam used in the present study was the radiation 
9f 6,328 A wavelength continuously generated from the IOmW He-Ne 
equipment (Nippon Kagaku Kogyo). Absorption or reflection of 
the laser beam by a number of substances was examined by the use 
of photometer and illuminometer together with other spectro
scopic analysis. Absorption by commercially available cellophane 
sheets is shown in Table I. Spectrophotometric analysis is 
shown in Fig. I. Cellophane sheets of green or purple provides 
effective protection against He-Ne 6,328 A laser radiation. 
Absorption by glass filters (Toshiba) is measured as shown in 
Table 2. From the view-point of absorption coefficient, glass 
filters are far inferior to cellophane. In general, the 
absorption by glass filter is effective due to its thickness. 

Reflectance was measured of one type of mirror of non-metalic 
multilayer film (Vacuum Optics Corporation of Japan, Fig. 2) 
which showed reflection of 97.9 %. 

Apparently, protection against other kinds of laser radia
tions is possible by selecting suitable materials for absorption 
and reflection. 

Table I . Absorption coefficient of cellophane sheet 

Colour green purple blue red yellow colourless 

Absorption 
coefficient 98 69 27 4.8 2.4 0.47 

( /mm) 

(Thickness of one sheet = 20 )!ill = 2.9 mg/cm 2) 

Table 2, Absorption by optical glass filters (Toshiba). 

Thickness 

Absorption 

Absorption 
coefficient 

VG 52 

2.75 mm ? 
( 0. 7 0 g /em- ) 

99.9 % 

2.51 /mm 

VG 54 
3 .n 

( 0. 78 

99.8 

mm ::::>' 
g/cm ) 

% 

1.95 /mm 

Protection~inst microwaves 

Microwave ovens used by the general public should be designed 
and manufactured as to leak no radiation from the ovens. Control 
area should be established around microwave radiator so as to 
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protect the public from radar radiation. It is well known that 
copper wire netting is effective to protect researchers and 
workers from direct microwave radiation (Fig. 3). 

According to a research by Dr. K.Ban (Nagoya University), 
protection clothes or protection box which is made of cupper wire 
netting of 24 mesh is effective against 2,440 MHz microwave 
radiation. 

1 
Scattered radiation inside the clothes or box was 

nearly zero. 

Regulations on control of non-ionizing radiations in Japan 

There are no regulations on the permissible level of these 
radiations such as those set forth against ionizing radiations on 
human body. The estimated number of laser equipments is about 
)0.000 (Table )) and that ~f ovens. much rapidly pervading. is 
about 1~300,000 (Table 4) as of Dec. 31, 1972 in Japan. In view 
of these situations, the "Research Committee on Biological Effect 
of Non-ionizing Radiation from Home Use Instruments" (Chairman, 
Dr. N.Yamagata) was organized in the Ministry of Health and 
Welfare last year. The Committee collected and examined many 
domestic and foreign literatures on biological effect of non
ionizing radiation, and also investigated foreign regulations. 
A report on the above was published by the Committee. 

Table 3. Estimated number of laser equipments in Japan 
(as of Dec • 3 I , I 9 7 2 ) 

Total number approximately 30,000 

{ 
Domestic 
Imported 

95 % 
5 % 

{ He-Ne 92.4 % ras laser 95.2 % Ar --- I . 8 % 
COz --- 0.7 % 
Others 0.3 % 

Solid state laser 4.8 % 
Others --- few 

(Estimated from the data of Industrial Marketing 
Consultant Co., LTD) 

Table 4. Estimated number of microwave ovens in Japan 
(as of Dec. 31, 1972) 

Year Number 

1969 311,492 
1970 413,901 
1971 299,428 
1972 approximately 610,000 

total produced ,, I ,630,000 
exported ~ 330,000 

domestic use If 1,300,000 

(Estimated from the data of Research & Statistics 
Division, the Ministry of International Trade and 
Industry) 
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Currently, regulations are applied to the manufacturers of 
these devices by the Ordinance of Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry as follows. 
(I) Frequency of the microwave should be within the range of 

(2,450 + 50) MHz. 
(2) There should be installed such as additional cut-off device 

for the oscillator as is motivated by opening the oven door. 
(3) Radiation leakage measured at any 5 em distance from the oven 

under the condition that a beaker containing (275 ± 15) ml 
of water is placed at the centre within the oven should be 
a) less than I mW/cm2 when the door is shut, and 
b) less than 5 mW/cm2 when the door is ajar to the maximum 

extent before the cut-off device operates. 
(4) Radiation intensity, except that of the frequency within 

(2,450 ± 50) MHz, should be 
a) less than 25 ~V/m at 300m from the oven of under 500W, or 
b) less than 25JP/500 pV/m (where P is the out-put in W) at 

300m and less than 10 pV/m at 1,600 m from the oven of 
above 500 W. 

This Committee is expected to examine actively on the maximum 
permissible energy on human body. 

Reference -------
I. Kazutomo Ban: Studies on biological effects of microwave 

radiation (1st report), Nippon Acta Radiologica, 11, (6) 
743-749, 1962. 
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PROGRESS IN THE REDUCTION OF MICROWAVE EXPOSURE FROM MICROWAVE 
OVENS USED IN COMMERCIAL FOOD VENDING OPERATIONS !/ 

by 

Martin C. Wukasch, P.E. ~/ 
and 

Joseph F. Thiel ll 

Abstract 

During the past two years microwave ovens used in commercial food vending 
operations have been surveyed in cooperation with State participating Local 
Health Departments and Districts in Texas. These surveys have shown that there 
is a correlation between general sanitation and maintenance with leakage of 
microwave radiation. Additionally, since October 6, 1971, the effective date 
of the microwave oven manufacturing standard (developed under the Radiation 
Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968, PL 90-602), significant reduction 
in the percentages of leaking ovens has been noted for ovens manufactured after 
the effective date. 

Introduction 

The use of microwave ovens in the commercial food vending operations 
business over the past several years has been on a steady increase. Among 
the variables influencing this increase is the fact that extended storage 
time of refrigerated food is considerably greater than that of food stored 
hot, and the fact that microwave ovens can quickly heat cold food to serving 
temperatures. 

The biological effects of microwave radiation are generally separated 
into two divisions, thermal and non-thermal. Present adopted standards relate 
to the thermal effects of microwave exposure. The ability of microwave ovens 
to heat food quickly can heat parts of the human body just as quickly. With 
the thermal sensors just under the skin and the maximum temperature from 
microwave heating occ~rring much deeper, the potential exists for significant 
damage prior to the sensation of pain. 

!/ Prepared for the 3rd International Radiation Protection Association, 
Washington, D. C., September 9-13, 1973 

~/ Director, Division of Occupational Health and Radiation Control, Texas 
State Department of Health, Austin, Texas 

ll Environmental Health Specialist IV, Nonionizing Radiation Program, Division 
of Occupational Health and Radiation Control, Texas State Department of 
Health, Austin, Texas 
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Federal regulations found in 21 CFR 278.212 require that all microwave 
ovens manufactured after October 6, 1971, have microwave radiation leakage of 
less than a power density of one milliwatt per square centimeter at any point 
five centimeters or more from the external surface of the oven prior to first 
sale and, thereafter, less than five milliwatts measured at the same distances. 

The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists' 'Threshold 
Limit Values of Physical Agents", recommends a time weighted microwave power 
density exposure not to exceed 10 milliwatts per square centimeter, with total 
exposure time limited to the 8-hour workday. However, this limit may be 
exceeded under the following conditions: for average power densities between 
10 and 25 milliwatts per square centimeter, total exposure time shall be 
limited to no more than 10 minutes for any 60 minute period during the workday; 
and, for average power density levels in excess of 25 milliwatts per square 
centimeter, exposure is not allowed. 

The U. S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administratfu~ 
Occupational Safety and Health Standards are not quite so lenient. In 29 CFR 
1910.97 they established a Radiation Protection Guide of 10 milliwatts per 
square centimeter averaged over any possible 0.1-hour period. This means the 
following: power density of 10 mW/cm2 for periods of 0.1-hour or more; and, 
energy density of 1 mW-hr/cm2 during any 0.1-hour period. 

Beginning early in 1971, microwave ovens were surveyed to determine the 
rate of failure to meet the above standards. The ovens used in commercial 
food vending operations were selected for this study as it was felt that they 
would show the effects of extreme product use and abuse, since they are used by 
the general public without maintenance on its part. The typical vending 
installation consists of at least one cold food vending machine, one microwave 
oven and several drink and candy machines. The installations are generally 
serviced daily in the morning, with the route man cleaning the oven. 

Survey Methods 

Our surveys were done using a Narda 8100 Electromagnetic Radiation Monitor 
with a standard five centimeter spacer cone. The ovens were operated at their 
maximum output using a standard load of 7 Oz; of drinking water in a plastic 
drinking cup. This load is less than that used in 21 CFR 278.212; however, the 
results of the tests on defective ovens did not vary significantly with this 
reduced load, (206 vs 275 ml). 

A total of 561 ovens was surveyed in commercial food vending operations 
with 104 of these being manufactured after the effective date of the 
manufacturing standard. The use of trained local health department personnel 
greatly aided the completion of this survey program as well as acquinting the 
local personnel with the hazards associated with microwave oven radiation 
emission. 

Survey Results 

Of the 561 microwave ovens used in commercial food vending operations 
surveyed, 452 or 81% were found to be emitting ~icrowave radiation less than 
the present federal product standard of 5 mW/cm as measured at 5 centimeters. 
Six percent of the ovens were in the 5-10 mW/cm2 range, three percent were in 
the 10-15 mW/cm2 range, and 11% were in excess of 15 mW/cm2. 

The eleven percent in excess of 15 mW/cm2 were ordered removed from 
service until corrections could be accomplished by the vending company. This 
action level was determined as a maximum allowable level to continue operation 
of the ovens. Ovens in the 10-15 mW/cm2 range were allowed to operate; howeve~ 
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the vending company was notified of the defect and requested to repair the oven 
within 24 hours. The 15 mW/cm2 level was determined from OSHA regulations 
using a minimum exposure time of d minutes. It is felt that exposure timesunrler 
one minute are difficult to determine. Under normal use conditions found 
during the survey, one minute was found to be a typical user exposure/use time. 

2 
If we use the ACGIH exposure ceiling value of 25 mW/cm , we find that six 

percent of the ovens exceeded that value. Also, four percent of the ovens were 
found to be in excess of 50 mW/cm2 . 

Power 
Density 

5 mW/cm2 

10 mW/cm2 
15 mW/cm2 

50 mW/cm2 

% of ovens less 
than or equal to 
the power density 

81/, 
87% 
91% 
96% 

TABLE I 

% of ovens 
manufactured prior 
to October 6, 19/1 
less than or equal 
to power density 

77% 
84% 
88% 
95% 

% of ovens manufactured 
after October 6, 1971 

less than or 
equal to 

power density 

98% 
100% 
100% 
100% 

Table I shows the results and distribution of the various surveys broken 
down into ovens manufactured prior to or after the October 6, 1971, 
manufacturing standard date. It is of significance to note that only two new 
ovens out of 104 surveyed failed to meet the new standard. Their emission 
levels were found to be 6 and 10 mW/cm2. 

TABLE II 

Ovens Manufactured prior to October 6, 1971: Total of 167 in group 

11 of ovens in # of ovens in % of ovens 
Power Density Power Density Power Density found dirty 

p 2 range found range found in each 
{mW/cm ) dirty clean range 

P(.5 50 79 39% 
5(P~l0 5 6 45% 
10(P~l5 7 3 70% 
15<P!50 11 4 73'7, 
50(P 4 2 67% 

Ovens Manufactured after October 6, 1971: Total of 72 in group 

p(S 

S~P 10 
lO(P 

22 
1 
0 

48 
1 
0 

31% 
50'7, 

The data in Table II would seem to indicate that the new ovens are being 
maintained in the same condition and under the same sanitary standard as the 
older units. However, one should note that in older units there is a 
correlation between the dirty units and those showing excessive leakage, 
thereby, showing the importance of proper maintenance. 

Swabs were taken on several microwave units to determine whether 
biological growth could be supported inside the ovens. In the test, swabs 
soaked in growth media were wiped over an eight square inch area inside the 
oven. The swabs were stored in a sterile vial and refrigerated until returned 
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to the Texas State Department of Health laboratory for growth under standard 
conditions. Colony counts in excess of 10,000 were found; however, this is not 
a true indication of the total condition of the ovens. More data is still 
needed to give the true picture of the ovens in operation, since the areas 
wiped were not food contact surfaces. 

If we accept the five milliwatt per square centimeter standard, then one 
may analyze our results on a vendor basis to determine both microwave emission 
and sanitary conditions and perhaps determine if the vendor is doing his job. 
Table III presents our data in this matter. Vending companies doing business 
under the same name in several different cities have been lumped together. 

TABLE III 

Vendor Symbol ~~ less % of all ovens found dirty 
(10 or more than when surveyed 

ovens2 5 mW/cm2 "U" means undetermined 

A (20) 85/, 20% 
B (22) 100% u 
c (28) 64/, 36% 
D (113) 74% 27% 
E (15) 87% u 
F (85) 87'7, 33% 
G (20) 60% 47% 
H (12) 92% 33% 
I (51) 84% 36% 
J (47) 79% 15% 
K (13) 69% u 
L (682 81% u 

494 ovens 81% 30% 

The last figures in the column are presented for statistical purposes only. 

The data in Table III when taken together with the data in Tables I and 
II allows one to analyze a given vendor's maintenance program. 

Conclusions 

The microwave ovens manufactured after the effective date of the federal 
product standard, October 6, 1971, have microwave emissions much less than 
those manufactured prior to the standard date. This lower emission is 
maintained even though they receive the same maintenance as the older ovens. 

The general sanitary condition of microwave ovens in the commercial food 
vending business leaves much to be desired. 
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ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION DOSIMETRY 
UTILIZING THERMOLUMINESCENCE 

A. Dhar*, L. A. DeWerd and T. G. Stoebe 
Division of Metallurgy 

University of Washington 
Seattle, WA 98195 

ABSTRACT 

An integrating dosimeter to detect ultraviolet radiation has been develop
ed using the process of "direct" ultraviolet stimulation. This process yields 
a thermoluminescent signal after an exposure to ultraviolet radiation without 
prior exposure to ionizing radiation. Various crystals were compared for sen
sitivity to ultraviolet radiation. The spectral sensitivity, linearity with 
exposure and long range stability of the stored energy were investigated for 
MgO crystals which had the most sensitive response. The results of these 
tests indicate that a sensitive ultraviolet dosimeter can be developed using 
this phenomenon. 

INTRODUCTION 

Ultraviolet radiation results from a variety of industrial processes, 
various kinds of lamps specially designed for ultraviolet emission and natural 
sources such as sunlight. In addition to the medical therapeutic applications 
of ultraviolet (u.v.) radiation, there is an increasing application of u.v. 
radiation for disinfecting and sterlizingl materials in industrial and public 
health areas. The injurious effects of u.v. energy appear to be related to 
their ability to be absorbed by nucleic acid2. Determatologists and skin 
photobiologists are mainly concerned with the deleterious effects on man, such 
as erythema (sunburn), painful inflamation of the membrane of the eye, and the 
possibilities of skin cancer3. The actual effectiveness of sunburn is express
ed in terms of the "standard erythemal spectrum" covering wavelengths 250 nm to 
320 nm. This spectrum and the erythemal effectiveness have been widely 
studied,4-7 the most sensitive region of erythema being between the wavelengths 
of 290 and 320 nm. The smallest amount of ultraviolet energy that will produce 
visible erythema is called a Minimum Erythemal Dose (MED) and is defined as the 
minimum amount of energy required to elicit a just barely visually detected 
reddening of the skin at one particular wavelength. This MED value, however, 
is dependent on several factors such as the observation time of the erythema 
and the anatomical site of testing, as well as the irradiation wavelength and 
other factors. Thus it would be useful to have a convenient dosimeter which 
would act as an absolute measurement device. 

A number of phosphors utilizing the thermoluminescent phenomenon have beett 
studied as possible dosimeters for the ultraviolet region. Thermoluminescence 
has received extensive study and use in the past for ionizing radiation dosi
metry8. The low cost per phosphor, the absence of any associated electronics 

* Associated with the Division of Radiological Sciences 
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at the site of measurement, and the fact that the thermoluminescent phosphor 
can operate unattended, are some of the advantages in using thermoluminescence. 
The small size of a solid phosphor allows the possibilities of performing skin 
transmission studies in vivo and development as a personnel dosimeter. 

One of the first thermoluminescent phosphors rece1v1ng attention9,10 for 
u.v. detection was CaS04:Mn, but it was not sensitive in the erythemal region. 
Wilson et.al.ll studied a natural CaF2 phosphor using the technique of "trans
ferred thermoluminescence (TL)". The same process was utilized by McCullough 
and Cameron, 12 and Okuno and Watanabe13 in natural CaF2 by Nambi and Higashi
mural4 in CaS04:Tm and CaS04:Dy. "Transferred Thermoluminescence" involves a 
sequence of operations. The phosphor is first heated to 700°C to empty deep 
traps and then is exposed to a "standard" amount of X or y radiation. The 
phosphor is then heated to 400°C for 10 minutes (this empties the traps with 
glow peak temperatures below 400°C but does not empty the deeper traps). Upon 
exposure to ultraviolet radiation, some of the electrons in the deep~r Lraps 
are "transferred" to the shallower traps corresponding to lower temperature 
(<400°C) glow peaks. The glow curve of the transferred thermoluminescence is 
then measured up to 400°C, and the transferred TL intensity may then be related 
to the ultraviolet radiation exposure. The transferred TL intensity is also 
related to the number of traps previously filled by ionizing radiation. 

As is evident, this transferred TL process is complex and time consuming. 
In contrast, the process of "direct" ultraviolet stimulation, with which this 
work is mainly concerned, yields a thermoluminescent signal after an exposure 
of ultraviolet radiation, without any prior exposure to ionizing radiation. 
This simplifies the process and is more convenient for practical use. This 
paper is concerned with the feasibility of using materials involving the 
"direct" stimulation process as dosimeters for ultraviolet radiation. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND MATERIALS SURVEY 

An xenon arc lamp (PEK:X-151-1453) was used as a u.v. irradiation source. 
This type of xenon source was used because its spectral distribution closely 
resembles that of the sun. Other experiments used a monochrometer (Jarrell
Ash l/4 meter) with 3 mm exit slits to select a particular u.v. wavelength. 
All u.v. intensities were measured with a radiometer (YSI-kettering, model 65) 
at a standard distance of 5mm from the exit slit of the monochrometer. A 
Harshaw model 2000 thermoluminescence detector was used to record the TL glow 
curves. 

A general survey of the u.v. response of various materials was performed 
first to find those showing the greatest promise for direct sensitizations. 
Fifteen different materials were tested by irradiating for 10 minutes with the 
light directly from the xenon lamp, so that the samples were exposed to a 
range of wavelengths. The materials did not receive any other radiation prior 
to u.v. irradiation. The resultant response of the materials tested is shown 
in Table I, where MgO and magnesium silicate doped with terbium seem to be the 
most sensitive to direct u.v. stimulation. The results indicate that MgO 
crystals annealed in an argon atmosphere at 2000°C for 24 hours have more 
thermoluminescent sensitivity than the as received or nonannealed MgO crystals; 
this annealing procedure affects the defect structure of the crystal, which 
in turn affects the thermoluminescence. The results of this survey also indi
cated that the total impurity content in MgO plays a significant role in 
thermoluminescence, since impure MgO has less thermoluminescent sensitivity 
than the purer MgO. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After these initial tests it was decided to experiment further with MgO 
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Fig. 1. Thermoluminescent glow 
curve of MgO-PA type crystal (--) 
exposed to 3 x 104 ~W-sec/cm2 at 
296.7 nm and LiF (TLD-100) single 
crystal (---) exposed to lOOR of 
250 kVp x-rays (thoreas III filter) 
Peak height of LiF peak 5 is 2.2 
times higher than peak 1 in MgO. 

crystals since they responded with the 
greatest sensitivity. Spectral sensiti
vity, linearity with exposure and the 
short range stability of the stored 
energy was studied. Two sets of MgO 
crystals, designated as PA and NB, were 
studied. PA crystals have a total im
purity content of 255 ppm and NB crystals 
have total impurities of 815 ppm; more 
details on these samples are given by 
Srinivasan et.a115. 

Figure 1 shows a typical glow curve 
of a PA crystal, with a main glow peak at 
about 145°C designated as peak 1. Peak 2 
and peak 3 (not shown) are at about 175°C 
and 325°C respectively. For comparison, 
a glow curve of X-irradiated LiF (TLD-100) 
is also shown. In PA crystals, peak 2 is 
small and not very distinctive, and peak 
3 is very broad. Peak 1 and peak 2 were 
completely absent if there was no prior 
u.v. irradiation. The most effective 
peak for dosimetry is peak 1 at 145°C and 
therefore, all further tests concentrated 
on this peak. Glow curves of NB crystals 
show peaks at the same temperature as in 
PA crystals and an additional peak at 
120°C. 

The MgO crystals were observed to 
exhibit a sensitization phenomenon. Un
treated crystals irradiated only at one 
particular wavelength of u.v. radiation 
show much less TL than similar crystals 

which have been previously irradiated with whole u.v. (mixed wavelengths) for 
10 minutes before exposure to a particular wavelength. The thermoluminescent 
intensity of the untreated crystals after such a preliminary exposure followed 
by an exposure at a particular wavelength was similar to that of the crystals 
which previously had been treated with whole u.v. exposure. The minimum amount 
of time required for sensitization for PA crystals was found to lie between 10 
and 15 minutes; a 20 minute sensitization period shows a drastic reduction in 
thermoluminescent sensitivity. This sensitization period of 15 minutes was 
found to give a maximum response for a number of MgO crystals with different 
impurity levels. The greatest sensitivity however, was for the purest material 
(PA crystals). 

The sensitivity of PA and NB crystals as a function of wavelength for the 
u.v. region is shown in Figure 2. All the crystals received the same exposure 
of 3 x 104 ~W-sec/cm2 at all wavelengths. This value is the Minimum Erythermal 
Dose (MED) at 296.7 nm based on the standard erythemal curve. PA crystals have 
a completely flat response over the entire wavelength region; thus no wavelength 
corrections are necessary for this kind of a crystal. NB c~ystals, on the other 
hand, show an increase in thermoluminescence at 285 nm followed by a continuous 
decrease in thermoluminescence to 305 nm and then a uniform response to 325 nm. 
Thus if NB crystals were to be used for dosimetry purposes, corrections for 
this wavelength dependence would have to be made. The results shown in Figure 
2 are for PA crystals that were sensitized about nine months before this study 
was done, and for PA and NB ~rystals sensitized before the experiment. These 
results show that this sensitization procedure, dis,_ussed previously, decreases 
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approximately an order of magnitude in effectiveness in a nine month period. 
The sensitization decreases by 20% within 15 days. Thus, elapsed time after 
the sensitization procedure is an important variable requiring attention. 
Further studies to delineate an optimum time are in progress. 

The response of the MgO crystals as a function of ultraviolet exposure at 
295 nm is shown in Figure 3. The exposure was determined up to an order of 
magnitude above the minimum erythemal dose (MED indicated in Figure 3). The 
linear relationship with exposure shown by PA crystals over the entire region 
would be extremely useful for dosimetry purposes. The relationship between 
TL/mg and exposure ·for NB crystals shows two regions of linearity. This kind 
of MgO crystal could also be used for dosimetry purposes provided the region 
of operation is roughly known. 

Thermoluminescent reproducibility, another important dosimetric considera
tion, has been checked several times under various conditions. The repeated 
thermoluminescent measurements yielded a standard deviation of less than ±5%. 
This 5% reproducibility in the PA crystals was obtained without any intermedi
ate heat treatments or sensitization procedures; this could be a big advantage 
of using this system, since no annealing treatments are needed for repeated 
use of these crystals such as those required for LiF (TLD-100) crystals after 
each thermoluminescent measurement. The effect of storage at room temperature 
and of room light, which are other important aspects of the reproducibility of 
these crystals, was studied for a number of crystals. The crystals were u.v. 
irradiated to an exposure of 3 x 104 ~W-sec/cm2 and the thermoluminescence was 
measured. The crystals were then cycled through the readout procedure a few 
times after the first thermoluminescent measurement to assure that there was no 
thermoluminescence left in these crystals. Then half of the samples were left 
in room light and the other half was wrapped in a black paper and left in a 
drawer. After 24 hours, all the crystals were read out again. Crystals which 
were left in black paper did not show any thermoluminescence whereas those 
left in room light had a response which was less than 0.5% of the original 
thermoluminescence, corresponding to an exposure of 1.5 x 102 ~W-sec/cm2. Thus 
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under normal use, care must be exercised to avoid unnecessary exposure to room 
light although the response after 24 hours may be considered negligible. If 
u.v. irradiated crystals are stored at room temperature wrapped in black paper, 
the response decreases exponentially with time; peak 1 has a half life of 192 
hours ( 8 days) . 

Two regions of sensitivity and linearity were noted above (Figures 2 and 3) 
for the impure NB crystals. Since thermoluminescence in MgO may be correlated 
with the valence changes of Fe and Cr,l6,17 it is probable that these two 
phenomena might be related to the impurity defect structure within the crystals. 
The impurity defect structure is affect'ed by annealing, and thus the presence 
of certain defect structures might yield greater u.v. sensitivity as mentioned 
previously. Reactions between vacancies and impurities, and the effects of 
their concentrations in MgO have been studied as a function of temperature 
using optical methodsl8 a~d ionic conductivity techniquesl9, Irradiation with 
u.v. light or heating in oxygen or magnesium vapor to change the valence state 
of the impurities will produce optical absorption bands in ~0 crystals which 
contain no intentionally added foreign ions. Wertz et.al.20,21 presented 
evidence for changes in valence of various foreign ions in MgO during irradia
tion and other treatments. Hansler and Segelkenl6 have reported that the 
amount of Fe3+ could be changed during ultraviolet irradiation depending on 
the previous treatment. These changes could be reversed during thermolumines
cence. The same effects have been observed with cr3+. Therefore it was 
suggested that thermoluminescence might be correlated with the valence changes 
of impurities in MgO. Further investigations are in progress to attempt to 
correlate changes in the defect structures with maximum thermoluminescent 
response to ultraviolet irradiation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of these results, MgO-PA crystals have been found to be 
feasible for u.v. dosimetry in the erythemally effective region of 290 to 320 
nm. MgO crystals of lesser purity, represented by NB crystals in this paper 
can also be used but require more care. These MgO crystals yield a thermo
luminescent signal after a "direct" u.v. radiation stimulation without any 
prior exposure to ionizing radiation. For the greatest response, the crystals 
should be sensitized by irradiating them with whole u.v. (mixed wavelengths) for 
15 minutes before using them. MgO-PA crystals are independent of the wavelength 
of irradiation and have a linear relationship of thermoluminescence as a func
tion of exposure. Thus these crystals can be used without any corrective 
procedures. The crystals also can be reused immediately with a reproducible 
response to within ±5%. However, these crystals are slightly affected by room 
light and as such, precaution should be taken to prevent the crystals from 
receiving unnecessary prolonged exposure to room light. 
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TABLE I 

Thermoluminescent response of various materials after exposure to the 
entire spectrum of a xenon lamp for 10 minutes. 

Sample 

MgO 
(1) Annealed Pure PA Crystala 

(2) Unannealed Pure Crystala 
(3) NB Crystal (Lower Purity)b 

Magnesium Silicate: TerbiumC 

Magnesium Borate: Terbiumc 

Calcium Fluorided 
(1) CaF2 :Mn 

(2) CaF 2 :Dy 

Calcium Sulphated 
(1) CaS04:Mn 
(2) Caso 4:Dy 

Lithium Boratee 

LiF (TLD-100) 

a Oak Ridge 
b Norton Company 
c Dai Nippon Toryo Co., Ltd. 

Peak 
Thermo1uminescent 

Temperature (Co) Peak Height 

145 0.61 X 10- 8 

175 0.15 X 10-8 

136 0.22 X 10-8 

120 0.26 X 10-8 
145 0.39 X 10-8 

190 0.17 X 10-8 

115 0.12 X 10-11 

153 0.62 X 10-ll 
185 0.35 X 10-11 
170 0.43 X 10-11 

215 0.33 X 10-11 

120 0.23 x 1o-12 
190 0.12 x 10-12 

119 0.76 X 10-11 
165 0.40 X 10-11 

No Detectable Response 

d Harshaw Chemical Company 
e Grown in this laboratory 
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A CALIBRATION FACILITY FOR MICROWAVE MONITORS -
DESIGN AND OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

I.S. Leith 

Australian Radiation Laboratory 

Melbourne, Australia. 

(A broad-band microwave calibration facility has been designed and partly 
completed. Evaluation of the facility and its progressive design are 
described and calibration results presented). 

Since 1963, the Australian Radiation Laboratory has taken an active 
interest in the hazards of microwave radiation, and has offered. advice on 
request. Following a specific case of inadvertant entry of persons to an area 
close to a powerful transmitting radar antenna in 1966, a Narda Model B86B3 
broadband monitor was purchased to permit measurements to be made in support 
of the calculations relied on to that date. 

It was realised that the calibration of the available monitors was made 
at several frequencies only, that the variation of calibration factors from 
one frequency to another was quite large and that "holes" in the frequency 
response may well occur between calibration points. Thus the need for broad
band calibration was recognised at this early stage. Microwave ovens were 
subsequently introduced into Australia and Narda Models 8100 and 8200 near
field monitors were purchased in due course. Initial investigations soon 
revealed marked differences in response of identical probes, hence calibration 
was first undertaken at 2450 MHz. The system shown in Figure 1 was set up as 
a first step. At this time no calibration manual for the inst1uments 
described above was available from the manufacturer. 

The microwave absorber used in this system is Plessey Type AF50 pyramidal 
absorber twelve inches thick and covering an area 8 feet by 8 feet. The 
facility was set up on a discontinuous basis in the centre of a large room 
with a ceiling 11 feet high and having a width of 14 feet. The nearest broad 
surfaces were thus approximately 13 wavelengths away from receiver and 
transmitter at 2450 MHz. The radiation source is a diathermy ~nerator 
(with additional mains power filtering and stabilising circuits) which 
incorporates a magnetron to produce up to 120 watts of power. A large mismatch 
at the generator output was successfully tuned out using a two-stub turner. 
The circuit was set up using coaxial components because many components were 
not available in waveguide in LS-band and in order to facilitate extension to 
broad-band. The power measurement was made with a Hewlett Packard Model 432A 
thermistor meter and coaxial mount and the manufacturer's calibration was and 
is relied on as no microwave power or power density standard exists as yet in 
Australia. The antenna used is one of a pair of identical Narda LS-band 
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standard gain horns which have been connected by cover flanges to Narda 
waveguide-to-coaxial adapters. A pair was purchased to undertake measurements 
of antenna gain, initially to reduce the uncertainty in the gain quoted by the 
manufacturer. 

Power density at distance R was derived using 

( 1 ) 

where Ga = Gain of antenna at distance R from antenna 

WR = Power density at distance R from antenna 

P0 = Output power at the antenna 

P0 is known in terms of the power indicated on the meter 

HERMISTOR POWER METER 

STANDARD GAIN TRANSMITTING HORN 

W.G.-TO-COAXIAL ADAPTER 

20 dB ATTENUATOR 

THERMISTOR MOUNT 

MONITOR PROBE 
UNDERGOING CALIBRATION 

-30 dB DIRECTIONAL COUPLER 

TUNER -30 dB ABSORBER 

FIG.1 INITIAL SYSTEM FOR CALIBRATfON OF MONITORS AT 2450 MHz 

The initial calibrations were undertaken at an antenna separation of 3 
metres although it was realised that side lobe and main beam reflections would 
be significant. Calculations show that for the antennas used, the usual 
far-field criterion of 2a2, taking a as the greatest distance between two 
points on the antenna aperture, is 3.09 metres at 2450 MHz. The total error 
in calibration could not be estimated as defects in the "anechoic enclosure" 
could not be determined, however, apart from this uncertainty the total 
uncertainty, after all possible corrections based on manufacturer's 
calibrations of components, was estimated to be+ 1~, - 27%. This included 
an antenna gain uncertainty of ± 7% as given by the manufacturer. ~ 
significant part of the total uncertainty was due to conjugate mismatch losses 
calculated on the basis of manufacturer's specifications of v.s.W.R. The 
total actual error was thus thought likely to be much less than the maximum 
uncertainty calculated when tuned for maximum power transfer to the horn 
antenna. 
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The maximum reflection from the horn and adapters was calculated to be 
7.4% but recent measurements using a dual directional coupler have shown only 
0.4% of the forward power being reflected at 2450 MHz when mismatch has been 
tuned out. The effect of floor reflections has also been investigated with 
the use of additional absorber (Eastern Microwave Corp. Type FFP-8) recently 
purchased. This investigation showed received power density to be ~ lower 
at 3 metres when the floor was covered with absorber. However a 4% decrease 
was observed at 2 metres and a 4% increase at 96 inches, the calibration 
distance recommended by Narda for their Model 8100 probes. 

An early calibration of a Model 8121 A probe at 3 metres gave a 
calibration factor of 1.19, corresponding to a response 16% below the expected 
value but within the limit of uncertainty. This was based on an antenna gain 
of 50 as given by the monitor manufacturer. In the calibration manual for the 
8100 instrument, the manufacturer recommends the use of this gain figure at 
2450 MHz at 96" from the front face of the horn. (The same manufacturer 
provided a gain calibration curve for the horn antennas which gives a gain of 
50.13 at 2450 MHz, but it must be assumed that this is intended as a far-field 
gain as no distance is stated). This calibration was considered satisfactory 
but later the two horn antennas were used to obtain measurements of received 
power versus distance over the range 1 to 3 metres. 

IDENTICAL STANDARD GAIN HORNS 

COAXIAL LINE 

0 

MICROWAVE DIATHERMY SOURCE -30 dB ABSORBER 

THERMISTOR 
POWER METER 

W.G.-TO-COAXIAL 

ADAPTER 

MALE-TO-MALE 

LOW REFLECTION 
LOAD 

FIG.2 SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF GAIN OF IDENTICAL HORNS 

The circuit shown in Fig. 2 was used. This circuit was acceptable because 
the microwave generator was shown in other measurements to be remarkably stable, 
linear and reproducible, especially if care was paid to tuning out the output 
mismatch. The gain was computed by the far-field power-transmission formula: 

PR/PT = (~~2 
where 

PR = received power 

(2) PT = transmitted power 4IIR 
G = directional gain of 

both horns 
A. = wavelength 
R = antenna separation 
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As PT and A were kept constant, formula (2) reduces to 

2 
PR=~ 

R 
2 

where k = PT~ 
4II 

(3) 

(4) 

and if G is constant an inverse-square relationship will exist between PR and 
R. G was expected to vary because of multiple coupling between the antennas 
and phase variation across the face of each horn. Computed values of G varied 
from 42.6 at 1 metre to 51.7 at 3 metres. The inverse-square relation between 
PR and R did not hold but could be recovered by the method of Jakes1 by adding 
a small distance d to R and iterating this procedure until an inverse square 
curve was obtained. The distance to be added was 32 centimetres, which does 
not correspond closely to twice the axial height of the horns (approximately 
40 centimetres). These are not optimum horns, but the departure from the 
axial height is rather marked and may indicate errors due to the inadequacy 
of the "anechoic" enclosure. This was further emphasised when similar range 
tests using a Narda Model 8121A probe and a single horn required addition of 
d = 20 centimetres to produce an inverse square fit and constant G. 
Approximately one half of the value of d required for the two rectangular 
horns was expected. However, the gain computed at 96" was 50.6 which compar~JB 
well with the gain figure of 50 recommended by the manufacturer in its mocl.e l 
8100 calibration manual. The inverse square fit corresponded to a far f::Ln:lcl 
(constant) gain of 57.4. 

Recalculating the calibration factor for the initial calibration mlir.g 
the measured gain of 51.7, the response of the probe is 21% low, outsitlH the 
manufacturer's limits and the uncertaintr limit (when reduced by 7% j;,) all)W 
for mismatch removed by use of the tuner). 

Although these investigations leave several questions unresob'ed uit:t. 
regard to absolute calibration, this early facility allowed accurace and 
useful comparisons of probes and monitors with valuable results. Also the 
high power of the microwave source allows power density linearity tests on 
all probes at reasonable separations from the transmitting antenna. ~2ese 

tests have shown all Narda probes for Models 8100 and 8200 to have closely 
linear response with zero intercept at zero transmitted power despite p1·obe 
calibration corrections determined at 96" lying within the limits of+ 48.77~ 
and- 87.4%. The Narda Model B86B3 broadband monitors checked at 2450 MHz 
have responses which are fairly linear but have lines of best :,:it which have 
a positive intercept at zero power of 2 to 3 mw/cm2. At 2 metres, responses 
of two of these monitors were 6~ higher than the estimated value. The 
manufacturer's recommended distance for calibration is 47". The gain 
variation measured between 47" and 2 metres was from 45.4 to 49.7 and does not 
appear to be the source of calibration variation from the manufacturer's 
setting. The calibration system is presently undergoing refinement. Fig. 3 
indicates the system presently assembled and under test in the band 1.7 to :~.6 
GHz. The principle of this system is a swept frequency power source emplo:ring 
a solid state sweep oscillator and travelling-wave-tube amplifier. This 
system is stabilised and levelled on the difference signal between forward and 
reflected power. The effective V.S.W.R~ of the source is expected to be low 
and at some frequencies extremely small reflected power is expected. However, 
the horn, adapter combination has been swept frequency analysed recently. 
The V.S.W.R. is markedly variable and rather large at some frequencies, henc:e 
the system is expected to provide a more linear output power as frequency :L:3 
swept than a system based on forward levelling alone. The output will be 
frequency dependent nevertheless due to the frequency dependence of horn gain, 
but this will be low over narrow sweep bands and will be calibrated at single 
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frequencies in the swept bando 

Uncertainty of power measurement seems of minor significance in the total 
uncertainty but mismatch is of greater consequence due to frequency dependence 
of the components used in the system. Hence the methods proposed by 
Engen2,3,4, are being adapted at single frequencies to determine the power 
delivered to the load (the horn, waveguide-to-coaxial adapter combination). 
This method in one form involves reflecting 1 oo% of the power generated back 
down the line which would exceed the damage limits of the tra~elling-wave tube. 
A more complex form of the method may be used to avoid this, but instead an 
isolator formed by a three port circulator with matched load is included to 
protect the travelling-wave tube. 

LEVELLING SIGNAL 

AMPLIFIER 

:1 DIVIDER 
ANGEABLE 

STANDARD GAIN HORNS 
AND ADAPTERS 

dB 

POWfR DENSITY METE 

FIG.J SWEPT FREQUENCY CALIBRATION SYSTEM IN L AND S BANDS 

The anechoic enclosure is presently being extended in a large room using 
almost 300 square feet of Eastern Microwave Corp. FFP-8 absorber. Purchase 
of more absorber is proposed to provide a target wall 12 feet by 12 feet square 
composed of 18" solid pyramidal absorber and a rectangular enclosure 16 feet 
long with sides, ceiling and floor made of 8" solid pyramidal absorber. As 
the frequency band is extended to range from 10 to 20,000 MHz it is proposed 
to enlarge and lengthen the chamber considerably to counteract the 
deterioration of absorber performance at the longer wavelengthso True far 
field measurements are planned in the future, requiring an antenna separation 
of at least ten metreso It is planned to develop the anechoic chamber as a 
very wide rectangular chamber with square wedged end walls. A "quiet zone" 
with - 30 dB reflectivity some ten metres long will be sought. It is proposed 
to adapt a Hewlett Packard Model 8755 Frequency Response Test Set recently 
purchased to examine the chamber performance as it is developed. The null
balance technique described by Buckley6 will be used. Further, the near field 
gains measured in the chamber when low reflectivity is achieved will be checked 
by computing the near field (Fresnel zone) power transmission formulao 
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The calibration system under test and its further extension to wideband 
is expected to offer several advantages, including accurate swept frequency 
calibration over broad frequency ranges and over small bands around 
frequencies of special interest such as 2450 MHz. This is considered 
important to detect severe frequency response of monitors and allow for 
frequency variation of sources of microwave hazard. 

1 • 
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED LASER HAZARD CALCULATIONS AND A 
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF JHE PREDICTION EQUATIONS 

W.A. Cornel~us and I.S. Leith 
Australian Radiation Laboratory 

Austr~lia 

(A computer program for laser hazard calculations with 
graphical output over the hazardous range is described. The 
assumptions implicit in the prediction equations in frequent 
use are examined and anomalies suggested.) 

The application of lasers to both industrial and research 
purposes is becoming a widespread phenomenon. In this paper we 
shall deal specifically with the hazard evaluation of lasers 
emitting in the visible region of the spectrum. Gas lasers 
emitting at visible wavelengths are the most common and their uses 
include; surveying, rangefinding, alignment of tunnelling 
machines, pipelaying and holographic testing. Such lasers 
produce high intensity monochromatic beams of low divergence (i.e. 
well collimated) and because of these properties an optical system 
such as the human eye is capable of focusing a laser beam into a 
very small volume. The retina of the eye is particularly 
susceptible to damage from the heating effect of a focused beam. 
Accidental viewing of either a direct or specularly reflected 
laser beam may result in the production of thermal lesions on the 
retina. Such lesions may or may not seriously impair vision 
depending upon the extent of the lesion and its position within 
the visual field. 

To evaluate the potential hazard of a particular laser one 
must first predict the power density likely to fall on the retina 
by direct viewing of the laser beam and it is to this matter that 
we now turn our attention. A number of authors have given 
methods for the calculation of retinal beam spot size and 
intensity 1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7. In summary, the light intensity 
incident on the retina is dependent upon the power transmitted 
through the eye and the size of the laser spot on the retina. 
The latter two quantities are in turn dependent upon; the 
transmission of the eye at the particular laser wavelength, the 
output power (or pulse energy) of the laser, the beam diameter at 
the output aperture, beam divergence (see Fig.1 ), pupil diameter, 
the distance of the observer from the laser, atmospheric attenua
tion and the degree of accommodation (of focusing) of the eye. 
For the purposes of hazard evaluation the accommodation of the eye 
will be taken to be that for which the retinal spot diameter will 
be a minimum i.e. the worst case condition, 
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Fig. 2 shows the calculated retinal intensity as a function 
of distance from a helium-neon gas laser operating at a wavelength 
of 632,8 nanometres with an output power of 3 milliwatts, an out
put beam diameter of 1 millimetre and beam divergence of 1, 5 
milliradians. A pupil diameter of 5 millimetres was used. 
These calculftions are largely derived from the method given by 
Solon et al , however a lower limit of 7 micrometres has been set 
to the diameter of the beam spot size. This 7 micrometres limit 
is believed to be that for which the minimum optical abberation 
can be achieved by the human eye. Atmospheric attenuation has 
also been taken into account although it is insignificant over the 
range of Fig. 2. 

-i Laser beam~ 
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Fig. 2. RETINAL INTENSITY VS. DISlANCE FROM LASER 

For the sake of analysis three separate cases are considered; 
two cases close to the laser in what is termed the "near field" 
and the third case in the "far field" where the laser spot on the 
retina is no longer resolved and is determined by diffraction at 
the pupil. In Fig. 2 region A is the near field region and 
region B is the far field region, The large variation in 
intensity is due to the fact that the laser beam diverges slightly. 
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In the far field, although the laser spot on the retina has a 
constant minimum size the power entering the eye decreases due to 
beam divergence and falls in proportion to the inverse of the 
square of the distance (provided the laser beam diameter at the 
eye is larger than the diameter of the pupil). 

The large variation of retinal intensity with distance from 
the laser close to and within the near field region is a factor 
which should be taken into account for proper hazard evaluation. 

We decided on a graphical approach to hazard evaluation and 
a computer program was written in Fortran to give graphical out-
put from a normal printer output terminal. Scale factors are 
selected by the program to give a graph out to, and slightly 
beyond, the region where the calculated retinal intensity ~alls 
below the permitted exposure level. An absolute limit of 2 kilo-
metres has been placed on the graphical range, because at such 
distances atmospheric shimmer of the laser beam becomes appre
ciable and intensity predictions will have a large uncertainty 
factor. The predicted retinal intensity is plotted as a function 
of distance from a given laser. The 11 permitted exposure level" 
for accidental viewing of continuous wave lasers is also plotted. 
Graphs are plotted for three different pupil diameters correspond-
ing to different ambient lighting conditions. The formula we 
adopted for the "permitted exposure level" is given by equation 1. 

I = 1 • 0/d (see reference 7) ( 1) 

I permitted retinal intensity for accidental 
exposure to continuous wave lasers (wattsjcm2). 

d laser spot diameter on retina (millimetres). 

Fig. 3 shows the permitted retinal intensity plotted together 
with the calculated retinal intensity for 3 different pupil 
diameters for the same laser as in F~g. 2. 

It should be noted that the accuracy of any intensity 
calculation made is limited by the accuracy of the laser beam 
divergence which is adopted. We have found that for helium-neon 
lasers, beam divergence often varies up to 50% of the nominal 
value stated by the manufacturers. Similar variations can be 
present in the output power. A graph such as is shown in Fig. 2 
is therefore applicable to the particular laser for which the bea~,, 

parameters have been measured but it does not necessarily apply to 
other lasers of the same brand and model number. 

In many cases the various prediction equations given in 
literature 1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7 do not agree with one another in all 
regions of the laser field, although the shape of the curves 
obtained is often similar. 

Burnett 2 gives an equation for the near field divergence
limited case, which includes a term inversely proportional to 
distance from the laser, in an expression for the laser image 
diameter on the retina. When the near-field divergence limited 
case occurs at small. distances from the laser this would make the 
image diameter calculated from Burnett's equation excessively 
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large for realistic hazard analysis. Burnett's equation is 
correct for calculating the image size of the laser beam aperture 
on the ret~na for an accommodated eye, but incorrect as a worst 
case analysis. The worst case analysis of laser hazards should 
allow for the minimum possible beam spot size on the retina. In 
the near field divergence limited case the minimum spot size does 
not correspond with the image of the laser aperture on the retina, 
but occurs instead in the focal plane of the lens. Therefore the 
worst case occurs for an eye focused at infinity and not as 
Burnett initially assumes for an accommodated eye. In a later 
publication] Burnett gives a simpler equation which is more nearly 
correct. Burnett 2 gives a beam diameter which is different from 
that used by Solon et al1, although the difference is compensated 
somewhat by the different equations used to calculate retinal 
intensity. It would appear however that the method given by 
Solon et al is more accurate for hazard analysis in all cases and 
we therefore favour their method. 

One factor which has not been allowed for in hazard analysis 
calculations of this type is that of power or energy profile 
across the beam. All hazard calculation methods given to date 
assume an even power distribution out to the beam edge. Many 
lasers have a power distribution which follows a gaussian pattern 
in the far field (TEMoo mode). For these lasers and where the 
beam diameter is much larger than the diameter of the pupil the 
worst case retinal intensity may be so% greater than that 
calculated when a uniform power distribution is assumed, 

The hazard evaluation methods put forward by the various 
authors are not all in agreement. The investigation of the 
disagreement is difficult because in some cases assumptions and 
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approximations made have not been fully stated. Furthermore, the 
use of the formulae given in the literature may lead to errors of 
hazard analysis where assumptions and approximations are not fully 
stated or where the method of application of the formulae 
proposed is inappropriate. 
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RADIATION EFFECTS ON ANIMALS 

MATEPRABY K TOKCHBOBOr~ KARM~OPHHR-252 

8aXHKHH r.A., Moexane:s D.H., C~pe~no:sa B.H., lopo:sa E.c., 
Ceii6HOB k.l. t ne~pOBH'tl Pl.K. t TpH!}}OBOB B.Plo 

IHe~H~yT 6H~HSHKH YBHHe~epeT:sa SAPaBooxpaHeHHH. 
M.oena. CCCP. 

Abstract 

The report contains data on accumulation, distribution and 
elimination of various compounds of Cf-252 from the body of ani
mals and characterizes its biological action after a single 
intravenous injection of acutely, subacutely and chronically 
effective doses. Symptoms of acute, subacute and chronical 
injury by Cf-252 are described and characteristics of its blas
tomogenic efficiency as a function of dose is given. 

B:sel!.eHHe 

Bene~OTBH6 BHCOKOA TOKeH'tiBOCTH H :see BOspacTam~ero npaK!H
'tleeKoro npmMeHeHHH, :s nocne~e ro~ :see 6oXLmee BHHMaHHe npHB
neKai>T :sonpoeht TOKCHKOHOrHH TpaHCypaHOBHX 5JI6M6HTOB'e BOJIItBIIIHC~ 
BO HCeJie~OBaHH£1 nOCBH~SHO BOnpOe8J4 paenpelt6JieHHH H YCKOpeiD!H 
BHBe~eHHH 8THX B30TOnOB HS opraHHSMa (I-5). BHonorH'tleeROe ~e£tCT
BHe ~paBeypaHOBHX 5JieM6HTOB HCCXe~OBaHO eo:sepmeHHO He~OeTaTO'tiHOt 
H B nep:sym oqepeAa, aTo RaeaeTeR Cf-252. B sac~oHma£1 pa6oTe 
npmBo~aTeH pesy.na~TH aKenepHMeHTOB sa Rpaeax no paenpe~eJieHBm 
11 duonorH'tleeKOMY ~e£teT:sHIO paanm'tiHHX ~oa Ct -252. 

MaTepHaBH H ueTonw 

OII.biThl no paenpe~eJieHHJO Cf -252 Bhlnonaeaa aa 6eJibiX 6eeno
POAHHX Kpaeax-eaMKaX Beeoll I9QtiO,D. HayqaJIH RHB6THRy 06MeHa 
asoTuo, coJIHao, JIHMOHBOKHCJio£1 ooJiei H nonHMepuo~ !}}opMH Cf-252. 
KOHI.\6BTpanHH nHT~TBOrO HOHa B paeTBOpe eOeTaBHHHa 0,2%. IIomt
Mepaym ~OPIIY KanH!}}OpHHH UOJiy'tlanH RHUH't16HH6M He:seeOMHX KOJIH'tleeTB 
nPenapaTa B paeT:sope rHAPOOKHeH (AiaOH), pH pacT:sopa IO,o. 
T;JteXLHaH aKTHBHoeTt> HaoTono:s 6wxa :s npeAeJiaX I 2-I,3 ;acC-Mn. 
PaeTBOphl H30Tona BBO;ltRJIH BHyTpHB6HBO :S 06~e11e ~,5 IIJI H nepopaJir,-
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BO npH IJOMOJJUI 118TaJIJIHli8CKOrO SOIQa ~ 06f)8148 I WI. 'qepes onpe;Ae-
JI8HlW8 npoveayTKH Bpe M8HH nOCJie B:B8;A8HHfi pa;AHOHytCJIHJ,ta EH:BOTBI:a 

aa6H:BaJIH ;A8KanHTauBe~ H Onpe;AeJIRJIH CO;Aep3aHH8 aKTH:BHOCTH ~ Opra
uax H TKaMx napauem.uo ~YJDI MeTORJ.MH no rawaa-us;uyt~eHHIO ~ 
npo6ax He nO;ABepra:BmHXCfi HBKaKO~ o6pa6otxe KPOMe :BHCYmHBaHHfi H 
IJO d.: aKTH:BHOC~H :J Clloe ~:aepJJ;OrO Jli)IIHHQIPOpa IJOCJie OSOJI8HHfl Jl 
MoKporo caraHHfl 6uonpo6. 

O~JKTw no usyt~eHHIO 6HonorHt~ecKoro ;AeAcT:BBH KanHWOPHHfl noc
TaBJieuw ua 450 Kpwcax-caMRaX :a :aospacTa 6 MeCKUe:B co ope~u :ae
coM 23Qt.I5 r.. Aso~HODQJIYIO con ct -252 xpwcaJI :s:ao;AHJm :auyTp:w
:aeHHO (PH paCTBOp - 3,0) :B ;A08aX OT 0 1064 AO 0,0005 ~C /r. Ha 
KSZAYIO ;Aosy Hcnom.so:aaxH OT I3 AO 90 Kpwc, a :s Kat~ecT:se 6HoJiorH
t~ecKOro KOH!rpOJIH - 75 KpHCe ~syt~aJIH :BJUIHHHe Cf -252 Ha IJPOAODH
Ten»HOCT~ XHSHH, IJ8PHW8PHli8CK~ KpO:B~, ti8CTOTY H CKOpOCT~ paSBH
THfl OIDOJUHUiX H HeonyxOJieBbiX WOPM OTMJI8HHHX nOCJI8JJ;CT.BHft-e BeJUI
liHHH Jij450 AJIH paSXHtiHHX cpOKOB onpe;AeJIHJilll M8TOAOM npo6HT-aBaJIHSa. 
B cnyt~ae He06XO~MOCTH BHOCHnH nonpaBKH Ha CMepTHOCT~ H llaCTOTY 
cooT»eTCTByiOntero naToJiornt~ecKoro nponecca :a KOHTpone. 

PeaynTaTbt OIJbtTcm noKaaaJIH, liTO nocne :auyTpH:aeHHoro :a:ae;Ae
HHH Ct-252 npe:w~ecT:aeHBo aaKannK:aaeTcH :a net~eHH H cxeneTe 
(Ta6n.I). MaxcHMB.JibHbtA ypcmeu~ uaxonneHHH pa;AHOHYKJIH:Aa B net~eHH 
npH B:Be;AeHHH paCT:BOPOB BHTpaTa, XJIOpHRJ. H UHTpaTa OTMetleB tlepea 
24 t~aca nocne HHKopnOpaUHH BSOTOna H COCTa:BHJI COOT:BeTCT:B8HHO 
63,0; 56 15 H 47 13%. ](JIR I'H~:QOOKHCH 148KCHJQ'M BaKOJIJI8HHH :B net~emt 
o6uapyzea t~epea I t~ac (75,7~). 

llpH »B8JJ;8HHH HHTpaTa BO BCe CpOKH onwTa CO;Aep~aHHe HSOTOna 
B rret~emt 6wJIO BbtJlle t 'CleM npH :BB8;A8HHH XJIOPHRJ. H UHTpaTa'• 3TO pas
JIJ4t1He t~eTKo BWI»JIReTcH Bo Bee cpoKH onwTa, ao oco6eHHo peneqlao 
BHpalKeHO Ha 32 H 64 CyTKHe 

0;AHaKO HeCMOTpH Ba HeKOTOpwe paSJIHtiHH B ypOBHHX OTJIOZ6BHH 
pHTII BHBeAeHHH Ct -252 HS II8t18HH AJIH. paCTBOPHMWX COJieA TOZJJ;8CT
B6H6Be PaCTBOpHW:Je COJIH Cf -252 HS nelleHH BHBO;AHTCH !J}aSHO-.. c acV
meKTHBHHKH IJ6PHO;A811H IIOJIY:BHBe;AeHHH paBHbtMH B CP8AB6M 2,47+0,09: 
8,710,93; 43,415,0. ](OJIH aKTHBHOCTHf BWBOARnteACH C KSZAO~WaaoH, 
COOTB8TCTB8HHO paBBH 0,3; 0,53 H 0, 7. 

IWBe'.rMKa BaKOIJJieHMH pa8Bh1X COJieA Cf -252 B oprauax HJI68T 
'.raKEe CBOH OC068HHOCTHe 

'qepea I 'lac nocna BBeJJ;eHHH co~epzaHHe B cKeJieTe pacTBopmMWX 
coe.AHBeBHit Ct -252 cocTaBHJIO II-l6i6,. a ypoBen HaKoiiJieHHH rHAJ>o
OKHCH 6wn 8Ha~H'.r6JIDHO HH&e (3,7%)~ M8KCHMaJI~BOe COJJ;epaaHHe Cj-252 
npH BBe~eHHH COJI6~ HHTpa!a H XJIOPHAa npMXOAHTCH Ba 32 CY!fKH H 
COCTSBJIHe'.r 3Q% OT Bl36JJ;6HHOrO KOJIH~6CTBa 1 a npH BBe~eHHU HSOTOna 
B UHTpa'.rBOM KOMnJI8KCe - H8 16 C~KH H COCTaBJIH6T 38,6~. MaRCH
MaJIJ;JWit ypOB6B:& BB.KOJIJieHBH ~. -252 B CKeJieTe npH BBeJJ;eDH IJOJIII
u:epHOI ~OpuH COCTaBJIReT !8 1 I~· 

~epes t~ac uocxe BBe~eHHH pac'.rBOPHMHX cone~ co;AepzauHe 
Ct -252 B JierKHX He npeBwuaet 3%, ru>H BBe;AeHHH no.mn1epuoa !Popw 
» nerKHX coJtepuTcs I3,8,.. ~epea 24 t~aca &To paaJIHt~He usqesae'.r·. 

B ce.ueaeuxe ypoBeiG BS.KOMeHBH pac!DOPBKWC coneit Ct -252 
aaxo;AHTOH B ~e;Aenax I-I,5%, a npH BBeAeHHH noBRIIepuoit wopya oao 
~OCTHrae! 5 ,4~. B!iCOKOe COJJ;eplltaHHe DOJmllepBO~ !.l>opam Cf -252 B 
ceJieaemte o-.rMet~anw AO. 32 CYTOK OIJbtTa'• B noqmx Ha6JII);AaeTcH o6pa-.r
HaH Kap..mua: co~epza.HHe Cf -252, :sBe;Ae HHoro B ~opr.~e pacTBopmmx 
COJI6H 1 COC!aBJMe'f 513-2%, a rH;APOOKHCH 0,6-I,2%e 
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06sapyaeuo o~uocuTenDHo 6onee BHCoKOe oo~epzaBHe ~H!pa~uoro 
ROIIIIJIBKCa Ct-252 B ~ax (~0 ItJJ') t KOlle (AO II%) qepea 24 t~aca 
nocne BBe~eBHH H30TOna!~ Crui8JI BHCOKrui KOH~8BTpaJ.VIfl Cr -252 0TIIe
ll8Ha B nelleBH.llepea qao noc~ BBe~eHHn uaoTon~• lnH pacTBOPHMHX 
cone« osa ~ooTurana 718%, a ~ nonuuepuol wopuy IQ% OT BBe~ea
uoa &.KTHBHOcTH'• Bo :ace cpoKH oiiHTa xou~eHTpa~un Cf -252 B I r 
KOCTHOI TK8HH BaXO~AaC»·Ha ypOBHe ~yx npo~eBTOB. MaKCHMaRLBaf! 
KOBUeBTpaUHfl 8KTHBBOCTH B CRenaTe OTMelleBa Ha I6 CyTKH OnHTa npB 
BB8;AeBHH UHTpaTa Cf -2521

• 

BsCOKa KOBU8HTp~H Cf -252 B. JllHTOBH;zuiOl aeneae t 11epea qao 
nocne BBe~eBHH OBa COOTaBHBa I 182~ B MHMU8X KOBU8HTpa~Hf! HSOTo
na He npeBwua.Jla BO :ace cpoo omrra 0,08%. 

0DHT C nepopa~BYM BBe~eBH6M npo:ae~eB C aaOTBOKHCnYM paO!Bo
POM Of -252·. B OnHTe UOUOn»SOBamt KPHOY paauoro BOSpacta (ta6n.2) 

06uapyzeua O!ll6T~BaH 38BHCHMOOTL BenHllHHY B080HB8HUR 
Ct -252 OT BOSpacta. '1 !HJYCf!! '7-JUteBHOl'O BOSpaCTa B8JIHUBa BCa
OYBaBHH OOOTaBJIHe! I,I-I,6%, B BOSpaOTe Mecana 0 12I-D,25%, y 
BSPOOJIHX 0ti4-0,I7~. 

PesopoupoBaBHaH ~om C.t -252 B o~uoouTeJI:&Ho CSoJmumx KOJIHlle
OTBax OTKJJa~ae!CH B OK8JieT6e l(O.liH HSOTOna B CK6Jl6T6 T6M Bl:lllle 1 
li6M MOJlOEe EKBOTBHe. TaK y Be~eJILBHX Kp&c B CKeJieTe OO~epzaJIOC:& 
OT 80 ~0 9~ peaop6HpOB8HBOl'O Ct •252, Y M80HllH&X OT 64 ~0 86%, 
a y Bspoon&x oT 48 ~o 64%. 

PeayJI:&TaT& exonepmueutoB no 6uonoraqecKouy ~eiCTBH~ OBH~e
Te.nc,BYJO! 0 BYCOKOI !OKCHliHOOTH Ct -252. 

CPfU:PJ§H nP.O~OJIU!eJI:&BOCT:& DSBH lq>hiC npH BB8~8HHH Cf -252 B 
14036 0 10005 J"'c]r He OT.TMll86TCH OT KOBTPOJIH. B KOCTBOit TKaHH H 
Delle Bin 8~X ltBBOTHJjX aiCKYJIYJIHpymTCH ~OSH H3JIY'I6HPIH pa:&Bbte t COOT
B8TCTB 6HHO, 257 H 30 ~~·. 

BeJIHt~Hu ooTpo (JJJJ50/30 .;. O,OI2 1'4t:t/r) u no~ocTpo <. JUls0/~0 -
- O,DIII"C/r ~~THBHh1X ;Itos npu une~quu Ot.-252 01.tHBaKoBil9 a 
xpOHMll6CKH [)q)eKTUBHHe (JI.ll50/360 - 0 1006 ji4C /1') HUe BX. ITO B8JIK
'IUH8M OOTpo-~KTHBHhiX ).tOS Cr -252 TOKOHqHee ).tpyrwc TpaBeypaHo
BhiX SJie146BTOB: P~t~ -239, /lm -24I B C. -244 :S6JIUtniHH JUlS0/30 ;1lJI.R 
KOTOPHX pa:aas, COOTBeTOTB6HHO, 0106; O,II H O,II~C/1' {I, 4, 5). 
YKaaaijBHe paSJIUllHH B TOKCHllHOCTB TpaaoypaBOBHX SJieMeHTOB BaH6o
nee OT'I8TJIJnBO BHHBJIHroTCH npu cpaBH6BHH B6JIH'IHB OOTpoawmeKTHBHaX 
).tOS·lUPOBH116CKH a®leKTHBHfi. e ~03bl (JI]Js0/360) AAH Pl.l-239 (910II 

~
c r H IJ, -24I (0,0! it~C/r) B ~Ba paab. HHJ16 1 a ;1lJifl a,.,-2q.q. 

01 4/'!.C/r) npaKTH'I6CIGI TaKHe Ire KaK 1.tJlH Cf-252 (0,0055J1fC/r). 
pH'IHBH CSoJI:&mett e~~KTHBHOCTH Ct-252 npm BBe;IteHWH doBbmHx ~oa 

ae HCBH B noAHesat AaxLaeameMy BaylleHH~. 
l(HHaMH'I6CKH6 Ha6JID;1l6BHH aa COOT8BOM nepawepHll6CKO~ KPOBH 

DOKa3aJIU 1 liTO npB BB8A6HHB Of-252 B ~oaax paBBUX U Bblllle 0 1004 
fltiC /1' y lDIBOTHhiX paa:BHBaeTOf! THnBllHOe AJlf! Jiy'll6BOl'O aaCSoJieBaHUH 

yraeTeuue opraaoB xpoBeTBopeHHn, aau6onee OT'IeTnMBO B~a~eaaoe 
sa 7-28 o;r.rKH (;ztoa~ B KOCTHX - J5-I25, · net~eHB - 9D-I77, oene
seaxe ,_ !8-65 PaAJ nocne BBKopnopa~uu maoTona. CTenea:& yrue~e
HHH KpOB6TBOpeHHH Sa:SHOHT OT KOJIKqeCTBa BBe;zteHHO~ aKTHBHOOTB H 
cpoKa aa6nm~eHHH. ITo opanaeaH~ o ).teKcTBHeM peaTreHo~cKUX u rau
ua-.nyqe£1 (5J neiKoneaHa, Blila:aaHHa.H Ct-252, xapaKTepuayeToa 6o
xee MeAneHHbiM paBBUTHe~, OTHOCHTeJILHO 6oJI:&mHM yrBeTeHHeM MUeJio
noaaa H MeH:&mHM UO;Aa.B1I6HB6M JIHMWODOaaa. 

ITo peayataTaM reuaTonorut~ecKBx uccneAoBaBMtt oneaeHH ypoBHH 
AOS 1 BhiShiBaD~X YM6H:&meHHe KOnH'16CTBa Jie£iKO~UTOB~ nHM~OUHTOB 1 
H6£iTpai?HJIOB H ~pHTPOUHTOB Ha 5(}% Ha 31 7, !4 H 3U OYTKlife 

BeJIH'IHHY E,lJ. 5Q% H8 7-30 OY'fKH ;llJif! JieaKOIJ;MTOB, JilllyWO~UTOB H 
HeitTPoiDHHOB OKaSaHHC:& npaKTB'IeCKH O~BaKOB~H U B cpe;ztHeM paBHH 
010!5; 0,0!7 B 0,0!8 ;wC/r, a ;ztJm SpBTpOIJ;HTOB 0 1048 ;rtC/r. 
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no aTauy no&a8aTezo apHTpon;BTH npH6XH8BTen»ao :s 3 pa8a 6onee 
ycToitqHBH'• J18M8HeBHH B KOJmqecTB8HBOM COCTaBe JieitKOD;HTOBt JIHJ4Wo
UHTOB H apBTPOUBTOB B TeqeHHe nepBHX ~yx HeA8XD OllHTa OTCyTCTBy
M npu :s:se~emut Cr-252 B ~oaax paBBbiX H HHllte 0,002 fl'"lr (;l.\o8a 
B KOCTflX 37; B cene8eBK8 IS; neqeBH IS PaAt a B CJiyqae ueiTpo4}H
JIOB npB ;l.\08aX paBBHX II BHXe O,~~C/r. 

flpll ;l.\08ax, pa:sBHX 0,0005~,002~tJ/r, HSM6H8BHH B COCTaBe 
nepBWepHqeCKOit KpOBH OTCYTCTByof Ba npOTHaeHBB I6 116CHD;6B HS6JID
;l.\eBHH. llpH BB8A6HHH yKa8aHBKX KOJmti8C!B BSOTona B KOCTHOit TKaBH, 
neqeHH, noqKax H ceJie8eaxe aa I6 MecHn;e:s ~JIHPYDTCR ~08H 
B8JIYqeaBH 1 pa:sBble, COOTB6TCTB68B01 I29-I030;~I5-II9; !4-58 H 
I3-I07 pa;l.\. 

B ll08;l.\BH6 CPOKH y CaMOK KPHC P88BBBanTCH onyxonw KOJIO'CIBHX 
xene 8'• Y ICpWC t aaTpaBJie IUIJ:DC Cf -252, onyxou MOJIO'CIHHX ae Jiea o6ua
pyzB:saDTcR :s ooJiee paaaee cpoRB B.B 6oX&meM nponea!e c~aeB, t~eK 
1 KOB!p05HHX DBOTBHr. flpH BB8;l.\eBHH at -252 B AOSe 0,008 ;wa /r 
nep:sse onyxoJIH MonoqBHx zeJiea o6uapylltBJIH qepea 4

1
7 xeoRna \Y 2 

118 I9 DBHX KpHC), IJPH ;l.\086 0,004 ;uc /r qepe8 51 118CHD;a {1 2 H3 
50 KpYC) t llPIJ ;l.\088 lf,002 ;ut! /r tlepea 4 t 7 MeCHD;a (1 I Hf 8~ Kp.biC ), 
npH A03e O,OOI ;ue /r tlepea 7,5 K6CHD;8B (y 2 BS 74 Kpsc), npB ;zto
ae 010005 ;u~/r tlepea 10 K8CHD;8B (y I HB 6I KPHCH) H B KOBTpoJie 
t~epe8 7,5 MecHne:s (Y I BB 56 KpHc). 

Ha p:wc. I np:w:seAeHH ;7.\aBB.ble o cpoKax o6Ha.pyaeHHH onyxoJial 
KOJIOtiBbiX aeJiea 1 I~ Kp&c. B KOBTpone y&aaaaaym t~acToTy onyxoJiei 
JIOJIOtiBbiX aeJiea m6nmAS.JIH ~e8 I~~ MeORII~~. npH :s:seAeBHH Of-252 
B ;l.\Oaax 0,0005. 0 OOI: o, ; o,l,JIJq- H 0,008 ;Nt:-r, COOTB8TOTB8B
HO, t~epea II; ~; 1o; A B 417 MecHD;a. SaBHoHMOOTD opoxa noHBJieBHH 
onyxoJJe it MOJIOtiB.biX lleJiea y ~ KpHC OT ;l.\039 Of -252 B IIOJIHOK Jio
rapHWdtleCKOII xacma6e HMeeT JmaeAHHI xapaKTep. Bpeo o6aapyze
BKH Ollf.XOJieit JIOJIO'CIHHX 38Jie3 y I~ KOK!pOJIDBbiX KPHO ( I6,6 K80H
ij8B) OOOTB8!CTByeT cpe;l.\Hel npO;l.\OJIDTeJIDHOCTJII DBBH SRX DBO!BiiX 
(!6,8 Keo.). 3KO!panoupo:saHHaH B3 pBC'• I A08a Cf-252, KOTOpaH 
Be DOBJIBH8! Ba OIIOB!SBHYD 'CISCTO!y onyxonea MOBO'CIBbiX Z8JI63 B ope~ 
Bl)m IIPOAODHTenaooTD oaBB xpsc pa:saa 0,0002 pt/r. flpu nopa:ae
BHH 3HBO!HYX STOl ;l.\030ft Ct-252 8a BpeKH liHSBH KPHCH B OK8JI6!e 
aKKYMYJIHPyeTcH norJiouteHHaR TKaae:saH AOaa pa:sBB.H r"' IOO pa;l.\1 a B 
net~eBH I2 pa;zt. 

PeayXDTaTY ayTorroul noxaaan:w, liTO rw6eJia ze:soTsux B ooTpol 
CT~H BHTOKOHKaD;HH (AO 30 Oy!OK) HaOTynaeT B peayHDTaTe SUJia3HH 
opraHOB KpOBeTBOpeHHH 1 pa8BHTHH reMopparHti80KOrO OHnAPOMS H 
uexpo6uoTHt~eoKHx aapymeauit B napeBXBMaToaau:x: opraaax. 

Be;l.\y~MH B KapTHHe OOTporo JIYti6BOrO nopaEeBHH Ct•252 HBXH
MOH :aapymeBHH KOOTHOMoaro:soro reMonoaaa·. Y Bcex JCpHc 1 no~:s
JIJHX Of -252 B KOJmqeo!Be 0,064-0,008 .l"f! /r H tiaBim'IX H8. 9-II OYT
KH (;l.\038 B OKeJieTe 9I5-520 pa;l.\ COOTB8TCTB6BBO) KOO!HHI Moar 
OfiYCTOmelf. B HM6H6HpOBaHBOI SpH!pOI(HTSMH CTPOIIe KOOTHOrO 1f03ra 
1. S!HX au:soTBYX pacnonaranmoD eAHBHtiBHe xpo:seT:sopBHe KJieTKH aeo
C5.bltluoro BH;zta - 6oJiee xpyiiHse, t1e11 o6.bltluo, 6aat>WJ~JIDBHe H xpoMaTo
~HJIDHHe SpHTp06nacTY OO;l.\8p38JIH B36HTO'CIH06 KOJIHtleOTBO D;HTODJISSMH. 
Bo MHorux spHTpo6JiacTax Ha6JimAaJiaOD nnaaMaTuaai(HH n;uTonnaaMH 
(pHo. 2a)•. 

Heo6yqao xpymwe l(JieTKH M.HeJIOH;l.\Horo Pfi.Aa noJmroHaJIDBOi HJm 
HerrpaBHXDaol mopMH HlleHu Heo;AHOPOABYD n;uTonJiaauy, rAe opeAB 
06JiaKOBBAHUX 6aa~HXDHHX KOMnJI8KOOB pacrronaraJIHCD OJia60KOHWHJID
HHe ytlSCTIW. KpynBHe R)ij)a STHX KJieTOK 6HJIH 6JIH3KH K HApall reMo
I(HTOOJiaOTOB H MHeJI06JISOTOB. 0T;l.\8JIDBH6 HApa HM6JIH ~060BHABH6 BXR 
naJioqKoo6paaaoe cTpoeHue. BoTpeqaJIHca MHToas c MOOTaMH, Tpexno
JiroOHYe MHT08H. 06~11 AJIH BOeX STHX HOB006pa30BSHH.b1X KneTOK 6YJI 
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~CCOBaBC B CT6II8BH speBOCTH H~ H ~TOIIBa3MH H KpynUHe paSMepa. 
1 KpHC IIOAyqHBmHX 0,0!6 ~efr Ot-252 C ~eqeHHeM BpeMeHH 

KA6TO'IBOC~:O KOC~Boro MOSra BOSpaC~axa 3a C'leT ~OpMHpOBaHHH BHme
OnHCaHHUX MHeno6nac~OBe K 15 ~ B KOCTHOM MOSre DOHRXHXHC:O KeTa
MH8JlOIUITH H MeraKapHOIUITH, HO JIBOrHe HS BHX pacn~miC:De Bee 
BHm8H8J103eHH06 CBH~TeJI:DC~ByeT ae TOXLKO 0 KpaAHei HB.DpH38BBOCTH 
BOCCTaHOBJ18BHH KOCTBOKOSrOBOrO KH8XO H apHTponoaaa y 3BBOTHHX C 
OCTp!liK nopa.aWiell er-252 6JIHSKHII DO THIIY K pea.KTHBHOMY peTHKJ
Jieay, HO Jl 0 A8~8KTHBHOCTH Jt BeDOJ1HO{l8HHOCTH penapaJ.tHH MH8J10DOB
aa z B uea:omel cTeneHH apzTponoaa~ 

KocTaouoaro:saH aeAOCTaToquocT:o B ocTpoM ~aae nopazeHBH 
Cf -252 ae KJDHpoBanac:o cexeaeao'IBLIK xpaaeTBopea.weM, TaR BalC ee
xeseHO'IHal apH!pO H MHeJlODOBS y EHBO~BHX-BOC:tt!eJiel OO!pO~eE!HB
BHX KOJDI'IeCTB CJr -252 B TeqeiDie nepBKX 30 ABel OTCY'fCTBOBSJie 
!HMWOHAHH8 ~OJlJlHKfnH ceneaeHKH y BTHX aHBOTBWX 6HJ1H ODJCTOmeBH, 
B BHX OOxpaBHAHO:D num:o neHTpaA:OBHe apTepHH H Be6oJIDmOe KOBB118CT
BO 11a.llliX DMWOIU~To:s, xoayeHTplllqecKH pacnoxollteHBHX :soxpyr apTepu 
HB. peTIIIKYJIHPHOM KapKace IJ)OJIJIBKJJia• MilorHe .miyWO{lHTH paonaA&DO:O• 
KneTO'IHafi IIODYJlH!lHH KpaOHOI DYXLnH 6HJ18 npeAOTaBJieHa pe~HKyXHp
HHMH KX8TK~! Ha6yxmHM 8ftAOT8nB811 CHHJOOBt rHCTHOIUITaiiH H JIBQ
zecTBOM llaKpowaroB C reMOCHA8PHBOII. 

PeaK{lHH napeHXHMaTOSHHX opraHOB B OCTPOI waae uop&aeHJIIH 
Cf -252 xapaKTepiiiSOBaJia.C:O B8KP06HOTH1!8CKHMJI JI3118H8H:UD B 00'18'!&

BHH c npommeprum pereaepa!opma: nponecco:s·. Y 9 Ha 27 IIOAOIIYT
HHX ltpHC (33%J B TeqeaHe nepBHX IQ-15 CJTOK BSPHAJ 0 XJI~JSBKII 
DSHCOM OTA8J1:0HUX Del!eBO'IBLIX KJI8TOK paa:SH.miC:O O'larK MHKPOB8Kpo-
80B B {l8HTpaXDBLIX H JIHTepue~ap~ l!SC~HX AOJieK B HHT8HCHBB08 
Kpyrmoxanenaoe oupeoe renaTOltBTOB :s nepH!PePHllecux MJteJiax 
AOJieK. Paa:smTHD aexpoaoB runoKCH'IecKOI npzpoAH npeAmeot:so:saJIH 
nHpltJJIHPHH8 uapymeBHH B BHA8 pea'lalmero pacmHpeHHH neHTpaJIDBHX 
B8B H KaDHJIJIHPOB {l8BTpaX:OHOM qac'!H AOJl:OKH Ill cnaa11a B8TB81 U8118-
HO'IBOI apTepHH B nepHnop~an»uux npocxoiKaX. B atz ae cpoKK upo
HBJIHHOH DOJIHMO~HSK D81!8H01!HHX KA8TOK - IIOHBJIHnHC:O KXe~KH xpyn
aee o6Hl!HHX renaTonuTo:s c 6oJIDmKM HAPOM. 

B DO'IKaX, HapH~Y C HB~8BBHMB IIOBpea~eHHH CTPYKTJPHHX BnBMmr 
toB opraaa: DHKBoa ~ep BHAOteJIHH apTepzl, paspaxxeBBe c~eaox, 
BSIQ'OJIHSaitBH lllili1811HHX KJ18TOK apTepHit 1 nepHBaCKYJIHPHH8 OT8KH 1 pea
KaH rznepeMHH BeH1 ODQA8BH8 II8T8Xi KaiiHJlJIHpOB KXy~O'IKOBt y:aex.-
118HH8 npoc:seTOB 6oyveaoBHX Kancyn, aepHBc~oe nepepoEAeHIIIe anHte
JIHfi HSBHT.biX KaBaX:O{l8B t K 9'!"22 AHI0 Ha6JmAS.JIHC:O npHSBaKH BOOCTa
BOBnBHHfi 3DHT6nHH HSBHTHX KaHaJID{l8B 1 0 118M CBH~TeX:OCTBJ8T DOHB
JI6HHe KHOrOHA8PHHX KX8TOK B BBBHTaX KaBaJlD{lax H KJI6TOK C He06H11-
BO KpYIUlHMH HAlliMH• 

PeaxnHH SHAOKPHBBHX opraBQB (~TOBHAHOi H napa.-!OBBAHOI 
aexea, HB.AnoqeqHHKOB, HH'IBHKOBJ xapaKTepHao:aaxaor, aapymeosnm 
KpOB006pa~HHfi - paommpeHHeM H DOJ1HOKpOBH611 B6BOSHo-KaDHnJIHPHOI 
C6TH, KPOBOH3J1HHHHHMJI t OT8KB.MH'e B nape HXHIIe SBAOKPHHH!iX Oj)l'8BOB 
:s ooTpo~ ~aae nopaaeHHH aa6xnAa~ao:o ytBJllsanms ropMoHoB 6ea HX 
BocnpozaBeAeHBH. Tax, aanpHMep1 ~TOBHAHHe 3enBSH a~zx lltHBOTBHX 
COOTOHJlH B OCHOBHOM H3 M6JlltHX WOHJIKKJJIOB t B.biC~JiaHIWX HHBKHII KJ-
6uqeCKHM SIIHTeHHeM, He OOAepaaBWHX KOJlJlOHAa. B BaAII01181!BHKaX 
rmnep~pO~HpOBaHHSI KOpKOBai CHOI COCTOHJl npeHM~eCTB8HHO H3 
OAHOPOAHWC KJI6TOK 0 MeJIKOII8HHOTOLt ~HTOIIJJB.SMOie 

XpoHJ4qecKaH <Paaa nopueHHH Ot -252 (AOSI:l O,OI6-0,008J"t»/r) 
xapaKTepHSOBaJiaC:O CKJI8pOTH1160KHMH HSM8H6BBHMH BHY'fpHopraBHHX 
ap!epHaJI:DBLIX B8~Beit, npenuppOTH1160KIIIMH H {lHppO~H1!60KHMH H3M8He
HHHIIH nel!eHH, OOCJ~CTHII Be~pOOKJiepOSOM paSHOLi CT8IIeHH BspaZeH
BOCTH, runonnaOTm'leCKHM COCTOHHHeM KOOTBOII03rOBOrO KPOB8TBOpeBBH 
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C aTHDHSMOM pereBepaUHH H o6paaoBaHHeM onyxo~el KOCTBOi H KPOBeT
BOpaoa TKaBH, onyxo~i ne~eRH, no~eK, MO~O~RHX ~~ea H 8H~OKPHB
BI:IIX opraaoB. 

AXH KOC~ROKOSrOBO~O reMOfiOSSa ZHBOTHHX C xpOHB~6CKHM nopa
llt6HII6M Of-252 xapaKTepaa MeHI>lBaR, ~eM B HOpKe t KJieTO~BOCTI> reua
noaaa. B xocTHOM uoare qepe;ztoBaJIHC:& rHnon.na.cTH~ecKHe o~aru c 
aeapeJIHY KHeJionoasoM c woKycauu 6o~ee ap~xoro MBenonoaaa H KO»
nJieKcaMH aoaHaoWHJII>HhlX KXeToK (pHc. 26,BJ. O~aroBwe npoJIH~epaTH 
HS 303HBoWHJII>HhlX KneTOK BCTpe~aJIHCI> Be Y BC6X lltHBOTHaX.SpHTpo
noaa, npe;ztcTaBneaHHi OKCHWH~HHMH apuTpo6.na.cTaMH B aopMo~.na.cTa~ 
aecxoJII>Ko npeB.bllllaJI oeJionoaa. 

ATHDBSM ROCTBOM031'0B01'0 MHeJionoasa Y KpHC C xpOHH~eCKHM 
.ny~eBHM nopaJJteBHeM Ct -252 xapaKTepaaoBaJICR co~e'.rrumeu aeo6~ao 
KpynBHX {oco6eHHO HApa) H ueo~~BO lleJIKHX Kn6TOKt ~CCOHa&COII 
MeQy CTeneHbB> SpeJIOCTJII ftApa H UHTOllJIS.SW (no UHTOMa3116 KJie'.rKH 
COOTB6TCTBOBaXH MeTaMH8JIOUHTaM H JieUKOUB'.raM, a no R~Y npoMHeJio
UH'.raM, KH6JIOUHTaM HJIH MH8Jio6JiaCTaM H Hao6opOT), paapHBOM 116~ 
apeJIHMB H aeapenaMH KJieTKaMH c OTCY!fCTBHell npoueayToqayx wopu 
(pHC• 2r), yueHDmeHHeM ROnH~eCTBa Mel'aKapHOUHTOB H o6HXH611 Kle
TOR C l'HnepceJ;'MeHTHpOBaHHiiMH RApaMH1e 

Ha BHm60nHCaRHOM WOHe KOCTHOM081'0B01'0 reMonoasa npH BB6;lt8-
HHH CF -252 B AOSax 0,0I6 H 0,008 l"t.: /r y 3 HS I2 KPHC (25%) 
paaBH~CH WH6poa KOCTHOl'O MOSra, 1 42% ZHBOTBHX OWOPMKPOBaJIOC:O 
npeAJieruteo~eCKOO COCTORHH6 0 HaJIH~HeM /.yll~~ &;.C4mi~S H 06H
JIHeM 303HHoWHJII>HhiX RJieTOR 0 R;ztpaMH IIH6JI06JiaOTO~ (pHC'• 2B). Y 2 
HS I2 KPHC {I?%) pa.~BHJICR MHeJIOJieiKoa, 1 I (8%J - apH'.rp06JiaOTOS 
H y OAHOi KPHCH (8%J xpOHH~ecKmi JIHIIWOJieiKoa. 

ITp~Be;zteHHH6 BHme ;ltaHHHS CBHA6T6JII>CTBymT 0 aapymeHHH npouec
COB ~~epeauHpOBKH MH6JIOH;ltHWX KJieTOK ROCTHOl'O M031'a npH coxpaa
HOOTH HX npoJIH~epaTHBHHX llOTSHUHi. B OCBOBe OC06eHHOCTei ROCTHo
M031'0B01'0 KpOB8TBOpe Hl!IH B XPOIDlli6CKOi <Paae nopaxeimit C!r -252 
llOMHMO HenpepHBHOl'O npHMOl'O AeiCTBHH HSOTOna Ha nonyJIHUHH Rpo
BeTBO~HliX RJieTOR JiellrB..JIH H OOC1AHOTLie H3MeHeHHR1~ 

Y 50% KpLIC c xpoHHllecKHM ~qeBHM nopaxeHHeM uuen ueoTo 
eRTonHqecKHa reMonoaa B oeneaeHKe, ne~eaa H meaasx na»woya.n:ax. 
Y ItpLIO c xpoBHllecKHM ~eBHM nopaaeaueM XH»Wonoaa B XHKWaTm~ec
KHX yanax OC~eCTBJIHJIC.fl C HeKOTO~M HanpHllteHHeM, 0 ~eM OBBAe
TeJIDCTBOBaJIO npeBaJIHpoBaBHe 60JII>WMX JIHM~OUHTOB H JIHMW06JiaCTOB 
B wo.JIJmityJiax. 

CeneaeaKa, sa HCKnD~eHHeM o~~aeB neiKoaa u onyqaeB c HB!eH
cHBHHK aeapeJIHM ROMneacaTOPHLIK reuonoaaou, KaK npaBHJio, 6LIJia 
aTpoWHPoBaua. CTpou:a ee Bo Boex CJiy~aax coAepaana Macey KaKpo
waroB 0 l'eKOCHAepHHOK, qTo CBHAeTeJII>CTBOBaJIO 0 fiOBLIID6HHO~ rH6e
JIH SpHTPOUHTOB J ODHOHBaeMLIX lltHBOTHHX• 

B xpouqecKOI waae nopBJKeHHR t.Jt -252 Ha6JIIOAS.JIHOJ, Jm6o 
npeuuppoTuqecKHe uaueaaBBH ne~eBH c ru6e~m KOMnJieKcoB ne~eao~
BLIX Kn6TOR BOJ16;ltOTBHe pea~allllel'O OlmpeHHH HJnl H6JtpOS 1 0 paapac
TaHHeM ooeAHHHTen~>Hol TKaaa, paaJIH~HUKH ~opMaMH pereaepauuu re
naTOUHTOB, nepHUOpTaJIJ,BijM CRJiepOSOM, .JIH60 BHpallteHHal DOCTHeRpo
TH~eCKHi uuppoa neqeHH {Y 4 us I2 KPLIC) o wopMHpoBaHHeu pereae
paTopHWC a;zteaoM (puc·. 3a) H XOJlS.Hl'HOM. Oco6eHHOCTt,IO pereaepaUBJII 
ne~eaoqHoi napeHXHMU B STHX CJiyllaRX HBJIReTCH OTCyTCTBHe AO~Ko
BOrO CTpoeHHR H MOSaH~HOCT:O HOBOOOpaaoBaHHO~ TKaHH, COCTOH~el 
Ha Koun.neKcoB RJieTOR paanuqaoro Ka.JIH6pa m o6paaoBaHHe renaToqm
TOB 0 HeCKOJII>KHMH fl;ztpaMH (pHc:e 36), a TaKlfe renaTOU6JIJIIOJiflpHLIX 
cuuunacToB. B reaeae ~uppoaa ne~enu onpeAeJieaaym poJI~> urpa~ 
Baaqane cnaaMH, a aaTeM cKBepoTH~ecKHe uaueaeaHH B6TBel neqeaoq
Hoit a pTe pHu. 
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AHB.JiornaaH peaKUHfl :ra.uem .uecTo u B noliKaX, r11.e y Bcex 
KpHO K ABJ.XCOTOMY AHD H noaze BOBHHKaJI HeWpOOKJI~poa OOOy~eToro 
re~reaa paaJIHliHO£t cTeneu BupaJJ:eHHOCTH (pzc·. 3B)rt Heo6xo7J,HMO no7J,
qepKayT», llTO ua BC8X S!anax WoPMPlpOBaHHfl He~pOOKJiepoaa B Ka
HSJI»Uax noqex oc~ecTB.liflJia.O» pereaepaUHa anHTeXHH c wopMHpoBa
HHeM KpynHOH7J,9pBHX H MHOrOSAepHHX KJI9TOK (puc~ 3r). 

B JIUITOBHlUiOA eJieae, napaDUITOBHlU!Oft zeneae, Ha7J.UOlleqHHKax 
H rznawmae B xpOHH116CKOl waae nopazeHHfl ua woue yraeTeHHH WJBK
umouan»aoa aKTHBHOOTH(OTCYTCTBHe KOJIX9H7J.8 B ~TOBH7J.HOI ZeJieae1 napeHXHKaToasaa nepecTpolxa ee u T.~.J mxa npoJIHwepauuH aoBooo
paaoBaaaoro 8nHT6XHH9 mopMHpym~ero OllarOBHe runepnJia.SHH H 
87J,9HOM8T08Hble yaeXKB. 

TaKHK o6paa CIII, B xPOHHllecKoit OTa7J.HH nopallteHHH Cr -252 7J.JIH 
BC9X H3Yll9BHhiX CHOTeM 0C:SIIUfM HBJifleTOfl cmnce~me H HCKSXSBHe 11.11Wr
peBUHPOB011HHX UOTeHnHI KJI9TOK C COxpaHeBHe.M HX nponmq>epaTHBHO 
CUOCO~HOCTH 1 ocrecTBJiflm~eecH Ba WOBe H67J,OCT8TO'IHOCTH H 7J,eWeKT
HOCTH COCY'IJ.HCTO ceTH H CKJiepoaHpOBaHHfl C061J,HHHT6~HOI TKSBH. 
Ocy~ecTBneaue pereaepaTOPHHX npoqeccoB B aTmx ycnoBHKX peanuay
eTcs BCeMK cnoco6aKK, npuoy~MH ~HaHonorz-qecxoft pereaepauum c 
7J,ODBHPOBaHHe.M HBJI6HHI HOJU4UJIOH1J,H38UHH~. 

rBnepnnacTHllecKHe npoueocu ua6X07J.aJIH B .uonoqaoa H napaJJU~To
BH7J.HOA JteJLeaax;. 1 llaCTH 1Cpbl0 1 naBDX B OTASJieBHUe cpoim, o6aapy
Jt9H&t paaoliHble BocnaJIHTenBble npoueccbl: 6powconHeBMOHHH, 6poHXo
aKTaTHllecxas 6oneaHD, raoAHblit OTHT. 

0nyxOJI8Bbl9 q>opMH OT,uaJieHHbiX UOCJI67J,CTBHI 6biJIB I!p(t7J.CTaBJieH&t 
H8B006pa30BaHHHMH MOJIOliBbiX sensa, KOOTeit, JI6rKHX1 nelleHH, UOlleK, 
Ha7J,U011611HHKOB H rHUoWHSa. 

ITpH BB67J.6HHB t::?r-252 B 7J,Oaax 0,008; 0,004; 0,002; 0;00! y 
0 0005 /MC/r cyYMapHaH llacToTa onyxonel y KpbiC naBmHX nocne 
2b0 cyTOKf OOCTSBJIHJia QOOTBeTCT.B6HHO 54,5% (Y ~ B8 II Kpblc), 
36,Q% (~ 3 BS 36 KpbiO)l 5!,7% (y 28 H8 54 KPiiC) 1 53% (y !9 HS 
36 biO H 28% (y 9 HS j2 KPHC) 1 a B KOBTpoxe 8,j% (y I Ha !2 KpH~. a~e BCero paSBHBaAHC» ony.xoJIH MOXO'IHNX JteJI63 H KOCTel. 
00T60C8pKOMbl JIOKaJIHSOBaJIHC» B paSJIHliHbiX KOCTHX OKeJieTa, HO npeH
Mylg6CTB6HHO B 6eiWe'• IlpH BB87J,6HHH t::?r-252 B 7J,038X OT 0,00! ).tO 
0,008 pc> /r y I2T KP!jC na~nmx nocxe 200 1J.WI, ocTeocapKo& 
pa3BHIDIC» y !8 ICpHO ~I4,I%J nocxe SKKYMYJIHUDI B CKeJie!e K IIOJieH
Ty rm6eJIH norJiomeHHbiX TKaHeBHX 71.03 0~~494 ).tO 3~240 pa~ Cpe1J.HHH 
npOAOJIXHTeJI»HOCT» EHSBH KPHO 0 OOTeocapKOMauB 88BHCeJia OT BB8-
~6HBOi 8KTHBHOOTH B npH BBe;~.teHHH H30TOll8 B 7J,038X 0 008• 0 1004; 
01002 H 0,00! )'W~/r COOTal3XHJI8 1 OOOTB6TOTB6HH0 1 366; 3~3; 44! H 
4b3 ;v;BH, a nepBble cByqa» ru6enu KpbiC c ocTeoca~KoMaMB npu BBe
;v;eHHH yxaaaHBDJ:X ,1108 BSOTOna Ha6D;v;B.Jm B8. 322, 329 t 386 H 392 
O:f.t'KH• 

PeayJIDTaTH padoTH noaBonHDT oueHHT» ypoBHH ;v;oa Or -252~ ue 
BJIHHlO~e Ba ope7J,HB>IO npO;li;OJIZHTe~HOCT» DSBB ( ~ 0 0005 /"'tJ /r J t 
KOXHli6CTBeHHbll COC!aB apH!POUBTOB ( : 0 1004 ~ud/r}, JieiKOUB!OBt 
XHM~OUHTOB H Be~TpoWHXOB ( = 0 1002 ;wCfr), DDH»JJeHHe OnJXOJiel 
uoxoqH&x aenea ( = 0,0002 ~cjr) H ocTeocapKoM. 

B aaxuqeaze cJie;~.tyeT no,J;llepKHyT», ll'.rO c.r -252 ua6e:paTeJI»Bo 
OTKBaAiiB88TCfi B nelleB• H KOOTHyiD TK8HD• B O!JIH'IBe OT APYrHX 
TpaucypaBOBbiX aneMeHTOB ou o6na;~.taeT doJIDmel ToxcaqaocT~m B 
o~ycnaBJIHBaeT 6onee Bwpaaeaaoe H JJIHTex»aoe aapymeHHe BoccTaao
BHTenHblx npQileccoB. 
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o,6.;ta,o ! 0 3;l00I I 1 I,t0,1 I,O,t00 3 I 1 I,t0 14 o,?,tO,z o.~.I 

Cu:s-= 1,2,10,1 I 17,t0,2 !,3,t(l,O l 17.t01 I 0 12,tO,O I,5;t01 3 1,2,t0,2 ··- I,Qt0,2 I,~O,I 0,9,:t0,2 I,?,tO,,. I,O,tQ,I 0,7,t(l,2 0,7t1J,2 
1,9±(),2 O,?,tO,I 0,6±0,2 o,~o,o o,~,I O,S,tO,O O,'tiJ,I 
-.,6.tl 11 3,6j;0,4 5,~,5 2,9,ti,2 2,7t1J,7 0 17,:t01 3 I,Qt0,4 

lerae 1 3,0,t0,2 o,~,o o,~,o o,2,t0,o o,~,o 0,2t1J00 O,ItiJ,O 
3,2;t(l,7 015tQ,2 01 5.t01 0 0,6,t(l,1 11,2.tO,O O,It(l,O 00 1t1J00 
I 12j;0,2 0,~0,1 I,I,tO,I 0,2,10,0 0,2,10,0 0,2t1J,O O,ItiJ,O 

I3 08,ti,3 0,9t,O,l 0,9.i00 I 0 1 3j;O,O 0,3t1J,1 0,2t1J,I O,It1J,1 

CKI!.Ie!' II,It1J,7 I9,Qt0,5 20,9t1J,5 26,I,tl 1 3 17,9,t3,3 29,6,t3,7 28,1,12,2 
2 I2,6,t2,. 22,5,12,3 21,3;t2,0 25 1 I,tl 1 3 28,5,tl,8 30,4,:t2,4 27,0,ti,7 
3 l6,l,tl,9 24,6tlf.,5 I9,6,t1 08 29,4~3,6 38,6,12,1 34,?,12,3 26,6,ti,8 

3,?.t(),3 l01.fi.±0,4 IS,l,t2 1lt l6 1 6j;4,0 IB,ort,D l4,6,:t2 1l I5,6,t5,0 - 8,3!Q,3 3,?.t(J,lt 2,8±0,0 1,8,t0,1 !,8t1J,6 2,0,tQ,6 3,Qt0,7 
3,5t1J,6 2,7.t(J,4 4,I,:tl,O 21 l,t0,5 3,4~,3 I,9t1J,5 I,3jp,5 

IO,O,t1 08 9,6,ti,O 6,~,5 5,4t1J,6 5 1 5.:t,I 12 4,0,tO,l 2, 7jfJ,3 
3,~,5 3,~,4 I,3t1J,4 3,8.ti,9 31Qt010 

Kooa I lt,?,t0,9 3,7t1J,9 2,8t1J,O 41 l.t()14 !,9t1J,O 2,4t1J,6 
2 5,2,t008 4,7t1J,5 3,5t1J,8 2,7t1J,6 2,2tiJ 0 I 0,31 
3 8,2t1J,• ll,O,t0,7 IO,Z,:t2 11t 5,4,:ti,2 1,00 3,7t1J,7 •,It1J,7 

31 I,tO,O 4,8±Q,? 5,0,tO,O 

x) I - lUI!~'• 2 - x.aop•A, 3 lUI!paT, 4 - rJIAPOOKJICio. 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4, 
s. 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 

Ta6JIHUa 2. 
COA8PEaHH8 KaJIHWOPHHH-252 B opraHax Kp~c paaJIH'lHOro 
BoapacTa nocne nepopan~Horo BBeAeHHR pacTBopa aaoT

HOKHcno~ coJIM HaoTona 
(% BB8A8HHO~ aKTHBHOCTH) 

OpraH BpeuH nocJie BB8J16HHR 
I CY!KH 4 C:yTKH 8 CY!KH 
Boa~cT ~~cRT 7 ~S 

JierKHe O,OI5 ,10,003 o,oos ;to,oocn 0,0034j;O,OOI3 
CeneaeHKa 01 0053;tO,OOI2 0,0046j0,0008 0,0038,10,0003 
!leqeHJ> o,mo ;to,ozo 0,045 ,10,0034 0,02I ;t0,002 
!IO'lKH 01 043 ;tO,OI2I 0,027 ;tO,OOI2 0,033 ;tO,OOS 
CKeJie! 0,538 ;tO,I30 o,no ±O,OI8 0,460 ±0,062 

Boa~CT Kp~CRT 30 ~eS 

JlerKHe 0,0037,t(l,OOI4 O,OOISi0,0002 0,0022;t0,0003 
Ce.neaeHKa 0' 0028±0, 0006 o,OOI5;t01 000I O,OOI6.:t,O,OOOI 
!leqeHJ> 0,027 ;tO,OOI3 0,0!3 ;t01 UOI4 0,0067.:t,O,U008 
!IO'lKH O,OI2 .t0,004 0,0053±0,000I 0,0023.t0,0002 
CKeJreT O,lf19 .t01 0I5 0,088 .t01 0U74 O,lf12 .tO,OI2 

B3!2oc;we KP!i!CU 

J;erKHe O,OOI3.t0,0002 O,OOI2.t01 0005 
Cene3eHKa O,OOIO;t,O,OOOI O,OOCJ7.t01 000I 
lle'lelll> 0,045 ;t0,003 O,OI7 .tO,OOI 
l!O'IKH 0,0062.t0,0003 0,0049.t0,0003 
CKeJieT 0,048 ;t0,006 0,043 .t0,006 
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Pxc. 2. Coc~oaHHe renoMoaaa y 
Kpuc c nopazeHHeM a.r-252. 
reMaTOKCHHHB-SOSHB. 

a) re11onoaa B onycTomeuuoM 
KOCTHOM JIOSree Kpynuse peTH
KJimpHSe KJieTRH 1 &!I!HnBqHHe 
apatpoCSmcm. 
0,064 ,1'-t: /r. 9 OJTKH. X !000. 

6) ranonnacTHqecKHA KOCTHsA •oar. 
finaaMaTHSaUHH SpHTpodnaCTOB. 
Heodaquo Kpynuse aTHnuquse 
MHeno6nacT& H ~eAKO~HTs. 
0,008 j'#r1 /r. 322 CyTKHe X 900. 

B) Qqar HS &THIUI'qHJiX 808BHO!PDOB 
C HApaMH THna MHenodnaCTOB H 
MHeJIOJ.UITOB. 
0 10!6 j'"t: /r. !78 OyTKH. X 900. 

B 
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PJJC. 3. Clulepoftqecae W BOOC~8BOBH!feJI:&BHe up~eCOH B opra

H.aX KPHO o xpoHH'teoKHM JIY'le:sw nopaJiteHReM Cr -252. 

a) IToc~HeKpOTM'lecKMH ~ppoa ne'leHm c ysJIO:B&!HMH 
pere:uepaTaMn. 
0,008 /"{' /r. 500 CyTOK • X 400. reMaTOKOHJIHH-503RH. 

6) Pereuepau~ui :s umppoTH'lecKo~ neqeuH. IloJIHnJio~&re rena
~OIJHTbi. 
0,0!6 ;ue/r. 500 C~OK. X 400. reMaTOKCHJIHH-503PIH. 

:B) He~pocKJiepoa. O,OOB;uCJr. !78 cyToK. X 200. MOJIJiepm. 
r) ~opMHpOBaHHe HeOOH'lHO KpynHHX anHTeJIHaiTDHbiX KneTOK 

C HeKpOOHOSOM 3nHTeJIHH B CKJiepOTH'leCKOi noqKe. 
0,0!6 ~0/r. !78 OYTKH· X 500. reMaTOKCHJIHB-303HH. 
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BJIIDIImE ~TOPLfi>OBAHHOtf UJIJ:TbEBO~ B0.1lhl III KAJThUVIHm>OBAHHO~ ,ZUiiETii 
HA PA,Z(JIIOPESJIICTEHTHOCTh !HBOTH~ UPJII BHElliHEM rAMMA-OBRYqEHHR 

B. A. KHH~HHKOB, B. A. rpo30BCK8B 
JIIHCTHTY~ 6mo~uamKH MHHHCTepcTBa a~paBooxpaH&HHH CCCP 

MocRBa, Coma CoBeTCKHX CouuanucTu~ecKmx PecnyonHK 

AHHO!aUIIH 

In experiments on 2,016 albino rats it has been found that 
continuous high levels in the intake of fluorine with drinking 
water and calcium with the diet increases the animal survival to 
1.5 - 2 times after single or fractional total gamma or x-r~ 
irradiation in the doses of LD -LD • In experiments on 
205 rats it has been found that0t~Rcti6Ri!0irradiation in the 
SU.IIJI!I.8rY' doses of 200 R doe·sn•t cause radiation disease but 
shortens the animal life by 10%. The addition of calcium and 
fluorine to the diet considerably neutralizes the negative influence 
ot the irradiation on duration of iife. 

PaHee 6w10 rroKaaaHo, ~To ypoBeH:& rrocTyrrJieHliH KaJI:&uua c ttme
TO~ H KOHU8HTpaUHH ~Tapa B IIHT:&8BO~ B0tt6 CIIOCOOHN BJIHHT:& Ha 
pattHOp83HCT8HTHOCT:& SKCII8pHM8HTaJI:&H~ ~HBOTHNX IlpH OomeM BH8illH8M 
rauua- H peHTreHOBCKOM 06JiyqeHHH /I, 2/. 

Uen:&ro mccnettaBaHu~, onHcHBaeuNX B HacToa~eu cooomeHHH, 6NJio 
IIOJiy~eHH8 t{OIIOJIHHT8Jl:&HNX MaTepmaJIOB, xapaKT8pH3YIDmHX BJIHHHH8 
KaJI:&UKH H ~TOpa Ha BHEHBa6MOCT:& 06JiyqeHHHX EHBOTHHX. Uony~eHHH6 
KaTepHaJIH COIIOCTaBJIHDTCH C ttaHHHMH paHee IlpOB6tt8HHNX HCCJI8t{OBa
HH~ 7I, 2/ C U8Jl:&ID BHB8t{8HHH H8KOTOpNX 3aKOHOM6pHOCT8~ BJIHHHHH 
KaJI:&UHH H ~TOpS Ha pattHOp83HCT6HTHOCT:& npH Ot{HOKpaTHOM HJIH ~po6-
HOM o6nyqeHHH B paanm~Hou ttmanaaoHe ~oa. 

BJIHHHJII8 KaJI:&UHH H !f>Topa Ha Bbl~HB88MOCT:& KpHC 
IIOCJI8 OOJiyqeHHH B OCTporropaxaiD!MX A03aX 

8KCII8 HM6HT C II 0 HJiaKTH~8CKHM 06aBJI8HH8M KaJI:& H H 
JIICCX8~0B8HH8 BKJIID~aJIO B ce H ttBa OIIbiTa, IIOCT8BJI8HHHX Ha 
KpbiCaX-CBMUSX JIHHHH BHCTap, KOTOphle t{O 06JiyqeHHH B TeqeHH8 60 
~Hefi IIOJiyqaJIH BHBSPH~Hhlfi pagHOH C ~06aBX8HH8M yrJI8KHCJIOrO KaJI:&
UHH K KOpMOBNU 6pHK8TaM H ~!OpHCTOrO HaTpHH K IIHT:&8BO~ BO~e. 
JIICXOt{H08 CO~ep~aHH8 ~Tapa B BOtta KOH!POJI:&HHX ~HBOTHhiX (H3 MOC
KOBCKOrO BOttOIIpOBOtta) COCTaBJIHJIO O,I-0,2 Mr/n; COtt8pXaHH8 KBJI:&
UHfl B KOpMOBJ.iX 6pHK8TBX - 40 Mr Ha llmBO!HOe B Cy'rKH. Co;n;ep~HH8 
Kan:&uma u IDTopa B rrmme m Bo;n;e orruTHRX rpynn EEBOTHhiX ~oBo;n;unu ;n;o 
BenuqmH, HecKoJI:&Ko npeBumammmx oomerrpmHHThl~ wmamonoru~ecKH~ 
OIITHMYM (I60 Mr/CYTKH H 3,5 Mr/JI COO!B6TCTB8HHO). 
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MaTepma~~ no BN~BaeuocTm ~BOTHHX noc~e oo~yt~eHma B ~oae 
700 p (nepBN~ OnHT) H 600 p(BTOpO~ on~T) npe~CT8B~8HH B Ta6H. I. 

----
N~ 

OllN-
TOB 

I 

2 

Ta6nmn.a I 
BHMffHHe Ha BNXUE86MOCTn O~HOKp8THO OOH~ti8HHHX KpNC 

npOWHH8KTH't18CKOrO ~068BH8HHff K8Hnii.HH H ~Topa K ~ReTe 
,------ ------------- --cu~e-Rtran:vre--- ------ -------- --------

Bee HaJio aa B JII6T6 
Jloaa, KOHJII- JKIIIBOOH biX 30 ~He~ 

rpynna <!>Top, KaJI:&UH~ ti6CTBO nepe~ nocJie peHT- XJIIBOTHHX KpbiC B o6Jiyt~e- o6Jiyt~e-reH Mr/~ Mr rpynne HJII8M, HHH, 
r % 

KaJinumeBaa 0,2 I60 29 24I I?,2 
?00 WTOpiiaH 3,5 40 33 233 33,3 

KOHTpOJinH8ff 0,2 40 33 226 43,8 

KaJinii.IIIeBaH 0,2 I60 80 232 I7,5 
600 <PTOpHO- 3,5 I60 67 22? I6,0 K8JI:&ll.I118B8H 

KoHTpoJI:&HaH 0,2 40 I04 225 3?,5 

llPMMEqAHME: I. llocJie o6nyt~eHJIIff ~o6aBJI8HJIIe KaJI:&URH m ~Topa K 
~meTe oNJio nEeKpameHo. 2. CpoK ~IIIeTu ~o ooJiyt~eHJIIH - 60 ~He~. 
3. Bm~ BOa~eiAcTBHff - O!\HOKpaTHoe o6jee raMMa-o6Jiyt~eHme Ha ycTa
HOBKe SrQ-2 npz MOmHOCTJII ~03bi 400 p MIIIH. 

Jlo6aBJI8HH8 K8JI:&giiiH K ~JIIeTe B nepEOM OnbiT8 nOBHCIIInO BNXJIIBae
MOCTn npiiiMepHO Ha 27~, BO BTOpOM - H8 20% (no cpaBH8HJIIID C KOH
TpOJieM, BNXHB88MOCT:& B KOTOpOM npHHHTB 38 IOQ%). 0oorameHJII8 BO~bi 
~TopoM B nepBOM onHTe TaKxe noBHCHJIO BHEIIIBaeuocTn (Ha IO%), 
O~H8KO 8qJ~8KT OT ~TOpa ObiJI M8H88 Bbip8E8HHHM, t18M OT K8JI:&UJIIH. 
06orameHIII8 BO BTOpOM OllbiT8 ~HeTH O~HOBp8M8HHO ~TOpOM Ill K8Jlnll.JII6M 
~8310 H8JIIJIYt1WRH B ~aHHOM OllbiT8 8WW8KT, O~H8KO, rOBOpiiiTn 0 CYMMa
UHR aamJIITHbiX 8~8KTOB OOOJIIX SJieMeHTOB C8MR no ce6e M8TepH8Jlbi 
~8HHOro OnHT8 He n03BO~fliDT. MOXHO OTM8TJIIT:& T8KEe, t.ITO npOWIIIH8K
TRtleCK08 HaaHat~eHme KaJI:&UIIIH m wTopa (T. e. TOJI:&Ko ~o MOMeHTao6-
nyt~eHRH) OK838JIO nOt.ITJII T8KOH E8 aamHTHHH a~eKT, K8K Ill ~JIJIITeJin
HOe npHM8H8HHe ~aHHbiX SJieMeHTOB ~0 Jll noc~e OOJIY'tl8HHff, 0 KOTOPOM 
coo6manocn paHee /I, 2/. 

SKene HMeHT c 
noJIHOII.eHHOH AHOTe. nuT biJI nocTaBJieH Ha ecnopo~Hb!X 
Kp~C8X-C8MU8X, KOTOpb!X B T8t18HM8 ~Byx M8CHU8B ~0 OC>Jiy'tleHHH 
aaTeM ~o KoHn.a onHTa co~epxanm Ha aKcnepmMeHTan:&Ho~ ~ReTe. llo
cTynneHme K8JI:&ll.JIIH KOHTpOJinHbiM EJIIBOTHbiM COCT8BJIRJIO OKOJIO IOO 
Mr7cyTKIII, 11 K8Jinll.R8Bb1Mn RnWTOpHO-K8JI:&ll.JII6BhiM 11 

- OKOJIO 200 Mr/CY'JYIIL. 
Co~epJtaame ~Topa B nHT:&eBo:M Bo~e WTopuo-Kan:on.meBo« rpynnH no~
~epEmBanoc:& Ha ypoBHe 4 Mr/n; B Bo~e ~Byx ~pyrux rpynn - 0,45 
Mrl~· PeayJI:&TBThl onHTa npeAcTaBJieHH B raoJI. 2. 

MaTepuaJIH raon. 2 yKaaHBaroT Ha He6on:&woe, o~HaKo, craTIIICTH
qecKH ~OCTOB6pH08 ll0Bblill8HJII8 pa~HOp83HCT8HTHOCTJII y EIIIBOTHHX, CO
~epE8Bma%0H Ha KBJI:&II.H6BOH H ~TOpHO-KBJinUH8BOH ~JII6T8X. BeJIHt.IHHa 
38~THOrO 8~8KT8 B ~8HHOM OnhiT8 ObiJI8 38M6THO HHXe, ti8M B npOB6-
~BHHHX paHee OllbiTSX C 8H8JIOrH'tlHOH ~030H 06Jiyt~eHJIIR. ilpiii 8TOM OC0-
08HHO CHH3H~CH 8~W8KT OT ~onOJIHJIIT8JI:&HOro BBe~eHRH WTOpa. 0ti6BH~
HO, nO~OOH06 CHHJit6HHe 3~W8KT8 CBR38HO C T6M, t.ITO B JIICXO~HOM pa
II.JIIOH6 ROHTpOJI:&HbiX ~HBOTHHX coAep~aHme KaJI:&II.HR m wTopa 6biJio 6onee 
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BMCOKMM, qey B paHee npOBO~HBillHXCH onMTBX /I, 2/. llpH 8TOM, no
BH~HMOMy, ~XH nOBMm6HHH pa~mope3HCT6HTHOCTH ~OCT8TOqHo ~068BX6-
HHH K Bo~e HecKon~KHX ~ecHTUX AOXeH umxxurpaMMa WTOpa Ha XHTP a 
~ax~HeHmee o6ora~eHme BOAH WTOpou cBepx 0,5 ur/n ~aeT uano a~~eK
Ta. qTO KacaeTCH K8X~UHH, TO npm HCXO~HOM p8UHOH6, CO~ep~meu 
AOCTaToqHoe KonmqecTBO aToro aneMeHTa, Aan~HeHmee o6orameHme pa
umoHa OK83MB86T M6H~ill6 8WW6KT8, qeM B cnyqaax, KOrAa HCXO~HN~ 
paumoH coAepmHT Kan~UHH Ha ypoBHe HH~He~ rpaHHUH wmaHonormqecKo~ 
HOpMN. flpaKTHqecKH Ba~HO, qTo H npH nonHOUSHHO~ no K8X~UHID ~H6Te 
ero AOnOHHHT6X~H06 BB6A6HH6 B paUHOH OK83NB86T CT8THCTHqecKH AO
CTOBepHH~ PBAHOaamHTHM~ 8WW6KT. 

Ta6nHua 2 
BXHHHH6 H8 B~HB86MOCT~ O~HOKp8THO o6nyqeHHNX KpHC 
~OnOXHHTSH~HOrO BH6C6HHH K8X~UHH H ~TOpa B ~HeTy, 

CO~ep~a~yro 8TH aneMeHTH B KOJIHqecTBaX, 
6nH3KHX K WH3HonorzqecKOMY onTHMYMY 

------------------------------------------------ ------ --------
Co~epxaHHe Komi- Bee XHBOTHblX, r ITa no JlOCTO-

B .?:1H6T6 qecT- 38 30 B6pHOCT:L 
rpynna Kan:L- BO nape~ ~He it pa3HHUhl 

JKHBOTHHX ~Top, UHit, KpbiC B Haqane o6nyqa- nocne no 
B Onb1T8 o6ny- BNDB86-Mr/n Mr rpyn- HHSM qeHHH, MOCTH, 

ne % p 

Kan~umeBaH 0,45 220 7! !76,3±2,3 281+4,1 42,3 O,OI 
~TOpHO- 4,0 220 74 176,3+1,4 284+4,4 40,5 O,OI 
K8JI~UH6B8H 

KoHTpon~HaH 0,45 roo 74 176±1,4 282+2,7 51,3 -
TIPMMEqA~E: Jloaa o6nyqeHHH - 750 p npH uomHoCTH 29,3 p/UHH. 

HeKOTO h16 06 6 38KOHOM6 HOCTH BJIHHHHH K8JI:& HH H TO a Ha 
paAHOpeaHcTeHTHOCT~ B aaBHCHMOCTH OT BenmqHHbl ocTponopamarome 
~03bl. B T80JI. 3 rrpHB6A6Hbl B oood~eHHOM BH~e qacTHqHo paHee ony6-
XHKOB8HHbl6 M8T6pH8Hbl BCSX 8KCnepHM6HTOB ITO mayqeHHID BHHHHHH ~0-
nOJIHHTSH~HOrO BBSASHHH Kan~UHH H WTopa Ha TeqeHme ocTporo nyqe
Boro nopaESHHH. Onb!Tbl, BOill6AillH6 B TBOJI. 3, npOB6~6Hbl no aHaJIO
rHqHO~ CX6M6 C ~JIHTSJibHNM COA6pl!C8HH6M JKHBOTHblX ~0 06JiyqeJIHH H8 
AH6T6. TIOCTynnetiHe K8X:&UHH C CyToqHJ:lM PBUHOHOM OnblTHblM J!CHBOTHblM
I60 ur; KOHUSHTPBUHH WTopa B Bo~e - 3,5 ur/n. Oco6eHHOCTH OT
~en:&HNX 8KCnepHM6HTOB BH~Hbl H3 T86XHUN H npHMeqaHHM K Hea. 

MaTepH8Xbl Ta6n. 3 n03BOJIHIDT OTMSTHT:&, qTO ITOBblill6HH6 pa~HOpe-
3HCT6HTHOCTH HMSJIO MSCTO K8K npH ~068BX6HHH O~HOrO K8H:&UHH K pa
UHOHy, T8K H KaJI:&UHH co WTOpOM. B nocne~HSM CJiyqae awweKT, K8K 
npaBHJIO 6blJI HaH6onee BblpaEeHHblM. ITpm ~oaax o6nyqeama BHme 
CA70/30 awweKT He 6~ qeTKHM H npaKTHqecKH OTCYTCTBOBaJI. Bo BCSM 
~HanaaoHe A03 HHJK6 CJl70/30 8WW6KT 6~ cymecTBSHHbiM H CTBTHCTHqe
CKH AOCTOBepHhlM. flpaKTHqecKH BaJKHO, qTQ AHSTa C nOBblill6HHblM CO
~ep~8HH6M KaJI:&UHH, a TaK~e Kan:&UHH m WTOpa noBblmana BblJKHBae:r.~ocT:L 
EHBOTHblX He TOH~KO B nepBbl6 30 ~HeM nocJie 06JiyqeHHH, HO H B T6-
qeHH6 ~XHTen~Horo nocne~yro~ero nepmo~a. Ba~Ho TaK~e OTMeTHT~, qro 
BJIHHHHe Kan:&UHH m WTOpa Ha pa~mope3HcTeHTHOCT:L HMSJIO uecTo npm 
OTHOCHTSX~HO He60H:&illHX B8pH8UHHX ypOBHH nocTyiTJIBHHH 8THX 8X6M8B
TOB C ~HSTO~, KOTOpHe He BblXO~RT 38 paMKH KOJI868HH~, HMSIDmHX 
M6CTO B pean~HOM ~eacTBHTSX~HOCTH /3, 4/. 
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BJIHRHHe ypoBHe~ K8JibUHR H wTopa B ~HaTe 
Ha pa~Hope3HCTeHTHOCTb KpNc 

B ocTponopaEaro~x ~oaax 

----------------- ------------------ ------· -------
,Il;o3a 06JiyqeHHR qHCJIO TiaJio aa 

Ilo 6Hcm- 9 rpynna JKHBOT- 30 ~HeA 
rHq8CKO- KCIT03H- JlHBOTHHX HbiX B nocJie 

MY UHOHH8R, rpynne o6Jiyqe-
affiffieKTY peHTreH HHR, % 
MeHee 670-920 ~TOpHO-K8JibUH8B8R 90 4 
C,IJ;20}30 .ztp06HO KOHTPOJibH8R !05 IO 

C,IJ;30/30- KaJibUHeBaR 60 33 
600-700 ~TOpHO-K8JibUH8B8R 74 24 

C%0/30 KOHTPOJibH8R 73 49 

C,IJ;5I/30- KaJibUHeBaR 246 43 
600-850 ~TOpHO-K8JlbUH8B8R 2!6 37 

C,IJ;70/30 KoHTPOJibHaR 246 58 
Bonae KanbuHeBaR 79 76 

c~0/30 
750-900 ~TOpHO-K8JibUH8B8R !55 8I 

KOHTPOJibH8R !07 87 

Ta6JIHU8 3 

---------CpOK Bbl-
J!tHB8HHR 

50% o6Jiy-
'IISHHbiX 

KPblC ,~Hett 

202 

!64 
88 

!!9 
3! 
48 
70 
20 

9 
!3 
IO 

TIP~MEqAffi~E: I. Tio 2-4 OITNT8 B K8E;zt0~ cepHH. 2. llpH .ztp06HOM 
06JiyqeHHH JKHBOTHNB ITOJiyqaJIH ;zt03Y 38 5 C68HCOB B TeqeHH8 O~HO~ 
He.ztenH. 3. MomHOCTb HcToqHHKa oonyqeHHR - oT !56 .zto 7!7 P/MHH. 
4. Co.ztepESHH6 K8JlbUHR B CyTO'IIHOM p8UHOH6 KOHTpOJibHbiX JltHBOTHhlX -
40 Mr, KOHUSHTP.BUHR WTOpa B HX BO.zte H BO.zte JKHBOTHNX K8JibUH6BhlX 
rpynn - 0,2 Mr7JI. 

BJIHRHHe K8JibgHR H WTopa Ha npOAOJIJKHTBJibHOCTb EM3HH Kpblc, 
APOdHo odJiyqeHHHX B noAOCTpbiX A038X 

Ha np8KTHK8 HHTepec npe.ztCT8BJIRIDT ;zt03N, KOTOpNe 3H8qHT6JlbHO 
M6Hbill6 HCITOJlb30B8HHbiX B H3JIOJit8HHbiX Bblill8 OITNT8X 9 T. e • .zt03N,yKJI8-
;ztbiB8IDmHeCR B HOpM8THBbl p8;ztH8UHOHHO~ 0630IT8CHOCTH H BCTpeq8Dmft8CR 
B p88JlbHbiX ycJIOBHRX pa60TN nepCOH8JI8 (p8HTr8HOJIOrOB H pa.ztHO.norOB, 
pa60THHKOB 8TOMHbiX 3JI8KTpOCT8HUH~ H T • .zt.) ,Il;JIR OITp8;zt8JI8HHR B03-
MOJKHOrO BJIHRHHR KBJibUHR H WTOpa Ha a~eKTN OT oonyqeHHR B yKa-
38HHhlX ,It038X yqHTbiB8JI8Cb npO.ztOJIJ!tHT6JlbHOCTb JltH3HH JltHBOTHNX, 8 
T8KJ!t8 B03HHKHOB8HH8 y HHX B OT~8JI8HHOM nepHO.zt8 3JIOKaqeCTB8HHhlX 
HOBOOOp830B8HHtt. ~H.ztYUHpOB8HH8 ITOCJIS.ztHHX B OIT~BX H8 JltHBOTHbiX, 
KBK H3B6CTH0 9 Tpe6yeT HJIH OOJibillHX .zt03 OOJiyqeHHR, H8MHOrO npeBOC
XO.ztRmHX ITPOW8CCHOH8JibHhl8 ypOBHH, HJIH ITOCT8HOBKH OITNTOB H8 oqeHb 
OOJibillOM qJ1:CJie JitHBOTHbiX. BcJie.ztCTBH8 STOrO B K8qBCTB8 OCHOBHOrO 
ITOK838T8JIR OJI8rOITOJiyqHR JKHBOTHhlX H OT.zt8JI8HHhlX ITOCJIB.ztCTBH~ o()Jiy
qeHHR MN HCITOJib30B8JIH ,It8HHN8 ITO ITpO.ztOJIXHT8JlbHOCTH JltH3HH. COKpa
meHHe npo.ztoJIJKHTBJibHOCTH JitH3HH rrpH BOS.zte~CTBHRX Ha ypoBHH !0~400 
6ap Y.zt8B8JIOCb perHCTpHpOB8Tb .ztaJite B OIThlT8X H8 H800JibillOM qJ1:CJI8 
lKHBOTHbiX /5, 67. 

B Oflb1T8 HCITOJib30B8JIH 205 6ecnopO.ztHhlX 08JibiX Kpb1C-C8MUOB C 
H8q8JlbHUM JBCOM 228±2,0 r. !HBOTHhl8 ONJIH pa36HThl Ha 4 rpyiTTihl H 
ITOMemeHN Ha OoblqHyiO BHB8pHyiO .ztHeTy, OTJIHqaromyiOCR B rpyrrnax CO
~epJK8HHBM KaJibUHR H WTOpa, KaK STO ObiJIO B onmcaHHbiX Bblme orrhlTax 
l T. e • CO.zte pJK8HH8 KBJibUHR B OITbiTHbiX rpyrrnax !60 t B KOHTpOJibHhlX -
40 Mr· WTOpa - 3,5 H 0,2 Mr/JI cooTBBTCTBeHHo). 

YpoBeHb KaJibUHR H .ztHeTe BapbHpoBaJIH 38 cqeT BHeceHHR B 6pz-
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xeTa oqzmeHHoro yrnexmenoro xan:cuza, a ~Tapa - nyTeM ~o6aBneHMH 
B BO~Y WTOpmeToro HaTpMH. Kpaea nonyqanz yxaaaHHH~ paumoH B Te
t~eHme 2 Mee.HU8B ~0 oc5nyqeHZH Z ~anee ~0 KOHUa JICM3HZ. 

Oc5nyt~eHme npomaBo~znz ~poc5Ho B eyMMapHo~ ~oae 200 peHTreH 
(8ooaHeOB e HHTepBaXOM no 24 qaea). O~Ha Z3 rpynn XZBOTHNX He 
oc5nyt~anae:c z cnyJJtmna 6zonorzqecxmM KOHTponeu. B Tet~eHme onaTa 
JICMBOTHHX perynHpHO B3B8WHB8HH, OeMBTpHBanz, nan:cnzpOBBHH, ll8BillHX 
BeKphlBBHM~~ H3M8H8HHhl8 opr8Hhl llO~Bepranz rMeTOHOrMti8eKOMy Meene
~OBBHHD. AHH BHHBH8HHH H8~K030B A8H8HM 0Tll8ti8TKM eeneaeHKZ H 
KOeTHOrO M03ra. 

06nyt~eHme He Bhl3Bano aa~epJKKM B npzc5aBRe Beea HH B Hat~ane, 
HH B KOHU8 OllhlTa. llo ~aHH&M OeMOTpa, JICZBOTHhle ll0CH8 Oc5nyqeHHH 
npzaHaKoB nyqeBo~ c5oneaHm He HMenz: eoxpaHmnz o6aqaym no~BMJit
aoeT:c, xopornz~ anneTHT, 6nacTamym rnepeTxy. Ha6nro~eame noxaaano 
T8KJIC8 t qTO ~JIZT8H:CH08, llOJICM3H8HH08, eo~epl!t8HPI8 DBOTHNX H8 ;ltH8T8 
e noBameHHo~ xoHueHTpauze~ Ran:cuma z WTopa He noBJIPIHno oTpH~aTe
n:cHo Ha HX Bee H eoeTOHHPI8, 0Dp8~8JIH8M08 npPI BH8illH8M OCMOTpe. 
~eKnmqeHPI8M HBMH8e:C HMW:C enenz~zqeeKaH ~JIH JierKPIX WOPM ~IDOp038 
zeqeptieHHOCT:C 3M8JIH HPIJICHHX ay60B Y qaeTH KphlC, llOJiyqaBillPIX BO~y e 
noBaweHHhlM eoAepJKBHPieM WTOpa. 

CpeAHHH npo~onJJtHTeJI:cHOeT:c JKPI3HPI JKMBOTHMX znnroeTpmpyeTeH 
~BHHhlMPI T86H. 4. 

Tac5nzua 4 
Cpe~HHH npo~oJIDTan:caoeT:c JKPI3HH JKPIBOTHhlX 

(B ~HHX noene oc5nyt~eHPIH) 

---------------------------------------------------------------~ rpynnhl JltMBOTHbiX Kan:c- <i>TOpHO- KOHTpO- nMOKOH-
K8JI:C- TpOJI:C-

KaTeropmm UH8Ba.R IrueBaH JIJ;HaH H8H 
Bee JKMBOTHwe 453±17 458±20 418+21 458+34 
Bee, nepeJKMBIIIHe 200 ~He~ nocne 457±16 487±15 448±17 497±29 06Jiyti8HHH 
llepeJKMBWH8 200~He~; KO Bp8M8HH 
rm~enm 90% B rpynne 443±I3 472±I3 43I±I4 494±28 

Te JJte; ~oeToBepHOeT:c pa3HHUhl 
<0,05 <. 0,05 Me~y rpynnaum, P -

HaH60H:CIII8rO BHHMBHHH B T86JI. 4 38eJiyJKHB8IDT ~8HHH8 no noene~ 
He~ K8T8rOpHH JltMBOTHbiX, T. e. llO KphlCBM, nepeJKHBillHM 200 ~He~ H 
eOCT8BHBIIIPIM 90% norzc5illHX. 8Ta K8T8rOpHH npe~eT8BJIH8TCH H8M H8H
c50JI88 B8JICHO~, noeKOJI:CKY OeT8BWH8CH B K8Jit~O~ rpynne 8~HHPJ.qHhle 
3K38MllJIHphl 11;ltOJirOJKHT8JI814:" H8 xapaKTepmayiOT yeTo~qHBOCT:C oeHOBHOt! 
MBCChl XHBOTHNX. AH8JIP13 M8TepH8HOB no 3TO~ K8T8rOpHH JltHBOTHbiX 
ll03BOJIHeT KOHeT8THpOB8T:C, tiTO 06JIYt18HPI8 BH3B8JIO cy~eCTB8HH08 
eoKpameHH8 npO;ztOJIJltHT8Jl:CHOeTH JltPI3HH (p83HPIU8 Me~y c5MOKOHTpO~~HO~ 
H KOHTpO~:CHO~ rpynnaMH eTBTHCTHti8CKH ;ltOCTOBepHa). 

06orameHme ~meTa xan~nmeM m wTopou yBenm~H~o ~HaHecnoco6-
HoeT:c ~HBOTHNX (paaHzna Me~y KOHTpo~:cHo~ z WTOpHo-xan:cumeBot! 
rDVllfi8MH TBKJKB CT8TJKeTHll8eKH liOCTOB8DHa). 

OeHOBHhlMH npMtiJKH8MH rHc58JIH EHBOTHhlX B OT;ztaJieHHOM nepH0~8 
6hlJIH HapymeHHH eoey;ztMCTO~ npOHHU88MOCTH (KpOBOH3JIPlflHMH BO 
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BHYTP8HHHX opraHaX, SKCCY~8TM B rpy~HOM H 6piDillHOM ITOHOCTHX), a 
T8K~8 ITH8BMOHHH H 80CU8CCM, p83BHBWH8CH, ITO-BM~HMOMy, HB rroqBe 
CHH~8HHOH o6nyqeHM8M HMMYHOp88KTHBHOCTM. 

Cpe~H llt:HBOTHMX aaperHcTp:opoBaHH e~HHMqHhie crroHTaHHHe orryxoJIM 
paanHqHHX opraHOB H TK8H8H BKJiroqaH MOJIOqHM8 ~eH83H. 0~H8RO H8-
~0HbW08 KOn:oqecTBO orryxoneA H B03HHKHOB8HH8 MX y !2% H800JiyqeHHHX 
~HBOTHHX He IT03BOHHeT, K8K STO H rrpe~rro~aJIOCb, CBH38Tb HX B03-
HHKHOB8HH8 C JiyqeBMM B03~eMCTBHeM HJIH~8TOM. HeCKOJibKO OOJiee 38-
KOHOM8pHH8 ~8HHHe ITOJiyqeHH ITO JieHK038M (Ta6n. 5). 

Ta6JI:oua 5 
JleMK03H cpe~H JKHBOTHHX, rrepe:atHBfllHX 200 ~He£! 

- - - - -- -- --- - -----
rpyrrrrbi JltJl!BOTHHX Kan»- <PTOpHO- ROHTpO- IE:ooKoH-

R8Jib- TpOJI:&-
llOK838!8JI:H UM8B8H UM8B8H JibH8H H8H 
llpOU8HT JltHBOTHNX C JI8MK038MH I,7 0 5,8 0 
~peMH)OT o6JiyqeHMH ~o r:ooen:o 797 - 350 -JtHett 
BBH~y H800JibWOrO q.ft1CJI8 H80JIID~8HMM 38KOHOM8pHOCTb IIpOHBJieHMH JieH
K030B ITO rpyrrrraM He rrpe~CT8BJIH8TCH IIOJIHOCTbiD y6e~HT8JibHOM. 

Bo3MOlltHH8 M8X8HH3MM 38 HTHOrO 8MCTBMH TO a H K8Jib HH. 8a
~HTHOe ~8HCTBMe opa ITpM OCTpO JiyqeBOM OJie3HH MH cqHT88M B03-
MOJKHHM oo~acHMT» crroco6HocTDID wTopa CTHMyn:opoBaT» KpOBOTBopeHHe 
/7/. EJiarorrpHRTH08 BJIMHHM8 K8JibUHH ITpM OCTpOM JiyqeBOM rropa:ateHMM, 
oqeBH~HO, MOJK8T OblTb OOyCJIOBJI8HO H3B8CTHhiM CBOMCTBOM K8JibUMH 
HOpM8JIH30B8Tb COCY~MCTYID ITpOHMU88MOCTb. 

qTo KacaeTCH aam:oTHHX swweKToB, rrpoRBHBrnHxca B OT~aneHHOM 
rrepH0~8 ITOCJI8 OOJiyqeHMH M8JibiMH ~038MH, OHO, B03MOJitHO, CBH38HO CO 
CBOMCTBOM WTOpa KaK MHKposneMeHTa noBhiiiiBT» MMMyHopeaKTHBHOCT:&/8/. 
BJIHHHM8 KBJibUMn, IIO-BH~HMOMy, MOJit8T HM8Tb ~BOHKHM xapaKTep. Bo
rrepBHX, 3~8CD rrpe~CT8BJIH8TCH B8pOHTHMM CIT8UHWHqecROe aamHTHOe 
BJIMHHH8 STOrO SJIBMeHTB Ha JiyqeBOM MyTarH8H3, KOTOpblM OblJI OOHapy
JK8H B OITb1T8X Ha KYJIDType TK8H8M /9/. BO-BTOpNX, B8CbM8 p88JibHblK 
npe~CT8BJIH8TCH HeCIT8UH~HqecKOe ~8MCTBM8 K8JIDUHH, KOTOpoe MOJKHO 
OJitM~8Tb H8 OCHOB8HHH COOO~eHHM B JIHT8paType 0 ITOJIOJitHT8JIDHOM 
BJIHHHHH H8 npo~OJIEHT8JIDHOCTD lltH3HM lltHBOTHblX ~OITOHHMT8JIDHb1X KOJIM
qeCTB KBJI»UHH flO/, a T8Kllte 0 OOJiee 6narorrpHHTHb1X ITOK838T8JIHX 
CM8pTHOCTH cpe~M H8CeJieHHH, ITOTp86JIHID~ero Jlt8CTRH8 ITHTb8Bhle BO~hl, 
OTJIMqarom:oeca ITOBMill8HHOM KOHUeHTP8UM8M K8JibUMH /II/. 

Bb1BO~Ii 

r. ~JIHTeJIDHOe IIOBiiill8HHOe IIOCTyrrneHH8 WTOpa H K8JibUHH c ~He
TOM CYill8CTB8HHO ITOBblCHJIO pa~MOpeaHCTeHTHOCTb M BbllltMB88MOCT:b SKC
rrepHM8HT8JibHb1X ~BOTHblX ITOCJI8 OOJiyqeHHH B ~H8IT830H8 OCTponopallta
IDillHX ~OS OT C~20130 ~0 C~70130 • 

2. Co~eplltaHHe JltHBOTHHX Ha ~MeTe c ITOBHrneHHIDMKOJIMqecTBaMH 
KaJIDUMH H wTopa crroco6cTBOBano cymecTBeHHOMY yMeH»rneH:oro oTpMua
Ten»Horo BJIHHHHH M8Jib1X ~03 OOJiyqeffHH H8 npo~OJilltHT8JibHOCTb JltM3HM. 

3. BnHHHMe KBJIDUHR rrH~M H WTOpa rrHT»eBOM BO~hl Ha pa~Mope-
3HCTeHTHOCT:& ITpORBJIHJIOCD ITpH OTHOCMT8JibHO H800JIDlliHX KOne6aHMHX 
~ ypOBH8 HX ITOCTYITJI8HHR, BCTpeqarornHXCH B 8CT8CTB8HHMX YCJIOBHHX 
M He BHXO~HillHX aa rpaHMU~ WH3ManorMqecKoU HOpMH. 
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POTENTIATION OF 9°STRONTIUM BIOLOGICAL ACTION 
ON AN ORGANISM BY AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 

Mukhin, I.J.; Borovikova, N.M.; 
Nagovitsina, L.I. 

Kiev (Ukr. SSR) 

Analysis of investigations on determining the mode of binary mi

xture (9°sr and DDT) action at its long-term administration dai

ly to an organism showed that for this purpose quantitative data 

only are insufficient, especially in those cases when integral 

findings and possible effects are criteria. Accordingly, to eli

cit difference between components and binary mixture effect rate 

on the weight increase, duration of life and intensity of tumour 

output by quantitative evaluation only is of great difficulty. 

The quantitative evaluation with due regard for qualitative pecu

liarities of occurring effects and time of their appearance per

mits to elicit the 9°sr biological action potentiation by the 

chemical (DDT) at their combinative long-term administration to 

an organism. 

Presence of 9°sr and DDT in DDT) action when it was adminis-

the environment, their high mig- tered orally on a daily shedu

ratory capacity and the possibi- le to animals. 200 white rats 

lity of combined human intake ca- inbred with the primary weight 

used the necessity for evaluati

on of consequences not only iso

lated 9°sr and DDT effect on an 

organism but combinative distur

bance forms. The purpose of the 

given study was to define the mo

de of binary mixture (9°sr and 
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of I40 ! I5 g were used in ex

periments. Compounds were can

nulated in rats i.p. in such 

dosages: 0.3YCi of 9°sr (group 

I), 0.2 mg of DDT (group II), 

0.8 ml of binary mixture con

taining o. 3 J Ci of 9°sr and 



0.2 mg of DDT (group III) and rats weight for groups I and DI 

0.3 ml of vegetable oil (group was lower than for controls. At 

IV). the same time rats of group III 

During 186 days 55.8f Ci of had invariably the minimum wei-

90sr (groups I and III), 37.2mg ght. Annual increase of animals 

of DDT (groups II and III) and weight for this group was roo! 
55.8 g of vegetable oil were ad- IO g and for groups I and II 

ministered to animals. was 130 ! IO g. 

Materials and Methods For the last study weeks the 

9°sr storage in rat skeleton for rats weight for group III was 

groups I and III resulted in in- I80 ! 15 g, and for group I 

creasing not only dose rate from and for group II was 250 ! 20g. 

4.0 up to I2.8 rads per day (by It is characteristic that the 

the 30th day and the I86th day rats weight increase for group 

after radioactive label injecti- III was stopped by the 220th 

on, respectively) but the adsor- day, for group I and II by the 

bed dose per animal skeleton 360th day, for controls only by 

from 7I.5 rads (by the 30th day the 450th day. 

after injection) up to I482 rads Duration of study rat life 

by the last injection day. was 580 days for group I, 462 

In the further study (up to days for group II, 330 days for 

the death of animals for groups group III, and 720 days for con

I and III) the dose rate reduced trols. 

gradually. The dose by the above Over a two-year study period 

date was 6.6-6.9 rads/day. there was only one hypophysis 

By ·Ghe end of study the adsor- innocent tumour in the control 

bed dose was 4,488 (group III) 

and 4,953 rads (group I). 

During the study period the 

group. The tumour output was di

agnosed by the 760th day of the 

study. 
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The primary tumour for group I 

was observed by the ~88th day. 

In the following I45 days ~ tu-

mours of internal organs, one os-

teosarcoma,and a milk gland fib

roadenoma have also been diagno

sed. Additionally, at morpholo

gical studies of marrow and thi

gh bones 2 presarcomas (by the 

575th day) and 3 leucosis (by 

the ~88th day) were found. The 

adsorbed dose per skeleton was 

3,900 rads by the time of the 

primary tumour and 2 leucosis 

revealed. Eighteen rats survived 

before the primary tumour deter-

mined. The primary tumour for 

group III was diagnosed by the 

300th day when the adsorbed do-

se per skeleton was 3,000 rads. 

In the following 333 study 

days 5 tumours of internal org-

ans, 2 osteosarcomas, ~ presar-

comas, and 5 leucosis for group 

III were observed. There was no 

tumour for group II during the 

study period. 

Quantitative erythrocytes chan

ges for group I and III were ob-
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served during the study pe

riod. At the same time thro-

mbocytes and reticulocytes 

increase were primarily ob

served. By the end of the 

study second month marked re

ticulocytopenia and thrombo

cytopenia were developed. 

Quantitative leucocytes 

shifts were revealed by the 

30th day after 9°sr and bi-

nary mixture injection. 

Leucopenia instead of leu

cocytosis was developed by 

the IOoth day. Changes of the 

number of morphous blood ele

ments for group I were 15-

20% higher than for group Dk 

During the first 3 study 

months peripheral blood pic

ture did not differ when co~ 

pared with controls. 

In the following months tlB 

number of white and red blo

od cells for group III was 

I5-I8% lower than for cont-

rols. 

Activity of serum alkaline 

phosphatase, osseous tissue 



and internal organs for groups The death 50% of rats for 

I-III was changed homogenously group III has become 440 days 

having difference only in quan- earlier than for the control 

titative relation. group and IO days earlier than 

During the study period (the for both groups I and II. 

30th, IOOth, I8?thJand 450th It is impossible to demonst-

day) activity of serum alkaline rate that the chemical potenti

phophatase, osseous tissu~and ates the 9°sr action on hemato

organs for group III was higher sis state by evaluating only 

than for group I in spite of the quantitative shifts in mer

DDT (group II) constantly caused phous blood elements for groups 

the intensive enzyme inhibition. I, II,and III. However, leuco-

Results sis frequency for group III 

It is impossible to determine (5 cases; 3 of them are in com

the mode of binary mixture ac·ti- bination with internal organs 

on due to only quantitative eva- tumours) and for group I (3 ca-

luation of integral findings 

(animal weight and duration of 

life). At the same time it is 

ses; 2 of them are in combina

tion with tumours) can be evi-

dence for the assertion of in-

possible to speak about the che- tensification 9°sr action on 

mical effect on 9°sr potentia- hematosis organs. 

ting action taking into conside- The number of malignant tumo

ration temporary evaluation on urs of internal organs and fle

each of the findings. Thus, dis- xible tissues for group I and 

continuance of weight increase III was identical. Meanwhile, 

for group III has become 230 4 numerous tumours of 6 (group 

days earlier than for the cont- III) and I from 6 (group I) weiB 

rol group and 50 days earlier occurred in rats. 

than for both groups I and II. Additionally, 5 rats of 6 
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(group III) and 3 rats of 6 (g~ tivated mixture component. In 

up I) had tumours in combinati

on with other effects. 

In a year after 9°sr and DDT 

injection was stopped,3 rats 

the case reported the presence 

of the chemical in mixture pro

duced activation of 9°sr effect 

on some functions of living be-

(group I) and 6 (group III) were ings including the hematosis 

died from malignant neoplasms function and enzyme activity. 

and leucosis.Rats for group I Additionally, the DDT presence 

and III compared showed no sig- stimulates the 9°sr blastomoge

nificant differences in the num- nic activity that resulted in 

ber of osteosannmas (one for g~ the greater frequency of appea

up I, two for group III). Howev~ ranee of numerous tumours and 

2 presarcomas were found for 

group I, 4 for group III. 

Thus, it is insufficient to 

have available information about 

the quantitative evaluati-on of 

arising effects to determine the 

mode of binary mixture action 

and specification of its compo-

nents activity. 

As the results obtained, tem

porary and qualitative evaluati

on,which should be used as cri

teria for determining the mode 

of such a combinative action,may 

be significant additional data. 

The data presented here permit 

to specify simultaneously the ac-
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BnMfiHHE HHKOPITOPRPOBAHHUX PAlMOEYKnR!OB HA YMMY~TET 
M.A.HescTpyesa,B.A.KonoTBHH,P.E.nmsmxu,B.M.lliy6mx 
MHCTHTyT pa~MaUMOHHO~ rKrHeH~,neHKHrpa~,CCCP 

ABSTRACT - In this report the data of the study of wide immuno
logic reaction complexes describing a state of nonspecific and 
specific immunity, allergic and autoallergic reactivity at a 
single and chronic administration of radioisotopes (Sr-90, I-131, 
Cs-137, Ce-144, Ra-226, Pu-239) in animals are presented. The 
differences of some ra.dioisotopes and total irradiation effect 
on innnunity are revealed. Dependence of irrununological action 
upon biophysical properties of radioisotopes is exposed. 

Hacroa~ee coo6meaue o6o6~aer pe3ynbTaT~ vaoron~THHX ~ccne~o
BaamR asropos,conocrasneaa~x c ~aHHhlYH nxrepaTyp~ \I,2,3J no 
~e~CTBHD aa zvxyaonorzqecxyD peaxTHBHOCTb Hexo;opax aam6onee 
Ba~HHX B npaKTKqeCKOM OTHOW8~HK pa~HOH30TODOB (Cs -I37,Ce-I44, 
I-131, Sr -90,Pu -239,Ra-226J npK mx o~aoxparaov H xpoaxqecxov 
BBe~eHHH 3KCnepHM9HTaRbHHM ~HBOTH~v.UeRbD 3TKX HCCHS~OBaHHR HB
RHROCb: 

I.XapaKTepHCTHKa BRHHHHH pa~KOH30TODOB C pa3nHqH~VH 6HO¢H-
3HqaCKHMH CBORCTBaMK Ha KOMTIRSKC KMMYHOROrKqecKHX peaKUH~,xapaK
T9pH3yD~HX cocroaHHe aecneum¢mqecxoro,cneuH¢Hqecxoro HMMJHHTeTa, 
anneprHqecxoR H ayroanneprxqecKo~ peaKTHBHOCTH. 

2.BUHBR9HHe B03MO~HUX pa3RHqH~ B H3V9H8HHHX HMVJHOROfHqec
KHX noxasarene~ npz ~eRcTBHH saemaero z BHyTpeaaero o6nyqeama, 
o6yCROBR9HHOrO BB8~8HH8M pasnzqH~X pa~HOH30TODOB. 

3.YsyqeHH8 pORK HapyweHH~ HMyYHOROrHqeCKOR peaKTHBHOCTH B 
naroreae3e nopa~eHHR,BU3Baaaux ~eRCTBKev sayrpeaaero o6nyqeama. 

4.ITonyqeHHe HH¢OpMaUHH 0 "pa~KoqyBCTBHT8RbHOCTH" pa3RHqH~X 
¢aKTOpOB HMMJHHTeTa C Tev,qTo6a peKOM8HlOBaTb HaK6onee qyBCTBK
T8Rb~e KMMyHOROrHqeCKHe peaKUKH ~RR BUHBR8HHH paHHHX npH3HaKOB 
nyqea~x nop~eamR. 

3Kcnepmvearanbaue xccne~oaaaHa 6unm npoae~e~ aa 6en~x 6ec
nopo~aux xpucax H xponmxax.!aHH~e o xoaueaTpauHax BBeleRH~X H30-
ronoa H ¢opvmpyD~Kxca norno~eaaux ~osax npe~craaneau aa Ta6nH
ue I. 

B xaqecTae ¢axropoB aecneum¢xqecxoro HMMYHHTeTa 6unH Hsy
qeHU ¢arOUHTapaaa peaKUHR H8RTpO¢HROB KpOBH,6aKT8pHUH~HOCTb,THT
pu RH30UHMa H KOMnneveHTa CUBOpOTKH KpOBH.!na xapaKTepHCTHKH CO
CTORHKH CDSUH~Hqecxoro HVMyHHTeTa npOBO~KnaCb HMMyHH3aUHR XHBOT
HUX xopnycxynapHUMH H axpycHUMH aHTHreaaMH c nocne~yDmmv onpe~e
neHHeM THTpoB pasnHqaoro po~a aHTHTen.E~na H3yqeaa peaxuma o6-
paTHon aaa¢znaKCHH(T.H.peaKUHH Ha 06~yD HMMJHOROfHqeCKYD peaK
THBHOCTb no Ro~~e),npo~yKUHH nonHNx H aenonaux ayroaHTHTen.Eonee 
DO~po6HO HC~OHb30BaHHUe MSTO~hl HCCRe~OBaHHR ODKCaH~ B pa~e HaiDHX 
ny6nmxanmR \2,4,5). 
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llpOBSlSHHHS HCC~e~OBaHHfl BHRBKHK yrHeTeHKe BCSX KsyqeHH~X 
noKasaTe~e~ aecnenm¢xqecKoro KMMJHHTeTa.MsueaeHHa xx KMenm ¢aso
B~~ XapaKTep,3aBKC8HK OT KOHKqecTBa BBS~SHHHX p~KOHYKHK~OB.TaK, 
npM O~HOKpaTHO~ KHKOpnopaUHM H30TODOB B KOHUSHTpaUKHX !00-400 
MKKDpM/KpHca,KOr~a HaqanLHaR MO~HOCTh l03~ COCTaBHRHa HSCKOHhKO 
~SCHTKOB pa~JcyTKM, a CyMMapHaR norno~SHHaR ~03a HSCKOHhKO COT 
pa~,nOJJ;aBHSHKe HMyYHOHOrmqecKKX peaKUM~ 6~HO HaKOo~ee rny60KHM, 
a nepMO~~ HOpMaHH3aUHH pe~KHMH.llpH BBe~eHHK Ee KOHU9HTpauma Ha 
2 nopa~Ka MeHLme,Kor~a aaqanLHaa MomaoCTb ~os~ mcqxcnanach leca
TUMH paJJ;a/cyTRH,acyvMapaaa norno~eaaaa ~osa cocTaanana aecKo~LKO 
paJJ;,6HHO HaM~eHO Herny~OKOS npexo~a~ee CHH~SHHe ~KWh HSKOTOpHX 
HvvyaonormqecKHX peaKUH~. 

llpH HsyqeHHH BHHRHHa BHyTpeHHero o6nyqeHHR Ha o6pa30BaHHe 
aHTHTSH 6HHH BHHBHSHH Te Xe 3aKOHOMepHOCTH:K3M9H9HHS HX npoJJ;yK
UHH HMSHO ~a30B~~ XapaKTep,H Ha6~D~anaCb H3BSCTHaR saBHCHMOCTh 
MSEJJ;y KOHHqeCTBOM BBS~SHHHX pa~HOHYKHHJJ;OB H BHpaESHHOCThD KOHe
OaHH~ HMMYHOreHe3a.laHHOe nOHOEeHHS HHHDCTpHpyeTCR Ha npHMepe 
~3M8HSHHa ~HTHTSH006pa30BaHHR npH O~HOKpaTHO~ HHROpnopaUHH$r-90 
\ Ta6nxua 2 J. 

KaK MOXHO BH~eTL,yraeTeHHe aHTHTenoreaesa aacTynano paHbme 
H OTMeqa~ocL qa~e npm aaeJJ;eHHH IOO MKKDPH pa~xocTpoauma no cpaB
HeHHD C HHKOpnopauHe~ IO MKKDpH. 

AHanormqaaa 3aBHCHMOCTh BHHBHRHaCb npH ~e~CTBHH H JJ;pyrHX 
H3yqeHHhiX paJJ;HOHYKHHJJ;OB. 

HsyqeHme B peaKuHH Epae-HopJJ;HHa oOpasoaaHHa HMvyHonormqecKH 
aKTHBH~X KHSTOK CSHS3SHKH no3BOHHHO nonyqHTh HSKOTOpHe npe~CTaB
HSHHR 0 MSXaHH3Me HapymeHMR HMMyHoreHesa npK BHyTpeHHeM o6nyqe
HHH.EHHO BHRBHeHO OTqeTRHBOe H3M8HSHHe 06pa30BaHKR 3THX KHSTOK 
COOTBeTCTB8HHO KORHqeCTBy BBSJJ;SHHOrO K30Tona.B 60HhWHHCTBe on~
TOB Ha~~eH H3BSCTHH~ napanneHH3M MS~JJ;y H3MeHeHHRMH KOHKqeCTBa 
HMMyHOHOrHqeCKH aKTHBHHX KH8TOK H THTpaMH aHTHTen.MOEHO nonaraTL, 
qro OJJ;HOR H3 npHqHH H3M8H8HHM o6pa30BaHHR aHTHTSH HBHRSTCB Hapy
WeHHe npoJJ;yKUHH HMMJHOnormqeCKM aKTHBHHX KHSTOK. 

OOparaaa aaa¢mnaKTHqecKaa peaKuma,T.a.npoOa Ha oO~yn MMMJHO
normqecKyD peaRTHBHOCTb no Ho¢~e OK838H8Ch BSChMa qyBCTBHTSHhHOM 
K JJ;eactBHD aayrpeaaero o6nyqeama.3ra peaKuHa canxanacL yxe B nep
~He JJ;HH nocne HHKOpnopaUHH 60HhWHX KOHUS~TpauH~ pa~HOHYKHH~OB 
~!00-400 MKKVpH npH OJJ;HOKpaTHOM BBe~eHHH) CS -I37,Ce-144,Sr -90. 
CHH%eHHe ee perHcTpHpoaanocL npm cpaBHMTSRLHO ae6onLmMx norno
nteHHHX ,11;osax nopa~Ka 30-II5 pa~. 

~TO KacaeTCR HCCHe~OBaHHB ayroaHTHTeH,TO nORBHSHHe HX OTMe
qaHOCh B KpOBH He TOHhKO oOnyqeHH~X,HO H npaKTHqeCKM 3~0pOBHX 
Kp~C H KpOHHKOB.TIO-BHJJ;HMOMy,peqh HJJ;ST 0 TaK Ha3HBaeMHX HOpMaHh
H~X ayroaHTHTenax,aearpanH3YDlltHX TOKCMqeCKHe npo~yKT~ XH3He~ea
Te~hHOCTH opraHH3Ma.llpH JJ;S~CTBHH BHyTpeHHero O~nyqeHHR qMCRO no
HOXHT8HbH~X peaKUH~ Ha ayroaHTMTena 3HaqHTSHbHO yBenHqHBaHOCh H 
6HHO TeM 60HLWe,qeM B~We KOHUeHTpaUHM HCnOHh30BaHHHX B onHTaX 
pa~HOHYKHH~OB.ilOHBHeHHe ayroaHTHTeH HMeHO ¢a30B~~ xapaKTep,qro, 
B03MO~Ho,6~HO CBB3aHO C nepHO~HqeCKO~ HX ¢HKCauHe~ Ha COOTBeT
CTBYVlltMX TKaH.HX. 

3aBHCHMOCTh HMMYHOHOrHqeCKHX H3MeHeHH~ OT KOHUSHTpaUHH BBe
~eHHHX pa~HOHYKHH~OB H TKaHSBO~ ,11;03H,¢a30BH~ xapaKTep 3THX H3Me
HeHH~ 6hlHH B~RBReHH npH JJ;SMCTBHH BCeX H3yqeHHHX pa~HOH30TOnOB. 
OJJ;HaKo pasnHqme mx 6mo¢msmqecKHX caoacrB aaxo~HT orpa%eHHe a 
OC06SHHOCTRX HMMyHOHOrHqeCKHX C~BHrOB.TaK,o6pa30BaHHe aytoaHTH
TeH K TeM HHH HHWM TKaHHM 3aBHCeHO OT xapaKTepa pacnpe~eneHH.H 
H30TOnOB.ilOBhlW8HHOe o6pa30BaHHe ayTOaHTHTen perHCTpHpOBaHOCh 
npSHMJllt8CTB9HHO K TKaHRM,nOJJ;BepraBWHMCR HaM60nee 3HaqHTeHhHOMy 
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pa~naumoaaoMy Bos~e~cTBH~.Tax,npm ~e~cTBHH ~-90 m Ra-226 aam6o
nee cymecTBeHH~e pasnmqHa c KOHTponeM 6~nm nonyqea~ npm onpe~e
neanm ayTOaHTHTen K TKaHHM KOCTHOrO M03ra,npH BHyTpm6piDlliHHHOM 
BBe~eHKH Ce-144 H BHYTPHBeHHOM sse~eHHH Pu -239- K neqeaH, npPI 
nocrynneHHH 1-131 K mPITOBPI~Ho~ zenese.ITpH BBe~eHHH ~e Taxoro 
pasaoMepao pacnpe~enam~eroca msoTona xax Cs -137 noshlmeaaoe o6-
pasosaame ayToaarmTen o6aapy~HBanocb K TKaHaM neqeaH,xocraoro 
M03ra,CeMeHHHKa H ~axe MhlmeqHQ~ TKaHH,TO eCTb KO BC9M HCOOHb-
30B8.HHhlM B HaWKX OOhlTaX 8.HTHreHaM. 

PasnHqHa B xapaKTepe pacnpe~eneHHH H pHTMe BHBe~eama pa~Ho
ayxnm~oB H8.XO~HT OTpaxeHHe B OCOdeHHOCTHX H3M9H9HHH M ApyrHX HM
MYHOnormqeCKHX peaxumR.Tax,npm sse~eamm 1-131 nornomeHaaa ~osa 
B mmTOBH~Ho~ ~enese ~ocTmrana 35 xpa~,~osa aa 3KcTpaTHpeom~Hhle 
TKaHH dhlna B 1000 pas M9Hbllie.BK~HMO,BCH9~CTBH9 3TOro H dhlnH Ha~
~eHH CpaBHHT9nbHO CHad~e HMMJHOHOrmqecKHe K3M9H9HHH Ha paHHHX 
cTa~max nocne maxopnopaumm sroro msoTona. 

CHmxeaHe KMMJHonormqecxmx noxasarene~ ~axe npm o~aoxpaTHO~ 
HHKOpnopaUHK pa~KOHJKHK~OB BCer~a 6HHO ~nKTSnbHhlM,HO OC0~9HHO 
~nKTenbHOe no~aBHeHHe KMMJHOHOrmqeCKO~ peaKTKBHOCTH 6e3 Te~eH
UKK K BOCCTaHOBH9HKD B TeqeaHe BCero nepmo~a Ha6niD~eHHR OTMeqa
nOCb npH HHKOpnopauKK pa~KOCTpOHUHR,qTo,BepORTHO,dhlnO CBH3aHO C 
B9CbMa ~HKT9HhHhlM nepHO~OM nonyBhlB9~9HKR 3TOrO pa~KOHyKnH~a, C 
npoqao~ era ~mxcaume~ B cxenere. 

CHHxeame mMvyaonormqecxmx peaxum~ npm saemaeM o6nyqeamm 6Hns 
6onee rny6oKKM ao aeaee npo~on~mTenhHHM,qeM npm maxopnopaumm 
pa~moayxnm~oB.Baemaee o6nyqeame oxasHBano 6onee Bhlpaxeaaoe ~e~
CTB~e Ha nepBHqHH~ HMMyHonormqeCKKR OTBeT HMMJHH3KpOBaHHhlX EH
BOTH~X~ B TO BpeMH KaK npm nopMeHlU1 npo~yKT8.Mltl a~epHoro ~eneHHH 
donbmem qyBCTBHTenbHOCT~o6na~ana BTopmqaaa HMMyaonormqecxaa pe
axuma.B~asneHHhle pasnmqHa,sm~mvo,o6ycnoaneau donee Me~neHHHM 
¢opvHpoBaHHeM ~03hl,HenpepHBHhlM ~nmTenbHhlM odnyqeameM H sawe~ne
HKeM TeMna BOCCTaHOBKTenbHHX npOU9CCOB ~aze npK O~HOKpaTHOR MH
KOpnopaUHM pa~HOK30TOOOB. 

CymecTaeaHuR HHTepec npe~cTaBnaeT conocTaaneame ~mHavmxm HM
Myaonormqecxmx npoueccos npm xpoamqecxoM BHemHeM raMMa-o6nyqeamm 
H xpoamqecKOM BBe~eHHH pa~MOH30TOOOB Cs -137, s~ -90, 1-I3I.~3-
MeHeHHR HMMyaonormqecRHX noxasarene~ cpaBHHBanmcb npm conocTa
BHMHX ~osax BH9lliHero H BHJTpeHHero 06nyqeHHR.ilpM 3TOM He dhlHO 
BhlRBneHO CKOnbRO-HKdy~b BHpazeHHhlX pa3nHqH~ npH ~eRCTBHM a~eR
BaTHhlX ~os BHemaero H BHyTpeaaero oOnyqeama,o~ycnoaneHHoro HH
Kopnopaume~ Cs -137.0~aaxo noxanmsauxa ~pyrmx ~syx msoTonoa 
I-IJI H Sr -90 a mmTOBH~aoR xenese mnm cxeneTe oi:5ycnoBHno Ham~
qMe pa~a OCOdeHHOCTe~ HX ~eRCTBHR Ha HMMyHonormqecKMe peaKUHH, 
xapaRTep ROTOphlX npHHUMOHanbHO He OTnHqanca OT oco6eHHOCTeR,Bhl
HBneHHUX npK O~HOKpaTHOM BBe~eHHK 3THX pa~HOHyKnH~OB. 

llepexo~a K sonpocy o ponm Hapymeaml HMMJHMTeTa B naToreaese 
nopaEeHK~,Bhl3B8.HHhlX ~e~CTBHeM BHyTpeHHero Oi:5nyqeHHa,cne~yeT OT
M9THTh,qTQ BhlRBneHH09 B HalliHX MCCne~OBaHHHX yrHeTeHHe HMMJHORO
rmqeCKO~ peaKTHBHOCTK,nO-BH~HMOMJ,MOrno odyCnOBHTb CHHliCSHHe yc
TORqHBOCTK opraHK3Ma K 3R30reHHO~ H 3~oreHHO~ MH~eKUMH,qTQ H 
6HnO OdHapyl!CeHQ pa~OM aBTOpOB npH ~eRCTBHM KHROpnopMpOBaHHRX 
pa~KOM30TOOOB \6,7).3TO yrHeTeHze HBRReTCH O~HOM M3 OCHOBH~X 
npzqma rm6enm odnyqeaHoro opraHH3Ma. 

EHnH npose~eHhl cneumanbH~e onHThl no conocTaBneHHD noaBneHma 
ayToaHTHTen C OOKa3aTeHHMK,XapaKTepH3yDmHMH ¢yHKUHOHanbHO-MOp¢o
normqeCROe COCTOflHHe opraHOB (aKTHBHOCTb TpaHCaMRHas,C-peaKTHB
HHn 6enoK,rHCTOHOrmqecRHe ~aHHhle).lloKa3aHo,qTo K3M9HeHKR ~YHKUKH 
opraHoB m noRBneame C-peaKTKBHoro 6enKa odHqHo npe~mecrsyeT no-
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B~meaHm o6pasoBaHHH ayToaHTHTen.Bcne~ sa nosBneaHeM nocne~amx 
pa3BHBaDTCH B~paEeHH~e ~yHKUHOHaHbHO-MOp¢OnOrHqecKH8 H3MeH8HHH 
COOTB8TCTBYD~HX opraHOB.ITonyqeaa~e ~aHHHe,He CBH~eTeRbCTBYH 0 
npHqHHHO-CRe~CTBeHH~X OTHOWeHHHX OTMeqeHH~X HBH8HH~,rOBOpHT CKO
pee B nonbsy yqacTHH ayToaHTHTen B naToreaese nyqeBHX nopa~eama 
npH BHyTpeaaev o6nyqeaHm.B nonbsy nocne~aero roBopsr m ~aaa~e o 
B03MO~HOV yqaCTHH ayTOaHTHTeH B ¢0pMHpOBaHHH nOCTnyqeBoro acnep
MaToreaesa.ilpH STOM pORb ayTOaHTHTen,onpe~eHHD~HXCR B pa3HHX HM
MJHOHOrHqeCKHX peaKUHHX- npeuHnHTHHOB H KOMTIH8VeHTCBR3HBaD~HX 
ayTOaHTHTen MO~eT 6HTb,nO-BH~HMOyY,pa3HHqaa. 

PesynbTaT~ xsyqeaxa qyBCTBHTenhHOCTH pasnmqaux ~aKTopoB HM
MYHHTeTa K ~eACTBHD HHKOpnopHpOBaHHHX pa~HOHyKRH~OB OTpaxeH~ Ha 
Ta6nHue 3. 

llpmBe~eaaue ~aaHHe noxas~BaDT aanmqme H3BeCTHHX pasnmqxA B 
"pa~H04YBCTBHTenbHOCTH" xvvyaonorxqe9KMX peaK~HA.O~aaxo 6onbmma
crBo noxasaTeneA aaqxaano camxaTbCR \~asoB~e msveaeaxs) npm ae-
6onbmHx ypOBHHX norno~eHHHX ~03,nOpH~Ka HSCKORbKHX ~eCHTKOB pa~. 
Mu nonaraev,qTo aam6onee "pa~xoqyBCTBHTeRhHHe" m npoCTHe B noc
TaHOBKe HMMJHOHOrHqecKHe peaKUHH,KOTOp~e ~aDT B~paxeHHOe CHHXe
HH8 npH ~eACTBHH pasnmqHHX pa~MOH30TOnoB,MOXHO KCnOHb30BaTb ~HH 
BHHBR8HHH paHHHX npK3HaKOB pa~HaUHOHHHX nopaxeHKI H ~HH uenel 
rHrKeHHqecKoro HOpMMpOBaHHH pa~HOaKTHBHNX nocTynneHHI.K TaKHM 
peaKUHHM no HawMM ~aHHHM MOXHO OTH8CTH onpe~eneame 06~el HMMJHO
normqecKOA peaKTHBHOCTH,ayTOaHTHTen,C-peaKTHBHOrO 6enKa,HMyYHORO
rmqecKoro OTBeTa Ha peBaKUKHaUHD. 

TaKHM o6pa30M,npH B03~eiCTBHM HHKOpnopmpoBaHHHX pa~HOHJKRH
~OB OTMeqaDTCH BHpaxeHHHe H3MeHeHHH HVMYHOHOrHqecKOI peaKTHBHOC
TH,KOTOpHe HM8DT B9CbMa BaEHOe 3HaqeHHe ~HH TeqeHKH H KCXO~a ny
qeBHX nopaxeHM~. 
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Ta6JIHUa 2 
H3MeHeHHR o6pa30BaHHR aHTMTeJI y Kphlc,nopaxeHH~x Sr-90 x) 

Komxqec .HH.ll onpe,Ite- BpeMR n)cJie BBe~eHHH Haorona.MeCRYhl TBu BB9· JIRBIIl:HXCR 1 J - 6 ....:t__ I2_ .n;eHHoro aHTHTeJI 
H30Tona B p B p B p B p B p 

ArmoTHHf4H~ y y c c y y y y y c 
IOO ITOpM03RlltHe I 

reMarrJID- y H y y c c H H c H 
THHaU:HI:J -ArrnllTHHHHhl H y c H 

IH 
H y y y y 

TopM03RII{IIe 
IO reMarrnD- c c H y I c c H H y H 

THHaitHD 
IIornonteHHa.fi 87 150 206 260 ro5 450 530 570 ~42 ,Itosa,pa.n;hl 

x) B-BaKuHHaitH.II;P- peBaKumnauH.fi;Y-yraeTeHHe o6pa3oBaHHR aHTHTeJI 
B 2-10 pa3;C-CTf4yYJI.fiUf4R o6pasoBaHHR aHTHTSJI B 2-10 pa3;H-THTp~ 
aHTHTeJI Ha ypOBHe KOHTpOJIR. 

Ta6mn~a 3 
CyMvapa~e norJionteHHhle .It03hl (s pa,Itax),npH KOTOphlxx~™eqaJIHCb 

H3M8H9HHR HMMYHOJIOrHqecKHX noKa3aTeJieR 
i130TOn~ Cs - 137 Ce-144 .......!).,._ 90 1-131 Ra-226 HMM-yHOJIO A B ~ A ~ b _ _l:i rHqecKHe 1 ~ 1 1 i! 1 ~ I 1 1 neaKuKK 
~arouMTap 30 300 45 30 I aaa peaK- :m -,u IIi' :m 
~Ha -aKTepKI.U~Jl 45 270 40 430 90 870 ~ 680 780 26 HOCTb CHBO !20 2"7U I !2"0 T5U :ro ~ 2!0 I2U 9U POTKK -TKTp JIHSO- 30 120 1780 IO 110 ~ ~ ~ 36 UHMa ChlBO- 3'(J T ~ R rr lb'O POTKR - -THTp KOMO- i2. 
neMeHTa !20 2~ ~ *' jg -uopasosa- JUU w ~I HJie aHTKT8JI JO 
BaK_URH8IIHR 
To xe pesa-

~ KUHHaUMR 
ooparnaa ~ ~ ~ ~ li~ ~ ~ :m- ~£m aHa\f)KJiaKCH.fi Otf ~ -Cx-peaKTHB- ~ Hbi~ 6eJIOK -oopasoBaHHe ~ 3~ ~ I~ ~ ayroaHTHTeJI ~ 

X) 1. A.-O,D:H)KpaTHOe BEe.n;eHHe Ksorona;b-x oaHqecKoe BBe.n;eHHe 
Hsorona. 1-~asoBble H3MeHeHHR peaKUHH; 2-cro~KHe H3MeHeHHa. 
IT.- B qMCJIHTene- nornomenHaR .n;o3a, B 3HaMenareJie-speMa ee ~opMH
poBaHHa, .D:HH. 
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COMPARISON OF THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STRONTIUM-90, CESIUU-137, 
IODINJ:-131 AND EXTERNAL IRRADIATION 

N.A.Zapol'skaya, V.V.Borisova, L.Ya.~lorno, L.N.Lavrent'ev, 
E.D.Pavlitskaya, A.V.Fedorova and N.G.Ya.kovleva 

Institute of Radiation Hygiene 
Leningrad, u.s.s.n. 

Abstract 

In the paper, a comparative estimate o.f radioto.xic effect of 
90sr, l37 ca, r~r I and external irratliation is given. 'fhe investiga-
tions were carried out on albino rats under the condi tiona of 
chronic exposure. In the range of the commensurate doses an<il e.x
posure times, the relative radioto.xicity of 90sr, 137 Ca anc1 ex
ternal irradiation according to haematolo6ical and bioche.w.ic~ in
dices and lifespan was found to be close to unity. rrhe effective
ness of 131 I according to the same indices was considerably lt~wer. 
As to the incidences of malignant tumours- the efficiency of~OSr 
proved to be in excess of those for I37 Cs, IJI 1 and external itra
diation. 

Introduction 

In the recent years, the attention of researchers has been at
tracted to the problems of comparative assessing a toxic action 
of nuclides and external irradiation. However, most of thel~4worka concerns blastomogenic efficiency of bone-seeking nuclitles • 

'I'hia report treats the problem of chronic exposure to 90sr, 
l37cs, and external irradiation in its comparative aspect • 

.Materi ala and .1\ie thods 

'l'he experiments were done on albino rats, males and females. A 
total of 864 test rats was divided into II treated groups and a 
control one. The animals were fed a daily diet containing the nuc
lides throughout lifespan in the following doses: 2 .o, u .5, 0.05 

_)t-01 9°:Jr, 25.0~ 5.0, 0.5_;«-Ci !37 Cs, 0.075 and u.oo75.)l-C1 1311 
per kg of body we~ght per day. The external exposure was deliver
ed at levels of 5.0, I.O and 0.2 R/d. 'l'hese dosUf,es, for all the 
above tYJles of exposure, were conditionally denoted as "large 11 , 
11medium 11 and "small 1

't doses, the absorbed doses at the end of the 
year being 1500-2300, 240-360 and 40-70 rads, respectively. 

The haematological, biochemical, morphological indices, the 
animal lifespans and the tumour incidences were studied. 
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Results and Discussion 

In the case of 9°sr, 137 Cs or external irradiation at "large" 
doses, the peripheral blood studies have evidenced the short-peri
od initial leukocytos and the prolonged leukopenia advanced gradu
ally. When exposed externally, the leul.:openia occured somewhat 
earlier than in administering 90Sr andl37Cs. No essential diffe
rences in the extent of depression in leukopoiesis induced by 90sr, 
I37 Cs or external radiation have been displayed at the late peri
ods of time (540-660 days). The leukocyte number in these groups 
was 35-45~ lower than in the control one. !Juring; the first months, 
the leukopenia is due to lymphopenia mostly. To the end of exposu
re, however, the neutrophil number decreased, too. 

For the 9°sr, 137 Cs and external exposure at "large 11 doses, the 
thrombocyte response was generally similar to the leukocyte one, 
but the reduction in the tlrrombocyte number took rlace later and 
lfaS shown to a lesser degree. For a long time, no quantitative 
changes in red cells were found. The moderate anaemia has develop
ed in the animals only to the end of the experiment. 'fhe reticulo
cyte number increased markedly at this period. 

In the range of "medium~t doses, the persistent leukopenia at 1 
months postintake occured only in administering 90sr and I37cs.To 
the end of the second year, the leukocyte nuwber in these groups 
was 2:0-2'3% lower than in the control one. When exposed chronical
ly to the same doses of external radiation, the animal response 
of leukopoiesis depression was unstable. The administration of 
.. large'' and "medium'' I3I I dosages didn"t lead to the marked reduc
tion in the formed elements or peripheral blood. 

The cytological investigations have given evidence that for all 
exposures the number of leukocytes with structural disturbances 
of nucleus ond crtoplasm (binucleated lymphocytes, hypersegmented 
neutrophile etc.) increased in the peripheral blood. When exposed 
chronically to the "large" and "medium" doses of 9°sr, I3'Tcs and 

x-irradiation, the number of degenerative leutocytes exceeded 
tfilat in controls to the end of the second year 'oy a factor of 3 
and 1.5, respectively. In oa.se of administering similar doses ot 
131 I, the cytological changes in the leukocytes were less intensi-

ve. 

'fhe presented data give evidence that the mOdes of changcts in 
p•ripheral blood at an early and late stages are identical, when 
fl.-x:posed to 90sr, 137 Cs and external radiation. To determine the 
dose-effect relationship, the response of leukopoiesis depression 
was used as t.he most specific one for the flffeot of radiation ex
JlOSure (Fig.I). 

As one can see from F.ig.I, the dose-effect relationship oan be 
represented by an exponential function. The course of the curve is 
apparently influenced by the process of repair. 

90 The analysis of findings shows that the relative toxicity of 
· Sr, I37Cs and external irradiation is close to unity. 'l'he mini

mal dose that induces leukopenia is equal to I5o-2oo rads. 

The action or 9°sr, I37 Cs and external irradiation of "large" do-
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ses has led at early stages to increasing activity of some blood 
ferments. However, the stimulation phenomena were rapidly replac
ed by prolonged inhibition of ferment activity. l<rom the 60th day 
to the end of the observations, the activity of cholinesterase in 
erythrocytes and serum was 25-357& lower than in control data. ln 
administering I3I l, no marked inhibition of ferment activity was 
observed. 
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Fig.l. 'ihe response of leukopoiesis as a function of th~ 
absorbed dos•. 

When &xposed to 90sr, 137 Cs and external irradiation with the 
same doses, the concentration oi residual nitrogen in blood on day 
90 exceeded that of control by 45-60% and was k.ept at this level 
to the end of the observation. No significant differences in th~ 
1 ntensi ty of reaction, when exposed to 90 Sr, 131 Cs and external 

~-irradiation, have been revealed. 

to compare the action of nuclides and external irradiation, ti
mes of animal deaths and tumour incidences were studied. The medi
an survival times and its confidence intervals of exposed animals 
have been determined. The results of colculati on are given in 'fab
le I. 

The significant lifeSJ)an shortening was observed runong the ani
mals exposed to "large" doses of 90 Sr, 137 Cs and e.xternal irradia
tion. A slight lifespan shortening has been revealed also for the 
animals who received 0.5 foCi 90 Sr/li.g per day. LifesiJan shortening 
was on the average 0.09 day per rad. The mortality curve plotted 
against absorbed dose was S-shaped (Fig.2}. 

In exposing to 90sr, I37 Cs and external irradiation, the maximum 
mortality of animals, when plateaued, was 40, 30 and 34fi, respec
tively, the absorbed dose being 4000 rads for bone tissue. and )Uuo-
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'1' able l. 
The average lifespan of animals for various eXlJOSUres 

Expo. sure 'I' he o¥umber 
anlmals 

M!~ir 
L ~~sf_ 

95fu confide nee 
limits of .Me 

90Sr 0.40 ~i/d 75 420 372 - 480 
O.IO~i/d 75 497 430 - 550 
o.Olfl..-01/d 'Z5 570 520 - 620 

137 Cs 5 .o ,M--Ci/.d 74 452 400 - 52.4 
1.0 ~Ci-/.d 74 567 532 - 600 
o.1 ~Ci/d 74 603 540 - more than 660 
0.0150 Ci/d 75 567 500 - 640 1311 
0.0015 Ci/d 75 587 540 - more than 660 

i.-irra-
dlation 

5.0 
I.o 
o.2 

control 

~ 40 

~ jQ ....... -~ 20 
L 
0 
~10 

R/d 42: 446 383 - 501 
R/d 75 543 480- 580 
RLd 75 62<> 560 - more than 660 

75 608 540 - more than 660 

.o ••• 0 

_._;;.;:... IS7CS 
.Y 

,!I fll., 
~~ ~-·. _.-"0 cJ ~ / •• __ o 

:J: .~ ---
• 

__ ........ 0 c __ 9---a- c -----·-•• 0 

0 0,5 t,Q 1,5 2,0 u .3,0 3,5 4,0 

Dose, [Krad] 
Fig.2. Mortality of animals versus absorbed dose with tuJ.-;.ing 

into accoun.t the death of control animals. 

-3500 rads for whole body. rrhe maximum mortality of aniruals per I 
rad, when exposed to 90 Sr, I37.Cs and external irradiation, was 
the same, being equal to o.oi~<>. Hence, it follows that the toxici
ty of 90Sr, 137 Cs and external irradiation, when estimated on 
such criterion as the mortality of animals, is close to unity. Ad
ministering I31 I has not led to the significant mortality of ani
mals as compared with controls. 

The pattern of diseases and the causes of death of the exposed 
and control animals were identical on the whole. l'he death of rats 
was caused mostly by the chronic inflammatory processes in lungs, 
intestinal and peritoneum. Un the background of the above ph'>no
mena the individual animals h:we shown the malignant and benign 
tumours. The location and incidence of t.urrwurs depended upon the 
types of exposure and the dose (Table 2). 

In administering 2;£1 90sr/kg per day, the incidence of malig-
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'!'able 2. 
The tumour incidence, following exposure to ~~large 11 doses of ra

dionuclides and external irradiation 

Tumours 90sr l37cs 1311 ~-irra- Control 
iation 

osteosarcomas 5.0 
(6 .7%) 

leukosis 3.0,.,., 
(4.0tv) 

4.0 4 

( 5.4~o) 
2.0' 

(4.Vil) 
lymphosarcomas (g .o ') .o,;~ (~:2%) 

thyroid adenomas 3.0t: ( 4.0,7()) 
?.O,.~ 

(~.7,;•) ~·0 '') ( • 7'/io 
I.o, 

(2.4~b) 

thyroid cancer (~;£,M 
parathyroid 1.0 , 

adenomas ( l.3~i>) 
r.o, 

( I.4io) 
mammary 

fibroadenomas 
4.0_, 

( 5 .41°) 
r.o .. 

( 1.3/o) (~ =~%) r.o 
( 1.3%) 

soft tissue 3 .o_ I 0 
fibromas ( 4 .O,Yo) (2:4%) 

tumours in adrenal I.o, c~:~%2 glands ( 1.3~) 
total of rats (~~~ 14.0 { 0 8.0 r.o 
with tumours ( 18.9%) i2J~) ( 19%) ( 1.3%) 
total of rats ( rb6.%) cito~> cl3o%) 42 75 
in the group (lOU~~) ( l001%) 

np.nt tumours was 18.7'/-. 'l'he latent period (the time from onset of 
exposure to death of animal) was 301)-540 days for limphosarcomas 
and 45G-660 days for leukosis and osteosarcomas. The absorbed do
ses, just hefore lymphosarcoma eypearence., reached 135 0 rads, tho
S0 for leukosis and osteosarcomas did 2200 and 2400. rads, respec
tively. U.mphosarcomas developed from lymph nodes o:f mesentery or 
lymJ1b.atic tissue of blind gut. Osteosarcomas localized in the fe
mur, usually in its lower third. In addition to the malignant neo
plasms, the benign tumours were found in the form of ade-nowas in 
thyroid and parathyroid glands. 

In administering 2.5 ~1 137 Cs/kg, tile incidence of ,malignant 
neoplasms was considerably lower and was equal to 5.4,7u. All thQ 
tumours wer'3 attribut.ed to the haem0poiet1c tissue and were deve
loped durin~ the 1Jeriod from 41U to 600 da~s witll the absorbed do
ses of 1840-290·0 rads. At the same time, I3rcs has in.duced the re
lativel;r l:igh percentage of benign tuwours., 

Administering 
131

1 rasul ted in the thyroid tumour incidence of 
9 .4,%. The ;;.1alignant tumours arose with the absorbed doses of 4000-
4500 rads. 

In the continuous ~ -irrar.U.ation of. animals to the dose of 
5 R/d, the 1 ncide~ce of !:1alignant tumours •Yas equal to 7 .II~ (leu
kosis, lymphosarcoma). The tumours have m;peared for the period 
of tir:1e ranged from 320 to 600 day1~, when the absorbed doses rea
Ched 1600.-3000 rads. 
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In administering 90 Sr, 137 Cs and 13Ix at oonct~ntrati on of 0.5, 
5.0 and 0.0075 ,!"Ci/kg respectively and exposing externally to the 
dose of I R/d, the total incidence of tumours was 3-6 times lower 
than in case of the exposure to "'large" doses. However, the diffe
rences in location and in mode of tumour growth among the indivi
dual test groups of animals were kept the same. 

The analysis of the total findings gives evidence that accord
ing to the haematological and biochemical values and lifespans of 
animals, the relative toxicity of 90Sr, l3T Cs and y -irradiati
on is close to unity under the conditions of chronic exposure. 
The general toxic effect of 131 1 for the same doses is less pro
nounced. 

Close values of effectiveness of 137 Cs and ~-irradiation 
s'eem to be determined by the similar spatial and temporal distri
bution of absorbed doses. In concerning with the 90sr effect, it 
should be borne in mind that the latter is not restricted to the 
critical organ alone. When 90 Sr ingested daily, the gastrointes
tinal tract is exposed considerably together with bone tissue am 
marrow. In addition, the high energy a-particles escape beyond 
the bone and expose the hypophysis, the thyroid, as well as the 
liver, kidney and other organs. 

Blastomogenic effectiveness of 9°sr with regard to the induc
tion of malignant neoplasms was found to be higher than those of 

I37 Cs, !31 I and external irradiation. Perhaps, it is due to the 
effect which was compared with the average dose to skeleton with
out taking the nonuni formi ty of radi onuclide distribution into 
account. However, this point requires a further experimental in
vestigation. 
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OTnAHEH~ llOC~EnCTBHH llPH BHElliHEM BETA OB~Y~HHH 
D.H. MooxaneB, B.H. illeneoaoBa, H.A. MmnoBHAOBa 
HHOTHTYT 6HOWH3HKH MHHHOTepCTBS SAPSBOOXpaHeHHH 

MocxBa CoDa CoBercKHX Co~anacraqecKHX Peonyanzx 

Abstract 

90sr-98~ =~~;~; ~~ !~!~:ld~:~: i~~~:~o!0o~2~~f~a~~!~~~n, 
frequency and rate of skin and mammary tumour development and 
cataracts (whole-body irradiation and irradiation of the front 
and back parts of the body) has been studied in the experiment 
on white strainless rats. The effective dose values of acute 
(LD50130), subacute (LD501120) and chronic (LD501360 ) radi-

ation exposure were lower after whole-bo~ irradiation (4750, 
4680 and 3240 rad respectively) than after irradiation of the 
front (5960, 5120 and 4310 rad) or back (6910, 5830 and 5380 
rad) parts of the body. 

Benign (adenoma of sebaceous glands, fibroma.) and malig
nant (basalioma, flat-cell cancer, sebaceous gland cancer, 
sarcoma) skin tumours, benign (adenoma, adenofibroma, fibroade
noma, fibroma.) and malignant (cancer, sarcoma) mammary tumours 
and cataracts developed at late periods in the irradiated parts 
of the body after the use of all above doses. Frequency and 
rate of skin and mammary tumour development and cataracts were 
proportional to the irradiation dose. 

BBe8eHHe 
0co6eHHOCTH KHHHHqecKHX npOHBHeHHA H KOnaqeOTBeHBHe aaKOHO

uepHOCTH nopazaD~ero AeicrBHH Buemuero 6era-zanyqeHHH B aaBHOH
uocrH or AOa~ a yonoBHI nyqeBoro BOaAelcrBHH 6~H npeAUerou 
MHOrKX HOCHeAOB8HHI~J • 

B arux pa6orax Aocraroquo noApo6ao onHcaua KHHHHKa nopaaa
D~ero AelcrBHH 6era-HanyqeHHH, yorauoBneu~ ypoBHH AOa Baa~am
~HX pauaze, a B pHAe onyqaeB H nOSAHHe peaK~ xoaz, onmcaua 
SaBHOHMOCT~ aTHX peaK~~ OT rny6HHH npOBHKHOB8HHH HanyqeHHH B 
xoay H o6~eua o6nyqaeuoa noBepxuocrz. MeHDme BHHMaHHH 6~o yAe
neao HayqeHHD paSBHTHH OTAaneHHHX fl0CH6ACTBHA B SaBHOHMOCTirl OT 
A03H H HOKSHHaa~Irl nyqeBoro BOSAeACTBHH. naHHHe 06 ypOBHHX on
THMan»HHX Z MHHHM8H»H&X 6naOTOMOreHHHX AOS AXH KOZH npOTHBOpe
qJrlBH, OTCYTCTBYDT OBeAeHHH 0 BOSYOEHOCTH paSBHTHH onyxoneA YO
noqHHX zenea noA BHHHHHeY Baewuero 6era asnyqeHHH, uano AaHBHX 
o xarapaxroreaaou AeAcrBHH 6era-nyqeA. 

Hacroamaa pa6ora nocB~eaa aaanHay BHHHHHH o6~ero BHemuero 
6era-oonyqeHHH, o6nyqeHHH nepeAuea HHH saAuea nonOBHHH rena 
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Kp~C~ Ha npO~OX~~TeXbHOCTb E~3H~, qaCTOTY R CKOpOCTb p83BHT~H 
onyxoneM Kos~, uonoqaNX sexes z KaTapaKT. 

MaTepaan~ z MeTo~u zccneAOBaHza 
Ana TOT8HbHNX z napAHBHbHNX oonyqeHH~ Kpuc ~cnonbBOBana 

ClleU~8HbHO CKOHCTpyapOBSHHNU ~XH oonyqeHHH MeXKKX naoopaTOpHNX 
EHBOTHUX 6eTa-o6nyqaT6Xb, ~eTBnbHO OllHCSHHNM B pa6oTe~. Bcero B 
OllNTBX HOll0Xb30B8HO 760 CSMOK 6enNX 6ecnopO~HNX KpNC B B08p8CT6 
3-4 uecaueB, Becou I80-220 r. IHBOTHNX oonyqanz B mmpoKou ~mana
acHe ~oa oT 600 AO 7200 paA. B onuTax npzueaanm oo~ee o6nyqeHHe, 
oonyqeHme nepeAae~ mnH aa~ae~ nonoB~Hu Tena. llpm ooxyqeHHH nono
BHHN Tena Heo6n~qeaayD qaCTb Tena aa~mmanm a~paHou ma CBmaua 
TOH~HHO~ 5 MM. llpz O~XyqeHHH B A038X 600, I200 H 2400 PSA B KaE
AOM Bapzaate onuTa 6uno no 30, npm oonyqeamm B AOaax 3600, 4800, 
6000 m 7200 paA no I5 Kpuc, a B KOHTpone 25 Rpuc. Kpoue Taro B 
owTan»uoxorzqecKHX mccneAOBaHHax HMenacb AOnoxamTeHbHaa rpynna 
SHBOTHUX~ COCTOHBWSH H3 285 RPNC o6nyqaBWHXCH TOTaH»HO B A03SX 
800, I60u, 3200 H 4500 pa~. Ha KSE~YD ~oay 6HHO B3HTO no 60 RpNC 
8-B KaqecTBe KOHTpOHH 45 XHBOTHNX. 

llpm oueHRe 6monormqecKoro Ae~cTBHa 6eTa manyqeHHH npKUeaanm 
RHHHmqecKme, owTan»uonormqecKme m uop~onormqecKme ueTOAN mocne
~oBaHma. Y SHBOTHUX BNHBHHHH CpOKH p83BHTHH BllHHHUHB, 8llHA6PMHTB 
H H8~H8BH6HH~. AOKSHH3SAHD, qaCTOTy H CROpOOT» p83BHTHH onyxonett 
MOHOqHNX zenea H KOEH yqHTNBaHH ezeuecaqH9 nyTeM BHByan»HOrO 
ocuoTpa m nan»nauam. qaoToTy onyxone~ uonoqaux aenea Bupaaaxm B 
npoueHTSX 0! qzona ZHBNX KpNC B MOU6HT OOOH6AOBSHHH. llo ASHHNM 
AHHSUHKH BUMHpSHBH RpUO npm llOMO~H U6TO~a npOOHT-aHanmaa O~~e~e
XHHH OP6AHDD llpO~OHSHT6HbHOCT» ZH3BH EHBOTHOrO H B6HHqHBN ~50% 
AHH paanmqHux cpoROB. CeK~oaauM uaTepman WHKompoBaxm B IO% ~op
uaxmHe, napaWHHOBNe opeau TOH~HHO~ 5/u ORpaWHBSHH reuaTOROHHHH-
803RHOU. rnaaa EHBOTHNX oocneAOBanm KnmamqecKH o nouo~»m aneKT
pmqeoRoro o~TanbYOcKona H nynu ~I5~. CTenenb nouyTHeH~ xpycTa
nmKa onpe~enanH no RHaOCH~HKSUHH auepHK8HCKHX aBTOpOB • 

Peayn»TaTN HCOH6AOB8HH~ 
llpOAOHZHTenbHOOTb SH3HH. AuaaumKa BMMHP8HHH oonyqeHHMX KPNO 

38BHOHT OT A03N H yonOBHft nyqeBOrO B03A6MCTBHH. llpH OOnyqeHHH 
ZHBOTHUX B A03SX paBHNX H UeH»me 3600 paA H3UeHeHHH B CP6AH6~ 
npOAOHXHTeHbHOCTH EH3HH KPNO OTCYTCTBy~T. ilpH OO~eM 06nyqeHHH B 
A03e 4800 paA Kpucu aaqmaamT norm6aTb qepea I9 AHett, npm oonyqe-
HHH nepe~ae~ nonoBmHu - qepea 23, a npm ooxyqeamm aaAHe~ nonoBm
au Tena - qepea 98 AHett. llpm o6~eu oOnyqeHzm Bee Kpucu nanz B 
npouesyTOK Bpeueam ueaAy !6-30 AHeu, npm ooxyqeHmm nepeAaett no
noBmHu Tena B Teqeaze ueca~a norm6no 60~ (9 ma IS &HBOTHNX), a 
npm OOnyqeHHH 3aAHeA ilOXOBHHN Tena - 33~ KPNC ~5 H3 IS EHBOTHNX). 

llpm AOae 7200 paA rm6en» EHBOTH~ npH o6~eu 6eTa-o6nyqeamm, 
06nyqeHHH nepeAH6~ HHH 3aAHe~ llOHOBHHN Tena aaqmHaeTCfi npaKTH
qeCKH B OAHHaKOBUe CpOKH Ha IS, I? H I4 A€H», COOTBeTCTB6HHO. 
0AHaxo, npH oo~eu oonyqeHmm Bee RpHON naxm B TeqeaMe IS-22 ~He~, 
UpH o6~yqeHHH nepeAHe~ B 3aAHea fiOHOBHH~ TeHa B reqea~e MeCHUa 
naHO COOTB6TOTBeHHO 73% (II H3 IS SHBOTHUX) H 60% (9 H3 I5 EH
BOTHUX) Kpuc. 

~S0730 npu o6~eu oeta-ooxy~eamu oKasanac» paBaoa 4?SO paA, 
npH OOnyqeHHH nepeAH€A H aaAHeA llOHOBHHU Tena, COOTB6TCTBeHH0 1 
S960 H 69IO pa~. BOHbWaH omonormqecxaa aw~eKTHBHOCT» o6~ero BRew
aero OOHyqeHHR BMHBHHeTCH npm cpaBHeHHH He TOH»KO OCTpNX!uHO T8K
ze no~ocTpo m xpoazqecKH a~~eKTHBHNX A03. TaR, Benm~mau J~50/360 
(3240 paA) H ~50/480 (2660 pa~) npH OO~eM Oera OOHyqeHH~ OKaaa-
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llHC» B 1,3-1,2 H 1 5-l 7 paaa HH&e ~eM npH OOlly~eHHH COOTBeT
CTB6HH09 nepe~He~ t43!~ H 3200 pa~} H 38~He~ l5380 H ~940 pa~) 
nonoBHH~ Texa. Oony~eHze aa~aeM nonoBHH~ Tena,ueHee a~~eKTHBHO 
ae TOH~Ko no cpa»aeazm c oony~eaaeu »cera Tena, ao z c oony~eaz
eu nepe~ae~ nono»HH~ ero. Taox. 1. 

RXHHH~eCK8R K8pTHH8 nopazeHHR. O~HHM H3 H8HOOHee TREen~ 
nocne~CTBHft B03~e"CTBHH fl-Xy~eft RBXRDTCR nopazeHHR KO&H, CTe
neH» B~pa~eHROCTH KOTOp~ 38BHCHT OT ~03~. ilpz ~038X 600-!200 
pa~, K8K npz OO~eM, T8K H npz M6CTHOM B03~eMCTBHH H3MeHeHKR KOEK 
»~paaea~ cnaoo. Ha 21-25 cyTKH nocne oony~eaza aaonro~aeTca aea
aa~zTex»aaa anHXR~HRt KOTOpaa UOXHOCT»ID BOCCT8H8BXHB86TCR ~epea 
1-2 ueca~a nocxe ooxyqeaza. llpz oo~eu oonyqeazz B ~oae 2400 pa~ 
H8 14-20 ~eH~ pa3BHB8eTCR anHXR~R, 38 KOTOpO~ CXe~yeT ~epM8THT 
z ma~aa»neaza Koaz. ~epea 1,5 ueca~a y 2-x Kp~c paa»znac~ nyqe
»aa R3Ba. HaueHeHHH KO&H npz TOT8H»HOM OOXyqeHHH XHBOT~ B ~0-
ae 3600 pa~ xapaKTepzao»axmc» paaBHTHeM anmxa~z (Ba 10-12 ~ea»), 
anz~epMzTa (aa 15-20 ~ea») z nyqeB~ aaB (aa 30-3S ~eH»). Hazoo
nee B~pa&eHH8R K8pTHH8 nopazeHH~ KOXH paaBKBaeTCH npz ~oae 
4800 pa~. 

Ony;onz KOEH. Y Kp~C, naBWHX B OT~8H6HH~e CpOKH (~epea 8-
!0 ueca~eB) nocne oonyqeama paa»m»aroTCH onyxonm Kozm xax anmTe
xzax»aoro, TaK H coe~HHHTeX»HO-TKaHaoro npozcxoz~eaza. Y KOHT
pox~H~ Kp~c onyxonea xoam He aaonro~axz. llpz oo~eM 6eTa-oony~e
amz onyxoxz KO&H paa»HBaiDTCH npm ~oaax paBHHX z »~me 600 pa~, 
npz ooxy~eHHH nepe~aeM nonoBHHH Tena - npm ~oaax 1200 pa~~ a 
npm oony~eHHz aa~aeu noxo»HH~ Tena - npz ~oaax 2400 pa~. upz 
O~~eM OOXy~eHHH onyxOHH KOZH B03HHKSIDT npzuepHO C OAHH8KOBOD 
~acToToM B nepe~ae~ H aa~ae~ noxo»zaax Texa, npm oony~eHHH nono
BHH~ Tena TOX»KO B OOAy~eHH~ ~aCTHX, qTO CBH~eTeX»CTByeT 0 Be~y
~eU pOXH llPftMOrO ~eMCTBHH pa~Ha~H B reHeae aTOrO THna HOB006pa-
30B8HHA. Maxcmuan»ayro ~acToTy H uyn~Tm~eHTEH~ecxoe paaBHTHe ony
xoxea H638BHCHMO OT ycXOBHA Xy~eBOro B03~eHCTBHR H8~XID~8XH npm 
OOXy~eHHH ZHBOTH~ B ~036 3600 pa~ H B~me. rmcTOXOrzqecKHe ~aH
H~e npeACT8BXeH~ B TSOH. 2. ilXOCKOKXeTOqH~~ paK, K8K npaBHXO, 
p83BHB8HCR H8 WOHe B~pazeHH~ H3M6HeHHM KOZH, T8KKX K8K ~epMSTHT 
H nyqeBaR R3B8! 0838XHOM~ - HanpOTHB, ~OpMHPOB8XHC~ npH OTCyT
CTBHH H3M6HeHHH CO CTOPOH~ KOZHOrO UOKpOBa. Y O~Horo H Taro ze 
EH»OTHoro aepe~o Boaamxanm onyxoxm paaxm~aoro rmcToxormqecKoro 
CTpOeHHH. ilXOCKOKH€TOqHN~ paR MO&eT coqeTaT»CR C WOPMHpyro~eMCH 
oaaaxmouo~, ~mopoua c capKouoA m T.~. 

OnyxOXH MOXQqH~ zenea. ~8CTOTa, CKOpOCT» BOSHHKHOBeHHH H 
XOK8XH38~R onyxoneft MOnoqa~ Eenea 38BHCHT OT ~03H H yCXOBHa 
oonyqeaza. llpm oo~eu oeTa-oonyqeamm onyxoxz uoxoq~ zenea Boa
HHKSIDT npmuepHO C O~HH8KOBOA ~aCTOTOA B nepe~HeM H 38~He~ nono
BHH8X Texa, B TO BpeMH K8K npH OOXyqeHHH UOXOBHH~ Tena llO~TH HC
KXID~HTeX»HO B OOXyqeHH~ ~8CTHX. ilepB~e onyxonz MOXO~H~ zenea 
y KOHTpOX»~ EHBOTH~ OOHapy&HXH B cpeAH6M qepea !3,8±2,4 M6CH
~a nocxe aaqaxa axonepmueHTa. llpm oo~eu ooxy~eHHm B AOaax 600-
2400 paA OHM noaBnaxzo~ aaa~HTen»HO paa»me \~epea 6,D-9,6 ueoa
ueB), ~eM y KOHTpOX~H~ aHBOTH~. ilpH oonyqeHKH B A088X !200 H 
2400 paA onyxoxm Moxo~BhlX zenea oHXH ooaapyaea~ paa»we B aaAHe~ 
nono»mae Te~a (qepea 6,0-7,6 ueca~eB); B nepe~aeM nonoBHHe Te~a 
OBH O~XH BHHBHeHH, COOTB6TCTB6HHO, ~epea 9,4 H 1!,2 MSCH~eB. 
llpm AOae 3600 paA onyxoxm uonoqa~ zexea B nepe~ae~ z aaAHe~ 
no~OBHH8X T€X8 p83BHB8XMC» npMMepHO B Te xe CpOKM (~epea 13,3 H 
12,2 MSCR~a), qTQ H y KOHTpOX»H~ KpHO. C~eAOB8T6XbHO npH·OOH»
WHX ~oaax oo~ero oeTa-o6xy~eama onyxoneH uo~oqHhlX zexea noaBXR
IDTCR noaze, ~eM npz M6H»WKX ypOBHHX Hy~eBOrO B03~€HCTBHR. 
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ilpH OO~eM 6eTa-o6nyqeHHH MaKCHM8JlhHyD qaCTOTy onyxone~ MO
noqHHX Eenea :s nepe~ae~ ~40%) m aa~ae~ \43%) nono:smaax Tena oo
aapyEHHH qepea I6-I8 M6CftU6B npm ~oae IaOO pa~. Y KOHTpOJI»H~ 
EHBOTHHX B STO :speMa qacTOTa onyxone~ COCTaBJIHeT 12,6%. B Oll&Te 
c oonyqeameu nonoBHHN Tena cy~eCTBeHHo paanmqaroTca cpoKH noa:sne
HHH nep:sHX onyxone~ uonoqaHX Eenea :s oonyqeaHHX m aeoonyqeaaux 
qacTax Tena. TaK, npm oonyqeHHH nepe~ae~ nono:smHN Tena :s ~oaax 
600, 1200, 2400 m 3600 paA nep:s&e onyxonm uonoqaux aenea :s oony
qeaao~ ti8CTH Tena ONXH OOH8pyEe~, COOTBeTCTB6HHO, qepea 7,9; 
5~7i 914 m 912 uecaua, a :s aeo6nyqeHHoB aaAUeB nono:saae - qepea 
Iti,~; !2,7; !7,9 m 20 uecaue:s, T.e. :s Te •e cpoKa ana ~aae aec
Kon»KO noaze. tieM y KOH!ponhHNX Kp&c. ITpm oonyqeamm aa~ae~ no
no:smaa Tena :s yKaaaauux :same AOaax nep:sNe onyxonm :s oonyqeHHHX 
Eeneaax OHHU O~Hapyxe~! COOTBeTCTB6HHO, qepea 7,9; 6,8

1
• 716 H 

7 4 uecaua, a :s nepe~HeH aeoonyqeaaoa nono:sHHe - qepea 2,·1; 
ri,2; II,2 m 9,2 uecaua. MopwonormqecKouy oocneAo:saamm oano noA
:seprayTo 92 onyxonm MOJIOtiHNX zenea. Taon. 3. noopoKatieCTBeHHHe 
onyxona ONJIH npe~CTa:sneaa waopoaAeHOM8MH, aAeHOMaMH waopouaua, 
aAeHOWHOpouaMH. 8JIOKaqecTBeHHNe - paKaYH (KpH6p08HNA, aAeHORap
~HOMa) H capKOMaMH. ~00pOKatieCTB6HHHe onyxonH MOJIOtiHHX Eenea 
qacTO WOPMHpOB8JIHC» Ha WOHe KHCT08HO-waopo3HOA MaC!OUaTHH. B 
HeCKOJlhKKX cnyqaax OHH H8XOAHJIHC» B C!aAHH Manmramaa~. Onyxo
JIKU MOJIOtiHUX Eenea tiaCTO conyTCTByroT KHCTOS~e H3M6H6HHR RHqHH
KOB H y:senaqeHHe ranowaaa. lK838HHNe HSMeHeHHR HapRAY C npBYHU 
AeAC!BHeM pa~aa~m, :sepoaTHo, !aKEe urpae! onpeAeneHHyD pon» :s 
reaeae onyxonea uonotiHHX Eenea. 

KaTapaKTH. Haueaeama :s xpycTanmRe Rp&c, xapaKTep~e ~ 
T8K HaSHBaeuoft nyqe:soA KaTapaKTH, BOSHHKaDT H paaBHB8IDTCR B npa
MOA aaBHCHMOCTH OT AOSN K8K npH OOnyqeHHH :scero Tena, T8K H ne
pe~aeA UOJIOBHHH ero. llpH OOJiyqeHHH Sa~HeA UOJIOBHHH Tena THnHti
HNX AJIH nyqe:soro BOS~eMCTBHR HSMeHeHHa B xpyCT8JlHKe OOH8pYEeHO 
He ONJIO. Haqan»~e HSMeHeHHH ~I-H CTeneH» UOMYTHeHHH) B xpycTa
JIHKe B AH8U830He OT 80U ~0 4590 pa~ ONHH BHHBJ16HH B npe~enax OT 
II,5 AO 4I HeAenm. CKpN!NB nepmo~ noa:sneama aaqan»HHX Ka!apaK
TanhHNX maueaeama aa:smcm! OT ~oaN: npm ~oae 800 paA I-a cTeneHD 
Ohlna aadl»Kcmpo:saaa qepea 4! ae~en10 OT uoueH!a oonyqeama, a npu 
AOae 4500 pa~ - qepea II15 ·.HeAen». Tiepea 46 ae~en» nocne aaqana 
OOJlltieHHH B AOSaX I600t ~200 H 4500 pa~ K8!8p8KTH OOHap~HnH B 
IOOio cnytiae:s B TO· :speMa KaK npH AOSe 800 paA !OJI»KO B 27%. 
laEe qepea 6~ HeAeJIH npH 3!0~ ~oae K8!8p8KTH BNRBHHH !OJI»KO B 
44% cnyqae:s. naaaMHKa paSBHTHR llOMYTHeHHH B xpycTaJIHKe npH BOS
~e~CTBHH B ~038X OT 800 AO 4500 pa~ npeACT8BJI6H8 rpawmqecKH 
(pac. I). Ma!epmanH HaCTOa~ero·mccn~o:saHHR HBXOAHTCR B xopoweu 
eoo!:se!CTBHJ/1 c ~aHHHMH pMa a:s!opo:s. ~ 

SaKnDtieHHe 
O!tieTnu:soe y:senmtieaae HOBooopaao:saaaa KOEJ/1 B uonoqaux zenea 

ooaapyzeHo npm o~nyqeHHm 6e!a-nyqaum :s ~oaax, pa:sHHX a BHWe 600 
pa~, a KaTapaKT npa ~oaax pa:sHHX m BHWe 800 paA. KaTapaKTa, ony
xonm KOEH Ill MonoqHHX Eenea :soaHHKaroT :s peaynh!aTe npauoro ~ea
CTBHR pa~Ha~H H8 pa~JilOtiYBCTBHTeJihHble CTpyKTypN TK8HJI1, 0 tieM 
CBJilAeTeJI»CTByeT BOBHHKHOBeHHe YK838HHOA naTOJIOriilH TOJlhKO B OOny
tieHHHX qac!ax Tena (onyxona Koza, KaTapaKTbl) ana oonee paHHee 
paa:smTme a noa:sneaae :s oonhweu npo~eHTe cnyqae:s (onyxonH uonoq
RHX Eenea) no cpa:sHeHHD c a~eKBaTHhiM KOHTponew. , 
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H3MEHEHl1E CP~ IIPO.UO.J.IliGITFJThHOCTH Jlrn3I:llf 
KPhlC B 3AB11CV1MOCTH OT liACTOThl PA3BMTWI OCTEO

CAPKOM, 11HJlYIU1POBAHHhlX CTP0~90 
B.JI.III:se.n;oB 

MKHncTe~cT.Bo a,n;paBooxpaaeHHH CCCP 
HHCTHTyT 6H~3HKH 

MocKBa 
CCCP 

The experiments were carried out on white rats at the 
age 3.5-4 months at the beginning of the experiment. The 
animals were divided into ten groups of roo rats each. 
'rhe animals of nine experimental groups received sr-90 
orally every day within the entire duration of their life, 
the dose being 0.00005; 0.0005; 0.005; 0.05; 0.5; I.O; 
2.0; 4.0 and 5.0 daily per animal. 

Consequently the minimal Sr-90 daily intake which 
evoked the development of osteosarcoma was 0.5 daily. 
The dose rate to the critical organ was not more than 25 
rads daily, the absorbed dose bei11g 5,000 rads. 

Thus the performed investigations show that 08teosar
comas are not the main cause of the average lifespan 
decrease of the population. 

B HacToamee BpeMH pa.n;no6nonorHYeCKSH ~TepaT,ypa pacno~araeT 
60JI&IIIHM <J>a,RTlftleCKHM MaTepHaJIOM l, ~, ;:s, 4 OTHOCHTeJI&HO paaBHTIDI 
OCTeocapKOM y ~a6opaTOpHHX XHBOTHHX B 38BHCHMOCTH OT ,D;03H HH
KOHTIOpHpOBaHHHX OCTeOTponHHX H30TOTIOB, B ~aCTHOCTH CTPOHUHH-90. 

EoJI&mHHCTBO aBTOpOB C~TaeT, ~TO 38KOHOMepHOCTb ~aCTOTH paa
BHTH.B: KOCTHHX onyxOJie! HMeeT ~e~HJ.di BH.n;, T • e • ~eM BHIDe TKaHe
BaH ,n;oaa B KpHTKqeCKOM opraHe, TeM ~ame TIO~TCR OCTeocapKOMH 
n TeM xopo~e BpeMf.l, Heo6xo,IJ;HMoe ~ me paaBHTIDI. O,n;Haxo, B noc-
~e.n;Hee BpeMf.£ UOJmJUD)TCJI ,lt8.BHHe 'G'? t KOTOpHe CBH,n;eTeJI&CTBYJOT 
0 TOM, ~TO ~eAHHA xapaKTep ~aCTOT~OCTeocapROM npo~eT ~ 
B OnP~e~eHHOM HHTepBaJie ,n;oa. 

JrqnTHBaH BaxHOCTb STOrO TIORaaaTe~ npH O~eHKe pHCKa nopaEeHHH 
CTpo:m.tHeM-·90 ~e~oBeKa npe,n;cTaB~eTca: Heo6xo.ItHMHM nayqnTD aaxoHo
MepH09T:& paSBHTRH OCTeocapKOM B 38BHCHMOCTH OT nor~omeHHHX ,D;03 B 
KpHT~eCKOM opraae H ~IDI HX ~aCTOTH Ha Be~ cpe~ei rrpo
,D;O~TeJI&HOCTH XH3HH B y~OBRHX xpo~eCROrO ITOCTy~eHIDI B opra
HH3M STOrO H30TOTia. 

MATEmA.JI H METO,miKA 

3xcnepHMeHTH npoBe,n;eHH Ha 6e~ KpHcax-caMUax B BoapacTe 3,5-
4 MeCJm;eB K Ha~aJJY OIIHTa. Bee XHBOTHHe 6wm: paa,n;e~eHH Ha IO 
rpynn, ,n;eBHT:b H3 KOTOpHX eJKe,n;HeBHO, ~epe 3 poT, B Te~eHHe Bce:A 
'ltJd3HH no.pyqa;m CTpoHI:Ij.i-90 B DmpOKOM HHTepBaJie KOHIJ;eHTpalllrli 
lTa6JI. I). 

iHBOTHHe BCeX TIO,D;OnHTHRX H KOHTpoJI&HHX rpynn HBXO~C:b B 
coBfgmeHHO paBHHX yc~OBRHX BHBapHH Ha o6~oM PanHOHe. 

3EMeTPH~ecKHe HCCJie,D;OBBHHH npOBO,n;RXH B_~HaMHKe ~epea 30, 
90, I 0, 27lf ~0 H 540 ,n;HeH OT Ha~aJia OnHTa. Ha KaJit.I1Y10 TO~ aa-
6HBBJm no KpHC Ha ItaJl.n;oi rpynrrH. Pac~eT TRBHeBmc ,n;oa npona-
BO~ Ha OCHOBaHHH ~T:HqeCKOrO O~§,D;e~eHIDI KOHQeHTpaUHH CTpOH
UHH-90 B 6e~HHOI KOCTH C ~eTOM 5~ rror~omeHHH SHeprHH. 
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Ta6~a I 
Cyrotnme KOHD;eHTpanPIH eTpOHitW~-90 H tmeJIO DBOTHHX 

B no~OnHTHHX H KOHTpOJIDHOI rpynnax 

~ Crrpo~-90 'tbiCJio Crrpo~-90 'tbleJio 
i ( MKKIOpH eyTKH) JDIBOTHHX ( MKKI>pH eyTKH) DBOTHHX 

0,00005 !f IOO I,O IOO 
0,0005 IOO 2,0 IOO 
0 005 IOO 4,0 IOO 
o'o5 IOO 5,0 IOO 
0'5 IOO l<oHTpOJJ:b IOO 
' 

* - aKTHBHOeTb eTpOHUHH-90. 
~ HS~eHHH npO~OJIEHTeJIDHOeTH XHSHH KpHe H ~aeTOTH pa3BHTHH 

Y HHX OeTeoeaDKOM B ~Oi no~OTIHTHOI H KOHTpoJIDHOH rpynnax Ha. 
XO~Oeb no 5U JmBOTHHX. ~e OeTeoeapKOM onpe~enHJIK npH no
MOtnH naJil)nanmt Tpy6~aTHX KOeTei. Bcex norH6IDHX DBOTHHX BCKpli
B8.11H ,1l.ml onpe.zteJieHM y HHX npH1mH eMepTH, HenOJIDSY.f.l .n;JJJi 8TOI 
UeJIH rHeTOJIOr~eeKHe MeTO~ HeCJie.ztOBBHHH. 

PE3YJI:bTATH 

06mee e8eTO.f.lHHe llO~OnHTHHX lQ:mQ'!'HbiX, nO.nytlaBIJlKX eJite,IUieBHO 
eTpoHUHi-9 B KOJIH~eeTBaX OT O,UUOUb MKKDpH ~0 0 05 MKKIDpH B 
eyTKH, ~mt~eM He OT~aJIOeb OT KOHTpoJIDHHX KpHe. iJa:tiaJIDHOe eHIDJ.te
HHe Beea TeJia saperHeTpHpoBaHo K KOHUY nepBoro ro~a y JKHBOTHHX, 
ROTOpHe no~epraJIHeb BOS.zteleTBHID Pan:HOeTpOHUH.f.[ B KOHUeHTpauRH 
0,5 MKKIDpH B eyTKH. 

~e~eBHO~ noe~eHHe B o~raHHSM 60Jiee BReOKHX KOHUeHTpaUK! 
eTpOHWUI-90 \1,0; 2,0; 4,0 H 5,0 MKI®PH) npHBO,ItMO K 6oJiee BHPa.... 
xeHHOMY HSMeHemno sToro noRa.saTeJI.f.l. Tax, HanpHMei>, y KpHe, no.n:y
~aBmHX no 5,0 MKKIDpH HSOTOna B eyTKH, yxe ~epes 3 MeC.f.[Ua OT H&
~aJia OnHTa Bee TeJia 6HJI .ztOeTOBepHO HHEe Beea KOHTpOJ!bHHX JKHBOT
HHX H B noeJie~meM .ItO KOHU8 HX XHSHH He BOeeTaHaBJIHBaJIC.f.l. 

Ha pHe. I npHBe~eHH pesyJibT8TH ~pMHpOBaHHH B 6e.npeHHOi KOeTH 
KpHe norJIOn:teHHHX ~OS B SaBHeHMOeTH OT KOHr(eHTpanPIH eTpOHD;RH-90 H 
BpeMeHH noeTynJieHHH ero B opraHHsM XHBOTHHX. 

Ka.K BH,IUiO HS rpail>HRa, 8KenepiW:eHT OXB8THBaJI lliHpOKmf .I(Jt1anaSOH 
,ItOS. ~HHe BeJIHqHHH JIKmD B HeeKOJibKO pas npeBHmaJIH ~HOBHe 
SHa~eHM, TOr.zta K8.R MaKeHMaJil)Hile .,.. DpHBO,I(Jt1JIH K paSBHTmO oeTpHX H 
no,n:oeTpHX ~pM ~eBHX nopaJKeHd, KOTOpHe peSKO eoKpan:taJIH npo
~O~TeJIDHOQTb EH3HH no~OnHTHHX XHBOTHHX. 

Ha pHe. 2 npe.n;eTaBJieHH ~e 0 eMepTHOeTH KpHe OTHOeHTeJIDHO 
BpeMeHH ITOeTYITJieHHH B opraHHSM p~OeTpoHUHH. 

Ka.K BH.ItHO H3 rpail>HKa, K_])HBHe eMepTHOeTH ITO.ItOTIHTHHX H KOHTpoJID
HOH rpynrr DBOTHHX HMeiOT 5 -o6pasmni BH.It.,t,. lio BpeMeHH H:a~aJia rH-
6eJm KpHe Bee KpHBHe MoJKHo pas~eJIHn Ha ;c rpymm. llepes 50 •• !00 
~ei OT H8~aJia OnHTa H811IDiaJIH norn6an KpHeH, KOTOpHe eJite,ItHeBHO 
no.nyq:aJIH eTpOHUd:-90 OT 1,0 ~0 5,0 MKKIOpH B eyTKH. IloeTynJieHHe 
H30TOna B opraHHSM OT 0,5 MKKIDpH H HUXe npHBO~O R H8~8JlbHOH 
rH6eJIH JKEBOTHHX He paHee ~eM qepes 200 .n;Hel. B aTOM xe HHTepBa
Jie ~peMeHH 06HapyxeHO H8~aJIO rHOeJIH KOHTpOJibHHX RpHe. 

HHTepeeHo oTMeTHTb, qTo e yBeJI:HqeHHeM BpeMeHH noeT,ynneHHH B 
opraHHSM eTpOHUHH-90 RpHBHe eMepTHOeTH .f.lBHO pas.zteJIHIDTC.f.l Ha 3 
rpynnH. PesRO eoKpan:taJIOeb B~eMH epe,ItHeH npO,ItO~TeJIDHOeTH JKH3HH 
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KpHC npH exe~eBHOM noc~eHHH B opraHHSM no 2,0; 4,0 H 5,0 MK
KJOBH pazmocTpom::tKf!. 3aTeM CJie.n;yiOT rpymiH ltHBOTHHX, no.n:yqa.BIIIHX no 
I, H 0, 5 MKKIOpH HSO'l'OIIa. Bee OCTa.n:&HHe KpHBHe, xapaRTepHSYJOIItKe 
CMepTHOC'l'D RpHC, TeCHO nepenneTanHCD M~ co6ol H ManO ~eM OT
Jilftia.JmCD 0'1' ROH'l'po.Jm • 

PesyJ!bTa'l'H HSMeHemm cpe,nHel npO.ItOJDitH'l'eJI:&HOCTH DSIDI DO.ItOITHT
HHX JltlliBOTHHX B Sa.BHCHMOCTH OT .ItOSH npHBe,IJ;eHH B Ta6JI. 2. 

! 
' ! 

Ta6mm;a 2 
DPo.ItOJIZHTeJI:&HOCTD XHSHH ROHTpOJIDHol H no.n;onHTHHX 

rpynn DBOTHHX 
I 

,, 
.U o s a ( JlB - 50 ) I C I 

5Ji i CTpo=-90 i . pe,D;H.B:.R: npo- i 
j{MKRXJpH CYT. ) Y ~ .ItOJDm{eJIHKXm, i 
! ' 

pa,n; pa.u/cyTKH i DSHH JIB-50) i 

I KoHTpOJID 55?,2.±2I,O 
2 0,00005 2,4 0,003 543,5+I8,8 -3 0,0005 I2,0 0,03 524,9+28,5 -4 0,005 II8,0 0,25 535,6+I9,2 -5 0,05 II30 2,5 524,9_±29,2 
6 0,5 ?680 25,0 3?8,7+I5,2 -? I,O I2400 50,0 328,6+II,3 -8 2,0 13300 IOO 2I9,2+I0,8 -9 4,0 I9000 200 I89,I.± 9,2 

IO 5,0 I8500 220 I5I,8+ ?,3 -
Ha~aJIDHOe CHmlteHHe cpe,nHel IDlO,II;OJDlt111'l'eJIDHOC'l'H DSHH RpHC 

(Ta6JI. 2) OTMelleHO B nO,IJ;OnHTHO:I rpYmJe li.HBOTHHX, KOTOpHe exe~eB
HO ITOJIY"q~ no 0,5 MKRIDpH C'l'poHU:Hn-90. K STOMY BpeMeHH norJio~eH
HaH .n;osa B HX RpHT,KqeCROM opraae COCTa.BHJia 7680 pa,D;. 

C UeJIDID BHHCHeHHH BeJIHqKHJi noporOBOH ,II;OSH, RO'l'OpaH He npHBO.ItH
Jia K COKpamemno npO,II;OJDICH'l'eJIDHOCTH DSHH DBOTHHX, Ma.TepHaJI 6:wr 
no.ItBeprayT cTaTHcT~ecxol o6pa6oTRe npH noMQmH KQPDe~oHHoro H 
perpeccHoHHoro aaa;msa. PesyJIDTam aaaJIHsa l 't - U, '74) noxasa.nE, 
~0 MaKCHManDHOI Be~ol norJiomeHHOI ,IJ;OSH B KpH'l'KqeCKOM opraae, 
KOTOpaH eme He OKaSHBaeT BJIHHHHe Ha npO,II;OJIEHTeJIDHOCTb XHSHH KpHC, 
SiBJJJieTc.a: 4000 pa.n;. 

AHa.JmSKpYH Sa.BHCHMOCTD STOrO noRaSaTe.Jm 0'1' MOmHOCTH ,II;OSH 
(Ta6JI. 2) BH,II;HO, ~TO He Ha BCeX ypOBH.fiX OHa m:'paeT Be.nynzyiO pOJID. 
Tax, H~HMep, B rDYUUSX XHBOTHHX KOTOpHe exe~eBHO no~aJIH 
CTpoHURI-90 0'1' 0,00005 MKKDpH .ItO ~,05 MKKIDpH B CYTKH He o6Hapy
XeHO BJIHHHEH RBK rrorJiomeHHOi, TaR H MOmHOCTel ,II;OS. He npoHBJIHeT 
TaKEe CBOero ~ MOmHOCTD ,II;OSH B ,II;HanaSOHe BeJIHqHH 8'1' 25 .ItO 
50 pa,zr/cyTKH lcyTO~Oe ITOC'J.'YIL1IeHHe HSOTOna OT 0, 5 .ItO I, MKKJOpH) • 
B STOM C~ae, KaK BR.ztHO HS Ta6JIHUH, BpeMH rrpo,II;OJDmTenDHOCTP. 
XHSHH nO.ztOITHTHUX XHBOTHHX Sa.BHCHT OT BeJIHqHHH norJIO~eHHOI ,II;OSHe 
Momaocn .nosH, RaK Be,IIylilld li)aRTop B cHIDKeHHH cpe~ea IroO.zto.JDKH
TeJIDaocTH lmSHH, npoCJiemmaeTCH JIHIIID Ha ypOBH.llX BHIIIe 5U pa,n; B 
c~. 
ITp~ CMepTH llO,II;OnHTHHX KpUc, sa HCKJID~eHHeM OCTeocapKOM, 

MaJIO 'tleM OT~aJIHCD OT KOHTpOJIDHHX JKHBOTHHX. 0.ItHa.KO Te~eHHe 
]JaTOJIOrKqeCKHX rrpoUeCCOB y KpHC, ITOJIY"qa.BIIIHX CTpoHiii:A-90 BHille 
0,5 MKKIOpH B CYTKH C~ecTBeHHO OTJIKqaJIOCD OT KOHTpOJIDHHX. 
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Jh>6oe BOCIIaJieH:He COI!pOBOJI,liSJIOC:& Hai'HOeH:HeM, KOTOpoe B IIOCJie.IJYIOD.leM 
HOCRHO reHepanH30BaHHHi xapaRTep. 

CnoHTaHHHX ~aeB OCTeocapKOM y KOHTPQ~HHX KpHC li y ~OTHHX, 
IIOJIY"'la.BIImX CTPQHiJ;Hi-90 B KOJIINeCTBa OT 0~ 00005 MKKIOpH ;rJ.O 0, 05 MK
KlOplii B CyTKH B Te'tleHHe BCe:fi liiX JKH3HJII He OTMe'tleHO, XOT.R: no;rr, Ha6JliO
;rr.eH11IeM 6~0 OKO~O 12000 RpHC. 

ITepBa.R: OCTeocapKOMa, OTHOCHTe~HO BpeMeHH, nO.R:BRHaC:& qepe3 175 
JIHel OT Ha'tla.na OIIHT~ y KpHC ~ llO~aBnmx: CTpoHild-90 eJte;ri.HeBHO no 
5, 0 MKKlOpH B cyTKH l Ta6~. 3 J , Ta6mma 3 

~CTOTa o6pa30BSHHH OCTeocapKOM y IIO;rJ.OIIHTHHX 
DBOTHHX 

i?~OH"""i jBI:iXO;rJ. OCTeo- ;JlaTeH-;Mmm- jCpeliHH.R: IIpO;rJ.Q~Te~-i 
j (~.,..90 i 1inCJIO j capKOM i THHft j M~H • j HOCTh JKH3HH l&!H) j 
i MIOOO-jDBOT-i---r----ynepHO;ri.y ;rr.osa tnpH HaJm- !,6e3 OCTeo-J 
iPH B i~~ ;Ko~- i %% ( ) ( ) i.CY~KH)i.oaA i.'tieCTBOi. 0 ! ~ ! P~ !'I:IHH OCTeo-icapKOM ! 

! ! ! capKOM . ! 
0,5 50 13 26,0 275 5000 375,7+18,0 384,8+32,1 - -1,0 50 21 42,0 220 7000 351,6z21,3 293,~28,4 
2,0 50 8 16,0 260 18000 300,~19,8 273,~31,2 
4,0 50 2 4,0 250 30000 287,5z24,I 181,9 
5,0 50 I 2,0 175 22000 175,0 151,8 

0;ri.Ha.KO, MHHHM~Ha.R: ;T1.038 B KOCTHOft ~aHH, ITQH KOTOpO:fi 3aperHCT
p~BaHa nepBa.R: onyxoJI:&, cocT~a 5000 p~. Ta.Kasr ;rr.oaa 6:wm 
C~pMHpOBaHa B KpHTK'tleCKOM opraHe KpHC qepe3 275 ;ri.Hef OT H8'tl8na 
noc~eHlii.R: B opraHH3M CTpOHURH-90 no 0,5 MKKIDPH B CYTKH. 

AliaJIHa:rrrpy.R: pesyJI:&TaTH, rrpne;rr.eHHHe B Ta6~. 3 BH;ri.Ho, 'tiTO BpeMH, 
Heo6xo~oe ~ pa3BHTRR ocTeocapKoM (JiaTeHTHHi nepHo;rr.) He sasH
CHT OT ;rJ.03H. CJie;rr.yeT OTMeTHT:&, 'tiTO no aTOMY BQUPOcy

8
B JIHTepaTYPe 

e;ri.HHoro MHeHH.R: HeT. Tax, HanpEMep, M. ~KeJI:& l 1l355) He o6Hapyu
~a 3aBHCHMOCTH BpeMeHH JiaTeHTHoro nepHo;rr.a OT ;rr.osH. Tor;rr.a KaK ~y-
rHe aBTOpH 9 •10 HamnH orrpe;rr,e~eHHyiD 3aBHCHMOCT:& - qeM BHIDe ;rJ.03a, 
TeM xopoqe BpeMH, Heo6xo;ri.HMoe ~ pa3BHTHH onyxoJIH. 

liaHOo~ee BamHHM B aTOM BOIIpOCe ~TC.R: TaRHe napaMeTpH KaK 
'tl8CTOT8 no.R:BReHHH onyxoJiei y JtlmOTHHX B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT ;rJ.OSH,BJIHH
HHe OCTeocapKOM Ha H3MeHeHHe cpe;ri.HeA IIpO;rJ.OJIXHTeJI:&HOCTH ~3HH, a 
TaKEe HaJIH'tillle ~ OTCyTCTBHe IIOpOrOBHX ;T1.03 ~ pa3BHTH.R: 6~aCTOMO... 
reHHoro npo~ecca. 

lHTepaTypHHe ;rr.aHHHe OTHOCHTeJI:&HO 'tl8CTOTH paSBHTHH onyxo~ei B 
3aBHCHMOCTH OT ;T1.03H KOJie6JIIDTC.R: B oqeH:& mHpOKHX rrpe;rr.eJiaX. OTO 06~ 
.S:CH.R:eTC.R: TeM, qTo 60JI:&IIIHHCTBO aBTOpoB, orrpe;rr.eJIH.R: aTY BeJnrtmHy y 
M6JIKHX ~a6opaTOpHHX JtliiBOTHHX~ OTHOC.R:T KOJlH'tieCTBO OCTeocapKOM K 
'tiiiiCJIY DBOTHHX, rrepeDBIIIMX. 2u0 ;ri.He:£1. B aTOM CJIY'tl86 IIO.nytraeTC.R: Hc
JtYCCTB6HHOe 3aBHID6H~e 'tl8CTOTH orryxoJie:£1, KOTOpoe xapaKTepHsyeT ~ 
~aiHO OCTaBmyDC.R: B EEBHX qacT:& XHBOTHHX, H HHKaKOrO OTHomeHRH 
He RMeeT K o6me! o~eHKe aToro .R:BReim.R:. 

3aBHCRMOCT:& 'tl8CTOTH IIO.R:~eHRH OCTeOcapKOM, KaK BH;rr.HO H3 Ta6~.3 
H pHC. 3, .fiBJJH6TC.R: IIp.R:MOti Jmiiib B orrpe;rr,eJieHHOM HHTepBaJie J[03 • ITpH 
aTOM, MH~HOi K~eporeHHOH KOHU6HTpanHei CTPQHilHH-90 IIpH 
e~e;ri.HeBHOM ero nocT,ynHeHHH B opraHHaM ~eTCH 0,5 MKX~H B cyTKH 
Ha KpHCy, OIITHMaJI:&HOe KOJIH'ti6CTBO H30TOIIa He ~eBHIDaJIO 1,0 MKKIDpH 
B CYTKH nor~otneHHHe ~03H COCT~ 5000 H 7000 pa;rr., COOTBeTCT
BeHHO. ~c~e~mee IIOBHmeHHe nor~omeHHOH ;T1.03H B CKeJieTe EHBOTHHX 
corrpoBoa;rr.anoc:& peaKHM coKpameHHeM BHXo;rr.a onyxoJieA. TaKoe rro~oxeHHe 
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~aCTO 06~CRSeTCH TeM, ~TO Me~e ~a60paTOpHHe XHBOTHHe,B CBH3H C 
HX KOpOTKHM nepHO~OM XH3HH, He ~OXMBaiDT ~0 IIO~OI pe~3anHH ony
XO~el. O~axo, cpaBHeHHe BpeMeHH ~aTeHTHoro nepuo~a pasBHTZH 6~o
TOMoreHHoro nponecca no OTHomeHHID K cpe~el rrpo~o~Te~HOCTH xns
HH pa3HHX ~OB XHBOTHHX H ~e~OBeKa nOY~3anO, ~TO y MHmei, KpHC, 
C06aK H ~e~OBeKa BD~~' Heo6XO~Oe ~ pa3BHTHH OCTeocapKOM CO. 
CTaBJJ.fleT OT IO ~o 3llft, :me cpe,ItHel rrpo~OJlJIUlTeJII.,HOCTH usHH. C~e~oBa
Te~Ho, STH ,na.mwe MOry-r CB~eTe~CTBOBaT:b 0 TOM, ~TO pe~3artiDI 
~eBoro KaHUeporeHesa y pasHHX ~oB XHBOTHHX nponcxo~T c TaKoi 
~e 3aKOHOMepHOCT:biD KaK H y ~e~OBeKa. ilo~TBe~eHHeM 3TOrO HBnHeT
c.R: TOT !f>a:KT, ~TO y KpHC, n~aBiliHX e~e.ItHeBHO no 4, 0 MKKIOpH CTpoH
rnm-90 cpe,IUU!R: IIpO~OJDB'liTe~HOCT:b D3HH no CpaBHeHHID C rrpe~efa: 
rpyrrnoi DBOTHHX l1HJia ROpo~e Jmiiil, Ha !5%, TOr~a RaK BHXO.It onyxo
~e~r y HHX CO~antaJICH B 4 pasa. 06 STOM JKe CB~eTenCTByeT H .upy
roi rrpHMep. H8 KpHBHX CMepTHOCTH (pHc.2) TO~ 0603Ha~eHO Bpe
MH nOHBHeHHH onyxo~el OTHOCHTe~Ho Be~H cyTo~oro nocrynHeHHH 
CTpoHillJJ1-90. Hs rpaiPHRa BHJtHO, ~TO MHIDIM~HO He06XO,ICMMOe BpeMH 
~ pa3BHTHH OCTeocapROM nepeEEBanz 90,80~60 H 3Q% XRBOTHHX,COOT
BeTCTBeHHO nO~aBmHX p~OCTpOHUHfa: no 1,~,4 H 5 MKKIDpH B CyTKH, 
TOr~a KaK ~aCTOTa noHBneHHH y HEX orryxo~ei COCTasn&na 42,!6,4 H~ 

C~e~OBaTe~HO, eCT:b BCe OCHOBaHHH CqHTaT:b, ~TO pa3BHTHe OCTeo
capKOM orrpe~e~eT He npo~O~Te~HOCT:b XH3HH EEBOTHHX, a Be~~a 
~03H. YMeH:biDeHHe BHXO~a onyxo~ei B no~OIIHTHHX rpynrrax KpHC,KOTo
pHe eJ[e.ItHeBHO no~~ cTpoHUHi-90 no 2 MKKIDpn n BHme,ol1yc~o~eHo 
Be~tmHO:ii MOIItHOCTH ~03H B RpHT~eCROM opraHe t KOTOpHe 6HJIH Ha
CTO~RO Be~, ~TO IIpHBO~ K noeo6~~8HHD B KOCTH rrponecCOB 
paspymeHHH H~ BOCCTaHOMeHHeM. EJ:racroMOreHHl:di xe rrponecc, RaK Hs
BeCTHo, BCer~a ~eT Ha 6ase BOCCTaHO~eHRH. 

Orrpe~e~eHHHfa: HHTepec B npaK~eCKOM OTHOill8HHH rrpe~CTasnHeT 
OD;eHRa ~ ~aCTOTH no~eHHH OCTeocapKOM Ha Cpe~HIDID IIpO~O~
Te~HOCT:b Jm3HH no~OIIHTHHX XHBOTHHX. 

B Ta6~. 3 rrpHBe~eHH ~aHHHe, xapaxTepnsymmme cpe.nmo10 npo~o~
Te~HOCT:b ltH3HH DBOTHHX, norH6mEX OT OCTeocapKOM H KpHC,CMepT:b 
KOTOpWC HaCTYimJia OT pa3~'t!HIDC .n;pyrHX rrp~. CpaBHHBM 8TH pe
sy~TaTH B~O, ~TO ~aCTOTa no~eHHH y ltHBOTHHX OCTeocapKOM He 
ORaSHBaeT ~HHH Ha Be~HY cpe.ItHefi npo~O~Te~HOCTH XH3HH.ilo
Bn,nHMOMy, Be~ B COKpameHHH IIp0~0.1DKHTe~HOCTH D3HH SIBJIRlOTCfl 
.upyrne rrpJ.PmHH, o6yc~oMeHHHe p~a.:rnmHHHM nop8.1KeHHeM pas.JlllftiHHX 
CHCTeM opraHH3Ma, H B nepBym O~epe~, KpOBOTBOpHOfi CHCTeMH. ~ 
Har~OCTH Ha pHC. 4 rrpHBe~eHH KpHBHe pacrrpe~e~eHHH CMepTHOCTH 
ltHBOTHWC OT OCTeoca:pROM H .upyrHX IIpHl!HH. 

Kax B~O H3 rp~HRa, y~e~HHA Bee OCTeocapKOM, no CpaBHeHHID C 
.upyrHMH IIpHl!HHaMH, IIpHBO.IT,HIItHMJ2[ K CMepTH ltHBOTHHX, OTHOCHTe~HO He 
BeRHR. 8ro MO~eT CB~eTe~CTBOBaT:b 0 TOM, ~TO ~aCTOTa noHBneHHH 
OCTeocapROM CaMOCTOHTe~Horo 3Ha~eHHH B CORpameHHH rrpo~O~Te~ 
HOCTH Jm3HH He HMeeT, a ee nOB~OMy, C~e~eT paccMaTpHBaT:b KaK 
JID6ym .upyrym llpHl!HHY, 1IpHBO,llRJJzy10 K rn6e~ DBOTHbiX. Ec~ STO TaR, 
TO CTaHOBHTCH O~eBanHHM, ~TO ~ pa3BHTHH OCTeocapROM Tpe6yroTCH 
orrpe~e~eHHHe y~oBHH B RpH~ecRoM opraHe. 

C uen10 onpe~e~eHHH noporoBol ~osH, Ha pnc. 4 (B) c~e.naHa no
IIHTKa SKCTpano~H ~aCTOTH no&BHeHEH OCTeocapKOM B o6~aCT:b ~ 
,IJ;03. Kax Bm.In!O HS rpa4JHKa, lJ)IH. Ha'q~HOrO pa3BHTH.R: 6JiaCTOMOreHHo
ro nponecca B ROCTHHX TKBHHX Tpe6yeTCH nor.nomeHHaH ~osa He MeHee 
3,6 Kp~, TOr~a KaK noporOBM ~osa no KpHTepHD IIpO,IJ;0.7.DltHTeJibHOCTH 
EH3HH paBHa 0,4. 

C~e~eT OTMeTBT:b, ~TO BOIIpOC 0 Ha.JIKqHH HJIH OTCYTCTBHH noporo. 
BHX ~os ~ pasBHTHH 6~acToMoreHHoro nponecca ~o HacTo&mero Bpe
MeHH OCTaeTCH CnOpHHM, XOTH BCe SKCnepHMeHT~HHe HCC~e~OBaHHH 
o~osHa~o OTHOCHT ero K noporoBHM peaKUHHM. BMecTe c TeM, MKP3, 
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Ha OCHOB8HHH TeopeTH~eeKHX H reHeTzqecRHX HCeAe~OBaHHi, ITpHHHTO 
e~~aT~ oeTeoeapRoMH ~eBoi aTmo~orHH HenoporoBHMH peaKUHSMH. 
Hexo~ ms aToro, oeTeoeapRoMI:l CJie.nyeT paeeMa.TpHBaT~ Ha.H6oAee -tzyB
CTBHTe~HHM RpHTepHeM OUe~ onaeHOeTH UOpaEeHER CTpOHUHeM-90 nee 
ny~ JIIO~eii. 

Y~THBBH BazHOeT~ aToro noxasaTe~ MH nonHTanxe~ oueHHT~ ero 
~BeTBHTe~HOeT~ OTHOeHTe~HO ~yrHX fPHTepHe~, xapaRTepHSYIDmHX 
6HoAor~eexoe ~eAeTBHe panHoeTpoHURH ,Ta6~. 4}. 

3aBHCHMOeT~ ~038-S~RT 
Ta6Jmlla 4 

. 
! 3<f>{fleKT 
! 

·IIoporQBM · 
~~osa ~pan) I 3 <P <P e K T 

iiioporQ:sa.a: i 
p~;osa ~pan) ! 

JleiixoneiDUI 
Heirrpo<pruroneHM 
llHTorreHB.fl ROeTHOrO 
Mosra 

. . 
300 
600 

IOOO 
HapymeHHe aeTp~H. 
~a IOOO 
HapymeHHe oeTeoreHesa 2000 
llHToneHHH apHTpo~. 
poeTKa 2000 

IlopaxeHHe r~as 
UmroneHMH MHeAo~. 
lX)eTKa 
CoxpanteJme npo.n;oJDmT. 
DSHH 
JleiKOShl 
OeTeoeapROMH 

2000 

3000 

4000 
4500 
5000 

Ms np:r.me~eHHbiX B Ta6JI. 4 pesyJI:DTaTOB BH.In!O, 'tiTO 't!aeTOTy UOJIBJie
HHH oeTeoeapROM, npH Beex npo~ p8BHhiX yeAOBHHX, OTHeeTH no 't!YB
eTBHTeJI:bHOeTH Ha nepBoe MeeTO He npe~eT~eTeR BOSMOXHHM. llo.n;~ 
TBe~eHHeM 8TOMy MOryT TaKEe e~T~ ~e paSAM'tiHhiX aBTOpOB ' 
? ,II ,npMBe~eHHble Ha pRe. 3, ROTOpHe eBH,IJ;eTeJI:beTBYIOT 0 TOM, 'tiTO no
~eHHe OeTeocapROM y RpHC H eo6ax rrpH O~ORpaTHOM H xpoHH't!eeROM 
noe~eHHH B opraHHSM eTpOHURH-90 rrpoHeXOnHT E naanaaoHe .D;OS,paB
HhiX 5-7 RHJiopa,n;. 8xenepmeHTH, npoBe~eHHHe· ·~,I~,"l,l~,l4 Ha eo6a
xax H MHHHaTDpHHX eBHHhHX B yeJIOBHRX XpoHH'tleeRoro nopaxeHHR HX 
eTpoHIUieM-90, TaKJKe UORaSHBaJOT, 'tiTO Ha~a.JIO lJDQHBJieHHR 6JiaeTOMoreH
HOrO npo~eeea AeXRT B npe~eAax 6oJI:Dmmx .nos ~7.15 Rpa.n;). 
~ epaBHeHHR Ha pRe. 3 npHBe.n;eHH eBe~eHHR~5 npo.no~Te~HorQ 

Ha6JIIO.D;eHJJH sa JIIO,ICDMH,B eReJieTe ROTOpHX 6HJI a.RRyMyJIJiiPOBa.H pa.n;:d~26. 
8TH .n;aHHae y6e~Te~HO TIORaSHBBIDT, 'tiTO OeTeoeapROMhl ~ eBoero 
paSBHTB.fl Tpe6ymT orrpe~eAeHHOZ .D;OSH BOS.D;eleTBHH. CAe.D;OBaTe~HO, 
OUeHHBSH onaeHOeT~ UOpaEeHHH eTpOHUReM-90 -qeJIOBe'tleeRoi nony~ 
UO RpHTepKD ~aeTOTH UORBJieHHR oeTeoeapROM,nOBH.D;HMOMy, CJie.nyeT 
BBO.D;HT~ HeROTOpaft ROSWffiKuneHT sanaea, ROTOpHi 6H 8TOT ~RT ne
peHOeRJI Ha nepBOe MeeTO. B npOTHBHOM e~ae, TeM 6oAee e TOqKH 
speHHR 6eenoporoBoeTH aToro npoueeea, oueHRa pHeRa noHBJieHHH oo
TeoeapxoM MOXeT HeKyeeTBeHHO eRphiT~ Bee ~yrHe S~RTH, ROTOpHe 
HrPaiDT BaxHyro po.1Th B rrpO.D;OJDmTeJI:bHOeTH XHSHH XHBOTHHX H ~eJIOBeRa. 

TaRHM o6pasoM, BHa.nHS eo6eTBeHHHX H AHTepaTypHHX .ItaBBHX noxa
sa.JI, 'tiTO ~acTOTa UOfiBJieHHR OeTeoeapROM, HH,IJyillq)OBa.HHHX eTpOHUHeM
-90, HOeHT ~eiHHi xapaRTep B .D;HanasoHe OT ~HhiX .ItO OnTH
~HHX 6~aeToMoreHHHX .nos. ~Heimee YBe~eHHe MomaoeTH H rror
JiomeHHoi .D;OSH xapaxTepHSyeTCR o6paTHOi SaBHeHMOeT~~. 

OeTeoeapRoMH He eHHXaiDT epe.namro rrpo.n;oJDmTeJI:DHOeT~ ~sHH nogy
JIHUKH H no SHa~OeTH HaxO~TCR Ha O~OM~BHe e ~Oi ~yroi 
DpKqHHOi,rrpHBO~ei R rH6eJIH XHBOTHOro. ~ paSBHTHR 6AaeTOMOreH
HOrO npoueeea Tpe6yeTCR onpe.n;eJieHHSR .nosa BOs~eieTBRH. 

QueHKa onaeHOeTH nopazeHHH eTpoHUHeM.90 ~eJIOBeRa .D;OJIZHa y-qRThl
BaT~ MeCTO p~enOJIOXeHHH RpHTepHH.no~eHHH OeTeoeapROM OTHOeHTeJID
HO .npyrHX S<!X!leKTOB, ORaSHBaiDmHX BJIWIHHe Ha npO.D;OJD!tHTeJI:bHOeT~ 
DSHH. 
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OTnAAEHHHE llOC!~CTB~H llP~ llOPAIE~~ 
TPAHCYPAHOB~~ SlEMEHTAMR 

~.~. MocKaneB, a.~. Py~HHUKBH, !.A. Byx~aKOB, A.n. HzwaTOB, 
!.r. tlllXHllllOBB 

KacTlllTYT 611lOWH311lKJ/l MHHHCTepcTBa 3APBBooxpaHeH11lH 
MocKBa, CoDa CoBeTCKJ/lX Co~aXJ/lCTJilqecKmx Pecny6x11lK 

. .Abstract 

In the experiments on rats and dogs we have studied late 
effects of malignant and neomalignant development after the 
intake of various compounds of Pu-239, Am-241 and Np-237• 

It has been shown that dogs and rats after the intake of 
transuranium elements develop osteosarcom~s, leucosis, tumours 
of lungs, liver, kidneys and other organs, sclerotic processes 
(contracted liver, nephrosclerosis, pneumosclerosis) at the 
sites of deposition or transition of the isotope and septical 
processes of various localization. 

After the intake of Pu-239 the minimum osteosarcomogenic 
dose is within 5 rad and after Am-241 - 17 rad. 

The maximum frequency of osteosarcoma development after 
the intake of Am-241 is 33% in rats and 100% in dogs. With 
the decrease of dose accumulated in the bone tissue the rela
tive osteosarcomogenic efficiency is increased in dogs as 
compared to rats from 3 to 30 times. When the doses are close 
to minimum effective ones the osteo~arcomogenic activity of 
Pu-239 is five-fold that of Am-241. The development of leuco
sis after the intake of transuranium elements is more often 
and occurs at earlier periods relative to control animals. 
The maximum yield of kidney tumours (2-4,5%) is observed with 
.A.m-241 when the doses used are within 35-200 rad. After the 
inhalation of soluble compounds of .A.m-241 the frequency of 
pneumosclerosis and lung tumour development is lower as 
compared to Pu-239. The routes of .A.m-241 and Pu-239 intake 
into the body do not affect the values of carcinogenic doses 
for the particular tissue. The minimum osteosarcomogenic and 
leucomogenic dose for nitrate of Np-237 after intravenous 
injection is below 0.1 Ci/kg. 

BBeAeHHe 
Xopowo zaBeCTHo, qTo npu nopaaeHJ/lH 11lOHJ/l311lPYD~e~ pa~a~e~ 

uoryT BOa~aT» onyxoxeB~e u HeonyxoneB~e wopM~ OTAaneH~ noc
xeACTBH~ • B HacToHmeM coo6~eHJ/l11l npeAcTaBXHIDTCH peayx»TaT~ 
3KCnepJilMeHT8X»HHX HCCHeAOB8HJ/l~ flO 1/layqeHJ/liD OTABHeH~ llOCHeA-
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C!BH~ y KpNC H C008K npH ll0ll8A8HHH B opraHH3K paanHqHNX A03 
tJ>u -.t39 1 cfl~tt -Jifl, ~ -,tJ~ 

PeayXb!8!~ HCCHeAOB8HHA 
llocne HHKOpnopa~H Tp8HCYP.8HOBHX axeueH!OB y EHBOTHHX qa~e 

BCero p83BHB8ID!CH OC!60C8pKOUHX~ q8CT0!8 B03HHKHOB6HHH OCTeO
CSpKOM H CpOKH rmOeHH ~HBOTHHX onpeAeHHIDTCH KOHmqecTBOY BBOAH
YOM ax!HBHOC!H • B AHanaaoHe ~os O! 30 ~o 60pagnpm nopaaeamu 
9q4393HOKaqeC!B6HHNe onyxOHH KOC!HO~ TK8HH Bb3~HK8IDT UOCHe 0A
HOKp8THOrO HHTpanepHTOH68HbHOrO, UOAKOZHOrO, HOHranHuaOHHOrO H 
~T6HbHOrO nepOp8HbHOrO BBe~eHHH. 

ilOCHe HHrBHH~HH nnyTOHH~ neHT8K8pOOH8T8 8KMOHHH OC!eocap
KOYN p83BHHHCb y 2 H3 !92 KpHCJ B CKenere KOTOpNX 8KKyYYHHpOB8-
HHCb A03N manyqeHHH ~8B~e 3 1 b H 6,4 P8A 1 a nocxe HHraHH~H 
~H!pa!ag~~y 2 H3 !57 KP~C, B CKeHeTe KO!OpNX 8KKyMyHHpOB8H8Cb 
AOaa maxyqeHHH, paBHBH !6,6 pa~. Ocreocapxou~ ae Haoxro~axmcb y 
KOH!pOHbHNX KpNC. MHHHM8HbH8H OC!SOC8pKOYOreHH8H ~038 npH HH
KOpnopa~H5P~-~H8XO~HTCH B npe~exax 5 paA. Cne~yeT no~qepKHYTb, 
qTQ npO~OHEHT€HbHOCTb EH3HH KpNC C OCT€0C8pKOY8MH, B CKeHeTe 
xoropNX axxyuynmpyrorcs ~oaN manyqeamH uefibwe IOO paA, oONqHo 
T8K8H liS K8K H KOHTpOHbHHX 1CHBOTHNX 1 8 HHOrAa.npeBhiWBeT ee. 
Tax, aanpmuep, nocne HHraxH~ ~Tpara~~39B xonmqecTBe 0~008 
YKKDpH H nHyTOHH~ neHT8K8pOOH8T8 8MMOHHH B KOHmqeCTBe 0,04~ 
MKKIDpH cpeAHHH npOAOHXHT€HbHOCTb EH3HH KpNC C OCTeOC8pKOM8MH, 
B CKenere KOTOpNX 8KKYMYHHpOB8HHCb ~03N manyqeHHHJ paB~e COOT
BeTCTBSHHO !6,6 H 25,2 pa~ O~H p8BHhl 787%69 H 73o+35 ~HeA. 
llpo~OHBHTeHbHOCTb ZH3HH 8KCnepHM€HT8HbHhiX~Kp~C 0es~OCT€0C8pKOM 
OK838HHCb_p8BHOA 635+3 H 5I9+II ~HeA, a KOHTpOHbHhiX KphiC He no
nyqHBWHX ~u~~9 , 57!•8 ~HeA ; OnNT~ no mayqeamm or~aneHHhiX noc
ne~CTBHA npH HHKOpnoJa~ pa3HHX COHel~~W llOC!8BH€H~ H8 
I7I6 xphlcax u 55 coaaxax. 

llocxe maxopnopaumm auepm~H-24I y KphiC u cooax raxze Boa
amxamr OCTeocapKOMhl, qaoTOTS H CKOpOOTb paSBHTHH KOTOphiX 38BH
OH! OT P8AH8UHOHHOA ~03~ B KOCTHX. q80TOT8 B03HHKHOBeHHH OCTSO
oapKOM y KphiO npH BB6A€HHH 8MSPHUHH~24I B BH~e HHMOHHOKHOHOl 
HHH 830THOKHOHO~ COHH TSKES He 88BHOHT OT nyTH llOO!ynHeBKH H30-
TOll8 • fipH »BeAeHHH 830THOKHCHOA OOHH ~-~YI HSH00HbW8H qaCTOT8 
OOTeocapKOY y KpNC 00HapyzHB8€TOH npm 8KKYMYHH~H B CKexere ~08 
nopHAK8 700-750 paA, B !0 BpeMH R8K B CHyqae BBeA€HHH HHMOHHQ
KHCHO~ OOHH npH A038X I60Q-3800 pa~. llpH ABHbHeAweu yBenmqeaHH 
A03hl npoueHT ocreooapxou naAaer, qro o~yonoBxeao BepoarHo oox
pa~eHueu llPOAOHZHTeHbHOCTH ZH3HH KpNC HXH !OpM03H~HM Ae~CTBHeM 
M800HBHOrO 8Xb~8-00HyqeBHH H8 pereHepaUHm KOOTHOA TKBHH. CHH
zeHHe P8AH8~0HHOA A03N TBKZe BeAeT K fiOHH&eHHD qacTOThl BhiXOA8 
OOTeOC8pKOM 1 KOTOpoe conpOBOlltASeTOH YAHHHeHHeM H8T€HTHOrO nepH
OA8 H€0~XOAHMOrO AHH pa3BH!HH onyxone~. ~QOTOBepHOe yBenzqeaHe 

qacTOThl ocreooapxou y Kphlo npu nopazeamm~-~wo~Ha~y~eao npu 
axxyuynn~ B oxenere aa Bpeus ~HSHH AOSN, paBHOA I7 paA. 

qaorora B03HHKHOBeHHH ocreooapxou y KPhiO aaaqurenbHO HHEe, 
qey y ooaax. Ecnm y Kphlo qacrora npu maxopnopaUHH~~~~Be npe
Bhlwaer 33%, ro y ooaax npm AOaax B cxexere or 344-3320 pa~ oc
reooapxouhl ooaapyzmBarorca y IOO% ZHBOTHHX. 

--------~-------
I/ B paoore npHBOAHTCH opeAHHe AOa~, aKKyuynmpoBaHH~e 

!K8HbD K UOM€HTY rmoeHH ZHBOTHOro. 
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0THOCHTeH»HO CpSBHHT6HbHOft qyBCTBHTeXbHOCTH COOSK K OCTeO
capKOMOreHHOMY ;zte~CTBHll Pu-239 H rJm-.Z.Ift noKa roBopHT» n.Q~llt;zteBpeuea
Ho. MOEHO OTY6THTb1 qro OCT60C8pKOM~ B03HHK8DT y 10lffo COOSK npH 
SKKYMYXH~ B CK6H6T6 ;zt03 pSBHHX 330-3400 pa~. llpm O;ztHHSKOBHX 
TKaaeBHX :ztoaax y cooaK qacrora ocreocapKOY B 3-30 paa B~me, qeu 
y Kp~c (puc. I). Hapa;zty c ocreocapxouaum y cooaKt naBmHX B or
;ztaneHH~e cpoKH nocne BHYTPHBeaaoro BBe;zteHHH~m-lW , ooaapyaHHH 
pa3BHTH6 neftK030B 1 Y630T6XHOY~ OpiDWHO~ UOXOO!H, 3H;zt0!6HHOY~ 
neqeHm, cBerxoxneroqaoro paxa noqxu. Meaorenmoua opmmaott noxoc
ru (pHC. 2) H 3H;ltOT6HHOYa neqeHH p83BRHHCb y COOSKH~ naBmett Ha 
882,0yTKH, nocne HH~eK~~~-2WB ;ztOae I YKKllpH/Kr. ~ neqeHH H 
CKenere STOlt COOSKH, 8KKYMYHHpOBSXHO» ;zt03~ H3XyqeBHH1 COOTBe!
CTB6HH01 186 H 1000 pa;zt. lloone HH~6KUHH TSKOU ze ;lt03~ ~m-2~1 y 
C008KH1 naBmett Ha 1429 CyTKH OT Haqana on~ra, OOH8pylltHXH OCTeo
XOH~ooapKOYy 6e;ztpa C YHOZ6CTB6HH~MH YeTaCT838MH H OB6TXOKHe
TOqH~lt pax noqxu; ;ztoaa B neqeam H cxexere K uoueary ruoeHH 
COCTSBH&na OOOTBeTCTB6HHO 236 H 1600 paA• 

CpaBauren»a~tt aaanua axcnepauearan»HHX ;ztaHHHX CBH;zteren»
CTByer o o~ecrBOBSHHH aexoropHX paanuqutt B ocreocapxouoreHHoA 
acpweKTUBHOCTH 9U-.239B lfrtt-2/i/ (puc. 1) • llpH HHROpnopa~ ~tl-i'!il 
OOTeocapKOY~ y :atHBOTHhiX B03HHK8IDT no Op8BH6HHI> 0 Sllrn-2'f/npH U6Hr 
WHX cpe;ztHHX A038X B OKenere. llpH A038X OXH3KBX K MHHHMaXbHO 
acpweKTUBHHM qacrora ocreocapKou npu nopaaeaHH5Pu~39(2,5%), aa
MeTHO B~me, qey npH B03A6RCTBHH~m-2Y/(0,5%). M8KCHY8XbHaH qac
TOTS ocreocapKoM l~30-40%) y Kp~c npx nopaleHuH.sfm-2#/ H 9'u-:t39 
OK83aX8Cb npaKTHqeCKH· OAHHaKOBOlt 1 H H80XIDA8X8C» npH aKKyuyna~ 
B KOCTHOU TKSBH npHMepHO OAHH8KOBhiX TK8H6B~ A03 ~pHO. I). llpH 
HH3KHX A038X OCT6008pROMOreHHSH 8RTHBHOCT»~-2~n,H6XH3HTeXbHO 
B 5 pas B~me TaKOBOA y J~-~W. 0AHHY H3 YOY6HTOB 1 onpeAeXHm~HX 
oonee auaxym qacrory ~aaBUTHH ooreocapKou y Kp~c npa BBe;zteHHB 
slfd.'ll no cpaBBeHHIO o ffu-239, HBXHV-.JH paamrrute B M14KporeouerpHH 
pacnpeAeneaua KX B xocraoA TRaHH • Cne~er noAqepKHyr», qro 
npH WIKOpnopa~H llOAOCTpO H xpoHHqecKH 3ClJCll6KTHB~ ;zt03#ht--.21fl y 
llOAOll~THhiX ZHBOTHhiX \Rp~c~, KpOXUKH, COoaKU) p83BHXUCb B neqe
HU uaueaeHua THna ~'poaa c B~paseaaom nopran»aom rmnepreaauem 
H8 WOHe CB0606pa31WX H3116H6HUA COCYAUCTOlt CUOT6M~ 9-IO • 

Y xp~o nocxe HHKopnopa~ cl~n-2'11 qacro BOSHHRBIOT nettxoa~ 
(puc. 3), paAHa~oa~e ;ztoa~ B cxexere B npeAenax or 325 AO 4650 
paA. leAK03~ y llOAOll~THhiX EUBOTHhiX no cpaBH6HH10 0 KOHTPOHbHOR 
rpynnott BOSHHKaDT B oonee paaaue cpoxu. CpeAHHU nareara~A nepm
OA AXH neAK038 y ROHTPOXbHhiX KP~O COCT8BXH6T 600 AReA, 8 y no
AOllHTHhiX OH He npeBHW86T 500 CyTOK. llocne HHKOpnopaUHH~~-~~/ 
neAK03H qa~e Bcero ooaapyzHBaroroa y xp~o, naBmHX aa 240-400 oyr
xu, r.e. npH 00Kp8~6HHH npOAOXEHT6X»HOCTH EU3HH HS 30%. 
aarepecao oruerur», qro xe~Koa~ y oooax raK~e paaBHBanuc» aaa
quren»Ho paa»me, qeu ocreocapKOMH npm B~pa:ateHHOM coxpa~eHHH 
llPOAOXZHT6XbHOCTH ZU3HH ~B8 onyqaa nettKOS8 6~ OOHSpy:ate~ y 
C068K na~mHX HS 204 H 3~1 CYTKH nocxe BHYTPHB6HHOro BB6A6HHH 
XXOPltASsfm-.2H/ B A038X~- 7,5 H 2,5 YKKIDPH/Kr npH 8KKYMYXHL\HMI B 
KOCTHOU TKBHH AOS HanyqeHHH, p8BHHX, COOTBeTCTB6HHO 1870 H 
1130 PBA. MarepHSXH PHC. 3 CBHAeTen»OTBYIDT 00 OTCyTOTBHH HHHett
HOA aaBHCKMOcTu AOaa-awweKr AHH nettxeuoreBHoro Ae~crBHH~~-~v/ 
m c~ecrBoBSHHH npaxruqecKoro nopora npu Aoaax paBHHX H BHEe 
70 paA H8 CKener. HCTHHHY10 A03y H8 KOCT~~ uoar npeAOTOHT O~e-
HHTb. KaK BHAHO 143 raon. 1_ CP6AHeTK8HeB~e A03~ B noqKax, npH 
KOTOPHX HS~AeHO yqa~eHUe onyxone" noqeK, cpaBHHTeH»HO Ya~; 
1,7-2750 paA. Maxouuan»Haa qacrora onyxonett noqex ooaapyxeRa 
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npm A038X 34-68 paA. HHSKHe TK8H€B~e A03~, npm KOTOp~ B03HMK8-
DT onyxoxm, He fiBXHDTOH HOTHHH~MH nOOKOX»Ky paooqzraH~ 6ea yqe
T8 HepaBHOMepHOOTH paonpeAeXeHHfi auepM~H B noqKe. 06 STOM OBH
:zteTeX»OTBYDT peayn»rar~ racroayropaAmorpawmqeoKax accxeAOBaHH~ 
(pac. 4). ilOBHAHMOMy P8AH8~0HH~e A03~ B OTAeX»HNX yqacTKax 
xoqxa uoryr 6~r» B r~-100 paa B~me, qeu opeAHeTKaHeB~e, paccqz
raaa~e no ASHHHM cpeAHe~ KOH~eHrpa~a maorona B noqeqaol TKaHm. 
OnYXOJIH noqex B03HHK8IDT He TOX»KO y Kp~c, HO H y 006aK, 0 qey 
ynouaaanoo» B~we. Oco6eaao B~OOK npo~eH! onyxone~ noqex 6~ o6-
aapyJJteH y Kphto npa nepopan»HOM BBeAeHRR sllm-2.1!1 , KOrAa B noqKax 
SKKyMynapoBanac» AOa~ 84 a 268 paA (ra6n. I). 

llocne aarana~a \Oo6aKm) ana aarparpaxean»HhtM BBeAeaaeu 
\Kphtoau)~-2WY ~HBOTHhlX paaBmBaerca paanmqaaa naronoraa co cro
~OHhl nerKax. aro cna6o Bhtpa~eHH~it nHeBMOOKnepoa a onyxona nerxax 
THXeor» a qacTora srwc aa6oneBaHmit npH nopa~eHHH ii'111-.t'll aecpaBHeH
ao aaze, qey noone aaranauam6Pu~89. OraocaTen»Ho uea»maa qaoro
ra BOSHHKHOBeHaa naTonoram B neroqaoit TKaHa npa nopa~eHam ~r
parH~H H 830THOKHOJI~H OOeAHH6HHHMH~m~¥/06yCXOBJieHa Cp8BHHTeX» 
Ho 6~crpoit anHMmaaumeit maqrona ma nerxaxJ~. Aaanaa uarepaanoB no 
6naCTOMOreHHOMy AeitOTBHD fAtw-J}I/ nOK83~BaeT, qro H8pHAY C B03HHKHO
B6HHeM "ranaqaNX11 AHa auepauaa onyxoneit cxenera, noqex H neMKo
aoB y ~HBOTHhlX Boapaoraer rax ae oyuuapaaa qacrora onyxoneit uar
KHX TKaHeit.Sxonepauear~ no 6aonoraqecxouy AeitCTBHD A'p-Z:W6~na 
npoBeAeH~ 0 BHYTPHBeHH~ BB€A€HHeM Kp~C8M (156 KphlC) 830THOKHC
no~ OOJIH. BHyTpHB€HHOe BBeAeHae ./(p-.23fB A03BX~ 0,2 MKK/Kr He BHH
H6T Ha eoreOTB€HH11) npOAOXBHTeJI»HOCT» ~H3HH ERBOTHhlX. Y EitiBOTHHX 
ll8BWitiX B OTA8H€HH~e cpOKH, H86XIDA86TOH BOfi raMM8 OTA8H€HHh1X no~~ 
XeAOTBZ~, xapaxrepHhlX AHfi HHKOpnopa~a TpaacypaHOBhlX 3X6M€HTOB • 

OcreooapROM~ paaBmBanmc» y Kp~c nocne HHKopnopauaa~43~ B 
Aoaax O,I; 0,5; I a 5 MKRropa/xr. Y qaorm ~HBOTHhlX on~ona 6~ 
MHO~eCTBeHHhtMitle llpH H8HMeH»Weit H3 HCllOHh30B8HHhlX AOS~-23~0CT€0-
08pKOMhl 6~H 06HapyaeHhl y 2-X HS 7 KphlC, ll8BWHX H8 78U H 782 
OyTKH, B OKenere KOTOPhlX 8KKYMYXHpOB8HHO» A03~ H3XYtl€HHH, paBHhte 
COOTBeTOTBeHH0 1 98 H 104 paA• YKS38HHh16 AOS~, llOBHAHMOMY He fiB
JifiiDTOfi MHHHM8JI»HO OOTeOcapKOMOreHHhlMH. 0nH08HO B03HHKHOBeHae ~ 
OOTeOoapKOM npa 8KKYMYJIHUHH B OKeJieTe KPhlO H 6onee HHSKHX AOS • 
Yqa~eHae cnyqaeB BOSHHKHOB€HHH ne~KOSOB Titlll8 reMO~T06JI80TOSOB 
OTueqeao y Kp~c noone BHYTPHBeaaoro BBeAeHHn maorona B AOSax 
0,5; 2,0 H 5!0 MKKIDPH/Kr. llpH HHKOpnopaUHH HYRJIHA8 B AOSe 0,5 
MRKIDpMJRr JieHK03~ 6&1JIH 06HapyzeHhl y 3 H3 13 Kph10 9 USBWHX Ha I64, 
367 H 420 CyTKH OT aaqana Oll~Ta. B KOCTHOit TK8HH STHX Kph10 SKKy
M~XHpOB8JIHO» A03h1 aanyqeama paBahte IOU-300 paA. llpu BBeAeHmH 
j{p-J.37B ;l.t038X O,I H 0,2 MKKIDPH/Kr y Kp~o, naBWKX B OTASHeHHhte 
OpOKH p83BHTHH neitKOS8 He H8~XIDA8XH. 

8axnroqeaue 
PeayH»T8Thl npoBeAeHHhlX HCCX~OB8HHit OBHA6T6XhCTBYIDT 0 B&lCO

KOit 6Monorzqecxoit a~eKTHBHOOTM ~u-.t59 ,!if'" 1.111 , ~ -.tJ-7. CpeAU aeo
nyxoneBhtX WOPM npeBanapyroT CKnepOTMqeoKHe npoueoo~ B M6CT8X A6llO
HHpOB8HHH H30TOll8 HJIH Tp8H3HT8 \uzppoa neqeHH, aewpocxnepoa, 
naeBM~OKnepoa), paanzqa~e BOcnan~ren»BMe npoueco~. Onyxone»&le 
WOPM~peHMymeCTB6HHO H86JIDA8IDTOH B M6CT8X H8H60H»Wero OTH0~6HHH 
uaoTona H cpeAm Hmx qa~e Boero ocreooapKov~, ne~xoa&l, HOBoo6pa
aoBaH~H neqeHm, noqeK H paKM nerKmx. Paanzqa~e ypoBHH OTnoaeama 
9u-n9 H fll~-.i.'IIB net~eHm H aeoAUHaKoB~it xapaKTep MMKpopacnpeAeneHHfi 
B KOCTHOit TKSHH, BepOfiTH0 1 neaaT B OOHOBe OTHOOHTeHhHO OOJI»~e~ 
00T60C8pKOMOreHHO~ awweKTHBHOCTH y KpMC9Pu~~9nO Cp8BH6HHID osf~-~y~ 
Eon»WBH qaCTOTS BhlXO;zta onyxoneit not~eK B SKQll8jH8T8X 0 fi.M -,t.'/1 
TaK~e, noBHAHMoMy, o6ycnoBneaa paanaqa~m YY 
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AenoampoBaHHH maoTona B noqKax m xapaKTepou era YHKpopacnpeAe
neHHH. B OCHOB6 OOJlbW~l OCTeooapKOMOreHHOA a~eKTHBHOCTH AnH 
OOOSK no Cp8BH6HHD 0 KPHCSYH TSKae BepOHTHO neaaT paaHHqHH B 
YHKporeoueTpHH norno~eHHH 8JI~S-H3JiyqeHHH B KOCTHOA TKSHM 
Op8BHHB86MHX EHBOTHHX. 
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E~OAOr~qECKHE S~~EKT~ llPH coqETA~ 
PAnHAU~OHHUX B03nE~CTB~HX 

B.C. Kan~c~pa~oBa, H.C. KauanoB, B.~. Tp~woHoB 

MHc~~~Y~ ozow~aHKH MHHHc~epc~Ba 3APSBooxpaHeHHR 
MocKBa, CoDa CoBe~cKHX CoUHanzc~zqecxzx Pecnyonzx 

Abstract 

In experiments on white rats, we have studied the combined 

effects of 131I, 241Am, HTO and of external radiation sources. 
The results obtained indicate that combining of radioactive 
and whole-body external gamma-irradiation in various combi
nations can be expressed differently, i.e. either by summation 
of the effects or by their increase or decrease. 

ilpo6neua H3ylleHHR KOMOHHHpOBSHHHX WOPM nyqeBOro nopazeHBR 
npeAC~SBHRe~ OOH»WOR HSyllHHa H npaK~HlleCKHM zarepec H RBHRe!OR 
uano zayqeHHoa. 0AHHM za aK~yan»HHX BonpocoB aroa npooneuH RB
naercs BOnpoc 0 KOMOHHHpOBSHHOM Ae~O~BHH BH8WHero rauua-o6nyqe
HHR H paAHOSKTHBHNX H30TOUOB. B aroa CBR3H HSUH OhlXO ~ayqeHO 
ozonorzqecKoe Aeac~Bze oo~ero BHewHero rauMa-zanyqeHHR z paAzo
axr~BHHX zaoTonoB, oonaAaD~HX paanzqao~ rponaoc~»D K opraaau z 
TKSHRM: aoA-131, OK~C» TpHTHR H auepzuzA-241. 
CxeuarzqecKH Ka&AbiA onHT c paaHbli4H ypoBHRMH·AOa MOEHO npeAcTa
B~T» TaK: oo~ee BHewHee rauua-oonyqeHze - paAUoaKT~HHU zaoTon
- OO~ee BHeWHee rauua-o6nyqeHHe + PSAHOSKTHBHHU H30TOn - HH!SK
!Hble E~O!HHe. ilpz zayqeHHH KOMOMHHpOBSHHOrO AeacTBHH ~OAS-131 
H BHewaero rawa-zanyqeHHR Hcnon»ao:sanz coo~Howeaze Aoa, Koropoe 
zueno MeOTO y AeTel ZH~enel MapmanHOBHX OCTpOBOB ~ (~HTOBHAHSR 
aeneaa KptynzpoBana AOay 1400 rad , :sec» opraHzau 175 rad ). B 
HSWeM 3KcnepHMeHTe OHXH HQUOX»30BSHH CX6AYD~He KOMOHHa~: 
rauua-zanyqeaze Co-60 IOO R + 1000 rad 1-131 Ha ~HTOBHAHYD zene
ay; rauua-zanyqeHze co~60 309 R ... 3000 rad 1-131 Ha ~HTOBHAHYJ> ae
neay; ra~ua-manyqeHHe Co-60- 800-R + 8000 rad aa ~H~OBHAHYI> EeJie
ay. IaoA-131 KpHcau BBOAHXH qepea poT qepea 30 min no one oo
JiylleHmR. -noaH BHemaero raMMa-manyqeaza H aMepuuua-241, BHemHero 
rauMa-zaJiyqeHHR H OKHCH ~pHTHR llOAOHpSXHO» TSKHM Oopaaou, ll!OObl 
OHH COOTBe~c~BOBSJIH OOTpO-, llOAOOTpO- H XPOHzqecKH-a~eKTHBHbiM 
AOaau KSEAoro waKTopa. AuepzumA-241 BBOAHHH BHYTPHBeHHo, a 
OKHO» TpHTBR BHy~pzC5piOWJ4HHO qepea 30 min • no en e rawa-oonyqeHHil. 
EbiJIH J4onon»aoBaHH cneAYIO~He ooqe~aaus: 
rauua-uanyqeHme cs-137 600 R + 0,1J1Ci/g Am-241 
raauaa-HanyqeHue cs-137 300 R -t 0,05 _f Ci/g Am-241 
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raMM8-HSJiylleHHe Cs-13? 150R + 0,025 ..}IICi/g Am-241 
rawa-aanyt~eHHe Co-60 600R + I,O m.Ci/g HTO 
raMM8-HSJiylleHae Co-60 300R + G,S rn. Ci/g HTO 
raoa-aanyt~eHae Co-60 IiOR + 0,25"'Ci/g HTO 

B KOHTpOJI»HOH rpynne OHJIH EHBOTHNe, llOABeprHyTNe H30JIHpO
B8HHOMy A6~0TBHm TOrO HHH HHOrO p8A~t8~0HHOro ~8KTOpa H HHTSK
TH~e EHBOTHHe. SKcnepHM6HT8HhH~e HOOJI6AOB8HHR npOBeAe~ H8 800 
6eJIHX oecnopOAHHX Kp~cax. BHOXHUHli60KH6 HOOJI6AOB8HHH npOBOAHHH 
y EHBOT~ B yOJIOBHHX 2Q-li800BOro roJIOA8HHH. IHBOTHHX OOOJI6AO
B8JIH B AMHSMHKe no opoKaM: 1,3,7,14,21~cyTKH, 1,3,6,12 ueca~eB. 
B ChiBOPOTKe KpoBu onpeAeJIHJIH xonecT~HH , oo~me nHnHAhl 3 , fi-nmno
npoTeanhlq, nHpOBHHOrpaAHYD KHOJIOTY , 8KTHBHOCT» XOJIHHSOTepaahl 
KPOBH ~ H ~enoqHol ~oowaTaaN~, a TaKXe rJIHKoreH nelleHH 8 H oa
xap KPOBH9. BNJI8 npocnezeHa TS~e B~HBSeMOOT» EHBOT~. 

PeayJI»TSTH HOOJI6AOB8HI4~ flOK838JIH, qTO H8HOOJiee OTli6TJIHBHe 
8WW6KT~ npH ooqeTSHHOM A6~0TBHH BHemHero raMM8-HSJiyqeHHH H pa
AH08KTHBHOrO ~OA8 O~H nonylleH~ B On~Tax, KOrAa AOSN P8Ait08KTHB
HOro ~OA8 H8 ~HTOBHAHYD zeneay np6BhiW8JIH OOTpO- H llOAOOTpo-a~ 
~eKTHBHYD AOSy BH6WHero OOJiyqeHHH H8 B60» OpraHHSM B 10 pas. 
PaHee npoBeAeHHhiMH HccneAOBaHHHMH~0 noKaaaHo, qTo 6aonoraqeoKoe 
A6itOTBH6 AOAS-131 B AOSax, paapymam~HX ~HTOBHAH~ zeneay ~200000 

rad ) npH colleTaHHH o BHeWHHM rayya-oonyqeHmeu \300 R ) onpeAena
DTOH B OCHOBHOV -1CTOHHH6M ~HTOBHAHOA E6JI63hl, p8BBHTH611 HBJI6HHA 
8THpeoaa. IlpH C. .. L6T8HHOM A6itCTBHH itOAS-131 H BH6WHero rawa-H8-
JiylleHHH, KOrAa TK8H6B8H A038 0! AOAS-131 ·H8 ~HTOBHAHYD zeneay 
npe»~ana AOay BHewHero raMMa-oonyqeHHH·B 5 a 10 paa oTueqana 
6onee OJIOZH~e 38KOHOM6pHOCTH, T.e. a~eKT coqeTSHHOro A6itCTBHH 
no PRAY noKaaaTeneA npoaBnanoa paaJIHliHO. ~ayqeHHhle HSMH noKaaa
Tenm uo•Ho paa~enmT» Ha ABe rpyn~. IlepBaH rpynna - aTo noKaaa
Tenm, B H3M6H6HHe KOTOpHX OOHOBHOit BKJ18A BHOCHJIO BH6WHee r8MM8-
H3JiyqeHJ46: caxap KPOBH, rJIHKOreH nelleHH H MNW~, flHpOBHHOrpaAHSH 
KHOJIOT8 ChiBOpOTKH KpOBH, XOJIHH8CT6p83H8H 8KTHBHOOT» Kp0BH.~HC.1. 

Ko BTOpOl rpynne M~ OTHOOHM llOK838T6JIH, H3M6H6HHe KOTOphlX 
xapaKTepHayeT BSaHMHooonaonam~ee AettcTBHe ABl-K PBAHS~OHHHX ~aK
TOPOB - 8TO KOJIHqeCTBO OO~ero XOJ16CT6pHH81 JJ-JIHnonpOT6HAOB. 
Pzc. 2. BaaHuHoocnaonaiD~ee AettcTBHe paA~ta~oHHhiX ~aKTopoB uozeT 
o~T» oneACTBHe» paaHott HanpaBneHHOCTH peaK~H~ opraHmaua noone 
BHewHero rauMa-o~nyqeHHH HJIH BBeAeHHH paAHOSKTHBHoro ~OAa. Cxe
uaTmqecKH H3JIOZ6HH06 MOEHO npeACT8BHT» CJI6AYID~HM OOpaaou: npH 
rmnoTmpeoae yBenmlleHHe rJIHKoreHa B nelleHH c OAHOBpeueHHNM CHHZe
HHeM JIHnonaaa B zmpoBHX Aeno cnoooocTByeT ycmneHHD npo~eocoB 
CHHT638 06JlKOBOZHpOBhiX KOMflJ16KOOB B neqeHH, B peayJI»TSTe llero 
YB6JlHliHB8eTCH KOJIJdqecTBO ~-JIHnonpoTeHAOB KPOBH. IlpH oo~eM 
BH6WH6Mj8MM8-00JiyqeHHH B OCTpO-a~~eKTHBHhiX A038X CHHE6HH6 KOJIH
qeCTB8 -JIHnonpOT6HAOB CBH38HO C HOT0~6HH6M 38fi8COB rJIHKOreHa 
B neqeHH, HapyweHH6M OHHT638 ~HpOBhiX ~p8K~A B neqeHH. 0 TOM, 
liTO npHliHHO~ T8K H83hiB86MOrO "3811\HTHOrO 8~6KT8 11 HBJ1H6TCH rlmO
HJIH 8!Hpeoa, CBHA6T6JI»CTBYDT Ta~e OllNT~ C YASJieHHeM ~TOBHAHOA 
zenea~. Y ZHBOTHhiX C YA8JI6HHOit ~HTOBHAHOtt zeneaott onepaTHBH~ 
nyTeM nocne BB6A6HHH ito~a-131 H OO~ero 1-06Jiyli6HHH OTYeqaeTOH 
TOT :ate "aa~TH~it aqxp6KT 1 npH KOY0HHHPOB8HHOM A6itOTBHH, liTO H noc
ne nocTynneHHH paAHOSKTHBHoro itoAa B Aoaax paapywa~HX ~HTOBHA
HYD zeneay npH OAHOBpeMeHHOM BHewHeu oonylleHHH. HeooxoAHMO OTMe
THT», liTO BC6 peaK~ opraHH3M8 npH KOMOHHHpOB8HHOII AeitCTBHH 
H8HOOJiee yCTOMliHB~ H onp6A6Jl6HHhl llOCJie 14 Cy!OK, liTO CBH38HO C 
TeLl, qTO B p8HHH6 OpO:im H8CJ18HB810TOR Hecne~(j}Hli6CKM6 peaK~H. 
KoM6MHHPOB8HHoe Ae~cTBHe paAHS~OHHhiX 'f)aKTOpOB Ha ypoBHHX MaJihiX 
AOS (IOO R BHemHero OOJIYli6HHH H 1000 rad OT P6AH08KTHBHOro AoAa 
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H8 ~HTOBH~HyD aeneay) He OTnzqanac» OT H30XBpOBaHHHX B03~e~CT
BH~ no Bcew uayqeHHHM noKaaaTenaM Ha nporsxeHHH I2 uecaueB Ha6-
HID~eHma. llpm coBuecTHOM ~e~cTBHB Ha opraHmau ~Byx waKropoB -
HHKOpnopmpOBaHHOI'O paAHOSKTHBHOI'O aMepH~H H BH6WH61'0 ¥-06ny
qeHHH B ocTpo- u no~ocTpo-awwexTHBHNX ~oaax - npomcxo~T ~yuua
uma HXH ycKHeHHe awweKTa. MH nonHTaHHC» npOB6CTH aHanua a~eKT8 
npu KOM6HHHpOBaHHOM ~e~CTBD He TOH»KO nyTeM Cp8BH6HHH H3M6H6-
HH~ noxaaarene~ npH HSOHHpOBaHHHX BOS~e~CTBHHX 0 H8MeH6HH6M Ta
KOBHX npH OOBM60THOM ~e~OTBHH H 0 KOHTpOXeM, a T8KE6 nyTeY cpaB
H6HHft KOY6HHHpOBaHHOI'O nopazeHHH 0 nopaE6HH6M OT y~B06HHO~ ~08H 
xaa~oro pa~maumoHHoro waxTopa. llpoaBneHme awweKTa CYlfMSUHH npm
xo~mTca H8 7,14,30 CyTKH. 0co6eHHO OTqeTHHBO 8TO BHHBXH6TOH ~H 
noKaaaTene~, OBaaaHHHX o WYHKUHOHan»HHM oooTOHHmeu neqeHm: rnm
KoreH neqeHH, XOHHH80TepaaHaH 8KTHBHOCT» H KOXHqecTBO ~nmno
npOTeH~OB CHBOpOTKH KpOBH. Ta6n. I. ilo uepe H8KOnneHHH TK8H6BO~ 
~oaH or auepmuma-241 B uaueHeHme pa~a noKaaaTene~ npu coqeTaH
HOM ~e~CTBHH ooHOBHO~ BKna~ BHOCHT BHYTP6HHH~ waKTOP pa~uaumoH
Horo BOa~e~CTBHH. TaK, ypoBeH» MOXOqHHi KHCXOTH npm ~e~OTBHH 
auepHUHH B A036 ljMCt" /g OOCTSBHT 2 ~ i B rpynne 0 KOM6HHH
pOB8HHHM nopaseHHeM 3U0R + 0,05JNCi/g A~241 ) - 0 mg% 1 B TO 
BP6MH K8K npH BH6WH6M 06ny~eHHH B ~036 600 R KOXftqeOTBO MOnoq
HOi KHCXOTH COCTSBHXO 22,5 mg% t B KOHTpone - 38 mg% • 

AHSXH3 BHEHB86MOCTH llOKaaan, qTO npm KOM6HHHpOBaHHHX nopaze
HHHX B OCTpO- H UOAOCTp0-8WW6KTHBHHX ~038X H86XID~SeTCft yomneHHe 
8WW6KTa. TaK npH O~HOBP6M6HHOM ~eiCTBHH 300 R ~ 0 05jWCi/g Am 
llPOAOXEHTen»HOCT» EH3HH EHBOTHHX COCTaBXHHa 54~1 f ~HH 1 a y~o-
6HH8H ~oaa BHewHero %-manyqeHBH 600 R - IO + 2 ~HH. Ta6n. 2. 

XpoazqecKu-awwexTHBHHe ~oaH aTHX pa~maumoHiHx BOa~eicTBHi no 
noKaSaTeHHM 06MeHa Be~eCTB He BH3HBSHH CYMMSUHH a~eKTa. O~Haxo, 
no KpHTepHD npo~OHZHT€H»HOCTH EH3HH HS ypOBH6 MSHNX ~08 BHHBHeH 
8WW6KT Cy.MMSUHH. TaK cpe~HHH npO~OXEHTeXiHOCT» 3H3HH EHBOTHHX 
npm BOa~eiOTBHH B ~oae ISO R H BBe~eHmm auepu~a-241 B ~oae 
0,025~Ci/g COCTSBHHeT 554~33 ~HH npm B03~eiOTBHH BHeWH61'0 (
o6nyqeaua B ~oae 300 R - 524t33 ~HH. Paanmqma B aTHX rpynnax 
OTSTHOTHqeCKH He ~OCTOBepHH.~ 

llocne nOOTynneHHH B opraHH3M OKHCH TPHTHH H O~HOBpeMeHHO 
BHemHero d-o6nyqeHma, Kor~a HMeeTcH paBHOMepHoe pacnpe~eneHHe 
~OSH no opraHSM H TKSHHM, KOM6HHHpOBaHHOe pa~H8UHOHH06 B03A6~
CTBHe npHBOAHT K nonHoi cyMMa~ Omoxormqeoxmx a~eRTOB. B ra6n. 
3 npeAoTaBneHH uaueHeHHH paAa noKaaaTenei o6ueHa Be~eorB Ha 7 
OYTKH. Pesyn»TSTH HCOX6AOBSHHi noxaaanm, qTo H3M6H6HHH STHX no
Kaaarenei y EmBOTHHX 0 KOM6HHHpOBSHHHM nopaseHHeM, no Cp8BH6HHD 
0 &HBOTHHMH, no~eprHyTHMH H30HHpOBSHHOMY B03A6iCTBHD y~06HHOl 
~030~ BH6WH61'0 ~-o6nyqeHHH HHH OKHOiD TPHTHH OTSTHOTHqeOKH He 
AOCTOBepHH. HanpHMep, 8KTHBHOOT» ~enoqaoD WOOWaTSSH npH HSOXHpO
B8HHHX BOSAeiCTBHHX H8 7 OyTKH OOCTSBHHH8 !,4 mg% (300R) H I,2 
mg% (0,5DCi/g ), qTO He OTnmqanOO» OT KOHTJ)OXH \I,4mg% ), npH 
KOM6KHHpOB8HHOM B03A6~0TBHH OHS 6HX8 AOCTOBepHO,BHEe, qey B yKa-
38HHHX rpynnax H COOTSBHHHS 0 t 89 mg% t B TOE€ Bp6MH OHS He OTXH
qanaci OT y~oeHHOl A03H H30XHpOBaHHOI'O B03Ae~OTBHH H OOCT8BXHH8 
0,83 mg% 600R tCo-60 m O, 7mg% - I mCi/g HTO. llpm aHanmae aa
BHcmuocTm cpe~Hel npOAOnEHT6X»HOCTH EH3HH OT ~03H BHeWHero 1'8MM8 
-zanyqeHHH H OKHOH TpHTHH npH coqeTSHHOY H H30HHpOB8HHOM B03Ae~
OTBHH (Ta6n. 4) 06Hapy.EHXH qTO no KpHT6PHD npOAOXEHTeHiHOCTH 
EH3HH BpH coqeTSHHOM B03~e~OTBHH B OCTpO- H UOAOOTp0-8WW6KTHBHHX 
A038X H86XIDA86TOH awweKT llOXHOi oyMMSUHH. Ha ypOBHe xpoHmqecKm
awweKTHBHHX ~08 npH ooqeTSHHOM ~e~OTBHH O~H03H8qHOI'O 8~WeKT8 He 
BHHBneao. 
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SaKJIJOlleHHe 

TaKHM o6paaou, npH CO'l6!8HHNX BOS~e~OTBHHX BHeWHero Y-o6-
HYll6HHH 14 HSOTOUOB H8 ypOBHe OC!pO- 14 UO~OCTp0-3WW6KTHBHNX ~03 
H81460nee O!ll€THHBUA aw~eKT B~BHH€!CH H8 7-14 CYTKB, KOr~a pe-
8K~H opraHH3M8 C!8HOBHTOH H81460nee CT86HH~HUMH. ilpB STOM H814-
6onee noxaaaren~HUMH oxaaanmc~ peayn~raru on~TOB c no~oorp~MB 
~038Ml4 BHeWHero ¥-06HylleHHH 14 pa~08KTHBHHK 1430TOUOB, ,'ITO CBH-
38HO C BOSMOZHOCT»JO 6onee ~HHTen»HOrO H86XD~eHHH 38 EHBOTHHMB. 
~na xpoHHlleoxH-awwexrmBHNX ~oa no 6on»wmHCTBY noxaaarene~ qer
KHX 38KOHOKepHOCTe~ B~HBHT» He y~aHOC». ~HH OKOHll8TeH»HOro CyE
~eHHH npe~CT8BXHX14 HHTepec H8 ypOBHe 3!14X ~03 HSylleHHe OT~aneH
HNX a~eKTOB, rnaBHUM o~paaou onaoTouoreHH&K. 

Ma npe~craBneHHNX ~aHHHX rax ae B~TexaeT, 'ITO B onpe~eneHHm 
awweKT8 COlleT8HHOrO ~e~CTBHH 60H»W8H pOX» npHH8~6EHT TpOllHOCTH 
HSOTOUOB K TO~ HnH BHOl TK8HH. HueHHO llOSTOMY rHUOWYHK~H ~TO
BH~HOI aeneas HBHHeTCH onpe~eHHJOWHM W8KTOPOM B a~eKTe CO'leTaH
Horo ~eACTBHH 14 11 38~14!~~ a~eKT 1 H8 ypOBHe onpe~eneBHHX AOS 
H86HJ0~86TOH npH 0~6HK6 UOK838TeXei, CBH38H~ 0 143M6HeHH6M ee 
WYHK~H. llo aTo~ xe npmliHHe oyuua~a 14 ycHneHHe a~wexra 6Honora
qecxoro Ae~cTB14H aaz6onee BspaaeH~ ~a noxaaareneft, xoropse CBH
aaHs o WYHK~OHan»HHM cocTOHHHeM nelleHH - KpBTH'lecxoro opraHa 
npm CO'leTSHHOM A6~CTB14l4 BH6WHero y-o6ny'leH14H 14 8M6p14~H-24I. 
0A14H8KOB8H HanpaBH6HHOCT» 143MeHeHHl B 06MeHe Be~eCTB np14 A6lCT
B1414 H8 opr8Hl43M BHeWHero o6nyqeHJ4H .14 OKHCH Tp14THR CU0006CTByeT 
nonHol cyuua~ a~exra Ha ypoBHe opraHmaua. 
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Pzo. 2. klaueHeHHe oo;ztepxaHHfl ,.8 -mmonpoTeH;ztO» KPOBH 

Y KpHO. 060aHaqeHHfl K8K H8 pHO. I. 

WlMCHEHWl -A3ATflld -NA Ulf,ICTI IIA ~~ CJTIUI IIOCll CG'IITAIIIIOf'O II IIIOAMpoiAIIMOrD IOJA'McTIIUJI 

AttEPII111111·2~1 II IME-rO r•OIAy~111411A II ft0,¥1C:T~TWIHIIII A03All. 

r AUKOr&H n&~EMII 9 7• ~.76(1,0-2,5) 1,66(1,~+4 ,92) I,Jit•(I,Oitt4,61] 2,38(2,4+2,") ~ .~£111 (4,03/ll ,89) 

rAwKOrEH HIIIWI4 91· 0,2:1.(0,16-0,2!) 0,33(0,26+0,341) 0,1!(0,1940,24 1 0,3{0,2115+0,.511] o,~J,(o, 31f110,5.1t) 
CuAp «POIII rn~ 'f, 10~,6{!10,6+116,6) 71,2(51,04.~} 12'1,1•( 421,4~4!2,1] l29,ll

11
(i.eo,l+UI,5) 108' 7(90,7+126,7 I 

I'10AO~WAI KIICIIOTA mg1o 32(2.11+~0) 3(2,2H,6) o• 22,5(18,5~,5] t-(0,46~/j) 
n.poiWIIOrpAAHAll K·TA ~1, i ,4( i ,0+!,&) i,U(l,06+i,lt) 1,15.(0,'15+~,55) i,7.t(l,51+f,9~) 4 ,0311

(o,9'!+4,BJ 

}IIHnanPoTeiJ,461 ifffJ. 16{20,2+31,1) 21(13+43) ~~111(41 ,9+16,1) 16.(10+21] £0(46+2.1,) 

O~io XOAECHpiiH m~ l• 44 (46+76) 65(47->131 56-~'73] et'(lfl+i5J 8.t(73+9t) 

06w,WE 11111p1r1 rn~'/• 50&(53'.1?597) 605(532+678) 37s~m1 lt7•11(411+5M) 451 111(378..52~) 

!o~~~,r311~~ .. 2~(19+29) ~{19+45) 11.(6+16) &•(U14) 't'(l+13) ~·f~ .. .,-~ ... -, •• , 
AKTw,•oeTb III'Ao~IIOW 

~.Oi(0,96+j ,06) 0,98(0,8~1 ,i6) o,as(o, 75+0,95) 4,4e(4,!+l,69) l .~'(1,3+2,66) <jlclc•on~' ,..9'/• 

"' • HEAOCT06Sp!Mt15 p.IMH~JOII & Clj)O&IIMIACHltll rpy~~n,u C Co~n-" &o.!ojt,NcTIUii"' 11 
II~OAMpoU•IIIIIN OT YAIO£NM~ ,1,03111 aMEYMiiro ~ - CleAy~- M Al'l'f"'IIIIA·t'lt. 
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XApAKTEp Po03A&MCUUII Cp&AHRR npoAOA~T&AbHOCTb 

&IIEIIIHEI rAtltiA-
06AYII&H14! 1 

AM&pw"'wu-2lf1, IIILI!IHW Kp~IC.1 AHL.I ( P=O, 05 ) 
TA51111L4A2.. 

1200 5 4+8 

0,2 H. 9+i5 

600 H 7+18 

600 O,i 4i 8+12 

0,-1 .Ito ( 3?-t/13 ) 

300 485 (38.5t6i0) 

300 0,05 5? ( 44+5& ) 
0,05 n6 ( 138+1!25) 

i50 554 (37~+71t5) 

150 0,025 2~6 (2.19t300) 

0,025 288 (253+328) 
KOHTpOAb 59lf (453+'75) 

TAIAWI4A ,3. 

lla!CIHIHU£ ROKA3ATfftiW OIHEHA N~TI 1M 7 CyTI\W IIOCftE' tO~&TAHNOrO II II!OftllpOIAHIIOrO 

&OSf!IMcTIWII OkWCII TpWTIIII W tHNHEI'O ~ ·o•IIY~IHIIII & ROAOC'I'pO,..iKTIIINbiX A03AX. 

flok.UAHI\b 300p teo6o 0,5 mCLj,UTO i mClf't 
HTO 

KoHTpOIIb 

fAw~ortH 
nE~IHW r/0 .3,99(3,19+3,!?) 2,62(2., 12+3, 12) ~ ,5311

( ~ ,37+1!,611) 2,3t..(i ,47+3,2'.1) 4,96(4 ,11.S,2~) 

nwpO&UHOrpAAHAA 
KwCAOTA m'i)•(o 0,66(0,53+0,79) 0,48(0,22+0, 7~) 0,3f"'(O,f&+O,~~) 0,47 .. (0 ,2:7+0,67) f,4(0,Nt,f) 

li!&IIOYHMI ~C.OTII3A 
mf)o f,4(f,27+f,53) f,2(f,f+f,25) 0,8911 (0, 7tf10&) 0,710(0,53>0,87) 

Ill - H&AOCTO&EpHblE pAJ.\11411~ I cpA&ItiiiAIIIWY, rpynnAY, C C04ETAHHbiPI IOiAIMcTIHCI4 H 
w 30AHpOIAHHOH OT YAIOIHHOII AOibl OkloiCH TpWTIISI. 

1,~ (1,3•1,5) 

Cp•Aw~~ npoAOAMWTEAbHOCTb 

liU.IlHIW Kp•rc., AHI4 
TA611WI4A ~. n H P=O 05) 

~ 200 5 (/.j ± 5) 

2,0 5 (5 ±. 6) 

600 -1,0 5 (5 :!: 6) 

600 H {H ±. ~!S) 

-4,0 2~ (--13 ±. 32.) 

300 0,5 ~4 (12. ~ ~6) 

300 375 (335±.~20) 

0,5 80 (lf3 i~2-1) 

~50 0,25 2.54 (2.16±.2.9g) 

~50 .392. (308!,~98) 

0,25 346 (26:?.!,457) 

I<OHTp011b 575' (51~!,678) 
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OC05EHHOCT~ HOM5~H~POBAHHOrD ~E~CTBHR HA 
DPrAH~3M PAA~DAHT~BHNX BE~ECTB CRn~-131, 
nPnMET~:"1-14 n ~ BHE 1iJHEro 113J1YYEHk1R 13 

::JHCnEPW·1EiHE. 

n.H.5yp~KHHa, P.n.opnRHCKaR, B.n.noHOMapesa, 
n.A.BacHnbesa, H.A.AecenoscKaR, IIJ.H<aHaAHnos, 

H. H. r'1 en b H H KO B a. 

~HCTHTYT rHrHeH~ TpyAa H npo~3a6onesaHH~ AMH CCCP 
MocKBa CCCP. 

Summary 
The paper presents some data based u~on experiments on rats. 

The authors studied the combined forms of r~diation diseases cau
sed by external (t, X-rays) and internal ( 1 7pm, 13 1 r) sources 
of radiation. A distinctive effect of the

4
aunmed up diseases has 

been discovered in adult rats during the 1 1Pm and external radia
tion. The age of the animals has been found effective for the 
course of the combined radiation diseases (due to 13 1r and 
X-rays)~ The younger rats (36-42 days old) have proved to be more 
radio-sensitive as compared to the adult ones (2-2.5 months old). 
They have shown somewhat summed up effects of the radiotoxic ac
tion of 131 I and external radiation as drawn by the obtained hema
tological and honodotropic criteria. 

The authors have proved 131r to have a higher blastomogenic 
efficiency in chronic administration as compared to its short 
term one. 

npo6neMy KOM6HHHposaHHHX $OpM PBAHB~HOHH~X nopa~BHH~, KOTO
p~e HaH6onee nonHO MOABnHpy~T B03A8~CTBH8 paAHB~HOHHO~ KOMnOHeH
T~ npOH3BOACTB8HHO~ CPBA~ Ha opraHH3M ~enoseKa, cnBAYBT OTHBCTH 
K 88CbM8 BKTyanbH~M H H8AOCT8TO~HO H3Y~8HH~M npo6neMaM COBp8MBH
HO~ paAHB~HOHHo~ MBAH~HH~ TPYAa H paAHDTOKCHKonorHH. B HacToR~ee 
Bp8MR HBT Hay~HO 060CHOBaHHHX npeAnOcHnOK, no3BOnR~~HX O~BHHTb 

o~HABBM~e pe3ynbTaT~ KOM6HHHposaHH~x paAHa~HOHH~x B03AB~CTBH~, a 
HMBHHO, p83BHTH8 H838BHCHMOrD AB~CTBHR, cyMMHp088HH8 3$~8KTa, 
nH6o noTeH~HposaHHe ero. 

nHTBpaTy~H~B ABHH~8 no H3y~a8MOMY BOnpocy npOTHBOp8~HB~. 
PRA asTopos1, npHXOAHT K s~eo~y o BD3MD~HDM npoRsneHHH aHTaro
HH3Ma s cosMecTHDM AB~CTBHH l31J H BHBWHero H3ny~eHHR, APYrHe3,4 
yKa3biBa~T H~ aAAHTHBHDCTb HX AB~CTBHR. CseAeHHR o KDM6HHHposaHHDM 
AB~CTBHH 14/Pm H BHB!IJHBrD H3ny~eHHR B nHTepaType OTCyTCTBy~T. 
Uenb~ HacToA~ero HccneAOBaHHR RBHnocb H3y~eHHe 6nHma~wHx H OTAa
neHH~x nocnBACTBH~ KOM6HHHpOB8HHHX $OpM PBAHB~HOHHHX nopameHH~, 
B~3BaHHHX paAHPaKTHBH~MH se~ecTsaMH c pa3nH~H~M THnoM pacnpeAe
neHHR (131J, 147pm) H BHBWHHMH HCTD~HI1K8MI1 paAI18~1111 ('(,X) B 
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388~C~MOCT~ OT ~03~ ~ p~TMa 803~8~CT8~R H OT 803p8CTa no~on~TH~X 
Hl~80THb1Xo 

1. MaTepHan H MBTO~~ Hccne~osaH~R. 

1.1. R 3Kcnep~MeHTe Ha 293 Kp~cax H3yYan~ 6~onor~YecKy~ a~
~eKTH8HOCTb 147pm(7,0 MKH~pH/r) 8 COYBTBH~~ C o6~HM BHB~HHM raM
Ma-o6nyYBHH8M 8 Cp8~H8CM8pTenbHO~ ~038 (740p), a T8HHl8 ~~~CT8H8 
KBHl~OrO $BHTOpa 8 OT~BnbHOCT~ (Ta6n. 1). 

06nyYBHH8 KpbiC np080~~n~ Ha ycTaH08K8 »CTe6enb» C MO~HOCTb~ 
~D3bl 617p/M~H. 147pm 6~n 88e~eH 8HyTpH6p~~~HH8 Yepea 2 Yaca nocne 
o6nyYeHHR. Co~epHlaHHe 147pm 8 6~onorHYBCHHX n~ooax onpe~enRn~ 
no MeTo~y C.:J.~UHonR. 5Honori-'!YBCKoe ~et~cTs~e 14Tpm ~ raMMa-~3nyye
HHR o~eH~san~ no o6~eHnHH~YBCKHM, reMaTonor~YBCKHM H r~cTonor~Yec
KHM noKa3aTenRM. Hcnonb3DBanH o6~enp~HRTble MBTD~~KH4 • 

norno~eHHb18 ~03bl Y8p83 M8CR~ nocn8 DDC~OHHR 1 7pm(7,0MKK~pH~ 
OKB3anHCb pa8H~M~ 8 CK8nBT8 2400~500 pa~, 8 neYBHH 4100!800 pa~, 
8 cene3eHHe 700!150 pa~. 

1.2. O~eHKa 6~onorHYecKoro ~e~cTB~R 131J ~ 8HewHero peHTre
H08CKoro ~anyYeH~R B 388~C~MOCT~ OT 803paCTB Hl~BOTH~X npOB8~8H8 
Ha Kp~cax 8 B03pacTe 2-2,5 MBCR~88 ~ 36-42 ~He~. CxeMa 3KCn8p~M8H
Ta ~ ypo8H~ pa~~a~~OHHOrO 803~8~CT8~R np~88~8Hbl 8 Ta6n~48 2. 
131J 880~~n~ KpbiCBM Y8p83 poT 8 T8Y8H~8 10 ~He~. lKH80THbiX o6nyya
n~ Ha annapaTe PYM-11 c MO~HOCTb~ ~03bl 38,8 p/M~H. (c~na TOKa 
15MA, HanpRHl8HH8 Ha Tpy6He 180 H8., ¢~nbTpb1 1 MM Cu ~ 1MM Al , 
KOHlHO-~OHYCHOB paCCTORH~B 35 CM). Hcnonb3088Hbl T8 Hl8 MBTO~~ ~ccne
~088H~R, YTO H 8 3KCnep~M8HT8 1.1. 

Cpe~HsTHaHe8aR nonHaR norno~eHHaR ~o3a 8 ~~Tos~~Ho~ Hlene3e 
np~ 803~8~CT8~H 131J y MOnO~biX Hp~c OH83anacb paBHO~ 6900 pa~, 
y B3pOCn~X - OKOnO 11000 pa~; np~ KOM6~HHpOBBHHOM 803~8~CTB~~ 

8H8WHBrO ~ 8HyTp8HHero o6nyYeH~R 3T~ B8n~Y~Hbl COOTB8TCTB8HHO pa8-
HRn~Cb 6900 ~ 15000 pa~ (~03~ onpe~en8Hbl C TDYHOCTb~ !20%). 

1.3. H3yYeH~e-~e~cT8~R ManbiX ~03 131 ~ raMMa-~3nyYeH~R s 
Xp0HHY8CKOM 3HCnep~M8HT8 np088~8HO HB 548 Kpb1CaX-CBM4BX, pa3~8-
n8HH~X Ha 8 rpynn. ~~80TH~e Tpex rpynn BHl8~HB8HO nonyYanH c nHTb8-
8o~ 80~o~ pa3nHYH~e ~03bl 1 ~1J, Hl~BOTH~e ~8yx ~pyr~x rpynn no~8ep
ran~cb KOM6HHHpOBBHHOMY 803~8~CTB~~ 131J ~ 8H8WH8rO raMMa-~3nyye
H~R, KpbiCbl ~syx ~pyr~x rpynn - TOnbKO BHewHeMy o6nyYeH~~. CxeMa 
3HCn8p~M8HTa H ypOBH~ pa~~a~~OHHOrO 803~8~CTB~R yKa3BH~ B Ta6-
M1~8 3 • 

2. Pe3ynbTBTbl ~ccn8~osaHH~. 

2.1. KoM6HH~eosaHHoe ~e~cTs~e 1 4 7 Pm ~ BHewHero raMMa-~3nyye-
H~R. 

Ycnos~R npo8e~eH~R aKcnep~MeHTa ~ noHa3aTen~ cMepTHOCT~ Kp~c 
pa3n~YH~X rpynn npe~cTasneH~ 8 Ta6n~4e 1. B8e~eH~8 nepeHoc~MO~ 
~03bl 14 1Pm(7,0MHK~p~/r) Ha $OH8 npe~wecT8Y~~ero 8HetuHero o6u~ero 
o6nyYeH~R 8 cpe~HecMepTsnbHO~ ~038 (740p) np~8eno H no8~weH~~ 
CMBpTHOCT~ KpHC np~MepHO 8 2 pa3a (92,3% npoT~8 50%). r8MBTOnor~
Y8CK~8 ~BHHbl8 TBKHlB C8~~8TBnbCT8Y~T 0 CYMM84~~ no8p8Hl~8H~~ np~ 

803~8~CT8~~ ~BYX YKB38HHbiX $BKTOp08 (p~c. 1). 
r~cTonorHY8CH~8 ~ccne~088H~R, np088~8HHb18 8 pa3rap nyYB80~ 

6one3H~ (10-e cyTK~) ~ 8 nep~o~ 8DCcTaHo8neH~R (30-e cyTK~). 
no~T88p~~n~ 3HaY~T8nbH08 yc~neH~e 3$$BKTa np~ 803~8~CTB~~ 8H8WHB
ro H 8HyTp8HHero o6nyYBH~R no cpaBH8H~~ C ~3Dn~p088HH~M 803~8~CT-
8~8Mo 

CTpyKTypH~e ~3MBHBH~R s cene38HKe pa3s~san~cb no T~ny ocTpo
ro nyYe8oro nopaHlBHHR. K 30 ~H~ OTMeYeHo HeKOTopo8 y8enHYBHHe 
Y~cna nHM~O~HT08, nOR8neH~8 OYaros 3KTOn~Y8CKOrO KpOBBTBOpBHHR ~ 
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H36~TO~HOrO KOnH~BCT8a MeraKapH04HT08o Y 8~mH8WHX nocne 8HewHero 
o6nv~eHHR KpblC OTMe~eHO aKTH8H08 80CCTaH08nBHH8 nHMIDOn033ao B ce
ne3~HKe Hp~c. KOTOp~M 6~n 888~8H 147pm (1 rpynna), 8 3TOT nepHO~ 
H paHee 06HapymeHO HeKOTOpOB YMBHbWBHHe pa3Mep08 ¢onnHKyn08 H CHH
meHHe ~Hcna Man~x nHM¢04HT08, cna6aR ¢H6poa~eHHR. 

CneA08aTenbHO, npo8e~eHHoe HaMH HccneA08aHHe no380nHno ycTa
H08HTb cyMMa4H~ AB~CT8HR ~8yx ¢aKTopo8 pa~Ha4HOHHOM npHpOA~ npH 
HX C08M8CTHOM npHMeHeHHHo 

2.2. 5nHma~WH8 H OTAaneHH~e nocnBACT8HR HOM6HHHp08BHHOrO 
~e~CTBHA-J:rrJ H o6~ero peHTreH08CKOro o6ny~eHHR 8 
3B8HCHMOCTH OT 803paCTa mH80TH~X. 

noKa3aTenH CM8pTHOCTH 83pocn~X Hp~c pa3nH~H~X rpynn 8 Te~e
HHB 21 MBCR4a OT Ha~ana on~Ta npe~cTa8neH~ 8 Ta6nH48 2. B~R8neHo 
60J188 6~CTp08 BUMHpBHHB Hpuc, ~ TOYBHH8 ro~a. nDABSpraBWHXCR HOM-
6HHHpOBaHHOMY B03~8~CT8H~, no cpaBH8HH~ TOnbKO C BHBWHHM o6nyye
HH8M (19,2% H 7,8% COOTB8TCTBBHHO). CMepTHOCTb B yHa3aHH~X rpynnax 
3a 21 M8CR4 nocne B03Ae~CTBHR OHa3anaCb 6nH3KO~ (91 H 96%) H 3Ha
~HTenbHO npeB~llana TaKOB~8 3Ha~ijHHR 8 HOHTpone (45,4%). rH6enb 
Hp~c, nDABBprWHXCR B03~8~CTBH~ 131J, 3a 21 MeCR4 Ha6n~A8HHR 6~na 
cy~eCTB8HHO B~WB (68%), ~BM B KOHTpone. 

reMaTOJlOrHY8CHOe HCCJ18AOBaHH8 nDHa3ano, ~TO npH BCBX BHAaX 
B03~eMCTBHR (oco6eHHO npH HX KOM6HHa4HH) nopam8HH8 reMOn033a y 
Hp~CRT 6~no 6onee rny6oKHM, ~eM y nonoso3pen~x Hp~c (pHc. 2). 
HoM6HHa4HR ~8yx ~aKTopo8 He B~3Bana y 83pocn~x mHBOTH~X KaKoro-nH-
6o H3MeH8HHR no cpaBHeHH~ C TBM, ~TO Ha6n~AaJlOCb npH O~HOM 8H8WH8M 
o6ny~BHHH. Y Hp~CRT npH HOM6HHHp08BHHOM 803Ae~CTBHH 131J H 8HBWHe
ro H3JlY~BHHR HMeno MeCTO YTRmeneHHe 3¢¢eHTa - nopameHH8 HpOBH 6~Jl0 

6onee rny60HHM, BOCCTaH08Jl8HHe Ha~HHaJlOCb nD3AH8e H WnO MeAJleHHee 
(oc068HHO KpaCHO~ Kp08H)o 

LJepe3 6 MeCRI\BB nocne pa,J~Ha4HOHHOrO 803/\B~CTBHR 06HapymBHO 
OT~8TnH808 HapyweHHe reHepaTH9HO~ ~yHK4HH CaM408• nClA8BprWHXCR 
HOM6HHHpOBaHHDMY B03A8~CT8H~. 6onea rny60H08 yrH8T8HH8 ¢YHK4HH 
BOCnpOH3BOACT8a Ha6n~AanOCb y MOnDA~X mH80TH~X. o6ny~eHH~X B 903-
pacTe 36-42 ~HB~o npH CHpe~H8aHHH npDI\8HT 68p8M8HH~X CaMOK COCTa
BHn 37,0±9,1 (npH 74,0~8.4 B KOHTponbHO~ rpynne). B rpynne 83poc
n~x mH80TH~X 3TH BenHYHH~ 6~nH COOT88TCT88HHO pa8H~ 53,0~8,1 H 
7s.o±s.s%. 

131 npH H3DnHpOBBHHOM B03A8HCTBHH J HnH DAHOM BH811JH8M o6ny~e-
HHH Kp~c-CaMI\08 noHHmBHHR CKp8~HB88MOCTH HX C HHTaKTH~MH CaMHaMH 
HB ycTaH08n8HO. 

Y noAon~TH~X caMoK cnoco6HOCTb H 3aYaTH~ Hapywanacb nocne 
8cex BHAD8 BD3Ae~cTBHR. EcnH KDnHYecTso 6ecnno~H~X caMoK (9 so3-
pacTe 6-8 M8CR488) 8 KOHTpOnbH~X rpynnax COCTaBnRnO 43-47%, TO 
8 on~TH~x rpynnax oHo 8D3pacTano AD 68-80%. 

Y CaM4DB, nDABBprHyT~X 8H8WH8MY o6nyYeHH~ H KOM6HHHp08aHHOMY 
8D3ABHCT8H~. Yepe3 30 AHBH rHcTonorHYBCKH B~R8neHo yrHeTBHHe cnep
MaToreHe3a, 3anycT88aHH8 KaHanb[\88, nORBn8HH8 MHOrDRl\BPH~X KneTOK, 
Y88nHYBHH8 KOnHYBCT8a HHT8pCTH4HanbHOH TKaHHo Y B3pocn~X Kp~C 
CHHm8HH8 88Ca CBMBHHHK08 6~no 6onee 3HaYHT8nbH~M, YBM y MOnDA~X. 

8 TOT me cpOK He Ha~ABHO CTpyKTypH~X H3M8H8HHH 8 roHaAaX 
H p bl c • no n y Y a s I'JH x 1 3 1 ,r • 

Ha 10-~ ~8Hb nocne 8HBWH8rO o6nyY8HHR OTMBYaJlOCb ysenHYBHHB 
8~COT~ 3nHT8nHR ~HT08HAHOH ~en83~, ycHnBHHe era nponH$8pa4HH, no
R8n8HH8 30H~ npHCTBHOYHOH BaKyonH3a4HH HOnnOHAa• 3TH npH3HaKH C8H
A8T8nbCT80BanH 06 ycHnBHHH CHHT83a H 8~6poca ropMOH08o 8 nocneAy~
~H8 CpOHH OTMBYanaCb HOpMBJlH3a4HR CTp08HHR mene3~o 

npH 888~8HHH 131J HapRAY C aTpO$HBH ¢onnHKyno8 OTMe~aJlOCb 
ycHneHHe pocTa napeHXHM~. y8enH~BHH8 s~coT~ anHTenHR. Ha6n~AancR 
Mem¢onnHHynRpH~~ H nepHBacKynRpH~H CKJ18p03o 
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np~-t KOM6HHHp08BHHOM 803~8HCTBHH CTpOeHH8 ~HTOBH~HOH men83bl 
6~no 6nH3KHM K TBKOBOMy npH 803~eHCTBHH 131J, HO aTpO~HA ¢onn~-tKy
noB H poeT napeHXHM~ 6~nH B~pameH~ MeHee 3HaYHT8nbHO, Y8M no~ 
BnHAHHeM 131J H 8HeWHero H3nyY8HHA OT~enbHO. npH 3TOM 8H~e 803~8~ 
CT8HA TaKme OTM8Y8H 3HaYHT8nbH~H CKnep03o 

8 OT~aneHHbiH nepHO~ npH 8CeX 81-t~ax pa~HaqHOHHOro 803~eHCTBHA 
YaCTOTa pa38HTHA onyxoneH ~HTOBH~HOH mene3~ 6Hna 6nH3KOH H XOTA 
npes~wana KOHTpOnbH~B 3HaY8HHA, HO HB OTnHYanaCb ~OCT088pHO OT 
HHX (Ta6n. 4). np~-t 3TOM ycTaHOBnBHO, YTO npH BHBWHBM o6nyYeHHH 
pa38H8B~TCA TOnbKO ~o6poKaY8CT88HH~8 onyxonH, a npH BBe~eHHH 131J 
H npH COY8TaHHOM B03~8~CT8HH HapA~V C a~8HOMBMH OTMeYa~TCA H paKHo 

3.2. 5naCTOMOr8HH08 ~BMCTBHe 131J H raMMa- H p8HTr8H08CKOro 
H3nyY8HHA Ha ~HT08H~H~~ mene3y. 

npH XpOHHY8CKOM B03ne~CTBHH Man~X ~03 131J H 06~8M raMMa=o6= 
nyYeHHH yTAmeneHHA onyxone8oro a¢¢eKTa no cpaBHBHH~ c H3on~-tpo8aH

H~M npHMeHeHHBM 131J 8 TeX me ~03aX HB B~A8neHO (Ta6n. 4). 
~nA onyxone~, 803HHKa~~HX no~ BnHAHHBM 131J H npH KOM6HHH

p08aHHOM 803~8~CT8HH, 6Hna xapaKT8pHa MHOHBCTBBHHOCTb H pa3H006p~ 
31-18 rHCTOnOrHY8CKOro CTpOBHHAo Ha~-t6onee YaCTO BCTpeYanHCb a~8HO
M~ nan~-tnnApHoro CTpoeHHA. ~Hcno HX y o~Horo mHBOTHoro Morna ~oc
THraTb 4-5. 0HH YBCTO COY8TanHCb C onyxonAMH H3 KneTOK AWKHHa3Ho 
8~ABn8HO TaKmB COYBTBHHe pa3nHYH~X $OpM paKa. 

Haw~-t ~aHH~e pacw~-tpA~T c8e~eHHA, nonyYeHHHe ~pyrHMH a8TopaMH, 
0 6naCTOMOr8HHOM ~8~CT8HH Ha ~HT08H~Hy~ mene3y 131J (6-9). 

BameH 8 npaKTHY8CKOM OTHOWBHHH BHBO~ 0 TOM, YTO XpOHHYBCKOB 
o6nyYBHHe U\HTOBH~HO~ l'{en83~ 131J npH cpa8HHMbiX ypo8HAX nornO!l\BH
H~X ~03 OKa3~Bano 60nbW88 6naCTOMOreHHOe ~B~CTBHB, YBM 10-~HBBHOB 
era nocTynneHH8: cyMMapHaA YaCTOTa pa38HTHA onyxone~ ~HT08H~HO~ 
mene3~ 44,4 H 16,3%, 3nOKaYBCTBeHH~X - 20,3 H 4,6% COOT88TCTBeHHO. 

3aKniOYBHH8 • 
npoBe~eHHOB H3YY8HH8 KOM6HHHpOBaHH~X ~OpM pa~Ha[\HOHH~X nopa

meHHH n03BOnAeT B~CKa3aTb cym~eHHB 0 TOM, YTO OTArO!l\a~ll\88 ~eHCT-
8H8 pa~HOaHTHBHOrO H30TOna no Henocpe~CTBBHHHM 3$~8KTaM onpe~enA
eTCA TBM BKna~OM, KOTOp~~ OH BHOCHT B nospem~BHHB, Kp088TBOp8HHA 
- KpHTHYBCKO~ CHCTBM~ opraHH3Ma, OTB8TCTB8HHO~ 3a OCTpy~ nyYBBY~ 
rH6enb. B oT~aneHH~e cpoKH pHcK 6nacToMoreHHoro ~BHCTBHA Man~x 
~03 131J npH ~nHTenbHOM era BB8~8HHH B03paCTB8To ~Q$8KT cyMMaqHH 
pa3BHTHA onyxonef1 11\HTOBH~HOM mene3~ npH KOM6HHHpOBaHHOM o6nyYBHHH 
8 HaWHX ycnOBHAX on~Ta HB 06HapymeH. 
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rpynna 

1 
n 
IJJ 

1Y 
y 

Y1 

rpynna 

Ta6111-14a 1. 
CxeMa aKcnepHMBHTa H xapaKTepHCTHKa r1-1q~nH Kp~c s 

T8Y8HH8 30-1-1 ,L\HB~ nOCJ18 B03,L\8~CTBHR 6pm 1-1 y-nyYaMH. 

Pa,QH aqHOHHoe 803/\BHCTBHB KonHYecT- CMB_ETHOCTb 
tjlaKTOp ~pOBHH 80 KpbiC B a6con. % 

p MKKKlpH/r rpynne 

147pm 7,0 51 0 0 
147Pm 24,0 15 13 86,7 

y-nyYH 740 80 40 50,0 
y-nyYH 825 52 50 96,1 

y-nyYH+147pP.l 740 7,0 65 60 92,3 
bHOJl.KOHTpOJlh 30 0 0 

-----------------------------
Ta6n1-1qa 2. 

CxeMa aKcnepHMBHTa H xapaKTBpHCTHKa rH6enH Kpblc nocne 
803~8~CTBHR 131J H x-nyYaMH (no~OCTpoe 803~8~CTBH8) 

_""'l::fi ___________________ 

BH~ H ypOBBHb Hcno CMepTHOCTh % 3a nepHO~bl 
B03,L\8~CT81-1R 

KpbiC 8 (MBCRL\bl) 
rpynne 1 6 12 1 B 21 

t 

-----------------------
1a 1-nyYH ( 300[)) 125 o,s 7,8 7,8 61,7 91, 1 5,7 
na 31J(0,1MKKKlpH/r 120 0 0 5,4 32,0 68,0 2,1 

3a 10 /\He~) 
!Ua x-nyYH+131J 123 6 6 19,2 58,3 95,8 5,4 

( 8 T8X lHB ,o,o3ax) 
1Ya 5HqJl.KOHTpOJlb 120 0 0 10,6 30,3 45,4 

Ta6~~l~!.. 
CxeMa 3KCnBpHM8HTa C XpOHHY8CKI-1M B03~8~CT8H8M 

131J H y-ny'-laMH. 

CyMMapHaR 3H- lJ6u~ee KOJl-BO C p e /\ H"R!:l-
YHCJlO 

cno3HL\I-10HHaR 131J, sse- nornolL\eH-
~03a 3a 6 Me- ,L\8HH08 3a 6 HaR ,L\03a rpynna KpblC Bl-1/\ 803/\8~ CT- cRqe8

1 
p MBCR[\88 1 8 LL\HTOBH!\"" 

BH R MKHKlpH HO~ !Hene-
38, pa,Ll. 

16 63 Y-nyYI-1 10f1 100 
n6 65 131 J 12,8 3000 

llJ-liJ6 63 y-nyYH+131J 10rJ 12,8 2700 
1Y6 70 y-nyYH 5rJ 50 

Y6 70 131J 6,4 1800 
Y16 63 y-nyYH+131J 50 6,4 1700 
Yn6 70 131 J 1 , 6 700 

YI'J6 84 bHOJl.HOHT[)OJlb 

---·---------,-----·--·--·--------------------------·------·----
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_Ta6m1qa 4. 
4aCTOTa pa3BHTHR onyxone~ ~HTOBH~HO~ ~enea~ 

8 nO~OCTpOM H XpOHHY8CKOM 3KCnepHM8HT8o 

Cpe,L\Hfl i" 4Hcno Kpblc, 
nornou,\BHHaR BCKpblTbiX co 4Kcno Kpuc 
~038 8 U.\HTO- Bp8MBHH pa3-

rpynna BH~HOi:1 ~ene- BHTHR nepso~ 
38, pa,L\ onyxonH 
(D:!:20%) 

1a 300 40 
na 11000 43 
IUa 15000 36 

16,1Y6 50-HHl 44 
n6,Y6 1800-3000 54 
IIJ6,Y16 1700-270[) 44 

Yn6 700 27 
1Ya,1liJ6 82 

16 

...,15 

N ~~b~~~~:::::::::__o----{y--

~ --
~12 
~II .. 
"'JD 
<> 9 

~8 

j 7L.........-.,.-_,.........~...,.........~-:::--"'"':':: 
!D ~ w ~ ~ 

17 

16 

C!:tmHU 

6 

-·-·.tJm 
"0-----Q"'·· ;....--· 

15 zo JO 
c~mKu 

PHc. 1. ~3MBHBHHe KonHYecTsa re
Morno6HHa(a) H neHKOqHTOB(6) y 
KOHTpOnbHblX H no~OnblTHblX Kpuc: 
I-147pm(7MHKfDpH/r); n-147pm 

(24MKKfDpH/r); W-y-nyYH(740p); 
1Y- y-ny'-iH (826p); Y - 147pm. 
( 7MKI·mpH/r+ y -nyYI~ ( 740[1); Y1-6Ho
norHYecHH~ HOHTponb. 
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c onyxonRMH 

7 (17,5%) 
7 (16,3%) 
6 (16~6%) 
3 ( 6,8%) 

24 (44,4%) 
18 (40,9%) 

4 (14,8%) 
6 (7,3%) 

3 6 10 20 
CYm~~ 

C paKOM 

2 (4,6%) 
2 (0.3?o) 
1 (2,2%) 

11(20,3%) 
7(15,9%) 
2 (7,4%) 
2 (2,4%) 

u 

PHc. 2. ~aMeHeHHB HOnHYecTsa 
reMorno6HHa (a) 
H neHHOl\HTDB ( 6) y Mono~ux ( 1) 
H B3pocnux (n) Kpuc npH HOM6H
HHposaHHOM 803~8~CTBHH (131J + 
+ X-nyYH). 
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Abstract: The exponential model R = a *Exp (S*E) was used in a study of the 
post-irradiation response pattern of leukocytes in young male beagles given 
whole-body subacute bilateral exposures to Co-60 radiations. The post
irradiation sensitivity of the minimum relative leukocyte count as character
ized by the rate parameter S was estimated to be -0.7% per R. Conversely, a 
maximum post-irradiation depression of 25% could be used to infer that an 
individual had been subjected to an effective equivalent exposure of 40 R. 

Introduction 
The general characteristics of the to as the leukocytes. 2•3•4 The time-

time-dependent post-irradiation re- dependent post-irradiation pattern of 
sponse patterns of the various compon- the leukocyte response for sub-lethal 
ents of the mammalian hemopoietic 1 exposures is such that a minimum count 
system have been known for many years. is manifested about ten to fifteen 
When the irradiation treatment consists days post-exposure, the level of which 
of a whole-body, single, sub-lethal ex- is proportional to the dose received. 
posure given over a period of time not The mere existence of such a general 
exceeding twenty minutes, many of the pattern does not justify the use of an 
hemopoietic components exhibit a simi- inverse procedure for determining an 
larity in their response patterns. effective dose when the level of 
With respect to time post-exposure, exposure is not known. The reasons 
the concentrations of these components for this are twofold. The first 
initially show a decrease, they reach reason is related to very large varia-
a minimum and eventually increase back tions in response patterns both among 
to a level commensurate with the homeo- individuals and within individuals on 
stasis requirements of the individual a day to day basis. The second 
subject. The magnitudes of the rates reason is that only minimal effort has 
with which these processes occur and been put forth relative to quantifi ca
the magnitude of the maximum depression tion of this dose-response relationship. 
are observed to be dose dependent. The principal requirement is that 

One of these components which has methods of analysis must be developed 
been studied rather extensively is the which will permit the making of infer
group of cells collectively referred ences with greater certainty by simul
*This work supported in part by 
Contract AF29 (601)-6782, Kirtland Air 
Base, New Mexico and Contract FDA 72-
302 Food and Drug Administration. 

taneously taking into account sources 
of variations as related to several 
variables. 

With such problems in mind, the 
purpose or goal of this paper is to 
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explore the use of some rather simple 
and direct biometrical methodologies 
to be used in the making of inferences 
about the leukocyte response patterns 
of irradiated individuals. 

Biometrical Considerations 
The general method of analyses 

utilized here is to first separately 
characterize the time dependent 
response patterns of the individuals 
in terms of single parameters or para
meter sets, then to study the depend
ence of these parameter sets on level 
of treatment. 

In the case of leukocyte depression 
following irradiation one way by which 
this goal may be partially achieved 
is to obtain an estimate of the magni
tude of the minimum level of response, 
normalize it with regard to a pre
irradiation level and then to adjust 
this level relative to a control popu
lation in order to allow for seasonal 
or time dependent variability. 

The minimum level of response sought 
is referred to as an effective minimum. 
Obtaininq this estimate requires the 
use of a·smoothing technique. This 
may be accomplished by fitting a poly
nomial to the data in the regions 
where the minima occur. In general, 
if data are taken on a daily basis the 
fourth-degree polynomial is a desirable 
equation or model to use. Namely, it 
allows for the data to exhibit consid
erable non-symmetry of the response 
pattern in the vicinity of the minimum 
response and the adjacent points of 
inflection. 

In a similar manner estimates of 
average pre-irradiation responses may 
also be obtained. The ratio of the 
minimum response level to the pre
treatment level becomes a relative 
or normalized response. The importance 
of the use of this procedure is that 
individuals with low pre-treatment 
counts tend to have proportionately 
low post-treatment counts. Once such 
estimates are obtained, their depend
ence on level of treatment and other 
variables may be studied. Previous 
studies show that the dependency of 
these estimates can be expected to 
decrease with dose but at a decreasing 
rate. The maximum level of depression 
need not be zero. 

Other relevent factors which might 

influence the level of response of the 
end-point under considerations include 
sex, age and weight. It appears reason
able to assume that the dependence of 
the response (R) on exposure (E) might 
be approximated by a decreasing 
exponential fraction with either a zero 
or non-zero asymptote. The dependence 
of R on age (A) and weight (W) might 
be expected to be somewhat linear over 
the restricted ranaes of these variables 
that one usually incurs. The dependence 
of R on sex (S) can be treated in a 
similar manner giving 0, 1 values to 
S for males and females respectively. 
The first order approximation for the 
dependence of R on E, A, W, and S is 
expressed as follows: 

R = ao + a1*Exp(S*E)a3W + a4A +asS. 
Analysis of data using this type of 
model can be performed using convention
al techniques of analysis5. The esti
mate of the parameter 6 becomes the 
estimate of the expected relative 
rate of deviation per unit of exposure. 

Procedures 
The plausibility of using the pre

vious model to describe the dose
response relationship of leukocyte 
depression following irradiation was 
studied usina data obtained from an 
investiaation involvina forty young 
adult male beagles6. Whole body bila
teral irradiations were performed 
usina a Co-60 source. The midline dose 
rate-was 5 R per minute. Four levels 
of exposure were used in this study: 
0-R, 100-R, 200-R and 325-R. Eight 
beagles were originally assigned to the 
0-R group and sixteen each to both the 
100-R and 200-R groups. Four of the 
original 0-R group beagles were subse
quently used for the 325-R exposures. 
Blood samples were drawn at a regular 
time early in the morning. The cephalic 
vein was used for obtaining the samples. 
Standard cellular and differential data 
were then obtained. The current 
analysis is based only on the early 
leukocyte data. 

Results 
Representative data for each of the 

four exposure groups are plotted on the 
graphs of Figure 1. They represent 
five animals each for the 0-R, 100-R, 
and 200-R groups and four animals for 
the 325-R group. One of the 325-R 
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animals died 20 days post-exposure. reliable statistic when used alone. 
In regard to the 0-R data a rather Coupled with other information it 

wide variation in the data exists, a may contain some useful information. 
condition which was also characteristic Finally, in the time range of 14 to 
of the pre-irradiation data for all 30 days post-exposure a third minimum 
four exposure groups. The post-irradia-is frequently detected. Again, though, 
tion data for the other exposure groups this is not observed with a high 
exhibit much smaller variance, these degree of consistency. Accordingly, 
variances appear to decrease somewhat only the magnitudes of the response 
with increased exposure. This general in the vicinity of the time range 
pattern of decreased variance following around the second minimum were studied. 
exposure is also seen in the data for The same method of analysis was 
animals when they are examined individ- applied to the individuals of the O-R 
ually. The solid lines on the graphs group in the ten to fifteen day post
are plots of fourth-degree polynomials irradiation time range. 
fitted to the data. General trends in The estimates of the absolute 
the data can be discussed relative to counts for the minimum response levels 
these curves. are plotted in Figure 2. The corres-

Two types of trends are present. ponding normalized data are plotted 
The first is a time dependent decrease in Fioure 3. 
in the average leukocyte count for the Th~ correlations between the mag-
O-R group, a decrease which must be nitude of these minimum response 
taken into account in the overall levels and the ages of exposure or 
assay of the irradiation effects. The the total body weights at the time of 
second type of trend is the dose exposure were not found to be statis
dependent reduction in leukocyte count. tically si~nificant. Accordingly, 
This depression is seen to be signifi- these variables were not used in the 
cant for all three exposure groups analyses discussed in this paper. How-
and to occur ten to fifteen days ever, the estimated correlations were 
post-exposure. not zero and the use of these varia-

As indicated, the plotting of the bles may be justified in subsequent 
combined data is useful for trend analyses of a more refined nature. 
analysis. However, as also indicated The linear term for sex was deleted 
previously, separate analyses of the since only males were used in this 
data for the individuals are required study. 
if dose-response curves are to be The resulting model after the 
generated which are to show variances deletion of the linear terms for weight, 
attributed to individual differences. age, and sex contains only the exponen-
Accordingly, the data for each tial term and the constant term. 
animal were analysed using a fourth- Subsequent evaluation of the model 
degree or less polynomial. Only the showed that the constant terms did not 
data in the vicinity of the exposure make a sionificant contribution to 
for the minimum of the response were the description of the dose-response 
used to obtain the estimates of the relationship and hence it was also 
minimum levels of response. deleted from the model. The model 

The fine structures of these thus became a one term nonlinear 
response patterns for the individuals exponential equation; R = a*Exp (B*E). 
actually reveal three types of minima. A loaarithmic transformation of 
Frequently, one sees a large transient the model was made to facilitate 
drop in the leukocyte count one to two analyses. Least squares estimates 
days post-exposure. However, it is of the parameters under the transfer-
not a consistent observation for all mation were obtained and the resulting 
animals. Subsequently a second mini- equations plotted, the solid lines of 
mum occurs, a consistent event for Figures 2 and 3. The estimates of the 
all subjects. This event may take parameter so obtained are: 
place anywhere from three to fifteen Count ~ 
days post-exposure. The trend is Absolute 12.65 

@ 
-0 .D"0774 

for it to occur later for the higher Normalized 0.97 -0.00722 
exposures. However, it is not a very 
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The parameter of interest is 8. 
The estimate of 8 for the two cases 
do not differ appreciably. However, 
since the normalized procedure leads 
to a decreased variance and also to 
less overlapping of the response 
patterns at the different treatment 
levels, the corresponding estimates of 
8 would appear to be the more reliable 
estimate. In terms of this estimate, 
the predicted post-irradiation 
minimum response level of a subject 

Finally, the material presented 
here represents the results of 
applying some rather basic biometrical 
techniques to a type of biological 
problem which is of general importance. 
Additional work needs to be done and 
is being done in an attempt to derive 
alternate methods of analysis using 
increasingly meaningful mathematical 
models. 

would be expected to decrease exponen
tiallv with a rate constant of -0.007 , 
R-1 . ~ I • 

Summary 
Quantification of the post

irradiation leukocyte data for beagles 
was performed in terms of the depend
ence of the estimated minimum leuko
cyte count on levels of exposure. 
Polynomial analyses were used to 
obtain the estimates of the minimum 
level of response for each individual. 
These estimates were normalized 
with respect to averaged pre-exposure 
levels. The exponential equation 
R =a *Exp (8*E) was fitted to 
these data .. The resulting estimate 
of 8 was such that the minimum 
leukocyte count level could be expected 
to decrease exponentially with a rate 
constant of 0.7% per R of exposure. 

The dose-response curve so obtained 
may be used for a calibration 
curve for use in the inverse process 
of estimating an equivalent effective 
exposure when the actual exposure 
is not known. Thus for a subject 
showing a maximum post-irradiation 
depression in the leukocyte count of 
50%, the estimated effective 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

exposure would be 96 R. The reliability 
of this estimate might not appear to 
be very high in lieu of the observed 
scatter of the data points from 
which the calibration curves were 
generated. However, if one makes a 
non-statistical value judgement, one 
perceives that the recovery character
istics of those subjects whose data 
points fall below the calibration 
curve are poorer than for those 
whose data points fall above the curve. 
That is, the former appear to have 
received a greater effective exposure 
than the latter, a condition which 
leads to having greater reliability 
associated with the estimated dose. 
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Abstract: 

THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 

Washington D.C., 9- 14 Septembre 1973 

STUDY OF PURIC AND PYRHUDIC COMPOUNDS IN URINE 

OF RABBITS AND RATS AFTER IRRADIATION 

by 

Ch. VALLE; G. PEPIN, F. DUPREY, L.BREUIL++ 

+Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique- France 
Departement de Protection - S.P.T.E. 
B.P. n• 6 - 92260 - Fontenay aux Roses 

~+ Service de Sante des Armees -Centre de Re
Ches - Rue Raoul Batanr - 92140 Clamart 

A chromatogra~ic technic is described to study the 
urinary excretion of nucleic acid catabolit after irradiation. 
The results obtained for those metabolites that the chromato
graphic method had shown to change after irradiation are pre
sented for animals uric acid and hippuric acid. 

The urinary excretion of nucleic acid catabolit after 
irradiation has already been studied by several authors, most 
of them being interested in basis and nucleosides only. 

We think, we are the first to have undertaken a com
prehensive study of the whole of puric and pyrimidic metabolites 
and their variations following irradiation. 
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A chromatographic technique has been developped to that 
purpose and the results obtained for those metabolites that method 
has shown to change after irradiation are presented for many ani
mals 

The substances retained by the resin are eluted by a 
gradient of different molarities (HCOOH - HCOONa) 

Twenty two hours'chromatograms of standard nucleotides 
have allowed to determine the elution time of some twenty com
pounds. 

Elution time 

o to 45 minutes 

peak 

puric and pyrimidic bases 
nucleosiQ:; and desoxynucleosids 
creatinine 

50 minutes d. CMP 

55 minutes C.M.P. 

1 h. 20 NAD 

3 hours 5 ' AMP - 5 ' d • AMP 

3 h. 15 2' AMP 

3 h. 40 3' AMP 

4 h. 3' 5' AMP 

5 h. hippuric acid 

8 h. G M P 

9 h. N AD P 

10 h. U.M.P. 

12 h. 30 ADP - U. DPG 

14 h. FMN 

16 h. GDP - UDP 

17 h. ATP 

20 h. UTP 

21 h. GTP 

The contours of the chromatograms of biological liquids 
are less sharply outlined than standard chromatogram contours. 

After undoubtable identification of the peaks by speci
fic methods, it is possible to say that there are noticeable quan
titative differences between normal and post exposure condition 
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in rats and rabbits delivered supra-lethal dosis of 60co gamma 
rays. 

Compounds identified Variations after irra
diation 

~-------------------------
Puric and Pyrimidic 
Bases, nucleosids and 
desoxynucleosids. 
A:nino-Acids. 

~------

Uric acid 

24 h. 

ill 

1f i 
~-----------------

? 

-------

3 '5' AMP ? 

~-----------------
Hippuric acid 

48 h. 

1 I 

II 

i I 
-:> 0 

varying 
On the basis of these results a few metabolites 
after exposure have been studied. 

Measurements have been made on a large number of 
animals with the respective methods. 

Uric acid is changed by the specific uricase enzym 
into allantoin which will reduce H2o2 in presence of an indi
cator which can be detected at 440 n.m. 

Acid hippuric is determined by fluorescence in sulfuric 
acid at excitation wavelength of 260 n m, and measurement wave
length 370 n m. 

As early as 1904 an increase of urinary uric acid has 
been noticed after exposure in irradiated patients, dogs, rabbits 
and rats. 

Our results are in a good agreement and our measure
ments on some 30 rats (L D 100%/10 D and L D 20%/30 D) are 
summarized in tables 3 and 4 
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L.D. 100% I 10 D 

Excretion uric 
acid cY n 

------- ~124 h. 

Normal l. 77 0.78 83 

D + l post 2.48 0.05 5 

D + 2 exposure 0.74 0.28 5 

D + 3 1.24 1.07 5 

D + 1 1.31 0.44 4 

D + 5 0.95 0.47 4 

D + 6 0.95 0.47 4 

D + 7 3.22 2.41 3 

D + 8 1.22 0.69 2 

- Table 3 -

L .D. 20% I 30 D 

----- --------
Excretion uric 
acid 

mgl24 h. (J n 

Normal 1.7 0,76 234 

D + l ) 2.29 l.l 9 

D + 2 ) fast 1.48 1.032 9 ) time 
D + 3 ) 0.87 0.39 9 

D + '1 post 3.37 1.57 9 

D + 2 exposure 2.27 0.59 9 

D + 3 1.9 0.8 9 

D + 4 o. 98 0.39 9 

D + 5 1.67 0.65 8 

D+6 - D+7 1.45 0.51 9 

D + 8 2.41 1.6 9 

D + 9 2.09 1.34 9 

D + 10 1.78 0.6 7 

D + 11 2.09 0.7 7 

1--·----------------------" ---- "_"_" ___ ----------
- Table 4 -
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A increase of uric acid is noticed on the 1st day after 
exposure (about 50%) followed by a decrease on the second day 
down to a level much lower than normal, then there occurs an 
increase to the initial value for lot II, and a very high value 
for animals dying from irradiation, usually on the preceding 
death. 

A significant decrease of hippuric acid is noticed 
after exposure (by a factor 5). (Tables 5 and 6). The decrease 
of Hippuric acid can be compared with the descrease induced by 
a complete fast (table 6) (the animals do not want food after 
exposure). 

L.D. 100% I 20 D 

excretion 
Hippuric acid 

mgl24 h. 
n 

~--------------------------------
Normal 

D+l after expo-
sure 

D + 2 
D + 3 
D + 4 
D+5 - D+8 
D + 7 
D + 8 

r--
Normal 

Fast time 
D + 1 
D + 2 
D + 3 

19.81 4.59 

4.10 3.59 

6.43 8.6 
7.88 10.55 

12.23 9.24 
25.05 17 
34.13 28 
28 6 

- Table 5 -

L.D. 20% I 30 D 

excretion 
Hippuric acid 

mg/24 h. 

10 

6,1 
2,1 
0,6 

3,3 

3 
1,7 
0 

After exposure 
D + 1 6,3 2,7 
D + 2 6,4 0,8 
D + 3 5,5 2,2 
D + 4 5,2 1,1 
D + 5 9,1 2,6 
D+6 - D+7 9,6 4,4 
D + 8 12,5 5,2 
D + 9 9,9 3,4 
D + 10 11,75 1,6 
D + 11 12,8 5;2 

- Table 6 -
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5 

5 
5 
5 
4 
3 
2 

n 

130 

5 
5 
2 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
4 
3 



However, excretion of Hippuric acid seems to be decrea
sed by factor 2 in surviving rats, no secondary increase was ob
served in the fasting animals, as noticed in the animals dying 
after exposure. 

The results on urinary excretion of Hippuric acid and 
Uric acid allow to conclude that, they are highly influend by 
4 exposure. 

Fasting plays in the same way as exposure for Hippu
ric acid (lower excretion) and in the opposite way for Uric 
acid (lower excretion in fasting rats increased excretion after 
exposure). 

However these effects do not allow to predict the 
fate of the animals death or survivals. 
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S1J:HUC 1J:UHAL ABERRATIONS IN BOIIE MAHROW CELLS 
Alt'·rEH 1_L1HI'i1IN.CED WATER AD1JlilHS1J:.HA'l'ION IN RATS 

Irina Andreu~a ru1d N.T.Racoveanu 
Institute of Hygiene and Public Health, Bucharest,Romania 

Abstract 

Structural aberrations in bone marrow cells were used as 
a biological test of H'J:O irradiation. 

1J:hrce groups of nine rats were used : two groups received 
a single intraperitoneal dose of 75 and lOO~i/g HTO ; one group 
received daily 3o pCi/g HTO for 18 days and 5 animals receiving 
saline solution served as controls. 

Structural aberrations incidence in loo cells for each 
animal was established usinc; the MOOHHEAD and LAM-PO-TAFfG tech
niques. 

1J:he structural aberrations were of chromatidian (gaps and 
breaks) and chromosomial type (acentric fragments and transloca
tions). 

A relationship between calculated bone marrow dose ani 
structura.l aberrations incidence was established. 

Rats receiving once loo )I.Ci/g HTO (2o rads) have 5.o_:~-2.o 
p.c. structural aberrations and rats receiving 18 days 3o ;.tCi/g 
H1DO daily (~ 6oo rads cummulative dose) displayed 7.3+3.2 p.c. 
structural aberrations. Control rats displayed only o76+o.5 p.c. 
aberrations. -

1. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to present the alterations in 
number and structure of bone marrow cells chromosomes, in rats, 
after unique and repeated administration of tritiated water (HTO). 

Chromosomial aberrations were used as a biological dosi
meter, due to the great sensitivity mentioned in the literature 
(BENDER)l. 

2. Material and methods 

32 female WISTru1 rats were divided in 4 ~roups. Groups 
A and B received intraperitoneally 75 and loo ~i/g body weight 
HTO. Group C received for 18 days intragastric administration of 
3o ~i/g HTO. Group D has served as control and received saline 
solution. Groups A, B and C were of 9 animals and D of 5 animals. 

Amersham tritiated water was used, the dilution to 2o 
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mCi/ml being made with saline solution. 
Three animals from groups A and B were killed at 24 hours, 

3 and 7 days interval, after H']O administration. From group C 
three animals were killed at 24 hours, 7 and 14 days after the 
last intragastric administration of HTO. 

_ A technique combining the methods of MOORE:IEAD2 and LAM-PO
T.AtlG3 was used for emphasizing chromosomes. loo metaphases were 
analysed for each animal, scoring the aneuploid mitosis and the 
various types of chromatidian and chromosomial aberrations. 

'I'he pattern of normal rat caryotype described by VRBA4 
and Ji'I 1l 1ZGJ:illALD5 was used. 

3. Results and discussions 

DAN.B;Y's work shown that HBE of lirii;ium particles for 
structural aberrations is 1.2 by comparison with 6oco gamma rays. 

In our worl: we have attempted to assess the magnitude of 
the i)rocess of alteration in structure and number of chromosomes 
and the elimination with the time of altered cells, the selection 
of damoged ~ells in renewinG cellular systems being well known 
(FABRli{AN'l') 'I •, 

We did not notice differences in aneuploid cells between 
irradialied animals and controls at any intel'Val after irradia
tion. 'J.lhe maximum occurence of aneuploid cells was 13.6 p.c. and 
the minimum g.o p.c., in controls the incidence was 11.2 p.c. 

Table 1 - Numerical abnormalities 

GROuPS 

A 
loo 'Ci/g 

B 
75 JI.Ci/g 

Time 
of 
study 

s-

1 
3 
7 

No. Total 
ani- cells 
mals ana-

3 
3 
3 

l zed 

3oo 
3oo 
3oo 

Euploid 
cells % 

87 +9. 3 
86.4"+1.1 
87.4:!2.3 

Aneuploid 
cells % 

------------------~--~---------------------1 
3 
7 

3 
3 
3 

3oo 
3oo 
3oo 

9 +1.7 
12 i).4 
lo :tl.l ------------- ----------··------------------

Structural aberrations observed were chromatidian (gaps 
and chromatid breaks) and chromosornial type (acentric fragments 
and translocations). The gaps were not scored because these are 
considered by EV Ai\fS8 reparable lesions. 

After single administration of HTO the incidence of chro
matidian aberrations (table 2) is not significatively increased. 
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The chromusomial aberrations increased significatively 
after lOO)ICi/g HTO, and were gradually eliminated 3 and 7 days 
later. 75 ,.Ci/g also produce a statistically signj_ficative in
crease after 24 hours and the decrease could be detected 3 days 
after H'l'O administration. 

The repeated H'l'O administration produced a higher increa
se, 7.3 + 3.2 p.c. of cells with structural aberrations both the 
chromatiaian and chromosomial type being involved. Three days af
ter, cessation of HTO administration, the incidence of chromoso
mial aberrations is still significatively higher that in controls 
but 14 days later the elimination of damaged cells is almost com
plete. 

Rgl. 

i'o 
12 

24 h 

NUMBER OF BONE MARROW CELLS WITH STRUCTURAL ABERRATIONS 
IN RATS AFTER SINGLE AND RErEATED HTO ADMINISTRATION 

--REPUTED (18 DAYS)ADIIINISTRATION OF 30)10/g HTO DAILY 
-·-·-SINGLE ADMINISTRATION 100)1Ci/g HTO 
·············SINGLE ADMINISTRATION 15)1Ci/g HTO 
--CONTROL 

14 DAYS 

From the calculation of bone marrow absorbed dose, we ob
tained for single administration of lOO)Ci/g HTO approximately 
27 rad, for ?5~Ci/g - 20 rad and for repeated administration of 
30J6Ci/g the cummulative bone marrow absorbed dose was about 600 
rad. 

The pattern of structural aberrations after single admis
tration of HTO, shown before, may be related with bone marrow 
cells irradiation, if we consider that the bone marrow receives 
an irradiation with a dose rate which attains the maximum a few 
hours after the HTO administration and decreases gradually du
ring the first days. Such a distribution of irradiation could 
explain the reason for which 75~Ci/g HTO deliver enough bone 
marrow dose to produce statistical significative increase of 
structural aberrations only 24 hours after administration. With 
lOO,.Ci/g HTO, the dose obtained after administration produce 
enough altered cells to be detected until the ? days. 

During daily administration of HTO, the bone marrow dose 
increases gradually, the tritiated water eliminated in 24 hours 
being only a part of that adrninistred the following day. 

The equilibrium of tritium content in bone marrow with the 
tritium in blood reached, the dose attains a steady state until 
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the cessation of ad~inistration, afterwards the decrease beging. 
The production of da.11aged cells is at the same time partly com
pensated by elimination of these cells and this explains the fi
gures observed in group C. 

From the above discussions we have to conclude that triti
ated water irradiation induces in bone marrow s~tem with a cel
lular population inhomogeneous as structure and division phase, 
structural aberrations roughly dose dependent. 

This fact needs a more accurate establishing on a homoge
neous cellular system as periphereal lymphocyte. 
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JWDIFICATION OF SOME BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS INDUCED BY SINGLE 
AND REPEATED ADMINISTRATION OF TRITIATED WATER 

Valentin Stanculescu and Ariadna Ciubotaru-Bordeianu 
Institute of Hygiene and Public Health,Bucharest,Romania. 

Abstract 

The exoeriments were performed on white rats exposed to the 
action of tritium from tritiated water (I-ITO) by single (i.p.)and 
repeated (oral) administration.The results showed that in the 
lots which have received HTO,as compared to the controls,there 
was a lower percentage of iron incor~oration in the red blood 
cells,and an early accumulation of ' Fe was noticed in bone mar
row;however longer biological half time (Tb) indicate a prolon
ged stay of iron which situation has been also found in the 
spleen. The relative sPleen weight was noticeably reduced in the 
animals which received 1 arger quanti ties of H'l'u. The unsaturated 
iron binding capacity (UIBC) evinced a decreasing tendency,which 
shows that,after exoosure to HTO,the degree of iron saturation 
of transferrin is higher. 

The comparition with the extent to which the same indicators 
are modified after whole-body X-ray exPosure suggests that expo
sure to HTO causes a lesser effect than expected for the calcula
ted dose. 

Tritiated water has been the object of numerous studies,as 
well as its effects uoon the organism,due to its particularities, 
as in its composition it has a low energy beta emitter which 
might be dangerous through the possib~lity of its creating local 
large energy absorbtion in the celll, .This possibility is enhan
ced by the fact that it has all properties of water,the biologi
cal medium in which metabolic reactions take place.Research work
ers have expressed various opinions with regard to the risk of 
HTO irradiation,and some authors have claimed to have evinced 
biochemical modifications even after very low exoosures to HT03. 
This position is backed by observation of Bond according to which 
after prolonged exposure to HTO,there appears tritium bound to 
organic comonunds,which implied an additional irradiation hazard4 

The present authors have followed a series of biological indi
catJrs in single and repeated exoosure to HTO and have attemPted 
a comparison of the magnitude of the effects with those of X-ir
radiation. 

Material and method 

The experiments were performed on male white rats averaging 
12o g.3efore the experiments the rats were adapted to laboratory 
conditions for least one week. 
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Repeated exposure to HTO.Daily for 18 days running,the animals 
were given a quantity of 3o{uCi HTO/body wt.through a gastric 
tube,the HTO having been di uted to the working activity with tap 
water.The necessary quantity for whole experiments was distribu
ted in vials and sterilized through boiling.HTO Amersham was used 
In the last day of administration the animals were i.p. injected 
with 31uci 59Fe-citrate Amersham with specific activity o:f the 
order o:f mCi/1ug.The controls were administered tap water during 
the same interval. 

Single administration of HTO was given to 3 lots of animals;the 
first lot received i.p. 75f1Ci HTO/g body wt. in saline solution 
together with 31uCi59Fe;the second lot was injected 15o1uCiHTO/g 
body wt. and 3;uCi59Fe;and thf controls received the same quan
tity of saline solution with59Fe. 

In the both types of experiments the animals were killed at 1, 
3,7 and 14 days after radioiron administration,in lots of 4-5 
animals. 

X-ray irradiation with 5o R was achived as :follow:l8o kVp,5 rnA, 
o,5 mm Cu filter,distance 8o cm,dose-rate 6 R/min.Part o:f animals 
were injected with59Fe immediately and killed at an interval of 
1,3,7,14 and 21 days,and the rest received59Fe 24 hours before 
the killing,which occured at the same time interval. 

Blood samnles were taken on heparine,as well as samples from 
the following organs:spleen,liver and bone marrow (femur). 

The :following determinations were performed on the samnles: 
percentage of red blood cell incorporation of iron (% RBC Fe

incorporation) was calculated by measuring radioactivity of the 
red blood cells :from 1 ml blood after repeated washing with sali
ne ~olution according to the usual formula. 

59Fe distribution :l.n organs was calculated by measuring the ra
dioactivity of the fragment of the organ,and results were exnre
ssed in: 

counts/g wet organ 
N= ----------------------

injected counts/g body 
relative weight of organs was exnressed in the ratio organ wt./ 

/body wt.(in the case of the spleen this has been multiplied by 
loo for the graphic representation). 

the unsaturated iron binding canacity (UIBC) was performed af
ter the technique described by Brozovich5. 

Results 

After reneated administration of HTO the investigated indica
tors evinced the following variations: 

Bone marrow incorporation of iron shows that in the first day 
a significantly increased quantity is retained in the lot exnosed 
to HTO;however,in the grouns killed at other time intervals no 
difference is found any longer.Calculating the biological half 
time (Tb) of iron in the two lots,it is seen that disapnearance 
of iron from the bone marrow occurs after an exnonential law with 
two terms corresponding to two Tb's as follow:for the control o.8 
and respectively 7.6 days,and for the lot exnosed to HTO o.6 and 
resnectively 12.7 days.The second Tb of the exposed lot is by an
Proximately 67% longer of the controls.(Fig.l) 

59Fe uptake in the spleen constantly show higher values in 
the HTO exnosed animals but the differences are not statistica
lly significant.The Tb calculated for the snleen show the exis
tence of two Tb's for iron elimination with the following valu-
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es:control lot 2.1 and 14.5 days and exposed lot 1.7 and 23.o 
days.As in the case of bone marrow,the second Tb of the exposed 
lot is by 65% longer than the corresponding time of the control. 

In the liver the differences between the values of the two 
lots are not statistically significant,though there is a slight 
tendency of accumulation in the exposed lot. 

On the first day after the period of administration was ended, 
the relative weight of the spleen in these animals was greatly 
diminished,amounting to only 55% of the value of the controls, 
which difference is statistically significant. 

The percentage of red blood incorporation of iron is visibly 
affected,in the lot exPosed to HTO:the utilization of iron in 
erythroPoiesis is delayed,as may seen from the first part of the 
curve,and the yield of iron utilization is diminished (the values 
of the exposed lots are constantly lower during the whole inter
val). 

UIBC variations in the animals which received HTO ranges bet
ween the extreme limits of the controls.It may be seen in the 
first days the value of UIBC is below the control average,in the 
7th day it rise to the suPerior limit of the control,after which 
it again approaches the average of the control lot. 

The evolution of the same indicators,with the exception of 
bone marrow incorporation of iron,followed in animals which were 
given single administration of HTO i.P. may be seen in Fig.2. 

No signif~cant difference is noticed in the spleen and liver 
between the control and exPosed lots as regards the iron uptake. 

The relative weight of the spleen is lower in the animals gi
ven 15oLuCi HTO/g body wt.by ll-21%,whereas in the lots which re
ceived ·r51uci HTO/g body wt.it is higher in the animals killed 
after 3 ahd 7 days,as compared to the control. 

% RBC Fe-incorporation is delayed and noticeably reduced in 
the lot which received l5o/uCi HTO/g body wt.,whereas the curve 
obtained in the animals given 75;uCi HTO/g body wt. is similar 
to that of the controls. 

The UIBC values of animals injected· with HTO vary within the 
limits of the values of the controls;still they seem to be influ
enced by quantity of HTO administered.The evolution of these va
lues is divergent in the two exPosed lots,the difference being 
statistically significant in the 7th and 14th days;there is how
ever no significant difference between the exposed lots and the 
control. 

The results obtained on the rats X-irradiated with 5o R show 
(Fig.3) that the %RBC Fe-incorPoration undergoes the same modifi
cations as described above,a delayed and reduced incorPoration 
in the irradiated lot,with a recovery in the 14th day.There are 
no modifications in the 59Fe uptake in the spleen and liver. 

The distribution of iron in the organs was followed at the 
same intervals after the irradiation in animals injected radio
iron 24 hours before the killing,and it was seen that there is 
no clifference between the exposed and the control lots as regards 
the %RBC Fe-incorporation;however there was noticed an obviously 
increased iron uptake in the bone marrow of the irradiated ani
mals;the same tendency was less markedly present in the spleen, 
whereas in the liver the control values seemed to be higher. 

Discussion 

The majority of indicators followed in this experiment belong 
to the metabolism of iron.Our interest in them is justified by 
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the various 0bservations renorted in literature which demonstra
te the high radiosensitivity o~ the haemapoietic system. 

NumeYous rePorts show that,o~ the ~our main cellular sub-sys
tems o~ the bone marrow,the erythropoietic line has the highest 
radiosensitivity6-9.It could be estimated ~hat-following the ex
posure o~ mice to LD5o out o~ l,ooo stem cells only two or three 
survive which retain their proli~erative capacity uninjured.Both 
in mice and in rats during the recovery period the contribution 
of the snleen to the process o~ erythroPoiesis is considerably 
increased6,8. 

Investigations using radioiron show that a~ter irradiation 
the iron uptake in the bone marrow is increased in the ~irst 24 
hours as a result o~ disturbanc!s in maturation and a delayed 
out~low o~ cells in circulation o.These e~~ects are repercuted 
upon the percentage o~ red blood cell incorporation o~· iron.This 
indicator has been considered up to the present to be the most 
sensitive indicator in irradiationll,l2lsome authors claiming to 
identi~y exposures to 5 Rl3.A~ter body 1rradiation a quantitati
ve redistribution o~ iron at the level o~ various organs follows 
in generall4,15.It has been found that ~allowing the action of 
any agent which alters the normal balance between the metabolic 
compartments of ironl6,which action a~fects mainly the bone mar
row,the iron tends to be dent to the storage organsl7,18.The in
volvement of the transf~erin in the general Picture of the irra
diation-induced modi~ications is obvious,as it apnears with a hi
gher degree o~ iron saturationl8,19. 

It emerges from our experiments that internal irradiation with 
tritium ~rom HTO in quantities applied by us,determines noticea
ble modifications of the indicators we ~ollowed,similarly to the 
pattern described in literature.Thus,the curves showing the per
centage of incorPoration o~ iron in the blood cells are ~latta
ned in the first part,which modifications are the more imPortant 
the greater the dose administered.In the lots which received HTO 
during 18 days and in the lot which received 15o1uci HTO/g body 
wt.the magnitude of the effects is comParable,whereas in the lot 
injected 75;uCi HTO/g body wt.they are similar to those o~ the 
controls. 

The early accumulation of iron in the bone marrow and in the 
spleen and its longer Tb in these organs is in agreement with 
above mentioned obsrevations. 

The behaviour o~ UI3C is dif~erent in the experiment with ani
mals injected with a single dose of HTO depending on the adminis
tered dose,though it does not exceed the limits between which 
range the values o~ the control.Thus at the lowest dose,UIBC 
shows a tendency to increase with time,whereas a double quantity 
of HTO determines a decrease,suggesting that the transf~erin is 
more heavily loaded with iron at higher doses. 

Taking the Tb of HTO to be 3.7 days2o the following cumulated 
doses were calculated:in the reneated administration for the in
tervals o~ 1,3,7 and 14 days,62o,72o,82o and 82o rad respectively 
and for the single administration o~ HTO in the amount of 751uci 
HTO/g body wt. the values were of 2o,5o,85 and loS rad resPecti
vely;~or the quantity of 15o;uCi HTO/g body wt.the values were of 
4o,loo,l7o and 216 rad respectively. 

In the lot irradiated with 5o Ran alteration of the curve of 
$RBC Fe-incorporation is seen,which however is small compared to 
those obtained from animals which were administered HTO.It may 
also be asserted with the dif~erence due to the small number o~ 
animals in these lots that is a tendency to redistribute the iron 
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among the various organs which is less marked than in the case of 
the animals treated with HTO.Previous datal9 have demonstrated 
tha~ there is a very strong decrease of UIBC in rats irradiated 
with doses greater than 2oo R. 

Comparing the modification~f the followed indicators after 
irradiation with HTO and after~X-irradiation,it results that the 
dose of exoosure to tritium Ln-~our experiment is located between 
5o and 2oo R,which is a by fap~nferior value to calculate dose. 
Evidently in order to make a ~rm statement in this resoect the 
influence should be determined of some factors such as the chara
cter of the irradiation (internal or external),the dose-rate,the 
degree of reliability on the indicator's adequate resoonse to the 
dose a.s.o. 

We can however mention that up to the end of the experimental 
period we could not find any exterior sign of discomfort as re
gards the animals'aspect and behaviour,as they appeared to be in 
perfect state of health (shiny fun~liveliness,a normal weight 
growth curve,etc),what makes us believe that the actual effects 
of HTO are less important that foreseen on the basis of the cal
culated dose. 

This disagreement could be accounted for if the fact were ac
cepted that tritiated water irradiation is largerly wasted in 
nonvital zones.This is the tantamount to asserting that the tri
tium of HTO only to a small extent reaches the intracellular vo
lume,as the equilibrium between the volume of the extracellular 
fluid and this volume is slowly established2l.If this hypothesis 
could be proved to be real,the critical organs for HTO could be 
considered to be those,which are highly irrigated (bone marrow, 
spleen, etc). 

As regards the hazard of exposure to HTO,in spite of results 
of the present reoort,it is our opinion that any statement should 
be made with the greatest orudence,especially in cases of long 
term exoosures to HTO when circumstances prevail in which an eq
uilibrium is reached between the extracellular fluid and intra
cellular fluid,which could result in the binding of tritium to 
macromolecular compounds of metabolic importance. 
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Fig.l.The evolution of the indicators followed in animals which 
were given repeated administration of HTO. 
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COMPARATIVE TOXICITY OF INHALED BETA-EMITTING 
RADIONUCLIDES IN BEAGLE DOGS':< 

R. 0. McClellan, B. B. Boecker, F. F. Hahn, C. H. Hobbs, 
R. K. Jones and M. B. Snipes 

Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute 
Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and Research 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 

Abstract 

Four lifespan studies are being conducted in which Beagle dogs have been 
exposed via inhalation to aerosols of fused clay particles containing 90y, 91 Y, 
144ce or 90sr resulting in graded initial lung burdens of radioactivity. With 
all four aerosols, the labeled particles are tenaciously retained in the lung 
with effective retention half-times of 2. 6, 53, 178 and 400 days, respectively. 
With the 91y, 144ce and 90sr in fused clay, the physical half-life is suffi
ciently long to allow translocation of small quantities of radioactivity, pre
sumably in particulate form, to tracheobronchial lymph nodes and movement 
of solubilized 91 Y and 144Ce to liver and skeleton and 90Sr to skeleton. With 
the highest initial lung burdens, deaths related to radiation pneumonitis and 
pulmonary fibrosis were observed in all four studies within 400 days post
inhalation exposure. The radiation dose required to produce early deaths was 
lowest for 90y and highest for 144Ce and 90sr being related to the lung reten
tion half-times (and rate of decrease of radiation dose rate). Later deaths 
(>640 days) related to primary pulmonary hemangiosarcomas have been ob
served in dogs that inhaled 144ce or 90sr in fused clay with cumulative lung 
doses > 20, 000 rads. The current status of the studies (to 1800 days post
inhalation exposure) is discussed and compared with similar studies con
ducted with 239Pu02 at Battelle-Northwest .. Of special interest is the devel
opment of primary pulmonary hemangiosarcomas (endothelial tumors) with 
chronic alpha irradiation from plutonium. 

Introduction 

The toxicity of inhaled radioactive materials is qualitatively well estab
lished. If high levels of radioactivity are inhaled, experimental animals die 
within a few hundred days from radiation pneumonitis and pulmonary fibrosis. 
Lower, but still substantial levels of exposure, produce primary pulmonary 
neoplasia in both experimental animals and man. Within this qualitative 
framework, however, there are relatively little quantitative data relating 
various levels of radiation exposure to biological endpoints such as pulmonary 
neoplasia and lifeshortening. Especially lacking is information that extends 
over a broad range of exposure levels and provides comparative data on dif
ferent types of exposure such as alpha emitters versus beta emitters or 
radionuclides with short versus long effective half-times in lung. Recognizing 
these deficiencies in our knowledge and their significance in the establishment 
of radiation protection standards, studies were initiated to evaluate the toxi
city of four beta-emitting radionuclides whose predicted effective retention 
half-times in lung varied from several days to more than several hundred 

*Research performed under AEC Contract AT(29-2)-1013 and in animal facil
ities fully accredited by the American Association for Accreditation of 
Laboratory J._nimal Care. 
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days. A range of exposure levels was used from high levels predicted to pro
duce radiation pneumonitis, pulmonary fibrosis and early death to lower 
levels predicted to have a high probability of producing pulmonary neoplasia. 

Experimental Approach 
Beagle dogs, 12-14 months of age at time of exposure, were used; 3 65 ex

posed to radioactive aerosols and 51 sham exposed to serve as controls. The 
basic approach used in the studies has been described. 1, 2, 3 Radiation dose 
and experimental parameters are shown in Table 1. All dogs received a clini
cal examination before being placed on e;oc.periment and regularly thereafter. 

Table 1 
Radiation Dose and Experimental Parameters 

for Radionuclides Inhaled in Fused Clay 
Radionuclides 

Radiation Dose Parameters 90y 91y 144Ce 

Physical Half-Life (Days) 2. 6 59 285 

Effective Hal£- Life in 
Lung (Days) 

Average Beta Energy (Mev) 

Radiation Dose to Lung Initial 
Dose Rate (rads/day/j.J.Ci ILB':') 

Potential Infinite Dose 
(rads/J.LCi ILB) 

Radionuclide Exposed Dogs 

Number 

Range of ILB ( J.LC i/kg body wt) 

Number of Deaths (< 500 days PE':":') 

Number of Deaths (> 500 days PE) 

Current Survivors 

Control Dogs t 
Number 

2. 6 

0. 9 

0. 29 

1.2 

89 

80-5200 

37 

0 

52 

12 

53 

o. 62 

0.23 

16 

96 

11-360 

36 

2 

59 

12 

178 

1. 2 7 

0.47 

110 

108 

0. 0024-210 

17 

6t 

85 

15 

90c: ..__r 

10, 500 

400 

1. 13 

0.41 

250 

72 

3. 7-94 

32 

10 t 

30 

12 

':'ILB = Initial Lung Burden tAll due to primary lung cancer 
*':'PE = Post-Inhalation Exposure t None have died to date 

The aerosols labeled with either 90y, 91y, 144ce':' or 9°sr':' were pre
pared by exchanging the radionuclide into montmorillonite clay and filtering 
and washing the clay. Aerosols generated with a nebulizer were fused to 
spherical insoluble clay particles by passing through a heating column at 
1100° C and delivered to an exposure cone, through which the dog's nose pro
jected, after being cooled with diluting air. The Activity Median Aerodynamic 
Diameter (AMAD) of the 91 Y, 144ce and 90sr aerosols as determined by cas
cade impactor analysis was about 1. 8 1-Lm with a erg of 1. 8. To reduce upper 
respiratory deposition, and thus the gastrointestinal dose, the AMAD was re
duced to 0. 9 1-Lm for the 90y exposures. 

Gross necropsies and histopathological examinations were performed on 
all animals that died or were euthanized. If any radioactivity remained at 
death, the tissues were radioanalyzed. Data from periodic in vivo measure
ments of body and lung burden, excreta analysis and tis sue radioactivity at 
death were used with data from studies of the radiation dose pattern for the 
specific radioactive aerosol to estimate the radiation dose for each animal. 

. 
':' 144ce · "l"b · "th 144P and 90sr · "l"b · "th 90 y tn equt 1 num Wl r tn equt 1 r1um Wl • 
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Experimental Findings to Date 

In all four studies, the radioactive fused clay particles have been retained 
tenaciously in lung with effective half times as shown in Table 1. With 90Y
fused clay, the physical half life of 90y was sufficiently short that minimal 
translocation to tracheobronchial lymph nodes and accumulation in liver and 
skeleton occurred. 2 With 91y, 144ce and 90sr fused clay, the effective half 
lives were sufficiently long to allow translocation of small quantities of radio
activity, presumably in particulate form, to tracheobronchial lymph nodes. 
In addition, with 91y and 144Ce, radioactivity was accumulated by liver and 
skeleton and with 90Sr by skeleton; this probably represents solubilized ma
terial since it was distributed as it would be if a soluble form of the element 
were introduced into the bloodstream .. The distribution pattern for 91y in 
fused clay, shown in Figure 1, is typical of the translocation patterns ob
serverl. The highest rarlir~tion doses were to lung and tracheobronchial lymph 
nodes with much lower doses to bone, and for 90y, 91y and 144Ce, to liver. 

Figure 1. Tissue concentra
tion of 91y in Beagle dogs 
after inhalation of 91 Y in fused 
clay; tissue weights: lung, 140 
gm; TBLN, 0. 5 gm; femur, 32 
gm; and liver, 270 gm; mean 
and range of 3 dogs at each 
sacrifice time. 

~ F"""r ----_fl-------'--="'------:11-

-------,~-----~L~Iv="--------~ 

~·~----.-----.-----,-----,-----.-----.------+ 
0 w ~ ~ ~ 00 120 140 

DAYS POST-INHALATION EXPOSURE 

The current status of each of the four studies is summarized in Table 
and schematically represented in Figures 2-5. In all four studies, a number 
of deaths occurred within 500 days after exposure with a suggestion that the 
deaths occurred earliest with 90y followed by 91 Y with the 144Ce and 90sr 
deaths somewhat later. This apparent difference may be related to the initial 
radiation dose rate to lung which was highest for 90y followed by 91 Y and 
144ce, and then 90sr, because higher levels of radioactivity were used with 
the radionuclides with short physical half life. The high dose rate exposures, 
although they decreased rapidly, produced death with lower cumulative doses 
than when the dose rate was low but sustained. The total radiation dose asso
ciated with early deaths was lowest for 90y (> 7000 rads), followed by 91 Y 
(> 14, 000 rads), and was highest for 144Ce (> 38, 000 rads) except for one cas"" 
in which death occurred with 19, 000 rads, and 90Sr (> 34, 000 rads). 

Early deaths were typically due to radiation pneumonitis and pulmonary 
fibrosis. The alveolar septa were thickened with hypertrophic and hyperplas
tic alveolar lining cells. The alveoli were frequently filled with proteinaceous 
material, macrophages and neutrophils. The fibrosis ranged from fine fibril
lar thickening of alveolar septa to large dense collagenous scars. In many 
cases there was fibrous thickening of the pleura, 

Late deaths, > 500 days after inhalation exposure, are very radionuclide 
dependent at this time in the studies (Table 1). No late deaths have been ob
served with 90y, only 2 with 91y, 6 with 144ce and 10 with 90sr. The 2 late 
deaths with 91y were due to pulmonary fibrosis with no evidence of neoplasia. 
Fifteen of the late deaths with 144ce and 90sr were caused by primary pulmo
nary hemangiosarcomas with one late death due to a hemangiosarcoma which 
arose in either the lung or rib. In addition, other tumors were found with the 
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91

Y in fused clay. 

hemangiosarcomas; two bronchiole-alveolar carcinomas, one fibrosarcoma 
primary to the lung and a squamous cell carcinoma of the nasal cavity. 

The hemangiosarcomas were rapid growing tumors with death occurring 
within a few months after initial diagnosis. In most cases, there were multi
ple masses of tumor tissue in lung and there were numerous metastases to 
other tissues. 4 The high incidence of pulmonary hemangiosarcomas observed 
after inhalation of beta-emitting radionuclides is new and unexpected. No 
hemangiosarcomas of the lung have been found in c9ntrol dogs in this colony, 
however, hemangiosarcomas of the skeleton have been observed in this colony 
after inhalation of 90SrC12 . 5 

The contrast between the late effects of long-lived beta emitters in the 
lung reported here agd the late effects of alpha-emitting 2 3 9Pu02 in the lung 
is striking. Howard reported on 30 dogs followed for long periods of time 
after inhaling 239Pu. Twenty-two of the dogs died with primary lung neoplasms 
1151 to 3313 days post-inhalation exposure while 8 dogs died with pulmonary 
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fibrosis. Most of the neoplasms were bronchiolo-alveolar carcinomas of 
peripheral origin with two peripheral squamous cell carcinomas and three epi
dermoid carcinomas. Three dogs had tumors that appeared to originate from 
the pleura or mediastinum and two dogs had malignant lymphoma. Two dogs 
were observed to have benign appearing hemangio·mas. 

The basis for the predominance of different tumor types; hemangiosar
coma of endothelial origin with the beta emitters and the bronchiolo-alveolar 
carcinomas of epithelial origin with alpha emitters is not clear at this time. It 
is of note that the bronchiolo-alveolar carcinomas originated from areas of 
severe fibrosis and hyperplasia with associated alveolar epithelial metaplasia. 
This was also true for the bronchiolo-alveolar carcinoma observed in one of 
the 144Ce dogs. In general, however, in the dogs with hemangiosarcomas the 
pulmonary fibrosis and alveolar hyperplasia and metaplasia were not as mark
ed as that described for the 239Pu0z dogs. The pathogenesis of bronchiolo
alveolar carcinomas may be intimately related to the process of fibrosis and 
associated alveolar hyperplasia and metaplasia. In contrast, perhaps the de
velopment of hemangiosarco~as 1 from the substantial number of erdoJ;helial 
cells within the alveolar septae is related to the relatively uniform· exposure 
and sublethal radiation damage produced by beta-irradiation of the lung. Per
haps 239Pu02 exposed animals are spared from this type neoplasm because of 
the more non-uniform radiation dose with numerous hot-spots and the higher 
LET of the alpha-emitting 239PuOz particles. 

Additional work is required to clarify the pathogenesis of lung cancer re
lated to the several types of radiation exposure and especially to provide a fir
mer basis for extrapolating these findings to man. Future observations on 
dogs that still survive following exposure to lower initial lung burdens will be 
of special significance in considering radiation protection standards for man 
for long-lived beta emitters such as 144ce or 90sr deposited in lung. Com
parative observations on the shorter-lived 90y and 91y in which exposures 
have not yet resulted in lung cancer will aid in establishing the dose-response 
significance of variations in the radiation dose pattern to lung. 
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BENEFITS AND RISKS TO NUCLEAR POWER IN THE UNITED STATES 
OF THE "AS LOW AS PRACTICABLE" PHILOSOPHY 

Morton I. Goldman, Sc.D. 
Senior Vice President 

NUS Corporation 
Rockville, Maryland 

At the outset I should apologize to this group for the somewhat laborious 
title of this presentation. It resulted from a somewhat hasty consideration 
on my part of a title for the subject matter which I would like to present 
today; an attempt to communicate to you some of the difficulties that have 
been created in the United States by the enthusiastic application of the 
philosophy with which we in the radiation protection field have been living 
for several decades at least. 

However, in attempting to present at least one individual's view of these 
problems, I am confronted with several difficulties, particularly for a dis
tinguished international audience. One of these difficulties is created by 
the innate complexity of the agencies, organizations, and entities involved 
in U.S. radiation protection programs, as well as their assorted guides, 
standards, and regulations which apply in varying degrees to nuclear facili
ties. A second difficulty is established by attempting to relate the sig
nificance of other non-radiological laws, court decisions, and agency actions 
on radiological as well as non-radiological issues. 

In the first area, we are involved with recommendations, evaluations, guides, 
standards, and regulations which at one time or another have been promulgated 
by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, the Federal 
Radiation Council, the National Academy of Sciences, the Environmental Pro
tection Agency, and the Atomic Energy Commission, to say nothing of the 
influences exerted by the United Nations' Scientific Committee on Effects of 
Atomic Radiation and, of course, the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection, both of which have had a substantial influence on U.S. policies 
and practices in the radiation protection field. In the second instance of 
difficulty, we need only to look at the effects of the National Environmental 
Policy Act, or NEPA, and several judicial decisions about its interpretation 
to identify the significant impact these have had on radiological protection 
aspects of nuclear power, as well as on other non-radiological aspects of 
these facilities. 

In this presentation, I would like to describe the potential threats as I see 
them to the viability of the generation of energy from nuclear sources in 
the U.S. which owe at least as much to the application of the "as low as 
practicable" philosophy as to any other source. It is these somewhat perhaps 
overzealous applications of the concept in the U.S. that I would like to 
explore this morning in the hope perhaps that other nations may avoid some of 
the pitfalls we appear to be creating in our own country. 
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Much of the zeal exhibited within the past few years has derived from efforts 
to reclaim the environment in general from a number of misapplications of 
technology which have resulted in the degradation of significant portions of 
our environment. At the same time and as part of the same movement, an 
intensive examination has been initiated of those environmental factors, 
whether natural or man-made, which may have more subtle effects on human 
health and welfare now that modern medicine and public health engineering 
have generally extended our life spans by eliminating, at least in large 
measure, the more obvious communicable diseases. 

For the nuclear community, one of the more significant controversies over the 
past few years has been about the issue of radiation exposures deriving from 
the operation of commercial nuclear power.plants. Certainly the names of 
Drs. Gofman, Tamplin, and Sternglass can evoke very predictable responses from 
those members of the nuclear community whose operations or plants have been 
affected by that controversy. 

Additionally, the National Environmental Policy Act, as interpreted by the 
courts, has stimulated a broad in~uiry into all other aspects of potential 
environmental impact with the objective of achieving a balance between bene
fits and costs, both economic and environmental. In many cases, however, 
pressures have been directed toward eliminating environmental effects regard
less of cost or of the significance of the effect. In some of these instances, 
however, the application of a narrowly-focused effort to minimize one effect 
has created other, more significant effects. 

As a quite recent, if peripheral example, I would cite a news article this 
weekend that ~uoted a scientist with the Environmental Protection Agency's 
Air Program research activity to the effect that catalytic devices proposed 
for removal of pollutants from automobile exhausts might in fact themselves 
discharge more harmful particulates of sulfuric acid and platinum. 

More significant to the nuclear power industry (an in fact to the power 
industry in general) is the legislative goal of eliminating all discharges 
to waterways within 10 years. Although the guidelines for power plants are 
not yet promulgated, preliminary manifestations of the EPA policy are already 
evident. Actions in individual power plant cases, as well as a draft report 
on feasible technology, strongly suggest a mandate of closed cycle cooling 
using evaporative cooling towers for power plants regardless of site. Thus, 
"as low as practicable" may well become "as low as possible" in the water-
with such potential adverse side effects as salt drift and deposition at 
coastal sites, evaporative depletion of fresh water resources in water-short 
areas, fogging and, in colder climates, icing of structures and roads. How
ever, since these are not water pollution problems, they appear not to have 
been considered. -----

We have our own example of this type of "tunnel-vision" in the radiation pro
tection field, however, and it is on this issue I would like to concentrate. 
It is related to the perspectives presented by Dr. Lapp yesterday--but presents 
still another aspect of considerable signficance. 

It is probably entirely superfluous to remind this audience that the ICRP, in 
1950, stated: "It is strongly recommended that every effort be made to reduce 
exposures to all types of ionizing radiations to the lowest possible level." 
Although this injunction was directed primarily at occupational exposures, it 
did reaffirm for the radiation protection community the principle of minimizing 
exposure. In 1954 and again in 1957, the NCRP recommended that "exposure to 
radiation be kept at the lowest practicable level in all cases." In the 1957 
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statement, NCRP also made recommendations for the limitation of exposure to 
individuals outside of "controlled areas," as well as for population exposure. 

Although the recommendations of the ICRP and NCRP were widely adopted by 
operating organizations, these recommendations as such carried no statutory 
force. To provide a federal policy in the U.S. for human radiation exposure, 
the Federal Radiation Council was formed in 1959 to "advise the President with 
respect to radiation matters directly or indirectly affecting health." In 
1960, the first report and recommendation by the Federal Radiation Council 
staff essentially adopted the recommendations of the ICRP and. NCRP, but se
lected the term "radiation protect ion guide" for the "rr,axi!llU1ll permissible dose" 
concepts of the other organizations. Again the staff report stated: "Every 
effort should be made to encourage the maintenance of radiation doses as far 
below this guide as practicable." 

During Lhe 1950's and 1960's the Atomic J:!;nergy Commission, which provided the 
regulatory control over all major nuclear activities, had adopted its own 
radiation protection standards. These were in two forms: the first, a codi
fied section of the Code of Federal Regulations, the so-called Part 20, appli
cable to licensees of the Atomic Energy Commission; and the other, a portion 
of the AEC manual appropriate for internal operations of the AEC and its con
tractors at such facilities as Oak Ridge, Hanford, Savannah River, etc. It 
is, of course, Part 20 of the AEC regulations that apply to the nuclear power 
facilities that are being built and operated by electric utility companies in 
the U.S. 

In 1968 and 1969, substantial controversies were generated in the U.S. by a 
number of individuals with respect to the projected effects of exposure of 
populations to doses from nuclear plant operations at the limits prescribed 
by FRC guides for the population at large. Needless to say, the allegations 
by Gofman and Tamplin created a widespread controversy not only in the United 
States but elsewhere as well. Although these allegations were refuted at the 
time and more convincingly since by BEIR, one of the difficulties in dealing 
with them derived from the fact that Part 20 of the AEC regulations dealing 
with licensed facilities nowhere explicitly included the ICRP/NCRPIFRC recom
mendation that exposures be maintained at the minimum practicable value • 

. 
I pointed this out in testimony before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 
in January 1970, although I indicated then that in practice the Regulatory 
Staff of the Atomic Energy Commission had in fac~applied that philosophy in 
their review and approval of facilities seeking permits and licenses. In 
April of 1970, the AEC proposed amendments to their regulations which would 
include the "as low as practicable" mandate in the Part 20 standards. Addi
tionally, AEC proposed amendments to that section of their regulations covering 
licensing of nuclear facilities* which would require applicants to identify the 
design objectives for discharges and the means to be employed to keep discharges 
as low as practicable, as well as a requirement for operating plants that equip
ment installed in effluent management systems be maintained and used to assure 
that discharges were as low as practicable. 

At that time, the Commission indicated its plans to consult with the industry 
and with other interested groups and persons to determine the feasibility of 
developing more definitive criteria for the design objectives and the means 
for keeping radioactive discharges from light-water-cooled nuclear plants as 
as low as practicable. The proposed amendments to Part 20 and Part 50 were 

* Part 50 
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adopted in December of 1970, and early in 1971 the AEC carried out its announced 
intention to meet with industrial and other representatives to review the feasi
bility of establishing more definitive numerical guides. In December of 1970 
also, a reorganization of part of the Federal establishment transferred the 
functions of the Federal Radiation Council to the newly established Environ
mental Protection Agency. 

In June of 1971, the Atomic Energy Commission issued for comment a proposed 
Appendix I to their regulations for licensing of nuclear facilities which 
established numerical guides for design objectives and limiting conditions 
for operation governing discharges of radioactive materials in effluents 
from light-water-cooled nuclear power plants. These were intended to imple
ment the "as low as practicable" concept and basically provided for discharge 
limits which would result in exposures l% of the ICRP/NCRP/FRC recommendations 
for individuals in uncontrolled areas, or 5 millirem per year. The position 
of the Regulatory Staff was that the discharges reported for existing plants 
indicated the general feasibility of meeting these new lower limits at modest 
expense and that the values needed to be in that range in order to protect 
the public health and safety as nuclear power became a more significant con
tributor to both electric generating capability of the United States and to 
the dose to the population of the United States. 

A very large number of comments were received from utility organizations, 
from reactor manufacturers, from architect-engineers, from consultants, from 
environmentalists, and from other government agencies, and predictably enough 
ranged from the viewpoint that the guides were unnecessarily restrictive to 
the opposite. 

A rulemaking hearing was held during the first five months of 1972 with 
participation by a combined group of utilities, by a reactor manufacturer, 
by a consolidated group of environmental intervenors, and by the State of 
Minnesota. During the course of these rulemaking hearings, several factors 
became apparent. The first, and perhaps most important, was the intention 
of the Regulatory Staff to apply the same degree of conservatism in arriving 
at projections of radioactive releases and in assessing the resulting doses 
as had been applied when the standards were greater by two orders of magni
tude. In particular, it was proposed to include not only normal waste 
releases but also those that might result from off-standard operation, so
called miscellaneous leakages. Few if any of these had been measured and 
reported by the operating plants, so the basis on which the practicability 
of meeting the new guide had presumably been demonstrated was immediately 
in question. In the dose assessment area, perhaps the most notable of the 
Staff conservatisms became the "hypothetical future cow" which was to be 
assumed to be chained to the nearest site fencepost, with an infant perma
nently attached to its hind leg, even if such farming uses did not exist 
in the present or foreseeable future. 

It appeared obvious to several of us who participated in that hearing that 
the Staff had not really done its homework in evaluating the impact of their 
proposed rule either in terms of costs of compliance in an economic sense or 
with the benefit to be obtained as a result of these costs. One of the AEC' s 
own biomedical witnesses, Dr. Leonard Sagan, indicated that in his view the 
expenditures required for meeting these proposed limits might better be spent 
in controlling and reducing exposures of the public from X-ray machines. I 
think Ralph Nader might even agree with that position if he had better 
advisers than John Gofman. In the instance of the proposed limit for radio
active iodines, the combined utility group produced testimony which indicated 
that it was highly unlikely that the proposed limit was even feasible to 
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achieve, particularly under the assessment ground rules established by the 
licensing Staff, and that the costs of compliance with the proposed rule could 
reach very large figures very easily. 

Even the environmentalist intervenor group witnesses, with the exception of 
Dr. Sternglass, generally supported higher radiation exposure limits than 
those proposed by the AEC. A final point, and one which I will expand on 
a little later, was made by the combined utility group--that the staff had 
given no consideration to the potential increase in plant worker exposure 
which might result from the adoption of these more stringent restrictions 
on releases from the plant. 

At the end of the hearing in May of 1972, the AEC announced that it would 
prepare and issue an Environmental Statement on the proposed rule to assess 
the costs and benefits of lLs implementation and to consider alternatives 
to the proposed rule. This Environmental Statement was an outgrowth of 
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act that any Federal 
action having a significant impact on the environment must be preceded by 
an environmental statement which examj_nes the costs, benefits, and alter
natives to the proposed Federal action. The Draft Environmental Statement 
was issued for comment in January 1973. 

The direction and scope of the Draft Environmental Statement tended to sup
port the view of some individuals that the AEC decision to establish 1% of 
the NCRP limits as a design objective may not have been as much technically 
motivated, but rather politically stimulated by a desire to silence their 
critics. The Draft Statement was a fairly substantial exercise in numerical 
calculations which attempted to demonstrate by the sheer weight of numbers 
that the 5 millirem per year dose objective was indeed achievable although 
at some cost. It did not, for example, consider in any real sense alter
natives to the proposed numerical guidance of 5 millirem per year. It 
appeared in summary to be a massive exercise in self-justification. 

The methodolgy employed in the Draft Statement was to establish models of 
boiling water and pressurized water reactors; to hypothesize radioactivity 
releases from these plants using alternative waste treatment schemes which 
started with the base cases being essentially open sewers; to establish 
these hypothetical plants in so-called representative sites; and to assess 
the doses to individuals and to populations resulting from the hypothesized 
releases from alternative waste processing schemes. Estimates were made of 
the costs of these additional waste systems and the differential costs 
associated with the resultant reduced exposures. 

In these assessments, many of the same conservatisms employed by the Regulatory 
Staff in individual plant licensing actions were largely reiterated. Normal 
operation was assumed to include a wide variety of off-standard operations, 
including fluid leakages, fuel failures, etc., which resulted in a tendency, 
as the statement indicated, "to overestimate the quantity of radioactive 
material released in the effluents." 

To determine the impact of these releases on hypothetical individuals and 
population groups around these hypothesized plants, a number of interesting 
characteristics were ascribed to the so-called maximum individual. This 
individual was used to represent the "maximum" dose which could be postu
lated for an individual in the station environs. This in itself was at 
variance with the stateQ. intent of Appendix I to deal with "expected" 
rather than maxirrrum situations. "The individual is assumed to have been 
conceived, born, and expected to live his entire lifetime on a farm adjacent 
to the station site boundary. He is assumed to eat nominal amounts of fish, 
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crustacea, mollusks, and acquatic vegatation (if applicable) taken from near 
the outfall of the liquid effluent; to obtain his drinking water from near 
the site boundary (for sites adjacent to fresh water); to swim and boat in 
the waterway near the outfall; to engage in normal recreational activities 
on the shoreline near the station; to eat fresh green vegetables grown on 
the farm; and to drink fresh milk obtained from cows on local pasture. 
Further, the farm is assumed to be located in the sector downwind of the 
predominant wind direction." 

From the numerical attributes assigned to this individual in the Draft 
Environmental Statement, he was truly heroic. He ingested two and one-
half times as much fluid as does the ICRP standard man; he ate as much 
seafood annually as does a commercial fisherman, except near the sea 
coast site where he ate twice as much seafood as does a U.S. commercial 
fisherman; he also spent 500 hours per year on the shoreline near the plant 
outfall, and 200 hours more swimming or boating near the outfall, presumably 
to catch all the fish he eats. At the same time, he survived largely on 
spinach, lettuce, and cabbage grown in the most exposed off-site area in an 
amount equal to half the U.S. average total annual vegetable intake, and 
drank about three times as much milk from his own cow (presumably pastured 
in the vegetable patch) as does the average individual in the U.S., while 
simultaneously remaining naked all year 'round on the downwind fencepost 
next to the cow. Sometime during this period, he also found time to 
arrange for a new infant every year. While the concept of the critical 
population group is not a new one in the radiation protection field, this 
exercise did appear to be advancing the state of that art by a substantial 
amount. 

Having gone through this exercise, the Draft Environmental Statement came 
to the conclusion that with the exception of radioactive iodines, it appeared 
feasible and not economically unreasonable to achieve the design objective 
of 5 millirem per year. However, in order to achieve this design objective 
for radioactive iodine discharges, it would have appeared to be necessary 
to exhaust all ventilation air flows from turbine, auxiliary, and reactor 
buildings through perhaps a thousand high efficiency filters and charcoal 
absorbers units and 100 meter tall stacks. Since there are a large number 
of plants which are being designed and built in the U.S. under the apparent 
misconception that "clean nuclear power" does not require chimneys, this 
came as somewhat of a shock. 

In fact, the Draft Environmental Statement confirmed what the combined 
utility group had stated during the hearing; e.g., there did not seem to 
be any biological rationale for the dose objective of 5 millirem per year 
and, in any event, it appeared highly infeasible to assure meeting the 
restrictions on release of radioactive iodine. What was not considered 
in the Draft Environmental Statement was the necessity for meeting the 
proposed guideline for that substance let alone for the other discharges. 

The costs of achieving the desired degree of protection were not insig
nificant even if the estimates made on behalf of the AEC were accepted 
at face value. These estimates indicated that the annual incremental 
costs for control of radioiodines might range between $500,000 and 
$1,000,000 per year for pressurized water reactors and between $1,000,000 
and $2,000,000 per year for boiling water reactors for such control. Need
less to say, one could buy significant amounts of land or cows or liters of 
milk for that annual cost. It was suspected, in addition, that the costs of 
control contained in the Draft Environmental Statement were low perhaps by 
as much as a factor of two. 
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Despite the information introduced in the hearing by the utilities, not one 
word appeared in the Draft Environmental Statement about the potential impact 
on in-plant personnel exposures resulting from the adoption of the proposed 
rule, nor was any consideration given to those facilities which might incor
porate more than two units per site. 

Over three hundred pages of comments on the Draft Environmental Statement 
were filed, the bulk of which were critical of the approach and the substance 
of the Draft Environmental Statement. Late in July of this year, the Final 
Environmental Statement was published by the AEC. It is substantially 
bulkier but not significantly better than the Draft Statement. The Final 
Environmental Statement consists of three volumes: the first of which is 
the Statement itself; the second, a description of the analytical models 
and calculations employed; and the third, a compendium of comments and the 
responses of the Staff to those comments. 

Many, if not most, of the deficiencies in the Draft Environmental Statement 
remain. No significant consideration has been given to the costs and risks 
of a guideline higher than 5 millirem per year; the conservatism in esti
mation of source terms for releases from plants has been maintained in much 
the same form as in the original draft statement; the heroic proportions of 
the so-called maximum individual are essentially unchanged from those in 
the Draft Statement, although at least a step in the direction of assuming 
more reasonable parameters for the population at large has been taken for 
estimation of population dose; the cost figures used by the Staff in the 
Final Environmental Statement appear to be about a factor of two lower than 
the cost estimates for comparable pieces of equipment in the Draft Environ
mental Statement (the original estimates were felt perhaps to be low by as 
much as a factor of two). 

There has been some relaxation of the attitude of the Regulatory Staff in 
respect to the potential capabilities to deal with radioactive iodine. The 
Final Environmental Statement does indicate that perhaps the 5 millirem per 
year objective is not a practically achievable limit at this time, and the 
figure of 15 millirem earlier produced in an Atomic Energy Commission Safety 
Guide is presented as a potential alternative for the initially proposed 
value. 

However, in my view, the document still neglects a major consideration in the 
cost-benefit balancing that needs to be done prior to the adoption of these 
extremely stringent limits on discharges. In the Draft Statement, the AEC 
recognized the values of dollar cost per man-rem of exposure that have been 
assigned by a number of authorities over the years. (Dr. Lapp yesterday 
mentioned $60 per man-rem, for example.) It, perhaps understandably, 
chooses not to balance directly the costs of systems to provide a man-rem 
reduction against the value of the man-rems so saved, although in a number 
of instances the ratio between the cost of saving a man-rem and the highest 
value that might be assigned to it are so far out of balance that the expen
ditures must be regarded as nonsensical. There is one area, however, in 
which a direct comparison could have been attempted but was not. This area 
is the one to which I referred earlier and about which a number of comments 
were made by those who reviewed and commented on both the initial Appendix I 
and the Draft Environmental Statement. I refer here to the potential impact 
on occupational exposures. There is no treatment of occupational exposure 
impact whatsoever in the Final Environmental Statement, despite the evidence 
put forth in the hearing itself, the comments made on the Draft Environmental 
Statement, and in fact comments and findings made by at least one Atomic 
Safety and Licensing Board and an Appeal Board. 
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In one power plant licensing case in which the Staff evaluation deliberately 
excluded the dose received by on-site personnel, the Licensing Board stated, 
"Since the significance (if any) of general population exposure at these low 
levels lies in the impact on the gene pool of the entire population rather 
than in its relatively trivial somatic effects, from the point of view of the 
cost-benefit analysis, the environmental cost of the total genetic dose 
received by the entire population (including employees) is the important 
factor. The genetic dose to ern~-loyees should not be considered as a volun
tary occupational exposure, but rather as a dose to future generations and, 
therefore, fully comparable to the dose to non-employees." The Appeal 
Board in that case added the following: "We would add to these. observations 
only the obvious fact that the more stringent the limitation on liquid and 
gaseous emissions from the facility, the greater the radiation exposure 
likely to be experienced by on-site plant personnel. Thus, a concomitant 
uf undue conservatismc in the matter of corrrplltation of off-site emissions 
may be the subjection of the plant personnel to an unnecessary genetic 
dosage." 

The growing significance of occupational exposure to operating and maintenance 
personnel at nuclear power facilities has been the subject of a number of 
papers over the past few years. We identified this problem in 1971 pre
sentations based on data from a number of our clients, and others. Its growing 
significance has been attested to by the incorporation in the 1972 report of 
UNSCEAR of the doses from occupational exposure at nuclear power plants around 
the world. For these data which cover twenty stations with a gross electrical 
output of almost 19,000 megawatt-years, the average person-rads per MWe-year 
is almost l with a range of 0.2 to 8.9 man-rads per megawatt-year. 

We have examined film badge exposure records of utility staff and contractors 
employed at nuclear power stations in the U.S. This analysis has treated 13 
operating stations of the light-water type which have generated some 12,870 
megawatt-years of electric energy and in the process reported total man-rem 
external exposures of over 18,000 man-rem, an average of about 1.4 man-rem 
per megawatt-year of electric energy. For these light-water plants, the 
range of exposure has been between 0.12 man-rem per megawatt-year and 4.5 
man-rem per megawatt-year. Generally, the higher values tend to be associ
ated with the older, smaller plants although this is not universally the 
case. The lower end of the spectrum tends to represent the newer, larger 
plants which have been operating only for one to two years and have not 
undergone either refueling or significant major maintenance activities 
which tend to substantially increase the total man-rem exposure. 

Although it has not been possible at the present time in more than a very few 
cases to identify man-rem exposures associated with particular jobs at a 
representative number of nuclear power plants, the data that are available 
indicate that the overwhelming majority of the accumulated exposure derives 
from activities carried on during the refueling and major maintenance periods 
at these reactors. In any event, it is quite difficult to relate particular 
job exposures to potential requirements for maintenance work on systems 
demanded by the Appendix I requirements. It is not difficult, however, to 
extrapolate some of the job exposures that have already been reported to 
the potential requirements of implementing the "as low as practicable" 
policy of the Regulatory Staff and to observe intuitively the great dis
benefit that is quite likely to accrue as a result. 

For example, typical values of exposure for specific operating and mainte
nance items have been reported by some operating nuclear power plants. At 
one plant, for example, it was reported that, exclusive of supervision or 
technician assistance, the removal of spent demineralizer resins for shipment 
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involved an exposure of 4.S man-rem. This would certainly be a more frequent 
occurrence under the expanded systems proposed to meet the requirements of the 
"as low as practicable" limits. The sipping or sampling of fifty fuel bundles 
for the detection of leaky fuel elements, which would almost certainly be 
required more frequently under the "as low as practicable" restrictions, at 
one plant produced an integrated exposure of 9.6 man-rem. The changing of 
waste filter cartridge units yielded an exposure of 0.2 man-rem. Doses accu
mulated during the inspection and repair of steam generators have ranged from 
a low of about 9 man-rem to a high in excess of 350 man-rem. In most, if not 
all these cases, the basic motivation for repair of the steam generator rested 
in the inability to comply with discharge limitations with continued primary
to-secondary leakage although in no case would population exposure to the 
public have been contributed which was remotely equivalent to that generated 
in-plant by the inspection and repair operations. 

It is somewhat discouraging to me that it was only a few months ago, in April 
of this year, the Regulatory Staff began to request man-rem occupational 
exposure data from plant operators by job function. Considering the sig
nificance of these data, it seems hardly logical to have proceeded with the 
establishment of discharge standards in their absence. 

No doubt much can be done to improve the ease and safety with which mainte
nance activities can be conducted, although for many of the maintenance jobs 
required, substantial reductions could only be accomplished by a significant 
change in the way nuclear plants are currently designed to one more closely 
resembling the fuel recovery plants in which remote maintenance activities 
are standard. Failing this, it does not appear as though substantial redu
ctions in occupational exposure are likely to result from improved shielding, 
for example, or other similar plant modifications. Much of the equipment 
requires direct contact for maintenance and replacement of parts which cannot 
conveniently be performed in any other way. 

On this basis and projecting the current experience in the U.S., it appears 
to me that the occupational contribution to the population genetic burden 
from nuclear power plants alone will substantially outweigh the general 
ropulation contribution to that total by factors approaching two orders of 
magnitude. If you recall, ICRP suggested in 195S in its illustrative 
apportionment of genetic dose that the exposure of the population at large 
might be twice as great a contribution to overall population exposure as 
would the occupational contribution. 

The AEC has estimated that by the year 2000, light-water-reactors will pro
vide a capability for generating 500,000 megawatts of electric power. 
Assuming a capacity factor of So%, in that year a total of 4oo,ooo megawatt
years of electric energy would be generated, and projecting current occu
pational exposure experience, this would result in a population exposure 
from this source of about 560,000 man-rems or almost 2 millirem per capita 
in that year. On the other hand, the Atomic Energy Commission in their 
Final Environmental Statement projects a population exposure from the 
operation of these plants of 24,900 man-rem, less than O.OS millirem per 
capita-year, or 0.06 man-rem per megawatt-year. An examination of assess
ments by the AEC in their Environmental Statements for some 35 individual 
nuclear plants totalling 56,5SO megawatts of capacity, yields a total 
projection of 72S man-rem per year or about 0.016 man-rem per megawatt-
year (at So% capacity) for these plants. 

Given the conservatism inherent in the Staff analyses of population dose 
with respect both to transport and uptake, the ratio between occupational 
and the general public contributions to population exposure of between 
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20 and 90 can probably be increased by at least a factor of 2 to 3. However, 
accepting even that range of about 20 - 90 as it stands, it seems to me that 
there is a serious deficiency in any approach to reduction of environmental 
exposure standards of this magnitude without providing at least equal attention 
to the potential hazards of the trade-off that almost certainly will occur as a 
result. 

Certainly the in-plant staff exposures are real and, on average, substantially 
higher than those to which even the nearest neighbors of nuclear plants have 
been exposed to in the past or are likely to be exposed in the future. 
Exposures, which have been experienced by neighbors to the plant, on the other 
hand, have been essentially invisible when compared to the natural background 
in the area. Under the new policy, these would be even more theorectical than 
real and the resulting population exposures would also be hypothetical rather 
than genuine eXIJosures. Tt seems to me, then, that we are facing a trade-off 
of an increase in real, measurable exposures for an invisible decrease in 
hypothetical exposures, one which does not comport well with the basic radi
ation protection philosophies, at least those with which I am familiar. 

While the Atomic Energy Commission has been vigorously defending its proposal 
to limit these releases from light-water plants, the National Academy of 
Sciences' Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation 
has been assembling an analysis of current knowledge relating to risks from 
exposure to ionizing radiation. This was published in November, 1972, and 
some extracts from this report, which was extensively discussed yesterday, 
provide an interesting counterpoint to the performances of the Atomic Energy 
Commission. Several of the recommendations of the BEIR Committee and their 
conclusions are of interest, particularly when examined in the context of the 
present controversy. I would like to quote some of these recommendations and 
conclusions. 

"It is suggested that numerical radiation standards be considered 
for each major type of radiation exposure based on the results of 
cost-benefit analysis." 

"In addition to individual and average population guidelines, we 
recommend that an additional limitation be formulated ... that 
takes into account the product of the radiation exposure and the 
number of persons exposed; this might be expressed in terms of 
person-rems. This need arises from acceptance of the non
threshold approach in risk estimates which implies that absolute 
harm in the population will be related to such a product." 

"Guidance for the nuclear power industry should be established 
on the basis of cost-benefit analysis, particularly taking into 
account the total biological and environmental risks of the 
various options available and the cost-effectiveness of reducing 
these risks." 

"Thus we say: The total future cost of one man-rem, in terms of 
health c~sts paid for in present dollars, is between $12 and $120. 
This may provide one way for putting a dollar value on a dose 
commitment of one rem that could be used in cost-benefit calculations. 
The cost would be distributed over many generations in the future." 

"The public must be protected from radiation but not to the 
extent that the degree of protection provided results in the 
substitution of a worse hazard for the radiation avoided. 
Additionally, there should not be attempted the reduction of 
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small risks even further at the cost of large sums of money that 
spent otherwise, would clearly produce greater benefit." 

The AEC position on the "as low as practicable" guidelines results from a 
substantial overestimation of the likely public exposures and underestimation 
of the cost of minimizing these exposures, producing a totally unrealistic 
cost-effectiveness index. When this is coupled with the total neglect of the 
in-plant exposure cost that may accrue, there exists a real and substantial 
basis for questioning whether the AEC has not, by this proposed action, 
generated more risk to the public of the United States by over-reacting to 
what has been in the past and will undoubtedly continue to be in the future 
an insignificant threat to the health of the public. It is my sincere hope that 
other nations will not blindly follow these actions of the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission without a very careful consideration of the implications of such 
a move on the total exposure budget of their populations. Certainly the 
blind appeasement of a small but loud segment of the public has not, in my 
view, contributed materially to the overall radiological welfare of the 
United States. 

Thank you. 
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RADIATION QUANTITIES AND UNITS 

THE DOSE EQUIVALENT EQUATION 

H.O. Wyckoff 
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements 

Washington, D.C. 20014 

In 1962, discussions between the International Commission on Radiation 
Units and Measurements (ICRU) and the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP) resulted in the formulation of a statement on dose equivalent, 
and this statement with minor modifications was utilized in subsequent publica
tions of the Commissions. 

At the time the statement was first published it was noted that, "although 
this statement does not cover a number of theoretical aspects (in particular the 
physical dimensions of some of the quantities) it fulfills the immediate re
quirement for an unequivocal specification of a scale that may be used for a 
numerical expression in radiation protection". One might view the dose equiva
lent as having the dimension of absorbed dose, being a biophysical quantity or 
representing risk and therefore physically dimensionless. A brief discussion 
of the reasons for each interpretation is included. The interpretation recom
mended by the ICRU -with ICRP concurrence- is presented. 

Introduction 

The dose equivalent is a quantity determined in an organ or tissue of the 
body of a person and related to the presumed risk of radiation induced injury 
to that organ or tissue. The use of this quantity is limited to radiation pro
tection applications and should not be used for high level accidental exposures. 
It is defined by the equation 

B_=QQN 

where D is the absorbed dose determined at the site of the presumed radiation 
induced injury, 

Q is a modifying factor related to radiation quality at the site and whose 
numerical values are given in terms of the collision stopping power in water in 
figure 1 and, 

N represents the product of all 
other modifying factors.l 

When Q is in rads, !! is in rems. 
This definition is adequate for practi
cal determinations, but does not spell 
out the meaning of !! and in particular g 
its dimensions. The dose equivalent ~ 

could be, among other things, either a 
purely physical quantity, a biophysical 
quantity, or a representation of the 
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risk of radiation induced injury and 
therefore dimensionless. Each interpre
tation has its following within the 
scientific community. These three in
terpretations will be discussed in the 

Fig. 1 The quality factor as a function 
of the collision stopping power in water. 
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present paper and the ICRU recommended interpretation outlined. 

A Physical Quantity 

A physical quantity denotes a physical entity or concept used for the pre
cise description of a phenomena and defined so as to be measurable. Proponents 
of a purely physical interpretation of dose equivalent view the modifying fac
tors Q and N as purely physical factors. They point out that Q is related to 
the radiobiological effectiveness (RBE) which is merely the inverse ratio of 
absorbed doses of different types and/or energies of radiation that produce the 
same biological effect. It is recognized that the magnitude of the RBE is ob
tainable experimentally only for large absorbed doses and absorbed dose rates 
and that its magnitude may change with absorbed dose and absorbed dose rate. 
Thus, the value of Q should be obtained ideally by extrapolation of observed 
RBE values to the absorbed dose and absorbed dose rates encountered in the rad
iation protection area. Such an extrapolation will not modify the dimensions 
so that Q is dimensionless. 

Other factors that might be included in N are obtained in a similar fashion. 
For example, if one were to incorporate an absorbed dose rate factor, it would 
be obtained from the inverse ratio of the absorbed doses at different rates that 
would produce the same effect. This factor is also dimensionless. Again, these 
experimental data obtained at high doses ideally would be extrapolated to the 
absorbed doses of interest for radiation protection. 

With such an interpretation, Q and N are dimensionless and the dimensions 
of D and Hare identical (energy/mass). In this case, the units of D and Hare 
the same. This means that both Q and ~ can be expressed in rads or joules per 
kilogram. 

A Biophysical Quantity 

Proponents of this interpretation agree that the magnitude of Q and N are 
inferred from physical measurements-- for example, the value of Q being infer
red from the inverse ratio of absorbed doses required to produce the same bio
logical effect. However, they point out that the magnitude of the ratio depends 
upon the biological end point. In their view, this i~ a different type of sit
uation than those in the purely physical area. For example, the effective cur
rent for an alternating voltage wave form is equal to the constant current req
uired to produce the same heating in an electrical resistance. Such a defini
tion gives an unequivocal relation between the two electric currents because 
a particular physical effect has been chosen for the relation. However, the 
value of the RBE (and presumably that of Q inferred from it at low dose and 
dose rate) depends upon the biological end point. While the value of Q for a 
given collision stopping power in water is currently assumed to apply to all 
tissues or organs, there are as yet insufficient data to determine whether this 
is actually true. 

The proponents of this view point out also that a modifying factor, n, is 
used for radionuclides deposited in bone which is likely to be related "among 
other things to non-uniform spatial distribution of absorbed dose, the essen
tiallity of the damaged tissue and the radiosensitivity of the particular type 
of irradiated cells".z Such a factor is not used for other tissues even though 
the tissues may be exposed to a similar non-uniform spatial distribution of ab
sorbed dose. Incidentally, "absorbed dose" is used here because it is part of 
a quotation. A better term would be "specific energy imparted". 

Thus, those who believe that the dose equivalent is a biophysical quantity, 
base their argument on the requirement for the specification of the biological 
end point for the determination of the modifying factors. To reinforce their 
argument, they point out that the value of the dose equivalent may be different 
in different organs or tissues even though the purely physical parameters are 
identical. 
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A Risk 

ICRP Publication 14- a report of two task groups to the parent commission
contains a discussion of how one might set relative permissible levels to the 
different tissues or organs of the body.3 This scheme requires 1) a commonly 
agreed upon scale for "hurt or suffering" resulting from radiation damage of 
different tissues or organs and 2) the relative sensitivity of the various or
gans or tissues expressed as the ratio of doses required for equal "hurt or suf
fering". 

If the permissible levels were based on such a scheme, the risk from a 
given dose equivalent in a particular organ would be proportional to this dose 
equivalent divided by the permissible level for that organ. While such a scheme 
for setting permissible levels is not now in effect, primarily because there is 
no generally accepted scale of "hurt or suffering", the dose equivalent to a 
given organ is presumed to be proportional to the radiation risk in that organ, 
However, for equal dose equivalents in different organs the risk will generally 
not be the same. 

Discussion 

It is generally assumed that the dose equivalent to a particular organ or 
tissue is proportional to the risk of radiation induced injury for that organ. 
However, there is no commonly agreed upon scale of "effect" for all organs and 
tissues, so that the risk in any one organ may not be the same as for another 
organ even though their dose equivalents may be the same. For this reason, the 
dose equivalent equation cannot be considered generally to give an indication 
of the risk. 

A fundamental assumption in the current use of the dose equivalent equa
tion is that the value of the quality factor is independent of the organ under 
consideration and of the biological end point. Conceptually it primarily de
pends upon experimentally determined values of RBE. Thus, this factor is dim
ensionless. The magnitude of Q depends upon an agreed relation with the col
lision stopping power in water and is evaluated at the site of interest. The 
value of any modifying factor that might be included under N is also envisaged 
as being obtained from the ratio of the absorbed doses required to produce the 
same effect and is therefore also dimensionless. With these assumptions, and 
as the equation is currently used, it becomes a purely physical equation and the 
units of absorbed dose and dose equivalent may be the same. 

One could think of ~ as either a weighted value of the absorbed dose or the 
absorbed dose of a reference radiation that would produce the same effect. If 
the latter is chosen, the proper term for H would be the "equivalent absorbed 
dose" of a reference radiation. It must b; remembered, however, that the values 
of Q are merely estimates of the true value. Furthermore, biological variabil
ity has not been factored into these values. Thus, the same effect may not be 
presumed to be produced by an equivalent absorbed dose of a reference radiation. 
The ICRU, with ICRP concurrence, has agreed to retain the name "dose equivalent" 
for~ and to treat the factors Q and N as dimensionless weighting factors. 4 

While both the dose equivalent and the absorbed dose may be given in either 
rads or joules per kilogram, the ICRU, with ICRP concurrence, has recommended 
that a specially named unit -the rem- be used for dose equivalent.4 The red
undancy resulting from the use of this special unit is deemed important by 
these commissions because the employment of the same unit for both absorbed 
dose and dose equivalent might lead to erroneous dec'isions in the matter of rad
iation safety. They point out that this redundancy conforms with the general 
safety policy in this technical area and is a continuation of established prac
tice. 
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Abstract 

THE 11 1 NDEX QUANTI T1 E$ 11 OF THE I CRU 
Harald H. Rossi 

Radiological Research Laboratories, Department of 
Radiology, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 

In its last report on radiation quantities and units (ICRU 
Report 19, 1971) the International Commission on Radiation Units 
and Measurements (ICRU) has defined the Absorbed Dose Index (D 1) 
and the Dose Equivalent Index (HI) for employment in radiation 
protection. The explanatory statements provided by the 
Commission are rather brief and it appears that some mis
conceptions have arisen with regard to these quantities. 

It will be the purpose of this paper to present the reasons 
for the introduction of these quantities and to examine their 
utility as well as their 1 imitations. 

Radiation protection is based on a broad range of sciences and dedicated 
to the task of protecting man from a potentially dangerous agent that has a 
variety of forms and acts in manifold ways. In view of both the scientific 
nature and the practical importance of the subject it is essential that 
precise terminology be employed. 

The interactions between the various ionizing radiations and the 
bodies of individuals exposed to them are usually quite complex and it is 
unavoidable that various approximations be made in practical health physics. 
This results in assessments that often have comparatively wide margins for 
error. This is quite understandable and as a rule also entirely acceptable, 
but substantial uncertainty in the numerical values of various quantities 
need not be accompanied by ambiguity concerning the quantities themselves. 

11Dose11 is perhaps the most important word in the vocabulary of radiation 
protection. Yet it has been, and still is, being employed in a variety of 
meanings. This may in part be due to the fact that the unmodified term has 
not been officially associated with a definite physical quantity and that the 
quantity under discussion is often evident from the context. Thus, a 11dose 11 

of 10 rads is obviously an absorbed dose, a 11dose11 of 10 rem is plainly 
meant to be a dose equivalent and a 11dose11 of 10 roentgens must be an 
exposure. There is perhaps some merit to the contention that in such 
instances the precise name of the quantity involved is redundant and that 
insistence that it be completely specified is pedantry. However, if Sl units 
were to be used the name of the unit for dose and dose equivalent would be 
the same. 

When absorbed dose and kerma are confused substantial errors can ensue. 
Thus, it has been customary to relate radiation epidemiological data to what 
are termed 11dose 11

, 
11air dose11 or 11first collision dose 11 when the quantity 

under consideration is in fact tissue kerma in free air. There have been 
evaluations of the 11 RBE'i of neutrons relative to gamma rays (as in 
comparisons of leukemogenic effects in Hiroshima and Nagasaki) that are 
based on the ratios of the kermas of gamma radiation and neutrons that 
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produce equal effect. This is erroneous because in penetrating to the blood 
forming organs, neutrons are more strongly attenuated than gamma rays. 
Consequently the RBE must be higher than the kerma ratio. 

There has been much confusion concerning the meaning of the term 11dose 11 

when it has been employed to characterize radiation fields 11free in air. 11 

The absorbed dose at some point in air can only be energy absorbed per unit 
mass of air at that point. It should be noted that even this quantity need 
not be solely determined by the interaction between radiation and air since, 
for instance, structural material in the vicinity might be a source of 
secondary charged particles that reach the point of interest. It follows 
that the absorbed dose depends not only on the atomic composition of the 
material at the point of interest, but also on the composition and geo
metrical arrangement of the matter surrounding it. Attempts to define a 
11 tissue dose in air11 or 11first collision dose 11 in terms of the absorbed dose 
in a 11small 11 mass of tissue located at the point of interest are therefore 
ambiguous unless the magnitude of the mass is specified. In general as this 
tissue mass is increased the charged particle spectrum traversing its center 
will change from initial values characteristic of the surroundings to those 
characteristic of tissue, but in addition the primary radiation will also be 
attenuated'I)This subject is analyzed in some detail in Part II of ICRU 
Report 19. \ 

Kerma and exposure can often be effectively uti I ized to characterize 
ambient levels of indirectly ionizing radiations since they are defined in 
terms of a vanishing interacting mass. These quantities can be useful at 
radiation energies below a few MeV 1 s because they are sometimes not too 
different from the maximum dose in a human body located at the point of 
interest. What is commonly termed the 11dose 11 registered by an area monitor is 
frequently either tissue kerma or tissue kerma multiplied by some back
scattering factor which might again be uncertain, since its value must depend 
on the degree of isotropy of the radiation. At energies in excess of hundreds 
of MeV neither kerma nor exposure are meaningful because of the very large 
range of secondary charged particles and because of the complexity of inter
actions (particularly nuclear interactions). 

It is of course, always possible to characterize the radiation field in 
terms of the distribution of particle fluence with respect to three variables 
which are (a) the nature of the particles, (b) the energy and (c) the 
direction; however, this information is usually very difficult to obtain and 
its practical applications are often involved. 

In summary: 
1) The only single valued (as opposed to spectral) quantities 
that can be meaningfully employed in radiation protection to 
characterize ambient radiation levels in 11free air11 are 
exposure for x- and gamma rays, and kerma for all indirectly 
ionizing radiations. The uti I ity of these quantities tends 
to lessen at higher radiation energies, but even in the 
lower energy range further information (such as the angular 
distribution of the incident radiation) is desirable. 
2) There exists no suitable quantity for directly ionizing 
radiations. 

A few years ago the International Commission on Radiation Units and 
Measurements (ICRU) having recognized the lack of suitable quantities defined 
(I) what have become known as the 11 index11 quantities, which meet the 
following requirements: 

1) They are closely related to the maximum absorbed dose or 
the maximum dose equivalent in a human body if it were 
centered at the point of interest. In the majority of 
practical cases it is these quantities which need to be 
determined. There are, of course, instances where other 
doses or dose equivalents are of greater interest as for 
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instance in local irradiation of extremities. 
2) Their value is unambigously defined regardless of 
directional properties of the radiation field. 

The absorbed dose index, D1, and the dose equivalent index,HI, are re
spectively the maximum values of absorbed dose and of dose equivalent in a 
30 em diameter sphere which is centered at the point of interest and consists 
of tissue equivalent material of specified composition. Except for highly 
unusual situations (such as traversal parallel to the body axis by a beam of 
extremely energetic heavy ions the maximum dose or dose equivalent in a 
30 em sphere is not less than that in a human body at the same location. 

The ICRU has omitted the definition of the time rate of change of these 
quantities but such an extension follows quite naturally. Thus, one might 
quantify the hazards to personnel in a fallout field in terms of a map 
containing information on the absorbed dose Index rate. The statement that at 
the control console of an accelerator the dose equivalent index rate is X 
millirem per hour implies that if an operator were to be located there, a dose 
equivalent rate of X mill irem per hour will not be exceeded in any part of his 
body. If the accelerator building is surrounded by a fence that is located 
along a line which is defined by an annual value of the dose equivalent index 
of 500 millirem, compliance with current radiation protection regulations is 
ensured regardless of occupancy factors. 

In situations illustrated by these examples the term 11dose 11 has been 
employed with the same meaning as that of the index quantities. However, as 
explained above it has also been used to indicate tissue kerma in free air or 
other less clearly defined concepts and this has led to uncertainties. If one 
is dealing with a unidirect)onal beam of 1 MeV neutrons the absorbed dose 
index is 50% larger than tissue kerma in free air. In the case of isotropic 
incidence of low energy y radiation the magnitude of either index can be 
less than half as large as the kerma. 

Because they are defined in terms of maximum values in an extended region 
centered at the point of interest, the index quantities have somewhat unusual 
characteristics. For example, the maximum absorbed dose in the sphere will 
usually be near its surface rather than at Its center and outside of the 
1 imits of a sharply coli imated beam the value of either index can be large at 
positions (i.e. locations of the center of the sphere) where there is very 
1 ittle radiation. Also, the index quantities are not defined for locations 
that are less than 15 em from solid structures (e.g. a shielding wall). The 
reason is, of course, that there would be no room for a real or conceptual 
sphere of tissue equivalent material. However, placement of a human body in 
such locations would be similarly impossible. Finally, it should be pointed 
out that for mixtures of different radiations the maximum absorbed doses or 
maximum dose equivalents occur at different locations in the sphere with the 
result that summation of the indexes for the components of the mixture re
sults in a conservative upper limit. It should be stressed that the 
objective of defining the index quantities was to provide a clear and un
ambiguous specification of the radiation field for practical purposes. They 
are neither intended nor suitable as a basis for the formulation of radiation 
protection standards. 

Although Dt and H1 are in principle determined by exploration of a 
spherical phantom of 30 em diameter, such a procedure should rarely be 
necessary in practice. Information on the radiation field will usually be 
adequate to assess the value of these quantities on the basis of measurements 
involving conventional ionization chambers or other dosimeters with reasonable 
corrections made for such factors as backscattering or wall attenuation. 

It is my hope that this presentation has adequately indicated the need 
for the formulation of the index quantities and that they will be accepted as 
vseful adjuncts to the other quantities employed in radiation protection. 

Radiation Quantities and Units. Report 19 of the International Commission on 
Radiation Units and Measurements. 
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LES UNITES 51 DANS LES RAYONNEMENTS IONISANTS 

A. ALLISY 

Professeur au Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers, Paris, 

et Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, 
Pavilion de Breteuil, 92310 SEVRES, France 

Abstract 

The present positions of the Comite International des Poids et Mesures 
and the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements 
regarding the use of the International System of Units (SI) are given. 
Physical quantities and units are briefly considered with special 
reference to coherence. A few simple rules are given concerning the 
symbols and units. 

Introduction 

On se propose dans cette introduction de resumer brievement les positions 
officielles sur !'utilisation du Systeme International d'Unites (SI) dans le domaine 
des rayonnements ionisants. 

Les taches de I'I.C.R.U. 

Depuis sa creation en 1925 sous les auspices du Congres International de 
Radiologie, Ia Commission lnternationale des Unites et Mesures de Rayonnements 
(I.C.R.U.) a, entre autres, Ia responsabilite du developpement d'un systeme de 
grandeurs et d'unites dans le domaine des rayonnements ionisants. L'I.C .R.U. 
s'est toujours efforcee de produire un tel systeme de maniere qu'il puisse avoir 
le champ d'application le plus large possible. 

Lorsqu'on parcourt les rapports 
1 a 7 

publies entre 1950 et 1971, on ne peut 
pas manquer de noter Ia tendance de plus en plus nette a utiliser en dosimetrie 
les grandeurs physiques et leur formalisme, en meme temss qu'une rigueur de plus 
en plus grande eta it introduite. Dans le rapport de 1962 on lit: "Le but du 
present reexamen des concepts a utiliser en dosimetrie etait principalement de 
renforcer le degre de rigueur. S'il est necessaire, dans ce processus, de donner 
aux definitions une forme plus stricte pour eliminer les ambiguites previsibles, 
ceci doit etre accepte". 
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Historique succinct du~teme International d'Unites (SI) 

En 1948
8

, Ia 9e Conference Generale des Poidset Mesures (C.G.P.M.) 
a charge le Comite International des Poids et Mesures (C.I.P.M.) "d'etudier 
l'etablissement d'une reglementation complete des unites de mesure", "d'ouvrir 
a cet effet une enquete officielle sur !'opinion des milieux scientifiques, techni
ques et pedagogiques de tousles pays" et "d'emettre des recommendations concer
nant l'etablissement d'un systeme pratique d'unites de mesure, susceptible d'etre 
adopte par tousles pays signataires de Ia Convention du Metre". 

La 10e C.G.P.M. (1954)
8 

et Ia 14e C.G.P.M. (1971)
8 

deciderent d'a
dopter les sept unites de base de ce "systeme pratique d'unites". La llec.G.P.M. 
(1960) 8 adopta le nom Systeme lntern~tional d'Unites, avec l'abreviation interna
tionale Sl, et donna des regles pour les prefixes, les unites derivees et les unites 
supplementaires, et d'autres indications, etablissant ainsi une reglementation 
d'e.nsemble pour les unites de mesure. 

En 1964 
9

, le C .I. P.M. transforma sa "Commission du Systeme d 'Unites" 
en Comite Consultatif des Unites (C .C .U .) dont le role le plus important est 
"d'assurer une meilleure coordination des travaux des diverses organisations inter
nationales travaillant dans le domaine des definitions des unites et de leurs 
symbo les". 

En 1970, puis en 1973
8

, le Bureau International des Poids et Mesures 
(B.I.P.M.) a publie un document intitule "Le Systeme International d'Unites (SI)", 
dans lequel est rassemble dans un ordre systematique le contenu des Resolutions et 
des Recommendations de Ia C.G.P.M. et du C.I.P.M. concernant le Sl. On y 
trouve egalement des commentaires explicatifs et des regles d'utilisation pratique 
extraites des Recommendations d'usage general adoptees par ('Organisation lnter
nationale de Normalisation (I.S. 0 .) . Ce texte a ete traduit en plusieurs tongues. 

L'I.C.R.U. et le Sl 

L'I.C.R.U., qui est un des membres du C.C.U., a participe aux reunions 
de ce Comite en 196710, 196911 et 197112. En 19686, elle a adopte le Sl pour 
toutes ses publications, mais a maintenu, de meme qu'elle le fait aujourd'hui, 
les unites speciales rod, rontgen et curie. Des 19625, Ia Commission avait estime 
que ('addition d'autres unites speciales n'etait pas desirable dans le domaine de 
Ia dosimetrie des rayonnements. 

En 1969
13

, le C.I.P.M., suivant une proposition du C.C.U. de 1969
11

, a 
precise le classement des unites en dehors du Sl; le rod, le rontgen et le curie sont 
alors mis dans Ia classe B ainsi definie: "Unites en dehors du Sl dont l'emploi pourra 
etre f'.vite, mais qu'il semble preferable de maintenir temporairement pour qu'elles 
soien· employees conjointement avec les unites du Sl, en raison de Ia force des 
usages existants". Le vocable "temporairement" n'est accompagne d'aucune date. 

Compte tenu des avantages de !'utilisation quasi universelle d'un meme sys
teme d'unites, I'I.C.R.U. a charge en 197314 son secretaire scientifique, 
K. Liden, d'inviter, par une lettre envoyee aux revues specialisees, les scienti
fiques concernes a envoyer leurs commentaires et suggestions sur le probleme du 
remplacement des unites speciales rod, rontgen et curie, par des unites derivees Sl. 
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Grandeurs physiques, Unites, Coherence 

Afin d'apporter quelques elements d'appreciation sur les avantages du Sl, 
on donne ici de brefs rappels sur les grandeurs physiques et les unites, en insistant 
sur Ia notion de coherence. Le lecteur interesse par ce sujet consultera avec 
profit R. Fleischmann 15, U. Stille 16 et J. de Boer 17. 

L 'ensemble des grandeurs physiques peut etre subdivise en sous-ensembles 
de grandeurs physiques de meme nature. Ainsi, par exemple, le diametre inte-rieur 
d'une chambre d'ionisation spherique, Ia distance interreticulaire d'un crista! ou 
Ia longueur d'onde dans le vide d'une radiation definie sont des grandeurs physi
ques de meme nature et appartiennent au sous-ensemble des longueurs. 

Les physiciens experimentalistes qui effectuent des mesures sur des objets 
physiques, et les theoriciens qui considerent les grandeurs physiques comme des 
objets mathematiques qu'ils font correspondre aux objets physiques, expriment les 
grandeurs physiques sous Ia forme suivante: 

1 G d h · I -· ., I I ran eur p ys1que = va eur numer1que x un1te I 

ou Ia valeur numerique est un nombre reel et l'unite une grandeur physique de 
meme nature que celle consideree et dont Ia valeur numerique est 1 par conven
tion. 

Une grandeur physique est independante des unites choisies: Ia longueur 
d'une table ne varie pas selon qu'on l'exprime en metres, en inchs ou en mille 
marins; seule Ia valeur numerique change. 

Soit G une grandeur physique, ~G~a et ~G~b ses valeurs numeriques dans 

deux systemes d'unites notes "a" et "b", [G]a et [G]b les unites de cette 

grandeur physique dans les systemes respectifs. L 'invariance de Ia grandeur phy
sique dans tout changement d'unite s'ecrit alors 

G = ~G~ • [G] = ~ G~ • [G] 
a a b b 

La relation (1) permet de resoudre les problemes de changement d'unites si l'on 
connait le rapport entre deux unites des systemes "a" et "b" donne par une 
equation aux unites 

On a, en effet, d'apres (1) et (2) 
[G] 

IGt = ~Gt _a 
I b a [G]b 
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ou a est un nombre ree I. 

a )Gta 

(1} 

(2} 



qui donne Ia valeur numerique de G dans le systeme "b" en fonction de cellt> 
dans le systeme "a" et de a . 

~'2..eEJ_p~ - Envisageons les trois grandeurs physiques quantite d'electricite Q, 
masse met exposition X, et deux systemes d'unites definis par 

[a] 
a 

c 

[m] 
a 

kg 

[x] = c · kg -
1 

a 

L'equation aux unites [X]b =a[x]a s'ecrit alors 
7 

done 
-4 a = 2,58 • 1 o . 

R = 2,58 • 10-
4 

C • kg-
1 

(exactement), 

c 

kg 

R 

-2 -1 I I 
Une exposition X= 10 C ·kg soit 1X1a 10-

2
, aura dans le systeme "b" 

Ia valeur numerique 

38,76 1 

done 
X 38,76R. 

Les equations aux grandeurs 

(3) 

La structure algebrique du calcul sur les 9randeurs physiques a ete analysee 
recemment parR. Fleischmann 15 et W. Quade 8, Rappelons quelques regles 
elernentaires: 

a) N'importe quel element, different de 0, de !'ensemble des 
grandeurs physiques de meme nature peut etre utilise comme unite. 

b) On ne peut additionner ou soustraire que des grandeurs physiques 
de meme nature. 

c) La multiplication (ou Ia division) de grandeurs physiques de meme 
nature ou de natures differentes donne une nouve lie grandeur 
physique. 

Les relations entre grandeurs physiques que l'on peut obtenir conformement 
a Ia regie (c) s'appellent des equations aux grandeurs. Elles ne comprennent que 
des grandeurs physiques et sont done invariantes dans tout changement d'unites. 
Ces equations sont, en particulier, utilisees pour definir des nouvelles grandeurs 
physiques a partir de grandeurs precedemment etablies. Par exemple, si E est 
l'energie communiquee par des rayonnements ionisants a Ia masse m de matiere, 
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on definit l'energie massique par Ia relation Z = E/m. On conc;oit qu'en proce
dant de cette maniene il est possible de definir des grandeurs physiques derivees 
a partir d'un noyau restreint de grandeurs physiques de base. 

Le choix des grandeurs physiques de base est en principe arbitraire, mais 
il est dicte par des considerations de commodite et de precision des mesures. Le 
nombre de grandeurs physiques de base est egal a Ia difference entre le nombre 
total de grandeurs physiques envisagees et le nombre d'equations independantes 
reliant ces grandeurs. Ces equations sont soit des equations de definition de nou
velles grandeurs, soit des relations entre grandeurs correspondent a des lois expe
rimentales de Ia physique. 

Systemes d'unites, Coher~nce 

A !'ensemble des grandeurs physiques forme des grandeurs de base et des 
grandeurs derivees on fait correspondre un ensemble d'unites (qui sont aussi des 
grandeurs physiques). 

Les unites de base correspondent aux grandeurs physiques de base. A chaque 
grandeur derivee correspond une unite derivee qui est definie, a une constante 
reelle pres, par une relation analogue a !'equation aux grandeurs definissant Ia 
grandeur derivee. 

~>:_e~_p_!: - L 'equation aux grandeurs definissant !'exposition X est 

X = 
Q 
m 

En reprenant les systemes d'unites "a" et "b" definis par les relations (3), on a 

[x] = 
a 

[Q] 
a 

et 
[m] 

a 

Les deux unites [X]a et[X]b sont definies correctement. L'unite [X]a pour 

laquelle Ia constante reelle est egale a l'unite est appelee l'unite coherente 
d'exposition dans le systeme "a". 

(4) 

La coherence d'un systeme d'unites est une qualite primordiale qui simplifie 
les calculs et soulage Ia memoire qui n'est plus encombree de coefficients numeri
ques inutiles. Le tableau 1 met en evidence ces avantages en montrant que dans 
un systeme d'unites coherent les equations aux valeurs numeriques et les equations 
aux unites sont identiques a !'equation aux grandeurs correspondantes. 
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Systemes 
d 'unites 

Equation aux 
grandeurs 

Equation aux 
grandeurs 
explicitee 

Equations aux 
unites 

Equations aux 
valeurs 
numeriques 

Tableau 1 

"a" coherent 

)a(a [Q]a 

)m(a [m]a 
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"b" non coherent 

X=Q 
m 

-4 -1 
1R=2,58·10 C•kg 

)alb [a]b 
)xlb=-·--

1 m!b [m]b [X]b 



Le Sl 

Le Systeme International d'unites 
8 

est un systeme coherent fonde sur les 
sept unites de base des grandeurs physiques donnees dans le tableau 2. 

Tableau 2 

Grandeur physique Nom de l'unite 

longueur metre m 

masse ki logramme kg 

temps seconde s 

intensite de courant electrique ampere A 

temperature the rmodyna m ique kelvin K 

quantite de matiere mole mol 

intensite lumineuse candela cd 

Les unites derivees sont donnees a partir des unites de base par des expres
sions algebriques en utilisant les symboles mathematiques de multiplication et de 
division. Plusieurs de ces unites derivees ont recsu un nom special et un symbole 
particulier, lesquels peuvent etre utilises a leur tour pour exprimer d'autres unites 
derivees d'une facson plus simple qu'a partir des unites de base. Dans ce cas, une 
unite derivee peut s'exprimer de plusieurs facsons equivalentes en utilisant des 
noms d'unites de base et des noms speciaux d'unites derivees, mais il est clair 
qu'elle ne s'exprime d'une maniere, et d'une seule, qu'en fonction des unites de 
base. 

~~e~_p!_e - La grandeur physique puissance qui s'exprime en unites de base 
metre carre kilogramme par seconde cube a recsu le nom special watt, mais peut 
aussi s'exprimer en joule par seconde ou en volt ampere. On utilise en general Ia 
denomination Ia plus commode. Ainsi, un debit de dose absorbee peut s'exprimer 
en joule par kilogramme seconde, de maniere a faire apparaitre le temps explici
tement. 

II est possible de former des multiples et des sous-multiples decimaux des 
unites Sl en utilisant des prefixes dont les noms et les symboles ont ete fixes pour 
quelques facteurs allant de ]Q-18 a 1012. II est bien clair que ces multiples et 
sous-multiples ne font pas partie du systeme coherent puisqu'ils introduisent des 
facteurs numeriques differents de l'unite. 
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Qu'implique !'introduction du 51? 

II est clair que !'utilisation des unites Sl entrainera un changement subs
tantiel dans les valeurs numeriques des grandeurs physiques utilisees dans Ia 
pratique journaliere 14, Etant donne qu'en radiotherapie, en radiodiagnostic et 
en radioprotection des erreurs dues a une modification des unites sont susceptibles 
de mettre en danger Ia vie d'etres humains, il est indispensable de prevoir une 
periode de transition pendant laquelle les deux systemes d'unites seront utilises 
conjointement. La decision du C.I.P.M. de 1969 14 de maintenir temporairement 
le rad, le rontgen et le curie est done une decision sage. II faut neanmoins noter 
que les rapports entre ces unites speciales et les unites 51 sont tres differents de 
l'unite, ce qui amoindrit les risques d'erreurs. 

L'introduction des unites 51 entraine logiquement !'adoption de regles de 
"grammaire" simples (mais que l'on a interet a maintenir strictes) 8. En voici 
deux exemples: 

Les symboles des unites sont definis de man1ere rigoureuse; Iars de leur utilisa
tion, ils ne doivent etre affectes d'aucun qualificatif supplementaire. 

Commentaires: Dans !'expression d'une grandeur physique une erreur sur le 
symbole de l'unite est aussi grave qu'une erreur sur Ia valeur numerique. 

Une unite sert a specifier Ia grandeur physique (done sa nature) dont Ia valeur 
numerique est 1 et elle ne sert qu'a cela. 5'il est necessaire de preciser des 
situations particulieres par des qualificatifs appropries, ces derniers seront 
affectes au nom de Ia grandeur physique. On dira, par exemple, que Ia dose 
absorbee dans le tissu est x J • kg-1 ou y rod, et non pas Ia dose absorbee 
est X "J. kg-1 tissu" ou y "rod tissu". 5ouvent, d'ailleurs, le nom meme de 
Ia grandeur physique implique une serie de conditions conformement a une 
definition. Ainsi lorsque nous porions d'une exposition de x C • kg- 1, nous 
savons qu'il s'agit d'une quantite d'electricite massique liberee dans l'air 
par des photons et qui doit etre mesuree dans des conditions tres precises. 
L 'idee que toutes ces connotations sont comprises dans le nom de l'unite 
rCintgen est sans doute encore assez repandue,mais cette maniere de voir n'est 
pas conforme aux regles generalement observees en physique. 

- Les symboles des unites ne sont pas suivis d'un point; ils restent invariables 
au pluriel. Lorsqu'un prefixe est place devant un symbole, Ia combinaison 
du prefixe et du symbole doit etre consideree comme un nouveau symbole 
qui peut etre eleve a une puissance positive ou negative sans utiliser de 
p a re n these s • 

L 'uti I isation de prefixes doubles do it etre evitee. 
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Conclusion 

On a tente de mettre en evidence quelques avantages qui resultent de 
!'utilisation du Sl dans le domaine des rayonnements ionisants. Ces avantages 
decoulent principalement de Ia coherence du systeme. Mais que I physicien peut 
rester insensible au fait que le 51 est en train de devenir un langa.9e universe! 
utilise et compris par tous? Parlant du 51, J. Terrien dit en 196519: 11 Bien sOr, 
ce systeme peut etre critique comme toute creation humaine; sa superiorite ne 
peut etre prouvee par !'experience puisqu'il est avant tout affaire de convention, 
et Ia qualite primordiale d'un langage conventionnel c'est d'etre universellement 
agree, meme s'il n'est pas parfait. En fait, ce systeme a rec;u !'approbation d'une 
majorite importante se fondant sur des raisons solides. II epargne beaucoup de 
temps et d'efforts a l'etudiant dans ia conversion des unites d'un systeme a l'autre 
et evite des erreurs attachees ace genre de calculs dans Ia pratique journaliere 11

• 
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RADIOECOLOGY 

DISTRIBUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLUTONIUM IN THE 
TRINITY SITE ECOSYSTEM AFTER 27 YEARS 

Thomas E. Hakonson and LaMar J. Johnson 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

Los Alamos, New Mexico 

Abstract 

The results are presented for a radioecological survey of the 
Trinity Site environs, where the world's first (July 1945) atomic 
bomb was detonated. The temporal behavior of the low environmental 
levels of the plutoniuin produced by this detonation are discussed. 
The data from this study were compared with similar data obtained 
in the Trinity Site environs nearly 20 years ago. The major change 
which was observed was an increased migration of Pu into the soils. 
Concentrations of Pu in vegetation and rodents were too low to make 
valid comparisons. 

Introduction 

An ecological investigation of plutonium was initiated in the fallout path
way of Trinity, the first nuclear detonation, which occurred on July 16, 1945 
in southern New Mexico. Trinity Site was especially interesting as a study area 
because of the "aged" nature of the radioactive debris distributed in the area. 
In addition, it was of interest to gather ecological data on plutonium in the 
xeric Trinity Site environs to compare with similar data being gathered in 
several semi-mesic ecosystems at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in north
ern New Mexico.l 

The data presented in this paper were obtained from samples gathered during 
one sampling period in the Trinity Site environs on September 27-28, 1972. The 
primary objectives of this effort were to survey the plutonium content of a few 
ecosystem components and to measure the field gamma radiation intensity as a 
function of distance from Ground Zero (GZ) some 27 years after the detonation 
to facilitate the design of more intensive studies. 

Methods and Materials 

Trinity Site, a fenced area immediately around GZ, is located in the semi
arid northern portion of the Tularosa Basin about 40 miles SW of Socorro, New 
Mexico, on the White Sands Missile Range (Fig. 1). A general description of 
the physiography, climate, vegetation and mammals of the area around Trinity 
Site can be found in various references.2,3,4 

A transect was established along the reported fallout pathway of the 
nuclear debris from the detonation (Fig. 1), utilizing maps constructed by 
University of California scientists in 1948.5 Nine sampling locations were 
established on the transect, two in the GZ area, and the remainder at 8 km in
crements to a distance of about 56 km from GZ. 

One soil core was taken at each location with a disposable 30 em section 
of 2.4 em diameter polyvinyl chloride pipe. The pipe and contained core from 
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Fig. 1. Sampling transect utilized for the radioecological resurvey of Trinity. 

each station was sealed in a plastic bag, frozen on return to the laboratory 
and sectioned into a 0-2.5 em, 2.5-7.5 em and 7.5-30 em segment. 

A sample of the most abundant forb, grass, and shrub/tree species was col
lected where possible and was individually sealed in plastic bags. Samples in
cluded the above-ground portions of the grasses and forbs and the terminal 
leaves and stems of the shrub/tree species. Dust on the plant surfaces was not 
removed prior to analysis. 

Rodents were collected with peanut butter baited snap traps and were bagged 
and frozen for later dissection. Tissues analyzed for plutonium included lungs, 
liver, hide, and carcass (skeleton and skeletal muscle). Care was taken during 
the dissection to avoid cross-contaminating the soft tissues with hair from the 
pelt. 

Trinitite, the fused soil material formed by the iptense heat produced by 
the detonation, was also collected to determine its plutonium content and to 
identify the gamma emitters present. 

Analytical procedures for plutonium included a combination of wet-dry 
ashing techniques utilizing a muffle furnace and HN03-HF sol~tions followed by 
ion exchange column separation of plutonium, electrodeposition and alpha ray 
spectroscopy for both 238pu and 239pu, The minimum sensitivity of the alpha 
counting system based upon background counts during a 24 hour period was 0.03 
pCi 238pu or 239pu/sample (a= 0.05). 

All soil and vegetation samples contained sufficient Pu and/or were of 
sufficient mass to reduce the relative counting standard deviation on each 
sample to less than 25 percent (1 cr). However, the generally low Pu content 
and small mass of certain rodent tissues resulted in relative counting standard 
deviations of as much as 100 percent. The standard errors associated with the 
rodent data presented later, reflect this fact. 
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Direct measurement of radiation in the field was accomplished with a 
Ludlum Model 12S Count Rate Meter, which utilizes a Nal (Tl) scintillation 
detector, for in situ environmental gamma radiation measurements. This instru
ment's readoutwas calibrated to give a proper "~R/h" reading with 60co gamma 
rays. During the survey, the instrument was held at about 3 feet above the 
ground surface and the observed rate noted and recorded at the respective loca
tions. Because of an inherent photon energy-dependent response, all readings 
obtained with the Ludlum were normalized using 10 Los Alamos Scientific Labora
tory environmental radiation dosimetry stations which utilize LiF thermolumin
escent dosimeters (TLD) for background radiation measurements.6 Dosimetric 
values obtained from these TLD materials have been shown to be essentially 
independent of radiation energy and, therefore, provided a basis for the correc
tion or normalization of the Ludlum Model 12S meter readings. The normaliza
tion assumed uniform photon spectral distribution. The observed average ratio 
of TLD-determined exposure rates to the survey meter measurements was 0.70. 

Results and Discussion 

The Pu content (239pu and 238Pu) of all sample types as a function of dis
tance from GZ is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. The 238- 239Pu content of some ecosystem components collected in the fallout zone of the Trinity 
detonation. 

Kilometers From Ground Zero (C.l) Along Fallout Pathwax 
GZ 0.1 8.1 16.1 24.1 32.2 

Soils 
(fCi/g dry) 

0-2.5 em 254812 36 434 3ll 125 295 
2.5-7.5 em 262720 36 0 331 746 116 
7.5-30 em 61858 23 6.6 213 175 3.4 

Vegetation * 
(fCi/g wet) 

Grasses 768 169 73 34 5.1 15 
Forbs 3.0 0.60 2. 5 
Shrubs/trees 6.2 2.4 9. 5 1.9 4.1 

Rodents 
(fCi/g wet)* 

Liver 12 (11) •• 4.4 (2.2) 1.3 (0.8) 1.7 2.3 (1.5) 
Lungs 25 (19) 11 (8.1) 4.1 (3.0) 3.3 48 (27) 
Hide ••• 4.8 (0.96) 5.6 (2.3) 2.0 (2 .0) o. 75 3.4 (1.2) 
Carcass 3.2 (1.2) 15 (8.0) 4.2 (3.0) 0.84 30 (29) 
No. of samEles 4 5 3 1 5 

• Species comprising the vegetation and rodent s<.1mples are given in the text . 

•• 

••• 

Parenthetic value represents the standard errnr of the determination. 

Stanriard Error = standard deviation 
I[No: of samples 

Carcass includes skeleton and skeletal muscle. 

40.3 

668 
344 

62 

19 
4,7 
6.5 

4.5 (2.7) 
50 (45) 
2.8 (1.1) 
4. 7 {1.6) 

4 

48.3 56.4 

278 1442 
20 89 
10 35 

11 28 
5.4 26 

0.60 2.2 

6.2 
0 
3.8 
2.5 
1 

The Pu data for vegetation (fCi/g wet) were summarized according to the 
type of plant (grass, forb or shrub/tree) to provide some basis for viewing Pu 
concentration gradients with distances from GZ since none of the plants were 
found at every sampling station. Grass species included Tridens pulchellus, 
Sporobolus Nealleyi and Bouteloua eriopoda while the forb category included 
Mirabilis multiflora, Conyza Coulteri, Dithyrea Wislizeni, Aphanostephus 
humilis and Melilotus albus. All the grass and forb species were generally less 
than 60 em tall; the shrub/tree species which included Atriplex canescens, 
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Larrea tridentata, Lycium Andersonii, Juniperus monosperma and Rhus macrophylla 
were generally greater than 60 em tall. 

The Pu data for rodent tissues (fCi/g wet) were also summarized without 
regard to species because the inadequate number of samples did not permit a 
species comparison and because the species composition of the catch changed 
with distance from GZ. Species caught included Perognathus flavus, Citellus 
spilosoma, Peromyscus maniculatus, ~· truei, Onychomys leucogaster, Neotoma 
mexicana and Dipodomys ordi. 

The Pu concentrations in many of the soil core segments (Table 1) were 
significantly above background. Levels in GZ soils were as much as 104 times 
higher than the 10-100 fCi Pu/g which has been reported for several New Mexico 
area soils.7 A maximum of about 260,000 fCi Pu/g was observed at GZ in both 
the 0-2.- em and the 2.5-7.5 em core segments. The maximum concentration in 
non-GZ soil (1442 fCi/g) was measured in the 0-2.5 em segment from the 56.4 km 
sampling station. 

The Pu data for soils from the GZ and 0.1 km stations cannot be compared 
with the data for the remainder of the transect because the area around GZ was 
mechanically disturbed shortly after the detonation in an effort to reduce sur
face radionuclide contamination. Ground Zero, for example, was covered with at 
least 15 em of uncontaminated soil and the area around the 0.1 km station was 
scraped to remove the Trinitite lying on the ground surface. The high Pu con
centration in the 0-2.5 em segment of the GZ soil sample (Table 1) indicates 
either 1) the overburdening was not successful; 2) that the covered Pu had 
migrated to the soil surface; or 3) that the overburden had blown away over 
the last 27 years, thus exposing the contaminated soil. 

The Pu concentrations in the 0-2.5 em segment generally increased toward 
the distal end of the sampling transect and reached a maximum at the 56.4 km 
station. Olafson et a1. 8 , during efforts to map the fallout zone from Trinity 
also noted that the highest Pu concentration in soils, vegetation and small 
mammals outside the GZ area occurred about 45 km from GZ. 

The vertical distribution of Pu was relatively uniform in most of the core 
samples from GZ to the 24.1 km station. This suggested that Pu which was initi
ally deposited on the soil surface as much as 27 years ago had migrated at 
least 30 em into the soil profile. On the other hand, the Pu in soils from 
distances greater than 24.1 km was increasingly concentrated in the upper 2.5 
em. Olafson et al.8 and Olafson and Larson9 reported that the Pu in Trinity 
area soils about 20 years ago was almost exclusively confined to the top 2.5 em 
of soil. 

Many factors could account for a difference in the rate of vertical migra
tion of Pu in soils, including differences in the chemical and physical form of 
the Pu and/or differences in the chemical, physical, and biological makeup of 
the environment.lO 

The Pu concentrations in grasses were consistently elevated with respect to 
similar measurements in other areas of New Mexico.l,9 On the other hand, the 
Pu concentrations in forb and shrub/tree samples were generally indistinguish
able from worldwide fallout Pu levels in New Mexico vegetation which measure 
about 1-5 fCi/g wet sample.l,7 The Pu data for grasses as a function of dis
tance from GZ generally followed the pattern which was observed for the 0-2.5 
em soil core segment (Table 1). The maximum Pu concentration in grasses (768 
fCi/g wet) was observed at GZ and decreased to a minimum of 5.1 fCi/g at the 
24.1 km station. Pu concentrations in grasses then generally increases with 
distance. 
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The Pu data for rodent tissues in Table 1 show a considerable variability. 
Sources of this variability would include among other things, species differ
ences, the low Pu content of the tissues yielding generally poor counting statis
tics, and an insufficient number of samples. 

In general, rodent lungs had the highest mean Pu concentrations and exhi
bited a pattern with distance from GZ that was similar to the 0-2.5 em layer of 
soil and the grass. Lung deposition of Pu suggested that resuspension of soil 
may be an important mechanism in the biological redistribution of Pu. Other 
investigators have noted high lung concentrations in small free-roaming 
mammals.ll,l2 

The activity ratios 239puf238pu for all sample types are summarized in 
Table 2. The ratios for the 0-2.5 em and 2.5-7.5 em core segments averaged 19 
and 18, respectively, while the 7.5-30 em segment averaged 9. Lne mean values 
for vegetation were about 8-12 and about 0.5-2 for rodent tissues. The signi
ficance of the decreasing 239puf238pu ratio from soils to vegetation to rodent 
tissues is not clear at this time. It may indicate that 238pu in the Trinity 
environs is more mobile than 239pu. 

Table 2. The 239Pu;238 Pu ratio in some ecosystem compo
nents collected in the fallout zone of the 
Trinity detonation. 

239Pu/ 8Pu 
T:z:Ee SamEle T S.E.* No. Sam21es 

Soils 

0-2.5 em 19 3.2 9 
2.5-7.5 em 18 1.7 7 
Remainder 9.0 2.3 6 

Ve:;tetation 

Grasses 12 2.0 13 
Forbs 7.6 1.9 10 
Shrubs 2.0 1.6 9 

Fodents 

Liver 0.44 0.10 5 
Lungs 1.0 0.28 s 
Hide 1.8 0.89 16 
Carcass 1.7 0.65 2C 

* standard deviation 5 • E • ;;..: \)number of samples 

The Pu content of three samples of Trinitite from GZ measured 3.2 nCi/g, 
1.5 nCi/g and 1.2 nCi/g with an average 239puf238pu ratio of 21 ~ 0.8 (1 cr). 
These Pu concentrations are about an order of magnitude higher than the Pu con
centrations in GZ soils. The 241Am concentrations of the Trinitite samples 
measured 0.5 nCi/g, 0.024 nCi/g and 0.033 nCi/g. Preliminary data from radio
ecological studies at Los Alamos 1 indicated that 241Am may enter biological 
systems to a greater degree than Pu and, consequently, may be of equal or 
greater importance than Pu as a contaminant in natu=al e systems. 

A wide variety of additional radionuclides were identified in Trinitite, 
including 133Ba, 152, 155Eu, 60co, 137cs and 90sr-90y. 

The average gross gamma radiation measurements obtained outside the GZ area 
were not significantly different from the measurements obtained at remote loca
tions or what could be considered to be the natural background radiation levels 
for the central New Mexico area.7 Measured values of radiation also fall within 
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the range of 12-20 ~R/h suggested by Cowanl3 as being normal for the northern 
White Sands Missile Range elevation depending on the geological composition of 
the earth's crust. The measured values within GZ were significantly above 
background levels and approached a maximum of one mR/h under the measurement 
circumstances noted previously. 

Results of this preliminary investigation indicated that the general pattern 
of Pu distribution in soils, vegetation, and rodents as a function of distance 
from GZ was similar to the findings of Leitch5 and Olafson et al.8 However, 
there has been an increased migration of Pu into the soils since the last mea
surements were made about 20 years ago. Concentrations of Pu in all sample 
types of the present study were generally similar to the findings of 20 years 
ago at Trinity Site. However, the limited number of samples analyzed in the 
present study does not allow an adequate comparison, and more refined studies 
are currently in progress. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF PLUTONIUM 
IN LIQUID WASTE DISPOSAL AREAS AT LOS ALAMOS 

T. E. Hakanson, L. J. JohnsonandW. D. Purtymun 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544 

Abstract 

This paper describes an ecological investigation of 
plutonium in the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory environs. 
Data are presented on the distribution of plutonium in the 
alluvial sediments, water, vegetation and rodents from 
Mortandad Canyon, an area which has been used for liquid 
waste disposal for 10 years. 

Introduction 

A survey was initiated during 197 2 to determine the concentrations of 
liquid effluent-associated radionuclides in the alluvial sediments, water, and 
some of the natural biota in waste discharge areas, This ~a~er will summa
rize preliminary findings on the distribution of Z38Pu and 3 Pu in Mortandad 
Canyon, an area which has been used as a liquid effluent disposal area since 
1963, The data were obtained during a one-week sampling period in October 
197 2, 

Methods and Materials 

Mortandad Canyon originates in the western portion of the Laboratory 
property at an elevation of about 2225 meters above sea level, and terminates 
about 15 km from its origin in the Rio Grande River on the eastern edge of the 
Laboratory property at an elevation of about 1700 meters, 

Radionuclide-bearing liquid effluents from a waste treatment plant lo
cated on a mesa adjacent to Mortandad Canyon enter the stream channel at an 
elevation of 2200 meters near the origin of the canyon. The input of waste 
water over the last 10 years has been relatively constant at about 200 kiloliters 
per day. The effluent water along with a continuous supply of uncontaminated 
water (R::50 kl/day) from a steam plant situated at the head of the canyon, moves 
as surface water over thin alluvial deposits (<30 em deep) for a distance of 
from about 500 - 1300 meters below the effluent outfall (post-outfall). The 
effluent disappears into the alluvium and the remainder of the stream channel 
is dry at distances beyond 1300 meters post outfall, where the canyon and 
stream channel widen with a corresponding increase in alluvium depth (>30 em), 
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. . 238, 239 
It was estimated that about 40 mC1 of Pu was released into Mor-

tandad Canyon from 1963 to 1973; and furthermore, that since 1970 at least 80 
percent of the plutonium activity was 238Pu (238Pu;239Pu = 4). 

A permanent sampling network was established in the canyon during the 
summer of 197 2 at points 100 and 200 m above the waste discharge outfall 
(pre-outfall) to serve as a source of "background'' samples and also at 0, 20, 
40, 80, 160, 3 20, 640, 1280,. 2560, 5120, and 10, 240 m below the outfall 
(post-outfall). 

Surface and ground water, sediment, vegetation and rodents were col
lected from the stream channel area in the canyon using collection techniques 
which have been described elsewhere. 1 

Samples were subjected to a hydrofluoric-nitric acid leach, an ion ex
change separation, electrodeposition, and alpha-ray spectroscopy corrected 
for yield by use of tracer quantities of 24 2Pu and 243Am to quantify the plu
tonium content. 

The plutonium content of all sample materials except rodents was suffi
cient to reduce the relative standard deviations of the determination to less 
than 30 percent (based on counting statistics). However, the generally low 
levels of plutonium in rodent tis sues in combination with the small sample 
masses resulted in relative standard deviations usuall¥/,reater than 30 per
cent. The minimum detectable amount of 238Pu and 2 Pu based on a 23 hour 
count was 0. 03 pCi/ sample (a = 0. 05 ). 

Results and Discussion 

238 
The Pu content of water, vegetation, and the 0-2.5 em layer of the 

alluvial sediments as a function of distance from the effluent outfall in Mortan
dad Canyon is presented in Fig. l. The data for 239Pu which behaved similar 
to that shown for 23 8Pu in Fig. 1, can be inferred from 238 Pu; 23 9Pu activity 
ratios presented later in Table 2. The data for vegetation were grouped ac
cording to growth form (grasses, shrubs, and trees) and the grouped data were 
plotted as a function of distance post-outfall. All of the grass samples ana
yzed were of the genus Poa with the exception of the 5, 120 meter post-outfall 
sample, which was Bouteloua gracilis. The shrub category consisted of 
Artemesia tridentata, Berberis fendleri, Chrysothamnus parryihowardi, 
Quercus gambelli, Prunus virginiana, Salix~· and Rhus trilobata. Tree 
samples included Acer negundo, Juniperus monosperma, Pinus ponderosa, 
Pinus flexilis and Pseudotsuga taxifolia. 

It is apparent from the data in Fig. 1 that the chronic input of low level 
radioactive liquid wastes into Mortandad Canyon over the last 10 years has re
sulted in 23 8Pu (and 23 9Pu) concentrations in some post-outfall samples which 
are two to three orders of magnitude higher than corresponding pre-outfall 
samples. Maximum concentrations of plutonium in all samples occurred within 
160 meters post-outfall and concentrations then declined steadily with distance 
to near pre-outfall levels at the 5, 120 and 101 240 meter post-outfall sampling 
stations. 
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Stream channel sediments clearly are the major reservoir of the waste 
plutonium (Fig. 1). Levels of both isotopes increased from less than 0. 5 
pCi/ g dry at the pre-outfall stations to over 300 pCi/ g in post-outfall samples. 
The concentrations of both 23 8Pu and 23 9Pu were relatively uniform to sam
pling depths of 30 em from the effluent outfall to the l, 280 meter post-outfall 
sampling station, where surface water exists for at least part of the year. At 
distances greater than 1, 280 meters post-outfall, the plutonium was increas
ingly concentrated in the top 2, 5 em of sediment. 

The degree of vertical mixing of plutonium in the alluvial sediments in 
the canyon appears to be associated with the presence or absence of surface 
water. Wbether the water physically mixes the sediments or acts as a medium 
for diffusion of plutonium is unknown at this time. 

There is some evidence, as reviewed by Francis 2, that plutonium does 
migrate downward in soils after extended exposure to the natural environment 
and may become more available to vegetation with tim.e because of an enhanced 
root contact with the isotope. Studies at Trinity Site, which are described in a 
paper at this symposiun1 demonstrated that there has been a marked penetra
tion of Pu into the soils since 1950, when sin1ilar measurements were last 
made. 

There was an apparent distributional relationship between the 
137 

C s and 
plutonium content of the alluvial soils. A log-log plot of the l37cs concentra
tions in the 0-2.5 em layer of post-outfall sediments versus the corresponding 
data for 238pu (and 23 9Pu) were linearly related, The correlation coefficients 
(r) for the respective line~r regressions were 0. 97 (l37cs vs 238Pu) and 0. 88 
( 137 C s vs 239Pu). The interpretation of this observation is not clear at this 
time, but may indicate that the distributive mechanism for these two radio
nuclides in Mortandad Canyon sediments may be similar, 
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The plutonium concentration in surface and ground water in the stream 
channel paralleled the data for sediments but at a much lower level {Fig. 1). 
Maxima of 29 fCi 23 8Pu/ml and about 1 fCi 23 9Pu/ml were observed in surface 
water at the effluent outfall and concentrations of both isotopes decreased to 
less than 0. 1 fCi/ml in ground water at the 5,120 m post-outfall sampling 
station, 

There appeared to be a relationship between the proximity of vegetation 
to the ground surface and the plutonium content of the plant material. In gen
eral, grass species which were <50 em tall, contained the highest levels of 
both 23 8Pu and 23 9Pu, whereas shrubs and trees {> 1 m tall) contained rela
tively moderate to low amounts of plutonium, Perhaps the rooting zone of the 
grasses contained higher Pu concentrations than the shrubs or trees or possi
bly the low growth form of the grasses increased their susceptability to ex
terior surface contamination by Pu contaminated materials. 

If the plutonium measured in vegetation was contained within the plant, 
then calculated grass/ sediment activity ratios of 2, 3 x lOz;ifnd 7. 8 ~3w- 3 

{or about 8 x 10- 2 and 3 x 10- 2 on a dry weight basis) for Pu and Pu 
were relatively high compared to values of 10-6 - 10- 3 reported by other in
vestigators for the root uptake of Pu from plant- soil systems, 3 ' 4 • 5, 6 However, 
whether the plutonium was distributed within, or on, the plant is unknown at 
this time, 

The plutonium concentrations in the liver, lungs, hide, and carcass of 
rodents {Peromyscus maniculatus, _r. truei Reithrodontomys megalotis) col
lected on the stream channel in Mortandad Canyon {Table 1) varied by as much 
as three orders of magnitude in samples from the same collection location. 
Some of this variation was undoubtedly due to the large uncertainties asso
ciated with the counting data and to species variation, There were insufficient 
samples at each station to permit any species comparison. 

Mean plutonium concentrations were highest in the lung and hide samples 
from each collection location which suggested that inhalation of resuspended 
sediments may be the main route of Pu entry into these small, ground-dwell
ing rodents, Post-outfall concentrations varied from a maximum of about 
8000 fCi 238Pu/g wet in the lungs of one rodent down to levels which were in
distinguishable from background, Concentrations of 238pu and 23 9Pu in ro
dent tissues from pre-outfall and other areas 1 on site measured 10 fCi/g or 
less, Liver and carcass samples, in general averaged from 0. 1-0.01 times 
the plutonium concentrations of hide and lungs, 

h 238 /239 . f h . 1 t h" h T e Pu Pu rahos o:r t e var1ous samp e ypes, w 1c are pre-
sented in Table 2, demonstrate that nearly all of the samples contained a pre
ponderance of 238pu on an activity basis, The 238 Pu/ 23 9Pu ratios which 
exceed one in some of the post-outfall remainder {> 12, 5 em depths) sediment 
core sections evidence the fact that complete vertical mixing of 238Pu has 
occurred over the last three years, 

The 
238

Pu;
239

Pu ratios greater than unity in sediments from the 5, 120 
and 10, 240 meter stations may indicate that some of the plutonium has moved 
a considerable distance down Mortandad Canyon, despite the low sediment 
concentrations measured at these sites, 
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Table I. TI1e 
238

ru and 239Pu content of rodenta froiD Mortandad Canycn in OcL~>ber 1972. 

Loc.atton I 238
Pu 

239
Pu 

~~~-£_1!1_ Liver lung HtGe Carcasa Uvrr Lu!Ut_ ii!.!!£...__ __ Carcass 

100 •nd 200 J I 9.9 (11)* -1.0 (1.4) 0.0 (J.O) l ).J (6.6) 4.1 (l.l) C.o (J.O) 
(pT_e-otltfall) 2.8 (2.8)1 -37. {28) -8.7 (B,i'} -l.t, (1.4) o.n (2.8)i 8.1 (16) 15. (5.8) c.o (1.6) 

_J:~_.: __ s~ ___ :~!__ ____ 5 :t 7------1-~_:.':.._ __ . __ ~~·------l-~~--1- 5.7 ~ 3.4 9.6:! 1.1 o.o 
0 28 (10) 148. (111) IJO). (126) 88. (J.?) 4.2 (J.1).r74. (74) 189. (28) 11. (12) 

(poH-outfali) .(.lJ, <6). 910, (70) 88, (4.1) lo'tJ. 63. 110. (20) 16. (1.8) 
45. (15) 111'). (169) 594. (65) 0.15 (0.22} 21. (10) 407. (102) 57. (15) 0.07 (0.22.) 
22. (6.J) 24. (54) 610 ()0) Jl. (4.1) 4.2 (2.1) 60. (60) 116. (2S) 1.3 (2.0) 
5.4 (4.3) 11. (30) 25. (8.2) 1.5 (1.6) 3.2 (3.2)1 7.6 (15) 41. (8.2) 1,,0 (1.2) 

X! 1 S.D. 25 1: 16 326 ± 533 689 ± 471 43 ± 43 8.2 :!: 8.6 137! 182 101:!: 58 6.5 ! 6.8 
-----+---- t------------- -----1-·----- -- -----·--- --·--
2560 19. (13) 5467, (1367) 509. (170) 0.86 (0.7l) 7.4 (8.9) 501. (364) 198. (85) 1.0 (0.71) 

7.9 (lo.S) 410. (117) 26. (22) 2.0 (0.57) 3.4 (2.3} 111. (65) 4.1 (8.7) G.29 (0.29) 
0.03 (3.9) 19. {23) 18. (4.~) 3.4 (0.95) 0. (2.0) o.o (16} 4.7 (1.8) l.ij (0.57) 

15. (5.1) 67. (135) 24. (4.5) 1.6 (0.67) 3.5 (4.3} 27, (47) 3.1 (1.4) -0.1•1 (0.34) 
0.0 (14) 18. (27) 3.8 (!I) 0. (1.6) 14. (9.1), -9.1 (9.1) 7.6 (7,6) -0.46 (0.69) 

2.2 (J.:l) 32, (23) 0, (l •. lo) O.Bl (0 54) 4.) (lfl} 0.0 (lB) 4.0 (3.1) 0.40 (0.40) 
o.o (3.0) 18. (24) 12. (9.3) I D. (1.6) I 0.0 (2.2)1 -6.0 (11) 5.6 (5.6) 2.0 (7.1) 

1.1 (s.;;
1 

''· 011 9.7 (s.o> i -1.1 <o.n> 1.2 (2.4'1 4.4 (8.a) 6.: c'·"> I ,,,o ~o.r., 
it 1 s.n. 6.4! 7.J I 76t! 90ti 75! 176 2.1 :r ~-·'--L~"·7 eu! 11·~ J-9::. t~a ~,,,OJ~ •J.tl.l 

~~0---- ·------- ------ 2.5 (J.B) 58.---;;-~~;; I O~J (1.9~ 
20. (11) 487. (Ill) 38. (22) 5.6 (1.9) 

4.1 (7,1) 0.0 (3.7) 6115. {14)'1)1 0.77 \0.48) 
13. (9.7)1 0.0 (1798) 8.7 (!>) 15. (2.61 

• 0.69 (1.1) 6.4 (16) 17. (7.2) 0.0 (0.24) 

l
22. (!3) o.o (2.6) -o.os ro.a;) 

1.9 (1.9) 0.0 (16) 4.J (J.O) 1.3 (0.51) 
0.0 (J4) 21. (14) 4.8 (3.0) -0.3) (0.55) 
5.9 (1.9) 4.4 (lJ) 26. (6.<) 1.8 (!.•) 

121. (52) .172. (67)) 10. (6.2) 2.6 (1.1) 

o. (10) 15. (19) 180, (108) 0.30 (0. ))) 
u. (19) 7794. (1798) lJ. (31) )). (6.8) 
1.4 (2.7) 23. (29) 7.7 (7.7) 1.5 (0.65) 

o. /I)) 7.5 (5.J) ·0.67 (1.1) 
2.8 (2.6) 12. (20) 7.9 (3.8) 0.10 (0.20) 

-34. (34) 0. (29) 3.0 (4.e) 0.37 (0.37) 
o. (8.8) 16. (31) 4.2 (5.5) 0.0 (1.8) 

87. (104) 9-'ol, (404) 6.8 (5.1) 2.6 (l.l) 
0.96 (!.9) -12. {:16) -4.7 (5.3) 0.92 (0.57) 0,96(1.9)i 16. (20) 4.1 (4.4) 1.3 (0.57} 
0. (3.5) 4.5 (9.1) 0.33 (1. 3) 0.31 (0. 31) 0.0 (2.8)1 23. (14) 6.2 (2.3) O.JI (0.41) 

-lL (5.6) 15. (29) 3.0 (4.1) 0. 36 (0.36) 1.4 (4.211 51. (22) J.J (2.2) 0.51 (0.51) 
4.6 (7.2)1 o.o (15) 9.7 (7.1) 0.0 (8.4) 

13 ±,. IJJ6! 1153 477 t !694 1.9 ± 4.0 

7.2 (9.5) 44. (30) 14. (11) 13. (i.6) 

11 ± 25 780 ± 2228 22±49 1.9 ± 21 X t 1 S.D. 

fCi/g vet± 1 S.D. bloaed on Countiug dtatiDtlcs. 

11"1e .k't.n wur; C•llcultlted by olo;ai..:ning a 0.0 to any ne£at"iVt> value end by di&regard1ng any len than (<) value. 

Vegetation and rodent tissue reflected the enhanced 
238

Pu content of 
ter and sediment in the canyon but not in any readily identifiable pattern. 
There was a tendency for the ratio in grasses to exceed the ratio in shrubs 
trees. 

wa-

and 

The release of low level plutonium wastes in liquid effluents has re
sulted in significant plutonium concentrations in seve::.·al of Mort and ad Canyons 
ecological components. The presence of water in the stream channel appeared 

Table 2. !h~ 238Pu/
239

Pu 'ratios tn water. sediment, veg~tAtion, and rodents from Hortandad Cunyon in 
October 1972. 

Distance 
From Sediment 

Outfall Water, _ _,~'-"--"-'-''--'-'"'--'-'~==-0-2.5 2.5-7.5 7.5-12.5 

200 0.14 0.02 0.07 

100 0.83 0.19 0.08 

0 29 ). 9 

20 0.46 3.8 10. 

40 3.8 2. 2 1.9 

80 5. 3 3.4 0.83 

160 8.4 0. 82 5.1 

320 12. 3. 4 5.1 5.1 

640 9.5 4.0 2. 6 3. 6 

1280 8.2 4. 4 8. 5 3.0 

2560 1. 8 4.1 3.6 3.5 

5120 >1.6 1.4 1.5 

10240 1.4 1.2 2. 2 

238Pu/239Pu 

--~tation Rodents 
>12. 5 Grass Shrub Trees Liver Luns Hide 

4.6 2.1 

0.06 1.7 1.3 3 .o 3.0 

4. 2 1.6 3.5 1.4 7 .o 

14. 7.0 

2. 2 

0. 33 10. 8.3 

11.3 1.1 

8.1 1.4 

J,b 2.8 1.9 1.1 

1.9 1.3 3. 3 

0. 92 1.9 1.2 2. 3 6. 8 3.1 

0. 70 5. 7 2. 6 

1.8 1.0 0. 32 2. 3 4.5 6.5 
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to be correlated with the rate and degree of vertical mixing of plutonium in the 
alluvial sediments. The mechanisms involved are not understood but may in
clude the mixing action of the flowing water and/ or the water may serve as a 
medium for the vertical diffusion of plutonium. Data on low growing grass 
species showed that the plutonium concentration ratios for plant/sediment are 
on the order of 3 x 10- 2 to 8 x 10- 2, which was about an order of magnitude 
higher than that reported by others for root uptake of plutonium from soils. 
However, in the present study we cannot rule out the possibility of externally 
deposited plutonium on the plant materials. There apneared to be a relation
ship between growth form and the plutonium content of the plant. Lower growth 
forms contained higher plutonium concentrations than higher growth forms. 

238 239 
The highest mean Pu and Pu concentrations in the lung and hide of 

rodents from the canyon suggested that resuspension of sediment-bound piu
tonium may be a prime mechanism in the contamination of rodents. The 
appreciable variation in the plutonium data for rodent tissues indicated that 
the contamination of the small mammal populations living near the stream 
channel is heterogeneous, with many individuals receiving minute quantities 
of plutonium and others receiving relatively large amounts. 

238 239 
The Pu/ Pu ratios calculated from the data in the present study 

provided assessment of the vertical and horizontal movernent of the effluent
associated plutonium. It appeared that in the me zic portion of the canyon, the 
vertical mixin<f, to the depths sampled was completed within a three year period. 
The 

238 Pu; 23 Pu ratios in vegetation and rodents reflected the ratio in water 
and sediments but in a manner which has yet to be defined. 
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PA,ZUIIAUL'IOHHO-rnmEH.uiqECKAH OUEHKA rEOXM:ML'IqECKL'IX ITPOBL'IHIW~ 
C TIOBb~EHHO~ ML'IrPAUL'IE~ UE31'IH-I37 

A. H. Mapett, P. M. Eapxy;ztapoB, H. H. HOBl'IKOBa 
~HCT~TYT 6~o~H3l'IK:H M~Hl'ICTepcTBa a;ztpaBooxpaHeH:HH CCCP 

MocKBa, Coma CoBeTCKMx CouMBHMCTH4eCKHX Pecrry6nHK 
AHHOTBUl'IH 

This report gives the results of persistent studies on 
Cs-137 transfer through the food chain. 

The areas with increased intake of Cs-137 from the soil 
into the plants and food (milk, meat) have been identified. 

Cs-137 content in these foods exceeds by 10-100 timesthe 
average value for the Soviet Union. AccordinglY Cs-137 contain~d 
in the bodies of rural population is also higher. The average 
internal radiation doses for humans of various ages ranged 
from 11 to 19 mremjyear. Radiation exposure has been predicted. 
The possibilities of leukemia occurrence has been considered. It 
is shown that probability for leukemia development during 70 
years is 1.2xl0-3%. 

lll:HpOKHB rrepCITBKTHBbi pa3Bl'ITHH 8TOMHOM ::mepr8THKH Tpe6yiOT 
BCBCTOpOHHero H3Y48HHH OC008HHOCT8ti ITOB8~8Hl'IH HCKYCCTBBHHHX 
pa~HOHYRnH~OB B 30H8X ITOT8HUH8nDHOrO pacnpOCTp8H8HHH pa;ztHOBKTl'IB
HbiX OTXO;ztOB. B 48CTHOCTH 3TO K8C88TCH MMrpBUHH UB3HH-I37 ITO 
ITMI1{8Bb!M UB ITHM. 

B nnaHe HsyqeHHH rHrHeHH4eCKHX acrreKTOB npo6neMhi uesHH-!37 
KaK ITOTBHUHBnDHOrO MCT04HHK8 BHyTpBHHero o6ny48Hl'IH HaceneHHH 
H8HOOnDilll'Iti MHTepec rrpe~cTaBnHIOT cenDCKOX03HMCTB8HHbi8 paMOHbi, r.zte 
ITpOH3B0,1tHTCH ITHIJ.(8Bb!B ITpO,Z!;YKTbi MBCCOBOrO ITOTpeoneHMH, CITOCOOHbiB 
CT8T1 KpHTM48CKHMl'I B OTHOillBHHH U83MH-l37. 3a;zta4M paOOTbi BKniOqa
n:H B ceC5H: 

- BhiHBneHHe Ha TeppHTOpHH EBporre:i1Ciwt1 qacTM CCCP soH c 
ITOBblillBHHOti MMrpag~eti; 

- YCT8HOBnBHH8 rrpH4MH ITOBblill8HHOM MHrpaUM~, KOHCTBHT, 
xapaKT8pH3YIOII{MX rrepeXO,ZI; era M3 HBKOTOpbiX TMITOB IT04E B paCTBHMH; 
BhiHBneHHe KPMTH40CKHX rrpo~yKTOB; 

- rMrMBHH4BCK8fl OUBHK8 ,ZI;03, rronyqaeMbiX C8n1CKHM HacenBHMBM 
38 C48T MHKOpiTOp:HpOB8HHOrO U83MH-I37. 

B OCHOBY H8CTOHII{BrO C00011{8HHH nono~BHbi M8T8pHanbi HCCnB,ZI;OBB
HMti, ITpOBB,ZI;BHHb~ 8BTOp8MM Ha rrpOTH~BHHH 5 neT (1967-1972 rr.) B 
20 pat10H8X Ha TeppliiTOpHM 12 oonaCTBM, BXO,ZI;Hil{MX B COCT8B TpBX 
pecrry6nHK. XapaKT8pMCTMK8 MBTO~OB H opraHM38UMH pa60T CO~ep~MTCH 
B paHHHX rry6nMK8UMHX /I, 2/. 

HaM60nDillMM MHTepec C T04KH 3p8H~H MMrpaUMM U83HH-I37 M3 
IT04Bbl B p8CTMT8n1HOCTD rrpe~CTBBnHIOT T8K H83biB8BMbi8 noneC1H+. 
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B EBponeAcKo~ qacTH CoBeTcKoro Coroaa noneccK~e HH3HHH 
H8XO~ffTCff IIpeHMymeCTB8HHO B IDEHOI Q8CT~ H8tJ8pH038MHOI 30HH, 
H8QHH8ff OT rpaHHU TIO~DII!Pl H ~0 Ypana. B aana~HO~ qacTH STOre IIOH
ca pacnonozeao Ha:PI6o~ee Kpynaoe Ee~opyccKo-YKpaMHCKoe nonecDe, B 
uenTpaJIDHOM paloHe - Memepa H BepxaeBo~zciCaH HH3MBHHOCTD, K 
BOCTOKY - UBITD HM3HH ]BCHOrO Tio~BCDff M pH~ ~pyrHX. TI~oma~D BCBX 
STHX HPI3HH ITpBBbiii!aBT 0,2 M~H KM • 

TIOQB8HH~t1 nOKpOB STHX npOBMHUMI npe~CT8BH8H pa3HOBH~HOCTHMH 
~epHOBo-no~aonHcTux (necuux) H TOPWHHo-6onoTHHX rrecqauccr, 
CYIIBCQ8HHX H cyr~HHHCTHX IIOtJB pa3~HtJHO~ CT8n8IUl aa60~0Q8HHOCTH PI 
or~88HHOCTH. )lnH HHX xapaKT8pHbi BbiCOKBH KHC~OTHOCTD, HH3Ii08 C0-
~8pE8HH8 o6MeHHHX wopM KanDUHH, Ka~HH, HaTpHH, QTO o6yc~oBneuo 
HX 3H8tiHT8JIDHHM YB~8EH8HH8M, a M8CT8MH - HHT8HCl1BHO£! npOMbiBKOM 
rpyuTOBHMH B0~8MH. 

0CHOBH8H Q8CTD TeppHTOpHH n0~8CH~ OCYII!BH8 H 38HffT8 no~ DO
C8Bbi cenDcKoxoaHt1CTBBHHbiX KY~DTYP· qacT~IttHO aa6onoqeHHbi8 yttaCTKH 
H 38M~H, H8 y~06Hbl8 ~nH IT8XOTN, C~OpMi1pOB8HHbi8 npeHMymeCTB8HHO 
6onOTHbiMH H ~6pHOB6II0~30nHCThlMH TI8CQ8HNMH nOqB8MH, HCITO~D3yiDTCH 
no~ ceHOKOCbl H Bblrrachl, ttTO oco6eHHO xapaKTepHo ~~H Ee~opyccKo
YKpaHHCKoro ITOJI8CDff, r~e npeo6na~88T EHBOTHOBO~tJ8CK06 (MO~OqHQ
MHCHOe) HarrpaBJI8HH8 C8nDCKOrO X03Ht1CTB8. B BOCTOQHhlX pat10HBX ITO~ 
BNIT8Cbi MOHOtJHOrO CKOT8 HCnOnD3YIDT yrO~Dff C npeo6na~8HH8M cyrnH
HHCThlX ITOqB. 

Co~epE8HPI8 U83HH-!37 B ITOQB8X BC8X H3YtJ88MbiX pat10HO~ 
rrpHM8pHO O~HH8KOBO, COCT8BJIHH rrpH6JIH3HT8JIDH0 80 MKIDpH/KM • llpH 
STOM Ha U8JIHHHNX IIOtJB8X 8Q% ero H8XO~HTCff B B8pXH8M ~8CffTHC8HTH
M8TpOBOM CJIOe. 

H3 QHCJI8 ITOJI8CCKHX HH3HH H8H60JIDII!H~ HHTepec B C8HHT8pHOM 
OTHOIJ18HHH rrpe~CT8BJIH8T EenopyCCKO-Y!ip8t-!HCK08 TIOJI8CD8, r~e 
ffBJI8HHff MHrpaUHH U83HH-!37 Bhlp8E8HN H8M6onee HpKO. MaKCHM8JIDH06 
rrocTyrrneHHe uea:PIH-137 B pacTeHHH Ha6nro~aeTCH aa TOPWHHo-6onoTHhrx 
nOQBBX, ITO~CTHJia8MhlX D8CK8MH. llo M8p~ H3M8H8HHff M8XaHHQ8CROrO 
COCT8B8 DOQB OT necttaHbiX R cyrJIHHHCTNM npOHCXO~HT IIOCT8D8HH08 
CHH~8HH8 CT8IT8HH MHrpaUHH U83HH-I37. RaK BH~HO H3 Ta6JI. !, 
HaH60JIDmHe KOSWWHUMeHTN HaKorrneHHH ua6nro~aiDTCH Ha nerKHX rrectta
HNX DOtJBaX. Ha cyneCQ8HHX H cyrJIHHHCTHX TIOtJB8X KOS~HUHSHT 
HaKOITJI8HHH 3H8tiHT8JIDH0 HHE8. BNCOKHU Ka U63HH-I37 ~nff IIOtiB 
EenopyCCKO-YKpaMHCKOrO DOJI8CDH 06~HCHH8TCH OC068HHOCTHMH MHHepa
norHtJSCROrO COCT8B8 DOQB H 60JI88 Hi13RHM CO~epEaHH8M ~OCTYTIHOrO 
p8CT8HHHM R8JIHH. 

RpOM6 TOrO, K8K ITORa3anH Ha6JIID~8HHH, cymeCTB8HH08 BJIHHHHe 
Ha CT8IT8HD MHrpaUHH U83HH-I37 H3 ITOQBN B p8CT8HHH OKa3HBa8T 
ypOB8HD rpyHTOBNX BO~. TaR, npm TIOHHE8HHH ypOBHff rpyHTOBb~ BO~ 
Ha 0,7-I,O M, K8R STO H86JIID~aJIOCD B 38CYII!JIHB08 JISTO !972 r., 
ROHU8HT~anHH U83HH-!37 B paCTHT6JIDH0CTH H Ra CHMSH~HCD B 2-3 
"Qaaa. Ilo~o6Hoe HBnenHe Ha6nro~anocD TaKJKe Ha ocyii!eHHhiX no4Bax. 
HaH60nDmH~ KoawwmuueHT aaxonneHHH uesHH-137 pacTHTSJIDHOCTDID 
H86JIID~a8TC5l B aanaAHhlX pa~OH8X (Ka=5,3), a B U8HTpan~HbiX H 
BOCTOQHhlX, r~e OTM8tJ88TCff H8JIHQH8 rJIMHHCTHX MHHepaJIOB B HJIHCTO~ 
~paRnHH H 0THOCHT8JIDH0 BNCOKOe CO~epl!taHH8 flO~BHJ!tHOrO K8JIHH, RH 
38M8THO CHMJ!t88TCff (2,5-!,9). MeJIHOpaUHH ITOtJBH, BH8C8HM8 B H88 
K8~Ht1HbiX y~o6peHH~ rrpHBO~HT R 3H8QHT8JIDHOMY CHHE8HHID ypOBHH 
TIOCTYITJI8HHH ~83HH-I37 B paCT8HHff. TaKt ITOCTYTIJI8HBe ~83HH-!37 B 
~ypaEBN8 KYJihTYPN H3 naXOTHhlX IT04B B )-!0 pas HHEe, Q8M H3 
aaanorH4HhlX USJIHHHhlX ITOtJB B II8CT6HmHYID paCTHTSJI~HOCT~. 
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Ta6JI~Ua I 
IlOK838T6JIH nepexo~a U63Hfl-I37 Ttl3 llO'tJBbl 

E ll8CT6Hll{HyiD paCTHT6JlbHOCTD 

---------------------- --------------------- -------------------EeJiopyccKO-YKpauHcKoe MemepcKaH 
llOJI6CD6 HH3M6HHOCTD 

IJ.lb I 
1110 

<D ~ <D ~ :s: 1:'- .,q 1511:'- .,q 
Tt'ln notJB :I: 1'1'1 1=: H 

KH 
:I: 1'1"1 l!=i: H 

KH QJH <D ~ tUH<D -s !!:!lE-t .......... !rElE-t 
P..n::s: IS1 P..n::s: :s: 
<D :s: E-t .. p., <D :s: E-t .. ~ 
l=::iroo:S:&:! F::(roo:S:&:! 
o<DmE-ts 
0 t:f P.,O 

O<DroE-t~ 
0 :::f Pte..> t::: 

PasHOBiti~HOCTH 
5,3 2,5 TOp~HH0-60JIOTHbiX H 2370±900 950±760 

~epHOEO-ll0~30JIHCTbiX (I6,D-I,4) (7,0-0,7) 
ll6Cll8HbiX llO'tJB 

PasHOBM]J.HOCTI-1 
~epHOEO-ll030JI~CTb~ 450±300 0,5 90±20 0,2 
cynecqaablX PI (1,5-0,22) (0,3-0,I) 
cyrJIHHHCTbiX noqB 

IIPHMEqAHHE: B cKo6Kax yKasaH ~HanaaoH H3MepeHHU. 

Co~ep~aHHe neaMH-137 E nMmeEhiX npo~yKTax pacTHT8JibHoro 
llpOHCXO]U6HHH, BblpameHHbiX H8 naXOTHbiX llO'tlE8X, CYUl6CTE6HHO HH~e, 
qeM B nacT6mmHhcr TpaBax c ueJIMHHbiX yqacTROB. HaH60Jibrnee aarpHsHe
HHe nHmeBbiX npo~yKTOB U6311I6M-137 H86JIID~86TCfl B pH~e panoHOB 
EeJiopyccKo-YKpaMHcKoro noJieCbH co cneuuwHqecKHMH THnaMH noqE, 
ITOK838T6JI6M qero MOryT CJIY~HTb KOS~liiUH6HTbl H8KOITJI8HHH (KH)• 

·ra6nuna 2 
Co~ep~8HH8 U63PIH-137 B OB0!1{8X PI ROpHellJIO~aX 

------------------------------------- -------------- ------------KanycTa KapTo{{leJID CEeKJia 
THn noqB 

llKIO:QH KH ITKIO:Q~ KH ITKIO:Q~ KH 
Kr Kr Kr 

0KyJibTypeHHb16 
TOp~HHO-rJI86Bhle, IIO±IOO 0,29 143±130 0,34 62±49 0,15 
ll0~30JIHCTO-rJI68Bble 
necqaHble 

0KyJibTypeHHhi6 
34±22 0,07 60±20 O,I3 13 0,03 no~aoJI~CTO-rJieeEble 

cynectJaHble 
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3ac~y~MB88T BHMM8HMH TO 06CTOHT8~bCTBO, t{TO ~a~e rrpM C8MOM 
BUCOKOM ypOBH8 ITOCTYTI~8HMH U83HH-I37 B OBOmM M KOpH8IT~O~U KH 
OCT86TCH M8Hbill8 I, TOr~a K8K rrpH MMrpaUHH U83HH-I37 H3 IT0~06HOrO 
THIT8 U6~HHHUX ITOt{B B IT8CT6HlliHH8 Tp8Bbl OH CYII{8CTBeHHO Bhllll8, 
COCT8B~HH ~~H rrepBOrO THIT8 TIOt{B B cpe~H8M 5,3, ~~H BTOporo 0,5. 

M8KCHM8~bHhl8 KOHUeHTpai~M:VI U83HH-!37 B MO~OK8 H MHC8 KOpOB 
H86~ID~8IDTCH B rrepHO~ ITp86hlB8HHH CKOT8 H8 ITO~HO~HOM KOpMy, 
MMHHM8llbHhl8 - 3MMOf1 rrp:vr CTO~~OBOM conep~8HMM. B TeX C~yqaHX, 
Kor~a Burracu aaxo~HTCH Ha TOPWHHo-6o~oTHhlX :vr ~epHoBo-nonao~:vrcTux 
rrecqaHb!X rroqBaX, C0~8piK81Ul8 U83HH-I37 B MOJIOKe COCT8B~fl8T 
!050±420 ITKIDpH/~. llp:vr H8~Jil:q:vru ~epHOBO-IIOnaoJIHCTb!X cyrJIHHHCThlX 
rroqB KOHU8HTp8UHM M30TOIT8 B MOJIOKe He rrpeB~ill8IDT 70+30 TIKIDpH/~. 
Bo Bcex cnyqaflx Kosww:vru:vreHT HaKon~eH:vrH ueaMH-137 B-MoJioKe Haxo
~HTCH B rrpe~BJI8X 0,34-0,39. B MHC8 KpyrrHoro poraToro CKOT8 
naHHO~ 30Hhl KOHU8HTp8UHH Ue3HH-137 B rOBHAHHe rrpHMepHO B 4 paaa, 
B T8JIHTHH8 no 5 pas Bhlill8, qeM B MOJIOKe. B CBHHMH8 KOHU8HTP8UMH 
H30TOIT8 B 2-3 paaa HH~e, qeM B rOBH~MHe. 

CyMMapHoe conep~aHme uea:vrH-137 B pau:vroHe ceJI»cKoro Hacene
HHH EenopyCCKO-YKp8MHCKoro IT0~8CbH H yneJibHhl~ BK~an M30TOIT8 C 
paanmqHMMM rrHmeBhWH npo~yKTaMm xapaKTep:vrayeTcH cnenyrom:vrMm 
Ben:vrqHH8MH (CM. T86JI. 3). 

ilOCTYIT~8HHe U63HH-I37 C CYTOtiHhlM P8HHOHOM 
ceJibCKOMY HaceJieH:vrro lloJieCbH 

HamMeHoBaH:vre npo~yKTOB ITK!Oplll: % OT 
B 

Xne6 H x~e6onponyKThl I6 
Mo~oKo 920 

MHCO 138 

Pu6a (rrpecHoBonHaH) 33 
KapTOW8JI]) 126 

0BOIIt}'I I2 

~PYKTbi I 
rpM6bl 33 

BCErO 1279 

Tac5nmua 3 

co~ep~HMH 
paUHOH6 

I,3 
7!,3 
10,9 

2,7 
IO,O 
I,O 
O,I 
2,7 

roo 
KaK C~e~yeT H3 T86JIHUbl, MOJIOKO HB~H8TCH ~JIH ~aHHO~ 30Hbl 

KpHTMtreCKMM nponyKTOM. 

CJie~CTB~eM ITOBblill8HHOrO conep~8HHH U83HH-!37 B ITHIUeBUX 
rrponyKT8X, ITpOH3BOAHMbiX H TIOTp86JIH8MhlX H8 TeppHTOpMH HayqaeMbiX 
pa~OHOB, HBJifi8TCff 60JI88 BhlCOKOe ITO Cp8BH8HHIO C xapaRTepHbiMH nnH 
cpe,ll.HMX WHpOT B8JIMqJil:H8MH H8ROIT~8HH8 era B Opr8HH3M8 M8CTHbiX 
ceJI»CK:vrx ~mTeJie~. MaMepeHme ueama-137 B opraH:vrsMe qeJioBeKa 
npoB0.4HJIOC» B IS Hace~eHHhiX nyHKTax, H o6cJienoBaHo OKO~o IOOO 
qenoBeK, Haq:vrHaH c 5-~eTHero BoapacTa. 06maa KapTmHa pacnpe~ene
HHH JIIO~eit ITO CO~ep~8HMIO B HX opr8HH3Me U83MH-I37 naHa B T80JI. 4. 
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Co~ep~aHMe uesMH-I3? B opraH~3Me ~MTene~ 
H8KOTOphlX pa~OHOB TioneCDH 

Taomu1.a 4 

~HanaaoH BenM~HH, KIOpH/Oprai:IH3M 

co ('. 
I b KoHTMHreHT .,q 0 ro 

E-1 H I H 
0 . 0 • 
0 H H H ::=! 

ra I • I ~ 
0\ Lf\ ro :2 

tl::Q) I I I :s: 
col=: 0 co 0 ('. 0 
Efo H I H I ~ 
"':S: • 0 • 0 co 
o::r Lf\ H Lf\ H :::2! 

MylK~HHbl 232 33 68 I3I 6,4.Io-7 
(I4,?) (29,3) (56) 

JKeHII(~Hbl 30? 3 98 I4? 59 I, 9.Io-7 
(I,O) (32,0) (4?,8) (19,2) 

.f!.~TM 
2?I 9 I98 57 ? 2,o.Io-7 5-IO neT (3,3) (?2,9) (2I,2) (2,6) 

A 8TH ISO 9 82 82 ? I,4.IO-? II-I6 JieT (5) ( 45,6) (45,6) (3,8 

liPii!MEqAH11E: B cKooitax yKaaaH npoueHT OT o6mero ~Hcna 
06Cn6AOB8HHbiX JIHU. 

CD 
Q) 

~ 
l=i 
Q) 
p. 

0 

I,I2.IO-? 

0,68.Io-? 

0,45.Io-? 

o,s.Io-7 

B o6nacT~ H8~00JIDillero co~eplKBHHH (6onee Io-7 KIOpM/opraHH3M) 
H8HOOnee MHOrOqHCJI8HH8, K8K ~ CJI8~0B8JIO OJKH~8T:O, rpynna MYJK~HH, 
B 06JI8CTH H8HM8H:OillHX - ~8TH ~0 IO JI8T. 

HecKon:oKo HHaH KapTHHa Ha6JID~aeTcH, eon~ paccMaTpMBBTD 
Y)l8JI:0Hb18 KOHU8HTP8UHH H30TOIT8 B opraHH3M8 H COOTB8TCTByrom~e HM 
B8JUPU1:Hbl ITOrJIOII(eHHbiX ~03 (eM. T86J1. 5). 

KOHTHHreHT 

MyJK"CIHHbl 
JKeHIUHHbl 
4-I6 neT 
4-6 JIST 

Cpe~Hero~OBble ~03bl BHyTpeHHero oonyqeHHH 
HaceneHHH HeKOTOP.h~ nyHKTOB ITonecDH, 

Mpa~/ro~ 

-
Cpe~HHH MaKCMMaJI:oHaH!! KoHTHHreHT Cpe)lHHH 

I9 43 ll 7-8 JI8T IS II 
II 29 II 9-IO neT 16 II IS 4I II II-16 neT I2 
I6 30 II 

II 

TaonHua 5 

- -- ----
MaKCHMan:oHaH 

39 
62 
43 

3~ec:o H8T CTOJI:O 38.M6THO~ p83lil'lUbl MeJK~y B3pOCJihlMH H ~6T:bM~, 
6onee TOrO, 06JiyqeHHe ASTe~ JI~ID:O H8MHOrHM MeH:Oill8 06Jiy~eH~H 
Bspocnb!X MYJK"CIHH, a yqHTbiB8H oon:omyro paAHoqyECTBHTen:oHocTD 
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~8TCKOrO opr8HH3M8, ~STORM« KOHTHHreHT cne~yeT rrpM3H8T:b KpMTmqe
CKHM. 0U8HK8 CO~ep~HMH U83HH-I37 B opr8HH3Me BC8X XMTene~ 
lloneC:bH, rrpOB8~8HH8H KOCB8HHHM M8TO~OM, M pacqeT HB STOM OCHOB8 
cpe~HeBSBerneHHHX ~oa ~anm cne~yromme peaynhTBTH: cen::&crcoe Hacene
Hme Eenopyccrco-YKpamHcKoro nonechH - L~,4 Mpa~jro~, Bee HaceneHme 
lloJiec::&H - 2,9 Mpa~jro~. llpe;n;rronaraeMaH rronynHUMOHHaH ~oaa, 
paccqHT8HH8H H3 YCJIOBH~, qTo oqmmeHH8 noqBH OT U83HH-I37 rrpomc
XO;z.J;MT co crcopocT::&ID pa;n;moaRTMBHoro pacrra;n;a m qTo cen:ncrcoe Hacene
Hme llonec::&H HBJIH8TCH ~eMorpawmqecKM 38MKHYTOM rpyrrrroU, COCT8BHH-
8T 600 Mpa;n;. ~HH Bcero H8C8JI8HHH 06Cn8;zJ;OB8HHOrO p8MOH8 -
IBO Mpa;n;. 8TH BenmqmHH cooTBBTCTBeHHO B 30 m 9 pas BHrne cpe;n;Hmx 
rrorcasaTeJiet1 ~nH HaceJieHMH CCCP I 3/. O;n;Harco ~axe B STOM cnyqae 
B8pOHTHOCT::& B03HHKHOB8HHH 3JIOKaqeCTB8HHHX HOB006p830B8HHW y 
JICHT8JI8M IlOJI8G::&H H8CTOJI:bKO HH3KB, qTO He MOJK8T 6HT::b 06HapyJK8H8 H8 
({JOH8 CITOHTSHHblX CJlyqaeB. TaR, HanpHMep, 8CJIH IIpMHHT:b, B COOTB6T
CTBMH c peKoMeH;n;auMHMH MKP3 /4/, qTo ~osa B I pa;n; Ha MH~HBM;n;yyM 
~aeT 20 cJiyqaeB neMKeMMM Ha Io6 qeJioBeK, TO cTeneH::& pMcrca no 
STOMY T6CTY ;z.J;HH cen::&CKOro H8C8H8HHH ilOH6CbH COCT8EHT JIHill::& 
I,2.I0-3% aa BCID JKM3H::&. 

!IIcxo;n;H H3 CYll\8CTBYIDIUliX ;z.J;8HIIHX, MOJKHO npe,II,IIOJI8r8T:b, qTQ PI no 
;n;pyrliM BH;z.J;8M p8,ZJ;:~!OJIOrmqecRHX ITOCH8~CTBHM CTeneH:b pHCK8 6y;n;eT 
CTOH::& JK8 HH3KOM. 

TaKMM o6paaoM, BHyTpeHHOO o6JiyqeHVIe MeCTHb!X lKHTenet1, 
nO-BM;zJ;MMOMy, He rrpe;n;CT8BJIH8TOIDCHOCTVI ;z.J;JIH 3;zJ;OpOB:bH, HO 
M8CillT86HO~T:b HBH8HHH 38CHYJKHB88T cep:b83HOrO EH~M8HMH. 

+ 
llo;n; noJieC:beM nOHHMBIDT 06illVIpHyiD 3860JIOqeHHYID Hl13HHy, 
nortpHTYID JieCOM. 
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4. Recomendations of the International Commission on 
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M~rPAU~H PA~~OAKT~BHhlX HYKA~~OB 
B PA3]~qHhlX r~~POrEO]QfmqECKMX YCAOB~HX 

A. C. EenMUKM~~ E. ~. OpnoBa, ID. A. ~KoB, 
P. A. qen~meBa, ~. A. CMmpeHHaH, B. rr. KpyrnoB 

MHCTMTYT 6mowmamKm MmHmcTepcTBa a~paBooxpaHeHMH CCCP 
MoCKBa, Coroa CoBeTCKHX CoumanmcTmqecKmx Pecny6nHK 

AHHOT8IU!H 

The report presentsvari":~. methods for storage of liquid 
wastes from atomic power stations. The conditions for underground 
transport of radioactive contamination as a result of unsealing 
at radioactive waste reservoirs have been considered. The 
assessment of radioactive wastes'movement in different hydro
logical conditions has been given. 

Pa60T8 COBp8M6HH~ 8TOMHNX SR8KTpOCT8HUH~ H8H368XHO CBH38H8 
C B03HHKHOB6HH6M pa~H08KTHBH~ OTXO~OB. ~3 HHX XM~KHe OTXO~hl 
ITOT6HUH8RbHO H8H6onee OIT8CHhl ~nH aarpH3H6HMH BH6illH6U cpe~N, TBK 
K8K CO~ep~aT OCHOBHOe KOnHqecTBO ~onrO~HBYmHX H30TOnOB H no 
CB08YY ~M3HqeCKOMY COCTOHHHID XOpOillO MHrpupyroT B 06~8KT8X BH6WHea 
cpe~~. 

B HHTepecax oxpaHu npupo~H~ pecypcoB Heo6xo~HMO CTpeMHTbCH 
K ITORHOt1 JIOK8R.H38UHH rrpO~YKTOB .ll.6J18HHfl PI H8B6~6HHOt1 8KTMBHOCTH B 
~M~KMX OTX0~8X B rrpe.n.enax H660RbillMX yqacTKOB Ha TeppHTOpHHX A8C 
HRH B6JIH3H HX, ~OCT8TQqHO H30JIMpOB8HH~ OT M8CT ITpOXHB8HHH PI 
8KTHBHOt1 ~8HT6JlbHOCTH JIID.ll.6~ T. e. 8TH CTBHUHM )J.OJI~H~ 6~Tb ITO 
OTH0!118HHID K 06~eKT8M BH81UHeA cpe~hl np8KTmqecKH 11 6e30TXO~HblMH" 
rrpe;n,npHHTHHMPI. 

YK838HHNt1 rrpMHUMIT M0~8T o6ecrreqHB8T»CH Bhl60pOM 
6JiaronpHHTHHX npHpO~HhlX M C8HMT8pHhlX YCJIOBH~ ~JIH C03,lJ,8HHH 
MOrJW»HHitoB M Xp8HHJIHm OTXO~OB, 8 T8R~e MH~8H6pHblMH 
MeporrpmHTMHMH. 8TH ~Ba waKTopa B38HMOCBH3aHu: qeM xy~e rrpHpo~Hhle 
YCJIOBHH, TeM CJIOXH88 M ~Opoxe ocymecTBMTn MH~6H6pHhl6 MeporrpHHTHH. 
CJie~yeT eme OTM8THT», qTO no Cp8BH8HHID C HH~eHepHhlMH MeponpHHTH
HMH rrpmpo.n.Hhle ycJIOBHH, KBK rrpaBmno, HBJIHIDTCH 6onee ycToMqHBNMH 
BO Bp6M6HH, IIOSTOMY npH Bhl6ope M8CT 38XOpOH6HHH pa~H08KTHBHhlX 
OTXO~OB HM CJie~yeT OT~8B8Tn rrpe~noqT8HH6. 

Tio .n.et1cTBYIDmHM B CCCP caHHTapHuM HOpMaTHBaM uorHJinHHKH u 
Xp8HHnHma pa;n,H08KTHBHhlX OTXO~OB ~On~Hhl 6hlTn CBH38Hhl C llJIOma~R8MH 
paaMemeHHH aTOMHhlX aneKTpocTaHUH~. IToaTOMY o.n.HHM H3 KPHTepmeB 
caHHTapHo-pa~mauHoHHOt1 oueHKH yKaaaHHhlX nnoma~oK TaK~e .n.on~Hbl 
HBJIHT»CH SJI8M8HThl ITpMpO~HhlX YCJIOBMU, ROTOphle orpaHHqHB8IDT 
MHrp8UHD pa~H08KTHBHhlX H XHMHqecKHX 38rpH3H8HHU M3 MOrHJibHHKOB H 
xpaHHnHm B o6~eRThl BHemHet1 cpe~u. 

COBp8M6HHhl6 M6TO~hl 06paoOTKH ~H~KHX pa~H08KTHBH~ OTXO~OB 
H8 8TOMH~ SJI8RTpOCT8HUHHX IT03BOJlfliDT HX CKOHU8HTpHpOB8Tb ITyTeM 
B~napKH H HOHHOrO 06M8H8 B OTHOCHTennHO H860JibillHX 06~8M8X. 
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Ky60BW6 OCTBTKM H 0Tpa60T8HHW6 MOH006M6HHW8 CMOHW H illH8Mhl 
H81lp8BHHIOTCH B Cll6Ul18JI:&Hbl8 6eTOHHbl6 6MKOCTH, o6nMUOB8HHbl6 
uep~aBeiOme~ cTan:&IO, nuor~a no TMrry "6aHKa B 6aHKe". B CCCP 
HaqaTO OCB06HM6 OTB6p~eHHH ~M~KHX 11 rrony~M~KMX cpe~H68KTRBHhlX 
OTXO~OB M6TO~OM 6HTYMHpOB8HHH, HO noRa 6on:&ill8H qacT:& STRX 
OTXO~OB Xp8HMTCH B YK838HHWX 6MKOCTHX. 

B Tex cnyqa.Hx, Kor~a nosBonHIDT rH~poreonornqecKne n caun
TapHHe ycnOBHH, B03MOEHO Henocpe~CTB6HH09 y~aneHRe ~R~KHX 
pa~R08KTHBHhiX OTXO~OB B nornomaiOil(He ropH30HTbl ropHhlX nopo.ZJ;, K8K 
STo ocymecTBnHeTcH y~e B TeqeHne 6 neT ua Yn:&RHOBCKoU A3C /I/. 
llpR 38XOpOH6HMH ~M~KHX pa~MOBKTMBHb~ OTXO~OB B He~pa 3eMnH He 
BC6r~a Tpe6yeTCH llpOBO~HT:b KOHU6HTpMpOB8HM6 H6T6XHOHOrMqecKHX 
cna6o- H cpe~H68KTHBHWX CTOKOB, 8 MO~HO Henocpe~CTB6HHO y~an.HTD 
nx B nornomaiDmHe ropHSOHTH. 

CqnTaiOT, qTo rn~ponaonHUHH ~eneao6eTOHHh~ eMKOCTe~ ~nH 
Ky60Bhcr OCT8TKOB, 0Tp860T8HH~ CMOH H rnnaMOB H6 HBHH6TCH 
rapaHTHpOB8HHOM BO Bp6M6HH. ITo YCJIOBHHU np06KTHpOB8HHH, 
CTpOHT6JIDCTB8 H SKCnnyaT8UHH 3THX 8MKOCT6~ Ha~e~HOCTD H30HHUHH 
YK838HH~ OTXO~OB B HHX COCT8BHHBT 25-30 JIST. He HCKnJOqaeTCH 
8B8pHUH06 HapyrneHHe repM6THqHOCTH 8MKOCT8~ H B 6onee p8HHH6 C~ 

llpH pasrepM6TH38UHR 6MKOCTeU (Mornn:&HMKOB) ~H~KMX OTXO~OB 
CT6116H:b Oll8CHOCTH pa~H08KTRBHOrO sarp.H3H6HRH 061J6KTOB BH6i!IH6iit 
Cp6~hl onpe~enHeTCH Cll0C06HOCT:bl0 pa~HOH30TOnOB MRrpHpOB8T:b B 
ropH~ nopo~ax. 

MnrpaunH pa~nonaoTonoB B rropo~ax saBRCHT B sHaqnTeJI:&HO~ 
CT6116HR OT COp~UMOHHO~ CnOC06HOCTH llOpO~ H XHMRqecKOrO COCTOHHHH 
HSOTOITOB wnn:&TPYIOmHXCH pacTBopoB. Cop~unoHHaH cnoco6uocT:& nopo.ZJ; 
oqeHb p83H006p83H8 R SKCI18pHM6HT8HbHO Ollp6.ZJ;6JIH6TCH B K8~0M 
KOHKp6THOM cnyqae ~JIH o6p83UOB nopo.ZJ;, OT06p8HH~ B paiiioHe 
pacnonoEeHRH uornn:&HHKOB A3C. 

~OpMa H8X0~6HHH pa~ROR30TOnOB 38BHCHT B OCHOBHOM OT 
XHMnqecKoro COCT8B8 HH~Mn:&TpnpyromRXOH BO.ZJ;. llpH pasrepM6TH38UHH 
6MKOCTeiii, K8K npaBHnO, pacnono~eHHbiX Bhlme ypOBHH rpyHTOBbiX BO.ZJ;, 
B noqBbJ H llO~CTRH8IOmHe nopO~W 30Hbl 83p8UHH ~y~yT llOCTyn8TD 
EH~KH6 OTXO~bl, nOSTOMY XRMHqecRoe COCTOHHH6 pa~HOR30TOnOB B 
noqB6HHbiX p8CTBOp8X 6y~eT onpe.ZJ;enHT:bCR COCT8BOM 3THX OTXO~OB. 

XRMHqeCKHiii COCT8B ~H~KHX OTXO~OB B 6MKOCTHX 6bln Onpe~eneH 
H8 npHMepe OTXO~OB HOBOBOpOH6~CKOM A3C C peaKTOpBMM BO~O-BO~HHOro 
THI18. Bb1ITOJIH6HHbi6 8HaJIM3bl llOR83anH, "liTO Eli~RHe OTXO~bl HM610T 
CHJI:bHO meJIOqHyiO p68KURIO R BhiCOKyro OKRCHH6MOCT:b (OT 4 .ZJ;O I2 r 
02/n). Cyxo~ ocTaToK OTXO~OB Kone6neTcH OT 90 .ZJ;o ISO r/n. ~x 
COOTaB npe~CTaBnSH B OCHOBHOM pasnHqHhJMH COXHMH H8TpHH, llpR STOM 
KOJIHqecTBO 60p8TOB KOne6neTCH OT 2 ~0 20 r/n, rn~pOKap60HaTOB -
OT 12 ~0 80 r7n, OKcanaTOB - OT I,5 ~0 4 rjn, cyJI:&@aTOB - OT I 
~0 5 rjn, XnOpH~OB - OT I ~0 3 rjn. KpoMe TOrO, ~H~KH6 OTXO~hl 
CO~ep~8T 3H8qHT6JI:bH06 KOJIRqecTBO MOIDmHX cpe~CTB, a MMSHHO! Oll-7 
-~0 9 r/JI R 110p0lUK8 11 HOBOCTD 11 

- ~0 7 rjn. 
Pa,n;MOaKTRBHOCT:b ~H~HMX OTXO~OB noqTM BO BC6X 8MROCTF!X 

COCT8BHHH8 n .I0-3 KIOpJIIjn R TOJI:bRO B O~HO~ 8MHOCTR 6hiJia paBH8 
4,7.10-5 R!OpH/n. llpM STOM pa~HOaKTHBHOCT:b ~M~RO~ qacTJII OTXO~OB 
6b1Jia o6ycnOBJI8H8 B OCHOBHOM U63H6M-137. KpOM8 ~oro pa~HOM30TOll8, 
6hinH 06Hapy~6Hbl U63JIIM-I34, pyTSHHM-106, cyp:&Ma-!25 H K068HDT-60. 
UesJIIH-I34, pyTeHHH-!06 H cyp:&Ma-I25 npncy~cTBOBannt npnMepHo, B 
IO pas MeH:&mnx HOnHqecTBax no cpaBHSHHIO c nesHeM-Ij7, a 
Ko6an:&Ta-60 6hino B IOO pas MeH:&rne, qeM uesnH-I37. HaH6oJiee 
TOKcHqHhliii Cpe.ZJ;JII ~onrOEHBymHX p8~JIIOH30TOnOB CTpOHUH~-90 He 
06Hapy~eH B ~JII~KO~ @ase OTXO~OB, qTO, B6pOHTHO, CBH38HO C ero 
COOC8J!t,l(6HH9M C COJIHMR E6CTKOCTR M npaRTHqecKR llOHHb!M nepeXO~OM 
era B TB8p~yro WB3y OTXO~OB. 
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KaK nOR838HH MCCX6~0B8HHR, npOB8~8HHhl8 C nOMOU(»ID HOHHOrO 
06M6H8 H 3H8KTPOWOP838, no CB08MY XHMH~8CKOMY nOB8~8HHID B EH~KHX 
OTX0~8X 06HapyE8HHhl8 pa~MOH30TOnhl p83KO OTXH~8IDTCR ~pyr OT ~pyra. 
TaK, pa~momsoTonM uesmR npaKTH~ecKm nonHOCT»ID Haxo~RTCR B 
K8THOHHOH wopMe, PYT8HHM-I06 H 50% K06an»Ta-60 - 8HHOHHOH wopMe, 
H OCT8TOK KOoan»Ta-60 a T8KE8 cyp»Ma-!25 rrpHCYTCTBYIDT B BH~e 
HeHTpan»HbiX uoneKyJI. CnelJ.OBaTen»HO, npm sarpRsHeHmm EH~KHMH 
OTX0~8MH ITO~B H no~CTHnarommx nopo~ pa~HOH30TOnbl pyT8HHR, cyp»Mbl 
m Ko6an»Ta 6y~yT umrpmpoBaT» co cKopocT»ID wmn»Tpaumm pacTBOpoB, 
H TOJibKO p8~MOH30TOnbl U83HR 6y~yT rrornomaT»CR ropHbiMH nopo~8MH. 

MmrpaumR uesmR 6y~eT onpe~enRTbCR MexaHmsMaMH copdumm ero 
nopo~aMm. UesmH copdmpyeTcH ~acTH~Ho moHoo6MeHHO Ha noBepxHOCTH 
rnmHHCTOH m mnmcToM WPBKUHH no~B m rropo~ m ~aCTH~Ho WHKcmpyeTCR 
rnHHHCTbiMH H CHID~HCThlMH MHH8P8JI8MH B M8~KPHCT8HHH~8CKHX nyCTOT8X 
fl, 2, 3, 4 m 5/. MmrpaumH pa~momaoTonoB nesmR onpe~enReTcR 
COOTH0~8HH8M Me~y KOJIH~8CTB8MH ero, cop6HpyeMbiMH ITO 3THM ~BYM 
Tmnau nornomeHHR. llpm WHKCBUHH aHa~mTen»HMX Konm~ecTB uesHR B 
M8EKPHCT8JJIH~8CKHX nyCTOT8X OH 38~8pEHB88TCH B OCHOBHOM CJIORMH 
nO~Bbl HJIH ll0~CTHJI8IDU(HX nopo~, 38JI8r8IDU(HMH Henocpe~CTB8HHO no~ 
8MKOCTRMH. llpm 3TOM B8JIH~HH8 flOrJIOUl8HHH era 38BHCHT OT 
KOJIH~8CTB8 B paCTBOpe T8X K8THOHOB 9 KOTOphle T8KE8 CllOC06Hbl 
BHe~pRT»CH B M8EKpHCT8JIJIH~8CKH8 nyCTOTbl rJIHHHCTbiX H CJIID~HCTbiX 
MHH8p8JIOB. llo ~8HHbiM ~. ]. KOKOTOB8 H ~p. /4/, 3TH K8TH0Hbl ITO HX 
CITOC06HOCTH yM8Hbill8Tb B8JIH~HHY cop6UHH U68HR MOEHO p8CITOJIOEHT» B 
PR~: 

+ + +-+n+ Cs > Rb > NH4 > A.- ::> • 

4JIH pac~eTa onaCHOCTH sarpHsHeHHR uesmeu nope~ m rro~seMHbiX 
BO~ H806XO~HMO 6biJIO OU8HHTb pOJI» KB~OrO H3 M8X8HH3MOB cop6UHM. 
llpOB8~8HH8 T8KOiii OU8HKH B 8KCITepHM8HT8X no cop6UHH U83Hff 
nopo~BMH H3 EH~KHX OTXO~OB npe~CT8BJIH8T 60JI»lUH8 Tpy~HOCTM. 
ll08TOMy OH8 6HJI8 Bblll0JIH8H8 B 3KCll8pHM8HT8 ITO ~ecop6UHH U83Hff 
O,I H HeiiiTpan»HHM pacTBopoM xnopHcToro aMMOHHR ms npe~BapmTen»Ho 
sarpR3HeHHbiX odpaauoB cyrnmHKOB, odna~arommx pasnm~Hoiii 
K8THOH006M8HHOH 8MKOCT:&ID (OT 12 ~0 43 Mr-aKB/r), HM8IDU(HX 60JI:&Ill08 
KOJIH~8CTBO CJIOHCTax M8T8pH8JIOB. Ha T8KHX o6p83U8X ~OJIEH8 
npeodna~aT:& cop6UMR nyTeM wmKcauHH ueaHH B ue~KpHcTannm~ecKmx 
ITYCTOT8X. 

ilOJIY~8HHbl8 ~8HHN8 ITOK838JIH, ~TO B8HH~HH8 ~ecopd~M 
WHKCHpoBaHHoro uesuR npuuepHo m ~Ba nopR~Ka HHEe, ~eM ~nR uesmR, 
copdmpoBaHHoro uoaoo6MeHHO. Cne.zroBaTeJI:&Ho, tPHKcmpoBaHHNM ueaHiti 
6y~eT B 9CHOBHOU 38~8pEHB8T»CH llOBepXHOCTHhlMH CHORMH no~B H 
nopo~, a ~an»HOCT:& pacrrpocTpaHeHHH ero 6y~eT onpe~enRT»CH Ton»Ko 
T8M KOJIH~8CTBOM 9 KOTOpOe cop6HpyeTCH HOH006MeHHO. KpOMe TOrO, 
6HJIO 06HapyE8HO, ~TO C T6~8HH8M BpeMeHH ~ecop6UHH ~HRCHpOB8HHbl~ 
U83Hiti ITOCT6IT6HHO rrepeXO~HT B HOH006M8HHNU H3-38 HapymeHMH 
KHH8TH~8CKOrO p8BHOB8CHH. 

llpH HOHOO~M6HHOfii cop6UHH MHrpaUHR U83Hfl onpe~eJiff8TCR 
E8HH~MHO~ KBTHOH006MeHHOiti 8MKOCTH nope~, COJI8BbiM COCT8BOM M 
od~eMoM EH~KHx oTxo~oB, a TaKEe cKopocT:&ID wmn»TpauHm ~epes rroqBy 
m no~cTHnaromme nopo~hT 30HH aapauHH. KaK 6Hno noKasaHo Bhime B 
EH~KHX oTxo~ax, oTo6paHHHX us eMROCTeiti Ha HoBoBopoHe~cKOM A8C, 
OTCYTCTBYIDT pa~uomsoTonbl cTpOHUHR. Ho, y~HTMBBR B03MOEHhle 
M3M8H8HHR T8XHOJIOrHH O~HCTKH CTO~Hb!X BO~ VI COCT8B8 MOIDmHX 
cpe~CTB, KOTOpbi8 MOryT ITpHB8CTH K ll0HBH8HMID CTpOHUHR B EH~KO~ 
~aae, rrpe~cTaBJIHJto HHTepec rrporHosmpoBaT» m era MHrpauuro B 
ropHbl)( rropo~ax. 

~nfl pac~eTa MMrp8UHH p8~HOH30TOllOB, nornomeHHhlX ropHbiMH 
ll0p0~8MH HOH006:M8HHO, ycrremHO IIpHM8HHIDTCR npH6JIHilt8HHhl8 ~HWW8P8H-
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UM8H~HNe yp8BHeHHH moHoo6MeHHO~ xpoM8Torp8~MH /6/. Bcne~CTBHe 
TOrO t qTO p8,ZI,MOH30TOllN H8X0,1J;HTCH B 38 rpH3H8HHh!X llOpOBHX 
p8CTBOpaX B MMKpOKOHliJqeCTB8X, TO llplil llOCTOHHHOM XHMliJqecKOM 
COCT8B8 ~HH:OTPYIO!JJ,.HXCH JKM,ZI,K.HX OTX0,1J;OB nornomeHHe l130TOllOB 
npOMCXO~HT DO HHH8~HO~ M30T6pMe cop6U.HM. 

llpHM6H8HM8 O~HOrO 113 T8KHX yp8BHBHM~ ll03BOHH6T onpe;n;en.HT~ 
38 BpBMH ( t ) p8CCTOHHH8 ( X Q 5) t H8 KOTOpoe pacnpOCTpBHHTCH 
pa~l10l130TOll C OTHOCMT8H:OHO~ KbHU6HTp8Ul18~ ()P0 , 5), p8BHO~ 
llOHOBHH6 OT ero y;n;en~HOrO co;n;ep:ataHMH B HCXO~HNX OTXO~ax. 

(I) 

r~e t - npo;n;OHJKHTBH:OHOCT~ llOCTynneHHH JKH,1J;KMX OTXO,'lJ;OB B nopo;n;N; 
u - ;n;e~CTBHT6H~H8H CKOpOCT~ ~HH:OTp8UHH; h - pacnpe;n;eHHT6H~H06 
OTH0lli6Hlil8! 

h = ft, 
p 

(2) 

r~e x - nnoTHOCT~ ~HH~Tpyrome~cH qepea nopo~N JKHlJ.ROCTH; S -
o6~e~HHM Bee nopo.n.N; p - o6m8H nopHCTOT:O nopo;n;N; Kp -Koa~HUHSHT 
p8cnpe.n.eneHHH p8l\HOH30Tona Me:at~y nopo;n;o~ m EH;n;KOCT:OD. 

Koa<fJwmuMeHT p8cnpe,1l;eneHHH o6brqao onpe.n.eJIHeTcH B 
JI860p8TOpHHX 3KCll8pl1M8HT8X B CT8TMqecKHX MHH ,ZI,HH8MHqecKHX 
YCJIOBHHX ,ZI,JIH o6p83UOB nopo;n;, 0T06p8HHNX B p8~0H6 MOrHH:OHHKOB. 

~pyroe npH6HHJKBHH06 ypaBHBHHB ll03BOJIH6T paccqHT8T~ 38 
onpe;n;eneHHOi Bp6MH (t) paCCTOHHM6 x, H8 KOTOPOB pacnpOCTpa-
HHTCH pa~H0~30TOll C JIID60~ 38,ZI,BHHO~ OTHOCHTBJI~HO~ KOHUBHTpaQMe~, 
M6H~ille!t, qeM <Jo 5• 

' ~-2wu . ht 
X = xo' 5 + I + h .J ( 1 + h) ' (3) 

r~e W - napaM8Tp, 38BlilCHIUM~ 0'1' 38~8HHO~ OTHOCHT8JI~HO~ 
KOHUBHTpauHH pa~HOH30TOll8 B WHJI:OTpyromeucH p8CTBOpe. llpH6JIH:ateHHO 
3TOT napaMeTp MOJK6T 6NT:O llOJiyqeH 113 ypaBH6HHH ~(w~~ 1- 2 
(~(w/2)- HHTerpaJI B6pOHTHOCTH);J?- KOHCT8HT8 CKOpOCTH COp6UHK 
BenHqHHa E , HMeromaH paaMepHocT:o BpeMeHH B cTeneHH MHHyc 
e~HHHUa t-1, B ycnoBHHX ,ll;BH:ateHHH p8cTBopoB B H;n;eaJI~HNX 
O.l\HOpo;n;HhiX cop6eHTax onpe,ll;eJIHBTCH ciwpocT:OIO cop6UHH. Ho npH 
,1J;BHJK8HHH 38rpfl3H8HHhiX BO,ZI, B nopo;n;ax, KpOMS Bp6M6HH, 38TpaqHB86-
MOrO H8 COp6U,HID, SID T8KJK6 yqJA:Tb!B8IOTCH H ~pyrHe <fJBKTOphi, 
CTp6MHJUH8Cfl p83M838T:O (ppOHT ~BHJK8HHH B BO;n;e COp6HpyeMOrO 
K8THOHHT8 9 a HM6HHO H60,ZI,HOpO;n;HOCT~ B0,1J;Hh1X, cop6UHOHHhJX CBO~CTB 
B0,1J;OHOCHh1X nopo;n;, H60,ll,HH8KOBNM 06MBHOM BO;n;bl M8JK,ZJ.y nop0,11;8MH, 
p83HVfqHoH COp6UHOHHOM CllOC06HOCT:OID q8CTMU, CJiaraiDIUHX rropo;n;N H~~ 

llpH6JIHJK9HHO J3 140JK6T 6biT:O orrpe.n,eneHa rpa~HqBCKH no KpHBhiM 
H3M6HBHHH KOHU6HTP8UHM P8AHOH30TOrra B BO;n;e MJIM no~O,ZI,B C 
p8CCTOHHM8M OT M8CT8 ITOCTynneHHH JKH,1J;KHX OTXO,ll,OB. TaKme KpMBhiB 
MOryT 6HT~ llOJIY~BHN B Jia6opaTOpHbiX 3KCrrepHM6HT8X, npOB0,1J;HMhlX B 
J,tHH8MHqecKHX YCHOBMHX C ITpHMBH6HH6M BhiCOKHX p8360pHhiX KOJIOHH 
~,1J;JIH rrecqaHHX nopo~) MJIH Cfl6Ul18JI:OHhiX ~HJibTp8UMOHHb~ npH60pOB, 
paooTaiDmHx rro;n; onpe.n.eneHHNM J.tBBJieHHeM (.ztJIH rJIPIHMCTh~ rropo;n;). Ha 
3TMX KpMBNX YCT8H8BJIMB8IOTCH ~XQ 5) C OTHOCHTeJI~HO~ KOHU8HTpBUH8~ 
H30TOIT8 Qfo, 5) H TQqK8 (x) ' C ~L~Q, 5 • 38T6M orrpe,Z1,6JIH8TCH 
J no ypaBHSHHIO: 

.!= (4) 
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Bo BC8 npHB8~8HHN8 BNill8 OCHOBHM8 yp8BH6HHH BXO~HT B8HHqHH8 
u, X8p8KT8pHayromaH ~8UCTBHT8HbHYD CKOpOCTi ~BM~8HHff IT0~38MHhlX 
BO~, onpe~eneHH8 KOTO~OR B npHpO~HHX ycnOBHHX npe~CT8BHH8T 
aeKoTop~e TPY~HOCTH. rroaToMy B mcnonhaoBaHHhlx ypaBHeHMHX aTa 
BenHqHH8 M0~8T 6MT» 38M8H8H8 CKOpOCTbD ~HHbTp8U,HM MHH 06~8MOM 
~MHbTpyromeMCH ~~KOCTH H 8KTHBHOR ITOpMCTOCTbD nopo~ paRoHa 
MOrHnhHJIIKOB. 

C fiOMO~bD npH6HHE6HHNX ypaBH9HMR H H8 OCHOB8HHH 
K03~~Hl~H6HTOB pacnpe~eneHHH IJ,83HH H CTpOHUHH, nonyqeHH~X B 
na60p8TOpHNX 3KCIT9pHM8HT8X 9 npOB8~6HHNX C paanmqH~MH ropHNMH 
ITOp0~8MH 9 6NnH BNITOHH8HN pacqeTM MMrpaUHH 3THX pa~HOH30TOITOB B 
paanJdqHbiX reonorHqecKJdX ycnoBJdHX aoH aapaUHH. Koaqxim:u,weHT 
<llJdHbTpBIUIH, ITO KOTOpOMY MO~eT 6hiTb onpe~eneHB CKOpOCTb ~HnhTpBUU'I, 
Jd BKTMBHBH nopMCTOCT» Mccne~yeMhiX nopo~, onpe~enHnHc» B noneBhiX 
ycnOBliiHX. 

llpOB6~8HHhi8 pacqeThi ITOK838HM 9 qTQ B O~HOpO~HhiX necqaHhiX 
nopo~aX ~pOHT ~BMX6HHH p8~HOH30TOfiOB CTpOHIJ,Hff H IJ,83HH 
onpa~eHH8TCH B 6on»illHHCTB8 cnyqaeB ypaBH8HJd8M (I), T. e. 
yqacTKOM C OTHOCHT6HbHOR KOHIJ,8HTp8U,H8R pa~JdOH30TOIT8 B BO~e, 
paBHOR ITOHOBHH8 OT MCXO~Horo y~8JlbHOrO CO~ep~BHHH ero B XH~KMX 
OTXO~ax. 

AH8JIOrHqHaH 38BMCHMOCTb pacnpOCTp8H6HHH CTpOHIJ,MH K IJ,93Hff 
6una nonyqeHa ~JIH aoHN aapau,JdJd, cno~eHHoR npeHMymecTBeHHO 
TP8mMHOBBThiMH 6aaan»TaMH, B TonmeHOTOpNX aaneranw uomHhie cnom 
KpynHO- H cpe~Heo6nouoqHhiX BYJIK8HHqecKJdX nopo~ C BhiCOKOR 
~HHbT~BIJ,JdOHHOR CITOC06HOCT»ID. 

llpH MHrpaU,HM H30TOITOB B rnHHHCThiX ITOp0~8X H86nD~88TCH ~pymH 
K8pTKH8 ~pORTS HX ~BH~8HHH. Bnaro~apH H860nhillOR BenmqHH8 
pacrrpe~enHT8HbHOrO OTHOill8HJdH H KOHCTBHThl CKOpOCTJd COp6UHH 
Jd30TOITOB CTpOHIJ,mH-90 M IJ,83HH-l37 B rnHHHCT~X rropo~ax, OTMeqaeTCH 
CMJibH06 p83M83hiB8HH8 ~pOHT8 HX pacnpOCTp8H6HHH. llOSTOMY ~JIH 
pacqeTa MHrpaU,HH 3TKX pa~JdOH30TOfiOB B 30H8 83p8U,HH, CJI0~9HHOR 
cyrJIJdHR8MH H rnHHBMH, H806XO~JdMO ITpMM8HHTb ypaBH8HH8 (3), T8KK8K 
pacrrono~eHM9 ~pOHT8 C H660JibillOR OTHOCMT8HbHOR KOHIJ,8HTp8U,H8R 
pa~KOH30TOIT8 6y~8T ~8H8KO BITepe~H OT M8CT8 H8X0~8HHH HCXO~HOR 
KOHU8HTp8U,MM 3THX M30TOITOB B ~H~KJdX OTXO~BX. 

0~H8KO H8CMOTpH H8 3HaqMT8HbHYID B8HJdqMHY p83M83hiB8HHH 
~pOHTB ~BH~8HHH pa~HOJd30TOITB B rnMHHCThiX rropo~ax, a6COHIDTH8H 
rny6HH8 ITpOHHKHOB8HMH 38rpH3H8HHH B YK838HHhiX ITOp0~8X H8 MHOrO 
MeH»rne, qeM B xopomo npoHMU88MhiX necKax H 6aaan»Tax. 

B paRoHe c C>on»mMM KonmqecTBOM aTuoc~epH~x oca~KOB :aoaMo~Ha 
~8COp6U,KH pa~KOJd30TOITOB C aarpH3H8HHhiX nopo~, KOTOpaH M0~8T 
ITpMBO~MTb K ITpOHHKHOB9HHID MX H8 60HbillH8 rny6HHhi. 8TO HBH8HH8 
M0~9T npMBO~JdTb K H8~8HBT8HbHbW C8HHT8pHhiM ITOCH8~CTBMHU,OC068HHO 
H8 yqacTKBX, CH0~8HH~X C ITOB8pXHOCTM 38MJI~ npOHHIJ,88MhiMH 
necqaHNMH rropo~aMM. llpM 3TOM HBM60n»meR ITO~B~~HOCTbiD 6y~eT 
06na~aTb CTpOHIJ,~M-90. B CBH3M C STHM 6un rrpOB8~8H ITOH8BOR 
3KCTI8pMM8HT ITO BbWhiB88MOCTH CTpOHnHH-90 ~3 3arpH3H8HHhiX rrecqaHhiX 
rropo~ 30HW 83p8U,HM, MOmHOCTb KOTOphiX B HCCHe~yeMOM yqacTK8 6una 
paBHa 80 u. Ha6nro~eHHe, rrpoBe~eHHOe B TeqeHHe qeTHpex neT, 
IIOK838JI0 9 qTo ITpM KonmqecTB8 HH~MJibTpyiOmHXCH 8TMOCYJ8pHMX OCB~KOB, 
paBHOM B cpe~H8M 360 MM/ro~, nepBOHaqaJibHbiU 06~eM 30Hbl, 
orpaHmqeHHoR y~en»HoR aKTMBHOCT»IO necKa I.I0-9 KIOpM/Kr, 
yBenmqunca npHMepHo B TPH paaa. 

llpOB8~8HHU8 3KCIT8pHM8HThi H pacqeTN ITO~TB8p~aiOT 
u,enecoo6paaHocT» yqeTa rrpmpo~HhiX ycnoBMR rrpm Bhldope MeeT 
p8CITOJI0~8HHH MOr.MHbHHKOB ,nJIH Xp8H8HMH ~H~KHX pa~H08KTHBHbiX 
OTXO~O~. YK838HHhi8 MOrHHbHHKH CH8~Y6T p83MemaT» Bhlill8 ypOBHH 
rpyHTO~hlX BO~, ITp6HMymeCTB8HHO B CH860 ITpOHHIJ,86MhiX rJIMHHCTUX 
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nopo.ztax. B apm;n.HDIX o6nacTHX, r.zte McnapeH~e sHa"~ntTen:oHo npeBhimaeT 
KOJI~~8CTBO 8TMOCW8PHNX OC8.ZJ;KOB, MOrHJI:OH~KM CJie.ztyeT pacnonaraT:O B 
y~aCTKSX, CJIOE8HHNX MOmHOM 30HO~ aap8UHM. 

OTcyTCTB~e B pat:toHe pacnonomeHnH A8C 6naronpn.RTHRX 
r~;n,poreonor~~ecKMX ycnoBM~ .ztJIH xpaHeHMH mn.ztKMX pa.ztnoaKTHBH~x 
OTXO.ZJ;OB B 8MROCTHX Tpe6yeTCH ocymeCTBJI8HM8 ,ZI;OI10JIHHT8JI:OH~X CJIOEHhlK 
MHEeHepH~x ycTpo~cTB. Ha A8C, nocTpoeHH~x B TSKMX pa~oHax, 
CJie.ztyeT B nepByiD O~epe.zt:O opraHH30B8Tll OTB8pE,Zt8HM8 STMX OTXO.ZJ;OB. 

Henocpe,Zl;CTB8HH08 Y.zt8JI8HM8 EM,Zl;KMX p8,Zl;H08KTMBHWX OTXO.ZJ;OB B 
rny6oKo saneraromwe nornomaromwe ropwsoHT~ B03MOEHO nwm:o npm 
HaJIH~MH npmro.ztHO~ .ztJIH aToro rm.ztporeonorm~ecKot:i CTPYKTyphl, ~To 
.ZJ;OJIEHO 6~Tll 060CHOB8HO 11pOB8,Zt8HM8M illHpOKOrO KOMI1JI8KC8 
rw.ztporeonorw~ecKHX, reoxHMM~ecRHX, canwTapHhiX H ;n,pyrwx 
HCCJI8,1l,OB8HH£:i. 
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A HAJI11:3 rEOrP A.PWIECKVIX P A3JIHqlH1 CKOPOCTll oq~ll(E HIDi 
UEfiQliKM JIMlllAMHMK-OJIEHh-qEJIOBEK OT UE3Vhi -137 

M. H. TpoMuKaH ~.M. C .lldaTy JIJIMH, E .:ri. JlMT aep 
A.A.MovrceeB,A.ll.mrJKHVIKoa,II.B.PaM3aea,JI.A.ferrnHx 
llHCTVITYT pa~VIaUHOHHO~ rvrrvreHH,JleHHHrpa~,CCCP 

ABSTRACT. 

'J:he experiments carried out by a number of research vmrkers 
in the past 10-15 yeo.rs have :proved the food chain lichen-reindeer 
-man in the Arctic areas to have the highest 13?-cs concentration 
of the global fallout. The authors of this papGr have investi
gated 137-cs clearance dynamics of this chain in the yeo.rs 1961-
1973 along the f::oviet coastline of the Arctic Ocean stretching 
for many ·thousands ldlometers from Alaska to Finland. 'J:he rele
vant data have been obtained from 5 regions for all the links of 
the chain and com1:lared with other similar chains. '..!:he northern 
chain has been foilll.d to clear about 2 times slower than other 
chains. 'J:he clearance rate varies in the range of 2 or more 
times in different geogra~hical regions. 

Pef{legaT 
PadoTaMH pa~a VICCJIB~OBaTeJieH,Bb!DOJIHBHHhlMVI B DOCJIB~HVI8 !0-!5 

JIBT,dhlJIO DOKa3aHo,qTQ rrvrmeBaH uenoqKa JIVIilla~HVIK-OJI8Hh-qeJIOB8K B 
ApKTvrqeCKVIX pa~OHaX npe~CTaBJIHBT Coda~ npvrMep HavrdOJiblliero KOH
UBHTpVIpOBaHHH U83VIH-137 OT rnodaJihHb!X Bhlna~eHH~.ABTOpb! ~aHHOrO 
coodmeHKH nRoBo~vrnvr vrccne~oBaHvre ~VIHaMvrKvr oqvrmeHvrH 3TO~ uenoqKvr 
OT U83VIH-13i C 1961 DO 1973 r~ Ha BCBM COBBTCKOM no6epe~h8 Ce
B8pHoro Jle~OBVITOrO OK8aHa,npOCTHparomeMCH Ha MHOrvre THCHqVI KVIJIO
M8TpOB OT AJIHCKH Ha ROCTOK8 ~0 ~VIHJIHH~VIH Ha 3anaAe.ITonyqeHHhl8 
MaTepvraJihl npVIBO~HTCH no D~ITH pa~OHaM no BCSM 3B8HbHM uenoqKVI B 
COnOCTaBJI8HHH C ~pyrVIMH aHaJIOrHqHhlMVI uenoqKaMH.llOKa3aHo,qTQ ce
B8pHaH ~enoqKa oqvrmanacb npvrMepHo B 2 pa3a Me~neHHee,qeM ~pyrae 
uenoqKM.reorpaq)HqegKvre BapvrauvrH ee oqHmeHHH TaK~e ne'J!CaT B npe
.n;enax ~ByXKpaTHblX la 11HOr~a H 60Jiee) OTKJIOH8Hl1ii. 

BBe..n;emiJ:e 
Pac.loTaMH XaHcoHa.,llaJibMepa,rpwpHHa Ha AnRCKe1 ,MaeTTHHeHa H 

Pax ana no ~HHJI.FI H~HH 2, JIH~eHa, rycTat}lcoHaaJrJlHHAeJia H M3rH '-1 no lllBe
UHH,AapnporaS no rpeHJiaH~VIH,XBHH~eHa H VIJIHrpaB8Ka6no HopBerHH , 
HaiDHM pa~oTaM no CCCP1npo.n;eMOHCTpHpoBaHH Heo~uqHo BhlCOKHe KoueH
TpauvroHHhle CBOllCTBa C8B8pHO~ uenoqKH JIHill8.HHHK-OJ18Hb-qeJIOB8K B 
OTHOlli8HVIH pH~a ~OJirO'JICHBymHX pa~HOHyKJIH)J;OB H,OCOcl8HHO~U83HH-137. 
3BeHbH 3TO~ uerroqKvr oKa3anvrcb Harpy'lKeHHhlMH nesHeM-I3·t B IO-IOO 
pa3 donbme,qeM aHanorHqHue 3BBHbH ~pyrvrx Ha3BMHHX uenoqeK.~aK
Top~ H ycJIOBVI.FI,CnOCOclCTByromHe TaKOMY KOHU8HTpMpOB8.HHID,KaK VI 3a
KOHOM8pHOCTH oqHmeHVIH uenoqKvr OT U83HH-I37,yJKe H80~HOKpaTHO 06-
cyliC.n;aJIHCb .MH8Ht't.FI yqeHLIX OC068HHO BapMMpOBaJIH no OU8HK8 napaMeTpa 
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rrporH03a 3arpH3H8HHR,KaKMM RBRRBTCx CKOpOCTb QqH~8HHR UBITOqKH, 
Bupa~eHHaH qepes T112 • 

B CBOMX HCCJie,l(OBaHHRX Mbi CTaBHJIH 3a,l(a4:[ no HaTypHOMJ orrpe,.n:e
JI8HHID 3TO~ CKOpOCTH H ee B03MO~HbiX BapHaUH~ Ha OdlliHpHOH npOTR~BH
HOCTH COB8TCKOH ApKTHKH,H3M8pR8MOH ,.n:eCRTKOM THC.fiq KMROM8TpOB. 

MeTO,l(bl M MarepMaJibi MCCnegoBa~ 

llpn~bi JIMillaHHMKOB,OJIBHHHhl H CYT04HhlX BU,l(eJIBHH~ nacTyXOB-OJie
H8BO,l(Gil OTdHpa.JIHCb aBTOpaMM BO BpeMH exerO,l(HHX 3KCn8,l(MUMI B 06-
CJI8,l(Y8MH8 pa~OHH,KaK npaBHJIO,B 3HMHM8 nepHO,l(hl ro,.n:a.Ee3 KaKOH-JIH-
60 06pa60TKH B ITOJIH3THJI8HOBhlX ynaKOBKaX OHM ,l(OCTaBJIRJIHCb B neHHH
rpa,l(CKHI HHCTHTYT pa,.n:MaUHOHHOI rHrHBHH M 3,l(eCb npOH3BO,l(HJIOCb On
p8,1(8JI8HM8 U83MH-137 .,UJUI OJIBHHHH .111: Bbl,l(8JI8Ht-Itl l1CITOJib30BaJiaCb raM
Ma-cneKipOM8TpHH B HaTypHbiX npodax.Ueswl-137 B JIHlliaiHHRaX onpe
,1(8JI.fiJIC.fi ITOCJIB rrpe,.n:BapMTGJibHOrO pa,l(HOXHMM4eCKOrO ero BH,l(8JI8HM.fi B 
BH,l(B BN'ICMYT-IO,l(M,l(a ueSHR.Co,.n:epxaHHe U83MH-I37 B opraHl13Me OJieHe
Bo.noB M3M8pRROCb B MeCTaX MX npo~vrBaHHH npHXM3H8HHbiM M8TO,l(OM rrop
TaTN'IBHHM raMMa-C48T4HROM ,l(JIH BCero T8Jia.0IDM6KH H3M8p8HHI BO BC8X 
cnyqa.fix oueHHBarorca He donee IO%. 

Kax,.n:ul pas B odcne,.n:yeMoM paloHe or6Hpanocb: B cpe,.n:HeM no 5 
npod JIMlliaHHHROB (Kna,l(OHMH M U8TpapMl1) 113-ITO,l( gHera HnM l13 saro
TOBneH~HX OCBHbiD sanacoB; no 10 rrpod OJI8HMHbl lMHlliUY OT lllBIHoro 
sapesa) Bo speMR Maccosoro sadoH Mnvr co cKna,.n:os; npo6bl cyroqHax 
BH,.n:eneHMI- OT 5-10 oneHeBO,l(OB.0,l(HOBp8M8HHO Ha cqerqMKe Bcero re
na M3M8pHJIOCb 10-20 oneHeBO,l(OB,KaK npaBMJIO,(HO H8 BCeraa)e~ero,.n:
HO o,.n:HM H re xe nvrua. 

PaiO!;JaMM CHCTeMarvrqeCKMX Ha6.JIID,l(8HM:0: CJIJi!CMnK: I)MypMaHCKaH 
odnacTb \KonbCKH:ti rronyocrpas),rpaHHqa~aR c ~MHJIHH,l(Mel Ha sana,.n:e, 
2)qy~orKa,rrp~MhlKaromaH Ha socToKe K AJIHCKe, 3)KoMH ACCP,4)TaiMHp 
l1 5)hKYTMH,3aHMMaiD~l18 ITpOMe~yT04HOB nOJIO~BHM8 Me~,.n:y ,l(BYMR npe~u
,.n:y~WMH panoHaMH. 

Pesyn1raru MCCJie40BaHMR 

Or,.n:aneHHOCTb o6cne,.n:yeMHX paAOHOB OT neHMBrpa,.n:a C03,l(aBa.Jia He
MaJme TPY.l4HOCTM B O,l(HOBpeMeHHOM OXBaTe Ha6JIIO,l(eH118M BC8X paiOHOB 
H B ITOJIY48Hl111 MaTepHanoB ,l(JI.fi BOCC03,l(aHHH CTpO~HOH ,l(MHaMHKH~Ue3MH
I37 no BCBM 3~8Hb.fiM uenoqRJf.MHOrMX "ToqeR" B HalliHX ,.n:aHHbiX ~ CM. 
TadRMUH 1,2,3) HBHO H€ ,1(0CTaeT,4T00U 6UTb CJIHlliKOM RaTerOpMqHUMM 
npH HX aHaJIM38 B OTHOlli8HMH reorpa¢H48CKMX BapvrauMn CROpOCTM oqM
meHH.fi uenoqKH B ueROM 11 ee OT,l(eJibHUX 3B8Hb8B. 

n11maAHHKl1. HBJIHIO~N'IeCH OCHOBHUM KOpMOM cesepHhlX OJI8H8H B T8-
qeHM8 7-8 MeCRUeB,JIMlliaVtHMKH,KaK nepsoe 3B8HO uenoqKH,B KOH84HOM 
N'ITOre onpe,n;enHIDT \XOTR 11 He nOJIHOCTbiO) ,11;HHaMl1KY KOHU8HTpaU1111 U8-
3MR-137 B OJI8HHH8 H B opraHH3M8 qeJIOBeKa. 

B COITOCTaBMMhle rO,l(hl KOHUBHTpaUHH U8311H-137 B JIHlliaiHMKaX Ba
pMHpyeT OT paloHa K paloHy He 6o.Jiee 48MB 2,7 pasa.llO-BH,l(HMOMy, 
s MypMaHCKO~ o6RaCTH H,B03MOi!CHO,KoMH ACCP sarpas~eHHOCTb JIHrnai
HHKOB 6HJia donee BhlCOKOI,qeM B ,.n:pyrHX (BOCT04HHX) paloHaX.3TO CO
rnacyeTCH C ,l(ByXKpaTHHMH pa3.JIHqHHMH B KORH48CTBB aTMOCTBpHbiX 
OCa,l(RO B. ~IX 6biJIO B 1963-64 r~. B rO,l(H HHTe HCHBHhlX Bblna,.n:e HHlt U83MH
-137 no MypMaHCKO:ti OdJiaCTM l500 MM/ro,n) B 2 pas a dOJibllie, 4eM B 
BOCTOqHbiX paRoHaX.YBepeHHbiH aHaJIM3 04H~BHHH HMillaRHMKOB OT uesHH
-137 no HalliHM MaTepvra.JiaM He M0~8T 6HTb BUnOHH8H H MH orpaHN'ItiHMC.fi 
3,1(8Cb JIN'Illlb rpydOH CX8MOI.B KOHUeHrpaUMM H30TOTia B JIMlliaiHN'IKaX 3a 
1961-72 r~ ycnoBHO cne,.n:yer Bhl~e.JIHTb rpvr nepMo,.n:a: 1)no~~eM c 1961 
r. no 1964 r. B 3-6 pa3 BCJI8,1( 3a MCITHTaHHHMH s,n;epHOrO opy~M.fi B 
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Ta6JIHUa I 
UesHR-I37 B JIHilla~HHKaX (KJia~OHHH k1 U8TpapHH)HKIDpH/Kr cyxoro Beca. 
IIpi1B8,11;8Hhl CTaH..n;apTHbiMH OillVI6KaMH no 5 npo6aM. cpe.n;HI1e 3Ha'tl8HH.H CO 

,UaTa oT6opa P a ~ o H 

npo6 MypMaH- KOMH Tat1Mhlp iiKyT11JI tJ:yROTKa 
CKa..H ACCP 
06JiaCTL 

I96I 26 :t 7 II:!: I 
Y-63 48 +To -.L 

74:!: YI-64 + 6 
lli-65 50 I 50:!: I 
XII-65 27 + II 24 + '7 - I 

IY-66 34 + 4 -
XII-66-II-67 33 + 7 14!: I 21 + 3 5 + I - -
lli-68 27 + 3 12:!: 2 13:!: 3 12 + 5 IO + I - -
ll-Y-69 13 + ') o+ I 9:!: 3 ..... _,-
II-70 14 + I -
TI-IY-7I 16 + 2 s:t T s:t T I4 :!: I - J.. .L -
lli-72 5:!: I II! T 

J.. 

1961-62 rrr 2)Tpex-meCT11-KpaTH08 CHVI~BHMB C I965 ~.1(0 !968 r. 
3)CTad11JIH3aQMH KOHUBHTpauHH,HaqHHaH C 1969 r.~Kor.n;a 0 CKOpOCTH 
O't!Hm8HHH H8Jlb3.H CKa.3aTb 't!TO-JIH60 onpe.n;eneHHO.~Ta nepHO,ll;H38UHH B 
OCHOBHOM rrpoaBnaeTCH no MypMaHcKoR o6nacTH H KoMH ACCP.,UpyrHe 
paROBhl He yKna~UBaiDTCS B .n;aBHYID CXBMy.ITo qyKOTKe,HanpHMeptc 1967 
no I971 r, saperucTpHpoBa.H JJ;a.JH:e TpexKpaTHhlR "noJJ;'DeM",aa TauMupe
"cHViJH:eHHe" OTM8'tl8HO C I969 DO I972.TaKH8 ll0,1l;'D8MLI M CHH:HC8HHH Mbi 
6epeM B "KaBhl'tlKH",nOCKOJibKy He yBepeHhl B HX npe.n;cTaBHTBJibHOCTH, 
cy.n;a no ,11;HHaMHKe 1130TOna B OJI8HHH8. 

ECTb ,.n;Ba 06CTOHT8JibCTBa,OCJIOJI!:HHIDmHe Vi CHHJH:a.romHe 3Ha'tlHMOCTb 
aHaJIH3a O't!H~8HH.H JIHWaRHHKOB .l(JIR nporH03a 3arp.H3H8HHH riOCJie.n;yro~HX 
3B8Hb8B: 
- H8HCl.,1l;8JI!:HOCTb CTaH,.n;apTM3aUI1H OT60pa npo6, 
- B03MO~HOCTb cymecTBBHHhlX BapHaQHH JIHlliaHHHKOB B KOpMe OJI8H8H 
pa3JIM't!HhlX pa.ROHOB. 

Aeno B TOM,'t!TO caMH nHrnaRHMKH no BhlCOTe 3arpR3H8Hht ue3HBM
-I37 BBCbMa HepaBHOMepHo.BepxymKa pa.CT8HHH HM88T B 5 pa3 6onee 
BbiCOKYID KOHU8HTpaQHID,'tl8M era OCHODCl.HHe.Pa3JIH't!Hht8 COOTHOW8HHH OT
,11;8JlbHbiX qacTeA pacTeHWR B rrpo6e,ae no.n;.n;aromwec.H KOHTponro,MoryT 
npHB8CTH K ~JIIDKTyaQHH .n;aHHhlX,He CBH3aHHbiX C HCTHHHOH .l(HHaMHROH 
KOHU8HTpaQMH H30TOna.ilpH OT6ope npod JIHillaHHHKOB TaKJH:8 Bp.H,11; JIM 
MOJI!:HO paCCGHThlBaTb Ha BOCnpOH3B8,11;8HH8 3THM OTdOpOM CaMoro npouec
ca noe.n;aHHR JIHmaAHHKOB OJI8HHMH H no ~aHHbiM aHaJIM3a paCT8HHH TO'tl
HO nporH03HpOB8.Tb KOHU8HTpaUHID U83HS-137 B OJI8HHHe. 

CeBe HH oneHM. TpH qerBepTM MHpoBoro noronoBLR oneHen (2300 
THCR'tl ronoB BHrracaeTcs Ha TeppHTOpHH CCCP. B cpe..n;HeM n ro~y no 
HaWHM OU8HKaM OR8H8B0,1l;hl noTpe~JIHIDT OJI8HHHy B KOJIHqeCTB8 3KBHBa
JI8HTHOM no U83HID-137 OKOHO 230 r MHWU B CyTKH.B 0.1(HO H TO J1!:8 
Bp8MH reorpacpHqeCKH8 BapHaQHH ne3HR-I37 B OJI8HHH8 OKa3aJIHCb do
nee BHpaJH:eHHLIM!II,'tleM B JIHmai1HHKax.Onemma H3 MypMaHCKoiT o6nacTH 
6ruJia BO BC8 ro.n;N Ha6JID.1(8HHA 3arpR3H8HHOfi U83~8M-137 B 5-7 pa3 
60Jibllie,qeM B fiKyTHH.3TOT cpaKT M0~8T 6ruTb 06'DSCH8H He TOJibKQ 60Jib
W8H KOHU8HTpaQH8H H30TOna B JIHillaDHHKax MypMaHCKOA o6naCTIII lB 2,7 
pasa),Ho~60Jiblli8H (He M8H88 2 pa3) ,1J;OJI8M JIHillaAHHKOB B KOpMe Myp
MaHCRIIIX oneHeA. 
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Ta6mm:a 2 
Ues~~-IJ7 B MHmuax cenepHhlX oneHeM,HKDp~/Kr chlporo neca.llp~Be
~eHH cpe~H~e 3HaqeH~a CO craH~aprHHM~ OillM6KaM~ no 5-IO npo6aM. -- --

PatroH Bh!naca 
)lara sa6oR MypMaH-one He~ KOMJIC ·ra~Mhlp nKyrJIC.ff liyKOTKa CKa.H ACCP o6nacr1 --
XI-61 ~4(I) 2I:!: I sci) -
Y-YI-62 33- 2 I6:!: 2 4- I s:t I 
XI-62-Y-63 48:!: 7 38:!: 2 13:!: 3 
I-64-Y-64 so! 3 61:!: 8 

36:!: XTI-64-IT-65 96:!: 8 sr! 7 4 I,...,+ 3 25:!: 2 t-
X-65-IY-66 79:!: 4 - - I3! I IS! 3 
XI-66-IT-67 57:!: 2 30:!: 3 20:!: 3 24:!: 4 
I-68 45:!: 2 20:!: 2 IS! 2 g:!: ... rs:t I ..L 

XIT-68 45:!: 2 22:!: I 17:!: 2 6:!: I -
XII-69 38:!: 2 - I5:!: I 
XIT-70 37:!: 3 IT!: I 17:!: 2 15:!: I 
Xll-7I-lll-72 42:!: 5 - 19:!: 2 7:!: I I2:!: 4 
XI-72-I-73 29::1: 8 14::1: 2 II.:!: I 6:!: I 13::1: I 

B ~~HaM~Ke KOHU8HTpau;M~ U83~R-I37 B OJI8H~He T8.K~e MO~HO Bhl
.L(8JI~rb rp~ srarra: no~'DeM (4-KpaTHHM) c I96I r • .n:o s~Mbi I96Ll-65rr. 
6HcTpH~ cna~ rro Tr;?=2~5 ro.n;a B 1965-66 rr.H Me.n;neHHH~ cna.n; c 
1968 r,-no '1'1 1,.,=7 1H3'I'. v pafioHax HKyT~M JIC TaUMb!pa c 1966 r. no 
1971-72 rr. yOBJ(~TenbHb!X .t13M8H8HJIC~ He npOH30lliJI0.3ro,KOH8tiHO, He 
03HatiaeT,tiTO TT/2 OR8HJICHbl 3.JJ;eCb 6JIJIC30K K 6eCKOHetiHOCTI1.0H BO BCfl
KOM CJiyqae MeRe !l/2=30 neT. BepO.HTHO,cymeCTBeHHH8 H8KOHTponMpy-
8Mhi8 ~ cnyqattHf1e (jJmoKryau;MH ~aHHHX eme cnHmKOM Ben~KIJI,a BpeMR 
Ha6nro.I(eH~fl MaJI0 7 tiT06 BblflBJICTh JICMeromee MeCTO OY:HmeHJIC8 u;enoqKJIC.He
KOTOpoe 3HatieHJIC8 MOryT JICM8Tb ~ IlpO~OJIY.aiDmJICeCa BUna.n;eHHfl IJ;83JICfl
-IJ7 pon~:>ro Korophlx Mhl npeHedperaeM B cnoeM aHan~se. 

CpaBReH~e J(~HaMHKH KOHI~eHrpau;HH H30Tona B oneHHHe, c o~Hott 
CTOpOHhl, JIC B MaCe ,n;pyrMX C8RbCKOX03R~CTBeHHh!X JKIIIBOrHbiX cpe~HI1X 
mMpor,c .n;pyrotr,noKa3hiBaer,tiTO 
- oneHHHa 3a nee~:> Ha6nro~aeuu~ nep:Ho~ MMena notiTH n IOO pa3 donee 
Bh!COKYIO KOHIJ;8HTpau;HID 
- OtiMmeH~e rOBR.lU1Hhl, HanpHMep,mno 3Haq~TeJibHO donee 6L>ICTph!M reM
noM, Y:eM oJieHMHhl. T

162 
.IJ;JIR ron.FI~JICHH no JICMerom~Mca .n;aHHhiM8 B I965-

67 r~ 6HJI paBeH I, ro.n;y. B uenoM c I964 r no 1967 r CHJICXeHMe 
ypOBHett IJ;83~fl-l37 B rOB.ff,1l;MHe 6hlnO nOtiTM BOCbM~KpaTHhiM,B TO BpeMR 
KaK ,1l;JIR OJI8HJICH~ B pa3HhlX pa~OHaX OHO KOne6aROCb or 1 .n;o 2 pas. 

OneHeB08W. TiocrynneHHe u;eswR-137 B opraH~3M oneHeBo~oB~cy~H 
no C0)(8pEaHM~ M30TOna B Bhl~eneH~flX,JJ:OCTHrJIO MaKCHMyMa 3HMOH 
1965-66 rr.,Kor.n;a OHO B MypMaHCKOA o6JiaCT~ ITOQTM B 100 pa3 npe
BhiWano rrocrynneHwe M3orona y XHTeneH cpe.n;H~X rn:Hpor cenepHoro no
nyrnap~a9 • MJICHJICMaJibH08 ITOCTyrrneHIII8 OrMeqeHO y oneH8BO~OB riKyTJICH, 
r,n;e OHO OKa3aJIOCb B or~enbHbl8 ro~H B 4-25 pa3 M8Hbille,Y:eM y OJI8-
H8B0,1l;OB MypMaHcKoiil. o6nacrM. 

l~ OCHOBaHJIC~ .n;aHHhlX ITO MypMaHCK~M oneHBBO~aM MO~HO fOBOp~Tb 
0 2,0-2,7-KpaTHOM CHWXeH~M y HWX nocryrrneHMH M30TOna B 1966-1968 
rr •• ~ rrocne~yDmMe ro.n;hl 3aMeTHhiX ~sMeHeH~I He Ha6nro.n;anoc~:>.llo paA
OHaM TaHMhlpa,fiKyTMM ~ qyKOTKM orrpe,n;eneHHO rOBOp~Th 0 TaKOM CHM
~8H11M H8 JICM88T CMblCJia.. 3~8Cb, K COXanemno, OTCyTCrByiDT M3MepeH~fl B 
TOT rrep11o.n; (Haqano 1966 r.),Kor.n;a Mar 6Hrh MaKc~MYM nocrynneHH.FI. 
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ITocryrrneHHe Hsororra c pauHoHOM ~Hrenen ceBepH~x mHpor, He 
CB.fi38HHHX C RHllia~HMKOBOI uerr04KOM~,CHH3HROCb K 1968 r. rrocne ~0-
CTH~eHHii M8KCHMyMa (1964 r.) B 5-8 pa3. 

TaOnHua 3 
UesHI-I37 B opraHH3Me nacryxoB oneHeBo~oB,HKropH/Kr rena.ITpHBe~e-
HH cpe~HHB 3H848HH.fi CO CT8H~apTH~MH OlliHOKaMH ~RH I0-20 48ROBeK. 

FaiioH J!CYl:TeRhCTBa ----
llara Yl:3MepeHHH 

MypMaH- KOMH TaiM~p .fiKyTYl:.fi liyKOTKa cKaa ACCP odnacr1 
YI-62 zo:t 7 4.:!: I -+ I ?-
XIT-62 22:!: 5 5.:!: 2 4:!: I 
IT-64 3I:!: 3 24:!: 2 
Ylll-64 24.:!: 3 
1-lli-65 45.:!: 3 13:!: I 5:!: I 
XI-65 27.:!: 2 5! I 
IY-66 51:!: 3 

2I:!: I-67 35! 3 2 12:!: I g! I 25:!: ') 
'-

IT-Y-68 33:!: ') 24:!: 2 I3:!: I 6:!: I 17! 2 ~ 

IT-Y-69 31:!: 3 19:!: I IB! 2 a! I 
IT-70 25:!: 2 s: IT-IY-71 23.:!: 2 I a: I - 13:!: I 
lli-72 IS.!: I - 5:!: I 5! I 12:!: I 
IY-73 6:!: I 5:!: I 5:!: I 5:!: I 

B opraHYl:3Me oneHeBo~oB MaKCHManbHoe co~epJ~CaHHe ue3Ha-I37 OH
no ~ocrHrHyro BeCHOR 1966 r. r.e. rpH ro~a cnycra nocne rrpoxoJ~C
~eHYl:H MaKCHMyMa B~na~eHYl:M (1963 rj H qep~3 I,5 ro~a nocne MaKCH
MyMa B opraHH3Me nro~el H3 Cpe~HHX illMpOT \KOHBU I964 r)~ .KOHU8H
rpaUHR H30TOna B opraHH3M8 OReHeBO~OB ITpH 3TOM 6~na B 20-120 pa3 
B~me,qeM ~RH OCT8RbH~X J!CHTeneR,He norpeORRBlliHX oneHHHY B TIHillY• 
reorpa~H4eCKHe B8pH8UHH 3~8Cb B OCHOBHOM 0Tp8J!C8IDT 8HanOrH4H~e 
B8pH8UHH ypOBHel U83HR-l37 B OReH~He: TO eCTh,M8KCHMyM-B MypMaH
CKOH o6naCTH H MMHHMYM- B JlKYTYIH liipM 5-KpaTH~X pa3Ri1.4H.HX) .B 04H
meHHH opraHMsMa oneHeBo~oB MOJ!CHO Bhl~enHTh o~HH nepv.o~ TI;2-4 ro
.naM ~na MypMaHCKHX oneHeBo~oB c 1968 no 1972 r.;rro KoMH ACCP 
-3 ro~a,no TaRM~py-4 ro~a,no HKYTHH-8 ner no liyKoTKe-2,5 ro~a. 
Ina ~HTenen cpe~HHX rnHpor aror nepi1.o~ c 1~64 ~ no 1968 ~ He npe
B~rnan 2,3 ro~a. 

3aKRI048Hi1.8 
ITpHBe~eHHhle MarepManu,rpe6yromHe ~ononHHrenbHoro donee yrnyd

neHHoro 8H8RH38 H ~8RbH8MlliHX HCCne~OBaHHM, eme He n03BORHIOT OKOH
qareJibHO CcpOpMynMpOB8Tb 38KOHOM8pHOCTH 04HJlleHH.fi 3B8HbeB CeBepHOM 
uenoqKH OT Ue3HR-137.norH4eCKOe npe~TIOR0)!C8HH8 0 T8CHOM CBR3H B 
3TOM npouecce BCBX 3BBHb8B H Be~ymeR pORK HHlli8HHHKOB B nocne~y
IDill8M 04Hill8HHH oneHel H oneHeBo~oB ~aneKo He Bcer~a no~TBep~~a
eTcR ~8KTH4eCKHMH ~aHH~MH.C03~aeTCR BIT848TR8HHe,4TO Ha CKOpOCTb 
04Hll(8HH.fi TIOCRe~yiOillHX 3B8HbeB uerroqKH,KpOMe 04Hill8HHR "MaTepHHCRO
ro" 3BBHa OR83~BaiDT BRHRHH8 H ~pyrHe ¢aKTOphl, B pa~y KOTOphlX MO
ryT d~Tb H3MeH8HH.fi CO BpeMeHeM pORH RHlliaHHMKOB B KOpMe OReHeH H 
pORM oneHHH~ B TIHTaHHH oneHeBO~OR.B pesynbTaTe T8KMX H3M8H8HHH 
CKOpOCTH 04HJll8HHR nocne~OB8T8RbH~X 3BeHb8B UeTI04KM OKa3UBaiOTCfl 
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CMAhHO Bap.MHpyromMMM Ben.aq.aHaMM B pa3nMqH~X reorpa¢MqeCRMX pa~
OHaX. 

C H8COMHeHHOCThiD ~ORa3HBaBTCH AMWb,qTQ CeBepHaH uerroqRa ITO 
cpaBHBHMID C ~pyrMMH Ha3BMH~MM uerroqKaMM Qq.MmaeTCH C donee MB~
neHHO~ CROpOCThiD M 3Ta UBITOqRa eme ~onroe BpeMH OCTaHeTCH Ha.M60-
nee sarpH3HBHHO~ U83MBM-I37. 
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HIGH RADIOACTIVITY IN 
DRINKING WATER AND GROUND WATER 

IN SOUTH TEXAS 

by 

Mart in C. Wuka sch, P. E.* 
and 

Lewis M. Cook+ 

Abstract 

Radio~ctivity measurements in South Texas made by the Tex~s State 
Department of Health h~ve demonstrated that high gross alpha, gross beta 
and radium 226 levels exist .in natural ground waters. Levels of radium 
226 over 50 times recommended drinking water limits have been found. 
Data on some water wells sampled are presented, and correlation of 
radioactivity versus water quality and well depth is attempted. Body 
burden estimates are presented for some individuals. 

Introduction 

Uranium and its radioactive daughter products in the earth are responsi
ble for part of the natural background exposure of people through 
several mechanisms. These include: 

a. Contributions to the gamma-ray dose from the earth; 
b. Release of Radon 222 into the atmosphere with the resulting 

alpha, beta, and gamma exposure; 
c. Uptake in plants and animals and introduction into the food 

chain; and 
d. Solution of radioactive minerals in drinking water. 

This paper will treat the last of these as it occurs in South Texas. 

Uranium was discovered in South Texas in 1954 along a 300 mile belt 
paralleling the Gulf Coast about fifty miles inland. The trend has been 
adequately desc~ibed by others.l Economically recoverable deposits were 
discovered in Karnes and Live Oak Counties, and by 1971 numerous open
pit mines had been stripped, mined, and deserted. 

*Director, Division of Occupational Health and Radiation Control, Texas 
State Department of Health, Austin, Texas 

+Supervisor, Environmental Surveillance and Data Processing, Radiation 
Control Program, Division of Occupational Health and Radiation Control 
Texas State Department of Health, Austin, Texas 
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Investigation of a complaint about water discharged from a Live Oak 
County mine in 1971 led to the discovery that ground water, seeping 
into mines which were dug below the level of the water table, contained 
concentrations of radium 226 as high as 192 pCi/1, well in excess of 
maximum permissible concentrations allowable for discharges. 2 ' 3 The 
State Health Department had conducted sampling of ground waters in 
Karnes County in the 1960's and had found levels of radium 226 to be 
less than six picocuries per liter (pCi/1). 

Mexico 
I 100 

Miles 

Figure l - Map of South Texas Showing County Boundaries and Areas of 
Commerical Uranium Deposits 

Alpha activities in excess of 3,000 pCi/1 were found in a uranium 
exploration well drilled into an ore zone. Radium accounted for 5.6 
pCi/1 of this, the remainder being uranium. 

A sampling of less than twenty wells showed that, with the exception of 
two exploration wells, none contained water exceeding 9 pCi/1 gross 
alpha activity. Also, none contained concentrations of radium 226 
greater than 3 pCi/1, the recommended public drinking water limit. 4 
Due to the small number of wells sampled until 1971, the 1971 sampling 
was our first indication of high levels of radium occurring in local 
ground waters. 

Description of Sampling 

Samples to determine radioactivity content of water supplies, both 
public and private, have been collected from wells and distribution 
systems in the uranium mining area over the past ten years, although 
most samples have been collected within the past three years. Most of 
the supplies have wells as their source(s) but a few municipal supplies 
use water from surface reservoirs. That data is included in this work 
where appropriate. Initial sampling of wells in the area consisted of 
selecting the wells closest to a uranium mill in Karnes County to 
determine if the mill was contributing to the radioactivity in the wells. 
More recent sampling has been conducted within five miles of known 
uranium deposits containing ore with more than 0.15% u3os, municipal 
supplies in the region, and in areas where uranium mineralization is 
likely. In one area, seven miles in diameter, all fifty-six known 
water wells were sampled. 
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The data examined in this work is not considered as being representative 
of all well water in South Texas, but as being representative of well 
water within the vicinity of the significant uranium deposits. The 
breakdown of number of supplies sampled by county is presented in Table 
I., and is indicative of this deliberate bias. No other known bias in 
the data is present. 

Table I. 
Number of Supplies Sampled by County 

Atascosa 
Bee 
Brooks 
Cameron 
Duval 
Gonzales 
Harris 
Jim Hogg 
Jim Wells 
Live Oak 
Karnc:>s 
Nueces 
Webb 
Uncertain 

Analysis of the Data 

2 
2 
1 
l 
s 
2 
1 
3 
2 

66 
44 

1 
4 
3 

The individual data for all 137 supplies sampled containing the county, 
total dissolved solids, sulfate, bicarbonate, gross alpha, gross beta, 
and radium 226 concentrations, when known, is too lengthy to be present
ed here, but is available from the:> authors upon request. 

Radioactivity data was obtained from two sources: gross alpha and beta 
and some of the radium data are from the Texas State Department of 
Health Laboratory Section, other radium 226 data are from the Environ
mental Protection Agency and Public Health Service. Texas radium data 
is total radium as determined by precipitation with a barium carrier 
and counting in an internal proportional counter. Data from the Fed
eral laboratories were deviewed using the radon emanation technique. 
Gross alpha and gross beta results are obtained by evaporating up to 
lSO milliliters of the sample (depending upon total dissolved solids 
content) on a planchet and counting in internal proportional and low
beta anti-coincidence counters. Rad~un 226 and strontium 90 sources 
are used as standards. The results were corrected for sample self
absorption. 

The data, which covers almost ten years of sporadic sampling on a few 
supplies, has shown no discernable trend with time on the more fre
quently sampled supplies, although there is not enough older data to 
completely refute this possibility in all supplies. Most supplies have 
been sampled only once. 

The data for those supplies with highest alpha activities (over twenty 
picocuries per liter) is presented here in Table II. All of these 
supplies are wells. In Figure 2, Distribution of Gross Alpha Values, 
the number of supplies having a gross alpha value within the range 
indicated on the abscissa.is plotted against gross alpha activity. 
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Table II. 
Radioactivity of Wells with Highest AliJha Activity 

Well Gross Alpha Gross Beta Count,i 
(IJCi/1) (pCi/1) 

1 43 so Live Oak 
23 23 33 Live Oak 
26 31 68 Live Oak 
45 320 580 Live Oak 
59 35 57 Karnes 
61 33 60 Gonzales 
64 42 82 Live Oak 
67 68 135 Gonzales 
86 21 56 Karnes 
90 23 71 Karnes 
95 603 3000 Unknown 
96 3111 1572 Unknown 
97 144 146 Karnes 

100 111 115 Live Oak 
102 54 121 Karnes 
107 22 SUPPLIES 29 Karnes 80 

60 

0 2 4 8 16 32 6.128 250 soo 100020004000 

GROSS ALPHA ACTIVITY lpCIIII 

Figure 2 - Distribution of Gross Alpha Values 

A modified geometrical progession was used in Figure 2 because of the 
range in values of the data. Figure 3, Distribution of Gross Beta 
Values, is also presented in this manner. Neither plot indicates the 
data came from a single statistical population. 

The theory of the uranium deposition in the area requires several factors 
to be present for uranium to concentrate in the earth. One of these is 
a change in soil chemistry such as occurs due to oxidation of the sur
face layers.l The boundary between oxidized layers on tne surface of 
the earth and lower reduced layers of the ground in this part of the 
State occurs typically between 50 and 200 feet. This fact may be a 
significant factor in increasing the radioactivity of the water. An 
evaluation of this possibility is beyond the scope of this investigation, 
but should be pursued by other investigators. 
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Figure 3 - Distribution of Gross Beta Values 

Of 133 wells, the depth was known for 29, partial chemical water quality 
data for 28, and radium 226 (or total radium) for 15. Plots of radium 
226 concentration, gross alpha and gross beta activities of water sup
plies versus several parameters were examined. There was no correla
tion detected for activity (alpha, beta, or radium) versus total dis
solved solids, sulfates, or bicarbonate. These plots, available upon 
request, are not presented here. There was, however, a trend noted 
between gross alpha and a similar, though less distinct trend for gross 
beta versus depth. No well deeper than 400 feet had a gross alpha 
activity greater than 3 pCi/1, and the percentage of wells with gross 
alpha values greater than 3 pCi/1 decreases with increasing well depth 
(see Figure 4). 'J. NUMBERS ABOVE BARS 

100 
INDICATE NUMBER OF 

80 WELLS IN INTERVAL 

60 

40 

20 

>400 

WELL DEPTH 1ft. I 

Figure 4 - Percent of Wells with Gross Alpha Activity Greater Than 
3 pCi/l Versus Well Depth. 

Radium 226 data on wells which are used for human consumption are pre
sented in Table III. Included in this table are estimated body burdens 
of adults who have been consuming the water from these wells for 
extended periods. 

The Federal Radiation Council estimations in their Report No. 2, namely 
that the body burden of people exposed to constant levels of radium 226 
is at most fifty times their daily consumption, have been used to cal
culate these body burdens. 
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Table III. 
Radium 226 Data for Wells Used for Human Consumption 

Well 226Ra Estimated Bod_y_ 
"""NG." (j2Ci/l) Burden lE,Ci[ % of RPG Count~ 
1 110 12100 404 Live Oak 

3 0.8 88 3 Live Oak 
27 0.2 22 1 Live Oak 
32 4 440 15 Live Oak 
45 5 550 18 Live Oak 
50 0.5 55 2 Live Oak 
78 2.4 264 9 Live Oak 
85 0.4 44 1 Karnes 
87 2.1 231 8 Karnes 

100 1 c,:; 16800 560 Live Oak 

Two wells produce water with radium concentrations resulting in indi
viduals exceeding the Radiation Protection Guide (RPG). The owners of 
these wells have been notified of this situation and have been advised 
to quit consuming the water. 

Summary and Conclusions 

High radium 226 concentrations in well waters in South Texas were dis
covered in 1971 and a considerable amount of data on the ground waters 
in the vicinity of the uranium deposits has been collected. In most 
wells, alpha and beta radioactivity is low, however in 25 wells shal
lower than 300 feet, 15 had alpha concentrations in excess of 3 pCi/1. 

In two wells, used for drinking water supplies for humans high levels of 
radium 226 were found. These high concentrations, well above those 
allowable in licensed industrial discharges, and very much in excess of 
recommended drinking water standards have resulted in individual expo
sures probably exceeding the RPG and raise concern for other users of 
ground water in the area. While less than two percent of the supplies 
have radium concentrations in excess of occupational exposure limits, it 
is our opinion that no one should use water of this character routinely. 
Attempts are being made to screen supplies in the area most likely to 
contain elevated radioactivity. Work in progress in the area includes 
sampling every source of public water supplies and selected private 
wells used as the principle source of drinking water for humans. 

Uranium is known to occur in other parts of Texas and in many other 
regions of the world, with a potential impact on human exposure to rad
iation. Uranium producing areas should be evaluated by the responsible 
health agency in sufficient detail to exclude the possibility of radia
tion exposures beyond acceptable standards. 
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137cs AND 134cs DISTRIBUTION IN SEDIMENT, WATER, 
AND BIOTA OF THE LOWER HUDSON RIVER AND THEIR 

DOSIMETRIC IMPLICATIONS FOR MAN 

M. E. Wrenn, s. M. Jinks, N. Cohen, and L. M. Hairr 
Institute of Environmental Medicine 
New York University Medical Center 

New York, New York 

Abstract 

Since 1964, the magnitudes and distributions of natural, fallout, and re
actor-produced radionuclides present in the Lower Hudson River Estuary have 
been under study. 

Concentrations of the major radionuclides released to the estuary in liq
uid waste from a pressurized light water reactor have been measured in samples 
of water, sediment, and biota. These measurements have been combined with in
formation related to site characteristics and human use of the environment to 
obtain estimates of the magnitudes and pathways of human radiation exposure 
from routine power reactor operation. 

137cs and 134cs are presently the "criticar' radionuclides in the lower 
estuary,. and consumption of fish is the most important route of exposure for 
man. Based on measurements to date, releases from a PWR of 20 Ci/yr each of 
137cs and l34cs would result in an annual total body dose to an avid local fish 
eater of about 0.2 mrem/yr. 

Introduction 

The radioecology of the Lower Hudson River Estuary has been under investi
gation by the Institute of Environmental Medicine since 1964, This research 
has been directed toward the identification of the types, sources, and magni
tudes of radioactive materials present in the abiotic and biotic components of 
the estuary. 

The region of the river which has been most intensively studied is center
ed about Indian Point, which is located 42 miles above the southern end of Man
hattan and is the site of Consolidated Edison's Indian Point Nuclear Power Sta
tion (Fig. 1). Frequent upstream sampling is also conducted at Chelsea and 
Hyde Park, and selected samples have been collected as far south as the George 
Washington Bridge. Sample types include water, sediments, and the more abun
dant biota including fish, rooted plants, and plankton. Analysis for radionu
clide content has been conducted by several techniques including gamma spec
trometry, beta proportional counting, and liquid scintillation counting. De
tails of the analytical procedures employed are reported elsewhere.l-4 

The spectrometric system employed for the quantitation of gamma emitting 
radionuclides consists of a 10 em x 10 em Nai(Tl) well geometry crystal coupled 
to a 512 channel pulse height analyzer (Nuclear Data). Estimates of the activ
ities of gamma-emitting radionuclides in the sample are obtained by a computer
ized least squares fitting of standard reference spectra to the sample spectrum. 
Sensitivities obtainable with this analytical system have been found to be su
perior to those ~btainable with typical large GeLi systems for all sample media 
except sediment. · 
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Radioactivity in the Hudson 

Radionuclides which have been identified in the lower Hudson occur from 
natural sources, from fallout of weapons testing debris, and from liquid waste 
releases at a pressurized light water reactor (Indian Point # 1). 

The predominant natural radionuclides are 40K, 226Ra, and ~28Ra. Potassi
um-40, which is present as a fixed proportion of all potassium in the environ
ment, accounts for a major Qortion of the radioactivity in all sample types 
(Fig. 2). Radium-226 and 228Ra occur in their highest levels in bottom sedi
ments, where they are each found at a concentration of about 1.0 pCi/g dry 
weight. 
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Fig. 1 Hudson River and Sampling 
Locations. 
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Fig. 2 Means and Ranges of Radionuclide 
Concentrations Observed in Sediment, 
Water and Biota at Indian Point (1971-
1972). 

Major introductions of manmade radionuclides to the Hudson River occurred 
as a result of the large scale weapons testing by the U. S. and U. s. S. R. 
during 1961-1962. Radionuclides which were introduced in significant quantities 
from this source include 90sr 137cs 3H 144ce 141Ce 106Ru 103Ru I31I 

l .t ' ' ' ' ' ' 95zrNb, l25Sb, 140Ba, l40ta, ~4Mn, 6uco, 65zn, and 55Fe. Due to the Nuclear 
Test Ban Treaty, fallout levels have greatly decreased since 1963. As a result, 
those radionuclides with relatively short half-lives are now, in most cases, be
low detectable levels in samples collected from the river, and at present the 
major fallout components are l37cs and 3H. 

The major intermediate to long-lived activity discharged in liquid waste 
from the light water reactor at Indian Point consists of fission products 
(l37cs, 3H), and nuclides produced by activation (l34cs, 54Mn, 60co, 58co). The 
relative activities of these radionuclides in liquid reactor waste during 1971 
indicate that the two cesium isotopes, l37cs and 134cs, comprise the major por
tion of the non-tritium activity released.5 Cesium-134 has not been a signifi
cant component of fallout, and its occurrence in the Hudson River environment 
is, therefore, indicative of the presence of radioactivity discharged from 
Indian Point # 1. During 1971, a total of 22.5 Ci of 137cs and 16.5 Ci of l34cs 
were released to the Hudson in liquid waste discharges from the reactor. 

Evaluation of the Radiation Dose to Man from Indian Point # l Aquatic Releases 

Observed environmental distributions of radionuclides in the Hudson have 
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been combined with information relating to specific site characteristics and 
human use of the environment in order to assess the important pathways and mag
nitudes of human radiation exposure attendant to low level liquid waste releases 
to an estuary from an operating light water reactor. Based upon measurements of 
the radionuclide content of environmental media in the vicinity of Indian Point, 
estimates of the whole-body doses resulting from reactor discharges and from 
fallout are presented for the pathways in Table l. The pathways can generally 
be divided into those resulting in internal exposure through consumption of food 
and water, and external exposures from radionuclides present in water and shore
line soils. 

Table 1. Summary of Estimated Doses to Man from Reactor* and 
Fallout Radionuclides in the Hudson River {1971-1972) 

Pathway 

Fish Consumption 
30 g/day 

Sunbathing 
200 hr/yr 

Swimming 
200 hr/yr 

Annual Whole-Body Dose 
{mrem/yr) 

Reactor Fallout 

0.19 0.01 

0.06 0.01 

0.01 0.001 

0.003 0.08 
1 Nuclear Power Station 

% Reactor Dose 
from Radiocesium 

98% 

80% 

65% 

90% 

The radiation doses to man in the Indian Point area resulting from natural 
sources has also been determined. These doses are based on 19 measurements with 
a pressurized ion chamber at a number of locations in the vicinity of Indian 
Point. They can be categorized into those resulting from external exposure to 
cosmic and terrestrial radiations (~94 mrad/yr), and those caused by radioac
tivity occurring naturally within the body {~20 mrad/yr). The total mean nat
ural radiation dose amounts to more than 114 mrad/yr, which for purposes of 
this paper will be considered equal to 114 mrem/yr. 

Fish Consumption 

Since no edible shellfish populations exist in the Hudson and the aquatic 
plants present are not consumed by man, fish consumption is the primary pathway 
by which radionuclides can be recycled to man through the aquatic food web. 

Over 200 samples of Hudson River fish have been collected and analyzed 
during 1971 and 1972. These samples included 20 different species, ranging 
from anadromous fish such as the striped bass and shad to indigenous types 
such as white perch, sunfish, catfish, and largemouth bass. 

Indigenous fish species in the Indian Point area have been observed to 
contain about fourfold higher concentrations of reactor-produced radionuclides 
than those species migrating into the river to spawn. Over 90% of the content 
of manmade gamma-emitting radionuclides in these fish is comprised by the two 
cesium isotopes, 137cs and 134cs {Fig. 2). It is interesting to note that fish 
discriminate against the uptake of manganese and cobalt isotopes from vegeta
tion upon which they feed. This phenomenon makes these nuclides insignificant 
to considerations of human radiation exposures by this route. Concentrations 
of 54Mn and 60co in fish are 2 to 3 orders of magnitude less than the concen
trations occurring in vegetation. This observation is in direct contradiction 
to the popular assumption that all aquatic contaminants are, in effect, concen-
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trated by transfer to a higher trophic level (a process generally referred to 
as biomagnification). Recent scientific assessments of the existing literature 
indicate that, in fact, biomagnification of metals is probably an infrequent 
occurrence in nature.6 

The dose to man from fish consumption was calculated using the mean radio
nuclide concentrations observed in indigenous fish at Indian Point during 1971 
(137cs = 219 pCi/kg; 134Cs = 182 pCi/kg), and using the ingestion/dose rate 
model of ICRP 2. The year 1971 was the year in which the highest concentra
tions of reactor-produced radionuclides in fish were observed since observa
tions began in 1964. The total variation in radiocesium content among fish 
collected at Indian Point was approximately a factor of 10; with maximum con
centrations (3-5 times the mean value) observed in fish caught at the reactor 
outfall. The dose calculation assumes a continuous daily ingestion of 30 grams 
of fish (about 15% of total meat intake for an adult), and is considered to 
give a conservative estimate of the dose since year-round consumption of fish 
caught solely in the Indian Point area is unlikely. Of the total dose calcu
lated to result from fish consumption (0.2 mrem/yr), about 0.08 mrem is attri
butable to the presence of 137cs and about 0.12 mrem to 134cs. 

Drinking Water 

The water in the vicinity of Indian Point is sufficiently brackish through
out the year to prevent its use as a potable water supply. Estimates of the 
doses from drinking water have, therefore, been calculated using radionuclide 
concentrations measured at the Chelsea pumping station, which is located 22 
miles upstream from Indian Point. This station serves as an auxiliary water 
supply for New York City and is only 1.5 miles north of the public water supply 
closest to Indian Point, the Veteran's Administration Hospital at Castle Point. 

Due to the hydrological characteristics of the estuary, the concentrations 
of reactor-produced radionuclides in water tend to decrease exponentially with 
distance north of Indian Point. Thus, as shown in Table 1, the reactor contri
bution to radiation dose from consumption of water at upstream, freshwater 
sites is minute, and insignificant in relation to exposures by other pathways. 

Swimming 

Although the water near the reactor site is not suitable for drinking, it 
is used for recreational purposes. The maximum external exposure from radio
nuclides present in water can be expected to occur to persons immersed while 
swimming. 

Calculation of the swimming dose was made using the mean radionuclide con
centrations measured in water samples collected continuously at Verplanck (Fig. 
2), which is about one mile downstream from the reactor discharge and represents 
the nearest publicly used beach. Since the water samples from Verplanck are 
collected continuously, they are assumed to provide reasonable estimates of 
average radionuclide concentrations occurring at that site. 

Sunbathing 

Radiocesium accumulations in near-shore submerged sediments have been de
termined by analysis of cores collected during 1972 in the vicinity of Indian 
Point. Cumulative activities ranged between 180 and 545 mCi/km2 for 137cs and 
between 40 and 405 mCi/km2 for 13~cs. 

Estimates of the total accumulations of reactor radionuclides in sediments 
at the river shoreline have also been obtained by analysis of core samples col
lected at six selected sites north and south of the reactor outfall. 

Cumulative depositions of radiocesium per unit release from Indian Point 
# 1 have been calculated on the basis of activity measured in submerged and 
shoreline sediments 1-2 miles south of the reactor outfall. For submerged sed
iment approximately 15-20 mCi/km2 was accumulated per Ci released, while for 
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shoreline sediments the value was only about 2 mCi/km2-Ci. 
The dose to a sunbather at the nearest public beach was calculated using 

the observed accumulations and depth distributions of radionuclides in shore
line sediment at this site. Since the emissions from radionuclides accumulated 
in submerged sediments are effectively shielded by the overlying water, calcu
lations of the dose to man were based on measurements of the shoreline accumu
lations. 

Radiation Dose to Biota 

Radiation standards for the release of radioactive materials to the envi
ronment are based upon limiting the radiation dose to man. This has been pre
sumed to be a reasonable philosophy in view of the fact that man is one of the 
most radiosensitive organisms known. However, it is relevant to ask whether 
o1· not biota are being exposed to higher doses than man, and whether or not 
these doses are radiobiologically significant. 

Accordingly, from the measurements of radionuclides in biota, water, and 
sediment, it is possible to calculate the radiation dose being received by 
several classes of aquatic biota present in the vicinity of Indian Point. The 
results of such calculations for fish and benthos are shown in Table 2, where 
it can be seen that the largest exposure, both natural and manmade, occurs to 
organisms immersed in the top portions of local sediments. The additional 
dose rate from the reactor is about equal to that from the natural background 
in these sediments, about 180 mrads/yr. Accordingly, benthic organisms (in
cluding fish) might accumulate doses on the order of 0.2 of a rad/yr. Auerbach 
(1970) has suggested that the lowest dose rates at which observable biological 
effects can be noted are approximately one rad/d, or roughly 400 rads/yr.7 
The dose to biota in the vicinity of Indian Point is at least two thousandfold 
below this. Thus, the results of environmental measurements to date give good 
reason to believe that no perceptible deleterious effects on the biota will 
occur as a result of the radiological releases at Indian Point. 

Biota 

Fish 

Fish 

Benthos 

Table 2. Estimated Doses to Fish and Benthos from 
Reactor Releases and from Natural Potassium 

Dose Rate ~mradLl.::r2 
Method of Exposure K-40 Reactor 

Internal 17 3 

External - water 0.2 0.2 

External - sediments 100 180 

Summary 

Examination of the magnitudes of the estimated doses indicates that con
sumption of fish represents the "critical pathway" for radiation exposure of 
man due to routine aquatic discharges from a light water reactor on an estuary. 
Furthermore, as indicated in Table 1, the cesium (137cs and l34Cs) isotopes 
deliyer the majority of the dose by all exposure pathways, and are especially 
important in determining the dose from fish consumption. 

The total whole body dose to the maximally-exposed individual from an an
nual liquid waste discharge of 39 Ci of l37cs and l34Cs (1971) is estimated to 
be about 0.2 mrem/yr.l This dose amounts to .04% of the internationally 
accepted dose limits (ICRP- 500 mrem/yr) and about 0.2% of the natural back
ground dose in the reactor area. 

Radiation doses to biota resulting from reactor liquid waste discharges 
to the Hudson estuary are largest for organisms inhabiting the surface layers 
of local sediments. These doses, which may be as high as 0.2 rad/yr, are 
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radiobiologically insignificant. Thus, it appears that discharge of radioac
tive waste to the Hudson River Estuary from a light water reactor in operation 
more than a decade neither presents any limitation upon human use of the estu
ary, nor constitutes a hazard to the river biota. 
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE REASONS FOR A LACK OF A 
TROPHIC LEVEL EFFECT FOR l37cs IN FUNDULUS HETEROCLITUS 

AND ITS FOOD IN THE HUDSON RIVER ESTUARY 

John Mauro* and McDonald E. Wrenn 
Institute of Environmental Medicine 
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New York, New York 

Abstract 

A detailed investigation into the behavior of radiocesium in the food 
chain of one species of fish (Fundulus heteroclitus) in the Hudson River Estu
ary revealed the probable reasons for the lack of a trophic level effect for 
l37cs in the food c~~in of Fundulus and perhaps that of most fish in the Hudson 
River Estuary. 

A series of laboratory experiments revealed that the elimination rate of 
l37cs was l/5 that of potassium in Fundulus, thereby creating the potential for 
the trophic level effect. However, since the fish were not in equilibrium with 
their source of l37cs and the ability of the fish to assimilate l37Cs relative 
to that of potassium was markedly reduced due to the presence of sediment in 
the ingested foods, the trophic level effect did not occur. 

Introduction 

Radiocesium has been shown to be the critical radionuclide in the liquid 
effluent of one light water reactor located on an estuary and the ingestion of 
fish has been shown to be the critical pathway of exposure to man.l It is 
reasonable to believe that radiocesium may be the critical nuclide (in the 
sense of ICRP 7) for many light water reactors because of the high escape rate 
coefficient in relation to other radionuclides such as 90sr.2 Accordingly, a 
thorough understanding of the ecological behavior of radiocesium in aquatic 
ecosystems is needed in order to predictively assess the dose to man due to a 
given release of radiocesium to a given aquatic environment. 

Many investigators have observed a systematic threefold increase in the 
concentration of radiocesium between successive trophic levels of aquatic food 
chains in freshwater environments.3-8 If this trophic level effect were ob
served to occur under all or most circumstances, it would make the accurate 
prediction of the concentration of radiocesium in aquatic biota a relatively 
trivial matter. Some other investigators have not always observed such a tro
phic level effect. In particular, Nelson studying the accumulation of l37Cs in 
fish in the Clinch River, has noted that threefold trophic level enrichment of 
the 137cs/K ratio did not occur.9 Studies of radiocesium and potassium per
formed in the Hudson River Estuary showed that biota in this ecosystem did not 

*Now with Ebasco Services, Inc., New York. 
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Inc., and is part of a center program supported by NIEHS, Grant No. ES 00260. 
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exhibit a trophic level effect.l,lO This paper presents the results of invest
igations into the accumulation of radiocesium and potassium in the food chain 
of one species of fish, Fundulus heteroclitus, in the Hudson River Estuary, and 
the results are used to explain the reasons for the lack of a trophic level 
effect. 

Based on our review of the literature, we conclude that the following set 
of conditions must exist in an ecosystem in order for a trophic level effect to 
exist: 

1) The fish must obtain essentially all of its radiocesium and potassium 
from its food organisms. 

2) The activity of radiocesium and potassium in the fish must be in equi
librium with that in the fisq's food organisms. 

3) The fractional assimilation of radiocesium and potassium by the fish 
from its food organisms must be the same. 

4) The elimination rate of radiocesium from the fish must be l/3 that of 
potassium. 

5) The potassium concentration of all organisms of the fish's food chain 
must be similar. 

A series of field and laboratory studies conducted during 1971 and 1972 
were performed in order to determine which among the above conditions were re
sponsible for the observed lack of a trophic level effect in Fundulus hetero
clitus in the Hudson River Estuary. 

Materials and Methods 
Field Studies 

Fundulus heteroclitus, aquatic plants, invertebrates, sediment and water 
were collected on a biweekly basis from the shore area at site llWl (see Fig. 
1) from the Hudson River Estuary during the growing seasons of 1971 and 1972. 
The samples were reduced in volume and anallzed for 40K and 137cs by gamma 
spectrometric analysis described elsewhere. 

0 5 10 

~ 

Fig. 1 The Lower Hudson River Estuary 
Prior to analysis, the stomachs of the fish were removed and the contents 

weighed and identified in order to determine the feeding habits of the fish. 
Laboratory Studies 

Stomach Clearance Rate 
Well-fed Fundulus held in the laboratory and also Fundulus obtained from 

the river were held unfed in the laboratory. The fish were then periodically 
sacrificed and the stomach content weight determined. This yielded a stomach 
clearance rate which was used, along with the stomach content analysis, to 
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determine ttw daily fEEding rr1tE of Fundulus in the Hudson River Estuary. 
Elimination Rate uf Radiocesium 
Fundulus \vFrE fed various food items which "'ere labeled \vith 137cs. ln;me

d iaLEly aft<:T labeling, the fish were live counted and placed into aquaria. 
These fish were then periodic:aJly live covntecl yjelding the fractional assimi
lation of radiocesiurn by.Fundulus from its various food items and also the bio
logical half life of 137~s in the fish. (The procedur<' follm1ed was identical 
to that dcscribeJ in detail by Kevern.)4 

Elimination Rate of Potassium b,>:: fundulus 
f~1ndulus were force fed 40K and then individually placed into aquaria. 

Periodically the aquaria water was removed and the 40K in it, due to excretion 
by the fish, \>;as collect:ed on ion exchange resins. The resins were then ana
lyze<.] for 40K by gamma spectrometry. This yielded the biological half time of 
potassium in Fundulus. (This procedure is described in detail by Kolehmainen. )6 
- The UJ2!E}€ ___ Ra~ of l37Cs by Fllndulus from Direct Sorptio'1 from Water 

Fundulus were hEld unfed in Hudson RivFr "•ater of various salinities and 
cont<dning 1 ,M.Ci/1 of 137cs. The fish \vcre periodically washed and then live 
counted yielding the uptake r<Jte of radioccsium by direct sorption from water. 

The above series of experiments quantified the uptake and elimination 
rates of 137Cs in Fundulus, thereby enabling one to identify the causes for any 
lack of a trophie level effect which might be found to occur. 

Results and Discussion 

Table l presents the 137cs and 40K activity observed in Fundulus hetero
clitus and its food organisms collected from the Hudson River in 1971 and 1972. 

Table 1. The Concentration of 40K and l37Cs in Fundulus heteroc1itus 
and its Food Organisms During 1971 and 1972 pCi(g Ash Weight 

Fundulus heterocJ itus Gammarus 
Cs-137 # of Cs-137 # of 

K-40 Cs-B7 K-40 Samples K-40 Cs-137 K-40 SarnEles 
1971 33.9±5.0 4.2 .13 10 7.4 2 
1972 32.2±6.8 3.1 .09 6 

filamentous Algae 
1971 
] 972 

402:12 
75ll6 

22.6 
6.3 

.56 

.08 
3 
8 

25 

60±36 
77:!,:35 

3.2 .13 3 
Hightr Plants 
11.4 .13 6 

4.2 .05 13 
There is an obvious lack of a trophic level effect. The following results re
veal which among the 6 conditions presented in the introduction \vere responsi
ble for the absence of a trophic level effect. 

Condition 1 
The fish can obtain radiocesi.um from its foods, from the ingestion of 

sediment, and from direct sorption from "•ater. The uptak£' rate from food is 
the product of the mass of food eaten per day, the l37cs activity of the food 
and the fractional <Jssirnilation of 137Cs from the food by the fish. 

Stomach coutf.mt analyses performed on fish which were collected during 
the months of May through September revealed that the fish ingested 14J~ of its 
body w€ight per day, that 52% of the ingested food was filmnentous algae, 29% 
"'as Gammarus, 8% was higher plants and less than l% WclS sediment. Table 2 pre
sents the average activity observed in these items during 1971 and 1972 and the 
fractional assimilation of l37cs by Fundulus from these items. The assimila
tion of 137Cs was markedly reduced dtie't'O the presence of sediment along with 
the ingested material. 

The results of the series of laboratory experiments where Fundulus obtain
ed l37cs solely via direct sorption from water revealed that among 12 fish 
r<Jnging in size from 2 to 12 grams and held in Nater ranging in salinity from 
1 to 140 ppm potassium the uptake rate was .057.±.027 of the concentration in 
the water per day. 

Table 3 summarizes the above studies showing the rate of uptake of radio-
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cesium by Fundulus from its various sources during 1971. Almost all of the 
radiocesium in Fundulus was from the ingestion of food organisms and very 
little was from the direct sorption from water or the ingestion of sediment. 
It is also believed that the potassium content of fish originated from the 
fish's food items.ll Therefore, Condition 1 for the existence of a trophic 
level effect is fulfilled in Fundulus in the Hudson River Estuary. 

Table 2. The Average Activity of l37cs Observed in Water and Food Items of 
Fundulus heteroclitus Taken from the Hudson River Estuary During 1971 and 1972 

and the Fractional Assimilation of l37cs by Fundulus from These Items 

Item 

Filamentous 
Algae 

Higher Plants 
Gammarus 
Sediment 
Water 

1971 
pCi/Kg # of 
Wet Wt. Samples 

616 3 
340 6 

70 2 
11452 5 

• 78 5 

1972 
pCi/Kg # of 
Wet. Wt. Samples 

218 
131 

36 
10322 

.30 

8 
13 

3 
ll 
17 

Fractional 
Assimilation 

.os4Z:.o58* 
• 79.±16 
.084±.058 
.834±.077 
.031.:!::.017 

*This value is 
ous algae had 

the assimilation of 137cs by 
sediment associated with it. 

Fundulus from labeled filament-

Table 3. The Rate of Uptake of l37cs by Fundulus heteroclitus from its 
Various Sources During 1971 

Uptake Rate 
Source ~pCi[Kg-da.}::) % of Total 

Filamentous algae 2.4 61 
Higher plants .2 5 
Gammarus 1.2 29 
Sediment .13 3 
Water .04 1.2 

Condition 2 
The data on the observed concentrations of l37cs in Fundulus, filament

ous algae, Gammarus, and water taken at a single site in the Hudson River dur
ing 1971 and 1972 are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the variation of 
radiocesium with time is much less in Fundulus than in any of the other media. 
This is reasonable in view of the relatively long half-life of l37Cs in 
Fundulus, equivalent to about 250 days as determined from elimination rate ex
periments. Others have shown that filamentous algae come into equilibrium with 
water in days and that Gammarus equilibrates in a period of weeks.l2-l4 In 
this location, l37cs in water was a result of the addition of runoff into the 
watershed from the accumulated l37cs in soil from fallout and from the l37Cs 
introduced from the Indian Point power plant across the river. By the time 
releases from Indian Point had diffused across the river, several tidal cycles 
normally would have occurred and, accordingly, fluctuations in the water over 
any several-day period would not be too great. However, from Fig. 2 one can 
see that the fluctuations in water were simply greater than those observed in 
Fundulus. The water samples are the results of grab samples taken biweekly 
during this period. Because the river is tidal and the.flushing time is in 
excess of one month at this location during the late summer, the grab samples 
are believed to represent a reasonable average over a period of some days. It 
is, accordingly, reasonable to conclude, from the data presented in Fig. 2, 
that the food organisms upon which Fundulus feed reached equilibrium with the 
activity in the water relatively rapidly. On the other hand, it was clear that 
Fundulus had not reached an equilibrium activity because of its continued 
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increase in activity during the months of August and September of 1971 when 
137Cs concentrations in water were relatively constant. It is, therefore, 
clear that Fundulus had not reached equilibrium with its environment and, 
moreover, the environment itself was fluctuating, the water and the food at 
different rates, but all generally much more rapidly than the radiocesium con
tent of Fundulus. Accordingly, Condition 2, which requires that the fish be 
subsisting on food which is at equilibrium with water and that equilibrium 
conditions be obtained in the fish, was not satisfied in this environment. Be
cause of the seasonal fluctuations of freshwater flow in the Hudson, and the 
variability of reactor releases with time, it is unlikely that a constant radi
ocesium level in water will ever be obtained over time periods exceeding 2 
half lives (or about a year) in Fundulus, so that equilibrium conditions never 
exist in this system. 

Condition 3 

I 
1000 

100 

en 
~ 10 
~ 

1.0 

/,~ ~j,.-
fl 
I • I 

J 

• Fundulus 
• H1gher Plants 
• Woler (diSsolved) 
• F1lomentous algae 
• Gammarus 

Ol A M J J A S 0 N D J F M A M J J 
1971 1972 

Fig. 2 137cs Activity of samples collected during 
1971 & 1972 from site llWl on the Hudson River Estuary. 

The fractional assimilation of radiocesium by Fundulus from plants has 
been found to be markedly reduced (perhaps 10-fold) due to the association of 
sediment with the ingested material (see Table 2). Perhaps due to the high 
potassium content of the sediment, the presence of sediment with the ingested 
plants does not reduce the assimilation of potassium from the plants. There
fore, the relative assimilation of 137Cs and potassium by Fundulus from its 
various foods is markedly different and, accordingly, Condition 3 is not ful
filled. 

Condition 4 
Laboratory experiments revealed that the biological half life of 137cs 

among 9 Fundulus ranging in weight from 2 to 12 grams and held in water con
taining 20 ppm potassium (salinity = 2 ppt) at a temperature of 20°C was 
265±45* days. Under similar conditions, the biological half life of potassium 
in 12 Fundulus was 50±18 days. Therefore, the rate of elimination of potassi
um is about 5 times greater than that of cesium. Accordingly, Condition 4 
is fulfilled, although the relative elimination rates differ somewhat from 
that assumed in the current "dogma". 
*± 1 standard deviation. 
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Condition 5 
The fifth condition for existence of the trophic level effect is that the 

potassium concentration in the major food organisms of fish should be similar, 
Table 1 lists the concentrations of potassium observed in Fundulus and its 
major food items and in view of the fact that there exists only a two-fold 
difference among them, it is considered that this condition is satisfied, 

Conclusions 

Although the elimination rate of l37cs was 1/5 that of potassium in 
Fundulus heteroclitus, the l37Cs was not consistent with that which would have 
been predicted by postulating a "trophic level effect" for the following 
reasons: 

l) The l37Cs activity in FunduluR was not at equilibrium with that in its 
food organisms. 

2) The as~imilation of l37cs from much of its food was markedly reduced 
relative to that of potassium. This was most likely due to the association of 
sediment with ingested plants which was effective in inhibiting uptake of 
radiocesium but not of potassium. 

Clearly, the one phenomenon which was largely responsible for the lack of 
a trophic level effect in Fundulus in the Hudson River Estuary was the large 
reduction in the assimilation of I37Cs relative to that of potassium due to 
the association of sediment with ingested material. 
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EFFLUENTS FROM AN OPERATING BOILING WATER REACTOR* 
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Abstract 

Measurements of off-site concentrations of the radioactive 
gaseous effluents from a BWR were correlated with measured meteo
rological parameters to define plume behaviour at a coastal site. 
Average ground concentrations were found to be in the lo-9~Ci/cc 
range, while peak values were observed as high as lo-7~Ci/cc. 
The data indicates that sea breeze fumigation and noctural fanning 
conditions significantly affect dispersion characteristics. 

Introduction 
The waste gas from a belling water reactor consists primarily 

of the noble gases and iodine isotopes which can be determined by 
spectroscopic analysis of samples obtained at the steam jet air 
ejector and gross activity measurements in the stack. The problem 
thus arises as to how the effluent disperses under t~e given mete
orological conditions prevailing at the time of release, and how 
to determine the average and peak concentrations at any distance 
from the discharge point. These data are necessary to restrict 
the overall population radiation exposure. 

The concentration of the gaseous effluents can be discussed 
in terms of the effective emission height, the transport and dis
persion of the effluent. The effective height is variable as 
wind speed, ambient temperature and laPse rate affect the height 
to which the effluent rises. The transport of the gaseous efflu
ent is determined by wind direction and speed. Surface charac
teristics that produce turbulence as well as diurnal effects are 
influential in producing complex wind patterns which are diffi
cult to describe or predict. Finally, the dispersion of the 
effluent is dependent on the wind speed and the horizontal and 
vertical eddies produced by mechanical shear and temperature 
differences. 

Description of the Experiment 
The objective of this endeavor was to provide measured values 

of the concentrations of radioactive gases at three locations near 
Millstone Point. (Ref. Table 1). The measured concentrations 
were correlated with meteorological data and stack emission data, 
to yield measured values of X/0 (concentration/emission rate, 
(sec/m3) on a half-hourly, daily and monthly basis. 

The Environmental Monitoring System, ERMS, measured the 
changes in the near ground concentrations of radioactive gases 
above the natural background. Three groups of data were obtained 
by the ERMS. The flow through alpha detector electrically pre
cipitates radon and thoron decay daughter products in the atmo
shpere and measures subsequent alpha decays. The resulting 
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countra.te is indicative of the changing levels of radon and its 
daughter products in the atmosphere. 

The cosmic ray monitor is located above the beta/gamma 
detector. As the cosmic ray flux at sea level is primarily com
posed of muons, this detector is in anti-coincidence with the 
shielded beta/gamma detector. If a cosmic ray muon traverses 
both detectors, the count observed in the beta/gamma detector is 
negated. This cosmic ray monitor shield is also sensitive to 
external gammas. The countrate from the cosmic ray monitor is 
indicative of the cosmic ray flux and external gamma radiation 
above 0.4 Mev. 

The third detector is the beta/gramma detector. Sampled air 
is continuously blown through this detector and if beta and/or 
low energy gamma emitters are in thi~ air, this countrate is 
indicative of their concentration. Radon, thoron and the 
daughters of these isotopes also contribute to this countrate. 
This system is calibrated and capable of detecting concentrations 
of Kr-85 as low as lo-9~Ci/cc. 

Millstone Point Company personnel performed weekly analysis 
on primary coolant and steam jet air ejector samples to deter
mine the composition of the gaseous effluent from the stack and 
provided "Q" value data. 

Meteorological data was recorded at the 140 ft. tower near 
the stack by The Research Corporation of New England who provided 
all meteorological data. Wind speed and direction at the 140 ft. 
level were used to correlate with the measured values of near 
ground concentration at each site. Temperature measurements were 
recorded at 5', 70' and 140' in order that ~T/6h could be deter
mined. 

Experimental Results 
During the period of observation at the Millstone Point 

Boiling Water Reactor data similar to that shown in Figure 1 was 
collected. The alpha countrate which is proportional to the con
centrations of the daughters of radon and thoron daughters in the 
atmosphere did not exhibit any drastic fluctuations as were ob
served in the beta/gamma chamber or the large enclosed anti
coincidence shield. 

The observed peaks in the anti-coincidence shield were 
found to be due to the flux of external gamma radiation in the 
energy range of 0.4 Mev to 2.5 Mev and the character of these 
peaks strongly suggest that they are due to a plume traversing 
the detector. The flat region of the curve is the cosmic ray 
muon background. 

The peaks in the beta/gamma countrate are due to the effect 
of this external gamma flux and the contribution of low energy 
photons and beta particles within the detector sample volume. 

The data presented in summary form for the three sites, 
Figures 2 thru 4, were found to correlate with the direction of 
the wind as measured at the 140 foot level at the stack location 
and to exhibit a stong duirnal variation. The correlations are 
illustrated for the three sites in Figures 2 and 4. 

The correlation with the "from" wind direction is more pro
nounced as the distance between the measurement point and the 
stack increases. The broadness of the histograms for Site I and 
Site II as well as the contributions when the wind was not in the 
direction of the measurement site, were found to correspond to 
stable meteorological conditions. This suggests, particularly for 
Site II data, that terrain effects are governing factors. 
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Table 1 summarizes the data for all sites. Peak and average 
concentrations at Site III were found to be lower than those at 
both Sites I and II. However, Site II exhibits higher peak and 
average concentrations than Site I. This may be explained by the 
occurrence of a sea breeze fumigation phenomena which will not 
occur frequently at the Site I distance. Average values for Sites 
I and II were found to be in the lo-9 to lo-7~Ci/cc range, while 
for Site III in the lo-8wCi/cc range. 

This study though primarily concerned with a determination of 
the x/Q* value, also measured the gamma flux dose, Table 1. The 
cosmic ray detector exhibits a flat response to gammas between 
0.4 Mev to 2.5 Mev. The major contributors to this gamma flux are 
Cs-138 and Rb-88 with lesser contributions from Xe-138 and Kr-88. 
Considering that single scattered photons are also important; a 
good approximation to the dose rate is to select the mid-point of 
the energy range. The dose estimates shown in Table 1 could be 
refined to yield actual dose rates for each site. 

Conclustions 
The results of this study indicate that while long-term 

average concentrations and doses from the effluent of a BWR are 
low, short-term values appear as perturbations on a slowly varying 
natural background. Thus the long-term average values can be 
obtained by averaging easily measured peak values. This type of 
measurement is considered desirable as the micrometeorological 
aspects of a coastal site are the predominant influence on near 
neutrally bouyant plumes. While current technology is being 
employed to achieve near zero release from BWR, this type of 
study provides a valuable data base for the prediction of doses 
and airborne concentrations in an accident situation. 

For a costal site during the summer months, two phenomena 
seem to merit important consideration. Referencing Figure 4, 
one observes that when the vertical temperature gradient is super 
adiabatic (yT < r) ; one group of data is distinguished between 
mid morning and noon. Also, when the vertical temperature gradi
ent is greater than the adiabatic lapse rate, another group of 
data is singularized as occurring mostly in the early morning 
hours. 

These two groupings of the data are consistent with the 
existence of the sea breeze fumigation and a nocturnal fanning 
phenomena. That is to say that the changes in the solar radia
tion effect the near ground temperature profiles, which, if 
effected to a considerable height can effect the dispersion of 
the gaseous effluent. 

In the early morning hours, the ground is cooler than the 
air above, consequently the temperature increases with height to 
some elevation at which a neutral temperature gradient is 
achieved. Under these stable conditions, the effluent plume will 
tend to seek a level at which it is neutrally bouyant. There it 
can remain for several miles, dispersion being accomplished by 
diffusion and the weak wind variability in the stable layer. 
Thus, the plume fans the perimeter of the reactor site serving as 
a localized source of external gamma's whose flux and concentra
tion at near gound level is determined by the height of the plume 
above the ground. 

At sunrise the solar radiation warms the ground faster than 
the air. The stable condition is gradually replaced by an un
stable forced convection layer with a super adiabatic temperature 
gradient. ( 'VT< r) This condition persists to some height at 
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which a stable condition exists. This represents a capped inver
sion, the forced convection is due to the ground heating. A sea 
breeze fumigation condition exists when cool air from the sea 
moves inland over the heated ground. If the emission point is 
below this capped inversion, then the effluent is mixed downward 
and high ground concentrations can be observed as shown in the 
second group of data under discussion. The duration of this 
effect is strongly related to site topography. By late afternoon 
this situation is no longer present and a near neutral condition 
exists. 

This data is consistent with this interpretation as that 
data representative of the fanning situation shows a slowly in
~reaslng external gamma flux with distance from the emission 
point. This is due to the fact that the plume is relatively 
constant in height and that the Cs-138 and Rb-88 actively in
crease with distance from the point of emission. 

Table 1 

Site I Site II Site III 

Period of Measurement Jun 22 to Jul 14 to Aug 4 to 
Jul 14, 1972 Aug 4, 1972 Aug 30, 1972 

Distance (meters) 2570 5030 8210 
Direction (WRT to True 

North) 059° 013 I 054° 021' 059° 057' 
Elevation MSL (meters) 36.2 16.7 30.4 
X peak half-hour average 

(lo-9)lCi/cc) 164 226 78.6 
X peak daily average 

(lo-9)lCi/cc) 24.6 36.0 l3. 5 
<X> period average 

(lo-9)lCi/cc) 6.45 19.7 2.73 
X/Q half-hour peak 

oo-8sec/m3) 245 261 78.6 
X/Q daily average peak 

(lo-8sec/m3) 33.8 42.2 15.1 
<X/Q> ~eriod average 

oo- sec/m3) 8.95 30.3 2.81 
Estimated average dose 

(Jlr/hr) 2.83 8.64 1.197 

* This study was conducted under the sponsorship of the 
Northeast Utilities Company. 

Ph.D. Candidates, Nuclear Science and Engineering 
Department, Catholic University of America. 
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ATOMHbiE 3JIEKTPOCTAHUIAVI KAK ltlCTOtiHVIK Bb!EPOCA YrJIEPO.llA-14 

Py6neBCKH~ B. n., 3MKOB8 A. c., TypKHH A • .n. 
VIHcTHTYT 6mo@H3HKH MHHHCTepcTBa a~paBooxpaHeHHH CCCP 

MocKBa, Coroa CoBeTCKHX CoiT,HanmcTzqecKHX Pecrry6naK 

Abstract 
l4- i~c is Pt~duced in nuclear reactors by neutron reactions in 

·N, 0 and c. The expanding use of nuclear reiJitor 1 power 
production will contribute additional amounts of C to the 
existing background levels due to atmospheric testing of nuclear 
a:evices and natural production by neutrons in upper atmosphere. 

The report considers the problem of environmental 14c 
contamination from increasing utilisation of nuclear reactors 
l~r power production. The experimental data on production of 

C at different types of nuclear power stations in the USSR are 
presented in the report. 

Future production of 14c from nuclear ~~wer stations will 
be apprOximately 12 000 Ci/day to 2010. The C concentration in 
the terrestrial biosphere will reach 1050 per cent of its natuaU 
level by this year. 

These estimates are compi1ied with existing equilibrium 
levels of naturally occuring C and with the decreasing 
inventory of 14{: from atmospheric nuclear tests. 

Yrnepo~ mrpaeT cymecTB8HHYID ponh BO Bcex @opuax Emaam. Oa 
yqacTBY8T B 60HhillHHCTEe 6HonormqeCKHX H 6HOXHMHqecKHX rrpo~eCCOB, 
npOHCXO~Hmmx HB 3eMne, HBnHHCh CTpyKTYPHO~ OCHOBO~ BceA 
opraHmqecKOtl M8T8pHH. 0H H8IT0Cp8~CTB8HHO BXO~HT B MOXeKymll 
6enKOB H reHeTzqecKH aHaqzMMX CTPYRTYP· Cpe~aee co~epEaHHe ero B 
opraHH3M6 qenoBeKa COCTBBnHeT ITO B8CY 1Q%, B MOX8Kynax 66XROB -
rrpHMepHO 5Q%, B MOH8Kynax )lHK H PHK - OROnO 37%. 

llonaBmH~ BO BHemaroro cpe~y yrnepo~-14 BRnroqaeTCH B o6ueaawU 
UHKn yrnepo~a H rrpOHHK86T BM8CT8 C HHM BO BCe EHBH8 opraHH3MN. 

ECT8CTB8HHH~ yrnepo~-14 06paayeTCH B OCHOBHOM no peaKUHH 
Nl4 (n, p) c14 rrpH B38HM0~8~CTBHH H8~TpOHOB KOCUHqecKoro 
npOHCX0~8HHH C H~pSUH 830T8 BTMOC@epH. CKOpOCTh 06pa30B8HHH, 
paBHSH B cpe~H8M 2l2 BT/C6K.CU2, o6yCX8BnHB88T ero KOHU6HTpa~ro 
B 36UHO~ 6Hoc@epe !4+1 pacrr/MHH.r C /I/. 

IAcRyccTB6HHN~ ci4 B 38M8THOM KonmqecTB6 o6paayeTCH npm 
HCITNTBHHH H~epaoro opyEHH H pa60T8 8TOMHHX p88KTOpOB. 

VIcnwTaHHH H~epaoro opyEHH npmBenm K o6paaOBBHHID 
SHaqHT8HhHOrO KOXHqeCTBB yrnepo~a-14. B pe3yXLTBT8 KOHU8HTPSUHH 
ero B a~uoc@epe H aeuHo~ ~moc~epe B 1962~3 rr. yBenmqznach B 
~Ba pas a. 
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B 8TOMH~ p88KTOpax ci4 MOX8T o6p830B8TDCR B pesyHDT8T8
14 n~Olo'ICXOARmHX R,Z1;8pHbiX peaKUHH THOa np, no H nci Ha R,n;pax N , 

0 7 H ci3• BKH8A KB~O~ H3 3THX peaKUHM B o6p830B8HH8 ci4 6yA8T 
38BHC8TD OT TUna H KOHCTPYKUHH 8TOMHOrO peBKTOpa. EhiJIH 
HCCH8~0B8HH BN6pOCH B 8TMOCW8PY yrnepoAa-I4 Ha Tpex THnax 
aTOMHbiX peaKTopoB, ucnoxDsyeuwx B HacToamee Bpeua B CCCP AHH 
A8C /2, 3/: 

- BOAO-rpawuToBwx Ha A3C AH CCCP u I 6noKe EexoapcKo~ A8C, 
- BO~O-BO,ZI;HHbiX Ha I 6HOK6 HOBOBOpOH8ZCKOH A8C H YHDHHOBCKOH 

A8C, 
- peaKTope c opraHH~ecKHM saua,n;nwTeneu-TennoHocHTenau B 

aTOMHoti peaKTopHo~ ~no~Hoti ycTBHOBKe. 
PesynDT8TH usuepeHHH npHBe~eHu B Ta6n. I. 

Ta6nuua I 
Konu~ecTBO yrnepoAa-14, 

nocTynaiDmero B 8TMOCW8PHNH BOSAYX C raSOBNMH OTXO,ZI;8MH 
BTOMHbiX peaKTOpOB paSHH~Horo THna 

TermoBaa 
TenJioBaH MOmHOCTD Bw6poc c14 , Tun peaRTopa MOmHOCTD, B nepuo;n; MKIOpHjcyTKH MBT HCCH8AOB8HHH, 

MBT 

BoAo-rpaWHTOBH~, A8C AHOGCP 30 I2 9±3 

Bo~o-rpaWHTOBNH (AME},EA8C 285 2IO I40±50 

Bo~o-BOAHHOti (BB8P-2IO), 
HBA3C 760 740 120+30 

Bo~o-BOAHHOH (BK-50}, YA8C I 50 90 30±IO 

C opraHuqecKHM saue~nHTeneu 
-T8IlHOHOCHT8H6U (APEYC) 5 5 0,6±0,2 

nna HSyqaHHH BOAO-rpaWHTOBbiX peaKTOpOB B8HHqHHY BN6poca ci4 
MOZHO onpe,n;eJIHTD H3 p8B8HCTB8! 

Q = 0,?5 MT, 
rAe Q - B8HHqHH8 BH6poca ci4 , MKIOpH/CYTKH; 

~ - T8nHOB8H MOmHOCTD pe8KTOpa, MBT. 
~HH BO~O-BOAHH~ peaKTOpOB - Q = 0,25 ~· 

llpHB8A8HHH8 38BHCHMOCTH nOSBOHHIDT 0U8HHTD B8HHqHHY BN6pOCOB 
npoeKTHpyeu~ A8C c peaKTopauH noAo6Horo THrra: BB8P-440 
BB3P-I ooo (Bo;n;o-Bo.n;aHHe) u PEM-K-IOOO (Bo.n;o-rpawwTaBhlH~ /3/. 
B Ta6x. 2 npuBe.n;eHhl pesynDTBTN TaKa~ oueHKH. 
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Tae5Jn'Ina 2 
Tipe~rronaraeM06 RORH'tl6CTBO ci4 

ROTOpOe MO~eT ITOCTYITBTb B 8TMOC~6pH~~ B03~YX 
c B~C5pocaMH peaRTOpOB BB8P-440, BB8P-IOOO H PBM-K-IOOO 

Tm:n peaRTopa 

BB8P-440 

BB9P-IOO 

PEM-K-IOOO 

TipuMepHaH 
T6ITROB8H MOIIJ,HOCTb, 

MBT 

I370 /7/ 

3000+ 

3200 /7/ 

+onpe~eneHo ma ycnoBm:H, 't!To KTI~ ABC = 30%. 

Nopoc yrnepo~a-I4 
MRIOpH/CYTRH 

340 

750 

2500 

Mccne~OBBHHH TIOK838RH, qTo KOHH'tl6CTBO ci4 ITOCTynaiOmee BO 
BHemHIOIO cpe~y c B~C5pocaMH ~e~CTBYIOmnx B CCCP ASC, yBenm:qnBaeT 
era 6CT6CTBeHHYIO KOHUeHTP8UKIO B pBCTHTeRbHOCTH B pa~OHBX HX 
paaMemeHKH He ~onee, 'tleM HB H6CRORbKO ITpOU6HTOB OT 8CT8CTB6HHOrO 
ypOBHH. 

B CBH3H C nporpaMMO~ illHpOKOrO CTpOHT6RbCTB8 MOmH~ A8C, 
H8M6'tl6HHOrO BO BC6X 8KOHOMHqeCRH pa3BHTHX CTp8H8X MHpa /3,4,5/, 
KonmqecTBO yrnepo~a-14 nocTynaiOmee B Tponocwepy c mx B~opocaMu, 
C5y~eT Henpep~BHO B03p8CT8Tb. TipH 3TOM MO~HO ITP6AITORO~l1Tbt qTQ 
sarpH3HeHme oKpy~aiOme~ cpeA~ 6yAeT no cBoeMy xapaKTepy npm6nn
~aThCH R rnoe58HbHOMY.. 

B. K. CnmHpaA 74/ rrpm:Ben nporHoa pasBHTHH aTOMHO~ 
aHepreTHRH ~o 20IO ro~a. Ecnm npe~rronomHTb, qTo B aTOT nepKo~ 
A8C 0Yll.YT CTpOKTbCH TOJibKO C BO,ll,O-rpaWHTOBhiMH H BOll.O-BOll.HHbiMH 
peaKTopaMH, TO MOmHo paccqnTaTb o6mee KonnqecTBO yrnepo,Ll;a-I4, 
ROTOpoe oy,Ll;eT ITOCTYIT8Tb BO BH6illHIOIO cpell.y. YpOBHH ero H8KOITR6HHH 
B OHOCW6P6 p8CC'tiHT8HN, HCXOll.ff H3 ll,ByxpesepByapHOti MOll.6JIH OOMeH
HOPO 08CC8~H8 yrnepoll,a/6/. PesyJibT8T~ paC'tl6TOB ITpHB8ll.8H~ B 
Tae5n. 3. 

Ta6nt-tna 3 
9:neKTpH'tl6CK8H MOII\HOCTb A8C, OOIIJ,8H Benmqm:Ha Bbl6poca ci4 

H HaKonneHHe ero B 6mocwepe 

-------------------- ...-~-- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ---- ---- ----r o ~ IL970 I975 I9SO I9S5 I990 I995 2000 2005 20IO 

8n.MOmH. A8C, rBT/4/ 24 I23 345 SIO I6IO 27SO 4260 6070 8290 
B~6poc c14 ,KIOPH/CYT 40 ISO 520 S40 2400 4200 6400 9IOO 12400 
KOHU8HTP8UHH ci4, % 

0,6 3,0 IO 30 so ISO 350 620 I050 OT 6CT8CTB8HH.ypOBHR 

TIOCTYITR6HH6 ci4 BO BH8illHIOIO cpe,11;y C BN0pOC8MH A8C npHB6ll.6T R 
TOMy, 'tiTO R 20I0 rOAY ROHU8HTp8UMR era B 6m:ocwepe npeB~CHT 
ecTeCTBBHHYIO npmMepHo B IO pas. I4 MaKcHManhHo ll,onycTHM~ti ypoBeHb HaKonneHHH C B C5Hoc~epe 
38BHCHT OT npHHHTO~ AOITYCTHMOti B6Jit1'tlHH~ reH6Tt1'tl6CKH 3H8'tlHMOti 
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~03@ BHYTP6HHero o6nyqeH~H crs~B). Ecnm ~CXO~HTD ~3 rs~Bt paBHO~ 
I 5 6ap 38 30 neT /77, z cyToqHo~ HOpMhl noTpe6neHHH yrnepo~a -
300 r/8/, TO MBKC~MBnbHO ~OTIYCTHM8H KOHll6HTp8ll~ff yrnepo~a-I4 B 
aeMHolii 6~ocQ)epe He ~onl!tHa npeBbi!llBTb IOOOpacn/M~H.r C mn~ 

-IO I 4,5.I0 KIDpM r C. 
Cne~yeT OTM8T~Tb, qTO OCOOSHHOCT» ~SWCTB~H ci4 H8 opraHH3M 

38KnroqaeTCH B TOM, qTQ pa~M8UHOHH06 ~e~CTBH6 08T8-H3nyqeHHH 
ycyry6nHeTCff ~BKTOpOM XHMHqeCKOrO npeBpameHHff 8TOM8 yrnepo~a B 
aTOM aaoTa npm pa~~oaKT~BHOM pacna~e yrnepo~a-I4, oco6eaHe Kor~a 
OH BKnroqeH B MoneKynhl reHeT~qecKHX CTPYKTYP nHK ~ PHK. BnepBhle 
HB B03MOl!tHOCT» MyTareHHOre ~SWCTBHff STore SWW6KT8 YK838~ n. llayn~Hr /9/. OH cqmTa~, qTo aTOT npouecc Bhl3hlBaeT oKono IO% 
BC6X TIOBpe~eH~M. K. E. llpy~OM /IO/ HCC~e~OBB~ STOT SW~6KT H8 
~poao~m~ax ~ He o6Hapyl!t~~ ero. C ~pyro~ cTopoHH, A. M. Kya~a c 
COTPY~HHK8MH /II, I27, r. A. MaKKBa~~t M. ~pH~KHH H A.A. ATqmcoH 
/137 H ~p. nonyq~nm nonol!tHTen»Hhle peaynDT8Thl. Ben~q~Ha a~weKTa, 
onpe~e~HeMaH no pa3nmqaHM TecTaw, Kone6a~acD eT 2,3 ~e 25. 
ilOSTOMY B CBH3H C pacmmpeHH6M KOHTHHr6HT8 HaceneHMH, KeTOphla 
MOl!t6T TIO~BeprHyT»CH B03~6~CTBHID yrnepo~a-I4, HSOOXO~HMO 
npe~yCMBTPHBBT» MepH ~JIH YMSH»!llSHHH KOJIHqecTB8 yrnepe~a-I4 B 
B@6pocax ABC H onpe~en~TD ero MyTareHHYID awweKTHBHOCTb npm 
npeBpameH~H 8TOM8 yrnepo~a B 8TOM aaeTa B MOJISKynax ~HK, KeTOp8~ 
BepeHTHe,HBHTCH pemarommM waKTopoM B onpe~eneHHH ~onycTHMoa 
Ben~qHHhl reHeTHqecKH 3HaqHMO~ ~03hl BHYTPSHHero o6ny~~HHH crs~B) 
H OTI8CHOCTH YBSJIHqeHHH KOHU6HTp8UHH yrnepo~a-14 BO BHSillHS~ cpe~ 

B CBff3H C B03MOl!tHOCTbiD rno6anbHOrO aarpH3H8HHH BHSWHea 
cpe~H yrnepO~OM-I4 yl!te B H8CTOHmee BpSMH B03HHK8IDT ~B8 Benpeca, 
KOTOphl6 Tpe6yiDT pemeH~ff B 6nHl!t8MW8M oy~ymeM. 

Bo-nepBHX, p8ClliHp8HH6 KOHTHHr6HT8 H8C8JI8HHH, KOTOpoe Mel!teT 
ne~BeprHyTDCH B03~6~CTBHID yrnepo~a-I4, TpeoyeT O~He3Haqaere 
pemeHHH 38~aqm e penH 8WW6KT8 Tp8HCMYT8UHH 8TeM8 yrnepo~a npM 
ero pa~moaKTHBHeM pacna~e B MoneKynax reaeTzqecKm aHaqzMhlX 
cTpyKTYP (~HK H PHK). BeJmqmHa OE8, CBHaaanaH c STHM a~dleKTeM, 
HSOOXO~HM8 ~Jiff OU6HKH pa~H8UT!IOHHOre ~eMCTBMff yrnepo~a-!4 H8 
opraa~aM qenoBeKa. 

Bo-BTepHX, aeo6xo~mMo npe~ycMoTpeTb uep@ ~nH yueHbmeHHH 
KonmqecTBa yrnepo~a-14, KOTopoe 6y~eT nocTynaT» B aTMocwepy c 
Bhl6pocaMH A8C. 
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THE SAFE DISPOSAL OF LIQUID RADIOACTIVE WASTES FROM 
THE UNITED KINGDOM NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME: 
A CURRENT VIEW OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL SITUATION 

Dr N. T. Mitchell 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 

Fisheries Radiobiological Laboratory 
Hamilton Dock 

Lowestoft 
Suffolk 

Abstract 

Operational experience of the nuclear power programme in the United Kingdom 
has shown that the principal environmental consequences arise from the disposal of 
liquid radioactive waste, and relate to public health rather than to direct effects on 
resources. The emphasis on environmental protection programmes has thus been on 
the limitation of public radiation exposure. Provided that this is held within the accep
table limits as defined by ICRP, then resource considerations will be adequately. 
protected. 

1 Introduction 

The principal source of radioactive waste in the United Kingdom is the nuclear 
power programme; other sources of radioactive waste include a variety of research 
and development activities, industry and medicine, and though some use large quanti
ties of radioactivity little becomes waste for disposal. The most important category of 
radioactive waste is liquid, the relative environmental impact of both gaseous and solid 
releases being of little significance. Another important generalization concerns the 
relative importance of human radiation exposure and the potential damage to environ
mental resources. Provided that disposals are so controlled that human exposure is 
within the dose limits recommended as acceptable by the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection1, the potential risk to environmental resources is minor2, 
reflecting the relative radiosensitivity of an animal or organism, which usually bears 
an inverse relationship to its evolutionary status. The emphasis in the UK has there
fore been on limiting public radiation exposure whilst still maintaining a sufficiently 
close watch on environmental resources to ensure that they are safeguarded. 

Radioactive waste is an inevitable consequence of a nuclear power programme and 
in its management some disposal to the environment is a practical necessity. The 
British approach is thus a pragmatic one, seeking the responsible utilization of environ
mental resources for waste disposal to an extent which will not put either the 
environment or public health at risk, or impose economically-crippling restrictions on 
the nuclear industry and thus deny the nation use of this energy source. 

2 UK waste disposal policy 

2. 1 Radiation exposure standards 

The basic objectives of UK waste disposal policy were stated in a government 
White Paper in 19593 and were embodied in legislation4 in the following year. The first 
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two objectives, which are both mandatory and must be met regardless of the cost, 
require: 

(i) compliance with the ICRP-recommended dose limits for members of the 
public - covering somatic consequences of waste disposal, and 

(ii) that exposure of the public averaged over the population of the country does 
not exceed 1 rem per person per 30 years - designed to safeguard against 
genetic effects. 

The third policy objective requires that, this time taking into account cost, convenience 
and national importance of the subject, doses shall be kept as far below these mandatory 
limits as is practicable. 

The first of these objectives originally referred to the most highly-kno\vr. exposed 
individual in line with the ICRP recommendations of the day. Since then the later series 
of ICRP recommendations1, endorsed by the Medical Research Council, have been 
adopted for use in the UK. In consequence and wherever practicable, control measures 
are now based on mean exposure of critical groups, though in most cases it has not 
proved possible to identify such groups, so that control has continued on the basis of 
known individual exposure. 

2. 2 The application of policy objectives 

All radioactive waste discharges are subject to a system of prior authorization, 
issued by departments of central government. Authorizations are legally enforceable 
and specify limits on the quantity, type and rate of release of radioactivity, with further 
conditions, for instance relating to effluent and environmental monitoring. 

In view of the mandatory nature of the first two objectives of national waste dis
posal policy, it is essential to know the capacity of the environment to which the waste 
will be released, before an authorization is issued. However, in no case has the opera
tor of a site been allowed to discharge waste up to this limit, for, in line with the third 
policy objective, only disposal for which there exists a proven need is permitted, though 
some reasonable margin is allowed for operational flexibility and inaccuracies in fore
casting waste arisings, treatment plant performance, etc. In principle, the environ
mental capacity may be set against either somatic or genetic dose limits, though in 
practice the former has generally been found to be more restrictive. 

The first authorization - issued before the site is in operation - is based on an 
assessment of environmental capacity calculated on largely theoretical data and, 
because of the uncertainties in some of the assumptions made, a "safety factor" -
usually 10 - is applied to the estimate of environmental capacity before it is used to 
decide the upper limit which can be specified in the authorization. 

Once a s:ite begins to discharge waste a system of inspection is set in being by the 
authorizing departments of central government, backed up by effluent and environmental 
monitoring. The primary aim in monitoring effluent is to check operators' statements, 
and whilst this is also true for environmental monitoring - the site operator must carry 
out sufficient monitoring to demonstrate the radiological safety of discharges in terms 
of public radiation exposure - the work undertaken by authorizing departments includes 
an element of research to provide data on which environmental capacity can be 
reassessed. 
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2. 3 The scientific evaluation of discharge limits 

The system used for assessment of discharge limits is the well-known critical 
path approach, which aims at achieving a basic understanding of the way in which radio
activity behaves after release to the environment, in particular the routes or "pathways" 
through which contamination of environmental materials and human radiation exposure 
occurs. The first stage is a habits survey in which the characteristics or habits of the 
exposed population are studied - initially a qualitative identification of the pathways in a 
particular environment by which radioactivity is, or may conceivably be, returning to 
man. This is followed by a quantitative evaluation of each pathway, in the course of 
which it is usually found that one or perhaps two pathways will be of so much greater 
importance than the others that exposure through the remainder is minor and can often 
be ignored. These limiting situations are termed the critical pathways and it is fL·e
quently found that almost all the exposure is due to one radionuclide or a very few - the 
so-called critical radionuclide(s). Because of the individual characteristics of the 
critical radionuclide(s), which may, for instance, lead to uneven distribution within the 
body, a particular organ may be said to be "critical", meaning that exposure of it is 
greater than of others; alternatively the whole body may be uniformly irradiated, as is 
often the case from external sources of contamination, and the critical organ is then 
quoted as "total body". Within the exposed population it may also be possible to identify 
a small group who are at greatest risk -the "critical" group - and on which exposure 
estimates may be based, particularly for purposes of waste disposal control; more 
often this does not prove possible because of the small number of people exposed to a 
significant extent, and estimates are then made on the basis of the most highly exposed 
person found in a sample of the exposed population - the "critical individual". 

Applied to the evaluation of discharge limits, the term "environmental capacity" 
is now in general use; the system differs according to whether assessment is being 
made for the first time - that is before operation of the site has begun - or is a 
reassessment of the consequences of a disposal which has been in operation long enough 
to generate measurable environmental contamination. 

2. 3. 1 Pre-operation The starting point for the computational model is an 
assumed discharge rate - e. g. 1 Ci/day - of a mixture of specified isotopic composition. 
A hydraulic model of the receiving water mass is needed to provide a basis for estima
ting equilibrium concentrations in water for each radionuclide. In the next stage, 
appropriate concentration factors are used to obtain estimates of the equilibrium concen
trations in the critical material(s). It is then a simple step, by way of habits survey 
data on consumption rates, etc., to translate these concentrations into rates of intake of 
radioactivity, which may be compared with the values of permissible daily intake, con
sistent with ICRP dose limits (derived ICRP data); an actual estimate of exposure rate 
which would result from discharges at the assumed rate can then be made. These steps 
are carried out separately for each radionuclide, and the total effect of the effluent is 
estimated by summation. Separate estimates are made for several body organs - often 
the GI Tract and Bone in addition to Total Body - as a result of which the identity of the 
critical organ(s) and radionuclide(s) will become apparent. 

This is the procedure applied to an internal exposure pathway; the method for 
external pathways is very similar. Translation of contamination levels into exposure is 
more complex than for internal exposure and requires a dosimetry model, but the rest 
of the sequence is simpler because the estimate of exposure can be compared directly 
against ICRP-recommended dose limits. 
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2. 3. 2 During operation Once routine discharges are being made a simpler sys-
tem can be used unless contamination has not reached measurable levels, in which case 
the pre-operational system is retained. Provided that contamination is measurable in 
critical materials, then a direct correlation can be deduced between this and the dis
charges causing it, utilizing environmental and effluent monitoring data. The relation
ship found is then used, in the same way as in pre-operation, to estimate the extent of 
public radiation exposure. 

In the early phase of operation of a site, when discharges are relatively small and 
maybe not yet at equilibrium with respect to quantity and/or isotopic composition, it 
may be possible to improve on the pre-operational method of assessment by use of 
indicator materials. A more extensive knowledge of concentration factors is required 
than when there is contamination of the critical material, involving perhaps several 
radionuclides and the indicator and (potentially) critical materials. Whilst this is a use
ful variation on the normal methods it is one which has found little use in practice, for 
although it avoids the need for hydraulic models it is not this factor but uncertainty in 
effluent composition that is the major source of error in pre-operational assessment. 

3 Waste disposal and its control in practice 

The ultimate test of any waste disposal policy is its use in practice and in particu
lar the successful limitation of public radiation. However, merely reducing such 
exposure is not an end in itself, for given unlimited financial resources any measure of 
waste treatment can be achieved; in a limited economy it is necessary to balance the 
cost against the benefit which will be reaped. In the UK the application of control mea
sures has become a commonsense compromise between the two extremes of unnecessary 
discharge on the one hand and unnecessary and financially crippling restriction to nil 
discharges on the other - given always that public exposure is not going to exceed the 
mandatory limits of UK policy, the attainment of which is the first priority. 

Just how this flexible policy has worked out in practice can be seen from the nuc
lear power programme - examples covering a range of different environments - the 
salient factors being summarized in Table 1. Fuller details are contained in referenceS. 

3. 1 Fuel element manufacture 

Of the two establishments involved in fuel manufacture the larger discharges are 
from Springfields, Lancashire, from which disposal of low-level radioactive effluent is 
made by pipeline into the tidal estuary of the River Ribble. Wastes are predominantly 
8 -active and consist of residues of uranium and its immediate daughter products, the 
most prominent of which is protactinium-234m. This results in contamination of the 
mud banks, especially in the vicinity of the pipeline outlet, and the critical pathway is 
one of external exposure, the most highly exposed population being workmen who main
tain the river banks and attend to navigational aids. Even in extreme cases, exposure 
by this means is insignificant -at most a fraction of 1% of the ICRP-recommended dose 
limit - and the genetically-significant dose is negligible. 

3. 2 Nuclear power stations 

With 11 sites in operation on a commercial basis, examples can be drawn from a 
range of types of location and three will be cited here - one discharging waste to a soft
freshwater lake (Trawsfynydd, Merioneth), one to a river estuary (Bradwell, Essex), 
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and the third to the open sea (Dungeness, Kent). In each case the type of reactor is the 
same -the "Magnox" type of carbon dioxide gas-cooled, graphite-moderated unit, and 
the same method of waste disposal is employed - by dilution after treatment into the 
cooling water outflow which provides a large measure of initial dilution. 

3. 2.1 Trawsfynydd Discharges are made to a small lake whose capacity is 
small, partly because of an unusual combination of critical nuclide and material, 
caesium-137 /-134 and trout, which reconcentrates this radioactivity to high degree. A 
considerable amount of treatment plant, more than at any other power station, has been 
installed, designed primarily to remove radiocaesium. As a result, satisfactory con
trol has been achieved and even the most avid consumer of trout has not been subject to 
as much as 5% of the ICRP-recommended dose limit. In genetic terms exposure is also 
very low and with a small population involven it is only around 1 man-rem per year. 

3. 2. 2 Bradwell The critical material has been the oyster throughout the 
12 years during which this power station has been in operation, though the identity of the 
critical nuclide has changed -initially being zinc-65, a role now taken over by 
silver-110m. Tritium apart- and as elsewhere this nuclide is of negligible radiological 
significance - the principal nuclides in the effluent are those of radiocaesium, mini
mized by means of treatment plant which also removes a large proportion of the zinc-65, 
and which replaced plant originally designed specifically for zinc-65. Traces of 
caesium-137, cobalt-60 and iron-55 are also found, though none contribute significantly 
compared with silver-110m and zinc-65, whose combined effect is only equivalent to a 
few millirem per year to the largest-known consumer of oysters. The genetic impact of 
discharges is also trivial, less than 0.1 man-rem/year, though the relative roles of the 
radionuclides are reversed, most of this exposure being from radiocaesium. 

3. 2. 3 Dungeness, Kent This illustrates the situation where discharges 
generate no detectable environmental contamination, so that it is not possible to say 
which is the critical pathway and it would be academic even to predict one. Two are 
obviously of potential importance - internal exposure through consumption of fish caught 
in local waters close to the discharge area, and external exposure due to occupation of 
the local beaches - and in the presence of effluent composition radiocaesium would be 
most important. Sensitivity of detection of radioactivity affords one means of estima
ting the maximum conceivable level of public radiation exposure, from which it is clear 
that no individual could possibly be subject to as much as 0.1% of the ICRP
recommended dose limit, though models used to predict dispersion suggest that the true 
level is some orders of magnitude lower still. Genetically significant exposure is also 
minute - less than 0. 1 man-rem per year. 

3. 3 Fuel reprocessing 

Of the two plants involved in this operation the larger is Windscale on the 
Cumberland coast, discharging waste by pipeline into the Irish Sea; it also provides a 
wider range of exposure pathways, which emphasizes the importance of setting discharge 
limits individually for each site. 

Three exposure pathways form the present basis for control of the major compo
nents of liquid waste, two being internal, due to consumption of foodstuffs - laverbread 
made from the seaweed Porphyra, and locally-caught fish -the third being external and 
the result of uptake of radioactivity by mud and silt. 
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The Porphyra/laverbread pathway has been of prime importance since plant 
operation began more than 20 years ago, the critical nuclide being ruthenium -106. 
Unlike most situations the exposed population is not local to the discharge area but some 
300 miles away in South Wales, where the foodstuff is eaten. A critical group has been 
identified6, so that control does not have to be exercised on the highest known rate of 
exposure. The remoteness of the exposed population poses further problems of moni
toring and control, for during manufacture Cumberland-derived seaweed is diluted with 
uncontaminated seaweed from other areas. For this reason control of those components 
of the waste for which this pathway sets the effective limits - they include the alpha 
emitters and strontium-90 as well as ruthenium-106 and cerium-144 -have been related 
to contamination levels in locally-grown Porphyra so as to be "fail-safe". Retrospec
tivcly it is possible to calculate the received dose from analysis of the laverbread 
product, and in recent years the critical organ dose (the GI tract) has been found to be 
in the range 5 to 10% of the ICRP-recommended dose limit. This is now assessed on a 
daily consumption rage of 130 g of laverbread deduced for the critical group on the basis 
of the most recent habits assessment. In contrast, genetically-significant exposure 
through this pathway is very low indeed, only a few man -rems per year, a significant 
fraction of which comes from caesium-137 and -134, both insignificant contaminants in 
somatic terms. 

The other important internal exposure pathway involves fish consumption, and 
caesium-137 and -134 are the critical nuclides -indeed the only contaminants in most 
of t..~e fish caught. A large population eat it, though mean consumption rates are low. 
Even at the higher values of consumption rate recorded by local fishermen, exposure is 
only very low -a few per cent of the ICRP-recommended dose limit -total body being 
the critical organ. Genetically this is the most important Windscale pathway, though in 
absolute terms - total population gonad dose being of the order of 102 man -rem per year -
it is of little significance, less than 0. 01% of the national dose limit. 

The external exposure pathway highlights another contrast in the size of exposed 
populations, which in this case is very small. The highest dose rates are found in a 
small estuary near to Windscale where mud and silt collects, contaminated by several 
y-emitters but principally zirconium -95/niobium -95. Habits surveys have shown that 
the most highly exposed individuals are salmon fishermen, whose exposure and doses 
have ranged up to about 10% of the ICRP-recommended dose limit in recent years. 
Because of the small size of the population affected by this pathway, the total population 
dose is very small, not more than 1 man-rem per year. 

4 Conclusions 

The stringent standards set to limit disposal of radioactive waste in the United 
Kingdom have ensured that the consequences in terms of radiation exposure of the pub
lic are very slight; not only is such exposure within the objectives of UK policy -
themselves consistent with the recommendations of the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection - but in all disposals radiation exposure of the public is well 
within the prescribed dose limits and in many instances is very much less. 
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Table 1 Characteristics of selected disposals of liquid radioactive waste and mean radiation exposure of the public in 1970-72 

Site Pathway Critical 

Material 

Springfields External Mud 

Trawsfynydd Internal Trout flesh 

Bradwell Internal Oyster flesh 

Dungeness Internal Plaice flesh 

External Silt 

Windscale Internal Porphyra/laverbread 

Internal Plaice 

External Mud 

Nuclide 

234mpa 

137 Cs 

134cs 

llOmAg 

137 Cs 

134cs 

137 Cs 

134cs 

106Ru 

144ce 

137cs 

134cs 

95zr/95Nb 

Derived working 
limit 

-------
1.25 mR h-1 

440 pCi. g-1 

200 pCi.g-1 

880 pCi. g-1 

175pCi.g-1 

80 pCi. g· 1 

0.3mRh-1 

170pCi.g-l 
(laverbread) 

175 pCi. g-1 

80 pCi. g-1 

1. 7 mR h-1 

Exposure* 
(percentage of 
ICRP -recommended 
dose limit) 

< I 

0. 2 

< 0.1 

< 0.1 

.15 

10 

*Most highly exposed individual, except for Windscale internal exposure pathways, where critical groups form the basis of 
estimation. 
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CLIMATOLOGICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR SITING OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS IN HILLY OR 

MOUNTAINOUS ENVIRONMENT 

E. NAGEL 

Health Physics 8ivision 
EIR, Eidg. Institut fUr Reaktorforschung 

CH-5303 WUrenlingen, Switzerland 

Abstract 

In Switzerland the geographical regions where nuclear installations can be im
planted are the Midlands, situated between the Alps and the Jura mountains,where 
most of the population and industries are concentrated, and the broad valleys in 
the alpine zone. 

In each region similar conditions of the general climate exist but local fac
tors due to terrain feature and orientation make is not possible to deduce the 
characteristic data for a specific site from those for another location. Local, 
even short time investigations are necessary to permit to derive data on distri
bution and persistence of critical wind directions. 

* * * 
Reliable data of the frequency of wind directions and atmospheric diffusion 

conditions is necessary in order to estimate the radiation dose to which the po
pulation in the environment of a nuclear installation could be exposed. 

In mainly flat regions with homogeneous climatic conditions, it is possible to 
use the data for a typical location to characterize the situation at any site in 
this region. 

The situation becomes different in regions where similar conditions of the ge
neral climate exist but where local factors due to topography such as mountains, 
hills and valleys become important. This is the case in the Midlands of Switzer
land which is economically the most important region of the country, where most 
of the population and of the industries are concentrated. This relatively small 
region is situated between the two other important regions of the country, the 
Alps and the mountains of the Jura (cf. Fig. 1). Most of the sites ot the erec
ted and planned nuclear installations are located here along the largest river, 
the Aare, or next to the Rhine in a valley which is situated between the Jura 
and the Black-Forest in the north of the country, but where the climate is very 
similar to that existing in the Midlands. 

The Midlands themselves are composed of a succession of relatively broad val
leys which are separated by hills of moderate altitude (in general 100 - 300m 
above the bottom of the valleys). This topographic configuration and the situa
tion of some sites next to the higher mountains of the Jura do not allow to de
duce all the characteristic data for a specific site from those of another typi
cal location even if the climate over the whole region is very similar. 
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So for instance the similarity of the main wind directions due to the gene
ral orientation of the Midlands between the Alps and the Jura is evident, but it 
is only valid for advective winds with moderate or great velocity and adiabatic 
temperature gradient. In such situations the winds blow mostly over the hills 
even if their direction is perpendicular to them; they develop a relative grea
ter velocity above the top of the ridges than aoove the bottom of the valleys. 
1he 11 Small-shot" model of air in motion hitting the slope of a hill cannot be 
applied here; this fact has been demonstrated by many no-lift balloon flights in 
the region of WUrenlingen (cf. Fig. 1: W). During local inversion conditions due 
to heat radiation ot the ground in the night, local winds with low velocity pre
vail, they blow from directions which are dictated in the majority of the cases 
by the local topographic configuration. Their persistence will be very variable. 
Due to the fact that local inversions are frequent, investigations become neces
sary to determine local w1nds which may become critical. 

Observations made at WUrenlingen (cf. Fig. 1: W) during many years show the 
following figures: 

Frequency (% of total time) 
Average wind velocity 
Frequency of periods with 
variable winds 

Adiabatic Lapse Rate 

39 % -1 3.5 m.sec 

Local Inversion 

41 % -1 
1.8 m.sec 

75 % 

The average frequency of wind velocities 
12 % of total time. 

-1 <1 m.sec at WUrenlingen amounts to 

These figures which do not include the distribution of wind directions,can be 
considered as generally valid for the greatest part of the Midlands. They prove 
also the importance of the local weak winds mentioned above, which are very of
ten connected with unfavourable diffusion conditions. This fact is illustrated 
in Fig. 2: The frequency of wind velocities (hourly averages: u) recorded at 
WUrenlingen 70 m above ground level are represented in diagram A. By multiplying 
these values by the corresponding factor 1/u (in diffusion formulae, u is always 
to be found in the denominator) one obtains a so called 11 degree of risk" for the 
different velocities, represented in diagram B. Fig. 2 shows that most of the ob
served wind velocities range between 0.7 and 2.0 m.sec-1 (A) and that the maxi
mal "degree of risk" appears with velocities near 0.5 m.sec-1; it decreases ra
pidly with velocities above and below this value (B). Calms of one hour duration 
have not been observed. 

Investigations carried out at sites located next to higher mountains,the Jura 
for instance where the difference of altitude between the mountain and the Mid
lands is several hundreds to one thousand and more meters, showed a very charac
teristic distribution of the directions of slow winds; the prevailing winds of 
this type blow from the mountains to the Midlands (so called "mountain winds"). 
So the distribution becomes completely different from that observed during the 
day or as an average over the year, when all velocities and weather conditions 
are considered and when the prevailing wind directions are parallel to the gene
ral orientation of the Midlands. For instance, such a specific "mountain wind 11 

has been recorded at a site next to the Jura (cf. Fig. l: G) during a few years 
with an anemometer placed 30m above ground level.This wind blows from the north 
and has an average velocity <1 m.sec-1; it can be observed practically only dur
ing the night (13% of total time between 1800 and 0600; 3% during the day only); 
it is more frequent between March and October (15-17 %of total night-time) than 
in winter.The distance up to which this wind can be observed in the Midlands has 
not been investigated and the maximum altitude up to which it blows is also un
known. 
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The connection of weak winds with stable atmospheric conditions is of great 
importance too, because particular ditfusion conditions may appear during inver
sions. The occurrence of fog for instance is locally very different in the Mid
lands. It is most frequent in the northern parts of them, next to the Jura. Nor
mally fog banks do not extend very high above ground so that they do not always 
reach the edges of the valleys. They mostly appear during the night at the end 
of an inversion and last a few hours. Very unfavourable dilution conditions, as 
fumigation, prevail in fog. Local investigations have to be carried out at the 
sites concerned, because the existing statistics concerning this element are in
complete. 

In WUrenlingen, for instance, where such studies have been performed, 190 (or 
16 %) out of 1150 local inversions, recorded during 5 years, were observed which 
ended with fog,and approximately in 10% of total time the atmospheric diffusion 
conditions (including local inversions) were favourable to fumigation. Even if 
these figures are specific for this location, they show the frequency of such 
situations which has not to be neglected. For instance it could become important 
to know the average vertical extension of the air masses concerned; in many ca
ses already an increased height of the point of release (stack) of a nuclear 
installation could help to evacuate probable pol1utants over the critical heights 
if thermal lift would not be sufficient. 

Regions other than the Midlands, where nuclear installations, power stations 
for instance, could be implanted are tne geographically well situated (favoura
ble communications) broad transversal and longitudinal valleys in the alpine zo
ne (cf. Fig. 1). 

The climate of these valleys is in many points different from that encountered 
in the ~1idlands. The wind regime for instance, which is similar in all the val
leys considered, shows a very effective canalisation due to the topography (high 
and mostly steep slopes) and a pronounced diurnal periodicity of wind directions 
(moderate, sometimes strong winds blowing up the valleys in day-time, weak winds 
blowing down the valleys during the night). In addition each geographical unit 
shows some particularities due to 1ts orientation; for instance there will be an 
increased frequency of advective winds in valleys oriented to north (or to 
south), which may appear as strong turbulent downwinds (e.g. Fohn). On the other 
hand the same valleys are sheltered from the advective westerlies or south
westerlies which are so frequent in the Midlands. 

This local differences will make local, even short-time investigations neces
sary, as they are now being performed in the valley of the upper Rhine at the 
site of a planned nuclear power station (cf. Fig. 1: 5). Exact data are not yet 
available. 

Some difficulties could arise during the measurement of the vertical gradient 
of temperature in such a valley namely if they are performed in meteorological 
huts on steep slopes; according to their orientation (exposition to sun), erro
neous data may be obtained. To determine the vertical extension of local inver
sions which seem to be frequently confined to a few hundred meters above the 
bottom of the valleys, the use of captive balloons might be indicated. 
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Fig. 1 
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LOCATION OF THE ERECTED AND PLANNED NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND 

Facilities • erected 
o planned 

Jura mountains 

Midlands 2 

Black-Forest 3 

Alps 4 

Valley ot the upper Rhine 5 

Most of the facilities are situated in the Midlands along the river Aare and next to the Jura, 

or along the Rhine bet weer. the Jura and the Btack- Forest CGermanyl o 

Only one facility has been planned in the alpine region, in the transversal valley of the 

upper Rhine 0 
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A MODEL FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE DEEP OCEAN DISPOSAL 
OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

G.A.M. VJebb and F. Morley 

National Radiological Protection Board, 
Harwell, Didcot, Berkshire, England 

Abstract 

A mathematical model is developed to predict the eventual surface water 
concentrations of radioactivity as a result of continual deep ocean disposal 
of radioactive wastes over hundreds or thousands of years. The behaviour of 
each nuclide is a function of the interaction between its half-life and the 
diffusion parameters. Uncertainties in the vertical diffusion coefficient 
are shown to have little effect on the final concentration values for nuclides 
with long half-lives. 

The processes of release, diffusion, circulation, uptake by fish and 
eventual transfer to man are used to calculate doses to man. These are then 
compared with ICRP limits to suggest limiting rates for continuous disposal of 
various classes of radionuclides. 

Introduction 

A group of experts was set up by the European Nuclear Energy Agency of 
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development to carry out a 
hazard assessment1 during the planning stages of the first international 
operation for the ocean disposal of packaged radioactive wastes in 1967. 
Continuing interest in ocean disposal has made it desirable to carry out a new 
assessment based on the latest available data to find the limits for continuous 
disposal of radioactive materials to the sea bed. In particular tritium was 
not considered in the original calc11lations, and the estimates were made on the 
basis of a single release rather than the continuous release model described 
here. 

Radioactivity in the Waste and the Containers used in Sea Disposal 

Radioactivity in the waste. Alpha activity is largely plutonium and 
uranium with small and decreasing quantities of radium. General beta gamma 
active wastes include mixed fission products and activation products. Since 
tritium may form a large component of the total arisings and is highly soluble 
it is considered separately. 

Design of the container. The methods considered for making containers 
utilise concrete or bitumen in metal drums. The design is such that water 
penetrates into the package which will then descend to the full depth of the 
sea without damage. It is not known what the long-term effect of sea water 
at high pressures may be on the structure. 

Physical Transport and Dilution of Radioactivity in the Sea 

2 A simplified model of the ocean structure is used as the basis of the 
method of calculation. This comprises:-

(a) surface waters down to 500 m which are assumed to be rapidly mixed 

(b) a barrier region from 500 m to 1000 m with a high density gradient 
acting as a barrier to vertical transport 
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(c) deep waters from 1000 m to 5000 m, where the principal vertical 
transport mechanism is diffusion. 

All vertical transport in region (c) is taken to be by diffusion and the 
concentration is calculated just below the barrier region (b) as a function of 
ti~me after the start of disposal operations, for a continuous rate of disposal. 
This concentration will tend towards a steady state when the rate of 
introduction is balanced by the rate of loss by outward diffusion and decay. 

Having obtained these concentrations the model then assumes a sectional 
form3 in which (a) and (c) are regarded as two compartments separated by a 
barrier (b). The exchange factor across the barrier is obtained by a 
separate calculation based on a linear diffusion model. Boundary conditions 
~pproprintc to the rapid mixing of the surfn.ce v1aters are imposed. 

Release of Activity 

It is assumed that all the tritium is released immediately the container 
reaches the bottom. 'rhe other constituents will probably be retained for 
long periods; however it has been assumed that all the available activity is 
released continuously over the 10 year period after disposal. Although most 
of the activity is in insoluble form and sorption processes will also act to 
remove radionuclides from solution4 it is assumed that all the activity 
disposed of is available for release. 

Diffusion in Region (c) 

So little detail is known of vertical diffusion processes in deep ocean 
and the parameters involved that use of a complex diffusion model is not 
warranted. The form of the basic solution of the diffusion equation for a 
single release used isS: 

where t 

D 
x,y,z 

Q 

exp- [ 4~:t 2 2 .] + ...:t__ z 
4D t + 4D t 

y z 
(i) 

is the time after release 

is the instantaneous concentration at point (x,y,z) at time t 

is the quantity of radioactivity released 

are the diffusion coefficients in t.'!e x,y ,z directions 

with boundary conditions imposed corresponding to reflection at the bottom and 
at the barrier (b). 

Since the equation including decay cannot be integrated explicitly the 
concentrations as a function of time were obtained numerically from: 

ct,. exp.-{At') (ii) 

where A is the decay constant. 

The major uncertainties in the calculation are the diffusion coefficients. 
Assuming transportation to the barrier rPgion in ten years implies a vertical 
dif17u~ion coefficient of 24 cm2/sec. This could be an order of magnitude too 
high. Further assuming that in this time the horizontal spread is not more 
than 100 km implies a horizontal diffusion coefficient of 'lOll cm2/sec. Tnis 
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4 
could be an order of magnitude too low overall , although it may be too high 
in the early stages. 

In the case of the long livedo<: emitters, withA= 0, equation (iii) which 
is obtained by integrating equation (i) with respect to time for the point 
above the disposal area such that x=y=O is: 

Q erfc •••• (iii) 

1.2 x 108 (U) (D D D )2 
X y Z 

For times such that 4D t )) z2 , Ct is not dependent on the vertical 
diffusion coefficient D an~ is inversely proportional to the first power of 
the horizontal coeffici~nt D <= D ). This implies that for the long lived 
o< emitters, which form the Most r~strictive class, the actual choice of 
diffusion coefficients has relatively little effect on the final steady state 
value of concentration. 

Transport through Region (b) and dilution in Region (a) 

Using the steady state form of the sectional model 3 and assuming no net 
volume transport and no direct release in section (a) gives: 

(iv) 

Where C are the concentrations of activity in regions (a), (c), pCi/cm3 
a,c 

c 
0 

v 
a 

E 
0 

is the concentration of activity in region Open Ocean, 
pCi/cm3 

3 is the volume of region (a), em 

3 is the exchange factor across barrier (b), em /yr 

is the exchange factor between region (a) and open ocean, 
cm3/yr. 

It is shown later that it is valid to take C = 0 for the open ocean 
concentration. The water in section (a) is ass~ed to be changed at least 
once a year so that E0 = Va cm3/yr. To find a value for Eb the linear 
diffusion equationS is used which states that the rate of transfer (T) across 
a barrier is: 

T = D (C - C ) I 1 z c a 

The barrier width 1 is about 500 m. D is given for a typical ocean 
barrier4 as 1 cm2/sec. Substituting and cafculating the concentration in 
region (a) in terms of Cc we obtain Ca/Cc~0.01, so ~ = Va/100 cm3/yr. 

/Table 1 
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Concentration below the barrier Barrier 

Group of ). (pCi/cm3 > after continuous transmission 
releases for: Eqn. (iv) 

Nuclides 
(yr-1) 30 years 100 years t +•years 

Mn-54, Zn-65 
Ru-106, Ce-144 0.7 2.0x10-18 2.0x1o-18 2.0x1o-18 0.006 

Fe-55, Co-60 0.2 1.2x1o-15 1.3x1o-15 1.3x1o-15 
0.008 

H-3 0.06 2.9x10-14 4. 7x1o-14 4. 7x1o-14 0.009 

Sr-90, Cs-137 0.02 o.5x1o-13 1. 7x1o-13 1.9x10-13 0.01 

Ra-226, Pu-239 0 0.1x1o-12 o.5x1o-12 1.5x1o-12 0.01 

Table 1. Concentration below the barrier as a function of time after 
continuous releases at 1 Ci/year and barrier transmission. 

In the remainder of the calculations the steady state (t +ao) values are 
used although it must be emphasised that these are upper limits especially 
for the longer-lived nuclides. 

Reconcentration of activity and transfer to Man 

Fish will reconcentrate the radionuclides in their flesh. The 
"concentration factors" used, which are a measure of this increased 
concentration are the highest given for fish flesh4 ,6. 

The intake of activity, I, by members of a critical group is given by: 

I = Ca X F X 300 X d fCi/day 

where F is the concentration factor 

300 is the total daily intake of protein as seafood, g/day 

d is the dilution due to the distance of the fishing grounds from 
the disposal area. This distance is taken as 700 km for the 
calculations 7• 

Comparison with ICRP Recommendations 

This assessed intake can then be compared with the ICRP recommendations
8 

for adults since 

MPI = 1/10 MPC x 2200 w 

itJhere MPI is the maximum permissible daily intake by individual members 
of the public 

MPC is the ICRP recommended maximum permissible concentration in 
w water for occupational exposure at 168 hours per week 

2200 g/day is the average adult water intake 

Note that in the calculation for tritium the MPC has been revised 
using a Quality Factor of 1. 

w 
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Nuclide 

Mn-54 

Zn-65 

Ru-106 

Ce-144 

Fe-55 

Co-60 

H-3 

Sr-90 

Cs-137 

Ra-226 

Pu-239 

Table 2. 

c F Assessed Intake MPI MPI/I or Limiting a Environmental 
I Capacity9 

pCi/cm 3 pCi/day p.Ci/day Ci/yr 

300 2.2x1o-17 2x10-1 1x1o16 

1.2x10-20 4,000 2.9x1o-16 2x10-l 6x1014 

0.05 3.6x1o-21 2x10-2 5x1o18 

0.3 2.2x1o-20 2x10 -2 1x1018 

1.0x1o-17 3,000 1.8x10-13 
2 1x1013 

80 4.8x·l0-15 • ·~-1 ,., __ ..,,.... 13 
.lXJ.V L..X....LV 

4.2x1o-16 1 2.5x10-15 
10 3x10 15 

1.9x10-15 0.2 2.3x10-15 8x10-4 
3x1011 

40 4.6x1o-13 4x10-2 1x1011 

-14 200 1.8x1o-11 2x10-5 1x106 
1.5x10 

9.0x10-13 1x10-2 1x1010 10 

Assessed intake for the critical group at steady state following 
disposal of 1 Ci/year on the sea bed compared with ICRP recommended 
intakes for individual members of the general public and hence the 
Limiting Environmental Capacity9. 

Long-term limitations of the model 

The major limitation on the lOCldel proposed is the cumulative 
contamination of the ocean. There will not be any serious breakdown of the 
model until the concentration at the limits of the disposal area due to 
general contamination exceeds 1% of the concentration at this point due to 
diffusion from the area itself. The model is therefore satisfactory for 
times such that 

t 

r e-At' dt' A j t'=O t 
--~~v~A----< 1oO .... (vi) 

where VA is the volume of the Atlantic Ocean 

At is the concentration at the barrier for the nuclides with decay 
constant>.. 

For nuclides with long half-lives so that A= 0, the condition reduces to 
t < 4,500 years. 

For nuclides with~= 0.002 the inequality holds for all values of t so 
that nuclides with these or shorter half-lives cannot build up sufficiently 
to invalidate the model. 
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Conclusions 

A mathematical model, valid for continuous disposal for times up to 
several thousand years, has been used to calculate the eventual surface water 
concentration of eleven typical radionuclides as a result of continual deep 
ocea~ disposal. By comparing the assumed intake of contaminated fish with 
ICRP recommended limi;:s, vah1es for the limiting environmental capacities are 
obtained. The S<:Li:ety factor inherent in the model is several orders of 
magnitude. 

In practice it is convenient to divide the nuclides into three classes, 
o<-active,(J/'t active and tritium. Assuming for<Xand ~/'(wastes that all the 
activity in a class is the most restrictive nuclide and that combinations of 
all three c:asses are permitted, the limiting rates for continuous disposal 
in the designated area are estimated to be: 

Of. -active waste (based on 226Ra) 

~-active waste (based on 239Pu) 

pl'( active waste (excluding tritium) 

tritium 

106 

1010 

1011 

1015 

Ci/yr 

" 
" 
" 

These rates are derived from the ICRP Dose Limits for members of the 
public. 
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Abstract 

In the light of present concern over the environmental consequences of 
radioactive waste disposal from nuclear power, the paper discusses the 
experience gained in the control of discharge of low level liquid effluent 
during the first ten years of operation of one of the first CEGB nuclear power 
stations, at Bradwell in south-east England. Public radiation exposure from 
liquid waste disposal has been kept to a very low level, never being more than 
a small fraction of one percent of the I.C.R.P. recommended dose limit. That 
this has been attained is largely due to the actions taken by the Power Station 
to counteract the changes in effluent composition so as to minimise the 
significance of discharges and their consequences. 

1. Introduction 

Bradwell Power Station(l) is one of the first civil nuclear power 
stations to be operated by the Central Electricity Generating Board. Operation 
of its 10wo 537 MW(th) co2/Graphite (Magnox) reactors started in 1962 and 
2 x 10 KWh(E) has since been exported, representing a load factor since 
startup of 75.2%. It is situated at the mouth of the estuary of {~y River 
Blackwater into which the liquid effluent is discharged. Control of the 
disposal of radioactive waste is the responsibility of central government, the 
CEGB working to limits imposed jointly by the Department of the Environment and 
the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. In common with procedures 
addopted throughout the country, waste disposal is only permitted by statutory 
authorization issued by these two departments; for Bradwell this specifies 
limits on total activity (other than tritium), with individual limits on 
tritium and zinc-65. Discharges are made from delay tanks in which the 
effluent is collected, and monitored for total activity and zinc-65, before 
being released to the cooling water outflow. Because of the tidal nature of 
the estuary and to ensure maximum dispersion to the open sea, discharges are 
voluntarily confined to the three hours immediately following high tide. 

2. Sources of Radioactive Waste and their Management 

As in all CEGB reactors, fuel changing at Bradwell is a continuous on 
load process, the elements being stored after discharge from the reactors for 
a minimum of 90 days in a water filled pond to allow for fission product decay 
before despatch off site for reprocessing. This pond water is chemically 
treated on a continuous cycle of 6% per day, to minimise corrosion of the fuel 
element cans. The plant consists of a non-regenera~1e pretreatment unit, 
originally for zinc removal, followed by regenerable cation and mixed bed 
ion-exchange units. Regenerant liquors from these units, together with wastes 
from the gas circuit driers account for over 90% of the activity in liquid 
effluent. 
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2.1 Tritium and sulphur-35 

Tritium is the major isotope in terms of quantity discharged but 
because of its extremely low toxicity and the absence of an environmental 
reconcentration mechanism, it is the leasG hazardous. The tritium is 
produced in the graphite by the reaction Li (n,a) ~, but is in ionic 
equilibrium with stable hydrogen, and hence its concentration in the 
gas circuit, and therefore rate of removal by the driers, is dependent on 
circuit moisture content. The rate of production would be expected to decrease 
as the lithium impurity is burned up; however it is a reduction in circuit 
mositure levels which has given rise to the decrease in disposals since 1966. 
In the early years the other major isotope wa~ 4another3~ctivat~gn produ§5• 
sulphur-35. It is produced by two reactions S(n,y) Sand Cl(n,p) Sand 
its concentration in the gas circuit is also influenced by moisture content. 
It is thus present in drier liquors. However in this case the major source is 
the regenerants from the pond water treatment plant; due to adsorption onto 
the fuel element can surfaces. The quantities of sulphur-35 discharged are 
shown in Fig. 1; a similar pattern has been found for tritium, although the 
total quantities are approximately 20 times greater. 
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FIG. 1. DISCHARGES OF MAJOR NUCLIDES. 

2.2 Caesium-137 and -134 

1971 1972 

Apart from a minor excursion in 1965, the cause of which was quickly 
traced and eliminated, caesium-137 was a minor· contaminant of pond water 
until 1967. The existing pre-treatment unit had a small capacity for caesium 
(400 bed volumes) and was rapidly exhausted. Thereafter caesium was removed 
onto the cation unit and from thence, via its regenerant, to the effluent. 
The increase in 1967 coincided with the discharge of the first elements of 
average channel irradiation exceeding 3250MWD/Te but was not associated with 
any obvious increase in the corrosion of the magnox. Caesium began to accrue 
at such a rate that without rapid action the aut1·.orized discharge limit would 
soon have been exceeded. 

This was a period when extensive refuelling was necessary; 
simultaneously there were delays in dispatch of fuel off site, so that the 
problem could not be eliminated without jeopardising electrical output. 
Although th~ capacity of the estuary for caesium was much higher than the 
authorized limit (discharges have to conform to the limit of 200 Ci set on 
total activity other than tritium) general policy is that discharges should 
be minimised so far as practicable; hence the prospect of removing and storing 
caesium rather than discharging it was explored. A literature search, 
followed by laboratory tests, showed that synthetic zeolites are efficient for 
removal of caesium and have a high capacity, a very important factor because of 
the need for shielded storage. In March 1968 the original zinc removal resin 
in the pre-treatment unit was replaced with a synthetic zeolite and since then, 
apart from a short period at the beginning of 1972, the pattern of effluent 
discharge(Fig 1) has been determined by the rate of ingress of caesium-137/134 
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to the pond water and the performance of the pre-treatment unit in removing it. 
From the Bradwell experience it was anticipated that the same problem 

could arise at other power stations and the CEGB embarked on a programme to 
provide similar units elsewhere. As a result, the Bradwell unit was used to 
evaluate other types of zeolite in a range of chemical conditions. In 
consequence and because of a large backlog of fuel in the pond during this 
period (1969/71), the caesium concentration in pond water rose to 43 ~Ci/litre 
in late 1971. However, as the backlog of fuel was cleared, the caesium 
concentration has fallen steadily, to around 1 ·f!Ci/litre by December 1972, 
thus, by a combination of low input of caesium and steady operation of the 
treatment plant a very satisfactory control has since been achieved. Since 
caesium became important in 1967, 268 Curies of caesium-137 have been 
discharged to the estuary, whilst 2550 Curies have been retained on site in 
storage as solid waste; figures for caesium-134 are 75 and 750 Curies 
respectively. 

By 1971 total discharges should have begun to fall; however, in 
December 1970 bloc~age of a drainpipe resulted in groundwater contaminated 
with chloride and sulphate entering the pond water. This anionic contamination 
produced extensive corrosion of freshly discharged elements resulting in the 
release of other fission products. The more soluble of these appeared 
immediately in the effluent while others, notably strontium-90, were removed 
on a sand filter from which they were transferred by backwashing to a sludge 
storage tank. During January and February 1972 cases were noticed when the 
delay tank liquor was acid and this was traced to the incorrect neutralising 
of the regenerant liquors. These liquors are passed to the delay tank via 
a filter which is backwashed to the same sludge tank as the pond filter and 
thus the resulting change in the condition of the sludge tank from alkaline 
to acid took significant quantities of activity into solution. The removal 
of the anions from the pond water and the correction of the procedure for 
neutralising the regenerant liquors have now removed this source. 

2.3 Zinc-65 and silver-110m 

It was anticipated that zinc-65, produced by activation of zinc 
impurity in magnox, would be the critical nuclide and early estimates 
suggested that it could be the largest single nuclide present. This was not 
confirmed in practice, although it did become the critical nuclide. The 
removal efficiency of the pre-treatment unit was lower than anticipated but 
sufficient for satisfactory control; however this was improved when the 
existing resin was replaced by synthetic zeolite in 1968, for this material, 
proved more efficient at zinc removal. In consequence discharges dropped 
sharply and have been extremely low ever since (Fig.2). 
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At the time when discharges of zinc-65 were declining those of silver-
110m, a shielded fission product but also a nuclide which can be generated by 
neutron activation of stable silver, began to increase. There was no evidence 
to suggest that its source was fission, although massive amounts are present 
within irradiated fuel, instead it was traced to a chromating solution used to 
mark high temperature fuel elements for easy identification. From fuel 
element records it was found that certain elements had been treated using a 
bath which contained silver nitrate at 0.02%W/V, incorporated to give the 
stain a darker colour, and the increase in silver-110m in effluent coincided 
with discharge of these elements from the reactors. Silver is now omitted 
from the chromating bath and with clearance of these elements the level has 
now fallen and discharges of silver-110m have declined. They will not dis
appear entirely because there is metallic silver associated with a spring
loaded lifting head on each element, but discharge rates should be extremely 
1 -.-~ 
.LUW • 

3. Assessment of Discharge Limits 

The methodology of control of radioactive waste disposal has been 
developed through more than 20 years of experience along the lines of a 
system which has come to be known as the critical path approach. For Bradwell 
the identity of oyster consumption as the critical pathway was established in 
the course of the first habits survey conducted whilst the power station was 
still under construction; its importance has been confirmed by two further 
surveys, from which it has been established that, although oysters are eaten 
nation-wide, the highest consumption rates are observed within the local 
population, especially the oyster fishermen and their families. 

The capacity of the Blackwater Estuary for the safe reception of 
radioactive waste from Bradwell, a crucial factor in planning routine 
disposals, was calculated in terms ~~)exposure via this pathway{ 3tnitially on 
the basis of an assumed composition later to be recalculated , for 
nuclides actually found to be present in effluent. The initial assessment 
predicted that zinc-65 would be the critical nuclide, a reflection of the 
extremely high reconcentration factor, defined as 
concentration in oyster, 5 of the order of 10 , exhibited by this nuclide concentration in seawater 
in oysters, and this has been borne out in practice. The environmental 
capacity for zinc-65 was originally estimated at 0.2 Ci/day on the basis of 
a simple hydraulic model: refining the assessment by allowing for interaction 
with sediment, the estimate rose to 0.8 Ci/day, to be recalculated soon after 
operation began (on the basis of effluent and environmental monitoring) at 
0.5 Ci/day. Meanwhile, the provisional authorization had been set at 50 Ci 
per year for total activity, with a specific restriction of 5 Ci/year on zinc-65. 
This was later relaxed to permit up to 200 Ci/year of total radioactivity, 
other than tritium, to be discharged while the z~nc limit remained at 5 Ci/year 
and a separate clause for tritium was introduced at 1500 Ci/year. This 
authorization is still in force. 

4. Environmental Impact of Waste Discharge 

As anticipated before construction of the power station was complete 
the critical pathway involves internal exposure due to oyster consumption. 
Whilst traces of radioactivity have been found in other materials such as 
seaweed and sediment, these only represent minor pathways and their impact in 
terms of public radiation exposure has been negligible - lower even than that 
due to oyster consumption. 

The first artificial radionuclide to be detected in oysters was 
zinc-65 (Fig.3) and though in this early phase of operation other 
radionuclide.s were present in effluents none reached detectable limits in 
oysters, so that for several years the whole of such little public radiation 
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exposure as was occurring, was due to zinc-65. Tlte emphasis was on oysters 
and most of the analytical effort was directed to gamma spectrometry, though 
samples were also counted for their content of beta activity, intended as a 
preliminary to subsequent precise analysis of such individual beta emitters as 
could not be analysed by gamma spectrometry. Oysters were sampled on both 
sides of the estuary by CEGB and particularly extensively by MAFF. Monitoring 
by MAFF in these formative years was a combination of radiological control 
and environmental research, though much of the latter was a feedback into the 
control system, increasing understanding of the behaviour of zinc-65 and 
improving the(Efecision with which radiological assessment could be made. 
This researc~0 81

showed that
6
goncentration could be described by the equation 

C = 1.43 x D · (where C = Zn pCi/g wet wt. and D = distance in statute 
miles from the outfall) and confirmed that the highest concentrations to be 
found commercially available oysters were in the beds nearest to the outfall, 
some 500 metres downstream. 
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The first notable change occurred with the appearance of neutron-activation 
products, notably cobalt-60 and iron-55, the fission products caesium-134 and 
-137, and silver-110m, another neutron-activated product. The emergence of 
tritium and sulphur-35 as major components of the effluents had no effect at 
all nor has strontium-90 been detected despite being a major component of 
effluent at the beginning of 1972. Low concentrations of phosphorous-32 
could occasionally be found but were of negligible radiological significance. 

Cassium-137 had been present at just detectable levels for some years, 
due to fallout. As the two caesium nuclides became the dominant components 
of the effluent so their concentrations in oysters increased. However, the 
measures adopted by the CEGB to minimise discharges to the estuary arrested 
this rise, and after reaching a peak in 1968 concentrations have fallen 
(Fig.3). Coincident with this the zinc-65 concentration in oysters has also 
declined and is now less than one-tenth of the peak value in 1967. As zint

5 declined, small but increasing quantities of silver-110m started to appear ) . 
Silver 110m reconcentrates in oysters to a very \igh degree, probably a little 
higher even than zinc-65, and, in a contrast sharpened by the decline of 
zinc-65, has now become the critical nuclide. 

Cobalt-60, iron-55 and zinc-65 are largely associated with sediment 
and, whilst they have been detected in surface mud/silt, concentrations have 
never reached levels sufficient to make the ambient beta/gamma radiation dose 
rates in these areas significantly different from natural background. 

5. Public Radiation Exposure 

Throughout the operation of the power station public radiation 
exposure through oyster consumption has been kept down to a very low level. 
This is illustrated by Fig.4 which shows the extent of public radiation via 
two body organs - the GI Tract and Total Body. Maximum dose rate in any year 
of operation has been less than 3 mRem to the GI Tract, a very small dose 
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compared with natural background and less than normal fluctuations in it. 
These calculations are based on a consumption rate of 75 g/day of oysters 
harvested from the nearest commercial source to the power station. This 
consumption rate is the maximum found in the course of the habits surveys 
and that on which recent assessments of environmental capacity and 
subsequent control measures have been based. These estimates of exposure 
are therefore extreme values and as the locally-exposed population group 
is too small and too heterogeneous for it to be likely that a critical 
group could be identified within the ICRP framework, exposure has continued 
to be evaluated from monitoring data on this pessimistic basis. 
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It will be seen therefore that whilst zinc-65 was the critical 
nuclide total body was the critical organ. These exposure estimates include 
the contribution from radiocaesium, though this was relatively small until 
the importance of zinc-65 declined. As silver-110m took over the role of 
critical nuclide so that identity of the critical organ changed to the 
gastrointestinal tract, estimates of exposure of which, in Fig. 4, include 
contributions from zinc and radiocaesium, small though these are. 

6. Conclusions 

In the course of more than ten years of operation the nature of 
radioactive waste and the range of management problems it has created have 
varied widely. Initially only one nuclide, zinc-65, determined the extent of 
public radiation exposure from waste disposal, though it has since been 
replaced in this role of critical nuclide by silver-110m, also only a minor 
constituent of the waste discharged. Changes such as this and just as 
unexpected changes in major constituents, partic::larly caesium-137 and -134, 
have generated problems calling for flexibility of approach to the management 
of wastes and particularly their treatment. 

This policy has proved eminently successful, for despite the formidable 
constraints posed by the restricted dispersion of a small estuarine environ
ment and the presence of an important oyster fishery, public radiation 
exposure has been kept down to extremely low levels. The mean dose rate to the 
most highly exposed known individual during this period, in somatic terms, has 
been of the order of 0.1 per cent of the ICRP recommended dose limit, whilst 
the genetically significant dose is counted in milli man-rems per year. 
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Abstract 

ENVIRONMEWrAL RADIATION FROM ADVANCED GAS-COOLED 
REACTORS IN NORMAL OPERATION 

F. H. Passant 

Central Electricity Generating Board 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, Eneland 

The normal operation of an AGR power station may lead to the release to 
atmosphere of several radioactive nuclides each of which may contribute some 
small radiological dose to members of the public in the immediate vicinity of 
the power station. The significance of the release is examined in the context 
of present and possible future radiological criteria. 

The nuclides of significance are predicted to be 3H, l6N, 35s, 41Ar• 88Kr 
and l31I and estimates of the likely releases of each are given for a typical 
1250 MW (e) AGR power station (Hinkley Point 'B'). The sources of each 
nuclide are explained and a brief description of the relevant design features 
of the AGR is given. It is shown that the releases are almost entirely due to 
leakage of C02 from the primary coolant. Haximum permissible release rates for 
each of the nuclides are derived for the power station, which is sited in a 
farming area, based on the ICRP recommended annual doses to members of the 
public taking into account the critical route for each nuclide (e.g. 
inhalation, milk, etc.) and the critical group (e.g. 6 months old child). 

The predicted releases are compared with the ICRP-derived permissible 
releases, and with permissible releases based on the current CEGB radiological 
design criteria and possible future criteria in the U.K. or elsewhere (e.g. 
the proposed U.S. criteria). ~ 

1. Introduction 

Much has been published and considerable public interest has been 
expressed about radioactive releases from nuclear power plants, particularly 
in the U.S.A. Particular attention has been focussed by environmentalists and 
other concerned bodies on continuous operational releases leading to chronic 
exposure of members of the public to radiation in excess of the natural back
ground level. Such concern in the U.S.A. has led to what is regarded by many 
as an irrational approach to gaseous active waste management in which cost/ 
benefit plays little or no part and many millions of dollars are spent in 
attempting to reduce discharges already at extremely low levels in terms of 
risk to members of the public. Such an approach by designers or by 
authorising bodies has not been adopted in the U.K. The Central Electricity 
Generating Board has, however, considered it appropriate to define its own 
design release criteria which are significantly more restrictive than those 
derived directly from the Recommendations of the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection. They are less restrictive, however, than the 
requirements of the U.S.A.E.C. in Appendix l to 10 CFR 50. 

This paper examines the predicted releases to atmosphere from a typical 
Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor (AGR) in normal operation and compares these with 
current criteria. Liquid effluent releases at AGRs are made into tidal coastal 
waters and, although not dealt with here, lead to insignificant doses to 
members of the public. 

2. The Advanced Gas-Cooled. Reactor (AGR) 

There are five AGR power stations under construction in the U.K. at the 
present time, raising to power of the first of these, Hinkley Point 'B', being 
expected in February 1974. Each station has two 1500 MW (thermal) reactors. 
The stations are situated on coastal sites three of which (Dungeness, Hinkley 
Point and Hunterston ) are rural sites already housing nuclear power stations 
of the magnox type, the other two (Hartlepool and Heysham) being semi-urban 
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sites. The site boundary for each station is at a distance of about 100 m 
from the reactors, the nearest grazing land for dairy cattle being at about 
400 m excent in the case of Dungeness where it is at 3.5 km. None of the 
sites have cooline towers or any other structure more than about 70 m high 
neither are there any peculiar meterological features that adversely affect 
effluent dispersion. 

The remainder of this paper is based on Hinkley Point 'B' power station 
arisings, this site being the limiting one of the five in the context of 
gaseous effluent releases. 

3. Gaseous Waste :Hanagement at Hinkley Point 'B' 

The potential sources of radioactive releases to atmosphere from an AGR 
in normal operation are (i) reactor coolant leakage, (ii) discharges from the 
irradiated fuel route, (iii) ventilation air from contaminated areas, 
(iv) ventilation of the pressure vessels during man access for inspection or 
maintenance, and (v) reactor coolant discharges (blowdown of reactor or 
charge machine). 

Reactor coolant leakage is collected in the contaminated ventilation 
systems which also collect ventilation air from all potentially contaminated 
areas on the station. The air is passed via 'absolute' filters to discharge 
points some 2 m above the reactor building roof (64 m). Reactor coolant 
discharges are made through the reactor and charge machine blo\-:down plant 
which incorporates charcoal iodine adsorption plant and 'absolute' filters. 
Release to atmosphere is again at 2 m above roof height. Cooling air from the 
irradiated fuel discharge route is treated in the reactor and charge machine 
blowdown plant before discharge with ventilation air. During man access 
inside the reactor concrete pressure vessels a breathable atmosphere is main
tained by ventilating the vessel. The air discharged is also passed via the 
reactor and charge machine blowdown plant to the ventilation discharge duct. 

As a result of the treatment of atmospheric discharges outlined above the 
only significant radioactive releases in normal operation will be the gaseous 
or volatile constituents in reactor coolant leakage and blowdowns. Provision 
has been made for the addition at a later date, if necessary, of charcoal 
filters in the contaminated ventilation systems which handle reactor coolant 
leakage. 

4. Sources of Radionuclides Likely to be Released from AGRs 

The only significant source of radioactive release to atmosphere is the 
reactor C02 coolant, the activity of which arises due to three mechanisms: 

(i) Direct activation of coolant in the core giving rise to nitrogen 16 
by the 160 (n,p) 16N reaction on oxygen in the co2 and to argon 41 
by the ~OAr (n,~) 41Ar reaction on impurity argon in the coolant. 

(ii) Activation and subsequent release to the coolant of graphite 
moderator impurities. The nuclides of concern are sulphur 35 from 
the 34s (n,~) 35s and 35c1 (n,p) 35s reactions and tritium from the 
6Li (n,~) 3n reaction. The impurity levels of S, Cl and Li in 
moderator graphite are approximately 50, 2 and 0.01 ppm respectively. 
The total mass of graphite in each reactor is of the order of 1000 t. 

(iii) Release to the coolant of fission products from fuel. The only 
fission product released from intact fuel is tritium, up to 25% of 
tritium atoms formed by ternary fission being assumed to escape 
through the stainless steel cans. Gaseous and volatile fission 
products are released from failed fuel pins to a degree dependent 
on the extent of coolant/fuel interaction. The only fission 
products which are radiologically significant from a release to 
atmosphere aspect are 1311 and 88Kr• 
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The full pm.rer coolant inventory for each nuclide is shown in 'l'able 1, 
the l31I and 88Kr values being based on operation with one failed fuel pin 
present. 

5. Prediction of Discharges to Atmosphere from Hinkley Point 'B' 

For the purpose of estimating the releases of the various radionuclides 
it has been assumed that one reactor and 250 charge machine blowdowns are 
carried out per annum. The coolant leakage rate is expected to be up to 1% 
per day per reclctor. The mean daily and annual discharges for each nuclide 
are given in Table 1 assuming a station load factor of 75%. 

The 1311 and 88Kr discharge rates are estimated using the assumption that 
the station is operating with one failed fuel pin present in one of the tvm 
reactors continuously. This assumption is pessimistic in view of the very low 
expected failure rate of fuel and the fact· that fuel failures ca.11 be identified 
and removed quickly on load. 

6. Derivation of Haximum Permissible Release Rates for Hinkley Point 'B' 

Using I.C.R.P. data and recommendations it is possible to calculate 
Derived Working Limits (DWLs) anpropriate to the contamination of foodstuffs 
and breathing air outside nuclear licensed sites during normal operation. The 
DWLs for each of the nuclides under consideration are given in Table 2. 

The DWLs or maximum permissible doses can be converted to maximum permis
sible release rates of each nuclide from the station. This involves meteorol
ogical calculations and, in the case of the milk routes, knowledge of the 
deposition velocity of the nuclide onto grass and the transfer factor from 
grass to milk. The calculations have been performed manually using Reference l 
to estimate the effective stack height and the dispersion or, in the case of 
the noble gases, by use of the programme •, .. EERIE (Reference 2). Because of the 
effect of downdraught and mixing of effluent in the wake of the reactor 
buildings (caused by discharging the effluent at about roof level) the effect
ive height of discharge is estimated to be only about 10 m. A prevailing wind 
at Hinkley Point gives rise to concentrations of effluent in air in the 
direction of the grazing land a factor of about h1o above those to be expected 
from uniform distribution of winds. 

Examples of the derivation of the maximum permissible release rates of 
35s and l31I are shown on Figure 1. The ICRP derived maximum permissible 
release rate for each individual isotope is given in Table 2. It must be 
pointed out that the doses from each nuclide are additive and account must be 
taken of this in applying the values in Table 2. 

7. C.E.G.B. Release Criteria for Normal Operation 

For the purpose of considering the adequacy of the design of nuclear power 
stations the follov1ing criteria have been applied by the C.E.G.B. for releases 
in normal operation: 

(i) The contamination of foodstuffs and breathing air outside the 
licensed site must not exceed 0.05 of the appropriate derived 
working limits (Di:/Ls) when averaged over one year. 

(ii) The maximum daily discharge rate must not exceed four times the 
daily average rate derived from (i) above. 

(iii) The external radiation dose from gaseous effluents is additive >vith 
direct radiation from the station. This total annual external 
radiation dose to any member of the public at the boundary of the 
site must not exceed 0.1 Rem assuming lOOOfo occupancy. 

In applying these criteria account must be taken of the critical exposure 
routes and the critical group of members of the public (normally children or 
pregnant women). 
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8. Comparison of Predicted and Permissible Releases 

Table 3 compares the predicted and permissible release rates from Hinkley 
Point 'B' for each nuclide. The factors of safety in hand over the I.C.R.P. 
permissible releases and the C.E.G.B. design criteria are shown in the Table 
by B/A and C/A respectively. 

9. Discussion 

Table 3 shows that the releases to atmosphere from a typical A.G.R. power 
station (Hinkley Point 'B') are well below the permissible releases derived 
using I.C.R.P. recommendations on doses to the public. When compared with the 
C.E.G.B. release criteria one nuclide, 35s, is seen to only just meet the 
limit of 0.05 D\vL, milk being the critical route. Discharges of other nuc1ides 
are well be1ow the C.E.G.B. limits. 

The predicted and permissible release rates of 35s are subject to consid
erable uncertainty. The release and behaviour of sulphur in the reactor cool
ant are not well understood, the predictions being based on experience with 
the AGR prototype at \Jindscale. Uncertainties also exist in the deposition 
velocity of 35s to grass and its transfer to milk. The predictions are thought 
to err on the side of pessimism but this will only be borne out by station 
operation. However, provit;ion has been made for installation of charcoal fil
ters in the ventilation systems which treat reactor coolant leakage. Such 
filters are efficient for both sulphur and iodine removal in the forms existing 
in the AGR (carbonyl sulphide and methyl iodide) and when installed would 
reduce the discharges of the nuclides 35s and 1311 by a factor of at least 20. 
The total capitalised cost of the extra plant (covering installation and oper
ation over the station life) has been estimated to be £o.2 per kW (present
worth). It is not intended to instal these filters unless district survey 
analyses indicate them to be necessary in order to meet the C.E.G.B. criteria. 

To.th1e 4 shm:Js the annual doses resulting from the predicted discharges 
from Hinkley Point 'B'. It is assumed that a child continually consumes milk 
from a cow grazing 440 m from the reactors in the case of 35s and 13lr and in 
the case of external radiation from noble gases and dose from 3H that the 
individual maintains 10~6 occupancy at the site boundary. 

Although the doses sho\vn in Table 4 do not meet the U.S.A.E.C. criteria 
of Appendix l to 10 CFR 50, these criteria would be met by the incorporation 
of the iodine and sulphur removal filters discussed above. 

10. Conclusions 

The predicted discharges of radionuclides from a typical A.G.R. in normal 
operation lead to annual radiation doses to critical members of the public 
\vell belm-J the I.C.R.P. recommended maxima. 

The predicted annual doses to members of the public, although meeting the 
C.E.G.B. design criteria for release of radioactive material, do not meet the 
U.S.A.E.C. criteria of Appendix 1 to 10 CFR 20. Incorporation of charcoal 
filters at a cost of about £o.2 per kvl would reduce discharges such that these 
criteria are also met. Such a step is not however anticipated for the 
C.E.G.B.'s AGR power stations currently under construction. 
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Nuclide Reactor coolant Station Station 
inventory Discharge) A, Discharge 

( Ci) (mCi/day (Ci/annum) 

3H 21 300 110 

16N 3050 5000 2000 

35s 0.2 3 1.1 

41Ar 522 8000 3000 

88,T l'.r 58 580 210 

131I 0.03 0.3 0.11 

Table 1. Reactor coolant inventory and station discharge rates 

! 
I 

I 

Nuclide Critical Derived Max. permissible 
Rc,ute/organ Working release rate, B, 
of exposure Limit (DWL) per day (ICRP) 

3H Inhalation/ 2.10-7 Ci/m3 800 Ci 
whole body 

16N submersion/ + 46 k Ci 
whole body 

35s milk/bone 50 n Ci/litre 60 m Ci 
marrow 

41Ar submersion/ + 860 Ci 
whole body 

88Kr submersion/ 520 Ci 
whole body + 

131I milk/thyroid 0.4 n Ci/litre 37 m Ci 

+ The total whole body gamma dose must not exceed 0.5 Rem per 
annum. 

Table 2. DWLs and maximum permissible release rates 

Nuclide Max. permissible B/A C/A Nuclide Organ Annual dose 
release rate, c, 
per day (CEGB) 

(Ci) 

3H 40 2670 133 

16N 9200 9200 1840 

35s 0.003 20 

41Ar 170 107 

88Kr 104 900 

131I 0.0018 123 

Table 3. Comparison of predicted and 
permissible release rates 

1 

21 

180 

6 
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m Rem 

3H Whole body 0.2 

16N Whole body 0.05 

35s Bone marrow 25 

41Ar Whole body 5 

88Kr Whole body 0.6 

131 I Thyroid 12 

Table 4. Annual doses from 
discharges at Hinkley 
Point 'B' 
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RESEARCH TO KEEP NUCLEAR POWER SAFE: 
THE EXPERIENCE OF A MAJOR INDUSTRY 

B. M. Wheatley 

Central Electricity Generating Board 
Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories, Berkeley, Glos., U.K. 

Abstract 

The nationalised electricity industry of England and Wales is a single 
utility with a present installed capacity of 54 GW of which 3 GW is in 
nuclear stations. The Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) is 
responsible to the national Parliament for operating its system safely and 
economically. It necessarily maintains a large research department to assist 
in obtaining or interpreting the data needed for planning, specifying and 
operating its plant. Much of the research work is directed to environmental 
studies, particularly in atmospheric dispersion and hydroecology. In the 
nuclear field much of the work is concerned with the safety of structures and 
materials, and so affects radiological safety indirectly. Some of the work, 
the subject of this paper, is directly concerned with radiological safety and 
will be described under the headings of Fundamental, Applied and Operational 
research. 

It is concluded that CEGB experience has shown it to be essential for a 
major utility company to maintain a vigorous health physics research 
programme. 

1. Introduction 

The nationalised electricity industry of England and Wales consists of a 
Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB), and a number of Area Boards. 
The CEGB is responsible to the national parliament for generating and trans
mitting power safely and economically. It has an installed capacity of 54 GW 
of which 3 GW is in nuclear stations, and sells power to the Area Boards who 
distribute it for sale to consumers. The CEGB operations are managed on a 
largely autonomous regional basis with a central headquarters organisation 
providing major services and some necessary co-ordination. Each Region has 
a Scientific Services Department, whose efforts are integrated with the 
headquarters Research Department consisting of three national laboratories 
situated at Leatherhead, Berkeley and Marchwood. The Central Electricity 
Research Laboratories (CERL) at Leatherhead have made distinguished contri
butions to environmental research, particularly in atmospheric dispersion and 
hydroecology. Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories (BNL) is almost exclusively con
cerned with the safety and economics of nuclear power. In addition to 
research on structures, materials and instrumentation, which affect radiolo
gical safety indirectly, it also carries out a programme directly concerned 
with all aspects of health physics. It is the thesis of this paper that it ~s 
essential for a major utility company to maintain a vigorous health physics 
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programme, and an attempt will be made to demonstrate this by a series of 
examples presented under the headings of Fundamental, Applied and Operational 
research. 

2. Fundamental Research 

It is the policy of the CEGB to protect its workers and the public in 
the light of the best available knowledge. Some of this knowledge is un
published and, in order to become familiar with it, it is necessary to 
establish close links with specialists working in laboratories concerned with 
the basic sciences contributing to radiological protection. This can only be 
done by CEGB staff who are familiar with the terminology and have sufficient 
first hand experience to engage in an effective dialogue. Discussion of 
specific problems often leads to the additional benefit of a deeper under
standing of the contributing sciences from which future trends can be more 
reasonably judged. Since the period elapsing between the ordering and 
operation of a station is several years it is important to forecast present 
trends in basic standards, and to be aware of deficiencies in present derived 
standards, in order to avoid expensive modifications. 

The method of working depends on the particular topic and the following 
examples are chosen to illustrate different balances between execution and 
sponsorship. 

2.1 Skin Dose Estimation 

In many situations involving spent fuel examination or reactor mainten
ance the control of skin dose is important. Before instrument readings can 
be interpreted in terms of skin dose it is necessary to define what is meant 
by 'skin dose', and to agree over what areas of skin the limits should apply, 
and what units should be used to express the limits. These deceptively simple 
requirements raise many questions such as:-

What is the depth and thickness of the layer of cells thought to be 
at risk? Is it peak or mean dose in that layer which is important? 
Does ICRP "averaging" procedure permit extrapolation to single hot 
spots? In view of the energy dependence of skin erythema should 
there be any modifying factors for dose equivalent in skin? Is it 
necessary to estimate skin dose in rems, or in rads in air at or 
near the body surface as suggested by some legislation? 

Recognition that these questions have a bearing on day to day working practice! 
provoked discussion by the British Committee on Radiation Units and Measure
ments and by the Medical Research Council 2 • The CEGB had a special interest 
in the depth and thickness of the layer of cells thought to be at risk 
because the steepness of beta depth dose curves made those values critical for 
interpreting skin dosimeter readings. It appeared that these values were not 
known, ~nd the customary value of 70 ~m for the minimum depth of the basal 
layer of the epidermis certainly did not hold for all exposed body sites. As 
a result the staff of Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories collaborated with medical 
staff in London hospitals and carried out with Dr. Everall, a series of 
measurements whose significance in radiological protection has been described3,4. 
In the course of contributing to the acquisition of new knowledge the CEGB 
staff obtained a familiarity with the radiobiology of skin which was recorded 
in a series of internal reports which have been useful to designers and oper
ators. The skin work is an example of cases where a deep understanding has 
enabled the CEGB to hold its own valid opinion on the standards used for 
protecting its workers. 
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2.2 Lung Dosimetry 

The lung burdens or intakes of radioactive material giving 15 rem a year 
are normally calculated by averaging the energy of radioactive decay over a 
lung mass of 1 kg. When the material has a very high specific activity the 
permissible quantity of material may be contained in only a few particles. 
Thus although the mean dose to the lung is 15 rem the distribution of dose is 
highly non-uniform. Small volumes close to the particles may receive necrotic 
doses while the rest of the lung is substantially unirradiated. The obvious 
question is whether or not the risks of a lung burden depends on the specific 
activity of the material involved. ICRP publications offer conflicting 
advice, and yet the CEGB must have an opinion on which to base its present 
operational procedures and future design requirements. Having identified 
the problem the Research Department took the initiative in getting guidance on 
the interpretation of lCKP recommendations, and in discussing the research 
needed to obtain more definitive guidance. The hot-particle problem has been 
recognised for many years, but by showing its importance in practice the CEGB 
was able to add impetus to the biological studies. In this case the method 
of procedure is to operate a small contract with the Medical Research Council 
Radiobiology Unit at Harwell, and to participate in their work especially on 
physical aspects. This co-operation works well as the CEGB knowledge of the 
types of particles, and situations in which they could arise keeps the 
research work entirely relevant to real problems, and the CEGB develops an 
informed opinion about an aspect of radiation protection in which guidance is 
ambiguous. 

2.3 Bone Dosimetry 

The contract method of working is particularly useful when the CEGB 
wishes to become better informed about specialist studies by contributing to 
them. The dosimetry of bone seeking nuclides is clearly of importance to the 
power industry, and it is necessary to follow changes in the methods of deter
mining bone burdens and permissible intakes. Where the utility needs the 
information it is very proper that it should contribute towards the research 
necessary to obtain it, and in this case we operated a small contract with 
Professor Spiers' grou~ at the University of Leeds. Such contract work is 
fruitful wheu the contractor can take an intelligent interest, or even par
ticipate in some aspects. The sort of contract which was merely financial, 
and which resulted only in a report, would be of only marginal value. 

2.4 Dose-risk Relationships 

Many of the day to day decisions in health physics rely on an assumed 
form for the dose-risk relationship, which, following ICRP guidance is usually 
taken as linear. For example in a maintenance operation the linear hypothesis 
would see no difference in risks between 40 men receiving 1 rad each and 20 
men receiving 2 rads each. Again, on the linear hypothesis the mean organ dose 
is the parameter of interest and the hot-particle problem disappears. It is 
perhaps in the environmental aspects of nuclear power that the shape of the 
relationship becomes extremely important since it influences decisions on the 
methods of disposing of effluent. The literature on dose-risk relationships 
is vast, mostly concerned with animal experiments with a little human data. 
In addition to following this, the CEGB is also concerned to follow up the 
speculative studies begun by Professor Mayneord some years ago 5 • Together 
with Mayneord we have developed a model which appears to fit the biological 
data available and which could have far reaching effects on the fundamental 
principles of dose control 6 . 

3. Applied Research 

When safety criteria have been specified for working or public env~ron-
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ments it is necessary to determine the constraints in design or operating' 
conditions in order to meet them. The thorough imaginative enquiry that this 
entails usually involves going back to first principles and following a logi
cal sequence of calculations capable of checking where experience is available. 
One example of this was an assessment of airborne releases 7 , fnr which the 
reactor inventory of fission products 8 and heavy elements 9 had to be generated. 
The development of this work and examples of its application have been 
givenlO,ll. By carrying out applied research within the utility company 
several important advantages are secured. Firstly the work is based on first 
hand information about specific plant and operation conditions, and secondly, 
the research staff are an integral part of the organisation concerned with 
drafting and assessing specifictions for the purchasing of new plant. Within 
the CEGB health physics research has identified the limitations on running 
reactors with failed fuel, it has contributed to stack height specifications, 
identified shielding problems, and iw)Jroved the integrity of emergency moni
toring services for both workers and the public. 

4. Operational Research 

As in any industry operational problems arise, some of which are most 
economically solved by reference to a central laboratory. Within the CEGB 
excellent relationships exist between the power stations and the laboratories 
resulting in a long history of research effectiveness. All types of problems 
arise, some of them involving little effort, others becoming projects 
involving several years work. Much of the operational work is concerned with 
ensuring the adequacy of techniques for measuring radiation and radioactivity. 
This frequently involves investigations at the power stations in which the 
environment requiring routine monitoring is properly defined by laboratory 
techniques. The characteristics of commercial instruments can then be 
determined with a view to giving guidance on the interpretation of their 
readings in practical situations. Occasionally it is necessary to develop 
a new instrument because no suitable commercial instrument is available. So 
far the CEGB has developed or sponsored about half a dozen instruments 
ranging from an exposure meter with an energy response extending to 6 MeV to a 
monitor measuring low concentrations of 35 s in gaseous emissions. A good 
account of one such development has been recently given 12 . As technology 
advances new measuring techniques become available and it is necessary to 
study them thoroughly in order to exploit them properly. For example, in 
recent years thermoluminescence has provided a valuable method of dose esti
mation whose applications in reactor health physics have been assessedl3. Any 
assessment of a measuring technique requires calibration facilities of high 
integrity, and the CEGB established a facility shortly after its first 
reactors carne up to power 14 . Such a calibration laboratory is concerned not 
only with accuracy but with determining the characteristics of instruments 
sufficiently well to have faith in their reliability and confidence in the 
interpretation of their results under field conditions 15 . The calibration 
facility is used for checking instruments from all the CEGB stations, and for 
disseminating sources and instruments which can be used for local checks. The 
standards used usually have to be developed and related to primary standards 
where these are available 16 . There is no doubt that the work of the facility 
has been essential to underwrite the integrity of measurements in the nuclear 
power industry, and that many of the problems solved would not have been 
identified if the industry had relied on outside contracts for obtaining 
opinions on its instruments and interpretations. 

5. Conclusions 

It is certainly the experience of the CEGB that a vigorous health physics 
research programme is essential in order for the Board to be an informed 
buyer of nuclear plant, and to be a responsible operator. The operational work, 
involving projects providing specific services or hardware is the most easily 
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understood aspect of the programme, but this part cannot stand on its own. 
It is backed up by applied research concerned with identifying problems by 
objective analysis and developing general methods of solution. In turn the 
applied work has to be underwritten by fundamental work ensuring that the 
basic science of radiological prote~tion is adequate and properly interpreted, 

Within the CEGB the Research Department is advisory, and this gives 
health physics research the advantage of freedom to examine problems without 
any inhibitions. The integrity of this approach has certainly contributed to 
the confidence shown by the public and the inspecting Government departments. 

The ground rules for radiological protection are discussed by many 
national and international bodies, whose publications are continually extended 
and revised as knowledge and technology advance. A major utility relies 
heavily on such bodies for guidance, which can only be provided in a relevant 
form if the utilities problems are articulately expressed. The CEGB recog
nises this, and the Research Department, among others, regards communication 
with national and international bodies as important. Such communication is 
not just to list new problems on which guidance would be welcome, but to make 
a positive contribution to the work involved. 
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RADIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ON MAGNOX REACTORS \VITH INTEGRAL BOILERS, 
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO PERSONNEL ENTRY INTO THE PRESSURE VESSEL 

H.C. Tresise 
C.E.G.B., Oldbury-on-Severn Nuclear Power Station, Bristol BS12 lRQ, England. 

Abstract 

Radiological data is presented for the first 4 years of operation of 
Oldbury Nuclear Power Station. Radiation doses to personnel on site are very 
low; the average whole-body dose is about 0.2 rems annually and the highest 
cumulative dose in 4 years is 2.6 rems. The total annual dose-commitment for 
operating, refuelling and maintaining the two-reactor power station is below 
100 man-rems. 

During periodic entries into the pressure vessel, the main problem is 
heat. Protective clothing to enable men to work for extended periods at 
temperatures up to 60°C is described. The special medical requirements and 
the method of selecting personnel to work under these conditions are indicated. 

Following an inspection period, sulphur 35 is released in gaseous form 
during the dry-out of a reactor core. A monitoring technique is described 
and surveys confirm that locally produced milk is not affected. 

l. Introduction 

At Oldbury-on-Severn Nuclear Power Station each reactor core and the 
boilers are contained within a single pressure vessel constructed of pre
stressed concrete with a minimum thickness of 5 metres and lined with a gas
tight membrane. This "integral" design has been adopted for all the power 
reactors currently under construction in Great Britain. The dose-rate at 
Oldbury in most operational areas is about 0.03 mrads/hour including the 
natural background level of 0.01 mrads/hour. Where the coolant gas is 
extracted from the pressure vessel to be passed through ancillary equipment, 
the controls are located in areas where the dose-rates do not exceed 0.5 
mrads/hour. 

Each power station operates as a self-contained unit with the man-power 
and equipment available on site for normal operation, maintenance and services 
such as health physics. At present, there is no reserve pool of trained 
labour available at a central base. The annual statistics of the radiation 
doses received by personnel at Oldbury-on-Severn Nuclear Power Station have 
been analysed for the last 4 calendar years and section 2 of this paper 
summarises this information. 

The construction of Oldbury-on-Severn Nuclear Power Station was begun in 
March 1962 and the first of the two units was commissioned in November 1967. 
With the current operating temperatures the output sent out from Oldbury is 
415 MW. 
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2. Oldbury Personnel Radiation Dose Statistics 

All personnel at a nuclear power station working in areas of significant 
radiation dose-rates or where anyloose contamination may occur wear a film 
badge. These films are processed monthly unless the information is required 
more rapidly. Thermo-luminescent sachets containing lithium fluoride powder 
are used for extremity dosemeters. All measurements of dose are added into 
the personnel dose record maintained by computer for each person. There are 
about 350 people employed at Oldbury and a considerable number of other 
personnel visit the site regularly and need a film badge on arrival, so over 
500 are issued each month. Table 1 shows the number of film badges and 
replacements issued during the period 1969 to 1972. Damage to films is due 
mainly to the paper wrapping absorbing water or oil. 

Table 1 

Annual Totals Year 

1969 1970 1971 1972 

Film badges issued 7265 7~55 6681 6652 
Film badges issued to contractors 856 850 60~ 87~ 
Replacement films issued 136 110 69 69 
Films damaged 38 22 16 5 
Films lost and not recovered 66 35 19 23 
TLD sachets issued - - 12~1 779 

Man-rems (CEGB employees 95-3 78.2 79-3 75.3 
per year (Contractors 25.0 15.1 8.0 10.8 

Doses below 0.01 rad per month would not produce detectable darkening of 
the film compared with controls kept in an area where the natural radiation 
causes an annual dose of 0.10 rems. Anyone employed at Oldbury for a complete 
year would be issued with 12 film badges and credited with a minimum dose of 
0.12 rems. 65 man-rems of the annual total dose to personnel at Oldbury is 
due to the natural background. 

In Table 2, the average and the highest individual radiation dose received 
by personnel at Oldbury are summarised. Table 2 is for C.E.G.B. personnel 
employed full-time at Oldbury whereas Table 1 includes regular visitors to the 
site, such as apprentices and inspectors. 

Table 2 

Number Individual Dose in Millirems 
Group of Personnel in Group Aver ae Max'mum 

69 70 71 72 69 70 71 72 69 70 71 72 

Engineers etc. 117 93 93 9~ 152 162 152 151 5~ 750 790 ~70 
Admin. Dept. ~1 3~ 3~ 32 123 121 121 12~ 160 160 170 160 
Operations Dept. 127 117 97 8~ 207 211 218 300 570 550 660 970 
Maintenance Dept. 137 127 119 113 221 151 217 19~ 1150 760 890 630 
Health Physics Dept. 38 ~0 37 26 173 172 163 187 320 ~~0 3~0 370 

Total ~60 ~11 362 3~9 187 170 198 201 1150 760 890 970 

These figures show the small total dose involved in operating and main
taining a nuclear power station which has achieved load factors of 8~% and 73% 
during 1971 and 1972. The number of personnel is high compared with the 
staffing at stations in other countries but almost all the work involving 
radiological exposure is carried out by station personnel. The average 
monthly dose recorded on the film badges issued to contractors was 18imillirems, 
including the natural background level. 
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Table 3 shows the number of persons in various ranges of whole-body and 
extremity radiation dose for the last four years. On average only 15 persons 
have exceeded 0.5 rems whole-body annual dose. No-one has exceeded a whole
body dose of 1.2 rems or an extremity dose of 5.5 rems in a year. The 58 
doses exceeding 0.5 rems in the last ~ years were received by 51 different 
persons and the largest whole-body exposure integrated over the last ~ years 
by anyone at Oldbury is 2.6 rems, while the largest extremity total is 6.7 
rems. No-one has had to be restricted from working due to an overdose of 
radiation, even though most of the personnel are not classed as 
occupationally exposed. 

Table 3 

Range of Dose Number in dose bracket in year 

1969 1970 1971 1972 

Whole Not more than 0.5 rems 560 535 ~72 ~25 
Body Between 0.5 and 1.5 rems 15 6 21 16 
Dose Above 1.5 rems 0 0 0 0 

Not more than 1.5 rems 57~ 5~0 ~91 ~37 
Extremity Between 1.5 and 3 rems 1 0 2 2 
Dose Between 3 and 7-5 rems 0 1 0 2 

Over 7.5 rems 0 0 0 0 

3- Problems During Refuelling Operations 

All C.E.G.B. reactors are designed for 11 on-load" refuelling and the parts 
which enter the neutron flux of an operating core are activated. Dose-rates 
up to 1000 rads/hour may be encountered during subsequent maintenance work. 

After removal from the reactor, the irradiated elements are lowered into 
a storage area under 6 meters of water which has been treated to minimise 
corrosion of the Magnox fuel can. The used fuel remains in the Cooling Pond 
for about 100 days so that the inventory of short-lived fission products is 
reduced. During this period, some of the outer components of the fuel element 
are removed but the Magnox can around the uranium remains intact. This 
11 desplittering 11 process improves the packing fraction of the fuel in the steel 
flask which transports the used elements for reprocessing. The desplittering 
machine becomes contaminated and dose-rates of 100 rads/hour are measuredunder 
water when the equipment is raised for maintenance. 

Problems due to the isotope caesium 137 in the treated water of the 
Cooling Pond have been minimised by:-

1) Close control of the chemical composition of the water. 
2) Retaining irradiated fuel under water for 100 days only. 
3) Paying particular attention to any fuel used for experimental purposes. 

The average concentration of caesium 137 in the Cooling Pond water at 
Oldbury is about 10 JlCi per litre and the total quantity of caes'ium 137 
present is 25 curies. About 15 curies of tritium and 5 curies of all other 
isotopes are discharged as liquids annually from Oldbury. The dose-rate to 
personnel engaged in fuel-handling operations above the Pond water is about 
5 mrem/hour. The total dose due to this work is 1.8 man-rems per year 
distributed among the 15 men engaged in fuel handling operations. 

To maintain the equilibrium fuel cycle for the two-reactor station, the 
annual refuelling rates quoted in Table ~ are needed. The actual rates of 
fuel movement achieved over the last ~ years are shown. There is no large 
refuelling backlog and the last two years should be typical of future 
operational conditions at Oldbury. 
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Table 4 

Fuelling Operation Required Actual Rate Achieved 
Annual Rate 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Channels refuelled 1820 1475 1149 1249 1441 
Elements desplittered 1274o 4278 8696 12492 10342 
Flasks dispatched 64 34 52 63 56 

4. Problems During Routine Inspection and Maintenance 

At Oldbury one reactor is shut down each summer and the interior of the 
pressure circuit is entered for a statutory inspection. 

The four boilers within each pressure vessel are separated from the 
reactor core by the boiler shield wall, consisting of 75 em of graphite and 28 em 
of steel, to attenuate the direct gamma radiation from the shut-down core and 
to reduce the activation of materials during power operation. The steel com
ponents contain 0.02% cobalt impurity but measurements indicate that impacted 
dust particles are responsible for most of the dose rate at present. 

Man-access to the pressure vessel is required as soon as possible after 
the reactor overhaul has begun, so cold water is fed through the boiler tubes 
while the carbon dioxide coolant is being released. The circuit is then purged 
with air before man-access is permitted. Inflatable seals are guided into 
position and prefabricated screens are installed to isolate the particular 
boiler from the coolant gas flow which must be maintained to remove the 
reactor after-heat. 

The level of loose contamination within the boiler is low but there may 
be residual pockets of carbon dioxide coolant gas initially and tritium may 
also be present. The space available does not allow men to wear self
contained breathing apparatus, so full protective suits supplied with air 
through a trailing hose are used for the first entries. After a period, dust 
respiratorsand "coveralls" woven from a mixture of cotton and a polyester 
thread are adequate. 

During boiler entries the metabolic heat rate of a man may be 400 kilo
calories per hour. With an average body weight of 70 kg, this would be enough 
to raise the temperature of the entire body by 5.7 degrees Celsius per hour 
unless heat can be lost be sweating. About 0.5 kg of body fluid may evaporate 
per hour and most people experience discomfort if the total loss of fluid from 
the body exceeds 1! litres. The full protective suits restrict the evaporation 
of perspiration from the skin so the man is supplied with cooled air by the use 
of a Ranque-Hilsch "vortex'" tube1 which separates incoming compressed air at 
about 4 kg/cm2 into a hot and a cold fraction. The cooled air is circulated 
through perforated pipes inside a foam plastic suit which acts as a thermal 
barrier against the surrounding temperatures. Men wearing these suits have 
performed arduous work under test conditions for one hour in temperatures of 
80°C. Personnel have not yet entered the boiler spaces at temperatures above 
60°C because of the difficulty of removing anyone who might be injured. Rescue 
equipment is installed at the top of each boiler by the first team to enter 
but fortunately it has not yet been needed. 

Nuclear power station personnel do not work in hot environments and con
fined spaces sufficiently often to develop acclimatisation. Experienced 
medical observers select .Prospective workers and check for evidence of general 
physical disabilities, particularly of the locomotor system, poor vision and 
auditory defP.cts, psychological disturbances such as a history of claustro
phobia, and skin sensitivity to rubber or plastic materials. Specific factors 
which would influence selection are (a) age, (b) physique, (c) hypertension or 
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hypotension, (d) infective foci, (e) anaemia and (f) skin disease. There is 
also an "exercise tolerance test" when the resting pulse rate is measured 
before the subject steps up on to a platform ~5 em above the ground and down 
again 30 times in l minute. The pulse rate is then taken and checked again 
after 2 minutes rest, to make sure that it has returned to its normal value. 

During a typical inspection programme, the gas circuit is open to air for 
a period of 4 weeks during which 250 entries by two or more men are made into 
the pressure vessel, each lasting for about 2 hours. In addition, about 2000 
items are individually logged in and out of the area. Personnel emerging from 
the boilers may have 100 c.p.s. on the outside of their protective clothing, 
measured by a scintillation counter probe sensitive to beta and gamma radiation. 

The radi&tion doses incurred during these overhaul periods are no greater 
than those received during normal station operation. The dose rates measured 
within the boiler annuli are now about 8 mrads/hour due to beta-gamma radia
tion of which about 6 mrads/hour i~ due to the gamma component. Smear samples 
taken from the gas-side surfaces of the boilers show levels of loose contam
ination below lo-3 pCi/cm2 beta-gamma. Small piles of debris are encountered 
in the bottom of the boilers, usually ~n corners where there is little flow of 
gas, and dose-rates may be about 50 mrads/hour, mainly due to beta emitters. 
Small pieces of stainless steel foil which have become detached from the 
internal thermal insulation of the pressure vessel liner are occasionally found 
with surface dose-rates up to 100 rads/hour, maialy due to cobalt 60. 

s. Reactor Core Dry-Out Following Periods of Overhaul 

During the period when man-access is taking place, dried air is supplied 
to the vessel which is closed temporarily whenever men are not inside, but in 
~ weeks ~0 kg of water vapour may enter and 300 kg of perspiration may be 
given off by personnel working in the gas spaces. The graphite moderator 
absorbs part of this moisture which then must be removed before the reactor 
can be operated at significant power. At the conclusion of an overhaul, boiler 
access equipment is removed, the reactor closed and the vessel is filled with 
carbon dioxide gas. The reactor core temperature is then raised gradually, 
ensuring that the dew point is not reached. 

The moisture-laden gas is discharged to atmosphere through the installed 
blowdown filtration system. During this process, the majority of the radio
activity found is a gaseous form of sulphur 35, a low-energy beta emitter with 
a half-life of 87 days. The rate of blowdown of the QJaS has been limited in 
the last 3 years by considerations of the permissible -discharge of this isotope 
into a milk-producing area. This topic is also discussed in the paper by 
F.H. Passant to this conference, reference U-0078-R-5. 

Considerable work has been carried out at the C.E.G.B. Berkeley Nuclear 
Laboratories by I.R. Brookes and his co-workers on the mechanism of production 
and release of sulphur 352. The isotope is produced by neutron irradiation 
both of the stable sulphur impurity in the graphite moderator and the chlorine 
impurity in the carbon dioxide coolant gas. During power operation in a carbon 
dioxide atmosphere, sulphur 35 is circulated as carbonyl sulphide gas and is 
then deposited on the Magnox cladding of the fuel elewent~ as magnesium 
sulphide. Hydrogen sulphide is released by the action of moisture when the 
temperature is raised during the dry-out of the reactor core. 

Brookes has also devised a method of measuring gaseous compounds of 
sulphur 35 rapidly which does not need to be carried out by highly-trained 
staff3. The gas is dram1 throu~h 250 ml of neutral potassium permanganate 
solution at a rate of 2 litres per minute and the sulphur is oxidised to 
sulphate ion. At the end of the sampling period, clean carbon dioxide gas 
is passed through to saturate the solution. Hydrogen peroxide is then added 
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to reduce the permanganate to manganous ion. Following this, the solution is 
electrolysed between a copper cathode and a porous paper anode coated on the 
under side with zinc powder. A thin layer of zinc sulphate is deposited on 
this lower surface behind a 1 mg per cm2 "Melinex" window. This membrane is 
mounted directly above an end-window Geiger counter and the sulphur 35 activity 
can be counted without disturbing the deposited thin source. These novel 
anodes are prepared in a laboratory but only a few papers in each batch need 
be calibrated. 

4 The work of P.H. Bryant of Harwell was used to calculate the quantity 
of sulphur 35 which could be released into a milk-producing area. In 1970, 
1971 and 1972, milk samples were collected from farms at distances up to 7 
kilometres downwind from the reactors during and after the period of core dry
out. In 1972 air samplers were run fit. rli st.Fmr.P.s of 200 and ')00 meters down
wind in case the maximum deposition occurred close to the point of release due 
to entrainment in the lee of the building. The maximum airborne concentration 
found was 8 x 10-ll pCi per cm3 of air, which is orders of magnitude below the 
H.P.C. Samples of milk and of grass herbage were analysed for sulphur 35 by 
radiochemical means and the situations during the last 4 years are summarised 
in Table 5. The last line of the table shows that the measured concentrations 
of sulphur 35 in milk were far below the derived working level of 5xlo-2 pCi 
per litre in milk, although the rate of blowdown had been increased by 4 times 
the previous value in each of the last two years. 

Table 5 

1969 1970 1971 1972 

Total moisture evolved (kg) 640 530 34..0 140 
Duration of moisture release (days) 9 8 6 7 
Total C02 blowdown (tonnes) 250 370 390 350 
Total s 35 evolved (curies) 0.5* 2.0 0.9 0.3 
Duration of S .'35 release (days) 18 10 20 lO 

Av. cone. of S 35 in co2 (mCi/tonne) 2.0 5.0 2..5 1.0 
Hax.conc. of S 35 in milk (pCi/litre) - (15xlo-6 l20xl0-6 60xl0-6 

*This figure is likely to be an under-estimate because measuring techniques 
had not been standardised in 1969. 

6. Conclusions 

The radiological data presented, particularly for the last two years, 
ought to be typical of normal power operation at a two-reactor station with 
integral boilers inside a prestressed concrete pressure vessel containing the 
Magnox reactor. 

The low radiation dose commitment in operating, refuelling and maintain
ing this type of station is often not emphasised when discussing the relative 
merits of different reactor systems. If the recommended annual radiation dose 
received by occupationally exposed workers were to be reduced by an Jrder of 
magnitude, it would cause little embarrassment at a station such as Oldbury. 
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LONG RANGE TRANSPORT Mill DIFFUSION: AN APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM FROM 
THE HEALTH PROTECTION POINT OF VIEW 
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Abstract 

The problem of transport and diffusion of gaseous releases in the atmosph~ 
re after travel distances from some tens up to some hundreds of kilometers is 
analyzed, with the aim of deriving an expression for the cloud-dosage at ground 
level. Taking into account the experimental data available at present,a function 
is calculated which relates the coefficient of diffusion to the time of travel. 
With very conservative assumptions from the health protection point of view,the 
radially symmetrical equation of diffusion has been solved for an instantaneous 
release, and the integrated concentration along the travel direction calculated. 
The results show that, only after a travel of 100 km the values of cloud-dosage 
are about ten times lower than that obtained by extrapolation of Pasquill esti
mates, during category F of stability. 

Introduction 

The health-physicist is asked sometimes to assess the risk to which the 
population of a nearby country would be exposed in the event of a release of 
gaseous radioactive effluents from a source some hundreds of kilometers distant 
as a result of an accident at a nuclear plant sited in his own country. The pr~
sent work attempts to provide an evaluation of the dilution of gaseous effluents 
in the atmosphere over such distances, based on the available experimental data, 
and taking into account the need to allow for the usual worst-event criteria but 
not going beyond the bounds of a realistic concept of the physical and meteorol~ 
gical phenomena governing such diffusion. 

For the next development of this study it is necessary to recall here some 
results coming from the statistical theory of diffusion1: as well known this 
theory is concerned with following the trajectories of the various particles of 
air and evaluating their dispersion by means of statistical models. From the 
analytical point of view, this involves a Lagrangian-type mathematical approach; 
without going into the merits of the mathematical development of this theory,it 
is h• w-~worthwhile noting one result which may be helpful to us. Assuming 
that{) '(t)is the quadratic mean dispersion of the various trajectories after a 
time t L s elapsed, it can be shown that the following relationship applies for 
long timPB1

: Y'i('t l = 2. K t. ( 1) 
where K is a constant. This result will be utilized in the further development 
of t:·z pr" .1t '.·}y. 
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P~ysical phenomena which regulate atmospheric diffusion and their 
dependence on spatial scale 

The moment at which a gaseous emission occurs in the atmosphere near the 
ground marks the beginning of a continuous sequence of events which results in 
time in the evolution of the cloud, such as we can observe externally. The in
crease in the size of the cloud implies the presence of two factors essential to 
diffusion: in the first place the part of the turbulence spectrum which becomes 
actively involved in the diffusion is that part whose wavelength is of the same 
order of magnitude as the cloud whereas, as well known, the turbulence component 
with a shorter wavelength tends only to mix cloud particles locally and the com
ponent with a much longer wavelength tends to move the cloud without changing its 
dimension; in the second place increasingly elevated atmospheric zones gradually 
become involved, in which both the turbulence spectrum and the thermal stability 
change. Within these continuously changing diffusion conditions it is nevertheless 
possible to distinguish an initial phase, for short periods, during which the 
part of the atmospheric boundary layer involved is that nearest the ground (sur
face boundary layer). In this case turbulence is essentially correlated to the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the terrain (i.e. is a function of the ground 
roughness parameter) and is substantially regulated by the conditions of ground 
surface heating and cooling. The large body of experimental data collected to 
date on this phase is adequate to permit reliable forecasting of diluition in air 
up to distances of some kilometers over terrain whic~ is not excessively irregu
lar: for this purpose the estimates made by Pasquill provide a good summary of 
the data collected by several authors. 

There is, however, a second phase of diffusion over distances of some kil~ 
meters up to .some tens of kilometers during which increasingly high regions of 
the boundary layer gradually become involved in the diffusion. In general,diffu~ 
ion in this second interval is calculated by extrapolating the data referring to 
the initial phase, using a technique which, though arbitrary, provides adequate 
safety margins especially with respect to the stable condition. These calculations 
are generally accepted as valid, even if no practical experimental data have been 
collected for such special situations. 

Not seldom however, in risk evaluation relative to accidental release, the 
health physicist is used to assume the continuous presence of category F condi
tions over distances up to 100 km, and thus to base concentrations in air on the 
values extrapolated from Pasquill's estimates. Such an assumption seems to be 
not realistic; we know in effect that during the night when clear sky is present, 
the thermal stability near the ground increases with decreasing wind force, but 
the wind direction becomes more and more indeterminated, so that the product of 
the mean wind velocity and the time of travel cannot be regarded,as a measure of 
the distance reached, although it does measure the path of travel. At last,taking 
into account that the category F is present only during the night (1-2 hours be
fore sunset to 1-2 hours after dawn) it may be said that the continuous presence 
of highly stable conditions will seldom be verified over distance of more than 
some tens of km; so, in making calculations for the purposes of public health 
protection, it would be absurd to make such an assumption for distances of the 
order of hundreds of kilometers. Let us now analyze the physical and climato
logical phenomena which play a part in diffusion over such long distances and 
consider whether it is possible to derive any benefit from the limited amount of 
experimental data on this scale collected so far. 
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The transport and diffusion of gaseous effluents at mesoscale level 

In covering distances from some to some tens of kilometres the diffusing 
cloud tends gradually to involve the entire boundary layer up to an altitude of 
about 1000 m (planetary boundary layer). At these altitudes the turbulence acti
vely involved in diffusion is chiefly that induced by thermal effects, whereas 
the influence of the terrain with its aerodynamic and thermal characteristics 
tend~ gradually to decrease in importance. 

It can be said that concentrations are controlled by wind trajectories 
between the point of emission and the re~eptor area and by the vertical mixing 
characteristics along the path of travel : any long distance diffusion model must 
therefore incorporate p~rameters which make allowance for the influence of atmo
spheric stability profiles on the vertical dispersion of the released material. 
In fact the vertical dispersion of a cloud which has been moving for several 
hours may be lower than that predicted by the Gaussian model as a result, for 
example, of the con~inement of vertical mixing below a well defined stable layer 
over long distances • One of the most frequent cases, and therefore a case for 
which we have made allowance in the proposed model, is an inversion at altitude 
caused by the subsidence of air masses; the effect of this inversion is similar 
to that shown in a suggestive picture by R.t-1'. Davies 4. 

The model which we now propose in order to describe transport and diffusion 
at mesoscale level, i.e. up to several hundreds of km, does not claim to make any 
scientifically based allowance for the physical phenomena which determine dilmion 
over such distances: actually such a study would be impossible, mainly because 
of the difficulty of producing experimental data which would serve this purpose. 
Since some data (albeit from varied sources) are available, however, it was 
decided to adopt the protectionist standpoint and to make allowance for them by 
selecting a model which would place an upper limit on all experimental concentr~ 
tion data. Fig.1 gives e~rimental horizontal dispersion data ~Y obtained by 19 
authors1 for time of travel up to more than 100 hours, collected by J.L.Heffter5: 
they come from a wide variety of experiments ttsing both instantaneous and contin~ 
ous sources. The same figure also gives 
values for K which can be deduced from 
the statistical theory for long time in
tervals (1). The figure also shows that 
the straight line C places a lower limit 
on all the data, with the only exception 
of the points marked by + : in fact such 
data are inconsistent with our model 
because they refer to an instantaneous 
release of constant level balloons at an 
altitude of 30000 feet, together with a 
travel time of a few hours. The equation 
of the line C is a power function, j .• e.: 

Oy ~ o. 2. • t I. s ( k tft ) ( 2) 

from which we obtain, taking (1) into 
consideration: 
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If we now assume that vertical diffusion is limited by the presence of an 
inversion at altitude, we may suppose that vertical dispersion is homogeneous 
within the layer of height D above ground, where D is the height of the base of 
the inversion.*This assumption appears reasonable provided that distances reach 
50-100 kilometers. In this case it is enough to resolve the equation of radially 
symmetrical diffusion in two dimension for an instantaneous emission: the hypo
thesis of radial symmetry can be accepted as a good approximation since the diff~ 
sion of the cloud along the direction of travel generally differs little from 
the transverse diffusion. 

The basic equation is therefore as fo.llows: 

~c = .:!_ .£(K r JC) (4) ut r C)r ()r 
If we assume for the diffusion coefficient K a general espression of the type 

n 
K = a·t and supposing an instantaneous, homogeneous, vertically linear emission 
(M: mass of pollutant per unit of height: Q/D) the solution of this equation is 
given by: ,..z --Me (f3l:) .... "*"'1 

C(r,t)~-~--
4a 1/ (n+.1) 11- { /3 t} "'-+1 

-2 
where (3 = (-

1
) ; in our case putting a = 2·10 and n 

n+ 

(5) 

2 we obtain 

~~0,3 (km
2
/ 3/h). 

In health protection calculations it is useful to know the "cloud dosage 11
• 

This value can easily be determined by means of formula (5), ~ovided that a 
given value u is fixed for the mean wind speed at the time at which the cloud 
passes over the site for which it is required to know the cloud dosage. Assuming 
the time of passage of the cloud over the site to be negligible in comparison 
with the time elapsed since emission, it can be asaumed that t in (5) is constant; 
the cloud dosage will be given by the following expression: 

C.D.:: 2}~~t) et =Q 
o " Du ffo5 t')rr (6) 

It will be apparent that the concentration is expressed as a function of 
time of travel t. As already stated, it is only necessary to bear in mind that 
the proposed model starts to become valid for traveltimes exceeding the period 
of time needed for the cloud to disperse into the vertical layer of thicknees D. 
With excessively long times, however, diffusion on a synoptic scale becomes pre
dominant. It is therefore reasonable to state that the proposed model is valid 
for an interval between a ten and one hundred hours, when low wind speeds are 
involved. 

Some practical considerations for the application of the proposed model 

As already noted, speed u (km/h) in formula (6) refers to the wind near 
ground level, whereas time of travel t is calculated on the basis of the mean 
speed within the layer of height D. In general it can be said that the mean wind 

* From the analysis of vertical synoptic soundings it can be found that a m1n1mum 
value for D, related to a frequence of the corresponding meteorological 
situations statically significant, is about 1 km. 
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speed value within 20-30 metres above ground is proportional to the mean wind 6 
speed within the boundary layer (within D). If we assume as a working hypothesis 
that the proportional relationship between the two mean values is 1/2, formula 
(6) can be expressed as a function of scalar path x: 

2Q{ff 
C. D.:: Do/: JU 3 

rr(3 ~ (7) 

in which U = 2 u : the mean speed within layer D. 
It should also be noted that, having selected the straight line C in the 

graph in Fig. 1, the situation at one hour after emission corresponds to stabi
lity category F with u = 2m/sec = 7 km/h •. After a maximum of 10 to 15 hours in 
this situation there is a change to neutral or unstable conditions, if we su~ 
the same order of magnitude for the wind speed. Therefore, makingU = 4m/sec in 
formula (7), the cloud dosage will be expressed by (with D = 1 km): 

16
·
3 ·Q'C'·h·k,- 3

) C. D.~ x1.s l' (e) 

The graph in Fig.2 gives tNo curves: curve A represents the pattern of 
cloud dosage according to Pasquill for a 1 Ci emission at ground level under 
category F conditions Nith a mean wind speed near ground level of 2 m/sec;above 
10 km and up to 100 km this curve is 
drawn dashed, since in this interval the 
validity of Pasquill's model diminishes 
progressively. Curve B represents the 
pattern of cloud dosage according to the 
proposed model for an instantaneous re~ 
lease Nhen the initial situation is 
characterized by category F with a mean 
wind speed near ground level of 2 m/sec; 
for a scalar path beloN 100 km the curve 
is dashed since, for the reasons given 
in the preceding paragraph, the proposed 
model, for such a low wind speed, is only 
applicable for times of travel greater 
than a ten of hours. Making allowance 
for the fact that, at low wind speeds, 
the vectorial path is shorter than the 
scalar path, the curve B will in fact be 
lower if the vectorial path is taken as 
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variable x. Therefore, until a statistical Fig. 2 
study is made to evaluate the relationship between scalar and vectorial path 
under conditions characterized by mean wind speeds near ground level of 2 m/sec, 
curve B gives an overestimate of the cloud dosage values at mesoscale diffusion 
level if x is taken as the distance of travel 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, taking as a working hypothesis that the vectorial path of 
the wind is equal to the scalar path, even for \-lind speeds at ground level of 
2 m/sec, curve B of the graph in Fig. 2 can be used to provide a conservative 
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estimate of concentrations at distance between some tens to some hundreds of km 
from the point of release. 

7 The values deduced agree very closely with those proposed by Doury • If 
one makes a comparison with the measurements taken at the time of the Wiridscale 
accident8 in which the emission was prolonged (approximately 2 days) and not 
constant, one finds that the proposed curve gives values over distances between 
100 and 500 km which are higher by factors ranging from 10 to 100 - this can 
partially be explained by the fact that the emission was prolonged and the wind 
field changed drastically. 

It must finally be mentioned that, in addition to the pessimistic 
assumption that the distance reached is equal: to the wind trajectory, other 
conservative hypothesis have been adopted, such as the absence of g~ound 
deposition during the travel-time of the cloud, the ¢option of line C in Fig.1 
for the relationship between GY and travel-time and, in calculating the cloud 
dosage, the hypothesis that time t remains constant during the passage over 
point x in question. 
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ESTHiATION OF GASEOUS RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE 

RATES FROM AN OPERATING BOILING WATER REACTOR 

Warren E. Keene, William M. Carey, Lewis Battist 
American EnvironmP-ntRl Contro1 Systems; Inc, 

Gaithersburg, Maryland 

Abstract 

Noble gas activity in BWR stack effluent is commonly esti
mated by applying a graphic curve-fitting technique to activity 
measurements on grab samples taken periodically at the steam jet 
air ejector. It is shown that the graphic solution may conceal 
significant anomalies in these data, which may be more readily 
discerned by changing the form of the plot. A better fit to the 
data is obtained by the method of least squares. 

Introduction 

Significant quantities of radioactive isotopes of the noble 
gases krypton and xenon, are produced in fission. MEEK and 
RIDERi have recently published a tabulation of fission yields for 
several fissile materials and most of the known fission products. 
A portion of these products find their way into the primary 
reactor coolant; the remainder are trapped in the fuel elements. 
In a boiling water reactor (BWR) most of the gaseous fission 
products in the primary coolant are removed at the steam jet air 
ejector (SJAE). After a holdup period to permit decay of much of 
the short-lived activity and after filtration to remove particu
late daughter products, the remaining radioactive gases are 
vented to the atmosphere via the stack. 

Estimation of the radiation dose to the population in the 
vicinity of a BWR depends on a knowledge of the identity and 
concentration of the radionuclides present in the stack plume. 
Twenty-seven radioactive isotopes of krypton and xenon, together 
with their radioactive decay products are found in the plume. 
Only about thirteen, plus their decay products, are normally 
present in sufficient quantity to make them of more than academic 
interest. As it is impractical to measure the concentration of 
all important constituents, a combination of measured and cal
culated values is used to estimate stack activity release rates. 
Significant overestimation of activity release rates unnecessarily 
penalizes the public in the form of added costs of power produc
tion; underestimation results in a population dose greater than 
anticipated. For the protection of the public, reactor operating 
licenses place limits on permissible activity release rates. 
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Data Acquisition 

To demonstrate compliance with radioactivity release rate 
limits, nuclear power plants are equipped with a continuously 
operated stack monitoring system - usually consisting of a 
sodium iodide, Nai(Tl), detector together with associated elec
tronic and recording equipment. It is not used in a spectro
scopic mode, but measures gross activity release rates at the 
stack. In addition periodic grab samples are taken from the SJAE 
effluent and analyzed to quantify the isotopic activity release 
rates. The analysis commonly makes use of an additional Nai(Tl) 
detector or Ge(Li) detector and multichannel analyzer in the plant 
laboratory. The resulting spectrum is analyzed to estimate SJAE 
activity release rates for three krypton and three xenon isotopes. 
Elaborate snectrum strinninQ techniques are Qenerally beyond the 
capability ~f most power. plants. It is necessary to. plot the 
data and use a curve fitting technique to interpolate and extra
polate the data to estimate the activity release rates for up to 
twenty-one additional noble gas isotopes. 

Present Data Handling Method 

On theoretical grounds and experimental evidence BRUTSCHY2 
has postulated that the isotopic activity release rates (Ai) 
for each of the noble gas isotopes can be fitted by a second 
order equation in the one-half power of the radioactive decay 
constant CAi): 

1/2 
Ai/Yi = b 0 + blAi + b 2Ai (1) 

where Yi is the fission yield (atoms/fission) of the ith isotope 
and the bj are constants to be determined. An alternative form 
for eq. (1) is obtained on dividing by Ai: 

Ai/YiAi = b2 + blAi-l/ 2 + boA~-1 (2) 

It is further postulated that each of the terms in eq. (2) repre
sents activity released from the fuel via a different escape 
mechanism. Then eq. (2) may be separated into three component 
equations: 

(A/yA)I = b 2 (3) 

(A/yA)JI = b1A-l/ 2 (4) 

(A/yA)III = b0 A-l (5) 

where the subscripts on the variables have been dropped for conven
ience. Taking logarithms of both sides of each of the last three 
equations it is seen that, on a logarithmic plot of A/yA vs. A, 
eq. (3) results in a straight line of slope zero; eq. (4), a 
straight line of slope -1/2, and eq. (5), a straight line of 
slope -1. The constants bl and b2 are obtained from the inter
cepts of these lines with the vertical at A = 1. These relation
ships form the basis of a simple graphic• technique for estimating 
the individual and total activity release rates for the 27 krypton 
and xenon isotopes. 
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It is further postulated that the iodine isotope concen
trations in the bulk coolant should fit an equation identical in 
form to eq. (2), and that the iodine data and the noble gas data 
share a common value of b2, but different values of b 0 and b 1 . 
In practice, the value of b2 obtained from the iodine data is 
used arbitrarily and only b 0 and b1 are determined from the noble 
gas data. 

The measurements and resulting activity release rate esti
mates are commonly made on a monthly or weekly schedule and form 
the basis for calibrating the stack monitor after the SJAE 
activity release rates are corrected for radioactive decay during 
holdup prior to release at the stack. 

Recent Data Handling Experience 

The authors have recently made field measurements of air
borne alpha, beta and gamma activity on a continuous basis over 
a period of several weeks in the vicinity of an operating BWR. 
The monitor is sufficiently sensitive to permit on-line measure
ments of airborne activity at levels down to the natural back
ground. The monitor has been described elsewhere3 and some of 
the results of the survey are the subject of a separate paper4. 

In order to be able to correlate the activity measurements 
in the field with stack-release data the plant records of the 
(weekly) measurements of the radioactivity of the SJAE effluent 
samples were examined, together with the stack monitor record. 
It was confirmed that the graphic technique had been applied on 
a consistent basis and that the necessary supporting computations 
were arithmetically correct. However inspection of the plots of 
the data and the curves fitted to the data by the graphic techni
que indicated that the fitted curves did not appear to be good 
fits to the data. Therefore the data were fitted by the method 
of least squares, using eq. (2) (the same form of the equation 
used for the graphic solution). A double-precision program was 
used on a PDP-10 computer. 

With only six data points per plot, one hesitates to ascribe 
a great deal of significance to the results of various statis
tical measures of the goodness of fit. However one expects that 
a consistent improvement (decrease) in the residual sum of 
squares should be indicative of a better fit to the data. The 
residual sum of the squares is defined as 

"' RSS = .2_ (Yi - Yi)2 (6) 
LSI 

where N is the number of data points, Yi is the measured value 
of the dependent variable, and Yi is the curve-fit value of the 
dependent variable. (A least squares solution, by definition 
minimizes the value of RSS for the form of equation to which the 
data are fitted.) Twelve sets of weekly data were examined. 
Not only did the fitting to A/yA fail to improve the average 
goodness of fit, but the coefficient (b2) of the second-order 
term was consistently negative. A negative coefficient is 
mathematically satisfactory but it conflicts with the theoreti
cal postulate that each term of the equation represents activity 
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released via a different mechanism (how to postulate a negative 
escape mechanism?). The coefficient was sufficiently negative 
that it resulted in predicting negative radioactivity release 
rates for several of the shorter half-life isotopes - in con
flict with both theory and experience. 

When the data are replotted, on a linear scale, using eq. 
(1), the reason for the negative coefficient for the quadratic 
term becomes clear. Figure (1) is a typical example of the 
data. The abscissa scale is in units of Al/2, with A in sec-1. 
The ordinate scale is arbitrary. Only by brute force can one 
fit such data to a quadratic equation with a positive second 
order term. In practice this is accomplished by using the value 
of bz obtained from the iodine measurements (curves labeled 1 ~ 
2) . 

It should be noted that the noble gas data spans values of 
Al/2 from 0.001 to 0.030 sec-1/2. The abscissa scale must be 
extended to 0.85 sec-1/2 to include all of them. It is asking 
too much of any curve-fitting technique to provide reliable 
extrapolation over such a range. However extending the abscissa 
to 0.060 sec-1/2 will include all isotopes which remain in 
significant quantity after a fifty minute holdup prior to 
release from the stack. (From the standpoint of a potential 
accidental release within the plant after only a brief holdup 
it would be useful to have a technique which could be used with 
confidence to estimate SJAE activity flow rates for the shorter
lived isotopes.) The crit~cal unmeasured long-lived iso~ope is 
Kr-85. Its value of Al/2 1s 0.45 x lo-4 sec-I/2, essent1ally 
zero on our abscissa scale. Because of the shape of the data 
and the resulting poor fit of both curves #1 and #2, there is 
probably a factor of two uncertainty in the estimated emission 
rate of Kr-85 for these data. 

A negative second order term which results in estimations 
of negative activity release rates is unacceptable, a priori. 
It is also inconsistent with the three-mechanism concept. So 
the brute force approach may be the best that can be done with 
data which is inconsistent with the model. We have used the 
method of least squares to accomplish this type of force-fitting, 
as well as to examine the behavior of RSS (eq. 6) when the noble 
gas data are fitted to equations (1) and (2) under varying 
assumptions. Figure (1) shows the resulting curves. 

The lowest value of RSS (best fit in the sense of least 
squares) was consistently obtained when the data were fitted 
using (A/y) (curve #3) as the dependent variable (eq. 1) rather 
than (A/yA) (curve #4) (eq. 2). It is not understood why this 
should be so. (As expected, the second order terms remained 
negative) The reduction in RSS in going from A/yA to A/y was 
commonly by a factor of five and occasionally more than an order 
of magnitude. 

Since the least squares method, applied directly to the 
noble gas data, resulted consistently in negative second order 
terms in both equations (1) and (2), it is clear that arbi
trarily changing the value of this coefficient to some positive 
value must result in worsening the goodness of fit (increasing 
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RSS). When a least squares fit is performed first on the iodine 
data (curve #2) to determine the value of b2 to be used in fit
ting the noble gas data, eq. (1) is reduced to a first order 
equation in Al/2 whose remaining constants (b 0 & b1) are also 
found by the method of least squares. The resulting value of 
RSS lies between that for fitting to A/y and that due to the 
graphic solution. It is consistently closer to RSS(A/y) 
when the plotting variable (A/y) is multiplied by the fission 
yield (y) to give isotopic activity release rates,· the dis
crepancy between the graphic and the least squares results is 
on the order of five to fifty percent for the data examined. 
There appears to be a consistent bias in the graphic results 
yielding lower release rates at longer half-life and higher 
release rates at shorter half life than the release rates 
estimated by the method of least squares (cf. curves #1 G #2). 
It is unclear whether this observation is due to inherent bias 
in the graphic technique or to the peculiar shape of the data 
examined. Neither the graphic nor the least squares method 
yields any information about the reason for the unexpected 
shape of the data. The study is continuing and it is expected 
that there will be an opportunity to examine data from other 
time periods for the same BWR to determine whether the "mis
shapen" data were peculiar to the particular time period of the 
study. Ad interim, it is impossible to know whether either 
technique results in over- or under-estimating absolute levels 
of radioactivity release for the period studied. 

Conclusions 

We conclude that the use of the method of least squares on 
the data for the iodine isotopes in the bulk coolant and on the 
data for the noble gas isotopes in the steam jet air ejector 
effluent is preferable to the graphic solution, given the avail
ability of a programmable calculator or computer. We also note 
that the graphic solution itself can be reduced to a simple 
routine suitable for a programmable calculator. This should 
be done to eliminate errors of human plotting judgment in 
accomplishing the solution, whenever a programmable calculator 
or computer is available - if it is determined that there is 
a valid argument for not replacing the graphic method with the 
method of least squares. 

It is suggested that BWR operators more closely examine 
the data they are acquiring by spectroscopic analysis of bulk 
coolant iodine levels and SJAE off-gas noble gas levels. The 
discrepancies discovered in our data are not readily apparent 
from the usual log-log plots of A/yA vs. A and an uninquisitive 
mechanical application of the graphic method; they are apparent 
by inspection of a linear plot of A/y vs. Al/2. 
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SITING EVALUATION OF A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT IN SOUTHERN ISRAEL* 

A. Donagi, Y. Feige, Y. Mamane andY. Argaman 
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Technion ~ Israel Institute of Technology 
Haifa, Israel. 

Abstract 

An investigation of the feasibility of building a nuclear power plant 
before 1980 along the southern Israel seashore was carried out. The various 
engineering, economic, ecological and public aspects of the problem were 
analyzed. The feasibility of a nuclear power plant depends upon economic and 
environmental factors as well as the need for diversification of the power 
production sources. Israeli power production capacity at present is relatively 
small. However, with the expected increase in total generating capacity and 
constantly rising oil prices, a nuclear power plant of about 400-500 MW capacity 
(or a somewhat larger one in the event of a combination of power production and 
desalination) could be included in the conventional network. Other factors that 
may influence the decision are as follows: scarcity of potential sites along the 
seashore, the level of various pollutants in the air, and the sensitivity of the 
Israeli public toward the installation of conventional and nuclear power plants. 
The relative importance of the various factors was weighed and analyzed. Local 
ecology experts are all in agreement that a nuclear power plant is environment
ally preferable. It would be regrettable to miss the "break-even point" which, 
because of the specific Israeli conditions, may have already been reached. 

Introduction 

Israeli interest in nuclear power plants goes back to the early sixties. 
In 1962, a special committee made the following recommendations: to reserve 
several sites along the Mediterranean coast for construction of nuclear power 
plants (n.p.p.); to study the feasibility of installing at the end of the 
sixties, the first n.p.p.; and to maintain a continuous follow-up of technical 
developments in this field.! 

Due to the relatively small size of the Israeli power supply system, the 
largest power unit operated until now by the Israeli Electrical Corporation(IEC) 
is 230 MW(e). Under these circumstances, n.p.p. 's could not compete economic
ally with conventional power plants (c.p.p.). Recently, the question of 
determining when to install the first n.p.p. has been discussed quite frequently 
at symposia and technical meetings2,3, Various bodies have become interested in 
the subject and participated in those meetings. 

The municipality of Ashdod, one of the communities near two potential 
sites for the first n.p,p., commissioned the Technion, Israel Institute of 
Technology, to investigate the ecological and environmental aspects of the 

* Partly supported by a research grant from the city of Ashdod, Israel. 
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installation of such a plant in the vicinity of the city.4 It should be noted 
that, as a result of the "ecological scare" that has recently swept Israel, 
local authorities often insist upon carrying out their own investigations. The 
present work is a result of such a study. 

Capacity of Existing Conventional Power Plants 

Electric power is produced, transmitted and distributed to Israeli 
customers by a single company, the IEC. Its power generating capacity grew 
from 3.0 MW(e) in 1930 to 570 MW(e) in 1962 and 1525 MW(e) in 1972. This rapid 
development compels the IEC to cope with a yearly growth rate that is one of 
the highest in the world. Only 6 years are required to double power production 
in Israel. Out of 42 countries listed in a recent surveyS, Israel has the 
highest yearly load factor (0.68 versus 0.30-0.50 in most other countries). 

Israel's power generation in 1974 will total 1920 MW(e). The power plants 
are located in Ashdod - 780 MW(e), Tel Aviv- 620 MW(e) and Haifa- 520 MW(e). 
In addition, a few gas turbines having a capacity of up to 40 MW(e) each are 
being installed, mainly to meet peak power demands. 

Factors Influencing the Decision Making 

The criteria for evaluating the feasibility of the n.p.p.are discussed 
below. The most important factors are economic and environmental criteria and 
the stage of technological development. 

Economic Factors. Economic considerations have played a major role in 
preventing the government from reaching a positive decision regarding a n.p.p. 
The initial investment in the n.p.p. is very high compared to the c.p.p.,while 
operating expenses are relatively low. The major factors determining the 
economic feasibility of a n.p.p. are the cost of conventional fuel and the 
initial investment, which depends on the size of the production unit and the 
financing conditions6. 

In the last few years, the cost of conventional fuel (bunker-oil in 
Israel) has been rising steeply. Any forecast about the economics of a n.p.p. 
has to be based on various shifting factors, mostly related to the cost of 
conventional fuel. Nuclear fuel is considerably cheaper than fossil fuel, and 
its compact shape contributes to the ease of its handling and transportation, 
as compared with fossil fue17. 

The major obstacle to the development of a n.p.p. in Israel has been 
the relatively small size of the Israeli power network. However, a study by 
Ashner8 indicates that a n.p.p. of 600 MW(e) or more may be more economical 
than a conventional unit, when the following conditions exist: the cost of 
crude oil is US$16/tonne (US$0.393/Btu), the load factor is 80%, and the 
interest rate is 10%. (Fig.l). 

Surveys and forecasts, done by the IAEA, show that from both economic 
and environmental viewpoints a n.p.p. of 500 MW(e) or more constitutes the best 
and cheapest form of power generation. The share of n.p.p. 's in the world power 
generation is expected to grow from 8% in 1975 to 27% in 1985, and 63% in the 
year 20QQ7,9. 

Public Attitude. Several years ago, in spite of widespread objection the 
Israeli government decided to install a 428 MW(e) c.p.p. within the city of 
Tel Aviv. The government was severely attacked by public organizations and 
a continuous dispute about the merits versus the shortcomings of the project 
has captured the headlines of the daily press for a long time. The decision 
created an unpleasant antagonism among the people and, at present, the attitude 
of the general public is one of suspicion towards the c.p.p. (A similar 
conflict arose in 1971 when plans for installing a new c.p.p. in a relatively 
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unpopulated area, north of Tel Aviv, were made public). 

The Israeli public does not have,as yet, an antagonistic attitude towards 
a n.p.p. This is in contrast with other countries such as the U.S.A., where ~ 

public opposition occasionally causes delays in the construction of n.p.p. 'slO 
Israel already has two research reactors, which have been functioning without 
problems since the early sixties. These reactors have boosted the development 
of nuclear research and created a sound basis for the rapid absorption of the 
first n.p.p. into the Israeli power supply network. 
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Fig.! - Comparison of cost per kwh net in conventional and LWR power plants 
(after AshnerB). 

Environmental Comparison of Nuclear and Conventional Power Plants. 
The most important ways in which a n.p.p. may affect the environment are the 
following: a) releasing minute quantities of radioactive materials into the air 
and water, (b) releasing large quantities of heat into the cooling water, and 
(c) making necessary a reevaluation of plans for development and uses of the 
land in the vicinity of the reactor. The environmental effects of nuclear and 
conventional power plants are compared in Table 1. 

It is not easy to make an environmental comparison of a c.p.p. and a n.p.p. 
While the information regarding the environmental hazards of a n.p.p. is ample, 
much less data exist regarding the c.p.p. It should also be noted that it is 
hardly possible to compare a population exposure to a few mrem/year with an 
exposure to a yearly average S02 concentration of 0.03 ppm. However, a few 
investigators 11-13 have tried to compare the effect of radioactive pollutants 
to that of conventional air pollutants, and reached the conclusion that, from 
the environmental standpoint, the n.p.p. is preferable. 

The importance of environmental criteria is steadily increasing, as a 
result of the growing public awareness of the problems. There are indications 
that future environmental standards for c.p.p. 'swill be stricter, resulting 
in greater expenditures for control devices. The n.p.p.has already reached a 
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much higher level of environmental control, which clearly gives the n.p.p. a 
certain advantage. 

Both n.p.p. and c.p.p. affect the land-use and development of the area. 
However, because of the present trend to minimize land-use restrictions around 
nuclear reactors, it seems that the effect of a n.p.p. on its close environment 
becomes marginal. 

Table 1. Environmental Effects of Nuclear and Conventional Power Plants 

Type of 
pollution 

Sea and 
Ocean 

Soil and 
land 
pollution 

Conventional Power Plant 

Oil spills from storage 
facilities pollute the marine 
environment. Floating oil 
alters the heat and oxygen 
exchange balance between 
sea and air. 

Pipelines, storage facilities 
and the plant itself affect 
landscape. Accidental spills 
may result in soil and water 
pollution. 

Nuclear Power Plant 

Transportation of nuclear fuel 
does not result in any release of 
pollutants to the sea. Minor 
quantities of radioactivity are 
released to the sea during the 
normal operation of the reactor. 
These have negligible environmental 
effects. 

No effect due to fuel transportat
ion or storage. No release of 
radioactivity to land. Effects on 
landscape are less than in c.p.p. 

Thermal 
pollution 

Large amounts of heat released to the marine environment may 
adversely affect fnaririe ecology. On the Mediterranean coast a 
properly designed outfall can reduce these effects to a negligible 
level. 

Air Air pollutants such as S02, 
pollution NOx, C02 and particulates in 

large quantities are re
leased from a c.p.p. Radio
active pollutants are also 
released from a c.p.p. as a 
result of burning coal or 
liquid fuel. Solutions to air 
pollution problems are 
expensive. They include tall 
stacks, scrubbing and 
filtration of stack gases, 
and pretreatment of fuel. 

Emission of radioactivity is low 
and may be stored until favorable 
meteorological conditions prevail. 
The probability of major accidents 
is extremely low, thus almost no 
air pollution problems arise from 
a n.p.p. 

Need for Diversification of Power Sources. Israel has neigher solid-fuel 
resources nor hydroelectric options, and its power generation is completely 
dependent upon a single energy source - liquid fossil fuel - which must be 
imported and transported, mostly by tankers. By installing nuclear power plants, 
which use only a few tons of fissionable material that has to be partially 
replaced about once a year, the country could attain a certain independence. 
This is of importance when considering the present political conditions in the 
area. 

Need for Desalination Plants. Israel has reached the point where it 
exploits practically all of its conventional water resources. Water 
desalination is already practiced in the country on a small scale and 
installation of ajoint n.p.p. and water desalination plant has been investigat
ed. However, due to the high cost of desalted water and the lack of experience, 
not much progress has been made in this direction. 
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Future of Nuclear Power in Israel 

Israel's power supply system is too small to have justified, in the past, 
the inclusion of a n.p.p. of a practicable size of 400-500 MW(e). Usually a 
single power supply unit should not exceed 10-15% of the network's total capacity. 
However, based on the projected demand illustrated in Fig.2 it is obvious that 
the operation of such a n.p.p. in the early 80's will become practicable. 
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Fig.2 - Projected demand for electric power in Israel 

Only reactors of proven technology will be considered as suitable for 
Israel in the foreseeable future. 

The basic criteria for siting the n.p.p. are similar to those considered 
in locating a c.p.p. (e.g., proximity to cooling water, safety from floods and 
earthquakes, strength of the subsoil where the foundations of the station are 
to be laid, proximity to power consumers, existence of roads and availability 
of manpower to be engaged in the construction). In addition, criteria of 
radiation safety are also taken into consideration. The experience obtained 
during the last years, the improved design of the reactors and the various 
control measures, now permit the installation of a nuclear reactor even in the 
vicinity of dense population centers. A nuclear reactor should be safe every
where its safety depending primarily upon safeguards which are an inherent part 
of its engineering. 

As power stations should be located along the seashore, and because the 
population there is already very dense, only four sites eould be reserved in 
Israel for n.p.p.'s until the end of the 20th century. This siting took into 
consideration forecasts of population increases in the big cities. Around each 
of these sites there are two regions - one which could be relatively restricted 
to civilian population (because it is uninhabited at present), and one(farther 
from the reactor) which is recommended to remain a low population density region. 
It is noteworthy that in some countries (Canada, Czechoslovakia and Japan) the 
buffer zones where construction is restricted does not exceed 500-1000 m. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

Many developing countries, most of them not more developed techno~ 
logically than Israel, have already ordered n.p.p.'s. It is especially 
difficult for a developing country to justify installation of its firs n.p.p. 
Its inclusion within a conventional ppwer generating system poses special 
difficulties. The various approaches to these questions are presented in 
Appendix A, where a comparison between Israel and Greece (a developing country, 
also) is given. 

This investigation, based on a study carried out for the city of Ashdod5 , 
showed that from ecological and environmental aspects there is a distinct 
advantage in installing a n.p.p. rather than a c.p.p. Even from the economic 
viewpoint, a decision should be made now so that the n.p.p. could be 
operational by 1980. 

According to some approaches, a delay may be desirable in the long run 
because it may save some money. Other investigators believe that this delay 
is already economically unjustified. These debates indicate that Israel will 
probably make a positive decision in the near future, in accordance with the 
general attitude of most of the Israeli workers who have investigated these 
questions. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix an attempt is made to compare the various approaches to the 
question of the integration of a nuclear power plant into the power supply 
system of a developing country. For this purpose Greece, whose power problems 
are similar to those of Israel, has been selected for comparison with Israel. 
This comparison is based upon data reported by officials of the Greece Public 
Power Corporation (Skelakalos and Karangelos*) and is presented in the 
following chart: 

A Comparison of Approaches towards the Question of 
Installation of a N.P.P.in Two Developing Countries 

Problem 

Type of body 
supplying the 
electricity 

The type of 
energy 

Proposed date 
of install
ation and 
number of 
units to be 
integrated 
in the 
national 
supply 
network 

Determin
ation of the 
size of the 
first nuclear 
power unit. 

Type of 
reactor 

Siting of 
the n.p.p. 

Feasibility 
of a joint 
n.p.p. and 
water 
desalination 
plant 

Israel 

The Israel Electric Corp.Ltd. 
(I.E.C.) is a public utility 
concerned with the generation 
and supply of electricity. 

Mostly liquid-fuel imported 
into Israel; local deposits 
of oil and gas supply only 
2-3% of yearly demand; uranium 
ore deposits have been found 
mixed with phosphate rock. 

4-5 n.p.p. of 500-600 MW(e) 
each to be installed between 
1980 and 1990 plus 4-5 fast 
power reactors of 800-1000 
MW(e) each, to be installed 
between 1990 abd 2000. 

Greece 

Public Power Corporation (PPC) 
is responsible for the generat
ion, transmission and dis
tribution, transmission and 
distribution of electricity. 

Deposits of solid fuel; 
indications of oil and natural 
gas deposits; hydroelectrical 
potential of 15,000 GWh/year; 
uranium ore deposits under 
exploration. 

8 n.p.p. of about 600 MW(e) 
each of the LWR type will be 
installed between 1982-1991; 
8 n.p.p. of 1000 MW(e) each 
will be installed between 
1993-2000. 

The appropriate size will be determined by considering two 
opposite trends: 

a) Large units are cheaper (per kWh) 
b) Operational requirements of the system give preference 

to small units. 

The first reactors will probably be of the LWR type, due to the 
proven good experience obtained with these reactors. 

The fact that both Israel and Greece are Mediterranean countries 
having a long sea coast practically solves the question of 
thermal pollution. However, development of seaside tourism 
dictates the need for early n.p.p. siting. The two countries 
have already selected potential sites for the n.p.p.'s that 
will be built by the year 2000. 

Because of water shortages, 
serious consideration is 
given to the possibility of 
installing a joint project for 
nuclear power production and 
water desalination. This 
integration will become a 
necessity in the eighties. 
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Problem 

Forecast 

A Comparison of Approaches towards the Question of 
Installation of a n,p.p. in two Developing Countries 

(continued) 

Israel 

Nuclear energy is probably 
the best answer to the rapid 
growth of electricity demand. 
This solution relieves Israel 
fi:·om ··complete dependence on 
one type of fuel (crude or 
bunker-oil), enables acqui
sition of experience and 
know-how, and partly solves 
the problem of conventional 
air pollution. 

Greece 

In Greece "Nuclear energy is 
considered as the unique 
solution for meeting the future 
energy needs, not only because 
the country's conventional 
energy resources are being 
depleted, but also because it is 
believed that they should be 
saved for future generations 
for other uses". 

Both countries have power-generating systems of a relatively limited 
size. As yet, there is no decisive economic advantage in including a n.p.p. 
in the conventional power network. However, both countries are rapidly 
approaching the stage where such an inclusion will be economically justified. 
Greece, in spite of the fact that its need for diversification of its power 
resources is less urgent than that of Israel, has already taken a positive 
attitude, by deciding in principle upon the installation of the first nuclear 
power plants. Israel, on the other hand, has not yet made a decision. As 
both countries are on the verge of economic justification of such a venture 
the outcome may fall either way. The difference in the approach of the two 
countries may stem from a certain difference in the local conditions and on 
other factors besides economic ones which are involved. 

* K. Skelakalos and J. Karangelos: "Integration of Nuclear Power into the 
Greek System", in the Proc. of the Regional Conference on Radiation 
Protection, March S-8, Jerusalem, Israel. 
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A REVIEW OF THE FIRST SEVEN YEARS OF OPERATIONAL 

HEALTH PHYSICS AT DUNGENESS 'A' (MAGNOX)NUCLEAR POWER STATION 

E.P, Goldfinch, Station Health Physicist, Dungeness A & B 
Nuclear Power Station, Central Electricity Generating Board, 

Lydd, Kent, England, 

Introduction 

Dungeness 'A' Nuclear Power Station comprises two identical reactors each of the magnox type of nominal 
thermal power 725 MN(th), nominal electric power 205 MN(e). The first reactor achieved commercial full power in 
October 1965 and the second in December 1965. The reactors have been in operation with a lifetime load factor 
of 77.1% up to March 31st, 1973, and total electrical production 24,5 x 109 KWH (exported). Refuelling on mag
nox reactors is continuous with the reactor at full power, This paper reviews the Health Physics aspects of 
operation over the past seven years, 

Early Commissioning Radiation Surveys 

On completion of reactor construction, commissioning was undertaken in three stages, Firstly general plant 
commissioning tests and performance studies, secondly fuel loading and reactivity experiments, and thirdly stage 
by stage power raising including reactivity experiments and establishment of dose rate contours, shielding inte
grity studies and dose rate measurements for interpolation to higher powers in areas where the dose rate would 
be too high for actual measurements. 

The whole site was divided into 76 areas and within each area designated survey positions were marked both 
in situ and on drawings, All survey positions were identified by unique code number related to the reactor 
number, area type, area identity and survey position number. These enabled rapid comparisons to be made between 
results in similar geometrical positions. In all some 1500 positions were nominated. 

Surveys were undertaken at nominally 2%, 20% and 100% full power, including gamma radiation, thermal neu
tron and fast neutron measurements. Because of limited resources, it was not expected that every planned 
measurements could necessarily be made at each power level. Priorities were allocated to ensure that adequate 
information was gained, especially for extrapolation to higher reactor powers. 

The surveys showed that 
i) In general gamma radiation levels were lower than predicted. 
ii) Neutron levels were higher than predicted especially in boiler cells and on the reactor roof, 
iii) The integrity or shielding construction was confirmed, 
iv) Dose rates on shutdown boilers were higher than expected, due to a higher than expected contribution 

through the reactor primary shield. 

Studies on fuelling machines over the first few months operation were carried out and showed that 
i) The general shielding design was satisfactory both for neutron and gamma radiation~ 
ii) Access to the charge face need not be restricted during fuel discharge, provided that only the shielding 

slab immediately beneath the refuelling machine is removed. However, access to the interspace between the 
primary biological shield and the charge face, must be strictly prevented. 

Site Environmental Neutron Dose Rates 

Neutron dose rates were found to be higher than expected both in boiler cell areas and in some working 
areas. Additional shielding was installed and this reduced dose rates to acceptable levels. However, in some 
working areas the neutron dose rate is still approximately equal to the gamma dose rate even though both are low 
and in some infrequently visited access areas neutron dose rates and gamma dose rates are of the order of 
1 rem/hr. It thus became necessary at a very early stage in commissioning to consider the possibility of some 
form of personal neutron dosimetry. Crude neutron spectral measurements were made in the hope that there may be 
a fixed ratio between total neutron dose rate and thermal neutron dose rate. It would then be possible to infer 
total neutron dose to personnel from measured thermal neutron dose on personnel film badges. The results of the 
experiments undertaken in 1966 showed that the ratio total neutron dose to thermal neutron dose varied between 
3.5:1 and 10,5:1, A weighted value of 5:1 was accepted as an interim value taking into account the likely occu
pancy factors. Thus all personnel dose records included a neutron contribution equal to five times the measured 
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thermal neutron dose. 
The minimum detectable dose on a film badge became of great importance, both for gamma dose and thermal 

neutron dose. The film badge used at Dungeness is that described by Heard and Jones 2. Assessment of neutron 
dose is by comparison of film density under a cadmium filter against density under a tin filter of equal mass 
thickness. Statistical variation in density between areas of the same piece of film can lead to an apparent 
thermal neutron dose. Series of film badges were therefore exposed to low nominal thermal neutron doses of 
1 m rem, 2 m rem, 3 m rem, and 14 m rem, concurrently with nominally 0 m rem, 5 m rem, 11 m rem and 80 m rem of 
gamma radiation. Standard deviations of the results were determined yielding minimum detectable levels (85% 
confidence) of at i.e. 1.3 m rems for thermal neutrons and 3.5 m rems for gamma doses. These values were 
rounded to 1.5 m rem and 5 m rems. It is not surprising that a lower value is obtained from thermal neutrons 
than gamma radiation because variations in density are between areas of the same piece of film as opposed to 
variations between separate films. The minimum detectable level of total neutrons was taken as 5 X that for 
thermal neutrons i.e4 8 m rems (rounded). ·Sophisticated neutron spectrum measurements made more recently at 
Dungeness by Harvey have shown that a revised neutron factor of 4:1 for film badges should be used. 

The Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories of the Central Electricity Generating Board were asked to develop a suit
able personnel neutron dosimeter. This has recently been described in a paper by Harvey, Hudd and Townsend 3 at 
a Symposium organised by the IAEA in Vienna, December 1972. This dosimete1• (The Albedo Dosimeter) is now used 
on occasions when a known neutron exposure is to be incurred but a monthly assessment of neutron dose to all 
station personnel is assessed from the film badges. 

Off Site Environmental Monitoring 

An environmental monitoring programme was started around Dungeness in May 1963. The first phase, a pre
operational survey, was to establish levels of radiation and radioactivity in the area around the power station 
before commissioning of the reactors. The later phase, the continuing operational survey, is to assess any 
changes in the levels that may occur after commissioning, due either to operational discharges or following an 
accident. 

The pre operational survey included gross 0(.. and gross f3 measurements on herbage, root mat and soil, gross 
f3 measurements on sea silt, sea water, shore silt, drinking water and 1131 and milk, together with gamma dose 

rate measurements at a series of shore sites and on agricultural sites. 
Gamma survey sites are selected in three rings between one half and one mile, between one and five miles 

and control sites at between fifteen and twenty miles. Measurement frequencies were initially set at monthly 
intervals for operator training and familiarity and later generally reduced to quarterly. Fig. 1 shows the mean 
value of herbage results resulting from the background fallout. 
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In early operation of the station, the environmental monitoring programme remained unaltered but sub
sequently a number of alterations to the programme have been incorporated. For example sea silt measurements 
are now annual instead of quarterly and control sites milk samples would now only be assessed for 1131 if 1131 
was found in local farm sites. A major change is that a more sensitive indicator than herbage has been devised 
to act as an indicator for station emission, namely the tacky shade 5. Herbage samples are now only collected 
once per year from individual sites but tacky shades are exposed over two month periods at seven sites near the 
power station, and at five control sites. In addition shades are exposed along the station fence and within it. 
By measurement of the total activity or specific isotopic activity on an exposed shade, a measure of the inte
grated airborne activity is obtained. A deposition velocity for the collectors of about 1.5 em/sec has been 
determined 6• At sites with high wind runs, higher apparent integrated airborne activity levels are found, and 
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it has been shown that normalising factors for individual sites around a power station can be determined by 
analysis of site results over a long period 6. These factors vary between 0.77 and 1.5 for the Dungeness sites. 
Experience to date shows that no measurements of radioactivity outside the station perimeter can be attributed 
to station emission. Mean values of tacky shade activities are included on Fig. 1. 

In 1967, following a series of weapon tests, routine sampling showed a significant increase in 1131 content 
of local milk production, at a time when most catile were mainly under ccver. Fig. 2 shows values of 1131 in 
milk obtained at a typical site together with 113 activity on herbage. The occasion was used to mount a large 
programme of measurements to determine the practical limitation of local resources and valuable experience was 
gained. 
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Radiation Dosimetry 

Whole Body Dose 

Shielding design at nungeness was on the basis of a maximum individual annual dose of 2.5 rem. The dose 
committment to maintenance staff depends not only on plant conditions but on Health Physics techniques and 
awareness. Dose committments to operators depend more on plant area dose rates and cannot be reduced signifi
cantly without major plant modifications. 
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development may still be necessary. It may be expected that dose committments would rise. A period of lower 
dose committments should follow when "teething" problems have been solved. 
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rig. 3 shows the number of men who have received between 0.5 and lo5 rem and between 1.5 and 5 rem whole 
body dose in any year between 1965 and 1972 inclusive. Fig. 4 shows the average whole body dose per year for 
all occupational workers at Dungeness. In 7 years there have only been 10 occasions when 1.5 rem has been 
exceeded in one year. 

Gaseous Effluents 

Gaseous and airborne particulate effluents arise from three sources namely carbon dioxide leakage and 
primary circuit purging, biological shield cooling air and active area ventilation systems. 

Argon 41 is emitted at the rate of about 20 curies per hour for each reactor from the shield cooling 
systems, and in small additional quantities from carbon dioxide (about 10 ci per day). 

Gasborne particulate activities are measured by sampling through charcoal impregnated filter papers. Exper
ience has shown since 1965 that particulate activities in carbon dioxide discharges include about 0.2 m Ci per 
day total beta activity assessed against a cl36 standard and alpha activities always below a minimum detectable 
value of about 2(10)-5 mCi per day. A further o.l mCi/day total beta and negligible alpha activity are dis
charged with shield cooling air. The contribution from ventilation systems is negligible in comparison with 
shield cooling and cArbon dioxide discharges. No significant trends in activity discharges have been observed 
since 1965 except at a point when sampling techniques changed to incorporate a charcoal impregnated filter paper 
with a much higher collection efficiency to As?6 than the e~ier gapers used. 

Carbon dioxide discharges include s35, As?6, Agl10m, Co , Zn 5, Fe59 a~ cr5\ re55 with Agl10il as the 
greatest individual contributor. Shield cooling discharges include As?6, Br , cr5l, Agl10m, co60 tnd Fe59 with 
As76 as the greatest individual contributor. 

Quantitative returns are made to the Department of the Environment based upon activity levels after 72 
hours decay as a condition of the Authorisation to Discharge. No quantitative maximum permitted discharge has 
been set. The Authorisation required that discharges must be kept to the lowest practicable level. 

Liquid Effluents 

The terms of the Authorisation to discharge liquid radioactive waste, administered by the Ministry of 
Agriculture Fisheries and Food permit discharges up to 200 curies of total activity other than tritium per 
twelve consecutive months, together with 2,000 curies of tritium. Discharges are made from the active effluent 
treatment plant on a batch basis to the English Channel mixed with 20 million gallons per hour of cooling water. 
Waste passes through a sand pressure filter and sintered stainless steel filter before discharge. Samples from 
each 20,000 gallon batch are assessed for total beta and alpha activity and separately for tritium using liquid 
scintillation techniques. Principle activities are csl37 and s35 and tritium. 

Fig. 5 shows the discharges since 1965. Tritium produced as a result of the reaction Li6 + n ~ H3 +o<: 

on the lithium impurity in graphite, is removed from the reactors in the gas drying system. A peak value was 
expected about 2 years after start up followed by a continuous reduction due to burn up of the lithium. The 
figure shows this peak and shows that current discharges of tritium are about 1.5% of the authorised maximum. 
The figure also shows a peak in activity discharges other than tritium caused by a temporary period of release 
of csl37 &. csl34 to the fuel element cooling ponds. Discharges of activity are currently about 15% of the 
permitted maximum. 

Fig. 6 shows the variation in isoto~g composition of the main contrib~rs. In addition cr51, Fe55, Nb95, 
cl4, sr90fy<JJ, sr89, ca45, AgllOm and Ru have appeared at concentrations greater than 1% at various times. 
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Radiological Control 

The system of radiation and contamination zone control used within the CEGB7 is used at Dungeness. A 
permit control system is used for all significant radiological work covering specific precautions and dosimetry 
requirements. Permits are issued by authorised senior Operation Engineers with the backing of accredited Health 
Physicists. Health Physics advice in the form of a written certificate is issued to the permit Engineer for 
work of significant potential radiation dose or for work on plant normally sealed but which may contain loose 
contamination. Permits or the equivalent are required even for entry into zones of highest radiological class
ification. Health Physics surveys may be undertaken prior to the issue of either Permits or Health Physics 
Certificates and Permits may require continuous Health Physics surveillance during work. These surveys would be 
undertaken by industrial staff Health Physics Monitors and in many instances include the measurement of airborne 
radioactive contamination during work progress. 

Routine radiation surveys and routine surface contamination surveys are undertaken in all areas, the fre
quency being dependent on the likelyhood of a hazard existing. Airborne radioactivity is assessed as an average 
over a two month period in areas where a low level hazard may exist intermittently or where no hazard should 
exist, by exposing indoor tacky cloth collectors in the form of a 1 square metre frame doubly covered with tack 
mat cloth.8 Such collectors would be exposed in areas such as active laundry rooms, decontamination areas, 
active workshops, active effluent plant, active waste sorting rooms, fuel cooling pond buildings etc. Asses~ 

ment of radioactivity by st~ard ashing and counting techniques has shown that averaged airborne radioactivity 
concentrations as low as 10 pCi/cm3 above background may readily be measured. 

Operational Health Physics Problems 

Radiation Accident 

Early in 1966, when contractors responsibilities had not been completed, a contractor was investigating a 
fault on fuel pond machinery and moved what appeared to be a loose washer. The item was subsequently shown to 
be a stainless steel end cap from a fuel e~ement with a contact dose rate of approximately 500 R/hr (JO +~ ) 

and a gamma dose rate of about 1 R/hr at one foot distance. Reconstruction of the events subsequently demon
strated that a maximum hand exposure of 18.75 rem could have been received accompanied by a whole body dose of 
less than LOO m rem. As a result of the incident additional fixed gamma alarms were installed. 

Predominant Contaminant 

• • . • • • ll.Om • • In the ma1n, loose rad1oact1ve contam1nat1on found at Dungeness 1s Ag • Its source 1s st1ll unknown but 
whilst in general it is associated with smaller quantities of other isotopes such as co6o, Fe59, cr51 and s35, 
occasions have occurred when pure AgllOm has been identified. Microscopic examination 9 has shown that metalic 
silver exists sometimes associated with iron and copper. Construction records indicate that no silver, silver 
plating or silver bearing alloys were used in construction. 

Fuel Pond Bacterial Growth 

Early in 1969 it became apparent that the walls and floor of the fuel element cooling ponds were becoming 
covered in a green slime even though conditions are maintained at pH 11.5. As the thickness increased, large 
pieces would break away leading to many problems such as blocking of filters. The slime appeared to have the 
characteristic that it absorbed radioactive contamination particularly insoluble Ag110m. Any pond equipment 
taken from the ponds became coated with slime and if allowed to dry would then cause spread of contamination. 
The slime turned out to result from non pathogenic bacteria. For operational reasons it was necessary to 
eliminate the cause. All known bacteriacides would have caused corrosion of the magnox canning material of 
stored irradiated fuel elements, releasing fission products to the water. It was not possible to remove all the 
fuel from the ponds without holding up the reactor refuelling cycle for at least three months. The course of 
action finally adopted was to place all fuel in one isolated bay of the pond complex and to empty and mechani
cally clean all the other bays. The water temperature in the bay with fuel in was then allowed to rise to 5QOC 
by decay heating to kill the bacterial growth there. The resulting dead slime was cleared by recycling the 
water through a large muslin fi~ter and finally by continuous dilution and purging. There was later an increase 
in the amount of csl37 and cs13 leached to the pond water by the fuel, ultimately causing the rise in liquid 
radioactive waste discharges shown in Fig. 5. Further formation of the bacterial growth is now prevented by 
keeping water temperatures below 2QOC and by maintaining water movement. 

Shielding for Major Maintenance 

It has been necessary on two occasions to construct major shielding assemblies for work on active compo
nents. Firstly it became necessary to modify 240 in pile steel mechanisms approximately 20 metres long with 
dose rates of some tens of rad/hr existed over about 5 metres. A cylindrical lead shielding assembly some 4 
metres high and of diameter 2 metres with 15 em wall thickness, lead glass viewing windows and remote tool 
access parts was constructed. The dose rate in the working position was about 5 mR/hr. The modification work 
without shielding would have taken about 15 minutes. 'iiith the shielding the work took approximately one hour 
for 2 men. Thus a potential radiation committment of several hundred man rads was reduced to less than 2 man 
rnds to complete all assemblies. Ultimately these same assemblies had to be replaced and the original ones 
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were cut into pieces and disposed to a waste void within the biological shield of the reactor. A second lead 
shielded cell was constructed over the disposal hole and the assemblies lowered in steps as pieces were cut off 
and allowed to drop into the void below. 

Statutory Boiler Overhauls 

It is a statutory requirement that the gas side of two boilers, and associated gas ducts are inspected 
every two years. This requires that the reactor is shutdown, cooled and depressurised and the sections to be 
inspected are isolated from the reactor 002 atmosphere and purged with air. Once an air atmosphere is estab
lished, a comprehensive Health Physics radiological survey is undertaken in all horizontal sections where small 
irradiated objects could ledge. The gas ducts are some 2 metres in diameter and the boilers some 20 metres 
high. Comprehensive surveys are therefore time consuming. They are undertaken by staff with full air line 
respiratory protection. On receipt of written clearance, inspection teams enter and later teams to undertake 
minor repairs such as to thermocouple pockets. Full telephonic contact is maintained by staff at the entry 
control point with teams inside the primary circuit. Surveys, inspections and minor repairs are usually comp
leted within 1 week but other maintenance work is undertaken whilst the reactor is shut down. It has been found 
at Dungeness that general dose rates inside gas duets Rnd boilers due to loose and fixed radioactive contamina-
tion are only a few m rem/hr and reducing as years pass. Occasional small pieces of radioactive debris are 
found during surveys. 

Routine Health Physics Programme 

A nuclear site such as Dungeness requires a fairly comprehensive Health Physics service ranging from dosi
metry, effluent control, environmental monitoring, decontamination laundries, etc. Associated with this there 
is a great deal of routine work either of a statutory nature or of a support nature. This work continues on a 
24 hour basis. Many statutory requirements require sampling, measurement etc. and a wide range of instruments 
are used. These instruments require regular calibration. All breathing apparatus, air lines, suits and comm
unications equipment need regular testing and inspection. A range of routines has been established divided into 
the following groups: Radiation Surveys, Surface Contamination Surveys, Gas Borne Particulate Activity Surveys 
(including primary coolant) District Survey, Breathing Equipment, Isotopic Analysis (including effluent 
analysis) Instrument Calibrations and Emergency Equipment checks. In all over 170 different routines are comp
leted at frequencies varying from once per shift to once per year. Control of such a programme is complex and 
is fulfilled by dividing routines into two groups - those of frequency 1 week or less and those of frequency 
greater than one week. The former group are listed on either daily or weekly log sheets and the later are cat
alogued in a computer programme which gives a printout each 12 weeks of routine work due and date due. It is 
therefore relatively straight forward to satisfy inspecting authorities that statutory work is adequately 
completed. 

Conclusions 

Seven years experience of operating two magnox reactors at Dungeness have shown that personnel doses can be 
kept very low, currently at an average of 300 m rem per year for occupational workers. Off site measurements of 
radioactivity in the environment have shown that there is no measurable activity attributable to the operation 
of the station, even though the extremely sensitive tacky shade collectors are used for sampling, For the past 
three years liquid effluents have been below 15% of the permitted discharges. A programme of routine work con
trolled by computer ensures that statutory requirements are met. 
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Les mesures d'exploitation effectuees dans les six reacteurs de type 
graphite-gaz exploites par Electricite de France ont permis de supposer l'exis
tence de phenomenes de piegeage de l'iode par les structures internes. 

Dans le but de confirmer cette hypothese, une experience fut entreprise 
sur le reacteur de Chinon 1. Elle consistait en l'injection d'iode radioactif 
dans le circuit primaire et en l'etude de l'evolution de sa concentration et de 
sa forme physico-chimique. 

Les resultats montrent que la transformation de l'iode moleculaire en 
formes penetrantes est tres rapide. On observe une vitesse importante de pie
geage par les structures internes. Le phenomene de desorption est lent. 

Abstract 

In the six gas-cooled reactors, which are operated by Electricite de 
France, the usual analysises have been leading us to suppose the being of iodi
ne absorption phenomena by internal structures. 

In order to corroborate this hypothesis, a test was attempted in Chinon 1 
reactor. It consisted in the study of activity evolution and physico-chemical 
form of iodine after having introduced molecular 131I in the coolant. 

The results show a very quick transformation of molecular iodine in pene
trating forms. The trapping speed by internal structures is high, the desorp
tion phenomenon is slow. 

Introduction 

Les SlX reacteurs de type graphite-gaz exploites par Electricite de France 
presentent a des niveaux differents d'un reacteur a l'autre, des contaminations 
en produits de fission resultant de pollution se presentant sous diverses 
formes. 

Parmi les radionucleides produits, les iodes et plus particulierement 131I 
font l'objet d'une surveillance soutenue. 

Les mesures d'exploitation effectuees dans des conditions operatoires les 
plus variees montrent systematiquement une activite volumique en 131I beaucoup 
plus faible que celle que l'on pourrait logiquement attendre de la pollution en 
Uranium du coeur des reacteurs. C'est ainsi que le rapport entre les activites 
en 131I calculee et mesuree se situe selon le reacteur et son etat de pollution 
entre 1000 et 10 000. Cette estimation repose sur l'hypothese que la majeure 
partie des gaz nobles de fission emis reste dans le fluide caloporteur et que 
la repartition de l'iode et des gaz nobles entre les differents milieux cons
tituant le reacteur (Uranium, fluide caloporteur, structures internes) se fait 
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dans les memes proportions. 
L'importance de ce rapport nous a conduits a envisager un piegeage de 

l'iode par les structures internes du reacteur et a entreprendre des experiences 
destinees a mettre ce phenomene en evidence. 

L'une d'entre elles, qui fait l'objet de cet expose, consistait en une 
injection de quelques Curies d'1311 dans le fluide caloporteur du reacteur de 
Chinon 1 et a etudier l'evolution de l'activite volumique ainsi que celle de la 
proportion des formes penetrantes d'iode. 

Conditions experimentales 

Chinon 1 est le premier reacteur a Uranium Naturel, modere au Graphite et 
refroidi au Gaz Carbonique, construit et exploite par Electricite de France. La 
premiere divergence a eu lieu le 16 Septembre 1962, le premier couplage au 
reseau est intervenu le 14 Juin 1963. Les principales caracteristiques en sont 
repartees sur le schema, figure n°1, qui prfsente le principe du circuit pri
maire et permet de localiser les points d'injection de l'iode et de preleve
ments. 

Dispositif d'injection 

Le procede de generation etait fonde sur l'echange isotopique entre du 
radio-iodure de sodium sous forme solide et des vapeurs d'iode naturel. 

Le dispositif d'injection se composait, en serie, d'un reservoir de 1271 
moleculaire et d'un generateur contenant environ 4 Ci de radio-iodure de sodium. 
Le reservoir de 1271 etait pourvu d'un circuit de contournement destine a 
assurer le rechauffage des circuits avant le generation proprement dite de 1311. 

Dispositifs de prelevement 

Le materiel de prelevement etait constitue de "Porte-charbon de Contr6le" 
doubles1, d'une part et de dispositifs de type "May-Pack"2 d'autre part. 

Les Porte-charbon de Controle devaient permettre de suivre l'evolution de 
l'activite volumique totale en 1311 du fluide caloporteur. Chaque Porte-charbon 
de Contr6le etait constitue de deux couches successives, de 5 em d'epaisseur 
chacune, de charbon impregne a l'iodure de potassium. Les conditions d'utilisa
tion etaient les suivantes : debit de gaz preleve 2 m3/h, vitesse frontale sur 
le charbon 20 cm/s, temperature du gaz analyse inferieure a 50°C. 

Les dispositifs de type May-Pack etaient constitues, successivement dans 
le sens d'ecoulement du gaz echantillonne de : 
- 1 filtre en laine de verre comprimee destine a arreter 1311 fixe sur les 

aerosols. 
- 7 couches de "knit-mesh" en laine de cuivre argente dans le but de retenir 

l'iode moleculaire. 
- 3 couches de charbon non impregne. 
- 6 couches de charbon impregne au triethylenediamine (TEDA). 
- 1 filtre en laine de verre comprimee pour arreter les produits d'erosion des 

charbons. 
Les couches de charbon avaient pour but de retenir les formes penetrantes de 
l'iode. Chaque couche d'absorbant avait une epaisseur de 1 em. 

Deux dispositifs de type May Pack, prevus pour fonctionner a la pression 
du circuit primaire, furent places, l'un a l'amont, l'autre a l'aval du reac
teur. Leur but etait de fournir des resultats integres sur la duree totale de 
l'experience. Le debit de gaz preleve s'elevait a 1m3/h. 

Les autres appareils, fonctionnant ala pression atmospherique avaient 
pour but, de fournir des renseignements sur l'evolution dans le temps de chaque 
forme d'iode, moleculaire ou penetrante. Le debit de prelevement etait regle a 
2 m3/h. 
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Les prelevements effectues par les dispositifs de type May-Pack destines a 
fournir des resultats integres sur la duree de l'experience seront designes par 
l'expression prelevements continus. Les prelevements effectues a l'aide des 
autres dispositifs de type May-Pack seront appeles discontinus. 

Methodes de mesure 

Les activites ont ete mesurees a l'aide de selecteurs 400 et 4000 canaux 
a detecteur I Na (4x4in) et Ge-Li. 

Deroulement de l'experience 

L'ensemble de l'experimentation s'est deroule selon trois phases. L'acti
vite volumique de 131I resultant de la pollution du reacteur avait ete preala-
blcment mesuree. 

La premiere phase couvrait l'injection et les evolutions rapides a court 
-terme. L'evolution escomptee de l'activite volumique de 131I etant rapide, il 
etait indispensable d'effectuer des prelevements de courte duree (5 mn) avec 
une periodicite de 10 mn. Il etait done necessaire d'injecter une quantite de 
131I suffisante pour que les activites recueillies durant cette premiere phase 
soient mesurables. 

La seconde phase avait pour objet de suivre l'evolution de l'activite 
volumique de 131I, dans les conditions normales d'exploitation du reacteur. Les 
faibles activites volumiques du C02 necessitaient alors des prelevements de 
duree accrue (15 mn, puis 30 mn, puis 60 mn). 

La troisieme phase devait permettre d'.~valuer la rapidite de desorption 
des st

1
ructures dans des conditions differentes c 'est a dire reacteur a 1 'arret 

et circuits principaux vidanges. 

Resultats experimentaux 

Une experience prealable de generation fut effectuee en Laboratoire pour 
obtenir l'assurance que la production de formes penetrantes d'iode ne devait 
etre imputee qu'au reacteur ou au fluide caloporteur. Cette experience consis
tait a generer 131I en atmosphere de C02 de qualite commerciale. On a observe 
qu'au maximum 7°/oo de l'iode genere etait sous forme penetrante. 

On peut done conclure de ce resultat que toute forme penetrante constatee 
au cours de l'experience principale est imputable a une transformation de l'iode 
moleculaire dans le reacteur ou les circuits principaux. 

Forme physico-chimique de l'iode 
Des prelevements effectues avant l'injection sur dispositifs de type May

Pack ont montre une activite volumique en 128r du fluide caloporteur de 
3,5 10-6 Ci/m3, uniquement sous forme penetrante. Nous n'avons pas pu determiner 
avec certitude la source de cette pollution en 128r qui ne peut etre attribuee 
entierement a l'activation de 127r de fission. Il y a done lieu de supposer que 
1281 provient en majeure partie de l'activation d'iode naturel; de forme physico
chimique inconnue, introduit accidentellement dans le reacteur. Malgre ces 
inconnues, en raison des lois des reactions d'equilibre, on peut penser que les 
formes penetrantes de l'iode sont preponderantes en reacteur. 

Les principaux resultats de l'experience proprement dite sont les suivantes: 
1°) Le tableau, figure n°2, regroupe les resultats des mesures d'activite volu
mique des deux formes de 131I obtenues a partir des dispositifs de type May
Pack. 

La colonne 1 indique l'heure de debut de prelevement decomptee a partir de 
l'instant origine To correspondant ala fin de l'injection. La duree de chaque 
prelevement etait de 5 minutes. Les colonnes 2 et 3 indiquent l'activite volu
mique en 131r respectivement sous forme moleculaire et sous forme penetrante. 
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2°) La proportion d'iode moleculaire sur les prelevements continus est volslne 
de 15% sensiblement identique pour les deux echantillons. Cependant, il y a 
lieu de signaler que le prelevement effectue a l'amont du reacteur a ete mis en 
service 12 mn apres son homologue, effectue a l'aval du reacteur et que, de ce 
fait ces prelevements ne permettent pas, a eux seuls, de conclure quant ala 
vitesse de formation des formes penetrantes. 

Les principales conclusions sont les suivantes : 
1°) Il y a transformation de l'iode moleculaire en forme penetrante a l'inte
rieur des circuits principaux. L'examen du tableau, figure n°2, permet de le 
constater. 
2°) La transformation de l'iode moleculaire en forme penetrante est rapide. En 
effet, les constatations sont les suivantes : 
- la proportion d'iode moleculaire sur le prelevement continu effectue a l'aval 
du reacteur est de 15%. Ce prelevement a debute au temps To. 
- l'echantillon discontinu preleve a To + 5mn contient 1% d'iode moleculaire. 

Il resulte de ces constatations que l'apport d'iode moleculaire sur le 
prelevement continua eu lieu au tout debut de l'experience. 

D'autre part, on constate que le second echantillon effectue a To+15 mn, 
a l'aval du reacteur, ne contient plus d'iode moleculaire en quantite mesura
ble. 

La disparition de l'iode moleculaire est done beaucoup plus rapide que 
celle des formes penetrantes. La difference de comportement des deux formes 
peut etre attribuee ala transformation de l'iode moleculaire en forme pene
trante. 
3°) La transformation de l'iode moleculaire en forme penetrante s'effectue au 
cours du passage dans le reacteur. 

En effet, le premier prelevement discontinu, effectue a To+12 mn a l'amont 
du reacteur, revele une proportion d'iode moleculaire de 10%, alors que cette 
proportion n'est que de 1% sur le premier prelevement discontinu effectue a 
l'aval du reacteur. Cette difference nous conduit a penser qu'une partie de 
l'iode genere est restee fixee sur les tuyauteries situees en amont du point de 
prelevement amont. L'iode moleculaire retenu un temps relativement long sur les 
tuyauteries ne s'etant pas transforme, la conversion de l'iode moleculaire en 
forme penetrante est imputable au passage dans le coeur du reacteur et s'effec
tue pratiquement completement en un seul passage. Ce temps de passage est de 
l'ordre de 1 s. 

La suite de l'expose ne portera done QVe sur l'evolution de l'iode sous 
sa forme penetrante. 

Evolution de l'activite volumigue totale du fluide caloporteur en 131r 

Le ~iagramme, figure n°3, montre l'evolution de l'activite volumique en 
131r suivant deux echelles de temps. La largeur des segments verticaux corres
pond au temps de prelevement. On constate que la diminution de l'activite volu
mique du co2 en 131r est extremement rapide et que l'etat d'equilibre est 
atteint au bout d'environ 80 heures. Les evolutions relevees a l'amont et a 
l'aval du reacteur sont identiques. 

Ces resultats experimentaux nous ont permis d'estimer que la constante de 
temps de piegeage de 131I est inferieure a 10 mn. 

Le niveau d'equilibre de l'activite de 131I est reste constant a 
4 10- 1° Ci/m3 jusqu'a l'arret du reacteur qui a eu lieu 20 jours apres l'injec
tion. 

Desorption de l'iode 

L'evolution de l'activite voluwique de 131r au cours de la periode de 
fonctionnement aux conditions nominales a permis de fixer une limite inferieure 
ala constante de temps de desorption de l'iode. On a ainsi trouve que cette 
constante de temps devait etre plus grande que 40 jours. Il est en effet impos-
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sible d'obtenir une meilleure precision en raison d'une activite volumiQue a 
l'eQuilibre en 131I apres injection trap peu differente de celle mesuree avant 
l'experience. 

L'objectif de la troisieme phase de l'experimentation etait de determiner 
la constante de temps de desorption de 131I. Dans ce but, il fut procede, a la 
pression atmospheriQue, a un renouvellement aussi intense QUe possible de l'at
mosphere des circuits, afin d'obtenir une activite volumiQue de 131I la plus 
faible possible. Une soufflante auxiliaire, destinee normalement a l'evacuation 
de la puissance residuelle avait ete maintenue en service pour assurer l'homo
geneisation de l'atmosphere. Le ren01lVellement ayant ete arrete, l'evolution de 
l'activite volumiQue de I131 fut observee. Cette evolution est indiQuee sur la 
figure n°4. On constate QU'elle presente un maximum au-dela duQuel la pente de 
la courbe tend vers la periode de 131I. 

La constante de temps de desorption pour les conditions de temperature et 
de pression (temperature moyenne nn graphite : 65°C, pression atmospheriQue) a 
ete estimee a environ 105 jours. 

Cette experience a permis egalement de constater QUe le phenomene d'ad
sorption de l'iode varie avec les conditions de fonctionnement du circuit. Ainsi, 
dans les conditions de cette derniere experience, la constante de temps d'ad
sorption s'elevait a environ 13 heures, valeur tres superieure a celle trouvee 
lors du fonctionnement nominal. Le debit de la soufflante auxiliaire etant 
tres faible vis a vis du debit nominal du fluide caloporteur, il est tres vrai
semblable que le debit de gaz a une influence sur la vitesse d'adsorption de 
l'iode. 

Conclusion 

Dans les reacteurs graphite-gaz : 
1°) Les formes penetrantes de l'iode - et en particulier l'iodure de methyle
sont des formes stables et rapidement preponderantes en reacteur. 
2°) Il y a piegeage rapide de l'iode par les structures internes. La constante 
de temps 'de piegeage, pour les conditions d'exploitation de Chinon 1, a. ete 
estimee inferieure a 10 minutes. 
3°) Le phenomene de desorption est tres lent. 

Il faut, cependant, etre tres prudent dans l'utilisation de ces resultats, 
et en particulier ceux concernant l'adsorption, pour d'autres reacteurs et dans 
d'autres conditions. Il est, en effet, tres probable QUe la vitesse de piegeage 
de l'iode depend, entre autres parametres, de la configuration des circuits et 
du reacteur, de la geometrie du canal et du debit de fluide caloporteur. On 
doit constater, en particulier, une difference de comportement de l'iode, pour 
un meme reacteur, s'il est en marche nominale ou s'il vient d'etre arrete brus
QUement sur incident de combustible. Cette remarQue est fondee sur des observa
tions faites par ailleurs QUi ont montre une augmentation appreciable d'activi
te VOlumiQUe de 131I alors QUe le reacteur Venait de passer de la pleine puis
sance a la puissance nulle. Le seul facteur important dans cette evolution 
croissante semblait etre la diminution importante du debit de fluide calopor
teur. 

Ainsi, en cas d'accident survenant sur le combustible, paraitrait-il sou
haitable de maintenlr le debit n1aximal de fluide caloporteur apres la chute de 
barres afin de conserver le plus longtemps possible le benefice des phenomenes 
decrits dans cet expose. 

1 - F. BILLARD - J. BRION 

2 - M:J.MEGAW and F.G.MAY 
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ADSORPTION OF FISSION NOBLE GASES ON CHARCOAL 

Abraham S. Goldin, Dwight W. Underhill and Helena A. Trindade* 
Harvard School of Public Health 

Boston, Massachusetts 02115 

Recent research1 on 8.dsorption of krypton and xenon by charcoal from an 
argon carrier stream has shown that the adsorption coefficient of Kr is al
most independent of pressure at -l20°C, and actually decreases with pressure 
at -l40°C, over the range from two to six atmospheres. This paper reports 
further work in correlating the adsorption of Kr and Xe from Ar streams with 
the adsorption properties of Ar itself. It also reports measurements of the 
adsorption of Kr and Xe from streams of N2, which may be used as a cover gas 
in some Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) applications. These measurements are 
also correlated with the adsorption of the N2 carrier gas. Some additional 
data on adsorption of the two fission noble gases from air and from a 
60:20:20 mixture of N2-Ar-02 are presented. 

Experimental 

The experimental system has been described.l A schematic drawing of the 
apparatus is shown in Figure l. A number of adsorption beds containing from 
< l to 480 grams of Pittsburgh PCB charcoal, 6 x 16 mesh, were used. For runs 
below ambient temperatures, the beds were contained in a plastic foam con
tainer which was cooled by a thermostatically controlled internal spray of 
li~uid N2. The carrier gas was cooled to operating temperature by passage 
through a copper coil before it reached the bed. The bed temperature re
mained constant within less than l°C during a run. 

Tank carrier gas was introduced into the system at the desired pressure 
and allowed to pass through the bed until the desired temperature, pressure, 
and flow rate conditions had stabilized. A pulse of 85Kr or l33xe was in
troduced through the injection port. The flow of carrier gas was then re
sumed, and the effluent monitored for radioactivity with a 500-ml spherical 
ionization chamber connected to a Cary vibrating reed electrometer. The 
volume passed throug'h the bed was measured with a wet test meter. Concurrent 
readings of elapsed time, the electrometer, and the wet test meter were 
taken at intervals from the time of injection of the radioactive gas. The 
readings were computer analyzed to give average temperature, average flow 
rate, and dynamic adsorption coefficients. 

Adsorption characteristics of the carrier gases were measured by passing 
them through the bed for a time sufficient to assure e~uilibrium. The input 
flow was then shut off and the bed allowed to warm to ambient temperature 
and pressure. The volume of gas desorbed from the bed, corrected for ex
pansion of gas in the void volume and for residual adsorption at room tempera
ture and pressure, was divided by the weight of the charcoal to give the 
adsorption coefficient in liters (STP) per gram. The experimental procedure 

*Present Address: Universidade Federal Do Rio De Janeiro 
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil 
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has been described in detail. 2 

Results 

Adsorption of and from argon: 

The adsorption of Ar on activated PCB charcoal was measured over ranges 
of temperatures and pressures from -140°C to ambient temperature and from 
about 1.4 to 11 atmospheres (absolute). These data are graphed in Figure 2, 
which shows that the increase in adsorption coefficient with pressure is less 
at lower temperatures.

4 
These data, which had been obtained primarily for es

timation of holdup of 1Ar in the FFTF, proved to be valuable in correlating 
the data for adsorption of Kr and Xe from Ar. 

When these results were plotted according to the procedure of Polanyi3 

they fell on a single line, except for the ambient temperature points, which 
were high by a factor of 2.5 to 4.5. It is possible that the extrapolation 
of the thermodynamic functions to ambient temperature is unsatisfactory. 
The Polanyi plot for all our data, including some results at an Ar partial 
pressure of 0.34 atmospheres, is given in Figure 3. These low partial pres
sure data were obtained by measuring the Ar adsorption form a 3:1 mixture 
(v/v) of He and Ar. Similar data of Grant and Manes4 agree with the low 
temperature portion of Figure 3. 

In the Polanyi plot, the ordinate is the quantity of Ar adsorbed per 
gram of charcoal, expressed as the volume of liquid Ar at the temperature 
where the vapor pressure is equal to the adsorption pressure. The abscissa 
is (T/Vb) log (fs/f), which is proportional to £ , the work required to 
compress the unadsorbed gas into unit volume of adsorbed phase. In this 
expression, 

T is the absolute temperature, 
Vb is the molar volume of liquefied gas at the adsorption pressure, 
fs is the fugacity of liquefied gas at the temperature of adsorption, and 
f is the fugacity of the gas. 

Fugacity coefficients f/p were calculated according to Reid. 5 Data for vapor 
pressure and molal volumes were taken from Perry.6 At temperatures above 
the critical temperature, the fugacity of the liquefied gas was calculated 
by applying the fugacity coefficient to the vapor pressure obtained by 
linear extrapolation of t.he vapor pressure ~ 1/T relationship. 

Adsorption of and from nitrogen: 

Measurements of Kr and Xe adsorption coefficients for Pittsburgh PCB 
activated charcoal from N2 streams were made at pressures of 1.3 to 3.0 at
mospheres, and at temperatures from ambient to -100°C. Xe adsorption was 
measured from ambient temperature to -50°C. These results are shown in 
Figure 4. As with adsorption from an Ar carrier gas, the pressure dependence 
is less at the lower temperatures, and the curves are concave downward, in
dicating the presence of saturation effects. The adsorption of the N2 carrier 
was also determined; these values are plotted as a Polanyi graph in Figure 5. 

Adsorption fnom other gases: 

There is a possibility that inert gas blankets (N2 or Ar) might become 
contaminated with 02 from air in-leakage, particularly under accident con
ditions. Accordingly a program of measurement of adsorption from N2-02 mix
tures was planned. The first step in this program was measurement of ad
sorption from a~r. The measurements given in Table 1 showed that adsorption 
from air was essentially the same as adsorption from N2 . For this reason, no 
measurements were made with other N2-02 mixtures. Table l also shows a few 
measurements from a 60:20:20 mixture (v/v/v) of N2, Ar, and 02 . Since these 
measurements also showed no particular difference from N2 adsorption, no 
further measurements were made using this mixture. 
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TABLE 1 

All values are adsorption coefficients in liters (STP) per gram of charcoal 

Krypton Xenon 
Temperature Pressure N2 Air N2-Ar-02 N2 Air N2-Ar-02 

oc atm 
(60:20:20) (60:20:20) 

-50 1.29 0.42 0.45 17.9 17.2 7.2 
-50 3.04 0.62 0.64 20.9 17.2 
-20 1.29 4.7 4.7 

3.04 0.30* 0.31 6.8 6.8 7.2 
ambient** 1.29 0.061 0.060 0.97 0.96 
ambient 2.0 0.085 0.088 l. 
ambient 3.04 0.12 0.12 0.12 1.61 l. 70 
-70 3.04 1.05* 1.14 

*Extrapolated value (from Figure 6 ) 
**Ambient temperature = 25°C for Kr, 22°C for Xe. 

Summar~ of adsorEtion data: 

All the data on adsorption of Kr and Xe at 1.3 and 3.0 atmospheres are 
SQ~arized in Figure 6. Curves for the data previously obtainedl are inclu
ded for comparison. Individual points for adsorption from air and from 
the N2-Ar-02 mixture are included. There is a difference between Ratney's 
single Xe points and the extrapolation of our Xe curves, and also between his 
Ar curves and ours. It is known that different lots of charcoal can exhibit 
differences of this magnitude, but another possible reason may be differences 
in regeneration of the charcoal. Regeneration was accomplished by heating 
at 95°C 30 to 60 minutes in a helium flow. 

The characteristics of the curves can be briefly summarized. The curves 
for the adsorption of xenon are essentially exponential with 1/T, as is also 
the adsorption of Kr from He. The slope of the low-pressure Xe curve is very 
slightly less than that at higher pressures so that the pressure effect de
creases with temperature. The curves for the adsorption of Kr from N2 are 
concave downward, and the difference between the curves is again less at 
lower temperatures. The data points for adsorption from air and from the 
mixture confirm the similarity of adsorption from these mixtures and from N2. 

Discussion 

The adsorption data for Ar and N2 have been interpreted, by the Polanyi 
theory, as a measure of the uptake by the carbon of these carrier gases as 
cm3 of a liquid or quasi-liquid state per gram of charcoal. The pressure
normalized adsorption coefficients of krypton have been plotted against the 
coverage of charcoal by argon and by krypton. These graphs are shown in 
Figures 7 and 8. The points at zero uptake of carl'ier gases were obtained 
from adsorption d~ta for Kr in He carrier.l These graphs are families of 
curves, rising sharply near zero carrier gas loading. 

There are clearly two adsorption domains. One is predominant when the 
adsorption of the carrier gas is small. It is characterized by high adsorption 
at zero carrier loading and very rapid decrease with carrier loading. We may 
speculate that this corresponds to availability of adsorption sites when 
the charcoal is not completely covered. The second domain is characterized by 
a less sharp exponential decrease in adsorption with carrier gas loading. 
We may speculate that this corresponds to complete coverage of the charcoal 
with quasi-liquid carrier and consequent progressive unavailability of pore 
volume, beginning with the smallest pores and progressing to larger ones. 
Solubility of the trace gas in the carrier may be a sorption mechanism also. 
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The curves for temperatures near and below the critical temperature of 
-122°C for Ar do not differ in nature from the curves at higher temperatures 
for both carrier gases. This similarity indicates that the anomalous pressure 
dependence of Kr adsorption from Ar at low temperature is not the result of a 
change in the state of the adsorbed Ar as had been suggestedl but is caused 
by the progressive loading of the charcoal with carrie~ gas. 

In Figure 8, the adsorption of Kr from N2 and from Ar at -100°C is 
plotted vs ~uantity of li~uefied carrier gas sorbed in the charcoal. The 
adsorption coefficients from Ar are about 40% higher than those from N2. 
This difference is about the same as was observed between the previous Ar 
adsorption data2 and the limited amount of new data reported in this work. 

Summary 

Adsorption coefficients of Kr and Xe on Pittsburgh PCB charcoal from N2 
are within 40% of those from Ar carrier. AdGorption coefficients of these 
noble gases from air and from 60:20:20 N2-Ar-02 carrier are not significantly 
different from those obtained with nitrogen carrier. 

Semilog plots of pressure-normalized adsorption coefficients versus 
volume of li~uid (or ~uasi-li~uid) carrier gas adsorbed per gram of charcoal 
are families of smooth curves. These curves are characterized by a very 
rapid decrease of trace gas adsorption at low levels of carrier uptake, 
followed by a less rapid exponential decrease with additional carrier uptake. 
Sets of adsorption data plotted in this way permit interpretation of ad
sorption behavior over a wide range of temperature and pressures. 
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NE'.• LOW LEVEL ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION MONITORI.NG 
AROUND NUCLEAR FACILITIES 

DISCRIJVIINATING FROM NATURAL RADIATIO.N 

Shigeru MORIUCHI, Kaz~hiko IJVIAI 
and 

Ichiro MIYANAGA 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Insti'rute 

·Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan 

Abstract 

Recently, gaseous effluents from nuclear reactors and other facilities are 
controlled in such a low level, that the gamma radiation exposure from them 
amounts less than 10 mrem/yr at the site boundary. 

Natural gamma radiation fluctuates due to the fluctuation of radioactivity 
in air, the sweeping effect by rain, shielding effect by snow and water content 
in soil, and other factors. It would be very difficult to measure gamma 
exposure less than a few mrem/yr from gaseous effluents discriminating from 
such natural background fluctuations even by using high-pressure ionization 
chambers. 

For monitoring environmental radiations from nuclear facilities, 
discriminating the fluctuating natural radiation, a Nai(Tl) scintillation 
exposure rate meter with flat energy response is used. This equipment 
consists of a 2 x 2-inch Nai(Tl) scintillator and two separate electronic units, 
one is an exposure rate meter having a pulse height weighting circuit for 
flattening the energy response and other a single channel pulse height analyser, 
and was tested to see the stability for a long-run operation in the field and to 
examine discriminating characteristics. 

Natural radiation has wide energy spectrum distribution up to 2.62 MeV, and 
changes with time rather uniformly in wide energy range. Therefore, one can 
measure the environmental radiation from nuclear facilities by detecting total 
gamma radiation in full energy range and natural gamma radiation in the higher 
energy channel separately and taking the differential between the~. 

Results of the test was satisfactory for measuring increases in exposure 
less than l mR/yr of gamma radiation from a research reactor under natural 
fluctuation of background and showed a good stability in a long-run operation 
in the field. 

Introduction 

According to the prospective increase of the person-rems of the population 
exposure around the nuclear power stations, which may play the main role for the 
increasing requirement of energy, the level of environmental radiation exposure 
from them recently tends to be controlled as small as 10 mrem/yr compared with 
100 mrem/yr of natural radiation. Under these circumstances, efforts are given 
to improve environmental monitoring technique to measure the small fraction of 
radiation from nuclear facilities separately from the fluctuation of natural 
background radiation, particularly by the use of a high-pressure ionization 
chamber.l• 2 

Beck et al. pointed out that the mmual dose at certain point will be given 
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in the fractional time period of the year due to the wind-rose, so the actual 
dose rate will be sufficient to measure, even "I·Jhen annual dose rate is less than 
l mrad/yr. 

The instrument of the environmental monitoring should have the character
istics such as high sensitivity, operation stability in the long range field 
use and simple treatment of data obtained. From the view points above, the 
present paper describes a new gamma radiation monitor using a Nai(Tl) 
scintillator for field use, and especially on the discriminating characteristics 
from the fluctuation of natural background :cadiation. 

Time variation of natural radi·ation and its discrimination 

Cha-r>acteristics of the fluctuation of natural radioactivities 

The ~81Jse of the fluctuation of natural radiation comes from the 
fluctuation of Rn and Tn daughters in the atmosphere, combined with the 
meteorological conditions. Because the amount of Rn is about 10 times as large 
as Tn at ground level, the modulation of natural gamma radiation is mainly due 
to Rn daughters, though there are some effects as shielding by soil moisture 
and snow cover. 

Predominant gamma emitters of Rn daughters are RaB and RaC because the 
branching that occurs at RaA and at RaC can be ignored, and the fraction of gamma 
radiation exposures from Rae is almost 87 % in the equilibrimn conditions both 
from air and from ground surface. In the atmosphere, the equilibrium concli 'cions 
of RaB and RaC will be kept during slow fluctuations such as diurnal variation 
due to the stability condition in atmosphe:cic air. The worst condition may 
occur in the rainfall by its sweeping effect, but the fairly good equilibrium 
can be expected to be kept between RaB and RaC in rain water on the ground 
surface. The observation of the differential spectrun from the begining of 
rainfall shows small decrease of the ratio RaB/RaC with time, but the change of 
the ratio was negligible. Thus, the fluctuations of natural gamma radiation can 
be represented by the fluctuations of RaG's radiation even in the most severe 
unequilibrium condition during rainfall. 

Discriminating method using gamma energy spectrun 

It was shown that the spectrum of na'w_ral gamma radiation did not change 
depending on rains, and its highest energy is 2.45 MeV from RaC. The highest 
fraction of individual gamma exposures in the equilibrium condition comes from 
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1.76 MeV of RaC, and exposures from radiations between 1.73 MeV to 2.45 MeV of 
RaC occupies more than 60 % of total exposure. Gamma emitters of gaseous 
effluents from nuclear facilities are Ar-41 from research reactors and Kr and Xe 
from light water reactors. In order to decrease the release of gaseous 
effluents, most power reactors are equipped with some hold-up systems for them. 
In general, the short half-lives such as Xe-138 are negligible, and other 
nuclides of Xe and Krall have the energies less than l MeV, excluding Kr-87,88. 

With the consideration of the gamma ray spectrum above, the discrimination 
of the contribution of gaseous effluens from natural radiation can be performed 
with pulse height discrimination technique. Fig.l shows the change with time of 
exposure rate and count rates above various discriminating level of natural 
radiation during rainfall, using a 2 x 2-inch Nai(Tl) scintillation counter 
which was set at l m above ground surface. Exposure rates were obtained from 
pulse height distribution by using Spectrum-Dose conversion operator.3-6 The 
level uf che 'oackgruw1u raJ.iaL_i_orl afLe.c :r:ainfall was reduced by O.:Jl iiR/h 
compared with the level before rro.n, and the almost all of them may correspond 
to the fraction of the absorption introduced by rain water in soil. By 
considering a straight line connecting t-vm points of the background level before 
and after rainfall, correlation between differential exposure rate and count 
rates from rainfall can be plotted as shown in Fig.2. The relation between both 
elements is found to be well proportional in any energy ranges. This shows the 
relation holds in any atmospheric conditions from the discussion above. 
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Features of the instrument for the discriminating measurement 

Nai(Tl) scintillation exposure rate meter 

We have developed a Nai(Tl) scintillation exposure rate meter, which has a 
flat energy response, and gave the principle and electronic circu.its in several 
reports.6-9 In the meter, energy loss spectrum produced in a Nal(Tl) crystal 
by gamma radiation is converted to exposure by applying Spectrum-Dose conversion 
function, which is carried out in an electronic circuit built in it. 

Sensitivity is inversely proportional to the range of energy where the 
energy response is flattened, chosen simply by the electronic circuit 
adjustment. Counting efficiency is 110 cpm perp R/h in the case of a 2 x 2-
inch Nal( Tl) crystal and 350 cpm per p R/h in a 3 x 3-inch Nal( Tl) crystal, 
when the flattening energy range is 60 keV to 3 MeV. 

The fraction of counting due to cosmic radiation can be reduced as low as 
0. 2 p R/h equivalent. The output signal is digital pulse, and consequently the 
measurement is simple and the accuracy is excellent. The contribution from the 
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material contamination is gamma rays from K-40 in the glass of a photomultiplier 
tube and a scintillator window, and can be easily reduced to less than 0.1 f.l R/h 
by selecting material. 

Fig.3 shows the block-diagram of an instrument which can measure gamma 
radiations of gaseous effluents discriminating from nat~ral radiations. In the 
figure, channel A is the exposure rate mater with an energy flattening circuit, 
namely Discriminator Bias Modulation circuit (DBM), and channel B gives count 
rates from natural radiation between setting level of a lower level 
discriminator (LLD) and 3 MeV of an upper level one. The differential between 
two channels gives the radiation from gaseous effluents only. 

Long-run stability in a field test 

The stabilit-y characteristics of the instrument relate mainly to 
temperat~re ~ependency of light emission efficiency of Nai(Tl) (+0.2~+0.3 %/°C) 
and temperat~re characteristics and stability of the high voltage unit. Long
run test of stability was carried out in the field over the period of five 
months, and the sensitivity was checked every day in first one month and every 
three or four days on the later four months by a checking source. The results 
showed ±3 %/month covering the test period, in spite of the tempera'rure change 
over l0°C experienced during day-time and night-time. 

Examples of observation and the analysis 

In our establishment, gamma radiations concerned are sky shine from a 200 
MeV Linear Accelerator and gamma rays from Ar-41 cloud released from research 
reactors in JAERI and from a neighbouring gas cooled power reactor of JAPCO. 

The level of LLD in channel B •vas set between 1.6 MeV avoiding 1.46 MeV 
photo peak of K-40 and 1. 76 MeV photo peak from Rae·. Data of the measurement 
were recorded on a strip-chart recorder and a paper tape puncher automatically. 
The former was put just to observe the counting pattern, and the latter, the 
punched paper tape was used for the precise evaluation of expo~ures by computer 
data-processing. 

Fig.4 shows some typical examples of the pattern obtained from both 
channels A and B. Dotted lines in the figure show background radiation level. 
Fig.4(a) shows a case that small amounts of exposure rate due to the plume from 
JAPCO are superimposed on remarkable changes of background radiation from Rn 
daughters brought down by rain. As Ar-41 release rate from a 65 m stack of this 
plant is about 0.8 Ci/h, averaged exposure rate just under the plume is 
presumably less than 0. 5 f.LR/h. By the patterns of two channels, it is seen that 
the separation of the components is very clee.r, which a conventional one 
channel system can never do. The results were evaluated to be 43.2f.l R from 
rainfall and 3. 7 f.l R from the plume during the shown period. In this .example the 
level of LLD is 1.75 MeV, and the conversion factor for rainfall from channel B 
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to channel A is 0.060fl.R/h per cpm. Two examples (b), (c) shown in Fig.4 were 
ones measured at lower discriminator setting 1.63 MeV, and in this case, the 
conversion factor is 0.045 fl. R/h per cpm. The pattern (b) in the figure shows 
mean 30 min-exposures due to Ar-41 cloud from a 40 m stack of a research reactor 
under well weather condition, -v;ith the release rate of about 3.0 Ci/h. The 
diurnal variations of background radiation due to changes of Rn in ai.r, are 
observed along with time by channel B. The differences of minimum to maximum 
are about 0.6 llR/h. In this case, the separation of two components is very easy. 
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The contribution was evaluated to be 97.7 flR from Ar-41 cloud. The pattern (c) 
in Fig.4 shows an example that the contributior.s both from JAPCO and from a 
Linear Accelerator are overlapped on continuing fine rains and succeeding heavy 
rains. In this case, the contributions from each radiation sources are 24.4 !lR 
due to plant operation and 78.5 !lR due to rainfall. These results show clearly 
that identification of radiation sources can be easily done without any other 
infonnations such as meteorological data and operating condition of plants. 

Discussion and conclusion 

By a long-run field test over a period of several months, our two channel 
system was provecl to be very useful for discriminating the contribution from 
nuclear facilities even from short term fluctuations of background radiation, 
and was sufficiently stable in long field operation. But the two channel system 
will not be effective if maximum gamma ray energy from gaseous effluenLs awl 
other radiation sources in interest exceeds the energy 1.76 MeV of RaC. The 
system is not, therefore, effective when facilities release large fractions of 
Xe-138, Kr-87 and Kr-:-88 in effluents. Recently_, exposures from fallout due to 
nuclear weapon tests are fairly constant, since additional fallout deposition 
becomes very low and nuclides of rather long half-lives become predominant. 
Hence, the present status of fallout does not affect the operation 
characteristics of the system. 

This system can be constructed easily by using a commercially available 
Nai(Tl) scintillation detector and NIM standard modules, but only a DBM module 
must be made individually. 

The self-background pedestal of this system caused by K-40 contained in 
composing glass of a scinfillator and a photomultiplier t~be, appears only in 
channel A, and is less than 0.2 flR/h eQuivalent. If ones of low potassium glass 
are selected, it can be reduced to less than 0.05/lR/h. The contribution from 
cosmic ray is about 0.6 flR/h eQUivalent in the case of the instrument of which 
the energy range flattened is up to 3 MeV, and if the pulses higher than 3 MeV 
is rejected by using an anti-coincidence circuit, its contribution can be 
reduced to 0.2 fl R/h. For example, standard error of counts in 10 rr.inutes 
integral is ±0.06 flR/h in the case of a 2 x 2-inch Nai(Tl) scintillator and 
±0.034 !lR/h in the case of a 3 x 3-inch Nai(Tl) scintillator in radiation field 
of gamma radiation 3.0/lR/h and cosmic ray 3.4flR/h. In addition, this 
instrument has another advantage that output data can be recorded and processed 
with a high accuracy because output signals are given as digital pulses. 

Therefore, the minute rise of exposure rate as 0.1 fl R/h and integrated 
exposure less than 1 mR/yr due to gaseous effluents from a nuclear facility can 
be measured by using the two channel system of a Nai(Tl) scintillation exposure 
rate mater in spite of fluctuations of background radiation. 
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MONITORING TECHNIQUE FOR RADIOIODINE IN SODIUM AEROSOL 

IvJi tsuo NARITOMI, Mikio MURATA and Yoshikazu YOSHIDA 
Japan Atomic Ener5y.Research Instit~te, 

Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan 

Abstract 

Radioiodine monitoring in a liquid-metal fast breeder reactor is different 
from that in the other types of reactor because radioiodine is always associated 
with the radioactive sodium aerosol. In this connection, experiments were made 
on behavior of the iodine and collection characteristics of an air sampler 
(JAERI type). 

In the experiment, the fume of sodium containing sodium iodide was produced 
by vaporization of the liquid sodium, labelled with 24Na and 13lr. It was then 
introduced through a fume transport tube into an ageing chamber with control of 
the temperat~re and relative humidity of air. 

Characteristics of the airborne iodine in the sodium aerosol in the chamber 
were examined with May packs. About 97 % of iodine in the aerosol at room 
temperat~re is in particulate form (as sodium iodide,), and percentage of gaseous 
iodine increases with rise of the fume temperature to about 30% at 400oc. 

More than 99 % of the iodine in the aerosol can be collected by a particu
late and a charcoal filter paper in the sampler. In order to detect the 
radioiodine in sodium aerosol, however, the iodine should be collected separate 
from the sodium aerosol. For monitoring radioiodine in aerosol, a sampling 
technique with an arc discharge was contrived. It consists in the decomposition 
of aerosol, followed by the iodine sampling, the portion of sodium and of iodine 
thus separated are collected in the particulate and the charcoal filter paper, 
respectively. 

1. Introduction 

Moni taring of airborne radioiodine is important for radiation protection in 
a liquid metal fast breeder reactor as well as in the other types of reactor.l 
Air contamination due to radioiodine in a sodiu~ cooled reactor, which is produced 
mainly by sodium pool fire or sodiu~ spray fire~ is associated with the radio
active sodiu~ aerosol because radioiodine released from the failed fuel is 
trapped effectively as sodium iodide in liquid sodium.3,4 

There are several experiments made for the pool fire, which is caused by 
major sodium leakage. In this case, the ratio of I/Na in vapor and liquid is 
reported to be 0. 3-1. o5-8 and the iodine behaves as sodium iodide which can be 
effectively collected by a dust sampling filter paper such as cellulose asbestos 
filter paper. However, no experiments are made on the behavior of airborne 
radioiodine released by spray fire, in which sodium is introduced explosively 
into an oxidizing atmosphere by defect in primary system piping. It is 
considered that the characteristics of radioiodine in this case are different 
from those of a pool fire, because in spray fire, sodium is released into air 
in the form of fine particles of a high temperat~_re and oxygen and moisture in 

The work performed under the contract between Power Reactor and Nuclear 
Fuel Development Corporat~on and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. 
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the atmosphere is sufficient to oxidize the sodium. Air contamination in liquid 
cooled reactor may often be caused by this type of fire. 

To establish the techniques of sampling the airborne radioiodine it is 
important to find the physical and chemical forms of airborne radioiodine when 
a small amount of sodium contai.ning radioiodine is released into the air or 
inert atmosphere. 

In the present study, assuming that radioiodine is trapped in the liquid 
sodium, the forms of airborne iodine were investigated by May pack, so named 
after its originator Fred May, 9 for the aerosol produced when Na-Nai was sprayed 
into the inert gas or air at various ftune temperatures." And also collection 
performance of the JAERI-type air sampler for iodines was tested •. 

In this paper, the experimental results obtained are described and also 
discussed a new technique for sampling radioiodine separate frbm sodium aerosol. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Generation of Na-Nai aerosol 

A mixture of sodium (40g) and sodium iodide (40 flg of I), labelled with 
24Na (2 mCi) and l31I (2 mCi), respectively, was prepared. in a stai.nless steel 
can. The mixture in the can was melted in an electric induction furnace as 
shown in Fig. l which shows schematic diagram of the generator of sodium aerosol 
contaminated with iodine. In order to homogenize sodium iodide in the liquid 
sodium, the furnace was frequently vibrated at 350°C. 

The temperature of liquid sodimn was raised to 400°~ 550°C, with argon as 
the sweeping gas at 3 liter/min. Then, the temperature of sodium fume from the 
can was controlled to 25°~400°C by passing through the fume transport-tube 
with tape heater. The fume was sprayed into the air in a reaction cell with 

cFume transpont- tube 

-Heater 

control of the relative 
humidity at 25°C, and 
the produced aerosol was 
introduced into the 
chamber of volume about 
one cubic meter, at the 
same humidity, aged for 

~~5~==11k~ _Aerosol 100 sec in it. 

Electric 

inducijon furnace · · 

Fig.l Aerosol generator 

into the chamber 

2.2 Identification of 
iodi.ne form by May pack 

The aerosol was 
sampled by two May packs 
placed in parallel at the 
chamber exit. The 
respective arrangements 
of components are shown 

in Fig. 2, the components are listed below. 
1) One Toyo HE-40 cellulose asbestos filter paper (particulate filter paper) 
2) Four silver plated copper gauzes (so mesh) 
3) One Toyo CP-7 charcoal-loaded filter paper 
4) Two 10 mm thick activated charcoal cartridges 

Sampling was made for 30 min at the flow of 15 liter/min (face velocity 
30 em/ sec). 

The forms of iodine in sodium aerosol were estimated from the distribution 
of sodium and iodine collected in the componerrcs of May pack. The distribution 
was determined by measuring 131I and 24Na as the tracers. Radio-activities 
were measured by ar-ray spectrometer with a l-3/4"¢x2" Nai(Tl) well type 
detector connected to a 200 channel analizer. 

Identification of the iodine forms was made on the basis of collection 
performance of the May packtO,ll Iodine in particulate filter paper is par
ticulate; in silver gauzes, elemental iodine; in charcoal filter paper, 
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Aerosol 

Exhaust 
Humidifier Blower HE~ filler ~ 

Aerosol ageing chamber May pock lnl 

Fig.2 Apparatus for identifying 
iodine forms in sodium aerosol. 

iodine compounds;and 
organic iodide such as 
methyl iodide is in the 
charcoal cartridge. In 
this method, it is necessary 
to determine the amount of 
gaseous iodine collected. 
by sodium aerosol in the 
particulate filter paper. 
This was made by comparing 
the fractional distribution 
of iodine in the May pack 
when the gauzes were placed 
before the particulate 
filter paper and when placed 
after it. 

3. Properties of iodine in sodium aerosol 

3.1 Iodine form in an inert gas 

Sample was taken at the fume generator exit as shown in Fig.l, in the 
absence of air. Fig.3 shows the fractional distributions of soru.um and iodine 
in components of May packs for the sodium fume in an inert atmosphere. 

As seen in the figure, the iodine penetrating through the particulate 
filter paper is less than 0.1%, and the ratio of iodine to sodium fractions in 
the filter pa;oer is the same for both the May packs and the iodine and sodium 
fractions in the four silver gauzes are the same in May pack (I). Therefore, 
the iodine form in sodium fume under an inert atmosphere is considered to be 
particulate such as Na-Nai particles. Fractional distributions of iodine and 
sodium at various temperatures of sodium fUme were the same as shown in Fig.3. 
Most of the iodine (99.9%) is presumed to be particulate, independent of the 
temperature of sodium fume. 

).2 Forms of iodine in the air 

Fig.4 shows the fractional distributions of sodium and iodine in the 
components of May packs for the aerosol produced from the fume of 300°C. The 
fraction of iodine trapped in the particulate filter paper is the same in both 
the May packs, and also the fractional distributions of iodine in the four 
silver gauzes and in the charcoal filter paper were similarly the same. This 
shows that gaseous iodine, including elemental iodine,is not trapped in the 
filter paper loaded with a large quantity of sodium aerosol. Consequently, the 
forms of iodine and the respective percentages in the aerosol were estimated 
by the May pack (I). 

Fig.5 shows the abundances of gaseous iodine in the sodium aerosol at the 
sodium fume temperatures of 25° to 400°C. The gaseous iodine increases with 
fUme temperature except near 100°C, 37% at 400°C and 1.5~3% at 25°C. 

The iodine trapped in the silver gauzes, charcoal filter paper and charcoal 
cartridges are approximately 30, 70 and 2% of the gaseous iodine, respectively, 
at all temperatures, except 100°C. The percentage of gaseous iodine at the 
fUme temperature of lOOOC was about 10 times as large as that on the "general" 
curves of abundance and temperature. However, the elemental iodine trapped in 
the silver gauzes was about only 3 times as large. It is thus seen that the 
abundance of less reactive iodine increases remarkably near 100°C. 
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Fig.4 Fractional distribution of 
sodium and iodine (in air 
atmosphere at 300°C) 

The percentages of particulate and gaseous iodines under various conditions 
are shown in Table l. It is seen from the table that abundance of gaseous 
iodine decreases with increase of the humidity of the air. 

4. Collection performance 

The air sampler consists of a particulate filter paper and a charcoal 
filter paper in this order. The collection efficiencies of these two components 
were estimated for radioiodine in the sodium aerosol described in Sec.3. The 
results are shown in Table 2 together with the overall efficiency of the 
sampler. 

In the sodium fume containing sodium iodide, sprayed into the inert 
atmosphere of 25°C, more than 99% of the total iodine is collected in the 
particulate filter paper together with the sodium, because radioiodine exists 
as Na-Nai particles. 

When the sodium fume of 25°C is sprayed into the air, on the other hand, 
3% and 1% of the iodine are trapped alone (i.e., with no sodium) in the charcoal 
filter paper at the air humidity of 4o% and so%, respectively. At the fume 
temperature of 300°C, the fraction of iodine collected in the charcoal filter 
paper increases to 29% and 5% at the humidity of 4o% and so%, respectively. 
The overall collection efficiency for iodine is more than 99% for both the 
inert and air atmospheres, but the amount of radioiodine is difficult to measure 
because of the large amount of radioactive sodium.. The amount of gaseous iodine 
in the sodium aerosol can be estimated by measuring the activity in the charcoal 
filter paper, separate from that in the particulate filter paper. However, the 
total iodine in the aerosol is difficult to measure from the activity in the 
charcoal filter paper, because the fraction of gaseous iodine var2es largely 
With temperature of the sodium fume and the air humidi i.."Y. 

In order to improve the detection sensitivity for the radioiodine in the 
radioactive sodium aerosol, the iodine should be collected separate from the 
sodium aerosol. This can be made by decomposition of the sodium iodide using 
an arc dischargel~ tube upstream the sampler. By the arc discharge technique, 
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Table 1 Percentage of particulate 
and gaseous iodine s in 
the sodium aerosol 

T_.,.of 
-lurdty 

Run f'et't:entOQe of iodine 1%1 A-'" ~'""" .....-1%1 particulc.!te gaseous 

25 dry B 99.9 0.1 
Argon 

300 dry 4 99.9 0.1 

25 40-95 21 98 2 

100 40 2 42 58 

200 40 2 88 I 2 

Air 40- 60 10 74 26 

300 80 4 95 5 

95 2 98 2 

400 40 2 63 37 

so- 9o% of the iodine in the aerosol 
>vas decomposed into gaseous iodine, 
which can be collected efficiently in 
the charcoal filter paper. The collec
tion efficiencies of the sampler using 
this technique are shown on- the right 
side of Table 2. As seen in Table 2 
80- 9o% of the iodine is selecti vel/ 
collected in the charcoal filter paper 
from the sodium aerosol, regardless of 
the sodium fume temperature and the 
air humidity. Thus, the concentrat~on 
of total radioiodine in the radioactive 
sodium aerosol can be measured sensitive
ly and accurately from the iodine 
activity collected in the charcoal filter 
paper. 

Sodium iodide in the inert atmos
phere, however, was not decomposed by 
ar·c discharge technique, as seen in 
Table 2. To use this technique, 
therefore, arc discharge must be made 
in air. 

Table 2 Collection efficiency of 
the sampler for the radio
iodine in sodiu~ aerosol 

25-400 O"'on dc; 99 99 <I 99 99 I <I 

40 99 96 99 19 80 
25 

80 99 9B 99 11 88 

40 99 70 29 99 22 77 
300 air 

80 99 94 

• sum of collecfton eft~C~~nC••' for two filter papers 

5. Conclusion 

The forms of airborne iodine, when the sodium fume containing l ppm of 
sodium iodide is sprayed in the inert and air atmospheres, were examineCl 
experimentally. The results obtained are summarized a~ J:ollows. 
1) When the Na-Nal fume is sprayed into the inert atmosphere(Ar), no gaseous 
iodine is produced;the airborne iodine is considered as sodium iodide. 
2) When sprayed into the air, the percentage of the gaseous iodine increases 
with increase of the fume temperature, about 3o% at 400°C and 3% at 25°C at the 
air humidity of 4o% and the percentage also depends on the humidity. The 
fraction of elemental iodine and inorganic iodide in the gaseous iodine are 
about 3o% and 7o%, respectively. At the fume temperature of near 100°C, 
however, the percentage of gaseous iodine increases to 6o%, the forms are 
presumed to be different from those at other temperat~res. 
3) In monitoring radioactive iodine in the sodium aerosol such as in sodiu~ 
coolant release from LMFBR, the sodium iodide with sodium aerosol is collected 
in the particulate filter paper and the gaseous iodine in the charcoal filter 
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paper. The percentage of iodine collected in the charcoal filter paper depends 
largely on the release conditions and atmospheric conditions. More than 99% of 
the iodine can be collected in the sampler consisting of the particulate and 
charcoal filter papers. 
4) An approximately 9o% of the iodine can be changed to the gaseous state by arc 
discharge technique, independent of the atmospheric conditions. The gaseous 
iodine is selecti ve1y collected in the charcoal filter paper from the sodium 
aerosol. Therefore, it is possible to measure airborne radioiodine accurately 
in the highly radioactive sodium aerosol, using the air sampler with the arc 
discharge tube. 
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LO~G-TERM USE OF VARIOUS SOLID-STATE DOSIMETERS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORI~G OF ~UCLEAR PLANTS - EXPERIENCE AND RESULTS 

B. Burgkhardt, E. Piesch and M. Winter 
Health Physics Division 

Karlsruhe ~uclear Research Center, Fed. Rep. Germany 

Abstract 

Solid-state dosimeters placed in the open air in the vicinity of the 
Karlsruhe ~uclear Research Center have been used to assess the natural 
radiation background and influences from radiation sources. The exposure 
periods of Phosphate glass, LiF, and CaF2 dosimeters ranged from six months 
down to four days, depending on different monitoring problems. 

1. Environmental Monitoring with Solid-state Dosimeters 

At the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center accumulating solid-state dosi
meters have been used since 1966 to determine the local distribution of the 
radiation dose in buildings and in the environment 1 2. This kind of environ
mental monitoring should assess short-term and long-term variations of the 
radiation level encountered in the immediate vicinity of nuclear plants as a 
result of artificial radiation sources and emitters of radioactive materials. 
Moreover, such a network of measuring points allows the rapid evaluation of the 
dose received by the population after an accidental release of radioactive 
materials. 

The network of measuring points equipped with dosimeters consists of five 
concentric circles with radiuses of 100 m, 250 m, 1 km, 2 km and 3 km, 
surrounding the stack of the FR 2 reactor, whose 41 Ar release entail a noti
ceable increase of the radiation background in the immediate neighborhood of 
the stack. In addition, dosimeters have been spaced at equal distances of 50 m 
along the site fence. Since 1967 the network of measuring points has consisted 
of about 250 measuring points in total, each of which equipped with two phos
phate glass dosimeters; since 1969, 189 points have been additionally provided 
with LiF dosimeters. Further dosimeters have been installed at ten monitoring 
stations, which monitore continously the radiation level in the surrounding 
villages up to 10 km distance from the center. These dosimeters are evaluated 
every six months. Moreover, CaF2:(nat) and CaF2 :Dy dosimeters have been used 
since 1971 for short-term surveillance of the radiation level inside the Nuclear 
Research Center 3

• Moreover more than 3000 persons are monitored by phosphate 
glass dosimeters at the Nuclear Research Center so that even in the interior of 
the buildings comprehensive surveillance and balancing of the accidental radi
ation burden would be guaranteed. 

2. Properties and Application of Dosimeters 

Depending on the application different types of dosimeters are used: 
- Phosphate glass dosimeters in spherical capsules for long-term accumulation of 

the natural radiation background during a period of six months; within± 8% 
energy-independent measurement of they-exposure for energies > 40 keV 

- LiF dosimeters for long-term accumulation of the natural radiation background 
during a period of 3 months; within ± 40 % energy-independent measurement of 
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y-exposures for energies > 15 keV and of B-radiatiqn. 

- CaFz:Dy dosimeters in spherical capsules for short-term accumulation of the 
natural or artificial radiation level during a period of 6 days; within ± 25 % 
energy-independent measurement of y-exposures for energies > 30 keV. 

The dosimeters were sealed into plastic bags to protect them from weather 
influences. They have been installed on trees or aluminum tubes at about 3m 
above ground level. A 1 ight proof packin~ for LiF dosimeters is obtained by 
sealing them in a black coloured 7 mg/cm plastic foil, while the other dosi
meters are protected from 1 ight by encapsulation. The fading of LiF and CaF2 :Dy 
dosimeters is reduced by a thermal treatment (15 min at 100°C). In this case a 
correction compensating for fading after short-term exposure is not required. 

TL-dosimeters must be regenerated before exposure (1 hour at 400°C, then 
2 hours at 100°C). Besides regeneration the plotting of the glow curve is of 
essential importance in Lhe 
measurement of low doses, 
which allows to discover 
erroneous measurements. 

Tab. I: Average annual dose values measured outside the 
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre 

For the measurement of 
low doses with TL-dosi
meters the accuracy is 
influenced mainly by the 
variation of the dark 
current of the multiplier 
and in the case of phos
phate glass evaluation by 
dirtiness of the glass. 
A 137 Cs source was used 
for calibration of the 
dosimeters and the readers. 

AVERAGE 

xposure I km-Cirele 
Period +) Glass 

1966/67 61 
1967/68 93 
1968/69 38 
1969/7o 34 
197o/71 48 
1971/72 64 
1972/73 57 

mean 
56 i'falue 

+) from Kay to Kay 

ANNUAL DOSE 

2 km-Cirele 
Glass 

67 
93 
38 
36 
52 
56 
62 

58 

3. Monitoring of the Natural Radiation Background 

3.1 Long-term Exposure 

IN mR 

3 km-Cirele ' 
Glass LiF 

52 -
86 -
42 -
47 -
55 72 
57 7o 
67 72 

58 71 

Table 1 shows the average values of the annual dose determined with glass 
and LiF dosimeters for the concentric circles surrounding the FR 2 stack at 
distances of 1, 2 and 3 km. The annual dose of the natural radiation background 
averaged over several years is about 58 mR/a for glass dosimeters and about 
70 mR/a for thermoluminescence dosimeters. By using phosphat.e glasses the natural 
radiation background- mainly due to 226 Ra and cosmic rays-· will be underesti
mated in the order of 10 mR compared to the LiF results. 

3.2 Short-term Exposure 

When CaFz dosimeters are used a 7 days exposure period is adequate to 
measure the natural radiation background. To assess the accuracy of the measure
ment dosimeters were evaluated during a two months period both after one week 
and two months of exposure. The width of frequency distribution of the weekly 
dose readings shown in Fig.1 depends on the local and time variation of the 
natural radiation background including measuring errors and fading.The radiation 
level measured with CaFz dosimeters and a scintillation counter corresponds to 
an exposure rate of 9.1 ~R/h and 8.5 ~R/h, respectively. The internal natural 
radiation of the CaF2 material might result in an increase by about o.S ~R/h in 
the dosimeter reading. 

To determine the influence of fading on the reading of CaFz dosimeters a 
comparison is made between the results of two months dose and the weekly dose 
totaled up over the same period for an exposure within the sky shine radiation 
field of the waste storage (cf. Fig.2). The fading of CaFz dosimeters of about 
3 % after two months is comparable with the evaluation error of one dosimeter 
only. Compared to LiF, the dose reading of CaF2 dosimeters was found to be too 
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Fig.2: Frequency distribution of the 
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high by 15 %; this had to be anticipated on account of the well known energy 
dependence in the energy range of 100 keV. 

3.3 Comparison of Dose Readings for Different Exposure Perfods 

The annual doses represented in Table 2 were measured or extrapolated over 
exposure periods of 12 months, 6 months, 2 months and 1 week, respectively, 
using different solid-state dosimeters at six locations. The differences of the 
dosimeter readings are mainly due to differences in the measuring accuracy and 
in the fading of the different types of dosimeters. For the glass dosimeter the 

Tab.2: Measurement of the Natural Background Radiation with Solid-State 
Doaimeters 

RELATIVE DOSE READING IN % 

pOSIMETER PERIOD OF EXPOSURE 1 2+) ~ 3 4 5+) 6 

annual dose over 68 mR 7o mR 68 mR 71 mR 64 mR 74 mR 
2 years (•loo%) 

GLASS I 14o 136 125 12o 145 132 year 
6 month I 162 114 132 127 164 162 

2 years lo9 119 lo4 99 loS 95 
LiF 6 months lo9 123 Ill II 5 125 Ill 

2 months 112 121 9o 99 127 lo3 

2 months 88 119 85 85 loo 77 
CaF 2 :Dy I week { 122 157 112 118 125 lo7 

(average value ±II. 5 ±15.5 ± 13 ±14.8 ±14.5 ± 7 
for 2' months) 

+) radiation level due to the influence of nuclear plants (a-radiation) 
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influence of fading is less than 10 %over ten years. On the other hand, CaF 2 
shows a temperature-dependent fading which even for a long-term exposure can be 
corrected only to a limited extent by simultaneous exposure of additional cal i
bration dosimeters. Thus, for instance, an increase in temperature within the 
first or last week of a long-term exposure will cause an extremely different 
influence of fading. A difference of 20 %was found for CaF2 after an accu
mulation of the natural radiation background over a period of two months and 
one week, respectively. Further investigations will show whether this 
difference in the dose reading must be attributed to an increased fading for 
low radiation levels. 

Based on an extensive calibration technique the natural radiation back
ground of about 10 ~R/h can be measured with a CaF2:Dy dosimeter with an 
accuracy of± 10 %already at the end of six days of exposure period. With an 
LiF dosimeter an adequate accuracy can be achieved after a period of three 
months and with a glass dosimeter after a period of 12 months. Contrary to LiF, 
glass dosimeters are not sensitive to S-rays. However the handling, reading and 
calibration is simpler and no regeneration is required. 

4. Monitoring of Increased Radiation Levels in 
the Immediate Neighborhood of Nuclear Plants 

4.1 41 Ar Emission by the FR 2 Reactor 

The increase in the radiation level at distances of 100 and 250 m from the 
FR 2 exhaust stack is indicated in Table 3. The influence of 41 Ar emission 
takes an average dose reading of about 60 mR/a at a distance of 100 m. Glass 
dosimeters are also exposed directly in the exhaust stack to monitor the 41 Ar 
emission. 

Tab.3: Average annual dose values measured within the 
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre at different 
distances from the FR 2 StBck 

AVERAGE ANNUAL DOSE IN mR 

3o m loo m 25o m along the 
xposure site fence Period +) Glass LiF Glass LiF Glass LiF o.4-l km 

Glass LiF 

1966/67 - - - - - - 74 -
1967/68 llo - 94 - 89 - lo2 -
1968/69 126 - 118 - 116 - 51 -
1969/lo 87 123 98 131 95 142 58 76 
197o/71 112 146 118 161 12o 176 67 81 
1971/72 193 164 14o 142 loS lo3 74 69 
1972/73++ 339 38o 182 223 lo4 13o 66 87 

+) from May to llay 
++)Special influences from the Decontamination Plant in 

this period 

4.2 Local Dose Distribution at the Radioactive Waste Storage 

ln the immediate neighborhood of the radioactive waste storage LiF and 
CaF2 dosimeters were exposed over two months at 8 locations spaced over a 
length of 750 m.The dose reading profile is indicated in Fig.3. The increase 
in the radiation level due to the waste storage could be determined here with 
an accuracy of 10% after an exposure period of one day already, using CaF2 
dosimeters. 

4.3 Variations in Time of the Radiation Level in the Region of the 
Decontamination Facilities 

Outside of the buildings housing the decontamination facilities for solid 
and liquid waste the variation in time of the radiation level is monitored by 
CaF2 dosimeters at 16 measuring points after an exposure period of one week 
each. The examples in Fig. 4 demonstrate the different increase of the weekly 
dose readings over two months compared with a continuous increase assuming a 
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constant radiation level. The readings of additional dosimeters after an 
exposure period of 8 weeks are also included in Fig. 4. The importance of 
short-term monitoring lies in the detection of increased dose rate levels out
side of the facilities caused by operational reason, which allows to initiate 
in time the radiation protection measures required. 

5. Comparison with Dose Rate Meters 

For direct and continuous monitoring of they-dose rate level GM-counters 
with energy compensation filters have been installed at 30 locations of the 
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center. The count rates, transferred by cable, are 
indicated in a central station (within ± 30 %energy-independent dose rate 
indication for energies > 25 keV 5

). Graphic integration of the dose rate plotted 
on recorders was performed for two 

Tab.4: Comparison of results measured with 
dose rate meters and dosimeters 

locations over a two months period. 
The graphically determined results 
were compared with the results 
measured by CaF2 and LiF dosimeters, 
respectively, exposed at the same 
locations (cf. Table 4). The table 
includes the reading of a sensitive 
scintillation counter whose dose rate 
indication for energies > 25 keV is 
energy-independent within± 10 %. 

- -----

ACCUMULATED DOSE IN mR AFTER 2 MONTHS 

Detector Location I Location 2 
(2oo IJR/h) (-8 IJR/h) 

BZ 12o counter 4ol (I o8 %) 16.9++t115%) 
Szintillation 
fOUnter +) - II. 5 ( 79%) 

iF 37o ( loo %) 14.6 (loo%) 
aF 2 :Dy ++) 4o9 (Ill %) 15.2 (lo4%) 

For both locations and radiation 
levels an agreement was found bet
ween the results of solid-state 
dosimete rs and dose rate meters 
which is more than sufficient for 

aF 2
:Dy 381 ( lo3 %) lo.9 ( 75%) 

+) short-time dose rate measurement 
++) sum of weekly accumulated doses 
+++) GM counter without energy compensation 

filter 33o c/min ~ lo IJR/h 

monitoring purposes. 

2 

1t 

5 

6 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE TRITIUM LEVEL IN THE ENVIRONMENT OF 
THE KARLSRUHE NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER 

L.A. Konig and M. Winter 
Health Physics Division 

Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, Fed. Rep. Germany 

Abstract 

In the immediate and more distant neighborhood of the Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Center a comprehensive tritium monitoring program has been carried 
out. The results obtained in the measurement of tritium concentration of 
precipitations are characterized by strong seasonal variation. By contrast, 
the measured values for drinking water only show statistical scattering. The 
values of tritium concentration in surface water are on the average slightly 
higher than the values for drinking water. The tritium radiation burden to the 
population is estimated to 0.1 mrem/a on the basis of the measured values 
available. 

1. Introduction 

In the immediate and more distant neighborhood of the Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Cent~r a comprehensive tritium monitoring program+ has been carried 
out to determine the tritium content in the ground, drinking and surface water 
as well as in precipitations. These measurements have been initiated by tritium 
released from the two heavy water reactors FR 2 (44 MWth) and MZFR (200 MWth) 
and from a reprocessing plant. The amounts released every year from the two 
reactors amount to 0.5%.from the inventory c1J. Since the tritium inventory 
will increase by about 1 Ci/1 per year a considerable rise of the amounts so 
released must be anticipated. The same is true for the amounts discharged by 
the reprocessing plant which in future will have to process both greater 
amounts of fuel and fuel with higher burnups. The overall tritium release via 
the effluent air and water presently amounts to about 4000 Ci/a c2J. The 
portion of tritium discharged with waste water is steadily increasing and is 
now already more than half of the total discharges, while in 1971 it was still 
at n~arly 20%. On account of the continuously rising tritium concentration in 
waste water, it is intended to feed waste water with heavy tritium contents 
into depleted oil wells for final disposal, which are located close to the 
Nuclear Research Center and from which approximately 20 000 m3 of'an oil-water 
mixture have been pumped off so far at a depth of roughly 1000 m. The 
implementation of this project also calls for a very careful environmental 
monitoring for tritium to be able to demonstrate the reliability of this type 
of tritium disposal. Finally, a third reason for the performance of a tritium 
measuring program was the interest in ecological questions. Since tritium can 
be detected at relatively little expenditure, in most of the water samples of 
the environment, systematic tritium measurements extended over a longer period 
of time open up the possibility of investigating questions related to the water 
eye 1 e. 

+ Part of a co-ordinated program of research under the sponsorship of the IAEA. 
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Fig.l. MAP OF SAMPLING LOCATIONS 
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k------------- 70 km 

2. Measuring Program and Measuring Procedure 

The current sampling program covers the Upper Rhine Valley region between 
Mannheim and StraBburg. Fig. 1 is a site plan of the sampling locations. As of 
late 1972 11 samples of precipitation, 28 samples of drinking water and 46 
samples of surface water were measured within a fortnight each. Within the 
framework of this program both the river Rhine and its most significant 
affluents on the right side are being monitored. The drinking water samples are 
taken by the staff of the department at their places of residence and brought 
for measurement. Sampling of precipitations has been restricted to 10 km round 
the Nuclear Research Center, since the management required of the collecting 
vessels does not allow distribution over larger distances. 
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In 1972 about 1600 water samples were investigated in total within the frame
work of this program. 
The tritium concentration of the water samples is determined with the help of a 
liquid scintillation spectrometer Mod. 3375 of Messrs. Packard Instr. The 
quench correction used in this equipment is based on a combination of the so
called channel ratio method and the method of the external standardisation. The 
three-component scintillator 'Insta-Gel' used is available as a ready-to-use 
mixture. All water samples are distilled before the measurement. 10 ml water of 
each sample are added to 12 ml 'Insta-Gel '. This work is done in a dark chamber 
to avoid photoluminescence. Also subsequent reheating of the samples over 
2 hours at about 70 oc helps to avoid thermoluminescence and photoluminescence 
effects. When the samples have cooled to the measuring temperature in the 
liquid scintillation spectrometer at 11 °C the samples are measured for 
50 minutes. 
With setting of the measuring channel which is optimum for mere tritium 
measurements, a background of 4 to 5 cpm and counting efficiencies of 14 to 
18%, depending on the degree of quenching, detection limits between 0.2 to 
0.3 pCi/ml can be obtained for the tritium concentration c3J. 
The following relation holds for the relative 2cr-error of the tritium concen
trations measured: 

with A 

where RM and R0 are the measuring and background rate, respectively, and TM is 
the time of measurement. The constant under the root is composed of the errors 
of the calibration standard and the amount of the material to be measured. The 
shaded zones in the graphic representations of the monthly average values re
present the measuring errors and in addition the uncertainty obtained in the 
averaging process from the treatment of measuring values below the detection 
limit. For measuring values below the detection limit 0 or the values of the 
detection limit itself can be alternatively used in the averaging process. The 
uncertainty of the statement resulting from this in addition to the meas~ring 
errors is included in the shaded zones. 

3. Measuring Results 1972 

The results of precipitation measurements are represented in Figs. 2 to 5. The 
determination included both the monthly amounts of precipitation weighted with 
the concentration averages and the tritium activity introduced every month into 
the surface unit of the soil. The differences of monthly concentration mean 
values between the collecting points are clearly visible. While the more 
distant collecting points Augustenberg and Tiefgestade waterworks show a marked 
concentration maximum in June, the measuring point located in the north-east 
of the Nuclear Research Center is characterized also by a secondary maximum in 
January and another in October. This obviously involves tritium immissions 
caused by discharges. Differences in the area burdens are conditioned by 
differences in concentration and above all by different amounts of precipi
tation. 
Examples of measuring results from surface waters are shown in Figs. 6 to 11. 
It appears immediately that the tritium level is higher in the river Rhine 
compared to the smaller surface waters monitored. A definite explanation has 
not yet been found for this phenomenon. A major cause of this effect might be 
that in the small waters the portion of waste water from residential areas 
(mostly ground water poor in tritium) is greater than in the Rhine itself. Also 
in the Rhine the tritium concentration in the middle of the year is lower than 
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in the precipitation. The peak values of tritium concentration recognizable in 
Figs. 10 and 11 are obviously due to discharges from the Nuclear Research 
Center into these two waters. The relationship is especially evident in the 
case of the ancient Rhine (Fig. 11) which takes up all waste waters from the 
Nuclear Research Center, while the diagram shown in Fig. 10 reminds of the 
tritium concentration detected in the precipitation at the measuring hut 
north-east of the Center. 

The variation in time of the tritium concentration in surface water is 
remarkable; it corresponds to the variation of tritium concentration of the 
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precipitation with an expected time lag. 

In Figs. 12 and 13 the ground water activities are shown for two sampling 
points. The Tiefgestade waterworks of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center is 
located in close vicinity of the river Rhine. Here the concentration values are 
slightly inferior to that in the Rhine water. However, the values determined 
for the southern waterworks of the Nuclear Research Center are markedly in
ferior. The comparison of the Figs. 6, 12 and 13 indicates that the major part 
of the drinking water from the Tiefgestade waterworks is Rhine water filtered 
on the border. It must be expected that this portion is subject to variations 
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in time. Among others also a dependence on the amount of water carried by the 
Rhine is conceivable. According to an estimate the water taken from this water
works should contain an average of about 50% of Rhine water. 
Fig. 1 contains a table stating the nature of the samples, the number of 
sampling points, and the frequency of sampling. The frequency distributions 
indicated in this table for three kinds of water with annual averages of the 
tritium concentration, which are identical within certain intervals of 
measuring values, makes evident the different tritium concentrations of 
drinking water, surface water and precipitation. 
On the assumption that the tritium concentration in the human body corresponds 
on an average to the tritium concentration of drinking water, an estimate 
value for the radiation burden of 0.07 mR/a is obtained for concentrations as 
encountered in the drinking water from the southern waterworks of the Nuclear 
Research Center. A radiation burden in the range of 0.1 mR/a would have to be 
assigned to drinking water mainly taken from surface waters. Since it must be 
assumed that the tritium concentration in plants exposed to the free atmo
sphere is by no means lower than in surface waters, the water uptake from 
vegetable food should not lead to a reduction of the tritium concentration in 
the human body so that the estimated values indicated above must be considered 
to be realistic. As a matter of fact they agree with the values given in c4J. 
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ANALYSIS OF AN ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE FOR 
DISTRIBUTING AIR SAMPLING LOCATIONS AROUND NUCLEAR FACILITIES 

David A. Waite 
Battelle 

Pacific Northwest Laboratories 
Richland, Washington 99352 

Abstract 

A new analytical mechanism for distributing air sampling locations around 
nuclear facilities, including reactors, fuel fabrication, fuel reprocessing and 
research centers, has been devised. This method was developed to facilitate 
the efficient incorporation of past experiences into environmental surveillance 
programs for new installations. The technique provides an initial distribution 
of air samplers around a site which correlates well with placements on sites 
which have been occupied by long-established programs with their inherent evol
ution and refinements. Sensitivities of calculated sampler distributions to 
various meteorologic and demographic input parameters will be discussed. The 
applicability of this approach has been examined by comparing sampling loca
tions in well-established air monitoring programs scattered worldwide with 
location distributions recommended by this mechanism. Results of these compar
isons will be detailed. 

Introduction 

In recent years public pressure has compelled an increase in attention to 
environmental surveillance around industrial complexes of all types. Informa
tion involving probabilities of detecting short duration releases in the envi
ronment have been widely circulated. It is seldom noted, however, that in 
contrast to emergency monitoring, the worth of systems for routine environmental 
surveillance is judged on the basis of long-term productivity. Even though this 
fundamental difference exists between monitoring accident and routine conditions, 
the publicity in some cases has had an adverse influence on industrial confi
dence in data obtainable from routine surveillance programs. This lack of 
confidence is reflected in some environmental surveillance programs. 

An examination of existing programs indicates a need for the development 
of surveillance system design techniques which can be easily and economically 
applied by environmental surveillance personnel to yield sampling location 
distributions which correlate well with placements on sites which have been 
occupied by long-established programs. Even though there are recognize9 ~ech
niques for designing surveillance systems around nuclear installations, • 
there is little evidence to show that these are being widely applied by those 
responsible for operating the programs. These more sophisticated design 
methods are generally regarded as expensive to utilize. 
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In an attempt to provide a consistent, uncomplicated, economical mechanism 
for the examination of surveillance systems, an evaluation was begun of vari
ables which influence a program's ability to assess population exposures and 
which could be incorporated into a workable sampling location distribution 
procedure. Acceptability of the procedure would be based, it was decided, upon: 
(a) its ability to provide an initial distribution of air samples around a site 
which correlated well with placements on sites which have been occupied by long 
established programs with their inherent evolution and refinements, and (b) 
respectable agreement between distributions derived by well-recognized tech
niques and this method. 

An examination of parameters involved in release mechanisms, transport 
models and exposure pathways for airborne releases from nuclear fuel cycle 
facilities, revealed that population exposure magnitudes were most directly 
related to population distribution and contaminant transport characteristics of 
the local environment involved. 

Procedure 

Examination of existing surveillance programs indicated that distances of 
environmental media sampling locations from the source of contamination are 
generally selected to correspond to plant boundaries, maximum potential concen
tration points, population centers and relatively unaffected areas and that the 
most needed guidance was in the radial partitioning of sampling locations. The 
relationship, 

fraction of total population frac~ion of ~ime sec-
Weighting Factor (W) = distance + tor 1s downw1nd of 

sources, 
associating demographic and meteorological variables was found to yield useful 
recommendations when applied to a site on an octant basis. 

The application of this method to sites in coastal or agricultural areas 
requires only minor modification of the basic procedure.3 In coastal zones it 
is usually appropriate to adjust the number of radial divisions to the number 
required to cover the surrounding inhabited land mass. For agricultural areas 
an equivalent population index is necessarily applied. This index is derived 
by multiplying the number of people who are direct recipients of produce, dairy 
products, etc., from the area by the biological discrimination factor for the 
critical nuclide in the exposure pathway involved. 

The sum of eight calculated weighting factors is scaled to equal the 
desired number of sampling locations. The scaling factor, when multiplied by 
each octant weighting factor, yields the number of sampling locations within 
that octant when rounded to the nearest integer. For an octant which is down
wind of the source twenty percent of the time and has fifty percent of the 
regional population at fifteen miles from the site, the calculation of its 
portion of a seventeen sampling location program would go as follows: 

w = ·{~ + .2 = .23 

Assuming the sum of eight weighting factors is 1 .0, the scaling factor (SF) is 
17/1.0 = 17. Number of locations per octant= W x SF= 3.97 which would be 
rounded to 4 to indicate the number of locations to be allotted to that sector. 
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Analysis 

To test acceptability of the method on the basis of its ability to provide 
distributions which correlate well with placements on sites with well-estab
lished programs. eleven mature sites were selected as models for testing. The 
sites were located in the United States. India. Japan. and Germany. The facil
ities included power· reactors, uranium enrichment facilities, fuel fabrication 
plants and nuclear research establishments. Sampling locations per site varied 
from eight to forty. Results of sampling location distribution comparisons are 
shown in Figure I below. The deviation noted on the abscissa is the difference 
between the calculated and actual number of sampling locations present per 
octant. It should be noted that over thirty percent of the octants had zero 
deviations. Most of the greater deviations can be attributed to the relatively 
arbitrary divisions formed by the octant boundaries and to criteria applied in 
the rounding off of calculated values. 
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FIGURE I: Deviations in Location Distributions 

The model site chosen to test agreement of this calculational method with 
distributions derived by recognized techniques with the Nine Mile Point Power 
Reactor.4 The land environmental monitoring system includes five inner and six 
outer stations. The determination of the necessary number of on-site stations 
was based on meteorological data collected over a two-year period. The inner 
stations are located onsite at points in each land sector calculated to give the 
maximum average annual ground concentration. The outer stations are designed to 
measure background for comparison with onsite measurements. The layout of the 
land program is indicated in Figure II below. 
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FIGURE II: Land Monitoring Station Locations 

Applying the weighting factor procedure to demographic and meteorologic 
data for this site to distribute eleven sampling locations yielded the following 
comparison of programs: 

Octant No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Model 
Sampling Locations 

0 
1 
2 
2 
4 
2 
0 
0 

Calculated 
Sampling Locations 

0 
1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
0 
0 

Deviation 

0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

On the basis of this favorable comparison and the eleven mature sites com
parison, the acceptability criteria were met. 
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CONTAMINATIONS ATMOSPHERIQUES OBSERVEES 
A LA CENTRALE A EAU PRESSURISEE DE CHOOZ 

L, BERTRON Centrale de CHOOZ 
P. BEAU et J. J. MAR TIN Departement de Radioprotection 

Electricite de France. 

Resume 

La centrale a eau pressurisee de CHOOZ, exploitee par Electricite de 
France pour le compte de la Societ~ d'Encrgie Nucleaire des Ardennes, pre
sente uue contamination notable de 11 eau du circuit primaire liee a 11 existence 
de quelques ruptures de gaines sur le combustible. 

La presence de fuites dans la caverne du reacteur et la caverne des 
auxiliaires nucleaires se traduit par une contamination atmospherique, parti
culierement mesurable en gaz nobles et, secondairement, en iode, On fait le 
bilan des activites rejetees et des zones de fuite principales. 

Un essai d'isolement de la caverne reacteur, normalement ventilee en 
circuit ouvert a faible debit, lie a une fuite de vapeur volontairement provo
quee, a mis en evidence la periode apparente de piegeage de l 1iode sur les 
structures dans ce cas particulier. On fait le point des essais concernant la 
determination de la forme physico-chimique de l'iode. 

Abstract 

The CHOOZ pressurized water reactor, operated by Electricite de 
France on account of Societe d 1 Energie Nucleaire des Ardennes, shows a 
contamination of primary circuit water connected with some fuel cladding 
ruptures. 

The presence of leakages inside the reactor cave and the nuclear 
auxiliaries cave gives an atmospheric contamination, specially in noble 
gases and, secondarily, in iodine. Waste activity and main leakage zones 
are evaluated. 

An insulation test of reactor cave, which is normally ventilated in 
open circuit with low rate, connected with a volontary vapor leakage, showed 
the trapping half-life of iodine on structures in this peculiar case. Results 
from trials about determination of physical and chemical form of iodine are 
given. 

Introduction 

La centrale nucleaire de CHOOZ est une centrale a eau pressurisee de 
puissance 27 0 MW electriques qui est propriete de la Societe d 1 Energie 
Nucleaire des Ardennes, societe mixte franco-beige, et est exploitee par 
Electricite de France. 

Cette centrale connart depuis la fin de 1971 un taux de ruptures de 
gaines assez important puisque la contamination de l 1eau primaire en mesure 
gamma globa1e oscille entre 5 et 50 Ci/m3 , 
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Les fuites de circuits, a 11etat de gaz ou de vapeur d 1eau, entrainent 
des rej ets atmospheriques notables qui ont atteint, pour l 1annee 197 2, 
31 300 Ci en gaz rares et 23 mCi en produits volatils, iode presque exclusi
vement. 

L'importance de l'activite rejetee et surtout !'augmentation par 
rapport a 11annee 1971 qui S I est encore aCCUSee dans les premierS moiS de 
197 3 a conduit a rechercher les sources principales de ces rej ets. 

Methodes de detection de fuites de gaz (octobre 1971) 

Deux moyens de detection ont ete utilises : 
- une chambre d 1ionisation differentielle sur le circuit de ventilation generale, 

de seuil 2. lo-6 Ci/m3, dont les indications pouvaient etre comparees a 
l'equipement original de mesure de l'activite rejetee qui est constitue par 
quatre compteurs G. M. dans la veine de la cheminee, 

- des detecteurs d'aerosols radioactifs portables (EAR 10}, de seuil 
lo-10 Ci/m3 , dont le tuyau d 1aspiration a ete place aux points critiques. 

Pour tester la methode, des fuites d 1 eau primaire (1 a 2 1/h) sur 
le circuit du reservoir de contreile volumetrique ou de gaz (150 a 600 1/h} 
sur le reservoir de collecte des gaz primaires ont ete provoquees.lDrs de 
l'essai de fuites d'eau , le detecteur de gaz sur la ventilation generale n'a 
detecte la fuite qu 1apres arret des ventilations des autres etages (figure 1}, 
le debit n 1 etant alors que 29 000 m 3 /h. A la reprise generale des ventilations 
(sauf la ventilation permanente de la caverne du reacteur}, une augmentation 
nette a ete perc_;:ue, egalement par les compteurs G. M. de la cheminee, sui vie 
d 1une stabilisation qui n 1etait pas encore parfaite au moment de la reprise 
de la ventilation permanente. La reponse des compteurs G. M. a ete beau
coup mains nette dans ce dernier cas, en raison de leur contamination 
re siduelle. 

Il a ete ainsi verifie que les fuites pouvaient etre detectees par des 
detecteurs d'aerosols ou de gaz radioactifs, avec une sensibilite d 1autant 
meilleure que la dilution de la fuite est faible. Compte tenu des periodes 
courtes des descendants solides des gaz en particulier, il est preferable 
de ne pas modifier les conditions de ventilation, cette modification etant de 
nature a changer les niveaux d'equilibre eta rendre illusoire la comparaison 
des resultats pour des situations de debit differentes. En consequence, il a 
ete juge utile d'equiper les gaines de ventilation des centrales en construc
tion (Fessenheim et Bugey} de trappes permettant !'introduction d'un embout 
de prel'evement pour detecteurs portables d 1aerosols ou de gaz radioactifs. 
Ce}te solution est preferable a celle qui consisterait a faire des manoeuvres 
sur la ventilation pour voir !'influence sur le detecteur fixe du rej et final. 
Les trappes doivent evidemment etre prevues en amant des filtres. 

Localisation des fuites a la Centrale de Chooz 

En octobre 1971, les fuites de gaz se repartissaient assez egalement 
entre la caverne du reacteur et la caverne des auxiliaires. Des investigations 
complementaires ont mis en evidence des fuites au pressuriseur dans le 
premier cas et sur le circuit d'alimentation en hydrogene du reservoir de 
contr6le volumetrique dans le deuxieme cas. 
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Avec la croissance des rejets d 1iode 131 au debut de l 1annee 1973, 
il est apparu utile de rechercher l'origine de la fuite ainsi que la forme 
physico-chimique de 11iode, pour preciser les caracteristiques d 1une filtra
tion eventuelle. 

Plusieurs sources possibles ont ete prospectees ; des contamina
tions notables n 1ont ete mesurees que sur les pompes de charge ou dans 
la caverne du reacteur. Au premier emplacement, le faible debit de venti
lation du local entraine que la contribution de cette fuite dans le rej et general 
est faible, 

Par contre, la contamination de la caverne du reacteur est impor
tante et a ete suivie pendant deux mois avec deux types de prelE~vement : 

- un prelevement hebdomadaire sur un ensemble de filtres en serie (papier -
charbon- papier - charbon), 

- un prelevement sur un ensemble identique, ou le filtre charbon amont a ete 
conserve en service pendant deux mois, les autres filtres etant changes 
chaque semaine et tous etant mesures a cette occasion, 

De cette experimentation, on a pu conclure que la quasi totalite de 
l'activite rej etee en iode provenait de la caverne du reacteur ou elle se trou
vait sous forme volatile, Le debit d'activite de la ventilation generale est 
generalement plus faible que celui mesure sur la ventilation permanente de 
la caverne du reacteur, probablement en raison de la presence des filtres. 

Forme de l 1iode et efficacite d 1une filtration eventuelle 

La comparaison des activites mesurees en iode 131 sur les filtres 
amont et aval en service continu ou hebdomadaire tend a montrer que l'effi
cacite en utilisation continue d'une couche de charbon actif impregne d 1iodure 
de potassium d 1epaisseur 35 mm diminuait de 99,9 % a 98 "/o en trois semai
nes et moins de 90 "/a en cinq semaines, Ces resultats meriteraient d'etre 
confirmes en testant en continu 11 efficacite d'un filtre d' epuration, compor
tant une epaisseur de charbon de 50 mm, a placer sur le circuit de ventila
tion permanente de la caverne du reacteur. 

Cette situation a conduit a rechercher la forme chimique de 11iode 
par le moyen de May Pack, serie de filtres de cuivre impregnes ou non d 1ar
gent, suivie d'une serie de filtres en charbon de noix de coco impregnes ou 
non de TEDA, La premiere serie permet d 1evaluer 11activite retenue sous 
forme moleculaire, la deuxieme serie retient egalement les formes organi
ques et moleculaires. 

Ces mesures executees a notre demande par le Service d 1 Etudes de 
Surete Radiologique du Commissariat a 11Energie Atomique, ont montre que 
90% de l'activite de 11iode correspondait a une forme organique quel que soit 
le lieu de prelevement. Ceci explique la constatation faite precedemment sur 
la baisse d 1 efficacite du filtre. Des essais avec injection d 1iode en un temps 
limite et circulation continue d 1air montrent en effet que l 1e££icacite diminue 
beaucoup plus vite avec l'iode organique qu 1avec 11iode moleculaire. 

Si ces resultats sont confirmes par des mesures ulterieures, il 
apparaitra que le meilleur moyen de protection est la reduction de la fuite a 
l'origine, la filtration n 1etant en effet efficace que sous la condition d 1un:rem
placement frequent des filtres. On peut egalement envisager !'utilisation 
cyclique de deux filtres en parallHe. 11un etant en service, et l'autre en de
croissance. 
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Evolution de la contamination en cas d'arret de la ventilation 

Un arret de la ventilation de la caverne du reacteur a ete provoque 
enjuin 1972, 
Arret de la ventilation avec fuite de gaz 

Apres arret de la ventilation, on a observe une augmentation de la 
contamination de l'ordre d'un facteur 10, variable selon les nucleides 
(figure 2). L'activite volumique atteinte a l'equilibre a ete mesuree, ou cal
culee dans le cas ou la stabilisation n'avait pu etre obtenue, A partir de la 
valeur d'equilibre et de la periode du radioelement, on a evalue la fuite d'ac
tivite dans la caverne du reacteur, de volume libre 25 000 m3, 

La comparaison de la repartition des radioelements gazeux par 
rapport au 133 Xe montre que la contamination ne pouvait pas provenir d'une 
fuite directe d'eau primaire et que les radioelements a vie longue etaient 
favorises. On a egalement observe que les manoeuvres sur la phase vapeur 
du pressuriseur agissait sur !'evolution de l'activite, l'echantillonnage conti
nu stabilisant les periodes longues, l 1aspersion augmentant !'apport des 
periodes courtes surtout (figure 2). 

Une fuite a effectivement ete trouvee sur la phase vapeur du pressu
riseur et, a partir des rapports entre le taux de la fuite en 133 Xe et 135xe 
et entre les contaminations volumiques de ces elements dans l'eau primaire, 
on 1' a evaluee a 13 kg/h. 

Au cours de cet essai, il n'est absolument pas apparu d'iode. La 
contamination en tritium a atteint 7. Io-6 Ci/m3 pour 0, 2 Ci/m3 dans le 
primaire. 

Arret de la ventilation avec fuite d'eau provoguee 

Pour obtenir une contamination atmospherique mesurable en iode et 
permettre d I evaluer Un dep6t eventuel SUr leS SUrfaceS interieureS du b§.timent 
il a fallu provoquer une fuite d 1eau et la vaporiser par une plaque chauffante. 

La contamination volumique s'est stabilisee tres vite pour 133 I mais 
n'avait pas encore atteint son niveau d'equilibre pour 131 I apres 80 heures 
de fuite. La periode apparente a neanmoins pu etre evaluee a 16, 5 h pour 
l3li et 10 h pour 133 I, ce qui, compte tenu des periodes radioactives de ces 
nucleides' conduit a une periode de dep6t de 18 heures pour les conditions de 
l' essai, Il faut noter qu 'aucune determination de la forme chimique de l'iode 
n'a ete faite a l'epoque et que ces resultats ont ete obtenus avec la ventilation 
interne en service (45 000 m3 /h). 

Conclusion 

Le souci de reduire l'activite rejetee par les fuites dans les centrales 
a eau impose de prevoir les moyens de detection, sous forme de detecteurs 
portables d'aerosols ou de gaz radioactifs destines a prelever dans les gaines 
des circuits de ventilation gra.ce a des trappes prevues a la construction. 

Dans les locaux isolables, l'arret de la ventilation permet de detec
ter des fuites tres faibles. Dans les conditions de la centrale de Chooz, il est 
possible de deceler une fuite de gaz dans la caverne du reacteur representant 
un debit d'eau primaire de 2 1/j, pour une activite de cette eau primaire de 
1 Ci/m3. 

En cas de fuite de vapeur, entrainant une liberation d'iode dans 
!'atmosphere des locaux, le dep6t sur les structures est important. La 
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periode de depCit a ete trouvee egale a 18 heures, mais cette determination 
meriterait d 1etre reprise en s'interessant ala forme chimique de l 1iode. Une 
fuite de lo-9 Ci/s conduit, a Chooz, a une contamination volumique a l 1equi
libre, a l'arret de la ventilation en circuit ouvert, de 2, 5 Io-9 Ci/m3 en 
iode 131. 

En l 1absence d 1incident particulier, la majeure partie de l 1iode se 
trouve sous forme organique et volatile. L'efficacite des filtres en charbon 
de noix de coco impregne d'iodure de potassium semble decroitre rapidement 
lorsqu'ils sont traverses en permanence par l'air contamine. Sous reserve 
de confirmation de cette conclusion, il apparait que l'epuration continue de 
l 1iode des effluents gazeux par ce procede n'est pas susceptible d'apporter 
une reduction importante des rejets, sauf par permutation cyclique de filtres 
disposes en circuits paralleles. 

La mesure d 1activite des gaz rejetes ala cheminee par chambre 
d 1ionisation a circulation s 1est averee beaucoup plus representative des 
rejets que la mesure par compteurs G. M., dont la reponse est affectee par 
la contamination des structures internes de la cheminee et du gaz porteur 
par les descendants des gaz rares. 
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Figure 1 - Reponse des detecteurs de la cheminee pour une fuite d'eau. 
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Figure 2 - Evolution de la contamination atmosphthique dans la caverne du 
reacteur apres arret de la ventilation. 
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LATE RADIATION EFFECTS 

t1ALIGNAtKY RISK TO HUMAtlS FROt1 TOTAL BODY y-RAY IRRADIATION''' 

Charles\/, t1ays, Ray D. Lloyd 
Radiobiology Division, University of Utah, 

Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A. 84132 

and John H. Marshall 
Center for Human Radiobiology, Argonne Nationai 

Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, U.S.A. 60439 

ABSTRACT: Based on data from the A-bomb survivors and radiobiological studies 
on the dose-rate effect, the following estimates are made of the cumulative 
deaths from induced malignancies in a natural population of 1,000,000 persons 
of mixed ages each receiving a total body dose of 1 rad from y-rays: 

RADIATION-INDUCED DEATHS 

LEUKEt11AS 
Higher 1 inear estimate 
Preferred 1 inear estimate 
Lower 1 inear estimate 
Dose squared estimate 

FATAL CANCERS (excluding leuk.) 
Higher 1 inear estimate 
Preferred 1 inear estimate 
Lower 1 inear estimate 
Dose squared estimate 

at HIGH dose-rate 
(over 10 rad/min) 

40 
25 
14 

0.1 

150 
100 
50 
0.4 

at LOW dose-rate 
(under 0.01 rad/mi n) 

20 
5 
1 
o.oo4 

75 
20 

5 
0.016 

The linear estimates are for use in radiation protection work, while the dose 
squared estimates illustrate the radiobiological possibility, based on the ob
served incidence of leukemia at Nagasaki, that the dose-response to y-irradia
tion may be sigmoid, rather than 1 inear. 

Caution: These estimates are provisional and subject to future revision 
as more information is acquired. 

INTRODUCTION 

\/e have carefully reviewed previous estimates of risk including the BEIR 
Report, 1 UN Reports, 2 tlarinelli, 3 Dolphin, 4 and ICRP Publications 145 and 86, 
Each of these prior reviews has provided a valuable step toward the ultimate 
goal of a better quantification of the effects of radiation on mankind. 

The most valuable information or_;he effects of total body irradiation of 
humans is from the A-bomb survivors. At the time of burst they were a 
population of mixed sexes in which fetuses, children, and adults were repre
sented. The average age at the time of burst was 29 years (BEIR Report,l pg. 
148). We assume that an average survival time of about 4o years after expo
sure can be used to obtain a reasonable approximation to the average risk, with 

*Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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the realization that some of these A-bomb survivors have died sooner and were 
at risk a shorter time, while others will die later and b.e at risk a longer 
time. Our present risk estimates are averaged over the entire population of 
A-bomb survivors, which undoubtedly consists of some individuals more sensitive 
than average, as well as other individuals who are less sensitive. 

We have analyzed the data in such a way so as to minimize interference 
from neutrons on the derived risk estimates for y-rays. Our preferred esti
mates of 1 ifespan risk involve future projections based on the observed trends 
of decreasing mortality rates from induced leukemia and increasing mortality 
rates from induced cancer. Yet despite the differences between our approach 
and that of the BEIR Report, there is reasonable biolo~ical agreement between 
our 1 inear estimates and the BEIR 1 inear estimates for high dose-rates. 

To indicate the uncertainties in our "preferred11 linear estimates, we have 
also derived ''higher and lower11 linear estimates. However, there is a strsm~ 
possibility that the actual dose-response relationships may be sigmoid, 1 ' 7 1 

rather than 1 inear. Therefore, alternative estimates of risk are given based 
on a dose-squared model. 

Other reports have discussed the lesser overall effectiveness per rad ex
pected at low dose-rates of y-irradiation. We have now assembled sufficient 
radiobiological evidence to offer what may be the first realistic estimates of 
the actual risk at low dose-rates of total body y-irradiation. This may be 
the most important contribution of the present report. 

However, it must be emphasized that this is an interim report. t1ost of 
the irradiated subjects are still alive and must continue to be studied. Some 
uncertainties exist in the tissue doses actually received. We still lack fun
damental knowledge of how malignant neoplasms are induced by irradiation. 
Therefore, it must be emphasized that the estimates of risk presented here are 
provisional and may require revision in the 1 ight of future information. 

Now an outline of our analysis will be given. First, the risk for leu
kemia induction at high dose-rates will be estimated from the Nagasaki A-bomb 
data, taking advantage of the small exposure to neutrons. Next, the risk for 
cancer induction at high dose-rates will be obtained by multiplying the Naga
saki leukemia risk by the projected ratio of total induced cancer/total induced 
leukemia. Finally, the risks for leukemia and cancer induction at low dose
rates will be obtained by multiplying the risks at high dose-rates by appro
priate effectiveness factors. 

LEUKEt11A RISK AT HIGH DOSE-RATES 

The mortality rate from leukemia in the A-bomb survivors at Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki from 1950 to 1970 is given in Table l. The exposure is the ''tissue 
kerma in air", which is the kinetic energy released per unit mass from they
rays and neutrons interacting with a-small bit of tissue suspended 3 feet above 
ground. 12 The effect of shielding provided by buildings is included. The 
"tissue kerma in air" has also been called the "field free dose" or the "air 
dose," and will be referred to in this paper simply as the 11 kerma." They-ray 
dose within a person may .be slightly less than the kerma from A-bomb y-rays. 
However, the neutron dose within a person is much less than the kerma from A
bomb neutrons. This is due to a greater attenuation by the body of the neu
trons than of they-rays. Hopefully, reliable estimates of the actual dose 
distributions within the human body may soon become available. In the mean
time we shall assume provisionally that they-ray doses received by the A-bomb 
survivors are approximately equal to they-ray "tissue kerma in air." For 
conciseness, both the dose in rads and the dose equivalent in rems will 
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usually be referred to by the general term "dose'' throughout this paper. 

Table 1. LEUKEtiiA HORTALITY IN A-BOHB SURVIVORS (1950-1970) 
(Jab 1 on and Kato, BEIR Report p. 108, 1972, corrected) 

!l~~~~-~~r~~-l~-~lr_ir~~~l No. of Person yr Leukemia [ Leuk./yr l 
Total Gamma tleut ron Persons At risk Deaths 106 personsJ 

HIROSHIHA 
200+ 269.3 93.9 1460 26700 27 1010 
100-199 108.5 30.1 1677 30200 10 331 
50-99 56.9 13.3 2665 ·48300 7 145 
10-49 17.6 4.3 10707 195400 17 87 
0-9 0.9 0.3 43730 795600 34 43 

NAGASAKI 
200+ 329. I 5.6 1310 24300 15 616 
100-199 144.3 1.4 1229 23000 3 130 
50-99 70.3 0.2 1231 22900 0 0 
10-49 21.3 o.o 3700 67600 2 30 
0-9 2.3 o.o 11404 209900 11 52 

In the fitting of dose-response curves, an important constraint is that 
the curves pass through (or at least near) control incidence. This is because 
no radiation effects occur at zero dose. The lowest dosage-group at each city 
is the most appropriate control for that city since it was followed-up simi
larly to the higher dosage-groups and the average kerma to the lowest groups 
was negligible (a total kerma of 1.2 rads at Hiroshima and 2.3 rads at Naga
saki). For each city, dose-response curves were started at the incidence rate 
of the lowest dosage group (regarded as zero rads) and were given a slope such 
that the predicted sum of leukemias exactly equalled the observed total, using 
the curve-fitting procedure of Hays and Lloyd. 9 The slope for Hiroshima (2.23 
leuk. per yr/106 person rad) was much steeper than the slope for Nagasaki 
(0.88 leuk. per yr/10 6 person rad), primarily due to the greater neutron com
ponent from the Hiroshima weapon and the greater potency of neutrons relative 
to y-rays in inducing malignancy. By trial and error it was found that the 
slopes for the two cities became equal at 0.8 leuk. per yr/106 person rem when 
an average neutron potency factor* of 9 was assumed. The insensitivity of the 
Nagasaki risk rate coefficient to changes in the assumed neutron potency factor 
is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. NEUTRON POTENCY FACTOR and RISK RATE COEFFICIENT 

Neutron 
Potency 
Factor 

1 
9 

20 

r~eukemias/year~ 
l1o6 person remj 

Nagasaki 
0.88 
0.80 
0.72 

Hiroshima 
2.23 
0.79 
0.42 

*The neutron potency factor is defined as the ratio of y-ray kerma/neutron 
kerma for equal biological effect. It is not equal to the neutron RBE which 
is the ratio of absorbed doses, since attenuation within the body causes the 
neutron dose in the body to be much less than the neutron kerma in air. 
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Wide ranges in the assumed neutron potency factor (l-20) cause only a 
small variation (± 10%) in the calculated risk rate coefficient for Nagasaki. 
This is due to the small neutron component of the Nagasaki weapon. The con
clusion that the neutron potency factor increases as the kerma decreases 13 is 
probably correct, but has a negligible influence on the average risk rate coef
ficient for Nagasaki. 

The preferred linear estimate will be taken as 0.80 leuk. per yr/10 6 per
son rem for the years 1950-1970 (5 to 25 years after irradiation). However, 
there is some statistical uncertainty due to the small number of 20 leukemia 
cases in the Nagasaki population exposed to 10 rads and over. From Poisson 
statistical tables, 14 a 10% chance of having 20 or fewer cases corresponds to 
an expectation value of 27.1 cases (higher limit), whereas a 10% chance of 
having 20 or more cases corresponds to an expectation value of 14.5 cases 
(lower 1 imit). In the exposed Nagasaki population the 20 cases at 10 rads and 
over, correspond to 12.8 induced cases plus 7.2 natural cases. The higher 
1 imit corresponds to 27.1-7.2 = 19.9 induced cases, while the lower 1 imit cor
responds to 14.5-7.2 = 7.3 induced cases. The higher linear estimate is (19.9/ 
12.8) (0.80) = 1.25 leuk. per year/106 person rem, while the lower 1 inear esti
mate is (7.3/12.8)(0.80) = 0.45 leuk. per yr/10 6 person rem. 

The non-1 inear appearance of the plotted dose-response curve for Nagasaki 
raises reasonable doubt on whether the dose-response is really 1 inear (Fig. 1). 
Among the 4931 persons exposed at Nagasaki to 10-99 rads (Table 1), 7.2 total 
cases of leukemia are predicted (4.7 natural plus 2.5 induced according to the 
11 preferred 11 1 inear estimate), whereas only 2 leukemia cases were actually ob
served. A 1 inear relationship predicting 7.2 cases when only 2 were observed 
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Table 3. INDUCED MALIGNANCIES IN HIGH DOSE A-BOMB SURVIVORS ;'• 
EXPOSED TO 200 RADS AND OVER AT HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI 
(Estimates in parentheses are for unavailable data) 

Years Years Leukemia Cancer ....... ··~···~······· '1 (o~;~h~i~~ ·-;. "r". o~~~h~ 1 After In ( Deaths/yr , r Deaths 
I 

~ o6 personsj 106 1 o6 lrrad. Interval 106 persons/ person~ persons 
'- '- '-, / 

0 to 5 5 (800) (4000) (0) (0) 

5 to 10 5 1300 6500 600 3000 
10 to 15 5 900 4500 200 1000 
15 to 20 5 500 2500 300 1500 
20 to 25 5 500 2500 2000 10000 

25 to 30 s (400) (2000) (3700) ( 18500) 
30 to 35 5 (300) (1500) (5400) (27000) 
35 to 40 5 (300) ( 1 500) (7100) (35500) 

Total 25000 96500 
--------------------------------
;'\ 
The net rates of induced leukemia, and cancer excluding leukemia, within the 
observed intervals of 5-25 years were scaled from Fig. 16 of Jablon and 
Kato. 7 

Induced leukemia mortality before the start of the ABCC study (0 to 5 yr) 
is unavailable but is assumed reasonably close to the average rate during the 
observed intervals. Assumed leukemia mortality rates after 25 years are 
based on present trends, For this heavily irradiated population, exposed to 
a tissue kerma in air of 200 rads and over from y-rays and neutrons at Hiro
shima and Nagasaki, 25000 total deaths from induced leukemia/106 heavily ir
radiated persons is predicted (2.5% mortality from induced leukemia). 

Induced cancer mortality during 0 to 5 years is assumed virtually equal 
to zero, due to the long latent periods typical for non-leukemic malignancy. 
Beyond 25 years, the mortality rates for induced cancer are tentatively as
sumed to increase by roughly the same amount in each successive 5-yr interval 
as the observed increase of 1700 cases per yr/106 persons which occurred be
tween the intervals 15 to 20 yr and 20 to 25 yr. Under this provisional as
sumption 96500 total deaths from induced cancer/106 heavily irradiated A
bomb survivors is predicted (about 10% mortality from induced cancer exclud
ing leukemia). 

If the mortality rate from induced cancer remained constant at 2000 cases 
per yr/106 persons, then 45500 total deaths from induced cancer/106 heavily 
irradiated A-bomb survivors would be predicted. Conversely, if after 25 
years the increase in each successive 5-year interval were 3400 cases per 
year/106 persons (or double the observed increase between 15 to 20 yr and 20 
to 25 yr) 147500 total deaths from induced cancer/106 heavily, irradiated A
bomb survivors would be predicted. 

is rejected significantly (P = 0.03). An excellent fit to the Nagasaki inci
dence rate is made by the fitted dose squared relationship of 0,003 induced 
leuk. per year/106 person rem 2 , startin9 at a natural incidence rate of 52 
leuk. per yr/10 6 persons, and assuming an average neutron potency factor of 9. 
This dose squared relationship will be used to provide alternative estimates 
of risk. 

Now, the lifetime risks will be estimated for leukemia induced by total 
body y-ray irradiation at high dose-rates (10-1000 rem/min) such as received 
by the A-bomb survivors. Assuming the average death rate from induced 
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leukemia was the same in the unobserved interval 0 to 5 years after irradiation 
as in the observed 5 to 25 yr interval, the total incidence during the first 
25 years following irradiation based on the preferred 1 inear model would be 
(25 yr) (0.8 leuk per yr/10 6 person rem) = 20 leuk/10 6 person rem. Based on 
present trends (see Table 3 and Fig. 2.) about 80% of the 1 ifetime leukemia 
risk should be expressed at 25 years. Therefore, the preferred 1 inear esti
mate for the 1 ifetime risk from leukemia is (20 leuk./10 6 person rem)/0.8 = 25 
leuk./10 6 person rem. The higher and lower 1 inear estimates and the dose 
squared estimate wet·e calculated similarly, and are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. LIFETIME RISK FROM LEUKEMIA AT HIGH DOSE-RATES 
(From a tota 1 body y-ray dose 11 D11

) 

Higher 1 i near est !mate ( 110 leuk./106 person rem) D 

Preferred 1 inear estimate (25 leuk./106 person rem) D 

Lower linear estimate ( 14 leuk./106 person rem) D 

Dose squared estimate ( 0. 1 leuk./106 person rem2 ) o2 

Our 1 inear estimates compare favorably with 1 inear estimates derived from 
other sources. Vhen we made a similar analysis on the excess leukemias in 
Britisg ~atients given x-ray therapy for the treatment of ankylosing spondy-
1 itis, ' 5 we obtained 21 leukemias/10 6 person rem averaged over the total mar
row. (The average nose to the spinal marrow was taken as 880 rads, 4 and since 
about 40% of the active bone marrow was irradiated, the mean dose to the total 
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marrow was taken as 350 rads). The BEIR Report 1 estimate (p. 169) of 516-738 
leukemias/yr in 200,000,000 persons receiving 0.1 rem/yr corresponds to 26-37 
leuk./106 person rem. Dolphin and 11arley4 estimate a 1 ifetime risk of 20 
leuk./10 6 person rem. Our preferred linear estimate of 25 leuk./10 6 person rem 
seems a reasonable estimate (presuming linearity) for the induction of leu
kemia at high dose-rates, and will be used in deriving 1 inear risk estimates 
for cancer induction. 

CANCER RISK AT HIGH DOSE-RATE 

The lifetime risk from fatal cancers (fatal malignant neoplasms excluding 
leukemia) induced at high dose-rates will now be estimated as the projected 
ratio of fatal cancers/fatal leukemias, multiplied by the lifetime risk from 
leukemia. The combined high dosage groups at Hiroshima and Nagasaki exposed to 
200 rads and over are of special interest because their incidences of leukemia 
and cancer are clearly elevated above normal values. 7 As detailed in Table 3 
and Fig. 2, about 2.5% of the people in this highly exposed group are expected 
to die of radiation-induced leukemia, whereas if the mortality rate from in
duced cancer continues to increase at the present trend, a cumulative total of 
about 10% of these highly exposed persons are predicted to die of radiation
induced cancer. Assuming 4 induced cancer deaths per induced leukemia, the 
preferred 1 inear estimate of the lifetime risk from fatal cancer becomes (4 
cancers/leuk.) (25 leuk./106 person rem) = 100 fatal cancers/106 person rem. 

However, it is uncertain whether or not the death rate from induced can
cers will continue upward exactly according to the present trend. If it in
creases at twice the present trend, a cumulative induction of about 6 fatal 
cancers/leukemia is projected, for which the lifetime risk would be (6 fatal 
cancers/leuk.)(25 leuk./10 6 person rem)= 150 fatal cancers/106 person rem, 
which tentatively we regard as a plausible higher 1 inear estimate. On the 
other hand, if the death rate from induced cancer will plateau at its 1965-1970 
level, a cumulative induction of about 2 fatal cancers/leukemia is indicated, 
for which the corresponding 1 ifetime risk would be (2 fatal c~ncers/le~k.) (25 
leuk./10 6 person rem) = 50 fatal cancers/10 6 person rem, which we regard as a 
provisional lower 1 inear estimate. There is much uncertainty in these projec
tions since they involve not only the applicability of the models used, but 
what fraction of the future cancers will become fatal, considering new advance
ments in medical treatment. The next follow-up should be"of exceptional in
terest. 

For our dose squared model, the 1 ifetime cancer risk is taken as (4 fatal 
cancers/leuk.) (0. 1 leuk./10 6 person rem2 ) = (0.4 fatal cancers/10 6 person 
rem2). 

Risk estimates from fatal cancers at high dose-rate are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. LIFETit1E RISK FROt1 FATAL CAIJCERS AT HIGH DOSE-RATES 
(From a total body y-ray dose 11 D11

) 

Higher linear estimate 

Preferred 1 inear estimate 

Lower 1 inear estimate 

Dose squared estimate 

(150 fatal cancers/106 person rem) D 

(100 fatal cancers/106 person rem) D 

(50 fatal cancers/10 6 person rem) D 

(0.4 fatal cancers/106 person rem2 ) D2 

Corresponding 1 inear estimates converted from pp. 168-169 of the BEIR Re
port1 range from 60 to 420 with a best estimate of about 140 fatal cancers/106 

person rem, excluding leukemia. Dolphin and Marley4 estimate 80 fatal cancers/ 
106 person rem. Unfortunately, the existing cancer results from ankylosing 
spondylitic patients receiving partial body x-ray therapy directed at selected 
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regions of the skeleton are of 1 imited usefulness in deriving numerical esti
mates of cancer risk because of uncertainties in soft-tissue doses, and be
cause of the possibility

5
that spondylitic disease may enhance the incidence of 

certain forms of cancer. • 15 The risk from induced cancer is more uncertain 
than that from induced leukemia. 

CAHCER AND LEUKEHIA RISK AT LO\/ DOSE-RATES 

y-rays, x-rays, and S-particles interact with matter so as to transfer 
nearly al 1 of their energy to electrons. These moving electrons produce a rel
atively sparse distribution of ionizations and excitations along their paths, 
and therefore, y-rays, x-rays, and S-particles are known as radiations of low 
LET (linear ~nergy lransfer). The eel 1 culture work of Elkind and Sutton 16 
showed quite conclusively that conside.rable repair of the damage from low LET 
radiation was possible if sufficient time was allowed between successive ir
radiations. The implication from the 11 El kind effect11 is that in general, the 
residual damage from a given dose of low LET radiation should decrease as the 
dose-rate is lowered, due to increased available time for biological repair 
between successive local radiation events. 

Table 6 presents ten comparisons of the dose-rate effectiveness factor 
(dose at high dose-rate/dose at low dose-rate for equal biological effect) for 
1 ife shortening and the induction of neoplasms by low LET radiations. 17 The 

Life 

T b 1 6 (Effectiveness at LOv/ER 
a e • [}:ffectiveness at HIGHER 

shortening in beagles, Andersen, 18 Casarett 19 

(0.006-0.06 R/min vs. 8 R/min) 

Life shortening in RF male mice, Upton 20 
(0.004-0.06 rad/min vs. 80 rad/min) 

Life shortening in RF female mice, Upton 20 

(0.0004-0.07 rad/min vs. 7 rad/min) 

Leukemia in RF male mice, Upton 2D 
(0.004-0,06 rad/min vs. 80 rad/min) 

Leukemia in RF female mice, Upton 20 

(0.0004-0.07 rad/min vs. 7 rad/min) 

Leukemia in CBA and C57 Bl mice, R. H. t1ole 21 

(0.02 rad/min vs. 1.35 rad/min) 

Leukemia in LAF1 female mice, Grahn 22 

(0.01-0.06 R/min vs. 2-20 R/min) 

Bone sarcomas in CFl female mice, Finke1 23 • 24 

(0.0001-0.01 rad/min vs. 0.02-0.09 rad/min) 

Hammary tumors in S.D. female rats, Shellabarger25 
( 0. 0 3 R/ min vs. 1 0 R/ min) 

dose-ratel 
dose-rate) 

Thyroid tumors in Lister and Long-Evans rats, Doniach 26 

(~ 1 rad/min vs. 150 rad/min) 
----------------------~---------~-----

Normal mean ± standard deviation 

Log-normal mean ± std. deviation 
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0.08 

0.07 

0.14 

0.26 

o. 15 

0,2 

0.05 

0.68 

0.1 

0.22 ± 0.20 

0,16f+0.20 
.._- 0.09 



levels of effect ranged from slight to severe. Usually the low dose-rates were 
below 0.1 rad/min, and usually the high dose-rates were above l rad/min. As
suming a normal distribution of effectiveness ratios, the mean± std. dev. was 
0.22 ± 0.20. Assuming a log-normal distribution, the corresponding mean was 
0.16 with std. deviations of+ 0.20 and- 0.09. 

Tentatively, a preferred estimate for the overall effectiveness of low vs. 
high dose-rates from sparsely-ionizing radiation is taken as 0.2 for the summed 
impact of delayed somatic effects in humans, with somewhat arbitrary bounds of 
0.1 to 0.5 for this overall effectiveness factor. The individual effectiveness 
factors will of course vary with biological endpoint and species (for example, 
0.05 for bone sarcomas in CFl mice vs. 0.68 for mammary tumors in Sprague
Dawley rats), and may vary with the incidence level at which comparison is made. 

The estimated risk coefficient at low dose-rates is taken as that at high 
dose-rates multiplied by the indicated effectiveness factors shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. POPULATION RISK FROM SPARSELY 
(Deaths per l ,000,000 persons 

IOtnZING RADIATION 
receiving l rem)* 

at HIGH dose-rate 
(over 10 rem/min) 

Eff. at LO\/ dose-rate 
Factor (under 0.01 rem/min) 

LEUKEHIA 
Higher linear estimate 40 0.5 20 
Preferred linear estimate 25 0.2 5 
Lower l i near estimate 14 0. l l ~'~ ~'~ 

Dose squared estimate 0. l 0.2 o.oo4"" 

CAilCER (Exc. Leuk.) 
Higher linear estimate 150 o.s 75 
Preferred linear estimate 100 0.2 20 
Lower linear estimate 50 o. l 5 _ ... _ ... 

Dose squared estimate 0.4 0.2 0.016"" 

--------------------------------------
* At extremely low doses from y-rays, multiple ionizations within microscopic 

volumes of tissue are infrequent. Therefore, as the dose approaches zero, 
the effectiveness at high dose-rate should approach that at low dose-rate. 

** In the dose squared estimates, the doses are squared. Therefore, to con
vert a dose squared risk at high dose-rate to a dose squared risk at low 
dose-rate, the dose-rate effectiveness factor (which is a ratio of doses) 
must also be squared. It is uncertain which dose-rate effectiveness factor 
is most appropriate for the dose squared model. Tentatively, the average 
factor of 0.2 obtained from linear intercomparisons 17 has been used. 

The following example illustrates the numerical calculation of risk. From 
Table 7, the predicted number of leukemias plus fatal cancers induced in a pop
ulation of 106 persons receiving 10 rem of y-irradiation to the total body at 
low dose-rate would be: 

Preferred linear estimate 

(5 leuk. + 20 fatal cancer] [lo6 persons][lO rem] 
l 106 person rem 

250 cases 

Dose squared estimate 

~ .0011 leuk. + 0.016 fatal cancerl 6 2 [10 persons][lO rem] = 
106 person rem2 ) 

2 cases 
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DISCUSSION 

For purposes of radiation protection, the use of the preferred i inear esti
mates is recommended. For radiobiological predictions of actual effects, it 
might be desirable to give some consideration to the possibility that the dose
response relationship may be curvilinear. 

For the purpose of applying these risk estimates to humans, we somewhat 
arbitrarily consider a "low" dose-rate to be below 0.01 rem/min and a "high" 
dose-rate to be above 10 rem/min. Thus, y-ray exposures from background radia
tion, from properly operating nuclear reactors, and from most routine occupa
tional situations can be regarded as occurring at low dose-rates; whereas high 
dose-rates typically apply to the A-bomb survivors, to patients exposed to medi
cal x-rays, and to persons acutely exposed in radiation accidents. \lith more 
data it may be possible to estimate the dose-rate effectiveness in the "gap'' 
between 0.01 and 10 rem/min. 

These risk estimates apply to the "average" person in a general population 
of mixed ages, and may require modification to be applied to special groups, 
such as fetuses or patients with diseases, such as polycy~hemia vera, which can 
alter the susceptibility to radiation-induced malignancy. • 11 • 27 The risk to 
populations in other parts of the world may differ somewhat from that to the A
bomb survivors. As a future refinement, it may be desirable to analyze the 
mortality and survival times of each age group separately rather than assuming 
an average post-irradiation survival time of 40 years for the total exposed 
population. 

The 1 ifespan risk estimates given for low dose-rates apply to uniform 
total body irradiation from y-rays, x-rays, S-particles, but not for radiations 
of high LET, such as neutrons and a-particles, since at leastt:irider some con
ditions ;he effectiveness of high LET radiation increases as the dose-rate is 
lowered. 8

• 29 

In the future, a better understanding 
and the dose-rate effect is expected which 
mates of the actual risks from radiation. 
risk estimates in this report may provide 

DEDICATION 

of the dose-response relationships 
should permit more reliable esti
llntil then, it is hoped that the 

interim guidance. 

This article is dedicated to the memory of John C. Bugher, t1.D., at whose 
urging this analysis was undertaken. 
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THE RISK OF NEW CANCER IN WOMEN RADIATED FOR BREAST CANCER 
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Abstract 

Using the records of the California Tumor Registry, the appearance of 
new cancers was studied among women treated with radiation for cancer of 
the breast. Comparison was made with cases treated with surgery only. 
Results do not demonstrate any excess new cancers in the radiation treated 
group that can be attributed to radiation therapy. 

Introduction 

Although ionizing radiation is known to be carcinogenic, the 
magnitude of risk involved among patients treated with radiotherapy 
is not well defined. Furthermore the few available studies show in
consistencies both within these studies as well as with the experience 
of atomic bomb survivors. 

The study of rheumatoid spondylitics by Court, Brown and Doll 
1 

demonstrates a clearly excessive risk of leukemia following radiation 
therapy. A lesser relative increase in risk was noted for cancer sites 
which were included in the heavily irradiated area, the predominant in
crease being in pulmonary tissues. 

Hutchinson, 2 who conducted an international survey of leukemia 
frequency among women with cervical cancer treated with radiation had 
found no increase in leukemia. He attempted to reconcile this finding 
with the spondylitic study by speculating that the smaller, more heavily 
radiated marrow in this group of patients was no longer capable of a 
neoplastic response. 

3 4 Wagoner and Doll have also carried out studies of women treated 
for pelvic disease with radiation therapy. In both cases, an increase 
in leukemia was found, a difference that is difficult to reconcile with 
the Hutchinson study. 

Two studies have been found in which women treated for breast disease 
witg radiation have been studied for subsequent neoplasia. Mettler et 
al. surveyed 606 women treated for acute postpartum mastitis with air 
doses ranging from 75 to more than 1000 rads. They found a total of 28 
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malignancies at all sites compared with an expectation of 21.67, but if 
brea~t cancers were remove~, then the expected numbers very closely ap
proxlmated those observed 1.e. 15.79 vs. 15. Without an adequate control 
he was unable to distinguish between radiation causality or an association 
between mastitis and breast malignancy. 

Schottenfeld and Berg,
6 

utilizing the records at Memorial Sloan
Kettering, followed up 9,792 women treated for breast cancer between the 
years 1949 and 1962. The frequency of all malignancies was twice 
expectation, but the excess was entirely accounted for by second breast 
cancers. At individual sites, there were increases in ovariaR, thyroid 
and sarcomatous malignancies, both of the soft parts and bone; however 
the numbers were small and therefore of doubtful significance. The 
authors do not state whether or not any of these cancers were treated 
with radiation. 

There are no reports in the literature of radiation associated 
carcinogenesis among patients treated with radiation for carcinoma of 
the breast. Such a study was carried out utilizing records of the 
California Tumor Registry, making comparison with women with breast 
cancer treated surgically. It is concluded that there is small excess 
of cancer in the radiation treated group that is probably due to chance 
variation or to confounding variables. The evidence does not support 
the hypothesis of radiation as the etiologic factor. 

Methodology 

The California Tumor Registry is a central registry of 48 hospitals 
in California. It functions as one section of the San Francisco Bay 
Area Resource for Cancer Epidemiology of the California State Department 
of Health. Each of the participating hospitals abstracts and submits to 
the Registry all cases of reportable neoplasm including data on age, sex, 
race, marital status, diagnostic information, stage of disease, treat
ment and survival. The hospitals included in the Registry system diagnose 
about one-third of all cancer cases in California. 

Since the initiation of the Registry in 1942 to a cut-off date of 
December 1969, 29,540 cases of breast cancer among white females were 
reported to the Registry as having been treated by surgery and/or 
radiation. These are shown in Table I. Eighty four percent of the 
10,154 "radiation" cases received both surgery and radiation whereas 
those listed as surgical cases were treated with surgery alone ("Treatment" 
refers to first course of treatment). 

Expected numbers of second cancers were generated by applying age
specific cancer incidence rates from the population based Alameda County 
Cancer Registry to the accumulated person years in each age group. 

The observed numbers of cases (except for breast cancer) are 
generally lower than the expected numbers of cases. This is probably due 
to the portion of subsequent cancers developed by the study group which 
were diagnosed and treated in hospitals outside the California Tumor 
Registry system. The incomplete ascertainment of all subsequent cancers 
lessens the reliability of the data and makes necessary cautious inter
pretation of the study 7esults. This point is more fully discussed in 
a previous publication. 
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Table I 

1 2 Observed and Expected Cancer Cases 
Site of F~rst Subsequent Primary Cancer 
Treatment of Breast Cancer, White Females 

California Tumor Registry, 1942-1969 

Treatment (Breast Cancer) 

Site of 
First Subsequent Primary Cancer 

Surgery 
(19,386) 

Radiation 
(Incl. Surg + Rad) 

(10,154) 

All sites 

Observed 

886 
23 

Expected 

929 

Observed 

361 
4 

Expected 

327 

1 

2 

3 

Buccal cavity and pharynx 

Digestive organs and 
peritoneum 

Respiratory system 
Lung 

Breast 

Genital organs 
Corpus uteri 

Urinary organs 

Lymphatic and hematopoietic 
system 
Leukemia 

Other and unspecified sites 
Thyroid 

167 

21 
17 
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146 
60 

26 

27 
10 
so 
17 

23 

268 

42 
38 

247 

177 
79 

37 

54 
23 
81 
12 

74 

10 
9 

172 

49 
22 

16 

13 
5 

23 
7 

Observed cases include first subsequent primary cancer following 
diagnosis of breast cancer and occurring prior to closing date of 
12/69. 

Expected cases were obtained by applying Alameda County Cancer 
Registry incidence rates to the person-years population. 

First course of tumor-directed treatment, or series of treatments, 
initiated within four months after diagnosis. 

Note: Observed and expected cancer cases exclude in situ cases and 
basal and squamous cell carcinomas of the skin. 

The number of cases in each group is shown in parentheses. 
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8 

91 

15 
14 

89 

65 
29 

12 

19 
8 

28 
5 



Making the assumption that the degree of incomplete ascertainment 
of subsequent cancers was the same for both treatment groups, the ob
served to expected ratios of the radiation treated cases were compared 
with the observed to expected ratios of the surgically treated group: 

R (ratio) 

0 r 
E 

r 

0 
s 

E 
s 

Results 

Table II shows the above noted ratios. For all sites combined the 
radiation group shows a 16 percent excess compared to those treated by 
surgery alone. Cancer of the breast constitutes the largest number of 
subsequent cases for both treatment groups and these might be questioned 
because of the difficulty in determining whether the subsequent cancer 
is a new primary or a recurrence; however, exclusion of breast cancer 
from the total for all sites combined has little effect on the ratio. 

The urinary organs show the highest risk - 90% above the surgery 
group - but this may be due to chance variation based on small numbers. 

The leukemia experience is of unusual interest because of the known 
increase in leukemia risk following radiation exposure, and because of 
reports gf excess leuke~a in women treated for breast cancer with radio
therapy. Carey et al. in a comprehensive review of the literature 
found both carcinoma of the breast and acute leukemia in 18 cases, 15 of 
which had received radiotherapy. They added six cases of their own, in 
which only one had received radiotherapy and suggested that there was a 
spontaneous association between the two diseases not explained by radiation 
exposure. Five cases were observed in the present study. Three of the 
five were of the myelogenous variety and two were of unspecified cell 
type. There were no cases of lymphatic leukemia. 

In order to examine further the hypothesis of radiation as an etio
logic factor, some further data tabulations were carried out. It was 
postulated that, if the excess cancers among the radiated group were, in 
fact, due to radiation exposure such an effect should have been more 
prominent in the second half of the 1942-1969 study period when mega
voltage therapy had replaced ortho voltage techniques, producing a total 
dose approaching a two-fold increase. Table III shows that comparison. 

There is a slight decrease in the radiation/surgery ratio for all 
sites combined and for most individual sites, but the ratio is essentially 
unchanged in the two periods. The lymphatic and hematopoietic tissues 
show a higher ratio in the first time period but the numbers of cases in 
the radiation groups are small. There were a total of nine observed 
radiation cases in 1942-54. The diagnoses in these nine cases are as 
follows: 
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Table II 

Ratios1 for Subsequent Cancer 
Among White Women Treated for Breast Cancer 

Site of 
First Subsequent Primary Cancer R . 1 

at~o 

All sites 1.157 (361) 

Buccal cavjty and pharynx 

Digestive organs and peritoneum 

Respiratory system 
Lung 

0.500 (4) 

1. 305 (74) 

1.333 (10) 
1.437 (9) 

Breast 1.120 (172) 

Genital organs 
Corpus uteri 

Urinary organs 

Lymphatic and hematopoietic system 
Leukemia 

Other and unspecified sites 
Thyroid 

0.914 
0.999 

1.897 

1.368 
1.438 

1.331 
0.988 

Observed number of second cancers (Radiation Group) 
Expected number of new cases 

lR . 
at~o 

among white women of same age 
Observed number of second cancers (Surgical Group) 
Expected number of new cases 
among white women of same age 

(49) 
(22) 

(16) 

(13) 
(5) 

(23) 
(7) 

Note: .~umbers in parentheses are the observed number of second 
cancers among the women treated with radiation. 
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Table III 

Ratios
1 

for Subsequent Cancer 
Among White Women Treated for Breast Cancer 

by Year of Treatment for Breast Cancer 

Site of Year of Treatment 
First Subsequent Primary Cancer 1942-54 1955-69 

All sites 1.160 (133) 1.141 

Buccal cavity and pharynx 0.667 (2) 0.400 

Digestive organs and peritoneum 1.320 (27) 1.281 

Respiratory system 1.900 (3) 1.118 
Lung 2.250 (3) 1.154 

Breast 1.156 (63) 1.084 

Genital organs 0.831 (18) 0.967 
Corpus uteri 1.142 (10) 0.898 

Urinary organs 2.040 (6) 1. 786 

Lymphatic and hematopoietic system 2.557 (9) 0.659 
Leukemia 3.667 (3) 0.686 

Other and unspecified sites 0.642 (5) 1.904 
Thyroid 1.000 (2) 0.909 

Observed number of second cancers (Radiation Group) 
Expected number of new cases 
among white women of same age 
Observed number of second cancers (Surgical Group) 
Expected number of new cases 
among white women of same age 

(228) 

(2) 

(47) 

(7) 
(6) 

(109) 

(31) 
(12) 

(10) 

(4) 
(2) 

(18) 
(5) 

Note: Numbers in parentheses are the observed number of second 
cancers among the women treated with radiation. 
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Reticulum cell sarcoma 1 
Lymphosarcoma 2 
Lymphoblastoma 1 
Multiple myeloma 2 
Acute myelogenous leukemia 1 
Leukemia cell type unspecified 2 

Total 9 

The variety of histological cell types does not support the thesis of a 
single etiologic agent. 

A second approach to evaluation of the excess second cancers among 
the radiation treated group was to examine the latent period between 
treatment and appearance of second cancers. With the exception of 
leukemia, the risk of which tends to appear early and then fall among 
both Japanese A-bomb survivors and irradiated spondylitics, the appearance 
of solid tumors tends to slowly increase with time and is only now be
coming apparent in both of these studies. Therefore, the interval be
tween first and second cancers among radiation and surgically treated 
groups was compared at five year intervals, with the expectation that 
radiation induced cases would tend to increase with increasing,intervals 
of time. Tabulations are shown in Table IV. Second cancers at all sites 
do not show any trend, the ratios by five year intervals following first 
diagnosis of breast cancer being 1.13, 1.22 and 1.08. Although cancer of 
the lymphatic and hematopoietic tissues shows a rising frequency with 
time, the numbers of cases are very small. 

Discussion 

Data presented demonstrate that among some 10,154 women treated for 
breast cancer with radiation therapy, there is a 16% excess of second 
cancers in comparison with women with breast cancer who are treated with 
surgery alone. Detailed examination of the data, however, is otherwise 
inconsistent with an etiology solely or even partially related to radiation. 
The inconsistencies are as follows: 

1. Radiation induced neoplasia would be expected to appear in 
tissues which are in or near the treated organ, i.e. thyroid, lung, 
esophagus and the other breast. Such an effect was not found. 

2. Since radiation dose used for treatment of breast cancer was con
siderably greater during the second half of the total study period 1942-
1969 because of the introduction of megavoltage therapy, one would expect 
the excess to appear more prominently in the second half of this period 
than in the first. In fact, the excess was similar in the two periods. 
(It is possible, of course, that such an effect might appear in the 1955-
1969 cases after longer intervals of 15 or 20 years following radiation 
treatment.) 

3. Radiation induced neoplasia would be expected to appear in
creasingly with increasing intervals following therapy. In fact, the 
excess was found equally at all intervals studied. 

An alternative explanation is that the 16% excess cancer frequency 
noted among women treated with radiation is the result of chance variation, 
confounding variables or the incomplete ascertainment of all secondary 
cancers. 
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Table IV 

Ratios1 for Subsequent Cancer 
Among White Women Treated for Breast Cancer 

by Interval Between Diagnosis of Breast Cancer and Second Cancer 

Site of 
First Subsequent Primary Cancer 0-4 

Interval (Years) 
5-9 

All sites 1.127 (237) 1.217 (81) 

Buccal cavity and pharynx 0.173 (1) 0.000 (0) 

Digestive organs and 
peritoneum 1.141 (44) 1. 751 (19) 

Respiratory system 0.862 (3) 2.292 (5) 
Lung 1.000 (3) 2.222 (4) 

Breast 1.112 (119) 1.057 (33) 

Genital organs 1.078 (36) 0.742 (9) 
Corpus uteri 1.238 (14) 0.900 (6) 

Urinary organs 1.810 (10) 2.083 (5) 

Lymphatic and hematopoietic 
system 1.208 (7) 1.591 (5) 
Leukemia 1. 200 (3) 1.500 (2) 

Other and unspecified sites 1.484 (17) 1.528 (5) 
Thyroid 1.633 (7) 0.000 (0) 

Observed number of second cancers (Radiation Group) 
Expected number of new cases 

lR . _am~on~g_w~h7i~t~e~w~o-=m~e~n~o~f_s~am~e~a~g~e~--~~--~~~--~-atl.o "' - -Observed number of second cancers (Surgical Group) 
Expected number of new cases 
among white women of same age 

10+ 

1.076 

4.000 

1.301 

1.600 
1. 750 

1.099 

0.506 
0.577 

1.333 

1.833 
0.000 

0.375 
0.000 

Note: Numbers in parentheses are the observed number of second 
cancers among the women treated with radiation. 
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(3) 

(11) 

(2) 
(2) 

(20) 

(4) 
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(1) 

(1) 
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Ignoring the variation in the data and accepting the 16% excess 
cancers as radiation induced allows comparison of this experience with 
that found among other exposed h~n populations. The recent report of 
the National Academy of Sciences estimates one to two cases of leukemia 
and six cases of all other cancer per million man rems per year of ex
perience. The radiation treated group reported here, assuming an average 
treatment dose of 4000 rads would contain at least 175,000,000 person
rem years of experience. Using the National Academy of Science estimate 
referenced above, one would have expected an excess of 175 cases of 
leukemia and six times as many cases of all cancers. The absence of 
any significant excess of leukemia cases supports Hutchinson's contention 
that the entire marrow must be exposed, as in the spondylitics and 
Japanese survivors, in order for the leukemogenic effect to be seen. 

There is another possible explanation of the discrepancy between 
this experience and that of the two major population studies on which the 
NAS estimates were made and that is the very large difference in dose. 
In the latter cases, where leukemia was observed, doses were in the order 
of hundreds of rads whereas in the breast cancer group, treatment dose 
was in the order of several thousand rads. A number of animal studies as 
well as some human data suggests that there is an optimal carcinogenic 
dose and that doses exceeding those levels will fail to produce such an 
effect, and thus present a clear deviation from the widely postulated 
linear dose response relationship. 

Certainly the same explanation must hold for the experience with both 
lung and thyroid, tissues considered to be radiosensitive and both of 
which are included, at least partially, in the treatment field when the 
cancerous breast is irradiated. 

In summary, a study of the appearance of second cancers among women 
treated with radiation for breast cancer demonstrated a small excess of 
carcinogenesis when compared to women treated with surgery alone; however, 
the data do not implicate radiation as a causal factor. 
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Abstract 

Calculations are made of the risk to bone from incorporated (!J emitters, based on 
calculations of absorbed dose rates to bone marrow and endosteal tissues for a body burden 
of 1 p.Ci. The risk of leukaemia is based on human data and that of osteosarcoma and 
other bone tumours on a comparison of the incidence of these malignancies with the 
leukaemia incidence in animals continuously irradiated by~ particles from ingested tfOsr. 
Maximum permissible body burdens are then derived by a comparison of these risk values 
with a total risk estimated to correspond with an annual dose of 5 rod to the whole body. 

Introduction 

Although the maximum permissible levels of bone-1~eking radionuclides are at 
present related to the human data on carcinogenesis from 6Ra, there are unavoidable 
difficulties in this procedure. The comparison of any given radionuclide with 226Ra is 
based on the energy absorbed per unit mass of mineral bone, but the absorbed dose 
delivered to the cells of bone depends on the nature of the ionizing particle and its range. 
In making the comparison with 226Ra it is necessary therefore to adopt a quality factor for 
oc, particles relative to fl particles, but there is little, if any, evidence on which to set 
this value for late effects in bone. It has also been necessary to include a relative 
damage factor for those radionuclides which differ from radium in their pattern of 
deposition and, in the absence of quantitative data, this has to be given an arbitrary 
value. 

In recent years, however, there has been a measure of agreement on the identity 
and location of the tissues at risk in irradiated bone and this has enabled dose parameters 
to be chosen that are more relevant to risk calculations than the absorbed dose determined 
simply for the bone matrix. Calculations of the relevant absorbed doses have been 

1 2 
published for bone-seeking radionuclides that are distributed in volume throughout bone ' 
and, very recently, the corresponding ~bsorbed doses for radionuclides that are deposited 
on bone surfaces have been determined . 

Suggestions were made in the ICRP Report 11 that, in the case of high energy fJ 
emitters, the skeletal burden would be set by the limiting annual dose of 5 rem to bone 
marrow and that, for low energy tJ emitters, the limitation would be the dose to 
endosteal tissues in bone. In the intermediate energy range, however, the doses to bone 
marrow and bone surfaces set comparable limitations and, if the irradiation of both 
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marrow and endosteal tissues is regarded as undesirable, some better synthesis of the risks to 
both tissues should be sought. 

It is worthwhile attempting to calculate the total risk in the case of bone because, 
although bone contains tissues that differ in their radiosensitivity, bone-seeking 
rodionuclides irradiate only the tissues of bone, with practically no irradiation of other 
parts of the body. The problem of setting permissible levels of dose to organs of differing 
radiosensitivity, when more than one organ is irradiated, has been discussed in the 
Reports of two Task Groups in ICRP Publication 145. A similar problem is encountered in 
bone because different radiosensitivities are assigned to the different tissues in bone, 
tissues that, under most circumstances, receive very different doses from on incorporated 
radionuclide. The present approach differs from that followed in the ICRP Publication 14 
in that the risk of leukaemia from the irradiation of bone morrow is taken from human data 
as in the UNSCEAR 1972 Report 6, while risk factors for tumours of other bone tissues ore 
derived from data on the comparative risks of these tumours and leukaemia i9banimols 
irradiated continuously by high energy~ particles from incorporated 90Sr+ Y. A total 
risk for all bone tissues is then calculated on a qosimetric basis for a body burden of 1pCi 
of any given bone-seeking radionuclide and this'fompared with an estimated occupational 
risk to give a maximum permissible body burden. The magnitude of the occupational risk 
is again based on UNSCEAR data and chosen to correspond approximately to an annual 
dose of 5 rod whole body irradiation at low LET. The maximum permissible body burdens 
calculated on these risk data compare interestingly with the present values of the ICRP. 

Tissues at Risk and Late Effects in Bone 

It was concluded in the ICRP Report 114 that the tissues at risk in irradiated bone 
were the active bone marrow with respect to leukaemia, the osteoprogenitive tissues of 
the endosteum with respect to osteosarcoma, and certain epithelial tissues adherent to 
bone in cranial air sinuses with respect to carcinoma. Considerations put forward more 
recently by Loutit and Vaughan? suggest that tumours may also arise from the reticulo
endothelial and supporting tissues in the marrow spaces in trabecular bone. With regard 
to the location of osteoprogenitive cells near endosteal surfaces, Sissons8 and Vaughan9 
have concluded that the majority lie within a zone extending from the endosteal surface 
out to a distance of not more than 10 p.m. Osteoprogenitive cells must also be present 
near endosteal surfaces in cortical bone but, because proliferative activity is so much 
less on these surfaces than on trabecular surfaces, it is assumed in this paper that the 
radiosensitivity of cortical endosteum is less than that of trabecular endosteum. 

The late effects taken into account in the risk calculations, together with the 
corresponding tissues and their location and the relevant dose parameters, are summarized 
in Table 1. The associated risk factors ore also designated for later reference. 

Principles of the Calculation of Total Risk to Bone 

The risk factors in Table 1 ore defined as the probability of tumour occurrence per 
year for "continuous" irradiation and are expressed conveniently as cases /106/ yr for an 
absorbed dose rate of 1 rad/yr to the relevant tissues. Numerically the value for a 
given risk rote is the same as the total number of cases per million occurring in the years 
following a single dose of 1 rod, - as given for example in the conclusions of the 
UNSCEAR Report6. Assuming that the risk factors in Table 1 are known, the total risk R

1 
to bone for a body burden of 1 pCi can be written: 

R1 = (rm + r
0
)5M + r

0
155 + r~D's 
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Table 

Late Effect Tissue and Location Relevant Dose Risk 
Factor 

Leukaemias Haemapoietic bone marrow Average dose to 
in trabecular spaces red marrow, i5 M r 

m 

Osteogenic Endosteal tissue layer, Average dose to 
sarcomas 10 l"m thick, on: endostea I layer:_ 

(1) trabecu lor surfaces (1) trabecu lor, D S r 
0 

(2) cortical surfaces (2) 
-, 

cortical, De r' 
..> 0 

Angiosarcomas Reti cuI o-endothe I ia I Average dose to 
reticulum-cell and supporting tissues tissues in trabecular 
tumours, some in trabecular spaces spaces, iSM r 
fibrosarcomas 

a 

where tb_e absorbed dose rates DM' i55 and iS$ are calculated from the corresponding dose 
factors DWD0 etc. The parameter D0 is the absorbed dose rate to a very small soft-tissue 
inclusion 1n bone such that the irradiation is under conditions of particle equilibrium. 
The value of D0 is calculated in rad/yr for a body burden of 1 p.Ci, taking values of f2, 
for the fraction of the body burden in the skeleton, from the Report of Committee II of 
ICRP, Publication 210. The mass of bone matrix in which the radionuclide is 
distributed is taken as 5000 g. 

If now some level of personal occupational risk, RMPL' is assumed, the 
corresponding maximum permissible body burden, q, will be given by the equation: 

(2) 

where it is assumed that only the tissues of bone are irradiated and that the risk to the 
person is that to bone alone. 

The dosimetric data on which the calculations are made are shown in Fig. 1 for 
volume-seeking radionuclides and in Fig. 2 for those that are deposited on surfaces. 
The dose factors are skeletal averages in the case of trabecular bone; for cortical bone the 
dose factors refer to the resorption cavities and Haversian canals of a section of a human 
femur, the only bone for which calculations are so far available. The calculations for 
surface-seeking radionuclides are based on the assumption that the retained radionuclide 
is distributed uniformly in a layer of very small thickness on the endosteal surfaces. 
Integration of the dose over the lOpm zone containing the cells at risk results, of course, 
in a finite average dose factor. It is convenient also to adopt the convention of 
expressing the dose factors for the surface seekers in terms of the parameter D0 • To do 
this, the retained radionuclide is considered to be distributed either over the total 
endosteal surface area A, or distributed through a bone volume V, and for numerical 
convenience the ordinate in Fig. ~is given as D(VjA x 102 x D0 ) -1. In this paper V 
is taken as approximately 2500 em and A as 10m ; V/A x 102 then has the value 2.5. 
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curve forD$ only approximate. 

Choice of Risk Factors 

The bone marrow risk is considered to be leukaemia and the risk factor is taken from the 
upper limit of the range of 15-40 cases per rod per million persons exposed as given in 
the UNSCEAR REPORT6 . The value of rm, for a dose rate of 1 rad/yr, is therefore 
assumed to be : 

6 
r m = 40/10 '/yr (3) 

Osteogenic Sarcoma Risk 

There is not much evidence of the induction of bone tumours in humans by low LET 
external radiation and, in the .ICRP Report 145 , bone tumour risk is f~assed as an order of 
magnitude less than leukaemia. On the other hand, where beagles and miniature 
swine 12 have been subjected to continuous irradiation of bone and bone marrow from 
ingested 90sr, both osteogenic sarcoma and myeloid and lymphoid leukaemias have 
occurred. It is therefore probably more relevant to the radiation protection situation to 
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take into account this evidence from continuous irradiation by a bone-seeker and to 
estimate a ratio of osteogenic sarcoma incidence to leukaemia incidence from animal data. 
Only data relating to irradiation by the energetic ~ particles of 90sr+90y have been 
considered because it is only in this case that the bone marrow and the surfaces of 
trabecular bone receive comparable doses - see Fig. 1. The evidence from the beagles 
and swine is numerically not very concordant; in the beagles 19 osteogenic sarcomas have 
been recorded against 14 myeloid leukaemias whereas in the swine only 7 sarcomas have 
occurred, compared with 23 myeloid and 17 lymphoid leukaemias. In both cases, however, 
bone tumours show a greater prevalence in relation to myeloid leukaemia than suggested 
by the human data for external irradiation, received instantaneously or over a short 
period of time. It is therefore prudent for the present purpose to assume that, for the 
continuous internal irradiation of bone, osteogenic sarcomas are about half as prevalent as 
leukaemia and hence to assume a risk rate of 20/106/yr for a dose rate of 1 rad/yr. We 
then have: 

(4) 

The division of the risk between trabecular surfaces (r0 ) and cortical surfaces (r:,) can only 
be conjectured at present, but at least a clue is given by data from the radium poisoning 
cases. Here only two mid-shaft tumours have been recorded in a total of 30 sarcomas of 
the six long bones 13 . Considerations of the relative cortical and trabecular surface areas 
in the mid and outer thirds of these bones indicates that, despite some differences in 
dosimetry and isotope retention, the probability of tumour occurrence per unit area of 
cortical bone is unlikely to be more than one half of that of trabecular bone. Since the 
total surface areas of cortical and trabecular bone in the skeleton are roughly equal the 
following values of r0 and r~ have been assumed:-

6 6 
r
0 

= 13/10 '/yr and r6 = 7/10 '/yr (5) 

Angiosarcoma and other Bone Tumour Risk 

Only animal data are available to suggest what magnitude should be attached to the risk of 
angiosarcoma, reticulum-celled tumours and other tumours that might arise in tissues of the 
marrow spaces. In the beagles continuously irradiated 11, tumours of this class were only 
about one tenth as frequent as osteogenic sarcomas; sifJiarly low ratios were shown in 
beagles given multiple injections of 90sr at high dose and in mice given high dose 90sr 
injections 15 . On the other hand in beagles given low dose injections 14, in beagles given 
single injections 16 and in mice given low dose injections, the ratio of angio and other 
tumours to osteogenic sarcomas ranged from 0. 5 to 0. 8. The low dose data have therefore 
been given the greater weight and the angio-group tumours have been taken to be half as 
prevalent as the osteosarcomas. The value of ra has been assumed to be: 

6 
ra = 10/10 /yr (6) 

The overall result of these choices of risk factors is to make the bone tumour risk approach 
more nearly to the leukaemia risk than the human data for external irradiation suggests. It 
is probably better to make these assumptions, both on grounds of caution and because the 
animal data represent all that is available for the internal irradiation of bone by 
incorporated ~ emitters. 

Risk Factor for Occupational Dose Level 

The maximum permissible annual occupational dose is 5 rem for whole-body irradiation and 
this presumably represents a maximum permissible occupational risk. The conclusions of 
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the UNSCEAR Report6 are that an absorbed dose of 1 rod may result (on the linear 
dose-effect hypothesis) in from 30 to 140 cases of certain specified cancers per 106 persons 
irradiatedi there is a further estimate of some possible 40 cases of thyroid cancer but no 
figure is given for bone cancer. Great uncertainty necessarily attaches to these estimates 
and for the purpose of the present calculations the risk level is taken in round figures as 
100 cases/106 persons and hence an "acceptable" maximum risk corresponding to 5 rad/yr 
is : 

-6 4 
RMPL = 5 x 100 x 10 = 5/10 /yr (7) 

Total Risk to Bone and Calculation of the MPBB 

Using the values of the risk factors given in Eqs.' (3) (5) and (6), the total risk for a body 
burden of 1 /"Ci is:-

(8) 

and the value of the MPBB, q, is:-

(9) 

This formula can be applied to both volume-seeking and surface-seeking I' emitters if the 
values of the dose rates are calculated from the data in figs. 1 and 2. 

Results for Volume-Seeking Beta Emitters 

The risks calculated for six volume-seeking radionuclides are set out in Table 2 
which gives the separate contributions from the trabecular spaces, the trabecular surfaces 
and the cortical surfaces. The total risk is then given, followed by the resulting value of 
the MPBB according to Eq. 9. The ICRP value quoted in the ~t column (frQm ICRP 
Publication 210) is either that for bone as the critical organ ( Co, 89sr, JLp and 90sr + 
90Y) or bone as a reference organ ( 14c and 18f). In the case of 14c there is a large 
contribution to the dose to the trabecular spaces from the radionuclide present in marrow 
fat, because red marrow has been estimated to contain 53o/o fat 16. In the case of 18F the 
contribution to the total risk from the annihilation radiation is almost as great as that from 
the (I radiation. If only I' radiation from the radionuclides incorporated in the bone 
matrix were considered, the risk values for 18F and 14c would be lower and the calculated 
MPBB values much higher. The ratio of the present calculations of MPBB to those given 
by the ICRP would then range from 2 for high energy If emitters to about 4 for the low 
energy (i emitter 1 4~. This increase towards low energies is to be expected from the 
~~to in Fig. 1 where DM/'D0 falls as the fJ-particle energy decreases. The dose factor 
DS/D0 also falls at low energies but to a less marked extent. 

Results for Surface-Seeking Beta Emitters 

The risks and values of the MPBB calculated for five surface-seeking 
radionuclides are presented in Table 3 in the same form as in Table 1. These 
radionuclides have been considered to be surface-seekers either because they are known 
to deposit on endosteal surfaces or because they belong to the same chemica~9roups as 
known surface-seeking elements. Thus the three group IliA radionuclides, 1 Tm, 143Pr 
and 90y, are tak7n to deposit on resorbing and quiescent surfaces as does the lanthanide 
element yttrium 1 . The two group IIIB radionuclides, 1151n and 204rJ, are considered to 
behave like the element gallium which deposits in regions of osteogenic activity17 . As 
with the volume-seeking radionuclides the ratio of the present calculation of the MPBB to 
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Table 2: Volume-Seeking Beta Emitters 

Radio- Energy Risks as cases/10
6
/yr for 1 J4Ci BB MPBB ICRP 

nuclide Ep!MeV T rabecu lor T rabecu lor Corti co I Total JI-Ci rCi 
spaces surfaces surfaces risk 

14c 0.050~- 1.58 0.35 0.10 2.03 250 300(fat) 
400(bone) 

45ca 0.077~- 1.51 1.59 1.63 4.73 110 30 

18F 0.25 14+ 6.60 3.08 3.43 13. 11) 
20 20 

0.51 )"' 8.00 2.08 1. 12 11.20) 

89sr 0.55, 
- 33.90 12.61 14.03 60.54 8 4 

32p 0.70 p - 24.65 8.39 8.30 41.34 12 6 

90Sr+90y 1. 13 ,.- 71.65 25.62 26.05 123.3 4 2 

226Ra 5.65 ac. 317 2077 1229 3623) 
0.14 0.1 

0.42 ~ 21 8 8 37) 

Table 3: Surface-Seeking Beta Emitters 

Radio- Energy Risks as cases/10
6
/yr for 1 r_Ci BB MPBB ICRP 

nuclide Ep/MeV Trabecular Trabecular Cortical Total ~i p-Ci 
spaces surfaces surfaces risk 

171Tm 0. 026p- 1.70 4.80 6.68 13.18 40 90 

1151n 0. 147(i 2.88 1.76 1.37 6.01 80 60 

204r1 0 .242(i 1. 95 0.85 0.50 3.30 150 100 

143Pr 0. 307 ,.- 12.40 4.86 2.38 19.64 25 20 

90y 0.927~ 65.90 18.50 4.59 88.99 6 3 

that given by the ICRP is 2 for the hi9h energy 11 emitter 
90

Y, but the ratio falls towards 
lower energies and is about 0.5 for 1 1Tm. This trend is also in line with the data of Fig.2 
because, whereas the curve for DM is now almost independent of ~.particle energy, the 
curves for the surface dose parameters rise steeply at low energies. 

Results for 
226

Ra 

Dosimetric data are also available for 226Ra uniformly distributed in bone 18 and 
risk values have also been calculated for this radionuclide and its retained daughter 
r;>roducts. The results are given in the last section of Table 2. Risk factors appropriate to 
226Ra have been derived from the linear extrapolation given in the report of the U.S. 
Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations (BEIR Report 1972) 19. 
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In this Report, 48 cases of osteogenic sarcoma are recorded in a group of 775 persons 
subjected to a mean dose of 1700 rod, i.e. a tumour rate of 36 cases/106 for a dose of 1 
rod to the bone mass. Because the dose to trabecular endosteal tissues is about one third 
of the dose to bone (and only a few tumours have been identified as originating in the 
cortical mid-thirds of long bones 13) the risk rate for osteogenic sarcomas can be put at 
105/106/yr for a dose rate of 1 rad/yr. The value of r0 can then be taken as 70/106/yr 
and r6 as 35/106/yr. The radium case data, reviewed in the BEIR Report, also include 
a further 20 cases of carcinoma of air sinuses for which the risk rate can be similarly 
deduced as 40/106/yr for a dose rate of 1 rad/yr to a layer of tissue adjacent to bone of 
the air sinus cavities. The dose factor for this situation will be approximately the same as 
for the trabecular surfaces and so this risk can be added to the value of r0 for calculation 
purposes. No data are available for the incidence rate of angiosarcoma etc., except 
that these tumours seem to have occurred very rarely in radium cases; no value has been 
given therefore to the factor r0 • Only a nominal value of 200 has been given to the 
b_one marrow risk factor rm because, as can be seen from Table 2 the very low dose to bone 
marrow makes the total bone risk insensitive to this factor. The nominal value of 200 was 
taken as 5 times the value used for f' emitters because the risk factor for osteogenic 
sarcoma, 105/106/yr, was about 5 times greater than the value of 20/106/yr chosen for 
('; emitters in Eq. (4). The value of the total risk for a volume-seeking cx.emitter is then 
given by: 

( 10) 

In calculating the value q for the MPBB, the same value of RMPL is used and a small 
contribution is added for the 226Ra ()particles, according to Eq. 8. The result, q = 
0.14 p.Ci is surprisingly close to the ICRP value, based on quite other considerations. 

Conclusions 

This paper attempts to calculate maximum permissible body burdens for a number of 
p., emitters that are deposited in bone either throughout the bone matrix as volume-seekers 
or on bone surfaces as surface-seekers. The principles are different from those used 
hitherto,in that the dose parameters are the absorbed doses in rod to the relevant tissues 
and risk parameters are derived from the commonly accepted linear extrapolations of 
available human data on tumour incidence, combined with incidence ratios for other 
tumours from animal investigations. The values of MPBB so obtained are higher than 
present ICRP values, but not so much higher as to rule the method out of court. 
Concordance with ICRP values for high energy ~ emitters could be obtained by altering 
the choice of risk corresponding to that for occupational exposure. If this were done then 
at low (J -particle energies, the new calculations would generally give higher values for 
the MPBB for the volume-seekers and lower values for the surface-seekers, compared with 
present ICRP values. A more formal approach to the problem would be to !JSe the dosimetric 
data in a similar manner, but simply choose the risk factors to follow ICRP dose levels, i.e. 
put the total risk for bone tumours at one third of that adopted for the bone marrow risk, -
in accordance with a dose of 5 rem to bone marrow and 15 rem to a single organ. It is 
suggested, however, that the method us~d in this paper is preferable and the concordance 
obtained when the method is applied to 26Ra gives encouragement that eventually all the 
bone-seeking radionuclides may be treated in this way, without recourse either to a 
relative damage factor or to an overt specification of a quality factor. 
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A THEORY OF RADIATION RISK BASED ON MICRODOSIMETRY 

Roger D. Caldwell, Ph.D. 
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261 

Abstract 

This paper demonstrates how microdosimetry can be applied to a theory of 
radiation risk. Many recent radiobiological experiments show that the relative 
biological effect (RBE) between two different radiations increases as the dose 
decreases. The historically developed quantities of radiation dosimetry, the 
absorbed dose and the dose equivalent, fail to account for this phenomenon. 
Also, because the absorbed dose is an averaged quantity, it provides no 
physical basis for other than linear extrapolation of biological data to the 
small radiation exposures encountered in radiation protection. Microdosimetry 
suggests that a consistert theory of radiation risk can not be linear for all 
radiations. 

Several models which fit the distributions of microdosimetry to biological 
data are possible. Because none of them can be linear, it is necessary to 
process the individual datum of a microdosimetric distribution in order to 
produce an index of risk. As a demonstration of the feasibility of the pro
cedure, a Rossi-type tissue equivalent proportional counter was interconnected 
with a PDP-81 computer and exposed to several different types of radiation. 
The results show that single-valued indices of radiation risk can be directly 
measured and, thus, one of the hurdles to the application of microdosimetry to 
radi~tion protection appears to be solvable. 

Introduction 

Perhaps the central issue in radiation protection is how biological effect 
data obtained at high doses should be extrapolated to the low dose range of 
maximum permissible limits and radiation protection guides. If the important 
biological effects of radiation occurred with statistically sufficient 
frequency at the doses of interest, it would be possible to investigate the 
dose-effect relation experimentally. However, the important effects, such 
as the induction of neoplastic disease and genetic mutation, occur with low 
probability even at high dose rates.l It has not been possible to date to 
reliably estimate the shape of the dose-effect curve below dose levels at least 
ten times greater than present guide lines. Furthermore, as Rossi2 has pointed 
out, the experimental approach is usually self-defeating. There is an under
standable tendency to reduce permissible doses well below the level where 
biological effects can be observed. Consequently, the radiobiological 
experimenter is always pursuing the retreating mirage of lower dose effects. 
It is therefore clear that extrapolations must be made on some theoretical 
basis. 
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Most extrapolations to the low dose range have a biological basis. 
Dose response schemesl ,3 which make use of thresholds are based on the accepted 
notions of biological repair processes and sublesion damage. The well-known 
sigmoid LDso curve for experimental whole-body irradiation of mammals is a 
simple example. 

Linear and curvilinear relationships have been proposedl,3 which are 
derived from physical and molecular considerations. At sufficiently low doses 
and dose rates the linear model has been attractive to many workers because 
the spatial and temporal separation of ionizing particles is large enough so 
that effects are caused principally by single tr·acks through cells. Since 
interactions between tracks in this case would be negligible and the density 
of tracks is linear with dose, a linear dose-effect relationship is a necessary 
result. The major difficulty with this reasoning is that the estimates of risk~ 
which are linearly extrapolated to low doses are based on biomedical evidence 
obtained at high doses where, for low LET radiations, there are multiple 
traversals of ionizing electrons through cells and cell nuclei. 

The linear non-threshold hypothesis has been used in radiation protection 
standards because it is easy to apply, gives clear-cut estimates of risk and 
is generally thought to be conservative. However, Baum4 has presented evidence 
that linear extrapolations are not necessarily conservative for heterogeneous 
human populations. He shows how a dose-effect relation represented by a 
simple power function of dose with an exponent of less than one can occur when 
subdivisions of a population have differing sensitivities. An important result 
of a power function with an exponent less than one is that the effectiveness 
per rad is greater at 1 ow doses than at high doses. However, Baum assumes a 
linear dose-effect relation for each of his subdivisions of the considered 
population with different thresholds for each subdivision, and consequently, 
even in his hypothesis, the linear dose-effect relation is fundamental. 

Inherent in existing radiation protection guides is the assumption of 
linearity of effect with dose for all radiations. This is a consequence of a 
constant quality factor for all doses of a given radiation. But, increasing 
evidence shows that the relative biological effect (RBE) of any type of 
radiation is not a constant, but increases with decreasing dose. Furthermore, 
consideration of microdosimetry data suggests that the risk of effect can not 
be linear for all radiations. For example, the dose-effect curves for neutron 
and gamma radiation cannot both be linear. If the curve is linear for neutrons, 
it cannot be linear for gamma radiation over the entire dose range of biolo
gical interest. 

This paper presents the biological and physical evidence that supports 
linearity of dose-effect for densely ionizing radiations (i.e., high LET
radiation) and decreasing effectiveness with decreasing doses of sparsely 
ionizing radiations (i.e., low-LET radiation). It also reviews the potential 
uses of microdosimetry in radiation protection and discusses how microdosimetric 
indices of risk may be measured directly. 

RBE as a Function of Dose 

The ICRP5,6 originally intended the LET-QF relation to follow the LET-RBE 
relation. But this intention was shown to be in error when results of track 
segment experiments began to appear. In these experiments7,8,9 accelerated 
heavy particles pass through monolayers of cells. By adjusting the amount of 
absorber in front of the target cells, the experimenter could select the por
tion of the heavy particle track (and thus the LET) he wished for irradiation. 
These experiments, pioneered by Barendsen, are ideally designed to test the 
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efficacy of LET as a quality factor. The results offered little support for 
the LET-QF relation. RBE-LET curves differed from one biological system to 
another. RBE did not always increase with increasing LET; for lower organisms, 
the RBE decreased with high LET radiation. For mammalian cell killing the RBE 
does increase at high LET, but not linearly. Furthermore, the RBE-LET curve 
for cell killing goes through a maximum at about 100 keV/micron and falls off 
at higher LET values. Similar experiments with chromosome abnormalities as an 
end pointlO showed a similar RBE-LET curve with a maximum. 

By itself, the RBE-LET track segment evidence only appears to place the 
QF conservatively high as a function of LET. This is not a serious problem, 
since the risk from radiation exposure would never be under estimated. However, 
the difficulty with constant quality factors became more significant when a 
number of radiobiological experiments indicated that RBE was a function of dose 
over the whole range of L~T. Barendsen's now classic, track segnent experi
ments were the first to show this. The peak RBE had a value of 7.5 for 80% cell 
survival, 4.5 for 20% survival, 3.5 for 5% survival and 3.0 for 1% survival. 
Neither the shape of the curves or the location of the maxima (110 keV/micron) 
vary, but the RBE increases for all values of LET when the survival increases 
(and thus when the dose decreases). 

Barendsen's finding on the dose-dependence of the RBE was soon supported 
by other workers. Bateman,ll measuring opacities in mouse eye lens for 
neutrons of different energies, also found the RBE varying inversely with dose. 
The slope of the RBE-LET curve increases as the neutron energy is decreased 
from 14.3 MeV to a maximum at about 340 keV and then decreases for lower 
energies. The dependence of RBE on dose was ef~ended to the induction of 
mammary cancer in Sprague-Dawley rats by Vogel and Shellabarger.l3 An 
apparent difference in their results can be attributed to differences in neutron 
energy spectrum.l3 Otherwise, their results are consistent with those of 
other workers for cell killing, chromosome aberrations and cataracts. The 
same increase in RBE occurs as the dose is decreased and the slope of the RBE
dose curve for mammary cancer data on a log-log plot is similar to and con
sistent with the data on other effects. The significance of Vogel's and 
Shellabarger's data cannot be over emphasized. Neoplastic disease constitutes 
the major concern of those setting radiation protection standards. Cell 
killing and chromosome aberrations clearly originate with damage within a 
single cell, while cancer can not so readily be traced to an alteration of a 
single cell. The similar RBE-dose kinetics for cell killing and mammary cancer 
suggest that neoplastic disease may also originate within a single cell. Even 
if this simplication does not actually occur, the results may still be used in 
an empiric fashion so that the impact on radiation protection will remain in 
any case. Kellerer and Rossi 14 have summarized the available data which show 
the RBE-dose dependence. They used the data to support an hypothesis that 
biological effects originate in cellular lesions which are produced by one 
high LET oarticle but which require at least two electrons. Recently, Hall, 
et. al. ,15 have reported exhaustive studies on the RBE-dose dependence for 
effects on Vicia faba. These studies completely confirm all aspects of the 
other studies quoted: 

What is to be made of these data? They show th~t RBE is unity, or close 
to it, at high doses over the range of LET. Then for a variety of effects 
(cell survival, lens opacification and cancer induction) as the dose decreases, 
the RBE begins to increase, at different rates for radiations of different LET. 
Does the RBE increase indefinitely at lower doses? If so, what does that mean 
for radiation protection? Would this imply drastically lowered limits for 
densely ionizing radiations? Or does one re-evaluate limits for x-and gamma 
radiation? 
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A report by Sparrow, et. al.l6 suggests a possible resolution of this 
problem. They obtained dose-response curves for somatic mutation in 
Tradescantia stamen hairs exposed to 0.43 MeV neutrons and 250 kvp x-rays. 
All the neutron data fit a linear plot. The x-ray data was curvilinear down 
to five rads. From 5 to 100 rads the RBE (neutron/gamma) decreased with 
increasing dose from about 50 to about 15. Below x-ray doses of 5 rads, the 
RBE remained constant because the x-ray data were linear. Both the neutron 
and gamma curves peak and decline at higher doses so that the RBE does not 
approach unity as other RBE-dose data. The study shows, admittedly for a non
mammalian cell, but nevertheless for a eucaryotic cell, that the RBE does not 
increase indefinitely. Furthermore, since the neutron response is linear 
throughout the range, while the x-ray response is only linear at very low dosP~, 
it appears that x-rays are less effective per rad at low doses. 

Some Concepts of Microdosimetry 

If the biological effectiveness between different radiations did not 
vary with dose, the absorbed dose, and with an appropriate quality factor, 
the dose equivalent, would serve the purpose of radiation protection withou~ 
difficulty. Since the dose-dependence of RBE is now well established, it is 
apparent that the physical parameters now used for the estimation of risk, 
the absorbed dose and linear energy transfer, need to be re-examined. 

When a small animal, e.g., a mouse, is irradiated, the absorbed dose is 
constant over the whole animal (neglecting, of course, the differences in 
atomic composition and density of bone, fat, etc.). This constancy of dose 
remains for any tissue mass larger than several milligrams. Thus, if our mouse 
received 100 rads, every gram absorbs 10,000 ergs, every 100 milligrams very 
close to 1000 ergs and every 10 milligrams about 100 ergs. But when the sample 
of mouse gets down to the size of the cell (micrograms), or the cell nucleus 
(tenths of ug), the energy density (E/m) will seldom equal the absorbed dose. 
This results from the discontinuous nature of radiation energy deposition; 
matter exposed to ionizing radiation receives its energy from charged particles 
which dissipate their kinetic energy in discrete tracks of ionization and 
excitation. While a gram of tissue may be traversed by a vast number of 
charged particles when absorbing a dose of one rad, a cell nucleus in that 
gram of tissue might be traversed by only a few particles, or even none at all. 
Since it is widely supposed that biological effects originate in cells, it 
would seem prudent to investigate the deposition of energy on a microscopic 
scale. Any given amount of energy absorbed in a material will, if the sample 
size is small enough, produce distributions of microscopic values of the 
energy density. The study of these microscopic distributions has come to be 
called microdosimetry. 

Historically, microdosimetry orginated with Rossi's use of tissue 
equivalent, spherical proportional counters to determine LET distributions.l7 
He soon realized that the proportional counter spectra were interesting in 
themselves.l8,19 The counter, operating with tissue equivalent gas at pressures 
of a few millimeters of mercury, could simulate very small volumes of tissue. 
For example, a 7.5 inch counter can simulate a volume of effective diameter 
of 6 microns when operated at 40 mm Hg, 3 microns at 20 mm Hg and 1.5 microns 
at 10 mm Hg. In each case the mass of the gas is equal to that of the small 
simulated tissue sphere at unit density. The Qractical limit to which this 
technique has been pushed is about 0.1 micron.ZO 

Of course there is a magnification of the particle fluence in the 
simulated sphere because the number of particles crossing the cavity is 
proportional to the cross-sectional area of the cavity. Corrections for this 
effect and other technical details have been extensively discussed by Rossi .zl 
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Pulses can be sorted as they are produced in the counter (i.e., sent 
directly to a pulse height analyzer) or collected for a given time and then 
sorted. In the first case, a distribution of single events is generated, and 
in the second case, distributions of multiple events occur. 

When a charged particle traverses the proportional counter and is detected, 
the process is called an event. Hopefully, this experimental event mimes the 
microscopic event, the passage of a charged particle through a biological 
structure. To determine the magnitude of an event, the size of the biological 
structure must be specified. The quantity of energy, E, deposited in a single 
event, divided by the microscopic diameter was first called the event size, Y, 
and later redefined as the lineal energy density, y.22 

Single event distributions do not have to be limited to the lineal energy 
density. The event ener--gy can also be divided by the volume or mass of the 
biological structure. The ratio of E/m has been defined as the specific 
energy, :c.22 fl(:c) is the differential distribution of single events in 
specific energy :c. 

Another single event distribution is the event frequency, ¢(y), the mean 
number of events with size in excess of y per unit absorbed dose. ¢(0} is the 
frequency of events of a 11 sizes per unit absorbed dose. 

Single event distributions are unique for each type of radiation. The 
range of magnitude included in the distribution is a characteristic of each 
radiation type. For example, 60co radiation produces an fl(:c} distribution in 
one micron spheres which includes events from 1 to 200 rads, while Pu-Be 
neutrons produce events from 80 to 7000 rads. Single event distributions 
increasingly overlap as the sample size is increased and increasingly separate 
as the sample size is decreased. The ability to "fingerprint" the radiation 
type had led to attempts, unsuccessful to date, to use the single event 
distributions of microdosimetry as an index of radiation quality. 

It is widely accepted that energy is responsible for biological changes. 
Work must be done on a biological system to cause any change. This acce.ptance 
of energy's role accounts for the fundamental position that the absorbed dose 
holds in radiation science. 

Microdosimetry does not abdicate the fundamental concept of energy input 
into a biological system as being a necessary condition for radiation effect. 
Rather, it requires that the energy input be known with more detail. Instead 
of the energy input to a body organ, averaged over the whole organ, the 
question asked is: what is the distribution of energy inputs to the micro
scopic structures in the cell? 

The absorbed dose is a single valued quantity, while the specific energy, 
~. is random valued and must always be known in its complete distribution. 
The absorbed dose is thus the mean value of the differential distribution of :c. 
The symbol for the ~ distribution is f(:c;D) indicating that the distribution is 
also a function of absorbed dose. 

The event frequency must exceed one for any sphere size. provided the dose 
is high enough. The smaller the sphere size or the higher the LET, the greater 
the dose must be for multiple events to occur. It also follows that for any 
combination of radiation type and sphere size that the event frequency can be 
less than one. This means that no event occurs in some fraction of the samples. 
When this zero component is large, the f(:c;D) distribution is nearly equivalent 
to the fl(:c) distribution. All energy depositions come from single events in 
this case. This occurs at low doses, but at different absolute absorbed 
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doses for different radiations. Generally, densely ionizing radiations, such 
as alphas, protons and neutrons, produce single event distributions in the 
absorbed dose range of interest for radiation protection. Electron and photon 
radiation usually produces multiple event distributions. At very low doses, 
or also with very small sphere sizes, electrons and photons can produce single 
event energy density distributions. The dose below which this occurs for 250 
kVp x-rays in one micron spheres is 20 rad, in 3.5 micron spheres two rads. 
For the same spheres, 0.34 MeV neutrons produce single event distributions up 
to 1430 rads and 143 rads, respectively. 

Comparing specific energy distributions for various doses of low LET and 
high LET radiations shows that high LET spectra increase in area with increas
ing dose but do not shift in value because multiple events have low probability. 
Low LET radiation spectra on the other hand show strong shifts up the scale 
with increasing dose because of multiple events. At sufficiently high doses 
the lm·l LET and high LET spectra overlap completely, It's this phenomenon that 
appears to account for the dependence of the RBE on dose. 

The Microdosimetric Implications of the Absorbed Dose 

As a single valued, averaged quantity, the absorbed dose concept assumes 
that ionizations are distributed homogeneously and randomly throughout the 
irradiated material. As a consequence, when the dose is lowered, the concen
tration of ionizations is assumed to be lowered. Each ionization would, in 
this case, have the same probability of contributing risk at low doses that it 
did at high doses. Thus, only linear extrapolation is possible as long as the 
absorbed dose is believed to be fundamental. 

Of course, ionizations are not randomly distributed in irradiated material. 
They are associated with ionizing particles which are randomly distributed. 
Recognizing the reality of microscopic energy distributions, the ICRU23 
provided an alternative definition of the absorbed dose: 

()() 

D = i=f i!f(i!)di! 
0 

If the absorbed dose were the correct quantity with which to correlate 
biological effect, then this non-uniform deposition of energy in biological 
structures must be reflected logically and consistently in the biological 
effects of radiation. Since effects originate within cells, then the absorbed 
dose concept presumes that the probability of an effect occurring in a cell is 
linearly related to the energy density in the cell. However, if this we1-e true, 
there would be no RBE between different radiations and no RBE dependence on 
dose. Furthermore, the results of track segment experiments cited earlier 
are consistent with a linear i!-effect relation. These experiments show that a 
limit of effectiveness is reached with increasing energy density. More 
important, the effectiveness per rad falls off rapidly with decreasing energy 
density. 

The deficiencies of the absorbed dose are not fully compensated for by 
multiplication with LET-related quality factors. Because of the RBE dependence 
on dose, it is clear that a non-linear function must be found to weight the 
energy density distribution. 
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A Model for the Extrapolation of Risk to Low Doses 

Consider two types of radiation which have quite different fl(~) distri
butions, say fast neutrons and gamma radiation. Recall that the f(i!;D) dis
tribution for fast neutrons was similar to the fl(~) distribution over most of 
the dose range of biological interest. That is, the ~ values remain constant 
with dose, and only the probability of each ~ increases with increasing dose. 
Because the area under the ~f(~;D) distribution in this case is directly pro
portional to the dose, you would expect the dose effect curve to be linear over 
that range of dose, no matter what the. i!-effect function was. The f(i!;D) dis
tribution for gamma radiation can also approximate its fl(i!) distribution, but 
at much smaller doses. At very small doses, the gamma dose effect curve would 
be linear but reduced in effectiveness per rad, provided that the z-effect 
function had values greater than zero within the range of values included in 
the fl(i!) distribution for gamma radiation. This is likely to be the case 
since the fl(~) distributions for fast neutrons and gamma radiation overlap 
for sphere sizes such as the cell nucleus and since all fast neutron events 
appear to be effective in cell killing experiments and to be linearly propor
tional for cataract and cancer induction. For an absolute dose threshold to 
exist, an effective energy density threshold in the particular cellular 
target, e.g. the cell nucleus, must occur. 

A great deal of evidence exists to show that the cell nucleus is the 
appropriate sphere size for microdosimetry. For example, the cell killing 
experiments with track segments show probability cross-sections which are 
geometrically equivalent to the cell nucleus cross-section. Other evidence 
includes kinetic analysis by Kellerer and Rossi .24 A typical diameter for a 
mammalian cell nucleus is 3.5 microns. For a sphere of this diameter there is 
considerable overlap of fl(~) distributions for low LET and high LET radiations. 
To provide enough separation to account for the RBE's of 50 or more which 
appear to be reached at low doses, it is necessary to assume very diminished 
effectiveness for low values of specific energy, so that an effective thres
hold of energy density in the mammalian cell nucleus appears to be required 
for biological effect. 

The significance of this model is far reaching. It demonstrates that it 
is not physically or biologically feasible to extrapolate linearly from high 
doses of gamma or x-radiation to low doses. It also gives support to the 
conclusion that risk for low doses of radiation may be significantly over 
estimated. 

Two of the important features of the extrapolation need numerical values: 
Firstly, the dose at which the RBE becomes constant is the dose where the 
reference radiation, 250 kVp x-rays, becomes a single event distribution. 
For target volumes 3.5 microns in diameter single event distribution occur 
at doses less than 2 f2ds. Secondly, if one made use of Kellerer and Rossi's 
equation for the RBE, one would project a maximum RBE of about 400. This 
maximum RBE, because it occurs at low doses, is of obvious significance for 
estimating risk to populations. This value of the RBE should not be used to 
reduce the neutron fluence to which a population should be exposed. Rather, 
since electron and photon radiation is so much less efficient than previously 
assumed from linear extrapolations from high doses, the permissible photon 
fluence may be increased substantially. 

The Direct Measurement of Indices of Risk 

If, as suggested here, the measurement of cell nuclei energy density 
distributions is important, it will become necessary to perform on-line 
processing of the large amount of data contained in a microdosimetric 
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distribution. Conceptually, this offers no barrier. Miltenberger25 has 
interconnected a TE proportional counter to a PDP-8I computer and obtained 
single-valued indices of risk from a variety of radiations and doses. There 
are, however, some difficult obstacles, not the least of which is the fluence 
magnification mentioned earlier. In a sense the dose reduction phenomencn, 
caused by the density differences in the TE gas and counter wall allows 
accumulation of microdosimetric distributions within reasonable times. However, 
high intensity fields may not be measureable since the counting time, already 
below the millisecond range for low dose rates, will be too short even for 
electronic timing. Because the technique is most important for low dose 
levels, this fundamental deficiency may not inhibit the practi~al use of the 
technique. 

The procedure used by Mil tenberqer was as follows: The TE Proportional 
counter was connected to a pulse amplifier. From there the ampllfied pulse 
was directed to an analog to digital converter. The numerical value from the 
converter was then fed into a Digial PDP-8I computer. The numerical value was 
then weighted by the computer according to the function assumed and added as an 
increment of risk to the sum index. 

It should be possible to develop analog circuits to perform the weighting 
function and thus allow the eventual development of a reasonably sized and 
priced instrument. 
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Abstract 

The paper sketches the development of a theoretical model which attempts 
to describe the biological action of ionizing radiation starting from a 
molecular mechanism through the eel lular effects to the effects occurring in 
animals. The model is based on the action of radiation on the DNA molecule in 
the cell and it is assumed that radiation induced DNA double strand breaks are 
the most critical lesions in eel lular radiobiology. 

In the first part of the paper the molecular mechanism of DNA double 
strand breakage is described and related to cellular effects such as radiation 
induced eel l death and radiation induced mutations. Evidence is presented to 
show that cell death, mutations and DNA double strand breaks all have the same 
dose kinetics. 

The effects of dose rate and LET on DNA double strand breakage and on cell 
death and mutation induction are considered and the original equations can be 
modified to give the form expected at low dose and low dose rate. Using the 
basic equations a limiting relative biological effectiveness is defined which 
is dose and dose rate independent and is particularly relevant in radiological 
protection. 

In the second part of the paper the cellular effects are tentatively 
related to effects occurring in animals and organs such as animal survival and 
radiation induced cancer. The theoretical equations are compared with experi
mental data in the literature. 

The consequence of the mechanism for the genetic effects of radiation are 
briefly discussed with regard to the radiation dose kinetics. 

It is concluded that the model gives dose relationships which are non
linear but contains a means of extrapolating from high dose, high dose rate 
results to obtain parameters which could be of importance for radiological 
protection. It suggests that a basic mechanism may be common to the various 
radiobiological effects and to all eukaryotic cells and it would thus provide a 
basis for the extrapolation of results in animals to man. The model also 
provides a common link between the biochemistry of DNA, the metabolism of the 
eel 1, radiobiology and radiological protection. 

Introduction 

Recently a molecular theory of cell survival has been proposed 1 which 
attempts to explain the dose relationship of cell survival following ionizing 
radiation on the assumption that radiation induced DNA double strand breaks are 
the most critical radiation damage. The application of this molecular model to 
the dose rate effect and the analysis of the survival of cells synchronized at 
different phases of the cell cycle has given results which can be interpreted 
on the basis of the biochemistry and behaviour of the DNA molecules in the cell. 
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It is somewhat surprising that if the molecular model is extended to 
describe radiation effects on more complex systems certain interesting correl
ations can be found which indicate that a common molecular mechanism may be at 
the root of these radiation effects. 

The model is still in its infancy, further developments and refinements 
are necessary and it is clear that more experimental work must be carried out to 
correlate the molecular mechanism more closely with the observed effect. However, 
an attempt will be made here to sketch the relationship of the various radiation 
induced effects via the induction of the common primary damage, to show that 
these dose relationships are compatible with experimental results and to 
indicate that the interpretation of the relationships has a biological 
significance. Finally, the implications of the molecular model for radiological 
protection are inferred. 

The proposed Molecular Mechanism 

It is generally, though not universally, accepted that the DNA molecule is 
the most critical target for radiation. The DNA occurs in the nucleus of the 
eel 1 as chromosomal DNA in the form of a long double helix structure and the 
induction of single strand breaks and double strand breaks in the DNA helix by 
radiation is a well documented scientific fact2,3. 

The basic assumption of the theoretical model presented in this paper is 
that the doubl~ strand break is the critical lesion which eventually leads to 
the biological end effects. 

Radiation can induce a double strand break in the DNA double helix in two 
ways 
1. a double strand break in one radiation event, 
2. a double strand break as a result of the combination of two independent 

breaks from two independent radiation events. 
Following a radiation doseD the number of double strand breaks produced 

in one radiation event in a cell is proportional to dose, say aD. The number of 
double strand breaks produced in two independent radiation events in a cell is 
proportional to the square of the dose, say BD2. Thus the total number of DNA 
double strand breaks in a cell is given by 

2 N = aD + BD . ( 1) 

In the original derivation of this expression 1 the coefficients a and B 
contain parameters which have a radiobiological significance and it is important 
that in the analysis of the experiments this radiobiological significance be 
borne in mind. 

Cellular Effects 

Cell Survival 

In a population of cells the number of DNA double strand breaks N will be 
the mean value of a poissonian distribution. If each double strand break has a 
probability p of leading to cell reproductive death, then poissonian statistics 
can be used to derive the probability that N double strand breaks lead to cell 
reproductive death and cell survival is given by 

2 
S = epN = ep(aD + BD ) (2 ) 

In figure 1 the induction of DNA double strand breaks and eel 1 survival are 
shown analysed according to the model presented here. The figure illustrates 
that the dose kinetics are the same. If the coefficients are calculated to give 
the chance for a double strand break per nucleotide pair then the magnitude of 
the coefficients is also very similar (a1 = 1.6 1o-12, pal= 5.3 10-13 rad-1; 
s1 = 1.6 1o-15, pB1 = 9.3 1o-16 rad-2). 
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Mutation Induction 

Radiation damage of the DNA in the cell may lead to a change in the 
hereditary material which may be expressed as a mutation when the eel 1 divides. 
A DNA single strand break can be perfectly repaired as the repair enzymes can 
copy the undamaged complementary strand. The repair of a DNA double strand 
break however, is, if it is possible, more likely to be accompanied by a fault 
and is thus a possible source of mutations. An unrepaired double strand break 
may lead to a loss of DNA and also to a mutation. 

If each DNA double strand break in the cell has a probability q of leading 
to a specific mutation then the probability that N double strand breaks in the 
eel 1 lead to the incidence of specific mutations is 

2 
M = 1 - eqN = 1 - eq (aD + BD ) ( 3) 

Figure 2 demonstrates the correlation between cell survival and mutation 
induction in chinese hamster cells4. The coefficients derived for cell survival 
can be used to give the curve for mutation induction. The dose kinetics and the 
correlation with cell killing suggest that the mutations arise from a DNA 
double strand break. 

Dose rate and LET effects 

According to the model the dose rate and LET effects occurring in cell 
survival and mutation induction are directly related to the dose rate and LET 
effects occurring in the production of DNA double strand breaks. These effects 
can be explained briefly in the following way. The induction of double strand 
breaks in one radiation event is independent of any dose rate effect. The 
occurrence of double strand breaks arising from two single strand breaks will 
be dependent on the dose rate of the radiation if the DNA single strand breaks 
can be repaired during irradiation. In general cells have the ability to repair 
a single strand break accurately by the action of specific enzymes. Consequently, 
as the radiation dose is protracted more single strand breaks wi 11 repair and 
fewer double strand breaks will arise from two independent radiation events. 
This means that as the dose rate is decreased the coefficient B will decrease 
and at low enough dose rates wi 11 eventually become zero and equation (2) and 
(3) can be modified accordingly. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3a for 
cell survival. 

The induction of double strand breaks in one radiation event whilst 
independent of dose rate is not independent of radiation quality and more dense
ly ionizing radiation will have a greater chance of breaking both strands in one 
event than sparsely ionizing radiation. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3b 
for eel 1 survival. The neutron irradiation is more efficient in breaking the 
double strand in one event and the pa coefficient is consequently larger. 

The model implies that the coefficient pet or qa is of prime importance for 
radiological protection as it is the coefficient which determines the biological 
effect at low doses and at low dose rates. The model based on the mechanism of 
DNA double strand breakage presented here offers the possibility of estimating 
the pa or qa coefficient from experiments made at high doses and high dose rates. 
It is possible to define a limiting relative biological effectiveness (RBE) 
using the a coefficients derived for two different radiations as 

0 

RBE 
0 

atest radiation 

astandard radiation 
(4) 

This RBE is especially relevant at low doses and dose rates, is dose and dose 
rate indgpendent and its value is important in determining appropriate Quality 
Factor values. 
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Multicellular Effects 

In this section the associations made between the molecular mechanism and 
the eel lular effects are tentatively extended to develop dose relationships for 
multicellular effects. In this extension it is necessary to assume that the 
multicellular effect arises from the accumulation of damage at the eel lular 
level and that in a homogeneous population the chance that the primary radia
tion damage develops to the ultimate biological effect is the same for all the 
animals in the experiment. 

Animal Survival 

If it is assumed that: 
1. the death of an animal following radiation is associated with a specific 

radiation syndrome which is connected with the killing of cells from a 
critical organ. For instance the LD 50/30 in mice is associated with the bone 
marrow syndrome which is related to the survival of haemopoietic stem eel ls 
5.6. 

2. the death of the animal results because the specific cell pool is reduced 
below a critical level. In a homogeneous animal population this amounts to 
killing a certain critical number of the specific cells. 

Then, if the specific cell survival is given by 
2 

S = ep(aD + BD ) 

and n is the critical number of eel ls, the chance that the animal wi 11 survive 
is given by ( 2) 

L = 1 _ (l _ eP aD+ BD )n (5) 

The survival curve for animals is thus defined by three coefficients, pa, 
pB and n, two of which define eel l survival, and are related to the induction of 
double strand breaks in the DNA molecule. 

A practical application of this theoretical expression to the survival of 
animals and of the correlation with cell survival is demonstrated in Figures 4, 
5 and 6. Figure 4 presents the fit of equation (5) to the survival of female 
B6D2F1 mice aged 10-14 weeks and weighing 18-24 g following X-irradiation at 
different radiation dose rates7. Figure 5 presents the survival of transplanted 
bone marrow cells, irradiated in vivo in recipient mice at the same dose rates, 
fitted with equation (2). Theanalysis has been made as follov;s: 
1. A best fit of equation (2) was made to the cell survival curves. The ga 

coefficient was found to be approximately constant: (7.9- 8.9) x 10-3. 
2. A mean value for pa of 8.5 x 10-3 was used and the best pB coefficients were 

determined for the eel l survival. 
3. Using pa = 8.5 x 10-3 the animal survival curves were best fitted for different 

n values to see if the pB values were in the same order as those found for 
cell survival. 

4. This was indeed found and n was fixed at n = 7750, pa 8.5 x 10-3 and the 
best pB values were determined. 

Figure 6 gives the comparison between the pB values determined in the cell 
survival studies and in the animal survival studies at the different dose rates. 

Radiation Induced Cancer 

If it is assumed that a somatic mutation is the radiation induced Qrocess 
which eventually leads to the development of a radiation induced cancere,9, 10 
and that the mutated cell must be able to divide to give rise to the cancer11 ,12 
then the considerations on cell survival and mutation induction can be combined 
and an equation for cancer induction can be derived from equations (2) and (3) 
togive: ( 2) ( 2 

C = ( 1 _ em aD + SD ) eP aD + BD ) ( 6) 
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where m is the probability that a double strand break leads to a specific cancer 
mutation. Figure 7 shows the fitting of this equation to various data on cancer 
incidence. Figure ?a shows the e~uation fitted to the incidence of myeloid 
leukemia in male mice following Dco gamma irradiation13, In figure 7b the 

14 effect of dose rate is demonstrated for the incidence of skin tumours in rats , 
the two curves being fitted by varying the S coefficient only. In figure 7c an 
example of the effect of densely ionrzrng radiation on the incidence of bone 
sarcomas in man15 is given using equation (6) with the S coefficient held at 
zero. 

At low doses and low dose rates equation 
C = ( 1 - emo:D) 

(6) reduces to 
-po:D e (6a) 

This expression is linear from the origin, saturates to a maximum and then 
decreases. The results of the Oxford Survey provide a dose relationship for 
childhood cancer following obstetric radiography10 at very low doses of radia
tion which can be compared with equation (6a). In figure 8 two example~ of a 
possible fitting of equation (6a) to the dose response are presented. Curve 
number 1 is based on the assumption that the cell sensitivity of the foetus is 
simi Jar to mammalian cells and gives a more or less linear fitting. Curve 
number 2 is based on the assumption that the foetus is more sensitive than 
normal cells and a clear curvature 16 is obtained. It is important to realise 
that the comparison presented in Figure 8 has certain short-comin9s the most 
important of which is that all cancers are considered together whereas the 
equation should be applied to specific cancers. The two curves in Figure 8 
should not be considered as the only possibilities or even the extreme 
possibilities but only as a demonstration of the agreement between experimental 
results and the theory. 

Some important comments can be made on the basis of equations (6) and (6a). 
Even at low doses there wi 11 be no threshold, and for sparsely ionising radia
tions a reduction in dose rate will lead to a sparing effect. At high LET, of 
course, equation (6a) applies for al 1 dose rates and no sparing effect will be 
observed. Furthermore a specific mathematical feature of equation (6) is that 
the peak height is independent of the coefficients o: and Sand only depends on 
the relationship between p and m; this is demonstrated in figure ]b. The 
consequence of this is that for a specific cell type the maximum incidence is 
independent of irradiation type and conditions although the dose at which the 
peak occurs is dependent on these factors. 

Genetic Effects 

No attempt will be made in this section to consider the multitude of 
problems involved in the estimation of genetic risk, but an attempt will be 
made to demonstrate that in two different stages of the same cell, the 
drosophila oocyte, where the radiation induction of mortality has apparently 
different dose kinetics17,18, the same process of DNA double strand breakage 
could be involved. 

Figure 9 shows the mortality in Drosophila oocytes irradiated in stage 7 
and stage 14. The curve for stage 14 oocytes has understandably been interpreted 
as an exponential curve; however, if the curve is analysed using the model and 
the equation -p (o:D + SD2) 

S = e , 

then the best fit does lead to a positive pS coefficient. This indicates that in 
this stage of the cell the induction of 'double strand breaks in one radiation 
event' is a dominant process but that the same mechanism of DNA double strand 
breakage could be involved in the induction of mortality in both stages of the 
Drosophila oocyte. 

The induction of DNA double strand breaks is a process which can occur in 
all eukaryotic cells and it should therefore be possible to describe radiation 
effects in the reproductive eel ls of other insects and animals by the same dose 
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kinetics. An attempt to demonstrate this has been made in figure 10 which 
presents the relationship between a measure of the dominant lethality in mice 
and the radiation dose19. The experimental points represent the number of dead 
embryos per 144 female mice found following mating with male mice which had 
received a local testicular irradiation. The equation which has been fitted is 

2 2 
DE = K (B + 1 _ eq(aD + SD )) ep(aD + SD ) 

where K is the number of implantations, and B represents the dead embryos found 
in the unirradiated control. The spermatozoa responsible for these dead embryos 
can also be 'inactivated' by the radiation. 

This figure shows that the same dose kinetics are also found in the mouse 
eel ls as wel 1 as in the Drosophila cells. These kinetics do contain a dose rate 
~ffect which is in accordance with the findings quoted in Unscear20 that the 
induction of genetic effects are lower following chronic irradiation. 

Discussion 

In this paper the development of a theoretical model to describe the effect 
of radiation on a series of biological end points has been briefly sketched. 

The model is based on one critical radiation induced lesion which is known 
to occur in cells following radiation, the DNA double strand break. Correlations 
have been presented between the induction of DNA double strand breaks in vitro 
and cell survival; between eel 1 survival and mutation induction; between~ 
survival and animal survival; between mutation induction and eel 1 survival and 
cancer induction; and it has been shown that the same dose kinetics are involved 
in the induction of genetic effects. 

We would like to emphasize the aspects of the model which we consider to 
be most important. The fit of the various equations to the experimental results 
is satisfying but is in itself not as important as the fact that the proposed 
molecular mechanism, which wil 1 be caused in all eukaryotic cells by radiation, 
forms a common thread which links the different biological effects. The dose 
kinetics and LET and dose rate effect arising through the mechanism are all 
reflected in the dose kinetics, LET and dose rate effects of the various 
biological end points. The second important aspect of the model is that it 
offers the possibility of interpreting multicellular and cellular biological 
effects on the basis of a common radiation induced molecular lesion. 

The dose kinetics, the explanation of the dose rate effect and the LET 
effect developed in this paper are strongly reminiscent of the classical theory 
of chromosome exchange aberrations. lt is important, however, to realize that 
the theory presented here is essentially different from the classical theory 
both in the starting assumptions and in the interpretation. The theory presented 
here starts from the assumption that the critical radiation lesion occurs at the 
molecular level and not the chromosome level, and the interpreta'tion of the 
variations in the radiobiological effects is based on the biochemistry and 
metabolism of the DNA in the cell. The evidence in support of the assumption 
that the DNA double strand break is the critical lesion is the close agreement 
found between the coefficients determined for cell survival and the induction of 
DNA double strand breaks in vitro, and the fact that the analysis of the 
survival of synchronized celrs-at different stages of the cell cycle gives a 
variation in the pa coefficient which is in accordance with the partial 
separation of the DNA strands at the replication forks during the synthesis 
phase1. 

It is clear that the development of the model from the molecular mechanism 
to the cellular and animal effects is theoretical and although it is based on 
assumptions which have been suggested previously, such as the somatic mutation 
theory of cancer, it is also somewhat speculative. The compatibility of the 
equations with both the experimental results and the proposed mechanism plus 
the coherence of the interpretation which can be obtained via the model are 
promising and it should not be too difficult to design experiments to test the 
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model more directly. 
If it is assumed that the model presented here is valid the following 

implications of relevance to radiological protection may be inferred: The 
equations derived in the model are strictly non-linear but would provide an 
analysis of the results of high dose, high dose-rate radiobiological experiments 
to obtain values of coefficients which are applicable at low dose and low dose 
rate and which are of direct relevance to radiological protection. The equations 
would indicate that there is no threshold in the radiation effect and that at 
low doses a 'linear model' can be considered as applicable. The two parameters 
which would be of most importance for radiological protection are the absolute 
values of the 'a' coefficients and the values of the limiting relative 
biological efficiency. The 'a' coefficients would vary from cell to cell, from 
cell phase to cell phase and would be dependent to some extent on the environ
mental circumstances during and after the irradiation. The limiting relative 
biological efficiency would be dependent on the standard radiation, the cell 
type and the environmental circumstances but it would be somewhat higher than 
the RBE normally derived from radiobiological experiments. It would, in any case, 
be a constant value independent of dose and dose rate under standard conditions. 
A consequence of the model and the common mechanism would be that the limiting 
relative biological efficiency (RBE0 ) would be the same for the different 
biological end-points in the same cell irradiated under the same circumstances. 

The model would indicate that considerable care should be taken in the 
choice of examples which are used to estimate risks. Although the theory would 
provide equations to describe biological end-points which could be used to 
extrapolate to low dose, low dose-rate conditions the equations would only apply 
to a homogeneous population irradiated under controlled conditions of uniform 
dose rate and radiation quality. These are conditions which are not usually 
satisfied in the cases used for the estimation of risks, at least somatic risks. 

The molecular mechanism involved in the model is assumed to be common to 
all eukaryotic cells and as has been shown here can be related to many 
biological end-points. There would thus be a common basis for the extrapolation 
of results found in insects and animals to man. This extrapolation would of 
course have its restrictions and difficulties but at least the same fundamental 
process would be involved. 

According to the model the molecular mechanism of DNA double strand 
breakage could form a common link between the biochemistry of DNA, and the 
radiation effect; the cell metabolism and how it affects the radiation effect 
via repair processes; the cell cycle and DNA configuration in the cell and the 
radiation effect; and it may provide a means of interpreting the results of 
radiobiological and radiation genetics experiments for extrapolation to radio
logical protection. 

It is interesting to speculate on one other point which would arise if the 
model is valid and that is, that the molecular process, which is assumed in the 
model to lead to the radiation effect, is a process which is not unique to 
ionizing radiation. The same process of DNA double strand breakage can be caused 
by viruses, chemical agents, ultrasonic radiation and ultra-violet light. Thus, 
the model would suggest that the radiation hazard is not unique or especially 
different than the other everyday hazards we face. 
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RECENT TRENDS TOWARDS THE DOSE HAZARD REFERENCE IN STANDARDS 

FOR DIFFERENT NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES 

Lidia Failla - "Chairman of the Sub Committee 4 Radioisotopes" of the 
UNI (Italian Unification Organization) joined with ISO 
Rome, Italy 

ABSTRACT 

Dose hazards using radionuclides groupings are considered, 
with a view to the importance of including the nuclides utilization 
modes in their classification. 

The problem of giving quantitative values to parameters for 
the evaluation of dosage risk is analyzed, changing from the con
cept of curies to the concept of rems, giving IAEA regulations for 
transportation of radioactive materials as an example. 

Value of the reference dose is examined, mentioning the prio
rity meter used in Italy in surveillance activities on instruments 
containing isotopes. 

Radioprotection rules, prepared by international organizations 
as recommendations, regulations and directives, are, in most cases, 
completed by a radionuclides grouping called 'radiotoxicity group
ing'. It considers the various degrees of hazard, mostly on the 
basis of metabolism and damages which can consequently caused to 
man. 

These groupings are very important, since they provide the 
basis for any further consideration on the risk in the different 
uses of radionuclides. It is not correct, however, to associate 
radiotoxicity with risk. In fact, radiotoxicity represents only 
one, even if important, of the elements which characterize risk. 

That is to say that the said groupings represent a fundamental 
theoretical basis, but are not sufficient to calculate dose risks, 
since they do not consider the modes of nuclide utilization. 

For example, with respect to hazard, it is not sufficient to 
place 241Am in the first radiotoxicity group and 131I in the second 
group, without considering the modes of utilization. It is clear 
that a sealed source of 241Am is much less hazardous than a source 
of 131I, of the same activity, used in therapy. 
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On the contrary, this distinction is of fundamental importance 
from the point of view of the different radiotoxicity and it consti 
tutes the basis for a further formulation which considers the othe; 
parameters already mentioned. 

Euratom radioprotection directives determine certain statements 
or authorization obligations for definite radioactivtty levels, ba
sed on radiotoxicity groupings. For the group with the highest ra
diotoxicity, such level is fixed at 0.1 ?Ci; for the next group in 
1 ~Ci and then in 10 and 100 ~Ci for the other two groups. These 
levels do not take into consideration the modes of utilization. 

With the experience of decades, we cannot forget that the 
activity level of the particular nuclide utilized cannot be the 
only determining criterion of the hazard. 

The possibility is foreseen, then, to reach classifications 
which, besides radiotoxicity, take also into account the modalities 
of usage. 

Consequently, two main problems arise. 

The first one concerns the characterization and definition of 
parameters which, for the different modes of usage, permit the e
valuation of dosage risk. 

When possible, it would be opportune and, from the scientific 
point of view, certainly more suitable to give quantitative values 
to t: ese parameters. For some of them, it is rather easy. If we 
cons1der, for example, a 192rr source, we may think, even being 
conservative, to give zero value to this source for the dispersion 
parameter, considering the metal shell (layer) and the lack of 
brittleness of the source. We cannot do the same with 60co, for 
example, nothwithstanding its metallic state, but because of its 
brittleness, when used in conditions where this brittleness can be 
involved. 

The radiation parameter of a pure alpha particles emitting 
source is certainly different and lower than of a beta or gamma 
emitter, on the basis of the scheme contained in the instrument 
used. 

The problem is not easy, since it is necessary to examine eacL 
radionuclide and for each of them, give different quantitative va
lues to the usage conditions parameters, and to their radiotoxicity 
with reference to the dose absorption risk. On the contrary, para-
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meters choice and definition could be the same for all radionucli
des and for all uses. 

The above statement, besides being substantial from the prac
tical point of view, presents a formulation of principle which is 
very different from the one used in radioprotection by some inter
national organizations and, consequently, by some national rules. 

The new radioprotection formulation is a change from the 
concept of curies to the concept of rems. This means to substitute 
the capability of the dose risk pertaining to the radionuclide and 
to the different characteristics of modes of usage to the discrimi 
native and determinant capability of the radioactivity value con
nected to the radiotoxicity of the single nuclides. 

IAEA regulations for transportation of radioactive materials
1 

are based substantially on the above concept. In those regulations, 
the maximum activity allowed in "type A" packages is fixed on the 
basis of a radionuclides radiotoxicity classification which is 
connected, however, to their hazards in the particular field of 
transportation, with consideration to the maximum permissible dose 
in case of accident, assuming certain dispersion and possible ab
sorption qonditions. In the last regulations, the radionuclides 
classification was abolished, because of the opportunity to consi
der the chemical and physical characteristics of each of them. 2 

This means that IAEA always considered nuclides in connection 
to the type of utilization (transportation), with reference to the 
dose hazard they may have in case of accident, on the basis of the 
above mentioned parameters. 

The second problem which presents itself in view of this new 
optics of radioprotection is connected with the value of the refe
rence dose. 

In the mentioned regulations, IAEA always assumed the value 
of 3 rems. 

It is clear that this problem, even if of great importance, 
is not difficult to solve, since, assuming a value and calculating 
parameters on its basis, it is easy to calculate its multiple and 
submultiples. 

For example, IAEA fixed the maximum activities which can be 
contained in "type ~~~ packages, by the utilization of certain 
parruneters with a dose hazard of 3 rems. If utilization conditions 
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and the matter would require a thousand times greater dose, it 
would be sufficient to multiply by a thousand the maximum values 
of the permissible activities in the mentioned packages. 

In order to illustrate the instance above, we believe in the 
opportunity to mention a method for establishing a priority range 
in the surveillance activities on the different instruments conta
ining isotopes for industrial applications that we used in Italy. 
Such formulation is based upon the different hazard which the 
instruments present on the basis of their particular type, the 
radionuclide and the number of instruments present at the same ti
me in the same room. 

The problem was limited to the instruments which are of wider 
use in Italy, as: 

- gammaradiography apparatus, containing 
60

co, 137cs and 192Ir, 

· d. t t · · 60c - 1rra 1a ors, con a1n1ng o, 

· b t · · 204Tl d 90s - analyt1cal alances, con a1n1ng an r, 

1 . ht . d" t t . . 60c 137c 226R 241Am and 90sr, - 1g 1n 1ca ors, con a1n1ng o, s, a, 

- gas chromatography apparatus, containing 
63

Ni and 3H, 

t . . 60c 137c 226R 241Am d 90s - level indicators, con a1n1ng o, s, a, an r, 
. t t . . 204Tl 137C 226R 90S 85K - th1ckness me ers, con a1n1ng , s, a, r, r, 

147Pm and 144ce, 

d f . .t t . . 241Am d 226R - lightning rods an 1re mon1 ors, con a1n1ng an a, 

t t t . d" h t t · · 210Po and 226Ra, - elec ros a 1c 1sc arge appara us, con a1n1ng 

- sulforimeters, containing 
147

Pm and 3H, 

- calibration sources, containing 
226

Ra, 
1

37cs, 
60

c 0 , 

t . . 241Am - moisture gauges, con a1n1ng , 
. t t . . 85K 204Tl, 90Sr, 241Am -weight and dens1ty me ers, con a1n1ng r, 

and 137 Cs, 

1 t . . 238Pu - fluorescence ana yzers, con a1n1ng , 

d . t" "t t . . 85K - ra 1a 1on mon1 ors, con a1n1ng r 

d t . . 85Kr - pow er analyzers, con a1n1ng , 

- production control instruments, containing 
241

Am. 

In order to define the priority criteria in surveillance, we 
considered dose hazards with respect to the instrument used, to 
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the conditions of use and the contained radioisotope. The referen~ 
dose was the same adopted by the IAEA for trasportation, that is 
3 rems, but it was considered as a dose hazard absorbable in one 
year, while IAEA consider it as a dose which may be absorbed only 
once in case of an accident involving "type A" packages. Parameters 
were the following: 

- activity of the radionuclide contained in each instrument, 

M.P.C. in air (pCi/cm3 ) • 109 cm3 , which given an approximate 
dose of 3 rem,3 

number of instruments in each plant. 

On the basis of the mentioned criteria, it was possible to 
list 160 plants, for a total of 1636 instruments for surveillance 
purposes. It can be noted that the radiation dose was not taken 
into consideration, since the gammaradiography apparatus and the 
irradiators were automatically included in the greater hazard cla$. 
Because of the radionuclides used and their activity, the other 
instruments present pre-eminent risk, because of contamination 
hazard rather than radiation hazard. 

On the other hand, we are only making an approximation of the 
problem, since our only scope is to indicate a priority in the 
surveillance actions and not a scientific study, as it would be de 
sirable if the new radioprotection formulation were accepted. 

The plant classification, with respect to the dose hazard 
expressed in rem/year, is the following: 

A ~ 3 
3L..BL3•10 

3 • 1 0 ,(_ C L 3 • 1 0
2 

3 • 1 02 <... D 4.. 3 • 1 o3 

E 7 3 •1 o3 

In the case of Italy, the following applies: 

Number plant Hazard 

2 
7 

11 
15 

125 

Total 160 
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B 
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In conclusion, we may try to summarize this complex matter 
as follows. 

Radionuclide groupings on the basis of their radiotoxicity 
are certainly useful, but are not determinant in individuating 
hazard levels. For this purpose, it is necessary to complete these 
groupings with the modes of utilization of radioisotopes, deter
mining a series of quantitative parameters. On the basis of the 
mentioned criteria, we will be able to classify them with consi
deration to dose risk, for which the radionuclide activity and 
its radiotoxicity shall have become only two of the parameters for 
the purpooe of hazard specification. 

This means to start anew and integrate what IAEA already made 
in the field of transportation, with a change of hazard evaluation 
from nuclide activity in curies to dose hazard in rems. 

Rom, 28 May 1973 
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0TIRT BCTIO~b30BaHKH K~HHH~eCKHX ~aHHHX-~~ OCOCHOBaHRH npe~e~bHO 

~onycTMMHX ypoBHeM rrpo~eccrroHa~bHOro o6~~eHnH. 

A.K.fycbKOBa,E.A.neHncoBa,3.H.AoBoBcKaH,r.M.KnpcaHoBa,M.A.rpn6oBa. 

MHCTHTYT rrrrneim Tpy~a ll npo~sa6o~eBaHHM AMH CCCP.r.MOCKBa. 

L~D·I"I.J~-~(y 
~~J.1.o l'cr_:l::_ltjs o1 o1)[~cl~v ... D~tioll oi' -r;:o:e~:cl'fJ cloc::.1i112; \7:L·CJ.1 erJ.cl·~;;:;-

.:::~.c c cl Cl\J .. t;crr..~ D.:t.~ ~~ (:_i scl·~L-;; eel ... IT·.::c::~c~ .. i<...~:rji OT!. ci.u E es c1c Cl __ :.:i.l1)_lc.~-~~ eel cL-Lll'il(~; 
10--~15 z.rc~Cll.1S :CeG1ll~CCC1 ilJ. 1()-100 l'Cc:~.r~n<1ic.t;ioll C~~O.LtO.[~C[) l-J.D."~"v~C lJ.ot; bc-
8I1 obsor:~veCJ .•. Cli11ical clc.Jccs J.:.c:~vc ~!I'O""~JrJ(L COj~~~-·oc-L;lJ.cr;c oi.' -~-;l~o 
I)J~'Gscrl·~: co·c~~· .. bliGl.le<1 Ita:t::iLJJJJl ~)cJ...•r·_ic_;,r~il"Jlc cl_o:=;c::-.J oi' l'':co~~cE..:ut·oru::tl :t:r~
l'GG.ic~-;~iorl ~['oj~~ -~:;J..tcr:;c· (~;l .. Oli~9S o:f -.,, .. -ox~>~c=;_•f.;. 

B HaCTOBrneM coo6meHHll paccMaTpnBaeTcH ROHKpeTHHH Borrpoc o6 rrcno -

~b30BaHHM OnYTa ~llHaMll~8CRHX ~e~eHanpaB~eHHhlX Ha6~ro~eHHfi ~~H K~

HH~eCROrO OCOCHOBaHHH ITDMHHTRX rrpe~e~bHO ~OnyCTMMHX ypOBHe~ H8KO

TOphlX BH~OB rrpo~eCCHOHaAbHOro 06~~eHMH. 

B COOTB8TCTEMM C JIJieJK~Hapo~HbiMll peKm/IeH~aiUUIMU /I/ H rrpMHRTLIMM 

B CCCP B I969r HOpMaMH no pa~naUMOHHO~ 6esorracHocTM /2/ K~HHM~ec
Koe TIOHfiTHe rrpe~e~:OHO ~OnyCTHMOH ~03hl TpaKTyeTCH RaK rrpe~e~:OHaH 

Be.nM~HHa npoifleccHOHa.JibHoro o6~eHMH,KoTopoe ~aJKe 6y~M npo~o~,L 
JKeHo B aToM MaRCHMa.JI:bHOM 3Ha~eHHM B Te~erme BeeP~: Tpy~oBofi ~eHTe

JI:OHOCTH tre~oBeKa,He Bbi30BeT y Hero OTK~OHeHif~T B COCTOHHHll 3~0pO

BbH, HapyrnaiOU{:~fX COCTOHHMe OCHOBHbiX OpraHOB ll CMCTeM H KaK-~HCO or

paHH~llBaiOmHX ero Tpy~ocnoco6HocT:o. 

~ 060CHOBaHHH 8TOB Be~lltiMHH,TIOMWMO 8KCrrepnMeHTa.JI:OHHX ~aHHHX, 

~OJL"KHbi rrpMB~eKaT:OCH MaTepR~ pH~a K~HI-IlltieCKllX Ha6~ro~eHllM, HO rrpM 

CTpOrOM COC~~eHMM C~e~romnx yc~OBHH: 

- Ha.Jlll~lle JBepeHHOCTll B OTHOCHTe.JI:OHOM TO't!HOCTH ~03Fm~eTpH~eC -

KOM xapaKTepHCTHKM B03,TI.ei1CTBHH pa~Ha.IlHll, C BOCCTaHOB~eHHeM ,TI.HHaMH

RH mOpMllpOBaHHH cy~AMapHOH ~03bi 3a ~Te~billiM rrepHO~ HaC.JIIO~eHMH

He MeHee I0-15 ~eT; 

- B03MOJKHOCTb COITOCTaB~eHHH pe3y~bTaTOB MCCJie~OBaHMH B ~HHaMM

Re rpynrr ~u,oT~H~aromrrxcH no ypoBHIO ~o3 B rparnm;ax ncc~e~eMoro 

~nanasoHa,a TaiOKe no;n;BepraromnxcH Bos~eHCTBHID 3aBe.IlOMo 6o~ee Bnrco

RHX VI OCOCeHHO 6o~ee HH3KMX ~03 06~eHMH; 
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- O;IT,HOBp8M8HH08 rrapaJI.li8JihH08 06CJI8;IT,OBaHVI8 a;rr,eKBaTHOii 1\0HTpOJih

HO~~ rpynmr ,Il;OCTaT01IHOll 1IMC.li8HHOCTlii C liiCIIO.Tr"h30BaHlii8M T8X ~e M8TO

,TI,OB HCC.JI8;IT,OBai-U'LH 1I Bbi6opoM CTpOI'EX KpliT8pM8B CYll~8CTB8HHOCTlii OTJIM

'tiM}i Ka.K IIO ne~yJI:nTaTaM CTaTHCTH'I8CKO~i 06-pa60TRH, TaR M ITO B03M01.{

HOfi IOIVII-Utii\O-(f.m:3VIO.JIOrH'I8CRO:; ~naq,·IMOCTVI BhlHBJI8HHhiX C,TI,BJIIrOB; 

- ueJienarrpaBJieHHoe yrJiy6JieHHoe no cpaBHen:vrn c odH'IHoH cxeMo]\ 

1\m)\J1I(HHC.R08 06CJI8,UOBamre, JIIM8H B BM.I(y TIOIJbiTEY BblHBMTb Halii60JI88 paH

mre OTKJIOH8HIIH B COCTOHHMH OpraHoB M CMCT8M,I\pHTI1'18CKMX ;IT,JIH ;rr,aH

Horo Tv1Tia pa;rr,HaLU10HHOro B03,TI,e}iCTBMH. 

C yqeTOM yKasaHHbTX rrpe;rr,IIOCbiJIOK HaMM 6HJII1 IIpOaHaJIMSMpOBaHbi ;rr,aH

Hbi8 850 '!eJioBei<, pa6oTaun~:0:x B Te1IeHI1e IO-I5 JieT na ycKopv.rTeJIHX sa

pa"'KeHHHX LJ:aCTliiL~ 06'be;rr,nnennoro 11ncTHTyTa H;rr,eprmx 11ccJie;noBaHMiir B r. 

,Ily6He B COIIOCTaBJI8Hl'IH C p83YJihTaT8l\rU'I 06CJI8;IT,OBaHHH 200 JIIUJ, a;rr,eR

na THOfl: KOHTpOJibHOii rpyiiiTbi. 

)lo3I1M8TpiFl8CRM8 I1CCJI8;IT,OBatlliiH /3-5/ TIOKaSaJIM, 'ITO OCHOBHOI~ BRJia;rr, 

B CYNlMapHYJJ ;IT,03Y I13JI;IJ1!8Hk'IB: BHOCMT raMMa YISJI'ij'I18HM8 OT HaB8,TI,8HHOVf 

pa,II,JioaKTHBHOCTH M HeiiTpOHbi umpOKOrO CI18RTpa.IlpM :1TOM BRJia;rr, B o6-

l'llYD ;IT,o3y OT COTIYTCTBYDII\HX ROMIIOH8HTOB /6eTa M3JIY1!8H!JI8, 3C1plll't8HHbl8 

-qacTHIW 11 T.n ./ne rrneBHmaeT I0-20~Lno~H o6JiyqeH:erH y no;rr,a.BJIHIOmero 

ClOJibiUHHC TEa o6C.JI8)T,OBaHHbiX H8 npeBLIUlaJIM rrpe;rr,eJinHO ;IT,OnyCTHNI0:¥1 B8JI!JI

'1¥1Hbi /5 d~p B l'OW. TaRaH xapaKT6pldCTI1l\a yC.110BilM co.rry-qemri;r THn:w-r

Ha H ;rr,JIH ;rr,pyn1X YCKOPH'i'8Jie}1 /6-IO/ • 

.ilOTIOJIHHT8JibHbl8 COIIOCTaBJI8l-UUI IIpOBO,TI,VIJIPICb C ;rr,aHHbiMI1 Ha6JITO;IT,8HM.FI 

sa nepcoHa.JIOM HCCJieJJ;OBaTe.rr:ncKliiX peaRTopoB /cBhrme IOOO "tieJI/ ,odcJie

;rr,oBaHHHX ITO T8M :r.e IIPI1HUMTI8.M, )T,03bl OelJI;f1!8HI1H KOTOpbiX 3a B8C:b rre

pHO,TI, pa6oTH He rrpeBHma.Jirr I/3 rrpe;rr,eJI:oHo ;rr,orrycTYTMoil BeJIH"tiMHH B ro.n;, 
cyMMapHo nop.H;rr,Ka I0-25 6ap.]JI.rr cpaBHeHMH c @ifi!\mtTaM:er doJiee BhiCo

KHX B rrpoUlJIOM ypOBI-Ieii OOJiy<IeHMH IIpHBJI8KaJIHCb ;rr,aHHbi8 Ha M8,TI,IU:J;Ic1HC

RI1X peHTrenoJioroB /2500 "tieJI/ 11 rrpo:MbilliJIAHHHX pa.n:HorpartmcToB/ 400-q/. 

/II-14/.Y "tiaCTH JIIiU, 3THX rpyrrrr,Ha"tiaBUili!X pa6oTaTh ;rr,o 1960 r,H:or;rr,a 

ITp!1HHT851 B8JII1'II1Ha IUUJ. COCTaBJIHJia 15 Clap/ro;rr,, 3RCII03I'IUHOHHH8 ;IT,03H 

ratV!Ma !1 p8HTr8HOBCKOro :vt3Jiyt18HHJ1 MOrJIH ;IT,OCTIJTaTb 70-400 O:ilp C 

HepaBnoMepiibiM ee pacrrpe.n:eJieHHeM ::~a. Bec:o nep:vro;rr, Tpy;rr,oBot1 nenTeJI:b

nocTH.lCoHTpoJI:nHbre rpyiiiThi K 8THM KOHTPIHr8HT8.M TIO,UOHpMMCb ;IT,OITOJI

HllT8JI:OHO,o6maH 'li1CJ18HHOCTh HX COC'I'C1BHJI8 OIWJIO 500 ll8JI. 

Yr.rry6JI8HH8 Tpa)T,llt:TT,I10I-IHOro od'beMa M8;IT,I1U11HCKl1X MCC.JI8,Ii.OBi3.H'Hl1 HC

XO;nl'IJIO I1X CTp8MJI8HMH: a/BhiHBHTb B03MO~H1I8 ,B CBH3I1 C o6II(I1M 06Jiy

ll8HM8M oprmm~na, pea.Ku;MI1 Ha B03JT.el; CTBHe pa~u.rau,r1M Km< na pa:s;rr,pa:ltH

TeJI:n; 6/yTO'-HUITh COCTOHHH8 KpHTH1I8CRMX B ;rr,mmon CMTyaUHli1 opraHOB 

li1 CTpyJCTYP /KpoB8TBOpHhiP oprmm, XpyCTaJIMK, XpOMOCOI\mH~t arr:papaT 
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JI'VIMiflOUVITOB TI8pJFI8CKOTI KpOm~ M MM~JIOKapHOUMTOB KOCTHOrO M03ra/. B 
COOTB8TCTBHM C ~THM 6HJI pacrn:vrpeH OC5'b8M M8TO,JJ,M"qecKMX TipH8!'.10B,yT0'4.

H.f!Il!IU'IX COCTOmme aHaJIHSaTOpOB, peryJIRTOpHHX M8XaHM:3MOB /OC008F-IHO 

peryMUMPI o6mell: H per11oHapHofi rerv1o.n:vmaMI1KH B noKoe H npvr rrpe,n'b.HB

JieHHH a,neKBaTHHX Harpy::!OK/.Ou;eHMBaJiaC:O TIO H8KOTOphiM T8CTaM YMCTB8H

Ha.H paOOTOCTIOC00HOCT:O.HCCJI8)J,OBaJiaC:O nep:amep:aqecRa.H RpOB:O,y 'l:!aCTH 

JIHI~ 8.HaJIHSJIIp0BaJII1C:O nyHI{T8.TH ROCTHOrO MO~ra, orrpe,UeJLqJiaC:O 'l:!aCTOTa 

VI xapaKTep a6eppau;Hti B KYJI:OType JIJUJI:'f,OUHTOB rrep:ar!Jeprr'I8CRO~ RpOBH. 

IIoMI>iMO o6hP:IHoro orpTaJI:OMOJiorvr'IeCiwro ocMoTpa npoBO,JJ,HJiac:o 6vrol\n·mpo

cRon:aR xpycTaJiuiRa C ITOMOll\:Oil ll.\8JI8BOIT JiaJV!Tibi /15-19/. 

D Ra'18CTB8 OCHOBHOH KaTerOpHM OTip8,TI,8JI8HYIR COCTORHMR 3,TI,OpOB:OR 

YIC:~OJII:>30BaJIHC:O CJI8)J,yxlll{M8 OCHOBHbi8 TIOHRTUR MJIM CHH)J,pOJI/Ibi: 

- 3,TI,OpOB - OTCYTCTBH8 ::taJI06 M OO'b8KTJI!BHh!X OTK.JIOH8HMi1 OT ITpMHR

TbiX sa HOpMy npe;o;eJIOB KO.rreOaHMM TIOKa3aTeJiefi: np.M CTI8TJ,MaJI:OHHX RJIM

HI1KO-rTIH3MOJIOrWI8CRYIX MCCJI8)J,OBai-lMRX; 

- l1paKTMti8CKM 3,:n;OpOB - HaJIM'IM8 OTR.1IOH8I1MH ,He CKa3hrB8.JOll\MXCR Ha 

Cali/IOtiJBCTBMVt }'! paOOTOCIIOC')0HOCTM, 083 IIpM3Hai\OB li.JIMHU'I8CKI1 0T'-I8T

JIHBOi1 rpyHKLlJ1 HaJI:OHOID: H8,UOCT8.TO'IHOCTH Ka:EW}r-JIUOO CVICT8Mbi; 

- HecrreUHrfl1·r'I8CRMP CMH,UpOM rnyHKTJ}WH8JI:OHOii H8YCTOTI 11L1BOCTM MJIM ITO

BbiW8HHO~i Jia6MJI:OHOCTI1: peryJIRUVili'l B p.H,TI,8 COTipJim:eHHhiX CVtCT8M,a,n;aiTTVI

pylO!l\HX OpraHH31V! K BH8UIHeJ: 1:;pe.ne; 

- 06[(88 COM8.TOH8BpO.JIOri1'18CK08 38.60JI8Ba:tme ,BbiRBJI8IIHOe B l\'[0M8HT 

o6cJie,noBaHHH; 

- IIpor'fleccHoHaJr:onoe JI:-y'ieBoe sa6oJieBaHHe. CJie.nyeT yrroMRHYT:O, 'ITO 

HH y o.rr.noro tie.rroBeRa :11:3 'IHCJia o6cJie,n;oBaHHbiX HaM.vr B .nvrana::wHe ,no:3 

6JII13KHX K IUUl., H8 ClhiJIO BbiHBJI8HO rrporheCCHOJ-laJT:OHOrO :38.00JI8B8.HHR, CO

OTB8TCTByPJ!l.\8rO Hail181V!Y rrpe,ncTaBJI8Eli'J]) 0 B03MO'li:HOM )J,JIR ,n;aHIIOrO THIIa 

pa)J,H8.L(l10HHOrO B03)J,8~CTBY1.f! TI8TJBOM Bapi18.HT8 XpOIIH1I8CKO-:-' JIY'I8BOf:l: 6o

JI83HH no RJiaccwTu.:IKaii;MI1 A.i·~.ryc:oKOBO:l'i I1 r . .u.:sa-:-Tcoro.JIOBa /20/. 

AHMM3 rroJiy<IeHHhiX pe3y.JII:>TaToB nosBo.,HeT )J,aTt> cJie.nyiOmyJO o6J4YIO 

OU8HI{y COCTO.ffHMH 3,:n;OpOBbH .JII1TX,p8.00T8.IO[(I1X B T8'4.8HL18 10-15 JI8T B 

yc,JIOBHHX 06JIY'l8HYIJI,OJIH3KYIX K :IUUl OC5li(ero B03)J,8f~CTBMH np01-UU\8.Klli(8!1 

pa,nl!IaT.X11YI. COCTORHI18 3)J,Op0B:OR 6o.n:SUJHHCTBa 06C.JT8,TI;OB8.HHbiX B T8'18HH8 

BCero rrepHO)J,a Ha6.:::IO,:n;8HMH OCT8.8TCR BTIO.JIH8 Y.UOB.7I8TBO[)MT8JI:bHhiM.Cy

Ill8CTB8HHhlX pa3JIH'4.Mi1: M8?.'1t)J,Y OCHOBHOTI 11 I\OHTpOJI:bi-IOH rpyTIIIffii!H Ha RO

H8'1HbL;1 cpm~: Ha6.JIIO.U8HHH HeT. Cpe)J,T o6cJie.JJ;OBaHm-Jx o6eHx rpyrrrr npn 

rroc.rre)J,HHx ocMoTpax HecKoJisKo yBeJIH'IMJiac:o t.:racToTa sa6oJieBa.HH(r o6-

mecoMaTw'lecH:oro xapaRTepa H K.JIMHH'iecrme npoHB.rre-rum Hx CTa.JIM 6oJiee 

HpRHMJII. 3TO, TIOBf{)J,ViMDrliY, CRq3aHO C yBe.JIWI8HI1:8l'vT B03p8.CTa 00CJI8,UOB8.H

HhiX Ha 10-15 JieT 111 corryTCTBY'tJIUHMH U3M8TIW-1J1J1MH o6pa3a ~;msHvr,nHTa-
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HM.FI,rpM31-rqecRo~' narpy::lRlii n T.n.tiacTOTa,xapal\Tep M cTpyJnypa 3a6oJie

BaeMOCTI1 He OTJIW:.J.aJIHCb ,IJ;OCTOB8pHO B oc:TOBHO~ M ROHTpOJI:SHOJr rpynnax. 

llpJII HCnOJI:030BaHM1~ cneu;r-Iau'I:OHHX M8TO,Tl)1'I8CRMX npl18MOB y JI'lin OCHOBHOM 

rpynmr,oco6eHHO 3a:tWHOII.Ilepno B ;r,:ManasoHe .nos CBhliiie I/3 IIJJ.U,nad.rrD.n;a

eTcR CTaTMCT:VF-I8CRJII CYli.{8CTB8HH08 J'Ia!.U8IIM8 KOI\ID.TI81\.Ca OTK.JIOH8H:vrr ,Ra

Ca:IOmi1XCR: a/pacun!l:p8HMR OO'b8Ma 0)1:13110JIOPWI8CRI1X r'flyHKUMOHaJibHhlX C,ILBM

roB Ha Harpy::3RM no T:Vmy CMH,ILpOMa nOBhlm8HHOi~ JiaOMJI:OHOCTM H8pBIIO-CO

C'',RHCTO~ peryJIRUHM C f1opMMpOBaHH8M B 'IaCTfi1 CJIY<I88B CliiH,ILpOMa H8}1po

UHPKYJIJITOPHOf' .n:vrcTOHIU1 rvrnoTOHli'!<IecRoro 'l'Hrra /pri!c. I/ .liacToTa CMH.IL-
::c. C) • ~ ~ 

poMa r~JYHI\UJIIOH8JI:OH01f HeycTo::-qviBOCTH y.t:l8.JivF1JIIBaJiaC:b TIO CpaBH8Iivm C 

HCXO,IJ;HO[' If ,n:aHHhlMM KOHTpOJibHOi\ rpyiiTihl I1pi1 ,IJ;OCTWK8HHH Cy.MNiapHOM B8-

,II;Jii<IMHhl .n:oshl o6Jiy<IeHHR nopR.n;Ka 25-35 6~p,a B ,n:M:oHeErneM yMeH:ornaJiac:o 

6oJiee r·lie,ILJieHHO y JIJ.IIU: c 6oJI:oiiie'c~ .no3o:" o6Jiy<IeH.l1J!. ~)TM C).J;BMriii MoryT 

p:J.CCMa Tp:VIBa T:OCJI KaK peaKUMH a,ILaiiTaUMM K J13M8HMB!lli1MCJI YCJIOBMJIM BH8-

UIH811 cpe,npr. 

- 6/H8KOTOporo YCKOp8H.l1H J1 y-qau.t8HHH I1pVI3HaKOB B03paCTHOH MHBO

JIIOUHM CTPYRTYPH xpycTaJI:aRa B oT.n;eJIT:>HbiX Bt) spacTHHX rpyrrnax /p11c. 2/. 
-B/npH3Hai\11 aJ\THBaiJ;IUif ~pHTpOH.JJ:HOPO pOCTRa KOCTHOPO M03ra.Y 00-

JIT:>IIIHHCTBa JIHI~,pa6oTaJOI.UMX rrpn .n;o30BHX Harpy::max OT I/3 ).J;O 2-5 IliiJL, 
B TI8pBbi8 ro,npr TipO:M:CXO,ILiii.JIO paCIUI1p8HM8 .JJ:M8.Tia30Ha KOJie6a.HH1i reMaTOJIO

ril!'I8CKHX IIOK8.3a·reJI8M, a B .D:aJIT:>Het~ll18M IIOl\a38.T8JIH CTa0MJIM3HpOBaJIHCb 

Ha HOPMalibHOM ypOBH8 /pv~C. 3/ .I{oJie6aHJIIR Cp8,ILHMX B8JI!tl'I~UI noRa3aTe

JI8tl KpOBM B OCHOBIIOH M KOHTpOJI:OHOfJ: rpyrrrrax B ,ILJtiH8.MVIK8 c5:biJIVl l1,IL8H

TW:Hlli, 'ITO npe,UCTaBJI8HO Ha rrpPIMepe <IliWJia JI8iROIJ,MTOB l1 TpOM60UMTOB 

/pnc.4/. 

KJIHHH'18CRaH 3Ha'IHMOCT:O BH5IBJI8IUibiX C,IJ;B:!tlPOB IIOBWI!8HHO': Jia6MJI:bHO

CTM peryJI.HUMJti Ha .JJ:B.HHhiH MOM8HT ,rr,omma dbiTb OU8H8Ha KaK a).J;aiTTaUHOH

HaR peaRUMR RO B88MJ KOMIIJI8KCY BJIM.HHMi1 ORpy:;taDmeJt cpe,npr.PeryJIHTOp

HHM C,ILBMr HBJI5I8TC.fl nOJ[M~THOJIOrll'18CRMM no CB08MY npOMCXOJ.lt).J;8H:!tliJ. 06 

~TOM CBI1,IJ;8T8JI:OCTBY8T HaJI:!tl<II18 ero y 1IaCTI1 padOTaiOIUMX B 6JIJ13ROM ,IJ;Ma

na30H8 .II.03, perpecc <IaCTOTbl C).J;BMPOB IIpM B03paCT8.Hll:!tl CpOKOB H8.6Jm

,IJ;8HHH VI CYlV!MB.pHO') ,IL03bl ,a TaK~e .JJ:OKa38.HH08 BJIP!JIHIII8 pR).J;a ,ILpyrUX He-

6JiaronpMHTHHX 'JiaKTOpOB pe~MMa JKIIISHYI, 3JIOynoTpe6JI8HHR ItypeHM8M ll ,n;p. 

Bo BC8M I13Y1I8HHOM .JJ:IIIB.IIa30H8 ,IJ;03 He BHHBJI8HO ocrep"t18HHF.i!X I\JIMHM<Ie

CRMX CHH).J;POMOB npoifleCC!10HaJI:OHOrO Jiy'IeBOPO 3:l:JOJI8B8.HYHI. llepeBO).J; ,n;py

roi\ rpyiiiJH pa60T8JOIUMX /peHTreHO.JTOPM/ B YCJIOB!1H, COOTB8TCTBYIOH~:!tl8 HH

H8 n·:nHHTHM IUUI BHernHero o6JiyqeHMH :vrs paHee He6Jiaronp:,IHTHhiX,np:vr 

cy~I!Mapw·x .n:o:sax I00-150 p,conpoBO?r...ILaJICH pa3BHTMeM OT'I8TJIHBhlX Boc

cTaHOBHTe.JIT:>HhlX C.JJ:BMPOB B RPOB8TBOp8H11]![ /1:3,14/. tJ:aCTOTa pa3Jil1"'1HhiX 

o6mecoMaTrHecKMX 3ac5oJieBaHMli I1 cTpyRTypa 3a6oJieBaeMOC'rH :vr y nep-
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COHaRa peru<TOpOB,COOTBeTCTBOBaHa Tru<OBOM B KOHTpO~:bHOM rpyrrne,a 
Te~eHHe HX He 06Hapy~HBanO KaKHX-~H60 0~8BM~HRX OC06eHHOCTei.Corro
CTaBJieHHe C 3RCII8pHMeHTaJI:bHbiMH ~aHHhiMH MO~eT TaK~e IIO,Il;TB8p,Il;MT:b CO
xpaHHOCT:b B ,naHHOM ,rmanasoHe ,!LOS OCHOBHhiX qJH3HOJIOrH~eCKHX (JlYHRU:Hii 
H OTCYTCTBM8 cymeCTB8HHhiX C,ILBHrOB B COCTORHHH S,Il;OpOB:bR./21/. 

Bee yxasaHH08 II03BOJIR8T CllHTaT:b, ~TO ITpV!HRThie ITJUl BHenmero 06-
Jiy-qeHHR HBJIRDTCR ~OCTaTO~HO 060CHOBaHHhiMH ITO RpMTepHID H8IIOCp8,Il;CT
BeHHbiX KJIHHH1W-rpH3HOJIOrH~eCRHX peaR:u;H:J1, ycTaHaBJIMBaef.'IbiX B IIpOLtecce 
IO-I5-JieTHero .IU1H&'VlH~ecRoro Ha6Jiro~eHru:r B .nnanasoHe CYMNfapHhiX ~03 
~0 I00 6ap.ije~eco~opa5HO rrpo,n;o~~eHHe Hao~roAeHMfl ,ngH IIOJiy"tl8HMR VlH

(fJOpMal(HH 0 IIOS,IJ;IDIX a({x'PeRTaX C HCIIOJI:b30BaHH8M rrporpaMM o6c.rre,noBa
HMR, TIO,Il;OOHbiX IIpHBe,neHHOil'l. BRIDe • 

JIMTEPATYPA 
l.PeROMeH,na:u;HH ITO 3aiT(HT6 OT HSJiylleHHM rn<P3 /I962-I9jl/. 
2 .HopMbi pa..n_HaUMOHHoi1 6e5orracHOCTH, HPE-69. ATOMMs.n;aT ,~~i/I970/ 
3.KOM0'1KOB 1\t.I\t.M ,np.-O:u;eHKa ypOBHe:i! I10HH3MPY:K>Ulero M3JI'jT"I!eHM BO~H-

SH CMHXpocpa5orrpoHa Ha IO f:im.liyOHa /1965/ ,P-2231. 
4.]eoe;n;eB B~H. M ;n;p.-M.rHrHeHa Tpy,n;a 11 npomsa6oJieBaHMH,4 /I966/,9. 
5.3ail:u;eB JI.rt. VI: ,n;p.-OCHOBhi 3all{HThi ycKOpHT8Jiei1.ATOMM!3,UaT,/I97I/. 
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• e:::_posu:ces.Cor:cl.Genevo..r:over.tbe:e 5-7 /1969/. 
8 l~nror oa~~. or:._;anisation for nucle~tr' resoarch.Hee.lth lJ;ysics /1 ~)72/ 
9 • Populc-t;ion doses f'ron occl.t})ationo_l mcposv..rc J.~e_L/AC/22/l-<./253 

• Un (.Adc1.II) /1970/ 
IO .A }mbl.ica·tion of tl1o Dero-ci.ccD:c o:;: no:l:;lona1 Health a. ~:clpGl'o 

• H"cl~ n-'-l. or·· I;-.,o-'-oc·;--;o,··· .!)·-;--~ ,,-i o··, l·- .. •--:-., ,., ,.-,,_,.,r.cl··l ;'1Co'-C./ o~ ...~-ul.J ... .1. ..L L; u-t.. ...~,_~, -·~V-~~- l- ~vvc..~•-G...•Vt..,.... ... _u.. ·-L""• ./ ./ • 

II.ryc:bROBa ~.K.M ,np.-~.rHr~eHa M caHMTapHR,/1967/,9,39-45. 
I2.AeHMCOBa L.A ~ ,up.-B RH.BonpocR ~KcnepHHT.H KJIMH.pa~Ho~orHH, 

Vl3,n. S,n;opOBke K:vreB /I968/, I40. . . 
rs.CoJI,naTOBa B) .• vr .np -:xt.Me,nH:u;HHCRM pa,nHOJIOrHH ,/I967 I ,3. 73. 
I4.JleTaBeT A.A.:vr .np.-OcHoBHhie HTor:vr 11 3a,nallM Me.n;.Ha6Jiro~eH:HH 3a .:rm

UaMM,paooTaromHMH c ncTo~mrRaM:u HOHH3MpyDmero H3JIY"ll8HliiH B CCCP Ha 
COBpeMeHHOM ~_Tane.-AOKJI.Ha IY ROHmep.no MH~HOMY HCIT0~130BaHMID 
aTOMHO~. ~Hepi?HH.JI{eHeBa /I~7I/ ,A/Conf.49/P/439. 

I5.ryc:bKOBa A.h..lii ,Up.-B KH.EHo~or:VI'tfeCROe .n;eJiCTBMe TIPOTOHOB BbiCO-
RHX ~HeprHiLATOMli3,IJ;aT./I967/,373-400. -

I6.ryci>ROBa A.~.M ,up.-~.rHrvreHa Tpy,na M rrpo~3a6oJieBaHMR,6/I972/I7. 
I7 .Jj"ci>KOBa A.K.M JJ,p.-:K,t,rnrliieHa Tpy.n;a H rrpoir~sa6oJieBaHHR,8/I972/I8. 
I8.CoKOJIOB B.B.H .np.-M.IJOBeTcRM Me,nH:u;HHa,8./I970-,I45. 
I9.CoKoJioB B.B.,rp:u6oBa M.A.-reMaToJiorH~ecRHe noKasaTeJIM 3,nopoBo-

ro ll6JIOBeKa.Me;n;H:U:HHa.M./I972/. 
20.ryc:bROBa A~R. ,EancorOJIOB r .:U.-Jiy-qeBM OOJie3H:b -qeJIOBei<a ,M/I970/. 
2I.rpMrOpMm KJ.r .-Te3.,If,QitJI.BcecoilSHOro CHMIT03HYMa "XpoH.,I1;8MCTBMe 

BHemHero ra.MMa OOJIY~eHMR Ha opraHM3M cooaK".M./1972/. 
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ITo,TI;rnwn K nvrcyriKaM r< ,noRJia,IJ,y A.K.l'yc:oKOBQft H .up.-"OnHT ncno
JI:03oBaHnJI I\JIHRV'rtJ:ecin'Ix ,naHHbiX J(JIH o6ocHoBamu:r lJAY nuorT,eccr!IOHaJI'bHO-
ro o6.JT;'fti eHnH" • . -
Puc. I - lJ.acTora mm.npm.n:a (flyHRUI!IO~aJI'bHO !· HeycTo~~cnmocTn y JII1l~ oc

HOBHmr rpymm c pas.nwmon .noso · o6.ny'l:eHnH B cpaBHeHIH'f c 
J\:OHTpo.n'bimJi rpyrr~ofi B .romaMnKe. · 

Puc. 2 - LiacToTa n3MeHerrmt B xpycTaJIHKe rrplti HCCJie,n,oBaH1H1 B rrpoxo
.n:.rn.ueM CBeTe C TIOMOLU:OID 3JI8KTpOO'T1TaJI:ON!OCKOTIHI1 C JIHH30~~ + 
15.lJ. y JU1L\ OCHOBHO}"'; H KOHTpOJrnHOH rpyrrn B ,II,HHaMI1IC8 • 

P:tw.3 PesyJJ:oTaT:or .JJ..VIHaMHtiecRoro ns;>rqmmH 'l:MCJia JJei;Kon~~TOB H TpOM-
6or~nTOB B OCHOBHO}i F IWHTpOJI:OHOH rpynnax. . 

Pnc.4 Pe3yJI:oTaTbi .n:nHaNIWiecRoro :i'IsytieB:vrJI KoJnrtJ:eCTBa Jiei'TROll;IITOB 11 
TpOM60Ul1TOB y oc5cJie,nyeMoro A. 
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EARLY HAEMATOLOGICAL DETECTION OF THE EFFECTS OF LOW DOSES OF 
IONIZING RADIATION IN PROFESSIONALLY OR MEDICINALLY EXPOSED 

PERSONS 

T. Predmerszky, Olga Geszti, I. El5d and I. Lov&nyi 
"Fr~d~ric Joliet-Curie" National Research Institute f. Hadiobiolo~ 

and Radiohygiene 
Budapest, Hungary 

Abstract 

For early detection of the effects of low doses of ionizing 
radiation in professionally or medically exposed persons, we ela
borated the method called by us X-ray resistance of the erythro
cytes. We found the haemoglobin level of blood plasma elevated 
following professional exposure as well as after diagnostic X-ray 
procedures, therapeutic X-irradiation and internally applied ther
apic doses of radioactive isotopes. We attributed this elevation 
to increased erythrocyte membrane permeability and proved it by 
in vitro irradiation of the blood of persons exposed in vivo to 
low X-ray doses. The decreased X-ray resistance of erythrocytes 
was found to be dose-dependent. Our method is apt to demonstrate 
the immediate effects of very low doses on the human blood. Thus, 
it may be found valuable in radiation health control. 

Early detection of eventual effects of low-level ionizing ra
diation in professionally, medicinally or accidentally exposed 
persons is a problem of outstanding importance in radiation health 
control. The changes induced by these effects might be functional 
or structural, or possibly both, and may be detected by various 
techniques of chiefly biochemical, cytogenetical, cytological and 
haematological character. The alterations demonstrated by these 
methods are the so-called biological indicators of radiation dam
age. 

The great majority of the haematological tests are based upon 
quantitative and qualitative changes of the leukocytes. We, on our 
part, supposed that the erythrocytes exposed to ionizing radiation 
in the peripheral blood may also undergo certain changes. Owing to 
the large mass of erythrocytes these changes should be detected by 
relative ease. 

We studied the membrane permeability changes of the erythro
cytes, which could be easily followed by examining the actual 
plasma haemoglobin concentration. Successive determinations, e.g. 
before and after exposure, may supply quantitative data concerning 
the changes of erythrocyte membrane permeability, i.e. radiore
sistance of the erythrocytes. 
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Materials and Methods 

The examinations were carried out in the following groups: 

I. in vivo exposure 
1. Seventy persons, professionally exposed to chronic doses of 

ionizing radiation far below the maximum permissible level, work
ing either in the X-ray machine industry, or in the X-ray depart
ment of some medical institution for several years. The examina
tions were performed in course of routine health control. 

2. Fifty persons, treated with therapeutic X-ray doses for va-
rious diseases, once or repeatedly. . 

3. Ten persons treated with therapeutic doses of I-131 isotope 
for malignant goiter, once or repeatedly. 

4/a. Hundred persons, in whom diagnostic X-ray examination of 
the stomach was performed; 

4/b. Thirty-two persons, in whom irrigoscopy was performed. 
5. Unexposed, healthy control group. 

II. in vitro exposure 
Ten ml human blood samples were irradiated in Petri dishes with 

25, 50 and 100 R doses, resp., (measured in air) by a therapeutic 
X-ray machine. 

In each case heparinized blood was utilized. In Group 2, the 
samples were drawn immediately after exposure; in Group 3. both 
before and 3 to 4 days after I-131 administration; in Groups 4 a. 
and b. before and after X-ray examination. Plasma haemoglobin de
termination was performed photometrically. 

The in vitro irradiated blood samples derived from the unex
posed control group. In vitro irradiation was performed also in 
the Groups 3. and 4 b. 

The results were evaluated by statistical analysis (Student's 
"t" test) wherever a satisfactory number of data rendered such an 
analysis possible (See Table I.). 

Summarized results of radioresistance in exposed groups 

Type of exposure No.of Elevation of plasma Hb p 

persons mg % 

Professional external 70 2.41 < 0.001 

Therapeutic X-ray 50 3.09 < 0.001 

I-131-therapy, 
internal 10 o. 71 - 1.06 

Diagnostic gastric 
X-ray 100 1.16 < 0.01 

Irrigoscopy 32 statistically insignificant 

In Groups 1. and 2. the results were compared with those of the 
unexposed controls, whereas in Groups 3. and 4. the difference be
tween plasma haemoglobin level before and after exposure has been 
calculated. 
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Results 

Group I/1: in professionally exposed persons a mean plasma Hb 
concentration of 3.02 + 0.39 mg% was found, against the value 
0.608 + 0.01 mg%, measured in unexposed controls. The difference is 
highly-significant (p < 0.001). 

Group I/2: in therapeutically X-irradiated patients the mean 
plasma Hb concentration was 3.7 + 0.68 mg%. The difference against 
the unexposed control group is highly significant (p < 0.001); 
whereas there is no significant difference when compared with the 
results of the professionally exposed persons. 

Group I/3: slight elevation of the plasma Hb level was found on 
day 4. after I-131 (mean:+ 0.71 mg%). The elevation was somewhat 
more marked in those cases where the therapeutic doses of I-131 
were applied repeatedly (mean: + 1.06 mg%). The difference became 
more pronounced when irradiating the blood samples in vitro with 
50 and 100 R X-ray doses (25 R: no effect). Particularly high was 
the elevation following in vitro 100 R X-irradiation, in cases of 
repeated isotope administration. 

Group I/4 a.: the mean difference between plasma Hb values in 
samples taken before and after gastric X-ray examination was +1.16± 
± 0.036 mg%, highly significant (p<O.Ol). The difference was also 
highly significant between the mean results of X-ray examinations 
when reducing the intensity of electric current from 4 rnA to 1-2 rnA 
by the use of an amplifier and TV set (mean: +1.35 + 0.14 mg% a-
gainst +0.69 + 0.083 mg%). -

In those cases where the plasma Hb determination was repeated 
3 days after the gastric examination, we found values almost on the 
level of the basic (pre-exam.) ones. Thus, the decrease of erythro
cyte radioresistance, induced by gastric fluoroscopy, seems to be 
reversiblel. 

Group I/4 b.: irrigoscopy exerted no demonstrable effect on 
erythrocyte membrane permeability. Similarly, no differences were 
found after in vitro X-irradiation as to the samples from the un
exposed control group. 

Groups I/5 and II.: the plasma Hb values of the control group 
were already cited in comparison with the groups of exposed indi
viduals. The plasma Hb elevation, induced by in vitro 25, 50 and 
100 R X-irradiation, resp., are represented by Fig. 1. 

Discussion 

The level of plasma Hb in the peripheral blood is fairly con
stant; apart from the haemolytic diseases only severe physical 
stress is known to induce its significant elevation. Its increase 
is generally attributed to partial haemolysis, induced by increased 
erythrocyte membrane permeability, that rna~ be caused also by high 
doses of in vivo or in vitro irradiation2, ,4,5,6, The results of 
our examinations seemed rather surprising, since these were obtain
ed in the majority of cases after exposure to low-level doses. 

When analysing plasma Hb elevation found in the various groups, 
exposed under a variety of circumstances, it seems rather obvious 
that the changes were developing during exposure to ionizing radia
tion exerting a direct effect on the erythrocytes in the circula
tion. Particularly convincing seems the comparison of the effects 
of the two diagnostic procedures (Groups I/4 a. and b.). During 
gastric X-ray examination large vessels (e.g. abdominal aorta, 
v.cava, v.portae) and organs of considerable blood content are in
cluded in the observation field that are passed several times by 
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the blood stream during the time 
of exposure. Here a significant 
rise in plasma Hb values was foun~ 
In course of irrigoscopy, however, 
only the a.iliaca and eventually a 
small section of the abdominal 
aorta may be exposed. Here the 
plasma Hb values remained unalter
ed . 

We attribute also the eleva
tion of plasma Hb concentration, 
induced by low-level chronic, or 
acute, in vivo and in vitro expo
sure to ionizing radiation from 
external or internal sources, to 
the increase of erythrocyte mem~ 
brane permeability, in other 
words, to the decrease of erythro
cyte radioresistance. This altera
tion may be due to changes of in
tracellular enzymatic activity7, 
or to red cell lipid autooxidation. 
According to Dormandy8, the sus
ceptibility of erythrocytes, even 
to atmospheric oxygen, can be con
siderably increased in this re
spect by their preliminary expo
sure to ionizing radiation, pro
ducing free radicals, particularly 

in the blood, the organ of highest water and oxygen content. 
Until now, we failed to establish any correlation between the 

dose of radiation, from external or internal source, or the dura
tion of exposure in professionally involved persons and plasma Hb 
elevation. The dose-dependence, which was clearly manifested in 
the in vitro irradiated blood samples, justifies the hope that the 
method elaborated by us may be further developed, and will become 
a useful biological indicator, in a true quantitative sense, of 
radiation effect due to low-level ionizing radiation. Presently, 
the method is already apt to demonstrate the immediate as well as 
the chronic effects of very low doses on the human blood. Thus, it 
may be found valuable in radiation health control. 
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~H3~0HOrHqECKME HCCKE~OBAHKH UEHTPAKbHD~ HEPBHO~ 
H CEPlEqHO-COCYlHCTO~ CHCTEMH HKU~ITOlBEPrABlliKXCR 

MHDrOHETHEMY ITPO~ECCHOHAnhHDM1 OEnrqEHKD 
B.K.Cenhuep,B.B.ravnep,r.M.Kauaenbcoa, 

H.B.Hoceaa,A.H.CTenaHOB 
HHCTHTYT paxzauHoaaom rHrweau,Heamarpa~ CCCP 

ABSTRACT 
The group of 625 men and women subjected to mild doses of oc

cupational radiation (less than 0.3 N~D) for a period over 10 
years were under observation. Modern methods of physiological 
reactions and mathematical analyse were applied. No marked func
tional changes in central nervous and cardiovascular systems we
re revealed as comparedwith control group. No latent insuffici
ency of the functions was also found in both groups af~er func
tional loads. 

DHAH npOBeleHH !0-TH A9THH9 Ha0AD~eHHH (!962-197! rr.) sa 
CMemaHHO~ rpynno~ B 625 qeAOBeK,TIO~BepraBWHXCH npo¢eCCHOHaAbHOMY 
l9~CTBHD HOHH3HpyD~ero HSnyqeHHH. 

B HccnelyeMYD rpynny BXOlHHH KaK corpylHHKH PHla HayqHo-Hc
cnelOBarenbCKHX HHCTHTJTOB H naOopaTOpHm,TaK H pa0oqHe H HH~eHep
HO-T9XHHqecKHA nepCOHaA npOMHWAeHHUX npelTIPHHTH~.335 qeAOBeK,pa
OoTaD~HX Ha TeX ze OO~eKTaX B aHaAOrHqHUX JCAOBHHX,HO He TIOlBep
raBWHXCH nyqeBOMJ B03leACTBHD,COCTaBHRH KOHTpOAbHYD rpynny. 

rnaBHHM ¢aKTOpOM TI~o¢eCCHOHaAbHO~ BpelHOCTH HBRHAOCb BH9WHee 
OOnyqeHHe:~ ,xeCTKOe-pH peHTreHOBCKOe.ITpOH3BOlHRaCb OU9HKa 
palxaumoHHo-rmrmeamqecKoD oOcraHOBKH, KOHTponmpoBaRHCb ypoBHH 
raMVa-¢oHa B npOH3BO~CTBeHHHX nove~eHHax,a Ha pale oO~eKTOB aa
rouarHqecKoA ycTaHOBKOA HenpepHBHOrO KOHTpOAH perHCTpHpOBaAaCb 
palMOaKTHBHOCTb B03lyXa.~03HMeTpHqecKHA KOHTpORb OCy~eCTBAHRCH 
UeAHM pH~OM CHCTeM Ha6RD~9HHH C TIOMO~bD CTaUHOHapHo~,nepeHOCHOA 
H HH~HBHlyaAbHOH ~03HM9TpHqecKOH annapaTypu.B pa~e cnyqaeB OCHO
~OH KOHTpORH HBAHAOCb H3MepeHH9 palHOaKTHBHOCTH B 6Honpo0aX 
\ a voqe). 

Ha~exaaa m~OesaaapmHaaa paOora,cHcrevaTHqecKH~ lOSHMeTpmqec
KHH KOHTpOAb,q9TKaH opraHH3aUHH npOH3BOlCTB9HHHX onepauH~ B pa
lHaUHOHHO OTiaCHHX 30HaX o6ecneqHAH TO,qTQ B9AHqHHa HalHBHlYaAb
HHX lOS o6nyqeHHH B TeqeHHe acero cpoKa aa6ADleHHH 6una saaqm
TeAbHO HHEe TIP9l9AbHO lOTIJCTHMOH ~~H AHU,npo¢ecCHOHaAbHO CBH3aH
HHX C HCTQqHHKaMH HOHH3HPYD~ero HSnyqeHHH. 

KaK BHlHO H3 ra6nHUH I,cpelHHe rOlOBHe ~03H nyqeBoro B03leD
CTBHH Ha npoTaxeHHH IO neT ¢opMHpynrca lOBonbHO paaaovepHo,coc
rasnaa B cpelHeM I 02 p B ro~.B nocnelHHe ro~u ara Be~H4HHa ae
YKAOHHO CHH~aeTca.CpelBHH cyuvapHaH ~03a,HaKon~eHHaH paOOTaD~HMK 
3a IO neT cocrasmna !0,21 p r.e. OKano 0,2 npeleRbHO lOnycTHMO~ 
~03U (IT]l~.Y TIOROBMH~ 06CA9lOBaHHHX cyvvapHaH l03a 3a B9Cb nepH
Ol He ~ocTmrana O,IITAl;y I/3-oaa cocrasnaHa O,I-0,3 npe~eAbHO lO
nycTHvoH l03H y 176-0una s~me 0,3 ~,ao ae npeswmana npeleAbHO 
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Ta6nHqa I 
~opvzpoBaHme l030BHX HarpysoK sa I962-7I rr./M !ntj 

r o l u 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
!969 
1970 
1971 

! o 3 a B ~· 
0,95 ; 0,08 
1,44 + 0,06 
1,30 - 0,07 
ero!o~ 
1'26 ! o'os 
1'63 ! o'o6 
0'65 ! 0'03 
0'64 ! 0'04 
o'76 ! o'os 
o:6s ! o:o4 

!9,0 
28,8 
26,0 
!8,0 
25,2 
32,6 
13,0 
12,8 
15,2 
13,6 

ravva-cneKTporpa¢za,npOB9l8HHaR Ha 60H~mOV XKlKOCTHOM CTHH
UHHRRUHOHHOM cqeTqzKe qenoseKa noxasana,qTo npaKTzqecKm HeT pas
HHUH B ypOBHe CQl8pEaHHR palHOaKTHBHHX H30TOflOB B opraHH3Me PRla 
npo~eCC~OHaROB ~rle cy~eCTBOBana flOT8HUHaR~HaR B03MOSHOCT~ KHKOp
nopaUHH) H Y HHU KOHTpOH~HOI rpynnu.Ha6RDleHHRMH jCTaHOBReHa 3Ha
qzTeR~HaR HepaBHOVepHOCT~ HaKOflR8HHR ~03H BO BpeveHH H npepHBHC
TOCTb o6nyqeHKR.TaK,nO laHHHM 8X9H9l9H~HOrO KOHTpORR OKORO 46~ 
pa6oqzx H8l8R~ npOXOlHT npz nyqeBOM B03l81CTBHH,KOTOpOe HaXOlKTCR 
HHSe ypOBHR qyBCTBHTeH~HOCTH li~K; 9%- Ha ypOBHe qyBCTBHTSR~HOCTH, 
T.e. elBa lOCTHraeT senzqzau IO vp. Ha qenoseKa B Helenn; 42~-B 
npeleHaX OT 10 lO 100 Mp.Ha qeHOBeKa B H8l8HD H RHW~ 3% npOXOlHT 
B yCROBHRX npeBHW8HHR H9l9R~HOI l03H.0lHaKo,H B npeleRaX KaSlOa 
H8l8BH HMSRaC~ cy~eCTB8HHaR HepaBHOMepHOCT~ B HaKOnHeHHH l03H. 
T~aTeBbHHA xpoHoverpas npoH3BOlCTBeHH~x onepauw~ noxasan,qTo pe
anbHaR lHHTSHbHOCTb nyqesoro B03l81CTBHR y a6CORDTHOrO 6on~mHH
CTBa nzu,Kone6HeTCJl B npelenax 150-300 pa~oqzx qacos B rol,T.e. 
coctaBnRet 10-20% rolOBoro pa6oqero speveHz.RccnelOBaHHe lBYX 
BaXHHX HHTerpaRbHUX ~H3HOHOrzqeCKHX CHCTSM USHTpaHbHOI HepBHOI H 
CSpleqao-COCYlHCTOI npOH3BOlHHHC~ e~elH8BHO H 6URH HanpaBRSHY Ha 
flOHCK B03MO~HHX H3M9H8HHI ypOBHR HX ~YHKUHOHHpOBaHHR. 

CpelHHR sospacT nwu,coctaBHBmHx npo~eccHoHanbHYD rpynny, B 
Haqane HCCR9lOBaHHR paBHRHCR 30+1,2 rOla.nHU,COCTaBHBmHX KOHT
pOH~HYD rpynny,3I!I,7.ITonosoR cocraB o6ezx rpynn 6un npelCTaBneH 
npH6RH3HT8RbHO paBHHM KOnHqeCTBOM vyzqHH H ~eH~HH. 

RsyqeHHe qeHTpanbHOI HepBHOI CHCTSMU npOBOlHROC~ 06HqHUMH 
KRHHHqeCKHMH H KRMHHKO-Ra6opaTOpHHVH M9TOl3MH.ilpH 3TOM He 6HRO 
Hall8HO cy~eCTBeHHHX pasngqgl M9~lY rpynnaMH.llpH H3yqeHHH 6H0-
3RSKTpMqecKol aKTHBHOCTH sanHCHBanaCb ¢0HOBaR 3R8KTp03HUe~ano
rpavva,o6pa6aTKa KOTopoR ocy~ecTBnRnacb rpa~zqecKH c nocnelYD~HM 
aHaRH30M Ha 3BM.llpHM9HRRMCb pa3H006pa3HH8 ~yHKUHOHaR~HHS Harpy3KH 
B TOM qzcxe 3-X MMHJTHaR l03HpO~aHH3R rznepBeHTMHRUMR,BH3HBaBmaR 
pOCT aunnKTJlH OCHOBHOrO pHTMa \Ta6nzna 2). 

KaK CH8lY8T M3 laHHHX Ta6HHUH,3a B8Cb nepKOl Ha6RDl8HHR, y 
KCllHTyeMHX o6eHX rpynn He OTMeqaeTCR ClBHrOB qacTOTH OCHOBHOrO 
pMTMa.B ¢OHOBOI 33r He OTveqeHO TaKze XaKHX-HXOQ H3MeH8HHA BHpa
zeHHOCTH oO~ero KOHHqeCTBa OCHOBHOI aKTKBHOCTH \anb~a HRl9KC), a 
TaKse npoCTpaHCTBeHHOrO pacnpOCTp~HeHHR~-aKTHBHOCTH B H06HHe 
OTlena ~sarunoqHo-nnOH~A rpalKeHT).~3 laHHHX taOnzua TaKze cne
lYeT,qto Oonee TOHKHA UOKa3aTenb-K03~HUH8HT aBTOKOppeRRUHX ¢a3 
~oHosoR 33r He xsveHReTCR Ha npotRxeHMK PRla neT. HecKon~Ko nos
pactaet nxmb noKa3atenb peaKnHH ocHOBHoro pHTMa Ha rxnepseHTH-
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Ta6JIKna 2 
Aaaaue 3JieKTp03Hne¢aJiorpa¢xqecKHX aa6~DleHHR 

----------------------~~~---------------------------------Bpeva 
IT o K a s a T e ~ 14 

rpynna 
~aCTOTa d.-pHTVa/B rn/ KOHTp. 

npo<P. 

d. - HHleltC 

3aTHJIOtiHO-JI06HHlt 
rpa,llH8HT 

Koa~xuHeHT aBToKop
penanHOHHO~ ¢yHKUHH 
PeaxnHa aa .ll031poaaa
HYD rHnepseaTH~HUHD 

KOHTp. 
npo¢. 
KOHTp. 
npo<P. 
KOHTp. 
npo<jl. 
KOHTp. 
npocp. 

10,3;o,o2 
9,5-0,0I 

82,0;4,2 
81,0-1,5 
1,a;o,or 
1,9-0,07 
0,6$0,01 
0,6-0,01 
1,3;0,01 
1,4-0,01 

~epes 5 11. ~epes 10 n. 

9,o;o,o3 
9,9-0,03 

78,0;3,9 
73,4-6,9 
1,7$0,05 
2,2-0,02 
o,5;o,o2 
0,5-0,01 
!,3$0,02 
1,3-0,01 

!0,1$0,02 
10,5-0,02 
77,6$6,0 
75,1-4,0 
2,o;o,o4 
2,1-0,03 
0,6$0,01 
0,6-0,02 
1,2$0,01 
1,2-0,02 

JIHUHOHHYD HarpysKy,qTQ CBH3aHo,nO-BH,llHMOyY,C B03paCTHHM yvea~me
HHeM peaKTHBHOCTH M03ra Ha paSBHBaD~yDCH npH rHnepBeHTHIRUHH rK
llOKaUHHD.JTH H3M9H9HHH Ha61ID,llaDTCH TaKXe B o6eHX rpynnax. 

Ha6JID,llanac~ raKse aeOon~maa rpynna nHn,KoTopue a aaqane rpy
lOBO~ ,lleHT91I~HOCTH B 40-HX 14 nepBO~ llOJIOBHHe 50-HX rO,llOB llOlBep
raJIKC~ nepeoOnyqeHHD.PeKOHCTpyKTHBHO BOCCTaHOBJleHHHe cyvvapHHe 
.ll03H,HaKonneaHHe sa nepsue 3-5 neT pa6otu c xcroqHmxava H3JiyqeaHH 
y 3THX JIH]l COCTaBJIHJIH 150-200 peHTrea.Y HeKOTOpHX HS HHX B TOT 
nepHO,ll ,llHarHOCTHpOBaJIHC~ nyqeaue peaK]lHH. 

llpH nepBHX 00CJie,llOBaHHHX B !961-62 ro,llaX y 3THX JIH]l Ha61ID,lla
~HC~ H3VeHeHHR 6H03JieKTpHqeCKOA aKTHBHOCTH,nOBHWeHHHA ypOBeH~ 
CKHxpoawsanKH 6HonoTeanxanoB vosra.PeaKUHH aa rmnepseHTHnanHoH
HYD HarpysKy 6HJia HesaaqHTeJI~HoA; nopor B03HHKHOBeHHH Me,llJieHHOA 
aKTHBHOCTH npH 3TOV llOHK~eH.Y 3THX ze JIHU 00HapyXHBaJIHC~ CHVUTOMH 
BereraTHBHO-COCY.llHCTOA ,llHCTOHHH:Jia6HJI~HOCT~ nyJILCa~HeUOCTOHHCTBO 
apTepMaJILHOrO ,llaBJieHHH CO CKJIOHHOCT~D K rKnOTOHHH.U,llHOBanpaBJieH
HOCTL H3MeHeHHA reMO,llHHaMKKH 14 6H03JieKTpHqecKOR1 aKTHBHOCTH V03ra 
aaXO.llHT o6'bHCHeaue B pa6otax Mormier M. 1963 r. 1 H )(pyrHx, ycraao
BHBmKx TeCHyD ¢yHKUHOHaJILHO-MOp¢OJIOrHqeCKYD CBH3~ neHTpOB COCy
,llHCTOA_peryJIHUHii C o6pa30BaHHHMH,OTBeTCTBeHHHMH sa CHHXpOHK3Hpy
D~HR 3~exT,pacnonoseHHHVM B o6nacTH rmnoTanavyca H peTHKynapaoA 
~opvaQHK CTBO~a MOsra.lloJiyqeHHHe )(aHHHe COBila)(aDT C Ha6JID,lleHHHMH 
AKaaaoaa M.H.t1962 r.).Z 

B nocne,llHHX Hccne,lloaaamax a 1970-71 ro,llax aa6JID,llaBmHeca y 
ynOMHHYTHX JIHU OC06eHHOCTI4 0H03JieKTpHqeCKOA aKTHBHOCTI4 V03ra I4 
reMO,llHHaVHKH CrJialHJlHCL,H ¢yHKUHOHaJI~HHe noKa3aTeJIH o6eHX CHCTeM 
yse HJ4qev He OTJIHqaJIHC~ OT TaKOBHX y JIHU OCHOBHOA rpynnu. 

!aHHHe HCCJie,llOBaHHH COCTOHHHH Cep,lletiHO-COCJ,llHCTO~ CHCTeMH no 
OCHOBHHM revo,llHHavmqecKHv noxasaTenav npe,llCTaBJieHH a Ta6nHne 3. 
3HaxovcTao c co,llepzaHHev Ta6JIHUH noKasuaaeT,qTo HH no rpynne o6-
•Hx revo~HHavKqecKzx xapaKTepHCTMK (noxa~are~H 1-5),am no xapax
repmcrmxav Toayca varHCTpan~HHX cocy,lloB \6-7J,HH no noxasa;enav 
CTpyKTypu .. cep,lleqHoro COKpameHHH H CHCTOJIH JieBOr9 zeny~oqKal8-12), 
HH no oO'bevao-saeprerHqecKHM napaveTpav cep)(na \13-17} ae onpe
,llenaeTCH CKOJib-JIHOo sHaqzTeJI~HHx pa3JIJ4qMl no rpynnav.Cpe~ame no
KasaTenH nOKOn COOTBeTCTByDT HOpvaJI~HOVY ypOBHD 3THX XapaKTepHC
THK npmcymxx nm~av ~aHHoro B03pacTa.MaTepmanu Ta6JIHUH oTpaxanT 
TaKxe ycToAqHBOCT~ aaxaeAmmx ~yaxnmoaaJibHHX noKasaTeJieA cep.lleq
Ho- COCJ,llHCTOA CHCT8VH y npo¢ecCHOHa~bHO o6nyqaBmHXCH JIHU Ha 
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""" 00 
00 

~YHKUHOHaJihH~e xapaKTepHCTHKH Kp0B006pa~8HHH x) 
Ta6nmna 3 

Haqano Ha~nD~eHHI ---qepe3 5 net l.lepe31o-neT 
rr o K a s a T e n h KOHTp. npoqiec. KOHTp. npo(fiec. KOHTp. npo(jlec. 

-- -
I.l.ICC I' 70:!:0,6 72:!:0,3 67:!:0,5 70:!:0,2 72:!:0,5 72:!:0,4 
2.AJlC Mll.pT.CT, 116:!:1,2 115:!:0,9 118:!:0,8 1!9:!:0,6 129:!:1,1 127:!:0,7 
3,AJUI IIM,pT,CT. 75:!:0,4 73:!:0,3 77:!:0,5 78:!:0,3 8!:!:0,6 80:!:0,6 
4.MOK JI, 3,9:!:0,1 3,8:!:0,1 3,6:!:0,1 3,5:!:0,1 3,9:!:0,1 3,8:!:0,1 
5.IIC ~HH. 1990:!:40 2010:!:70 2170:!:70 2180:!:40 2190:!:70 2220:!:60 
6.CPI1B3 CM/CeK 585:!:16 6IO! 9 620:!:II 635:!:14 655:!:12 660:!:!6 
7.CPITBII CM/CeK 640:!:II 670:!: 8 690:!:14 720:!:12 740:!:!6 730:!:15 
8.cn 0,39:!:0,002 0,39:!:0,002 0,38:!:0,002 0,39:!:0,002 0,40:!:0,002 0,4I:!:O,OOI 
9.AC ceK, 0,06:!:0,00I 0,06:!:0,00I 0,06:!:0,00I 0,06:!:0,00I 0,06!0,00I 0,06!0,00I 

IO.l1C ceK. 0,04!0,00I o,o5!o,oor o,o5:to,oor 0,04:!:0,00I 0,04!0,00I 0,04!0,00I 
II.H ceK. o,ro!o,oo2 o,rr!o,oo1 o,11!o,oo2 o,ro!o,oo2 o,ro!o,oor o,ro!o,oor 
12.E ceK. 0,27!0,002 0,26!0,001 0,27!0,003 0,26!0,002 0,26:!:0,002 0,26!0,001 
13.flnl1C MM.pT.CT./CeK 2155:!:60 1930!40 1920:!:70 2050:!:50 2270!60 2290:!:50 
14.0CB vn/ceK 189:!: 3 196:!: 4 190:!: 4 194:!: 2 196:!: 4 188! 4 
I5.EMOK ceK. 16,4!0,2 16,3!0,1 16,3:!:0,2 16,5!0,2 16 :,6:!:0 ,2 16,5!0,1 
I6.3CC ~xoynH o,58:to,oo6 0,59!0,004 0,59:!:0,005 0,60:!:0,002 0,6!:!:0,002 0,6I!0,005 
17.MJII BaTT 2,26:!:0,02 2,29:!:0,02 2,3I!0,02 2,27!0,03 2,33:!:0,04 2,30!0,04 

~- - ------ ----

x) ~CC-qacToTa cep~eqHHx coKpameHHR;AJlC-apTepmanhHOe ~aBneHme CHCTonHqlecxoe;Aln-aptepmanoHoe 
~aBJ18HHe ~HaCTOJIHqecKoe;MOK-MHHYTH~R o6~eM KpOBH;ITC-nepH~~p~qecKoe conpQTMBJ18HHeiCPI1B-CKOpOCTh 
pacnpoctpaHeHHH nynhcoBol aonH~ no cocy~av 3nactzqecKoro \3),MHmeqHoro \v) tmna;vii-cmctonzqecKoe 
oTaomeHme ~orenhCOHa-l.lepHoropoaa;AC-¢asa acmaxpoHHoro coKpameHma;l1C-~a3a H3ovetpmqecKoro coKpame
HHa;H-nepmo~ HarrpaxeHma;E- nepmo~ H3rHaRHa;Hnl1C- HapacTaHHe ~aBneHHH B H30MetpHqecKyD ¢asy; 
0CB-o6~evHaH CKOpOCTh BH6poca;EMOK-BpeMH H3rHaHHH MHHyTHOro o6~eua KpOBH;3CC-3HeprHH cep~eqaoro 
COKpa~eHma; Mni-MomHOCTh JI8BOrO E8JIYlOqKa. 



nporaxeHHM IO neT zccne~oBaHHH. 
B ra6nHne 4 npe~craanea~ ~aaa~e oO H3MeHeHHM ocaoa~x revo

~HHaMzqecKMX TIOKa3aTeneA,B03HHKa~~HX cpa3y TIOCAS BUTIORH9HHH CTaH 
~apTHO~ ~M3zqecKOH Harpy3KH.KaK BK~HO H3 3TO~ ra6nKn~,y AMU OC
HOBHOH rpynrr~ KMSHaCb a~eKBaTHaH peaKIJ;HH cep~eqao-cocy~KCTOH CH
CT8M~,He OTHKqan~aHCH OT TaKOBOA y AHU K9HTpOHbHOH rpynn~.llpKMe
HSHHe pa3H006pa3H~X ~yHKUKOHa~bH~X rrpo6 \OpTO-K KHKHOCTaTHqecKol, 
Awaepa-~aHKHK,XOHO~OBOR K ~p.) TaKXe He B~HBHHST pa3nKqKH B pe
aKUKHX CKCT8MH KpOB006pa~eHHH B 06eKX rpyrrnax.3TO rOBOpKT 06 OT
CyTCTBHK CKp~TOH He~OCTaroqHQCTK ~YHKUHK y HKU npo~eCCKOHaHbHO 
CBH3aHH~X C H3nyqeaKeM. 

Ta6nmn;a 4 
M3veaeHKH revo~KHaMKqecKMX noKa3areneA nocne ~03KpoaaHHOR 
Harpy3KK (20 rrpKCSlaHKR 3a 30 CeK) B ~ K KCXOlHOH Benzqzae 

r. qcc 
2. AJlC 
3. u.n: 
4. MOK 
5. rrc 

KOHTp. npo ec. 

+40!2,0 +37!2,0 
+10;1,0 +11!1,0 
- 5-0,3 - 4!0,3 
+72!4,0 +69!2,0 
-39!1,0 -37!!,0 

--
qepe3 5 ner qepe3 10 neT 

KaK CH8lY9T K3 ra6HKU~ 5 OKOAO 90~ HKU,pa6oTaBWKX C KOHK3K
pyD~KM K3nyqeHKeM K CTOHbKO xe HKU KOHTpOAbHOR rpynrru KMSHK HOp
MaHbH~e 3H8KTpOKaplKOrpa¢KqecKKe KpKB~e Ha ITpOTR~8HKK BCero 06-
CHS)tOBaHK.fi. 

TaOmtua 5 
JHSKTpOKap,ltKOrp~HqecKKe xapaKTepKCTKKH (~ OT Ha6HDl8HKH) 

IT 0 K a 3 a T e A b 

BpeMH flaqano Ha0HD- qepes !0-;;;---
,p;eHHI 

rpynna ---Koarp. npo~ec. KOHTp. npo¢ec:-
JHSKTpKqecKaH HOpMOrpaMMa 
ocb cep~na npasorpawa 

neaorpawa 
m llpaBKHbH&H CKHyCOB~H pKTM 
~ Cmaycoaa.a yvepeaaaa 
~ Opa~KKap~KH BHpaxeaaaa 
ro a CKHycoaa.H 
:E TaXKKaplH.fi 

CmHycoaa.a 
apKTMKH 

yvepeHHa.H 

yvepeaaaa 
a~paxeHHaa 

qacTzqaaa 6noKala npaaoR HOXKK 
rr:rqKa rKca 

,1) HelOCTaToqaocrb KopoaapHoro 
~ KposooOpameHK.fi 
~ .IJ:K~Y3HHe M~WeqaHe K3MeHeHKH 
::r 
~ !eHylOqKOBaH 3KCTpaCHCTOAKH 
~ EnoKala HOXKK nyqKa rzca 
~ ( npaaoR HHK neaoa) 
ro 
l=l 
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26,9 )1,8 25,9 26,4 
37,7 33,8 28,8 30,2 
26,2 27,6 33,2 32,8 
53,9 44,9 52,9 45,0 
24,8 29,5 24,4 26,9 
3,8 6,3 4,2 5,4 

0,6 0,9 

4,6 
3,1 

3,9 
7,7 

24,4 28,0 

2,4 1,9 

5,4 3,6 
0,8 0,7 

0,6 0,6 

0,7 1,4 

3,0 3,9 
2,7 6,8 

26,8 

3,7 

5,8 
1,6 

r,o 

27,1 

3,2 

4,7 
1,8 

0,9 



3TO HeCKOJibKO npeBHmaeT npoueHT HOpMaJibHHX 3Rf-KpHBHX,BHRBRfle
MHX npM MaCCOBHX odcne~OBaHHflX COOTB9TCTBYD~HX B03paCTHHX rpynn 
HaCeneHHfl,qTQ MOXHO od~flCHHTb HM9BWHM MSCTO Me~HUHHCKHM OT6opov 
npH noctynneHHH aa pa6oTy.BuaaneHHHe naTonorHqeeKHe HsveaeaHa, 
KaK npaBHJIO,HOCflT H9BHpazeHHHR xapaKTep: 3TO npH3HaKM He~oeTa
TQqHQCTH KpOB006pa~eHHfl MHOKap~a,HapymeHHe B03~Y~HMOCTH e npe
XO~fl~HM DOHBJI9HH9M ~ODOJIHHT9JibHHX oqaroB BO~HT9JIH pHTMa,aenoCTO
HHHaH 6pa~HapHTMHH H ~p •• HeKOTOpOe HapacTaHHe naTOJIOrHqeeKH H3-
MeHeHHHX 3R9KTpOKap~HorpaMM y XHU odeHX rpynn,no BeeR BepOHT
HOCTH,eBH3aHO e yaenHqeamev aospaeTa aa6nn~aeMHx. 

TaKHM o6pa30M,MHOrOJI9THee HsyqeaMe ¢YHKUHOHaJibHOrO COeTOHHHfl 
cep~eqao-coey~HCToB emerevu no oeaoaaav revo~maavmqeeKHM noKasa
Tenav B DOKOe He BHflBHJIO KaKHX-JIH60 eneUH~HqecKHX H3M9H9HHI, a 
TaKxe ~HHaVHKH,eBasaaaol c yaenmqeamev eTaza.AleKBaraaa peaKUHfl 
B OTB9T Ha npmveHeHHe ~H3HqeeKOR Harpy3KH eBH~eTeXbCTByeT 06 OT
eyTeTBHH CKPHTOI He~OCTaToqHQCTH ¢yHKUHH. 

~Torm IO-TH neTHHX aa6nn~eaml nosaonamr yraepx~aTb,qTo peanb
aue ~osu npo~eeeHoaanbaoro nyqeaoro aos~eRcTBHH B pasnHqaux o6-
naetax aapo~aoro xosalcraa,KaK npaamno,ae npeaumaiDT 0,3 ITll B 
ro~.BpeMeHHHe oeo6eHHOeTH HaKonneHHfl ~03 B orpOMHOM 60JibWHHCTBe 
TaKOBH,qTQ ~JIHTeJibHOeTb nyqeaoro B03~eRCTBHH eoeTaBJifleT JIHWb He-
3HaqHTeRbBYD qaeTb 6HonormqeeKoro apeveaH. Bee 3TO ~enaeT vano 
BepOHTHOR B03MOZHOeTb eovaTHqeeKHX npOHBJISHHR npo¢eeCHOHaJibHOrO 
o6JiyqeaKa. 
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Abstract 

An attempt was made to distinguish the effect of long-term exposure with 
very low dose rate ionizing radiation applying a type of retrospective cohort 
analysis on the population living adjacent to a hot spring rich in radium and radon 
emanation. Randomly sampled households were interviewed and inquired causes 
of death of the family members, over three generation. Death cases collected 
were tabulated according to the List B by sex, and compared the rank of these 
B causes tabulated from the sample with that of control. 

Noticeable difference could not be found between the sample and control 
in this investigation. The detailed explanation of the cohort type analysis 
which was used in this study - Regional Cohort Analysis - are presented, 
and a feasibility of its application for the evaluation of the effect of long term 
and low dose exposure of agents such as ionizing radiation are discussed. 

Introduction 

Many epidemiological studies have been done to investigate the effect of 
long-term exposure with low dose rate ionizing radiation for man. Most of 
these studies had concern with some incidences which are believed to be induced 
by radiation such as leukemia. They did not always succeed in showing the 
significant findings. In general, the incidences induced by radiation are rare 
phenomena, so it is difficult to plan a epidemiological study aimed at such 
diseases. 

The authors have planned a trial epidemiological study stressed on the 
continuation of characteristics of one 1 s environment. Radium rich hot spring, 
Misasa hot spring located in the northwest part of Japan, has been selected 
as our field of survey. Sample population has stayed adjacent to the hot spring 
and passed their lives in their home local area. Randomly selected households 
were interviewed and inquired the causes of death cases occurred in their 
family, which extended over three generations. 

Control households were also staying near the hol spring and passed 
their lives under the exclusively same social and cultural conditions as that 
of sample, however there are not hot spring in their area. 

Method of Survey 

The authors believe that in a kind of cohort analysis, the subjects should 
be ensured in their uniformity on the matters refers to. Therefore, ordinal 
cohort analysis should be done with a population born in a same year. Usually 
it does not add new cases to a cohort during its observation, except in a special 
project like as the follow up study on the A-bomb survivors. 

In this study, we adopted a cohort type analysis which deals with regional 
oriented cohort. The cases are put sequentially into the cohort and are defined 
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as following. 
A man who was born in his home local area, grew and lived through their 

whole life at the same place, and finally died there is the basic constituent of 
this cohort irrespective to the year of his birth. The individual cases, although 
they might have passed under much different conditions, should be under the 
same long lasting natural environment such as the back ground radiation. So, 
the authors assumed that the uniformity of subjects did not disturb owing to the 
sequential addition of individual cases to the starting group. 

1970 

Fig. I 

1920 

1945 

25 

1870 

75 

Axis, boren in 1870 

SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF REGIONAL COHORT OF DEATH CASES 

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of our regional cohort. The curved surface 
standing on the XY plane expresses the all death cases occurred in an area 
from the year 1870 to 1970. The vertical plane obliquely crossed the surface 
means a cluster of death cases recorded in the cohort born in the year 1870. 
These consist of the subject group with which performs the ordinal cohort 
analysis. The subject of our regional cohort is included in the part of curved 
surface bounded by the vertical oblique plane and downward along the arrow 
to the lower end of the surface. 

In the illustration of the figure, it may be clear that in the regional 
cohort results to include relatively much cases which died in younger ages. 
It might be rather desirable to collect many younger death cases in promoting 
some specific survey project. To evaluate the effects of low level radiation, 
it should be mind to identify the disorders that might be occurred due to genetic 
influences of radiation. 

Although unlikely, in the retrospective study, it does seem very difficult 
to identify details for each death cases. Unfortunately in our trial survey, 
there were not any additional informations related to the collected death cases. 
Therefore, it precludes making the most of the merit of the regional cohort 
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mentioned above in present analysis. For that reason, the all death cases 
inquired from the sample households and the control have been used as the 
subject of our investigation. It can be schematically expressed that the sub
ject of this study distributed over the all surface of curved surface in Fig. 1. 

A household who moved into the area, where the sample households 
and the control were selected, was excluded as the sample subject. How
ever, a case of woman who had married with a man in the area, and had been 
a resident of the region until the end of her life was adopted as the subject 
of analysis. 

Twentyone households were interviewed and collected 165 death cases, 
and from the 24 households 183 cases were available as the control. 

Indoor air gamma rav dose rate of the all households was measured 
using a survey m~ter with .a Nai (Tl) scintillator. The average dose rate of 
the households in hot spring area was 13. 1 ± 1 . 9 (st. dev.) ]lR/hr, and that 
of in the control area was 11.8 ± 2.0 )lR/hr. Both averages are higher than 
a Japanese average (8 )lR/hr). The difference of the air gamma ray dose 
rate of both areas is not significant. However, people who lived in this sample 
area had taken a bath every day in the natural hot spring, and had habitually 
drunk the water of these springs. It was because, that the rustic Japanese 
people believed, not only taking a bath in hot spring but drinking the spring 
water was good for their health. 

It can be suggested that people who had stayed in the hot spring area 
would take a considerable amount of Ra and Rn into their body, and would 
be exposed by internal deposited radioisotopes. In the present study, we did 
not measure the contents of radioisotopes in the spring water and in the water 
of wells which are daily used by the residents. So, we can't propose any 
statements suggesting the difference in the level of internal exposure between 
the sample subjects and the control. 

Results and Discussion 

Collected death cases were tabulated according to the List B by sex. 
The oldest death cases certified in the year 1871 and the most recent one 
occurred in 1972. The tabulation of the List B shows in Table 1 (sample 
groups) and 2 (control). They are in line in the order of number of cases 
belongs to each B causes. There are not any noticeable difference of the 
order of death causes in all tabulations between the sample groups and control. 
If we would have found some difference in the order of death causes, we could 
test the significance using the rank correlation test. In the male tabulation, 
there appears, in rather high order, the injury resulting from operation of 
war (BE50c) in both groups. It occurred exclusively in the World War II. 
Based on the results now mentioned, we did not get significant findings on the 
effect of long-term exposure with very low dose rate of ionizing radiation in 
this investigation. However, provided that there were some other informations 
concerning to the causes of collected death cases, we would have gotten some 
interesting results associated with the purpose of our project. 

The definition of a individual available to join the group of regional cohort 
analysis is so clear and easy that this analytical method can be applied even in 
an area living a large population. We hope to continue the project using our 
survey method applying to large population than reported in this presentation. 

When some significant result is obtained through an investigation aimed 
at the effect of low dose rate radiation, it should be examined elaborately from 
various points of view. It is, of course, necessary to investigate not only on 
the causes of death but on many other factors associated with the mortality in 
the local population. Although unlikely, after repeated careful investigation 
using regional cohort analysis, it can be expected to suggest a basis to be able 
to comment on the present principles of risk evaluation on low level exposure 
of radiation - linear to the extent zero exposure. 
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TABLE l. 

Male 

l. B45a Senility 

::' 
2. B30 CVD 

3. BS Pulmon. tbc. 

4. BE SOc Injury resulting 
from war 

5. BE48 Accidents 

6. Bl9 Malig. neoplasms 

7. B32 Pneumonia 

8. B34 Peptic ulcer 

All other cause groups and 
unknown causes 

Total 

LIST OF MAIN DEATH CAUSES OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
(AREA ADJACENT TO THE HOT SPRING) 

Female Both Sexes 

20 l. B45a Senility 14 l. B45a Senility 

13 2. B30 CVD 1 3 2. B30 CVD 

11 3. Bl9 Mali g. neoplasms 7 3. BS Pulmon. tbc. 

4. B29 Other diseases of 4. B19 Ma1ig. neoplasms 

11 heart 3 
5. BE SOc Injury resulting 

6 5. B41 Complication of frorn war 
pregnancy 3 

5 6. BE48 Accidents 

6. l:l~ Puimon. the. z 
4 7. B34 Peptic ulcer 

7. B34 Peptic ulcer 2 

4 8. B32 Pneumonia 

All other cause groups and 
unknown causes 26 All other cause groups and 

26 unknown causes 

100 Total 65 Total 

''CVD Cerebrovascular disease 

TABLE 2. LIST OF MAIN DEATH CAUSES OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
{CONTROL AREA) 

Male Female Both Sexes 
l. B45a Senility 27 l. B45a Senility 28 l. B45a Senility 

2. B30 CVD 15 2. B30 CVD 12 2. B30 CVD 

3. BE SOc Injury resulting 3. Bl9 Mali g. neoplasms 9 3. Bl9 Mali g. neoplasms 
from war 9 

4. B29 Other diseases of 4. BE SOc Injury resulting 
4. Bl9 Mali g. neoplasms 8 heart 5 from war 

5. BE48 Accidents 7 5. B28 Ischaemic heart 5. BE48 Accidents 
disease 3 

6. B2 Typhoid fever 4 6. B29 Other disease of 
6. B32 Pneumonia 3 heart 

7. B32 Pneumonia 4 
All other cause groups and 7. B32 Pneumonia 

All other cause groups and unknown causes 19 
unknown causes 30 All oth~r cause groups and 

unknown causes 

Total 104 Total 79 Total 
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ABSTRACT 

Concerns for protection of the fetus from possible effects of ionizing radiaticn 
can be justified on the basis of results from abundant mammalian experiments 
which deal with radiation teratogenesis during embryonic and fetal pre-natal 
development. Experimental results relative to teratogenesis indicate that 
early stages of development may be more sensitive to radiation than later 
stages of development. Animal data on radiation teratogenesis thus supports 
concerns for radiation protection during early pregnancy. Doses of 25 rads 
to the fetus during organogenesis are associated with teratogenesis. During 
early embryonic development teratogenesis has been observed after doses of 
10 rad or less to the fetus. Some human diagnostic x-ray procedures exist 
which deliver doses of radiation associated with teratogenesis, when such 
doses are administered to fetal animals at appropriate periods of development. 

Probably the most radiosensitive biological entity is the cell of the embryo 
or fetus during its differentiation into its final form. Irradiation of 
embryonic cells may lead to effects which include immediate cell death, 
nuclear pycnosis after a few hours, congenital anomalies seen at birth, or 
malignancies which may appear after a variably long period of latency. There 
are at least two factors associated with the high radiosensitivity of the 
embryonic and fetal mammal. First, each division subsequent to fertilization 
of an ovum gives rise to new clones of cells and proliferation is rapid. 
Second, if the progenitor of a clone of cells has its chromosomes altered by 
radiation and survives to produce a clone of cells, all descendant cells of 
that clone will be similarly altered. The consequence of this radiation 
induced change may include the development of a birth anomaly. The earlier 
in development an embryo is traumatized, the more far-reaching would be any 
effects that could be produced. Cells irradiated at later stages of develop
ment will be progenitors of still future clones, however, with more limited 
involvement for the fetus as a whole. Once the mosaic of cells of a fully 
formed organism is derived, damage to a single cell may be relatively in
consequential to the whole organism in terms of teratogenic risk. Experiments 
in animals have demonstrated that radiation doses of 10 rads or less ad
ministered to the mammalian embryo during early developmental phases can be 
teratogenic or even lethal.1

- 4 It has been shown that 25 roentgens to the 
developing rodent can destroy neuroblasts. These important precursors of 
neural tissue are present in the fetus throughout its developmental period, 
and persist into early postnatal life.5 'a Thus, our first proposition is 
that irradiation of the mammalian embryo and fetus is associated with a risk. 
The risk is greater during early embryonic and fetal development, and may be 
expressed in a number of dose dependent phenomena including teratogenesis and 
fetal death. A series of charts showing x-ray anomalies in animals are pre
sented on succeeding pagesA The most common anomalies attributed to radiation 
relate to the central nervous system. This may be due to the embryological 
fact that this system not only makes its appearance very early in development, 
but it continues to differentiate through gestation and into the neonatal 
period. Thus, while the first trimester is the most radiosensitive, the entire 
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gestation period must be considered as radiosensitive, particularly for the de
veloping nervous system. 7 

Our second proposition is that the fetus of a woman whose pregnancy is unrecog
nized could be exposed to diagnostic radiations. It has been reported8 that 
23 percent of pregnant women in this country in 1963 were exposed to ionizing 
radiations, 21 percent of these were exposed during their first and most 
critical trimester, and 13 percent of these will be abdominal exposures. In a 
recent year when there were 3.5 million live births, this would have meant 
about 805,000 pregnant women were exposed to diagnostic radiations, and 22,000 
embryos or fetuses could have been x-irradiated during their most critical 
stages of development. 8 The importance of radiation protection of fetuses 
from possible anomaly production is emphasized when one recognizes that 
approximately 7 percent of children are born each year with congenital 
anomalies, and possibly a million pregnancies never achieve birth.9 Although 
the proportion of these anomalies and fetal deaths which may be due to radia
tion is not known, the elimination of avoidable fetal irradiation during 
pregnancy should result in a reduction of defects which may be related to 
radiation exposure. 

Our third proposition is that dose relations cannot be extrapolated directly 
from mouse to man. The mouse is 15 times more radiosensitive than Drosophila 
to radiation-induced mutations.10 • 11 The human embryo or fetus could be either 
more or less radiosensitive than either Drosophila or the mouse. However, 
fundamental biological reactions to radiation exposure in man and animals are 
qualitatively the same, though dosimetric and time relations may vary. Epi
demiologic data suggests that low levels of radiation in humans during the 
third trimester of pregnancy may be associated with a small but significantly 
increased risk of childhood leukemia, though considerable controversy exists 
in this area •1 2 

"CO~ENITAL ANrnALIES REPORTED FOR THE MAMMAL AS DUE TO EMBRYONIC OR FETAL X RADIATION"** 

ROBERTS RUGH - DHEW, PHS, FDA, BRH, DBE 

ANCMALY GESTATIO:-!DAYS (M<'usc ) u 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 16 17 l H J..:L2JL2 
ABDCMINAI HERNIA JJ 
~BORTION IN1lUCED ' 
A:RANIA -ADACTYl I~ 
~GNATHA - ' 
ALBINI~ 

AMAUROSIS J ..1 
'SIS IMPERFECT< ' 

~NAl '.TRES: 
t·-
~ 

ANEML< ' I 

ANENCEPHALY --ANKYIOBLEPHARCN 

-,1 AI -ANASTCML< ' I 

ANOTL< ~ I 

APROSOPIA 
AOllEDUCT NARROW ' - I -ATLAS ABNOR!1Al I ' 
BLINDNESS ' 
BLISTERS CRANL'.L - -BLOC DYSCRASIAS ---BL JSH MARK ' 
BONE JOINT ANrnAL IE S 
BRACHYDACTYliA I I 

GESTATION DAYS (Human Extrapolated) - ~ -3- - -~- !: -9 14 20 25 27J03b3b ~5 55 ~0 

These anomalies have been reported in the literature from experimEnts and observations on a variety 
of manunals, principally rodents (mouse, rat, and hamster), but also dt~gs and humans. Below the table are 
listed the cnmparable developmental ages for the hurnan based upl">n the differentiation of specific organ 
systems N0 data could be included as to the dot:;e in rads which produced the above results because such 

I 

data would differ somewhat with species. This is therefore a table nf radio-susceptible stages of gestation 
as derived from rodenl studL_·s with p0ssihle extrapolation to the human. Lethality is included as an anomaly 
since it may well result from anomalous development. 

NOTE: The extrapnlated gestation days for the human represent the earliest comparable date, 
but usually an exact comparable dote for t~e human would span a period of several days 
t(1 weeks, especially as development progresses (Cont'd) 
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Our fourth proposition is that of the gamut of diagnostic procedures, of which 
there are 66 that present some possible risk to the human embryo or fetus 

10 procedures could deliver as much as 4 rads to the gravid uterus, 
and three of these could deliver up to 20 rads: 

Abdominal aortography - 20 rads (with fluoroscopy and/or cine) 
Barium enema - 6 rads 
Carcinoma of the cervix - 6 rads (with fluoroscopy) 
Celiac angiography - 20 rads (with fluoroscopy and/or cine) 
G.I. series, lower tract - 6 rads 
Hysterosalpingography - 6 rads 
Pelvimetry - 4 rads 
Placentography - 4 rads 
Renal arteriography- 7.5 rads 
Urethrocystography - 20 rads (with fluoroscopy and cin~ 

The physician must therefore consider and balance the benefit to the mother 
against the risk to the fetus. Since it is generally accepted that the effects 
of radiation may be cumulative, the aggregate radiation exposure of several 
procedures, if multiple diagnostic procedures are performed, may also need to 
be considered in weighing benefit vs. risk. 

Our fifth proposition is that certain diagnostic radiation procedures can 
deliver doses to the mammalian embryo which carry a high risk of anomaly 
production based on experimental evidence. It has been demonstrated that 10 
rads can kill the early mouse embryo2 and 25 rads can destroy neuroblasts6 • 7 

during early gestation. 

ANCMAT.Y GESTATION_DAYS ()olouse) 
0 . 1 2 3 4 ' 5 -~~ 8 9 ~ 12 l ' 1 

17 1 R _2...2_ 
~IN APLASIA 
BRAIN STEM AN<MALY 
BEHAV :oR 
CA .CANE V\u; JS 
CA_!U)IAC INVERSION 

-~- ' 

CARDIO-VASCULAR ANCMA IES 
CAR' LAGE MA 'ORMED 
CATARACTS - -CAUDA' N LE US 

·~ 
CENTRA . ANKYLOSIS OF ' 
CENTRAl NERVO JS SYSTEM 
CEREBEI t11 FOLLA ' 
CEREBRJ ATROPII' 
CEREBRAL VESI LES "" - -CERVICAL VERTEBRAE DISLOCATED 
CIIE ST FUNNEL ' 
CHONDR• ' CHOR 0-RETINITIS 
CHOROID PLEXUS. UROPHIC 

~BERRJ ONS ' ' 
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM MALFORMED 

I CLOACA PERSISTENT 
CC!-OBQ!A ' 
CO lPIJS CALLOS!M DEF<m!ED OR ABSENT ' 
CRANIAL BL I STER - ' 
~NIAL NERVES AI ERED 

!SCH!SIS I I CRANI!M VAULTED I 

CY(;LOPIA I 

~NERA .ON GENERA -DIGESTIVE SYSTEM AN(}!. IE S I 

DIGI: ANNULAR GROOVE IN 5th -- -~ TA AN<MALIES 

~ DIGITA RED! ONS 
DUCTUS ARTER OSUS PATENT ' I-
DYSTROPHE ABDCMINAl 
EAR DEFORME! 

I l 
E TRODA IA I I I j 

? 3 4 s ~ 14 zo 25 27 :JO :Jb :Je 45 s; eo ' GESTATION DAYS (Human Extrapolated) (Cont d) 
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Our sixth proposition is that a period of radiation safety, i.e., no possibil
ity of fetal radiation, for the above listed diagnostic procedures exists 
during the early part of the femaleestrus cycle. It is known that a woman 
with a steady 28-day menstrual cycle probably ovulates between 10 and 17 days, 
most likely on day 14. If a woman menstruates normally, it can be assumed 
that she cannot conceive for 10 days after its onset (although it has been 
stated that conception has on rare occasions occurred on the seventh day of 
the cycle). This fact has given rise to the so-called 10-day rule, which 
attempts to minimize fetal radiation risks by performing elective diagnostic 
procedures during the period of. the estrus cycle when possibility of preg
nancy is minimal. 

AN<l!ALY DAYS !Mouse\ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 13 14 " 1 ~ ? . 21 
EDDiA 

lS 
CUSHION -EPILEPSY • ENCEPHALOCELE 

ENCEPHALOPATH~ I 
END OCR lNE Dl • m::YMES M 

• 
-

EXTREMI 's D: OF 
EYE DEFECTS • -1!: YELIDS, OPEN A1 BIRTH 
EXTROPHY OF THE BLADDER ' 
FEE1 LUB 
FETAL DEATH 
FOOI. VOLAR FLEXION OF -GANGUON BASA 6F 
GASTROSCHISIS --lY AN<l!ALIES • GERM CELL 
GIRDL PELVIC OF 
GLAUC<l!A 
GONAD, oil M.Iss:rn;; 
GROWIH Rl rARDA~ ON -
HAl tELIP & -cLEFTPALATE 
IlL 1D NARllOW 
HE< DEFEC :s OF -HE< \RING 
HE< \RT lllrM, TJ<'<: -'IA 
a: D: OF 

* ~ • -HYDROCE PHALils 
HVnROC.F.T.F. 

HYDR<MYEL Y 
ls 

I 

GESTATION DAYS (Human Extrapolated) 2 3 4 5 9 14 20 25 27 30 36 38 45 55So (C'on 'd) 
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ANCMAT.Y DAYS (}!ouse 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 _ _1&_17 _18 _19_l\L2 
HYPI ;y 

JS I 
HYPOSPADIAS I 

ID: ;y 
INTERNA: CAPSULE l STTTRRK 
IR lS HETEROCHRCMIA 
IRIS NARROW OR DEFORMED 
JAW ABNORMA 
K lNEY ABSENT 
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K lNEY 
KINNEYS F JSED I 

LA '"RVM DUCT DEFECT 
LENS- ABSENCE OF I 
LEHTAUTY 
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•= 
LEUCOPENIA 
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IVER ARNORM :.ITTF.S J 
L\IMBOSArRA '- PROFILE DEPRESSED 

dl.V 

MA!-ll\TRl.IC On'OR""n 
MA NllTRT ~ IRS~N'l' 

MARROW ~ND LYMPH NODES ABNORMAL 
MAXTT.T. MAT ~n-~n 

MFmrrr R~nncF.n 

.;r"T~ (SPTNA RTFTn"') 
MRN'l'AT. 
MF'l'A'l'ARSlTS VAR11 
vrronr~vu" v 

MTro ~~"r 

• 
... 
MTrR-r•.«T T. 

"' • 
M :Ro 

' 
MONGOl lill 
MONSTER 
MUSCLES AND JOINTS ABNORK I I 

MUTATIONS 
MYLENCEPHM BLEBS 

GESTATION DAYS (Human Extrapolated) 2 3 4 5 9 14 20 .5 27 30 36 38 45 55 80 (Cont'd) 

ANCMALY GE STA}'JON DAYS _{M<use) 01234567 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 181~L20 21 
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' 
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NE ORTEJ( rm 

N OPA .UM I 
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~ NEUROBl.ASTS ; 

N UROPAfHC CY -NEVUS I I 
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'SIS ' ! 
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OVARIES DEGENERATE OR ABSENT I ' 
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' 
PALL Ti\r VF.RTF.X 
PITUITARY DISTURBANCE 
POLYDACTYLY 
PORENCFPHAI.Y 

' 
PSEUDEI'JCF Pl' TY i 
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RADICES PLISI, 
RESORPTION -RESPIRATORY lFF: UL [ES 
RE. INA ABSENCE OF 
RETINA SENSE CET.I.S 
RE. IN JBLAS .. OMA 
RIB FJS:ON OR os· 
ROSETTES IN NEURA ISSUE 
SCAPULA DEFE I I 
SCOl JSIS 
SCLERATCMA NECROSIS ! J 
~SE ORGAN DEFECTS 
SEX RA. ALTERED 

~ S US lNVERSUS ' 
SKELETON JEFECTIVE OR REDUC 
SK_lN PIGMENTATION MNORMAl 
s REDUCED -GESTATION DAYS (Human Extrapolated) 2 3 4 5 9 14 20 25 27 30 36 38 45 55 80 (Cont 'd) 
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ANCMALY GESTATION DAYS (Mouse) 

SNOUT SHOR' OR 
SPINA BIF.IDA 
SPINAL CORD ANCMALIES 
STERILIT' 
STERNAL LllilcNT> LtJ>. 
STcltNEBKAE tU<;lUN 
STiLLBIRTH 
STRABI9-IUS 
S~ UN' ING 
SYNASTO>{S 
SYNDACTYLIA 
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rHORACC-ABDlM1NAL Hl':KN1J\_ 
THORACIC & CERVICAL JUMBLiNG 
flMOR LATE 
URINOGEN ITA SYSTEM 
VASCULAR 
VENTRICLES De LA" ION OF l & 1.!_1 
VERTEBRA: OLU1N 
VI SC ERAL HERNIA 
WEB BE[ FINGER ANI OR TOES 
WElGHT 

GESTATION DAYS (Human Extrdpolated) 

EXTRAPOLATION TABLE FOR MOUSE AND 
HUMAN DEVELOH1ENT @AYS) 

MOUSE HUMAN MOUSE HUMAN 
0 

-1- -9-
25-1/2 

2 9-1/2 26 
3 10 27 

4 4 10-1/2 28-1/2 
5 5-6 11 30-3/4 
5-1/2 7-8 11-1/2 33-1/2 
6 9-10 12 36 
6-1/2 11-13 12-1/3 36-1/2 
8 14-17 13 38 
8-1/3 18-20 14-1/2 47+ 
8-1/2 20-1/2 15-1/2 65 + 
8-2/3 21 16-1/2 84+ 
8-4/5 24-1/3 

0 2 

i 

' 

; 

I 

2 3 

--=u 1 2J 

-I 

. .Jill --
~ -I I I I I I 

4 5 9 20 25 27 30 31 31 4: '> Bt 

Extrapolations based entirely upon comparable de'velop
ment of speci fie organ systems. It is clear that 
after mouse day 13 the extrapolations are not reliable 
since development from then to birth is more concen
trated for the mouse than for the human. 

Anomalies listed above 226. 
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STUDY OF THE ADRENAL FUNCTION IN SUBJECTS WITH LONG-TERM 
LOW LEVEL OCCUPATIOl'lAL EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATIONS 

H.I.Popescu and Ioana Lancranjan 
Institute of Hygiene and Public Health, Bucharest, Romania 

Abstract -----
A study of 24 hr urine elimination of 17-hydroxicorticosteroids (17 OH) 
by Poster-Silber's ~ethod was carried out in 115 men (mean age 40 years) 
with long-term low level occupational exposure to penetrating rays(mean 
duration 11 years). The exposure during the last 5 years did not exceed 
the maximum allowed doses. 

A statistical significant decrease of 17 OH eliminations suggesting a 
mild adrenal insufficiency was revealed in the subjects exposed as com
pared with the controls. In 10 c<..bj ects whose 17 OH were low, the ACTH 
Gel test was normal suggesting that this mild adrenal insufficiency is 
due to an insufficient pituitary secretion. The determination of 17 OH 
after more than 3 months interruption of exposure in a few subjects 
showed increased values in ell. In subjects in whom the determination of 
17 OH elimination was repeated after e lapse of 2 years of continuous 
occupational exposure, we noticed a decrease of values as compared with 
the previous levels. 

The results GUggest that the follow-up of 17 OH elimination in subjects 
occupationally errposed to ionizing radiations may be an objective crite
rion both for the appraisal of an asthenic syndrome induced by occupation
al exposure to ionizing radiations and for th<! assessement of the oppor
tunity of temporary interruption of exposure. 

Introduction 

As it is well known, the blood cell count does not represent a satisfact
ory biological indicator for exposure to ionizing1 r~diations to doses not 
significantly exceeding the maximum allowed ones. ' Owing to this fact, 
a great number of biological parameters were assessed in order to detect 
earlier the alterations due to occupational exposure to ionizing radiat
ions and for a more precise characterization of the radiation disease. We 
mention among these the increase of the binucleated lymphocytes in the 
peripheral blood3 , the chromosomal alterations revealed by cultures of 
the l~mnhocytes4, the assessment of a number of metabolites eliminated in 
urine5, 6, etc. 

In order to reveal precocious biological alterations, we have investip,at
ed in the last years the hormonal modifications which apl-;ear during pro
tracted exposure to ionizing radiations. We are presenting in this study 
the results of the investigation of the adrenal glands function in long
term occupational exposure to ionizing radiations. Among the .•. l:~tt?ons -de-: 
termini!lg us to investigate the adrenal glands function wer~:,~th'e'high in,...>-

~"' '·~. .., ,·, \\. 
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cidence of hypotension5 as well as of the asthenic syndrome in subjects 
long-term occupationally exposed to ionizing radiations and the radiation 
disease too. 

Material and _Iv1ethod~ 

We have studied in a number of 115 men, the 24 hr eliminations of 17-8 hydroxicorticosteroids (17 OH) in urine by the Porter-Silber 's method • 
In 10 subjects whose levels of 17 OH eliminations were low, the ACTH Gel 
test was carried out. 

The investigated men were radiologists physicians (40 subjects), technic
ians exposed to penetrating X or gamma rays during industrial radiograph
ic check-up (45 subjects), dial painters with radioactive paints (10 sub
jects) as well as uranium miners (20 subjects). ·rne mean age of all meu 
was 40 (20 - 60) years and the mean duration in occupation was 11 (1 -
32) years • 

The external doses received by these subjects during the last 5 years did 
not exceed the maximum allowed ones for occupational exposure. The year
ly external doses ranged between less than 480 mrads to maximum 2,900 
mrads for the first three subgroups. The uranium miners' external total 
accumulated doses were comprised between 2 and 10 rads. We have had no 
information about the total body burden in the dial painters or working 
level months in the uranium miners either, because we performed no whole 
body counter for the dial painters and there were no radon daughters' 
measurements in the uranium mine from which the miners were coming. 

Although the doses received during the last years were less than the al
lowable ones, in some cases, especially in radiologists physicians, the 
maximum allowable doses were exceeded in the past. As a consequence 6 of 
the physicians showed peripheral blood cell and bone marrow alterations 
and another 6 showed mild radiodermatitis of the hands. One of the dial 
painters was suffering froo chronic radiation disease (bone marrow hypo
plasia and alterations of the bones' normal structure, especially of the 
upper and lower limb girdle). The selected men had never had Tb histo
ries including pleuritis, recent febrile or consumptive diseases, liver 
failure or other causes which could induce adrenal gland insufficiency 
or disturbances in the metabolism of steroid hormones. At the time of in
vestigation they showed normal peripheral blood cell counts. Twenty-five 
healthy men, unexposed to radiation, of a similar mean age (39.5 years) 
were controls. 

Results 

The results of 17 OR eliminations/24 hrs both in exposed subjects and in 
controls are shown in graph No.I. The results were processed by t Stu
dent test. The mean value of 17 OR elimination in exposed subjects was 
4.64 :!: 1.75 mg/24 hrs. The controls' values were 6.40 ± 1.85 mg/24 hrs. 

mg/24 hrs. 

6 

4 

2 

0 

GRAPH No.1 

MEAN VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
OF URINARY 170H ELIMINATION IN SUBJECTS 
OCCUPATIONALLY EXPOSED TO 

IONIZING RADIATIONS E:z2A 
AND IN CONTROLS ~ 
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The difference between these values was highly significant (t = 4.545, 
p ...::: 0.001). 

Though we did not succeed in finding significant differences between the 
subgroups of subjects investigated 1 in relation with the amou..."lt of the ex
ternal doses received, the 17 OH elimination values inside each group 
were the more decreased the longer the duration in occupation: signifi
cant differences were noticed between the physicians having a dure,tion of 
less than 20 years in occupation (5.65! 1.16 mg/24 hrs) as compared with 
those having more than 20 years (4.84 ± 1.46 mg/24 hrs). This difference 
is significant at a 5% threshold. 

There is asimilar situation inside the subgroup of industrial technicians 
exposed to penetrating X or gamma rays: the number of subjects showing 
eliminations of 17 OH less than 5 mg/214 hrs is higher in those having 
over 5 years of occupation as compared with those having less than 5 ye
ars. 

In 3 subjects in whom the 17 OH determination was repeated after a lapse 
of two years of continuous occupational exposure, we noticed a decrease 
of values as compared with their previous levels. In another 3 subjects 
we repeated the 1'1 OH urinary determination after a lapse of 3 - 8 months 
of interruption of exposure to ionizing radiations (table I). In these 
subjects we noticed an increase of the value of 17 OH eliminated as com
pared with the levels found before interruption. All these subjects who 
also complained of asthenia accentuated as the day progressed and dizzi
ness, symptoms suggesting the adrenal gland participation in the picture 
of the asthenic syndrome, reported they decreased or disappeared after 
the interruption of exposure. 

Table I 
The 17 OH elimination (mg/24 hrs) in three subjects long-term 
exposed to ionizing radiations after the interruption of exposure 

Subject Age Duration in Date 17 OH 
No. (years) occupation (mg/24 hrs) 

(years) 

1 38 7 Nov. 1971 4.34 
Febr.1972 4.66 

2 45 14 Jan. 1972 4.81 
Mar. 1972 5.08 

3 40 9 Apr. 1972 3.44 
Dec. 1972 4.50 

In all subjects long-term occupationally exposed to ionizing radiations 
the percentage of those showing decreased eliminations of 17 OH (less 
than 5 mg/2.4 hrs) was 62.2. The safety interval of this perqentage ranged 
between 60 and 78.7 at a 1 % threshold. 

In 10 subjects whose eliminations were low (mean value 4.23 mg/24 hrs) we 
carried out the AC'lli Gel test for two days. The individual eliminations 
of 17 OH after exogeneous stimulation were more than twice higher as com
pared with their basal levels in each subject, always exceeding 10 mg/24 
hrs (mean value 21.02 mg/24 hrs). 

Discussion 

Our results are in ar;reement with the experimental studies which demons
trated alterations of the adrenals after acute irradiations 9-14. 
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In subjects lon2:-term exposed to irradiation, the decreased eliminations 
of 17 OH point to adrenal hyposecretion. This may be a primeval one, due 
to adrenal lesions induced by ionizing radiations, as the experimental 
studies revealed, or may be secondary to a hypothalamo-pituitary insuf
ficiency. The stimulation test we carried out indicates that the decrea
sed eliminations of 17 OH may be attributed - in subjects investigated -
to an insufficient ACTii secretion. 'rhis hypothesis is also indirectly 
supported by our previous resultsl5 which showed a decrease of the eli
minations of total urinary gonadotrophins in a significant number of sub
jects long-term exposed to ionizing radiations. 

Our results suggest that the follow-up of the 17 OH elimination in sub
jects occupationally exposed to ionizing radiations may be an objective 
criterion both for the appraisal of an asthenic syndrome induced by oc
cupational ex~osure and for the assessement of the opportunity of tempo
rary interruption of exposure. 
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PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY INCLUDING TLD 

OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO X - RAYS IN POLAND -
PROBABILISTIC EXTRAPOLATION TO LIFE-TIME DOSES. 

J.Jankowski,J.Liniecki,B.Krych 
Institute of Occupational Medicine 
Lodz, Poland 

Abstract 

The individual occupational exposure to X-rays in Poland has 
been monitored since 1966,embracing ab.15 thousand persons.The per
centage of those monitored who did not reveal exposures above 0,4R 
per annum has been declining steadily over the last years,starting 
from 5,2 per cent in 1966 and reaching the value of 1,5 per cent 
in 1972. Extrapolating from situation over the last 6 years a per
centage of the employed was calculated who are likely to exceed 20 
or 50 R over a period of 40 years.For the former value this proba
bility varies between 0,7 and 4,0 per cent for total population. 
Probability to exceed 50 R of life-time exposure for total popula
tion varies between 0 and 1,5 per cent. 

Introduction 

Monitoring of X-ray exposed personnel /above 15.000 persons/is 
being carried out in Poland since t966.The annual distribution of 
individual exposures for the period 1966-1972 is given in table 1! 
From this table it follows that percentage of persons in the lo
west class I.:::::;: 0,4 R/y/ was increasing up to t 969 ,getting stabili
zed thereafter at the level of ab.98 per cent. 
Similar situation can be noted in regard to yearly numbers of 
quarterly exposures in excess of J and 1 ,J R for male and female 
personnel,respectively,as well as for the annual exposures above 
5 R /table 2/. 
In most cases the~e. "excessive" exposures resulted from single 
incidents and not from cumulation of higher values over several 
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months in a quarter or callendar year.In other words some "steady
state• in regard to magnitude of exposure has been reached. 

Year 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 

Year 

1966 
1967 I 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 I 1972 

T a b 1 e 1 

Distribution of exposure values among X-ray 
workers in Poland from 1966 through 1972. 

Percentage of monitored persons falling 
in following exposure range': /R/ 

~0,4 0,4-1,2 1,2-J J-5 5-12, 12-25 > 25 

94,80 J,26 1,09 o, 17 0 68. , - -
96,52 2,22 0,65 0,25 0,24 o, 12 -
97,38 1 ,93 0,45 0,08 0,08 0,07 0,01 
97,63 1 ,73 0,46 0,08 0,06 0,03 o,ot 
98,30 1,JJ 0,27 0,05 0,04 - 0,01 
98,50 1,04 O,JO 0,08 0,06 0,01 0,01 
98,50 1 , 1 J 0,20 0,07 0,06 0,04 -

Table 2 
Data on quarterly individual exposures above 
l,J and J R for female and male workers,res
pectively,and on yearly exposures above 5 R. 

"Excessiv.e" quarterly :: "Excessive• yearly 
II exposures II exposures 

Number of in per cent 
II Number of in per cent II 

persons of the total II persons of the total 
monitoi"ed II monitored 
population II population ll 

156 1 ,26 
ll 

85 0,69 II 
II 

95 0,76 II 45 O,J6 
II 

59 0,43 II 25 o, 16 
II 

52 0,36 II 15 0,10 II 

30 0,22 II 
9 o,o6 II 

II 
33 0,22 II 11 0,07 II 

34 0,22 II 16 0,10 H 

However,from all these data it does not follow that by a simple 
multiplication of exposures over a single year it is possible to 
obtain a distribution of life-time values.Even if an average per
centage of exposures above some pre-set limit is from year to year 
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constant for the whole surveyed population,the persons monitored do 
not fall into the same exposure-category every year,and therefore, 
the probability to exceed for instance an occupational life-time 
exposures of 20 or 200 R might differ from that for 0,5 or 5 R in 
any given callendar year. 
This study was undertaken at suggestion of the I.C.R.P.,with an 
attempt to arrive at some estimate of a probability to exceed - at 
conditions currently prevailing - the life-time limits of exposure 
of 200, 50 and 20 R.Relation of these exposure values to absorbed 
doses will also be discussed. 

Methods of analysis 

This preliminary analysis was made on results of routine mo
nitoring of X-ray personnel in Poland over the period from 1966 
through 1971. That results obtained by means of the film-badge ser
vice yield data reflecting real situation were demonstrated inde
pendently by one of us2• 
From 15.J88 persons whose names are enrolled in the files only tho
se who have been working over the whole period in question,were 
submitted to analysis /7010 subjects/. For each person exposure 
values cumulated after 1,2 ••••• 6 years were extracted from the fi
les.Similar procedure was made for several occupational subgroups 
/health service personnel in general,radiologists and other physi
cians,industrial radiographers/.The mean weighted exposure of the 
whole population and of the subgroups was then calculated. 

Results and discussion 

The distribution of individual exposure values summed up af
ter 1 ,2, ••••• 6 years is presented in fig.1. 
It should be mentioned that median value /0,25 R/ of exposure ca
tegory 0 - 0,5 R which entered the calculation is - particularly 
in the first year - a serious overestimate of the real value,becau
se a vast majority of the recorded results were blank readings 
I <:120 mR/y/. For purposes of simplicity this exposure range 
0 - 0,5 R was not futher subdivided,but this reservation should be 
kept in mind when considering the mean weighted cumulative exposu
re after 1,2 ••••• 6 years as given in table J. 
An average yearly increase of the mean weighted accumulated expo
sure amounts to ab.0,08 R,and if this rate of increase were main-
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tained,mean accumulated value after 40 years would reach ab.J-4 R. 
This reasoning remains valid only for accepted assumptions that: 
1/ a steady-state in exposure conditions was prevailing over the 
last 6 years,what cannot be perfectly true,and 2/ that no change 
in X-ray technology will occur in future. 

t 

"" 

Hl 

Fig.1 
Distribution of individual cumulative exposures after 1 ,2 •••••••• 6 
years /1966 - 1972/. /Poland,X-ray workers/. 

x - axis - ranges of cumulative exposure, 

y - axis - percentage of exposed workers followed over the 
period 1966 1971, 

z- axis- consecutive years /ni = 1,2 •••••• 6/. 

The laster presumption is almost certainly non-realistic,because 
wide introduction of X-ray machines with image intensifiers may be 
expected and this should reduce exposure of the personnel conside
rably.Thus mean accumulated exposure of J-4 R for people working 
over forthcoming J4 years may be taken as an upper probable limit 
of the real value. 
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T a b 1 e 3 
Mean weighted exposure /R/ acquired by the 
monitored population and some subgroups. 

Number of years Health Industrial 
at exposure Total service Physicians radio-

/nil as a graphers 
whole 

1 0,32 0,32 0,31 0,34 
2 0,4J 0,40 O,J6 o.50 
3 0,46 0,47 0,43 0,57 
4 0,55 0,5J 0,49 0,65 
5 o,6o 0,58 0,55 0,69 
6 o,73 0,72 0,69 0,81 

Mean yearly increase 0,082 0,080 0,076 0,094 of exposure 

Probable mean accumula-
ted exposure for the 3,52 J,44 3,27 4,01 group at the end of 40 

I I year - period 

Furthermore,this value should not be identified with the absorbed 
dose to the whole body or the red bone-marrow.Our studies3 as well 
as those made by other authors 4 ,have shown that effective quanta 
energy of the scattered X-radiation to which personnel of medical 
X-r~ laboratories is exposed /this occupational group dominantes 
the whole/ ,is close to "'-'30 keV. This· is equivalent to reduction of 
the dose absorbed in bone-marrow against surface dose by a factor 
of 5-6. In other words,expected upper limit of the 40 years mean 
bone-marrow dose /dose equivalent/ for the whole group would 
amount to ab.0,5 rad /rem/. 
Considering now a probability to exceed preset-limits of life-time 
exposure of 200, 50 and 20 R,numbers of the monitored people were 
computed who in each of the consecutive six years have exceeded 
the values of ni • lo of the preset limit,where ni denotes the con
secutive years starting with 1966.The procedure was started for the 
life-time limit of 20 R as it provided highest numbers for compu
tations. Results of this calculation are presented in fig.2. 
A constant decrease of the number is clearly appurent.Some devia
tions from this general rule /chance fluctuations/ were observed 
in the first 2-J years for industrial radiographers but the same 
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trends were prevailing over the last J-4 years,and thus the group 

will be treated as a whole. 

"• .. JI 

J. 4 6 8 ffJ tl f4 t6'. UUIJII6 R9~.U.)tf36.3140 n 
'::!ears of the employment in the contact ,vcth x-rays 

Fig.2 
Percentage of 7010 subjects /ordinata/,submitted to 
the analysis,who exceeded exposure values= ni•0,5 R 
over the consecutive years /i = 1,2 ••••• 6//abscissa/. 

It was attempted to fit several statistical distributions to these 
data,however,the results of these trials applying /(2 - test were 
negative.To arrive at some estimate of the probability to exceed 
the 20 R exposure over 40 years two basic approaches were accepted: 

a/ protection against X-rays in the period 1966-1971 represented 
a steady-state situation which will not change in the future. 
The percentage who exceeded exposure 6 • 0,5 R resulted only 
from a stochastic character of repetition of doses above the 
preset value of 0,5 R/y and for each 6 years period the probabi
lity is the same for every monitored person.This assumption 
would mean that a similar percentage will exceed 20 R exposure 
over 40 years I 4, 12 for the whole group, 3, 27 for physicians, 
5,50 for industrial radiographers /table 4/.In view of the 
trends in fig.2 this estimate must be treated as an upper proba
ble limit and it may be postulated this is most likely an exag
geration of the real situation, 
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T a b 1 e 4 
Estimates of the probability to exceed occupa
tional life-time exposure of 20 R. 

Number Number Value Probable % of peo-
of per- and per- of p ple who could ex-

Occupational sons cent age -%/year ceed 20 R life-time 
group sub- of per- exposure as based 

mit ted sons who 

1 

on extrapolation 
to the exceeded of the formula 
analysis 6•0,5 R y = a/1-p/n 

j_ 

Total 7010 288/4,12/ 4,6 l 0,71 population 

Health service 6345 255/4,03/ 5,4 0,58 as a whole 

Physicians 2355 77/3,27/ 5,7 O,J4 

Industrial 601 33/5,50/ 6,0 0,67 radiographers 

b/ the fraction of population in question,exceeding the exposure = 
ni • 0,5 R will keep declining with increase of the number of 
years= ni. This might occur due to the improved protection 
against X-rays, however this is not very likely at present tech
nology in view of the data given in table 1 and 2.It might also 
be due to the fact that average period of repetition by the same 
persons of the experience of sporadic aquisition of lager doses, 
resulting in the transfer to the category of accumulated exposu
re)ni • 0,5 R, is much longer than 6 years.In any case,whatever 
the explanation is accepted it was assumed that decrease in the 
percentage /yi/ of persons exceeding the limit of ni • 0,5 R 
will follow the trend prevailing over the period of 1966-1971, 
according to a geometric progression of the form: 

n· 
Yi = a /1 - p/ 1 /1 I 

where: ni - consecutive year of the employment in contact with 
X-rays, 

a -percentage of people exceeding the limit ni.0,5 R 
in the year when it reached a maximum /usually 1966 
or 1967/, 

p - average fractional yearly decreaee of the percenta
ge of the people exceeding cumulative exposure = 
ni • 0,5 R over the period of observation /from the 
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maximum value till 1972 /were a was accepted as 
100 %/. 

The value of p was calculated from available data /see table 4/ 
and an average trend for all workers is presented in fig.2. The 
extrapolated values of yi for n = 40 are given in table 4 and they 
are of the order of few tenths of a per cent. To what extent this 
extrapolation is sound must remain unknown for the time-being,and 
the estimate seems to represent a likely lower range of the proba
ble value,because the average period of repetition of sporadic 
larger exposures may be shorter than 40 years.On the other hand 
any serious change in the present X-ray technology would be expec
ted to reduce considerably the exposure,and therefore the calcula
ted probability.To sumarize,it may be postulated that percentage 
of X-ray workers,exposed above 20 R over 40 years /starting with 
1966/ is likely to range between a fraction of 1~0,11 and few 
1~41 per cent. Similar estimates for likelihood to exceed 50 R at 
assumption b/ yield negligibly small values,at assumption a/ the 
amount for all occupational categories to ab.1,5%,ranging for va
rious subgroups from 0,8 to 2,J%. At both assumptions the probabi
lity to exceed 200 R is practically nil. 

The relationship between surface exposure and absorbed dose is 
difficult to assess in persons exposed to amounts of radiation 
/X-rays/ higher than the average. Were it qualitatively similar 
scattered radiation,as that encountered normally in medical X-ray 
laboratories /Eeff~JO keV/,than absorbed dose /rads/ in the red 
bone-marrow would correspond numerically to 1/6 - 1/5 of exposure 
-roentgens measured at the surface5. In such an instance 20 and 
50 R would correspond to some J-4 and 8-10 rad,respectively,and 
estimated likelihood to exceed 20 and 50 R would relate to these 
bone-marrow doses. On the other hand if exposures from the right 
hand side of the distribution are due - at least in part - to the 
action of primary-beam radiation,the average absorbed doses among 
those who exceed the life-time limit of 20 or 50 Roentgens would 
be closer to similar values in rads. 
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PROGRESS IN PERSONNEL NEUTRON DOSIMETRY 

Dale E. Hankins 
University of California 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544 

Abstract 

This paper reviews recent progress in personnel neutron dosimetry. A survey 
of the various albedo-neutron dosimetry systems that have been developed shows 
the advantages and disadvantages of each of the systems. The energy dependence 
of the albedo-neutron dosimeters is rather poor, and the effect of this on their 
accuracy and usefulness is discussed. 

Fission-fragment damage to polycarbonates has been studied extensively, with 
most investigators using the spark-counter technique for evaluation. A survey is 
made of the systems currently in use, and the problems associated with their use 
are discussed, including sensitivity, evaluation time, and exposure of the wearer 
to the fissionable material. 

Other systems under study but not yet in practical application are discussed 
briefly and include thermally stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE), direct re
sponse of thermoluminescent-dosimeter (TLD) materials to fast neutrons, and the 
response of TLD materials to recoil protons. 

Introduction 

The development of dosim~ters to determine neutron exposure has not been as 
successful as the development of gamma-ray dosimeters. For many years, exposures 
to gamma and x rays were determined from film badges and, more recently, from 
glass dosimeters and TLD's. With these dosimeters, personnel exposure can be de
termined with acceptable accuracy, the largest uncertainty being the variation in 
readings caused by the orientation of the wearer to the source during exposure. 

Neutron dosimeter advances have been much slower and less successful. For 
many years NTA film was the only fast-neutron dosimeter available, but now there 
are two additional practical dosimetry systems: albedo-neutron dosimeters and 
fission-fragment track registration. Albedo-neutron dosimeters have recently 
been placed into service by several organizations, but probably more widespread 
interest and study have been given to fission-fragment track registration. In 
tris paper I will review and compare these three systems and briefly discuss 
other techniques which are being studied but which have not yet been adapted to 
personnel dosimetry. 

Film Badges 

The earliest evaluations of personnel doses from neutrons were made with 
neutron film plates which were inconvenient to read, expensive, and easily broken. 
NTA film was being used as early as 19471 and was significantly more convenient 
than the film plates. 
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The major disadvantages of NTA film are the fading of tracks and the energy 
dependence. The fading problem was recognized early, 2 and has never been entlre
ly solved. To overcome the fading, desiccation and sealing of the film was sug
gested as early as 1954. 3 Sealing of film has been tried by many investigators, 
with varying degrees of success. Several organizations that routinely seal NTA 
films in an envelope made of aluminum, ethylene, and paper report success in e
liminating or slowing the fading process. 4- 7 

The energy dependence of the nuclear track film was improved by using a com
plex packagin~ technique which gave a flatter energy response for neutron energies 
up to 14 MeV. Unfortunately, this packaging procedure is no longer available 
commercially, and no improvements in neutron films have been reported since 1954. 

The response of NTA filrn to 2-ivle,.J neutrons is ~bout tv:ice as great as its 
response to 0.5-MeV neutrons, 4 •8 thus limiting the usefulness of NTA film. NTA 
film has a low-energy cutoff of around 0.5 MeV, but in practice the effective 
cutoff may be as high as 1.0 MeV, depending on the ability of technicians to dis
cern short tracks. For low-energy neutron spectra, such as the leakage spectra 
from large reactors, NTA film has proved to be largely unsatisfactory, but for 
high-energy neutrons from accelerators and neutron sources, such as PuBe and AmBe, 
the film has been satisfactory. 

Albedo-Neutron Dosimeters 

When the human body is exposed to neutrons, some of the incident neutrons 
are backscattered to create a flux of neutrons of various energies leaving the 
body. These neutrons are called albedo neutrons. A dosimeter placed on the body 
to measure this flux of backscattered neutrons is called an albedo-neutron dosim
eter. Such dosimeters are usually designed to detect thermal neutrons. When 
cadmium is used to eliminated incident thermal neutrons, the dosimeter response 
is caused mainly by the thermal neutrons backscattered from the body. 

The possibility of making a personnel dosimeter based on the detection of 
backscattered thermal neutrons is not new and dates back to the earliest days of 
the atomic-energy programs. Several types of thermal-neutron detectors were con
sidered, including film. Studies usually showed that the response was not pro
portional to the dose for various neutron energies, i.e., the dosimeters were 
highly energy dependent. Most studies were discontinued at that point. 

The introduction of 6Li TLD's, which proved highly sensitive to thermal neu
trons created a new interest in albedo-neutron dosimeters. It is doubtful that 
this interest was caused by any indication that such a dosimeter would be success
ful but probably because the dosimeters were easy to make and cost of the dosime
ters and associated study was small. Several albedo-neutron dosimetry systems 
were developed and studied, 9- 15 and differing conclusions were reached regarding 
their accuracy, sensitivity, and usefulness. The differences were caused prima
rily by variations in dosimeter design. Little consideration was given to what 
dimensions or material should be used to give the best dosimeter. To provide in
formation necessary for a good albedo-neutron dosimeter design, an extensive 
study was performed at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL). 16 •17 The study 
included many variations in design, including dosimeter size and thickness, and 
different TLD locations in or on the dosimeter. 

The study used dosimeters of 30-mil cadmium, 2 in. in diameter, and having 
1/8-, 1/4-, 1/2-, and 3/4-in. thicknesses of polyethylene. Data were obtained 
at the nine TLD positions shown in Fig. 1. Other dosimeters of 15- and 30-mil 
cadmium (no polyethylene) with diameters of 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, and 7/8 in. were also 
used to determine the effect of diameter size and cadmium thickness on the dosim
eter's response to neutrons. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the dosimeters showing the nine TLD positions. 

The study showed that albedo-neutron dosimeters are very energy dependent 
for fast-neutron energies (between 100 keV and 10 MeV). The fast-neutron energy 
could not be determined from a wide variety of such dosimeters or from a combina
tion of dosimeters, consequently one could not correct for the energy dependence 
of the dosimeter. 

A major problem is the thermal-neutron response of the dosimeter. Thermal
neutron leakage cannot be eliminated from dosimeters of reasonable size, and mov
ing the dosimeter away from the body or wearing it backwards can cause large er
rors in dosimeter response, even for thermal-neutron dose rates as small as 1 to 
2% of the fast-neutron dose (measured in rem). 

The effect of the energy dependence of albedo-neutron dosimeters can be seen 
in Table I. The dosimeter response decreases rapidly as the fast-neutron energy 

TABLE I 

RELATIVE RESPONSE OF AN ALBEDO-NEUTRON DOSIMETER 
TO NEUTRON ENERGIES, SOURCES, OR EXPOSURE AREAS 

Neutrons 

ru220 MeV 
rvl4 MeV 
PuB 
PuBe 
PuF4 
238Pu sphere 
PuLi 
2 39Pu metal ~3 kg 
239Pu facility 
238Pu facility 
PuF4 with 2-in.-polyethylene shielding 
Reactor leakage 
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Relative 
Response 

~0.003 

0.025 
0.077 
0.080 
0.13 
0.14 
0.30 
0.31 

~0.34 

~0.44 

0.75 
1.2 
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Fig. 2. Calculated response of the albedo-neutron dosimeter. 

from several energy neutron sources is increased. These variations in observed 
response agree well with calculations made by Alsmiller and Barish18 (Fig. 2). 

I 

Several albedo-neutron dosimeters and systems are in use. Figure 3 shows 
schematics of five dosimeters from the United States and one from England. The 
schematics have been drawn so that the bottom of the figure represents the side 
of the dosimeter that would be against the body. 

15-mil Cd 

~ 
(a ) 

Boron plastic 

( d ) 

50-mil Cd 

~ 
(b) 

B-10 20-:l/4 J;~;~c 
m m m 

t? ???????~?? z ?? ????? ?? ????4 

20-mil Cd 

(e) 

30-mil Cd 

I 

Pol yet hy lene' 

( c ) 

30-mil Cd 

Polyethylene 

( f ) 

Fig. 3. Schematics of albedo-neutron dosimeters. 
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The dosimeter schematic in Fig. 3(a) is the simplest design and the dosime
try system most frequently considered. A dosimetry system of this type is in use 
at Rocky Flats. 9 , 15 This dosimeter uses 15-mil cadmium (other investigators have 
used different cadmium thicknesses). The response of the 6Li TLD's is corrected 
for gamma rays by using the 7Li TLD's. Because the cadmium is too thin and too 
small in diameter to eliminate all incident thermal neutrons, the thermal-neutron 
response of the 6Li TLD located above the cadmium is used to correct the response 
of the lower 6Li TLD for thermal-neutron leakage through and around the cadmium. 
The response of the dosimeter changes with distance from the body, and a large 
error can occur if it is worn backwards. To avoid this problem, the Rocky Flats 
dosimeter consists of TLD's mounted on a card which is slipped into a special 
pocket sewn on the chest area of the coveralls. A 7Li TLD located away from the 
cadmium (to avoid thermal-neutron capture gammas in cadmium) is used to measure 
the gamma-ray exposure. 

To do away with large errors in dosimeter readings, 16 it should be stressed 
that dosimeters (where the TLD's are not completely surrounded with cadmium or 
lOB) must be held against the body and not be worn backwards. 

Most neutron exposure at Rocky Flats is to spontaneous fission energy neu
trons and the energy dependence of the dosimeter does not significantly affect 
the dosimeter accuracy except when the work is located behind neutron shielding. 
When this occurs, a correction is applied to the reading of the dosimeter. The 
correction is based on the presence of more thermal neutrons behind the shielding, 
indicated by a high reading of the 6Li TLD located above the cadmium. 

The dosimeter14 , 15 in Fig. 3(b) is used at the Hanford facilities. The neu
tron component of the dosimeter consists of only three TLD's mounted in a card 
containing a total of five TLD's that is slipped into a holder similar to a film 
badge. The TLD's are read by placing the cards in an automatic reader thus mak
ing the dosimetry system practical for a large number of people. The incident 
thermal-neutron flux is determined by using the 6Li and 7Li TLD's that are not 
cadmium-covered. The size of the cadmium over the other 6Li TLD is too small to 
eliminate all incident thermal-neutron leakage, and a correction based on the 
reading of the bare 6Li TLD is applied. The reading of the 6Li TLD under the 
cadmium is corrected for gamma-ray response by using the 7Li TLD. All TLD's in 
the dosimeter have a shield which gives the same gamma-ray absorption as cadmium. 
However, incident thermal neutrons produce capture gamma rays in the cadmium, 
thereby increasing the reading of the 6Li TLD's located below the cadmium, and 
introducing a small error. 

This dosimeter is worn loosely on the clothing, and thus may be at varying 
distances from the body. As the distance increases, fast-neutron response de
creases and thermal-neutron response increases. An average body-to-dosimeter 
distance is assumed, and a calibration is performed at that distance. If the do
simeter is worn backwards, a large error in the reported dose can result. 

The dosimeter16 ' 19 in Fig. 3(c) is in experimental use at ~SL. It requires 
only one pair of TLD's completely surround with polyethylene and cadmium. The 
dosimeter was designed to permit correct dose interpretation even if worn back
wards or at varying distances from the body. It is small (1-1/2 by 3/4 by 3/8 
in.) and is worn by taping it to the bottom of a film badge. It could be designed 
into a film-badge size packet with the TLD's mounted on a card, thereby permit
ting an automated readout technique to make feasible the issuance of dosimeters 
to a large number of people. 

This dosimeter was designed to have a thermal-neutron response equal to the 
response of the dosimeter to ~1-MeV neutrons, making a separate measurement of 
the thermal dose unnecessary. The thermal- and fast-neutron dose determination 
requires only two TLD's, one 6Li and one 7Li. The sensitivity of this dosimeter 
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is lower than that of a dosimeter designed with cadmium or boron on one side 
only. 

To measure the beta and gamma components of the dose, there must be addi
tional TLD's separate from the dosimeter. If desired, the thermal-neutron dose 
could be determined by using an additional 6Li TLD. The thermal-neutron dose 
could be used to give information about shielding conditions in a way similar to 
the technique used at Rocky Flats. 

The boron-loaded plastic dosimeter shown in Fig. 3(d) was developed in Eng
land.21•22 It has a thermal-neutron response equal to the dosimeter's response 
to reactor-leakage intermediate-energy neutrons. If used for fast neutrons, the 
dosimeter's response is much lower than the thermal-neutron response, and a sepa
rate measurement of the thermal fluence would be required to correct for the 
thermal-neutron overresponse of the dosimeter. This dosimeter was designed for 
use at reactors, and the developers feel it is useful only for reactors. 23 The 
shape of the dosimeter reduces its response to incident thermal neutrons because 
the TLD's are "hidden" in a recess. The dosimeter's response to thermal neutrons 
also varies as a function of dosimeter distance from the body, and it is assumed 
that an average distance applies. It is attached to the clothing by a safety pin 
snapped to the dosimeter. Additional TLD's to measure incident beta and gamma 
radiations can be placed in a cup located on top of the dosimeter. 

The dosimeter15 • 24 shown in Fig. 3(e) was developed at Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory (LLL). The dosimeter uses two 6Li TLD's,one under a shield of lOB and 
the other under cadmium. Because the cross sections of these materials vary at 
low-neutron energies, one can determine theoretically whether the dosimeter has 
been exposed to high- or intermediate-energy neutrons. However, in practice, the 
difference between the two 6Li readings is small for even the lowest energy neu
trons, and the results obtained are not always meaningful. Also the gamma read
ing of the 7Li TLD's under the 10B, used to correct the 6Li-TLD readings for 
their gamma-ray exposure, is not always the same as it would be if the TLD's were 
placed under the cadmium. This is caused by the shielding of low-energy gammas 
(<100 keV) by the cadmium, which reduces the TLD reading, and the capture of 
thermal neutrons in cadmium, which increases the TLD reading under the cadmium. 

The back of this dosimeter is cadmium-covered and could be worn backwards 
without causing a large error in its response. It also responds acceptably when 
worn at varying distances from the body. Readout of the dosimeter is automated. 
The dosimeter is a plastic disk ~1-3/8 in. in diameter, similar to the LLL gamma 
TLD dosimeter25 which can be used to determine the incident thermal-neutron and 
gamma-ray dose. 

The dos~meter shown in Fig. 3(f) is the largest dosimeter shown- ~2 in. in 
diameter. 15• 7 Because of its weight, it is worn on a belt and is not likely to 
be worn backwards or at varying distances from the body. 

The incident thermal-neutron dose is determined using the TLD's at the top 
of the dosimeter, and a correction for the incident thermal-neutron leakage a
round the dosimeter is made to the response of the TLD's next to the body. Of 
the dosimeters shown in Fig. 3, this dosimeter has the highest sensitivity be
cause a substantial amount of polyethylene is used. It is commercially available, 
without TLD's or belt, for about $16.00. 

This Savannah River Plant dosimeter has the same fast-neutron energy depend
ence as other albedo-neutron dosimeters but its response to intermediate-energy 
neutrons is slightly lower because of its large size and polyethylene content. 18 

Its decreased response may give it a slight advantage for reactor-leakage spectra. 

There are several sources of error in albedo-neutron dosimeter readings 
which one should consider when selecting a dosimeter. 
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1. The "wearing" error, i.e., whether the dosimeter is being worn backwards 
or at varying distances from the body. 

2. The error caused by the 7Li TLD's not being in the same location as the 
6Li TLD's, i.e., not under cadmium or lOB. 

3. The error in the correction applied for incident thermal-neutron leakage 
through or around the cadmium or 10B. 

4. The error caused by uncertainties in each of several TLD readings. 

5. The error caused by energy dependence. The neutron-energy dependence 
of albedo-neutron dosimeters is so large that these dosimeters are acceptable on
ly if the neutron energy is known. 12 ' 1 ,lg For example, if both PuBe- and PuLi
neutron sources are handled, readings from any of the dosimeters in Fig. 3 could 
not be correctly interpreted, since the response of the the dosimeter to PuLi 
neutrons is higher by a factor of ~3.8 than the response to PuBe neutrons. For 
another example, the response to neutrons from a PuF4-neutron source is only one
third that of the response to neutrons from PuF4 in the process line where PuF4 
is converted to plutonium metal. 

The severe energy dependence of albedo-neutron dosimeters requires field 
calibrations which may be done by either of two techniques. 19 The first is by 
taping the dosimeter onto a suitable moderator such as a cylindrical 1-gal poly
ethylene jug filled with water. The front of the jug is positioned at a point 
where the neutron dose rate has been measured. The readings from the TLD's and 
the total dose are then used to determine the calibration factor. The second 
calibration procedure uses a 3-in.- and a 9-in.-sphere neutron instrument. The 
ratio of the count rates from these spheres is directly related to the sensitivi
ty of the albedo-neutron dosimeter. 19 Although this technique was devised for 
use with the LASL dosimeter, it can be adapted to other dosimeters. With this 
technique, one can make a rapid survey of an area to determine if albedo-neutron 
dosimeters can be used and, if so, one can determine the appropriate calibration 
factor. 

Fission-Fragment Track Registration 

The fission-fragment damage track technique for neutron dosimetry is an in
teresting new approach to dosimetry. Its general interest is demonstrated by a 
survey conducted by Griffith. 27 In response to a questionnaire, he received re
plies from 118 laboratory groups in 20 countries indicating that they had made 
studies of track registration. Of these, 46 indicated an interest in neutron do
simetry. In spite of this widespread interest, relatively few organizations are 
using track registration for routine neutron dosimetry of personnel. 

When an energetic charged particle passes through a good insulating solid 
substance, such as mica or a polycarbonate, electrons are scattered away, leaving 
a damaged region. If the material is subsequently etched, a cylindrical region 
along this track is preferentially etched and develops into a pit or track which 
can be seen through a microscope. The energetic particles can be any of several 
chargel particles but, for personnel dosimetry, only fission fragments have proved 
useful. 

To avoid the tedious procedure of counting tracks with a microscope and to 
improve sensitivity, a spark-counting technique was developed. A thin piece of 
polycarbonate foil is placed in contact with a fissile material. When the fis
sile material is exposed to neutrons of the proper energy, fission occurs. Many 
of the fission fragments have adequate energy to penetrate this foil. When the 
foil is etched, holes appear in the foil where the fission fragments penetrated. 
The foil is placed between two electrodes, one of metal and the other consisting 
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of Mylar foil onto which a thin layer of aluminum has been evaporated. When a 
high voltage is applied, a spark jumps between the electrodes through one of the 
holes in the polycarbonate foil. Heat from the spark evaporates the aluminum 
layer from the Mylar in a small area around the hole. This effectively removes 
one electrode, and no additional sparks will occur through that hole. Sparking 
occurs at other holes, and this process continues until a spark has occurred at 
each hole. The sparking rate is dependent on the capacitance built into the high
voltage line. By connecting the circuit to a scaler, the number of sparks that 
occurred can be determined. This is related to the number of fissions that oc
curred and to the flux of neutrons impinging on the fissionable material. 

For a given flux of neutrons, the number of fissions that occur is propor
tional to the mass and the fission cross section of the fissile material. Figure 
4 shows the cross sections of three fissile materials that have been considered 
for use as radiators. 238u is useful for short-term exposures, but for personnel 
neutron dosimeters it is generally consid~red unacceptable because of its high 
spontaneous fission rate. This causes a high number of background tracks over a 
period of a month and is therefore not useful for low exposure over long time pe
riods.28,29 23 5u, not shown on Fig. 4, has also been considered for use. It has 
a high thermal- and intermediate-energy cross section and, although it has little 
value for fast-neutron dosimetry, it is being used as a monitor for intermediate
energy reactor neutrons. 30 

232Th and 237Np are the two fissile materials receiving the most considera
tion for personnel neutron dosimeters. Referring to Fig. 4, one apparent advan
tage of 237Np is that its cross section extends to lower neutron energies with an 
effective threshold energy of about 0.6 MeV, compared to ~1.5 MeV for thorium. 
Another advantage is that the 237Np fission cross section is about a factor of 10 
higher than the thorium cross section. Unfortunately, neptunium has a higher spe
cific activity and creates a significantly higher external hazard from gamma-ray 
exposure to the wearer. 28 However, the energy of the neptunium gamma rays is low
er than many of the gamma rays in th~ thorium chain. It is argued that neptunium 
gammas can be more easily shielded, 2 thereby reducing personnel exposure (but in
creasing the weight of the dosimeter). There is also the possibility that dosime
ters containing fissionable material may be taken home, lost, stolen, or in other 
ways find their way to the public. (The possibility of a child cutting teeth on 
one of the badges is often mentioned.) Fixing the fissionable material into the 
badge in a nonremovable manner is one possible solution. Consideration has been 
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Fig. 4. Fission cross sections of 237Np, 238u, and 2 32Th as a function of neu
tron energy. 
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given to a neptunium alloy of aluminum,l5 a sealing coat of gold, 31 or polycarbo
nate foi1. 29 Unfortunately, sealing or packaging reduces the sensitivity of the 
dosimeter by reducing the number of fission fragments that may cause tracks. 

Gamma exposure rates from fissile material in a dosimeter are kept low by 
using as little of the fissile material as possible (2 to 5 mg/cm2) and spreading 
it uniformly over an area of about 2 to 5 cm2 . Since fission fragments are easi
ly absorbed in the fissile material, the use of thicker foils does not apprecia
bly increase the number of tracks. The sensitivity of a dosimeter using 237Np 
as the fissile material is about six sparks for a fast-neutron dose of 10 mrem, 29 

and for thorium reported values vary from 0.829 to ~3.028 sparks per 10 mrem. 
The time required to count the tracks in a mica or polycarbonate foil using a mi
croscope is about the same as that needed to evaluate an NTA film. With some 
spark-counter techniques, the time required to evaluate a foil may be reduced, but 
with others the time may be greatly increased. 

At present, only three u.s. laboratories are known to be routinely using 
fission-track dosimeters on ~ersonnel. Argonne National Laboratory is using a 
2 35u system with mica foils. 0 Brookhaven National Laborator~ is using thorium 
and a polycarbonate foil, with spark counting for evaluation. 8 Oak Ridge Nation
al Laboratory (ORNL) is using a fin1er ring of thorium and polycarbonate foil, 
with spark counting for evaluation. 9 

Probably the most widely used fission-fragment dosimetry system is that of 
Pretre32 , 33 in Switzerland. It has been recently modified to use two fissile ma
terials, one of thorium and the other of either 2 35u or 209Bi, depending on the 
application. 34 A thorium dosimetry system is in use at Julich, Germany, 35 a tho
rium finger system is used at Karlsruhe, Germany, 36 and a thorium dosimeter for 
the hands is in use at Geel, Belgium. 37 Other dosimetry systems are being stud
ied and were reported at the IAEA Symposium on Neutron Monitoring for Radiation 
Protection Purposes, Vienna, 1972. 

Selecting a Dosimetry System 

Three dosimetry systems are presently being used for fast-neutron personnel 
dosimetry: NTA film, albedo-neutron dosimeters, and fission-fragment track do
simeters. Each dosimetry system has its advantages and disadvantages. No one 
system is the ultimate dosimetry system for all applications. 

In the selection of a dosimetry system, consideration must be given to the 
energy dependence of the dosimeters over the energy region encountered at a fa
cility. For example, the three dosimetry systems discussed here have an energy 
dependence of about a factor of 10 for neutron energies between 0.5 and 14 MeV. 
Over this energy region, fission fragment dosimeters using 237Np and NTA film 
have responses that increase, whereas the response of albedo-neutron dosimeters 
decreases. In addition to the energy dependence, the lower energy threshold must 
be considered. For example, fission-fragment damage dosimeters using 237Np would 
be useful for neutrons of 1 MeV energy, but if 232Th is used, the dosimeter would 
have ro reading. Only albedo-neutron dosimeters and fission-fragment dosimeters 
using 235u will respond to neutrons having energies of less than ~0.5 MeV, and 
for facilities that have these lower energy neutrons these are the only dosime
ters that should be used. Of the three dosimetry systems discussed, the albedo
neutron dosimeter is the only one that respond to thermal-, intermediate-, and 
fast-neutron energies, but its energy dependence may make it difficult to inter
pret the response into dose. 

Selection of a dosimetry system may depend on the location of the facility. 
In humid climates, NTA film fades rapidly, and if the films are not sealed, re
sults can be of questionable value. In dry climates, where fading is minimal or 
when the film is sealed, NTA film can be used. Albedo-neutron and fission-frag
ment track dosimeters do not fade. 
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The time necessary to evaluate an exposed dosimeter may be an important con
sideration in selecting a dosimetry system, particularly if large numbers of do
simeters are issued. The time to process and read NTA film is similar to that 
required for etching and microscopic evaluation of fission-fragment damage dosime
ters. Evaluating the foils by using the spark counter can reduce the time 
slightly if a simple (but less accurate) sparking procedure is adopted, but the 
complex procedures would require more time. The reading of TLD's in an albedo
neutron dosimeter requires varying amounts of time, depending on the number of 
TLD's in the dosimeter and whether the TLD's are individually handled or have an 
automatic readout capability. 

Another consideration is the ability of the dosimeter to discriminate against 
gamma rays or to evaluate neutron exposure in the presence of gamma rays. Only 
the fission-fragment dosimeter can be used to measure neutron doses in the pre
sence of significantly high gamma-ray doses. The ability of albedo-neutron do
simeters to discriminate against gamma rays varjes, depending on the design of 
the dosimeter, 16 but is generally considered adequate for gamma-to-neutron ratios 
of 3-to-1. With NTA film, the associated gamma rays for most practical applica
tions, i.e., doses less than 1 R, do not cause a problem in evaluating the film. 

Other items to be considered include the realization that the TLD reading 
could be lost by a defective reader, the fission-fragment polycarbonate foil could 
be ruined by overetching or tearing of the foil, and the NTA film could be defec
tive, lost, or ruined in the photographic processing. The reading of the TLD's 
in albedo-neutron dosimeters cannot be repeated, whereas the NTA film and spark
counter foils can be reread if necessary. 

Fission-fragment track dosimeters require that a person carry a fissionable 
material which may expose him to radiation, and could pose a problem if lost. 
This has led many organizations to consider these dosimeters unacceptable. 

The acceptance of the wearer should be given consideration. Some persons 
object to wearing an albedo-neutron dosimeter on a belt. Dosimeters placed in 
pockets sewn on coveralls are not practical in areas where coveralls are not re
quired for other reasons. Generally, a film-badge size dosimeter is considered 
acceptable, but the clamp, pin, snap, etc., to attach it to the clothing has nev
er been universally accepted by the wearer. 

Several comparisons of these dosimetry systems have been made. One compari
son of albedo-neutron dosimeters and film indicated that greater accuracy could 
be obtained with film, 38 and other studies indicate the albedo-neutron dosimeter 
is preferred. 14 , 15 • 31 One organization has c~nsidered using a combination albedo
neutron and fission-fragment track dosimeter; 8 another group is studying albedo
neutron dosimeters and NTA film. 39 These combinations are being used because 
they give two evaluations of the dose which, in combination, cover the intermedi
ate- and high-energy regions. 

Studies of Other Dosimetry Techniques 

Other personnel neutron-dosimetry techniques are being studied. Most have 
inadequate sensitivity at the present time, but efforts are being made to increase 
their sensitivity. 

One of the earlier studies investigated various TLD materials14 to see if 
the fast-neutron response could be enhanced. TLD materials were prepared by The 
Harshaw Chemical Company and contained materials such as uranium, manganese, sodi
um, dysprosium, gadolinium, and other related compounds. They were distributed 
to investigators who found that the addition of these materials usually decreased 
total TLD sensitivity and, with the exception of the uranium loading, failed to 
increase the fast-neutron sensitivity. Uranium-loaded TLD materials showed a 
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slight increase in sensitivity, probably caused by the capture of thermal neutrons 
produced by the degrading of fast neutrons in the TLD materials and surroundings. 
To the author's knowledge, this work has been discontinued. 

Thermally stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE) has been considered as a 
possible personnel neutron dosimeter. Many of the reproducibility problems re
ported in earlier work have been solved. 14 ,l5 , 29 , 31 Unfortunately, the dosime
ters require ~4 rad of fast-neutron dose to give the same reading as 1 R of gam
ma rays. 15 When the neutron dose is expressed in rem, ~30 to 40 rem of neutron 
dose is required to give the same reading as 1 R of gamma rays. For the dosime
try system to be useful, the gamma component of the dose must be small compared 
to the neutron component. These dosimeters are useful around some critical as
semblies, but for routine personnel neutron exposure, the gamma-ray response of 
TSEE materials is so large that the neutron response cannot be determined. De
velopment work on TSEE is still continuing. 31 

Mixing of TLD materials with liquid or solid organic recoil proton radiators 
to increase the response of the TLD materials to neutrons has been reported. 31 

In most cases, liquid or solid organic proton radiators have been used and this 
technique requires the separation of the constituents prior to evaluation. A re
cent study at ORNL31 has placed TLD material in a hydrogeneous matrix which can 
be heated repeatedly without decomposing. The response to mixed radiation fields 
from ORNL's Health Physics Research Reactor is three times higher than for Teflon
embedded phosphors having the same gamma radiation sensitivity, the enhanced re
sponse being due to the fission neutrons. Although there is an enhanced response, 
the ratio of neutron-to-gamma sensitivity is still too small to be useful for 
most applications. This work is continuing. 

Thick-film emulsions40 are of interest to high-energy accelerator health
physics personnel. The response of these films to high-energy neutrons may be 
useful in evaluation of personnel exposure, and there is a proposal for addition
al research. 

Track registration of recoil protons and other nuclei, mainly carbon and 
some alpha tracks from (n,a) reactions at higher neutron energies, has been re
ported.27 Track registration of protons or nuclei would avoid the disadvantage 
of having the person carry a fissionable material. The disadvantage is that the 
recoil tracks are small, more difficult to count visually than fission-fragment 
tracks, and do not create holes in the thin foil to make spark counting possible. 
A method proposed by Tommasino41 for amplification of the tracks has been used 
with reasonable success. 29 However, because of the time, procedures, and equip
ment required, it is questionable whether such a system would be useful for rou
tine application. If necessary, this technique can be used to reevaluate an ex
posed NTA film, after the photographic emulsion has been removed, to determine 
the neutron dose with a relatively high sensitivity. 29 

Discussion and Summary 

Many of the studies in this paper have been discussed at the four meetings 
of the USAEC Workshop on Personnel Neutron Dosimetry. 14 ,l5 , 31 , 42 This group con
sists of people who are actively working on personnel neutron dosimetry develop
ment and application. The exchange of ideas, developments, and methods has elim
inated much of the duplication of effort that existed before these meetings and 
has been of value in guiding research efforts of the participants. These meet
ings have provided an opportunity to discuss openly some of the problems with 
various dosimetry systems, for example, the hazards of fissile material in dosim
eters, the energy dependence of albedo-neutron dosimeters, and the special prob
lems associated with high-energy accelerator health physics. The meetings also 
serve to keep the participants informed of recent developments in personnel neu
tron dosimetry. 
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There are now three dosimetry systems available for consideration by users: NTA 
film, albedo-neutron dosimeters, and fission-fragment track dosimeters. None of 
these systems is the ultimate dosimeter. Each has been extensively studied and 
its limitations and advantages are known. Selection of a dosimetry system will 
depend on a number of factors, and a dosimeter useful at one facility may not be 
considered useful at another. 

Interesting dosimetry techniques are being studied and may have future ap
plication for personnel neutron dosimetry, but at present most lack sensitivity 
or the ability to separate adequately the gamma and neutron components. 
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IONIZING RADIATION RECORDS FOR INDIVIDUALS 
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Abstract 

Even though many people have expressed alarm over possible effects of the 
ever-increasing amounts of ionizing radiations in our environment, no records 
exist from which the cumulative dose for any individual adult in the United 
States can be tabulated. Rather than stop the construction of new nuclear power 
stations and limit the use of other radiation sources, such as for medical pur
poses, simply because we are not sure of the effects, it is time that we deter
mine the nature and magnitude of the effects in such a way that they can be 
correlated with accurate measurements of radiation dose. Suggestions are made 
as to how a record-keeping system can be established, without undue involvement 
of the general populace and with a minimum of monetary cost. 

Ionizing Radiation and Public Concern 

During the 20th century the magnitude of our ion1z1ng radiation environment 
has increased slowly but steadily. The primary factors contributing to this in
crease have been commercial use of radionuclides, use of nuclear fission for 
nuclear weapoys and for nuclear power, and an increased use of medical and den
tal radiology . 

Gross effects of ionizing radiations are well known and, based on these 
gross effects, standards have been developed limiting the dose an individual 
should receive2. However, some ~eople have concluded that adverse effects may 
also ensue from very small doses . For example, Stewart has found4 that rela
tively small doses delivered to the fetus may induce an excess cancer risk dur
ing the first ten years of life. Gaulden5 has pointed out that chromosomic 
changes, especially in the fetus, may be induced by small amounts of ionizing 
radiation. A positive correlation has been found by Mole6 between incidence of 
cancer in uranium miners and relatively small doses of ionizing radiation. 
These specific studies cover a very limited portion of the general population. 
Other studies, which appear to be based on insufficient data, have created con
troversy over the relevance of their findings7,8. Determination of the cause 
of selected biological effects and whether ionizing radiations have a role in 
the production of these effects is difficult because of the large number of var
iables that must be considered. 

As long as controversy exists, public concern is justified. This concern 
has appeared for example as opposition to nuclear power plants, a sometimes emo
tional issue that leads to extensive hearings, delays and conflict, such as 
those associated with the application of the Long Island Lighting Company to 
build a nuclear power station at Shoreham, New York9 . Concern over fallout 
radiation and its effects was a primary factor that led to a moratorium on 
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atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons, moreso than a concern about the tremen
dous destructive power or the havoc these weapons would cause if used in a com
bat situation. 

Record Keeping As It Exists Today 

Despite public concern, no adult in the United States really knows the 
magnitude of the total dose he has accumulated from exposure to ionizing radia
tion. Part of the reason for this lack of data is the complexity of the situa
tion. However, another relevant factor is an apathy toward proper record keep
ing and sometimes outright opposition. Many reasons are cited for this inaction 
but the end result is always an unknown factor that allows scientists to argue 
indefinitely over the effects of ionizing radiations. The same or similar prob
lems exist in other parts of the world. However, since the information I am us
ing comes primarily from U.S. sources, I shall limit my suggestions to those 
applicable to the United States. I believe many other parts of the world can 
use them with little or no modification. 

Some ionizing radiation exposures are actually excluded from record-keeping 
requirements. For example, although regulations of the USAEC mandate record 
keeping for all persons who receive, possess, use or transfer by-product mate
rial, source material or special nuclear material and establish standards for 
protection against radiation hazards arising from activities under licenses 
issued by the USAEclO, these same regulations specifically state that nothing 
in them " ... shall be interpreted as limiting the intentional exposure of pa
tients to radiation for the purpose of medical diagnostics or medical therapy." 
Although it does not really so state, both the medical profession and record 
keepers have generally interpreted the quoted statement as meaning that perma
nent record keeping of ionizing radiation doses received for medical purposes 
is not necessary. Without this information, complete and permanent records of 
individual doses is impossible. 

Many people apparently do not realize the magnitude of medically produced 
radiations, largely because of the lack of individual records. However, studies 
by the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission11 of people exposed to radiations from 
the nuclear detonations at Hiroshima and Nagasaki show that they were further 
exposed between 1946 and 1963 to a cumulative bone-marrow integral dose from 
medical X-rays comparable to or greater than the dose they received because of 
radiation from the respective nuclear detonations. These people are among the 
few and may be the only group of people in the world for whom accurate records 
of all radiation dose has been kept over a realistically long period of time. 

Suggested Procedures 

On numerous occasions suggestions have been made that records be kept of 
all individual radiation doses. Eason and Brooks recently reviewed12 the his
tory of some suggestions to maintain permanent records of cumulative radiation 
dose to individuals. They also discussed selected court and review board cases 
in which compensation was awarded for supposed exposure to ionizing radiation, 
even though there was no way of knowing the true radiation history of the con
cerned individuals. Cameron13 has even proposed a unit for measurement of med
ical radiation exposure. 

One reason often cited for not requ1r1ng permanent record keeping of medi
cal radiations is the psychological effects on the individual if he knows that 
records are being kept. Another argument has been that the general public will 
not wear film badges or other radiation measuring devices. In my opinion both 
arguments evade the basic issues. The wearing of film badges or other personal 
dosimeters is not required, except for those working in an industry subject to 
USAEC regulation 10 , since almost all exposures of significant magnitude can be 
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recorded from other available information, maybe even more reliably than from 
personal dosimetry readings. After discussions with many individuals who can 
be classified as part of the general public, I have come to the conclusion that 
record keeping of ionizing radiation doses might produce a greater psychologi
cal effect on members of the medical profession than on the general public. 

If records are to be kept, a system must be established that allows reason
ably good controls and a minimum of bookkeeping and interference with the life
style of the individuals involved. To accomplish these goals, ionizing radia
tions and the methods of measurement need to be divided into three categories, 
general-area radiations, industrial radiations and medical radiations (includ
ing dental) . 

Background radiations form one type of general-area radiations. Although 
the magnitudes of these radiations vary from locality to locality, depending 
both on altitude and the amount of natural radioactivity in the vicinity, they 
should not fluctuate in any one area, except for effects caused by solar storms 
on cosmic-ray intensitiesl4,15. Other general-area radiation sources are the 
airborne radioactivity that has been produced by atmospheric nuclear weapons 
tests and airborne releases of radioactive material from nuclear power plants. 
The radionuclides from these and possibly other man-made sources are distrib
uted over the entire earth by atmospheric movements. The radionuclide 85 Kr is 
of especial significance in the gaseous releases of nuclear power plants, since 
its intensity is expected to build up over the yearsl6, as more nuclear plants 
go into operation. Regional records of these radiations can be maintained with
out requiring the wearing of dosimeters by individuals if central monitoring 
stations are placed in selected locations, provided appropriate surveys are made 
of nearby areas, to map expected variations in radiation exposure levels rela
tive to those at the central station. Readings from these monitoring stations 
would become part of the record for individuals living in the area. 

Industrial radiation records need to be kept in much the same manner as 
they are now. However, they must be maintained throughout the lifetime of each 
individual, as part of his permanent record. All too often records have not 
followed individuals when they change employment, making compilation of cumula
tive dose records impossible. I can cite several specific instances where 
records have been lost or destroyed. 

Record keeping of medical radiology presents a problem of its own. Gene
rally, doses are not uniformly distributed over the body. Also radiation ener
gies vary considerably among different diagnostic and therapeutic sources. For 
this reason some basic records indicating the size and shape of the radiation 
field and any variations in radiation energies over this field must be kept for 
each treatment. Also, the dose to selected regions of the body must be kept as 
part of the record for each individual. Only in this way can a true correla
tion ever be made between cumulative effects of ionizing radiations and any 
subsequent observation of diseases that may be linked to radiation exposure, of 
the type cited by Eason and Brooks 12 as having been considered in selected 
court cases. Such records of dose to individual organs of the body should not 
present as much of a problem as it may at first appear. Doses for radiation 
therapy are now carefully calculated, generally by computer, to L~ able to 
place the maximum dose in the appropriate region of the body. There is no 
reason why such computerized calculations cannot be made for diagnostic work 
as well, so that the dose to specific body organs can be recorded for each 
radiationl7. 

Since we currently have no record of cumulative dose for any adult in the 
United States, the best way to establish a valid record-keeping system is to 
begin with children who have a known past history of medical radiation, most 
probably none. The system therefore need not be an elaborate full-scale system 
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in its initial stages, but can be built up over the years as more and more 
children's records are added. The system need not necessarily be established 
everywhere at once. A pilot system could be established in an area covering 
up to a few states. Such a system could provide enough information within about 
10 years or so to allow us to determine its feasibility and to decide how far 
and how fast it should be expanded. Unless we start somewhere we will continue 
to argue about the merits of any system and, because of the size of the project, 
probably never do anything. 
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THE RAPID DETERMINATION OF THE TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS BY 

EXTRACTION CHROMATOGRAPHY IN URINES CONTAINING DTPA 

Delle Site A., Santori G., Testa c., 
CSN-Casaccia, CNEN, 
Rome, Italy. 

Abstract 

Microporous polyethylene (Microthene-710) supporting tri-n
-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid 
(HDEHP) has been used successfully to extract respectively Th, Pa, 
u, Np, Pu, Am and Cm from the urine. As the extraction takes place 
in an HN03 medium, DTPA up to 2 g/1 does not interfere. A parti
cular investigation was carried out for Am in order to find out 
the best extraction pH. Finally it has been demonstrated that 
great losses of actinides occur when a coprecipitation with Ca 
and Mg phosphates are carried out in the presence of DTPA. 

Introduction 

During ten year experience in our laboratory several methods 
have been prepared for the determination of some actinide elements 
in the urine by means of extraction chromatography. 

"Extraction chromatography" or "reversed phase partition 
chromatography" is a very useful tool to transform a liquid-liquid 
extraction into a chromatographic procedure by supporting some 
organic extractants on an inert microporous support 1-3. By using 
Microthene-710 (microporous polyethylene) as the inert support 
and tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and di(2-ethylhexyl) pho
sphoric acid (HDEHP) as the extractants, many radiotoxicological 
determinations were performed; the urine was stirred with a slurry 
of Microthene-TOPO for Th, Pa, U, Np and Pu4-9 and with Microthene 
-HDEHP for Am and Cm10 ; after this batch extraction, the slurry i; 
transferred into a chromatographic column from which the radionu
clide is eluted selectively with a suitable solution. Table I sum
marizes the experimental conditions and the relevant literatu
re4-10. 
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As it is well known, di-ethylentriaminopentaceticacid is 
widely used in case of acute contaminations with plutonium and 
americium. On the other hand, this complexing agent can seriously 
interfere with conventional radiotoxicological analyses: some 
authors recommend the complete destruction of DTPA by a wet ash
ing11-12 and others claim a wet mineralization with HN03 and H2o2 
would be sufficient before the coprecipitation of plutonium with 
Ca and Mg phosphates13. 

The aim of the present paper is to demonstrate that the 
techniques based on the extraction chromatography can be used 
successfully, and without any change, with urine containing large 
quantities of DTPA. 

Experimental 

Reagents and apparatus 

TOPO was supplied by Eastman Organic Chemicals (USA) and 
HDEHP by K & K (USA). 

Microthene-710, 50-100 mesh, was obtained by the Columbia 
Organic Chemicals (USA). 

DTPA was supplied by Fluka (Switzerland). 
Pa-233, U-233, Np-237, Pu-239, Am-241 and Cm-242 came from 

the Amersham Radiochemical Centre (England). Th-234 (UX1) was pre
pared in our laboratory? 

The other chemical reagents were of analytical grade. 

An Intertechnique liquid scintillation apparatus connected 
to a Laben 400 channel analyzer was used for alpha counting after 
the batch extractions. 

For the counting of Th-234 and Pa-233 a low background beta 
detector was employed. 

The final recoveries of the alpha emitters were calculated 
by alpha counting with an Ortec solid state detector after electro
plating the radionuclide. 

The other apparatus (pHmeter, magnetic stirrer, chromatogra
phic columns, etc.) were of conventional type. 

Experimental results 

To 500 ml of urine containing 6,000 dpm of Pu-239 (v44 ng), 
different quantities of DTPA (10 mg, 100 mg and 1000 mg) were ad
ded and the conventional chromatographic extraction procedure was 
performed; the final yields were 75.5%, 78.5% and 79.5%, respecti
vely showing that large quantities of DTPA can be tolerated. 

Taking into account these results, 1 g of DTPA was added to 
500 ml of urine containing the other radionuclides and three ana
lyses were carried out to check the effect of DTPA on the final 
yields. Table II summarizes the obtained results and it shows that 
DTPA does not interfere with the analysis, except for amer~c~um 
and curium for which the extraction takes place at pH 3. 
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TABLE I 

DETERMIJA'l'IO:K OF ACTINIDES IK THE URINE BY BATCH EXTRACTION 
WITH MICROTHEKE SUPPORTiffG SOME ORGAffiC EXTRACTAKTS 

NU- RECO- SENSITI- ME-HNO 3TATIONA- ELUTING TIM:E CLI CONd, VERY VITY LI- THOD REF. R.Y PHASE AGENT H. DE % MIT (a) 

Th 4.0 M p.?rii TOPO 0.3M H2so
4 98.2 0.2 /ug/1 Col. 

Pa 4.0 M p. 1M TOPO ~M HCl+O. 2M HF - - ZnS 

u 4.0 M p.5M TOPO 1M HF 70.0 1 dpm/1 ZnS 

Np 6.0 M p. 1M TOPO 6M HCl+Cl2 83.2 0.05 pCi/1 SSD 

Pu 4.0 M p, 3M TOPO ~M HC1+0.01 HI 70.5 0.07 pCi/1 SSD 
4.0 M p.3M TOPO ~M HC1+0.1 HI 76.5 0.10 pCi/1 ZnS 

Am 0.001M ~.5M HDEHF 3M HN0
3 

35.9 0.05 pCi/1 SSD 
Cm) 

(a) Col. = colorimetry; ZnS =alpha counting with a ZnS(Ag) 
detector; 

SSD = alpha counting with a solid state detector after 
electroplating. 

TABLE II 

4 4 

4 5 

4 6 

8 7 

8 8 
4 9 

8 10 

RECOVERIES OF ACTINIDES BY EXTRACTION CHROMATOGRAPHY WITHOUT 
AND WITH DTPA 

FINAL RECOVERY % FINAL RECOVERY % 
RADIONUCLIDE WITHOUT DTPA 6% WITH 1 g OF DTPA HI G% 

(a) 500 ML OF URINE (b) 

Th 98.2 11 • 5 93.0(c) 1.7 

Pa - - 91.1(d) 2.7 

u 70.0 3.0 70.2 ~.2 

Np 83.2 6.5 79.8 4.7 

Pu 76.5 5.7 76.7 ~.5 

Am(Cm) 85.9 7.6 0 -

(a) Average of 10 analyses; (b) Average of 3 analyses; (c) Th-234 
radiometric determination; (d) % Recovery of the only extraction. 
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It appears that in 4-6 ~ HN0
3 

the actinide elements are not 
complexed by DTPA. 

A study was then performed to find out the possibility to 
extract also amer1c1um and curium in the presence of DTPA by de
creasing the pH of the solution: in fact in this case there are 
two opposite effects, i.e. the extraction of Am which increases 
by increasing the pH value, and the complexing of Am by DTPA 
which also increases with the pH. Therefore it was decided to 
study the extraction of americium as a function of the DTPA con
centration and of the pH of the solution. As Fig. 1 shows by 
stirring for 60 minutes 500 ml of urine without DTPA with 7 g of 
Microthene supporting 5 ml of 1.5 M HDEHP in xylene, the Am 
extraction is complete above pH 2.5; if some DTPA is present an 
extraction maximum takes place at a pH which decreases by increas
ing the quantity of DTPA. In any case it is always possible to 
obtain a sufficiently good extraction (56% to 86%) by using a 
suitable pH. 

By fixing the pH at 2 and by increasing the DTPA concentra
tion from 10 to 100 mg (fig. 2) the Am extraction decreased from 
73 to 60%. Similar results were obtained with curium. 

Discussion 

From the experimental results it appears that by using the 
extraction chromatography it is always possible to obtain suffi
ciently good recoveries of the actinides from the urines, even 
in the presence of DTPA. 

To be sure that the clearing of the urine by boiling with 
HN03 was not the cause of the DTPA removal13, some analyses were 
carried out by adding the complexing agent after the wet minerali
zation of the urine: also in this case ·the actinides extractions 
were the same, showing that the DTPA present does not form 
complexes with these elements at high H+concentrations14-15. 

On the other hand, the methods for the complete mineraliza
tion of the organic matter11-12 are very time-consuming. 

It has also been reported13 that a wet-15 minute mineraliza
tion with 85 ml of cone. HN03 and 8 ml of H202 for 1.5 liter of 
urine could destroy the DTPA and permit plutonium to coprecipitate 
quantitatively at pH 8.5-9.0 with calcium and magnesium phospha
tes. On the contrary, we have found that this treatment is not 
sufficient to eliminate the effect of DTPA, as fig. 3 shows: in 
fact, boiling 500 ml of urine containing DTPA (0-1 g) with 100 ml 
of cone. HN03 and 20 ml of H202 for 60 minutes, the precipitation 
yield decreased from about 98% to about 39%. This is due to the 
precipitation pfl (8.5-9.0) where the complex Pu-DTPA does take 
place. 

Concluding, the described methods of extraction chromatogra
phy are very simple and rapid and they do not require any dry mi
neralization or coprecipitation. 

The only drawback which exists for the americium and curium 
determination is to know roughly the DTPA concentration in the 
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urine; however this is easily estimated by considering that 
almost all the injected DTPA is excreted in the first 24 hour 
urine sample16 
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EXCRETION OF TRITIUM IN WORKERS PREPARING 
LABELLED COMPOUNDS 

Houskova,M., Cajkova,A., Kunz,E., Namestek,L. 
Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology 

Praha, Czechoslovakia 

Abstract 

Analysis nf results of tritium excretion follow-up in 
workers preparing labelled compounds proved the applicability 
of the method of measuring tritium in exhaled breath to the 
evaluation of HTO excretion, and showed the need to determine 
organically bound tritium or the total activity of tritium in 
urine. The mean ratio of exhaled breath to distilled urine 
activities amounted to 0.88~0.18. The biological half-life Tb 
of HTO excretion was 11.4±2.1 days on the average. In a worker 
followed up for 600 days following exposure another half-life 
component was determined of 240.2±8.4 days. Organically bound 
tritium was excreted with a half-life lower than 2.5 days. 

Starting in 1971, we have systematically followed up 
excretion of tritium in workers engaged in the synthesis of 
labelled compounds and in workers operating neutron generators, 
with the aim to improve the methods of measurement and 
evaluation of exposure to tritium. 

Methods 

Sampling of urine and exhaled breath was carried out in 
an inactive environment as a rule before starting work, but 
also after termination of individual operations and during a 
longer absence of the subject at the workplace. HTO from exhaled 
breath was trapped by molecular sieves (Nalsit 4A), desorbed by 
vacuum distillation at 4000C and frozen at -80°C. Tritium was 
also determined in samples of non-treated native urine or in 
distilled urine following removal of interfering substances by 
sorption on powdered activated charcoal. Distillation was 
carried out to dryness in order to exclude the isotopic effect. 
Organically bound tritium was estimated from the difference of 
the native urine and distilled urine tritium activities, or by 
determining the tritium activity of lyophilized urine samples. 
The latter method seems to be more accurate. All measurements 
have been carried out with a Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer, model B 3003 (Packard) with the use of a 
scintillator Insta-Gel for samples of native and lyophilized 
urine, or of a dioxane scintillator composed of POP, dimethyl 
POPOP and naphtalene for distilled urine. For evaluation of the 
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specific activity the method of internal standard has been used. 
The reproducibility of the method is ± 3 per cent, the lowest 
detectable activity of tritium in distilled urine is 3.5 pCi/ml 
for the counting time of 500 min and the error of measurement 
± 10 per cent. 

Results and Discussion 

Tritium in Exhaled Breath 
Fig. 1 illustrates the distribution of values for the 

ratios of tritium specific activity in HTO from exhaled breath 
and distilled urine. The data represent results of 40 
simultaneous exhaled breath and urine samples taken from 6 
persons after a sufficiently long time following possible 
internal contamination. The mean ratio of 0.88±0.18 is in 
agreement with data of other authorsl,2 and indicates a probable 
isotopic effect in the lung. Repeated determinations in the same 
persons prove the reproducibility of the method. The reliability 
of the method is indicated by an excellent agreement of the 
course of tritium excretion by urine and exhaled breath during 
the long-term follow-up (Fig. J}. The advantage of the method 
as compared with the measurement of tritium in distilled urine 
consists in the possibility of choice of the sampling time, in 
shorter treatment and easier storing of samples, as for 
instance when sampling outside the workplace. However, the 
workers examined prefer urine sampling. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of breath and urine samples. 
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The Course of HTO Excretion 

The values for HTO biological half-lives calculated from 
the results of measurements of distilled urine or exhaled breath 
samples taken at the periods when the subjects were removed from 
work are shown in the following Table. 

Biological half-lives of HTO 

Subject Tb (days) 

v 
8.6:0.5 
10.2 
23.0±5.4 
17.6±8.9 

B 13.6:t2.9 
16.1 
12.0 

s 9. 3:tO. 4 
K 8.9 
M 10.1 
J 12.2:0.9 
H 11.7 

11.4 c 12.67:!:0.03 
12.64:!:0.06 
240.2:!:8.4 
268.7:tl4.7 

D.U. = distilled urine 
E.B. = exhaled breath 

Water phase Sampling time 

D.U. May 1971 
D.U. August 1971 
D.U. April 1972 
D.U. May 1972 
D.U. March 1971 
D.U. July 1971 
D.U. February 1972 
D.U. September 1972 
D.U. March 1972 
D.U. March 1972 
D.U. March 1972 
D.U. March 1971 
D.U. April 1971 
D.U. September 1971 
E.B. September 1971 
D.U. 
E. B. 

Except one case (subject C), the persons examined remained out 
of exposure only for relatively short periods of time. The mean 
value of Tb = 11.4±2.1 days corresponds to the data published 
elsewhere. 3,4 The subject V exhibited higher values of Tb 
during his two stays in high mountain conditions (Fig. 2 B,C), 
contrary to his previous value of Tb (Fig. 2 A). This finding 
cannot be explained reliably and the data obtained were not 
included in the calculated mean. The data of a systematic 
follow-up in the period prior to his leave of absence exclude 
the possibility of a longer component of excretion to exert 
itself. In subject C it was possible to follow up excretion of 
tritium for 600 days following discontinuance of work in 
preparation of labelled compounds (Fig. 3). Analysis of the 
results led to the determination of another component of 
excretion. The value of Tb (see Table) agrees with the findings 
of other authors.5,b,7 The equation characterizing the HTO 
excretion by C is of the form 

At = 5658.0 e 
0.693 
12.67 t + 14.3 e 

where At is activity in time t. 
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The relative contribution o~ tritium excreted with a longer 
half-li~e (0.25 per cent of the total amount o~ tritium) to the 
dose commitment is negligible. 
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Fig. 2. Urinary excretion o~ tritium by subject V. 
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Organically bound tritium 
In workers engaged in the synthesis o~ labelled compounds 

varying values o~ organically bound tritium were observed. 
Organically bound tritium amounted, as a rule, to tens per cent 
out o~ the total amount o~ tritium in urine, in some cases, how
ever, it exceeded many times the activity of HTO. In Fig. 4 the 
values are plotted of tritium activity in native and distilled 
urine as well as the di~ference of these values corresponding 
to the organically bound tritium. The values were obtained from 
two persons during the period of intensive follow-up. The 
biological half-lives of organically bound tritium were 2.1±0.4 
for S and 2.5t0.4 for B. The real values might be lower, since 
additional contamination of the workers who continued in tritium 
work cannot be excluded. Following experimenSal percutaneous 
absorption of gaseous tritium, Eakins et al. observed urinary 
excretion of organically bound tritium (mixture of organ~c 
acids) of 2 half-lives, 5 hours and 1.7 days. Koch et al. found 
very short biological half-lives o~ various defined organic 
compounds labelled with tritium in persons engaged in work with 
these substances. Both possible sources of organically bound 
tritium in urine must be considered at the folowed up workplaces. 
In conditions of our study it was not possible for the time 
being to prove the existence of a very short component of 
excretion (Tb of a few hours), nor to identify individual 
organic compounds in urine. Fig. 2 B,C shows the course of 
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Fig. 4. Urinary excretion of organically bound tritium by 
subjects B and S. 
-.-.- native urine, - - - distilled urine, 

organically bound tritium 

excretion of organically bound tritium (according to activity of 
lyophilized urine) in subject V during his high mountain 
recreation. The biological half-lives were 5.6!3.3 and 7.0±3.7 
days for the two periods of follow-up respectively. The values 
are higher than those observed in subjects B and S during 
tritium work. In workers operating neutron generators, the 
activity of organically bound tritium was below 1 per cent of 
the total activity of tritium in urine. 

The possibility of intake of tritiated organic compounds 
or their formation in the organism during exposure to gaseous 
tritium is of importance when deciding on the methods, 
frequency of sampling and interpretation of results in 
monitoring of tritium exposure. The determination of tritium 
only in the form of HTO can lead to serious underestimation of 
the exposure, the evaluation of native urine activity according 
to HTO kinetics parameters can result in its overestimation. 
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I.IOU;:11i. ;3, /~CDI:..S 
~~o.dia-~ion Control Oft.icG 
...... llllfJGI'Y OI ~·~cn.l~t;J:l 

l3aGl1C_a.(l. - I:eQg_ 
Abstract 

'::he e:..~·cor:nal G~:-'->OS"lli."'e of ro..c1iation 170:i::: ~ors L1 ·cJ~c :':~8}/Lli:.Jj_c 
of I:co.J c~l~c cl1cc ~~eel b3r l'"'C(_Luirii10 fl"'O~:. Jcl1o r:or ~ ;.:crlc _!co I.IOOX ~?:Ll~-1 
bo..C:~c:;ss. ':..:hc:,_'C o.rG o:1l~I t··.fo lo.bora·torics of fiL cl.osinetry concCl~
llin:__; cl~c co:..xc:rol o:.,~ occulJationn.l e::~•)OGl .. E'CG to i.onizin...; rc'.cl:L.'.tion • 

.. .'.JJ.c.J~~rsis o:~ ·tlJ.e ~1at"Ct ol:rC tl_i.1cc1. l11 I~)72 iol~ ~cl~e ~:oo~~cl~r o~~~)osu-
.. , ,r• 0-~ -~.D!' c·o·,-, 0 ~,-~- ·:• 0'~ ·j C . ., l '""G1'V~ C 0 -i "ll co:·.~ •'0.·,-.·i "0"1 -!·0 .,, '"' .. , c•o·- '~ "'ll' '0.' ·or·) -;01.J J • ...i:''V-}...J - .... u {...~~ ---··. \...--- L .. , ~ ..... -- .. _._,. -~-. .~./'-..J-~1-...J -. u .J./";.L'-' ..... l'-- cl. we:.:.;"'--

lll resGG.J..'ch oncl lll ln<lus·crlal radlO."GlO:tl uor.:s lS o.vo.llablo. 
ThG cvo.luo.tion of e::::-cernal radiation ox:::.JosUJ::es received. by 

~.·o···G tho11 G9rl i:nc1.i viduc:.ls ho.s been :t"or I972 in coj l2_!c.rison \7i th 
tliat fol' t 1.1o periocJ. I9G;:: - I97I •. 

Duril1c; ·t.he period. I969-I972 t;he am1ual e:;q)OSl.u~os clid. not 
e::;ccoccl 5·00 m:cer:.l in 9~:~" of tho occupo..tiono.ls c.ncl loss tho.n I~; e:~-po
sures YJherc ilic;hel~ J.;lv.m 5 ron1 Y:'Orc received o.nd tho total is about 
L!-00 T,mn-rom in I972. '::2!.10 o:~~)O stu·es o.ro very lon in averc~(Se. 

It Yras fotmc:L ·clmt o:;:po sures in !:~on is sic;nit'iceJ.Ttly hi::.;he:r 
thM L1 '\70mon, e11<1 the ·tie .c.b .. nical assistants vrere m::-posed sic,nifi-

cant1y roprGsent tllo r.1ajor occupational J?ersormel (about 705=· ) • 
In D.d.cl.ition ·t:w )resent pGJ)er iJlclucl.os ·che toJcal nui:J.ber of 

ro.diation YJOl"'l:ors, toJco.l j)el'S011.nol e:.:-_::;ostJ..re ru1.d percentage so:::: year
ly o::posUJ::os J..•eceive<1. 

I- In·c:cocl.uction 

:S.:::posu.re to allY hanlf'ul levels of ionizinc ro.cliation c&n not 
be cliroctly cletectecl by the hunan senses. Therefor, it -rms necess
O.l7 to loo:: for inst:rl.llients to fulfill tl1is job. These insJcrTh"'"1ent
s are callecl the <losiDeters. One of the rnost ir:mortant dosimeters 
foJ:: pel'SOID.lel noni toril1::_; is the filu Baclc;e/ I /~ In Iraq there 
are nov.r tno ·well equipped laboratories cl.ealinc 1:i th occupational 
e::mostu•e corrcrol. ~, 

- The f:Lrst laboratory \70.S establislwc1 at the Iraqi .1\.tor::ic 
:L.:nerc;y Co:urrD.ission (L'0D) ill I962, rrhis laboratory is nor; res.pons
iblo only for the e::q!osure assesmen·t of the IL.JJJ e:nployoes. r:n.o ncco:c"lci. 
it is concerned vr:Lth the occul;ational e:::::yosu..res of the employees 
of ·l;hs coU11~cry e::;:::c opt tlw IA=~;c •. 2:1is is t~;.e J:~a0 i c:~tion C ontro J. Office 

This paper discusses the results of tl1e tu, lo.boro.tories ancl 

'~ The ·cerm n occupational e~~IlOsure11 is usee. in this 1)aper as 
uooc!. by ·chG IC"'::_r'j 2 I -'co a::_;:;)ly -to all o..ctivi·ces involvin;;; e:::pos 
lli'o· of ;:;or: :ors to ionizi.1..; :ce.(iiation i:c·t -:~ho ourse of their ·;;or:::, 

rec.;a:rdloss of r:hother the norl~ers c~re cl:i..rectly Gnsa;_;Gcl in 

radiation "V.'Orl::: or not • 
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Gives so::~e evaluations a"'oo~u·b the :t.'o.clia:cion o:::poslJ.re levels of 
about 900 porsonn in Iro.c;i_; it is c:~l1oc·cecJ. that this service Yiould 
be ::;ro.cl.ual1y o:;:tenG.oc1 ·t:;o incluclo :.lore ch011 I2CO persons •:ror:~i:nc 
on raclic:cion sou.roes at the encl. of 1973. 

II. i.Laterials ancl : :othods 

I. i_T1..1Ill1) er of ro.c1ia·cion sou.l"'C cs in 1.rag_ 

S:he ionizinG ro.cliation sou:ccos in 1.ro.q_ a:re as ill other 
C:,ovcJ.opinc cou:Tcrics, consi:::rcL'1G r::..;.inly of the som"'ces 011d appar-
atus r:~1ich are usecl. fol"' ~'-edicc_l ( cliac;nosis and therC:'-l)Y ) , 
1 -'--- l vc ·- -; -- . '"1 • • l ,.., -, 1 ., ' . 1 " conv?--t ·uol'-llary, ~w.c.O"I:!_:L'lC ... 1 r':'soarc~1 cu1c ?Cl~l?o:c~ona , o....'lu 
ato:~:~.1.c c~lO.:C~;J- ~J1..U'"\2:JOSes. To.r;lc ..L 1l:S-:;E} ·l;xr_o :r:"'cul:'l ,~·-Gl.011 f;011T'ces 

servc(t. b;::,r :::!'i J.n. Dacl_(;e in Il"'<H __ • ~-~ost of these oou:rcos are meclical 
and dental pm"'poocs. r.rhe m .. 12:iber of rac.lio.tion ins·co.l.Lations uood 
for veterinal_,..J, incl.uotrio.l, anc.1 rcoec.u"'ch D.l1c.1 ed.uca:ciono.l }_)Ul"'}_)osos, 
-io at j__)resont very sr:1all co:_:lpo.red ;;d:lJh thoce uoecl !·or ;·wdica1 
]_)11rlJODCS• 

Table I ITunber of li.acLiation Sou.rcos up to the end 
of I972 servoc1 by fil:--·1 bo.cl:_;cs • 

~1adia·cion Sou.rc e 

=~-ro.y Ctial_;nostic ~-LD.C21iilOG 

=~-rey -chero.peutic 

Dent;al =:-rc::y :rJachines 

Z-l"'D.Y ve·cerinc.ry L1achines 
Inclustrio.l ~:-ro.y rac.lioc~ro.phic no.g&incs 

Go.:r:1no.-l'QY thera-peutic UlliJcs Uf3in:::; Co 
Gw:1:.:a-ray j_nt.J.uctl'ial raclio:__;raph:Lc Ullits 

uoi~J.3° Co o.:nd. I92 Ir. · 60 
Go.:.r:.:a-ro.;y asr~cul-cu.ral 1..mit · usinc; Co 
r~eso<:l.:CCll 2 :.c:; ~:.cactor. 
Icotope :vroC.uction lo.boro.tory 011d so;:~e 
raclioactlvc rosoo.rc:1 J.aborcd:;o:cies. 
I::-:;oJcopes clinics 

80~10 lo.boratarios usL1::.:; rac1ioo.cti vi ty 

2. r:u::oei' of rac.l.iation •::or:~ors 

Total 
111..L~bCr 

300 

I7 

;56 

2 
7 
3 

7 
I 

I 
3 

~~.:o:c~:crs Y.~11o Ql~c GU}?lJliocL -;,J'i·G.:l ~?ilr.: DoJ_~c_;Gs ary dis·Gribtrtiec:~ 
o.1l over t~:>.o :ccJl_io:cio:;_l fiolc1s of tho coUJ.rcry. 

~Te.---,-ol.,r "~)0'1-'- 7r .. ·· o·"' -:-1-1'" -~·o+·~l ··l''"'~~oe·-. o·"' l)"'-""'"'-'''"' '~O,,l-' ''" .... c .... L.. -v """"' "'--~ v /I--- J_ ;.; ___ ....,.. v v~.A.-- ..... v-.. .../ -L .L. ..:.. l.....:~ J.:)·...J--o . __ u.-·-... .L-.._> 

Y!i tJJ. t;~·.lo :C&(Li~~.!CiOll SOL:..:CCCS l'lO.VG 1JOCLl Sll}_)l)licc1 r;i t.ll :Ji].I.l }:)Q0_,~CD. 
TI1ir::> IJT-c JJci~ iJJ.c:eoaso(!.. J~roLl 78 to 897 6.1J.:ci::.1: tl:.o }_)Q~TC 

clevej:l yo~U."'D ( I<)S:.: - 1973 ) • 
1'2l1e occl.no:ciollo.l -i)Crsons U") ·co c:acL of I972, cu."'e cJ.o.;:;sifiocl.. 

accor(li:J.G to- tl1e llcrC-Lli-o of :2~1J .. 1lc~t;ic:cl "\7ox·:~: as su:r·.~.erizcct- j_l1. 
To.l')J.G 2 • 

.:>. Dose ~ ... ocu.Jt..u~o~- :.oJ:l"CG 

~>o j)lloto::;r'o.phic filn is o.clv011tageous since it ce.11 ii:.:lJe~;r

e:tJes ~tile :eaG~io:Cio11 e::=)OS11rG il,..rCfJJ)Cc~cive ~to o::;)osm"lc rt.},.te. Ir1 
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]~l~t~.q, -r.-:o lJ.SC ,~Losi~.-:e·Ccj_'l fil!1 r~C.~J}~C 2.C2ll0 folJ_O\"TOCl 
~;oc::ot (;;:;To :_;.n.:L. 30 ::Jlac~: in I972 accorclinc to 

lllJ j)8l'BOJ'lD 

\70r~:: r)luc.cs. 
s::_:ot ::::'j_]_:.-_:. Do.ci.e:;o •::i·ch Lo do]::: :J.::tc:ic.;.f . · 
·cion ;·oD.i torin;:-; Co~ J)inoc1 ~-·:::v.lsiol LYlJO of vror1: pors. or~o.n. 
J'il.·· (3.2 ::: L; .• I c::). It is poss r---------------------
ibl8 ~o. : .. oo.s1.U'~ o:~-:c:slu;'os ·co clif 
fcl)Cll-G ~C::_Tl)GS ot rctCt.lO."tilOll :frOEl 
IO ! ill u::) to ~ :oro thc:m 20 1l, \7i"l;h 
0~~1 OJ.72.'l0l-. i::_l OLU""~ =)J~lOCCSDil1[_; COl1C1-

it:LOllS ru1d :;vo.luo.ting o:f t.he 
·'· 

:Lilr.-:s '1.-.-i-C.l::..i~l ·t.~_lG l'DJJ.:;e ..:.. 20;: ~. 
'i:~lOl'O:::'or 0, 1;~10 llil1iL1.D -~ OXpO SUJ.--.e 
l..,E:corc1cc1 ill o~ :?ill.·_ bc.(.z_;e ro~Jor~c 

I •.. eclico.l ~~-ro.y 
Dio..;nostic 
rn}16-_,a.·ny 
D~r1:Sai 
Veterinc.ry 
IsotiO:;)GS c~oclicon) 
:!ia__;nos·cic GI 
Thcro.:c)y 33 

2. Inc!.us·cry 6 

l~I 

6 
20 

2 

2 
2 
1!-

u:::mal J.y 20 ,. 
J. 3.Ticactor 267 / 

The filL1 bacl.::.;e usualJ.y '\7orn 1-----------------------ll.r 
n~>.i:::.e -::;:,_e uo1~:' ~c:cs o.re on cLut;;;r. r~.J.1osc :\:iLls o.ro usecL for one 1.:onth 

fJ:;/ y.reo.:riJ::..~: 011c:·.1 011 t~1c l)~~l .. t of y.rorl:cr 's bo c_l.J.-r \7l1ic1l J:1i__;T1t rGc ci '-lC 
tl10 lexc.;cs-t; Ol~~wOlEl.,C of r•u.Cj_c~·l;~_o::l. 

~:t;::_:;o;:;ur1 !'il:·.s ?.?1·o:cc r:.cv?lolJ~lZ;; ::;us·~ l;e chec>ecl ~or :i."'D.\Jj oact
con"cc~.inc.•.tion • ..:'~L'S D.l"'C c•.GVCJ.O~_)OCL Yath c:::-_)OSCcl f~lY.'L toC:2R_a, 

CJ.nd IOC · ~\'-y ~.:-:.'C(/S .::me!. u1e:::-~)ose<1 control fiLl. 
S:l1e llll .. .-~~.JCl" o:e 1·ilJ.1s- C8.tl1j for 1.1se D.llc--;. -Gllo uc-Cllo.l filLts ovnlua-

~t~cc~.'- OVt:'Y" -1-:·1e -:-···t c·:: -(-~ "'O'"C \!Q>..-.,("'1~ ... -r-""~C C~JO'T~ir1 -i "rl fTI•;b,l e:, ::', 
\,1 r '...--- \J.J...C. ~~ .. t::;J..., ~-!...;., U ...... <=:\..o4..,j;.) 1.,...-..J.. J.:l-J- ~ ...... -:-.... .., ..J.(._.... --"-' ./. ... • 

'.2hc rcsuJ:cs o::. ·c~·_c3 c. ~LJ.:·. · ~cnsi.:cee:·.cl·.:;s &.:co rocOl'c'-ccl ~n persoruc1 

~f:~C.~o~~,~~a~~j_~~d~;~~o~~ ~~~~~-~i~~~~!0~lc~ii~~i~a:~~-~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~c~~;~~ ~-~r~:, 
-~~l-~e \ .. ·or"~~_-::CrD D.llC..!.. ·C.~-:;.8 3-t;o..r-~i:..l__; cJ~o:Cc of YIO~C~:ill~ iil ·CllC :C£:1JJ.ia·CiOll 

~-~ic~-c.~. ·~.}lG :r_·csv .. J.-Cs c.X·G -lliJ-L! .. UJ~~·~/ cc:rrl; l)r~c~'- -Co c:J.:Lfili"c~n-G offices 
( 1:0:2:: ~)J_;~~ec ) • 

--~--- ---- --------
:Oc::ca colJ.octecJ. :L'or tho c:::tor~1o.:L ro..C.iation e::{yOS1.1rEB: received 

8;:/ t:!1c occ1.1:.}&·ciono..l y;o:::=~crs :for the all l'Cl~iod o~~ the fil:~ 1JE'.c1~;o 
sel'i.ticer i11 Il'D.Cl is sv.I_::.:_-~a:r."'izecl ill S.:ab~ .. e L; ... IJ:he ·ta1)J_e sl'"2.0\7S -Clt\:: 
c_~j~:=rli:7ib1} .. ·i::;:Lo1l fol' ni:c :L~culc;os of doses rcceivccl. 

)l"'o;: ·chis tabJ.o GC2:)CCialJ.y in the I.ast nil1e yea.rs the percent 
o.:.;es distri1n .. l·L~ion of tho fol!.oned UJ? percons ·eore in 1;ri11ciple ·che 
8 o.;:.~10. One _:oint c::::er::.;cs fai:2ly clc;o.rly, no:c:.ely ·c~'le c;roo:c ;:1o..jority 
0-"' -·-:·,cr·o ··"'""'~c·oc·'s '"'"C"'·ive l CS"' +~1"'·1 o·1e-·'-ent'i o-" -'-1le ··1.,--ri··'lUl .L l.J.-.- ~ • .. ...;.._.... - ...... 1:.;; .J-..1. - ...., V - · J<oJ u'""" CW. .L lJ - l .L V.- .L {,.A....t~-L... .1. 

j) or: :~;JSlLI :Le a.;.12lUO..l CLO DC • 
- Go.so;::; o:? ovcl"-e:.:.poS1.U'O o.:ro very fo\·;. In o.bout 0.5~~ of v10r::ers 
t;ho ~.lGO..SLL."'e( c::;:)OS1.U.'os m:ountecl to j ore than 5 :rem. 

r:t:o.lJle L:. also sho•:iecJ. c.vcrac;e fi::::;L.u·es fo:r t~w an:nual oocupatio
nc:J. c:::-,)OSUI'C to in<J.ividuals. r;:he e:::trapolc;.tecl yoa:rly o.vera,;es of 
t'w c1osos to a1J. t":w ru.clia<;ion ',.-or~:ers ~.·Tre o1Ytainec1 bety:een LJJ.i-5 m 
=-~c:.l for ·chc J.m:l'l:; nine yoxcs. ';:i1:Ls is because the sreat the dc·t;oct
ion J.i'.'i ·l;s of ·tl>.c l'il'l oau.";cs (20 n rm4:'ontll). G~:lCcc results 
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reflecte0_ on ·[,ho total a:.nmo.J. c.i.oso in r1a.n-:ceD \7hj_ch :i.s ill I9'/2 for 
097 -·-;cl\SOllS ul)Ol1_~c 360 J.~l2.ll-l~o~~l/yoG.J.."'\. 
m 'l 4 .". , ., , . .-. '. ~ " . 
~ao..,...e ·• JJlS-C~ClOll.~ClOll,"") O:C 8..CCl\)~."ClOl10.~ iJ}~ JTCUl,S lll D.CCOr(_i:_:l~~; 2CO t;ilO 

Yeo..r 

1966 

I96S 

1970 

I97I 

I972 

si:.: l"O.llz~GS O:L [:Jlll'L1.:..lJ_ CLOSGS :L:-~ ro:.:. 

/" 

cCos 

abs 

IC5 
~:;:;. 5 

268 
GU.2 

350 
96.7 

5.LJ.6 
.-..,r r 
)OoO 

GI.3 
'Y!-.0 

'7I.3 
9I. 1 l· 

abs 849 
~·; Lfll·o b 

0.5-I 

,, 
•-;· 

I. I 

s 
I.6 

22 
~) • L~ 

27 
-' C) :.) . :/ 

62 
7 

,, 
.u 

LJ .• O 

.33 

I-I.5 

L! T t•...!.. 

5 
1.6 

LJ. 

I.I 

o.o 

C) 
-' 

I.O 

I. I 
7 

1:.5-.3 

.3 
-,- r-

..L·.::J 

G 

2.6 

2 

7 
I. I 

I 

0.3 
6 

o.s 
7 

O.G 

::J-5 

3 
I.O 

I 

0.) 
6 

I. I 
2 

6 

C.9 
I 

O.I 

I 

O.I 

I 

.L 

2 

0.3 

0.3 

I 

O.I 
I 

O.I 

.L 

O.I 

2 

C.) 

-:-.--,r-. 
j_ ';)<..__; 

3011-

r-.--- r-

:JV.) 

7SO 

C/)7 

371 

~:77 

399 
" _____ " ______________ _ 

The hic;h results of <:;l1o first; t·,-;o ycOJ:s after the os"coJ)lich
nont of the fin=rt ln.bo~ec.~cory of film bo.C,::_;os ncy be as n l'osult of 
the lac;;: of o:::oorj_cnc o of tile staf:?. 

r,l,,"u-,l 0 S c•i10'-'"" ~"'ro··t:'."'"'e -?l' '"'"1~'"''' ·Po"' +:11" "'1 ""'1,.-'1 OCC'"l"t)"_,_l.O·ll'"'l ..~...~ ... - ,.... u.~.- ~.*'-; V...\i ·--... ~...) k- ....JI...'W..Vh:> - ..L. v-. 1...::; ~J.:.-._ -~u-~ L...:.. u..V u.. 

e:::lJOstu~c Jco iJJclivic1tlc,_ls fol-- ·:;}::.e oi:c :L"}G.:l~·oo o:.C c:..oscs rcccivocL fJ~o~a 
OJ-:"l;cr:lal rncJia:Cio11 Gou:~'lc. os i:n -vo..:eiorLs .i :iJ.lc1c o~~ J:'O.clio:Cicll ·~'.ro~c~= fol\ 
the lo.st t\-!O years ( IS7I-I972 ) • ;)i~;nificnntly l'ohd;j_ve}.y hic;her 
e:.::posm:-os ',":Gl .. e fotmc1 c:'.onc; :wdico..l ~)ersorli'lol. ~~10 :;orcons o..t; 1nc1u
s·Gl~ic1l )~::JJ~~~l~OGl,<:tp!.·Q~ l10Vo::· l"OCOiVet1 Q (lODQ lli~llGl" tJlDJ:l OJ:lo-·Cel12Cll of 
the :Jo..::i TG'. :.~cr:lissj_\)le clo;_;e. I:cl I9~7I ·c.~lcro •,,·o:;.'o only ·t:i'.:o cu.sc ia 
YJllich t'..'O }!OJ::sons receivoc1 a c1oso of 200;·, of' ':..l1e r.:x::i.-xc~ T)C:i::r,lissi
blo <J.ose only once. One of ·chcl \7o.s 1odice.1 :pol.,GOl"L~el r:>i}c -c:1e 
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A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR IMPROVED TRACK RECOGNITION IN 
NUCLEAR EMULSION FILM DOSIMETRY USING SOFT X-RAYS 

V. Balasubrahmanyam and L. Szegedi 
Radiation Protection Bureau 
Health and Welfare Canada 
Ottawa, Canada 

The property of grain size and granularity variation with X and gamma 
radiation of different energy is used to improve the recognition of proton 
tracks in nuclear emulsion. Suitable x-ray qualities and exposure level have 
been investigated for this purpose. It is found that using x-ray of 10 kV and 
pre-exposure of 30 mR, the sensitivity of the neutron film could be increased 
by 15%. This study is based on exposures made using a Pu:Be neutron source. 

This enhancement relieves considerable eye strain ot the scanner and in 
addition, one is able to pick out easily shorter tracks in neutron monitoring 
films. 

Introduction 

In the Radiation Protection Bureau (RPB) film dosimeters have been used 
for many years for monitoring neutrons. In the course of regular scanning of 
these films, very often films are found with slight exposure to gamma radiation. 
It is thought that this gamma radiation comes from standard neutron sources 
containing a small percentage of gamma contamination (2-4%) or from a reactor 
environment where mixed neutron gamma radiation fields exist. Further, this 
effect is also noticed in film dosimeters that are accidentally exposed to 
extremely small amounts of light. The operators noticed a very pronounced 
"Contrast Effect" when scanning such film dosimeters through a microscope or a 
TV video set up. Films of this sort were found to require shorter scanning 
time and there was less strain on the eye. It was observed that especially the 
shorter tracks were picked out easily. 

It is this latter observation that suggested the application of the "Con
trast Effect" into practical dosimetry. This paper studies the results of the 
visual and quantitative effect on contrast as a function of x-ray exposures 
and varying qualities of soft x-rays. 

Neutron Dosimeter 

As for dosimetry of fast neutrons, a conventional neutron monitoring film 
from Kodak called NTA Type "A" is used. Neutron films were exposed to 22°C at 
a relative humidity of 45%. To avoid fading problems, they were then pro
cessed promptly after exposure; the processing time in a standard fresh Kodak 
liquid x-ray developer was 12 minutes and the corresponding time' for fixing 
was 24 minutes. 

Radiation Sources 

A Pu:Be neutron source in free air was used for all neutron exposures, 
which were made perpendicular to the film plane. The films were not in their 
normal holders and the accuracy of neutron exposure were within ±10%. 

For the x-ray exposures, two different x-ray machines were used. The one 
used at RPB for 25 kV measurements is a Philips tube with kV selection from 
25 to 100 having 1 mm Be window. The x-ray exposures were determined with an 
accuracy of ±5% using a calibrated EIL chamber. The 10 and 15 kV measurements 
were made with an x-ray machine available at the National Research Council(NRC). 
This machine is also a Philips special tube for precise x-ray output calibration 
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type 150 kV with 1 mm Be window. The x-ray exposure measurements at NRC were 
made to an accuracy of less than 1% using a special nylon chamber. 

High energy x-rays were obtained from a 250 kV Philips therapy tube with 
2 mm Al inherent filtration. A Ra-226 source enabled gamma exposures to be 
made. 

Microscopy 

The fast neutron dose was related by calibration to the proton recoils 
density per unit area. A metallurgical research microscope Model Cooke 40487 
with a TV monitor was used for this purpose. One field of view corresponded to 
4.3 x 10- 4 tracks cm2 with a dry objective x 20. The tracks were counted in an 
area covering 150 mm 2 in three different films for each ~x~usure and then 
averaged out. 

The optical quality of a recoil proton track in a neutron film is generalzy 
influenced interdependently by the following factors. (1) Transparency of the 
film, (2) Lack of uniformity of development with depth and area, (3) Poor 
discrimination for desired tracks in the presence of unwanted details, (4) Dis
tortion of track trajectories, (5) Fogging of the emulsion due to gamma or 
electron radiations, (6) Illumination of the field of view. 

Technique 

The technique is based on a well known physical property of radiation 
interaction with photographic emulsion. In the case of x-ray interaction with 
nuclear emulsion, depending on the incident quantum energy, electrons of dif
ferent energies are produced; these lead to a variable distribution of silver 
centres. This in turn leads to the formation of different sizes of silver 
aggregates depending on the developing conditions. Further, the granularity of 
the film will be very different depending upon the incident energy. For 
example, extremely low energy electrons develop only a few silver grains per 
unit area, whereas, a high energy electron develops a relatively larger number 
of grains. Usually total absorption of a quantum leads to island like clusters 
of grains due to the short curved paths of electrons in the emulsion. Eggert 
and Schopper (1938) showed that this leads to increase in granularity and grain 
size of the photographic emulsion. 

By exposing conventional nuclear emulsion film dosimeters to soft x-rays 
of a few mR, a distribution of developed silver grains are artificially pro
duced. When the film is f'\rther exposed promptly to fast neutrons, the proton 
recoil tracks are produced additionally. The x-ray developed grains and those 
forming the proton track are of different sizes, different mean diameters and 
granularity. It therefore became clear that the optical quality of the track 
and hence contrast, may be controlled by the application of a suitable 
exposure using a defined quality of x-rays. 

Experimental Procedures 

After the films were exposed to x-ray, there was a gap of about four days 
before they were exposed to neutrons and then they were promptly processed. 
For films exposed to neutrons first, the delay period was two days for x-ray 
exposures and then processing was carried out after a maximum storage time of 
one day. 

Generally both categories of x-rayed films, before or after neutron 
exposure, were processed simultaneously for convenience and to maintain pro
cessing conditions constant. 
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Generally, there appeared to be a critical dose and quality of x-rays at 
which the distribution of developed grains due to x-rays did not interfere 
with the recognition of normal proton tracks, consistent with providing a good 
contrast as seen through the microscope. If the x-ray exposure was increased 
beyond a certain value, the well known effect of train distribution, due to 
fogging, interfers with proton track recognition,. whether the proton track was 
short or long. In order to investigate these aspects, the following experi
ments were conducted using x-rays of 10, 15 and 25 kV. The 10 kV was chosen 
due to its ready availability for providing a source of low energy electrons 
in the emulsion; 25 kV was chosen for comparison. The following experiments 
were conducted. (1) Determination of optimum time/temperature combination 
for development and visual recognition (quality) of developed grain distribu
tion, (2) the effect of pre or post x-ray exposure on sensi ti.vi ty ;mel quality 
of tracks for 10 kV x-ray beam, (3) The effect of pre or post x-ray exposure 
on sensitivity and quality of tracks for 25 kV x-ray beam, (4) Distribution of 
tracks at 10 kV for different post x-ray exposures, (5) Distribution of tracks 
at 15 kV for different post x-ray exposures (6) Distribution of tracks at 
25 kV for different post x-ray exposures, (7) Track distribution as a function 
of optical density and quality of radiation, (8) Optical density at 10 kV as a 
function of x-ray exposures, (9) Calibration of NTA Type "A" film with and 
without pre x-ray exposures using 10 kV x-ray beam, (10) Photomicrographs of 
the "Contrast Effect". 

Results and Discussion 

Experiment one showed that background grain counts in unexposed neutron 
films developed for 12 minutes at 64°F provided clear and good contrast of 
developed grains in 150 mm2 area. The other temperature and time combinations 
gave rise to haziness and lack of sharpness of grain distribution. Hence in 
further experiments films were developed at 64°F for 12 minutes and fixed for 
24 minutes. 

It is observed that the "Contrast Effect" is seen in neutron film 
dosimeters that are exposed to x-rays either before or after neutron exposure. 
The visual effects are slightly different in each case. Therefore, in order 
to investigate this aspect, a set of three films were given 250 mRem of neutron 
exposure from a Pu:Be source and then subjected to different post x-ray 
exposures of 10 kV x-ray quality. Another set was also exposed to x-rays of 
the same quality using the same geometry and then to the same magnitude of 
neutron exposure. The results of the actual number of proton tracks mm- 2 in 
these sets of films as a function of x-ray exposures for a constant neutron 
exposure of 250 mRem are shown in Figure 1. A 15% enhancement of sensitivity 
is quite clearly seen from the curve of pre x-ray exposures. It should be 
pointed out that both sets of films were processed simultaneously. The 
differences in trend arise mainly due to varying degrees of fading of proton 
tracks in post and pre x-rayed neutron films. It should be recalled that after 
neutron exposure films wait for about four days before processing in the case 
of post x-ray exposure and in the other case films were processed promptly 
after the neutron exposure. The optical quality of tracks in post x-rayed 
neutron films were found to be good for exposures up to about 50 mR and in pre 
x-ray films to about 75 mR. 

The results of experiment 3, 4, 5,6 & 7 showed that the optical quality 
of tracks were not comparable to that based on 10 kV x-ray exposures although 
the enhancement effect (approx. 15%) was of the same magnitude. Figure 2 shows 
the result of 10 kV x-ray measurements. It is well known that increased 
addition of gamma or x radiation on neutron film reduces the number of observ
able tracks, Becker (1963), Carallini and Busholi (1967). The present measure
ments revealed that for 50% reduction of track density 5 R of gamma (Ra-226) 
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and 550 mR of 250 kV (HVT 2.8 rnm cu) at 1400 mRem of fast neutron dose from Pu 
Be source, are required. 

The results from experiment 8 showed that the optical density of 10 kV 
x-ray exposed films did not vary up to about 150 mR. It was noticed however 
the microscopic distribution of grains superimposed on recoil proton tracks is 
found to be completely different. This results in different visual effects in 
a microscope ranging from clear recognition to blurring of tracks. 

Figure 3 referring to experiment 9, shows the results of track density 
measurements for the purposes of calibration with and without pre x-ray 
exposure. As experimentally determined earlier, one set of neutron films were 
pre x-rayed using 10 kV and 30 mR exposure with an accuracy of better than 1%. 
These films were promptly cRlibrated to neutron exposures from a Pu:Be source 
and the proton track density distribution WpS compared with those neutron 
films of another set normally calibrated without any pre or post x-ray exposur~ 
These observations were made by scanner A and confirmed by B. It is quite 
clear from this figure that the sensitivity of neutron films increases by about 
15% over the useful range from 50 mRem to 5 Rem. 

Experiment 10 revealed the variation in the size of grains due to pre 
x-ray exposure and proton tracks as seen in the photomicrographs. 

Conclusions 

Experimental measurement of quality and density of tracks with varying 
x-ray qualities of 10, 15 and 25 kV and pre or post x-ray exposures from about 
5 to 100 mR on Kodak Type "A" neutron monitoring film promptly exposed and 
processed showed clearly identifiable contrast effect in the quality of tracks 
as seen in a microscope and also marked improvement in detection sensitivity 
(15%). Soft x-rays from a 10 kV spectrum and an exposure of 30 mR are found 
to be suitable to realize this effect in practice. The extension of this 
technique, with reference to other low energy neutron sources producing short 
proton tracks, employing film dosimeters for monitoring purposes appears thus 
feasible. 
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A THERMOLUMINESCENT PERSONAL DOSEMETER COMPATIBLE WITH AUTOMATIC 

PROCESSING AND THE CENTRAL RECORDING OF DOSE HISTORIES 

K.B. Shaw, T.O. Marshall and P.N. Casbolt 

National Radiological Protection Board, 
Physics Department, Harwell, Didcot, 
Berkshire, England. 

Abstract 

Factors influencing the choice of a thermoluminescent dosemeter are 
discussed. The dosemeter must be economic to produce, process and despatch: 
it must be convenient to the user and provide reliable dose information. The 
dosemeter must be compatible with automatic processing and the central 
recording of dose histories. A prototype dosemeter has been designed. 

The dosemeter is required to measure separately low-penetrating and 
penetrating radiation doses and a filter system has been designed for this 
purpose. The low-penetrating and penetrating dose concepts are discussed 
together with the problems associated with achieving this requirement. The 
energy response data influencing the choice of filter system are given. 

Introduction 

In the United Kingdom over one million personal dosemeters are 
processed annually. The film badge is the most widely used dosemeter 
although thermoluminescent dosemeters are preferred for extremity 
monitoringl. 

The present film badge service operated by the National Radiological 
Protection Board relies largely upon manual operations and uses little 
automatic equipment. The financial and technical advantages of an automatic 
thermoluminescent dosemeter system and an automatic film badge system have 
been considered and a decision made to develop for the future an automatic 
TLD system. 

This paper deals with the factors which influenced the design of a 
thermoluminescent dosemeter or badge, suitable for use in a large scale 
personal monitoring service (up to 106 dosemeters evaluated per year) that 
uses the postal services for the despatch of dosemeters to the user. 

It has been suggested, in ICRP Publication 12, that a basic two-element 
dosemeter is satisfactory in almost all practical cases2, particularly since 
the majority of doses are ·hardly greater than background: e.g. in a recent 
survey of 10,000 film badges issued by the NRPB, 96% recorded doses less than 
40 mrads and only 16 results were over )00 millirads. The two-element 
dosemeter should provide information on low-penetrating and penetrating 
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radiations. Additional dosemeters can be worn if further information is 
required. 

The large throughput required by the NRPB dosemeter service necessitates 
a dosemeter compatible with automatic processing and the recording cf dose 
histories by computer. 

The design of the dosemeter or badge is critical to the whole system 
and largely dictates the eventual cost and complexity of the dosemeter 
service. 

Since the two-element dosemeter is considered satisfactory for the vast 
majority of users, the complete system is built around this conceptual design. 
The system is assumed to be largely automatic with a capacity of up to 106 
dosemeters per year. The economic arguments are governed by the cost of the 
existing film badge service. 

Design of a Thermoluminescent Dosemeter 

The thermoluminescent dosemeter envisaged by the authors consists of 
the following major components: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Thermoluminescent materials. 

Plaque to contain thermoluminescent materials and to carry 
number identification (could be entirely thermoluminescent 
material). 

Plastic cover to exclude light, dust, grease, etc. 

Outer plastic holder to contain required filters and to 
hold the plaque. 

Thermoluminescent Material 

The material chosen for the basic thermoluminescent dosemeter is 7LiF 
since its characteristics have been well investigated and supplies are readily 
available. 7LiF is suitably neutron insensitive and although the energy 
res7onse is not ideal it is acceptable. There are, at present, three forms 
of LiF readily available in the U.~., viz. as powder, in teflon3 and extruded 
into chips4. At a throughput of 10 dosemeters per year, the handling 
problems associated with powder make this form least attractive. The 3 mm x 
3 mm chips with thickness from 0.25 mm to 0.90 mm are used extensively in the 
U.S.A. The teflon disc or foil forms are available in a range of sizes, 
however the standard is 12.9 mm diameter x 0.4 mm thick: the ratio of thermo
luminescent phosphor to teflon content can be varied. Either the teflon disc 
or the chip form are suitable for the basic two-element dosemeter. However in 
the case of the

5
chips two thicknesses are required to achieve the desired 

energy response • The 0.4 mm teflon disc has adequate energy response as is 
shown below. Both forms of dosemeter can be re-used. The consistency 
of the discs over repeated cycles of use has been shown satisfactory6 and the 
chips have been tested and proved acceptable5. 

At present the ease of mounting and general robustness of the teflon 
discs together with lower cost give them a significant advantage over the chips. 
A calibration check as part of the processing sequence can indicate any change 
in sensitivity and serve as a calibration for the next cycle, this is 
particularly easy with automatic and computerised operations and has some cost 
advantages in the initial selection of the thermoluminescent material. 
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Plague 

The plaque is required to contain the thermoluminescent materials and to 
carry the identification number. A method of insuring correct orientation of 
the plaque in the holder is required. 

The material considered for the plaque has to be capable of withstanding 
300°C annealing without distortion. It is generally accepted that a high 
temperature anneal outside the read cycle is not generally required. Any 
high dosed badges can be removed and annealed or alternatively discarded. 
Nevertheless it is considered wise to retain the option to anneal. The cost 
of retaining this option is small compared· to the cost of having to change 
from a low temperature resistant plaque should this be proved necessary. 
Aluminium or a high temperature resistant plastic are considered suitable 
mR.teria.ls, 

Plastic cover 

A plastic cover is required to exclude light, dust, grease, etc., from 
the thermoluminescent materials. This cover must be thin in order to preserve 
adequate~ -ray response but must act as an adequate barrier. A label 
containing wearers name or number, issue period and employers code will need 
to be adhered to the plastic, prior to despatch to the customer. The label is 
considered an aid to the user in ensuring that the correct dosemeter is worn. 
A carbon loaded plastic, 11 mg/cm2 thick, has been successfully used in 
operational tests to cover the teflon discs. 

Plastic holder 

The holder contains a thick filter for the penetrating radiation 
measurement and an open window area for the low-penetrating measurement and 
will hold the plaque. The system is designed so that the holder is kept by the 
dosemeter wearer who exchanges his plaque at regular intervals. This ensures 
that postal costs are kept to a minimum. A hinged holder attached by a safety 
pin would be suitable. The maximum thickness of the holder will be determined 
by the thick filter requirements. 

For low cost and ease of manufacture an injection molded plastic 
holder is suggested for the basic dosemeter. If thermal neutron measurement, 
low background or other measurements were required, then a holder capable 
of taking an additional special plaque could be used, appropriate filters 
could be incorporated in this holder and the design would ensure that 
appropriate plaques could only be loaded in the correct orientation. 

Low-penetrating and Penetrating Radiations 

For a basic two-element dosemeter it is important to decide what should 
be considered as low-penetrating and penetrating radiations. In order to do 
this it is sufficient to consider the permissible doses and the depths of the 
basal layer of the epidermis, the lens of the eye and the gonads. 

The maximum permissible dose7 for skin is 30 rem/year and the ~epth of 
the basal layer of the epidermis is considered at a depth of 7 mg/cm • The 
level for the lens of the eye is 15 rem/year, considered at a depth of 300 mg/ 
cm2. The maximum permissible level for the go~ds is 5 rems/year and they are 
assumed to be at a minimum depth of 1000 mg/cm (higher depth values have been 
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8 used, e.g. 2 em ). 

To differentiate between low-penetrating and penetrating radiation we 
must consider the attenuation of the radiation in the tissue covering the 
organ in question and its permissible level. If, for example, a particular 
radiation is attenuated more than a factor of 2 in penetrating to the lens of 
the eye, then this will become a surface dose since, in controlling the skin 
dose one ensures that the lens of the eye are not over exposed. A similar 
argument can be used for the gonads except that the attenuation factor should, 
in this case, be 6. 

Figure l 9 shows the attenuation of photons in tissue with energies in 
the range 7.3 keV to 35 keVin terms of percentage depth dose. The vertical 
lines indicate the depth of the lens of the eye and the gonads and the 
horizontal lines indicate 5~/o transmission corresponding to an attenuation 
factor of 2, and 17% transmission corresponding to an attenuation factor of 
6. It can be seen that the demarcation energy is 12.5 keV and that above this 
energy photons must be considered as penetrating radiations and, below this 
energy, as low-penetrating radiations. 

Figure 2 10 shows percentage depth dose data for ~-ray spectra in the 
range of maximum energies from 0.067 to 2.27 MeV. It can be seen that these 
radiations can be treated as low-penetrating and this can be said of most 
~ -rays likely to be met in practice. 

It would seem that the filter above the element to measure penetrating 
radiation should simulate the tissue ideally above the gonads, i.e. minimum 
1000 mg/cm2. This could either be about 3 mm of aluminium or the appropriate 
thickness of plastic as far as p-rays are concerned but aluminium would be 
less suitable in the photon case. The optimum filter would be about 1000 
mg/cm2 of tissue equivalent material such as plastic but in practice this 
would result in a very thick dosemeter. The effect of using a thinner filter 
would be to over-estimate the penetrating dose for low energy radiation. 

As far as the measurement of the low-penetrating radiation is concerned, 
the thermoluminescent elements themselves are generally too thick and the 
minimum window we are able to place over this element will be governed by 
considerations of robustness of the badge and opacity to light. Ideally, the 
window should be about 7 mg/cm2 and the elements a few mg/cm2 thick. 

Energy Response Data for the Disc Form 

The X-ray response of 0.4 mm thick 7LiF in teflon discs under various 
filters is given in Figure 3. The data has been plotted as response relative 
to 226Ra gamma rays. Plastic and aluminium filters were used up to 550 mg/cm2. 
Below 100 keV the disc response rises to a peak around 30 keV. The effect of 
the filters is to reduce this peak but increase attenuation below 30 keV. The 
p -ray response of the discs is given in Figure 4. The sources used were 
Tungsten-185, Thallium-204, Yttrium-91, Strontium-90 + Yttrium-90 and 
Ruthenium-106 + Rhodium-106. The ~erspex and aluminium filters have similar 
P -ray absorption and the 550 mg/ em filter is sufficient to stop p-rays below 
2 MeV. 

The 470 mg/cm2 was the highest surface density plastic filter used, 
2 further work is underway with filters up to 1000 mg/cm2. For the ~70 mg/cm 

plastic, the response to 12.5 keV photons is 7~/o of that due to 22 Ra. It 
seems probable that a 600 mg/cm2 plastic is practicable and further 
measurements are in hand. 
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The 0.4 mm thick teflon discs under about 10 mg/cm2 and 600 mg/cm2 

filtration should meet the requirements for the measurement of low-penetrating 
and penetrating radiations. Additional work is in hand on the effect of 
orientation with the discs mounted in a plaque contained in a holder with the 
appropriate filters. 

Prototype Dosemeter 

After careful consideration of all the published information on 
thermoluminescent dosemeters and with regard to the specification and results 
given in this paper, a prototype badge has been designed. 

The economic considerations have led to a basic two-element badge with 
7LiF in teflon discs as the thermoluminescent material. The plaque, shown 
in figure 5, securely retaining the materials is aluminium and an 8 x 4 hole 
matrix is used for identification. 

The plaque would be sealed in a light-tight and dust/grease proof plastic 
pouch which would also provide sufficient filtration for the low-penetrating 
radiations. An adhesive label with name of user and issue period would be 
attached to the cover, away from the teflon discs. 

A plastic holder containing an open window area and a 600 mg/cm2 
filtered area would be retained by the customer. Plaques would be exchanged 
and the holder designed such that the label was visible through the holder. 
The plaque and holder can be made so that the correct plaque orientation can 
easily be achieved. 

Conclusions 

1. A basic two-element dosemeter to measure low-penetrating and penetrating 
radiations is adequate for the majority of practical applications. 

2. Low-penetrating radiation is defined as photons less than 12.5 keV and 
mostp-rays met in practice i.e. below about J.5 MeV. Penetrating 
radiations are defined as photons above 12.5 keV. 

J. 7LiF in teflon discs are adequate for the dosemeter and are the most 
economic of presently available forms in the U.K. 

4. A thermoluminescent dosemeter has been designed to be 

Produced economically 
Convenient to the user 
Processed economically 
Reliable 
Suitable for automatic processing and 

computerised record keeping. 
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A UNIVERSAL AUTOMATIC TLD-READER FOR LARGE-SCALE 
RADIATION DOSIMETRY 
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Arnhem, The Netherlands 

Abstract 

A universal automatic TLD-reader has been developed that can 
accept most of the present and probably many future types of 
solid TL-detectors. Perfect temperature contact, low background 
signal, high sensitivity, short cycle-times (about 18 sec., 
sample changing included) and good reproducibility are secured by 
heating the detectors with jets of hot nitrogen gas. A special 
manipulating device enables the reader to accept TLD's as offered 
by any sample changer (e.g. rotating disc or conveyor belt), 
making the instrument applicable in large scale personnel 
monitoring, environmental control, radiation therapy etc. The 
automatic selection of dosimeters with uniform sensitivity is one 
of the features of this instrument. 

Introduction 

Although the daily practice of handlin~ TLD in routine 
radiation dosimetry is not yet completely without problems, the 
advantages of this technique are clear enough. Especially in 
personnel monitoring TLD has in many cases proved to be more 
reliable than film dosimetry. For this and several other reasons, 
such as the need for automation, many institutes and dosimetry 
services are considering the possibility of using TLD in radiat~n 
protection, or have adopted this technique already. Unfortunately, 
most of the TLD-readers now commercially available are intended 
for manual operation. The few automatic systems developed so far 
suffer from the drawback that they are completely closed systems, 
since they are adapted to special types of personnel dosimeters 
and hence are not necessarily compatible with other types of TL
detectors. 

TNO, also anticipating the use of TLD in personnel monitoring 
(for about 10,000 people on a bi-weekly base) therefore developed 
an automatic and versatile TLD-reader that leaves complete freedom 
in the design of a future, automatically processable, dosimetry 
system. The instrument accepts most of the present (and probably 
many future) types of solid TL-detectors. 

After an experimental set-up had been tested in the laboratory 
of the Radiological Service Unit TNO with satisfactory results, a 
more sophisticated prototype (Fig. I) has recently been developed 
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in cooperation with one of the other institutes~) of the 
Organisation for Scientific Research TNO. This instrument might be 
the basis for serial production by some commercial manufacturer. 

Fig. I. 

Automatic TLD
reader (prototype). 

The reader 

Thermo-optical part. We use hot nitrogen gas as the heating 
agent - as has previously been described by Petrock and Jones 1 and 
is now being used by some others 2 

- because of the well known 
advantages of this method: perfect temperature contact between 
heating medium and detector independent of its shape, low 
background signal, constant starting conditions and short cycle 
times (200 dosimeters can be read per hour). 

The TL-detector, fixed on top of a thin suction needle (see 
below) is exposed to three hot-gas jets which are placed under 
angles of 120° (see Fig.2). The heating cavity has been designed 
to accept TLD's up to a diameter of 13 mm (teflondiscs). As a 
consequence the nitrogen consumption is relativily high (4 to 5 
liter N2 per minute per jet, i.e.! I ¢per reading). The gas 
temperature can be varied and stabilized within a wide range to 
meet the requirements for different detector materials. 

Except for the three gas in- and outlets, the heating cavity 
is completely closed during readout, so that no spurious light can 
interfere with the TL-signal and the gas be kept free from 
impurities. 

The TL-light is measured with a cooled and temperature 
stabilized PM-tube. An ellipsoidal mirror (Fig.3) is used to avoid 
thermal contact between heating cavity and PM-housing. In the 
lightpass a diaphragm is placed, to shield light emitted by other 
sources than the TLD itself. 

TLD-manipulator. The problem of puting a TL-detector from any 
holder or sample changer into the heating cavity has been solved 
by developing a special manipulating device. This TLD-manupulator 
may roughly be described as follows (Fig.3): In a cubical piece 
of metal a rotatable drum is fitted. The drum has a radial bore in 
which a hollow piston can be moved up and down. The bottom of the 
piston is closed, the other end is provided with a removable cap 
in the centre of which a hollow needle is mounted. When the piston 
is retracted within the drum, the latter can be rotated freely. 
With the drum in vertical position the needle may protrude either 
through a hole in the top or through a hole in the bottom of the 

~)Instrumentum TNO, Delft, The Netherlands 
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cube. If, in the latter position, the piston is evacuated through 
a duct in the cube, the suction needle can pick up a TLD. The TLD 
may now be brought into the heating cavity by successivily: 
retracting the piston into the drum, rotating the drum over 180°, 
and moving the piston outwards again. After readout the TLD can be 
brought back into the position it came frome but, if desired, the 
TLD may be dropped at another site by using a third opening 
("emergency exit") in the cube, at which the drum can be stopped. 
This feature ~Rybe used if the detector has to be removed from the 
series for some reason (see the description of the electronics). 

The construction of the TLD-manipulator indeed leaves the user 
complete freedom as to the way of offering a TLD to the reader. 
For this purpose any simple sample changer will do, such as a 
rotating disc or a conveyor belt. This means that there are 
essentially no restrictions in the way a TLD-batch is designed, 
except in that the detectors must be presented freely to be picked 
up after the holder was opened. 

Electronics. The TL-signal is handled in a conventional way. 
The PM current is digitalized by means of a current-to-frequency 
converter (for which in the prototype a set-up as proposed by 
Shapiro 3 is used). Light output is integrated during the readout 
time. In principle a dose-range of about seven decades can be 
covered without range-switching. To get sufficient accuracy at low 
doses and to avoid saturation of the converter, the range will in 
practice be limited to six decades by setting the sensitivity, for 
example from 5 mR to 5000 R. 

Because the temperature to time relationship is not linear -
the gas temperature being constant - the response curve (Fig.4)has 
no direct scientific significance, but still it can be used as an 
indication for proper working of the instrument. The readout 
process can be followed on a logarithmic rate meter, or compared 
with a standard curve as stored in a computer memory. 

The reader can b~ used as well in automatic as in semi
automatic (only cycle) and in manual mode. The instrument is 

Fig.2. TLD (teflon disc) in 
centre of heating 
cavity, exposed to 
three jets of hot 
nitrogen gas. 

/N1 inlet 
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designed as a fail-safe system. This is of great importance in TL
dosimetry, where the dose-information is essentially lost by the 
readout procedure. Therefore checks are continuously performed for 
nitrogen flow, gas temperature, false release of the TLD from the 
needle, etc. Before each cycle the optical and electronic parts 
can be checked by means of a radioactive ( 14 C) lightsource fixed at 
the bottom of the piston. 

The rear panel is provided with in- and output connectors, so 
that additional modules of conventional nuclear electronics and 
even a programmable processor (such as the PDP/8) for external 
control and data handling can be used. Nevertheless, to make the 
system as selfsupporting as possible, several features have been 
built into the prototype, such as timers, display, sample changer 
control, etc. 

The reader can be used for automatic selection of dosimeters 
of uniform sensitivity out of a batch of equally exposed TLD's, by 
using a lower- and an upper count (dose-)level. If these levels 
are set, for example, according to x- 2cr and x + 2cr respectively 
(assuming that the average response xis known), then dosimeters 
showing a sensitivity within the chosen range are repositioned 
(thus collected), while detectors responding outside this range 
are ejected through the above mentioned "emergency exit" (thus 
separated from the others). 

During normal automatic readout, the lower level can, if 
desired, be used to cause a prolonged, adjustable, heating time 
(post-read anneal) after a relatively high dose has been measured. 
In this mode, doses above the upper limit will cause the TLD to 
leave the reader by the "emergency exit", to be annealed in an oven. 

Experiments 

Up to now , experiments have been carried out in some detail 
for LiF hot-pressed ribbons (Harshaw, 1 /a x 1

/ 8 x 0.035 inch, 25 mg) 
and LiF teflon-discs (Teledyne Isotopes, 12.7 mm dia., 30 mg), 

0 1 5 10 
Time (sec.) 

Fig.4. Successively recorded glow 
curves of 3 LiF-ribbons 
(Harshaw, 25 mg) exposed to 
0,5 R 6 °Co gamma radiation. 
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because these detector materials are possibly used in a future 
TLD-batch. Fig. 5 shows the dose-response curve for the Harshaw, 
LiF-chips. The data points represent the averages of eight TLD's. 
For this experiment- in which non-selected TLD's from one 
manufacturing batch were used - standard deviations appeared to be 
9% at 5 mR and 2-4% above 20 mR. 

The sensitivity of the instrument would make it possible to 
detect doses far below I mR, but unfortunately we did not succeed 
in finding the proper annealing procedure to make the signal of 
non-irradiated TLD's sufficiently low and constant. This was 
especially true for the 12.7 mm diameter teflon discs which, 
moreover, show substantial light-sensitivity. These phenomena were 
responsible for the fact that, for this material, the detection 
threshold was as high as about 5 mR, although these dosimeterswere 
found to be roughly twice as sensitive as the hot-pressed ribbons. 

The dosimeters are almost compl~tely emptied, as can be 
proved by a second readout, which gives a response corresponding 
to less than 0.1% of the original dose, If desired, this remaining 
signal may be used to prove the significance of an unexpected high 
dose. 

Conclusion 

Our experience with the experimental version of the TLD
reader as described above, proved that the apparatus satisfies our 
requirements as to fast evaluation of different types of TLD's, 
although it was not supplied with the features as available in the 
more elaborate prototype that has just been finished. This 
universal automatic TLD-reader being available now, the way is 
open to us (as it is, in principle, to anyone) to design an 
autumatically processable personnel TL-dosimeter for large-scale 
radiation protection measurements. 

Irrespective of the fact whether this is a good thing or not, 
in practice most institutions prefer to have their own input in 
the dosimetry system used, as far as philosophy and choice of the 
applied TL-materials are concerned. Up to now this was impossible 
without designing all parts of the equipment. We think that this 
universal instrument will help to overcome the hesitations to use 
TLD on a large scale and will make this attractive technique more 
a tool than a toy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Experimental programs involving 
radiation dose measurements at high 
levels (greater than 100 rads) have led 
to problems in reuse of thermolumines
cent dosimeters (TLDs). Accepted pro
cedures for annealing the TLDs in many 
cases do not entirely eliminate all of 
the stored energy trapped in the crystal 
lattice during the high level exposures. 

Several procedures for annealing 
7LiF, 6LiF and CaF2 :Dy \vere studied to 
determine which one would best restore 
the TLDs to the original background 
readings and sensitivity. 

Results are given in numerical 
and graphical form to show that many 
of the dosimeters are restored to use
fulness after long-term annealing in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. For 7LiF in a 
period of 16 hours at 400°C in a nitro
gen fed furnace plus 2 hours at 100oc 
in air satisfactorily anneals dosimeters 
exposed to as much as 3500 rads from 
radium and 252cf radiation sources. 
These dosimeters have the same sensi
tivity to a 500 mR calibration expos
ure as unused dosimeters from the same 
batch of LiF. 

All dosimeters used were in the 
form of l/8"xl/8"x0.035" blocks, and 
all annealing was accomplished in vicor 
glass dishes. The dosimeters were 
placed through the standard anneal of 
1 hour at 400°C plus 2 hours at 100°C 
to determine the completeness of the 
special long-term anneal. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the problems encountered 
"t-lhen using thermoluminescent dosimeters 
for very high-level dosimetry measure
ments is the annealing of the dosi
meters to return them to their original 
sensitivity before exposure. In 

particular, 7LiF and natural LiF used 
in reactor irradiations and burst 
exposures have a different sensitivity 
after readout and a standard anneal as 
prescribed for low-level exposures 
(less than 10 rads). This work was 
conducted in an effort to find anneal
inp. procedures which would restore 
the original sensitivity and properly 
empty the traps in TL materials exposed 
to radiation levels greater than 100 R. 

In our previous experiments many 
times the dosimeters had to be dis
carded after the very high-level 
exposures. An increase in the use of 
LiF dosimeters at high levels has made' 
it necessary to find a procedure for 
annealing which lvill allo't-1 the return 
of at least a portion of the dosimeter 
to usefulness. 

THEOP~TICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Various heat treatments have been 
studied for routine handling of thermo
luminescent (TL) materials. Preir
radiation and postirradiation anneal
ing were studied by Zimmerman 1 in great 
detail for LiF. The glow curve for 
LiF is a rather complicated function 
of not only temperature and time but 
also cooling rate. There are at least 
five peaks which represent energy 
states occupied by trapped electrons 
in the irradiated crystals. The rela
tive populations of these energy 
states depenc in a complicated manner 
on the annealing processes used to 
prepare the crystals before exposure 
to ionizinp. radiation. 

For practical dosimetry, the 
annealing process should minimize the 
population of the low-level traps 
which tend to fade (or self-anneal) 
more rapidly at normal ambient tem
peratures than does the population 
of the higher level traps. The pro
cedure must also preserve the sensi
tivity of the device to ionizing 
radiation so that a new calibration 
is not necessary each time a group of 
devices is exposed and read out. 

For 7LiF (TLD-700) the plot of a 
typical glow curve is shown in Figure 
1. Although there are a number of 
lower temperature peaks, the peak at 
about sooc is the lo"t-lest peak that 
creates a problem in normal usage. 
The three peaks clustered around 
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200°C, numbers 2, 3 and 4, normally 
merge into a single peak after a 
proper annealing. This reduces the 
fade problem of peak number 2. A 
high temperature peak, peak number 5 
'.;rhich is not shown in Figure 1, is 
populated by electrons in deeper traps 
Hhich may not be completely emptied 
during an anneal procedure. 

--TIME 

FIGURE 1. Glow Curve for 7LiF 

a few seconds. For all readings in 
this study a total cycle of 30 seconds 
vas used. Glow curves were recorded 
for some of the readout cycles but not 
for all. Typical glow curves are 
given in Figure 2. 

15o'C 

600 

3!JSEC 

FIGURE 2 
Glow Curves and Temperature Ramp 

All TLD-700 (7LiF) blocks were from the 
After much experimental effort by same batch of materials except those 

a number of researchers 2• 3• 4 an anneal exposed to radia~ion from a burst 
procedure of 1 hour at 400°C follo"~ored reactor. 
by 2 hours at 100°C has become a stan- A group of 6LiF and 7LiF blocks 
dard at many laboratories using the TL ~rhich had been exposed to high levels 
materials for more or less routine of radiation from the Health Physics 
work. This anneal procedure seems to Research Reactor (HPRR) at Oak Ridge 
produce the desired results as indi- National Laboratory were exposed to 
cated above for most exposures below 1 R gamma radiation after a standard 
the 100 R level. Above 100 R the anneal procedure of one hour at 400°C 
standard anneal may not properly empty and 2 hours at 100°C. Hany of the 
the trapped electrons and restore the dosimeters yielded a higher reading 
original sensitivity of the TL material than dosimeters not exposed to the 
to ionizing radiation, particularly if high radiation levels. The differences 
the exposure included neutron radiation.were 10 percent or more in a number of 

EXPERU1ENTAL PROCEDURES 

A Harshaw Hodel 2000 thermolum-
inescence analyzer was used in our 
work to read out all of the TL mater
ials studied in this program. Most of 
the materials were in the form of 
0.32x0.32x0.089 em blocks of either 
7LiF or 6LiF. These blocks each con
tain about 22 mg of material. Both 
the 7LiF and 6LiF are sensitive to 
gamma and neutron radiation at least 
to a limited extent. 

The normal readout of the blocks 
includes heating them with an approxi
mately linear temperature ramp to about 
250°C and holding that temperature for 

cases. Thus, the standard anneal did 
not appear to adequately restore either 
the sensitivity or trap site structure 
or both. The same problem occurred 
after high level exposures to Z52cf 
and 226Ra sources. 

After several time-temperature 
anneal cycles were tried a 16-hour 
period at 4oooc followed by 100oc for 
2 hours was determined to be a reason
able annealing procedure to study fur
ther. The same dosimeters exposed at 
the HPRR mentioned above were annealed 
for 16 hours at 400°C and 2 hours at 
100°C. The 400°C furnace was flushed 
'"ith N2 gas during the annealing. The 
N atmosphere was provided to minimize 
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any possible changes in sensitivity 
caused by the presence of hot oxygen. 

Results of a comparison between 
the specially annealed dosimeters and 
a control group not exposed to high 
levels of radiation are shown in 
Table I. 

Table I 

TLD-700 7LiF 

Exposure 
Sensitivity 

of 
Control GrouE 

1 R 120.8 ± 1.8 
5 R 523.3 ± 15.5 

10 R 1016.7 ± 26.8 

50 mrem 
thermal 
neutrons 

TLD-600 6LiF 

340.0 ± 22.5 

High Level 
Sensitivity 

After Exposure 
& 16-Hr Anneal 

at 400°C 
118.8 ± 2.5 
532.0 ± 5.7 

1002.5 ± 25.6 

343.9 ± 21.9 

Table II (Cont'd) 
Group 6 Previous Exposure 1000-5000 R 

30,000 R After 16-Hr Anneal 
100,400 ± 5400 

Group 7 Previous Exposure 5000-30 1 000 R 
30,000 R ExEosure After 16-Hr Anneal 
90,600 ± 3500 

There is no significant difference in 
the sensitivity of the control group 
and group 1 which had previous expo
sures fro~ 0.2 R to 5000 R. vfuen the 
previous exposure is between 5000 R 
and 30,000 R the sensitivity decreases. 
Groups 4 and 5 show a significant dif
ference in sensitivity even with the 
16 hour anneal. Exposures above 
5000 R appear to cause a permanent 
damage in the dosimeters or the 16 hour 
anneal at 400°C plus 2 hours at 100°C 
does not restore the sensitivity. It 
is possible that another procedure 

Dosimeters exposed to the high levels "t-70uld restore the sensitivity above 
of radiation noH have the same sensi- 5000 R. 
tivity as those exposed only to low To determine how ,.7ell the dosi-
levels within the uncertainty of the meters might function as low-level 
measurements. (1 R or less) dosimeters, the same 

Another set of dosimeters, 7LiF seven groups were cycled again through 
only, was exposed to varying amounts of the 16 hour anneal at 400°C and 100°C 
gamma radiation from 1 R to 30,000 R. anneal and then exposed to 1 R gamma 
These dosimeters had widely varying pre-radiation. These results are shm·m in 
vious exposure history. Results of Table III. 
several comparisons of dosimeter groups 
with different exposure histories are 
shown in Table II. 

Table II 
Control Dosimeters 

1 R ExEosure After 16-Hr Anneal 
1. 32 ± o. 08 

Group 1 Previous Exposure 0.2-5000 R 
1 R ExEosure After 16-Hr Anneal 
1.28 ± 0.08 

Group 2 Previous Exposure 1000-5000 R 
1000 R ExEosure After 16-Hr Anneal 

1173 ± 51 

Group 3 Previous Exposure 5000-30,000 R 
1000 R ExEosure After 16-Hr Anneal 
1056 ± 63 

Group 4 Previous Exposure 1000-5000 R 
5000 R ExEosure After 16-Hr Anneal 

9643 ± 340 

Group 5 Previous Exposure 5000-30,000 R 
5000 R Exposure After 16-llr Anneal 

8644 ± 550 

Table III 
All GrouEs After 16-Hour Anneal 

And 1 R Exposure 

Group Read ins 
1 1.13 ± 0.06 
2 1.16 ± 0.06 
3 1.08 ± 0.06 
4 0.98 ± 0.02 
5 0.98 ± 0.07 
6 0.93 ± o. 05 
7 0.79 ± 0.02 

(Uncertainties are 1 standard 
deviation.) 

Group 1 is the control gro,up for this 
set since it shoHed no significant 
difference in sensitivity compared to 
controls in the previous set. The 
uncertainties shown are 1 standard 
deviati.on or 67% confidence limits. 
At 95% confidence, groups 1 through 5 
are the same. This indicates that 
long-term anneal is effective in 
restoring the sensitivity of TLD-700 
7LiF exposed to radiation levels as 
high as about 30,000 R. Groups 6 and 7 
are definitely less sensitive indicating 
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some "permanent" damage. Haterials in 
groups 6 and 7 received exposure in the 
range 35,000 R and greater. Particu
larly, some dosimeters in group 7 
received as much as 60,000 R total. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The annealing for 16 hours at 
400°C ~..rith N2 gas plus 2 hours at 100°C 
does adequately restore sensitivity and 
remove trapped electrons in TLD-700 
material exposed to high levels of 
gamma and neutron radiation. Although 
only a limited amount of work has been 
done, the procedure also seems to work 
for TLD-600 ( 6LiF). The procedure did 
not work for CaFz•Dy due to deteriora
tion of the blocks after 16 hours at 
400°C. For some reason the blocks 
crumbled after the anneal cycle was 
completed. 

Future investigation includes a 
determination of the effect of the Nz 
gas during the 400°C anneal by conduct
ing a set of annealing studies without 
the Nz. We also plan to study anneal
ing in more detail after high-level 
neutron exposures. 
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Abstract 

The development work carried out at Ris0 on a TLD personnel monitoring 
system with automatic processing is summarized. 

The system is based on identification coded personnel badges and includes 
an automatic TLD reader. Experimental results are presented and the interpret
ation of monitoring data is discussed. 

l. Introduction 

Thermoluminescence dosimetry (TLD) has been studied intensively for more 
than a decade, and is

1
gradually being accepted as a useful method for routine 

personnel monitoring. 
Experience gained at Ris0 has shown that a TLD system can favourably re

place photographic film dosimeters for routine ~- and y-monitoring. In order 
to exploit the benefits of TLD most economically with respect to large groups 
(- 1000 workers) an automatic read-out system is preferable. 

This paper describes the automatic TLD system developed at Ris0 includ
ing a personnel dosimeter badge, and results obtained with the system are given. 

2. Dosimeters and the TLD badge 

7 The personnel TLD monitoring system has been based on combinations of 
LiF and Li

2
B4o

7
:Mn solid tablets; the latter have been developed and analysed 

extensively at Ris0. The main features of Li
2

B4o
7

:Mn are good tissue equival
ence, low cost and the possibility of re-use after read-out without annealing 
requirements. 

The personnel TLD badge consists of an identification coded dosimeter 
holder and a matching cover with photograph and name for visual identification 
of the employee, see fig. l. 

The dosimeter holder (molded from styrene butadiene acrylonitrile) con
tains solid TL dosimeters in four depressions together with an identification 
number and a corresponding binary hole code. A sandwich shielding consisting 
of l mm aluminium is provided with a beta window thus situated that it corre
sponds to one of the dosimeter positions. 

For the majority of the workers at Ris0 (- 900) the dosimeter combination 

7will be two Li?B4o
7

:Mn dosimeters for routine gamma and beta recording and one 
LiF dosimeter to enable detection of occasional slow neutron exposures and to 
ensu7e proper interpretation of beta-/gamma monitoring results by comparison of 
the LiF and Li

2
B4o

7
:Mn responses. A fourth dosimeter is reserved for read-out 

in case of instrument failure and for verification of unusually high doses. 
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However, for the smal? minority of workers (- 100) who may be exposed to 
neutrons more regularly two LiF dosimeters will be used for ~/y-monitoring in 
order to ensure a proper ~-evaluation, and an additional Li

2
B4o

7
:Mn dosimeter 

will be used for the detection of slow neutrons • 

BACK-UP DOSIMETER 

SLOW ~EUTRO~ 
DETECTIO~ 

BETA A~D GAMMA 
RECORDING 

Li 2 B, 0 7 :M.n_ 

SEC A·A 

• 
213mml 

__j. 
THE COMPLETE DOSIMETER HOLDER 

\INSERT 
2 1mm ALUMINUM SHIELD 
l SOLID TL- DOSIMETER 

0 I 
0 

m 
I 0 

0 

I 
0 

0 
-e l] 
~a_iD ! 

I 

I 
<I> 00 I 

% 
I 
I 

I _j 

THE INSERT 

4. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
5. BINARY IDENTIFICATION CODE 
6. BETA-WINDOW 

Fig. l. At the top, an exploded view of the entire TLD-badge 
and at the bottom a schematic diagram of the TLD-holder. 

3· The automatic reader 

SEC B·B 

The photograph in fig. 2 gives a view of the complete reader and of the 
encoding punch for individual coding of the dosimeter holders. 

Fig. 3 shows the entire read-out system diagramatically. The automatic 
functions are pneumatically controlled and th3 4ead-out techhique is based on 
heating the dosimeters with hot nitrogen gas. ' 

Dosimeter holders are stacked in magazines from which they are fed, one 
by the other, into the reader where three dosimeters automatically are lifted 
in sequence from the holder into the read-out chamber. A nitrogen gas flow of 
4 litres/min. is maintained at approximately 250°C. The total loading capacity 
allows for continuous automatic read-out of 450 individual TL holders. 

During the transfer of holders the identification hole code is optically 
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scanned and the information together with the dosimeter readings are trans
mitted to a Teletype writer for printing and punching on paper tape. 

Fig. 2. Photograph showing the entire set-up. 

SOLID TL DOSIMETER 

GAS OUT-LET WITH LIGHT TRAP 

4 READ-OUT CHAMBER 

5 INSERT OF DOSIMETER HOLDER 

6 AIR CYLINDER 

7 N2-GAS INLET 

8 SHUTTLE 

MAGAZINE 

9 VACUUM HOLDING PROBE 

10 VACUUM CONNECTION 

Fig. 3. The automatic TLD-reading system, schematically. 

4. Radiation response 

4.1. X- and y-rays 60 7 The response ( Co) of the LiF and Li~B4o7 :Mn dosimeters is linear for 
exposures from a few mR and up to about 1000 R, whereafter supralinearity is 
observed. Based on the glow-curve area, the LiF dosimeters are about two times 
as sensitive as the borate dosimeters (P.M. tube EMI 95148). 

66he badge-response as a function of the angle of inGidence was measured 
for Co and for different X-ray energies with the badge placed in free air and 
mounted at chest height on an Alders~n average-man phantom, respectively. Ex-
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posure rates were determined in free air with calibrated Baldwin-Farmer ioni
zation chambers. Results are given in figs. 4 and 5· 

From fig. 5 it will be seen that the overresponse for frontal incidence 
(0°) amounts to 50-6ryfo for 100 keV X-rays. This overresponse arises from the 
combined effect of the dosimeter responses and the interaction with the badge 
and the phantom (compare figs. 4 and 5). From behind the badge is shielded by 
the body thus underestimating the dose. The e~ergy dependence of the response 
(as can be deduced from fig.

5
5) compares well with the energy dependence of the 

absorbed dose to the testes. 

0 
~ 5.0 

~ 
-;;;- 3.0 

~ 20 
"-
:{] 1.5 

"' 

:. __ I "Co y-RAYs
1
. o: SHI~LDEO -

_I~ { o: OPEN WINDOW 
OPEN WINDOW _ lOQ keV X-RAYS X :; SHIELDED 

! 270" go• ?? ~.-.v Y-FilAVC:: Jll. = OPEN WINDOW -
~/l~ - - . -t•: SHIELDED 

TLO BADGE -

1-
22s• us• 

l= 
180°1 

:------
w 1.0 
~ --- ~ """"" ~'-.., / )-- -3 0.7 

~ 0.5 
~ ~ 

0.4 
o· 45' go• 135" 180' 225" 270' 315' 360' 

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 

Fig. 4. Directional dependence curves for the TLD-badge. 

Fig. 5. Directional dependence curves for the TLD-badge mounted on a phantom. 

4.2. ~-rays 
It appears that 

(app. 2ryfo) penetrate 
y-dose. 

high energy ~-rays, e.g. from 90Y will to some degree 
the Al-shield and give rise to an overestimation of the 

The relative open window response of the TLD-badge 
incident angles of 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270° 
to be 1.00, 0.71, 0.03, 0.41, 0.95, 0.41, 0.02 and 0.60 
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4.3. Neutrons 
Owing to the large difterence in the TL-response of Li B4o

7
:Mn and 7LiF to 

a thermal-neutron exposure, the TLD-badge may be used for t~ermal-neutron 
dose estimation. 

With the badge attached to an Alders~5 aver~e-man phantom and exposed to 
an incident thermal-neutron fluence of 10 n/cm , TL responses of 727 and 4.74 
equival~nt R ?ave been measured for the Li2B4o7

:Mn tablets and the LiF chips 
respectlvely. 

5. Operational experience 

5.1. Stability 
Investigations have been carried out on the reproducibility of the dosim-

~;~r~:~a~;~g:Rfg0C~i~Bt~~:~~a~~~~~e~:~sd~:~~e~:;o:;~u~: ::;eT~~ai~:~~.t:n!o, 
treated with the normal annealing procedure (pre-irradiation annealing 30 min. 
at 300°C and post-irradiation annealing 5 min. at l00°C) and the other without 
annealing. The results are given in table l. 

Table l. The mean value and SD obtained from 10 successive Li
2

B4o :Mn 
readings with varying arbitrary time intervals. Each reading ls d~termined 
from the mean value of 9 dosimeter responses. Two groups of dosimeters, 
one treated with standard annealing and the g0her without annealing, 
were exposed to 20 mR, 100 mR and 500 mR of Co y irradiation. 

With standard Without 
annealing annealing 

Mean SD Mean SD 
(Response/mR) (%) (Response/mR) (%) 

20 mR 2.00 12.5 2.15 9·7 
100 mR 1.81 2.7 1.88 3.7 
500 mR 1.89 1.7 2.01 2.8 

5.2. Field experiments 
Field experiments have been carried out at different areas at Ris0. The 

employees were wearing TLD badges for monthly periods and doses were automati-
cally recorded. 2 As earlier reported, good agreement is on the whole found concerning the 
comparison of TLD and personnel films at higher doses C> 100 mR), whereas some 
disagreements are observed in the low-dose region, which may be attributed to 
inaccuracy of the fil~ dosimetry system. An overresponse for Li2B4o7 :Mn compared 
with the response of LiF observed in reactor areas indicates contribution from 
thermal neutrons. 

6. Discussion and conclusion 

On the basis of experience and experimental data the following advantages 
of TLD over film dosimeters have been recognized: l) The monitoring cycle may 
be extended owing to less fading; e.g. from 3 months to one year for the non
critical group of workers. 2) Immediate results can be obtained with TLD, which 
may be important in case of unusual incidents, 3) The TLD system has a wide 
range of sensitivity allowing for emergency measurements and in addition for 
evaluation of mixed field ~/y/slow-neutron exposures 4) TLD offers tissue equiv
alence so that no energy correcgions are required and 5) TLD is less sensitive 
to ambient humidity variations. 
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Moreover, it should be emphasized that the easy handling and read-out 
technique makes TLD very attractive for automation which to some degree might 
be time saving (read-out during the night) and thereby also man-power saving. 
Experience has shown that for ~/y monitoring Li

2
B4o7

:Mn is attractive, in par
ticular owing to the simple annealing procedure which is convenient for auto
matic proce~sing. Where neutron exposures contribute to the total dose more 
regularly, LiF is preferable. 

The main importance of the thermal neutron dose estimation is l) that 
occasional neutron exposures are detected and 2) that ~/y-monitoring results 
may be properly interpreted also if neutrons have contributed to the total dose. 

Finally, it is concluded that the read-out technique based on hot N
2
-gas 

heating has turned out to be very reliable with excellent reproducibility. 
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Abstract 

Following the investigations reported in previous papers and 
symposia, some new experiments have been carried out in order to 
get further information about the possible application of the 
thermoluminescence of ceramic undoped beryllium oxide to some 
specific practical fields, such as health physics measurements and 
dose intercomparisons. 

The results of these experiments are described and a conclu
sion is drawn that ceramic BeO, even of commercial electronic 
grade, can be used with success and advantage in the specific 
dosimetric fields referred to above, in addition to its typical 
use in mixed radiation fields of neutrons and gamma rays. 

Introduction 

The general dosimetric characteristics of BeO as a thermo
luminescent material have been extensively described and discussed 
in previous papers and reports 1,2,3. 

From these investigations it has become rather evident that 
BeO, even in the form of plain, undoped, ceramic material as 
commercially manufactured for the electronic industry, possesses 
so many interesting properties to put itself among the most 
promising TL materials for routine dosimetric use. This applies 
in the first place to dosimetry of mixed fields of neutrons and 
gammas 3 because of the very low sensitivity of BeO to thermal 
neutrons. 

But also in the field of conventional dosimetry of X and 
gamma rays BeO exhibits considerable advantages over other TL 
materials: low cost, absence of low-temperature or spurious peaks, 
semplicity of annealing cycle, high unsensitivity to mechanical 
shocks and most chemical agents and long-term stability of 
response. These features are of special relevance in some specific 
fields of applied dosimetry, such as radiation protection measure
ments and dose intercomparison experiments. 

In order to better define and study the possible application 
of BeO to the above mentioned dosimetric activities, a new set 
of specific experiments have been undertaken. 

The three main topics covered by these experiments were: 
a) the linearity of response-to-exposure relationship with 
different radiation qualities; b) the energy dependence at various 
dose levels and c) the change of response with time elapsed from 
annealing to irradiation and from irradiation to readout. 

All experiments have been cdrried out using the same instru
mental equipment described in previous papers 2 3 
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Measurements and results 

a) Response-to-exposure relationship. 

Figure 1 is a log-log plot of some results, already published, 
obtained using 60co gamma rays, compared with a new set of 
measurements performed with 2 mm Cu HVL X-rays (effective energy: 
about 100 KeV). What is apparent is that the supralinearity, 
which begins in the region of 20-30 R, is more marked for gamma
than for X-rays. 

This is better shown in figure 2, which is a plot of the 
linearity index versus exposure; it can be seen that the index 
is distinctly lower in the case of X-rays, at least for exposures 
of up to 1000 R, where the two curves approach each other again. 

As linearity index the exponent n of the expression 

A = K·Dn 

was assumed, in which A is the area of the glow-peak and D is 
the corresponding exposure. This index can be graphically derived 
as tangent of the angle between curve and abscissa axis. 
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Fig. 1- Response-to-exposure relationship for gamma- and X-rays. 
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The different supralinearity of the two radiation qualities 
could be, at least partly, related to a dependence of supra
linearity on LET, even if the difference between X- and gamma
radiation is relatively little in this respect. This dependence 
has been experimentally found by several authors in LiF and other 
TL materials 4. 

Tochilin et al. 5 have published a comparison of dose 
response curves of BeO exposed to 60co gamma rays and 9 KeV 
X-rays: the agreement with the above results is remarkable. 

b) Energy dependence. 

The energy dependence of the response of BeO to X- and gamma
rays was investigated at two different exposure levels: 10 and 
100 R. Gamma rays emitted by 60co and 137cs sources and well 
filtered X-rays were used. 

The results, normalized to unity for 60co gamma rays, are 
shown in figure 3. For both exposure levels a broad peak is 
apparent between 100 and 150 KeV; the experimental points at 100 
R,however, are lower than those at 10 R. This is simply due to 
the fact that BeO exposed to 100 R already behaves supralinearly 
and, as shown in figure 2, the supralinearity is less marked for 
X- than for gamma-rays. 

As a consequence, only the 10 R points can be regarded as 
representative of the real energy response of BeO. These points 
roughly agree with the curve published by Tochilin et al. 5 and 
included in figure 3, even if most of them are slightly below 
Tochilin's curve. A comparison with data published for LiF 
commercial solid dosimeters gives a slight advantage of BeO in 
this respect. 
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Fig. 2- Linearity index versus exposure for gamma- and X-rays. 
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c) Time-dependent variations of response. 

A typical set of curves representing the fading characterist
ics of BeO is shown in figure 4. These curves were obtained by 
a standard experiment on fading, carried out by irradiating a 
number of freshly-annealed BeO discs and storing them (in the dark 
and at room temperature) for a variable period of time before 
readout. The initial drop of 5 to 6% during the first two weeks, 
the slight "recovery" at the end of the first month and the 
rather slow decay afterwards, reaching 8% at the end of the 
second month, are clearly illustrated. 

Another experiment was then arranged in order to simulate 
more closely the actual time sequence of the above mentioned 
applications of TLD, i.e. health physics personnel dosimetry and 
postal intercomparisons of absorbed dose, in which all the dosi
meters are initially annealed and finally read simulTaneously, buT 
irradiated at different time intervals in between. 

As diagrammatically shown in figure 5, in this experiment a 
37-days interval was selected between annealing and final readout, 
as an approximation to typical conditions met both in monthly 
badge checks and in international dose comparison runs. 

The results are included in the same figure 5 in terms of 
average TL response of each single set of dosimeters, normalized 
to unity for the set irradiated on the 20th day after annealing. 

Even if a slight build-up trend can be observed, the devia
tions are rather small, not exceeding + 2%. From this relative 
stability of response a sort of compensatory effect can be 
inferred between fading on one side (as shown in figure 4) and 
something equivalent to an increase of sensitivity to radiation 
with annealing-to-irradiation time, on the other side. 

Comments 

Basing on the results of the present study and of previous 
contributions 1,2,3, and comparing these results with the ones 
reported for other TL solid dosimeters, it is apparent that 
ceramic BeO of commercial electronic grade could be used instead 
of doped LiF and Li 2 B4 07, both in radiation protection measure
ments and in intercomparisons of dose by mailed dosimeters. 

As far as health physics measurements are concerned a distinc
tion should be made between routine personnel dosimetry (low dose 
levels) and accident dosimetry (medium and high dose levels). 

Below 20-30 R the dosimetric characteristics of ceramic BeO 
are roughly the same as those reported for solid LiF: this applies 
to sensitivity (background equivalent to about 30 mR for 0.25 in. 
discs and model 2000 Harshaw reader), energy dependence (top 
value: 1.35 at 150 KeV) and fading in the dark (see above). 

Irradiated BeO is highly sensitive to ambient light, with 
special reference to u.v. component, but this drawback can be 
easily overcome using the ordinary light-tight kind of badge used 
in film dosimetry. 

On the other hand, as mentioned at the beginning of this 
study, distinct advantages of BeO over LiF and other TL materials 
are the very simple and quick annealing procedure (only 5 min at 
600 °C), the absence of multiple and spurious peaks in the useful 
part of the glow-curve, the high insensitivity to mechanical 
shocks, the chemical inertness, the low cost (around 50 cents for 
0.25 in. diameter discs) and the absence of appreciable changes of 
sensitivity even after very heavy irradiations (up to 105 R). 
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As to the accident dosimetry, a drawback of BeO could be the 
lower dose level at which supralinearity appears (20-30 R, compar
ed to 500-1000 R for LiF and Li2B407). This 4·equires a set of 
calibrations to be carried out in order to derive the whole 
response curve. On the other hand, all the above mentioned 
advantages still apply in this field. 

Dose intercomparisons made by very small sized dosimeters, 
deliverable by ordinary post, are an ideal field of application 
of TLD. In this respect, the good mechanical and chemical proper
~ies of BeO, its high long-term stability, its moderate energy
dependence and its very good reproducibility in the medium range 
of doses, seem to put this material in a position of privilege. 
This had to be confirmed by prati~al experiments: for this purpose 
BeO ceramic discs have been added to ordinary LiF powder filled 
conTainers during the second dose intercomparison among rarlio
biologic laboratories organized by the European Late Effect 
Project Group (EULEP). The results of this experiment, though 
still under evaluation, seem to give further support to the 
concrete possibility of using BeO as transfer dosimeter in inter
comparisons. 
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COMPOUNDS OF TLDs AND HIGH-MELTING ORGANICS FOR FAST 

NEUTRON PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY*) 

Klaus Becker, T.D. Tham**) and F.F. Haywood 

Health Physics Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

ABSTRACT 

The search for a replacement of the NTA film in fast neutron personnel 
dosimetry has not yet produced a completely satisfactory result. Various 
investigators have attempted to increase the low fast neutron sensitivity 
of inorganic thermoluminescent materials by mixing them with liquid or 
solid organic recoil proton radiators, but most of the systems described 
so far either exhibited a very pronounced energy response, or they re
quired the separation of the constituents prior to evaluation, because 
almost all hydrogen-rich organic compounds evaporate and/or disintegrate 
at temperatures below those which are required for the read-out and 
annealing of the more stable TLD materials. 

In this feasibility study, a finely powdered, highly sensitive and fading
resistant phosphor (CaS04 :Dy) has been hot-pressed into pellets with p
sexiphenyl (melting point ~ 450°C) as a high-melting and stable hydrogenous 
radiator. Outgassing of the pellets in a vacuum furnace at 150°C removed 
residual volatile impurities. The response of detector pairs, consisting 
of such pellets and of Teflon-embedded phosphors, has been investigated. 

The sexiphenyl-embedded phosphor is sensitive to UV light. An efficiency 
of about 50 % of the gamma radiation response was observed for recoil 
protons produced by fission and also for 14 MeV neutrons. The response 
is a linear function of dose. Desirable follow-up studies are outlined. 

*) Research sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract 
with the Union Carbide Corporation. 

**) IAEA Fellow, on leave from Vietnam. 
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In recent years, the discussion about various possible replacements of 
the NTA film as a fast neutron personnel dosimeter has intensified (1-3). 
Among the more promising approaches are: 

1. track etching techniques, either based on recoil nuclei or on fission 
fragment registration (for a review, see ref. 4); 

2. recoil proton registration with detectors based on stimulated exoelectron 
emission (5,6); and 

3. recoil proton registration with TLD, which is the subject of this paper. 

It was first shown almost ten years ago that the low inherent fast neutron 
response of inorganic TLD detectors can be increased by intimately mixing 
them with hydrogenous materials. This principle was first used (7) by 
mixing LiF:Mg,Ti during irradiation with alcohol, which can easily be 
evaporated prior to the reading. Further studies of the energy response 
of the system (8) were only partially encouraging, because the system re
quired continuous stirring or shaking during exposure, and its response 
decreased rather rapidly with neutron energy (0.17 per 100 erg/g neutron 
kerma in tissue at 2.9 MeV, 0.66 at 14.9 MeV). A better response at low 
neutron energies could be expected with extremely fine-grained LiF, but 
this introduces other problems such as a drop in inherent radiation sen
sitivity. Naturally, mixing of LiF with alcohol or other liquids also 
affects its photon energy dependence (9). Mixing of fine LiF powder with 
water is not recommended because this induces a rapid fading (10). 

Other investigators have, therefore combined TL phosphors with solid 
organic materials, either by just covering a solid TL phosphor layer with 
radiator foils (11, 12), or by intimately mixing a phosphor such as 
CaS0 4 :Tm with a water-soluble radiator such as glucose (13). This mixture 
is exposed in a Teflon tube together with another tube containing CaS0 4 :Tm 
only; the glucose is washed out prior to evaluation; and the difference 
in the reading of the two detectors is related to the fast neutron dose. 

Obviously, it would be much more convenient in routine applications if 
compounds of the TL phosphor and a high-melting radiator coul'd be made 
which are capable of undergoing multiple readout and annealing cycles 
without the need for separating the constituents. Some work along this 
line was carried out in the Soviet Union (14), but no details are known 
and attempts to reproduce the reported results have met with limited 
success. As there are several fairly easily available hydrogenous com
pounds with melting points above 300°C, a search for a material with de
sirable properties was carried out. Lithium hydride (M.P.~ 690°C), 
ammonium aluminum chloride (M.P. 304°C) and some other inorganic compounds 
had to be ruled out due to poor stability in humid air and/or low hydrogen 
content. 
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There are several organics which are not intensily colored and would not, 
therefore, absorb too much of the TL light. Some of them are: adenine 
(365°C); 1-alanine (318°C); 1, 5- dinitro-anthroquinone (384°C); 2-hydroxy
anthraquinone (302°C); m-azoxybenzoic acid (345°C); benzidine sulfone (327°C); 
p-carboxy-cinnaminic acid (358°C); dinocotinic acid (323°C); guanine (360°C); 
isonicotinic acid (317°C); isophthalic acid (330°C); dl-isovaline (307°C); 
dl-leucine (332°C); d- or dl-norleucine (< 300°C); quercetin (310°C); 5-
quinolinecarboxylic acid (339°C); taurine (328°C); theobromine (337°C); 
trimesic acid(~ 350°C); dl or d-tyrosine (316°C); uracil (338°C); methyl 
uric acids (360-400°C); 1-valine (315°C); and dicoumarin(> 330°C). 

Unfortunately, many of these materials undergo rapid deterioration (dis
coloration, sublimation, "outgassing" of volatile impurities, etc.) when 
heated repeatedly to temperatures close to their melting point. We con
centrated, therefore, on high-melting polyphenyls such as p-quaterphenyl 
(~ 320°C), which is commercially available (Pilot Chemicals Div., Watertown, 
Mass. 02172), and p-sexiphenyl (~ 450°C) wich has been prepared at ORNL (15). 
Polyphenyls are known to be stable compounds with a relatively high hydrogen 
content (5.9 % in quaterphenyl, 5.68 % in sexiphenyl) and interesting 
luminescence properties. Even the carefully purified material, however, 
exhibited some sublimation of impurities at high temperatures which led to 
a white condensate at the interference filter of the TL reader. After 
keeping the samples in a vacuum furnace at 150°C overnight, this disturbing 
effect disappeared. 

Small pellets of about 20 mg weight, 6 mm diameter and less than 1 mm 
thick, have been produced by hot-pressing a mixture of very finely powdered 
(average grain diameter~ 4 vm) TL phosphor with the powdered polyphenyl 
or Teflon at about 200°C and a pressure of about 2000 kg/cm2 • As a phosphor, 
CaS0 4 :Dy, which has been prepared as previously described (16), was used. 
Some thermal neutron sensitivity of this material due to its Dy content was 
of no concern in these tests because it affects both the Teflon- and the 
sexiphenyl-embedded material to the same extent. Several mixing ratios 
have been tried, but a 1:1 ratio was chosen as a compromise between sen
sitivity and mechanical stability requirements. The detectors were annealed 
at 280°C (Teflon) and 350°C (p-sexiphenyl), respectively, for about two 
hours prior to re-use. No residual TL signal could be detected after this 
treatment, and there was no change in sensitivity during multiple use. 

The response of both the Teflon and the p-sexiphenyl embedded detectors 
is a linear function of the gamma radiation dose between at least 1 and 
1000 rad. The response of the Teflon-embedded detectors was 75 % higher 
due to a larger quantity of phosphor per detector. The standard deviation 
of the dose readings, both during multiple reading of the same and of 
different detectors, amounted to less than ten percent but could undoubtedly 
be reduced to 1-2 % for mass-produced detectors which are produced under 
more carefully controlled conditions. 
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For exposure, the Teflon-embedded detectors were placed in a Teflon shield, 
and the sexiphenyl-embedded detectors in a polyethylene shield of about 2 mm 
thickness in order to establish recoil particle equilibrium. The results 
of various exposures of the detectors to mixed neutron and gamma radiation 
fields are summarized in Table I. 

Table I. Fast Neutron Response of CaS04:Dy Embedded in p-Sexiphenyl 

Radiation Sexiphenyl/Teflon neutron/y recoil proton 
Source response ratio *) dose ratio efficiency 

(rad/rad) 

HPRR reactor 3 7 'V 0.4 

14 MeV (d, T) 10 25 'V 0.4 

*) Normalized for equal gamma radiation sensitivity 

As can be seen, the relative efficiency of the phosphor to recoil protons 
amounts to about 40 % for both fission and 14 MeV neutrons, which is more 
than what one would expect from the known LET response of TL phosphors. 
Perhaps some of this response is due to an "indirect" response of the 
phosphor to light which is produced by the protons traversing the highly 
luminescent sexiphenyl. Indeed, a relatively high sensitivity of the 
sexiphenyl-embedded material to UV light was observed, which made it 
necessary to handle the detectors in red light instead of the standard 
laboratory fluorescent light illumination. It is not known whether this 
UV sensitivity is due to an optical or an electronic energy transfer 
between the sexiphenyl and the phosphor. 

In further studies, it is intended to employ some other constituents, with 
low-Z phosphors with good sensitivity and stability, but low thermal neutron 
response (MgzSi04:Tb, BeO etc.) replacing the CaS0 4:Dy, and other organic 
compounds including some hydrogenous, temperature-resistant polymers 
(polyimides, Dexsil, polyaryl sulfone etc.) replacing the p-sexiphenyl. 
Also, the phosphor to radiator ratio has to be varied within wider limits, 
and the effect of protective coatings of the detector pellets be studied. 
The practical threshold of the system for lower neutron energies (estimated 
to be presently around 0.1 MeV) has to be established, and the photon energy 
response of the optimized detector must be measured. 

It is hoped to arrive, after these studies have been completed, on a 
system for fast neutron dosimetry which is as simple to employ as the pre
sently used 6 LiF/ 7LiF pairs for thermal neutron dosimetry. 

Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank P.T. Perdue for providing 
the p-sexiphenyl used in these experiments, and R.L. Shoup for the 14 MeV 
neutron exposures. 
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THE SIEVERT LECTURE 

ROLF M. SIEVERT: THE PIONEER IN THE FIELD OF RADIATION PROTECTION 

Karl Z. Morgan 
School of Nuclear Engineering 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 

On this occasion we gather to honor Rolf M. Siev~rt. He laid the foundation 
for medical and radiation physics in Sweden in 1919 when he offered and made 
available unpaid collaboration with members of the medical profession. These 
efforts led to marked improvement in the diagnosis and treatment of malignant 
diseases and use of ionizing radiation not only in Sweden but throughout the 
world. From July 1924 the cancer society employed Sievert and gave him a sal
ary as head of the Physics Laboratory of the Cancer Clinic in Stockholm. He 
used this salary and far more of his own money to develop this laboratory into 
a world famous radiation research institution. In 1941 Sievert was appointed 
Professor of Radiation Physics at the Karolinska lnstitutet. His main con
tributions to clinical physics were from 1920 to 1940. Although he was an 
active contributor to the science of radiation protection for over 40 years 
until his untimely death at the age of 70 on December 3, 1966, the work he 
inspired among his colleagues at the Institutet still continues and his 
influence will be felt among radiation physicists and radiation protectionists 
as long as man is concerned with his well being. His important paper in 1921 
on the distribution and intensity of primary gamma radiation of radium pre
parations as used in medicine was a major advance in the subject and was a 
first step toward qualification of radium dose to patients. This work resulted 
in the scientific community naming in his honor the basic shielding integral 
as the Sievert integral. By 1925 he was actively discussing problems of radia
tion protection and had set up a mobile measuring laboratory which standardized 
dosimetry and measured the intensity of x-ray facilities placing Sweden in the 
forefront in radiation physics. 

During the Second International Congress of Radiology in Stockholm in 1928, 
plans were made leading to the formation of the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection and it is no surprise that Rolf Sievert along with 
L. S. Taylor (U.S.), Grossman (Germany), Kaye and Melville (Great Britain) 
comprised the membership of this first Commission. In 1932 Sievert published 
in Acta Radiologica his famous paper on the condenser chamber method of 
measurement and after this a series of publications on applied mathematics, 
experimental physics, radiological units and dosimetry, radiation protection, 
and radiobiology. In the late 1940s he became a pioneer in the development 
of his pressure ionization chambers for the measurement of gamma radiation 
from the human body and with these and other instruments made many measurements 
of natural'background radiation. 

Sievert was primarily responsible for developing the first Swedish radiation 
protection laws in 1941 and his Institutet, under his leadership, was in 
charge of radiation protection problems in Sweden until he retired in 1965. 
Sievert was not only the leader in radiation protection in his own country, 
but he was a giant in the world community. He was a member of ICRP, ICRU, 
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and of the UNSCEAR and was one of the organizers of IRPA that is meeting here 
today. 

Sievert was a dynamo of new ideas and had an uncanny intuition which guided 
him to pursue and bring to fruition research activities, goals, and objectives 
which proved to be the ones most important. He was a generous man and sought 
ways of helping others. He was modest in regard to his own accomplishments 
and offered encouragement even to the least of those of us who might follow 
in his footsteps. He was gracious and kind and made all who knew him proud 
to be his associates and friends. He was jovial, good natured, and the life 
of the party, where his close friends soon realized he could drink any of us 
under the table, yet he carried a dignity that made him seem to stand just 
a bit taller in stature and to us more important than the others about him. 
He had a warm personality that endeared him to all of us who proudly honor 
him on this occasion of the Sievert lecture. Rolf received many high honors 
during his lifetime and shortly before his death received a copy of a special 
issue of the HEALTH PHYSICS JOURNAL in his honor. This man, who was born in 
1896, the year in which Becquerel discovered radioactivity, had a major impact 
on the lives of all members of IRPA and especially on the life of Dr. Eo 
Lindell, one of his students and closest associate, whom we are proud to honor 
on this occasion. We are requesting that copies of this lecture and all the 
proceedings of this session be sent to Dr. Sievert's wife so that she, with us, 
can enjoy this occasion. I am proud at this time to present the first Sievert 
lecturer, Eo Lindell, of Stockholm, Sweden. 
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R A D I A T I 0 N AND MAN 

THE 1973 SIEVERT LECTURE 

Bo Lindell 
National Institute of Radiation Protection 

Fack, S-10401 Stockholm 60, Sweden 

The honour that has been bestowed upon me by selecting me as the first 
lecturer in this new series of lectures must be a reflection of the admiration 
that my colleagues still feel for Rolf Sievert and their hope that one of his 
pupils might be able to pay him a proper tribute in this first Sievert l,ecture, 

Let me, however, begin by claiming that this is an impossible task: no 
pictures, no descriptions, no quotations can do Rolf Sievert justice, Only life 
could bring into his stout body the vitality and the magnetism by which he 
mesmerized his environment. Those who were never subjected to that forceful 
vitality and to the cascade of ideas, innovations, plans and solutions that 
flowed from Rolf Sievert in a glittering, boisterous torrent will never be able 
to see in the dead pictures of Sievert the man he was to us who knew him. 

Furthermore, it would not have pleased Sievert to have a lecture of this 
kind focussed on himself. He would have felt warm at heart by the honour shown 
to his memory by the creation of the Sievert Prize, but since he was a man who 
liked results, he would have felt embarrassed if this lecture did not leave the 
personal field soon enough for the technical areas of radiation protection to 
\vhich he devoted his life, 

I have chosen to talk about the general subject of "Radiation and Man", a 
subject as wide as Sievert's interests. Let us begin by appreciating that, 
thanks to the pioneering efforts of men like him, radiation safety problems are 
dealt with in a special way and with much more concentrated efforts than any 
other occupational or environmental risk. 

For example, thanks to the efforts of ICRP, the International Cocrmission 
on Radiological Protection- founded in Stockholm already in 1928 - we have had 
for almost forty years an internationally applied set of dose limits which 
guarantee that no harmful acute effects will result from normal uses of 
radiation. We should recall that the prevention of immediate toxic effects is 
still the main problem in many conventional types of occupational or environ
mental protection, we may just recall substances such as mercury and DDT, 

With the conventional standards of thinking, small doses of radiation 
would be considered not only eafe but also often non-existant. Let us not 
forget that laws on food additives in many countries until recently have 
completely forbidden any presence of carcinogenic substances, but that the 
definition of a "zero quantity" has been "a non-detectable quantity". Had 
radioactive substances been chemically toxic instead of radioactive, many of 
them would, in the terms of the law, not have existed until new scientific 
detection methods had revealed their existance and complicated life for the 
health authorities. 
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Remember also that even the lung cancer risk from tobacco smoking, al
though now rather obvious, has been regarded with a good deal of skepticism 
until recently. Any possible genetic risk of smoking remains to be discussed. 
Risks of cancer from coffee, tea, alcohol, smoked food, etc are someti~es 
discussed but never in a quantitative way. To most people, these are 
hypothetical risks or more or less accepted risks of living. 

In the field of radiation protection, risks of cancer and hereditary 
defects have been assessed quantitatively for almost twenty years and the 
possibility of such risks even after very small doses of radiation has been 
used as the basis for protective measures, although there is no proof that 
these risks really exist. 

When we talk about risks we have a semantic problem. Different people mean 
different things when they say "safe 11

• This may, indeed, be the heart of the 
matter in the current debates on radiation safety, and I shall take this point 
as the basis for my lecture. 

I will start with a reference to table 1 showing the radiation doses 
which we receive from natural sources of radiation: 

Table 1: Annual doses from natural sources 

Source 

Cosmic radiation 
Terrestrial radiation 
Internal sources (4DK) 

Annual dose 
mrad 

30 
50 
20 

This is a rough approximation of more detailed information which you may find 
in, for example, the 1972 report of UNSCEAR (United Nations Scientific 
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation). 

Of the three components of the total natural radiation dose, the dose from 
terrestrial radiation shows the largest variations and is also usually the 
largest component. Even if we exclude data from areas with particularly high 
concentrations of radioactive materials in the ground, such as the monazite
bearing regions in Kerala and Brazil, there are wide variations in the exposure 
rate on the ground and inside buildings. Obs.ervations on the variation in the 
radiation dose in buildings of various materials were published in several 
countries in the 1950's, and I shall only show a few data that have been widely 
published. 

You can see from the UK data in figure 1, derived from Spiers, that a 
person in Scotland might get an extra 50 mrad per year if he stays indoomin a 
house of Aberdeen granite instead of in a house of Edinburgh sand-stone. 
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Figure 1: Annual gonad doses from 
gamma radiation in Scot
tish buildings 
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The Swedish data in figure 2, from Hultqvist, shows that a person in some 
Swedish light-concrete houses might get an extra 200 mrad per year as compared 
with a person in a wooden house. 

Figure 2: Annual gonad doses from 
gamma radiation in 
Swedish apartments 
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These data may be familiar t~many of you. I shall add a few more recent 
results which illustrate the variations in the natural radiation in buildings. 
You will see from figure 3 that there is little variation in the exposure rate 
in a house where no building material is particularly radioactive. 
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B:H_ Fig'lll'e ,2: Exposure rate (~R/h) in 9 
an apartment with walls i of light concrete of low b] ~ activity 1::1 1::1 

I have marked exposure rates in microroentgen per hour with the contribu
tion from the cosmic radiation subtracted but with no reduction for absorption 
in the body. You will obtain the annual depth dose in the gonads, assuming an 
absorption factor of 0.6 and 15 hours indoors per day, by taking each ~R/hr 
equal to 3 mrad/year. 

Figure 4 shows the situation in a building with mixed materials and you 
can see that the exposure rate is higher near those construction elements which 
have a higher activity concentration and which are marked with black in the 
figure. In such a house the annual doses may differ with 10 or 20 mrads per 
year between persons who stay for long periods in different rooms. 

Figure 4: Exposure rate (~R/h) in 
an apartment with walls 
of mixed materials 
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In figure 5 you will see the exposure rates in a house with extensive use 
of a material with comparatively high activity. Here the inhabitants may well 
receive actual depth doses which are more than 200 mrads higher than in a more 
normal house. 

Figure 5: Exposure rate (~R/h) in 
an apartment Hith walls 
and other construction 
elements of light concrete 
of high activity 

From 1956, that is for 17 years, ICRP has given recommendations not only 
for the protection of workers but also for the protection of the public. All 
dose limits that have been recommended by ICRP have in common that they do not 
apply to doses from natural sources of radiation nor to doses received by 
patients in medical procedures. 

These exceptions have been difficult for many to understand, but they are 
natural consequences of the cautious attitude that ICRP and radiation protec
tion authorities are taking. If there were a threshold dose as indicated in 
figure 6, below which no cancer and no genetic harm could be caused by radia
tion, then the primary goal would naturally be to limit the total dose, 
irrespective of source, that would be received during the biologically relevant 
period. With that assumption, dose limits would have to apply to the sum of all 
doses, Hith no exceptions. ---
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Figure 6: The concept of a dose/effect-relationship 
with a dose threshold for risks 
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Even without any threshold but with a non-linear relationship between risk 
and dose, the same principle would have to apply (figure 7). 
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Figure 7: The non-linear dose/effect relationship 

For the national authorities this would be a particularly nasty situation. 
The lack of threshold would mean that any additional dose, however small, would 
imply an additional risk. That risk, however, would not only depend upon the 
magnitude of the dose increment but also on the slope of the risk-dose curve. 
That slope would be different for each individual, depending upon his starting 
point on the curve, ~· depending upon his total previous exposure. In risk
benefit assessments one would have to realize that one and the same dose might 
mean different risks to different individuals and in order to cope with this 
situation in a quantitative way one would need to have full records of all 
previous exposures. The potential bureaucracy that this could lead to is just 
frightening and it is possible that the authorities would have to stipulate an 
average slope of the risk-dose curve, to apply without knowledge of previous 
exposures. That would mean overestimating some persons' risk situation and 
underestimate that of others, but the assessment of the total expected harm 
would still be correct. 

The present policy, however, is to assume that the risk-dose relationship 
is linear, even though this is by no means certain (figure 8). 

~------------------~(" 

- Dose 

Figure 8: The linear dose/effect relationship 
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In this case the slope is the same at all points, therefore the risk per 
rad, which I shall call the risk coefficient, is the same for all persons 
independent of previous exposures, and the risk from any additional dose is 
directly proportional to the dose increment. 

On this assumption, and we have to recall that it is an assumption for 
protection purposes, any radiation exposures which are controllable can be made 
subject to risk-benefit assessments without knowledge of previous exposures. If 
such assessment is carried out for each source or project, dose limits may be 
considered superfluous. Nevertheless, the present attitude is to consider dose 
limits a valuable convention even though the more basic recommendation must be 
the one given in paragraph 52 of ICRP Publication 9, namely that "all doses be 
kept as low as readily achievable, economic and social consideration being 
taken into aucount". 

From what I have said now it can be concluded that it is not meaningful 
to give dose limits for natural radiation but that there is no reason to exempt 
natural radiation from cost-benefit assessments as far as countermeasures are 
concerned. Obviously no easily eliminated natural source of radiation should 
be accepted any more than other radiation sources. 

I have now sketched the background for a general radiation protection 
philosophy. Any practice that results in radiation exposures should be subject 
to a risk-benefit assessment. If the possible risk is acceptable, then the 
practice should still not be accepted until it has also been shown by a cost
benefit assessment that the resulting exposure is so low that further do~ 
reductions will not bring about a benefit which justifies the effort. 

For the risk-benefit assessment, the risk coefficient, covering all 
expected incidence of cancer and all severe hereditary defects in the first 
generation offspring, is usually assumed to be a few times 10-4 per rad after 
whole-body exposure, perhaps 10-4 per rad after exposure at low dose rates and 
3-4 times higher at high dose rates if the assumption of a linear dose-risk 
relationship is correct. In ~-benefit assessments there is some guidance in 
the knowledge that it is not unusual in current radiation protection practice 
to consider it reasonable to eliminate a radiation dose if it can be done at a 
cost of 100 $ per rad and person. 

These two quantitative assumptions char~cterize present radiation protec
tion activities except where special public concern may have influenced the 
decisions. It is interesting to no~ that the combination of the risk 
coefficient and the dose elimination cost with the values that I have just 
mentioned implies a value of one million dollars for each human life which 
might, on statistical grounds, be expected to be saved. 

I am now getting into dangerous grounds and do not wish to be mis
understood to mean that the reverse thing is true, namely that it would be 
justified to risk a human life in order to save or gain a million dollar to 
society. Lives and dollars are not exchangeable quantities. 

The interesting thing with a low risk, however, is that individuals tend 
to treat it as a nuisance more than as a reality, if they understand that it is 
low and if they try to comprehend its significance. It seems to be a fact that 
many people have the feeling that they better "understand" what a low dose 
implies if they are told what it is worth to pay to eliminate the dose. In my 
experience many persons who are knowledgeable in radiation risk assessments 
react immediately, perhaps with their spinal cord, wben they are told the 
dollar equivalent of a radiation dose (the PQR-cost1J), and interestingly 
enough their immediate reaction on the PQR-cost will prove to give about the 

1)The arbitrary letters "~QR" were chosen as the symbol for this quantity by 
my friend Dr Arne Hedgran who invented the concept. 
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same result as their more scientific brain excercise when they make a direct 
risk assessment. 

Take, for example, the natural radiation. I have shown that an extra 
annual dose of 10 mrad is not unusual in certain buildings. The individuals 
concerned may feel that this is rather insignificant when they are told that 
the PQR-cost (i.e. the cost which is justified in order to eliminate this 
extra dose) is-aB low as one dollar per year. It is not unlikely that they feel 
that the risk is indeed insignificant, when they are told that it may amount to 
an extra lethal risk of the order of 1:1 million per year. We are all subject 
to higher total risks than we wish to recognize, and we should really not care 
if om: risk of dying in a given year is 1 :389.453 or 1 :389.301; for all we need 
to know in that case it is 1:400- which, incidentally, in many countries is 
the annual risk of dying at the age of 40. 

Now I am getting back to the semantic problem I mentioned when we talked 
about the word "safe". Obviously, in normal language an extra dose of 10 mrad 
per year is "safe". But that does not mean that the situation would still be 
acceptable if all individuals in, for example, the United States received the 
same extra dose. In reference to their indiviJual risk situation this is still 
a negligible dose, but the total number of individuals that might be expected 
to suffer severely from this exposure - provided that our risk coefficient is 
true which we don't know - is 

N = P x D x C 250 

if P = 250 x 106, D = 10-2 rad and C = 10-4 per rad. 

Of course 250 cases of cancer and severe hereditary defects are not in
significant except in a statistical sense, and the practice that could cause 
this result is hardly "safe". 

Why do we have this paradox, that a practice which causes an insignificant 
risk to each individual might still be unacceptable if we make a direct risk
benefit assessment of the practice as such? The reason is of course that when 
we checked the individual's risk we only really checked if the risk was in
significant in relation to his total risk situation and found that it was 
indeed negligible. We did not bother to check if that negligibly small risk was 
actually justified from the point of view of the benefit to each individual. 
That might not have been the case and if so we have no right to expect that the 
overall benefit from the practice outweighs the harm. 

The lesson is that we have a practical risk threshold, below which extra 
risks are negligible to us as individuals. It takes rather high risks to 
change our total risk situation significantly. Therefore we may well accept 
relatively high variations in our radiation background without finding it 
necessary to check whether the extra doses are really justified. For the 
society as a whole a similar high risk threshold exists for additional risks to 
become so high that the harm becomes statistically significant and a social 
burden. But I maintain that in the risk-benefit evaluation of any given 
practice the only relevant factors to be compared are the total harm and the 
total benefit from the practice. If the benefit does not outweigh the possible 
harm we should be concerned. The degree of our concern should of course 
increase in proportion to the harm actually expected. If human lives are at 
stake, I think we are morally and ethically obliged to be worried long before 
the harm exceeds the threshold that makes it obvious. 

Let me now complete the picture I have given of the natural radiation 
background by putting it in the frame of other exposures to which we are 
commonly subjected. The dominating one is the medical exposure, the major 
source being x-ray equipment for diagnostic examinations. According to UNSCEAR, 
the median value of the genetically significant dose from diagnostic x-ray 
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examinations is about 20 mrads per year for some 30 studies that have been 
reported from various countries. Since the genetically significant dose 
involves weighting for child expectancy and does not include the many exposures 
of old patients in the averaging, the per caput gonad dose may be twice as hig~ 
The per caput mean marrow dose is even higher in some countries. 

Although the medical exposures are only partial body exposures, they are 
given with high dose rates and with extreme individual doses which deviate much 
more from the average than we have seen for the doses from natural sources. In 
table 2 1 I have indicated the significance of the medical exposures by showing 
you some PQR-costs based on 100 $ per rad, i.e. without having tried to 
compensate for the partial body expo,sure and the higher dose rate, t;;ro factors 
which work in opposite directions. 

Table 2: PQR-costs of some medical examinations 

Type of examination Gonad dose PQR-cost 
mrad $ 

Dental (male) 0.1 0.01 
Chest mass survey ~female) 3 0.30 
Barium meal male) 30 3 
Urography (female) 600 60 

It is obvious that the individual significance of a correctly performed 
dental exposure is negligible, but the large number of examinations may still 
justify general protection efforts aimed at improving equipment and procedures. 
A urographic examination for example gives a dose which is not insignificant, 
and it may be justified to make protection efforts for 30 $ per examination in 
order to reduce the dose by 50%. The PQR-cost does not give direct guidance in 
the risk-benefit assessment; for this purpose the risk coefficients would have 
~... used. 

It ~s worthwhile recognizing that, while an unnecessary dental exposure 
has a PQR-cost of one cent, a retake of a urographic film, when the necessary 
diagnostic information might still have been obtainable from the first 
imperfect one, spoils protection efforts for a value of 60 $. If the PQR c0st 
had been an extra tax on the film, many unnecessary exposures might have been 
avoided. At least one would wish that it becomes an imaginary tax in the 
radiologist's mind. 

With regard to the diagnostic uses of radionuclides I shall only comment 
upon the frequent use of iodine-131 for thyroid studies. Of a total of about 
70,000 radionuclide investigations per year in Sweden about 50% involve the use 
of iodine-131. These 35,000 examinations cause an average thyroid dose of about 
30 rads. The average PQR-cost of a thyroid examination will then be 300 $ on 
the basis of 10 $ per rad since the risk is mainly limited to thyroid cancer. 
This is not an insignificant radiation burden but many doctors may be ignorant 
of its significance. The total PQR-cost of the uses of iodine-131 for 
diagnostic purposes in Sweden is, with these numbers, 10 million dollars per 
year. At the usual ambition level it would be worth one million dollars per 
year to reduce the average thyroid dose in Sweden by 10%. 

It should be obvious from what I have said, that the justification of any 
medical exposure must be based upon the result of risk-benefit analyses rather 
than upon comparisons with any dose limits. It is, however, likely that 
substantial reduction of doses to patients may be obtained merely by strict 
adherence to the standards and procedures recommended by ICRP in Publications 
16 and 17 on the protection of the patient. The PQR-value of reducing the 
patient doses in, for example, the United States by as little as 0.1 %seems 
to be about one million dollars per year. 
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Of course, risk-benefit assessments should also be made in the protection 
of the worker. Here, however, the risk-benefit situation is somewhat complicamd 
since the worker stands a direct risk but is usually exposed to the benefit 
only indirectly, through his salary. It is against normal radiation protection 
practice to compensate higher doses by higher salaries, since that might 
eliminate the motivation for caution. On the other hand the protection 
authorities wish to induce the employers to keep the doses low. 

The solution to this problem is to replace risk-benefit assessments by 
reference to agreed dose limits which guarantee that the individual risk will 
never be higher than risks which are accepted in other occupations, but to add 
the requirement that "all doses be kept as low as readily achievable", i.e. to 
retain the cost-benefit assessment. 

To-day, the ICRP dose-limits are rarely exceeded in radiological work. 
Until relatively recently, nurses and assistants in gynecological radiotherapy 
departments at some major clinics used to be a group which received high doses 
because of the difficulties in applying shielding and distance protection. 
With modern techniques and less frequent use of radium, however, the doses have 
been much reduced, as you can see from table 3, giving an example from 
Radi1.Ullhennnet in Stockholm: 

Table ;2: Annual staff doses at Radiumhennnet 

Dose range Number of workers in each dose range 1961-1971 
(rad) 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 1971 

10- 15 1 
5 - 10 10 6 6 
3 - 5 11 13 11 3 
2 3 9 12 16 11 9 3 
1 - 2 23 27 17 32 33 31 
0 - 1 85 132 160 220 261 342 

The elimination of the high doses corresponds to about 150 manrads, i.e. 
a reduced PQR-cost of 15,000 ¢ per year after 1971 as compared to the ---
situation ten years earlier. It is symptomatic, however, that this gain is 
neutralized by additional manrads because of an increased number of employees 
who work with new sources of radiation in other departments. 

If it is now rare that dose limits are exceeded, there are on the other 
hand some less encouraging observations. Accidents still occur in radiation 
work, analytical x-ray equipment and equipment for industrial radiography with 
either x rays or gamma rays being particularly frequent sources. The 
occupational exposures at nuclear power stations are relatively high and may 
continue to be so, possibly causing more manrads than the environmental 
contamination from the same stations. 

On the average, however, the occupational exposures are amazingly low, the 
over-all average being of the order of perhaps 200 mrad per year, causing a 
whole-population per caput contribution of the order of a few tenths of a mrad. 

With this background it is remarkable that the working conditions in 
mines, and not only in uranium mines, are such that many \VOrkers vlill inhale 
larger quantities of radioactive particles than the maximum values that can be 
derived from the ICRP recommendations. Miners are also the only present 
occupational group for which the cancer rate seems to be clearly correlated to 
their radiation exposures. Yet non-uranium miners are not even legally 
classified as radiation workers in some countries, for instance Sweden. The 
protection measures also take time to put in effect, but slowly give results: 
(table 4). 
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Table 4: Radon levels in Swedish mines (from Snihs) 

Highest level of 
radon daughters 

pCi/1 

300 
100 -300 

30 -100 

Number of workers in mines 
in each category 

1970 1973 

21 
620 
700 

0 
0 

600 
-----------------------------------------

10 - 30 
0 - 10 

2000 
1400 

2700 
1400 

It remains for me to close this review by g~v~ng some references to 
environmental contamination. I would like to refer you to the reports of 
UNSCEAR and ICRP. Even though ICRP recommends dose limits to individual members 
of the public, it is obvious that there can be no follow up of individual 
exposures. Radiation protection of the public and control of the environmental 
contamination in general can only be achieved by control of the sources. This 
also implies that each source or practice that can lead to radioactive 
pollution must be subject to both an assessment of the dose to individuals in 
the critical group and a risk-benefit analysis. 

In both cases the annual dose commitments rather than the annual doses 
should be assessed, since otherwise some long-lived radionuclides may cause 
non-controllable future exposures. 

The dose commitment for any organ or tissue is the intmit e time integral 
of the average value of the mean dose rate in that organ or tissue in the 
population of interest: 

D 
c 

t 

J 
0 

~ average 

t 

dt f 
0 

dt 

p 

If the population is constant in time, the expected total number of 
individuals who will be affected by any late deleterious effect will be the 
product of the population number P, the dose commitment D and the risk 
coefficient C: c 

N p X D X c 
c 

If the radiation exposures from the practice for which the dose commitment 
is calculated is not limited within any national or geographica~ borders, it is 
appropriate to calculate the dose commitment to the whole world population. 
This has been the practice of mmcEAR. An alternative way to presenting the 
dose commitment as such is to present the product P x D , which product may be 
called the population dose commitment from the practicecand which is measured 
manrads. 

The product of the population dose commitment and the risk coefficient may 
be called the harm commitment. The harm commitment is the true expectation of 
total harm from the given practice only to the extent that the assumption with 
regard to the value of the risk coefficient is correct. 

It seems reasonable to expect that nuclear power from light water reactors 
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can be obtained at an annual population dose commitment of less than one manrad 
per installed MW of electric power, which will mean only a few millirads per 
year in year 2000. This, however, is on the assumption that there will be no 
significant contribution to the population dose by the mathematical expectation 
of doses from nuclear accidents and that the long-term waste disposal will also 
be so arranged that it will not contribute significantly to the population 
exposure. 

According to the UNSCEAR reports, nuclear testing in the atmosphere has 
given a soft tissue dose commitment of about 0.12 rad to the whole world 
population, which corresponds to a population dose commitment of about 
500 million manrads. In terms of either risk or PQR cost this is of little 
significance to the individual member of the population, the PQR cost per 
person being 12 dollars, assuming 100 dollars per manrad. The total PQR cost of 
nuclear testing as such, however, is as high as 50 billion dollars. 

We should therefore be grateful to those who succeeded in reaching 
agreement on the cessation of the heavy atmospheric testing ten years ago. Had 
testing continued only one more year at the same rate as during the period 
1961-1962, it would have caused an additional dose commitment of some 150 
million manrads. With the expectation of less than one manrad per MWyear from 
the normal operation of nuclear power reactors, that corresponds to 150 million 
MWyears or one thousand years of operation of 150 po\'Ter reactors at 1000 J-1W 
each. 

As you have seen, radiation sources differ widely with regard to dose 
commitment and harm commitments, although we really only know what the harm 
might be, rather than what it is likely to be. In order to fill in the gaps in 
our knowledge and to make certain that radiation will be more beneficial than 
harmful to man in future years, yet another commitment is necessary. We have to 
commit ourselves to hard work, bright ideas and never-failing attention, just 
like the pioneers that we owe so much gratitude. Like Rolf Sievert. 
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DOSE CALCULATIONS 

DOSIMETRIC ASPECTS OF A FORTHCOMING REPORT OF ICRP 

ON INTERNAL EMITTERS* 

W. S. Snyder 
Health Physics Division 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

Abstract 

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has recommended 
maximum permissible annual doses (MPAD) as a basis for protection of radiation workers. 
Committee 2 of ICRP attempts to provide secondary standards on annual intake which are 
based on these MPAD. This committee plans to issue a new handbook with complete text, 
but the first edition will contain only the radionuclides of some twenty elements which 
have been selected partly on the basis of their importance and partly to illustrate the 
method of calculation. 

Some new features of the publication are the following: (l) If an intake of radio
activity occurs in a certain year, the total dose from this intake is attributed to this year, 
and this principle of dose commitment insures that workers do not become "unemployable" 
in radiation work due to early intake of a long-term emitter. (2) A new lung model pro
vides more detailed information on the deposition and clearance rates of inhaled particulates 
and includes an adjustment of deposition with the activity median aerodynamic diameter. 
(3) Doses to active bone marrow and to endosteal cells are estimated for beta and gamma 
emitters depositing in bone. The methods of Spiers are used for these estimates. For alpha 
emitters, the Committee will continue to use the relative damage factor N pending more 
detailed information on the distribution of such emitters in the skeleton. (4) Dose from 
photons released in a large cloud of radioactivity is estimated by computing depth dose 
within the body by Monte Carlo techniques. (5) The report will use more accurate decay 
scheme data and improved retention models, and dose from photons will be estimated more 
accurately than in the old report. 

To predict the course a committee may take is to predict the unpredictable, and this 
is especially true when one can only offer his own judgments. Nevertheless, my topic is 
that of expounding the dosimetric methods developed for the new report of ICRP Committee 
2. Of course, the Committee can always chunge its direction or use a new bit of data that 
comes along, and thus it should not be cause for surprise if the judgments offered here turn 
out to be wrong sometimes. However, many of the dosimetric techniques the Committee 
plans to use have been developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory by me and my col
leagues, and this is what I will be speaking of for the most part. 

* Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract with Union 
Carbide Corporation. 
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Present plans call for the Committee to publish an initial volume early in 1974 which 
is to contain a complete text and the procedure for dosimetry. This same report will contain 
recommendations on a certain number of radionuclides which will be chosen to illustrate 
the principles given in the text but which also are the more important ones for radiation 
protection. First of all, let us review the new recommendations that will be embodied in 
the report. These are: 

(1) The principle of dose commitment is used as the controlling factor for occupational 
exposure to radionuclides of Ia~~ half-time in the body. This principle is implicit 
in ICRP Publications 1 and 2, 1 but its use explicitly results in greater simplicity 
in that it allots to the year during which an intake occurred all the dose to be 
received from that intake during the worker's remaining life span (conventionally 
taken as 50 years). This is a simple recognition of the fact that the consequences 
of an early accumulation of a long-term body burden should be attributed to the 
operation which led to this intake. The principle that such intakes are not to be 
considered as routine is a healthy one for radiation protection. 

(2) The total body as an organ supposedly uniformly exposed is de-emphasized, because 
this rarely, if ever, occurs. The average dose equivalent to the active bone marrow 
and the dose equivalent to endosteal cells lying near bone surfaces have been indi
cated as criteria for exposure of bone. In effect, these tissues replace bone insofar 
as one can implement the recommendation. The technical difficulties of estimating 
dose to these tissues will be discussed further below. 

(3) The use of 1 as the value of Q for electrons and beta rays of low energy instead of 
1.7 as used formerly is a simplification. Now electrons are on a par with photons 
since, for all these, dose is numerically equal to dose equivalent. 

(4) Dose equivalent to pulmonic lymph nodes is not considered at this time. This deci
sion of the Commission is based on biological evidence which, at present, indicates 
that exposure by inhalation appears to produce many more malignancies of lung 
tissue than malignancies associated with lymphatic tissue. Undoubtedly, experiments 
now in progress will be watched to assess more accurately the hazard to the lymph 
nodes. 

There are other changes in the basic recommendations, and some of them wi II be 
referred to below; but none of these is as closely involved in the dosimetry of internally 
deposited emitters as are the foregoing. There will be many changes in retention models 
as will be seen, these applying for the most part to the early period postintake and, hence, 
being important principally for interpretation of excretion data or for radionuclides of 
short radiological decay times. Fortunately, relatively easy access to a whole body counter 
has made it possible in many cases for the health physicist to feel that he can determine 
intake and even retention to some extent, and this is a great help in meeting the recom
mendations which place considerable emphasis on control of intake. Unhappily, there are 
still radionuclides which cannot be measured with sufficient accuracy for the routine cases, 
and these offer considerable challenge to health physicists who must deal with them. 

Several ICRP recommendations on internal emitters have been published since ICRP 
Publication 2 appeared in 1959, the 'Bast extensive being those in ICRP Publication 6.3 
Also, ICRP Publications 104 and lOA provide some help in meeting practical problems. 
However, it is a tribute to Publication 2 that it has served so well for so many years. 
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A new model for deposition and retention, or clearance of particulates from the 
respiratory system, was formulated by the ICRP Task Group on Lung Dynamics (chaired by 
P. E. Morrow), and this was first published in Health Physics in 1966.6 Although some of 
the parameters of the model have been revised several times since its first appearance, the 
model remains basically the same. The most notable of these revisions affects the clearance 
from lymph nodes. This had been conservatively chosen so that 90% of the deposition in 
these organs was eliminated only by radioactive decay and 10% with a long biological 
clearance time, as was indicated by the biological data available at t?at time. Since then, 
the long-term studies of dogs exposed to an aerosol of natural uranium have given an 
indication that there is clearance from the lymph nodes, and the model has been revised 
so that now the situation is just the reverse--900/o clearing with a long biological half-time 
and 10% eliminated only by radioactive decay. This is a striking example of how ICRP 
models are formed and changed as new data accumulate. At the moment, the Committee 
intends to average dose over the lungs as formerly. No doubt when the question of the 
lymph nodes is reconsidered and when the model is complete for gases and vapors, as well 
as for particulates, the question of reassessing doses to subregions of the lung will be re
considered also. 

A procedure for computing the time integral of activity (f-1Ci-days) of the nuclide and 
of its daughters in the various subregions of the lung is derived, and the dose equivalent, 
Hk, to organ k is calculated by the formula 

Hk = I I U .. x (SEE). (k+- j) rem/fJCi intake 
i i II I 

(1) 

where U .. is the time integral of activity of daughter i in the lung or other source organ 
indexed by j, and (SEE)j (k+- j) is the specific effective energy for the ith daughter with 
source organ j and target or~an k, that is, the energy absorbed per gram in the target organ 
k per disintegration of the it daughter in the source organ j. In computing the (SEE)i (k+- j), 
the absorbed fractions of photon energy are computed as in MIRD Pamphlet No. 5.8 In 
principle, j may be any organ of the body, and it is one of the unusual features of this dosim
etry that cross irradiation of an organ by photons emitted in other organs is taken into 
account. The decay scheme information has been processed by the methods of Dillman9 so 
full account is taken of internal conversion, Auger electrons, and other particles emitted. 
The U .. are computed assuming the aerodynamic mean activity diameter (AMAD) is 1 f-lm, 
but a p~ocedure is indicated which makes it possible to adjust the dose to any desired par
ticle size in the respirable range. The dose equivalent per f-1Ci inhaled will be given in the 
projected report for all organs for which the dose equivalent is 10% or more of its annual 
dose limit when the critical organ just attains its dose limit. An attempt will be made to 
list genetic dose especially, even though it may be only 1% of its limit, but the adequacy 
of the model will be taken into account also, that is, one requires that the biological in
formation be reasonably adequate for activity contained in the gonads as well as for the 
surrounding organs. 

The Committee intends to list also the maximum permissible annual intake (MPAI) by 
inhalation and the derived working level (DWL) which is the former (MPC)a in disguise. 
The reason for these changes is to emphasize that it is the annual intake and the dose com
mitment due to it that are basic in the Commission 1s recommendations, while there is no 
clear violation involved if the DWL is exceeded by a factor of 10 for a day or so. The 
report also will contain estimates of MPAI for intake by oral ingestion. However, no equiv
alent of the (MPC)w will be given, since the situation where the supply of drinking water 
is contaminated significantly rarely occurs in occupational exposure. In any case, the MPAI 
is the criterion for protection, and an equivalent concentration is easily obtained if it is 
wanted 
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It will be noted that formula (l) only involves two variables, the Ui. and (SEE)i(k,_ j). 
The estimation of the first of these involves the model for retention and is ~omputed for each 
daughter element and for each source organ, here indexed by i and j, respectively. This 
requires that one have a retention model for each daughter element as well as for the parent. 
Biological data on these daughter elements is sparse indeed, and for many elements one will 
be reduced to guessing the behavior of the daughter, usually assuming it will remain in the 
organ where it is produced subject to elimination as would material recently deposited in 
the organ. Thus, if 

-)..it 
r a. e 

I 
(2) 

is the retention function for a daughter element in bone or liver or some other organ when 
the element is injected into blood, then 

La. e I La. -)d/ 
i I i I 

(3) 

will be the retention function for that element when it is produced in the organ as a daugh
ter element. There are a few elements where some biological data indicate exceptions to 
this, but they are very few. In fact, the question has hardly begun to be explored by the 
biologists. For most daughter elements, formula (3) is the basis for the dosimetry of that 
element when it is produced in an organ. 

The estimation of (SEE). (k---j) involves a chapter of its own, beginning with the Task 
Group on Revision of Referen6e Man. This report, which is in press, gives organ weights and 
other biological data needed for dose estimation. Most of these data are embodied in a 
mathematical phantom which has been used to estimate absorbed fractions of photon energy 
for various source and target organs.8 The phantom representation approximates the size, 
shape, density, position, and elemental composition of the various organs. A computer code 
uses this information to produce the specific effective energy, and in a sense the use of SEE 
values replaces the effective energies and F values of Publication 2. The decay scheme 
data used have been produced by the method of Dillman as was noted above. 

Explicit formulae are given for the time integrals of retention in the gastrointestinal 
tract. The basis for this procedure is the report of Eve 10 which is almost unchanged except 
for new data on the masses of the small intestine and contents. Then dose is given by for
mula (1) as before. For photons, the absorbed fractions are computed using the anthropo
morphic phantom described above, and dose from electrons and from alpha particles represents 
only a surface dose as in ICRP Publication 2. The inclusion of a modifying factor of 0.01 for 
alpha radiation originating in the contents of the tract is continued, since it rests on rather 
firm biological evidence indicating that the hazard of irradiation by alpha particles emitted 
in the contents of the tract is very small.ll The Committee plans to give a dose per f.!Ci of 
intake to organs with the same limitations on dose equivalent as for inhalation. 

The dose equivalent for other organs is given by the same formula (1) as before, 
although the time integral of activities for the source organs will depend on the retention 
functions adopted. These retention functions are being completely re-examined and revised 
by the Committee. No attempt is being made to reduce them to a common form since each 
element will be treated separately on a few pages of the report, and thus the retention 
models will be independently developed. In each case there will be tables indicating the 
time integrals of retention and the SEE values for various source and target organs, and 
these will be given for the radionuclide and for each daughter element as required. 
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The only organ where the dosimetry has considerable novelty is the skeleton with its 
intricate intermixture of bone and bone marrow. Here the Committee is adopting the methods 
developed by Spiers for beta emitters.12 Spiers has supplied to the Committee his latest 
estimates of the dose received by active bone marrow and by endosteal cells near cancel
lous bone or near cortical bone from a number of beta emitters of a variety of mean ener
gies.13 For other betas and electrons, the Committee will interpolate on the mean energy 
or unique energy of the particle to estimate the dose. 

Unfortunately, Spiers• estimates are rather different when the source is in cancellous 
bone and when it is in cortical bone, and thus one should have independent estimates of the 
time integrals of activity in these two types of bone. There are very few radionuclides 
which deposit in bone for which we have this data, and these are nearly all due to the 
efforts of John X'arshall, Chairman of the ICRP Task Group on Alkaline Earth Metabolism 
in Adult Man. 1 Marshall and his task group have supplied to the Committee their estimates 
of the time integrals of activity for all the isotopes of Co, Sr, Ra, and Ba. This is a notable 
contribution and represents years of work, yet it is only a beginning. Clearly such estimates 
are needed for all bone-seekers, and this puts the burden squarely on the shoulders of the 
experimental biologist who must undertake the arduous task of documenting the distribution 
of the radionuclide in bone in considerable detail. In the absence of this data, the Com
mittee is planning to consider all the activity to be present in cancellous bone. For most 
radionuclides of short radioactive decay time, this may not be far from the truth, but, clearly, 
better data are needed. 

For alpha emitters depositing in bone, the Committee is forced, for lack of adequate 
data on distribution of the radionuclide in bone, to give up for the moment any attempt to 
calculate dose to the endosteal cells. Thus the dosimetry of the alpha emitters remains 
essentially that of ICRP Publication 2--namely, average dose equivalent in bone and use 
the N factor for the various radionuclides. The value N = 5 used previously still seems 
reasonably adequate and is retained. The ICRP Task Group on Metabolism of Plutonium 
and Related Elements and Their Compounds, chaired by Arthur Lindenbaum, has altered 
considerably the distribution of activity by recommending that deposition in the liver and 
in skeleton be considered as being equal. This may result in making liver the critical organ 
for some radionuclides. 

In Publication 2 the modifying factor N has been given the value N = 1 for radium 
when it is the parent. This is because 226Ra was considered a standard for bone-seeking 
radionuclides, and the carcinogenic potency was thought to be related to the distribution 
of dose within the skeletal s6stem. However

2 
the human data of Spiess and Mays, 15 as well 

as the animal data of Hug, 1 indicate that 2 4Ra is a more effective carcinogen than is 
226Ra. The Committee plans to use the factor N = 5 for the radiums of short radioactive 
decay times when they are the parent radionuclide. 

There remains immersion dose, that is, the dosimetry associated with a person exfosed 
to a semi-infinite cloud of a radionuclide. Here the essential step is due to Dillman 1 who 
has estimated the energy spectrum of the photons in such a cloud and has also given us the 
depth dose from the electrons and from beta rays.1 8 Finally, he has developed the spectrum 
of bremsstrahlung produced by the betas. All of these spectra are allowed to impinge on the 
anthropomorphic phantom developed by the Oak Ridge group, and so for the first time we 
have dose distributed in depth in such a phantom from a cloud source and also estimates of 
dose to the various organs. 

There are many other facets of the report as planned which remain much the same as 
previously, and the fact that they are not mentioned here is not to be construed to mean they 
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are omitted. Clearly in the allotted time, one can only mention principal points, and one 
can only hope the new report will serve health physicists as well as did ICRP Publication 2. 
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U. Ja. Margulis 

Institute of Biophysics, Ministry of Public Health 
Moscow, USSR 

Abstract 
It is established that calculation of radioactive intake (or 

accumulation) into the body according to the controlled dosimet
ric parameter requires some statistic data about specific pecu• 
liarities of the investigated object. 

This paper presents data about statistical distribution fun
ctions of the radionuclide concentration ratio at the sampling 
point to its concentration at the respiration zone, protective 
efficiency of individual protective means, elimination of the 
radionuclide from the body and others; it gives en estimate of 
the errors for determining an inhalation intake of radioactivity 
into the body. 

Various techniques for controlling an internal radiation ex
posure is analysed. 

1. Basic environmental data 
In order to estimate accumulation of radioactive substances 

within the body of people by data on the contaminated air it is 
necessary to know aerosol characteristics averaged over human 
locations during the working shift with due account for the ef
ficiency of individual protective means. But the necessary qua
litative and quantitative data are usually fully lost when sta
tionary samplers are used. This is confirmed by the tabulated 
data. The data obtained from stationary aerosol radiometers ap
proach those from individual air samplers for rooms which lack 
local powerful sources of air contamination (•rable 1). Otherwise 
discrepancy of the data will be by the order of several tens • 

• Table 1 
Comparative estimate of the data obtained from stationary and 

individual samplers 

Characteristics The ratio of the data obtained from an 
of the air individual sampler to those from a 
contaminating stationary one (the log-normal concen-

tration distribution law} sources 
max~ mum standard 

mean (seen mediar. geometric .I 
de facto) deviation 

Local sources of initia 
contamination are avail-
able 24 500 12 :3.2 
No sources of initial 
contamination 2.5 5 1.8 2.:3 

• Both for this Table, and for Table 2-4 there were usual 
statistical methods to estimate the statistical confidence 
of data. 
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Efficiency of individual respiratory protective means is of 
great importance for calculating the value of inhaled radioacti
vity. 

Tabl~ 2 shows the practical decrease rate in contamination 
of the inhaled air by a respirator of the "Lepestok" type. Both 
the relatively small efficiency of respirators for low contami
nated air and the besser efficiency (comparing to the value fo
unded in the laboratory) for the higher level of air contamina
tion are resulted from time of using of respirators during one 
working day. ("Lepestoku is the respirator vf' the simple type). 

Table 2 
Efficiency of the respirator nLepestok" 

The decrease rate in contamination of the inhaled I aJ.r 
The lewel ~follows the log-normal law} 
of air in laboratory ex-

contamina- in real conditions periments (accord-
tion ing >~~ S. M. Goro-

dins 
maxi- standard geo-

average mum median metrical de- average median 
viation 

Below APC 24 300 12 3.2 680 450 
Above APC 350 2000 160 3.6 

Therefore both the stationary samplers and individual ones 
have some positive or negative aspects, but can't used in order 
to estimate the real individual intakes of airborn radioactive 
substances. This conclusion will be also confirmed by next dis
cussion. 

Dispersity of alpha-active airborn particles deposited at 
the external nosal orifices and present in the inhaled air and 
in the air of working premisis is estimated in Table 3, where 
the following designations are accepted: 

r. - geometrical mean radius, S 
r~~ - maximum radius of the airborn particle in the sample. 
Ge~metrical mean radius of the log-normal distribution is 

determined by the ratio .- / /. 4 r/t;. J 'Ai _} f,.1 --
In 1: = ' ft!, r · ex, -l ff ~ ~;) 4"(~1/• n:"L t.-!f i ~ l:f\ 

A 'tj fir_ en_s • 11..,8 a &~~ , 
en~ - standard deviation of the radius logarithm; tJIIjil = 9r-t;~J. 

l!at:..~£~- geometrical mean activity radius for the noif.!limi !id 1 

~ ,.~ v log-normal distribution. 
~ (f;,_l - geometrical mean activity radius for the limited log-
'9 ~ norma~;istri.n:l <P. -~ 
~{ti..J=~:~J-(.=-~~~ vi rtJ t;,.,ft;.,J=t;fi ; rz; 

r ... 1 where 
I f - ~ I 

~ =?ifiL~'--f<l~ ~2-JJ>(,))], 9l_=4G[(/){?,,3 ) -1_/ 
cp/~) _ 2 /e-~'} - G~uss .probabi-

l;.z -,a; lJ.ty J.ntegral 
~~f,~}- activity median radius wi\h account for the limited 

log-normal distribution 
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Estimation of the confident interval indicated that with the 
level of significance 0.05 the intervals were not overlapped. 
This resalt is caused by the difference in the size distribution 
of airbo~n particles collected by three various techniques. Nei
ther Fisher relation is followed. Therefore the difference of 
the mean standard deviations should be considered significant. 

Table 3 
Dispersity of airborn particles 

Collection 1l veraged <I:l..spersity of air'Eor.n part:l..cies 
technique ./3 'i,J'"' r,.,"" J/'"' 19.,1/'nr f!t,(tJ,.) r.,. {~) 

H,.. ~, . 
Stationary 

sampler 2.4 3.8 44-'120 39 20-32 20-39 
Individual 

sampler 3.2 1.3 21-34 70 11-17 12-19 
Smears from 

the nose 4.3 0.53 15-32 290 17-20 18-20 

On the other hand limited aerodynamic activity radiuses with 
permissible dosimetric error coincide (Table 3). Therefore the 
activity fraction sett1e4 at various parts of the respiratory 
tract calculated by AMAD will be equal. Individual protective 
respiratory devices are thought practically not to modify dis
persity of the inhaled dust in the case of coarse-grained parti
cles. Table 4 gives comparative results obtained by three vario
us techniques in the course analysis of the daily inhalation in
take for 3 groups of workers. 

Table 4 
Comparison of various techniques for determining the daily 
inhalation intake A by the average values in terms of A11 

for the use of individual protective means 

No Thechll:l..que The grou:Qof workers f'he num'Eer 
for 1 2 5 ::>f analy- Note i determining 

A.& I)J1l ~' :.82, A.J, l,.BJ, ses for 
the intake all groups 

1 Analysis of 
5.9 10.97 

With ac-
excretions 1 4.8 0.63 5.2 131 count for 

solubili-
ty of 
dust de-
termined 
by expe-
riment 

2 Smears from With acco-
the nose p.83 2.8 1.1 3.7 6 5.3 77 unt for 

dispersi-
ty of dust 
determin-
ed by sta-
tionary 
samplers 

3 Indivl.dual Assuming 
samplers the volume 
(without ac- of the inha-
count for 

~60 2.4 450 4.3 ?90 3.2 94 led air/10~ 
IPM) 
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S.z - corresponding A . distribution standard geometrical devi-
"'1 ation. :/" 

Therefore it is believed reasonable that the value of indi
vidual inhalation intake (or accumulation) into the body should 
be calculated ether by the indications of smears taken from the 
external nosal orifices or by the excretion dates, whereas acti
vity distribution over the respiratory tract may be estimated 
with due accuracy by means of stationary or individual samplers 
(if dispersity is correctly averaged by stationary samplers). 
The last remark is important for those working rooms where dis
persity of airborn particles is changed as a function of working 
locations and the type of technological operation and consequen
tly the level of dust penetrating the lungs is also changed. 

Thus, determination of actual accumulation of activity with
in the body due to inhalation requires both measurement of indi~ 
vidual inhalation intake and one of dispersity of the inhaled 
aerosols by a direct method. Determination of dispersity can be 
substituted by the estimation of the relative value of penetrat
ing airborn particle fraction. Practically the most suitable is 
combination of the method for determining the intake by the sme
ars !·rom the nose and selective individual samplers provided 
with presettler. 

If these requirements are not fullield the use of average 
values may lead to errors in calculating the individual intake 
by several orders of magnitude: 

- up to 20 times due to disparity of stationary and indivi
dual sampling; 

- up to 10 times due to errors in determining dispersity of 
the inhaled dust and up to 10 + 100 times due to the differences 
in real effectivity. 

Approximate lognormal space-time distribution statistics for 
radioactive concentration in the air of workim5 premisis is cur
rently given much consideration in literature2. Due to logarith
mically normal fluctuations in the protective effectivity of in
dividual protective means and due to generally random time sche
dule of work the above stated factors even after averaging over 
long time periods (calendar year) lead to the actual radioactive 
intake to individuals from the homogenous group being described 
by the lognormal distribution with the significant standard geo
metrical deviation (g). We found that-~ in this case can am
ount to 2.5-7. It sh~uld be emphasized tnat the groups should be 
clearly enough classified according to the radiation situation 
(by profession, by location and time, etc.). Otherwise the stan
dard geometrical deviation will be much increased (up to 10 and 
more). 

2. Basic human data 
We belive that the lognormal distribution law of radioacti

vity eliminated from the body with urine and feci is an import
anD half-empirical consideration (Table 4). This law is determi
ned by both the lognormal intake pattern and the stat~~charac-
ter of metabolism within the body. •lott · 

It will be reasonable to consider the statistical similitude 
principle as a general assumption for describing metabolism of 
radioactive substances within the body: 

- the ratio Xz (radiation burden within the body or in some 
part of the body to a single intake "i." physiological cycles af
ter intake) is a random value not depending on the intake value. 
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This makes it possible in many cases to describe the result of 
the i-th cycle in the form of the proportional effect law: 

X& -X,_, .=i YJ, Xz-1 (3) 
Here - a random function, if to apply to it reasonably 

general limitations and to use the central probability concept 
ultimate theorem it is possible to obtain an expression for the 
large values of "i" in the form of the lognormal distribution 
law of the value Xl • E. g. if to describe elimination of the 
substance from the body org~ one may obtain: ~ _ ~ 

pJ lnXt- tn{J{.e-1'~ < u} ~ I je Tclu 
l Vz 0 d' z.---. V27* -co ( 4 ) 

Were P - probability of inequality taken in brackets; 
X. - the initial radioactive quantity in the organ; 

l =-f4 p+"'') - if to assume that Y' is not dependent on X but is a 
random value with dispersion~~ With other initial conditions 
one may obtain a different expression for the lognormal distri
bution median (4) which in the general form is expressed as a 
function of the number of physiological cyclesj(~. It is diffi
cult to obtain and consider the function~{/) in the general form. 
Therefore currently it is reasonable to use the empirical fact 
on the lognormal distribution law of Xl values around ,J.(l) and a 
constant value of the standard geometrical deviation or the same 
individuum. 

For example we found that 5-10 days after removal of the wo~ 
kers from the "hot" laboratory the ratio of the daily eliminati
on of Po-210 for the previous day to the daily elimination for 
the next day fluctuates around the median value;s 1.0 following 
the lognormal distribution with the standard geometrical devia
tion• 2.7. This agrees with the standard geometrical deviation 
of the primary value ll J1 w£11· 

Practically the same standard geometrical deviation is prob
ably obtained when individual fluctuatione of Pu-239 elimination 
from the body are estimated. W. S. Snyder~ found that in 60% of 
cases of the plutonium daily elimination the difference from the 
"individual" curve was not more than two-fold and in 80% of cas
es it was not more than three-fold. 

In addition to these metabolic data for polonium and pluto
nium one cite the experimental results obtained on operation Rol
l~ Coaster4 when the standard geometrical deviation in the aero
so~ respiratory retention factor was~ 2.0. 

We found that after a single intravenous or intratracheal iD
jection of Po-210 to rabbits such major body organs as kidneys, 
liver, spleen and lungs contain various amounts of the radionuc
lide. This variation may be characterized by ~ 2.5. With due 
correction for individual differences of animal species the re
sult obtained may be interpreted as it was stated earlier thus 
assuming that if similar measurements could be made repeatedly 
on the some rabbit the lognormal distribution of the results wo
uld be obtained ~ 2.0. 

Summarising the cited above experimental data it may be con
cluded that all the cases being the result of relatively rapid 
physiological processes can be described (within the same indi
viduum) by the lognormal fluctuation law with the standard geo
metrical deviation~ 2. 0. This value p can be considered as ba
sic for all other statistic estimations obtained by monitoring 
internal radiation exposure. 

However it should be noted that the lognormal distribution 
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cannot be accepted directly as the main probability law for des
cribing most parameters estimated in the course of various meth
ods used for monitoring internal radiation exposure. 'fhus, we 
showed that even when the size distribution of radioactive air
born particles was fully suited by the mathematical equations of 
A. N. Kolmogorov's theory6 it was necessary to account for limi
tation of the lognormal distribution from the side of large va
lues. For other radiation parameters the use of the lognormal 
distribution may be considered valid for the rane;e of 95.:.99% of 
cases where it should be treated as a convenient and simple ana
litical expression. 

As a result of the data discussed above we accept the follo
wing values of the standard geometrical deviations for primary 
processes, which are superposing into real situations discussed 
below: 

J :2.0 - retention in the respiratory organs; 
:2.0 - fraction of the substance entering the organ; 
=2.0 - elimination of the substance with urine and feci; 

~., =1.6 difference in AMAD of the inhaled airborn perticleE; 
~ =3.2 difference in the local concentrations; 
)* =3.6 - difference in the protective efficiency of respira

tors; 
jJ'I =7.0 ~ifference of the annual individual intake; 
~ =5.0 - difference of the radioactive releases with account 

for accidental situations. 
The choice of the last value is purely subjective assuming 

that the release which results in the median average for the day 
radioactive concentration being exceeded by 1000 times corresp
onds to 0.01% of cases. 

3. Discussion 
Practically any dosimetric control aimes at obtaining such 

result which could provide an unequivocal answer about the deg
ree of individual risk, e. g. internal irradiation of man at a 
certain time moment. 'l'he result obtained b;y cgntrol is compared 
to the standard values. Basing on t~e data'l, critical organs 
of the group (whole body, hemopoietic organs) the following 
limiting radiation dose values may be given: 

1) annual permissible radiation dose for individuals from 
the population - 0.5 rem; 

2) annual radiation dose for occupational workers who are 
not subjected to individual control - 1.5 rem; 

3) annual permissible radiation dose for occupational work
ers - 5 rem; 

4) permissible accidental radiation dose - 12 rem; 
5) accidental radiation dose requiering subsequent medical 

examination - 25 rem; 
6) accidental radiation dose which does not result in detec

table immediate somatic effects - 75 rem; 
7) sublethal radiation dose - 200 rem; 
8) accidental radiation dose with a possible death in the 

absence of medical aid - 400 rad; 
9) accidental radiation dose with survival of people only in 

case of intensive and immediate medical aid - 800 r~d+ 
10) accidental radiation dose which permit survival in case 

of intensive and immediate medical aid - 1200+1500 rad. 
Basing on these limiting dose values we established 11 ran

ges, i. e. ranks of radiation hazard. The phylosophy for inter
preting each of these ranks is different but now we are most in-
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terested in the practical aspect of the problem, i. e. how ef
fective the monitoring itself will be from the point of view of 
possible errors. As one of the specific methods for monitoring 
we may consider calculated prediction of radiation situation for 
design objectives. 

Currently existing methods for monitoring external gamma-ne
utron radiation are usually fairly precise to provide unequivo
cal identification of the hazard rank by the result obtained. In 
the worst instance one may overestimate or underestimate the ac
tual hazard rank not more than by 1. As for the results obtained 
by monitoring internal irradiation the situation is quite diffe
rent even if to consider the optimum result equal to the average 
geometrical value of the lower and upper limits of the corresp
onding radiation dose range. 

Table 5 gives conventional classification for the situations 
which occur at monitoring internal radiation exposure. The situ
ations considered are characterized: by the corresponding stand
ard geometrical deviation of the monitoring result from the pos
sible real value; by the probability in per cent corresponding 
to'the boundary values of a hazard rank; by the number of ranks 
comprising 99% of cases. The adjacent limiting radiation dose 
values listed above differ from each other not more than three
fold. This maximum value is accepted for estimating the probabi
lity which corresponds to one hazard rank, i. e. the monitoring 
result differs from the corresponding range limits by ,-5 times. 
The number of ranks comprising 99% of cases was estimated rela
tive to the result which corresponded to the 6th hazard rank.The 
resulting standard geometrical deviation was determined by the 
equation: .P =4p/r;:.r~"AJ~ '] 
where~~ - standard geometrical deviations characterizing the 
primary processes cited at the beginning. The third column of 
Table 5 lists thoseA which were considered for the given situ-
ation. « 

Situation 11 (designed calculation) was estimated somewhat 
differently. It was supposed that the calculation was based on 
the average annual permissible concentration with the safety 
margin factor of 10. This calculated value evidently cannot be 
assigned to the 6th hazard rank but will be at the 1st one of 
the average annual value is taken for occupational workers. The
refore the probability in the last but one column was calculated 
for the ranks 1 and 2. 

Of course, Table 5 is relatively limited. In addition the 
parameters for situation 11 were taken on the basis of subjecti
ve choice. However these data do not overestimate the values of 
the resulting difference. 

The estimation of the hazard rank may be more complicated in 
a number of practical situations which were not considered here. 
For instance, there are other routes of intake in addition to 
inhalation. The errors associated with measuring techniques and 
a limited accuracy in description of metabolic processes were 
not accounted for also. 

In this connection the estimates given in two last columns 
of Table 5 are very important. In neither of the situations con
sidered the actual individual hazard of internal irradiation can 
be assigned unequivocally to one hazard rank. In a number of ca
ses (situations 1, 2, 4, 7b, 10) the 99% range comprises 10-11 
hazard ranks, i. e. the whole hazard scale. Thus, it ~s clear 
that a statistic estimate is an integral whole of the problelli 
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for providing radiation safety of people. The authors delibera
tely neglected the fact that the original standard data included 
their own safety margin factors. These factors do not influence 
the quantitative estimate of the situation. 

Conclusion 
We believe that a statistic difference found in monitoring 

internal irradiation of people should be given a quantitative 
estimate of a wide usage. It will be possible only after inter
national agreement on the main values. As the first step in this 
direction the authors suggest to introduce a concept of metabo
lism fluctuation into the characteristics of a standard man and 
to accept the standard geometrical deviation 2.0 for estimating 
radionuclide elimination rate fluctuation. 

Different situations found in monitoring 

Primary . 
standardResult~ng 

No 
i Situations 

geomet- standar~ 
rical geometr~
devia- ca~ dev1-
tions at1on 

~- ~ 
1 Estimate of the average 

annual content by a si-
ngle measurement with a 
whole body counter for 
rapidly eliminated ra- J.l A. 
dionuclides ~,~ 

2 Monitoring a single in- ._ 
take by an individual r1 ._ 
sampler when the respi- ~~ 
rator of the "Lepestok"A, ..&.. 
type is used r-

3 Monitoring a single in-~~ 
take by a stationary ,-,,., 
sampler when the res- _.. 
pirator of the "Lepes- J&. ,. 
tok" type is used ,-1}4 

4 Monitoring a single in- .I.L 11. 
take by a stationary r1T& 
sampler in the absence A . L 
of individual protecti- ~~~ 
ve means 

5 Mcnitoring a single in-
tal<:e by an individual }11~ 
sampler in the absence 
of individual protec- }.. 
tive means 

6 Estimate of the single A 
inhalation intake of ,.z, 
radionuclide by several 4J 
results of the complex r I 
bioassay 
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8.0 

10.0 

3.0 

Table 5 
internal irradiation 

Probabili-The number 
ty corres-of hazard 
pending torru;D>:~ com
the rangespr1s~ng 
of one ha-99% of ca
zard rank ses (at 

% 'the 6th 
!) ranks) 

21 

19 

26 

38 

42 

11 

11 

11 

10 

(N2:t-N11) 

7 
(N3t-N9) 
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Primary Resulting 
standardstandard 
~~~:~t- geometr~
devia- c~~ dev1-
tions at1on 

No 
i Si·tuations 

.13" J> 
7 .l!:stimate of the radio- • _ £ 

nuclide content in the ra~~ 
lungs by a timely sin- Jl 
gle analysis of urine ~· 
and feci 

8 ~stimate of the radio
nuclide content in the 
body (except the lungs) 
by a single analysis of 
llrine and feci: 

a) at the time of 
asurement me- JaAfb 

b) on the average 
a year f or,1. Jl',., 

9 Monitoring a single in
take by smears from the II.. 
nosal orifices ,.a1~ 

10 Monitoring a single in
take by smears from the 
nosal orifices combined 
with a selective indi- Jiz 
vidual sampler 

For example 
Project of stationary 
aerosol protection ba- ~~~~ 
sed on the average an- ~ 
nual permissible con
centration (with aver- ft 
aged 10-fold safety 
margin) 

Literature 

2.0 

Probabili-The number 
ty corres-of hazard 
pending tor~~ com
the rangespr~s1ng 
of one ha-99~ of ca
zard rank ses (at 

% 'the 6th 
~' ranks) 

38 

42 

20 

49 

5? 

99 

7 (N3+N9) 

7 
(N3+N9) 

11 

5(N4+N8) 

5 (N4+N8) 

2 (N1, 2) 
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A TABULATION OF SPECIFIC EFFECTIVE ENERGIES FOR DOSE CALCULATIONS* 

M. R. Ford and W. S. Snyder 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Abstract 

A tabulation is presented of the energy absorbed per gram in various target organs per 
disintegration of a radionuclide in a source organ. For each radionuclide and each source 
and target organ, the energy absorbed due to photons, beta-like radiation, alpha particles, 
and recoil nuclei is given, each weighted with the appropriate quality factor recommended 
by the ICRP and the NCRP. The total specific effective energy is listed also. The source
target organs include bone and active bone marrow and bone and endosteal cells as well as 
the organs usually considered in radiation protection programs. The absorbed fractions of 
photon energy have been recomputed in a more realistic phantom using the methods devel
oped in MIRD Pamphlet 5. When the Monte Carlo calculation did not give a sufficiently 
accurate result, various approximate procedures were used, and these are described. The 
tabulation is convenient to use because it avoids separate consideration of each product of 
the decay scheme and does not imply any restriction on the metabolic model to be used. 
However, the sources are considered to be uniformly distributed in the source organ, and 
only a mean energy deposition in the target organ is estimated. 

Introduction 

The energy expression used in computing dose and/or MPC values recommended at the 
present time by the NCRP and the ICRP is referred to as the effective energy. This effective 
energy is the energy absorbed per disintegration of the radionuclide weighted by factors 
related to linear energy transfer and to the biological effectiveness of the radiation. The 
specific effective energy (SEE) values presented here correspond, in principle, to these ef
fective energy values, but they are updated with more recent and extensive decay data and 
are divided by the mass of the organ receiving the dose. Because of this division by mass, 
the energy expression is in units of MeV/gram of the organ and thus, to the extent that 
energy absorbed is proportional to mass, allows for individual variation of the organ mass. 
Also, the SEE values provide the capability for computing cross irradiation, i.e., irradiation 
from energy absorbed in a target organ T which originates in a source present in another or 
source organS. The effective energies now in use cannot be used in this way, because they 
are tabulated only for absorption in the source organ. 

* Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract with Union 
Carbide Corporation. 
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Decay Data 

Estimation of the energy absorbed by an organ implies knowledge of all the energy 
emitted, but the usual decay schemes found in compilations of decay data, for example, 
the compilation by Lederer et al.1, do not include radiations such as x-rays and Auger 
electrons resulting from rearrangements in the electron shells, and these contributions are 
quite tedious to compute. Fortunately, Dillman2 has published detailed decay data of this 
kind together with average beta energies for many radionuclides of interest, and he has 
designed a computer code which produces these data. It is this code which is the source 
of the decay data used in this compilation. 

Absorbed Fractions 

Apart from the difficulty involved in arriving at a complete listing of all radiations 
emitted per decay, considerable tedious calculations may be required to compute the total 
energy absorbed in bod:{ organs, particularly for photons. The authors have published in 
M!RD Pamphlet No. 5 absorbed fractions of photon energies for 12 monoenergetic photons 
ranging in energy from 0.01 to 4 MeV and distributed uniformly in 16 source organs of a 
mathematical anthropomorphic phantom whose organs approximate those of their prototypes 
in size, shape, composition, and density. A Monte-Carlo-type computer code was used in 
estimating the absorbed fraction for some 20 target organs. Thus absorbed fractions for various 
organs can be estimated for all photons emitted in the decay of a particular radionuclide by 
interpolating on energy. However, many photons may be emitted per disintegration and dose 
may be required for a variety of source organs to many target organs. For example, if a 
radionuclide emits 10 x-rays and 4 gammas--a not unusual case--and is present in 6 source 
organs, 84 simple multiplications and interpolations are required in the table of absorbed 
frac::tions (MIRD Pamphlet No.5) to determine the total photon contribution for just one 
target organ. If there are a number of target organs, these calculations become quite lengthy. 
In this event, the tendency could be to neglect the low-energy, low-intensity emissions. 
While any such photon alone might make a negligible contribution to the overall dose, taken 
together all such emissions in a decay may be quite significant. 

Specific Effective Energy Tables 

To assist health physicists and others involved in making estimates of dose from internal 
emitters, tabulations of energy absorbed in target organs for particular radionuclides are 
in preparation. In these tables the above-mentioned interpolations, multiplications, and 
additions have already been made for all the photons emitted per decay. Also, the energy 
contributions from all other types of emissions are weighted by the proper quality and/or 
modifying factors as recommended by the ICRP and the NCRP and are included. These 
tabulations of specific effective energy (SEE) will be published for a large number of radio
nuclides including many of interest to the medical profession. 

The specific effective energy for a source organ S and target organ T is given by 

SEE(T-S) I 

- T T E.f. (AF). (T+-S) 0·
1 

M·
1 I I I 

(1) 

where Ei (MeV) is the average or unique energy of the particle or photon i, fi is the yield 
per disintegration, and (AF~ (T+-S) is the fraction of energy absorbed in target organ T per 
emission in S. QiT and M. are <fality factors or modifying factors generally assumed in 
internal dose estimations, i~e., Qi is taken as 1 for betas, monoenergetic electrons, gammas, 
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and x-rays; 10 for alpha particles; and 20 for recoil nuclei associated with alpha emission. 
MiT is used for alpha emitters in bone, other than radium, and is taken equal to 5. For alpha 
particles emitted in the contents of the gastrointestinal tract, MiT is taken as 0.01. This 
latter factor is recommended by the ICRP and the NCRP because of the demonstrated ineffi
ciency of alpha particles in irradiating the mitosing cells of the tract.4 

A portion of a SEE table for 212Bi is shown in Table l. Each table of SEE values has 
the source organs listed across the top and the target organs shown vertically. Source organs 
include the contents of the bladder and of the sections of the GI tract, kidneys, liver, lungs, 
muscle, ovaries, pancreas, cortical bone, trabecular bone, skin, spleen, testes, thyroid, the 
total body, and a uniform infinite cloud (external to the body). Target organs include bladder 
wall, the walls of the sections of the GI tract, skeleton, total marrow, red bone marrow, 
endosteal cells on cortical bone surfaces, endosteal cells on trabecular bone surfaces, total 
endosteal cells, thymus, and uterus in addition to all the listed source organs except those 
labelled as "contents" and "cloud." 

ORNL-DWG 73-5728 

Table 1. Specific Effective Energy, SEE, for 212Bi (MeV per disint)/gram. 

TARGET 
ORGANS 

TRABECULAR 
BONE 

RED 
MARROW 

LUNGS -I -
I -

TYPE 
OF 

DECAY 

G 
B 
A 
R 
T 

G 
B 
A 
R 
T 

G 
B 
A 
R 

----------SOURCE ORGANS 
TRABECULAR LUNGS Ill~ (23 SOURCE 

BONE ORGANS) 

1.3X10-G 3.5 X 10-7 

4.9 X 10-4 0 
1.1 X 10-l 0 
4.2 X 10- 3 0 
1.1X10-I 3.5 X 10-7 

1.3X10-G 4.4 X 10-7 

1.4 X 10-4 0 

0 0 

0 0 
1.5X10-4 4.4 X 10-7 

3.1 X 10-7 5.6 X 10-G 

0 5.1 X 10-4 

0 2.2 X 10-2 

0 8.4 X 10- 4 

T 3.1 X 10-7 2.3 X 10- 2 I~ 

~(31 TARGET+-----~----------~----------+--------------
1 ORGANS) 
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For each source-target combination, the SEE values are tabulated for four types of 
radiations and for the total of all radiations. The four types of radiations represent contri
butions due to energy absorbed from (1) gammas and x-rays, (2) betas and monoenergetic 
electrons, (3) alphas, and (4) recoil nuclei associated with alpha emission. These radiations 
are designated in the tables by the letters G, B, A, and R, respectively, with T indicating 
total values. 

A general discussion of the computational method used in forming these estimates 
follows. A detailed account is given in the text accompanying the tabulations. 

Photons 

The absorbed fraction of photons was calculated principally by the Monte Carlo 
method described in MIRD Pamphlet No. 5,3 but new computer runs were made using a 
revised phantom and tvvi ce as many (60,000) source photons for each source organ and 
photon energy ?S were used pre vi ousl y. 

Revisions in the phantom include (1) changes of the GI tract and bladder to include 
walls and contents separately except for the small intestine which is still defined as a wall 
plus contents, since, being essentially a tube free to move except at the two ends, it has 
no fixed position; (2) modification of the skeleton to provide a more realistic estimate of 
dose to red bone marrow and to endosteal cells, including addition of the clavicles and 
scapulae, rounding of the tissues covering the skull, and designation of areas corresponding 
to red bone marrow and yellow bone marrow; and (3) division of the combined configuration 
of the legs into two separate regions to provide a more realistic location for the testes. 

Although the increase in sample size did improve the statistics somewhat, the accuracy 
was not suffi cienf to warrant use of the Monte Carlo estimates in every case. The method of 
estimating absorbed fractions of photon energies by use of Berger's5 buildup factor for a point 
source of monoenergetic photons in an infinite medium of soft tissue was explored. Inte
grating the corresponding dose formula over regions representing the source and target organs 
yielded statistically reliable estimates which were plausibly an overestimate since buildup 
is maximal in the infinite space. However, compared to reliable Monte Carlo estimates, 
they differed by no more than 30% in most cases and were rarely high by more than a factor 
of 2. The justification of this method is discussed more fully by Snyder et ~6 

Thus absorbed fractions estimated by the Berger buildup factor were used in cases 
where the Monte Carlo estimates were not statistically reliable. However, Berger's tabula
tions only extend to 15 keY. At lower energies, values have been obtained by extrapolation 
based on the concept that as the photon energy approaches 0, the absorbed fraction ap
proaches 1 or 0, depending on whether the source and target organs coincide or are distinct. 

Certain other absorbed fractions were obtained by use of the reciprocity theorem. 
This occurs in a few cases where an organ is programmed as a target organ but not as a 
source organ. For example, the values for muscle with kidney as the source organ were 
used for kidney with muscle as the source organ. This approach is discussed in more detail 
by Snyder et ~7 

Beta-Like Radiations 

For beta-like radiations, the energy contributions of this short-range radiation are 
generally taken equal to 0 or to E according as source and target organs are different or 
coincide. Among exceptions to this general rule are the organs with walls when the source 
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is in the contents. This occurs in the four sections of the GI tract as well as in the case of 
the bladder. In all such cases, the energy contribution is taken as E/2 where E is the 
average energy of the beta or positron or equals the energy in the case of a monoenergetic 
electron. This amounts to using the dose on the surface of a half-space containing the 
source at a uniform concentration equal to that in the source tissue. Certainly this appears 
to be conservative in that the critical cells for the GI tract are frequently taken to be the 
mitosing cells which lie at some depth in the tissue. 

The contributions of beta-like radiation to the active bone marrow and to the endos
teal cells are based on calculations of Spiers.8 The ICRP has recommended that endosteal 
cells be considered the radiosensitive cells for exposure to bone. The estimates of Spiers 
are shown in Fig. 1. They are expressed as the ratio of the desired doses, Ds (endosteal 
cells) and DM (active bone marrow), to a dose D0 based on complete absorption of energy. 
These ratios, Ds/Do and DMf'D0, averaged over40orti~al and trabecular ~one, have been 
given by Spiers for the following radionuclides: Y (E = 0.927), 90sr (E = 0.200), 14c 
(E = 0.049), 45ca (E = 0.076), 22Na (E = 0.218), 18F (E = 0.253), and 32p (E = 0.695). 
The values for 18F and 22Na were not considered to differ significantly from the values 
for 90sr, and, hence, the dashed line was used for this portion of the graph. Estimates for 
other beta emitters are interpolated or extrapolated on E. 
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Alpha Particles and Recoil Nuclei 

For alpha particles and recoil nuclei, the energy is assumed to be absorbed in the 
source tissue except for organs with walls where, again, the energy contribution is estimated 
for a surface dose, i.e., E/2, and this is weighted by the appropriate quality factors and 
modifying factors mentioned earlier. However, recoil nuclei are assumed not to penetrate 
the mucus and irradiate the mitosing cells, and thus the dose from these nuclei is considered 
to be zero. 

Limitations 

It should be noted that the use of the absorbed fractions, as calculated by the Monte 
Carlo method, implies that the corresponding doses ore estimated for a uniform distribution 
of activity in the source organ and only an average dose to the target organ is obtained. 
Dose contributions from electrons, alpha particles, and recoil nuclei are also estimated only 
in the sense of an average dose. This is no inherent limitation of the method, as it would be 
feasible to estimate dose for other distributions of activity the biological data might indicate. 
However, these are the assumptions generally used by health physicists, and the paucity of 
data on the distribution of activity in the source organs is so prevalent that it does not appear 
worthwhile to provide data for other distributions which would largely be based on little 
more than guesses. 
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ESTIMATES OF DOSE RATE TO GONADS OF INFANTS AND CHILDREN 

FROM A PHOTON EMITTER IN VARIOUS ORGANS OF THE BODY* 

W. S. Snyder 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Abstract 

Estimates of genetic dose are needed for infants and children for realistic appraisal 
of environmental exposure of the population and also for medical use of radionuclide· 
Estimates of the dose rate due to a photon emitter from a source in ovaries or in testE.~ are 
given in this paper for photons of 12 energies between 10 keY and 4 MeV in five phantoms 
corresponding to the newborn and children of ages 1, 5, 10, and 15 years. These estimates 
are obtained by use of the Monte Carlo technique applied to a phantom which is a trans
formation by similitude of a modification of the adult phantom reported in MIRD Pamphlet 
No.5. Thus these estimates reflect the relative size, shapes, densities, and compositions of 
the various organs. By use of the reciprocity theorem, it should be possible to infer gonad 
dose from a radionuclide deposited in any source organ where the estimate is statistically 
reliable. It would be expected that this use of the reciprocity theorem would give estimates 
of gonad dose which are high but not by a large factor, perhaps by a factor of two or three 
at most. 

This paper provides some estimates of dose rates to gonads from sources of a photon 
emitter distributed uniformly in various organs of the body. The results are obtained by 
application of the reciprocity theorem to the Monte Carlo estimates of dose rate from gonads 
to large organs. Although only results for photon energies of 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, l, and 
2 MeV are reported here, it is planned to complete the series so the 12 monoenergetic 
sources used in MIRD Pamphlet No. 5 1 will be available for interpolation of other photon 
energies. 

The basic phantoms used are essentially modifications of that reported in reference l. 
The modifications include specification of regions where active bone marrow is deposited in 
the adult, addition of clavicles and scapulae to the skeleton, rounding of the top of the head, 
separate legs for the phantom, and relocation of the testes. These modifications will be 
presented in detail in a separate publication.2 

For these calculations, the head, trunk, and leg sections of the adult phantom were 
transformed by similitudes to form the new phantoms. Although all organs and regions in 
each of these sections were shrunk by the same factors, these factors were not identical for 

* Research sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract with Union 
Carbide Corporation. 
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the three sections which were given over-all dimensions typical for a given age. These 
factors are given in reference 3. The phantoms produced by use of these transformations 
are referred to below as being those of ages 0 (newborn), 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 (adult) 
years. The corresponding masses for the total body are approximately 3.4, 10, 19.5, 31.8, 
54, and 70 kg. 

Since the dose rates given below are based entirely on use of the reciprocity theorem, 
it is appropriate to consider the validity of this theorem in phantoms corresponding to the 
various ages. The validity in the adult phantom has been studied extensively and is reported 
in reference 4. The theorem has been tested by programming sources of 60,000 photons at 
three widely separated regions of these phantoms and at several energies. The three regions 
used were the central volumes (approximately elliptical cylinders of semi-axes 16 em and 
8 em and height 14 em) of the top, middle, and bottom fifths of the trunk of the phantom. 
The regions contain rather different amounts of bone and lung tissue so that the inhomo
geneity of the phantom is well represented. Three source energies were chosen--0.03, 0.1, 
and 0.5 MeV--and in all cases reciprocity held within 12%, generally being within a few 
percent in the corresponding cases. While far from the ideal solution of the problem, it is 
believed the values obtained for genetic dose by this means are sufficiently accurate for 
practical use since the actual distances of the gonads from the various source organs will 
vary with the individual and will only be approximately specified. 

In Table 1 are displayed the estimates of dose rate from various source organs to the 
ovaries and testes of the newborn and the 1-year-old phantoms. As explained above, these 
values were obtained by Monte Carlo calculation and represent the dose rate to these organs 
from sources placed in the ovaries or testes, and thus the estimates given here are based on 
the use of reciprocity. It is expected that more complete results will be published when the 
results for the 12 monoenergetic sources of photons become available. When the indicated 
value is 0, the estimate is not considered to be reliable. 
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DOSES (RlDS/PROTON) lND CCEPPICIENTS OP flRilTION (PER CENT) 

SOURCE IN ~ESTES l)p !l!li80RR Pl!l'M'!''ll'l 

IIIIRGY (I! l!l) 

0.020 o.oso o. 100 0.500 1. 000 2.000 

DOSE c."· DOS! c • .,. lOS! c."· DOS! C. f. DOSE c.'· DOSE C. f. 

lDR!MALS o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 0.0 o. 0 o.o 0.0 
ltADDEot VALL 1.9E-13 8.4! 00 2. 3!-13 7.2! 00 3.11!-13 8.5E 00 1. 7!•12 1.3! 01 2.9!-12 1.5.! 01 5. OE- 1 2 1. SE 01 

a:> STOI!ACH lllLL 0.0 o.o 9. 31!• 15 2.0E 01 1.'7!-111 2.1! 01 1.11!-13 2.5! 01 0.0 o. 0 o.o o.o 
1:-:l 
00 S!!ALL I!IT!STIN! 1. lE- , 5 2. 1! 0 1 3.3E•11l 11.8! 00 11.2!-H 5.3! 00 2. 2!-13 7. 2! 00 5.0!-13 1.9! 00 6.ij!·13 1.0E 01 

U.L.I. lllLL 0.0 o.o 3. 2!- to 8. 8! 0 0 11.11!-111 1.0! 01 2.31!-13 1.5! 01 II. 91'!- 13 1. 71'! 0 1 7.11!·13 2.0E 01 
L.L. I. WILL 2.1!-111 1.3:! 01 9.9!-14 6.1! 00 1.3!-13 7.41! 00 6.11!-13 1.1! 01 1.0!-12 1.11E 01 1. 9 E- 1 2 1. 6 E 0 1 
Ill! ART o.o o.o 3.01!-15 2.1! 01 5.11!-15 2. 1! 01 4.0!·14 2.0E 01 1.0!·13 2.2! 01 2. 4 E- 1 3 2. 3E 0 1 
taD !IUS 0.0 0.0 5. 5!·15 1.BR 01 1.0E-111 1. 9E 01 6. 7!-14 2.4! 01 1.71!-13 2.5E 01 2.8!-13 2.9E 01 
LifER o.o 0.0 6. 7!-15 8.4! 00 1.01!-111 8.41'! 00 6.9!-111 9.5! 00 1. 4 E-13 1. 1 E 0 1 2.1!-13 1.31'! 01 
LO!IGS o.o o.o 1.9!-15 1.7! 01 3. 3!-15 1. 7! 0 1 2. 7!-111 1.9E 01 9.2!-111 1.7! 01 1. 31!• 13 2. 0 E 0 1 
BED !!lBROll 4. 5!-15 6. 2'! 00 ll. 4!-111 2.61! 00 J.S!-111 3. 3! 00 1. 1!-13 5. 1! 00 1.1!-13 6. 2E 00 3.1!.,-13 7.1! 00 
l!l.LOif I!UPOll 3.8!-15 5.2:! 00 11.7!-14 2.1! 00 3.6E-111 2. 6E 00 1. 2!-13 3.9! 00 2.3E-13 4.7! 00 4. 2E-13 5.5E 00 
PlHCBI!lS o.o o.a o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
SKI!Lir!'O!I 6.7!-15 3.0! 00 5. 61-111 1.1l! 00 II. 2!•14 1. 9! 00 1.3E-13 2.7! 00 2.5E-13 3.1E 00 II. 2!-13 3. 7E 00 
TOTAL SKill 6.11!-111 1.9! co 3.81!:-111 2.2! 00 11.7!-111 2.8! 00 2. 7!-13 3.9! 00 5.2E-13 11.5E 00 8. 0!•13 5. 5E 00 
SPL!!ll o.o o.o 8. 5!-15 2.]:! 01 1. 11!•111 2. 1 E 0 1 o.o o.o o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o.o 
'!ESTIS 5.1!-11 7.2~-01 1.1111-11 1.4! 00 1. 71!-11 1. 8! 00 1. 1!-1 0 2. 4! 00 2.0!-10 2.111'! 00 3.3E-10 J.2E 00 
'!llli!US o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o. 0 o.o 
ll'l'!!IOS 1.1!-14 2.8! 01 7.31!-111 1.1! 01 1.1!-13 1.2! 01 11.1!-13 2.0! 01 7. 7!-13 2. 5! 01 1.8!-12 2.6! 01 
TOT l!. 1!0 DT 6.7!-14 2.~-C11 s.1111-111 5.lB-o1 6. 2!-111 6. 2!-0 1 3. ll-1l 7. U-01 6. JR-13 8. OE-0 1 1. 0 !- 1 2 9. 4 E- 0 1 



DOSES (FlDS/PBOTOI) lND CC!PPIC!ENTS OP VlRil!IOR (PER C!ll'l') 

SOORC! IB OVlRI!S 01' O!IE YI!AR OLD Plll!ITOII 

! ! ! ll G I (ll!l) 

o. 020 0.050 0.100 0.500 1. 000 2.000 . 
DOSE c.v. DOS! C.l'. :OOSl! c.'· DOSE c.v. DOSE c.'· t>OSE c.v. 

l:OP !'!AI S 0.0 0.0 1.21!!-14 2.9! 01 1. CJE-14 2. 9! 01 0.0 o.o 0.0 0. 0 o.o o.o 

en I!I.l D D!!! R IIALl 5.0!-14 9.6! 00 1.61'!-13 5.01!! 00 1. 71!!-13 6. 51!! 00 8.31!!-13 1.0! 01 1. 4 1!!- 1 2 1. 31!! 0 1 2. 3!-1 2 1 • 5 E 01 
t--:l S'l."'!'!lCH IIALL o.o o.o Z.SE-1Q 7.1! 00 3.2!-14 7. 9! 00 1 • 6!- 13 1 • 3 E 0 1 3. 21!:-13 1. 4 E 0 1 6.7!-1? 1.6E 01 
<:.0 SlllLL IWTES'Y'INP. 2.111!·13 1.0! 00 2.7!-13 1.0E 00 3.11'!-13 1.2! 00 1.511-12 1.7! 00 2.6!-12 2.0! 00 4.3!-12 2.4! 00 

U. L. !. II ALl 2. 7!•13 2. 1E 00 2.4!-13 2.1! 00 2. 7!-13 2. 6! 00 1.3!-12 II.OE 00 2.4!-12 4.6! 00 3.6!-12 5.8! 00 
t.t.r. II ALL 4.6!-13 1.9! 00 3. 3!-13 2.0! 00 3.5!-13 2.6! 00 1. 9 E-12 3. 8 E 00 J. 5!·12 4. 4E 00 5. 21!·12 5. SE 00 
IlEA !IT o.o o.o ... :l!-15 1.0! 01 9.5!-15 8~6! 00 5.011-14 1.1! 01 1.0!-13 1. 3! 01 2. 2!· 13 1. 3E 0 1 
lt"!:O'I:!! s o.o o.o 2. n-14 5.5! oo 3.9!-14 5.6! 00 1. 7!-13 8.9! 00 3.11!·13 1.0! 01 5.01!·13 1.3E 01 
LIVER 3. 3!·16 2.1E 01 1. BE-111 3.0! 00 2. 71!-111 3. OE 00 1. 2!-1 3 4. 4 E 00 2. 2!-13 5. 1E 00 4.2!-13 5.6! 00 
LURGS o.o o.o 3.31!-15 7.1! 00 6.6B-15 7. OE 00 11.3!-14 9.2! 00 1.0!·13 9.9E 00 1. 8 !•13 1 • 1 E 0 1 
RED !llRPOll 4.7!'-14 1.3! 00 1. 5!-13 9.1!-01 1.1!-13 1. 2E 00 2.6!-13 2.11! 00 4. 4!·13 2. 6E 00 7.4E·13 3.0E 00 
I!t.t.CII lllRPOII 2.1E- n 1.JE c.o a.JE-111 8.8!·01 6.111!-111 1.2E 00 1.7!-13 2.0! 00 2.91!-13 2.'1! 00 4. 7!-13 2. 9E 00 
OYAPIES 4.6!-11 7.9!-01 t. 1!-11 1.5! 00 1.3!-11 1.9! 00 8.11!-11 2.6B 00 1.6!-10 3.0E 00 2.41!·10 3.6E 00 
PllfCPElS o.o o.o 2- 0 E- 111 1. 2 E 0 1 3.61!:-14 1.2! 01 1.011-H 2.4! 01 3.7!-13 2.3! 01 o.o o.o 
Slt!L.l!"!'OI 1.3!-14 1.3! 00 5.1:!-14 7.9!-01 4. 1!·111 1. OE 00 1. U:-13 1. 7! 00 1.8!-13 2.1! 00 3.11!-13 2.5! 00 
!OTlt SitU 3.9!-16 1.3E 01 7.9!-15 2.6! 00 1.2!-111 2.8! 00 7.2!-14 11.1! 00 1. 11!·13 II. 7E 00 2. 5!•13 5. 6! 00 
SPt.!Ell 0.0 o. 0 1. 7!-111 8.3! 00 2.5!-14 9.2E 00 1 • 31!-1 3 1 • J! 0 1 2. 1!-13 1. 7E 01 4. 1 E· 13 1 • 9 E 0 1 
TilT !IUS 0.0 o.o :. 0 o.o o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 o.o o.o o. 0 o. 0 o.o 
lJT!P US 5.0!-13 2.81!: 00 5. 0!-13 2.6! 00 5.5!-13 J.JE 00 2. 7!-12 5.0! 00 II. CJ!-12 5. 9! 00 7.8!-12 7.21!! 00 
'1'04f 1!. !10 D I J. 1E- 14 5 .• 11!-02 ,... ll!:-111 2. Ill!- 0 1 5. 1!-111 3. 91!-0 1 2.3!-13 11.5!-01 4.JE•13 5.1!·01 7.111-13 6.2!-01 



DOS!~ (?lDS/P!IOTON) AND CO!PPICIENTS OP YlBilT!ON (PER CENT) 

S~:"?C! Ill 'tl!S'!!S OP 0111! YElP OLD PHARTO!I 

! II B I! G Y (liEf) 

o. 020 0.050 o. 100 0.500 1. 000 2.000 

D('S! c.'. DOS! c.,. . 80S! c.'· DOS! c.'. DOSE c.'· DOS! c.v. 

lD!'!!'!IlLS 0.0 o.o ,_ 0 o.o 0.0 o. 0 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 
~ BllDOE? WALL II. 2!· 14 1. 1 E 0 1 1.3!-13 5.7! 00 1. 4!·13 7. 4E 00 6. 2!-13 1.21! 01 1.4!·12 l.JE 01 2.5!-12 1.5! 01 c.:> 
0 STC!!lCB WALL 0.0 0.0 2.1!-15 2.2! 01 8.3!-15 1. 71! 01 3. 7!-14 2.88 01 o.o o.o o. 0 o.o 

S!!lLL !'!ITESTI!IE o.o o.o 1.3!-14 4.4E 00 2.0!-14 4.6! 00 9. 0 E· 14 6. 6 E 00 1.91'!-13 7.31! 00 3. 0 E- 1 J 8. 71! 00 
O.L.I. WILL 0.0 o.o 1. 2!- 111 8. 91!: 0 0 2.1!-148.4!00 8. 81!-14 1. 41! 01 1.9E-i3 1.7E 01 3. 51!·13 1. 81! 0 1 
L.t. !. WALL 3.7!-15 1.81! 01 4- !!-14 5.1! 00 6.01!-111 6.01'! 00 2.7!-13 9.6! 00 5.1!-13 1.11'! 01 8. 2!-13 1.31'! 01 
!l!l~T o.o o. 0 l. 0 o.o 1.1!-15 2.3! 01 1.31!-14 2.21! 01 3. 71!·14 2. 0 E 0 1 7.3!•14 2.21! 01 
J(!DW!YS 0.0 0.0 1.21!-15 2.111! 01 3.9!•15 1. 6! 01 3.01!-14 2.1! 01 7.8!·111 2. 2E 01 1. 7E· 13 2 • 3E 0 1 
t.rn~ o.o o.o ,_ 7!•15 9.9! 00 ll.OE-15 7.9! 00 2.3!-111 1.0! 01 5.9!-14 9.6! 00 1. 1!•1 3 1 • 1 E 01 
ttJ!rGS o. 0 0.0 2.. 8!-16 2.5! 01 1.6!-15 1.5! 01 1.2!-14 1.8! 01 3.0!-14 1. 8! 01 7.5!-14 1.8! 01 
tiED !!!!'ROW 11.7!-16 1.0! 01 1.9!-111 2.11! 00 1.8!-14 2. 71! 00 11.111!-14 4.51! 00 1. 1!•13 4. 91! 00 1.61!·13 5.9! 00 
YELLOW 'IIRPOW 2.7!-16 9.5! 00 1. 6!-111 2.1! 00 1.7!-111 2.3! 00 II. 9 !-111 3. 6 B 00 1.0!·13 II.OE 00 1.7E-13 11.7E 00 
PUC!'ElS o.o o.o l.D o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o. 0 o. 0 o.o 
SKELETON 8.6!-16 11.8! 00 2.'1!-111 1.31! 00 2. 11!•111 1. 51! 00 6.11!-14 2.31! 00 1.2!-13 2.6! 00 2. 1!-13 3. 0! 00 
TO'UL SII:I!I 2.1!-111 1.9! 00 1. 7!-111 1.9! 00 2.3!·14 2.2E 00 1.3!-13 ] .21! 00 2.5!-13 3.7E 00 11.5!-13 4.2! 00 
SPI.I!J o.o o.o 1. 21!-15 2.8! 01 2.61!-15 2.6! 01 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o. 0 
UST!S 2.31-11 5.7!-01 5.21!!-12 1.1! 00 7.6!-12 1.11! 00 4.6!-11 1. 9! 00 8.1!•11 2.21! 00 1.11!-10 2.6! 00 
'!II!!! US o.o o.o 3..0 o.o 0.0 o. 0 0.0 o.o o.o o. 0 o. 0 o.o 
IJ'fWl!OS o.o o.o 3..6!-lll 8.9! 00 11.9!-111 1. 1! 01 2.11!-13 1.7B 01 4.0!-13 1.9! 01 6.3!-13 2.4! 01 
'!OT&L BODY 2.5E-111 1.9!-01 2..6!•111 11.5!•01 3.2E•14 5.3!·01 1.6!-13 5.9!-01 l.OE-13 6.6!-01 5. 1 B-1 3 7. 7!- 0 1 



DOSE FROM PHOTON EMITTERS DISTRIBUTED UNIFORMLY 
IN THE TOTAL BODY AS A FUNCTION OF AGE* 

M. J. Hilyer, G. S. Hill, and G. G. Warner** 
Health Physics Division, C'ak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

Abstract 

The dose rate from photon emitters distributed uniformly in the total body has been esti
mated for phantoms corresponding to ages 0 (newborn), I, 5, 10, 15, and 20 (adult) years. 
Estimation is by the Monte Carlo technique, and the computer code uses phantoms obtained 
by transformations from the anthropomorphic phantom essentially as described in MIRD 
Pamphlet No. 5. Interest here is centered on the distribution of dose in the various organs 
which include active bone marrow and gonads. The doserates near ~he surface and near the 
central axis are found to differ by approximately a factor of 2 for most energies. The calcu
lation is for 6 monoenergetic sources of photons ranging from 20 keY ;o 2 MeV. The 
absorbed fraction of energy is found to vary approximately as (mass) 1 3 power for photon 
energies above 100 keY. 

In this paper we give specific absorbed fractions for photon emitters distributed uniformly 
in the total body, i.e., the distribution is directly proportional to the density of the parts of 
the body. The total body becomes the source S, and any organ, including the total body, is 
a target organ T. The dose rate in the target organ is proportional to the specific absorbed 
fraction (SAF) or <t, which is defined as that fraction of the energy emitted which is absorb
ed per gram of the target organ. Thus 

<I> (T ~--- S) Energy absorbed in T 
(Energy released in S) (Mass ofT in g) 

Estimates of the specific absorbed fractions were obtained by the Monte Carlo technique 
for a modified p7antom basically similar to the anthropomorphic phantom described in MIRD 
Pamphlet No.5. These modifications are mentioned in the report ORNL-4903.2 The cal
culation was for six monoenergetic sources of photons ranging from 20 keY to 2 MeV with a 
sample of 60,000 photons used for each monoenergetic source. The SAF and the dose rate 
were estimated for phantoms corresponding to ages 0 (newborn), I, 5, 10, 15, and 20 (adult) 
years. The phantoms representing the various ages were obtained by transformation from the 
adult anthropomorphic phantom as described by Snyder and Cook.3 The adult phantom was 
reduced by scale factors selected separately for the head, trunk, and leg sections of the 

* Research sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract with Union 
Carbide Corporation. 

** 
Mathematics Division 
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phantom (Fig. 1). All organs and tissues within these sections were reduced by the scale fac
tors for that particular section. Thus the loci of the organs which are nonintersecting in one 
phantom are nonintersecting in the other phantom. 

When the source is the total body, the same general relationship for the SAF of the tar
get organs seems to hold as when the source organ and the !·arget organ are the same.4 That 
is, 

(I) The SAF decreases as age increases. The newborn has the highest SAF, 
apparently due to the effect of the inverse square law. 

(2) The ratios of the SAF at a specific age to SAF for the adult decrease as 
the age increases. For instance, the SAF ratio for red bone marrow of 
the newborn to the adult for 0.020 MeV differed by a factor of 20, while 
the same factor for the 5-year-old to the adult was 4. 

(3) The SAF decreases as energy increases. 

For a photon source distributed uniformly over the total body, the SAF (and hence the 
dose rate) to a target organ near the surface of the phantom is found to differ by approxi
mately a factor of 2 from the SAF to a target organ near the central axis of the phantom. 
The trunk skin was selected as the surface organ, and the five subregions located along the 
central axis of the five tiers in the trunk of the appropriate age phantom were selected to 
simulate a central axis organ and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The ratio of 4> averaged 
over the central axis subregions to the surface orqan (trunk skin) is approximately 2 : I. 
This ratio of a central axis organ SAF to the SAF of other organs will vary with the position 
of the organ relative to the central axis. In Fig. 2 this correlation is shown for the ovaries 
and tes~s for the 10-year-old phantom. The ovaries, which are positioned near the central 
axis, show a nearly I : I ratio with the central axis subregions of the trunk; while the testes, 
a more nearly surface organ, show a I : 1.5 ratio. Moreover, for larger organs, such as the 
liver, which extend from the center out toward the periphery of the body, the dose to that 
portion of the organ which is nearest the central axis will be somewhat higher than that part 
which I ies near the surface. 

Only data with a coefficient of variation <30% were used in the statistical evaluations. 
In some instances, such as the ovaries and testes, the coefficient of variation for the calcu
lated SAF estimates was> 30%. In the case of the testes, for more reliable data, the SAF 
estimates for the genitalia were used in Fig. 2. For the ovaries, a technique described by 
Poston and Snyder,5 in which the SAF estimates to the appropriate subregion or subregions 
of the phantom in which the organs lie were used; and it is believed these give a more reli
able estimate of the SAF for these organs than do the Monte Carlo results. 

The specific absorbed fraction (SAF) and coefficient of variation for some of the organs 
within the heterogeneous phantoms for ages 0 (newborn) and 5 years are shown in Tables I 
and 2 of this report. The data for the phantoms corresponding to other ages.are given in 
ORNL-4903 but are omitted here because of limitations on space. In cases where the coef
ficients of variation were consistently> 30%, the corresponding data from the appropriate 
geometrical subregion or subregions in the phantoms in which the organ was located were 
substituted. The values are distinguished by an asterisk in the table. 

As previously reported,? when the source is distributed uniformly within an organ, the 
absorbed fraction (AF) for the organ might be expected to vary with the cube root of the 
mass, i.e., (AF)x ...._ y is proportional to u ab 3/M. In Figs. 3 and 4 the ratios of the AF to 
Uab Ml/3 are plotted for various photon energies and organs. For energies of 0.100 MeV and 
higher, the ratio is found to be approximately a constant for all ages in the case of the liver 
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as well as for the total body. This behavior appears to hold also for other organs for which 
the Monte Carlo results are statistically significant, and thus the principle seems to be sup
ported fairly well regardless of age. For lower energies, the rule does not appear to hold as 
might be expected from its derivation. 
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Fig.1. Mosses and Dimensions for Phantoms Corres
pending to Various Ages. 
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Table I 

SPECIFIC ABSORBED FRACTIONS AND COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION (PER CENT) 

SOURCE IN TOTAL EODY OP N F. W B 0 R N PHANTO!'I 

E N E R G Y (I!EV) 

o. 020 o. 050 o. 100 0.500 1. 000 2.000 

S.A.P. c.v. S.A.F. c. v. s.A.P. c. v. S.A.F. c.v. s.A.l'. c.v. s. A. F. c.v. 

*ADRENALS 3.11!-011 2.JE 01 7.5!-05 2.6E 01 8.1E-05 2. 3F. 01 *8. 5 E-0 5 6. 8E 00 *8 • 9 E - 05 7.7 E 00 *7 .4E-05 9. OE 00 

*BLADDER WALL 3.111!-04 1.21! 01 9.81!-0~ 1.2F. 01 ~.6E-05 1.61! 01 7.61!-05 2.2E 01 5. 2E-O 5 2. 9E 01 *8.8E-05 1.1E 01 

'>TO!'IACH WALL 2.6E-04 7."1E 00 q.JE-05 7.3E 00 5.6E-05 q.oE oo 5.91i-05 l.IU 01 S.JE-05 1.6E 01 6.5B-05 1.61! 01 

SMALL INTESTI'IF. 3.0E-04 ].OF. 00 1.01!-04 3.1E 00 6. ~E-0': 3. 5E 00 6.9!-05 4.8E 00 6. 51!-05 5. 51! 00 5. 11!-05 6. 51! 00 

U.L.T. iiALL J.OE-04 6.21! 00 1.11!-04 ".81! oc 6.~1!-05 6.91! 00 6.5E-05 1.1E 01 5.6E-05 1• 3E 01 7.11!-05 1.3E 01 

L.L.T. WALL 2. 7E-04 7.41! 00 1. 11!-011 6.51! oc 5. 91!-0"i 8. SE 00 6.8E-05 1.21! 01 6. 31!-05 1. 41! 01 4. 41!-0"i 1. 81! 01 

HEAR"' 2.7E-04 4.2E OQ 1. 2E-04 3.81! 00 7.4E-O'; 4. 3E 00 8.5E-05 5.78 00 a·. 5E-os 6.4E oo 6. "iE-05 7. 7E 00 

KIDNEYS 2.11!-04 6. 8B 00 8. 2E-05 5.91! 00 5.61!-05 6.81! 00 6.3E-05 9.41! 00 5.61!-05 1.11! 01 5. 21!-05 1. 3E 01 

LIVER 2.9E-04 2.4E 00 '1. JE-05 2.61! 00 5.11P.-O"i 3.01! 00 6. 21!-05 3.91! 00 5.81!-05 4.51! 00 4.61!-05 5.31! 00 

LUNGS 3.01!-04 2.91! 00 9. 51!-05 J.OE 00 "i. 2E-O"i 3. 7E 00 6.H-05 5.01! 00 5.2E-05 6.31! 00 4.51!-05 7.31! 00 

RED I!ARROil 3. 1 E- 0 4 1. 4 P. C 0 1. "iE-04 1.51! OC 5.41':-05 2.0E 00 3.3E-05 3.1E 00 3. 1 E-05 3. 6E 00 2.61!-05 4.11! 00 

YELLOW I!ARROil 4. 3E- 04 1. OE 00 1.91!-04 1.21! 00 6.4E-05 1.6E 00 4. 3E-O"i 2.51! 00 4.01!-05 2.81! 00 3.41!-05 3.3E 00 

*OVARIES *2.3E-04 5-7E 00 1. 6 E- 0 4 2. 4 E 0 1 1.1E-04 2.7!! 01 *5.2E-05 9.2E 00 *4.5E-05 1. 1E 01 *3. 7E-05 1. 3E 01 
PANCREAS 3.21!-04 1.2E 01 1. 1E-04 1.01! 01 5. 1E-O'i 1. 5E 01 7. 4 E- 0 5 1 • 8 E 01 5.51'!-05 2.5E 01 6. 7E-05 2.5E 01 

SKELETON 3.21':-04 8.01!-01 1. 5E-04 9.6il-O 1 5.1E-05 1. 3E 00 3.5E-05 1.9E 00 3.2E-05 2.21! 00 2. 61!-05 2.6E 00 

TOTAL SKIN 1 • 1 E- 0 4 2. 6 E G 0 3. 6 E- 0 5 2. 5 E 0 0 2. 4E-05 3. 11! 00 2.9!-05 4.21! 00 J.OE-05 4.6E 00 2. 31!-05 5. 71! 00 

'>PLEEN 2.71!-04 7.51! cc 9.5E-05 7.51! 00 5.11!-05 9.5E 00 5.9E-05 1.]1! 01 4.11!-05 1.71! 01 3.4E-05 2.0E 01 

*TESTES 3.4E-04 1.81! 01 7.2E-05 2.0E 01 4.3!!-05 2.91'! 01 *6.3E-05 1.5E 01 1.3E-04 2.7Y. 01 *4.8E-05 2.0E 01 

•THY !IUS 2.6E-04 2.0E 01 7.81!-05 2.0E 01 5.1E-C5 2. 4E 01 *6.5E-05 8.6E 00 *5. 8E -05 9. 9E 00 *5. 6 E-05 1.1 E 01 

*THYROID * 1. 3 E-05 7. 9E 00 *1.3E-05 5.4E ()() •7.2E-06 6.1EOO *1.0E-05 7.2EOO *8. 8E -06 8. 5E 00 * 6. 9 E -06 1 • 0 E 0 1 

UTERUS 2 .4E-011 1. 3E 01 9.3E-05 1.11! 01 6.91!-05 1.3E 01 8.1E-05 1.8E 01 6. 11'!-05 2.1E 01 4.1E-05 2.8E 01 

'!'OTAL BOnY 2.2E-04 2.2E-01 8. OE-05 4.9E-0 1 4. 2E-05 6. OE-0 1 4.4E-05 6.'1E-01 4.1F.-05 7.8E-01 3.4E-05 9.2E-01 

S.A.F. to an appropriate subregion(s) is used instead of S.A.F.to the organ, because the coefficient of variation of the latter 

exceeded 30%. 
Note: The digit following the symbol E indicates the power of ten by which each number is to be multiplied. 
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Table 2 

SPFCIPIC ABSORBED FR~C~IONS AND COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION (PER CENT) 

SOURCE IN TOTAL EODY OF FIVE YEAR OLD PHUTOI'I 

E N E R G Y (!'lEV) 

o. 020 o.oso o. 10 0 0.500 1. 000 2.000 

S. A. F. c. v. S.A.P. c.v. S. A. F. c. v. S.A.F. c.v. S.A.P. c.v. S.A.P. c. v. 

* ADRENALS 4. 7E- 0 5 2. H' 0 1 2.01!-05 1.BE 01 1.~E-05 2.2E 01 2. 21!- 0 5 2. BE 0 1 * 1 .7 E -05 7. OE 00 * 1. 6 E-05 7. 9 E 00 

BLADDER WALL 4.7E-05 1.3E C1 2. AE-05 9 .II E 00 1. 6E-05 1. 1E 01 1.5!-05 1.9E 01 2. 2E-05 1.9E 01 1. 3 E- 0 5 2. 6 E 0 1 

STO"!ACH WALL 4.BE-05 7.7E 00 2. BE-05 5.91! 00 1.EE-05 6.9E 00 1.7E-05 1.0! 01 l.IIE-05 1.2E 01 1. 3E- 0 5 1 • 4 E 0 1 

SI'IALL INTESTINF. 5.2E-05 3.1E 00 J. OE-05 2.61! 00 1. 9E-05 2. BE 00 1.81!-05 3.BE 00 1.BE-05 4.3E 00 1.4E-05 5.3E 00 

U.L.I. WALL li. 7E-05 6.6E CO 2.7E-05 li.7E OC 1.8E-05 5.')E 00 1.BE-05 B.5E 00 2.1E-05 B.'lE 00 1. II E- 0 5 1 • 2 E 0 1 

L.L.I. WALL 5.2E-O'i 7.4E 00 2. BE-05 5.51! OC 1. 7E-05 n. 2E oo 1.BE-05 9.5E 00 2.0E-05 1.11'.: 01 1 • 4 E- 0 5 1 • 3 E 0 1 

HEAR'!' o;. 2 E- 0 'i li. 2 E 0 0 2.UE-05 3. 7E OC 1.7E-O'J 3.91': 00 1. 6 E- 05 5. 6 E 00 1. SE-05 6.3E 00 1.3E-05 7.JE 00 

KIDNEYS 4.9E-05 6.01': 00 2. 1F.-05 ').1ll 00 1. EE-05 5. 5E 00 1.7!-05 7.6E 00 1.liE-O'i 9.1E 00 1 • 1E- 0 5 1 • 1E 0 1 

LIVER S.OE-OS 2.11E 00 2.5E-05 2.4E 00 1. ~E-05 2. 6E 00 1.71!-05 3.11! 00 1.5E-05 3.6E 00 1.2E-05 4.4E 00 

LlJN(;S 5. 7E-O'i 2.BE 00 2.6E-05 2.4E 00 1. 7E-O'i 2. 7E 00 1. 7E-05 4.01! 00 1.5E-05 4.8E 00 1. 2E-05 5. 5E 00 

RED !!ARROW 5.9E-05 1.4E CO 4. BE-05 1.3E OC 2.1E-05 1.61! 00 1.2E-05 2.3E 00 1. 1E-05 2. 7E 00 9.2E-06 3.2E 00 

YE.LLOW !lARROW fi.9E-05 1.1E 00 4.AE-05 1.0E OC 1.9E-05 1.3E 00 1.2E-05 1.9E 00 1.1E-05 2.2E 00 9.2E-06 2.6E 00 

*OHRIES n.4E-05 2.BE 01 2. 4E-C5 2.2E 01 2.2E-0~ 2.2E: 01 *1.7E-05 6. 7 E 00 *1.5E-05 7.9E 00 *1.3E-05 9.2 E 00 

PANCREAS 4.~E-05 1.1F 01 1. OE-05 B.6E 00 2.0E-05 1.0E 01 2. 1 E-05 1.4E 01 1.4E-05 2.0E 01 9.3E-06 2.6E 01 

SKELETON "i. 7E-05 B. 4E-0 1 4.3E-05 7.'lE-01 1. BF.-05 1. OE 00 1.1E-05 1.5! 00 1. OE-05 1. 7E 00 B.SE-06 2.0E 00 

TO'l'AL SKIN 2. H-05 2. 5E 00 'l. 1E-06 2.0E 00 6.7E-06 2.3E 00 B.5E-06 3.2E 00 7.7E-06 3.7E 00 6. 7E-06 4.3E 00 

SPLEEN 4.6E-05 f!.OP. CO 2.4E-05 6.2E 00 1. ~E-C5 6. 9E 00 1. H-05 1.1! 01 1. 2E-05 1. 3E 01 1. 3 E- 0 5 1 • 3 E 0 1 

*TESTES 4. 4 F.- O'i 1. BE 01 1.91!-05 1.5E 01 1.~E-O'i 1.6E 01 1 • 1 E- 0 'i 2. 6 E 01 1. 'iE-05 2. 5E 01 * 1. 2 E-05 1.4E 01 

'l'HYI'IUS 5.9E-05 1. 7E 01 3.2E-05 1.3E 01 1. ~E-05 1. 5E 01 1.6E-05 2. 71! 01 2.1E-05 2.5E 01 3. 1 E- 0 'i 2 • 5 E 0 1 

*'l'HYROID 1.41':-05 2.8E 01 9.9E-06 1.9E 01 4.3E-C6 2.6E 01 *3. 2 E-06 7.0 E 00 *2.6 E-06 8. 2E 00 *2.2E-06 9.9E 00 

UTERUS 6 • 3 E- 0 5 1 • 1 E 0 1 3. 2£-05 B.4E 00 2.01!-05 B.'lE 00 1.6E-05 1.5E 01 1.BF.-05 1 • .7E 01 1 • 3 E- 0 5 2 • 1 E 0 1 

TOTAL BOOY ~.)E-05 1.7E-01 2. 2£-05 3. 7E-0 1 1. 3E-O" 4. 7E-0 1 1.3E-05 5.21!-01 1.2E:-05 'i.BE-01 1. 0 E- 0 'i 6 • 9 E- 0 1 

* S.A.F.to on appropriate subregion(s) is used instead of S.A.F.to the organ, because the coefficient of variation of the latter 

exceeded 30%. 
Note: The digit following the symbol E indicates the power of ten by which each number is to be multiplied. 



DOSIMETRIC STUDY OF RESIDUAL BRAIN CONTAMINATION 

AFTER THE INJECTION OF A SOLUTION OF YTTERBIUM-169-DTPA 

IN THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID 

ZERBIB J.C. - Mme IMBERT L. - BONLEU M. -JOFFRE H. 
Centre d' Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay - France 
Service de Protection contre les Rayonnements 

Dr DE TOVAR G. - Dr BEAUFILS F. - Mme COLLONGE M. 
Service des Radioisotopes - Professeur TRIAL R. 

Centre Medico-Chirurgical Foch - SURESNES- France 

Abstract 

Using radionuclides for medical purposes raises the question 
of the dosimetry of the radiation emitted by the radioactive products which 
are taken up in the system, whether preferentially or not. 

The authors deal with a concrete case, namely ; the retention 
of ytterbium-1 69-DTPA after sub-occipital injection of the product. This 
kind of injection is made for an examination with a view to diagnosis. 

A spectrometric analysis enabled the activity of the ytterbium 
taken up in the patient's brain mass to be known. A simulation carried out 
on a phantom was made using as guide 

- the space distribution of the radionuclides observed by scintiscanning 
- the quantitative results of gamma spectrometry. 

The measurements made on the patient as well as on the 
phantom enabled the observed dose due to the photons to be determined. 

Along a horizontal plane pas sing through the eyes of the 
patient, the average absorbed dose is of several tens of rads in the central 
area of the brain. 

In two other patients, the scintiscanning results showed a 20 
to 30 % retention of the ytterbium-169 injected, after a rapid initial 
elimination phase. 

The authors also made autoradiography of a frontal section 
of the brain of a patient on whom an isotopic study was made five weeks 
before death. This autoradiograph; aho'v'i~d that the radioactive product had 
spread throughout the brain and was taken up preferentially near the ventri
cular walls. 
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Introduction 

In the case of a sub-occipital injection of ytterbium-169-DTPA 
a retention greater than expected wa observed by hasard on one patient (a 
retention also found later on other patients for lumbar injections). 

The residual ytterbium-169 activity was determined a few 
weeks after sub-occipital injection of a know quantity of this radionuclide 
into the cerebrospinal fluid. 

Knowing the activity, the absorbed dose is estimated for se
veral points on the brain-pan. 

I - Measurement methods 

To determine the activity fixed by the brain the internal con
tamination is simulated using a "RANDO" type phantom head. 

This phantom (human skeleton covered with a "tissue -
equivalent" material) is designed for external irradiation measurements. 

1 .1. Simulation of internal contamination 

Seven sealed cylindrical sources of ytterbium-169 roughly 
simulate the actual contamination. 

Figure 1 shows the radiography of the phantom superimposed 
on the scintigraphy of the patient. 

Figure 2 defines the location of the sources in an element of 
the phantom. 

Figure 3 shows the radiography of the phantom superimposed 
on the scintigraphy obtained with the seven cylindrical sources in place. 

Assuming that this simulation is a good enough approximation 
of the contamination, the activities measured by a spectrometrie device, 
for two identical measurement geometries (patient and phantom), are in 
the ratio of the total absorption peak surfaces associated with the photon 
fluences emitted by ytterbium-169. 

Figure 4 shows the four geometries for which measurements 
were made on the patient (once) and on the phantom (twice). 

1. 2. Activity estimation 

For each measurement geometry the total absorption peak 
surfaces taken into consideration relate to photons' of 110 keV (1 8 '1o), 
131 keV (11 '1o), 177 keV (22 %), 198 keV (35 %), 261 keV (1, 7 %) and 
308 keV (1 0 %). The emission percentages are those given by 
C. M. LEDERER 1 • 

Two experiments have been made which gived the account 
following 

= 98 ~ 1 5 lCi Experiment No 1 mean activity 

Experiment No 2 mean activity = 105 ~ 19 lCi 
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The two sets of measurements give the activity values calcu
lated on the date of the measurement carried out on the patient (40 days 
after injection of 900 p.Ci ytterbium-169). These values are obtained from 
one set of measurements on the patient and two sets of measurements on 
the phantom. The reproducibility obtained is satisfactory. 

The arithmetical mean activity value (all energies and all 
incidences = 24 values) for the two experiments, for a 95 % probability 
(student's criterion) is 

A 
av 

+ = 1 01 - 12 ;ci 

1. 3. Elimination of ytterbium-DTPA by the organism 

Several studies have been carried out with ytterbium-169-
DTPA 2 • 3, 4, 5, 6. Recent measurements by KIRCHNER, KUSICH and 
WAGNER 7 showed a two-component exponentiel elimination of the product, 
The fast component involves 95 to 97 1o of the injected product, which is 
eliminated with a half-life between 6 and 36 hours, The slow component 
covers the remaining 5 to 3 %which disappears with a half-life of 30 days, 
close to the half-life of ytterbium (32 days), and is thus due to radioac
tive decay alone. 

In the case under investigation, if the activity value measu
red 40 days after the injection is extrapolated to time t = 0, we obtain : 

A O = 2 54 ~ 3 0 f C i 

This means that slowly eliminated fraction represents about 
30 % of the initial activity, which can lead to high absorbed doses, 

II - Measurement of absorbed dose 

From the absorbed dose due to photons, measured by setting 
lithium fluoride dosimeters into the phantom in the presence of contami
nation-simulating sources, the absorbed dose to which the patient is ex
posed after injection of ytterbium-169-DTPA can be calculated. 

The 
equal to 

absorbed 

= /t2 

t1 

dose D delivered between times t
1 

and t
2 

is 

D 
rad 

d(t)dt 

The mean absorbed dose rate, per unit activity, at a point i 
on the phantom is : 

A 
av 

D d. = __ __::::.._ ___ _ 
1 (t2- t1).Amean 

-1 -1 
rad. /Ci . d 

= mean activity of sources in the phantom, between times t
2 

and t
1 

expressed in ;uci 

t
2 

- t
1 

= irradiation t_ime in days. 
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The mean absorbed dose rate, per unit activity, delivered to 
the patients is the same as that measured in the phantom if for both geo
metries : 

1) the contamination is identically distributed 
2} the absorbing media are comparable in every way, 

If these conditions are respected, the absorbed dose rate 
measured, at a point i, can be used to calculate the absorbed dose re
ceived at this point after a time t 

D
1 

" d
1 
It A(t)dt " d

1 
0 

A
0 

is the extrapolated activity calculated above (254 fCi). 

Two distinct exposures were carried out and gave very si
milar results. For exemple, the conditions of the first experiment 

(Aav = 381 fCi, t 2 - t 1 = 3. 71 d) lead to : 

Di = 8. 29 D [1-exp(-0. 693 ~) J 

Figure 5 shows the isodoses for a horizontal plane passing 
through the patient's eyes. The values are calculated for zero exponential 
and hence represent the absorbed doses after complate elimination of the 
radionuclide. 

The small circles represent the lithium fluoride detectors. 

It must be stressed that the dosimetric measurements only 
refer to the photons emitted by ytterbium-169. The doses due to electron 
emission are much higher in the immediate vicinity (a bout a tenth of a 
millimeter} of the contaminated areas. 

III - Clinical studies 

3,1. Decays observed during gamma-camera measurements 

Figure 6 shows the variation with time of the number of im
pulses measured on the skull by gamma-camera for three cases, 

Case number one is that studied by dosimetry above. These 
results are expressed in percentages on figure 7 and the curves obtained 
lie close together, but do not comply with the decay scheme described 
by KIRCHNER, KUSICH and WAGNER 7. 

3. 2, Autoradiography of a brain section 

This observation concerns a patient for whom the diagnosis 
of hydrocephalus at normal pressure was debated, The isotopic exami
nation was carried out five weeks before death. A frontal brain section 
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passing through the third ventricle was autoradiographed two months after 
autopsy (figure 8) revealing the preferential fixation of ytterbium-169, free 
or bound, by the ependyma tissue, combined with an appreciable diffusion 
through out the brain. 

IV - Conclusions 

Gamma-camera measurements show that in the three cases 
investigated only 70 to 80 % of the activity injected is elimineted during 
the first few days, whereas according to other work 7 this decrease invol
ves 93 to 97 % of the initial activity. 

The fixed ytterbium-169 activity, estimated by simulating the 
contamination in a phantom, corroborates the results obtained by gamma
camera counting. This absolute measurement of the activity shows beyond 
doubt the high retention level of the radioactive product. 

The mean absorbed dose due to photons is several tens of rads 
in the central region of the brain throughout the contamination period and 
for an injection of 900 fCi ytterbium-169-DTPA. 

The ytterbium migrates than is fixed in the brain mass in an 
undetermined chemical form. Two hypotheses are possible 

a) the complex is destroyed in vivo or in vitro and the radionu
clide is fixed on the tissues, 

b) after destruction of the complex, new laballed molecules are 
formed in the tissues with the freed ytterbium. 

Il the complex is in fact destroyed as it migrates the fixa
tion of ytterbium-1 69 is increased, Until these fixation phenomen are better 
understood it is preferable to reduce the amount of product injected. 

It is also important to use a product containing very little non
complexed ytterbium (<1 %). In the event of long-term storage (3 to 4 weeks) 
it is wise to check the substance by chromatography before injection. 
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A TECHNIQUE FOR ESTIMATING THYROID DOSES 
FROM THE INTAKE OF IODINE-129 

FOR THE 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF IRPA 

Eric E. Oscarson 
Office of Radiation Programs 

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Washington, D.C. 20460 U.S.A. 

Abstract 

Recent concern for the environmental buildup of long-lived 
radionuclides has suggested that dose estimation techniques 
should be developed for such nuclides. Iodine-129 is a long
lived radionuclide which has recently been found in low 
concentrations in milk in the environs around a nuclear fuel 
reprocessing facility. Thus, there was a need to develop a 
method for estimating the public health impact, in terms of 
thyroid dose, resulting from the consumption of this milk. 

In developing the technique various approaches were 
considered including specific activity and dietary modeling. It 
was concluded the most acceptable approach was that using stan
dard man information. The method developed here indicates that 
for the same level of intake thyroid dose would be only slightly 
higher from iodine-129 as compared ~o iodine-131. 

Introduction 

The projected proliferation of nuclear power reactors 
implies significantly greater production of radioactive waste 
products. Currently, the environmental buildup of reactor
produced long-lived radionuclides is causing concern over the 
health hazards to the world population. One isotope of iodine, 
lL~I (with a 17 million year half-life), represents an essen
tially permanent contaminant when released to the biosphere. 
A normally operating reactor will release very little iodine; 
however, when the spent reactor fuel is dissolved at a chemical 
reprocessing plant a portion of the iodine contained in the fuel 
may be released to the environment. 

The critical organ for radioiodine uptake by the general 
population is the thyroidl and the critical pathway considered 
is ingestion of cow's milk. This pathway is well defined for 
iodine-131, with its 8-day half life, and should act similarily 
for iodine-129 when the difference in half lives is considered. 
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Methods available for thyroid dose calculations include 
analysis of specific activity, of direct foliar contamination, 
and dietary and standard man modeling. The first two methods 
have been discussed by Russell2 and Bryant3. Specific activity 
analysis may be a very good method for evaluating the impact 
from the long-term environmental build-up of iodine-129; however, 
standard man modeling is probably better suited for arriving at 
action levels. This analysis utilized standard man data and 
suggests guidance for monitoring operations. 

Iodine-129 Releases from Reprocessing Plants 

The reactor-produced radioactive fission products, including 
iodine-129, are contained, for the most part, by the fuel 
cladding. Dissolving the spent reactor fuel at a reprocessing 
plant removes this cladding barrier and reduces the fission 
products to a more easily dispersible form. Iodine is particu
larly susceptible to volatilization and must be removed from 
the offgas streams. Present technology, using caustic scrubbers 
in conjunction with silve~ zeolite, is expected to remove at 
least 99.8% of the iodine . A typical reprocessing plant will 
handle 5 metric tons (MT) of fuel a day which contains about 
4 x lo-2 Ci 129I/MT~. Expected releases could therefore average 
4 x lo-4 Ci 129I/day. 

The first commercial fuel reprocessing plant in the U.S. 
was operated by Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) at West Valley, 
New York from 1966 to 1972, when it was shut down for expansion. 
The State of New York, Department of Environmental Conservation 
has maintained an extensive environmental sampling program 
throughout the state. Their milk sampling program produced 
positive iodine-129 results, ranging from 0.4 to 2.1 pCi/1, in 
the vicinity of NFS during the first quarter of 1972Q. These 
results were higher than previously measured and indicated a 
need for the more effective iodine control. NFS is currently 
installing additional cleanup systems, including silver zeolite, 
to reduce their iodine emissions. 

Hazard Calculation for Iodine-129 Using Standard Man Data 

When considering the public health hazards from iodine-129 
the following characteristics are important: 

1. The extremely long half-life of 1.7 x 107 years, which 
makes it essentially a permanent environmental 
contaminant; 

2. The physiological concentration of iodine by the human 
thyroid; 

3. The food chain concentration of iodine in cow's milk; 
and 

4. The low energy of the beta and gamma emitters, which 
make detection and measurement difficult. 

The techniques used for calculating thyroid dose from 
iodine-129 are an adaption of the methods developed by the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) in 
their Publication 2 on "Permissible Dose for Internal Radiation"1. 
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Although standard man data are used where applicable, it is 
modified b~ considering the 6-months-old infant as the critical 
individual . In addition, the philosophy and methods promul
gated by the former Federal Radiation Council (FRC), whose 
responsibilities were transferred to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), are utilized for these calculations. 

The basic equationl for determining the radionuclide concen
tration in the medium of interest, M, in this case ~Ci 1Z9I/cm3 
milk, is: 

where: q 

'eff 

t 

s 

burden of iodinc-129 in the whole body (~Ci) 

fraction of iodine-129 in thyroid to that in the 
whole body 

effective decay constant = 0.693/Teff 

effective half-life (days) 

period of exposure 

product of the average rate of intake (cm3/day) 
of milk and the fraction of the iodine-129 arriving 
in the critical organ (fw). 

(1) 

The above equation may be solved more conveniently by 
combining it with the following equationl for the maximum permis
sible body burden, q(~Ci), based on a maximum permissible dose 
rate of R rem/week: 

q = 2.8 x lo-3 m R 
f2E 

where: m mass of thyroid (grams) 

R = dose rate (rem/week) 

f2 defined above 

E effective absorbed energy per disintegration of a 
radionuclide in the organ of reference (MeV). 

The combined equation is as follows: 

M = 2.8 x lo-3 m R A 
E(l-e-Xt)s 

The assumptions used in solving this equation come from a 
number of references and are listed below: 

(2) 

(3) 

1. Mass of the 6-months-old infant thyroid; m = 1.8 gramsJ 

2. Radiation Protection Guide (RPG) for the thyroid 7 aver
aged for the general population, of 0.5 rem/year- yields; 
R = .0096 rem/week 
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3. A biological half-life for iodine in the infant thyroid 
of23 days and, since the radiological half-life of 
iodine-129 is 1.7 X 107 years, the effective half-life 
would be; 'eff ~ 'bio = 23 daysl 

4. When the period of exposure, t, is long compared to 'eff, 
then (1-e-At) ~ 1. This is true after about 120 days 

5. Milk intake of one liter per day = 1000 cm3/dayl 

6. Fraction of iodine-129 ingested reaching the infants 
thyroid; fw = 0.35l 

7. Fraction of iodine-129 in the thyroid to that in the total 
body; f 2 ~ o.zl 

8. The effective energy of io~ine-129 in the thyroid has been 
given as 0.068 MeV by ICRP-. For this paper the value has 
been recalculated using more recent data. Effective energy 
is assumed to be the sum of the average beta as energy, 
that portion of the gamma which is converted to directly 
ionizing particles, and the fraction of emitted x-rays 
which are absorbed. The average beta energy is 0.40 MeV~. 
The iodine-129 gamma ray (0.038 MeV) is very highly con
verted, i.e., ek/Y = 22 and K/L% 10~. Therefore, only 4% 
of the gamma energy remains as unconverted photons. How
ever, the fluorescent yield from the converted electron is 
large and much of the K x-ray energy escapes from the 
gland. Summing the net kinetic energy of the converted 
electrons, the energy given to auger and L electrons and 
that portion of the K x-rays tha£oil

1
absorbed in the gland 

yields 17 KeV per disintegration--'--· Therefore; s = 
0.040 + 0.017 = 0.057. 

Performing the calculation yields a value of 0.072 pCi/cm3 or 
72 pCi/1 for the concentration of iodine-129 in milk which, upon 
consumption of one liter per day, will deliver an annual thyroid 
dose of 0.5 rem to the 6-months-old infant. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Using the values calculated above, ranges similar to those 
defined by the FRC are proposed for iodine-129 concentration in 
milk. For this purpose 72 picocuries per day was rounded off to 
70 picocuries per day. The corresponding ranges of transient rates 
of daily intake would be: 

RANGE I 0 to 7 picocuries per day 

RANGE II 7 to 70 picocuries per day 

RANGE III 70 to 700 picocuries per day 

By applying this reasoning to the New York State data one sees 
that 2.1 pCi/1 falls within Range I. Under these conditions it 
would be appropriate to conduct routine surveillance to assure that 
levels would not reach Range II without knowledge of the authori
ties concernedl. 
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From this example it can be seen how this method of calcula
tion might be used to provide guidance for monitoring operations. 
The problem of the long-term environmental buildup of this radio
nuclide appears to require considerable investigative efforts 
before any definitive guidance can be developed. 
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STUDY OF SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TISSUE DOSES 
WITH THE AID OF A PHANTOM-MANNEQUIN 

L.N.Smirennyi,E.G.Litvinova,A.V.Khortsev 
USSR 

Abstract 
In order to study in detail the radiation environment in a 

field of complex configuration, the procedure of computing doses 
in critical organs that takes into consideration real body 
shapes has been developed and a phantom-mannequin having the di
mensions of a "standard man'' has been manufactured from a tissue
-equivalent material. The paper presents the results of comput
ing doses in critical organs due to a solar flare with magnetic 
rigidity of 100 Mv and a flux of 1010 protons/cm2 • It also gives 
the doses and fluxes measured in the phantom-mannequin aboard 
the automatic interplanetary station "Zond-7" and the Earth 
artificial satellite "Kosmos-368". 

Introduction 
Problems related to the ensurance of radiation safety requi

re detailed measurements of the doses affecting various organs 
of the human body. This is particularly important in cases of 
nonuniform shielding or attenuation of incident radiation and 
accumulation of the secondary radiation. The use of the doses 
estimated without taking into consideration the self-shielding 
of the body may give rise to a substantial error in the evaluat
ion of radiation hazard. In the general form the solution of 
these problems is time- and labour-consuming. Therefore, one can 
measure depth doses experimentally, using phantoms, or compute 
dose distributions in simple geometric figures (infinite plate, 
sphere,cylinder, etc.). However, since the radiation field is 
appreciably nonuniform, these approximations are insufficient 
and may result in a significant error. 

In order to measure depth doses, we made use of a complex 
approach, having developed a procedure of computing doses in the 
body of the "standard man" and having built a sui table phantom
-mannequin. 

Computation of doses in the body 
Attempts of taking into consideration the real shape of the 

human body as precisely as possible were made elsewhere 1' 2 ,3. 
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We devised methods of computing depth doses,taking into 
account real gepmetry of the body. The thickness distribution in 
relation to a given point was estimated with the aid of a compu
ter, using coordinates of points on the phantom-mannequin surface 
that had dimensions of a standard man. In order to determine dif-
ferent arrangement of individual segments, the body was subdiv~d
ed into the following parts: (1) trunk (with the head),(2) thigh, 
(3) shin,(4) shoulder,(5) arm (Fig.1). 

The mutual displacement of individual body parts was achie
ved by turning and transferring the coordinate system of the cor
responding part in relation to the coordinate system of the trunk. 
The comput~tions yielded the relationship of tiseue thicknesses ht 
fron angles of -eJ and ~ • Using the dose dependence on the 
thickness of the schieldir.g tissue-equivalent substance 1( (h't), 
derived from the experimental findings (3), dose values in the 
critical organ can be obtained with the aid of the equation: 

J)'" J'' r ~~~ ~) · K\_nt (_ --0.'<3)] sin 11 d I') d ~ 
where dti G,,~J2- proton flux,proton/cm2 steradian; 

d.(). 

( 1) 

K [hT(~, ~)] - dose as a function of the tissue thickness for 
a given proton spectrum, rad cm2/proton; 

As an illustration we estimated doses in different body 
organs induced by protons of the solar flare of the following 

• ...e, 

spectrum: t{ (P) ::N
0

CZ ilo 

where: p - magnetic rigidity of protons,Mv, and P
0

=100Mv. 
The computation results are given in Table I. The error of the 
dose computation for a given flux and spectrum depends on Lhe 
error of assaying the relationship K (ht) and accuracy of 

measuring ht . 

(2) 

In our computations the tissue thickness was estimated to an ac
curacy of 2mm which yielded an error of the dose in critical 
organs of approximately 15%. 
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Table I 
Dose values in different organs of the human body 

(sitting) during isotropic irradiation with solar flare protons 

(Po== !00, N c = 10!.0 '~~~6 ) 
Organ of the body Dose, rads 
Eye lens 
Gonads 
Bone marrow 
Bone marrow 

Bone marrow 

(chest, at 
(vertebral 
of 3 em) 

(cranium, 
2.5c-3 em) 

3400 
400 

a depth of 3cm) 250 
column, at a depth 

270 
at a depth of 

440 

As it follows from Table I, dose values for various organs dif
fer significantly. 

Dose values in different organs may depend on the position 
of body parts as related to one another. Our computations show 
that the turn of thigh that accompanies the transition from the 
sitting to the standing position changes the solid angle with a 
minimum thickness of 1•2 g/cm2 by more than an order for gonads. 
Accordingly, the gonad-absorbed dose induced by solar flare 
protons increases 5 times (Fig.2). Thus, the method described 
allows computations of the dose in ray approximation for any 
organ of the human body upon different position of its parts as 
related to one another. 

Tissue-equivalent phantom-mannequin 
The experimental investigations of the dose distribution 

within the human body were carried out, using a phantom-manne
quin manufactured from the tissue-equivalent material. The 
weight composition of the material is given in Table 2 which 
indicates also the weight composition of the human muscular 
tissue. 
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Table 2 
Composition of the tissue-equivalent material (% by weight) 

Element Tissue-equivalent Average composition of 
material the biological tissue 

Hydrogen 7.0 10.4 
Carbon 50.0 18.7 
Nitrogen 3.0 3.1 
Oxygen 40.0 67.8 

Our estimations showed that values of the doses absorbed in 
the material used and in the biological tissue for protons and 
11 -radiation did not differ by more than 5~10% in the energy 
range of 1 to 1000 Mev and 0.1 to 3 Mev, respectively. 

The phantom-mannequin was designed so as to resemble dimen
sionally the parameters of a "standard man" (5). It had movable 
joints (elbow,shoulder,pelvis,ankle) which allowed simulation 
of different postural positions of the human body. 

The phantom-mannequin was equipped with 20 channels which 
were uniformly distributed along the whole body and allowed 
measurements of doses in critical organs by means of radiation 
detectors. 

In our experiments we used as detectors thermoluminescent 
glasses and packeges of nuclear emulsions of various sensitivi
ty (6). The procedures employed in our experiments to estimate 
fluxes and doses were described elsewhere (6). 

Experimental 
Experimental studies of the dose distribution within the 

human body were carried out during space flights of the automa
tic interplanetary station "Zond-7" and the Earth artif:i:_cial 
satellite "Kosmos-368". In both cases the pbantom..mannequin was 
exposed to the galactic corpuscular radiation and '(' -irradia
tion from.isotope sources that were part of the experimental 
equipment. The use of nuclear emulsions and thermoluminescent 
glasses helped to estimate dose contributions of individual 
radiations. Fig.Ia,b shows the distribution of fluxes and doses 
measured at a depth of 3 g/cm2 from the ventral surface along 
the central axis of the body. Measurements of the dose distribu
tion as a function of the body depth indicated that the ventral
-to-dorsal surface gradient was about 20%, thus giving evidence 
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for a significant rigidity of the radiation inside the modules. 
The.head-to-pelvis gradient was the highest. The data shown in 
Fig.Ia, b demonstrate that onboard the "Zond-7" the Q -radiation 
dose increased greatly in the pelvic direction whereas fluxes of 
corpuscular radiations grew in the head area. "Kosmos-368" expe
riments also showed substantial variations of the fluxes and do
ses in the head-to-pelvis direction. The gradients of corpuscular 
fluxes can be attributed to the nonuniform shielding of the body 
by the space capsule walls and equipment. The nonuniformity of 
1r-radiation doses can be accounted for by local isotope sources 

and radiation attenuation by the phantom and equipment. 
These findings clearly indicate that measurements with the 

aid of a phantom-mannequin are necessary to estimate radiation 
hazard in the field of a complex configuration. 
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THE NEED FOR AN OPERA'l'IONAL RADIATION DOSE INDEX SYSTEM 

Saul J. Harris 
Office of Radiation Control 

Department of Health 
New York, N.Y. 

Abstract 

'£he health impact of radiation exposures do not necessarily relate to the 
dose received by an individual or human population as expressed in standard 
radiation physical units for dose, such as rad or rem. Nor do such units 
permit an easy indication of how a change in the design of medical radio
graphic equipment or in technique affects health. 

'l'here exists a need to have developed an operational radiation dose index 
system which can show, in a single unit, the combined effect upon individual 
or public health of the following parameters: exposure rate or radioactive 
material decay characteristics, the duration of the exposure, the effective 
volume of irradiated tissue, the biological sensitivity of each exposed organ 
or functioning part of the body, the genetic implications from the exposure 
(if any), the possibility of repetition of the exposure, the recuperative 
ability of the exposed volume, and the net "value" of the exposed volume to 
the individual. Arbitrary decisions for some of these factors would need 
to be made by expert committees on a scale of 1 to 100. The paper will present 
some preliminary calculations for several specific exposure conditions, such 
as a chest radiograph, a G.I. series, whole body occupational-limit exposure, 
and whole body population-limit exposure. 

Introduction 

A need for an operational radiation dose index system is developing to assist 
regulatory programs at all levels of government in defining priorities for 
radiation control efforts. Particularly when working with elected officials, 
non-technical governmental review agencies (such as budget and personnel 
departments), and groups claiming to provide public representation, estimates 
of the severity of a radiation problem presented in purely physical units 
cannot provide a clear indication as to where program attention should be 
given, asswning a limited resource available in money and manpower. 
Expressing problems in terms of the genetically significant dose to the total 
population may be meaningless, both to the health physicist and certainly 
to the director of a budget agency, when justification for radiation hazard 
studies must be presented. Cost-benefit formulas have been proposed, 
through which the public health benefit in dollars is suggested for each rad 
or rem of dose reduced. Such formulas do indicate the type of programming 
problem which requires a broader consideration of factors other than the 
dose received by some organ, tissue or even whole-body, or the dollars saved 
in total public health from a reduction in such doses to a large segment of 
the population. 
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~xamples of Need 

"The radiation hazard from the loose Iridium 192 was less than that from 
a dental xray." 

"1'he radiation exposure at the fence post would be 100 times less than 
that from a single chest x ray." 

Comments such as these are replete in the press and the literature 
provided to the public regarding radiation problems. Such comments have 
been issued by qualified health physicists in efforts to suggest that 
certain radiation hazards are less than others, and if the general public 
accepts a radiation risk from certain medical exposures, the risk from other 
uses of radiation should also be acceptable because the physical radiation 
dose is less. 

Cost-benefit estimates have also been suggested in the recent BEIR report 
to assist in logical decision-making processes giving due consideration to 
benefits, costs of reducing the risks, and the risks from alternatives. 
A national policy of reducing and maintaining radiation exposures to levels 
"as low as practicable" is also the policy of the City of New York and 
similar local jurisdictions and states. While such a policy encourages 
sound practice, estimates of risk and cost-benefit analysis are needed to 
reflect the public interest. 'rhe BEIR report stresses expressing both 
benefits and risks in a national unit, dollars, and cautions that such an 
approach does bring inherant problems, but "important advantages." One 
state has already calculated the health benefits to the citizens from a 
vigorous radiation control program assuming the program can reduce the 
state's average radiation exposure by 1 rad per person, or 0.5 rad per person. 

UNSCEAR has been studying the same type of question for many years. 
In 1962 it attempted to summarize the then available data for the purposes 
of comparison of doses and estimates of risk. The term, "dose committment..," 
was offered for populations to represent the mean tissue dose to a population 
during a selected period or from a particular exposure in medical practice. 
The unit for dose committment was the rem. In 1962, UNSCEAR concluded that 
there were insufficient data to make absolute risk estimates at this time. 

The BEIR report information has subsequently been utilized by regulatory 
agencies in attempting to assess the possible dose committment from radiation 
sources, such as the nuclear power industry, over the next fifty years, or 
by the year 2000. Absolute risk estimates for cancer deaths per rad or 
rem to populations of 1 million persons are set forth, as well as relative 
risk estimates for the whole body, gonadal, lungs, skin, and thyroid. The 
data are not repeated here, but it seems as though someone is responding to 
a real need today by developing and publishing risk estimates for radiation 
exposures in physical units as well as health effects. 
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Proposed Factors in A Dose Index System 

To serve the decision-making needs of operational radiation control 
programs, a dose indexing system should be able to consider the following 
factors: 

Physical: Dose rate (or effective half-life) 
Duration of exposure 
Volume of tissue exposed 

Biological: Somatic Effects, including 
Fractionation 

Risk: 

Value: 

Radiation Sensitivity 
Recuperation (age, health, etc.) 

Genetic effects (if any) 

Absolute (or relative) risk 

Economic 
Social 
Political 

Physical factors includ2 the rad and rem dose units to a given tissue, 
organ, or whole body. Biological effects would depend to some extent on 
dose rate, although for purposes of protection several references assume 
that the total dose effect can be considered as though it were dose rate 
independent; the biological sensitivity of the particular volume exposed to 
radiation; and the ability of the particular tissue, organ or whole body 
area to repair any damage caused by radiation. The genetic biological 
effect, if any, would be considered as essentially linear with total dose 
but dependent upon the age and certain health conditions of the population 
exposed. 

1'he value judgements would relate to the extent to which the exposed 
volume is economically valuable to an individual or population in terms of 
whether employment would be affected, the extent to which an individual could 
be considered socially deprived from the possible damage from radiation to 
a particular tissue, and the extent to which it might be politically valuable 
to control the radiation exposure to portions of the body or to the whole 
body from particular sources of radiation. 

Each of the factors, other than those physical factors which can be 
estimated with some degree of precision, would be given a range of arbitrary 
values scaled from 1 to 100. An expert group, presumably international, 
might provide factors for particular tissues for particular economic, social 
or political value, as well as for biological sensitivity, recuperation, 
etc. The value of the complete loss of some tissue, organ, or member of 
the body might be scaled in terms of the income benefits for disability for 
permanent bodily loss in weeks of income ]ost proposed by the Council of 
State Governments. 
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Proposed Dose Index System 

For the purpose of encouraging further consideration and study of an 
operational dose index system by an expert committee, this paper presents a 
brief list of some typical radiation exposures and the results of a crude 
calculation of a dose index for each exposure condition. The exposure 
conditions and dose index numbers are: 

Chest x ray 
(14 x 17 film) 

G. I. Series 

l·lhole Body 
(occupational) 

\{hole Body 
(environmental) 

Lung Scan 
(131 I MAA) 

Thyroid Uptake 
( 131 
Na I) 

Thyroid 
(uncollimated 
dental x ray) 

Dose (rad) 

0.05 

9.0 

5. 0 (per year) 

0. 005 (per year) 

1.9 

6.5 

0.4 

3 
Dose Index(rad-M ) 

0.029 

10.0 

350.0 

3.5 

0.037 

0.000036 

0.000024 

Ranges of values were assumed from 1 to 100 for biological sensitivity, 
genetic implications, economic and social value of the portion of the body 
exposed, and political value of controlling the exposure. Values for 
absolute risk of the number of cancer deaths based upon the BEIR report and 
the EPA projections were also included in the calculations. The recuperative 
value of each exposure was considered a constant for simplification of the 
calculations. The political value maximum of 100 was applied to the whole 
body, environmental dose since there has been considerable attention given 
to the standards for such exposure, while a political value of one was 
given to the G.I.series and the nuclear medical techniques since these seem 
to be "acceptable" exposures. The chest x ray, at least the mobile van 
type of photofluorographic system, was given a political value of ten, 
since its control has become the subject of more concern for governmental 
agencies and rates higher than one, but not as high as the maximum. 
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Conunent 

From these ve~ initial calculations, it does seem that a dose index 
system using arbitrary, consensus-type, "best value judgement" factors 
may present a formal approach to determining the importance of different 
radiation exposures. The G.I. series which could present the highest 
radiation exposure of those listed, and which might also represent the highest 
absolute risk potential is considerably less in importance as a control 
problem for health physicists because the risk is considered more acceptable, 
than the whole body, occupational exposure would be. The whole body, 
environmental, which is the lowest of any condition in terms of rads (only 
5 millirads per year) rates considerably higher in the crude dose index 
data offered than any of the medical exposures other than the G.I. series; 
which does seem to be about the relative importance placed upon such 
exposures by health physicists. 
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CALCULS DE DOSE EN IRRADIATION EXTERNE PAR LES GAZ RARES 

R. SCHAEFFER 
Electricite de France, Paris. 

Abstract - Since the range of beta-rays is limited, it is necessary, for 
P.ach point P at a depht "h" in the organism, to define the air volume 
within which the beta rays, which are able to reach the point P , are 
emitted. In this way the dose rate is calculated for monoenergetic radiations 
and its variation is plotted against "h" in a graphic form. This graph points 
out that the attenuation is relatively important for the low energies at the 
level of the epidermal basal layer and always very strong at the level of the 
lens; the gonads and the blood-forming organs are never reached. The 
formula used by the I C R P does not take into account this attenuation, but 
deals with beta-rays as with gamma-rays. The graph is applied to the beta
rays spectrum of the main inert gases released by nuclear plants, and the 
dose rates dissipated by the gamma-rays are added in order to get the 
values of the maximum permissible concentration (MP C) in air. The report 
concludes that the most M PC values used till now could be strongly 
increased. 

1 - Introduction 

Les gaz rares constituent la majeure partie des effluents gazeux des 
centrales a eau legere. En 1"aison du developpement de ce type de centrales, 
il nous a paru interessant de preciser les debits de dose que les rejets de 
ces gaz peuvent delivrer aux travailleurs et aux personnes du public. 

2 - Methode de calcul 

La plupart des gaz rares etant emetteurs de rayonnements beta et de 
rayonnements gamma, il convient de distinguer ces deux categories de 
rayonnements. 

2.1 - Debits de dose delivres par les rayonnements beta 

Nous considererons d'abord le cas d'electrons monoenergetiques, qui 
nous permettra de traiter ensuite le cas pratique des electrons emis par les 
gaz rares selon un spectre d 1energie. 

2.1.1 - Cas des electrons monoenergetigues. Les rayonne
ments beta ayant un parcours limite dans l'air et les tissus, il convient de 
definir, pour chaque point p situe a une profondeur h dans l'organisme, 
le volume d 1air a l'interieur duquel les rayonnements beta, qui sont capables 
d'atteindre le point p ' sont emis. 

Si le parcours maximal des electrons dans l'air etait egal a celui R 
dans les tis sus, ce volume serait la calotte spherique centree au point P 0 

et de rayon R (fig.1). Comme en realite le parcours des electrons est n 
fois plus elev~ dans l'air que dans les tissus, cette calotte spherique se 
trouve dilatee selon ce rapport et devient le volume de revolution V de 
forme ovo1de represente sur la figure 1 • 
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Fig.1 - Calcul du debit de fluence des electrons au point P. 

I 

Considerons un volume elementaire dV a l'interieur de ce volume . 
Le faisceau d 1electrons qui en est issu et arrive au point P peut etre con
sidere comme par allele. Dans ce s conditions, le debit de dose qu'il de livre 
au point P est donne, en millirads par heure, par !'expression: 

dD = o, o s 7 c s 1 p) d (P , c 1) 
p 

ou (S/p) represente la valeur du pouvoir d 1arret massique des tissus au 
point p; exprime en mega....electrons volts centimetres carres par gramme, 
et d<p le debit de fluence d'electrons en ce meme point, par centimetre 
carre et par seconde. 

Le probleme revient done a calculer les valeurs du pouvoir d'arret 
massique et du debit de fluence au point P qui correspondent a chaque 
volume elementaire dV, puis a integrer !'equation differentielle (1) sur 
l 1ensemble du volume V • 

a) Valeur du pouvoir d'arret massique des tissus. 
Nous avons adopte les valeurs indiquees par M. J. BERGER et S. M.SELTZER 
pour l 1eau 1 , dont les caracteristiques en ce domaine sont voisines de celles 
des tissus mous. Dans ce cas, p = 1 et les valeurs de S sont representees, 
en fonction de 11energie E de !'electron, sur la figure 2 . 

Nous constatons que la courbe de cette figure peut etre assez bien 
traduite par !'expression analytique : 

S = 1, 9 + O,i1 (2) 

qui constitue ainsi une forme tres simplifiee, mais suffisamment approchee, 
de l 1equation de BETHE qui a servi au calcul de S . 
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Fig. 2 - Variation du pouvoir d'arret de l'eau S pour les electrons 

en fonction de l'energie E . 

Puisque, par definition, le pouvoir d 1arret exprime l'energie dE 
perdue par unite de longueur de parcours d x 

S =- dE/dx , 

!'equation (2) peut encore s'ecrire 
E 

dx =- dE • 
1,9E+0,21 

Son integration de E a 0 donne la valeur du chemin restant a par
courir par !'electron jusqu'a son arret : 

x = 0, 526 E - 0,134 log 10 (1, 9 E + 0, 21) - 0, 091 (3) 

Si 1' on considere 1' energie initiale E de 1' electron, X represente 
le parcours maximal R : 0 

0 

R =0,526E -0,134log (1,9E +0,21)-0,091 (4} 
0 0 10 0 

Cette expression presente sur les formules empiriques citees dans la litte
rature l'avantage d'etre valable sur une gamme tres etendue d 1energies' de 
10 keV a 10 MeV. 

Pour integrer !'equation (1), nous avons besoin de connaitre la varia
tion de S le long de la trajectoire de !'electron. Si dans l'equation (3} on 
rem place E par sa valeur en fonction de S, tiree de (2), on obtient : 
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5 

Equation(5) 
-0,5 s =1.7+0,28 :X: 

Fig. :3 - Variation du pouvoir d'arriH de l'eau S pour les electrons 
en fonction de la longueur x de trajectoire qui leur reste 
a parcourir avant arret. 

X= 0' 11 
s- 1' 9 - o, 134 log10 (0, 21 + s _01,4

9 
) - o, 091 • (5) 

La courbe representative de cette equation est representee sur la 
figure 3 • Nous constatons qu1elle peut etre assez bien traduite par !'ex
pression analytique beaucoup plus simple : 

- 0,5 
S=1,7+0,28x (6) 

b) Valeur du debit de fluence. Designons par q ( Jl.Ci/m3 ) 

l 1activite volumique de l'air, parll le rendement de la desintegration et par 
r (em) la distance qui separe le volume elementaire d V du point P . Le debit 
de fluence des electrons issus de ce volume et arrivant au point P est : 

-2 I 2 d<p = 3, 7 X 10 qll d V 4 Jt r • 

On lit sur la figure 1 : 

d V = r 2 sincx dr dO'. d6 . 

Il en resulte 
-3 e d<p = 2,93X 10 qll sina. dr da. d . (7) 

c) Integration sur l'ensemble du volume V . Nous nous 
sommes inspires de la methode d 1integration utilisee par D. E. CHARLTON 
et D. V. CORMACK pour calculer les doses dissipees par les elements 
osteotropes au voisinage des interfaces des os et des tissus mous 2 : 3 
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La distance r parcourue par !'electron d 1abord dans l'air puis dans 
les tissus jusqu 1au point p est equivalente a une distance qui serait entie-
rement parcourue dans les tissus egale a : 

(1-_1_) 
n cosa, n 
r + 

h 

La distance qui reste a parcourir au point P est done 

x=R 
0 

r 
n 

h 
cos a. 

(1-_1_) 
n 

Les expressions (1), (6), (7), (8) donnent: 

(8) 

r [ J -o s'· • -4 1 r h 1 ' • 
dD =1,67X10 q'll sina,dr da. d6<1,7+0,28 R -----(1--) \ 

1 o n cosa. n ; 
h ~ - h ) 

r varie de r = a r = nR + --- (1 - n) 
min coset max o coset 

L 1integration conduit a deux integrales triples : 

i I 
' h 

(- 21t arccos -R J r m 
• -4 . o ax 

D=1,67X10 q'll(\L7 sina. dr 

· o o r . 
111n 

da. de 

- o,s \ 
- _h_(1 _1 )l sino:. dr da.d6\ 

coso:. n _I j 

La premiere de ces integrales triples est directement resoluble. Sa 
solution est : 

1 0, 7 n ( R - h + h log Rh ) 
0 e 

0 

La deuxieme integrale triple se reduit a un integrale simple 

f
arccos Rh 

o, h o, 5 
3 , 5 n R 

0 
( 1 - ) s ina. d a. 

0 
· R coset 

0 0 

Si l'on pose cosa. = u , cette 

F (u) =' 1 

( 1 -
Jh/R 

0 

integrale s 1ecrit 

h 
R u 

0 

o,s 
) du (9) 

Nous tra~ons, en fonction de u compris entre h/R et 1, les courbes: 
0 

h o,s 
f ( u) = ( 1 - R u ) 

0 

pour differentes valeurs du rapport h/R et nous mesurons les surfaces 
0 

qu1elles limitent. 

Les resultats obtenus sont representes par la courbe de la figure 4, 
qui peut etre assez bien traduite par !'expression analytique simple : 

h 2 

(1 - R) 
0 

L'equation du debit de dose est done 

D =10-
4

q1ln[17,8(R
0

-h+hlog
8 

:

0 

)+5,85 R
0
°' 5(1- :

0 

)

2

] 
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Rappelons que :6 est exprime en millirads par heure, h et R 

centimetres' q en microcuries par metre cube. 

R est calcule a l'aide de 11equation (4). 
0 

en 
0 

n ' rapport du parcours maximal de l'electron dans l'air a celui dans 
les tissus, est egal au pouvoir d 1 arret des tissus relatif a l'air, lequel 
presente une valeur sensiblement constante pour les electrons relativement 

~ ~t· ~ . 1 1 peu energe 1ques em1s par es gaz rares : 

n ""890 

2 .1. 2 - Cas des electrons emis selon un spectre d 1energie. 
La figure (5) represente les spectres des six principaux gaz rares rejetes 
par les centrales a eau legere. Nous les avons construits selon le procede 
etabli par J.H. MARSHALL 4 a partir de la theorie de FERMI 5 • 

L ~ ---~ -t--~- ~ar-tl'-ls 1 '"'"·f~~r d~ 41 A t 1 ~,... "'f '' d 87K · · e::;::;pecre::; · e ,c.."v .... v ._, e ,.::.::>1vev -u r, a1ns1que 
5m 133 135 . , 

taus les spectres du Kr, du Xe et du Xe apparhennent a la classe 
des spectres dits de "transition permise". Les autres spectres sont de la 
classe des spectres dits de "transition interdite au premier ordre". 

Les schemas de desintegration adoptes sont ceux qui ant fait l'objet 
des publications les plus recentes 6. 

SiN(~) represente les ordonnees de ces spectres, E,.axl'energie 
maximale et D (E) le debit de dose delivre par les electrons monocinetiques 
d'energie E a une profondeur donnee dans 11 organisme, le debit de dose 
moyen produit a ce niveau par le gaz considere est : 

D = N(E)D (E)dE N(E)dE JEmax !JEmax 

0.5 

0 

~ 0 0 

lntegrale (9) 

h 2 ( 1- -) 
Ro 

0,5 h/Ro 
Fig. 4 - Valeurs de l'integrale (9) e11 fonction du rapport h/R

0 
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41 
A 

85m 
Kr 

85 
Kr 

87 
Kr 

133 
Xe 

135 
Xe 

1.20 E (MeV) 2.48 

0.83 

0,67 

1.25 3,30 3.80 

0,27 0.35 

0.55 0,91 
Fig. 5 - Spectres d'energie beta 
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Nous avons effectue ce calcul en mesurant les surfaces limitees par 
les courbes N (E) et N (E) I5 (E) tracees en fonction de E . 

2. 2 - Debits de dose delivres par les rayonnements gamma 

Pour les rayonnements .foamma nous pouvons adopter la methode de 
calcul utilisee par l'I. C. R. P. . 

Puisque le volume d'air contamine est suppose tres grand, un etat 
d'equilibre s'etablit et l'energie absorbee par unite de volume d'air est 
egale a l'energie emise dans ce meme volume. Dans ces conditions, le debit 
de dose dans l'air, exprime en millirads par heure, a pour valeur : 

D a = 1 , 64 q rt E 

ou q represente l 1activite volumique de l'air ( j.LCi/m3 ), rt le rendement de 
la desintegration gamma et E son energie (MeV). 

Le debit de dose D dans les tissus est egal au precedent divise par 
deux (puisque l 1organisme est irradie sous un demi-angle solide en raison 
de la presence du sol) et multiplie par le rapport des kerma dans les deux 
milieux, ega! a 1,11 : 

D = 0, 91 q rt E . 

Nous ne tiendrons pas compte de !'attenuation lineique du rayonne
ment gamma dans les premiers centimetres de l'organisme, car elle est 
en general compensee par un fort 11 buildup factor 11 8 • 

3 - Resultats 

Taus nos resultats correspondent a une activite volumique de l'air de 
microcurie par metre cube. 

La variation du debit de dose absorbe, en fonction de la profondeur 
dans l'organisme et de l 1energie, est representee, pour les electrons mono
energetiques' sur la figure 6 . 

Nous avons considere les trois organes critiques les plus proches de 
la surface du corps et pour lesquels l'I. C. R. P. donne les profondeurs 
effectives 9: 

- la peau, dont la partie radiosensible est representee par la couche basale 
de l'epiderme, h = 70 J.L, 

- le cristallin, h = 3 mm, 
- le s te s ti cule s , h = 1 em. 

Les valeurs des debits de dose delivres a ces organes par les rayon
nements beta et les rayonnements gamma emis par les six principaux gaz 
rares rejetes par les centrales sont rapportees dans le tableau 1. 

Tableau 1 - Debits de dose (mrad/h) delivres aux or ganes par les gaz rares 
selon le rayonnement emis, pour 1 J.L Ci/m3 

f3 organisme gaz 
peau cristallin testicules en tier 

41A 0, 37 0, 005 0 1' 16 
85nx_r 0,17 0 0 0, 16 

85Kr 0,17 0 0 0,0033 

87Kr 0,83 0,26 0 0,90 

133Xe 0,04 0 0 0, 074 

135Xe 0,23 0 0 0,24 
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Fig. 6 - Variation du debit de dose D en fonction de la profondeur h dans 
l'organisme et de l'energie initiale de !'electron, pour une activite 
volumique de I' air de 1 )J.Ci/m 3 • 

4 - Discussion 

Nos resultats montrent que !'attenuation des rayonnements beta est 
relativement importante pour les basses energies au niveau de la couche 
basale de l'epiderme et toujours tres forte au niveau des cristallins. Les 
testicules ne sont jamais atteints par ces rayonnements, meme si l'on ne
glige la protection par les vetements; il en est evidemment de meme pour 
les deux autres organes les plus radiosensibles, ovaires et organes hema
topoi:eti1ues' puisqu'ils sont situes a des profondeurs effectives encore plus 
grandes (respectivement 7 et 5 centimetres). 
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La methode de calcul utili see par l'I. C. R. P .
7 

ne tient pas compte 
de cette attenuation, mais traite les rayonnements beta comme les rayon
nements gamma. Il est done interessant de comparer les valeurs que l'on 
peut tirer de cette etude pour les concentrations maximales admissibles 
(C MA) des gaz rares dans l'air a celles recommandees par l'I. C. R. P.7 

• 

Une seconde question merite attention : il faut verifier que les debits 
de dose qui resulteraient d'une irradiation interne consecutive a !'inhala
tion des gaz ne l'emportent pas sur ceux qui sont dus a !'irradiation externe 
seule. 

Nous- discuterons successivement ces deux points. 

4.1 - Comparaison des valeurs des C MA obtenues ici a celles recommandees 
par l'I.C.R.P. 

Ces valeurs sont facilement calculables a partir du tableau 1, ou les 
debits de dose delivres par les rayonnements gamma a l'organisme entier 
doivent toujours etre ajoutes a ceux qui sont delivres par les rayonnements 
beta, puis que tout organe particulier fait partie de l'organisme en tier. Eta
blies pour une exposition professionnelle de 168 heures par semaine, elles 
sont rapportees dans le tableau 2 • 

Tableau 2 - Valeurs des C MA (JlCi/m3 } des gaz rares dans l'air pour 
une exposition professionnelle de 168 h/semaine. 

valeurs trouvees, selon l'organe valeurs de 
gaz de reference l'I.C.R.P. 

peau cristallin org. entier (org. entier} 

41A 2 2 1, 5 0,5 0,4 

85~r 10 10 3,5 1 
35Kr 20 520 170 3 

87Kr 1,7 1,2 0,6 0,2 

133Xe 30 23 7,7 3 
135Xe 7,3 7,2 2,4 1 

Ce tableau montre que la plupart des C MA recommandees jusqu'a 
present par l'I.C.R.P. pourraient etre fortement augmentees. Pour le 
krypton 85, l 1organe critique est la peau au lieu de l'organisme entier. 

4. 2 - Irradiation interne consecutive a !'inhalation du gaz 

L'inhalation des gaz rares peut entrainer d'abord !'irradiation des 
poumons, puis, en raison de la solubilite de ces gaz dans les fluides de 
l'organisme, la contamination de tissus particuliers, tels que les graisses. 

4. 2.1 - Irradiation des poumons. Le debit de dose delivre 
au tissu pulmonaire par l'air inhale est donne, en millirads par heure, par 
!'expression : • £ 

D = 2,13 - q m ( 1 0} 

ou £ represente l'energie effective (MeV}, m la masse (g) des poumons, 
q l 1activite ( JlCi} presente dans les poumons. 

L'energie effective est calculee selon la methode indiquee par 
l'I.C.R.P. 7 • La capacite pulmonaire totale etant voisine de 5 litres, a une 
contamination de !'atmosphere de 1 JlCi/m 3 correspond une valeur de q 
egale a 5 X 10-3 JlCi. La valeur de m est 1000 g. 

Le debit de dose total re<;;u par les poumons est la somme du debit 
precedemment calcweet de celui delivre a l'organisme entier par les rayon
nements gamma du nuage radioactif, dont la valeur est indiquee au tableau 1. 
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On en deduit les valeurs des C M A relatives aux poumons, rappor
tees dans le tableau 3 . 

Tableau 3- C MA (~Ci/m3 ) des gaz rares dans l'air pour les poumons. 

87Kr 

C MA 1. 5 10 294 1.9 22 7 

La comparaison des tableaux 2 et 3 montre que les poumons ne cons
tituent jamais l'organe critique. 

4. 2. 2 - Irradiation par solubilisation. No us prendrons 
l'exemple du krypton 85. Ce gaz est rapidement distribue dans la plus grande 
partie du corps en raison de sa solubilite relative dans le sang et plus par
ticulierement dans les graisses 10 • On admet qu'une contamination de I' air 
de 1 ~ Ci/m3 entraine une concentration de krypton 85 dans le sang de 0, 04 
pCi/g et dans les graisses de 0,4 pCi/g. Les debits de dose correspondants 
peuvent etre calcules a l'aide de !'expression (10) ou les concentrations 
precedentes sont representees par le rapport q/m. On trouve : 

• 8 
sang: D = 2X 10- mrad/h 

graisses: D = 2 X 10- 7 mrad/h 

Ces valeurs sont tout a fait negligeables devant les debits de dose qui sont 
dus a !'irradiation externe. 

5 - Conclusion 

Nous nous sommes efforces de baser nos calculs sur une theorie 
rationnelle plutot que de recourir a des formules empiriques 11 , qui sup
posent que les milieux contenant la source et la cible sont identiques et dont 
les valeurs a attribuer aux differents parametres sont souvent incertaines. 

Nos resultats montrent que la plupart des C MA recommandees 
jusqu'a present par I' I. C. R. P. pourraient etre fortement augmentees; nous 
trouvons notamment que le rayonnement du krypton 85 rend ce gaz noble 
moins nocif que ne pourraient le faire croire la longueur de sa periode et 
une valeur de C MAde 3 ~Ci/m3 • 
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CORRELATION BETWEEN FAST NEUTRON DOSE EQUIVALENTS 
AND IN VIVO ACTIVATION PRODUCTS 

T. Schlesinger andY. Klopfer 
Radiation Safety Department 

Soreq Nuclear Research Centre 
Yavne, Israel 

Abstract 

The possibility of establishing a quantitative relationship between fast 
neutron dose and specific activation products in living tissue is discussed. 
Such a relationship may be useful for fast neutron dose evaluation in routine 
neutron therapy and following accidental neutron over-exposures. 

Tissue equivalent phantoms of different dimensions were exposed to 
15 MeV D-T neutrons from a linear ion accelerator. The radioactivity of 
activation products, such as 13N from the 14N(n,2n)l3N reaction, 28Al from 
the 3lp(n,a)28Al reaction, 49ca and 38cl from (n,y) reactions, were measured 
immediately after irradiation by a total body counter with a sensitivity of 
the order of 1 nanocurie. 

The neutron dose is calculated and correlated to the activity of some 
of the activation products. 

Introduction 

The use of fast neutron beams for radiotherapy has recently been 
extended due to the ability of such beams to deliver a more effective radia
tion dose to tumors containing anoxic cellsl, The development of convenient 
quantitative method~ for the measurement of absorbed doses and dose equiva
lents of fast neutrons in the human body is one of the central problems 
connected with this new trend in radiation therapy2, In the present work the 
quantitative relationship between absorbed doses and dose equivalents of 
15 MeV neutrons and the amount of specific radioisotopes produced by these 
neutrons in tissue has been experimentally examined. Similar methods have 
already been applied for neutron dose-equivalent estimations following criti
cality accidents, by the measurement of Na-24 activity in the body and P-32 
activity in the human hair and nails3,4, 

Experimental 

In all experiments a ten minute irradiation time was used. 

A cylindrical phantom 27 em in dia, x 45 em high filled with tissue 
equivalent liquid was exposed to the broad neutron beam (Fig.l). 

Neutron fluence values were determined using several activation detectors 
with different threshold energies, Radioisotopes produced in the tissue equi
valent liquid e.g. N-13, Cl-38, Ca-49 and Na-24 were identified and measured by 
a whole body counter and other high sensitivity gamma spectrometers immediately 
after neutron exposure. The absorbed doses and dose equivalents in the phantom 
were calculated from the measured neutron fluence values, using theoretical 
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Monte Carlo calculation results for cylindrical phantoms of similar 
dimensions5-8. 

Neutron source 

The neutron beam was produced by the D-T reaction using a Texas Nuclear 
series 9500 model 150 - IH ion accelerator. The neutron yield was of the order 
of 1010 nsec-1. Incident neutron fluxes of the order of 3xlo5 n cm-2sec-l 
could therefore be obtained with source-to-phantom distance 50 em (Fig.l). 

Phantoms 

We prepared the tissue equivalent phantom from the following mixture. 

Material % bJ>: weight 

Water 57 
Gelatin 9.5 
Glucose 19.0 
Urea 4.75 
Calcium nitrate 9.35 
Sodium chloride 0.32 

Element 

0 
H 
c 
N 
Ca 
p 

Cl 
Na 

% by weight 

68 
10 
16 

3.3 
1.58 
o. 95 
0.19 
0.12 

Neutron fluence measurements 

The thermal component of the fluence and the cadmium-ratio were measured 
by a pair of gold wires, one bare and other covered with a 1 mm thick cadmium 
tube. 

To measure t.he fast neutron fluence and to get information on the energy 
distribution of the neutrons in the incident and attenuated beam, we used the 
different threshold reactions described in Table 1. Some of the prominent 
activation products are also given in this table. 

The sulfur pellets were manufactured and counted according to recommend
ations of the IAEA reported by W. Kohler (1969). 

The five inner bottles illustrated in Fig. 1 were used to sample the 
specific activity of the tissue equivalent liquid at different depths in the 
phantom. After stirring, to homogenize the contents, about 15 ml of liquid from 
each inner bottle were sampled and measured separately in the low level gamma 
spectrometer within 10-30 minutes after irradiation. The main bottle containing 
25 liter of the TE liquid was counted in scanning bed geometry in a Whole Body 
Counter after homogenization of its content. 

The Whole Body Counter consists of a shadow-shield, 9" dia. x 3" high 
Nai(Tl) crystal made by Quartz & Silice. Its construction permits the use of 
scanning bed geometry. A 10 minute scan assures a detection limit of about 
1 nanocurie. 

TABLE 1 
Physical properties of fluence monitors and prominent activation products 

Reaction 

63 62 Cu(n,2n) Cu 
27Al(n,cx) 24Na 

32S(n,p)32p 

197A ( )198A u n,y u 
14N(n,2n) 13N 
37cl(n,y) 38cl 

Target is. Cross 
Threshold abundance Section Half-life E[MeV] (abundance) 

(14 MeV) 

11.8 MeV 

6 MeV 

2 MeV 

thermal 

11.3 MeV 

thermal 

69.2% 

100% 

95% 

100% 

99% 

24.5% 

0.55b 

0.12b 

0.3b 

96b(th) 

6mb 

9.7 min 

14.9 h 

14.3 d 

2.7 d 

10 min 

0.56b(th) 37.3 min 

672 

0.511 

1. 37 

1. 71 

0.412 

0.511 

2.17 

(195%) 

(100%) 

(100%) beta 

(95%) 

(200%) 

(47%) 



Absorbed dose and dose equivalent determinations 

Absorbed doses and dose equivalents were calculated from the measured 
fluence values. Dose equivalents were also measured with an Anderson-Braun 
type neutron Rem-counter (corrected for energy response). 

Results and Discussion 

Neutron fluence values: Neutron fluence values calculated from the 
activity of activation products (from the reactions described in Table 1) are 
given in Figs. 2 and 3 for different depths in the phantom. The expected error 
in the determination of the exact position of the detectors and in the calcul
ation of the fluence values are also indicated. 

The flux of incident fast neutrons (Fig.2) with energies above 6-8 MeV 
was 3.5xlo5 n cm-2sec-l. This is the mean value calculated from the activity of 
Cu-62 and Na-24 (from Al-27). The flux of fast neutrons measured by these 
detectors decreased monotonically with depth in the phantom to a mean value of 
l.lxl05 n cm-2sec-l at a depth of 13.5 em and to a mean value of about 
6xlQ4 n cm-2sec-l at a depth of 25 em. Since apparently most of this flux is 
due to those neutrons which did not undergo collisions, a significant part of 
this decrease is attributed to the geometrical attenuation (our source was a 
point source). 

The flux of neutrons with energies above 2 MeV measured with the sulphur 
pellets decreased with depth at a much slower rate. 

Although the threshold energies for the production of Cu-62 from Cu-63 
and N-13 from N-14 are very close, the fluence values calculated from the 
activity of these detectors were different at some depths. This discrepancy can 
partly be explained by the large statistical errors in counting due to the very 
low activity of N-13 obtained in our experiments because of the low neutron 
yield and the low cross section for N-13 production. Because of the relatively 
long half-life of P-32 and the short irradiation time (10 min) the activities 
produced in the sulphur-pellets were also very low and therefore the error in 
the fluence values calculated from the P-32 activity was also high. 

The measured thermal-neutron fluxes and cadmium-ratios at different depths 
in the phantom are shown in Fig.3. A peak for both parameters is observed a few 
centimeters under the surface of the phantom. This is in agreement with 
published results9,10, 

Activation products in the phantom: Identification and measurement of the 
activation products in the tissue equivalent liquid within the phantom were 
carried out using the Whole Body Counter and Ge(Li) spectrometer. Four radio
isotopes, N-13, Ca-49, Na-24 and Cl-38, were identified but only N-13 and Cl-38 
were measured quantitatively. The total activity of N-13 in the main phantom 
at the end of irradiation was found to be 620 nc, and the specific activity was 
therefore 2.55 x lo-5 ~c/g phantom. The specific activities of N-13 in the 
five inner bottles are given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 
N-13 activity as a function of depth in the phantom 

Bottle Depth of bottle Specific activity 
No. center, em of N-13 ~c/g phantom 

1 2.5 2.7 X 10-5 

2 8.0 1,3 X 10-5 

3 13.5 1.6 X 10-5 

4 18.5 1,7 X 10-5 

5 24.1 0,8 X 10-5 
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The total activity of Cl-38 at the end of irradiation was 65.2 nc and the 
specific actiyity was 2.6 x 10-6 ~c/g phantom. 

Absorbed doses, dose equivalents and their relation to the activation 
products: Absorbed dose and dose equivalent values for different depths in the 
phantom were calculated using fluence-dose conversion factors based on Monte
Carlo calculation results as explained above. According to these calculations5 
the conversion factor for 14 MeV incident neutrons is 7.0- 7.5xlo-9 Rad/unit 
fluence for the first few em in the phantom, decreasing to Sxlo-9 at 14 em, 
3xlo-9 at 22 em and to 2xlo-9 at a depth of 27 em. The contribution of gamma 
dose to these absorbed dose values are between 5-10%. The effective quality 
factor for 14 MeV incident neutrons changes only slightly with depth in the 
phantom from a value of 7.5 at the point of incidence to a value of 7 at a depth 
of 15 em, increasing again to above 7.5 at 25 emS. 

According to these conv~rsiou factors and using the measured incident 
flux value of 3,5xlQ5 n cm-2sec-l and irradiation time of 600 sec, we obtained 
an absorbed dose of 1,5 - 1.6 Rad in the first few em of the phantom, about 
1 Rad at a depth of 14 em and 0,5 Rad at 27 em. The corresponding dose equi
valent values are 11.3 - 12.0 Rem for the first few em, 7 Rem at 14 em and 
3.8 Rem at a depth of 27 em. 

As mentioned above, the conversion-factors we used were calculated for 
broad beams. In our case we had a point source and a source-to-phantom distance 
of 50 em, leading to appreciable geometrical attenuation. This attenuation 
amounts to a factor of 1.6 at a depth of 14 em and to a factor of 2.4 at a depth 
of 27 em. We did not correct for these factors which mainly affect the part of 
the beam which did not undergo collisions. 

The gamma-dose measured by photographic film was found to change only 
slightly with depth, having a mean value of 170 mRad i.e. 15-18% of the mean 
absorbed dose, but only about 2-3% of the mean dose-equivalent, 

The dose equivalent was also measured by the Rem counter which indicated 
a dose equivalent of 19.2 Rem if neutrons of 14.8 MeV are assumed, 9.6 Rem for 
neutrons of 12 MeV and 7.7 Rem for neutrons of 10 MeV. Since the Rem counter 
is calibrated to measure maximal dose equivalent for radiation protection 
purposes its indications represent the dose equivalent in the first few em of 
the phantom. This is in agreement with the dose equivalent of about 11.5 Rem 
calculated from the incident fluence value. 

Assuming a delay of ten minutes between the end of irradiation and the 
start of counting, our results indicate that an activity of about 40 nanocuries/ 
Rem N-13 and about 60 nanocuries/Rem Cl-38 are available for measurement 
(activity per mean dose equivalent). 

Summary 

The preliminary experiments reported in this paper demonstrate the 
possible use of Whole Body Counters or even simpler devices, e.g. shadow 
shielded detectors, as routine instruments for dosimetry purposes in neutron 
therapy. In our experiments the delivered doses were of the order of 0.5-2 Rads 
and the dose equivalents were of the order of 4 - 12 Rems. In actual neutron 
therapy the delivered doses are at least one order of magnitude higher and this 
is also true for the amount of activation products. On the other hand the 
irradiation conditions used in therapy are completely different mainly because 
collimated beams are used. In further experiments of the kind reported here, 
using anthropomorphic phantoms, and collimated neutron beams similar to those 
used in neutron therapy, a quantitative relationship can possibly be established 
between the absorbed dose, dose equivalents and the activity of specific radio
isotopes in the human body, following actual neutron therapy treatment, 
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Abstract 

LiF thermoluminescent powder /TLD/ was suspended in paraf
fin alkyl chloride /PAC/ paste and this modulable dosimeter was 
used to simulate tumours of different shapes in order to evalu
ate the dose absorbed by the tumour in different types of radio
therapeutical treatment under similar to in-vivo conditions. 
The results for the·following types of treatment are reported: 
X-ray beam therapy with Chaoul-machine, interstitial irradiation 
with radium needles, gynaecological intracavitary irradiation with 
cobalt applicator, extracorporal beta-irradiation with strontium
-90, gamma ·ray beam therapy with cobalt-60 source, Bremsstrahlung 
and electron irradiations with a 25 MeV betatron. In case of homo
geneous radiation field the yields of ionization chambers and the 
TLD-PAC dosimeters are in good agreement. The TLD-PAC technique 
was found to be particularly useful for the evaluation of the ab
sorbed energy in anatomical formations which are difficult to 
follow-up by calculation and its application is thought to be of 
special importance in the case of inhomogeneous radiation fields. 

Introduction 

In radiotherapy used up-to-day methods partly achieve the 
nearly homogeneous irradiation of the entire tumour by careful 
treatment planning, but definitely inhomogeneous irradiation 
techniques can also be employed. These two essentially different 
procedures have been compared by direct measurements in some 
typical radiotherapeutical arrangements. For this purpose a 
method was needed which permits the direct measurement of the 
total energy absorbed by the tumour in both cases. The TL powder 
technique based on physical integration, which is applicable to a 
wide range of doses, proved to be approprmte for the planned meas
urements. Tumours of 60 cern volume, thus of medium size were ir
radiated by a cobalt-60 source and as well as by a Bremsstrahlung 
and electron beam of a 25 MeV betatron, using focal skin distances 
/F.S.D./ from 60 to 100 em, while small sized tumours were treated 
by X-ray beam therapy with Chaoul machine, interstitial irradia
tion with radium needles, gynaecological intracavitary irradiation 
with radium or cobalt applicator and extracorporal irradiation 
from little distances. Then measurements with radium needles were 
carried out in three arrangements, that is the needles were placed 
into plexiglass capsules having 1 and 2 mm thick walls too in or-
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der to suppress the contribution to the absorbed dose from the 
immediate surroundings of the needles. 

Experimental 

The total energy absorbed by the tumour phantom was meas
ured by the method of physical integration using TLD 100 LiF pow
der suspended in paraffin n-alkyl /C20-22/ chloride /PAC/ mix
ture, varying the LiF concentration from 0.1 to 1.0 %. In our 
earlier investigationsl the method proved to be useful for meas
uring the average absorbed dose. Its advantages are the following: 

- LiF powder does not deposit from the PAC, 
- TLD-PAC can be easily moulded to simulate the shape of a 

t.nmour, 
-PAC is tissue-equivalent at energies above 10 keV, 
- LiF can be recovered from cold PAC with CCl4 and after de-

cantation the thermoluminescent effect of the sample can be 
measured, 

- the LiF TLD yield is not affected by the treatment. 

The LiF TLD powder was measured by the TLD reader developed 
in our laboratory. The gamma radiation of the cobalt-60 source 
was used for calibration. During the calibration of the LiF-PAC 
sample and the LiF powder were placed between two, 4 mm thick 
each, plexiglass plates. The doses were measured with condenser 
ionization chambers without handle, developed at our laboratory2 
and calibrated by IAEA measurements. For the calibration the ac
curacy of the dose measurements was+ 3 %. For the irradiation 
with Chaoul-machine, a Siemens phantom chamber was used for dosi
metry. 

The results of the TLD measurements were found to be repro
ducible to+ 2 %. The standard deviation on the repeated runs was 
less than 10 %. This value obviously includes the contribution 
from the deviation in the geometrical factors. 

Except for Sr-90 + Y-90 radiation the maximum dose was al
ways below 700 rad in both the calibrating and the phantom meas
urements. Thus the superlinearity of LiF caused no problems in the 
measurement. The results for Sr-90 + Y-90 were properly corrected 
for the superlinearity effect. 

To simulate the absorption and scattering occuring in the 
case of in-vivo therapy the PAC phantoms were placed into a lar
ger phantom from rice flour. Other data characterizing the dif
ferent irradiation arrangements are specified in the figures. 

Results 

1./ X-ray irradiation with Chaoul-machine 

Phantoms of 10 cm3 volume were irradiated at 3 and 5 em 
F.S.D. using circular tubes, 2.5 and 3.5 em in diameter, operated 
at 60 kVp, 4 rnA. 

2./ Interstitial radium treatment 

Phantoms of 6, 12 and 18 cern were irradiated using 3 needles 
of 3 mCi activity Ra-226 each. The length of the needles was 
2.7 em, their diameter 0.18 em and the active length 1.5 em. The 
thickness of the Pt + 10 % Ir wall was 0.5 mm. The needles were in
serted with a spacing of 1 em. The run with the 12 cern phantom 
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volume, cern 6 12 18 

average absorbed dose in 11.1 9.1 8.7 radlrnCi.h 

absorbed energy in 6600 10900 15600 
erglrnCi.h 

average absorbed dose in 2400 2000 1900 
rad I 9 rnCi. day 

capsula wall thickness, rnrn 0 1 2 

absorbed energy in 12 cern, 10900 7600 5800 erg lrnCi.h 

3.1 Gynaecoloqical intracavitary treatment with 60co applicator 

volume 50 cern 

average 1. 93 radlrnCi.h= 

absorbed 
2300 rad I 50 rnCi. day 

dose 

Figure 3. Gynaecological 
intracavitary treatment with 
Co-60 applicator. Activity 

50 rnCi 

For the simulation of precarcinorna treatment a Co-60 appli
cator prepared from epoxy resin which has already been success
fully employed, was applied. The applicator has a 3.2 ern diame
ter ring with an active rod protruding into the uterus. A cylin
drical phantom, 4.4 ern in diameter and 4.1 ern in length was irra
diated for 10 and 15 minutes with a total activity of 50 rnCi. 
The results are presented in the table. 
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4./ Extracorporal blood irradiation 

5cm 

90y r+ blood volume, cern 13 

Sr-activity, Ci 16 

average absorbed. 
2300 dose in rad/min 

Figure 4. 
90sr + 90

y apparatus for 
extracorporal blood irradi

ation 

The blood is led from the artery to the vein across a thin
walled polyethylene tube which forms a coil with 5 windings. The 
blood is thus repeatedly exposed to high intensity beta radia
tion. The 16 Ci activity Sr-90 source is mounted as a closed 
source with 4 backing of 2x5 em. The two pairs of plates are 
facing each other and form thus 2 intense beta sources spaced 
at 6 mm. The absorbed dose was measured under statical conditi
ons introducing prior to the measurement warm liquid PAC into 
the coil of 13 cern volume. The exposure times were l and 4 min. 

5./ Cobalt-60 irradiation 

. '· 5crn 

Ionization chamber 128 rad/min 100 % 

PAC-TL 120 rad/min 94 % 

ROTACERT-type equipment3 loaded with 
3000 Ci activity Co-60 was used at 60 em 
source-to-skin distance. The irradiation 
field was 8xl0 cm2, The ellipsoidal phan
tom of 50 cern volume and 1.8 em in height 
was lying 5 em below the surface of the 
rice flour phantom . 

1.Bcm Figure 5. 
PAC-phantom irradiation in rice flour 

with Co-60 gamma rays, 25 MeV Bremsstrah
lung and 25 MeV electrons. 

6./ 25 MeV Bremsstrahlung irradiation 

A phantom of the same shape and size as that used for the 
Co-60 gamma irradiation, located again at 5 em below the rice 
flour surface was irradiated with a 25 MeV betatron using 100 em 
F.S.D. and an irradiation field of 8xl0 cm2. 

Ionization chamber 61 rad/min 100 % 

PAC-TL 63 rad/min 103 % 
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7./ 25 MeV electron irradiation 

An ellipsoidal 50 cern PAC phantom was irradiated again with 
the 25 MeV betatron, using 100 em F.S.D. and an irradiation 
field of 8xl0 cm2, but now the surfaces of the PAC and rice 
flour phantoms were made to coincide. 

Ionization chamber 300 rad/min 100 % 

PAC-TL 277 rao/min 92.5 % 

Conclusions 

1./ For the approximately homogeneous radiation fields jco-bu 
gamma ray therapy, Bremsstrahlung and electron beam from 25 MeV 
betatron/ the PAC-TL method reproduced the dose values measured 
by ionization chambers to a few percent accuracy. Thus the method 
can be applied to inhomogeneous radiation fields too, where the 
ionization chambers are practically useless. 

2./ If the Ra-needles are conventionally applied to a 
rectangular tumour for instance of lx2x3 em, three needles, 3mCi 
Ra activity each, yield an average dose of 2400 rad in 24 hours. 
Now, if a 1 mm thick, anyhow necrotised layer around the needles 
is left out of consideration in the evaluation of the average do
se, the above dose value is reduced to 2/3 value. If a 2 mm thick 
layer of the tissue around the needles is disregarded, the rest 
of the tumour is exposed to only half of the above dose, that is 
to about 1200 radfday. This is a relatively low applied dose rate 
even for an irradiation for two days. 

3./ For the Co-60 applicator used for the gynaecological int
racavitary treatment experiment, the average absorbed dose for 24 
hours was measured as 2300 rad. If the deeper, in many cases 
actually non-existent layers simulated by our phantom are left 
out of consideration, the average value of the absorbed dose in
creases. This shows that the method is particularly useful for 
the accurate measurement of the average dose rate of an asymmet
ric tumour. One has simply to prepare a similar formation from 
PAC. 

4./ The dose rate to be applied can be precisely evaluated 
even in such special cases as e.g. the extracorporal irradiation 
of blood. 
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technical assistance in the measurements. 
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Abstract 

Determination of beta dose to the basal layer of the skin 
from surface contaminants has been carried out using the latest 
available data on the dose distribution around point beta sources. 
The calculations have been performed for the thin planar source model 
g_nd taker:into account the effect of air tissue interface on the dose 
rate. As the average depth of the basal layer may vary from 4 to 
40 mgjcm2 depending on the body site, the variation of dose rate in 
this layer is discussed. Finally, for ready use in the estimation 
of maximum permissible skin contamination of a mixture of beta 
emitters, an attempt is made to provide an empirical formula for the 
dose rate at a depth of 7 mg/cm2, (the average value suggested by the 
ICRP), as a function of beta energy. 

In trod uctio n 

In the assessment of the dose to the skin from beta-gamma emitters 
present on its surface, the contribution from the beta component is likely 
to be the determining factor since beta particles in general possess 
enough energy to reach the sensitive cells of the basal layer underlying 
the epidermis and sufficiently high LET to deliver an appreciable dose. 
The earliest estimations of dose to the skin from the beta component were 
made by assuming a value of 10 rad/hr for the dose-rate from a contamina
tion of 1 ;a -uCi/cm2 of the skin.1 Such estimates are evidently crude 
since no account is taken of the bet~ energy. More elaborate calculations 
were performed by Casnati and Breuer , usir~ the point source dose 
function of Rossi and Ellis, and of Loevinger and assuming a semi-infinite 
plane geometry. They compiled for some 10 radionuclides data on the dose
rate to the basal layer from a contamination of 1 uCi/cm2 accumulated to 
a thickness of 0.001 em on the skin. More recently Clarke and Beynon3 
have used Cross's point kernels for beta emitters t9 estimate the skin 
dose from fission products by arranging the latt~r in eight groups such 
that the average energy for each group is close to the average energy 
of one of the nuclides studied by Cross. In another recent paper, 
Henson4 has computed depth doses in skin from surface contaminants of some 
medical radionuclides, usi~ a method which is very similar to that 
employed in the present pa~er. 
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Dose Calculation 

In our calculations we have assumed that the penetration of the 
contaminant into the skin is negligible. In view of the relatively 
short range of beta particles in tissue, we have adopten the commonly 
used geometry of semi-infinite plane representing the skin surface on 
which an infinitely thin layer of the contaminant is present. The 
dose-rate at any depth jn the skin may be calculated by integrating a 
point source dose function over appropriate limits. For this purpose, 
we have used the scaled absorbed dose distribution F tabulated by 
Berger5, si~ce these data are available for a fairly large number of 
radionuclides in a form convenient for dose calcr:~lation in various 
media. The dose-rate J(x) from a point sor1rce of strength 1Afsec -in a 
medium of density p g/cm3 is given by 

J(x) 1 ,6 X rad/sec ( 1 ) 

where X~?C is the 90-per.2_entUe distance within which 90'/o of the emitted 
energy is absorbed and E~ , the average energy of the beta s pectrr.lm. The 
values of x90 in skin may be related to those in water, given by Berger5, 
by 

X = 
90 

where a?1 is the relative attenuation factor. Assuming skin to be 
tissue-equivalent insofar as the average atomic number is concerned, 
a21 = 0.987. The average value of p for skin6 is 1.1 g/cm3. Thus for 
a surface activi t;~r of 1 ;3 /cm2-sec, the dose-rate at a depth d is given 
by 

D dx urad/hr (2) 

where R is the range of the beta particles. 

Since the tabulated values of F are valid only for a uniform 
infinite medium, the dose-rates must be corrected for the loss of 
scattered electrons at the tissue-air interface. The dose reduction 
factor as a function of the ratio of the distance from the interface to 
the maximum particle range, given by Berger?, is used for this purpose. 

The average thickness of the epider~is adopted by ICRP
8 

is 7 mg/cnP. 
However, recent measurements by Whitton suggest that a closer approxima
tion to reality would be to ascribe 3 different thicknesses to three body 
sites. The suggested values are 4, 8 arrl 40 mg/cm2 • Computations have 
been performed for values of d corresponding to the four epidermal 
thicknesses mentioned above, by integrating eq. (]_) numerically using th3 
values of F and x90 for 24 beta emitters having Esin the range 0.0057 ( H) 
- 1.4322 (42K) MeV. The value of R has been taken to be equal to 2x

90
, 
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since F is equal or very close to zero at 1 .8x90• the maxi :num distance 
for which the value of F is given in ref. 5. 

Results and Discussion 

(
'I ' The softest beta emitter considered 'H) is found not to penetrate 

even the minimum epidermal thickness of 4 mg/cm2. The haza:d from this 
isotope would appear to be due to its exchange with hydrogen in tissue -
o.n aspect which is outside the scope of this paper. This isotope will 
not be considered further in t~1e discusDion that follows. 

The results for other radiom1clides indicate that the dose-rate D 
at a.~.Y'>v given depth is not a. nmooth function of ci thcr E(3or E0 , the 
IJBxim~m beta energy. The manner in. which D at a depth of 7 mg/cm2 varies 
with E13 i s illustrated by the inset in Fig. 1 from which it is clear that 
initiall;y the dose-rate increases~ steeply but haphazardly with energy, 
but at hierher energi•'"s (beyond 0.5 MeV) it tends to remain close to a 
value of 180 urads/hr. However, the product of D and E0 , the weighted 
average of the end-point ::_nerg·ies of all the betas erni!_ted by an isotope 
appears to Ltcrease with E,e in a predictable manner. E was evaluated 
~sing !_he decay schernf'S given hy Dillman?, Table 1 lis~s the values of 
F;3and E0 for the nuclides considered in the present work. 

Table 1, The average energy, E~ and_the weighted average 
of the end-point energies E0 for the beta 

spectra of various raJ•onuclides 

---- ----·--------
Nu.clide E13 (i':leV) Nuclide E0 (MeV) 

35 3 
14 0 
203Hg 

45ca 

60(' 
vO 

59 Fe 

65Zn 

47sc 

131 I 

137 Cs 

90sr 

58 co 

0.0488 

0.0493 

0.058 

0.0773 

o. 0965 

0.11 85 

0.1433 

0.1611 

0.1834 

0,1884 

0.1963 

0.2007 

0.1674 

0.1561 

0.213 

0.252 

0.314 

0.')92 

0.325 

0.-:1,824 

0.5818 

0.557 

0.546 

0.480 

22.,, 
r.a 

52Mn 

198 Au 

11 c 

1321 

24Na 

32p 

68Ga 

124
1 

90y 

42K 

0,216 

0.2409 

0.3159 

0.385 

0.3917 

0.5063 

0.5546 

0.695 

0.826 

0.8313 

0.9'~67 

1 ·4322 

0.546 

0.571 

0.955 

0.980 

1 .09 

1 .263 

1 .382 

1. 71 

1 .898 

1 .81 

2.273 

3.246 

Fig. 1 shows the variation of (D.E0 ) at a depth of 7 mg/cm
2 

as a 
function of E;3 • An equation of the form 

D.E0 = A.E,e + B ( 3) 
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fits the data very well, the values of A and B depending on whether EJ3 
is less or greater than 0.3 MeV. 'l'he coefficients, as determined by a 
least square fit, are 

A 
A 

503.0 
393·4 

B -20.7 
B 17.7 

(~.e < 0.3 MeV) 
(Ep> 0. 3 l'ileV) 

1f!e average percentage deviation is 5.8 for E13 <. 0.3 ]1:\eV and 2.9 for 
Ef->>0.3 MeV. If for the sake of simplicity a single regression equation 
is used over the entire range of energy, the deviation is about 30%· 

Except for the extremely low energy betas below 60 keV, the values 
calculated using the above set of coefficients a~ree with the actual 
ones within about 1 a;t. It seems plausible that rr1cw 60 keV another 
Get of cocf:icients is required; however, no attempt is mRrle to derive 
them since sufficient data are not available within this range. 

The variation of (D.E0 ) at other depths is shown in Fig. 2. It is 
apparent that the trend is more or less the same as before. However, as 
these epidermal thicknesses are not yet widely accepted, the corresponding 
data are not analysed in detail. 

It should be mentioned that in our study the contribution to the dose 
from possible monoenergetic electron emission has not been considered. 
Henson4 has shown that this may be appreciable for certain radionucl ides. 
The primary objective of our work was to explore the possibility of 
determining the beta dose to the skin from any radionuclide for which the 
point source kernel is not read·i1y available. It is felt that the use of 
eq. (3) with appropriate yalues of the coefficients invo1ved might be 
useful .for skin dose ca1culation in complicated cases such as contamination 
from mixtures of beta emitters. 
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Abstract 

A method is described of calculating internal organ dose for humans by 
computer. Any type of neutron spectrum may be used for input. The method is 
illustrated by the use of a typical neutron energy angular distribution prepared 
for civil defense purposes. 

Introduction 

Dose relationships for fast neutrons are of particular importance in 
criticality accident dosimetry, and for so-called "disaster dosimetry". The 
latter includes casualty prediction for civil defense and military applications. 
After allowance for the large differences in the applicable quality factors, the 
same relationships also could be useful for fast neutron therapy. 

A theoretical model would be concerned with dose to the internal organs 
of the body. This internal organ dose or doses then would be related by the 
model to dose on selected areas of the surface of the body where a surface dosi
meter might be worn, and also to an external reference such as the midline 
tissue dose, free-in-air. Dose to the bone marrow system and to the intestines 
were of interest to this study. 

Previous Work 

A previous approach to the problem of dose prediction in the body was 
that of Mechali 1

• 
2

• His method was to create a theoretical, elliptical cylin
drical phantom of homogeneous tissue, and to locate point representations of 
bone marrow at reasonable depths within it. He then applied the slab calcula
tions of Handbook 63 3 to derive dose and dose-equivalent components at these 
points. 

Mechali made the assumption that the chest dosimeter was on the most 
exposed region (even for bilaterally incident radiation), and that maximum 
internal absorbed dose or RBE-dose could be taken as the surface dosimeter 
reading. The problem of,t;he most suitable location for a surface dosimeter for 
prediction of absorbed dose is of interest and it is worth noting that experi
mental phantom irradiations with monoenergetic sources of photons 4 or neutrons 5 

have favoured locations on the torso lower than the chest. One aim is to relate 
internal organ dose in a theoretical model to the readings of various surface 
dosimeters, as well as to midline tissue dose, free-in-air. 

Method 
Input spectrum 

For the first calculations, for a man exposed to neutrons from a nuclear 
weapon, the spectrum chosen was that recommended for shielding calculations for 
civil defense purposes for the Committee on Civil Defense of the U.S. National 
Academy of Sciences 6 • This spectrum, which will be referred to as the "civil 
defense spectrum" was for a typical thermonuclear weapon of intermediate yield 
at a slant range of 1200 m in infinite air. It is recognized that the thermal 
and blast environments could be quite unsupportable at such a location, but 
here we are concerned only with the method. 

The civil defense spectrum used presents relative neutron fluences as a 
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function of angle of incidence and of neutron energy. The spectrum is normal
ized to unit incident dose, although in the original work of Straker and 
Gritzner 7

, the normalization was per source neutron. 

The use of a spectrum, calculated in terms of incident dose seemed 
appropriate to our purposes. The civil defense spectrum6 is specifically 
intended for use with shielding calculations for buildings. There is an analogy 
between the calculation of dose ratios inside and outside a blockhouse, and the 
calculation of similar ratios inside and outside the human body. A further 
advantage of the 1200 m spectrum is that the spectrum from a thermonuclear 
source varies only slowly with range for ranges greater than 600 m6

• 

The normalization of the results occurs automatically with this form of 
the spectrum. The use of the ORNL cylindrical phantom depth-dose data 8

, as 
described later, provides factors which are dimensionally the same as fluence
to-dose conversion factors. The application of these factors to the civil 
defense spectrum produces quantities that are thus automatically in units of 
dose per incident dose. This is numerically the same as ratios of internal dose 
to external free-in-air dose, continuing the analogy between the blockhouse and 
the human body. However, because for some internal locations the depth-dose 
calculations of Auxier, Snyder and Jones 8 for the cylindrical phantom lie above 
the fluence-to-dose conversion factors of Henderson recommended 6 for use with 
the civil defense spectrum, the analogy starts to break down. At some location~ 
the internal dose can apparently exceed the exposure by more than 40%, owing to 
this inconsistency in the two sets of calculations. If the fluence-to-kermr 
factors of Ritts et al.9 are used this is reduced in the worst case to less tan 
30%. 

Phantoms 
The depth dose was determined in two steps, using two theoretical 

''phantoms". The first of these, called the DREO phantom, consisted of a series 
of horizontal cross-sectional drawings of the human body at ~~ber of heights 
in an erect individual. Each drawing showed realistic logations of all bones, 
and effective centres were chosen for the bone marrow in each bone. The lungs 
were also included and an intestinal location was shown. Lines were drawn in 
the horizontal plane through each effective centre parallel to the directions of 
the incident radiation, and measurements made of the penetration distances from 
the irradiated surface. Six equally spaced horizontal directions were consi
dered, but only 4 needed to be calculated. Penetration distances were corrected 
for passage through lung or bone. Two representative sections of the DREO 
phantom are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

The second phantom was the ORNL circular cylindrical phantom of 30 em 
diameter, used in the calculations of Auxier, Snyder and Jones 8

• The corrected 
penetration distances were transferred onto the ORNL phantom so that the various 
effective marrow centre5 now fell into various volume elements of the middle 
section (layer numbe~ three of Ref. 8) of the cylindrical mass of tissue. 
Because of the variable radius of curvature of the irradiated surface of a real 
body, the organs in the DREO phantom were classified as either midline-located 
(e.g. the vertebrae for frontal irradiation) or side-located (e.g. the ribs). 
The midline orgru1s fell on the midline of the ORNL phantom, while the side
located organs were plotted at reasonable displacements towards the side of the 
ORNL phantom. The DREO phantom contained fixed organs, but was freely rotatable 
to any chosen angle with respect to the incident radiation. The ORNL phantom 
was rigidly fixed with respect to the direction of incident radiation, but it 
contained equivalent organs, whose positions formed a changing pattern whenever 
the DREO phantom changed its orientation in the radiation field. 

Determination of depth dose 
For each of the 20 volume elements of layer three of the ORNL phantom, 
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and two supplementary surface elements, obtained by extrapolation, dose-versus
energy graphs were plotted using the data of Ref. 8. The dose-energy graphs 
were read off for each volume element at the mid-point of the 22 energy bins of 
the civil defense spectrum6

• This provided the input data in units of rad cm 2 

neutron- 1 at 22 energies for 22 volume elements, to be used for the determina
tion of the depth dose. 

Angular constraint 
Ultimately a useful theoretical model should be able to apply various 

angular spectra to a three-dimensional set of penetration distances to take 
maximum advantage of the large amount of an~ular information implicit in such 
spectra. It is already well demonstrated4

• that the case of normally incident 
radiation, is over-conservative and unrealistic, when it is applied to predic
tion of the dose to the bone marrow or to points in the intestinal tract for the 
cases of off-angle (elevated angle of incidence), or semi-isotropic incidence. 
This is due to the effects of body self-shielding for the organs in question. 

In the present program there was a severe angular constraint on the 
three-dimensional spectral data. The fluences in each angle bin of the input 
spectrum were regrouped into six wide angle bins, and these six bins were then 
constrained to lie in the horizontal plane. Thus all the neutrons of the civil 
defense spectrum were presumed to be incident upon the phantom horizontally. 
This unavoidably overestimated the internal dose to our organs of interest. It 
must be emphasized that the concern of the present paper with normally incident 
radiation in no way implies any belief that this is an adequate approach to what 
is really a three-dimensional problem. Until we are able to complete our set of 
three-dimensional measurements, a two-dimensional approach has to suffice. 

Program 
After reading-in the spectrum and the depth dose data, and calculating 

their product, the program performed the summations over energy to produce an 
array of partial doses in each volume element of the ORNL phantom for each of 
our six angles of incidence. This was done by applying the six angular fluences, 
one at a time, to the front irradiated surface of the ORNL phantom. The rest of 
the program consisted of a system of keeping track of the internal organs or the 
surface dosimeters with respect to their constantly changing locations in the 
ORNL volume elements, and of summing up their accumulated doses with respect to 
angle. This produced an integrated dose for each location. In the case of the 
bone-marrow system, the calculated partial dose at each effective centre of a 
bone, was weighted by the local percenta%e of red marrow for that bone or group 
of bones according to the data of Ellis 1 

• This gave an array of dose contri
butions for each of the 22 bones or bone groups, and this was then summed to 
give mean bone marrow dose. 
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On printout, a man could be considered as facing into the radiation 
from the weapon, or at angles of 60°, 120° or 180° from it. Tables are printed 
of the dose contributions at all the sites due to the fluence reaching him from 
one of the 60° angle bins in the horizontal plane. This procedure is repeated 
for the six angles. At each of the six orientations, dose due to total fluence 
as well as the partial angular fluences is obtained. 

A variant of the program was written to perform calculations for mono
energetic, monodirectional neutrons at the mid-points of the upper 13 energy 
groups used previously. This gave a number of irregularly-spaced energies lying 
between 330 keV and 13. 6 MeV. The program and the types of output obtained were 
similar to that just described. 

Results 

Because of uncertainties due to the imposed angular constraints, it 
would be unwarranted to attach much significance to the absolute values pre
dicted. However, the relative dose values are less sensitive to error. Figs. 
3 to 6 are histograms showing relative dose contributions, in the case of a man 
facing the weapon, for neutrons arriving from various angles. Fig. 3 shows 
mean bone marrow dose. Fig. 4 shows intestinal dose at a representative loca
tion. As one would expect the intestines are more heavily dosed than the bone 
marrow, and their dose is much more dependent upon the fraction of the neutrons 
arriving from the direction of the source. Fig. 5 shows the dose to a front 
surface dosimeter, located on the midline at the waist. This is even more 
directionally dependent when the man is facing the source. Fig. 6 shows dose 
to a similar waist dosimeter worn at the back. In this case, the largest dose 
contribution is received from neutrons entering the bins at 120° and 240°. In 
the case of a man facing 180° away from the weapon, Figs. 5 and 6 would simply 
be reversed for the two waist dosimeters. 
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Fig. 7 shows a table of dose ratios for a man standing in four different 
orientations in the field, from face-on to the source (0°) to back-on (180°). 
The top line shows intestinal dose over the reading of a front waist dosimeter. 
The ratio is about 0.5 to 0.7, and is not very sensitive to orientation. The 
second line shows the ratios for intestinal dose over a back waist dosimeter. 
The body shielding of the dosimeter in this location raises the 0° ratio to 0.8, 
and the directional dependence now changes the ratio by a factor of about 2 as 
the man turns to the back-on position. The bottom line shows the ratio of the 
intestinal dose to the free-in-air tissue dose. There is little directionality, 
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but the ratio is around 0.45. This supports the view 4
' 

5 that the free-in-air 
dose, unless weighted by ratios like this, is a poor indicator of dose to deeply 
located organs such as the intestines, or the pelvic bone marrow. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the results of the monoenergetic calculations for a 
human exposed face-on to the source. The ordinate gives total mean bone marrow 
dose (recoil ion plus gamma components), and the abscissa gives neutron energy. 
The present work is higher in dose than the calculation of Mechali 1

, particu
larly at 3.5 MeV, where the difference is around 25%. When the monoenergetic 
calculations at 2.74 MeV were compared with the DREO experimental human phantom 
measurements at 2.95 MeV 5 the results agreed within 20% for the intestinal loca
tion and for the front surface-waist for both face-on and back-on orientations. 
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This method can provide a rapid and versatile approach to problems of 
dose prediction. The approach is particularly powerful in the amount of angular 
information that can be made available, both with respect to neutron angle and 
to angle of orientation of the man. A complete breakdown of all bone-marrow 
components is also always available. The demands on computer time and memory 
are insignificant. 

It appears that the calculations support the view that a dosimeter 
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located on the surface of the body facing the unscattered radiation in a semi
isotropic field overestimates the dose to deep internal organs by a factor of 
around 2, while a detector on the far side may not. This is in line with the 
view previously expressed4

• 
5 that a partially shielded dosimeter location such 

as the groin may be an improved location for a detector for disaster or criti
cality dosimetry. 

It is felt that future work should involve a method to handle the three
dimensional case, without any angular constraint on the incident fluence. 
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In order to calculate the dose enuivalent for 
persons on the far side of an ordinary concrete 
shielding wall from a plane parallel source of 
neutrons, published monoenerr.etic neutron data and 
practical neutron spectra have been folded together. 
Some interpolation of the Monoenergetic neutron data, 
both in energy and slab thickness, w:\s required to 
prepared the data for computation in steps of 50 r/cm2 • 
The result is a set of useful dcse-equivalent data for 
walls as thick as 800 ~/crn2 used to shield particle 
accelerat:ors producing neutrons up to 100 '-leV in 
energy. A simple. err.pirically derived. analytf.cal 
expression for the dose equivalent for wnlls of 50 to 
800 g/cm2 thickness is given with suitable constants 
for neutron spectra produced by rore thAn 60 selected 
examples of the followin~ reactions: slow and fast 
neut.ron induced fission, (y,n). (p.n), ( 3He,n), (a.n) 
and fission (y,n). 

Introduction 

There is a famous recipe for rabbit stew that 
begins, "First you catch a rabbit ... Manv chefs never 
read beyond that first line. In a siMilar fashion, 
this brief paper must begin. "First you tllea!;ure (or 
calculate) the total number of neutrons incident on 
each unit of area of an ordinary concrete shieldin~ 

wall surrounding a neutron source, such as an 
accelerator." The material !lr-=:sented here allows a 
calculation of the tissue dose-~qttivalent, due to both 
neutrons and ~A.D"'D<l rays induced in the shield at the 
far side of a wall of thickness z (in p/cm2). 

This calculation was undertaken to provide data in 
a readily usable form for shieldin~ desip:ners. T'he 
need for such information became evident in the 
preparation of design ~uidelines for accelerator 
facilities by Scientific Cot=ittee 1122 of the Nntional 
Council on Radiation Protection and l.1'easure?TTent, and 
the results will be used in that document. !iulti
col1ision dose-equivalent due to monoenerr.etic plane
parallel neutrons incident on ordinary concrete wrtlls 
has been re?orted by Roussin and Sch.,.idt ( 1) (herein 
after called R&S), R.l;. Alsrniller et al ( 2) (herein 
after called AMBE) and by 'Rout:~sin,-Alsrn:fller and 
Barish ( 3 ) (herein after called P-All) for neutron 
energies fran thermal up to 400 HeV. .'\lso, a 1 arf':e 
member of workers hnve measured neutron energy spectra 
and reported their results. l\ )!ood-sized saT!Iple of 
these spectra.. representative of thicJ.: tarp:et 
conditions, in the vicinity of 1 to 100 ''e•t t>:trttcle 
acceleta tors have been taken from the li ter~ture. 1'his 
report gives the results of a strair;ht forward folding 
of some of these tvo types of data top,ether. 

There are several factors, not dis em: sed in this 
report, which also influence the ,.,ork of a neutron 
shieldinr, desirner. Fnr the variation of enerry 
spectra and neutron flux with <tnr,1 e, we refer the 
reader to many of the articles ~iven as references for 
the neutron ener~y spectra. A recent study by one of 
the authors< 4 ) (ABC) has shown the importance of water 
content and other constituents on shielding for 
neutrons up to 15 'feV in ener~v. Irt thiJ~J renort, only 
a sinp.le silicacious type of concrete is considered 
with a density of 2. 31 g/cm2 nnd composition as u•ed hy 
~&Sand by ~B in units of 102 1 atoms per cuhic 
centineter as follows: H(B.S), C(20.50), 0(35.50), 
:-<g(l.86), Al(0.60), Si(l. 70), r.o(ll.30) and "e(O.lO). 
~his concrete has 5.5~ water, ~Y weight. The location 
of anv tyPe of ducts or irregularities in the ,.,all has 
a stron~ bearinp. on neutrons shieldin~ characteristics 
and has heen discussed in detail elseHhere(S). 

lt should be noted that ~ose-equivalent is a 
defined quantity without direct physical signi~icance. 
Neutron ener~y and gaJrlma-rav energy are f!hvsical 
quantities. but the qualitv factor which relates these 
quantities to dose eq~ivalent is the result of 
biolo~ical investi~ations. The set of fluence-to-dose
equivalent conversion factors used by R&S, /IMBE and "?AB 
is given in reference 1 and are consistent with the 
information ~iven in llCRP Report No. 38 (6). 

This report is orpanized in 4 sections. The first 
discusses the neutron enerP,y spectra selected from the 
literature for the calculations. The second nresents 
the ~onoener~etic neutron dose equivalent data derived 
from T.t&S, ;\~~HE and ~\B. ~~e third section discus~es 
the dose equivalent calculations includinp, an empirical 
analytical fit to the resultinp dose equivalent data. 
The forth and final section presents a few cotm1ents on 
the results obtained. 

To the extent that beam particle ty~e, incident 
particle enerrzy, target material and target geoMetry 
vary, the data taken from the literature can onlv he 
considered to be a fair saMple of the neutron spectra 
to be eJq'lected un~er other circumstances. The spectra 
used are listed in 1'.'!ble 1 where oart (n) includes 3 
fission case•( 7 ) and 3 (a,n) cases( 8); part (b) 

includes 35 (n.n) spectra ;md a sinrle ( 3He,n) case ::~nd 
part (c) includes 20 bremsstrahlunq induced (y,n) 
spectril for a total of li2 spectr:t. tn Rome caseR 
neutron enerry spectra nre inte.vr-1ted over all an,~lf"s, 

hut T""ost of these data <lrf" for peutron!=l leilv1nr ,, 
tarret ir. a restrir.terl nnpular revion. ThP e~nst~nts 

A, n, R.nrt (; li~ted in thc~e t<=thleA rel:lte to the 
empirical dose enuivalent expres.c;ion to be di!=;cussed in 
section III. As the format and scale of the original 
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Table 1 
Neutron Sources and Related Doae: Equivalent Constanta 

Table la Incident Particle Particle Ref. 
No. Particle Source Target A B c No. 

1 (l Ra Be .1611 .3697 .4318 7 
2 (l Po Be .1618 .3624 .3458 7 
l (l Pu Be .1620 .3593 • 3025 7 
4 n(s1ow) fission 23su .1658 .3857 • 7290 7 
5 D th fission 23su .1629 .3824 .6543 8 
6 D fast fissioc .23su .1632 .3506 .1990 8 

Table lb Proton Proton n angle Ref. 
No. Energy Target to beam A B c No. 

1 8 c 0 .1615 .4096 1.031 8 
2 9 c 0 .1609 .3686 .3913 8 
3 11 c 0 .1610 .3956 .8178 8 
4 12 c 0 .1609 .3926 .7700 8 
5 13 c 0 .1614 .3910 • 7502 8 
6 11 c 90 .1606 .4172 1.181 8 
1 12 c 90 ,1628 .4087 1.057 8 
8 11 H20 90 .1668 .4252 1.378 8 
9 12 H20 90 .1667 ,4052 1.036 8 

10 13 H20 90 .1661 .4078 1.074 8 
11 10 !1g 0 .1653 .4234 1.333 8 
12 11 llg 0 .1643 .4140 r.l61 8 
13 12 llg 0 .1640 .4090 1.074 8 
14 14.0 Al 10 .1631 .3441 .1323 9 
15 15.·7 Al 10 .1620 .3396 .06872 9 
16 16.3 Al 10 .1621 .3401 .07353 9 
11 16.5 Al 10 .1625 .3400 .07496 9 
18 18.0 Al 10 .1620 .3392 ,06556 9 
19 18.5 Al 10 .1632 .3415 ,09840 9 
20 20 Al 10 .1624 ,3397 .07029 9 
21 10 51 0 .1623 ,4265 1.371 8 
22 11 51 0 .1632 .4140 1.140 8 
23 12 51 0 .1635 ,4120 1.111 8 
24 10 5 0 .1664 .4256 1. 391 8 
25 11 s 0 .1696 .4256 1.439 8 
26 12 5 0 .1680 ,4243 1.389 8 
27 8 Ta 0 .1708 .4285 1.501 8 
28 9 Ta 0 .1706 ,4270 1,468 8 
29 10 Ta 0 .1704 .4253 1.433 8 
30 11 Ta 0 .1711 .4211 1. 367 8 
31 12 Ta 0 .1705 .4207 1.348 8 
32 13 Ta 0 .1701 ,4206 1,343 8 
33 11 Ta 90 .1716 .4250 1,443 8 
34 12 Ta 90 .1702 .4253 1.434 8 
35 13 Ta 90 .1708 ~4224 1.383 8 

Table 1b 3He 3ue n angle Ref. 
No. Energy Target to beam A B c No. 

36 18 Cu .1630 .3780 .5881 14 

Table 1c Brems. Brems. angle Ref. 
No. Energy Target to beam A B c No. 

l 16 Pt 90 .1722 .4222 1.397 10 
2 16 Pb 90 .1660 .4184 1.256 10 
3 13 Bi 90 .1680 .4212 1.325 10 
4 16 u 90 .1704 .4090 1.141 10 
5 34 1s0 55 .1619 .3428 .09096 11 
6 34 !60 93 .1615 .3462 .1279 11 
7 34 1s0 141 .1622 .3488 .1669 11 
8 45 23Bu 90 .1646 ,3893 • 7646 8 
9 55 Be 67.5 .1575 ,2374 -.2266 12 

10 55 Pb 67.5 .1585 .2697 1.207 12 
11 65 12c 90 .1601 .2979 ,2126 13 
12 65 1s0 90 .1600 .3145 .2923 13 
13 65 2~11g 90 .1606 ,2866 .1543 13 
14 65· 27A1 90 .1608 ,2845 .1446 13 
15 65 2Bst 90 .1596 .2942 .1717 13 
16 65 ~ 0ca 90 .1609 ,2904 ,1864 13 
17 65 59 co 90 .1595 .3217 ,2675 13 
18 6.5 181Ta 90 .1607 .3185 .3681 13 
19 85 Be 67.5 ,1601 ,·1941 .4703 12 
20 85 Pb 67.5 ,1582 ,2506 .4734 12 
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CAPTIONS 

Neutron spectra from beryllium homharded by 
a particles in (1) Ra-Be (2) Po-Be and (3) Pu-Re 
sources, and fission solctra from a (4) 235P, (5) 
a thermal reactor core and (6) a faster reactor 
core. Note that the faster reactor data is 
incomplete on the high enerey side. 

Neutron spectra produced by proton bombardment of 
a nmnber of targets obtained at an~les to the beam 
indicated in parenthesis: 1. 8 'leV C(O"), 7. 12 
MeV C(90"), 8. 11 ~<eV H20 (qO"), 13. 12 '1e1' 
Mg(O"), 19. 18.5 'leV Al((lO"), 21. 10 'leV Si(C"), 
24. 10 ~leV 5(0"), 27. 8 'leV Ta(O"), and 35. 13 
MeV Ta(90°). The neutron spectrum produced bv 18 
MeV 3He incident on Cu 11 is plotted in curve 36. 

Neutron spectra produced by bremsstrahlung 
bombardment of the targets indicated with neutron~ 
emerginp; at "'the angles indicated in parenthesis: 
1. 16 MeV Pt(90"), 5. 34 "eV 160(55°), 8. 45 
MeV 23Bu(90"), 9. 55 'fe'l BE(67.5°), 10. 55 'leiJ 
Pb(67.5"), 11. 65 "eV 12c(QO"), 13. 65 "e" 
24!!g(90"), 19. 85 ~eV Be(67.5"), and 20. 85 'leV 
Pb(67.5"). 



drawings varies Widely, selected samples of these input 
data have beem replotted in FiRures 1, 2, and 3 on 
semi-log graphs so that shape differences and 
limitations on some of the data can be appreciated. 
The CJ source and fission spectra are included for 
completeness though of limited use in accelerator 
shielding situations. 

II. !!!!, Monoenergetic ~..!!. nose Equivalent ~ 

The data in Table 2. is the tissue dose equivalent 
per neutron due to both neutrons and the y-rays 
produced in the shielding concrete for each of energy 
bins indicated.. The original data used to prepared 
this table came from the three sources already 
""'ntioned ( l-3). Each had to be adapted to this 
application. 

R.&S ( 1 ) covered concrete-slab penetration by 
neutrons in 22 energy groups coverinp: the energy range 
from thermal Lu 15 MeV and slab thicknesses to 642 
g/cm2 ~ Similar data reported by one of the authors 
(ABC) 2 ) allowed extra~olation of this data to 
thicknesses of 800 g/ em • Interpolation in slab 
thickness was used to tabulate these data in steps of 
SO g/cm2 • 

RAB ( 3 ) extended the energy range by making 
calculations at 25, 50, and 75 MeV for slabs as thick 
as 1500 g/cm~. AMBE( It) reported calculation for 
SiOz and 5% 1120 at 100 HeV. Since neutrons interact, 
at such high energies, largely with individual 
nucleons, calculations for such a simplified material 
may fairly be used for a concrete shield calculation. 
RAB confirmed this by means of a calculation at 50 ~eV 
which showed little difference between a more realistic 
concrete composition and the Si02-H20 model. The 
results of these two calculations of dose equivalent 
inside a shield yere used to obtain dose-equivalent on 
the far side of a shielding wall. A correction to 
account for the droop in dose equivalent near the exit 
surface due to a lack of backscatterin~ had to be made. 
This correction process is' not precise so some 
tmcertainty is introduced in the results by this step. 
Since the energies used in the dose equivalent matrix 
of this report are at 20, 32.5, 50, 70, and 100 :1eV it 
was necessary to interpolate~ not only with respect to 
thickness as was done in the case of the R&S data, but 
also with respect to incident enerp.y. 

Table l. may be employed with any plane parallel 
incident neutron energy spectra to obtain the tissue 
dose equivalent on the far side of a concrete shielding 
wall. 

III. Computation of~ ~.Equivalent 

The matrix multiolication used to fold the neutron 
spectra f(E) into the. dose equivalent matrix ll.(Z,E) is 

i•27 
D(Z) • t 

The results obtained for about one-third of the S?ectr.a 
are plotted in Figure 4 for values of Z ran~in~ from 0 
to 800 g/cm2• Dose in this case is in units 
rea•cm2·n-1• 

The dose equivalent when t>lotted on a semi-log 
plot tends toward a straiJ!ht line at greater depth 
which suggested the posR ibility of an empirical fittinp, 
of the data by an equation of the form 

Ln D(Z) • -A·l02 - B·l0-1 
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where z0 • 1 g/ cmZ. 

Using this expression as a basis function, a ~olynomial 
least squares fit was !'l'tade for the f'I(Z) data for each 
calculated case. It was found that a reasonable 
x2 could be obtained if the first and last data points 
were drOt>l)ed so, for this case, the values are listed 
in table la, b, and c. Where values of D(Z) calculated 
by this approximation are compared to the ori~inal data 
differences of up to 18: are observed hut the mean 
difference is considerably less. Since n(Z) v~tries by 
more than 10 decades for the walls considered, this 
fit, which corresponds ~fu an uncertainty of ahout 10 
g/cm2 , is impressively good in the region above 50 
g/cm2 • Below 50 g/'em2 errors up to a factor of 3 are 
poasible. 

Examination of the basis function makes it clear 
that the first term establishes an incident plane 
intercept, the second term determines the slope and the 
third term applies a small correction to the slope. 

The first generalization about the dose equivalent 
as a function of shielding wall thickness is that for 
three cases, neutrons produced hv fission, bv Be(n,n) 
processes and by (p,n) processes shielding thickness 
required is very similar. Variations of 25 
g/cm2 separate the extremes for (a,n) and fission 
processes. Variations of About 60 g/cm2 separate the 
extremes for (!' 1 n) processes. In sharp contrast to 
this, (y,n) processes reouire shielding that is very 
much a function of energy. For example, a shieldinR 
wall adequate for a 16 MeV bremsstrahlung platinum 
target must be doubled in thickness for an 85 !ieV 
brensstrahlung lead target producing an equal flux of 
neutrons at the entrance plane. The dose equivalent 
calculated for the neutrons produced by hremsstrahltlng 
striking 238u are an understandable exception due to 
the admixture of low energy fission neutrons nroduced .. 

Small changes in the energy of protons incident on 
the target material, and in the angle of exit of 
neutrons leaving the tarRet material, seem to have only 
minimal effect on the shielding requirements. 

There is a lack of data (known to these authors) 
on experimental determination of dose equivalent for 
cases involving the inevitable mixture of neutrons and 
x-rays leavin!! a thick concrete shield when higher 
energy neutrons are incident. 
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TABLE 2 

Monoenergetic Neutron Dose Equivalent 
Energy 

Increment No. Interval {HeV2 Z•O z-so Z=100 Z•150 Z=200 Z=250 Z•3QQ Z•350 Z•400 

1 o. 4.14E-07 O.lOE-08 0.18E-09 0. JOE-10 0.51E-11 0.99E-12 0.21E-12 0.461;-13 0.11E-13 0. JOE-14 

2 4.l'•E-07 1.!2E-06 0.12£-08 0. 31E-09 0. 48E-10 0. BlE-11 0.!6E-11 0. 33E-12 0. 74E-13 0.17E-13 0 .42E-14 

3 1.12E-06 3.06E-06 0 .12E-08 0. 35E-09 0.55E-10 0.93E-11 0.18E-ll 0. 38E-12 0.84E-13 0.20E-13 0.48E-14 

4 3.06E-06 1.07E-05 0 .12E-08 0. 38E-09 0.62E-10 O.llE-10 0.20E-ll 0.40E-12 0.92E-·13 0.21E-13 0.52E-14 

5 1.07E-05 2, 90E-05 0.13E-08 0 .40E-09 0.66E-10 0 .12E-10 Q .21E-ll 0.43E-12 0. 98E-13 0.23E-13 0.55E-14 
6 2 .90E-05 1.01E-04 0.13E-08 0 .42E-09 0. 73E-10 0.12E-10 0. 23E-11 0.44E-12 0.99E-13 0.24E-13 0.58E-14 

7 1.01E-04 5. 83E-04 0.13E-08 0.43E-09 0.77E-JO 0.13E-10 0.24E-ll 0.46E-12 0.10E-12 0.25E-13 0.60E-14 

8 5.83E-04 3.35E-03 0 .12E-08 0 .44E-09 0.81E-10 0.14E-10 0.25E-ll O.SOE-12 o.nt:-12 0.26E-13 0.63E-14 

9 3. 35E-03 l.llE-01 0. JSE-08 0. 44E-09 0. 80E-10 o·.14E-10 0.25E-ll O.SOE-12 O.llE-12 0.2SE-13 0.6!E-14 

10 l.llE-01 5. 50E-01. 0 .16E-07 0. 70E-09 0.97E-10 0.17E-10 O.JOE-11 0.57E-12 0.13E-12 0.28E-13 0.68E-14 

11 5. 50E-01 1.11 O.JIE-07 0.22E-08 0.19E-09 0.29E-10 0.49E-ll 0.95E-12 0.20t:-12 0.43E-13 0.92E-14 

12 1.11 1. 83 0. 37E-07 0.64E-08 0 .49E-09 0.59E-10 0.91E-ll 0.17E-ll 0.35E-12 0. 74E-13 0 .!BE-13 

13 1.83 2. 35 0. 36E-07 0 .12E-07 0.12E-08 0.15E-09 0.19E-10 0. 32E-ll 0.491;-12 O.IJE-12 0. 29E-l3 
14 2. 35 2.46 0. 35E-07 0 .16E-07 0. 31E-08 0.46E-09 0.69E-10 0.10E-10 0 .17E-11 0. 3IE-12 0.65E-13 
15 2.46 3.01 0. 35E-07 0.14E-07 0.23E-08 0. 32E-09 0.43E-10 0.63E-ll 0.11E-ll 0.21E-12 0.44E-13 

16 3.01 4.07 0.36E-07 0.13E-07 0 .18E-08 0. 24E-09 0.33E-10 0.50E-11 0.83E-12 0.16E-12 0. 34E-13 

17 4.07 4.97 0.37E-07 0.17F-07 0.32E-08 0.50E-09 0.73E-10 0 .12E-10 0.18E-11 0.31E-12 0.61E-13 
18 4.97 6. 36 0.39E-07 0.17E-07 0 .40E-08 0. 78E-09 0.14E-09 0.23E-10 0.36E-ll 0.63E-12 0.12E-12 

19 6. 36 8.19 0.41E-07 0.17E-07 0.42E-08 0. 84E-09 0.16E-09 0.29E-10 0.53E-11 0.89E-12 0.17E-12 

20 8.19 10.0 0.42E-07 0 .18L-07 0 .43E-08 0.89E-09 0.17E-09 0. 32E-10 0. 59E-11 O.llE-11 0.20E-12 
21 10.0 12.2 0. 46E-07 0 .18E-07 0 .43E-08 0.85E-09 0.16E-09 0 .28E-10 0.50E-11 0.87E-12 0.17E-12 
22 12.2 15.0 0.56E-07 0.21E-07 0. 50E-08 0.11E-08 0.20E-09 0.39E-10 0. 70E-ll 0.13E-11 0.24E-12 
23 15.0 25.0 0.62E-07 0.57E-07 0 .19E-07 0.56E-08 0 .14E-08 0. 30E-09 0.60E-10 0.13E-10 0.31E-ll 

"" 
24 25.0 40.0 0. 70E-07 0.62E-07 0. 31E-07 0.13E-07 0.46E-08 0.14E-08 0.48E-09 0.15E-09 0.42E-10 

CJ:) 25 40.0 60.0 0.67E-07 0.62E-07 0.37E-07 0.20E-07 O.lOE-07 0.45E-08 0.19E-08 0.82E-09 0. 34E-09 

00 26 60.0 80.0 0.59E-07 0.64E-07 0. 44E-07 0. 26E-07 0.16E-07 0.82E-08 0.43E-08 0. 23E-08 0.12E-08 

27 80.0 120.0 0.50E-07 0.60E-07 0 .46E-07 0.33E-07 0. 22E-07 0.14E-07 0.85E-08 0.52E-08 0. 31E-08 

Z=450 Z•500 Z=550 Z=600 Z•650 Z•700 Z•750 Z•800 

1 o. 4.14E-07 0. BOE-15 0.23E-15 0.65E-16 0.18E-16 0. o. 0. o. 
2 4 .14E-07 1.12E-06 O.llE-14 0.26E-15 0.67E-16 0.17E-16 o. o. o. o. 
3 1.12F.-06 3.06E-06 0.12E-14 0. 30E-15 0.76E-16 0.19E-16 0. 0. o. 0. 
4 3.06E-06 1.07E-05 0.13E-14 0. 32E-15 0.80E-16 0.20E-16 0. 0. o. 0. 
5 1.07E-05 2. 90E-05 0.14E-14 0. 33E--15 0. 84E-16 0.21E-16 0. 0. 0. o. 
6 2. 90E-05 1.01E-04 0.15E-14 0.36E-15 0. 88E-16 0.21E-16 0. 0. 0. o. 
7 l.OlE-04 5. 83E-04 O.ISE-14 0.37E-15 0.91E-16 0.22E-16 0. 0. o. 0. 
8 5. 83E-04 3. 35E-03 O.J6F.-14 0. 38E-15 0.94E-16 0. 23E-16 0. o. 0. o. 
9 3.35E-03 l.llE-01 0 .15E-14 0.36E-15 0.85E-16 0.20E-16 0. o. o. 0. 

10 l.llE-01 5. 50E-01 0.17£-14 0.40E-15 0.97E-16 0.23E-16 0. o. o. 0. 
11 5. 50E-01 1.11 0. 20E-14 0. 4 3E-15 0.94E-16 0.21E-16 0. o. 0. o. 
12 1.11 1. 83 0.42E-14 0.98E-15 0.24E-15 0. 59E-16 0.14E-16 o. o. 0. 
13 1.83 2. 35 0.67E-14 0.16E-14 0. 36E-15 0.83E-16 0.19E-16 0. 0. o. 
14 2. 35 2. 46 0.]4E-13 0.29E-14 0.60E-15 0.13E-15 0.28E-16 o. 0. 0. 
15 2.46 3.01 o.4n-I4 0.21E-14 0.46E-15 O.lOE-15 0.22E-16 o. o. 0. 
16 3.01 4.07 0. 75E-14 0.17E-14 0.36E-15 0. 80E-16 0.18E-16 0. 0. 0. 
17 4.07 4.97 o.12E-13 0. 25E-14 0.50E-15 0 .10E-15 0.19E-16 0, 0. 0. 
18 4.97 6.36 0.22E-13 0.40E-14 0. 74E-15 0.14E-15 0. 26E-16 0. 0. 0. 
19 6. 36 8.19 0. 31E-13 0.57E-14 0 .llE-14 0.20E-15 0.38E-16 0. 0. 0. 
20 8.19 10.0 0.37E-13 0.70E-14 O.lJE-14 0.25E-15 0.48E-16 0. o. o. 
21 10.0 12.2 0. 32E-13 0.59E-14 0.12E-14 0.22E-15 0.43E-16 o. o. o. 
22 12.2 15.0 0.46E-13 0.87E-14 0.17E-14 0. 32E-15 0.61E-16 0.12E-16 o. 0. 
23 15.0 25.0 0.58E-12 0.14E-12 0.28E-13 0.57E-14 0.13E-14 0. 30E-15 0.67E-16 0.16E-16 
24 25.0 40.0 0.12E-10 0. 39E-ll O.llE-11 0.28E-12 0. 75E-13 0.22E-13 0.48E-14 0.10E-14 
25 40.0 60.0 0.14E-09 0.59E-10 0.24E-10 0.95E-ll 0. 37E-ll 0.15E-11 0.53E-12 0.20E-12 
26 60.0 80.0 0.60E-09 0.29E-09 0.15E-09 0.82E-10 0.36E-10 0.20E-10 0.92E-11 0.46E-ll 
27 80.0 120.0 0.19E-08 O.llE-08 0.64E-09 0.36E-09 0.21E-09 0.12E-09 0.65£-10 0.35E-10 
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Figure 4. Tissue dose•equivo~lent at the hr side of a concrete shieldlng wall for pl•ne po~ro~llel Incident 
neutron spectra. Fission process and a-beryllium sources indluted by nun'i:ler are lhted in Table Ia and 
shown in (a). (p.n) and ( 3He,n) data are shown In (b) and (y,n) data is shown in (c). The concrete thick
ness •xis has been shifted by 400 g/cm2 for {b) and (c) in order to avoid confusion of closely spaced d•t•. 
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EVALUATION OF PERSONNEL EXPOSURES IN A HIGH-ENERGY, 
HIGH-INTENSITY BETA-GAMMA FIELd< 

Bill L. O'Neal 
Sandia Laboratories 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115 

Abstract 

A high-energy, high-intensity beta-gamma radiation field occurred in 
experimental areas of a tunnel complex at the NTS. The beta-to-gamma dose 
rate ratio in free air was as high as 28 to 1 (83 rad/hr vs 3 R/hr) and the beta
particle maximum energy was 3. 5 MeV. Evaluation and recovery of experi
ments resulted in personnel radiation doses approaching the AEC guidelines. 
The methods described here were used in evaluating the radiation field and de
termining an estimate of the relative dose to the skin, gonads, and lens of the 
eye as measured by both thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) and film badges. 
In addition, problems not normally associated with mixed-field, beta-gamma 
dosimetry are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Most health physicists involved with mixed-field, beta-gamma dosimetry 
usually find that the whole-body penetrating dose is the limiting factor in con
trolling personnel exposures. The dose contributions due to the beta particles 
may be small because of rapid absorption of the particles in air, protective 
clothing, and shielding, or are limited to the extremities, which have a MPD 
15 times greater than that of the whole body. However, when one experiences 
a radiation field in which working conditions limit the protective methods such 
as shielding or distance, and in which the beta-to-gamma dose rate ratio and 
the beta energy is unusually high, the dose to the skin, the gonads or the lens 
of the eye may be the controlling factor. The dose to these organs in such a 
field is difficult to estimate because of the beta-absorption processes in both 
active and passive radiation detectors and the absorption between the surface 
and the sensitive volume of the critical organ. 

Such a radiation field resulted from a nuclear-weapon effects test con
ducted in a tunnel complex at the Nevada Test Site. Failure of the stemming 
material caused a release of a complex spectrum of fission products into the 
experimental areas. Recovery of the experiments about ten months later re
sulted in controlled personnel doses approaching the AEC guidelines. The 
purpose of this paper is to describe the methods used in estimating the 

:::c 
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relative dose to potential critical organs. as measured by TLD' s and film 
badges, and to discuss the health physics problems created by this unique 
radiation field. While many similar radiation fields were experienced. the 
discussion is limited mainly to the area of greatest exposure potential. 

2. Source Term Evaluation 

A major consideration in providing as accurate as possible a dose esti
mate for protection purposes was the evaluation of the field-source geometry 
and the radiation spectrums present. This was especially important in the 
areas where the dose rates were relatively high and over-exposures could oc
cur in a short time. The geometry of a typical experimental area after the 
experiments were removed (Figure 1), was that of a right circular steel cyl
inder with a diameter of 65 inches and a 1 ength of aho11t :iO feet. 

Fission products and induced activity existed on and in the pipe walls. 
A powder-like dust was found generously spread over the floor of the pipe and 
clinging to the walls. Figure 2 shows a Ge(Li) gamma spectrum of the dust 
sample. The major fission products identified in the sample were 106Ru-Rh. 
103Ru. 137cs. 141Ce and 144Ce. A ratio of 6:1 was observed between 
106Ru-Rh and 103Ru, and a ratio of 20:1 between 106Ru-Rh and 137 Cs. These 
ratios were not what might have been expected at this time based on fission 
yields and decay data. The amount of cerium present could not be estimated 
because of the high Compton region. Minor contributions to the sample were 
identified as 124sb, 95zr-Nb, 54Mn. 60co. llOmAg and 140Ba-La. 

Figure 1. Geometry of experimental 
area 

4 CHANNELS/DIVISION 
i 2 keVICHANNEL 

CHANNEL NO. 

Figure 2. Ge(Li) gamma spectrum 
of sample collected in 
experimental area 

Figure 3 shows a beta spectrum of the sample as measured by a 1. 3 -em 
thick plastic scintillator (Pilot B) and a pulse-height analyzer. The spectrum 
indicated a maximum beta-particle energy of about 3. 4 MeV, which corre
sponds to the beta-particle energy from 106Rh of 3. 54 MeV. 1 The lower 
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energy value of 3. 4 MeV was due to incomplete energy absorption, since the 
range of the beta particles was greater than the thickness of the scintillator. 
The range of a 3. 5-MeV beta particle in aluminum is 0. 6 cm2. The equiva
lent range in tissue and plastic (p = 1 gm/ cm3) is inversely proportional to 
their densities and is equal to 1. 7 em. A more detailed analysis of the spec
trum indicated the relative magnitude of the beta hazard. The mean energy 
was about 1. 0 MeV, with 65o/o of the beta particles having energies greater 
than 700 keV. The 700-keV point .represents the energy absorbed before 
reaching the lens of the eye tissue at a depth of about 3. 0 mm beneath the 
cornea.3 

It was realized that the spectrum of beta energies in the experimental 
area may be considerably different .from that obtained from the sample be
cause of multiple scattering. A beta absorption curve in aluminum of the 
sample was compared to the theoretical absorption calculated by equation 1 
and 2;4 the results are shown in Table I. 

2 -1.43 
~J-1 p (em / gm) = 17 E 

max 

I= I e-(~J./p)(x)(p) 
0 

It can be seen that the two methods compare very favorably even though the 
sample consists of a composite mixture of beta-emitting isotopes. 

TABLE I 

Beta Absorption Data 
for the Composite Sample 

(1) 

(2) 

II~~ 
AI Thickness (mg/cm2) 

13.5() 

Actual " Transmission Theortical " Transmission 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 

BETA ENERGY (MeV) 

Figure 3. Beta spectrum of sample 
collected in experimenta1 
area 

34.56 
109.08 
l7l.45 
176.41' 
426.1i0 
619.65 
856.98 

1089.18 
!375. 65 
1603.53 

96 
90 
78 
66 
5(l 

31 
l7 
7 
3 
1 
1 

96 
91 
7l 
61 
46 
30 
17 
9 
5 
1 
1 

The closeness of the comparison suggested a technique of estimating the 
beta spectrum inside the pipe. TLD's located inside and outside full-face 
masks of individuals collecting samples showed an approximate ~L of 0. 16 
gm/cm2 or an absorption coefficient of 4. 4 cm2/gm. Equation 1 and 2 then 
gave an approximate effective Emax = 2. 6 MeV and an absorption curve (Fig
ure 4) which could be used for depth dose determinations and instrument cor
rection factors. This relationship is valid provided the distance of penetration 
is well within the range of the beta particles. 

3. Evaluation of Field Uniformity and Magnitude 

Radiation-monitoring personnel dressed in appropriate anticontamina
tion clothing surveyed the experimental area with several different portable 
radiation instruments calibrated to 60co radiations (PIC-6, E-520, Radector~ 
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and Cutie Pie). Each instrument showed a wide variation of beta-plus-gamma 
readings but indicated a relatively uniform response throughout the length of 
the pipe, with a few localized hot spots. The wide variations in instrument 
response were expected because of differences in wall materials, wall thick
nesses, and area of beta windows. The Cutie Pie was the only instrument 
that provided an estimate of the beta-plus-gamma exposure rate; the other 
instruments were limited either by an inadequate beta window or by satura
tion. The Cutie Pie, when roughly corrected for wall absorption, gave a beta
plus-gamma reading of -100 rad/hr. Average gamma readings obtained from 
the PIC-6 and E-520 were -2 R/hr. 

However, a more accurate definition of the field strength was needed. 
TLD-100's were calibrated to 60co gamma radiation and uranium slugs with 
an assumed beta dose rate at the surface of 233 mrad/hr.5 The TLD's, posi
tioned on an exposure wheel, were exposed in the experimental area. The 
results, shown in Figure 5, indicated a uniform dose rate from one edge of 
the pipe to the other with only a slight increase close to the walls. The esti
mated free air exposures as measured by beta- shielded and unshielded TLD' s 
were 83 rad/hr and 3 R/hr, or a dose-rate ratio of 28:1. These estimates 
were believed to be accurate and were used to limit exposure times. 

z 
0 
Vl 
Vl 60 
::;: 
~ 50 
<( 

g: 40 
.,._ 

10 

EFFECTIVE BETA ABSORPTION CURVE 

0. 1 0. 2 0. 3 0. 4 0. 5 0. 6 0. 7 0. 8 0. 9 1. 0 1. 1 
TISSUE EQUIVALENT THICKNESS (em) 

Figure 4. Effective beta absorption 
curve 
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ll5" 

Figure 5. Exposure wheel 

4. Simulated Exposure Results 

., . ..., 

In order to measure and control personnel exposures more accurately 
during experiment evaluations or recovery operations, it was necessary to de
termine what perturbation effect an individual's body had when moving in the 
radiation field, and what organ(s) could receive the greatest radiation dose. 

A TLD holder made of lucite was designed to be used in a beta-gamma 
field where the maximum beta-particle energy was equal to 3. 5 MeV. The 
holder consisted of an open window region for beta-plus-gamma measurements 
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and a beta-shielded region 1. 7 em in thickness for gamma measurements. 
After rad-R response correction factors were applied, simple subtraction 
provided a relative estimate of both beta and gamma components. The TLD 
badge and the official NTS film badge. placed next to one another under suit
able protective clothing at various locations on the body (Figure 6). were 
simultaneously exposed in the radiation field. Two different exposure con
ditions were simulated. One individual randomly moved about the field while 
a second individual remained in a relatively fixed position. 

Tables II and III show the dosimeter re
sults. The gamma results for both the film and 
TLD's show a relatively uniform exposure in
dependent of body location. Comparison of the 
gamma results between the two dosimeters 
agreed within ±30o/o. Beta results depended on 
body location and the degree of body attenuation 
afforded the dosimeter. Comparison of the 
beta results between the two dosimeters. while 
not dramatic. were better than expected. Vari
ations were generally less than a factor of 2. 
Generally the TLD readings were higher than 
the film readings. This was attributed in 
part to the absorption in the film wrapper 
(- 25 mg/ cm2). open-window edge effects and 
film response for a beta energy spectrum other 
than that used in film calibration. The ·rad/ R 
ratio was the greatest on the back of the indi-
vidual and suggested that the skin was the crit-

Figure 6. Dosimeter ical organ. Tables IV and V show the effect of 
locations estimating the dose to other areas of the body 

when the analysis is based on a single dosime
ter worn on the chest. The readings less than unity indicate a underestimate 
of surface dose. In most cases. however, no error greater than a factor of 2 
was observed. 

TABLE II 

Simulated Exposure: 
Subject Randomly 

Moved about the Radiation Field 

FILM llD 112. FILM llD .ill. FILM TLD 
OOSINETER lOCATION lmRI lmRJ FILM lmradl lmridl FILM fJ"/)' f[/)' 

HI INSIDE RIGHT LEG 140 124 0.89 1385 "" D.!l 17 16 
m INSIDE liFT UG 120 193 1.61 1830 2437 Ul B 13 
I]) OUTSIDE RIGHT K~ 145 14S 1.01 "" .. I 1.34 11 71 
141 OUTSIDE LEFT KhlE BD 164 1.01 ,.., ms 0.76 1D 14 
151 INSIDE RIGHT LIG. GROIN LEVEL 100 1lll 1.m "' 11143 1.12 9 5 
161 INS I DE LEFT LEG, GROIN lEVEl 105 1!3 1.07 mo 773 0.51 14 1 
111 INFRONT OF GONADS 100 Ill 1.31 1145 1016 l.l6 17 B 
181 RIGHT SIDE, WAIST lEVEL 105 126 1.20 1125 1956 1.39 1D 13 
191 LEFT SIDE, WAIST LEVEL 95 1910 1D 

HOI RIGHT SIDE, CHEST lEVEL 95 9l .... 1395 1909 l.37 B 11 
!lll LEFT SIDE, CHEST LEVEL 95 1575 17 
1121 MIDDLE RIGHT UPPER ARM 150 116 1.44 3595 3654 1.01 14 17 
(13) MIDDL£ LIFT UPPER ARM 140 3370 14 
(141 MIDDI.£ OF BACK, CHEST LEVEl 135 B9 1.18 1455 059 1.17 " 11 
1151 MIDDU Of BACK, WAIST 11Vfl liD 129 1.17 129D 3919 1.11 11 lO 
(161 FRONT, WAIST LEVEl, OUTSIDE COVERAU.S 130 IS5 1.41 1985 4141 1.41 13 13 
n7J BACK, WAIST lEVEL, OUTSIDE COVERAUS 150 121 1.4S 3165 51B1 1.64 11 13 
I 181 CONTROL 
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TABLE III 

Simulated Exposure: 
Subject Remained in a Fixed 

Position in the Radiation Field 

FILM TtD 112. FILM TLD .ill. FILM 
DOSIMETER LOCATION I mil: I lmRI FILM lmrldJ lmrldl FILM /ri'Y 

Ill INSIDE RIGHT LEG 100 106 I.m 1260 1191 1.76 ' 111 INSIDE LEFT LEG 11D 11D 1.19 1110 2416 1.06 ll 
131 OUTSIDE RIGHT KhlE 105 301 1.47 1345 ''" 1.00 II 
141 OUTSIDE LEFT KNEE 150 183 1.13 11B "" 1.65 II 
151 INSIDE RIGHT LEG, GROIN l!VEL 115 114 1.28 1935 "" 1.67 II 

"' INSIDE LEFT LEG, GROIN l!VEL 101 "' LIB 1990 1057 I.m II 
111 INFRONT Of GONADS 125 161 1.19 1955 1411 0.75 16 
Ill RIGHT SIDE, WAIST liVEL 140 Bl !.II! 1285 4011 1.76 16 
191 LEFT SIDE, WAIST LEVEL 120 "' l.Zl 1865 1871 !.54 16 

UOI RIGHT SIDE, Ctf:ST LrvEl "' 158 1.13 1980 1359 l.l9 14 
Hll liFT SIDE, CI£ST liVEl 130 144 1.11 1435 '"" Ll9 II 
(121 MIDDL£ RIGHT UPPf:R ARM 105 117 1.06 3300 5109 1.75 " U31 Ml DOLE LEFT UPPER ARM 115 151 1.44 129D 3457 1.51 ll 
1141 MIODI..£ Of SACK, CHEST LMl m 130 1.01 3310 4591 1.36 16 
!151 MIDDLE Of BACK, WAIST LEVEL IS5 "' 0.72 1815 5593 1.9S B 
!161 FRONT, WAIST liVEL, OUTSIDE COVERAUS 100 B1 0.7& "" 6031 1.13 
!171 BACK, WAIST LEVEL, OUTSIDE COVERAlLS 305 ,.. 0.67 3305 "" 2.17 
!181 CONTROL 

TLD 
tnY 

II 
II 
16 
16 
14 
II 
9 

" " B 
14 
11 
14 
10 
41 

" 35 



TABLE IV 

Surface Dose Ratio of Chest to Other 
Body Areas: Subject Randomly 
Moved about the Radiation Field 

RATIO OF CHEST TO OTHER BODY AREAS 

FILM ILO FILM TLD 
OOSIMETER LOCATION lmRI lmRl lmradl lmradl 

Ill INSIDE RIGHI LEG 0.68 0.75 ! 0.62 0.96 
121 INSIDE LEFT LEG 0.79 0~ I 

0.81 0.78 
131 OUTSIDE RIGHT KNEE 0.65 0.63 0.50 0.47 
141 OUTS I DE LEFT KNEE 0.63 0.57 0.51 0.85 
151 INSIDE RIGHT LEG, GROIN LEVEL 0.95 0.46 1.60 1.8 
161 INS I OE LEFT LEG. GROIN LEVEL 0.90 0.82 0. 98 2.5 
171 INFRONT OF GONADS 0.95 0.71 0.85 0.95 
IBI RIGHI SlOE, WAIST LEVEL 0.90 0.74 0.70 0.65 
191 LEFT SIDE, WAIST LEVEL 1.0 0.78 

1101 RIGHT SlOE, CHEST LEVEL 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1111 LEFT SIDE, CHEST LEVEL 1.0 1.0 
1121 MIDDLE RIGHT UPPER ARM 0.63 0.43 0.41 0.52 
1131 Ml DOLE LEFT UPPER ARM 0.68 0.44 
1141 MIDDLE OF BACK, CHEST LEVEL 0.70 0.58 0.60 0.44 
1151 MIDDLE OF BACK, WAIST LEVEL 0.86 0.72 0.65 0.~ 
tl61 FRONT, WAIST LEVEL, OUTSIDE COVER,AllS 0.73 0.50 0.50 0.45 
117 I BACK, WAI SJ LEVEL, OUTS I DE COVERALLS 0.63 0.42 0.47 0.37 
1181 CONTROL 

TABLE V 

Surface Dose Ratio of Chest to Other 
Body Areas: Subject Remained in a 
Fixed Position in the Radiation Field 

RATIO OF CHEST TO OTHER BODY AREAS 

FILM TLO FILM TLO 
OOSIMETER LOCATION lmRI lmRI lmradl lmradl 

Ill INSIDE RIGHT LEG 0.68 0.73 1.37 I 0.96 
121 INSIDE LEFT LEG 0.79 0.69 

0.76 I 092 
131 OUTSIDE RIGHT KNEE 0.66 0.50 0.74 0.47 
141 OUTSIDE LEFT KNEE 0.54 0.53 0.64 0.49 
151 INSIDE RIGHT LEG, GROIN LEVEL 0.77 0.67 0.89 0.69 
161 INSIDE LEFT LEG. GROIN LEVEL 0.75 0.82 0 87 lUI 
171 I NFRONT OF GONADS 1.118 0.94 0.89 1.5 
181 RIGHT SIDE, WAIST LEVEL 0.96 1.0 0.76 0.55 
191 LEFT SIDE, WAIST LEVEL 1.12 l.G' 0.93 0.7? 

1101 RIGHT SIDE, CHEST LEVEL 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1111 LEFT SIDE, CHEST LEVEL 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1121 MIDDLE RIGHT UPPER ARM 0.66 0.70 0.53 0.38 
1131 Ml DOLE LEFT UPPER ARM 0.77 0.60 0.76 0.64 
1141 MIDDLE OF BACK, CHEST LEVEL 0.63 0.66 0.51 0.~ 
1151 MIDDLE OF BACK, WAIST LEVEL 0.73 1.13 0.61 0.40 
1161 FRONT, WAIST LEVEL, OUTSIDE COVERALLS 0.68 0.96 0.49 0.37 
1171 BACK, WAIST LEVEL, OUTSIDE COVERALLS 0.44 0.74 0.52 0.31 
11BI CONTROL 

5. Evaluation and Control of Personnel Dose 

The primary concerns in controlling personnel exposures were the dose 
to the skin at a corresponding depth of --7 mg/ cm2 and the dose to the lens of 
the eye at a depth of --3 mm. The gonads were not considered a limiting organ 
due to the beta absorption that occurs between the surface and the sensitive 
depth at approximately 1 em. 6 The guidelines followed are those recommended 
in the AEC manual chapter 0524: (1) Skin: 30 rem/yr. 10 rem/qt yr,(2) Lens: 
5 rem/yr. 3 rem/qt yr,(3) Cornea: 15 rem/yr. 5 rem/qt yr. The control and 
evaluation of personnel doses were based on the readings from the official NTS 
film badges and from TLD 1s located inside face masks. The film badges were 
worn beneath protective clothing and as close as possible to the body. In most 
cases only one film badge was worn, and it was worn on the chest. 

The gamma readings from the film were taken to be representative of the 
true surface skin dose. The beta readings from the film were adjusted accord
ing to the location of the badge on the body and by a correction factor to com
pensate for the lower beta response when compared to the TLD data. If the 
badge was worn on the back, the reading was corrected for the lower beta re
sponse by multiplying by 1. 5. If the badge was worn on the chest. the reading 
was corrected for both the lower beta response and for body attenuation by 
multiplying by 2. 5. The gamma readings and the beta readings were then 
summed for a skin -dose estimate. No beta absorption was accounted for be
tween the surface and the sensitive skin depth at 7 mg/cm2. 

The TLD' s located inside the face mask provided surface dose estimates 
for the eye. The gamma dose was obtained from the film badge. The beta 
surface dose was obtained by simply subtracting the gamma component from 
the TLD. Since the shape of the energy spectrum remains nearly constant 
throughout the absorption and the angular distribution pattern for the beta par
ticles remains substantially constant during absorption, estimates of the beta 
depth dose for the lens or other organs were obtained from the absorption 
curve in Figure 4. The dose to the lens tissue (thickness --4 mm) was deter
mined to be ,..., 22o/o of the incident dose. 7 This was felt to be somewhat conser-
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vative due to the solid angle represented by the lens compared to the solid 
angle represented by the TLD located in the face mask. The dose to the go
nads was about 1 o/o of the surface dose. 

No individual's exposure exceeded a reportable dose value according to 
the AEC guidelines. However, if the skin -dose limits recommended in the 
NCRP Report No. 39 of 15 rem/yr or 5 rem/ qt yr were followed, a closer 
control of personnel exposures would have been necessary. 

6. Conclusions 

The radiation field described, though unusual, is not limited to the 
Nev8d8 Test Site. A similar field can result from accidents at reactors or 
fuel-reprocessing plants. 

The radiation field consisted of high-energy beta particles with an Emax 
of 3. 5 MeV. The field strength was relatively uniform throughout the cylin
drical geometry with a free air dose rate of 83 rad/hr and 3 R/hr. 

Beta-absorption formulas used for single-nuclide continuous beta spectra 
appear to give good approximations for samples containing a composite mix
ture of beta-emitting radionuclide. Therefore the determination of an effective 
end point energy can provide relative depth dose data for health protection 
purposes. 

Correlation between the TLD and film badge were within ±30o/o for the 
gamma exposures and varied by no more than a factor of 2 for the beta doses. 
The TLD readings were assumed to provide more accurate surface beta dose 
estimates, and the film badge readings were adjusted accordingly. Surface 
doses were also adjusted according to the location of the film badge on the 
body. 

Estimates of beta depth doses were obtained from the surface dose, beta 
absorption relative to the tissue involved, and the depth and thickness of the 
sensitive region. 
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DOSE, DOSE EQUIVALENT, EFFECTIVE DOSE AND CELL 
SURVIVAL FROM NEGATIVE PIONS'~ 

H. A. Wright, R. N. Hamm, and J. E. Turner 
Health Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

Abstract 

Much interest has been shown recently in the use of negative pions for cancer 
radiotherapy. Several facilities are being constructed which will provide pion beams 
of sufficient intensity for radiotherapy and clinical trials are planned. Calculations 
are now being made to provide necessary information for the radiotherapist to plan 
the treatment of a tumor patient and also for the health physicist in insuring the 
protection of the patient as well as those working in the vicinity. Monte Carlo com
puter codes have been developed which take into account all of the relevant physical 
processes involved as pions penetrate tissue, e. g., inelastic nuclear interactions and 
the transport of all secondary particles produced, multiple coulomb scattering, 
range straggling, etc. Good agreement has been obtained between the results of 
these calculations and experimental measurements of absorbed dose. The codes can 
provide detailed information about the energy and spatial distributions of each type 
of primary and secondary particle throughout the phantom and also the LET distri
bution of the energy deposited. In this investigation these codes have been used to 
calculate the spatial distributions of absorbed dose and to study the effects of 
applying various types of weighting factors to the components of dose. The ICRP 
recommended quality factors have been applied as functions of LET to determine 
the spatial distribution of dose equivalent. Experimental RBE values for cell sur
vival have been applied as functions of LET to determine the spatial distribution of 
"effective" dose. The cell survival model of Katz has also been applied for estimat
ing cell survival of human T-1 cells. The results of these various weighting schemes 
will be discussed. 

Introduction 

Negative pion beams have been used for a number of years in radiobiological 
experiments. More recently, attention has been focused on their use for radio
therapy. At the end of its trajectory, a stopped negative pion is captured by an 
atomic nucleus, causing the nucleus to disintegrate into energetic, high-LET 
fragments, producing a "star". A large amount of energy is thus deposited within a 
small volume around the capture site. The interactions of pions are complex and 

':'Research sponsored jointly by the National Science Foundation and the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission under contract with Union Carbide Corporation. 
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difficult to measure. Few experimental data exist. Fortunately, a great deal of 
information can be obtained from calculations which, of course, should be checked 
by measurements whenever possible. This paper reports some results of various 
calculations for negative pion beams. Some of these results are parts of 
manuscripts to be published in the open literature. 

Description of Calculational Programs 

The Monte Carlo computer code, PION-1 1• 2 was developed for the study of 
dose deposition by pion beams incident on water and tissue targets. The program 
includes all physical interactions known to be relevant: electronic interactions (ex
pressed by means of stopping power), pion nuclear interactions, multiple coulomb 
scattering, and range straggling. Muon and electron beam contamination can also be 
included. The complete histories of all primary and secondary particles, arising 
from the irradiation of a target by a pion beam, are obtained. The computer 
program furnishes complete microscopic data for all particles. These data can be 
tabulated in any desired form to study dose as a function of position, LET distri
butions, etc. In what follows we shall calculate, for a particular pion beam, incident 
on a tissue target, depth dose curves, dose equivalent, average quality factors, 
RBE values, and cell survival. 

Specification of Beam 

The quantities below are calculated as averages in a thin cylindrical volume 
element of radius 3 em, called the detector, placed at different depths along the 
beam axis. A beam of approximately elliptical cross section 6 x 7 em was used for 
these calculations. The beam was He same as that employed in an earlier study, 2 

except that no contamination (muons and electrons) is included here. The mean 
momentum of pions in the beam is 175 MeV /c. A Gaussian distribution is assumed 
with one-half of the pions having momenta within 2% of the mean value. The particle 
histories of 10,000 incident pions and all of the secondary products they generate 
were used in making each set of calculations. 

Absorbed Dose 

The absorbed dose, averaged over the dimensions of the 3 em detector, is 
shown in Figure 1 as a function of depth in the irradiated tissue target. The various 
components that contribute to the total absorbed dose are also shown. The curve 
labeled 11

1T
11 represents the ionization dose delivered by pions, that labeled "H 11 shows 

the dose from heavy particles (i.e., mass number> 1), "N" represents the neutron 
dose, and 11P 11 the proton dose. Except in the peak the proton dose is almost 
identical to that fromheavy particles. 

The depth-dose curve is characterized by a plateau region to a depth of about 
17 em and by a peak which covers the region from 17 to about 23 em. The ratio of 
the maximum dose to that at the surface is 3. 3 for this pure beam of pions. The 
relative contributions to dose in the plateau and peak regions are given in Table 1. 
The high LET components, which arise from pion-nuclear interactions, contribute 
30% of the dose in the peak. 

Individual contributions to the absorbed dose can be weighted in various 
ways to make additional predictions about pion beams. Some examples are given in 
the next three sections. 
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Dose Equivalent 

For occupational exposure to ionizinf radiation, the International Commission 
on Radiological Protection has recommended the use of certain quality factors, Q, 
for weighting the absorbed dose deposited in different LET intervals. These values 
of Q were used to weight the absorbed dose components as a function of LET for each 
primary pion and secondary particle to obtain the dose equivalent at each depth in the 
target. Above 1750 MeV /em, the value Q = 20 was used. The resulting curve for the 
dose equivalent, H, as a function of depth is shown in Figure 2 together with the 
absorbed dose curve obtained from Figure 1. 

These results show that the dose equivalent has its peak value approximately 
one em beyond the depth at which the absorbed dose is a maximum. The dose equiva
lent peaks at a greater depth because a larger number of pions stop there. This 
fact can be seen from Figure 1, where the "star" dose has its maximum. Even though 
the dose is smaller behind the peak, the weighted contribution from high LET com
ponents is greater. 

The individual contributions to the dose equivalent in the plateau and peak 
regions a~.lso summarized in Table 1. Dividing H by D gives the "average quality 
factor, " QF, for the pion beam at various depths. A somewhat more extensive 
study of quality factors for both negative and positive pion beams is being reported 
elsewhere. 4 The value of QF is approximately 1. 6 in the plateau region (about 5 em 
depth) and rises to a value near 5 behind the region of peak dose. 

Use of Todd's RBE Values for Human T-1 Kidney Cell Survival 

Todd has summarized RBE values as functions of LET for different survival 
levels of T-1 human kidney cells exposed to ion beams. 5 These values have been used 
as weighting factors for the absorbed dose in different LET intervals to obtain a 
weighted total dose, or "effective dose" as a function of depth for the pion beam. 
The ratio of the effective dose and the absorbed dose provides an estimate of the 
RBE for -the beam at different depths. The weighting factors for 50% and 1% survival 
levels have been used to compute the curves labeled Todd in Figure 3. These curves 
give the estimated RBE for a given survival level at a given depth. The results indi
cate that the RBE 's are somewhat greater than unity in the plateau region and rise 
to maximum values of 1. 7 and 1. 4 at depths slightly beyond the depth of the peak 
dose. The present calculations, utilizing the code PION-1, 1 represent a refinement 
of previous work. 6 

Use of Katz's Model 

Katz has developed a model for calculating cell survival. 7 This model has 
been incorporated to estimate human T-1 kidney cell survival levels as functions of 
dept!- in the target exposed to the pion beam. The dose was normalized so that the 
cell survival probability at the surface of the target was 50% in one case (190 rad at 
the surface) and 30% in another (280 rad at the surface). Figure 4 shows the results 
obtained. The survival probability in both cases increases slightly in the first 10 em 
of depth, reflecting the small decrease in the absorbed dose (Figure 1). At 15 em 
the survival probability begins to drop rapidly, reaching a minimum around 20.5 em. 
The upper curve, for 50o/o survival at the surface, drops about 2 orders of magnitude 
to its minimum; the 30o/o curve drops 3 orders of magnitude. 
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RBE values were also calculated with Katz's model for given survival 
levels at each depth. Results for 50o/o and 1o/o survival are shown in Figure 3 by the 
curves labeled Katz. These curves can be compared directly with those labeled Todd 
which illustrate the same quantities computed by using Todd's RBE values5 as 
weighting factors. The RBE values found with Katz's model at large depths are 
larger than those based on Todd's values for the survival levels considered here. At 
smaller depths Katz's 1 o/o curve and Todd's 50o/o curve are about equal. The discrepancy 
between the curves for the same survival levels could be due to a number of factors. 
Perhaps the most fundamental question is the validity of applying Todd's RBE values 
from experiments with individual ions to the star components produced by pion 
capture. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Absorbed dose calculated as a function of depth for detector of radius 
3 em. As described in text, various contributions to the total dose are 
also shown: 11-rr 11 shows the dose from pion ionization, "H" that from 
heavy particles (mass number> 1), "P" from protons, and "N" from 
neutrons. 

Figure 2. Dose equivalent, H, and absorbed dose, D, as functions of depth. 

Figure 3. Comparison of RBE values for 50% and 1o/o survival levels based on Todd's 
summary of RBE and on Katz's model. 

Figure 4. Cell survival probabilities for two examples calculated as functions of 
depth with Katz's model. In one case the survival level at the surface is 
50o/o; in the other case, 30o/o. 
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Table l. Relative Contributions (Percent) to Absorbed Dose 
in Plateau':' and Peak:":' Regions 

Absorbed Dose Dose Equivalent 
Plateau Peak Plateau Peak 

Pion Ionization 89 38 55 10 

Heavy Particles 6 30 34 64 

Protons 4 27 4 14 

Neutrons 1 5 6 12 

':'Averaged between 5 em and 6 em. 

':":'Averaged between 20 em and 21 em. 
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Abstract 

Long-term studies have been performed on 25 men who were exposed to pluto
nium during World War II at what is now the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
Almost all of the subjects had body burdens of plutonium ranging from 0.1-1.3 ~g 
or 6-80 nCi of relatively pure plutonium-239 as estimated from the urine assay 
method for plutonium used at Los Alamos prior to 1950. This paper reconstructs 
tne war-time exposure conditions, discusses the estimates of body and lung bur
dens based primarily on urine assay for plutonium, and recapitulates the medical 
studies that have continued during the intervening years. 

Introduction 

This is the story, first, of how 25 young men were heavily exposed to pluto
nium at what is now the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (at Los Alamos, New 
Mexico) in the days of the Manhattan Project during World War II and, second, 
of what has happened to them in the subsequent 27 years. All were sent to Los 
Alamos (Project Y) in 1944 or 1945 and given various technical jobs processing 
plutonium in the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Division. All subjects had 
body burdens of plutonium estimated from the urine assay for plutonium used at 
Los Alamos before 1950 that ranged from 0.1-1.2 ~gl (0.006-0.08 ~Ci). 

With the production and processing of plutonium on a milligram scale early 
in 1944 and in kilogram lots in 1945, Manhattan Project workers were exposed to 
a new radioactive hazard on an unprecedented scale. Since there was no prac
tical basis for the safe handling of plutonium, the experience of the radium 
industry was adapted to the processing of plutonium at LASL. However, the prob
lem of protection against plutonium and radium in practice differed by many 
orders of magnitude. To complicate the safe handling of plutonium further, 
there were no sensitive portable alpha particle counters or air samplers. Lab
oratory and air-borne contamination could be detected only qualitatively by 
paper swipes of surfaces or external nares measured in a stationary proportional 
alpha counter, and finally there was no method of determining body burdens of 
plutonium until the spring of 1945.2 

The first studies of the chemistry and metallurgy of plutonium were carried 
out in the now destroyed D Building, an old wooden temporary building shown in 
Fig. 1. The exhausts of individual hoods, most without filters, can be seen. 
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Fig. 1. The original wooden D Building which housed the chemists and metal
lurgists in CMR Division. 

Although every known method of protecting the workers against inhalation or 
ingestion of plutonium was used, the exposure conditions were deplorable by 
present-day standards. The makeshift methods at hand were simply inadequate to 
prevent exposure of the workers despite the most stringent safety regulations. 
As an example, unsuspected contaminated areas at laboratory benches of up to 
35 ~g of plutonium were detected by the swipe method. Cumulative quantities of 
up to 0.5 ~g were swiped out of the external nares of some workers despite 
conscientious use of respirators. The most dramatic accident occurred when the 
first 8 g of plutonium (all that existed at that time) were being processed. 
The sample was spilled once on the floor, recovered, and then spilled into a 
centrifuge cup. 

By February 1945, when kilogram quantities of plutonium began to arrive at 
LASL for processing and fabrication into nuclear devices, protective measures 
had improved considerably, and a method of assaying the body burden of plutonium 
had been developed. When the war ended in August 1945, 29 workers had been 
removed from their jobs because they contained measurable body burdens up to 
1.2 g as determined by the urine assay methods available at that time. Of the 
29 men, one died of a coronary, and three were dropped because future lists 
showed no detectable body burden. 

Clinical, Laboratory, and Radioactivity Observations 

Medical Observations 

In 1953, a program for periodic examination of these men (financed by the 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission) was established. In 1953 and again in 1955, 
22 and 25 subjects of the series, respectively, were examined by physicians 
associated with the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. All 25 of the men were 
examined by their family physicians in 1960, 17 in 1966, and 24 in 1970. In 
late 1971 and early 1972, 22 of the 25 subjects traveled to Los Alamos for a 
complete study including urine assays for plutonium, in vivo measurements for 
plutonium-239 in the chest, pulmonary cytology, and chromosome analyses. The 
results of these studies will be reported in detail.3 Roentgenograms were also 
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taken of the Chest, pelvis, and teeth. Except for the ailments that one would 
expect in a group of men mostly in their early fifties, all subjects examined 
were in remarkably good health. One man had died in 1959 of a coronary at age 
38. All men were actively working, most as successful executives. No roent
genographic changes in the lungs or bones were apparent. The lamina dura of 
the jaws were intact in all cases. 

Estimates of Plutonium Body Burdens from Urine Assay 

The estimates of body burden of plutonium.as determined by assay of the 
urine of the subjects made during the 20-yr observation period (1953-1972) are 
shown in Table I. The 1972 version of the PUQFUA (Ilutonium ~ody ~urden !rom 

TABLE I 

Plutonium Body Burden Estimates Based upon Urine Assay Data for the Subj ectsa 

Case Code No. 1953 1962 1972 

1 0.03 - 0.06 0.01 0.206 

2 0.006 - 0.032 0.03 

3 0.08 0.13 0.42 

4 0.08 0.14 0.26 

5 0.08 0.14 0.18 

6 0.06 0.07 0.14 

7 0.06 0.08 0.15 

8 0.04 0.05 0.11 

9 0.06 0.11 0.11 

10 0.05 0.03 0.10 

11 0.03 0.03 0.05 

12 0.03 0.02 0.12 

13 0.02 0.04 0.005 

16 0.006 0.002 0.03 

17 0.04 0.09 0.13 

18 0.04 0.04 0.10 

19 0.03 0.06 0.02 

20 0.02 0.02 0.05 

21 0.02 0.03 0.04 

22 0.02 0.02 o.os 
23 0.02 0.04 0.04 

24 0.006 0.01 0.03 

25 0.006 0.01 0.01 

26 0.02 0.03 0.006 

27 0.02 0.03 0.05 

~crocurie + approximately 50%. 
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Urine Analysis) code was used to estimate what is considered to be the best 
value for the body burden of the subjects.4 In all but 2 cases, the current 
estimates of body burden are higher than those in 1953, usually by a factor of 
2-3 and sometimes by a factor of 5-6. Values in the last column· of Table I 
range from 0.005-0.42 ~Ci plutonium-239,240, or from approximately 1/8-10 times 
the current maximum permissible body burden (0.04 ~Ci) for occupational workers. 
Eighteen of the 25 values listed for 1972 are equal to or exceed the 0.04 ~Cj 
value. Comparing the relatively small quantities of plutonium deposited in the 
body (excluding the lungs) with the large amounts to which the subjects had been 
exposed, we can only conclude that the gastrointestinal tract has a remarkable 
ability to exclude plutonium from entering the body. Had plutonium been as 
readily absorbed as radium, all subjects would unquestionably have lethal body 
burdens of radioactivity. 

To evaluate the possible consequences of bone doses of this magnitude, we 
must refer to animal data. The most extensive of these studies has been car
ried out at the University of Utah Medical School since December 1, 1952, when 
the first group of 6 beagles were injected intravenously with plutonium-239 
citrate.5 Injected doses ranged from 0.016-2.9 ~Ci/kg body weight for 6 groups 
of about 12 dogs each. To date, the 0.016 ~Ci/kg dose level is gf interest,.as 
4 dogs developed osteosarcomas, giving a tumor incidence of 33%. Average t1me 
from injection to death for these animals was 9.9 yr, and the average skeletal 
dose from injection to death was estimated to be about 80-90 rads delivered at 
about 8-9 rads/yr.6 

It is difficult to estimate even crudely bone and liver doses from the 
data in Table I. However, some estimates can be obtained if numerous simplify
ing assumptions are made. For example, the average body burden for 1972 in 
Table I is about 0.10 ~Ci which, if equally divided between bone and liver, 
would deliver about 0.7 rad/yr and 2.9 rads/yr, respectively, to these tissues. 
If no loss occurred during the 27 yr since exposure, the corresponding total 
doses to bone and liver would be about 19 and 78 rads. For the highest body 
burden listed in Table I (case No. 3), the estimated dose rates for bone and 
liver would be ~2.9 and 12.2 rads/yr, respectively. If the entire average 
burden to the group was limited to bone, the dose rate would be 1.4 rads/yr and 
the 27-yr dose, using the same assumptions, would be about 38 rads to the 
skeleton. For case No. 3, the comparable values would be about 5.9 rads/yr 
and 195 rads. These estimates, as indicated above, are very crude and should 
not be considered as being otherwise. 

Determination of Plutonium in the Body by In Vivo Measurements 

During the most recent medical examinations at Los Alamos, estimates were 
made of the amount of plutonium in the chest (lung and respiratory lymph nodes) 
of each subject using an in vivo lung counter. Measurements also were made of 
the liver region in several subjects and of the hands of persons known to have 
had skin wound contaminated by plutonium. Positive counts suggesting chest 
burdens ranging from 3 to about 10 nCi were obtained for 14 of 21 persons meas
ured. However, in no case did the estimated chest burden exceed th~ minimum 
detectable level at the 95% confidence level. Seven of the 14 subjects with 
positive chest counts had estimated chest burdens cf 7 nCi or greater and may 
be considered (at the 68% level of confidence) to have statistically significant 
chest burdens of from 7-10 nCi. 

The only direct measurement of plutonium in the lungs in this study was 
made on the operative specimens of subject No. 2 who had surgery for a benign 
lung tumor. Table II sha.rs results of analyses for plutonium-239. The concen
tration of plutonium-239 was approximately the same in the tumor and lung tis
sue, while the concentration of plutonium-239 in bone was approximately half. 
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TABLE II 

Plutonium-239 Content of Tissues 
a 

Removed from Subject No. 2 in May 1971 

Tissue pCi/g Wet Weight 

Lung 3.85 

Lymph node 205.00 

Hamartoma 3.40 

Rib 1.61 

a After ashing and dissolution of tissue. 

The highest concentration, observed in the lymph node tissue, is consistent 
with experimental findings in dogs exposed to Pu02 by inhalation, as mentioned 
above, It is well established that the concentration in lymph nodes relative 
to that in lung tissue increases as a function of time following exposure If 
one assumes a homogeneous distribution of plutonium-239 throughout the 1• .g and 
lymph nodes and a total lung weight of 1000 g and respiratory lymph node weight 
of 20 g, the total plutonium burden of the lungs and respiratory lymph nodes 
is approximately 8 nCi roughly equally divided between lung and lymph node. 
For reference, the total amount of plutonium in the lung of case No. 2 (esti
mated by tissue assay to be 3.85 nCi) is approximately 550 times contemporary 
total lung burdens in humans in the United States exposed to fallout resulting 
from plutonium dispersed by atmospheric weapons tests. Estimates of the chest 
burden of plutonium-239 of subject No. 2, based on extrapolation from analysis 
of lung and lymph node tissue, are in reasonable agreement (a factor of about 2) 
with estimates based on chest-counting. 

Chromosome analysis of lymphocytes in the peripheral blood revealed no 
abnormalities, and studies of exfoliated pulmonary cells showed mild to marked 
dysplastic changes particularly in heavy smokers. 

Vital Statistics Information 

Although our study group is relatively small, about 25 men, the magnitude 
of their plutonium burdens, the long time since exposure, and their cooperative
ness collectively make them a unique and extremely valuable group. However, 
because something like 16-20% of all deaths annually in the United States are 
from cancer, one might be concerned about the size of the group as 4 or 5 might 
be expected to die from "naturally occurring" cancer had they never been exposed 
to plutonium. However, evidence obtained from experimental animal studies very 
strongly indicates that the kinds of cancer induced by plutonium are not all 
increased in a nonspecific way but, rather, consist primarily of lung carcinomas, 
liver cancer, and bone sarcomas from the modalities of exposure involved. 

We have used vital statistics data7 to estimate the probabilities of death 
from certain cancer types over a 65-yr period from age 20 to age 85. The total 
probabilities per 100,000 deaths for tumor type 23 (bronchus, trachea, and lung, 
specified as primary), type 16 (liver), and type 48 (bone) are 3023, 578, and 
152, respectively, for United States white males. Thus, for a group of 25, we 
would expect 0.76, 0.15, and 0.04 deaths from tumor types 23, 16, and 48, respec
tively. Therefore, in lieu of other information, the occurrence of one lung 
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cancer could be ascribed to nonradiation factors, whereas the occurrence of one 
liver cancer might be considered suggestive of plutonium induction, and the 
occurrence of one bone sarcoma would be statistically significant. 

One also needs to consider the individual smoking histories because of the 
difference in lung cancer incidence history between smokers and nonsmokers. In 
addition, these subjects have been exposed to a large number of chemicals, some 
of which are known to cause biological effects, both during the Manhattan Proj
ect and subsequent employment. The following is a list of materials to which 
one person has been exposed: organic plasticizers, xylene, toluene, urea, 
formaldehyde, sulfonic acid, sodium thiosulfate, tetraerhyl lead, freon, ethyl 
chloride, fluorinated hydrocarbons, and industrial sludges containing lead and 
mercury. It is also known that several of our subjects could have been signif
icantly exposed to beryllium at a time when virtually no safety precautions 
were observed because of its alleged lack of toxicity. Hopefully, these follow
up studies will be continued throughout the lifetime of these subjects. This 
information, even though very limited, is human experience of the most relevant 
kind for establishing value judgments where inadequate data exist for formulat
ing risk evaluations. 
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Abstract -- Beagles were exposed to aerosols of 23 9Pu02 or 238 Pu02 pre
pared by identical methods of calcining the oxalate at 750°C for 2 hours. 
The Pu02 was stored in water suspensions of 2 to 3 mg Pu02/ml for various 
periods until required for exposure at which time suspensions of suitable 
concentrations were prepared by dilution of the stock. Aerosols were 
generated by nebulizing these suspensions. Ultrafilterability of the 
239 Pu02 suspension remained stable ranging from 0.1 to 0.2% over a 16 month 
period. Dogs exposed to 239 Pu02 during this time and sacrificed 30 to 140 
days postexposure had more than 98% of the body burden at death in the 
lungs and thoracic lymph nodes. Dogs exposed to 23 BPu02 6 months after 
preparation of the stock suspension had 64% and 50% in the lungs and 
thoracic lymph nodes, with 23% and 34% in the skeleton and 8% and 11% in 
the liver at 30 and 90 days postexposure, respectively. Ultrafilterability 
of the stock 23 8Pu02 suspension was 25%. X-ray diffraction analyses of 
the 2 3 9 Pu0~ and of freshly prepared 23BPu02 yielded the expected peaks, 
but the 23 Pu02 that had been in water suspension for 9 months showed no 
X-ray peaks. Dogs exposed to freshly prepared 238 Pu02 with 0.2% ultra
filterability showed more than 98% of the Pu in the lungs and thoracic 
lymph nodes 30 and 60 days postexposure, while the ultrafilterability of 
the water suspension changed from 0.2% to 16% during the 60-day post
exposure period. Radiation dama~e to 23 BPuO§ may be responsible for the 
differences in the behavior of 2 8Pu02 and 2 9Pu02 in water suspension and 
in vivo. 

INTRODUCTION 
In preparation for a life-span dose-effect-relationship study with beagle 

dogs comparing inhaled 239 Pu02 and 23 8Pu02, small groups of dogs were exposed 
to compare the short-term retention and translocation of the two isotopes 
before exposing the larger group of dogs. The dogs that inhaled 238Pu02 showed 
much more translocation of Pu to the liver and skeleton during a 3-month 
postexposure period than dogs exposed to 239 Pu02. Results of preliminary 
studies to investigate the difference in behavior of the two isotopes 
are the subject of this paper. 

METHODS 
Eighteen month-old beagle dogs were exposed for 5 to 30 minutes to aerosols 

of 238Pu02 or 239 Pu02. These oxides were prepared by identical methods, 
involving calcining plutonium oxalate at 750°C for 2 hours. After calcining, 
the Pu02 was stored in water at a concentration of 2 to 3 mg Pu02/ml. This 
suspension was stored (i.e., aged) until required for exposure of dogs, w~en 
suspensions of suitable concentrations were prepared by dilution of the stock 
suspension and aerosols were generated by nebulizing these suspensionsl. Dogs 
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were exposed via a mask from an aerosol exposure chamber as described 
previous ly2. 

Table 1 shows the groups of dogs available for comparison. The aged 
23HPu02 stock suspension had been in water suspension for 6 months when the dogs 
were exposed. Ultrafilterability, measured by the methods of Lindenbaum and 
Westfall3, using 24 A pore-size visking-type membrane, of this aged stock 
suspension was 25% and the aerosolized particle size distribution, determined 
using a cascade type impactor4 , was smaller than that of the freshly prepared 
238Pu02 or the aged 2 39Pu02 • 

Table 1. ExpeP~mental GPoups foP CompaPison of the BehavioP of Inhaled 
238Puo2 and 239Pu02 in Beagles 

Ultra-
Sacrifice filter-

Number (Days Age of ability Particle Size 
Pu of After Stock of stock AMAD* 

Sus~ension Dogs Ex~osure} Sus~ension Sus~ension ~ GSO** 

Aged 238puOz 3 27-37 6 mo 25% 0.8 2.5 
Aged 238 Pu02 3 91-92 6 mo 25% 0.9 2.5 

Fresh 238PuOz 1 29 48 h 0.2% 2.3 2.3 
Fresh 238PuOz 2 54 48 h 0.2% 2.0 2.3 
Fresh z3spuoz 2 78 48 h 0.2% 2.2 2.3 

Aged 239 Pu02 3 28-30 16 mo 0.2% 2.6 1.7 
Aged 239 Pu02 4 140-142 3 mo 0.2% 2.5 1.8 

* AMAD Mean activity median aerodynamic diameter 
** GSD Mean geometric standard deviation 

The freshly prepared 238 Pu02 was stored in water suspension only 48 hours 
before exposing the dogs. Ultrafilterability of this suspension was about 0.2% 
and the ae~osolized particle size distribution was more like the distribution 
for the 239Pu02 aerosols. 

The 239 Pu02 , prepared in the same way as the 238 Pu02, was in suspension for 
16 months prior to exposure of one group of dogs and for 3 months prior to 
exposure of the other group. The ultrafilterability and particle size 
distribution of the aerosols for both 23 9Pu02 groups was similar. 

Dogs were sacrificed from 1 to 5 months after exposure. Tissues and 
excreta were analyzed for Pu content by liquid scintilation counting following 
ashing and dissolution in HN0 3-HFs. 

RESULTS 
Table 2 shows the distribution of plutonium in the dogs at sacrifice 

expressed as mean % final body burden. The final body burden ranged from 0.01 
to 4.8 ~Ci in the dogs. No influence of dose on Pu tissue distribution was 
observed. The dogs exposed to 239 Pu02 had nearly all of the Pu in the lungs and 
thoracic lymph nodes (98-99%) at 30 and 140 days after exposure with very little 
translocation to other tissue, except the thoracic lymph nodes, regardless of 
the age of the suspension. 
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Pu 
Suspension 

Aged 238 Pu02 
Aged 238 Pu02 

Fresh 238Pu02 
Fresh 238Pu02 
Fresh 238 Pu02 

Aged 239 Pu02 
Aged 239 Pu02 

Table 2. Tissue DistPihution of Inhaled Pu in Beagles 

Sacrifice 
(Days 
After 

Exposure) 

27-37 
91-92 

29 
54 
78 

28-30 
141-142 

63 
43 

98 
93 
91 

97 
96 

Mean % Final Pu Burden 

Thoracic 
Lymph 
Nodes* 

1.0 
6.7 

0.7 
5.0 
5.0 

0.8 
4.0 

Liver 

7.5 
11 

0.3 
0.6 
0.8 

0.07 
0.01 

* Tracheobronchial, mediastinal and sternal lymph nodes 

Skeleton 

23 
34 

0.5 
0.9 
1.8 

0.2 
0.05 

The Pu tissue distribution in the dogs exposed to fresh 238 Pu02 was similar 
to the dogs exposed to 239 Pu02 with 96 to 98% of the final body burden in the 
lungs and thoracic lymph nodes at 29 to 78 days after exposure. Translocation 
was primarily to the thoracic lymph nodes. These dogs had more Pu in the 
skeleton and liver than the dogs exposed to 239 Pu02 • There was a trend toward 
238Pu translocation from the lung and accumulation in the thoracic lymph nodes, 
liver and the skeleton with time after exposure. 

The Pu tissue distribution in the dogs exposed to aged 238 Pu02 suspension 
was very different from the dogs exposed to aged 239Pu02 suspensions or dogs 
exposed to fresh 238Pu02 suspensions. There was much more translocation to 
liver, 8 to 11% of the final body burden; and skeleton, 23 to 34% of the final 
body burden in the dogs exposed to aqed 238 Pu02. This appeared reasonable, 
since the particle size of the aged 13 8Pu02 aerosols was smaller than that of 
the fresh 238 Pu02 and 239Pu02 and since the ultrafilterability of the aged 
2 38Pu02 suspension was 25% compared to 0.2% for the fresh 2.38Pu02 suspension and 
aged 239Pu02 suspension. A higher solubility of the aged 238Pu02 was expected 
because of the relatively greater surface area with smC~.ller particles. 

Table 3 shows the fraction of total plutonium deposited in the dog that 
was retained in the body or excreted in urine or feces. The fraction retained 
was largest for inhaled 239Pu02 followed in descending order by aged 238Pu02 
and fresh 238 Pu02. Both 2.38Pu-exposed groups excreted a larger fraction in the 
feces than did the 239 Pu02-exposed dogs. The fraction excreted in the urine of 
the dogs exposed to aged 238 Pu was about 10 times larger than the fraction 
excreted in the urine of the other two groups but still represented less than 
0.5% of the plutonium initially deposited. 

It seemed surprising that storage in water for 6 months could so markedly 
change the physical and biological behavior of the 238Pu02. X-ray diffraction 
analyses of 19 month old suspensions of 2.39puQ2 and freshly prepared 72 hour 
old 23 8Pu02 suspensions showed the expected peaks but 238 Pu02 that had been in 
water suspension for 9 months showed no X-ray peaks, indicating an alteration in 
crystal structure. We measured the ultrafilterability of 2.38puo2 suspensions at 
periodic intervals following their preparation with the results shown in Table 
4. Electron micrographs of the aerosolized aged 238 Pu02 particles collected on 
thermal precipitator6 grids were much smaller and more regularly shaped than the 
fresh 238 Pu02 and 239Pu02 particles (Figure 1). 
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Tcible 3. Retention a:nd Excr>etion of Inhaled Pu in Beagles 

Sacrifice MEAN % INITIAL PU BURDEN 
(Days Final 

Pu After Body Fecal Urinary 
Sus2ension Ex~osure) Burden Excretion Excretion 

Aged 23BpuOz 31 67 32 0.36 
Aged 238Pu02 92 64 36 0.48 

Fresh 238 Pu02 29 27 73 0.04 
Fresh 238 Pu02 54 25 75 0.02 
Fresh 238 Pu02 78 18 81 0.06 

Aged 239Pu0z 29 85 16 0.05 
Aged 239Pu0z 141 92 8 0.07 

*Tracheobronchial, mediastinal and sterna 1 lymph nodes 

• J> • 

' ... 
{a) 

Table 4. 

Age of 
Stock 

Suspension 
(Days) 

1 
3 
9 

26 
35 
65 

. , 

Ultrufilterubility of 238Pu02 Suspension 

Ultrafilterability 
Mean :: SO (%) 

• 

0.17 + 0.04 
0.38 + 0.04 
l. 70 + 0.17 
8.1 +2.3 

12.1 + 0.49 
15.8 + 0. 70 

. . ,;. ' .& . .... : ... 
• • • ,;~ .... . ' 

·, lpm 
:: . .t,; .. - • 

• 

(c) 

Figure 1. Electron Micrographs of (a) Aged 239 Pu02 Aerosol, (b) Fresh 2 3BPu02 
Aerosol and (c) Aged 23BPu02 Shadowed at 26°. 
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DISCUSSION 
The smaller AMAD of the aged 23 BPu02 may have influenced the fraction 

translocated to the liver and skeleton; however, the lack of X-ray defraction 
peaks, the size and shape of the particles and the higher ultrafilterability 
indicate a change in the chemical form of the 238 Pu02 during storage in water. 
The trend with time after exposure toward increased translocation from the lung 
and accumulation of Pu in the liver and skeleton of the dogs exposed to freshly 
prepared 238puo2, suggest that similar changes in chemical form of 23 8Pu02 may 
occur in the animals. Rats exposed to 23 8Pu02 showed a high rate of trans
location to the skeleton - 11% of the body burden at 20 days and over 20% 
at a year or more after exposure - compared to less than 2% in the skeleton of 
rats exposed to 239 Pu02. In other studies, dogs exposed to 238Pu02 aerosols 
have shown higher rates of translocation to skeleton, up to 13% of the body 
burden after 6 months, compared to less than 1% for 239Pu02-exposed dogs 8. 
Table 5 shows distribution of 238Pu in the tissue of dogs 5 to 6 years after 
inhalation of 238 Pu02, compared to dogs sacrificed at similar times after 
tnhalation of 239Pu02. The much greater translocation of 238Pu to the skeleton 
and liver, despite the low ultrafilterability and fresh state of the water 
suspension employed in generating the aerosol, suggest that solubilization of 
the 238puo2 occurs to a significant degree within the dog, as well as in water 
suspension. The 2 39Pu02-exposed dogs died due to lung tumors and the 238 Pu02 -
exposed dogs died due to bone tumors9•lo. 

Table 5. Tissue Distribution of Pu in Beagles After Inhalation of 
238puo2 and 239puo2 

Ti s·s ue 58*** 

Lung 6 
Lymph Nodes 10 
Liver 23 
Skeleton 55 
All Other Tissues 6 

Final Body Burden 
(llCi) 2.5 

+ Percent of Final Body Burden 

23Bpuo * 239Pu0 

60 62 54 57 

7 17 55 49 
11 9 24 27 
33 22 16 15 
43 47 3 5 
6 5 2 4 

** 

2.3 2.2 1.8 1.2 

+ Values are for individual dogs 

68 

35 
37 
19 
4 
5 

1.4 

*Calcined 350°C, ultrafilterability 1-2%, CMD 0.1 \lm, animal exposed 2 
days after preparation of the water suspension 

**Calcined 350°C, ultrafilterability <1%, CMD 0.1-0.5 \lm 
***Months after exposure 

The chemical and physical differences between 238 Pu02 and 239 Pu02, which 
caused the differences in their behavior in water suspension and in vivo, 
are not completely understood. Higher in vitro solubility of respirable 238 Pu02 
particles, as compared to 239Pu02 particles, has also been reported by Raabe, 
et a1. 11 • 

Due to the small amount of information on the biological behavior of 
238 Pu02, it has generally been assumed that 23 BPu02 would behave like 239Pu02. 
This is quite evidently not the case in the animal and it may not be the case 
in environmental contamination. 

Since both isotopes are present in varying proportions in reactors, and in 
the wastes from fuel reprocessing, we should learn how the ratio of 238 Pu to 
239 Pu influences the physical and biological behavior of mixtures. We should 
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also learn if this is related to the high specific activity of 238 Pu and 
whether other alpha-emitting, high specific activity radionuclides present in 
the fuel cycle may influence the chemical, physical and biological behavior of 
the mixture of radionuclides. 
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THE BIOLOGICAL DISPOSITION OF Es(N0 3 ) 3 IN RATS AFTER INTRAVENOUS, 

INTRAMUSCULAR AND SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION* 

V. H. Smith 

Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, WA, 99352, U.S.A. 

Abstract -- It would be a rare event that individuals would 
acquire hazardous depositions of einsteinium, but as a member 
of the actinide elements, and to be prepared for that rare 
event, its behavior~ vivo is of interest. 

Adult, female, Wistar-strain rats were injected with 4.76 ~Ci 
Es as the nitrate in 0.20 cc pH 2.0 solution (90% ultrafilter
able) intravenously (i.v.), intramuscularly (i.m.) and 
subcutaneously (s.c.). 

Regardless of the injection route, Es(N0 3 ) 3 was retained prepon
derantly in the skeleton up to 24 days after administration. The 
liver burden decreased from 26% of the initial Es administered 
i.v. at 4 hours to 14% at 1 day and <2% at 24 days. The skeletal 
content increased to about 70% on day 7 and decreased to about 
56% by day 24. The liver and skeletal retention at 24 days from 
the ~.c. and i .m. injections was slightly less than from the i.v. 
route. Injection site retention was greater for the s.c. route, 
16%, than for the i.m. route, 8%. The popliteal lymph nodes 
adjacent to the i.m. injection site retained about 0.7% of the 
injected dose/gram compared to about 0.1 that value for the 
other lymph nodes and routes. Kidney concentrations at 24 days 
were higher from the i.m. and s.c. routes, 0.56%/g, and 0.43%/g, 
than from the i.v. route, 0.33%/g and all were higher than the 
liver concentrations of 0.11-0.16%/g wet weight. In common with 
other actinides, Es was concentrated more in the vertebrae and 
sternum than in other bones. Excretion was higher initially 
in the urine, but by the 5th day more was being excreted in the 
feces. Skin absorption was very high, about 4% of the available 
Es (2.5 ~Ci/cm2 , pH 2 nitrate solution) being absorbed in 30 min. 

INTRODUCTION 
The production of californium-252 

is accompanied by small, but 
potentially hazardous, amounts of 
einsteinium-253; an alpha-emitting 
actiniqe with a physical half-life 
of 20.47 days. During isolation 
and as the properties of Es are 
being studied in various laboratories, 
the potential for human-exposure 

exists. The biological disposition 
of Es is of interest to predict 
its behavior in man, as a basis 
for estimating the efficacy of 
therapy procedures and to compare 

*This paper is based on research 
performed under the United States 
Atomic Energy Commission Contract 
AT(45-l)-l830. 
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with the behavior of actinides 
lower in atomic number. Based 
on its ionic radius, the single 
ionization state of +3 and the 
shielding arrangement of the 5f 
electrons, Es should behave 
similarly to the lanthanide, 
terbium. For such comparisons, 
Es(N0 3) 3 was administered to 
rats since this is a form in 
which other actinides are commonly 
encountered. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
25S 

EsC1 3, obtained from the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, was 
converted to Es(N03)3 by repeated 
envaporation with HN0 3. The result
ing material was kept in 2N HN0 3 and 
just prior to use portions were 
converted to a pH 2.0 solution as 
required. Using Visking membranes 
the Es(N0 3)3 was shown to be at least 
90% ultrafilterable. Groups of 8 
female, Hill-Top Wistar rats of about 
275-300 grams were injected via the 
tail vein under light ether anesthesia, 
intramuscularly in the gluteus 
maximus, or subcutaneously 
in the nucchal region, without 
anesthesia, using 0.20 cc of 
a pH 2 solution containing 4.76 ~Ci 
253Es. A group of anesthetized rats 
had 0.786 cm2 of shaved skin, between 
the shoulder blades, exposed for 30 
minutes to 2.0 ~Ci Es in 
0.15 ml of a pH 2 nitrate solution. 

Animals were housed 4 rats 
per cage. Pooled excreta 
collections were made from 
each cage. Tissues and excreta were 
ashed and assayed for Es content by 
methods described previously1. 
Data have been corrected for radio
active decay to the time of adminis
tration. 

RESULTS 
Intravenous Es was translocated 

to skeleton as shown in Figure 
1' apparently peaking around 
day 7; the early liver burden 
quite rapidly decreased. All 
soft tissues appeared to lose about a 
fourth to a half their 7 day Es burden 
by day 24 (Table 1), indicating a 
rapid turnover; much greater than for 
Pu. 

Only about 4% of the Es remained 
at the intramuscular injection site 

v> 

~ 
~ x ± sx "' N 100 

Q ..... 
e<: 
!=! 
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!l) SKELETON 
~ 

~ 
< 
u.. CUMUU\TED EXCRETA ___ .. 0 

----------.... 
~ -----
u 

LIVER e<: ..... 
c.. 

4 8 12 16 20 24 

DAYS AFTER Es ADMINISTRATION 

Figure 1. Distribution of 253Es After 
Intravenous Injection of Es(N03J3 to 
Rats 

by 24 days, whereas 16% remained at 
the subcutaneous site (Figure 2). 

u.. 
0 

253Es DISTRIBUTION IN RATS 
24 DAYS AFTER INJECTION OF Es(N03)3 

100 

QL-~~-------W~------~~~--

INTRAVENOUS INTRAMUSCULAR SUBCUTANEOUS 

ROUTE OF Es(N0
3
l
3 

ADMINISTRATION 

Figure 2. 253Es Distribution in Rats 
24 Days Following the Injection of 
Es(N03J3 by Various Routes 

The popliteal lymph nodes were about 
6 times higher near the intramuscular 
injection site than the nodes from 
the intravenous rats (Table 1). 
Similarly, the axillary nodes near 
the site of the subcutaneous injec
tion were slightly higher than the 
corresponding nodes from intravenously 
injected rats, while the mesenteric 
lymph nodes for all three routes 
retained Es in about the same concen
trations as other soft tissues. 
Generally, tissue concentrations were 
similar for the three routes of admin
istration with the intravenous route 
having slightly higher retention in 
the skeleton at 24 days. The amount 
of Es remaining in the rat was rela-
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Table 1. 253Es ConcentPation in Tissues Aftep AdministPation of 4.76 ~Ci 
Es(N03J3 to Rats 

PERCENT DOSE/GRAM (x ± Sx) 

ME;~ ~~E~NT ~ 7 DAYS 
24 DAYS 24 DAYS 24 DAYS 

ROUTE ~ INTRAVENOUS INTRAVENOUS INTRAMUSCULAR SUBCUTANEOUS 

TISSUE 

FEMUR* 
LIVER 
KIDNEY 
SPLEEN 
LUNGS 
OVARIES 
HEART 
MUSCLE 
ADRENAL$ 
THYMUS 
LUMPH NODES: 

MESENTERIC 
HEPATIC 
SPLENIC 
TRACHEO-

BRONCHIAL 
POPLITEAL 
AXILLARY 

8.8 ± 0.4 
0.88 ± 0,09 
0.86 ± 0.05 
0.63 ± 0.01 
0.12 ± 0.001 
0.15 ± 0.02 
0.093 ± 0.002 
0.012 ± 0.002 
0.12 ± 0.03 
0.042 ± 0.007 

0.12 ± 0.05 
0.047 ± 0.008 
0.12 ± 0.005 
0.13 ± 0.03 

6.8 ± 0.2 
0.16 ± 0.03 
0.33 ± 0.05 
0.21 ± 0.01 
0.10 ± 0.01 
0.074 ± 0.009 
0.059 ± 0.009 
0.0098 ± 0.0018 
0.047 ± 0.008 
0.029 ± 0.008 

0.066 ± 0.005 
0.024 ± 0.005 
0.055 ± 0.012 
0.027 ± 0.009 

0.061 ± 0.008 
0.048 ± O.Oll 

5.3 ± 0.5 
O.ll ± 0.02 
0.56 ± 0.08 
0.13 ± 0.02 

0.062 ± 0.009 

0.012 ± 0.004** 
0.040 ± 0.007 
0.015 ± 0.003 

0.058 ± 0.005 

0.70 ± 0.18 

4.7 ± 0.3 
O.ll ± 0.01 
0.43 ± 0.05 
0.13 ± 0.04 

0.032 ± 0.006 

0.006 ± 0.005** 
0.040 ± 0.006 
0.015 ± 0.001 

0029 ± 0.006 

0.088 ± 0.018 

*BASED ON ASH WEIGHT. ALL OTHER TISSUES BASED ON WET WEIGHT. 

**MUSCLE SAMPLED REMOTE FROM INJECTION SITE. 

tively independent of the route of 
administration taking into account 
the amount remaining at the injection 
sites (Figure 2). 

Among the bones of the skeleton, 
Es concentration was greatest in the 
vertebrae and sternum (Table 2). The 
lower concentration in the bones of 
the feet may be influenced by diffi
culty in completely removing the 
surrounding tissue, giving high 
weights and thus, lowering the 
observed concentration values; how
ever, the distal bones may have a 
lower concentration than other bones. 
Dividing the amount of Es present in 
the entire skeleton by that found in 
one femur gave a value of 23.7 (95% 
confidence interval = ± 1.6) based on 
16 such comparisons. This value did 
not appear to vary significantly in 

Table 2. ConcentPation of 253Es in the 
Skeleton 24 Days AfteP IntPavenous 
Injection of 4.76 ~Ci Es(N03)3 at pH 2 

%DOSE/GRAM ASH WEIGHT 

BONE x ± Sx 

FEMUR 6.8 ± 0.2 

STERNUM 7.8 ± 0.3 

VERTEBRAE 7.9 ± 0.7 

RIBS 6.1 ± 0.3 

PELVIS 6.6 ± 0.8 

FEET 4.3 ± 0.4 

REMAINDER 6.5 ± 0.5 

rats tested at 4 hours to 24 days, or 
to be affected by the route of admin
istration. 

The patterns of 253 Es excretion 
over the 21 day collection period are 
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Figure 3. Excretion of 253Es by Rats After Intravenous, Intramuscular and 
Subcutaneous Administration of Es(N0 3 ) 3 (Error limits are discussed in the 
text.) 

shown in Figure 3. With few excep
tions the range of the means of the 
two sub-groups about their common 
mean, represented by the symbol on 
the figure, was less than 10%. Excep
tions were at day 4 of the subcutan
eously injected animals where their 
range was almost ±20% of the combined 
value and the first day urine results 
from the intravenous rats which were 
±78% of the combined mean. The latter 
was due to poor collection and it is 
suspected their value should be higher 
since corresponding literature values 

using einsteinium chloride in ratsl 
or the citrate in mice2 show 
greater than 20% of the dose excreted 
in urine the first day. The high 
urinary output of Es following intra
muscular injection indicates a rapid 
translocation from the injection site. 
After about 1 week, more Es is 
excreted in the feces than urine but 
both are low and similar in magnitude 
by the 21st day. There was more Es 
found in the 2nd days feces than over 
the 1st 24 hours 1 collection but this 
may be due to generally smaller fecal 
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output on day 1 than observed in 
subsequent collections. 

The rats receiving Es solution on 
the skin absorbed nearly 4% of the 
total available activity, 2.5 ~Ci/cm2 , 
in 30 minutes. About 10-2 ~Ci were 
found in the urine, 10- 1 ~Ci in feces, 
7, 4, 2 and 0.6 x lo- 4 ~Ci in or on 
the skin, and in the skeleton, liver, 
and kidneys, respectively. While the 
skin site had been gently washed to a 
detectable level of <l-2 cpm using an 
alpha survey probe, the feces might be 
high from additional cleaning of the 
area by the rat and subsequent 
swallowing, although the nucchal 
region would not readily lend itself 
to such cleaning. 

DISCUSSION 
Generally, Es injected as the 

nitrate was more mobile in soft 
tissues than actinides with lower Z. 
For example, Es leaves rat liver 
initially with a biological half-time 
of about 5 1/2 days compared to 18 
days 3 for Am, and is retained at the 
intramuscular injection site to the 
extent of 8% of the dose at 24 days 
compared to 16%, 37% and 90% retention 
at 30 days after intramuscular injec
tion with Cf, Cm and 239 Pu nitrate, 
respectively4. These data and the 
high retention in skeleton and low 
liver retention support the pre
dictions of Durbin5 and demonstrate 
the highly chemical nature of the 
actinide behavior in the biological 
milieu. Based on the biological 
solubility one could predict favorable 
response to chelation therapy and this 
is the case2•7 . There appears to 
be little difference between the 
tissue distribution after injecting 
Es as the nitrate, chloride 1 or 
citrate2 which is in contrast 
to similar salts of Am, Cm or 
Pu 8 . 

Those lymph nodes expected to drain 
the subcutaneous and intramuscular 
injection sites showed higher 
concentrations of Es than similar 
nodes away from the site. This 
suggests some Es transport 
to the local nodes as particulates, 
although the ultrafiltration tests made 
on the injection solutions, even a 
few hours after the rats were 
injected, showed almost complete 
solubility. Einsteinium, with a 

similar ionic radius and biological 
distribution in rats, resembles 
the rare earth, terbium, in its 
behavior5. Apparently it is less 
subject to forming particulate 
hydroxides in vivo, or to altering its 
properties through valence state 
changes, than are Pu and to a lesser 
extent Am and Cm. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Es behaves biologically like a 

lanthanide and is more mobile and 
soluble in vivo than Pu, Am, and Cm. 
It moves-rapidly from intramuscular 
deposits of its nitrate, mainly into 
bone, where it is slowly released with 
a biological half-time of >40 days. 
This is still twice the physical decay 
rate so that the bone receives most 
of the available radiation. In 
contrast, about half the Es 
initially deposited in the soft 
tissues is lost from the tissues 
before having a chance to decay. 
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RETENTION AND ELIMINATION OF BERKELIUM-249-CALIFORNIUM-249 
FOLLOWING ACUTE ACCIDENTAL INHALATION 

J. Rundo and J. Sedlet 
Argonne National Laboratory 

Argonne, Illinois 60439 

Abstract 

A case of accidental inhalation of a small quantity of an ignited mixture 
of 249Bk and its decay product, 249cf, was studied by body radioactivity 
measurements and excretion analyses during the first year after intake. The 
initial chest content of about 3 nCi of 249cf declined according to a 2-compo
nent exponential function of time (half-lives of 25 days and 1210 days). Except 
for an initial rapid clearance via the feces, the urinary and fecal excretion 
rates of both nuclides increased with time until 60-70 days after intake, and 
then declined. If the early fecal excretion was neglected, the results could 
be described as the difference between two exponential components with half
times of 15-30 days and 90-130 days. 

Introduction 

This paper presents the results of the first year's study of an inhalation 
intake of 249Bk and 249cf by a chemist. Some of the mixture, ignited on a 
tantalum disc, became airborne, as evidenced by the early detection of extensive 
surface contamination in the area. Fecal and urinary collections began immedi
ately, a~d body radioactivity measurements were begun one week later. The 
circumstances of the incident strongly suggested an inhalation exposure. A 
sample of the contamination was used to prepare standards for the body radio
activity and excretion measurements. The Bk/Cf ratio in this sample was assumed 
to be the same as in the inhaled material. Berkelium-249 decays with a 314 day 
half-life, principally by emitting a beta particle with an end-point energy of 
0.125 MeV, to 249cf, an alpha emitter whose principal particles have energies 
of about 5.8 MeV. The californium isotope also emits 333 and 388 keV gamma
rays in 16 and 72% of its decays, respectively.l 

This case contains some unusual and interesting features. There is little 
reported information on the behavior of californium in the body. Since the 
active material in this incident was ignited before intake, it was presumably 
highly insoluble, and the behavior of insoluble forms of the actinides in the 
body is of considerable interest because of the potential widespread use of 
these elements. Finally, the parent-daughter relationship of the two nuclides, 
coupled with the long half-life of the daughter, presents some interesting 
problems in data interpretation. 

Experimental Techniques 

Investigations of the radioactivity in the subject were made in a steel 
room ~n an underground laboratory.2 Measurements were made with two large 
Nai(Tl) detectors, positioned above and below the supine subject and placed 
alternately at the levels of the mid-sternum and of the lower abdomen. All 
the spectra observed at the former position showed a peak due to 249cf at 0.39 
MeV while those at the latter did not. The spectra measured with the counter 
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in the abdominal region were used, after appropriate normalization, as "back
grounds" for the spectra from the chest region. For calibration measurements 
a standardized source of 249cf was placed in turn in each of the six spaces of 
a lung phantom similar to that devised by Miller,3 and the gamma-ray spectra 
were summed to give an average spectrum from a simulated distributed source. 
For the energy band 295-485 keV a calibration factor of 5.61 pCi/cpm was 
obtained when the responses from both detectors were combined. 

An acid solution of the contaminant was standardized by counting in cali
brated alpha and beta particle counters. The Bk/Cf activity ratio in the 
contaminant, measured on day 2, was 306 and the ratio at other times was calcu
lated. The ratio of the half-lives, 418 for Cf/Bk, is similar to the initial 
activity ratio (Bk/Cf), so that the complete decay of the original 249Bk will 
nearly double the 249cf activity. Samples of urine and feces were analyzed by 
specially developed radiochemical techniques and simultaneous liquid scintillac
tion counting of both nuclides. The separation of californium from the natural 
thorium in the feces was based on differences in their distribution between 
aqueous solution and di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid. Details of the techniques 
will be described elsewhere. 
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Results and Discussion 

The excretion results are plotted in Figures 1 and 2. The 249Bk data have 
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Figure 1. 

Urinary excretion of the two nuclides 
(x and ~) and the curves fitted by 
least-squares analysis. The dashed 
curve shows the predicted behavior 
of the 249Bk/249cf activity ratio in 
the contaminant; the measured ratios 
of the ~ctivities in urine are shown 
as points (+) for comparison. 
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Figure 2. 

Fecal excretion of 249Bk (x); the 
lower dashed curve is the result 
of a least-squares fit to the 
points from 21.5 days onwards. 
The calculated 249Bkj249cf acti
vity ratio in the contaminant is 
plotted as in Fig. 1, and the ratios 
of the activities in feces are 
included (e). 



been corrected for radioactive decay from the time of exposure. The 249cf data 
have been corrected for the growth of 249cf from 249Bk in vivo with the assump
tion that the newly-formed 249cf was excreted at the same rate as that inhaled. 
In the interpretation of the results, a urine volume of 1500 ml and a single 
fecal sample were assumed to comprise the daily elimination. The analyses of 
the fecal samples for 249cf have not been completed, but the elimination pattern 
shown by the available data is similar to that of 2~9Bk. The excretion rate in 
the feces decreased during the first week with a half-time of about 0.5 day. 
After about 10 days, an increase in the fecal excretion rate similar to that 
found for urine became apparent. The curves through the excretion data are 
weighted least-squares fits of the difference between two exponential terms, 
representing the initial increase and the subsequent decrease•in excretion 
rates. The data for the fecal excretion of 249Bk for the first 21 days were 
ignored in making the least-squares analysis. The parameters of the excretion 
equation, 

E(pCi/1500 ml or pCi/sample) = - C exp(-
0

•
693

t) + C exp(-
0

•
693

t) (1) 1 T1 2 T2 

are given in Table I. The equations represent the data reasonably well, and 
within the statistical errors the Cl/Cz ratios are all unity as required for 
zero excretion at zero time. The same processes appear to control the excre
tion of both nuclides. This is reassuring although not particurlary surprising, 
since the nuclides were inhaled in the same form and have similar chemical 
properties. 

TABLE I. Excretion Equation Parameters From Least-Squares Fitting 

cl Tl c2 T2 

249Bk - urine 396 ± 40 16 ± 2 410 ± 42 132 ± 12 
249Bk _ feces 1255 ± 300 33 ± 7 1100 ± 340 91 ± 13 
249Cf - urine 2.2 ± 1.0 30 ± 10 2.4 ± 1.0 109 ± 36 

A plot of 249cf chest content against time suggested a two-component ex
ponential function and a non-linea~weighted,least-squares fit was made of such 
a function. The results are shown in the upper part of Figure 3, where the 
smooth curve drawn through the points has the equation: 

0 693 0.693 
Content (pCi) = 480 exp(- ~t) + 2350 exp(- 1210t). 

If this were a true representation of the retention in the chest, its first de
rivative (with a negative sign) would describe the excretion rate, and in the 
lower part of Figure 3 this is plotted as the broken curve. The points along 
the curve are the measured total 249cf excretion (uncorrected for growth) on 
those days for which measurements are complete. After the early massive fecal 
clearance is complete, there is respectable agreement between the predicted and 
observed excretion rates. However, additional data may indicate that the agree
ment is due partly to a fortuitous combination of different half-times that 
result in agreement over a limited time interval. 

This analysis may be an over-simplification because of the growth of new 
249cf. By the time of the latest measurement (day 388) an additional 1.25 nCi 
of 249cf would have been formed and the question, as yet unanswered, arises as 
to what extent this remained in the chest or was excreted preferentially. The 
initial chest content of 2.8 nCi 249cf must have been accompanied by 870 nCi of 
249Bk. The stability of the ratio of the counting rates from the front and 
back was studied. The mean value was 1.90, and the standard deviation (0.16) 
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was similar to the statistical standard errors of the individual ratios (0.12 
to 0.17). This suggested that the ratio was constant (within statistics), and 
it indicated that there was no major change in the distribution of 249cf in the 
chest during the first year. 
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DAYS Z 

25 

1210 

17 

83 

DAILY EXCRETION 

10°~-L~~_L~~~_L~~_L~~~ 
0 100 400 

TIME·AFTER EXPOSURE, DAYS 

Figure 3. 

Af.~arent chest retention (x) of the 
2~ Cf, based on ~xternal gamma-ray 
counting; the regression equation is 
drawn as a smooth curve, and its first 
derivative as a dashed curve. For 
comparison with the latter, observed 
total excretion data are shown (e). 

From the Bk/Cf ratios in Figures 1 and 2, some differences can be seen in 
the excretion behavior of the two nuclides. An excretion mechanism favoring 
249cf is apparent only in the first three urine samples, whereas the fecal 
excretion appears to favor 249cf for a period from 4 days on, but not at about 
100 days. The data are insufficient as yet to establish a pattern. 

Integration of the excretion equations gives those portions of the body 
content to be excreted with the biological half-times thus far evident. These 
values, calculated with the assumption that the 249cf fecal elimination was 
proportional to its urinary excretion, were equivalent to 25% of the measured 
249Cf burden (2.8 nCi) and 20% of the calculated 249Bk burden (870 nCi). These 
appear to be reasonable fractions of an inhaled, insoluble material to be 
eliminated with half-times as short as 90-130 days. 

The excretion pattern is consistent with the interpretation,that much of 
the activity was taken into the body in an "unexcretable" form and, with the 
early fecal clearance neglected, this form required conversion to a second form 
before it could be excreted. If both the conversion and the excretion are ex
ponential with rate constants, A1 and A2, respectively, then the observed 
excretion rate, E, will be: 

E (2) 

where A0 and B0 are the amounts of "unexcretable" and "excretable" material 
inhaled, respectively. The equation is analogous to that which describes two 
successive radioactive decays. The model is similar to that proposed by 
Healy4 for the excretion of insoluble plutonium from the lung, and it differs 
from his only in that he used a power function to describe the excretion portion 
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rather than an exponential function. Since equation (2) is in the same form as 
equation (1), the parameters A0 and B0 can be evaluated from the results in 
Table I. The results obtained with the assumptions that B

0 
was alternatively 

zero or non-zero are given in Table II. The amount presumably inhaled in 
"excretable" form (B0 ) was small compared to A0 , and within statistics, may be 
taken as zero. Although the validity of the model is not established, it does 
account for the increase in excretion rate with time. Similar increases after 
inhalation of insoluble particulate plutonium have been observed by several 
workers,S,6 and were attributed by them to the low solubility of the plutonium 
compound. 

TABLE II. Evaluation of Excretion Parameters 

B = 0 B /:: 0 
0 0 

A A B 
0 0 0 

249Bk - urine 67 nCi 66 nCi 0.014 nCi 
249Bk _ feces 106 nCi 113 nCi -0.16 nCi 
249Cf - urine 0.26 nCi 0.25 nCi 2 X 10-4 nCi 

Evidence for the insolubility of the inhaled contaminant was obtained from 
the chemical behavior of the material excreted in the feces. In the first few 
fecal samples, 25% to 70% of the activity could not be readily dissolved. This 
percentage decreased to 2% or less in the samples collected after day 10. Fur
ther, the activity in solutions of the early fecal samples was initially only 
poorly extracted, although it could be coprecipitated with non-isotopic carriers. 
At the same time, tracer solution added to aliquots of such samples was effici
ently extracted. The activity could be rendered extractable by vigorous 
chemical treatment. Subsequent fecal samples contained activity that, based on 
its chemical behavior, had undergone a change to a more soluble form. 
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SUMMARY 

The chemical toxicity of Uranium has a remarkable importance 
in the evaluation of the risk of internal contamination due to 
transportable compounds of such element. The risk becomes most 
re~eva.nt when one has to deal with natural uranium or long-lived 
uranium isotopes. The maximum permissible concentrations recom
mended by ICRP and the other limit values proposed are based on 
the results of experiments that, though complete and valid in 
their general outline, are affected by the limited technical pos
sibilities available when effected. Since now the possibilities 
of detecting and evidencing renal lesions are remarkably increas
ed; it could be useful to review the problem of the chemical 
toxicity of uranium both on the basis of the advanced techniques 
available and on the experience gained in the field of health 
protection in nuclear environments. In fact modern techniques 
allow a relatively easy detection of even slight modifications 
and of their characteristics; at the same time they permit to 
carry out the analysis of very small biological samples. In the 
preseut work it is also stressed that studies carried out on 
other renal toxic substances, like cadmium, are giving very inte
resting results. 

The occupational exposure of workers to the hazards of radio
active contamination involves health protection problems which 
still deserve further studies and research. It is well known that 
since the first definition of protection criteria suggested by 
international and national qualified organisms, several variations 
and advances have been introduced in the successively published 
reco.mmendations1,2,3,4,5,6. 

Among the different nuclides taken into consideration to 
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control the risk of internal contamination, particular attention 
must be given to natural uranium and to long-life isotopes of 
this element: in fact their incorporation in man and higher 
animals is remarkably important as far as their chemical toxicity 
is concerned. Such a risk becomes of primary importanc~ when we 
have to deal with those compounds of U-235, U-238 and natural 
uranium which are easily absorbed3,4,6. These toxicological ass~ 
ptions represent, therefore, the basic reference for the defini
tion of limit levels in radiation protection: their recognition 
is the result of a great bulk of studies and experiments consider 
ing both the biochemical and the morphological aspects 7. -

However, it should be observed that, despite the precision 
and the extension of such investigations, not negligeable per
plexities still exist on the actual physiopathological signifi
cance of the proposed limit levels. Just to quote an example, it 
is rather difficult to evaluate, on a histological level, findings 
described as "slight or extremely mild renal-tubular changes"7. 
Similarly, it is sometimes far from easy to use the available 
protection criteria to solve real problems, such as the correct 
evaluation of a possible renal damage in the case of a continuous 
contamination when the incorporation rate widely varies in timeS 
and consequently to give in this case a right and reliable inter
pretation of the excretion data. 

The problem is worth while a more modern evaluation made on 
the basis of recent knowledge in the field of renal physiology 
and physiopathology. First of all it is necessary to take into 
consideration one of the most sensitive indicator of uranium 
int·oxication, "albuminuria", which, together with catalasuria 
and aminoaciduria, permits the detection of an early renal failure 
(in the form of tubular lesions) due to the introduction of such 
heavy metal in a soluble form7,10. · 

Albuminuria has pratically been considered one of the most 
important reference symptoms, that is to-say a kind of "threshold" 
xnanifestation used in the definition of protection parameters. 
Now, the modern knowledge on the structure and origin of urinary 
proteins, as well as on the relationships existing between the 
different types of proteinuria and the morphological and functio
nal nephropathic modifications, brings about a series of complex 
problems of interpre~ation emerging from analyses such as the 
electrophoresis, the immunoelectrophoresis, gel-filtr,fion, ultra
centrifugation, chromatography, immunodiffusion, etc. • 

Obviously the simple quantitative evaluation of "albuminuria" 
in. many cases results nowadays semeiologically inadequate. For 
instance in chronic pielonephritis, a quantitative description of 
proteinuria, often not too high, Joes not always describe a seve
re renal damage1 2• Consequently the importance of "albuminuria" 
on a physiopathogenetic level appears to be decreased: an evalua
tion must be made in quantitative and qualitative terms of "pro-
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teinuria", or, better, of "proteinurias". More recently, in fact, 
on the basis of their electrophoretic behaviour, the fractions 
forming the "proteinuria" have been accurately detected and a 
morphological distinction has been made possible as far as 
11 pathologic proteinurias" are concerned, in "glomerular" and 
"tUbular" proteinurias 11,13, 14,15,16,17. 

The electrophoretic behaViourof proteinurias in the different 
possible combinations has often shown to be remarkabl;t;' consistent 
with the different pathogenetic and clinical phases of several 
nephropathies. The observation of an electrophoretic picture 
indicating a renal damage, confirmed at the biopsy, in the presen
ce of very poor, or even not detectable, urinary proteins, shows 
the great possibilities given by modern methods. 

We did not find in the current specialized literature studies 
of this kind, related to the characterization of proteinuria ca~ 
ed by uranium. However, it might be interesting to try to out
line some diagnostic possibilities even if on a theoretical basis. 

Taking into account the capacity of soluble natural uranium 
of causing lesions to proximal tubules, the hypothesis that the 
"expected" proteinuria might essentially be of a tubular kind 
(simple or mixed) appears to be justifiable. 

Though considering the incertitudes connected to the origin 
and formation processes of the tubular proteinuria, the latter 
presents morphological and structural features which allow a 
rather exact differentiation: it is made by micromolecular aggre
gates (molecular weight: 20,000 - 50,000) detectable b.r means of 
an ultracentrifuge; it often shows an anomalous behaviour in the 
presence of precipitating factors, boiling included; its content 
in urines is generally poor and sometimes not even detectable11. 
Consequently diagnostic difficulties may arise owing both to the 
commonly low values and to_the irregular reactivity to precipita
tion also when the content is high. 

However, these difficulties can be overcome by the electro
phoretic examination (on cellulose acetate or on gels of acryla
mide or of starQh). In fact the morphological picture permits a 
satisfactory characterization also when the qtUintitative determi 
nation, carried out with methods commonly used in clinical research, 
gives scarce results or no results at all. The electrophoretic 
morphology of tubular proteinuria is characterized (on cellulose 
acetate) by the prevalence of globulins as compared to albumin; 
by a low intensity of the transferrinic fraction; and by the pre
sence of homogeneous bands with differing mobility in the gamma 
zone. 

The "glomerular" proteinuria presents a rather different 
picture; the albumin fraction is remarkably wide and intense, and 
the tranaferrinic band is very sharp. Obviously mixed forma also 
exist and are often encountered; they appear as the result of 
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various overlappings of the pure forms. 

The first studies on tubular proteinurias have been carried 
out by Butler and Flynn in 195813 • But we would like to stress 
that at the same time Luessenhop and coll. established the mini
mum dose of hexavalent uranium able to cause, when injected intra 
venously, albuminuria in man10. -

The evaluation criteria used in this study to detect the 
"albuminuric threshold" were based on methods which are no more 
adequate to give an evaluation of the kidney functionality, 
especially at the level of the "intravenous tolerance dose of 
hexavalent uranium for man" 10. It is also necessary to observe 
that a correct interpretation of this symptom is sometimes made 
more difficult by the frequent presence of proteinuria in patients 
affected by neoplasia18 , as the examined subjects actually were10. 

In 1959 Publication 2 of ICRP3 reported, among others, the 
MPC in air and water for natural uranium, U-235, and U-238 in 
soluble form. These values, already contained in the 1954 "Recom 
mendations"2 are still substantially unchanged. In fact the modi
fications appearing in Publication 6 for the value o-f MPC in 
water derive from the different hypotesis accepted for intestinal 
absorption of uranium4; while the consideration of its ability in 
producing renal lesions remained the same. In any case, it should 
be observed that the MPC vat~es for soluble uranium have been 
subjected to some criticism since their very first appearance. 

In urines of experimental animals intoxicated with hexavalent 
uranium, the presence of plasma-albumin and of var~ous plasma
globulins was shown by electrophoresis (on paper?) • It is inter~ 
sting to compare these results to those obtained in the case of 
tubular proteinuria. 

In fact, the tubular proteinuria (in its pure form) shows on 
paper electrophoresis an albumin/globulins ratio lower than 1, 
and the presence of a fraction alpha-2 of a remarkable entity, 
a fraction beta relatively high and, in some cases, a fraction 
with anomalous mobility in the cathodic sense (post-gamma). By 
means of electrophoresis on starch gel the globulinic fractions 
show a pre- and post-albuminic, alpha-2, beta and post-gamma 
mobility11,14,16,17 (we already described the electrophoretic 
results on cellulose acetate). 

This topic shows many difficulties in any case. Several 
questions have been posed, since the first experiments, concern
ing the passage of plasmatic albumin into urines, especially in 
the frequent absence of appreciable glomerular lesions in the 
case of small doses of uranium7,10. On the other hand the genesis 
of tubular proteinuria involves many aspects which are still to be 
explained20,21, 22. 
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It is also very interesting to compare the preceding obser
vations with analogous aspects supplied by toxicological studies 
of another heavy metal, cadmium, also responsible of renal le
sions mainly at the tubular level. The proteinuria evidenced by 
Friberg in 1950 in workers exposed to cadmium dusts and vapours23 
was deeply studied; the characters distinguishing it from protei
nurias found in nephritis and nephroses24 are now well known. 

The cadmic protein (molecular weight ranging from 20,000 to 
30,000; sedimentation constant of about 2.2 S) does not precipi
tate when boiling, or when treated with picric acid; it is evi
denced by a precipitation with nitric acid, with 25% trichloro
acetic acid, with 3% sulfosalicylic acid. The electrophoretic 
spectrum includes four or five fractions with a low albumin/glo
bulins ratio; 50% approximately of the components behave as gam
ma-globulins in electrophoresis, immunoelectrophoresis, and DEAE
cellulose chromatography. 

By means of specific antisera it was possible to demonstrate 
that about 30% of cadmium proteins is constituted by L chains of 
gamma-glubulins25. 

It could be wise to recall here that also recentlj' the diffi
culty of evidencing the peculiar micromolecular proteinuria of 
subjects exposed to cadmium by means of conventional methods has 
been stressed; while electrophoretic methods permit to recognize 
such proteinuria with reliable results26 • 

The reported aspects of cadmium toxicology are intended as 
an example showing the difficulties and complexity of protection 
studies and demonstrate that these kind of problems do not exclu
sively concern uranium. 

The observations made on the electrophoretic behaviour of 
proteinurias, represent a partial view of the problem~ but they 
are in any case sufficient, according to our opinion2r, to select 
the importance of some controls not only at the damage level, but 
rather at the level of "contact" of uranium with the kidney. On 
the other hand, the concept of threshold is being critically 
reviewed, as evidenced during the Symposium of the American Acca
demies of Industrial Hygiene

8
and Occupational Medicine held in 

Cincinnati in February 19702 • 

The definition of dose without effect and of acceptable 
reaction advanced on that occasion undoubtedly involves aspects 
of biological phylosophy extremely delicate and, in any case, the 
necessity of having investigation means of high sensitivity and 
specificity. 

Summing up, on the basis of recent knowledge in the field 
of physiopathology and diagnostics a check appears to be auspica
ble of the validity of the values established for uranium years 
ago and still used: in order to confirm them or, if necessary, to 
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adequate them to more modern criteria. On the otherhand, the me
thods available today could permit to carry out an adequate ob
servation in man too, in the range of the present "admissibility", 
and at very low levels without involving undue risks. 

As far as, in particular, the electrophoretic multifractiona
tion of urinary proteins is concerned, the present availability of 
techniques which can be carried out also on not concentrated uri
nes29 can permit wider experiments on small animals, such as rats 
for which it has already been established that the lethal dose for 
uranium relatively to the body weight is well comparable to that 
for man8 ' 10 • 

The aim of these observations will be reached if the above 
discussions show the necessary requirements for a translation into 
a useful research program. 
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Abstract 

The retention of americium and plutonium by rat bone va,ries with age and 
sex, and during pregnancy and lactation. While the calcium content of bone 
was substantially reduced by lactation, the retention of americium and plutonium 
was scarcely affected. When tqe food consumption of lactating rats was re
stricted to that of control virgin rats fed ad libitum, the retention of americium 
by the bone of the lactating mothers was greater than that of the controls. The 
effect of parenteral administration of parathyroid hormone and a restricted diet
ary intake of calcium was also to increase the retention of americium at a time 
when bone calcium was being reduced. In contrast, the retention of americium 
by rat bone during the intense anabolic period of a mother immediately after lac
tation was less than that of the controls. The retention of americium and pluton
ium by bone was also reduced after either a series of intraperitoneal injections 
of calcium gluconate or parathyroidectomy. 

Introduction 

The relation between the incorporation of radionuclides by the skeleton 
and the induction of neoplastic processes in trabecular bone is well known. It 
has led to many efforts to reduce the burden of that important class of osteo
tropic elements, the actinides, principally by means of chelating agents. The 
work reported here provides an alternative approach to this problem by studying 
the retention of americium and plutonium by bone during periods of anabolic and 
catabolic activity in the skeleton. We have examined the effects of age, sex, 
pregnancy and lactation. Having established some variations of the retention of 
americium and plutonium with these natural stresses, we continued with investi
gations of the effects of the artificial stresses of parenteral administration of 
parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, estrogen, and calcium gluconate, a diet free of 
calcium, and parathyroidectomy. 

Experimental 

The animals used in these experiments were specific-pathogen-free rats 
of the Sprague-Dawley strain bred in our laboratories. The rats were given stan
dard laboratory food, unless otherwise indicated, and tap water ad libitum. 
Americium-241 and plutonium-239 were administered by intravenous injection. 
A sublingual vein of a rat anesthetized lightly with Halothane was used. Ameri
cium and plutonium were administered as 1 o/o citrate solutions at pH7. The injec
tion volume of 0 .1 ml contained 50 nCi of Am-241 or Pu-239. The radionuclides 
were supplied by the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham. 

The radioactivity of rats and bones was measured by counting the 60 keV 
gamma ray of Am-241 with sodium iodide detectors. Plutonium in bones was 
measured by liquid scintillation counting after extraction with di (2 ethyl hexyl) 
phosphoric acid, following the method of Keough and Powers1. 
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Results 

Age and sex 
The retention of americium and plutonium by the whole skeleton and fe

mora of growing and mature female rats one week after injection is presented in 
Table 1. The retention of americium is greater in the younger rats, while the 
retention of plutonium is greater in the older rats. In Table 2 the variation with 
sex of the retention of americium and plutonium by femora of 15 week old rats is 
presented. The skeletal retention of americium was higher in male than in fe
male rats in a series of experiments with rats of four ages2. This is illustrated 
in Table 2 for rats of 15 weeks and results for plutonium are added. Although the 
males retained significantly more americium in their bones than the females (P = 
0. 01), the retention of plutonium by bone showed very little dependence on sex, 
with a slightly higher retention by females than by males (P = 0. 3). 

Table 1. Retention of americium and plutonium 7 days after injection. 
o/o of injected dose.':' 

Skeleton 

Femora 

Am 
Pu 

Am 
Pu 

Age at time of injection 
5 weeks 15 weeks 

30.6 ± 

62.6 ± 

3.0 ± 

7.3 ± 

0.5 
2 .1 

0.2 
0.5 

20.8 ± 0.4 
77.1 ± 3.0 

2.0 ± 0.2 
7.7 ± 0.5 

':'all results presented in these tables are mean values ± standard errors of the 
means for at least 5 rats. 

Table 2. Retention of americium and plutonium by 15 week old rats 7 days after 
injection. 

Skeleton 

Femora 

Am 

Am 
Pu 

Pregnancy and Lactation 

40.7 ± 3. 7 

4.1 ± 0.4 
7.1 ± 0.2 

o/o of injected dose. 

28. 1 ± 3. 1 

2.0 ± 0.2 
7.7 ± 0.5 

During pregnancy and lactation the female rat undergoes many physiologi
cal changes that compensate for the increased nutritional demands of either the 
fetus or the newborn. There is a general increase in the consumption of food and 
a correspondingly increased intestinal absorption of essential minerals. 

Of greatest importance for our studies are the changes that occur in bone. 
The metabolism of the bone minerals is in positive balance during pregnancy, 
with the formation of many new trabeculae in bone as calcium salts are laid down. 
The process is reversed in lactation. With the production of milk, the calcium in 
blood is utilized with a resulting resorption of trabecular bone. Pregnancy and 
lactation thus provide tools that permit an examination of the movements of amer
icium and plutonium during both positive and negative calcium balance. This is 
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of some importance, for Herring has shown that both americium and plutonium 
are associated with resorbing rather than with active bone surfaces3. 

The retention of americium by the femora of pregnant rats is less than 
that of the control rats {Table 3). The increase in the weight of the femur during 
pregnancy lends even more emphasis to this observation when viewed as a con
centration. These trends were also observed in measurements of the whole skel
eton. The period of greatest anabolic activity occurs at the end of pregnancy 
and it was this interval of pregnancy that showed the greatest reduction in the 
retention of americium by femur and the whole skeleton. Skeletal tissue in the 
stage of active calcification thus possesses a reduced ability to incorporate 
americium. 

Table 3. Retention of americium during pregnancy, o/o of injected dose. 

Controls 0 - 10 d 12 - 22 d l 7 - 22 d 

Skeleton 
Femur 

26 .l ± l . 7 
1.03 ± 0.04 

25.1 ± 2.9 
l.ll ± 0.07 

22.4 ± l. 0 
0.96 ± 0.04 

22 .o ± 0.6 
0. 82 ± 0.02 

Table 4. Retention of americium and plutonium by the ends and shafts of 
femur after 22 days of lactation, % of injected dose. 

Ends Shafts 

Am la eta ting rats 0.45 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 
control rats 0. 42 ± 0 .02 0.12±0.01 

Pu lactating rats 1.75±0.14 0.40 ± 0.03 
control rats 2. 04 ± 0.27 0.49±0.07 

Table 5. Specific activity of ends and shafts of femur after 22 days of 
lactation, % of injected dose/g dry bone. 

Am lactating rats l .40 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.02 
control rats 0. 94 ± 0.05 0. 51 ± 0.03 

Pu lactating rats 5.5 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.2 
control rats 4.5 ± 0.6 2.0 ± 0.3 

------
Table 6. Retention of americium by one femur at the end of lactation 

after restricted consumption of food. 

-----

Food Retention, % dose Specific Activity, o/o/g dry bone 

Control ad lib 0.92 ± 0,05 1.26 ± 0.07 
Mother ad lib 0. 86 ± 0.06 1.56±0.11 
Mother 17 g/d l. 09 ± 0. 07 1.87±0.12 
Mother l0,15g/d 1.18±0.06 2.14 ± 0.11 
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Table 7. Retention of americium by one femur in mother rats 10 days 
after weaning. 

Mother 
Control 

Retention, o/o dose 

0.62±0.04 
0.92±0.08 

Specific Activity, o/o/g dry bone 

1.09±0.09 
1.39 ± 0.13 

The retention of americium and plutonium by bone of lactating rats is 
affected very little during the 22-day period of lactation of the rat (Table 4), 
bearing in mind the decimation of the trabeculae of bone by the end of lactation. 
The amounts of americium and plutonium were not significantly different in 
either the ends or shafts of femur at the end of lactation (P's betvVeen 0.2 and 
0. 3). The weight of the ends of the femur is substantially reduced and Table 5 
shows that the ability of cortical bone to concentrate americium and plutonium 
is increased by the catabolic activity of lactation, the effect being greater for 
americium than for plutonium. 

Th~ stress of restriction of food consumption by lactating rats has also 
been studied. Normally, the daily consumption of food by a lactating rat in
creases steadily during lactation and reaches a level four times greater at the 
end of lactation than at the beginning. In one experiment, lactating mothers 
were restricted to the weight of food consumed ad libitum by control rats - 17 
g/d. In a second experiment, the mothers were restricted to 10 g/d for the first 
15 days of lactation and 15 g/d for the last 7 days of lactation. The retention of 
americium by femur under these stresses is presented in Table 6. The effect of 
the stress is to increase the retention of americium by the femur, the greater the 
stress the·greater the increase in retention. It is therefore evident again that 
increased catabolic activity results in an increased retention of americium by 
rat bone. 

Immediately after weaning, a mother undergoes a period of intense ana
bolic activity, during which the bone mineral used up during lactation is re
placed. We examined the metabolism of americium during this anabolic period 
by injecting americium on the day of weaning and measuring the retention 10 days 
later. The retention of americium by the femur of the mothers was substantially 
lower than that of the controls (67%) (Table 7). While the weights of the femurs 
of the mothers were still significantly lower than those of the controls 10 days 
after weaning, the ability of the bone to concentrate americium, as demonstrated 
by the specific activity, was also substantially reduced (78o/o of controls). 

Effects of artificial stresses 
We summarise here the effect on the retention of americium and pluton

ium by bone of parenteral administration of parathyroid hormone, calcium glu
conate and calcitonin. The effects of a diet free of calcium and of parathyroid
ectomy are also de scribed. 

Parathyroid hormone. The work of Herring showed that resorbing surfaces 
of bone are important in the retention of americium and plutonium and our investi
gation of the metabolism of americium and plutonium during reproduction suggest
ed that the physiological stresses that affect bone building have a measurable 
influence on the retention of these elements by bone. We therefore investigated 
the effect of parathyroid hormone, because of its role as a regulator of bone re
sorption. We injected subcutaneously 50 units of PTH twice a day to male rats 
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of about 450 g body weight. The rats were also fed a diet free of calcium. Am
ericium and plutonium were injected 7 days after the rats had been on this re
gime and the animals were killed and their tissues analysed after a further 14 
days. The results for femur are presented in Table 8. The diet without calcium 
had a significant effect in increasing the retention of americium and plutonium. 
The parathyroid hormone further increased the retention of americium but had no 
further effect on the retention of plutonium. These results therefore confirm the 
affinity of americium and plutonium for resorbing surfaces, but point out again 
that the behaviour of americium and plutonium in bone is certainly different 
quantitatively, if not qualitatively. 

Table 8. Effect of parathyroid hormone and a diet without calcium on the 
retention of americium and pluton~um by one femur of male rats 
14 days after injection, o/o of injected dose. 

PTH +diet 
Diet alone 
Control 

Am 

1.77±0.05 
1.45±0.06 
1.23±0.05 

Pu 

3.58 ± 0.08 
3.58 ± 0.09 
3. 38 ± 0. 08 

Table 9. Effect of calcium gluconate on the retention of americium and plutonium 
by one femur of male rats 5 hours after injection, o/o of injected dose. 

Calcium gluconate 
Control 

Am 

1.00±0.04 
1.20±0.02 

Pu 

1.29±0.06 
1. 38 ± 0. 08 

Table 10. Effect of calcitonin on the retention of americium and plutonium by 
one femur of male rats 5 hours after injection, o/o of injected dose. 

Calcitonin 
Control 

Am 

1.15±0.05 
1. 09 ± 0. 04 

Pu 

1.45±0.37 
1. 38 ± 0. 08 

Table 11. Effect of parathyroidectomy on the retention of americium by one 
femur of male rats 5 hours after injection, o/o of injected dose. 

PTX 
Control 

1.09 ± 0.10 
1.26 ± 0.04 

Calcium gluconate. Having established that the increase in resorption 
produced by a diet deficient in calcium or by parathyroid hormone increases the 
reter.tion of americium and plutonium, the opposite effect was sought. Repeated 
administration of calcium gluconate was used to increase the level of calcium in 
the blood and reduce the bone resorption. Intraperitoneal injection of calcium 
gluconate at half-hourly intervals, starting 30 minutes before injection of ameri
cium and plutonium, resulted in a significantly reduced retention of americium by 
femur 5 hours later (P"'O. 01) and a smaller decrease in the retention of pluton
ium that was not significant (P"' 0 . 3, Table 9) . 

Calcitonin. The effect of calcitonin on the plasma calcium level is the 
opposite of the effect of parathyroid hormone4 . Administration of salmon calci-
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tonin to rats at a dose of 2 units/kg produced a transitory reduction of plasma 
calcium from 100 mg/1 to 70 mg/1. The effect lasted for about 4 hours. We 
administered calcitonin intraperitoneally at the same time as americium and 
plutonium and repeated the calcitonin after 2-1/2 hours. The rats were killed 
5 hours after administration of the radionuclides. The retention of americium 
by femur is presented in Table 10. The administration of calcitonin in this ex
periment had no effect on the retention of americium or plutonium by femur. 

Parathyroidectomy. An alternative method of reducing the level of bone 
resorption was to remove the endogenous source of parathyroid hormone. Para
thyroidectomy was performed 4 days before the injection of americium. Blood 
calcium levels were reduced to about one-half of normal by this operation. The 
effect of parathyroidectomy on the retention of americium by femur 5 hours after 
injection (Table 11 ), was similar to that found with parenteral administration of 
calcium gluconate. The decrease in retention of americium was 14% with para
thyroidectomy and 17% after parenteral administration of calcium gluconate. 

Discussion 

The use of stresses that increase or decrease resorption of bone, either 
by natural or artificial means, increases and decreases the retention of ameri
cium by bone, with similar but smaller effects for plutonium. The biggest dif
ference, while statistically significant, is only a 40% change in the retention 
of americium. The largest effect observed so far is the increase in retention 
after administration of parathyroid hormone. The decrease obtained with admini
stration of calcium gluconate is more modest. Our experiments with calcitonin 
have not yet been completed, but no effect has yet been observed. The modest 
size of the changes obtained so far does not offer much encouragement for the 
use of hormones or other pharmaceutical agents that modify bone metabolism as 
therapeu'·ic agents to reduce the retention of transuranic elements by bone. 
However, there are other agents that influence the metabolism of bone and it 
might be of interest to study the effect of, say, growth hormone, calcium ascor
bate, or combinations of these agents with a chelating agent. 

It has sometimes been assumed that americium and plutonium behave 
similarly as contaminants of biological systems and, while similarities are 
apparent in this work, there are some notable differences, with the retention 
of plutonium much less affected by variations in bone metabolism than that of 
americium. 
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RADIATION ACCIDENTS 

INDUSTRIAL RADIATION INCIDENTS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

By C D Burgess and E G Weatherley 

HM Factory Inspectorate, Department of Employment, 

London, United Kingdom 

Abstract 

Certain categories of radiation accidents, incidents and excessive 
radiation exposures are reportable to HM Factory Inspectorate. This paper 
describes the method of analysing reports of excessive radiation doses. 
The analysis includes the processes and locations associated with these 
reports, the magnitude of the radiation doses received and the age groups 
of the exposed persons. Causes are divided into management errors, 
operator errors and equipment failure. The analysis shows that industrial 
radiography on engineering construction sites is the process which produces 
most.excessive radiation exposures. Unsuitable equipment, inadequate 
supervision and training of radiographers are found to be the main causes 
of excessive exposures. 

Introduction 

Objective 

The purpose of this paper is to review and analyse radiation incidents 
reported to HM Factory Inspectorate between 1968 and 19?2, to identify 
areas where radiation doses in excess of the maximum permissible are 
occurring, to indicate where, if any, additional effort needs to be deployed 
in industry and what particular problems need to be solved. Incidents 
occurring during 1972 are analysed in detail. 

Scope 

This paper deals with incidents reported to HM Factory Inspectorate 
under the Ionising Radiations (Sealed Sources) Regulations 1969.1 The 
application of these regulations has been descritad in previous papers.2.3 
In particular they do not apply to hospitals, nor to research and teaching 
establishments. Incidents reported under the Ionising Radiations (Unsealed 
Radioactive Substances) Regulations 19684 have been excluded because these 
regulations only apply to a small proportion of persons employed in 
establishments where unsealed radioactive substances are used and 
consequently would not be representative. 

Reportable Incidents 

Reportable incidents are defined as those reportable to HM Factory 
Inspectorate under the regulations;1 namely 
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(a) Incidents where it appears that a person has received a 
radiation dose in excess of the maximum permissible dose specified 
in the regulations. 
(b) Breakage or leakage or sealed sources. 
(c) Lost or mislaid sealed sources. 

Only category (a) is analysed and discussed. The word incident is used in 
preference to accident because most excessive exposures result from chronic 
causes rather than acute accident situations. 

Notification 

Where a dose assessment on- a single film badge is in excess of the 
maximum permissible it is most unlikely that the incident remains unreported 
due to the close liaison between HM Factory Inspectorate and approved 
dosimetry laboratories. On the other hand where it arises from the 
summation of a number of film badge dose assessments over the calendar 
quarter the position is probably less satisfactory. It is, of course, 
-impossible to assess whether significant numbers of persons not wearing film 
badges receive doses in excess of the maximum permissible, but the operation 
and enforcement of the various legislative requirements in the United Kingdom 
ensures that this is unlikely to occur. 

Incident Ana1ysis 

Identification of genuine incidents 

All reported incidents are investigated and analysed. Since there is 
an obligation on factory occupiers to report all apparently excessive doses, 
the first task is to separate the genuine incidents from the obviously false. 
Inevitably there is a grey area between the two categories where in spite of 
all efforts no specific circumstances can be identified to account for the 
film badge assessment. These doubtful cases, which are few in number, are 
included with the genuine incidents. Incidents which are found on 
investigation to be false are discarded from further consideration. 

87 

64 

52 

St 
~ ~ 

1968 1969 1 7 
97 91 72 

fl TRUE EXCESSIVE DOSE 

D FALSE EXCESSIVE DOSE 

• OTHER INCIDENTS 

Figure 1 

78 
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41 

RADIATION INCIDENTS REPORTED TO H M F I 
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Figure 1 shows the number of incidents reported to HM Factory Inspectorate 
in the years from 1968 to 1972. There is no obvious trend in the number of 
genuine excessive exposures reported and analysed in the years quoted 
although the number in 1972 was the lowest so far recorded. The number of 
incidents which proved on investigation to be false remained fairly 
constant with the exception of 1971 when there was an abaormally large 
number arising out of two incidents involving twelve personal dosemeters. 
In one case seven film badges were accidently irradiated while not being worn 
when a radiographer was carrying out a radiograph during the night shift. 
In the other incident five film badges were exposed to organic vapours while 
being worn. 

The other incidents shown in figure 1 refer to breakage or leakage of 
sealed sources or lost or mislaid sealed~urces. All lost sources we~e 
eventually recovered. 

Process and location 

An analysis of the place at which incidents occur and the type of work 
involved is very useful in identifying the areas of risk and in allocating 
the limited resources available for inspection and enforcement. 

Figure 2 shows the location of radiation doses in excess of the maximum 
permissible reported from 1969 to 1972. Whereas it was reported in 1969 
that gamma radiography of pipelines was the major area of risk, the 
position has changed markedly. From a peak of 5~ of the total in 1969, 
excessive exposures on pipeline sites had fallen to only 1~ in 1972. 
This is partly due to a reduction in the total mileage of pipeline laid 
during this period and partly to the considerable increase in the use of 
X-ray Crawlers for pipeline radiography. There was however an increase 
in the use of sealed sources at engineering construction sites, for example, 
petro-chemical factories and power stations under construction or repair. 
Incidents arising from the use of ionising radiations in other processes 
show no significant pattern over these years. 
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The situation for 1972 is summarised in figure 3. It shows that in spite 
of all efforts in the field of radiography, this process still accounts for 
90% of all reported excessive doses. Gamma radiography accounts for the 
majority although X-ray radiography is widely used. A comparative review 
of the incidents associated with radiography on construction sites and in 
factories has been published.5 That the other categories account for less 
than four incidents each suggests that a high standard of radiological 
protection exists in other processes using ionising radiations. 

GAMMA 
RADIOGRAPHY IN 
WALLED ENCLOSUR 

GAMMA RADIOGRAPHY 
ON ENGINEERING SITES 

49% 

GAMMA RADIOGRAPHY 
Figure 3 ON PIPELINES 

PROCESS/LOCATION OF EXCESSIVE RADIATION EXPOSURES IN 1972 

Magnituda of radiation doses 

Figure 4 gives an indication of the radiation doses received by the 
individual in the calendar quarter to which the report relates. These 
figures are normally those given by film badge dose assessments. 
However, in some cases a person was exposed to a grossly non uniform 
radiation field and the film badge did not give a reasonable indication of 
the dose to that part of the body most affected. In these cases the figures 
have been amended to show dose assessments to the organ of interest. 

The table therefore contains those doses in excess of the maximum 
permissible to the whole body or to other parts of the body where these doses 
have exceeded the appropriate maximum permissible doses to that part of the 
body. The table should therefore be interpreted with care. 

70% of the 1972 reports fall in the 3 to 5 rem range. These were usually 
chronic exposures resulting from a number of frequent incrementa of small 
doses accumulated over the calendar quarter giving a cumulative total in 
excess of the maximum permissible. These cases usually arise from long 
hours of work, unsuitable equipment, relatively unsatisfactory working 
conditions or methods of work. 
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DOSE RECEIVED 1969 1970 1971 1972 

3-3·5 REM 11 8 17 13 

3·5-5·0 REM 26 24 35 16 

5·0-10·0 REM 12 8 11 4 

10·0-25·0 REM 8 9 6 4 

25-50 REM 1 2 1 2 

50-100 REM 4 0 1 0 

>100 REM 2 0 5 1 

ACCURATE EVALUATION 0 1 2 1 NOT POSSIBLE 

Figure 4 MAGNITUDE OF EXCESSIVE DOSES 

Doses in excess o~ 5 rems consist in the main of acute doses ar1a~ng from a 
single relatively high dose received in one exposure due to accident 
conditions. All the radiation doses in excess of 100 rems were received 
either to the head or hands in extremely non uniform radiation fields. 
There were one or two circumstances over this period where it was not 
possible to make an accurate evaluation of the radiation dose received by 
the individual. In most of these cases the individual was not wearing a 
personal dosemeter. 
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Figure 5 AGE GROUPS OF EXPOSED PERSONS 
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Somatic Injuries 

Five cases of acute somatic injuries were reported during the period 
1968 to 1972. Four involved finger burns as a result of handling sealed 
sources or source holders without handling tongs. In three cases it was 
estimated that the doses to the fingers were of the order of several 
thousand rems over fairly short periods. In the fourth case wh~re the 
practice was carried out over many months biological dosimetry gave an 
estimate of 200 rems as the equivalent whole body dose. In the fifth case, 
the cause of which was not clearly established, a dose of~ot less than 
2,000 rems was received to the chest and it was estimated1 that the 
equivalent whole body dose was between 70 and 105 rems. 

Age groups of exposed persons 

The proportion of excessive exposure to persons in the most genetically 
significant age groups, that is those up to twenty-five years old and those 
between twenty-five and thirty-five years old was considerably lower in 
1972. (See figure 5). It is too early to say whether this trend is 
significant. 

Incident causation 

In terms of preventing the recurrence of an incident and to help in the 
allocation of limited resources available to users and enforcement agencies, 
causation is the most important factor in incident analysis. Unfortunately 
the categorisation of causation is a subjective process and is likely to be 
significantly affected by the attitudes of those involved. Following Catlin's 
paper 8 we reviewed and reorganised our classification system but we found that 
it was impracticable to allocate a primary cause to each event. Incidents 
cannot often be ascribed to a single cause and many are the result of a sequence 
of events which may involve errors on the part of the management or employee or 
failure of the equipment, each of which played an important part in the 
incident. For these reasons, three basic categories were chosen 

Management error. 
Operator error. 
Equipment failure or malfunction. 

Where more than one error in a particular category (for example, more than one 
management error) contributed to an incident, the most significant in relation 
to that incident was chosen. 

Management error 

Figure 6 shows that in 7~ of the incidents reported in 1972 a management 
error contributing to the causation sequence was identified. 

Equipment 3~ of these incidents were ascribed to the provisions of unsuitable 
equipment. This category primarily relates to gamma radiography exposure 
containers and ancillary equipment used by itinerant radiographers. It is not 
always easy to provide operators with an optimum selection of such equipment 
together with suitable source types and strengths for a protracted series of 
tasks which may vary widely in scope. Nevertheless in our view a significant 
improvement in this area should materially reduce the number of incidents. 

We have classified gamma radiography exposure containers into three 
categories; torch type, shutter type and projection type. The torch type 
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UNSUITABLE EQUIPMENT 

34% 

SSENTIAL EQUIPMENT 
NOT PROVIDED 

Figure 6 MANAGEMENT ERROR 1972 

is the most frequently used due to its advantages of lightness, simplicity, 
robustness and flexibility in use. It does however suffer from the 
disadvantage that the operator needs to be relatively close to the source 
at the time .of exposure. Good methods of work are therefore vital. Poor 
working practice leads to chronic excessive doses. 

There have been several instances where insufficient shielding has been 
provided by the torc~castle combination of a radiography exposure container 
thus exposing the radiographer to high radiation dose rates. In another 
case a radiographer was provided with an exposure container which, when he 
arrived on the site after a long journey, was found to be too large to use 
in the working space available. In order to avoid delay the source was used 
without the castle and the radiographer received an excessive dose of 
radiation. Another common fault was the use of sources with too high an 
activity for a particular series of radiographic shots. This enables a 
very large number of shots to be carried out in a short time but invariably 
results in the radiographer receiving a higher radiation dose. 

Shutter type containers are relatively light but slightly less robust 
since there are more working parte. They are however usually larger than 
torch type containers and sometimes it is necessary to remove the source from 
the container for difficult exposures • This is a delicate operation and can 
lead to chronic excessive exposures or, if the operation is mishandled, to 
an accident situation. 

Remotely controlled projection type exposure containers are more 
expensive and usually much bigger and heavier. Unfortunately the equipment is 
often not robust enough for the very arduous conditions of use on site. This 
results in damage to the projection cable and the source is sometimes left 
in the projection tube when the operator believes it to have returned to its 
fully shielded position. This is often not discovered until much later. 
This accident condition gives rise to acute radiation doses in excess of 
the maximum permissible. 
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Figure 7 shows the number and type of exposure contaiDera associated with 
excessive radiation exposures from 1969 to 1972. 
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Figure 7 TYPE OF EXPOSURE CONTAINER 

As we mentio:Jted in a previous paper3 it is our view that there is still 
considerable potential for the development of exposure containers and 
suitable accessories particularly for situations where access is difficult 
and clearance is limited. Unfortunately it is by no means easy to develop 
a performance standard for this equipment due to the variety of conditions 
in which it is used. Various recommendations by the International Labour 
Office, ICRP and the British Standards have amongst other criteria, 
specified the exposure rate at the outside of the closed container. This 
is useful in limiting the exposure of radiographers while tbe apparatus is 
in transit or temporary storage. However when one considers that the 
exposure rate outside a closed container~ only be 20 mR/h while it ~ 
be 2,000 mR/h or more when the apparatus is in use it is quite obvious that 
the latter situation is the critical factor in determining the radiographers 
exposure. 

In our radiation laboratory we are evaluating the protection afforded by 
a range of exposure containers both under conditions of use and storage with 
a view to determining parameters for a perfonaance standard. We hope to 
publish a paper in due course. 

Supervision Lack of supervision accounted for 22% of the excessive 
exposures. In most cases these incidents arose as a result of operators 
failing to use suitable techniques in the field. It is maaagements 
responsibility to ensure tbat the operators are trained to use approved 
techni.ues, and supervision is necessaJ'Y from time to time to ensure that 
this is done. A careful and frequent check on radiation dose records will 
identify cases where special supervision is necessary. 
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Training Failure to provide adequate training for operators was still 
an important factor in the area of management errors. It still accounted 
for 1~ of the excessive doses although this is a significant reduction from 
the 1970 figure of 4Q%. Some radiography contractors organise excellent 
training schemes. others, particularly small firms have no formal 
training facilities themselves and rely on a combination of "on the job" 
training sometimes supplemented by external courses. Some of these 
courses are not orientated towards the detailed process knowledge or the 
technical equipment used for radiography and fail to demonstrate clearly 
and in simple terms the techniques of minimising radiation exposure under 
site conditions. We believe that formal training in radiological protection 
is essential. It should, nevertheless, be practically based on the 
equipment used by radiographers. We have sought the advice and help of the 
National Radiological Protection Board to improve the situation in this 
field. 

Safety eguipment The prov1s1on of essential safety equipment such as 
dose rate meters, warning signals and barriers was relatively satisfactory 
and did not contribute significantly to management errors. 

Operator error 

Most operator errors such as failure to monitor or the use of unsuitable 
techniques are related to management errors such as inadequate training or 
lack of supervision. Only wilful disregard of instructions, failure to use 
equipment provided and human error are wholly attributable to the operator. 
These are classified as other causes in figure 8. 

UNSUITABLE TECHNIQUE 44% 

Figure 8 OPERATOR ERROR 1972 

Unsuitable or poor techniques increased from 27% in 1971 to 4~ in 1972, 
These were mainly associated with torch type exposure containers, for example, 
using sources of too high an activity or failing to retire to a safe distance 
during the exposure 
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Failure to monitor, usually in connection with a remotely controlled 
projection type exposure container accounted for seven (17%) of the incidents 
involving operator error. Two incidents were caused by radiographers 
failing to lock the exposure containers in the closed position before 
transportation. 

For the first time since 1969 no worker handled a source holder directly. 

Equipment Failure 

Equipment failures or malfunctions are classified in figure 9. Equipment 
failure was identified as a contributory factor in 3~ of the reports. 

While these equipment failures were tmportant factors in twelve accidents in 
1972, excessive exposure would probably have been avoided in most cases if 
the operators had been adequately trained and had followed the correct 
procedures. 

NO FAILURE 70% 

Figure 9 EQUIPMENT FAILURE 1972 

Failure of source controls, that is sources becoming disconnected from 
remote control devices while exposed and shutters failing to close showed 
little variation at 17% of the total compared with previous years. 

Interlock failures at X-ray enclosures contributed to ~ of the incidents 
in 1972. 'In terms of actual numbers this must be very small proportion 
of the total X-ray enclosures in use but this makes them all the more 
unexpected when they do occur. No failure of warning signals for X-ray 
enclosures were reported during the year. 
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Conclusions 

Analysis of industrial radiation incidents in the United Kingdom shows 
that gamma radiography at engineering construction sites is now the type 
of work giving rise to most excessive radiation doses. The advent of 
X-ray crawlers appears to have reduced the riskon pipeline work. The 
frequency of excessive radiation doses inwork other than radiography 
involving the industrial use of ionising radiations is very low. 

Most excessive doses are in the range of 3 to 5 rems in a calendar quarter 
and are received chronically over the period rather than as a result of 
accident conditions. 

We believe that greater attention needs to be paid by manufacturers to 
improving the design of gamma radiography equipment to provide better 
protection for the operator and to prevent failures under the arduous 
conditions of use. It would be helpful if a performance standard could 
be developed for this equipment to specify the protection which should be 
provided under conditions of use. 

Users should select their equipment more carefully for the particular 
conditions of use and ensure that radiographers are adequately trained 
paying particular attention to minimising exposur~under difficult field 
conditions and the procedures to be followed when accident conditions 
arise. 
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Abstract 

This paper describe~ a severe radiation injury received by a young industrial 
radiographer concerned with pipeline radiography. The reconstructions carried 
out to expla~n the incident are discussed together with the calculations made to 
predict the radiation doses at the site of the injury and the effective whole 
body dose. These results are compared to the clinical estimates of the 
radiation dose profiles at the injury and the estimates of radiation dose made 
by reference to the film badge worn by the worker and to the chromosome 
aberrations detected in the lymphocytes obtained in a blood sample. 

The injury was observed on the upper left area of chest wall adjacent to the left 
nipple, involving a circular area of skin about 100 mm diameter extending in 
depth 30 to 40 mm to ribs and even heart muscle. 

The worker associated this injury with an exposure to an open industrial 
radiography source housing containing a 25 curie iridium-192 source during a 
short car journey Jrri th the container open on the adjacent front seat and 
directed towards him. Evidence is presented to discount totally this 
explanation and the possible alternatives derived from consideration of the 
clinical estimates of the radiation dose profile are discussed in detail. The 
radiation doses at the site of the injury were thought to be up'to about 20,000 
rads. A brief statement is made of the medical treatment given. 

Introduction 

The purpose of presenting this paper is to report one of the most severe accidents 
involving exposure of an industrial worker to radiation which has occurred in 
Great Britain. The paper also brings to light the difficulties in attempting 
to explain an incident in retrospect when most of the information comes from the 
person concerned who cannot, or may not wish to, recall the exact circumstances. 
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Description of Incident 

The young man concerned, aged 20 years, commenced employment on 25th August, 1969 
as a trainee radiographer "'ith a large company engaged in non-destructive 
testing. His initial training was carried out informally in discussion with 
other more senior radiographers over the first two weeks. Towards the end of 
the first week he carried out radiography and from the second week onwards he 
sometimes worked without direct supervision. 

On 20th Septemoer he was provided with an iridium-192 source, strength 25 curies, 
contained in an industrial protective source housing, to radiograph a 24 inch 
gas pipeline. The source housing, figure 1 1 had oeen designed oy the company 
themselves to the shielding requirements specified in British Standard, BS,4097, 
1966. Provision was made for locking the source in the closed position out on 
this occasion no pR-ilJock was provided. 

Figure 1. Protective Source Housing used for 
Industrial Radiography 

He was the last radiographer to complete his work and was therefore left 
entirely on his own at the site. On finishing he loaded the exposed films onto 
the oack seat of his car and placed the source housing on the front passenger 
seat. 

At the completion of his journey a fellow worker noticed that the source housing 
was in the open position with the radiation oeam directed towards the driving 
seat, It was estimated that he was exposed to the radiation in this situation 
for three hours. During this time his radiation monitoring film, not in a 
film holder, was in a wallet in his right hand hip pocket. 

He did not work again with radioactive sources from this time until the onset of 
clinical symptoms. 
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Clinical Considerations 

The clinical symptoms became apparent on 2nd October, 1969. He noticed for the 
first time a small white patch on his chest wall just below the left nipple. 
This patch was surrounded by a circular area 15 mm in diameter which gradually 
became inflamed. On 5th October he began to feel unwell. The chest area had 
started to swell, the reddening had extended to an area 100 mm in diameter, the 
central white patch had spread in size and a blister formed around its edge. 

At this stage he sought medical advice. He approached his local general 
practitioner "'ho, in view of his occupation, referred him to a consultant 
radiotherapist at the Institute of Radiotherapeutics, Western Infirmary, Glasgow. 

By 8th October the injury had assumed an oval shape, bright fiery red in colour, 
about 100 mm in diameter, "'ith a central spot, deeper and darker red in colour, 
20-30 mm in diameter. 

Other lesser injuries were also noted. There was a smaller, similar lesion 
about 20 mm in diameter over the sternum, a small lesion on the inside of the 
left wrist and blistering of the fingertips of the left hand. During the 
following week the central parts of both chest lesions vesicated and became 
ulcerated. Over the next few weeks the erythema decreased around the main 
injury, but the central ulcer extended to cover an oval area 100 mm x 90 mm 
developing a deep black scab in the centre, figure 2. 

Figure 2. Appearance of main chest injury December 1969. 

The small sternal lesion scabbed and healed completely by the end of January 
1970. The deep scab continued to develop over the main lesion however without 
any healing. He was admitted to Canniesburn Hospital, Glasgow in April 1970 
with •a view to surgery. 

The slough was excised from the lesion revealing an area of necrotic tissue 
about 50 mm in diameter, which it was also decided to remove. During this 
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operation, the radionecrosis was found to involve parts of the fourth and fifth 
ribs, Damage had also occurred to the pericardium and an area of radionecrosis 
10 mm in diameter was observed on the heart muscle. The surgery was completed 
with a thoraco-abdominal flap. The appearance on discharge from Canniesburn 
Hospital is shown in figure J, 

Figure J, Appearance of main chest injury after surgery- October 1970. 

Some postulations of radiation dose can be made on the basis of the clinical 
symptoms, their speed of progression and by comparison with tissue damage in 
radiotherap~. It is reasonable to assume that the injuries were due to single 
short exposures. 

(l) The area of skin of the main lesion must have received a dose in excess 
of 2 7 000 rads but not greater than about 20,000 rads. 

(2) The skin immediately surrounding the lesion where there was no erythema 
must have received a dose less than 800 rads, 

(3) The area of observed damage to the heart muscle must have received a 
dose of about 2,000 rads. 

(4) The area of skin of the smaller chest lesion, wrist and fingertips must 
have received a dose not much less than 1,500 rads, 

(5) The original radiation exposure had occurred about 7 to 10 days prior 
to the reported onset of symptoms, 

Physical Dose Estimates 

Car· Incident 

Details of the car incident were obtained by careful questioning of the 
radiographer and a reconstruction carried out in October 1969. A water filled 
phantom was used to simulate the body to measure the attenuation by tissue for 
iridium-192 gamma radiation. 
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The reconstruction showed that the closest distance from the source to the car 
driver was 0.4 m at the level of the left hip. The estimated three hour 
exposure time gave an average whole body dose of 45 rads calculated by determining 
integral dose in body tissue and averaging over the whole body. The maximum 
dose estimated 1das 215 rads to the left hip. The absorbed dose calculated at 
the surface of the right hip gave 7 rads in water. This can be directly 
compared with the absorbed dose of 7.5 rads in water recorded by the film badge 
exposed during this incident in a wallet in the radiographer's right hip pocket. 

At this early stage the good agreement between the calculated dose at the site 
of the film badge and that recorded by the film gave a degree of confidence in 
the reconstruction. Medical opinion had not yet ruled out thermal burns as the 
cause since the symptoms had not fully developed and the severity of the chest 
injury was not realised. It was impossible for the incident. as described to 
give rise io the 11ery localised retdiation burn on the chest or damage to the 
wrist and fingers, consequently further radiological investigation was suspended. 

Main Chest Injury 

Due to circumstances outwith the control of the authors, medical treatment 
continued but no further radiological assessment took place until May 1970 by 
which time it was clear that there had been heavy exposure in addition to that 
occurring in the car. 

After full development of the symptoms, the dimensions and radiation dose profile 
of the main injury derived from the degree of biological damage are shown in 
figure 4. 

SCHEMA TIC DIAGRAM OF INJURY 
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Figure 4• 
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Schematic diagram of main chest injury showing dimensions, 
and estimates of dose based on the clinical symptoms. 
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Since the exposure had probably taken place about the time of the car incident, 
and to be consistent with the availability of sources to the radiographer, the 
25 curie iridium-192 source was used to reconstruct the radiation dose profile 
for the chest injury. 

Two possibilities were considered, first that the source had been removed from 
the source housing and was therefore unshielded and secondly that the source 
was mounted inside the source housing in the "exposed" position. 

Radiation dose profiles were calculated for both cases at a number of source to 
skin surface distances and were normalised to deliver 21 000 rads at a depth of 
30 mm of tissue, i.e. the heart muscle and are shown in figures 5 and 6. 

Comparison of these calculated dose profiles with the estimated doses required 
to cause the obser,red biological damage of the injury, shows that the necessary 
conditionsof exposure are met either with the unshielded source at a distance 
of 10 mm from the surface of the skin for about 12 minutes or the collimated 
source in the source housing, with the housing in contact or close to the 
surface of the skin for about 19 minutes. 

In both cases at greater source skin distances, the radiation dose profiles are 
too flat to have caused the observed damage. For distances closer than 10 mm 
from the unshielded source, the dose to the centre of the lesion would have been 
too high to be consistent with the speed of development of the injury, or if 
the exposure time was reduced the dimensions of the injury would have been 
smaller than observed. 

The average whole body dose was calculated at 15 rads for both cases. 
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Biological Dose Estimates 

Blood samples were taken in Glasgow and were sent in heparinized tubes to the 
National Radiological Protection Board, Harwell for chromosome aberration 
analysis. Lymphocytes from these samples were cultured for 48 hours by the 
mini-culture method1 • Slides were prepared and 500 cells scored from each 
of three separate blood samples. The chromosome aberration yield is shown in 
table 1. 

Date Cells Damaged Dicentrics Centric Acentric 
Scored Cells Rings Aberration 

December 1969 500 43 50 2 19 

Table 1. Chromosome aberration levels in blood samples. 

Only cells with 46 centromeres are included in these data1 and in cells where 
one or more dicentrics were found associated fragments were also present. 

The estimate of equivalent whole body dose based on the dicentric yield for 
this sample was 90 rads. This value was obtained from unpublished data on the 
dicentrio yield following acute and chronic exposure of blood samples to 
cobalt-60 gamma radiation. 

As the exposure must have been extremely non-uniform the distribution of 
dicentrios among cells was examined as suggested by Dolphin2 and is given in 
table 2. 
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Cells Distribution of Dicentrics 
Date Scored Normal 

0 l 2 3 4 

December 1969 500 457 ~6 20 3 0 l 

Table 2. Distribution of dicentrics among scored cells. 

In the first sample one cell was found with four dicentrics which is an unexpected 
finding at low dose levels. In calibration experiments a mean yield of four 
dicentrics per cell denotes a dose of about 1,000 rads and the observation of 
one cell in 500 with this amount of damage suggests that a small fraction of 
the body's lymphocyte population received a particularly high dose. 

Discussion 

Detailed questioning of the radiographer failed to reveal any suggestions as to 
the possible causes of the chest injury. Any intimate contact with a sealed 
source either in or removed from the protective source housing was categorically 
denied. It was therefore necessary to consider as a theoretical exercise 
what sources have been available to him and which of these could have been 
misused so as to cause the injury in question. 

These considerations led to the two possibilities mentioned earlier concerning 
the large radiography source exposed either directly to the chest wall or with 
the source in the housing in contact or close to the chest wall. The 
calculations and observed damage did not allow any distinction to be made between 
these alternatives. 

It is possible to make suggestions as to how these exposures might have taken 
place. These range from the unshielded source held close to but not in 
contact with the chest, or in the top breast pocket of a loose fitting shirt, 
to holding the source housing close to the chest or even lying down beside the 
housing. 

The reconstruction of the car incident indicated good agreement between the 
expected film badge dose and the actual dose recorded lending a degree of 
confidence to the reconstruction and therefore in the estimate of average whole 
body dose of 45 rads. The contribution to this dose from the chest injury was 
about 15 rads yielding a total of 60 rads. 

The estimate of whole body dose may be directly compared with that made by 
analysis of chromosome aberrations at 90 rads. This higher value may be 
expected due to the effect on the yield of dicentrics when small volumes of 
tissue are irradiated at higher doses. 

Conclusions 

The car incident undoubtedly occurred, contributing about 45 rads to the average 
whole body exposure. The chest injury probably added a further whole body 
exposure of about 15 rads. 

The physical dimensions of the main injury appear to restrict the possible 
explanations to those discussed in this paper. All of the suggestions for the 
mechanisms of the exposure were completely denied by the radiographer. 

The conclusions are somewhat unsatisfactory in that it is not possible to offer 
a firm explanation agreed by all parties. 
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Under these circumstances it is difficult to say what lessons can be learnt from 
this accident. Large radiography sources can be exceedingly dangerous if 
incorrectly used. It is unwise to make such sources freely available to 
untrained, unsuspecting persons and leave them almost completely unsupervised. 
Adequate instruction is vital if radiation injury is to be avoided and some form 
of certification of competence would go a long way towards solving this problem. 
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ABSTRACT 

A case of lar6e inadvertant radiation exposure to a person concerned 
with the replacement of a decayed 60co source by a new source in a telethera
py unit is described. An estimated exposure of 800 r&ds was received by the 
person while pushiOb the source in the source head of the unit with the hand 
in the vicinity of the source itself. The case history is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

A high :radiation exposure took place in ley 1967 at Safdarjang 
Hospital, New Delhi due to a pltl.nned deviation from an accepted procedure. 
This involved an acute local exposure to the hand far beyond the limits of 
maximum permissible doses to the hand and the skin1 • 

60co ~OURCE TRANSFER AND EXPOSURE 

The loading, shippine; and replacing sources by means of the Atoillic 
Energy of Canada Ltd. 1 Drawer' .system ensures adequate simplicity am 
complete sat·ety in all phases of' source handling. The source shipping and 
transfer container has two drawers known as source d:rawer and dummy drawer. 
The cobalt beam therapy source is locked in the source drawer in a cavity in 
the center o1' a solid lead or· lead-tUl\5sten alloy drawer duri~ the shipping 
and the transfer phase. The source head and the transfer container are 
alit:,ned and the decayed sou1·ce is withdrawn in the slot of the shipping 
container in place of the dummy d1awer. Immediately after this, the new 
source is inserted as per usual pr·ocedure in the source hel::l.d of the equipment. 

However, it was observed that the source was not sliding into the 
source head probably ctue to disturbed alignment. It was at this time that a 
worker planned specially to insert the source manually by wearing lead gloves 
in hands as the only measur·e for radiation protection. The person who 
received large exposure had to hold the source drawer for a short time with 
his right hand palm in contact with the unshielded side of the source :fixed 
in drawer itself. 'fhus the ~our·ce in the source drawer was uanually inserted 
in the source head without involving any other accident. It appears that the 
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hand o1' the person with complaints of the radiation burn received a heavy 
instantaneous localised expo;;~ur·e oi' 8000 rads duril\i; the span of 10 seconds. 

ESTIMATION OF DOSE 

We are interested in the estiJ~J:ttion of the dose in the vicinity of 
the source which has to be therefore of finite size and the decrease of 
intensity is to be less rapid with distance in comparison to the case for a 
point source. As the irradiated h~nd has been covered with lead gloves and 
kept in contact with heavy solid medium of high atomic number and the surface 
·of' the sealed source, it &ppears therefore that the uniformity of the dose 
in the palm skin and its vicinity will be limited by inherent characteristics 
oi' the radiation source and the medium in contact with the skin. 

Exposure to the hand in the geometrical confine of the beam 
approximates to the case of uniform irradiation of class A2. The portion of 
the hand irradiated by the direct beam specifically in the geometrical 
confine of the beam should have received a uniform dosage llllinly due to high 
quantum energy of the cobalt gamma radiation and due to thinness of the 
object irradiated. We may approximately calculate exposure at the mid point 
of the thickness of the irradiated site accordi~ to the inveroe square law 
if we do not consider contrioutions from the scattered photons or the 
bremsstrar.lung .from the sou.rce and its surroundings. Exact amount of dose 
in the vicinity of the source would largely depend upon the duration of 
exposure and the distance of the hand from the source. An approxillllte 
evaluation of the dose rate at a distance of 3 em from the source surface 
to the center of the hand alo~ the axis of the beam is as follows: 

Expol:lure rate in air at one meter 
from "the source = 45 R/min 

Dose rate in ~ir to small mass of 
soft tissue at ) em i'r·om the bource = 600 rads/sec 

A detailed and accur·att aistrioution of the dose in the confines 
o:f' the beam ana around it is under study and. would be reported later on. 

Blilill!' POST-EXl'OSU'Iil<.: HltiTORY Ol!' 'rHE CASE 

:rhe person haviot:. received h16h exposure during the source transfer, 
complained about radiation burn within two weeks of the incident. He complai
ned just after the source transfer· a feeling of burning in the affected right 
hand which disappeared by the same day. Later his exposed .hand did not give 
any feeling o1' inconvenience !'or about one week. Suddenly, after twelve days 
of exposure, he complained about tremendous burni~ sensation, itching and 
pain in the palm of the affected hand. He had been therefore hospitalised 
for about two days where his hand was given hot water fomentation. Immediately 
after discharge from the hospital, he developed a big boil of reddish colour 
at the place of the exposure giving unbearable pain and burning sensation. 
Some temporary relie1' was obtained when the boil was opened. However, 
thereafter his hand had been under various types of treatments at various 
places which involved plastic surgery and physiotherapy. 
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RADIATION EFFECTS 

In the present case, "there appears to be ne~ligible exposure to the 
~onads and as such we will not consider hazards :from a genetic stand point. 
As is well known the radiation effects can be classified into several 
categories depending upon the magnitude of the dose, extent of exposure,etc. 
They can be acute, chronic or acute-chronic effects. 

The case under reference appears to have received therefore an 
acute and chronic exposure. In the above case, it is interesting to note 
that acute zadiation effects would be pronounced firstly due to short period 
of time involved am secondly <iue to extremely large amount of local exposure 
which is even far beyond the normal tolerance level of skin and subcutaneous 
tissues of human beings. This influence of dose rate applies particulai'ly 
to zadiations of low I.l!.'I' which are commonly encountered in occupational 
exposure at the present time. 

RLLATIVB INTEGRAL DOSE 

We have shown earliar} that relative intee;ral. dose (to be referred 
subsequently as R.I.D.) instec.d ot the whole body inte.:.ral dose could be a 
better choice for e:x.plainine; patient's reaction in a cou1·ae of radiotherapy. 
On ~imilar grounds, we can define R.I.D. in the present case as follows: 

R.I.D. = 

Inte~ral absorbed dose delivered to the 
whole body o:t" a worker :for a given set 

of conditions 

Integral absorbed dose to the tissues 
in the e,eometrical confine of the 
radiation beam fo1· the same set of 

condition:::~. 

The R.I.D. in the present case, would approximate to unity because 
whole body exposure is negl~ible in comparison to the local high exposure. 
This is the minimum possible value of the R.I.D. as per its definition in 
any case of localised exposure. It corresponds to the minimum general 
clinical reactions as a result of local exposure. We have earlier encounte
red values of R.I.D. to be around 6 in the treatment of carcinoma oesophagus 
by 60co telethevapy by two pairs of opposing fields at right angles to one 
another planned for a tumour lethal dose of 6000 rads in six weeks. 

Hence local acute effects are mainly due to high exposure at a 
high dose rate. This acute somatic injury is therefore related to a 
causative radiation exposure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It appears to be a case of acute and chronic exposure. The 
manifestation of acute effects is such that the relationship to the causative 
radiation exposure is obvious. The low value of R.I.D. confirms absence of 
~eneral clinical reactions as a result of exposure. The severity of local 
effects is likely to show up also in terms of late effects. 
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It would be interesti~ to study chromosomal aberration frequency 
in order to confirm the present estimate of dose. In man, the extrapolation 
of chromosome aberration to dose can be made from the peripheral blood 
lymphocyte/leucacyte system4,5. 
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Abstract 

In the past several years there have been a number of incidents in which 
industrial radiographers have received severe radiation injuries to the 
fingers from inadvertent contact with sealed sources of such nuclides as 
192Ir and 60co. These injuries are characterized by an initial severe reaction 
progressing from erythema and edema to bulla formatio~s at sites of contact 
with relatively little reaction at distances of 1-3 em. from the point of con
tact. Pain is relatively little in the absence of infection. There is often 
spontaneous resolution of the lesion over a period of 6-8 weeks. Plastic 
surgical repair depends on the severity of the lesion. 

Dosimetric measurements and calculations indicate that doses at the 
surface are in the kilo R range per Ci and at 1 em. are 0.1 to 0.01 of these 
surface doses. The unusually high surface dose is due in part to electrpro
duction in the capsule wall. The gamma absorption in tissue is 5-10% per em. 
The inverse square law is the principal factor accounting for the relative lack 
of effect below 2 em. 

Introduction 

During the past decade, there have been a number of severe injuries to 
the fingers and hands of industrial radiographers resulting from inadvertent 
exposure and sometimes direct contact with multicurie sealed sources. The 
frequency of such injuries is very low in relation to the widespread use of 
industrial radiography using radionuclide sources. When these injuries do 
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occur, they can result in interference witn or termination of the worker's 
specific duties as a radiographer. Because of the peculiar geometrical rela
tionships resulting from direct contact with these sources, the nature and 
course of the injury is somewhat differ~nt from that customarily encountered 
with x- and gamma-rays in brachytherapy, external beam therapy or in radiation 
accidents where the source to subject distance is greater. 

There are several reasons for the occurence of these hand lnJuries. 
Occasionally, the sealed source becomes detached from the cable which returns 
it to the housing. At times the cable fails to return the source to the 
housing. Or, the technician, neglecting to use his survey meter, may forget 
that the source ts not in its housing at the time he is changing film or posi
tioning the cable. In these instances, there seems to be a break in the pre~ 
viously well understood routine of the radiographer thus leading to the injury. 

A useful classification of skin and hand injury1 is as follows: 

Type I. Erythema (only) is equivalent to a first degree thermal burn or 
a mild sunburn. Some time after exposure, a sensation of warmth or itching may 
occur; the redness, however, can appear as l'ate as 2-3 weeks after exposure, 
the length of the symptomless interval depending on the dose. Medical care is 
not necessary and ability to work is not usually impaired. Dry desquamation 
(scaling) occurs. 

Type II. Transepidermal injury (wet desquamation) is equivalent to the 
injury seen in a thermal burn of the second degree. After the erythema 
develops, bullae form and break open leaving open, painful wounds vulnerable 
to infection. After exposure, early itching is noted. Subsequently, tender
ness and swelling are experienced. The hand becomes stiff and finger motion 
is often painful. The symptom-free latent period is shorter than in the Type 
I lesions, and blisters appear within 1-3 weeks depending on the dose. Recog
nizable injury of this grade requires a skin dose above 1,000 rads. These 
lesions usually heal with conservative treatment. The new skin is usually 
thin and easily injured, and the fingers are tender to pressure and rapid and 
marked temperature change. 

Type III. Dermal radionecrosis is a more serious degree of the Type II 
lesion caused by doses of radiation above 2,000 rads. This level of injury 
has been observed in persons after accidental exposure of hands to the direct 
beam of an electron accelerator and in those who handled multicurie sealed 
sources, fresh fission product material or targets in which radioactivity was 
induced during laboratory experiments by neutron or electron bombardment. The 
lesions resemble those caused by a severe scalding or chemical burn. Pain and 
edema occur within hours or a few days and is intense. Medical abatement of 
pain is urgently needed. The skin doses responsible for burns of this severity 
are probably in the range of 3,000 rads or greater. 

Type IV. Frequently repeated or continuous exposure of the skin to x
rays, gamma rays, or beta rays over a period of months to years causes an 
eczema-like condition. Once it has developed, it seldom heals completely and 
ulceration frequently occurs. Skin cancer occurs in a large (but unknown) 
proportion of such cases of chronic radiation dermatitis. 

Our interest was drawn to this group of patients because of the appearance 
of severe superficial changes and a relative absence of the deep tissue changes 
noted with the previously encountered injuries resulting from x- and gamma 
radiation produced by external radiation sources. Nine cases form the basis of 
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this report. In all cases, there have been exposure to or during the 
fabrication of sealed sources either emitting primarily gamma radiation or, in 
two cases, beta radiation. 

The circumstances of exposure have been somewhat varied. In 6 cases, 
there has been a single acute exposure recognized at the time of occurence. 
In 3 cases, the exposures have been chronic and unrecognized until the even
tual development of clinical changes. 

Table 1 presents the dose estimates based on calculations by one of us 
(JGK) and published originally in NCRP Report 40.2 Subsequently, values were 
measured near discrete sources using TLD chips and these observations indicate 
that the previously published ones should be reduced by about 20% (See Appendix 
I). Admittedly, the estimate of exposure time even in the acutely exposed 
individuals is difficult to estimate, In some cases, re-enactment of the expo
sure incident provided some clarification (cases 1, 2, 4, 6, 7). In the other 
cases, estimate both of doses and times have been adjusted in large part on 
the basis of rate of change of the clinical manifestations. Because of the 
very rapid change in dose with distance, the doses are at best approximations 
of the many variations in exposure to the different parts of the hand. Yet, 
as can be seen from Table 2, it is possible to group these few cases in order 
of severity. 

Table 2 further demonstrates the progression of the radiation injury by 
indicating the days on which particular manifestations of injury were first 
noted either by the patient or physician. These patterns reveal a mild degree 
of inconsistency characteristic of human data, particularly in radiation expo
sure cases. Nevertheless, the most severely injured patients show an earlier 
onset, more changes, and more rapid progression of lesions as would be ex
pected. Also, in these cases, the required treatment is more elaborate. 

An important facet of these cases is the absence of systemic effects of 
the acute radiation syndrome. In spite of the intense local injury, there has 
been no clinical or laboratory evidence from peripheral blood counts of the 
acute radiation syndrome. Five of the patients (cases 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6) have 
had chromosome cultures of peripheral blood lymphocytes. In patient 1, the 
data suggested a whole body dose ranging between 70 and 100 rad from one cul
ture at 6 months. Hematological findings had been quite normal from the 14th 
day on. In the other cases (cases 3, 4, 5 and 6), chromosome cultures were 
normal or suggested subclinical exposure. 

Clinical Observations 

The initial symptoms in the acutely exposed cases expectedly varied 
somewhat. The most frequent complaint was a superficial feeling of irritation, 
tenderness or itching which was sometimes transient. Restricted motion or 
stiffness of the finger was noted early in a few instances. Erythema, edema 
and diminished sensation were noted subsequently. In the absence of ulceration 
and infection and with immobilization, pain was minimal or absent. The devel
opment of vesicles, bullae and frank ulceration was associated with increased 
pain in proportion to the size and depth of the lesions and the presence of 
secondary infection. An important and characteristic observation is the rather 
sharp demarcation of bullae and ulcers indicating the specifically high local 
doses unique to these sources. Frequently, the unirradiated opposing surface 
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of the extremity appeared entirely normal at least in the acute stage. 
Epilation, a valuable dosimeter, commonly observed after acute radiation doses 
of 300 - 1,000 rad of beta or gamma radiation, was not noted in any of these 
cases and has not been mentioned in the literature on this specific site of 
lnJury. Dry epidermitis or wet epithelitis usually developed 2 - 3 weeks after 
exposures of 1,000 - 4,000 rads. Restricted motion was an important finding in 
the acutely exposed being present (cases 1, 2, 4 and 5). It was associated 
with marked local edema and possibly with some reaction of tendon and synovial 
surfaces. In some cases, the finding persisted and worsened even after reces
sion of the edema. 

The initial findings and course in these patients have been remarkably 
similar to other scattered case reports. Evans and Orr3 reported a case of 
localized radiation injury from an unidentified beta-gamma source with an 
estimated exposure of 1 ,200 - I ,400 rads due to operator error. There was 
initial discomfort and numbness at 8 days and subsequent erythema and bulla 
formation at 13 days and eventual spontaneous healing. Maxfield and Porter4 
reported one case of localized hand damage from a 70 Ci iridium source with a 
clinical course similar to that of case 3 above. No finger doses were esti
mated although bullae formed at 18 days and healing began at day 27. Treatment 
was conservative. 

Several patients rece1v1ng very high doses to the hands have been reported 
in the literature. The patient with four-extremity radiation necrosis from an 
accelerator accidentS developed mild erythema beginning on day 1 progressing 
to bullae formation on day 10 to complete superficial desquamation and gangrene 
at day 32 and with continuing progression necessitating bilateral serial ampu
tation between 3 and 17 months. In the report of case 1 receiving 20,000-
40,000 rem at Los Alamos,6 brawny edema began in 30 minutes and both upper ex
tremities were severely involved within 36 hours. Death occurred on the 25th 
day. In the Argentinian case involving the loss of both lower extremities 
from radiation necrosis,? the hand doses were probably of the order of 1,000 -
3,000 rads. The patients reported in this paper represent less serious injury. 

The effect of dose rate in these patients may be compared to the changes 
suggested from Strandqvist plots produced by orthovoltage x-rays8 (See Table 
3). Necrosis occurs with doses of 3,000 r given in a single dose, 3,800 r 
divided into two doses, and 4,400 r divided into 3 doses at daily intervals. 
Low Beer9 (See Table 4), using plaques impregnated with 32p, gives values for 
threshold erythema of 143 r, dry desquamation of 1,700 r and bullous epider
mitis of 7,200 r. In our series, except for case 3, the observed changes were 
undoubtedly affected to a considerable degree by the extremely high superficial 
dose rates (Table 1). 

Treatment 

Initial treatment has been conservative utilizing standard principles of 
surgical cleanliness and avoidance of additional trauma. Manual work and 
radiation exposure should be avoided. Opinion has varied in regard to evacua
tion of bullae. Some surgeons have evacuated them; others have not done so. 
As long as no infection develops, it would seem immaterial as to which course 
is followed. In the presence of frank ulceration and necrosis, various local 
antibiotic and steroid containing cremes have been applied. Covering and 
immobilization of clean surfaces has resulted in abatement of pain. In the 
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presence of progressive ulceration and necrosis, the use of split thickness 
grafts as advocated by Krizek and AriyanlO has relieved pain and hastened heal
ing. As noted by them and in case 1, there was remarkable cessation of pain at 
the completion of this procedure. In cases 2 and 3, appropriate skin grafting 
resolved the late tissue breakdown developing many months after exposure. 

Late effects which may be expected are those resulting from insidious but 
progressive tissue atrophy, fibrosis and chronic radiodermatitis with tissue 
breakdown. The hands and fingers may exhibit increased sensitivity to temper
ature changes and to certain roughened or metallic surfaces. There may be 
cartilagenous atrophy and also other changes of joint spaces and tendon sheaths 
leading to progressive limitation of motion. 

Finally, the development of skin cancer must always be watched for. 
Radiation-induced cancer has not been observed in the absence of radioderma
titis.ll If such dermatitis is severe or progressive, skin grafting should be 
seriously considered. Amputation is needed only with necrosis and failure of 
skin grafting. 

Since the clinical course of this peculiar type of radiation injury may 
occasionally be obscure, the clinical evaluation must be carefully planned. 
Table 5 presents the studies found to be most useful. Routine hematological 
tests and chromosome analysis will estimate whole body doses. The serial oph
thalmologic evaluations with slit lamp are suggested to allay apprehension con
cerning effects on the lens of the eye. As in all cases of radiation injury, 
the availability of prompt and continuing medical care and a well organized 
plan of rehabilitation will do much to allay the obvious concerns of the 
injured man and his family during a difficult period. 

Prevention of this type of injury can only be attained by continuing edu
cation of industrial radiographers. This group of workers usually have only a 
high school or technical school education and no trade journal or society pro
viding national intercommunication. The responsibility for prevention rests 
almost exclusively with· plant management, radiation safety officers and health 
physicists to provide the necessary continual educational stimulus. In some of 
our cases it would seem that continuing personal contact with the individual 
radiographer is desirable since there is a tendency for these accidents to 
occur when the operator becomes excessively preoccupied with his personal emo
tional problems or interests at which times his concern for radiation safety 
should be increased. The diligent use of self-reading pocket dosimeters, film 
badges or TLD monitors, and portable survey meters are essential for adequate 
protection. 

Equal attention in regard to radiation safety need be paid to uninstructed 
helpers usually obtained from unskilled labor pools. Such workers should not 
participate in radiographic work unless constantly attended and supervised by 
the qualified radiographer and wearing appropriate dosimeters. 

Summary 

Radiation injury from sealed sources of multicurie level are found chiefly 
in industrial radiography. The lesions are characterized by intense superfi
cial reactions and a very rapid fall off in dose with increase in tissue depth. 
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It is possible for the lesion to heal satisfactorily if it is only superficial; 
in other respects, the treatment is similar to the more usual radiation lesion 
where the radiation dose is more uniform to a greater depth. 
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Subject 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Radionuc1ide 

* Values from Appendix 

Activity 

38 Ci 

48 Ci 

10 mCi 

83 Ci 

70 Ci 

93 Ci 

48 Ci 

? 

? 

Table 1 

DOSE ESTIMATES 

Location 

surface 
1 em tissue 
3 em tissue 
surface 
1 em tissue 
3 em tissue 
s.urface 
1 em tissue 
3 em tissue 
surface 
1 em tissue 
3 em tissue 
surface 
1 em tissue 
3 em tissue 
surface 
1 em tissue 
3 em tissue 
surface 
1 em tissue 
3 em tissue 

Dose Rate 
rad/min* 

23850 
1262 
162 

76891 
4224 

593 

20.0 
1.1 
0.15 

52093 
2755 
353 

43934 
2324 

298 

58370 
3087 

395 
76891 
4224 

593 

Estimated 
Time of 

Exposure 

1 - 3 min 

3 sec 

6 - 29 mas 
a few minutes 
per day 
10 - 20 sec 

c::::. 2 wks 
acute and 
protracted 
1 . 5 - 2. 5 sec 

<. 1 sec 

Range of 
Estimated 

Doses 
rads** 

23850 - 71550 
1262 - 3786 

162 - 486 
4000 

222 
31 

5200 
286 

39 
7800 - 16000 
411 - 84.4 

52 - 107 
<4000 

211 
29 

1460 -
77 -

9.9 -

1000 
55 

8 

2432 
129 
16.5 

[Unknown exposure 5 years before >1000 
clinical changes] >1000 

**These values are derived from estimates of time by patient, re-enactment of the episodes 
and comparisons of clinical manifestations by the authors. Since the doses to the parts 
of the hands vary so greatly, these ranges embrace maximal and mean doses. 
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Table 2 

CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS 
(in approximate order of decreasing severity of manifestation) 

Pt. Highest Cause lst Superficial Erythema Swelling, Decreased Dry Wet Restricted Ulceration Therapy Time 
Dose Symptom Irritation, Edema Sensation Epidermitis, Epithelitus Motion of 

( rads) tenderness, Scaling Vesicula- Graft-
Itching tion, Bullae ___ _____j_lliL 

23850- Operator 7 7 14 10 14 17 14 17 14 graft 49 
71550 error days 

2 4000 Camera 4 15 15 10 16 16 5 15 graft 13 
mal- months 
function 

3 5200 Mal- 30* 30* 30 30 33 15 graft 15 
function months months 

-:J and oper-00 
0 ator error 

4 7800- Operator 0 11 0( ?) 11 18 11 conser-
16000 error vative 

5 <4000 Mal- 7* 15 15 12 16 11 conser-
function vati ve 
and oper-
ator error 

6 1460- Operator 1 15 15 19 14 15 conser-
2432 error vative 

7 1000 Camera 15 15 15 - conser-
Mal- vative 
function 

8 1000 Operator <.150 <.150 - - 5 conser-
error years vative 

9 1000 Operator .ocl50 .::.150 - - 5 conser-
error ears vative 

Day 0 is the day of exposure 
*Because of protracted exposures and one or more acute episodes, the estimate of the day of occurrence is not exact. 



Table 3 

CHANGES PRODUCED BY FRACTIONATION OF X-RAY DOSES 
ACCORDING TO STRANDQVIST8 

Dose Needed If Given Over The Noted Interval To 
Produce The Same Effect 

Effect Single Dose 2 Doses in 2 Da~s 3 Doses in 

Erythema 1000 1280 1490 

Dry Epi dermit is 1600 2000 2700 

Healing of Skin Cancer 2450 2800 3250 

Necrosis 3000 3800 4400 

Table 4 

EFFECT OF 32P BETA RADIATION PRODUCED BY 5 CM. DIAMETER PLAQUES 
ON HUMAN SKIN9 

3 Da~s 

Effect 

Threshold Erythema 

Dose Rate (uCi hr./sq. em.) 

34 

Tota 1 Dose ( R) 

143 

Dry Desquamation 2000 

Bullous Epidermitis 4400 

Table 5 

USEFUL STEPS IN CLINICAL EVALUATION OF HAND INJURY 

History and Physical Examination 
Serial Blood Counts 
Chromosome Analysis 
Re-enactment of Accident 
Frequent Color Photographs 
Baseline Extremity X-rays 
Ophthalmologic Examination with Slit Lamp 
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Appendix I 

APPROXIMATE GAMMA-RAY DOSE RATES TO THE HAND FOR 1 CURlE IN A SEALED SOURCEa,b 

Nuclide Beta max Gamma Surface Dose Rate Dose Rate 
(principal) ( pri nci pa 1 ) R/mCi -h Dose Ratec at 1 em at 3 em 

MeV MeV at 1 em R/min tissue tissue 
depth depth 
R[min R[min 

l37Cs 0. 51 , 1.2 0.662 3.26 396 22 2.9 

60Co 0.31 1 . 1 7. 1 .33 13.00 1602 88 12.4 

192Ir 0.67 0.468 4.80 628 33 4.2 

226Ra 0.4-3.2 0.047-2.4 8.25 lOll 56 7.5 

alndustrial source housings are usually of stainless steel and for the 
purpose of the calculations, the activity is considered to be a point source. 
In considering these dose estimates, there is assumed a capsule of outside 
diameter l/4 inch, with a wall of stainless steel (type 304) which is l/32 
inch thick. 

bModified from Table 6, Appendix B, NCRP Report 402 based on TLD measurements 

cThe total surface dose rate for the 226 Ra source is 1900 R/min based on a 45 
percent increase due to electron production in the stainless steel wall. For 
the other nuclides given in the table, the increase in surface dose rate due to 
electron production in the stainless steel wall is estimated to be between 25-
45 percent. 
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EVALUATION AND DOSIMETRY OF ACCIDENTAL 
EXPOSURES TO AN X~RAY ANALYSIS BEAM. 

I.S. Leith and W.A. Cornelius 

Australian Radiation Laboratory 
Melbourne, Australia. 

(Accidental exposure of two research workers to an X-ray analysis beam during 
two days resulted in large area burns to the arms and chest. The dosimetry 
performed was later corroborated by the clinical findings.) 

Introduction 

During the period 23rd to 25th June 1970, three persons were 
inadvertantly exposed to low-energy radiation in a direct X-ray beam from a 
mis-assembled X-ray analysis unit at an established research institution. 
Late on 25th June 1970, the assistance of the Australian Radiation Laboratory 
was sought following report of an erythema by one of the exposed persons and 
discovery of the X-ray beam by another. Measurements made by the authors on 
the following day indicated that three persons may have received radiation 
doses sufficient to lead to injury. The Director of the Australian Radiation 
Laboratory arranged for examination of the three persons by a medical 
specialist in therapeutic radiology. Two of the exposed persons exhibited 
extensive erythema over a period of several weeks which was consistent with the 
doses estimated by the authors. The third exposed person showed no erythema 
and this also was consistent with the estimated doses. 

Conditions of the Accident 

The accidental exposures occurred over a period of almost three days. 
The exposure conditions varied during this period, which complicated the dose 
estimates. Investigation disclosed that three persons only could have been 
exposed to the X-ray beam. These persons were an experienced post-doctoral 
research worker, an instrument maker and a technician. Some eighteen months 
prior to the accident the X-ray analysis unit had been modified but 
subsequently had been operated on one occasion only until the days of the 
accident. On this single other occasion the unit was operated for 12 to 
20 hours, but was largely unattended. The modification had been made to the 
tube housing of the X-ray unit (Philips Model PW1016 with copper target) to 
permit use with diffraction cameras previously used with an older X-ray unit. 
The X-ray tube housing had been dis-assembled and two opposite shutter 
mechanisms had been modified by removal of the solenoid-operated shutter 
opening devices and conversion of the shutters to manual operation. The 
remaining two opposite shutters were not modified and the standard shutter
closing mechanism was allowed to operate. This mechanism operates by means 
of closing springs which act on a lever which engages the shutter by means of a 
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metal pin (see Fig. 1). However, one of these shutter mechanisms had been 
dis-assembled and re-assembled incorrectly so that the lever no longer engaged 
the shutter. The shutter then remained permanently open under the force of 
gravity as illustrated in Figure 1. 

filter disc -----.::;:.....,_.,,.. .... ---
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I 
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The microswitches operated by each solenoid were disconnected and a warning 
light was connected to switches operated by the two modified shutter 
mechanisms only. It was possible to see that the shutter which remained open 
due to mis-assembly was in the open position, as the filter disc was in a no
filter position, but this was not observed. 

During the accidental exposures the x~ray unit was operated with a 
diffraction camera at the modified port immediately to the right of the open 
shutter. The camera was undergoing alignment and adjustment by the research 
worker during the days of the accidental exposures. It proved a difficult 
operation for him, and he enlisted the assistance of the instrument maker who 
was working on modification of the same camera. The difficulty encountered 
by the research worker may have been due to poor eyesight. The X-ray beam 
was viewed by means of a hand-held fluorescent screen mounted on a stick 
approximately 20 centimetres long. The camera was open, allowing access to 
the beam path inside it. 

The X-ray analysis unit incorporated a camera table below the level of the 
X-ray ports which were at waist level. The X-ray beams from the open 
shutters are emitted almost horizontally. 

During the afternoon of Tuesday 23rd June, 1970, the ~esearch worker 
attempted to align the camera from 2 p.m. till 4 p.m. then left the room after 
requesting the instrument maker to continue the attempt. This the instrument 
maker did from 4 p.m. till 4.30 p.m., when he switched the unit off. During 
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these (tinsuccessful) attempts to align the camera, the X-ray tube was operated 
at 3B kilovolts with a tube current of 10 milliamperes. In Figure 2, a 
diagram of the room and equipment is given, indicating the positions occupied 
by the persons involved in the accidental exposure. 

FIGURE 2. 

instrument 
maker 

accidental 
x- roy beam 

I "/(~:D '''''''" 'T-<0 \ "" )am A 

...--\ ~esearchv <) 
worker 

technician 

DIAGRAM Of X-RAY ROOM 

The research worker took up a position in the line of the X-ray beam with 
which he was working during alignment, being protected from that beam by a 
beam stop in the camera. In this position he was not exposed to the X-ray beam 
from the mis-assembled shutter to his left except on repeated brief occasions 
when his left arm was in that vicinity. However, when his arm was exposed, it 
may have been fairly close to the open shutter, inside the perimeter of the 
camera table. During this time, he observed a faint fluorescence on the 
screen not caused by the beam which he was aligning but did not investigate 
its source. 

The instrument maker, however, took up a position to the left of the 
camera he worked with and in this position was directly in line with the beam 
from the unintentionally open shutter. The beam irradiated his abdomen 
outside the line of the camera table at a distance of 40 centimetres or more 
from the open shutter throughout the period in which he worked on the camera. 
During the following morning, the X-ray unit was energised, using the same 
operating factors as before, and the instrument maker again attempted to 
align the camera, from 9 a.m. till 10 a.m. Due to a change of position, he 
was in the accidental beam for approximately half this period. The X-ray 
unit was then switched off. 

At 5.15 p.m. on the same day, Wednesday 24th June, the research worker 
switched the unit on again and worked until 6.00 p.m. He took up positions 
mainly out of the accidental beam and was probably exposed for a maximum time 
of 5 minutes, again to the left arm. 

On the evening of Wednesday 24th, the instrument maker observed an 
erythema on the skin of his abdomen in the :region of the diaphragm but did not 
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associate this with an X-ray burn. 

On Thursday 25th June, the X-ray unit was operated at increased tube 
factors of 45 kilovolts and 15 milliamperes, to provide higher X-ray 
intensities to assist in viewing the beam. The same camera as before was 
again worked on by the instrument maker from 9 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. but he was 
aligning an eyepiece and stood in line with the beam with which he was working. 
In this position he received little or no exposure to the accidental beam. 
The research worker was in the vicinity of the unit for approximately 15 
minutes during this period and may have been exposed to the accidental beam 
for a maximum of 5 minutes. At 11.15 a.m. the instrument maker returned to 
the unit and worked until 12.30 p.m. on the camera mechanism. During 
approximately 30 minutes of this period he took up a position in the 
accidental X-ray beam. At 12.30 p.m. it was noticed that the phosphor screen 
continued to glow brightly when removed to the left from the useful X-ray beam 
in the camerao The accidental X-ray beam and faulty shutter mechanism were 
then discovered. The technician, who had occupied a position in the room, 
but away from the r-ray unit and not in line with the accidental beam until 
this time, then exposed his fingers to the accidental beam for approximately 
15 seconds while holding the phosphor screen. At approximately 1.00 p.m. the 
X-ray unit was switched off. During this period of discovery the instrument 
maker recalled the erythema he had observed and associated it with the 
accidental beam. 

Investigational Dosimetry 

Late on the afternoon of Thursday 25th June, the Australian Radiation 
Laboratory was notified of the accident and its advice sought. Early on the 
following morning, the authors assembled radiation monitors and travelled to 
the scene of the accident to investigate and perform dosimetry. Our object 
was to assess the likelihood of injury to the exposed persons and provide dose 
estimates to assist the medical specialist who would examine the exposed 
persons. The research worker reported a slight erythema on his left forearm 
and upper arm at this time. 

Measurements of the direct beam were made with a Victoreen Model 555 
Radocon II Integrating Ratemeter with Timer-Trip Module. A Victoreen Model 
555-100 LA low energy probe was used for the measurements. This probe is 
calibrated by the manufacturer for the energy range of 6 keV to 30 keV. 
The energy correction factors provided by the manufacturer for this probe 
vary from 1.02 at 8 keV to 1.05 at 20 keV. This monitoring equipment had been 
earlier purchased for the specific role of dosimetry of ~~ray analysis beams 
because of the very high intensity limit (100,000 R/min ) and flat low-energy 
response of the 555-100 LA probe and the accuracy of the meter. The intensity 
limit is not sufficiently high to permit accurate measurement close to shutters 
under all circumstances but due to the estimated distances to the heavily 
exposed persons in this accident, accurate dosimetry was possible. 

Measurements of scattered radiation around the room and direct radiation 
at large distances from the open shutter were made using a Berthold TOL/D-HF 
radio-frequency shielded X-ray monitor. This monitor uses probes employing 
gas amplification, permitting calibration over a very wide range of exposure
rate by adjustment of the high tension voltage applied to the probe. The 
radio-frequency shielded probe (purchased for other monitoring situations) has 
a more energy-dependent response at very low energies than the unshielded 
probes by this manufacturer, requiring a correction factor of 1.7 to be applied 
to readings at 8 keW. 
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The mis-assembled X-ray shutter produced a rectangular beam 18 centi
metres wide by 5 centimetres high at a distance of 40 centimetres from the 
shutter. While working with the x~ray unit, the instrument maker was wearing 
a cotton laboratory coat, a woollen sweater, a woollen shirt and a cotton vest. 
Measurements were made of the exposure-rate in the middle of the accidental 
beam at 40 centimetres from the tube shutter with and without attenuation by 
material used to closely simulate the instrument maker's clothing. These 
measurements are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Exposure-Rates Measured at 40 em. from 
X-ray Tube Shutter 

X-ray Tube Factors Exposure Exposure Rate 
Rate in Air Under Clothing 

R/min R/min 

35 kilovolts, 10 mA 420 178 

45 kilovolts, 15 mA 785 336 

In Figure 3, the scattered radiation exposure-rates measured around the 
X-ray room are shown. 

FIGURE 3. 

Exposure rates 
are given in mR/h 
for x-ray tube opera t
ing at 3S kV ,10 mA. 

~~--~----------------------~ 
EXPOSURE RATES FROM SCATTERED RADIATION 

.From the measurements of attenuation in clothing and in air, an 
approximate calculation of the energy of the radiation in the accidental beam 
was made. The estimate of half-value thiCkness was 0.055 millimetres of 
aluminium, corresponding to approximately 8 keV effective. It was expected 
that the effective energy of the x~ray beam would not be significantly 
different from that of the characteristic radiation from the copper target 
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(i.e. approximately 8 keV) because of the thin window of the X-ray tube. 

Dose Estimates 

The accuracy of estimates of dose in this accident is largely dependent 
on estimates of exposure time and distance. Distances to exposed persons 
were fairly constant and mostly relatively large. Persons were exposed 
mainly in regions •there exposure-rate is not a strong function of distance. 
Errors due to distance uncertainty are thus not of major importance. However, 
errors due to exposure time uncertainty are potentially very large. In this 
case, significant reduction of this uncertainty was shown to be possible and 
the value of patient and tactful enquiry, retracing the accident history 
several times to improve recall, was proven. As a result, initial estimates 
of duration of exposure made by the exposed persons were very much reduced. 
For example, initially periods of exposure were estimated as starting or 
stopping at the official hours of duty. These estimates were reduced firstly 
by time and motion study to determine the probable proportion of working time 
during which persons were exposed to the accidental beam. In the next stage, 
patient questioning and better recall by the exposed persons indicated longer 
than 11sual tea-breaks and early departures from duty, leading to the final 
estimates of exposure time given in this paper~ 

Estimates of doses at the skin surface were made based on exposure-rates 
measured using the Victoreen Model 555. Account was taken of the attenuation 
of clothing. How-ever, the critical tissue lies at a depth of approximately 1 
to 2 millimetres below the skin surface in the stratum germinativum or 
replicating layer. Estimates of dose at this depth were derived using a 
tenth-value thickness in skin of 1.80 millimetres. This value was derived 
for monochromatic radiafion at 8 keV using the data for muscle given in 
I.CJR.U. Report No. 17. This coincides clo~ely with a value of 1.85 derived 
by extrapolation of the data of Lubenau et al • Thus the dose at the critical 
tissue is estimated to be in the range 0.28 to 0.077 of the dose at the 
surface. In table 2, the estimates of total exposure time and doses at the 
surface and at the critical tissue are given. The dose estimates are based on 
maximum estimated exposure times at a distance of 40 centimetres. It was 
believed that the estimates of doses to the research w-orker may have been only 
a small fraction of the true doses as exposure to his arm may have occurred 
much closer to the X-ray shutter than 40 centimetres. The dose estimates for 
the research worker and instrument maker were derived from exposure-rates 
measured after attenuation by clothing and would need to be increased by a 
factor greater than 2 if bare skin was exposed. The dose estimates for the 
technician were derived from exposure-rates measured without attenuation by 
clothing. The vertical width of the erythema visible on the abdomen of the 
instrument maker was approximately 5 centimetres, which suggested that he 
received most of his dose at a distance of 40 centimetres. 

TABLE 2 

Estimated Exposure Times and Doses 

Person Total Dose at Dose at 
Exposure Time Surface Critical Tissue 

(min.) (rem) (rem) 

Instrument Maker 90 19,200 1500 - 5400 

Research Worker 30 5,500 400 - 1500 

Technician 0.25 180 14 - 50 
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Clinical Findings 

The clinical examinations confirmed that the erythema which appeared on 
the abdomen of the instrument maker was consistent with a dose of 1500 to 
2000 rem to the replicating layer of the skin. Dry desquamation appeared at 
3 to 4 weeks after exposure on the abdomen and on the backs of the hands. 
These clinical findings indicated a dose to the hands of approximately 2000 rem. 

The examination of the research worker revealed no later sequelae to the 
arm (which is consistent with the estimated dose) but at 3-4 weeks dry 
desquamation appeared on the hands and this was estimated to be equivalent to 
a dose of approximately 1500 rem. The specialist also noted some evidence 
of earlier facial injury, which he attributed to exposure to soft x radiation. 

The technician showed no clinical signs of exposure, as expected. 

The exposure to the hands of the instrument maker and research worker 
was not anticipated by their memory of their actions during the exposures. 
It probably occurred as a result of several brief exposures in close proximity 
to the open shutter but may have been due to exposure to the useful beam with 
which they were working. Dose estimates would be meaningless due to 
uncertainty of distance and exposure time and were not attempted. 

Conclusions 

The conditions of the accidental exposure described in this paper lead to 
a number of useful conclusions. Firstly, the conditions were such that much 
higher doses and severe injury may well have resulted and the workers concerned 
were fortunate to escape severe effects. Secondly, the need for many of the 
principles of good practice in the use of X-ray analysis units is clearly 
illustrated in this accident. 

The adoption of one such principle, that of adequate radiation monitoring 
of facilities whenever modified, would have led to early discovery of the 
mis-assembled shutter. The safe principles and practices had been formalised 
and published in Australia in the previous year, 1969 as a code of practice. 
This Code, entitled "Code of Practice for the Safe Use of X-ray Analysis 
Equipment"3 was published by the National Health and Kedical Research Council 
of Australia in its series of publications and codes of practice on radiation 
health. One of the authors (I.S.L.) worked on the drafting of this Code of 
practice. The code details general working practices and equipment features 
essential to ensure radiation safety with all x~ray analysis units. However, 
the code recognises the great variety of X-ray anaJ.ysis equipment in use and 
in particular, the improvement in design for safety which has proceeded for 
many years. While proceeding from the premise that in-built saf~ty should be 
relied on in preference to relying on workers to maintain good practice, the 
code recognises that it is unpractical to modify many older X-ray analysis 
units and some units used in particular configurations to the extent that 
working rules are not required. Hence, the code categorises X-ray analysis 
units according to their degree of in-built protection and grades working rules 
accordingly. Nevertheless, it was recognised that some units in use do not 
meet the minimum requirements of any of the categories of unit specified. 
A separate set of very thorough and restrictive working rules is laid down for 
such units, in an attempt to ensure safety in their use and to act as a strong 
incentive to improve the built-in safety of these units. The X-ray analysis 
unit described in this paper was a unit of this type and several of the SIECial 
working rules provided would have served to prevent the accidental exposures. 
These include not operating the unit if a person not essential to its operation 
occupies the room (this would apply to the instrument maker and technician) 
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and not making alterations to the unit while it is operating (this would apply 
to the work on the camera performed by the instrument maker). Other rules 
include monthly radiation surveys, weekly examination of the unit for hazards 
and the requirement for an experienced observer to be present at all times 
when persons work with the unit to warn of hazards. Another rule requires 
that the operations of alignment or adjustment shall not be carried out by 
inexperienced persons unless under the direct supervision of an experienced 
worker. This rule would apply to the periods of exposure of the instrument 
maker, who had no appreciation of the radiation hazards involved. Each of 
these rules would have reduced or prevented the accidental exposures in this 
case. 

There were many other elements of good practice and in-built safety not 
a~plied during this radiation incident, but certain examples of bad practice 
are more notable. Tho absence of any form of radiation survey monitoring 
or close examination of the unit after modification, the modification of the 
warning light system, the secondment of an instrument maker to work of a 
hazardous nature with which he was unfamiliar and in which he was not 
supervised and the siting of a small computer and console in the X-ray room are 
all good examples. We hesitate to asign such simple labels as "carelessness" 
to the ~ause of accident but a change of attitude of the research worker would 
appear to be essentia! in this case. This worker had been in the field for 
many years and was accustomed to working with open cameras and unshielded beams 
particularly when equipment design was in an early phase. However a change 
of attitude appears to be necessary, especially if this worker had been 
overexposed on one or more earlier occasions. 

Another·matter is illustrated in this incident. The initial dismantling 
of the unit was done to remove automatic shutter-opening mechanisms not 
provided by the manufacturer on earlier units, as these interfered with the 
use of cameras previously used with the older units. The same situation 
arises frequently when cameras from one manufacturer are used with X-ray units 
of another. Frequently, the built-in safety features are removed rather than 
construct a satisfactory part f6r inter-connection of the camera and X-ray unit 
while preserving the safety features. This illustrates an inadequate 
approach by many workers with these units but also points to a serious lack of 
planning and standardisation by manufacturers. Another question of design in 
this case is the particular shutter configuration used in the X-ray unit. 
The shutter was designed in sucn a way that mis-assembly was easily possible 
and represents a fundamental cause of the accident. 
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FACTS, FABLES AND FOLLIES IN MEDICAL RADIOLOGY 

Richard H. Chamberlain, M.D. 
Chairman and Professor 
Department of Radiology 

Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania 
3400 Spruce Street 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 

It is repeatedly said that medical radiology is the largest single man-made 
source of radiation exposure of human beings. Not only is this true, justi
fying a considerable emphasis on medical radiology by all members of the 
International Radiation Protection Association, but it would be surprising 
if it were not true. Medical radiology is the only legitimate situation in 
which radiation exposure is pur·posefully given to human beings for their 
own benefit. It would be more remarkable, if not alarming, if any other 
man-made source exceeded it in human exposure. 

As radiation protection experts, all of us should be well informed and have 
an accurate perspective of many of the aspects of medical radiology. We 
should also be able clearly to distinguish between facts, on the one hand, 
and the frequent fables and follies circulated and committed in the name of 
medical radiology, on the other. Radiation protection experts should have 
reasonably complete and accurate answers to such questions as: How much 
good is diagnostic radiology in medical practice? What is it particularly 
good for? How available is it? How well is it provided in different circum
stances? What does it cost? How safe is its use and what can reasonably be 
done to make it even safer? Finally, how can radiation protection experts 
help to improve medical radiology in truly.important ways? 

I prepared this paper before the Congress began. It seems even more relevant 
after what you heard at the opening session and what was reported and empha
sized in the news media from Mr. Lapp's presentation. You were told a large 
number of facts and subjected to much clever reasoning on radiation perspective 
in the United States of America. 

Less in anger than in sadness, I must also say that you were subjected to some 
unfortunate fables, based on a series of "assumptions," and some dangerous 
follies were proposed, when Mr. Lapp strayed from his area of competence into 
pronouncements on medical radiation and what to do about it. 

My viewpoint and attitudes are those of a physician-radiologist who has 
devoted a major part of his professional energies for over 35 years to the 
use of radiation in medicine. I have had three special interests: first, 
personal involvement in the medical care of individual patients, particularly 
in radiological diagnosis; secondly, appreciation of what is known of human 
radiobiological reactions, both somatic and genetic; thirdly, the constantly 
increasing applications of developments in physics, electronics and engi
neering to the production and control of x-ray beams, and to the improvement 
of methods of obtaining images of human structures. These interests have led 
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me to major involvement and commitment in two action programs. One is promotion 
of the principles and methods of expert and efficient use of radiation, commonly 
called radiation protection, which I prefer to call the thrifty use of radiation 
for medical diagnosis. It seems to me that the word thrifty more nearly ex
presses the concept of a proper balance between risk and benefit than does the 
word protection. No doubt my preference for the old fashioned term is influ
enced by the tradition of Benjamin Franklin and my Philadelphia environment. 
The second action program has been a dedication to the delivery of fine and 
appropriate radiological care to population groups large and small, both in 
the United States and abroad, and especially in disadvantaged and developing 
countries and areas. 

What are some of the facts about the value of diagnostic radiology in medical 
management? In ecomonically advantaged situations, where sophisiticated 
medical radiology has been fully developed, experienced clinicians largely 
agree that from one-third to one-hCLlf of CLll l..he l..ruly lrrrportant decisions 
that they make for individual patients are based on radiological studies. 
These decisions are not only for the original discovery or diagnosis of 
disease and abnormality but also for intelligent and effective follow-up 
of the disease process and its treatment. 

Three general levels of use can be related to a division of the types of 
diagnostic radiology into basic, advanced, and special examinations. As 
illustrated in Table I, basic examinations include reasonably simple studies 
of the chest, extremities, abdomen, head and spine. Advanced examinations 
frequently require the introduction of radio-opaque contrast materials and 
include studies of the stomach, small intestine, gallbladder, colon and 
kidneys. Special studies include the more elaborate examinations of the 
vascular system generally referred to as angiography, air studies such as 
pneumoencephalograms, etc. 

Table I 

Types of Diagnostic Radiology 

l. BASIC: Chest, Extremities, Abdomen 
Head, Spine. 

2. ADVANCED: Stomach, Small Intestine, Gall-
bladder, Colon, Kidneys. 

3. SPECIAL: Angiography, Air Studies, etc. 

Even though the full spectrum of examinations is available in fully advanced 
medical installations, it is interesting that the simpler basic studies are 
not only more easily made available but also have higher yield of benefit for 
most patients. The true value of a major tool in medical care, such as diag
nostic radiology, is not to be measured only in mortality statistics or any 
other oversimplified criterion. The quality of life and the sense of well
being and health of the individual is of primary concern, although we all 
hope also for longevity. Medical statistics are not a group commodity but 
are made up of the contributions of each personal unit. In economically 
disadvantaged areas, the well-being of the individual patient reflects on 
the family and national welfare to an even more critical extent than in 
advanced countries, concerned as we are with such things as the rising cost 
of medical care in all nations. The patient with a broken bone, or active 
tuberculosis, or a hemoglobin of 7 or 8 grams due to multiple intestinal 
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parasites or malaria is not only sick himself but may be a critical detriment 
to his family and to the national productivity. The restoration of such an 
individual to productive life can be triply effective by converting him from 
being a burden, through neutrality, to making a positive contribution to the 
family and national economy. 

Many fables are in circulation concerning the use of medical radiological 
diagnosis. Some persons seem to believe that the present use is excessive, 
that it ought to be limited to extreme urgency and that rigid rules are 
justifiable in prohibiting the small doses needed for diagnostic purposes, 
especially in potentially pregnant women and in the case of the fetus. I 
would not wish to give the impression 'of condoning promiscuous and random 
waste of radiation exposures. As a physician, however, I would like to 
emphasize that rigid rules are almost never sensible in clinical practice, 
that in a high proportion of radiologica~ examinations one cannot anticipate 
the beneficial yield until the ex~~ination has been performed, and that the 
omission of a vital examination can lead to a disaster far more important 
than a possible or statistical risk from the radiation exposure. I whole
heartedly urge that considered judgment be used in each individual decision 
for radiation use. I view as follies the emphasis on expensive, elaborate 
and essentially useless programs of national recordkeeping of medical 
exposures, simplistic rules as to the justification of abortion on a radia
tion basis and undue emphasis on radiation protection programs in areas 
which should be using those same energies to furnish more medical radio
logical diagnosis for their people within their extremely limited national 
economy. 

The availability of medical radiology in advantaged countries is documented 
by such surveys as the XES 1964 and the XES 1970 studies in the United 
States of America. These studies show that diagnostic examinations average 
to half of the population per year and are available essentially equally to 
different economic groups. Less reliable is a precise documentation of the 
availability of diagnostic radiology and, indeed, of medical care generally 
to developing areas. It seems likely, however, that of the approximately 
3.5 billion of the world's population, as many as 2 to 2 1/2 billion have 
essentially no modern medical care, including medical radiology. It is a 
fable to imagine that the full spectrum of highly developed radiological 
diagnostic equipment and service can be transplanted directly to developing 
countries. With gross national product figures of the order of $200 to 
$300 per capita per annum, with no facilities for maintenance, totally 
inadequate educational systems and with far more pressing needs for basic 
medical control of infectious diseases, sanitation, and nutrition, they 
face stark reality in choice of emphases. Well meaning though the intent 
may be, it is also folly to imagine that the furnishing of yearly monetary aid 
for immediate consumption, or the sending out of small groups of physicians 
from advantaged countries for service can solve these problems. Aid in the 
form of money and people can, however, be helpful and effective if applied 
to assistance of developing nations to help themselves. I quote, from an 
unknown source: 

"If you give a man food 
You feed him for a day, 
But if you teach him how to grow his own, 
He can feed himself for life." 

We also have some facts as to the current levels of the safety of the use of 
diagnostic radiology and of the costs. The full spectrum of modern diagnostic 
radiology can be enormously expensive; the increasing sophistication of the 
application of modern developments in electronics and physics, as well as the 
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general inflationary trends, are constantly ra1s1ng those costs. Most of them, 
however, apply to the advanced and special studies which, desirable though 
they are for the individual patient, are generally less crucial in medical 
conditions which have a highly favorable prognosis. An impartial view would 
lead me also to propose that the associated radiation exposure, in even the 
most advanced nations, is acceptable both in terms of the actual radio
biological probabilities of somatic and genetic damage and in relation to 
the stark and unfulfilled health care needs and the variations within natural 
background. Fables are also in circulation concerning the safety of medical 
diagnostic radiation and, largely through misunderstanding or misquotation, 
have resulted in headlines attributing tens of thousands of deaths to diag
nostic medical radiology. I simply do not believe, nor is there real scientific 
proof, that we are "killing" people with diagnostic radiology, even in those 
nations where it is being most widely used. I hasten to add, ho"t·Tever, that 
I do not condone truly wasted radiation and believe that careful study and 
major attention should constantly be paid to both confining it to the area 
being examined and striving for higher efficiency. This brings us, however, 
to the difficulties and even the dilemmas of establishing cost effectiveness. 
It is always possible to use somewhat less radiation, no matter how low the 
exposure may be in any particular situation. This can be done either by much 
more elaborate pre-studies and identification of what is thought to be the 
precise problem or by the use of much more elaborate apparatus. In practice, 
however, there comes a point at which a very low dose simply does not justify 
the expenditure of excessive effort and cost to reduce it a tiny fraction 
further. A loss of perspective in this regard has led to what I consider to 
be a folly in our own nation, the proposal of regulations with undue emphasis 
on the percentage variation allowable in x-ray generator tolerances, and on 
elaborate feed-back control of collimation, most likely highly prone to 
greatly increased service problems. I believe that my opinion is supported 
by the XES 1970 study, which shows that the greater portion of the improvement 
likely to be achieved in collimation has already occurred between 1964 and 
1970, without governmental regulation, but rather by education and voluntary 
cooperation. 

I would like to make a plea that we refrain from playing the "numbers game" 
of extrapolated pseudo-statistics, which seems so popular these days, especially 
when human health and life are at stake as in clinical medicine. Fables are 
not converted to established facts by assumptions! We can sometimes excuse 
fables if they are harmless exercises of the imagination. We cannot excuse 
resultant follies if they stem from ignorance of elementary understanding of 
medicine, health, and the nature of diagnostic decisions for individual 
patients. Then they truly endanger the welfare of almost everyone--for all 
of us will eventually encounter illness and come to death. 

Let me try to illustrate the cruelty of such folly. Mr. Lapp "calculated" 
50,000 iatrogenic cancer deaths from diagnostic medical radiation in a little 
over 25 years. I reiterate that this was based on many "assumptions" and is 
not scientific fact. It divides into approximately 2,000 cases per year, 
however. 

In the three hospitals for which I am the Director of Radiology, my staff and 
I perform a little over one thousandth of all the diagnostic radiological 
examinations per year in the United States. Even though we try to use as 
superb techniques as are available and practical within our financial limi
tations (and I think this may be better than the national average), we also 
have a bigh proportion of difficult, elaborate, and comprehensive exami
nations, with associated radiation doses that are higher than average. 
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If what Mr. Lapp contended were true, we could be producing 2 or more iatrogenic 
deaths per year. But let us now look at the real perspective in medical radi
ology. For this supposed risk, my staff and I are doing nearly 200,000 diagnostic 
radiological examinations per year. We not only interpret the films and do the 
associated procedures and fluoroscopies, but also know why the patients are 
being studied. In a large proportion of the cases, we personally consult with 
the other physicians involved regarding the original problem and its follow-up. 

Beyond any shadow of doubt, our examinations are either the vital factor, or a 
major one, in saving tens of thousands of lives per year. I extend to Mr. Lapp, 
and to any of you, an invitation to come and see what really goes on in medical 
radiology -- and I am sure that great numbers of my radiologist colleagues 
would do the same. 

To propose, as :tvl.r. Lapp is reported to have said, that these exa.rninations or 
their exposures could and should be reduced by 50% is not only folly and 
arrant nonsense, but would literally be condemning tens of thousands of 
patients to misery and untimely death, and for a highly dubious hypothesis of 
exaggerated emphasis. There are much higher priorities for intense attention. 

I have dedicated a major part of my life to the cause of what I have referred 
to as "thrift" in the use of radiation. I can tell you that it is not easy £!: 
cheap to cut procedures or exposures in half. It may well cost triple or more 
for the same diagnostic information. This may well deny its accessibility to 
thousands of patients. Furthermore, if you had the choice of applying the 
same effort and cost to other directions which might save hundreds or thou
sands of lives, which would you have us choose? 

The greatest cruelty is when, through the way in which it is reported, credulous 
people may be so confused or fearful that they forego needed radiological 
examination for their health and life. 

For many years I have been seeking solutions to the need for simplified systems 
of equipment, associated with simplified education of technologists and 
physicians, and simplified service and supplies. In recent years this has 
resulted in a concept that I have called the "Technamatic System" of Radiology. 
It has been developed on principles of systems engineering to satisfy not only 
these aims, but also to bypass the difficulties of deficient and unstable 
electrical power supplies, to produce superb and reproducible quality of films, 
to have optimum characteristics of radiation safety, and to perform all of the 
basic category of examinations as well as the radiographic portions of some 
advanced studies. Hopefully, at least in large volume production, such apparatus 
is within economic feasibility and the education requirements are attainable. 
In four years of practical field trials with the units, in conjunction with the 
University of Saigon School of Medicine, my staff agree that it "performs as 
hoped for." I have also gained some other experience with its use in an 
Emergency Clinic and, as applicable, to various examinations in a large teaching 
hospital. 

Figure 1 shows an overall view of the stand design which features fixed 
distance from tube to film plane, fixed axial centering, a high quality, fine
line stationary grid, an adequate range of vertical movement of the tube-film 
carrier C-arm, and a wheeled litter which acts as a poor-man's floating top. 
Without the litter it can be used for extremities. Rotated to a horizontal 
beam, it is applicable to erect chest examinations, as in Figure 2, or erect 
skull studies. Only 2 sizes of films, in appropriate cassettes, are used, 
14" x 17" filling the film slot and 10" x 12" centered with a spacer-tray. 
A simple two-position rotating-box double collimator ensures precise colli
mation to the two film formats (Figure 3). The x-ray beam is furnished by a 
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500 Hz inverter at 100 milliamperes and llO kV maximum, energized by high 
capacity nickel-cadmium batteries which also furnish filament and anode-
rotor power. The controls are quite simple. High temperature hand-tank film 
developing has also been provided. The scope of examinations attainable is 
surprisingly complete and is shown in Table II. Simplified manuals for edu
cation of technologists and for daily use, applied specifically to this system, 
allow excellent performance after as little as 6 to 8 weeks training. They 
are easily translated into local languages. Tens of thousands of superb films 
so made are of such high quality that accurate diagnoses of fractures, pulmon
ary tuberculosis, and regionally prevalent disease are possible by physicians 
with only a few months radiological education. The good films also are suit
able for referral to radiological specialists for consultative opinions. 
Service and supply problems are minimal compared to those posed by more 
complex apparatus, of various designs, and with less direct simplicity. 

Obviously, many of these features have been dictated by the special needs and 
limitations of developing countries, but comparable advantages are also apparent 
when these concepts have been applied to small towns, inner city health centers, 
and special areas such as emergency clinics in hospitals in "developed" countries. 

This example hopefully illustrates how practical, balanced, efficient, and 
deliverable solutions may be found to satisfy the multiple demands imposed by 
medical needs, poor financial and educational resources, and yet with due 
attention to high film quality and good radiation protection practice. 

In conclusion, may I re-emphasize five points as follows: 

1. There is a great need, for much of the world an unaccessible 
need, for the benefits of medical radiology for the good of 
mankind. 

2. These needs can be met with due regard to acceptable radiation 
safety. 

3. Emphasis on regulatory methods to ensure radiation safety is 
likely to be largely futile and much less desirable than 
emphasis on education and improved engineering. 

4. Great future advances in the service of mankind are attainable 
through sound concepts of systems engineering which fits 
solutions to needs. 

5. Radiation protection experts can exert great influence for 
good by discouraging narrow viewpoints and distorted emphases, 
and promoting balanced programs based on larger perspectives. 

Mr. Lapp closed with a plea for you, in the International Radiation Protection 
Association, to assume individual responsibility to persuade the medical pro
fession to reduce the diagnostic dose. I have also closed with a plea for you 
to work for dose redu~tion, but to work for it in areas where you have know
ledge, experience, and understanding. May I also suggest that you be sure 
that you know the facts before leaping into areas beyond your expertise. 

MY. favorite motto to post on the wall of scientific laboratories and workshops 
as well as in clinical areas is: "Are you working on the Answer; or are you 
part of the Problem." 
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TABLE II 

DIAG!IOS'I'IC RADIOLOGY PROCEDURES lHTH 
THE TECHNAI1A'riC SYS'l'EI1 

BEST 
PA & Lateral 

H1GERS 
PA & Lateral 

1\ND 
PA & Oblicrue 

RIST 
PA & Lateral 
Ulnar Deviation 

)RJ:APJ1 
PA & Lateral 

:.nm·7 
AP + Prone/Supine 
Lateral + Prone/Supine 

JHERUS 
AP & Lateral 

10ULDER 
AP 
Internal & external rotation 

>OT 
1\P & Oblique 
Calcaneus lateral 

JKLE 
AP & Lateral 

!G 
AP & Lateral 

fEE 
AP & Lateral 

:rmR 

p 

AP & Lateral 

AP Regular & Frogleg 
Lateral 

ULL 
AP & PA 
Lateral right and left 
Special - ''7aters, ToHne 
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HANDIBLE 
AP & Oblique 

SIIJUSES 
!vaters 
PA & Lateral 

CERVICAL SP IITE 
AP & Lateral 
Lateral flexion/extension 

RIBS 
AP & Oblirrue 

'l'HORACIC SPIHE 
AP & Oblique 

LUHBAR SPI!I:C 
AP & Lateral 
Lateral L/S junction 

CLAVICLE 
AP 

ABDOHEN 
AP Supine and Erect 
Lateral 
Ricrht and Left Decubitus 

UROGIW! 

GB 

AP Supine and Erect 
AP Pelvis 

AP & Oblique 
Decubitus 

PELVIS 
AP 

PREG!JN1CY 
PA 
Erect Lateral 



OPERATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICS - 1 

OPERATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICS 
DURING DISMANTLING OF THE ELK RIVER REACTOR 

Dan McConnon 
United Power Association 

Elk River, Minnesota 

Abstract 

The Elk River Reactor (ERR), a 58 MW (th) boiling water reactor, was 
operated for four years and shut down in 1968 for economic reasons. The 
facility is now being dismantled such that the reactor site will be returned 
to approximately the condition that existed prior to installation of the 
reactor with all vestiges of the reactor plant (except for subgrade 
foundations) having been removed and disposed of. This is the first time 
that decommissioning of a power reactor has involved complete removal and 
disposal of large radioactive structures, rather than in-place entombment. 

Removal operations and radiological conditions during dismantling of the 
highly radioactive portions of the reactor are described. The removal 
sequence of these structures started with the reactor internals and inner 
thermal shield, progressed through the pressure vessel and outer thermal 
shield and end~d with the inner sections of the biological shield. 
Segmentation of the structures, either by mechanical or hot-cutting 
techniques, and packaging for transportation were done remotely to control 
personnel exposure with the addition, at times, of temporary shielding. To 
prevent the spread of contamination to work areas, operations were carried 
out underwater, or where this was not possible, in a specially designed 
containment structure around the work area. 

Introduction 

The Elk River Reactbr (Figure 1), an indirect-cycle, natural circulationJ 
boiling water reactor, was constructed by Allis Chalmers under a United States 
Atomic Energy Commission contract as part of the Commission's second round 
power reactor demonstration program and was operated by the United Power 
Association of Elk River, Minnesota under contract to the Commission. The 
total thermal capacity of the plant was 58.2 megawatts with a rated net 
electrical output of 22.5 megawatts. The reactor plant was constructed 
adjacent to an existing conventional electrical steam generating plant on 
land owned by the United Power Associatibn and leased to the Atomic Energy 
Commission. 

Initial reactor criticality was achieved in November, 1962, with power 
operation commencing in July, 1964. The plant was operated by the United 
Power Association from June, 1965 until final shutdown in January, 1968. 
Since that time, the Elk River Reactor has been maintained in a shutdown 
status with a limited number of systems being operated. All fuel was removed 
from the reactor and shipped from the site in 1968 and 1969. 
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Figure 1: General View of the Elk River Reactor Site and Electrical Steam 
Generating Plant 

Upon expiration of the contract with the Atomic Energy Commission for 
operation of the reactor, the United Power Association, for economic reasons, 
waived its option to purchase the plant. Pursuant to the terms of a 
modification to the operating contract, the Elk River Reactor Plant is being 
dismantled with all structures being removed approximately to grade level. 
Upon completion of the dismantling operation which is estimated to require 
approximately 2-1/2 years, the site will be available on an unrestricted 
basis to the United Power Association for installation of facilities 
associated with its conventional steam-electrical generation plant. 

Planning of dismantling OBerations began in March, 1971 and a document 
summarizing planned operations~l)was submitted for approval to the Atomic 
Energy Gommission in August, 1971. An Environmental Impact Statement on the 
project(2)was issued by the Commission in May, 1972. An order to proceed with 
dismantling of the facility was received from the Commission in June, 1972 
when dismantling operations began. To date, all highly radioactive structures 
including the reactor internals, pressure vessel and outer thermal shield have 
been removed and disposed of. The current phase of dismantling involves 
removal and disposal of the concrete biological shield. 
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Removal Operations 

The general arrangement of reactor internal structures is shown in 
Figure 2. The removal sequence of highly radioactive structures proceeded 
from the inside out. That is, the first structures removed were the 
components contained within the reactor pressure vessel, then the pressure 
vessel itself, and finally the outer thermal shield which was a cylindrical 
lead and steel sandwich providing a radiation barrier and a thermal barrier 
between the pressure vessel and the biological shield concrete. Estimates 
of the total inventory of long-lived radioactivity in each of the structures 
and measurements of the resultant maximum contact radiation levels are shown 
in Table 1. The total inventory of radioactive material in the facility at 
the start of dismantling was estimated to be 10,000 curies of which greater 
than 99% was contained in the structures listed in Table 1. These structures 
are those which have been removed and disposed of thus far in the dismantling 
program. Contact radiation levels as measured underwater varied from 1 to 
8000 R/hr. 

All internal structures were attached each to the other either 
mechanically by means of machine screws or bolts or they were welded in 
place. Specially designed remote tools were used to separate those components 
which were mechanically united while a remotely-operated plasma arc cutting 
torch was used to separate components welded.together. Separation of all 
components was done underwater. With the exception of the core and shroud 
support plate, components were transferred in-air (Figure 3) from the reactor 
cavity to a fuel element storage well located near the reactor cavity where 
preparation for shipment was completed. Because of high radiation levels, 
the core and shroud support plate was transferred underwater through the fuel 

Figure 2: Elk River Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals and 
Outer Thermal Shield 
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transfer canal to the fuel element storage well. The packaging and disposal 
of the reactor internals depended upon the size of the component and its 
external radiation level. Components were segmented, if necessary, and 
loaded underwater (Figure 4) into various types of steel or lead and steel 
shielded cask liners (Figure 5) which in turn were then transferred in-air 
(Figure 6) to one of two shipping containers for transportation to the burial 
facility. The LL-50-100 container (Figure 7) weighs 50,000 pounds and has 
an internal volume of 100 cubic feet. Shielding is provided by 3-1/2 inches 
of lead and 2-1/4 inches of steel. The BC-48-220 container (Figure 8) weighs 
48,000 pounds, has an internal volume of 220 cubic feet and has 7 inches of 
concrete and 2-1/2 inches of steel for shielding. 

Table 1 

Radioactive Inventory and Maximum Contact 
Radiation Levels by Reactor Component 

Component 

Internals 
Upper Shroud 
Lower Shroud 
Core & Shroud Plate 
Core Support Stand 
Inner Thermal Shield 
Shadow Shields 
Feedwater Distribution Ring 

Pressure Vessel 
Outer Thermal Shield 

Total 
*As of April 30, 1971 

Inventory 
(Curies) 

770 
35 

2370 
100 

3090 
2330 

75 
1110 

75 
9955>'< 

Maximum Contact 
Radiation Level - R/hr 

2800 
175 

8000 
150 

1000 
3000 

60 
115 

1 

Figure 3: ln~Air Transfer of the Reactor Upper Shroud Assembly 
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Figure 4: Segmented Upper Shroud Assembly in Shielded Cask Liner 
Underwater 

Figure 5: Typical Shielded Cask Liners Used for Packaging of 
Reactor Internal Components 
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Figure 6: In-Air Transfer of a Shielded Cask Liner Containing a 
Segment of the Upper Shroud Assembly 

Figure 7: The LL-50-100 Shipping Container 
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Figure 8: The BC-48-220 Shipping Container 

During in-air movements of radioactive components or loaded liners, all 
unnecessary personnel were cleared from the reactor building and those 
engaged in the transfer were located in a shielded area for the control of 
radiation exposure. During underwater operations, personnel exposure rates 
usually varied between 5 and 15 mR/hr while in-air movements caused exposure 
rates of from 100-200 mR/hr to personnel in the shielded area. During 
loading and preparation of the shipping container~ personnel exposure rates 
as high as 2 R/hr were experienced for short periods of time. 

Segmentation of the pressure vessel and inner and outer thermal shields 
was done in place. The inner thermal shield was segmented with a remotely
operated plasma arc cutting torch designed for underwater operation. The 
pressure vessel and the steel portions of the outer thermal shield sandwich 
were segmented remotely in-air, again with a plasma arc torch. Lead was 
melted away from the outer thermal shield with an acetylene torch. All 
of these operations were done within a containment enclosure formed by the 
side walls of the reactor cavity. All penetrations into the cavity were 
sealed and a metal cover containing a filtered air inlet was placed over 
the cavity (Figure 9). The containment enclosure had a separate exhaust 
fan and filtering system (Figure 10) containing a prefilter and a high 
efficiency particulate filter capable of removing most of the airborne 
contamination generated during cutting operations. Samples of airborne 
contamination from within the containment enclosure taken during cutting 
operations indicated concentrations on the order of 10-7 gCi/cc of gross 
beta activity. On the other hand, samples of reactor building air outside 
the containment structure rarely exceeded lo- 11 gCi/cc indicating the 
effectiveness of the exhaust filtering system. Following segmentation, the 
pressure vessel and outer thermal shield segments were packaged for shipping 
as outlined previously (Figure 11 and 12). 
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Figure 9: Metal. Cover over the Containment Enclosure Showing Filtered 
Air Inlet, Viewing Windows and Access Plate 

Figure 10: Containment Enclosure Exhaust System Containing Pre-Filter, 
Absolute Filter and Blower 
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Figure 11: In-Air Transfer of a Pressure Vessel Segment 

Figure 12: Pressure Vessel Segments in Cask Liners during Preparation 
for Shipment and Disposal 
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Personnel Exposure 

In spite of the attention given during dismantling to remote or 
underwater operations or the use of temporary radiation shielding, significant 
radiation exposure has been received to date by those engaged in dismantling 
activities. The greatest portion of this exposure has been received during 
almost constant work in low level radiation fields. During the first fourteen 
months of dismantling, a total of 62 rem of whole body penetrating exposure 
has been received by approximately 80 people connected with the dismantling 
project. The average whole body exposure since the start of dismantling has 
been about 0.8 rem while the maximum total exposure received to date by any 
workman has been 4.8 rem. Even though 99% of the radioactive inventory has 
been removed from the site and disposed of, that which remains, primarily 
concentrated in the biological shield, will require additional chronic 
exposure to low radiation levels. It is estimated that perhaps another 
20-30 rem of personnel exposure may be necessary to complete dismantling 
of radioactive structures. 

Internal deposition of ra.dioactive material in personnel is estimated 
periodically with a whole body counter. The radionuclides identified bO 
whole body count~r examination have been almost exclusively 137cs and 6 Co. 
To date, no internal deposition has exceeded 1% of a maximum permissible 
body burden. 

Liquid and Airborne Waste Management 

The restraints placed upon the dismantling project with respect to the 
release of liquid and airborne wastes to the environment were outlined in 
the project's Environmental Impact Statement. A commitment was made to 
control waste releases below the numerical guidelines proposed in Appendix I 
of Titl~ 10, Part 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations as shown in Table 2. 
The annual average concentration of liquid effluents at the site boundary 
is not to exceed 20 pCi/1 of gross beta activity and 5000 pCi/1 of tritium. 
The annual average airborne emissions are not to exceed the numerical values 
contained in Appendix B, Table II, Column I of 10 CFR 20 divided by a factor 
of 100,000. For the radionuclides estimated to be present in Elk River 
Reactor structures and given the meteorological conditions of the area and 
site layout, the annual average concentration at the worst location of the 
site boundary is not to exceed 7.5 x 10-3 pCi/m3 . The intent of these 
numerical guidelines is to limit public exposure in the vicinity of the 
project to less than 5 mrem per year. Since June, 1972, the average 
concentration at the site boundary of liquid effluents has been 5.5 pCi/1 of 
gross beta activity and 350 pCi/1 of tritium while airborne waste 
concentrations has averaged 4% of the applicable limit. Using very 
pessimistic assumptions, it is estimated that the maximum dose received by 
an individual in the vicinity of the site from effluents generated during 
dismantling operations has been 0.4 mrem. 
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Table 2 

Proposed Numerical Guidelines of 
Appendix I, 10 CFR 50 for Release 

of Radioactive Waste Products to the Environment 

Type of Waste 

Liquid 

Airborne 

(For Elk River Dismantling) 

Annual Average Concentration 

20 pCi/1 
5000 pCi/1 for Tritium 

Appendix B, Table II, 10 CFR 20 
100,000 

0.0075 pCi/m3 

Operations to be Completed 

Since the United Power Association's contract with the Atomic Energy 
Commission calls for complete removal and disposal of the reactor building 
including all structures contained therein, there is a considerable amount 
of dismantling yet to be completed. However, all highly radioactive 
structures have been removed from the site. From a radiological standpoint, 
the only structures yet to be removed which contain significant quantities 
of radioactive material are the concrete biological shield and certain 
reactor systems such as the liquid waste disposal system. It is estimated 
that removal of these structures will take approximately six months 
following which demolition of remaining structures by conventional methods 
will begin. 

References: 

(1) AEC Elk River Reactor Dismantling Plan (Rural Cooperative Power 
Association (UPA) and Gulf United Nuclear Fuels Corporation), SS-836, 
August 27, 1971. 

(2) Environmental Statement, Elk River Reactor Dismantling (U. s. Atomic 
Energy Commission), WASH-1516, May, 1972. 
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CITEUW~WqECKME BOITPOC~ PABHAUMOHHO~ BE30ITACHOCTM M 
CAHMTAPH0-~03~METP~qECKOrO KOHTPORH 

ITPM PAEOTAX C TPAHCil]YTOHWEBh~M S]EMEHTAr~ 

M.C. EropoBa, B.B. KonaeB, ].H. Kop~oB, 
r.M. ITapxoMeHKO, B.A. CapwqeB 

MHCTMTYT omowmamKM MmHMCTepcTBa a~paBooxpaHeHMH CCCP 
MocKBa, Coros CoBeTcKmx Co~ManmcTmqecKmx Pecny6nMR 

Abstract 

Thereport shows that the factors of radiation exposu
re at operationswith transplutonium elements are in quanti
tative dependence on the physico-chemical properties, the 
time of target irradiation in the reactors and the degree 
of their purification from the fragment fission products. 
The doses of external and internal irradiation have been 
estimated. 

B rrpouecce pa~moxmMmqecRoM nepepa60TRH o6nyqeHHNX MMrneae~ 
npM nonyqeHMM THX6RhlX M30TOTIOB Tp8HCITRYTOHH6BhlX 3H8M6HTOB (TITS) 
p8~M8UMOHH8H 06CT8HOBK8 xapaKTepmsyeTCH K8K BH6U!HMMM ITOTOK8MH 
MOHMsmpymmmx manyqeHM~, TaR m raaoaaposonbHb~ sarpnsHeHMeM 
B03~YUIHO~ cpe~hl pa~MOTOKCHqHhlMM BemecTBSMH. 

Oco6eHHOCTb pa6oT c TITS cocTOMT B TOM, qTo npmxo~MTCH 
CT8HKMB8TbCH C O~HOBp6M8HHhlM ~e~CTBM8M npaRTMqecKM BC9X TMITOB 
moHmsmpyrommx manyqeHmM. Bcne~CTBMe aToro Tpe6yeTCH ~uwwepeHumpo
BaHHwM TIO~XO~ K KOMITH6KT8UMM samMTHOro o6opy~OB8HMH B 38BMCMMOCTH 
OT po~a npOBO~MMhlX pa60T, H30TOTIHOrO COCT8B8 THX6HhlX aneM6HTOB, 
MX B6COBMX KOnmqeCTB M CT8TI9HH QqMCTKH OT ITpO~YKTOB ~eneHMH. 
~8HHhl6 ITOHOX6HMH MOryT 6MTb HHHIDCTpMpOB8Hhl M8T6pH8ROM, npe~CT8B
H6HHNM B TB6H. I M 2. ms Ta6n. I BM~HO, qTQ npu pa60T8X c ManNMH KOnMqeCTB8MH TTIS, 
KOr~a MCTIOHb3YIDTCfl aamMTHhl6 3Kp8Hhl Mana~ TOHmMHN, B8~H06 3HaqeHM6 
npmo6peTaeT cTerreHb oqmcTKM TITS OT msoTonoB ocKonoqHoro npomcxo~
~eHMH. 
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Ta6JIPIUa I 
O~HOCM~SJibHH~ BKJIBA B CYMMBPHYID MOntHOCTb A03H 

pa3JIP.tqHhlX TP.!ITOB P.!OHP.!3MpynmPIX P.!3JiyqeHH~ 
CM8CP.! OKCHJIOB BM6PMUHH C KIDpHeM 

--------------------------- -----------------------------------
TPirr 

0THOCHT8JlbHhl~ BKJIBA B % 
H3JiyqaHH~ 

Baa aamMThl 3antMT8 Ma qyryaa !5 CM 

He~TpOHhl 
5,2 77,0 CIIOHT8HHOrO ,1J;8JieHP.!H 

He~TPOHhl 
(o(, n)-peaKUMH 0,2 3,0 

Coe5cTB8HHoe raMM8-M3JiyqeHP.t8 
TITS I3,3 -
Cooc~BeHHoe raMMa-Pianyqeame 

2I,7 !9,5 rrpo,n;yKTOB ~8JI6HMH 

TopMosaoe P.tanyqeHP.te 59,6 0,5 

BCErO IOO,O !00,0 

Ta 6JIHU8 2 
0THOCHT8JihHhl~ BKJia,n; B CYMM8pHyiD MOmHOCTh ,1J;03hl 

p83JIHqHhlX TP.!DOB J10HM3HpynmMX H3JiyqeHP.ta 
OKP.!CP.! KBJIH~OpHHH 

---------------------------------------------------------------
0~HOCHT8JihHhl~ BKJIB,ll; B % 

HeMTpOHhl 
CIIOHTBHHOrO ,1J;8JI8HP.!H 

Co6cTBeHHoe raMMa-ManyqeHPie 
KBJIH~OpHHH 

Eea aamHThl 

95,5 

3,5 

CoocTBeHHoe raMMa-ManyqeHPie 
npo.n;yKTOB ,1J;8JI8HHH 0,2 

TopMoaHoe msnyqeHP.te 0,8 

BCErO IOO,O 

811 

3antHTa ma qyryaa I5 eM 

99,9 

O,I 

IOO,O 



Ilp:v.! pae50T8X C K8JIHqlOpHM8M npartTMti8CKM BCH pa~li!BUHR <lJOpMM
pyeTCR HeUTpOH8M:v.! CITOHT8HHOrO ~8JI8H:v.!H. 

O~HoBpeMeHHo c M3ytJ:eHHeM ypoBaew pa~MaUHM 3a 3am:v.~ToM C5Mna 
npoEe~eHa OU8HK8 :v.!H~:v.!BM~yaJI:&HhlX KB8pT8JI:&HhlX ~03 OT HSHTpOHHOrO 
:v.! raMM8-M3JiytieHHW ITp:v.! pae50T8X C M30TOIT8M:v.! 8M8p:v.!UHH H KIDp:v.!fl. ~Jlfl 
onepaTOpOB B8JIM'tl:v.!HM ~03 BHernHero raMM8-06Jiyti8H:v.!H COCT8BJIRJI:v.! 
0,05+0,15 peHTreH, a ~03& OT H8MTpOHOB - ~0 0,05 6ap. 8TO YK83H
B88T H8 TO, tiTO pa60T& ITpOBO~MJIMC:&, rJI8BHbW oe5p830M, C H860JIDWH
MM KOJIMtieCTBBMH TTI8 B 6oKcax c nerKoM sall{MTOti. 

BB8ASHM8 B pa6oTy 1130TOITOB K8JIM<lJOpHMfl ITOBhlill88T A03hl He~
TpOHHOrO 06JiytieHMH AO 0,36 63p 38 KB8pT8JI. TipM 3TOM A038 raMM8-
0C5JiytiSH:v.!fl OCT88TCH 683 :v.!3M8H8HMH. 

Tipe~CT8BJIHJIO MHTepec OUSHIIIT:O T8KJK8 ~JIH onepaTOpOB rop.atietl 
JI860p8TOp:v.!M npMMepHyiD B8JI:v.!ti:v.!HY MHKOpiTOp:v.!pOB8HHOtl 8KTMBHOCTK, H8-
KOTIJI8HHYID sa BpeMH pa60Thl c Tll8. XapaKTepHCTMKa E03~yrnHoti cpeA~ 
pa60tiMX ITOMemeHMtl OITpeA8JIHJI8C:O H:v.!JK8CJI8~yiDmMMM ~8HH&MH. 

Pacrrpe~eneHMe cpe~HeMeCHtiHMX KOHUeHTpaumtt pa~moartTMBHHX 
83p030~8H Tll8 npK BHITOJIH8H:v.!M p83JIV!tiHhlX onepaUM~ COOTE8TCTBOB8JIO 
JIOrapM~MM't18CKM HOpM8JI:OHOMY 38KOHY C napaMeTp8MH: M8AM8H8 -
1.10-I KIDpM/JIPITp, CT8H~apTH08 reOM8TpMti8CKOe OTKJIOH8H:v.!8 - 2,4. 
C B8p0flTHOCT:OID 95% Bee 3H8ti8H:v.!H ROHU8HTp8UHtl H8XO~PJ:JIHC:O B 
MHTepBaJie I.Io-I6+I,4.IO-I4 KIDpPI/JIMTp. 

XapaKTepHHM M30TOITHHM cocTaB aapoaonett: aMep:v.~u:v.~M-241 - IQ%, 
aMepHUM~-243 - 5%, KIDPMH-244 - 75 %, Kan:v.~wopHMH-252 - IO%. Kart 
ITp8BMJI0 1 ITOJIY'ti88Mhl8 COJIM 6HJIM OK:v.!CJI8MM TIT9 H OTHOCMJIHC:O K KJI8CCY 
H8p8CTBOp:v.!MhlX C08AMH8HHH. 

~HcnepcaocT:o aapo3onett, onpe~en.aeMa.a paAMOrpa<lJMtiecKMM MeTo
~oM C MCTIOJib30B8HM8M JKMAKMX HA8PHHX 3MYJI:OCMH 1 X8p8KTepM30B8JI8Cb 
napaM8Tp8MM! CMAn = 3+5 MKM, ~g = 1,5+2, AMAn = 13+20 MKM. 

BeJIMtiMHhl H8KOTIJI6HHOtl 8KTMBHOCT:v.! M ~03 BHyTpeHHero OC5Jiyti6HMH 
paaJIMtiHRX o6xacTe~ AHXaTen:oHoro TpaKTa \HocornoTOtiHOH, Tpaxeo
~poHxMaJI:&HOH~ JierotiHOtl H JIHMWOYS~OB) npm HenpephlBHOM ITOCTYITJISHMM 
aapo3oJieH TITv B TetieHMe 5 neT pa60TH npnBeAeH& B Tae5n. 3. 

Tae5~mua 3 
HarpyaKm m .zt03H 

A~R pas~H~HMX 06~8CTe« ,ZthlX8T8nbHOrO Tp8KTS 

HartonneHaa.a 
8RTHBHOCT:& ~03bl OC5Jiyti8HMfl B C5apax 

~30TOIT B ITMKOKIDpH 

p L N-P T- B p L 

A.uepMUHH-241 4 3 2,4.10-3 < 1.10-3 0,04 0,2 
AMep:v.~umt1-243 2 1,5 I,2.Io-3 ..:::r.ro-3 0,02 O,I 
Krop:v.~~-244 27 23 19.10-3 <r.1o-3 0,3 I,? 
KaJIH<lJOpHMH-252 3 3 2,5.ro-3 <r.ro-3 0,04 0,2 

BCErO 36 30,5 0,025 1.10-5 0,4 2,2 

OueHKa npoBO.ztMnacb corxacHo AHHaMntiecrtoH Mo~eJIM nerrtmxi c 
:v.~cnonbsoBaHMeM pactieTHhlX <IJopMy~ z HOMorpaMM M3 pae5oTbl2. Koaww:v.~
umeHT MCITOJib80B8HMH Cp8,ZtCTB HH~MBH.ztYBJibHOM 38mMTbl C5NJI npRHHT 
pa:sHUM 90%. PacctiMTaHHhle A03H BHyTpeHHero oe5nytieHm.a nerKMX 3a 
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5 R8T COM3M8pMMhl C ~038MH, ITO~yqeHHhlMM 38 cqeT BH8lliH8rO OOnyqe
HHH B TeqeHH6 3TOrO ~8 Bp8M8HH. 

llpM rrepepa60TK8 peaKTOpHhlX MMill8H8~, KOr~a H800XO~HMO Bhme
RHTD U8HHhl8 KOpOTKO~RBymRe R30TOIThl TMIT8 KIDpRH-242, OepKHMH-249, 
e~HlliTS~HRH-253, 06HyqeHHhl~ M8T8pM8H ITOCTYIT88T C MBHhlM Bp8M8H8M 
B~ep~M. BcneACTBMe aToro 3HaqRT8HDHyro po~D HaqmHaroT mrpaTD 
M30TOITH OCKO~QqHoro npOMCX0~8HHH. C~e~yeT yqHThlB8Tb B03MO~Hhl~ 
B~OX B B03~YX pa~H08KTMBHhlX ra30B H 83p030H8~ npo~yKTOB A8H8HHH 
M, B nepByiD oqepe~D, ~o~a-131. llpoBe~eHa OU8HK8 BKHBAOB ra30B0~ 
M aaposonDHO~ ~aa HOAa-13I npm HeKOTOphlX crrocooax rrepepa60TKH 
MMill8H8~ (Ta6H. 4). 

Taonmua 4 
0THOCHT6~DHhl~ BKH8~ 83p030HDH0~ M ra30BO~ ~a3 

B cyMMapHyiD BKTHBHOCTh ~oAa-131 B B03AYX8 ropaqe~ KBMephl 

BMA nepepaOOTKM MMill8HM 
AaposO~bH8H ~asa raaoBaH ~aaa 

MexaHmqecKaH pe3Ka 

me~oqHoe paCTBOpeHHe 
Kmc~oTHoe pacTBopeHme 

99,8 
81,0 
48,0 

0,2 
19,0 
52,0 

~3 T80H. 4 BM~HO, qTO npM RMCHOTHOM paCTBOp8HMM cymeCTB6HHO 
B03p8CT88T npOU8HT ra30BO~ W83hl, KOTOpaa MrpaeT B8AYmYID pOHD B 
aarpaaHeHMM BOa~yrnHOM cpeAhl paAMOBKTMBHhlM Mo~oM-131 m yEennqm
BaeT B8pOHTHOCTb npOHMKHOB8HHH ero B 30HY rrpe6hlB8HMH nepCOHa~a. 

BHHBHH8M8H CIT8UM~MqHOCTb P8AH8UHOHHhlX YCHOBM~ npM paoOTBX C 
TD9 Tp~oyeT ~M~epeHunpoBaHHoro rro~xo~a K peweHMID 3BAaq 
C8HMT8pHO-A03HM8TpMqecKoro H M8AHUMHCROrO KOHTpOHH rrepcoHa~a. 

]MTepaTypa 

1. Morrow P. E. et al. Health Phys., 12, 173 (1966). 
2. Kotrappa P. Heal+.h Phys., 17, 429 (1969). 
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El\fSURING RADIATION SAFETY WHEN USING LARGE ISOTOPIC 
SOtrRCES OF IONIZING RADIATIONS FOR BRINGING ABOUT 

RADIATION PROCESSES. 

Chistov E.D., Larichev A,V,, Terman A.V., 
Zaraeyev O.M. 

( USSR) 

ABSTRACT. 

Results of an investigations series for ensuring personnel 
radiation saf~ty when bringing about various radiation processes 
are presented. The investigations include: studying radiation 
penetration regularities in large isotopic plants shieldi~g 
structures such as labyrinths, technological channels etc. with 
design formulae; studying environment contamination mechanisms 
formation using the design formulae which allows to prognosti
cate the forseen wasres amount. Analysis of the accidents occur
red dur~ng large isotopic plants operation and proper procedures 
developed to prevent their occurance are given. The .All-Union 
standards and methodical rules regulating radiation safety con
ditions in design, constraction and operation of large radiation 
apparatus on the basis of the authors investigations are consi
dered. The many-years experience showed that the observance of 
the standards developed by the autors reduces and in a number of 
cases completely excludes the possibility of the personnel over~ 
expo3ure, the enviro~ent and irradiated products contamination. 
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ENS1BING RADIATION SAFETY Vllr:t!}r·~ USING LARGE ISOTOPIC 

SOURCES OF IONIZDTG RADIATIONS J!'OR BHINGING ABOUT 

RADIATION PROCESSES. 

Chis-t;ov E.D., Larichev A,V,, Terman A.V., 

Zaraeyev O.M. 

( Central Research Institute of ;Labour Protection of All-Union 
Central Council of Trade Unions, 
Branch of the Karpov Phy~icochemical Institute, 
Central Institute of Advancement Training of Physicians,USSR) 

En5tu:·ing radiation safet;y when u.sing large isotopic sources 
is a necessary condition for bringing about any radiochemical 
and oth,9r investigations and processes (1). The u..-rgency of stu
dying such matters is caused by the necessity of solving engineer 
and technological problems in developing rc3.diation plants and 
processes excluding any possibility of u.ndersirable consequences 
of the over-exposure of the plants personnel, the neighl;>ouring 
area population ~~d irradiated products consumers (2,3). The de
velopment of o. series of such plantrs which are in full accord 
vvith the present do.y radio.tion protection demands became possible 
due to fundementnl and experimental investigations including (4): 

protection from external radiation - studying ro.diation pene
tration re15u.larities in large isotopic plants shielding struc
tures and developing design methods; 
protection :from internnl rndiation - studying the environment 
conto.minntion mechnnisms' formation; 
radio.tion processes safety - studying the conditions of acci
dent-free radiation processes; 

-- formulo.tion of standards and rnethodical rules - development 
of sanitary r~les for ro.diation plants design, constraction 
and operation. 

The following hazard factors nrising from the use of large 
ionization sources in radiation technology were considered: 
a) radiation haznrds defined by the physical nature, activity and 
type of radioactive substances and the character of their teclmo
logical use; quantitatively these hazard factors are defined by 
the doses of the personnel external exposure and internal expo
sure stipulated by the radioo.ctive substances entering the orga
nism of workers; 
b) non-radiation hazards characterized by the g_uon-tity and type 
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of tox:~ substances intrucen from irradiated objects or formed by 
irradiation processes, or as a result of a fire or explosion or 
by aggressive media formation. Sudden or gradual destruction of 
hermetic shells in the $OUrces, shielding~ and apparatus may be 
observed afterwards (5). 

Transportable and movable units may have biological shield 
in the form of a cylinder or a sphere. The information about the 
larger efficiency of such type shielding in comparison with flat 
shielding having the sGlll.e thiclmess could be found only in single 
publications (6-9). However the physical nature of this phenome
non was not analyzed. The authors have shovm that; for a :point on 
the shielding surface the share of the scattered radiation from 
the flat-type shielding is larger than from the spherical shiel
ding of the same thickness. Energy distribution studies of scat
tered gamma-radiation intensity showed the maximum the energy of 
which was approximately equal to the energy of gamma-quanta single 
scattered at an angle B. Calculation and experimental results 
allowed to determine that the dependence of the angle distribu
tion of the intensity ( IQ ) of gamma-quanta scattered in a sphe
rical or flat shielding from the angle Q is of exponential cha
racter and can be given in the considered angles range ( with an 
error ± 10%) as follows: 

I1:sAn"'"'r~(- at~) ':a.J 
where: Af1 ; Asph- are the propgrtionality coefficients for 

flat and spherical shieldings respec-t;i vely; 

Qfl/sph - the constants of the angle distribution of 
the intensity of gamma-Quanta scattered in flat and spherical 
shieldings respectively. 

Moreover the decrea3e of the 3hielding material atomic num
ber and gamma-quanta energy leads to the increase of the diffe-
rence o''H4J in the energy S1 and dose aA. 

build-up factors: ;.e. ,s,h ( 'i) a,, .. J - a.,AJ o''JtAJ~ a bfllac~ ·1DD ~ £2.) 

Shielding geometry effect ~~~mes more essential for gamma
quanta energy less than 1 Mev and the shielding made from the 
lo'N atomic number mo.terials ( 10,11). The physical characteris
tics studies of mutiply scattered gamma-quanta in the lead and 
steel shieldj_ng in the standard many-elbowed channel of the se
rial agricultlral units showed. that the curve from of gamma-ra-
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diation intensi·t;y reduction (1) along the axi3 of the channel is 
slightly dependent on the initial energy of radiation and can be 
given as the following dependence: 

(3) 

where: 0 and K are the empirical coefficients equal to 58,0 
and 2,6; 22,0 and 3,0 for steel and lead respectively. It is ne
cessary to note that K is slightly dependent on the shielding 
material; t- ii'S the geometrical parameter of the many-elbowed 
channel. 

As the investigation results of spP.ctral composition of 60oo 
and 137os gamma-radiation passed through the many-elbowed ohannel 
show there is ·the maximum in the energy range of 150 keV. When 
the chru:mel is filled by water-equivalent material t;he spectra 
maximwn is changed to the energy range of 100-120 keV, whereas 
the portion of multiply scattered gamma-quanta increases, radia
tion in-tensity for 60oo and 137 Os decreases on 20~30% accordingly. 
The obtained data on scattered gamma-radiation spectral composi
tion allowed to recommend technological channels shemes and choose 
detectors with corresponding characteristics for biological dosi
metry. 

The studies of ·bhe field of the e:x:posure dose Jfates in a la
byrinth and its spectral distribution gave a formula (l+) that is 
of great importance not only for constructing labyrinths but also 
for the evaluation of exposure doses during the anticipated acci
dents (12,13)~ n. 
P::a~4·A[e~e.(nv.,;a:.~J1.., 2. rr· s.,c.tte.,ol..~{9,E)l ,, 
M3 • R. a. (A.I'Jn.R.. ~ R. ~ J L 'J 

':" ..... 
where: A - the irradiator gamma-equivalent,mg-equiv.Ra; 

Q - the normal/Ri angle; 
R. - the distance (em) from the centre of the irradiator 

l 2 
to the centre of the area Si (em ); 

Ri+1 - the distru1ce from the area s1 where i - reflection 
occurs to the corresponding calculated point (or to the ne:A."t area 
8i+1 ) ; 

}J. - the linear coefficient of gamma radiation decrease, 

x - the concrete shielding thickness, em; 
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R - the irradia:bor - to calculo.ted point distance, em; 
ddce,E) the albedo o~ the dose from concrete (~rom 

i-area); 
BC~?1!) - the dose build-up ~actor. 

The formula (L~) is just under the follovdng assumptions; the 
irradiator is o~ point type, linear dimensions o~ the areas eire 
comparatively small to the d.istance Ri. 

Realizing the future prospects of using beta-radiation sour
ceG in the large radiation plants constraction the authors have 
experimentally studied beta- and gamma-radiation penetration 
th·rough the shielding non-gomogeneities peculiar t;o any plant. Ae 

a result they got empirical dependence which allowed to evQ.luate 
mixed radiation dose from technological slits and openings. The 
dependence received ·take~ into accow1.t the slit depth (t), its 
height (! ) , and the outer edge of the slit-to-detecting point 
distq.nce (x). The ~ormula connecting the dose rate ( P~+t' , 
mrad.sec-1 ) of beta-gamma-radiation at the outlet of tbe techno
logical slit with its geometry, 9°sr + 90y irradiator activity 
( Q,, curie) and the effective atomic number (z) of the material 
from which the inner lining of the irradiation c:1amber is made, 
is the following: 

0 
_ o,a'fo 

P K· o. ( i.) . a. ( 1• e- o,,x •0,4&«) 
:;+r: -e~ , + e (5) 

It can be assum.eQ. with sufficient accuracy for practical aims 
that K ( i) c,.t.l- :::: 3,4.102 ( k - the proportionality coe~~icient) 
under the following conditions: the irradiator is ~lat and paral
lel to the technological slit; the irradiate~ and the shielding 
are made of aluminium, stainless stell, lead. In cases correspon
ding to the given as5wnptions made on the basis of analizing the 
technological s:1.emes of beta-irradiators use, the calculated by 
the formula (5) radiation dose ru.te exceeds the measured one on 
'1 5 + 20% ( 14). 

Studies of the ways of radiactive contaminants formation 
during thE? operation o~ the so-called "closed" radiation sources 
were made. It 1r:ras caused by the ~acts of the unsealment of the 
radiation sources used in large gamma-i:r1stalla"tions that vvas con
~irmed by a number of other papers. 

Accordj_ng to the tech."YJ.ological sheme of reciprocal movements 
of ru1 irradiator and irradiated pject large i~otopic radiation 
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installations mily have fixed and mobile irradiators. By the type 
of shielding we can classify them as the installations wj_th dry, 
liquid (water) and mixed shielding, that allowed detailing tlJ.e 
mechanisms of radioactive contaminants formation during the opera
tion of different installations. 

The radioactive contaminants at the gamma-installG.tions with 
dry shielding can appear 11s 11 result of the source unse11lment 
(plllllt5 with the fixed irr11di11tor) or residual radioactive conto.
minant dispersion from the sources shell (plants with mobile and 
immobile irradiator). In this case the dispersion coefficient of 
surfo.ce conto.mination ( S, m-1 ) Cffil be u.sed as a qualitative cha
racteristic of aerosol formation intensity. As a result of model 
md production research we have dot an expression for defining 
total activity of wastes Q (curie) formed at the installations 
vrith dry shielding for the timet (15,16): 

I [ - t~,•ea·•' J.] , ·i ~ ( ,J 
Q ~ ~.t.·V' (IZ.•n.'J c + ~ <;: .s, + Q.. e 11;,. •. So n, So J 

-where: C - the average surface contamination of one sealed source, 
. I 2 cur1e m ; 

n - the total number of sources in the installation,pieces; 
n1 -the nQmber of w~sealed sources, pieces; 
V- the volwnetrical rate of the cooling air, m3.h-1 ; 
8

0 
- the surface area of the source, m2; 

Ci - the radioactive contamination of separate areas of 
the upper and lower surf0ce parts (i=1,2) and side surface of 
the sources (i=3 ), curie .m-2 ; 

Si - the area of the upper and lower pru.,-t;s (i=1, 2) and 
side surface of the sources (i=3), m2; 

~0 - the initial activity of one source, curie; 
T112 - the hal:f-life period of an isotope, h-1 ; 

t 1 -the time, which has passed from the moment of the 
source initial ac·tivity definition, h; 

S - the defect area in the source shell, m2• 
By means of eJ~eriments the dispersion coefficient 1=0

0
/C 

was found, where G
0 

- the quantity of the radioactive material, 
blo1v:n from the source, curie.m-3; C - the radioactive contamina
tion of the radiation source surface shell,curie.m-

2
• The authors 

have shown that this coefficient value is equal to 1,5 ~ 0,9.10-6, 
-1 m • Moreover it was found that :practiically this coefficient de-

pends nei·t;her on the surfo.ce contarnination: of the sources nor on 
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the air flux speed above the su:rfo.ce. 

For the go.mma-inctallo:tions vvith wo:ter shielding the trons

ferrecL to water ac·~iy:Lty value Q. (curie), con be defined from 

the relation Q=b.K.s.t, where b - the specific ac·tivity o:I the 

radioactive m<.rterial, curie/g; K - the coefficient characterizing 

the solution of radioo.ctj_ve conto.minru;r!Js in the liquid from ·the 

surface unit for the time unit, g/cm2 .day (paper review shows 

that fo:r; large samrp.a-insto.lla:bions this coefficient is accepted 

to be 5.10-6 g/cm2.day); s the defect vo.lue in the source 
2 shell, m ; t - the time of the source contact with the water 

medium, day. 

While prognosticating the quantity of the radioactive m:J.te

rio_l released into t 1:le environm.ent it is possible ·to d.efine 1x:;fore-

hand ·the value of the defects. For preliminai'Y calculations -the 

value of a. defect cen be accepted in the ran.ge of o, 5 + 1, 0 mm2 , 

that appro:x:imo.tely corresponds to the pin-hole area of the noD.r-

ces under ·testing and is similar to real cond.i tions connectect '!lith 

the moment of d.etect;j_ng the considerable lealmge of ro..c'ioacti ve 

material into environment caused by the local corrosion of the 

source shell. 

Our investigo.tton results cau:Jed :Jto_;_;ping the serial produc

tion of 60co, 137 Cs radioactive isot.::l:pes o.nd beta-source3 in o.lu

minium shells and initio.ted their :production in stainless s·tell. 

The use of highly o.ctive sources in hermetic stainless stell 

s~1.Gels excluded environmental ro.dioacti ve conto.mination. 

As many-years experience of using large ro_cJ.ioisotopic instal

lations showed our recom.rnendo.tions concerning or_;anizational-tech

nical procedures o.nd shielding constructed in o.ccordo.rJ.Ce with our 

co.lculo:t;ions provid.e l)ringing down irro.cl.iation levels to ·the safe 

values under the normal mode of radiation plm1ts opero.tion. Howe

ver, the accidents caused by various reasons co.n occur during the 

:plm1ts operation. By the analysis it vms stated that o.ccident rea

son,s can be the follov:Ting: the radiation sources unsealment, the 

shut down of the devices for the sources movement, design and con

struction drawbacks of the shieldj_ng and bro.king the safe opera

ting procec1urcs. Very often combination of t.he two or :more above

J:rtentionea reasons can be the cause of 011 accj dent ( 17). 

To.king into accom1t that the shut dovm of ·the blocking and 

signalizo:!Jion systems vrould cJ.use radiation o.ccidents with seriousi 

consequencies, the ~3ystem of blocking the entrcmce door "according] 
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to the dose" was developed. This system u.ses automatic comrnut.:l

tion of the dosimetry instrwnents sensors (18) and is designed 

for large isotopic installations. The proposed blocking Dystem 

exclucles the possil)ility of the personnel entering tl1e irro.dia

tion cho.mber when the sources are under working conditions. 

But still the existence of the smallest probability of the 

blocking and signalization system shut dovm made us to develop 

the dose evaluation express-method for the cose of o.n a.ccident 

exposure of the larse l"J.dioisotopic installations personnel that 

is ni;lcesso.ry for the tii;1ely and proper medical protection actions 

(19). Probability evcluation of ~he average and lj_mi t accident 

occm~once during the operation of one or a group of large radia

tion installations having the same constructional peculiarities 

showed that the most relial)le a:r:·e the installations with dry shiel

ding a.11d fixed irro.di.J.:tior and the installations with mechanical 

devices :for irrad.:!.ator movemen·tJs; whereas the less rel i.able o.re 

the installcd:;ions ~vi th pneumatic devj_ces for the sou~cces movements. 

One of the possible causes of non-ro.diation accident;s at the 

large isotopic ins-tallations is the personnel poisoning by the 

radiolysis product.s (ozone and nitrogen oxides) or by ·toxic sub

stances either from irro.diated objects or formed as a result o:E' 

irradiation process. Production anc1 model research conducted 

allowed to dive recommendations concerning the arrangement, size 

and constructi::m of inflow and outflow vent holes, and ro.tional 

ventilation modes of operation in the working area of' lo.rge sta

tionary gmn.:::1a-in;Jtallo:tions, that t?xclude the possibility of 

such type o.cciclen·t :3 occurance ( 20). 

Ou.r. investigations results for ensuring :c·adiation safety 

vrhen u.J:ing larc;e :cadio.t:ion .sources ·.vere used by the USSR Mini

stry of Health which exercises sto.te sanitary monitoring in our 

country. 

The sanitary monitoring system adopted in the USSR supposes 

the development of the All-Union normative documents regulating 

the radiation safety conditions when carrying out design, cons

truction and opera-tiion of radio.tion-ho.zardous objects including 

large radiation installations. Such regulatory documents develo

ped for the fir.st time in the world practice are: "S<:mi tary rules 

of the constraction a..."ld orJeration of large isotopic grun:no.-insJcal

lations", 11So.nitary rules of the construction and operation of the 
r·eD.ctor primary circuits", "Semi tary rules of the constro.ction 
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and operation or large isotopic gamma-installations with fixed 

irradiator", "Sanitary rules of the construction and operation 

of large beta-installations", nMetoclical instructions on carry

ing out radiation monitoring when loading, adding to load and 

replacing the ionizing sources of large isotopic installations". 

All the~Je doctL'Il.ents developed. with our help are a:p:proved by the 

USSR Ministry of Health and thus became a sanitary law for all 

the institutions and enterprises connected witJ;. the development 

and operation of large radiation installations. 

Such unifico_tion of deman.d.s to the large radiation instal

lations allows no-t; only to uce optimal solutions received by 

reseo..rch O....'J.d development but to :provide the united system of 

sa.nit;ary ro.r1io.tion monitoring of radiation workers, employed 

at these installations. The collected dosimetry data including 

those received by the use of the various methods of personal 

monitoring and counters for determing whole-body exposure allow 

to evaluate annual exposure doses to be in the range up to 0,5 

rem/year which envisages the high reliability of the developed 

ro.diation protection E>ystem .and shielding of the large isotopic 

install v.tj_ ons. 
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K OUEHKE BJJWiHWI AECOPB1POBAHHOVI illAShl SAI'J?fl3HEHWI 
3Aiill1THbiX IIOKPbiTI1Ji 11 CPE,UCTB 11H,Ill1BV1,1J.Y AJlbHOtl 3AIIMThl 

HA PA.Ill'1AUMOHHYlO OECTAHOBKY B IIOMEll.lEID1flX 

Dr. A.L. Kononov1tch 
Biophysics Institute 
USSR Health Ministry 
Moscow, USSR 

ABSTRACT 

This report gives a method for accounting dependence of ra
dioactive contamination hazard on the function type of its dis-.. 
tributlon in the depth of material. The method is based on des
cribing time dependence of distribution functions by Green's 
operators. The proposed procedure is simple enough and can be 
used b,y the personnel of dosimetric service which has not ~eci
al mathematical training. 

B p~e C~~aeB OCHOBHHM ~aRTOpOM, orrpe~e~mRM OITaCHOCT~,KOTO

pyro rrpe~CT8B~T ITOB9pXHOCTH 3amRTHNX ITOKpHTHH H cpe~CTB H~HBH

~ya~HOH 3amHTH, 3arpH3HeHHH9 p~HOill\THBHHMH BemecTBaMH, ~eTCH 

ITOCTyn~eHme STJilX BemeCTB B B03~ ITOMemeana. C STOH TO~H 3peHRK 

3arps3aeame, npo~~~~mpoBaBmee B r~d~ MaTepm~oB,Mo~eT c~Ta

TllCH q;l'lKCI1pOB8HHHM. Ho CTe~eHJi18M BpeMeHH, Biil,Il;e~C~ Ha ITOBSpXHOCTl 

oao co3~aeT onacaocTll pe~HBa aarpssaeHRH. BeposTHOCTll rrepexo~a 

adcopdmpOB8HHOrO BemecTBa B ~copdli1p0B8HH08 COCTOHHHe cymeCTBSHHO 

38BHCMT OT TOro, KaK STO BemeCTBO pacnpe~~eHO B O~eMe ITOKpHTHH. 

B ~aaaofi padoTe rrpe~~araeTCH cnocod Ko~~ecTBeaaoro onpe~e~eHRH 

3aBHCMMOCTH CTeneam OIT8CHOCTH adcopdli1pOBaHHOrO 3arpH3H8Hmff OT BH

~a WYHKUJiiH ero pacnpe~e~eaaa no r~dRHe MaTepma~a. 

8Ta a~a~a npe~cTaB~eT ocodufi JilHTepec npm padoTe c HeKOTopHMH 

~~8-H3~~aTe~Ji1. C 8H~OrJil~HMJi1 BOITpOCaMH ITpJilXO~HTCH BCTpe~aT~ 

C.ff, KOr~a MMSIOT ~e~O C Hep~:ti08KTJi1BHHMH TOKCJtl~HHMH BemeCTBaMH,Od-
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~anaromRM~ BHCOBOM npOHRUaeMOCTbiD. C~e~yeT OTMeT~Tb, ~TO ~~HKURH 

pacrrpe~e~eHRH ~~a-aKTRBHHX ~s~~aTe~eH no r~6~He sarpRsHeHHoro 

oo~eKTa Mo~eT 6HTb nsMepeaa no cneKTpy_~a-ns~~eHHR y rroBepx

aocTn, np~~eM ~cc~e~eMaR sarpRsHeHHaR noBepxaocTb He rro~BepraeT

cR KaROM-~6o cneuna~bHOH o6pa6oTRe n B rrpouecce ~sMepeHER He pas

pymaeTCRI;2. 

B ~aHHOH pa6oTe HCITO~b30BaHH C~e~rom~e onpe~e~eHME. llo~ ITOBepx

HOCTbiD ITOHHMaeTCR ~aCTb MaTepn~a, ~OCTYITHaH Henocpe~CTB8HHOMY 

B03~eMCTBHID MOromHX Cpe~CTB RnH KOHTaKTy C B03~XOM ITOMerueHRH. 

C~HTaeTCR, ~TO TOKC~qgoe BeiUeCTBO, COCpe~OTO~eHHOe Ha ITOBepx

HOCTH RHH neperue~ruee C Hee B B03~X ITOMeiUeHHR, H8XO~HTCR B orrac

HOM COCTOHHHH nnH onaCHOH wase. TOKCk:l'qHOe BemeCTBO, He~OCTYITHOe 

Herrocpe~CTB8HHOMy KOHTaKTY C BHemHeH ope~OH, MH 6y~eM H83HB8Tb 

KBasnw~cnpoBaHHHM sarpRsHeHneM. 

~ oueHKH cTeneHn onacaocT~ Tpe6yeTCR no sauaHHOMY pacnpe~e

~eHmo KB83Hci1MKCHpOB8HHOrO BeiUeCTBa onpe~e~Tb BepORTHOCTb pelJl1,Il;H

Ba B Te~eHne BpeMeHn t . B CBRsn c rrpnK~~HHM xapaKTepoM s~aqn B 

~aHHOM pa6oTe ~cno~soBaH npn6~eHHHH no~sMITHpnqecKk:lH cnoco6 

orrncaHHH rrpouecca, nosBo~~H Ha KoaeqaoM sTarre nsoe~aTb rpo

M03~KRX BH'qHC~eHEJ. 

06osHa~ pacrrpe~e~eHne KBas~~HKcnpoBaHHoro aarpRsHeHna B Ha

qMDHHH MOMeHT BpeMeHH qepe3 .Po (X) , r.n;e X- rrpOCTpaHCTBeHHaR KOOp

~HHaTa, aarrpaBneHHaR Br~6b sarpRsHeHHoro o6~eKTa. llycTb npoueccH 

MacconepeHOCa E OOMeHa BSIUeCTBOM Me~ OIT8CHHM H KB83E~RKCHpOBaH

HhiM COCTORHRSM .IIB~TCR ~HeiffibiMl1. B STOM c.rryqae 38Bl1CHMOCTb cpyH

KllnE pacrrpe~e~eHRff a6cop6npOBaHHOrO BeiUeCTBa OT BpeMeHR MO~ST 

OUTb rrpe~cTaB~eHa KaK pesy~bTaT ~eicTBRH orrepaTopa rpnHa Ha rrep

BOHa~a~gyro qwHKnmro pacrrpe~e~eHRH. 

llpaKTR~eCKR B pesy~TaTe H3MepeHM q;yHKII,lli1 .Po (X) ITO~'t!aeTCR B 

~OpMe Ha6opa ~RCKpeTHHX -qnce~, onpe~e~IU11X Ko~qeCTBO 8KTEBHOrO 
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aKTRBHOrO Be~eCTBa, COCpe~OTO~eHHOe B pa3~~HHX C~OEX MaTepmana. 

TioaTOMY onepaTOpR 38ITRCHBaiDTCH B M8TpR~HO~ ~OpMe. 

[ p( t J] = [ G] X [po J (I) 

Heo6XO~RMO IIO~"tiepRHyT:&, 'tiTO M8TPPJ.Ua(G)MOJKeT 6HT:& ITOJIY'tleaa He

nocpe~CTBeHHRM R3MepeHReM RnH ITOJIY8MIIRpR't1eCRRM IIyTeM. B peaH:&HRX 

YCAOBRHX HeB03MO~O y'tieCT:& BCe ~aKTOpH, BARHIDm:PJ.e Ha nepepacrrpe~e

~eHHe Be~eCTBa B o6~eMe MaTepmana m B~e~eHRe ero BO BHemHIDro ope

~· il03TOMY ~AH OUeHKR CTerreHR Oll8CHOCTR RCII0~3yeTCH orrepaTop(G], 

KOTOpHH OITHCHBaeT He peaA:&HOe pa3BRTHe a6cop6RpOB8HHOH ~a3H, a He

KOTOpHH ~HKTHBHHH KPHTH"tieCRHH npouecc, a HMBHHO, rrpm ero IIOCTpoe

HHli n~raroT, 'tiTO Bee aeorrpe~eAeHHHe cocTaBnHrom:PJ.e npouecca npoTe

KaiDT TaREM o6pa30M, 'tiTO OHR N.aKCHMaA:&HO CITOC06CTBYIDT BHneAeHHID Be

~eCTBa B orraceyro qlasy. AaanorH'tiHHM npHeMoM MOJKHO y-qecT:& TaiOKe R 

ae~He:t1HHe npoueccH. 

KO~'tieCTBO TOKCJll'tiHOrO Be~eCTB8, neperue~ruero B Oll8CHOe COCTOH

HHe, orrpe~eAHeTCH pa3HOCT:&ID ITOBepXHOCTHHX ITAOTHOCTeH KB83H~~CH

pOBaHHOrO sarpa3H6HHH B H8't1aH:&HHH H 3~8HHHH MOMBHTH BpeMeHm.OHO 

H8XO~HTCJ! cyMMHpOB8HHeM BCeX KOMITOHeHT BeKTOpa(p](cM.BHp~eHRe 
(I) • ~3MeHRB rrop~OK cyMMHpOB8HHH, pesyA:&TaT MOJKHO npe~CTaBHT:& 

B B~e rrpOR3Be~eHRH ~BYX BeKTOpOB. 

0KOH't18Ten:&HO:ECAH B Ha'tiaH:&HHR MOMeHT BpeMeHR t = O,B M8Tepma-

ne IDAeeTCJ:t KBa3RgHKCliipOB8HHOe Bell{eCTBO, pacnpe~eneHHOe ITO 3aROHY 

6onee ~eM [po), K MOM.eHTY t B onacaoe cocToaame nepeM.n;eT He 

Q = [ R ec ( t )] x [ po] (2) 

[Rec(t)] = [1]-[N(t)], 
r,n;e: NK (t} = L Gi.K 

i. 
[I] - BeKTOp, BCe KOMIIOHeHTH KOTOpOrO paBHH I. 
Cne~eT no~-qepKHyT:&, 'tiTO rrpm yMHOJKeHRH BeKTopa Ha'tlan:&aoro pac

npe~eAeHma H8 B8KT0p (Reclt}] RaK llpaBMO Tpe6yeTCH Bb1IIOnHlilT:& 5.;.6 

(He 6oAee IO) onepaUlilR aplii~MeTlil"tiecKoro yMHOJKeHRH c nocAe~ro~ 
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c~omeHMeM pe3y~bT8TOB. 

Heo6io,n;ImHe 3HataeHRff [Rec(t)] no.nytaa.IOT 3apaHee npn M3ytaeHmn MaTe

pma~a B ~a6opaTopmn. 

B xataecTBe npRMepa paccMOTpHM 38BHCkWOCTb CTeneHn onacHOCTE, 

KOTOPYID npe,n;CT8B~eT TOKCEtiHOe 3arpH3HeHme, OT BE,n;a q~HKUKH ero 
"' 

pacnpe,n;e~eH.ID! no r.nye5mHe MaTepmaJia rrp:a yCJIOBHH, taTo npouecc Mac-

conepeavca B o~eMe MaTepH~a no,n;taMHHeTCH 3aKOHy ~RKa, npm~eM no

TOR Ha nOBepXHOCTH CTpeMHTCH K C5eCROH8tiHOCTH. 

Ha px1C.I noRaaaHH Tpa rpaq1nKa WHRIU'lM pacnpe,n;e~eH.ID! o,n;aoro m 

TOrO me ROJIHtaeCTBa TORCl71~HOrO BemeCTB8 no r.ny6HHe MaTepHaJia. TaM 

me rrpHBe.n;eHH Be~tiHHJ:l, nponopll,HOHaHbHI:le MaKCHMSAbHO BOSMOEROM 

cRopocTm nepexo,n;a BemecTBa B onacgyro ~aay npm cooTBeTCTByromeM Ha

~aJibHOM pacnpe,n;eJieHHH. XopOWO BE,n;HO, ~TO CTeiTeHb OIT8CHOCTH, ROTo

pyro rrpe,n;CT~eT TOKCH~HOe BemeCTBO, cymeCTBeHHO 38BHCHT OT ero 

pacnpe,n;eJieHEH no r.ny6HHe MaTep:aa~a. B STOM CBHSH MOEHO H8CRO~bRO 

YTO~HHTb ~OpMy~pOBRY sa,n;a~m ,n;e38KTHB8UHH IIO OTHOWeHEID K RB83H

~HRCHpOB8HHOMY 3arpH3HeHHID. A HM8HHO, BMeCTO y,n;aJieHHH TORCH~Horo 

BemeCTBa, tiTO KaK npaB~O npaKTHtaeCRH HeB03MOmHO, ,1J;OCT8TOtiHO H3-

MeH.l?IT:b ~HRll,HID pacnpe,n;eJieHIDI TaR, tiTOC5J:l yMeH:biil.HTb BepO.R:THOCT:b ne

pexo,n;a 3arpH3HeHEa B onaCHyiD waay. 

B Ra~eCTBe npRMepa paccMoTpHM .n;e3aKTHBaumD 3arpaaaeaaoro MaTe

pmaJia, rrpouecc nepeHoca B ROTopoM no,n;tamKHeTCH 3aROHy ~RKa. Ha pmc. 

2 noRa3aHH rpacJ;mRlll. IJlyHRI.Ulli pacnpe,n;e~eHEH TORCmtiHoro BemecTBa no 

r~C5mHe MaTepmaJia, rro.ny~arommxca npm HenpepHBHOM ,n;~Te~:bHOM o6pa

C5oTKe C~bHJ:lM MOIDmHM cpe,n;CTBOM. 3aBHCHMOCTH no~taeHH pac~eTHHM 

ITyTeM. Ha TOM me p:acyHRe ,n;aHa Tae5~a, B KOTOpOM ITPHBe,n;eHH noJI

HOe KO~taeCTBO 3arp.H3HHIDmero BemeCTBa ( CTO~C5en; Q ) , OCTaBilleeCH B 

MaTepmaJie K MOM8HTY BpeMeHH t , B8Jllll~HH8, nponOpiU'lOH~:bHaH MaRCH

MMDHOH orwpocTH rrepexo,n;a BemecTBa B onaceyiO qasy ( CTOJIC5en; 1[ §~ ~ 
B~Ho, taTO B nep:ao,n; BpeMeHH OTt= O,OI ,n;o t = 0,4 ,cTerreHb onacao-
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p(x) 

(n a:) = 10 6 
Qo 4 

(n _g!l = 2 55 
Oo ' 2 

(n~:l =I. 72 

Q5 

2 

Pnc. I. 3aBHCHMOCT» CTeneHH onacHOCTZ 3arpR3HeHHR OT qyHKUHH 

pacnpe~e~eHHR BemecTBa no r~6RHe MaTepH~a. 

no OCH 86CUHCC - r~6HH8 M8Tepza~a; no OCR Op~HH8T -

- ~OTHOCTD p~HOaRTHBHoro BemecTBa. 

Be~~zHa (rt g~ ) - cTeneH» onacHOCTH ~ pacnpe~e
~eHHH B~a I, 2 z 3. 

p(x) 

to 

Q5 
/.

/ 
I /.-· 

I . 
I / 
1/ 
I, 

Q5 

N~ 

1 

2 

3 

t Q 1f~ 
Q01 Q91r w 
Q2 073 ~86 

Qlt Q61t f.1 

2.0 X 

Pzc.2. HaMeHeH:I-1e cTer.eHH onacHOCTE 3arpR3HeHWI n_;:JH ~e3aKTxl-
B8l!,}iZ, 

no OCR 80Cll~CC - r~6HH8 MaTepz~a. 

no ocR op.rvtHaT - IIJIOTHOCT» p~HOSKTHBHoro BemecT:Ba. 

ilORCH9HHR ~8HH B T9KCT9. 
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CTH y6~B89T B 9,1 pasa, H ITpH 8TOM y~a~eTCH TOmbKO 30% sarpH3He

Hrui. 

ilpHMSHSHHe WOPM8~3M8 orrepaTOpOB rpHHa qaCTO 06~er~aeT BH'iHC

~eHHe rrpM6~~eHHHX M8TPRU(G], a T~e ynpomaeT CRHT83 ~8HHHX, eo

~ msBeCTHH OT~e~HHe cocTa~mne rrpouecca. HarrpmMep, npH Hsyqe

HHH 3p03HM M8T9pHa~a B pesy~bT8T8 ero HCTHpaHRH Tpy~HO rrpOB8CTH 

3KcnepHMeHT, y"t!r1.T~Baiomlil:ti o~HoBpeMeHHO ~11@;ysmo B o6beMe MaTepHaJia 

H paspyrneHJil.e ero ITOBSpXHOCTH. ilOSTOMY COOTB8TCTBYIDmlil.8 ~8HHH8 y~o6-

Hee TIOJIY'ilil.Tb B H838BRCJdMHX OITbiTax. Pesy~bTHpyromru:r M8Tplil.U8 rpJilHa 

MO~eT 6HTb Ha~eHa M8TO~OM T90plil.H B03MymeHEH KaK orrepaTOp rplil.Ha 

~~ ypaBH9Hlil.H ft = H [p] - V 2E- , 
dx 

r~e: ~ - onepaTop, y'iHTHBaromm:ti rrpouecc MacconepeHoca BHYTPlil. Ma
TepHaJia. KaK yKasHBa~oc:E., ero cJJYHKnrui rpmHa npe~no~
raeTCH H3B8CTHOM; 

V - CKOpOCTb paspyrneHHH TIOBSpXHOCTlil.. 

ilOJIY'i9Hlil.9 KOHKp9THHX aJire6paHqeCKlil.X BHp~eHHR BHXO~lil.T sa paM

Klil. ~aHHoro ~oK~~a. 

B pesy~bT8T9 8Hanm3a Tiplil. TIOMOmlil. Ta6~ (Rec(t}) MO~HO KO~'i9C
TB8HHO orrpe~e~Tb CT9IT8Hb q,FlKC8UJil.lil. p~lil.OaKTMBHOrO 3arpH3H9Hlil.H ITO

B8pXHOCTH, T,e, H3M8plil.TD, KaKaH ~8CTb TOKClil.'iHOrO BemecTB8 rrpe~c

T8B~8T pea~bHYID onaCHOCTD. 
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n 5 E CnE 1-lE I-H1 E PAil)~ A I \ 110H H 0 1'~ 5 E 3 n nACHO CT I~ nP 11 11C no nh3 0 BAH VII~ 
nPHGrJPOR C PA~HOVI30TOnHHMVI VICT04HHKAMH H3nY4EHH~. 

H.A.RepwHHHH, ~.A.5o~posa, B.B.BonHOBHUHaR, 
n.n.IlApCHHi1, n.H.f·10HC81~[\88. 

VIHcTHTyT rHrHeH~ Tpy~a H npo~3a6onesaHHi1 AMH CCCP 
MocHa a 

Com3 CoeeTCHHX COL\H8!1HCTH'1P.CHHX Pecny6nHH. 

SumMary. 

The description or measures is P,iven as far as prevention 
and current sanitary control is concerned providine radiation 
security usinr, radioisotoyic instruments. The demands are indi
cated to the sources of radiation, from instrument and their 
comparison with the doses of radiation. 

np1160p~ C pa~HDH30TOnH~MH HCT0'1HHH8MH HOHH3HpyH'l~HX H3!1Y'18HHi1 
HCnO!lb~YH'lTCR SO SCB paCruHpRH1~HXCA MBCWTa6ax 8 48!1RX HOHTpO!lR, 
BBTOMBTH3B[\111--1 H HHTBHCHtjJHHB[\1--11--1 T8XH0!10ri-1'18CHHX npOUBCCOB, 3!1HMH
H8[\HH 3!18HT!JOCT8TH'18CHHX 38[JR~OB, npe,.qynp8Hl)J,8HJ.1R HBC'18CTHbiX cny
'1888, nOHlapHoi1 6830naCHOCTH H T.~. 50!lbWOi1 HOHTHHreHT !1114, HOH
TaHTHpyH'l~HX C npi--160paMH, 60!lbW08 pa3H006pa3H8 ~ paccp8,.QOT0'18H
HOCTb npH60p08 no 06b8HTBM, WHpOHJ.1~ ,.QHana30H ycnOSHi1 J.1X 3Hcnnya
T84HH B03!1araH1T nOB~WBHHyH'l OTB8TCTBBHHOCTb Ha npD$H!1BHTH'19CHHi1 
KOHTpO!lb HB'18CTBB npH60pOB H HCTO'iHHHOB, HX COOTB9TCTBHR COBpe
M8HH~M Tpe60BBHHRM pa,.QH84HOHHO~ 6e30naCHOCTHo 

YcTaHosHewaACR e CCCP cHcTeMa npo~HnaKTH'iBCKoro caHHTapHoro 
HOHTpO!lR HOB~X THnOB pa,.QHOH30TOnH~X npH60pOB H ,.QpyrHX H3,.Q9!1Hi1 pa· 
,.QHBUHOHHOi1 T8XHHKH BH!1H1'188T C!18,.QYH1~H8 3Tan~: !1a6opaTOpH~9 HCn~Ta· 
HHR on~TH~X o6pB34DB, B~,.Qa'iy pa3p8WBHHi1 Ha npOH3BO,.QCT88HH~8 HCn~· 
TaHHA on~TH~X o6pa3UOB, B~,.Qa'iy pa3p8W8HHi1 Ha H3rOTOB!18HH8 H 
3KCnnyaT84HH1 ycTBH080'1HOi1 napTHH, KOHTpO!lb HCTO'iHHKOB H npH60pOB 
ycTaHOBO'iHOi1 napTHH Ha COOTB8TCTBH8 HX on~TH~M o6pa3qaM, 3KCnep
TH3Y T8XHH'18CKOi1 ,.QOKYM8HT8l\HH, B~,.Qa'iy pa3p8W8HHi1 Ha C8pHi1H08 H3-
rOTOB!18HH8o 

npH na6opaTOpH~X HCn~TBHHAX on~TH~X 06p8340B HCTO'iHHKOB npaH: 
BO,.QHTCR H3M8p8HH8 H!lH KOHTpO!lb napaMeTp08, YK838HH~X 8 T86!1H48 1 

Ha116onee nonHoi1 nporpaMMe Hcn~TaHHH no,.qsepra~TcR HCTO'iHHKH 
an bljla- 1-1 MR rKoro 68Ta ( BM. E(O, 25 M3 8) -H 311Y '18 HH i1. r1exaHH '18 CKa A. 
T8pMH'18CK8R H KOpp03HDHHaA ycTOH'iHBOCTb HCT0'1HHK0;8 raMMa, HBi1T
pOHHOrO, peHTreHOBCKoro 1-1 HlBCTKoro 6eTa (Bm• E~0,25 Mas)-H3!1y'1e-
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HHA, HMB~~HX O~HHapH~B HnH ~BOHH~B aMnyn~ 113 HSpmaee~~SH CTanH 
HnH cnnaBOB an~MHHHA, onpe~enA~TCA CBOHCTBaMH 3THX MaTepHanoe, 
KOTOp~e f\OCTaro~Ho xopowo H3BBCTH~. Of\HaHo, scn11 npH 3Hcnnyara
~HH HCTO~HHKH MOryT no~eepraTbCA B03AB~CTBH~ K0pp03HOHH~X CPBf\ 
HnH TBKHM MBXBHHYBCKHM Harpy3HBM, HOTOp~e Cn3C06H~ B~3BBTb ycra
noCTH~B ABnBHHA, HCn~TaHHA npOH3BOARTCA no nonHO~ nporpaMMSo 

N1t·il 

1 • 

2. 

3 •· 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 
B. 
9. 

Ta6n1-14a 1. 

napaMeTp~, KOHTpOnHpyeM~B npH HCn~TaHHAX 
HCTO~HHKOBo 

HoHTponHpye~"l~H HcroYHHKH H3nyYBHHRI 

naf1nM8Tp 
y n X Bm 13M 

BbiXOA pa6oyero H3nyYBHHA + + + + + 

B~XOA conyrcrsy~~HX H3ny-
YBHH~ + + + 

repMBTH~HOCTb + + + + 

3arpA3HBHHOCTb nOBBpXHOCTH + + + + + 

CKopocTb 9~/.\BnBHH A paf\HO-
BKTHBHOrO H30TOna + 

YcroH~HeocTb K y,.qapaM H 
BH6paL!HH + + + + + 

YcroH~Heocrb K HCTHpaHHfD + 

TepMoycroH~HBOCTb + 

Koppo3HOHrt<3A YCTOH~HBOCTb + 

Cl 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ • 
+ 

+ 

4ro KacaeTCR Hcn~TBHHH Ha ycroH~HBOCTb K y,.qapaM, BH6pa4HH 11 
TBMneparype, TO npHHHMBSM~B npH 3TOM HCn~TaTSnbH~S HOpM~ npaKTH
~SCHH HB OTnH~a~TCA OT HCn~TaTSnbH~X HOpM, npef\naraeM~X B npoeH
TS 1. Hcn~TBHHR Ha ycTOH~HBOCTb K npoKonaM HB npOH3BOf\ATCAo 3a 
HpHTBpHH yCTOHYHBOCTH HCTOYHHHOB npoHHHa~~HX H3ny~eHH~ npHHHMaeT
CA COXpBHSHHB repMSTH~HOCTH aMnyn. 

Y HCTO~HHHOB anb$a- H MArKOrO 6eTa-H3ny~BHHR M8XBHH~BCHBA 1 
TBpMH~SCHBA H HOpp03HOHHaA ycTOH~HBOCTb o6ecne~HBaSTCA B OCHOBHOM 
CBO~CTBBMH MaTepHana (HepaMHKa, 3Manb, M8Tann-MaTpHL!B 1 OKHCn~ 
MSTannOB, cnOBHKH H To~o), 8 KOTOpOM 3BKilfD~BH paf\HOBKTH8H~H 1130-
TOno repM~TH3HpyfD~H8 nOHp~THA HMBIDT BCnOMOraTBnbHOS 3Ha~BHHB, To 
Ko HX Ton~HHa He npeB~WaeT HBCHOilbKHX MHr/cM2. 5narOABPR paAHB-
4HOHHO-$H3HY8CHHM 11 paAHBL!HOHHo•xHMH~ecKHM npo~eccaM QpOHCXOf\HT 
ocna6neHHe C8A3H noeepxHocrHoro cnoA npenapara c HHme-nema~HMH 

CllORMH H nOR8nBHHB Ha nosBpXHOCTH HCTO~HHKa cna60~HKCHpOBBHHOH 
3arpR3HBHHOCTHo H TBHHM HCTO~HHKBM H9npHMBHHM~ MBTOf\~ HOHTpOnR 
repMBTH~HOCTH, npBf\naraeM~B 8 npOBKTB1, TaH me HBH H HenpHeMnBMO 
OnpB~BilBHHB 3BHp~TOrO HCTO~HHHB, npHHRTOB 8 pBKOMBHf\BL!HH IS02. 

8 HacroR~ee 8PBMR e CCCP npHHRTO cneAy~~ee onpeAeneHHB 3aHp~
Toro HCTOYHHKa3. N3aKp~T~H pa~HOH30TOnH~~ HCTOYHHH H3nyYBHHRooo 
HCTO~HHK, 8 KOTDpOM paAHOBKTHBH~H MaTBpHan 3BKilfDYBH 8 o6ono~Ky 
(aMnyny HnH 3B~HTHOB nOKp~THe), npeAOTBpa~afD~YID KOHTaKT nepCOHana 
c PBf\HOaKTHBH~M MaTepHanoM 11 era pacceAHHe cs~we ~onycTHM~X ypos
He~ 8 ycnOBHRX, npe~yCMOTpBHH~X ~nA HCnonb308BHHR HCTOYHHKa"o 

3To onpe~enSHHS n03BOnRBT KOnH~8CTB8HHO OL!BHHSBTb HCTO~HHHH 
Ha COOTB8TCTBH8 HX Tpe6osaHHRM pa~HB4HOHHO~ 6830nacHOCTH no CHO-
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pOCTH B~~BnBHHR pa~H08KTHBHOrO H30TOna npH era 3KCnnyaTa~HH 9 ~o
nyCTHM~X ycnOBHRXo BamHDH XapaKT9pHCTHKOH TaKHX HCTO~HHKOB RB
nRBTCR TaK~B KOnH~BCTBO pa~HOaKTHBHOrO H30TOna, KOTOpOB MOmBT B~

~BnHTbCR H3 HCTO~HHKa np~ aeapHHH~X Harpy3Kax. 
Hccne~DBaHHR pa~Ha~HOHHOH oocTaHOBKH Ha npOH3BO~CTBax, Hcnonb

ay~~HX npHOOp~ C HCTO~HHKaMH anb$a- H MRrKoro 08T8-H3ny~eHHA H 
na6opaTopH~e Hccne~oeaHHR npo~eccoe ~e~HKca~HH H30Tonoe H3 3THX 
HCTO~HHKOB n03BOnHnH ycTaHOBHTb npe~enbHO-~onycTHM~e CKOpOCTH ~e
~HKCa~HH (TaonH~a 2). 

Taonl'lqa 2. 

npe~enbHQ-~DnycTHM~8 CKOpOCTH ~B~HKCaqi'IH 
1'130Tonoe. 

Tl'ln HcTo~HHKa 

1. H3 239pH Ha ocHoee 3ManH ~nR 
H8HTpanH3aTopoe aneKTpOCTaTH
~BCKHX 3apR~OBo 

2. H3 238pH Ha ocHoee aManH ~nR 
anb~a-aKTHeaqHoHH~x aHanHaa
Topoe. 

3. H3 239pH Ha OCHOBB rna3ypH 
~nA ~~MOH3Be~aTeneH. 

4. H3 TpHTHR Ha THTaHB ~nR HeH
TpanH3aTopo8 3neHTpocTaTH
~ecKHX 3apR~OBo 

npe~SnbHO-~onycTHMaA 
CHopoCTb ~S~I'IKCaql'!l'l 

MKKIOpH/CM2 MBCA~ 

s • 1 o-4 

1 

npH TaKHX CKOpOCTAX ~B~HKCa~HH H30TOnOB H3 HCTO~HHKOB ypOBHH 
3arpA3H8HHA npOH3BO~CTB8HHOH cpe~~ OCTa~TCR 8 npe~enax ~onycTH
M~X ~nR HBKOHTponHpyeM~X 30Ho 

HcTo~HHKH anb$a- H MArHoro 6eTa-H3ny~eHHA s npoqecce aKcnnya
TaqHH Tpe6y~T nepHO~H~BCKOH O~HCTKH OT n~nH H 3arpR3H8HHHo 8 CBR-
3H C 3THM OHH no~sepra~TCR HCn~TaHHAM Ha yCTO~~HBOCTb K HCTHpa
HHIO cyxoA $HnbTposanbHO~ 6yMaroA no~ ~asneHHBM ~o 0,5 Kr/cM2 
nOCTynaTenbH~M HnH Bpa~aTSnbH~M ~BHmBHHBM 8 KOnH~BCTBB ~0 
15UU ~HKnos. 

Hopp03HOHH~8 HCn~TaHHA TaKHX HCTO~HHKOB npOBO~RTCR 8 OCH08HOM 
~nR B~RCHBHHA HX YCTO~~H80CTH 80 snamHOH aTMOC~Sp8 npH n08~W8HH~X 
TBMnepaTypax (98% OTHOCHTSnbHaA enamHOCTb npH 40°C). 

npH na6opaTOpH~X H npOH380~CT88HH~X HCn~TaHHAX on~TH~X oopaa
~08 npHOOpOB npOH3BO~HTCR onpe~eneHHB ypOBHBH H3ny~eHHR OT npHoO
pa H npH HSOOXO~HMOCTH - H3M8p8HH8 ~03 Oony~SHHA nepCOHana, 3aHR
TOrO 8KCnnyaTa~HBH o6opy~oBaHHR C ycTaHOBneHH~MH npHoopaMHo 

no MaKCHManbHO ~onycTHM~M yp08HRM H3ny~eHHR npH60p~ pa3~ene
H~ Ha 2 rpynn~: K 1-o~ rpynne GTHOCATCA npHOOp~, HOpManbHaR pa6o
Ta C KOTOp~MH MOmeT npHBSCTH K o6ny~8HHIO 8 ~03aX, npeB~WaiO~HX 
npe~en ~03~ ~nA KaTeropHH "oT~enbH~e nH~a H3 HaceneHHA" (raMMa-~e
$BKTOCKOn~, raMMa TepansBTH~SCKHB annapaT~, npHoOp~ ~nR HCCne~o
BaHHA 6ypOB~X CKBa~HH). 

Ho BTopoH rpynn~ - npH6op~. npH paooTe c KOTOp~MH ~o3a o6ny
~BHHR He a~xo~HT 3a npe~en ~03~ ~nR yKa3aHHOH KaTeropHH. B aTy 
rpynny BXO~HT 60nbWHHCTBO npH60pOB TSXHOnOrH~SCKOrO KOHTpOnR, 
HBHTpanH3aTOp~ anBKTpOCTaTH~SCKHX 3apR~OB C HCTO~HHKaMH H3 nnyTO-
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HHA-239 H AP• (4enecoo6pa3HO TaK~B B~ABnHTb Tp8Tb~ rpynny - TaKHB 
np~6op~ (A~MOH389~aT9nH H AP•), KOTOp~e 8 AOnycTHM~X ycnoBHRX 
3 Kcnnyara~HH He MoryT AaTb A03Y o6ny~eHHR ce~we reHeTH~ecKH 
3HaYHMOH A03~ AnA HaceneHHR (ra6nH~a 3). 

MaKCHManbHO-AonycTHM~e ypoBHH H3ny~eHHH 
or npH6opoe 

Ha noeepXHOCTH Ha paCCTORHHH 1 M 

1 

2 
3 

10 
0,3 

3 

0,3 
0,01 

~aKTH~ecKHe A03~ o6ny~eHHR nepcoHana, 3aHRToro 3Kcnnyara~HeH 
npH60p08 1 H 2 rpynn~ (Ta6nH4a 4) 3Ha~HTBnbHO HH~9 COOTB9TCT8y~
ll.\HX HOpMaTHBOBa 

Ta6nH~a 4. 

~03~ o6ny~eHHR nepcoHana npH pa6ore c 
paAHOH30TonH~MH npH6opaMH. 

1. HeHTpanH3aTop~ 3neKTpocra
TH~ecKHX 3SPRAOB C HCTO~HH
KSMH H3 nnyTOHHR-239 

2. npH6op~ T8XHonorH~9CKOro 
KOHTponR C HCTO~HHHaMH C5e
TS-H3ny~eHHRe 

3. npH6ap~ T9XHOnOrH~9CKOra 
KOHTponR C HCTO~HHKBMH 
raMMa-H3ny"'BHHR 

4. raMMa AB~BKTOCKOn~ CTS4HO
HapH~e. 

s. raMMa AB~BKTOCHOn~ nepeHoc
H~e 

6. npH6op~ AnR raMMa H HBHT
POHHoro HapoTa~a CKBB~HH 

rpynna 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

,D,a3a o6ny~eHHR, 
C53 /rOA 

0,1 - 0,2 

4:;.0,1 

0,5 - 2 

2 - 3 

1 - 3 

naMHMO npO~HnaKTH"'9CHOra KOHTponR, OpraH~ CaHHTapHOH cny~6~ 
CCCP ocyll.\BCTBnR~T TeHy~HH (nepHOAH~ecHHH) HaA30p 3a paAHOH30Ton
H~MH npH6opaMH: 3a COOTBBTCTBHBM ycnOBHH HX 3HcnnyaTa~HH AOnycTH
M~M ycnoeHRM, 3a npaeHnbHOCTb~ y~era H nposeASHHeM A03HMBTpH~ec
Koro KOHTponR (AnA npH6opoe 1 rpynn~). a TaK~e npoBOAHT paccneAo
aaHHe Ha~AOH aeapHHHOH CHTya~HH, T.e. nro6oro OTKnOHBHHR OT HOp
ManbHOro npo~ecca 3Kcnnyara~HH npH6opa, KOTopoe Mo~er C03AaTb 
noe~weHHyro paAHS4HOHHyro onacHOCTb AnA pa6oraroll.\HX HnH HaceneHHR. 
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AHanH3 asapHHH~X CHTya4HH C npH60paMH noKa3~SaST, ~TO OCHOB
H~MH npH~HHaMH HX RSnR~TCR OTKnOHSHHR $aKTH~BCKHX ycnOSHH 3KCnnya
Ta4HH OT ~onycTHM~X ycnOSHH ~nR ~aHHOro THna HCTO~HHKOS H npH60-
pos (rnaSH~M o6pa30M no MSXaHH~SCKHM H KOpp03HOHH~M 803~8HCTSHRM)o 

no M8p8 HaKOnnBHHR on~Ta B 3KCnnyaTa4HH npH60pOB ~aHHOrO THna 
npoHcxo~HT CHHmeHHB ~Hcna asapHHH~x CHTya4HH. TaK npH ~ecRTHKpaT
HOM ysenH~SHHH emero~H~x nocTasoK npH6opos a6con~THOB ~Hcno asa
PHHH~X cHTya4HH npaKTH~BCKH He ysenH~Hnocb. 

1. Draft ISO Standard for Clasftification of sealed. Radio
active sources ISO/Tc 85/SC4/WI1 (Sec-57)77• 

2. PeKOMSH~a4HR Mem~yHapo~Ho~ opraHH3a4HH no cTaH~apTH3a4HH 
P 921 "Cnosapb no R~SpHOH 3H8prHH", 1969 r. 

3. rocy~apcTBSHH~H CTaH~apT Co~3a CCP "HcTO~HHKH H3ny~BHHR 
pa~HOH30TOnH~e 3aKp~T~e. TepMHH~ H onpe~eneHHR". rocr ~ 18445-73. 
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HEALTH PHYSICS AND OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN A TREATMENT AND PACKAGING 

FACILITY FOR SOLID AND SEMI-SOLID WASTES AT E.I.R. 

J.Schwammberger, H.Brunner 

Health Physics Division 
E I R, Eidg. Institut fur Reaktorforschung 

CH-5303 Wurenlingen, Switzerland 

1. Summary and conclusions 

Solid or semi-solid wastes have either to be stored for long periods or to 
be disposed by dumping into the ocean or enclosure into suitable geological for
mations. Each case requires an appropriate treatment and packaging of the wastes. 
Despite the relatively low specific activities there exist considerable radiation 
hazards for the operating personnel due to incorporation risks. At EIR Wurenlin
gen a waste treatment facility was built that reduces such hazards to acceptable 
levels. The main installation is a large combination of steel boxes, well venti
lated and held at reduced pressure. Operations that can be carried out include 
sorting of wastes,compression of loose wastes or drums, dismantling or reduction 
to small pieces, solidification of sludges with cement, casting of concrete mant
les and covers etc. All direct contacts between personnel and radioactive materi
al are avoided.Either the men work from outside the box with gloves or remotely 
operated hydraulic tools or machines, or they work inside the box with respirato
ry protection or in ventilated plastic suits.An incinerator plant under construc
tion will bring further volume reduction of burnable waste, even for a-activities. 
Our experiences are reported and show that radioactive wastes oflow or medium 
specific activity can be treated and packed according to any requirements with
out hazards for the operating personnel, the surrounding population or the envi
ronments of the treatment facility or the storage sites. 

2. Purposes of the laboratory and choice of the concept 

Most wastes are produced and collectedinforms that do not allow storage for 
more than a few years. For storage over extended periods of years or final dispo
sal a treatment of the wastes is indispensable. Years of improvised waste hand
ling experience. and an extensive literature search resulted in specifications and 
an operations plan for each treatment method considered,from which the necessary 
working conditions and installations could be derived. Thus we developed a con
cept for an installation that should best suit our needs. The laboratory came in
to operation in 1970 and can be used for the following methods : 
- sorting of mixed wastes, mainly into four groups: combustible, non-combustible, 

compressible, non-compressible; 
- baling of wastes by pressing for volume reduction; 
- solidification of liquid or semi-liquid wastes (sludges) with cement; 
- dismantling and cutting of large waste items (filters,components,plastic sheets) 

into small pieces that fit into 100 or 200 liter drums; 
- enclosure of wastes in cement or concrete. 

The wastes must be packaged into steel drums or prefabricated concrete con
tainers according to international transport regulations and requirements for fi-
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nal disposal such as dumping into the deep ocean. Most of the wastes were low
and medium-level wastes from EIR operations (average input 100 m3 /yr), but also 
wastes from other sources (some 40 m3/yr) such as industry, research institutes, 
hospitals and in smaller amounts from nuclear power stations were treated. About 
10 percent were medium-level wastes. The laboratory is only in operation during 
the regular working hours. The crew consists of a supervisor, a health physics 
technician and four to five operators. In 1971/72 wastes were treated during an 
effective average of 30 weeks per year, the rest of the time was used for revi -
sions, decontaminations, vacations etc. With an average yearly production of 650 
drums ( 200 li tar) of conditioned low-level waste and 80 concrete containers of 
medium-level wastes the capacity of the laboratory is not fully utilized. By in
creasing the number of operators and working during two shifts a day an input of 
400 - 500 m3/yr of unconditioned wastes could be handled. 

3. Description of the laboratory 

The laborat.ory was installed in an already existing massive one-story rein
forced concrete building, 22 x 17 x 4.5 meters.An annex contains the installati
ons for cement mixing and the feed pump. The building ( plan, Fig.l ) is divided 
into a large storage, loading and operating hall, entrance and exit lock areas, 
active and inactive change rooms and office, and a personnel access and control 
lock. The ventilation system is housed in two rooms on top of the change rooms, 
together with the breathing air supply and the continuous exit air monitor. 

About half of the operating hall serves as a temporary storage and transfer 
area for incoming wastes7-Tiie-atiier-iial f is the main working area with a large 
(8 x 6 x 3.3 meters) combination of massive airtight steel boxes, consisting of 
a transfer box for loading wastes either into the sorting or-tiie operations box, 
a sealed operations box, a sorting box, a baling press box and a cement box with 
an exit lock. The boxes are connected by hydraulic sash doors with electricalin
terlocks between the inner and owter doorsinorder to avoid operating errors and 
spreading of contaminations. The sorting box (Fig. 2) contains a foot-pedal-control
led conveyor belt with three external-working places and sealed connections for 
drums that can be removed into the operations box. The conveyor discharges into 
the press box.The sorting box is protected by two independent fire extinguishing 
systems with C02 and water. The baling press box (Fig. 3) accommodates a 100 ton 
press where loose waste or fiiie'd-HiD-IIt'er-druiiis can be compressed to 1/5 or less 
of the original volumes. A lucite hood is lowered on top of the baling container 
during pressing and the air expelled from the compressed waste is directly drawn 
into the exit air system. In a feed loop prefabricated cement is circulated by a 
pump between the cement preparation annex and the cement box where it can be fil
led by simple and safe-iiieans-fntotiie-steei drums containing-the conditioned waste 
and compacted by a vibrator. Sorting, press and cement box operations are done 
from outside from the operating hall by means of glove openings or hydraulic con
trols (Fig.2). All other operations such as dismantling, cutting, filling of com
pressed drums into larger drums are carried out in the operations box (Fig. 3). 
Access for working inside the sealed operations box is oniy-pos~Ibie-through the 
personnel access lock (Fig.4) and the operators are dressed in proper protective 
'Ciatiiin97-'Tiie-breatiiing air equipment can supply up to five operators in fuJ,ly 
ventilated suits. In case of a power failure two reserve tanks with compressed 
air allow an evacuation of all five workers without any hurry or hazard by the 
usual procedures through the access lock. The latter serves as the control room 
for the supervision of operations inside the operations box with ali-tiie-neces: 
sary equipment for voice-controlled intercommunication with and between indivi
dual or all operators. The intercom cables are located in the air hoses of the 
ventilated suits. Special quick-connect contamination-proof couplings and paral
lel air and intercom connections in the control lock and the box permit indivi
dual adjustment of intercom and air supplies before the operators enter the box. 
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All parts of the building are also connected by a loudspeaker intercom system. 
The whole laboratory is very well ventilated with about 20 air changes/hr. 

Filtrated and if needed warm air is fed into all rooms and is then sucked through 
three sets of absolute filters into the operations box and from there into the 
other boxes. The exit air ventilators draw the air from the sorting, press and 
cement boxes through two filter stages with glass fiber absolute filters,of which 
one filter unit is located directly after each box while the second stage unit 
is in the exit air duct before the ventilators. Ventilation control keeps the 
boxes at reduced pressures of 10 - 30 mm water gauge pressure difference. 

4. Eguipment for radiation protection 

Incoming "hot" waste drums and components can be temporarily stored in the 
operating hall behind a 60 em thick concrete wall.Shielded transport containers 
are available for transfers of medium-level wastes. The boxes are made of 5 mm 
thick steel sheets without additional shielding, but for the treatment of medium
level waste mobile lead shields of5 em thickness can be installed at the respec
tive working places. The baling press is connected to the cement box by a rail 
track with a hydraulically operated trolley (Fig.3) carrying a container with a 
cylindrical 6 em thick lead shield which takes up the drums for pressing, concre
ting and unloading through the exit lock of the box. 

At the three most exposed locations outside the boxes GM counter r-dose rate 
monitors are mounted. In the storage/loading area and the exit area of the opera
ting hall and in the control lock sets of portable instruments for ~/'Y dose rate 
and ~/'Y and a surface contamination monitoring are available together with shiel
ded detectors for wipe tests and air samples. Exit contamination control of the 
personnel is done by background-compensated ~I'Y hand/foot monitors in the active 
change room and the operating hall, a scintillator a hand monitor in the active 
change room and by very sensitive ~I'Y and a hand/foot monitors at the exit of the 
inactive change room. The air in the operating hall is continuously sampled and 
the filters are periodically checked for a and ~I'Y • The exit air activity from 
the boxes is continuously monitored and registered for a and ~/'Y activities. The 
exit of the operations box and the active change room are equipped with showers. 
A complete and sufficient stock of radiation protection materials is maintained. 

5. Operational and health physics techniques 

The wastes are delivered into the operating hall in closed steel drums, in 
some special cases in sealed plastic bags. All treatment operations are executed 
inside the boxes. The interlocked sash doors permit safe transfers without leaka
ge of activities. If the large door of the operations box has to be used, a plas
tic tent is connected as a temporary lock for the transfer of large equipment or 
waste items.All rooms are regularly controlled by wipe tests. Special care is gi
ven to the transfer of filled containers from the box to the exit lock area.Drums 
are washed with water in the box and transferred wet. When leaving the exit lock 
of the cement box they are immediately checked for contamination at the entire 
surface. This is done in the operating hall where final decontamination can be done 
if necessary, before a crane transports the containers to the exit lock area. 

Working in the operating hall and at the sorting, press and cement boxes is 
done in ordinary coveralls without additional protective garments. For work in
side the operations box the operators change completely into special underwear, 
coveralls, rubber boots, hoods and gloves, for wet work also disposable plastic 
suits. The normal respiratory protection is the army gas mask, fully ventilated 
protective suits of EIR designs are only worn for Tritium, Carbon-14 or Radium 
wastes. All prote.cti ve clothes offer relatively comfortable working conditions 
for periods of 2 l/2 to 3 hours between half-hour or longer breaks. When leaving 
the operations box the operators take off clothes and respiratory protection in 
the access lock and undergo there a coarse contamination control. After a shower 
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in the active change room they check again for contamination and leave for the 
inactive change room where they put on their own underwear and ordinary working 
or street clothes. A final contamination check follows at the exit of the inactive 
change room. When using ventilated suits the men take a shower with the suits on 
at the exit of the operations box (Fig.4) before entering the access lock. There 
the suit is taken off with the help of another man wearing mask, hood and gloves, 
who makes the first contamination check. All complicated or hazardous operations 
are supervised and monitored by the craw's health physics technician. But each 
crew member completed a 4 weeks 1 radiation protection course at E I R and has to 
take care of his own radiation protection and monitoring. The supervisor of the 
laboratory is also a fully trained health physics technician. Independent controls 
of working environment and methods are performed by the working place survey group 
of the Health Physics Division. 

For personnel monitoring direct reading pocket chambers ( 200 mR ) and film 
badges with quarterly evaluation are used, supplemented by TLD chips in finger
rings which we designed to stand heavy mechanical work without damage to chips 
or gloves. Incorporation moni taring is done by periodical urine analyses, after 
risky operations or incidents by spacial investigations and whole body counting. 

6. Operational experiences 

Radionuclide composition, physical and chemical forms of the wastes vary a 
great deal and require very different treatment and packaging methods which, ex
cept the pressing, must be manually executed. A rationalized conditioning by spe
cial remotely or automatically operated equipment is out of reach for an instal
lation of this size for space and cost reasons. In 1971 and 72 wastes with the 
following main activities were treated 

a-emitters (mostly Pu) ca. 10 Ci 
Radium ca. 1 Ci 
mixed fission products +

60co ca.660 Ci 

Tritium 
Carbon-14 

ca. 
ca. 

260 Ci 
3 Ci 

The average whole body doses of the personnel due to external exposure were 
about 1.5 rem/yr and were similar for the entire crew. The incorporation monito
ring showed no values above the investigation levels, most of them could be inter
preted as representing less than 1 percent of the MPBBs. These minor incorpora
tions resulted from Iodine-131 or Tritium work in the operations box. 

No air contaminations outside the boxes in the operating hall have bean found, 
and surface contaminations outside the boxes are extremely rare events at harmless 
levels less than five times the operational guides for uncontrolled zones. This 
proves that practically no contaminations are spread from the interior of the bo
xes to the outside. The reasons for this are: an excellent ventilation and rela
tively large negative pressure differences in the airtight boxes, rigorous and 
disciplined controls of personnel and material at the exits of the boxes, and fre
quent coarse decontamination of the boxes before the contamination levels become 
too high. A certain hazard exists for the hands of the operators due to relative
ly frequent damaging of gloves. If no wounds are inflicted, washing is in most ca
ses sufficient for decontamination. Only in thrGa cases the hands had to be decon
taminated by a specialist from our first aid and personnel decontamination team. 
One operator received a cut into the hand from an Iodine-131 contaminated item. 
The wound was washed with saline solution and surgically cleaned by a physician. 
This was the only, minor incident and had no lasting consequences. 

Our experiences have been excellent, the concept chosen is well sui ted to 
our needs. Summing up : good protection of the personnel depends on a reasonable 
combination of installations that are appropriate to the tasks and a good and 
disciplined working technique with reliable radiation protection and monitoring. 
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Fig. 1 : EIR waste treatment laboratory, floor plan 

1 vehicle + waste entrance lock area 
2 storage, loading + operating hall 
3 waste exit lock area 
4 inactive change room 
5 active change room, shower 
6 personnel access + control lock 
7 sorting box 

8 baling press box 
9 cement box 

10 sealed operations box 
11 protective tent at large box door 
12 shielding of incoming waste store 
13 cement preparation annex 
14 cement feeding tubes 

Fig. 2 : Exterior of the sorting box and the transfer box. An operator is loading 
a plastic bag into the sorting box, where another operator is sorting the waste 
from the conveyor belt into several drums or the press box (left background).The 
lower, closed sash door is used for the transfer of drums into the operations box, 
visible through the window at the right. y-dose rate monitors are mounted at the 
working face of the boxes. 
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Fig. 3 : Interior of the operations box. A 100 liter drum (only partially com
pressed for the sake of clarity) has been removed from the baling and transfer 
trolley with its shielded container ( at the right on the track). The sash door 
of the baling press box is kept open, normally it would be closed during that 
phase (right background). The right hand wall has a series of windows and glove 
ports fur the external operator of the press and the transfer trolley. An entrance 
air filter is also visible. In the background at left the wall of the sorting 
box is seen with an exit air duct and the attachments and trolleys for the sor
ting drums below. The operator wears the usual dress for work inside the box. 

Fig. 4 : Exit of the operations box to the personnel access and control lock. 
An operator in a fully ventilated PVC-suit with clear hood and intercom takes a 
shower before leaving the operations box through the door into the access lock. 
Behind the window the operator in the control lock has intercom contact with the 
operators in the box and regulates the air supplies. Five air and intercom hoses 
are connected at the right of the window. The hoses are disconnected from the 
suits before leaving the box. Decontaminating material and a contamination-protec
ted fire extinguisher are below the window. 
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SOME PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS ON THE CONTRIBUTION 
OF MUONS TO THE STRAY RADIATION LEVEL AROUND THE 

CERN 28 GeV PROTON SYNCHROTRON 

M. H~fert and J. Baarli 
CERN 

Geneva, Switzerland 

Abstract 

Below a few GeV the predominant radiation in the environment of 
accelerator installations is stray neutrons. Muons may however become 
dominant if pions and ka.ons produced by the interacting primary beam 
are allowed to decay in the course of free flight and the resulting muons 
in forward direction are not sufficiently shielded. 

Measurements with a counter telescope allowing for the determination 
of their angular distribution behind the shield around the beam direction 
are reported. The attenuation length for muon spectra from the decay of 
pions of a few GeV in several materials was determined and is compared 
with theoretical values. The measurements show in addition the contri
bution to stray radiation levels by other components penetrating the main 
shield of the accelerator. Their relative importance at different dist
ances and their environmental impact are discussed. 

Introduction 

Radiation protection measurements around multi-GeV proton accelera
tors are difficult due to the largely unknown mixture of stray radiation 
outside the shielding. This is caused by the interactions of primary 
protons with target and shielding materials giving rise to a variety of 
secondary radiations covering a wide energy range. The predominant 
penetrating component of the dose measured is generally neutrons. 

The contributions of muons, however, may become important if pions 
and kaons produced in the interaction of the primary beam are allowed 
to decay in the course of free flight into mu-mesons. A certain attenua
tion of the latter component projected in the forward dir~ction requires 
more shielding than is needed for the parent pions, since the muons --
up to the energy range which is important for our problem -- only inter
act electromagnetically whereas the hadrons in addition undergo nuclear 
interactions. 

The attenuation of hadrons is predominantly exponential in the 
shielding and may be described by a sin~le parameter, i.e. the attenua
tion length A which is about 130 g em- in iron shielding for proton 
beams of 10-300 GeV. 

Although the attenuation curves for muons (calculated and measured) 
turn out not to be simply exponential, they still may be characterized 
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over certain depths by one single parameter. Apparent attenuation 
lengths reportedl-3 for muons from primary proton energies of 25 GeV 
range between 430 and 900 g cm-2. These values are influenced by the 
choice of the production formulae of pions, their decay path (length and 
angle) and the resulting muon spectrum but seem less influenced by the 
shielding materials used in the calculations. 

Experimental Equipment 

A counter telescope was constructed to detect muons resulting from 
the decay of pions and kaons in the forward direction downstream of 
targets and after penetrating the shielding wall of the accelerator 
enclosure. 

Three scintillation counters in triple coincidence of 5 em width, 
20 em height and 2 em thickness are mounted on a supporting bar at a 
distance of 75 em from each other. The supporting bar pivots around a 
central axis in the horizontal plane and can be moved in the vertical 
plane as well. ·rhe pulses observed from the telescope are counted and 
are stored according to their height in a 256 multi-channel analyzer 
with a 100 MHz ADC. All measurements are made with reference to a two
fold coincidence monitor counter left in a fixed position in the radia
tion field during the measurements. This is done in order to take into 
account intensity variations of the accelerator. 

Results 

The equipment was tested first in a series of measurements performed 
at an angle of 6° with respect to an internal target at a distance of 
45 m. The total shielding thickness between target and detector amounted 
to only 3000 g cm-2 A typical recorded spectrum is shown in Fig. l. 
This consists of a peak at low channel numbers corresponding to a small 
stopping power or minimum ionizing particles and a long tail with higher 
stopping power. 

When additional shielding material (lead, iron) is placed in front 
of the first counter, a second peak at higher channel numbers appears 
and the first peak decreases (Fig. 2). The conclusion of this effect is 
as follows: the radiation penetrating the shielding wall is muons 
"contaminated" with hadrons. Different kinds of particles in the GeV 
range however have roughly equal stopping power, about 2.2 MeV g-1 cm-2, 
in a scintillator and will thus be found grouped around the same channel 
numbers. By introducing shielding the hadrons produce forward-peaked 
secondaries of lower energies that build up the second peak as these 
cause a higher energy loss in the detector. 

By increasing the shielding thickness this second peak is found to 
be attenuated with a A corresponding to hadrons, whereas the first peak 
decreases with an attenuation length which approaches a value expected 
for muons. 

The apparent attenuation lengths for muons determined from this 
experiment were 379 g cm-2 for lead and 457 g cm-2 for iron. 

A second series of experiments was performed using a test beam 
tuned to 19 GeV/c pions. The same build-up phenomenon was observed 2 Attenuation lengths for muons gave in this case values of 417 g em- fer 
lead and 491 g cm-2 for iron, in other words slightly higher than in the 
preceding experiment. From these measurements a superiority of lead of 
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about 20%, compared to iron was found for the attenuation of muons, where
as the error in the determination of the parameter A is of the order 
of 10%. 

In a third series of measurements an attempt was made to detect 
muons behind a beam stop in an experimental hall. An extracted beam 
from the PS interacted with a target located 23 m upstream of the shield
ing (Fig. 3). Spectra were recorded in seven positions and all of these 
showed a typical Landau distribution with no "tail" towards higher chan
nel numbers. Figure 4 is shown as an example. 

When the counter telescope was turned in the horizontal plane 
around its vertical axis, the maximum count rate was observed when the 
instrument pointed in the direction of the target. The angular depend
ence of the muon intensity, for example for position 6 (Fig. 3), is 
shown h1 Fig. 5. The angt.tlar response of the telescope for monodirec
tional radiation has the shape of a triangle and is also given in the 
figure. It was shown by calculations that the measured angular distri
bution is not distorted by this response function and thus corresponds 
to the actual one. 

A more complicated intensity distribution of the muons, which could 
be decomposed into three peaks, is observed at for example position 2 
(Fig. 6). 

Figure 3 indicates the positions in which observations with the 
telescope were carried out. The arrows point in the direction of 
measured maximum muon intensities; their lengths have been drawn 
proportional to the height of the measured peaks. The extensions of 
these arrows pass through the target -- the main source of pions and 
subsequently muons -- or point to some weakness in the shielding, for 
example in the direction of reduced thickness of iron. 

Using the CERN radiation survey method4 a dose rate of 1.36 mrem/h 
was measured in position l. According to the results 42% of the dose 
rate is due to fast neutron and high energy particles, the rest is made 
up of charged particles and Y rays. The integration of the angular 
distribution for muons amounts to 0.33 mrem/h with the usual conversion 
of 10 muons cm-2 s-1 corresponding to l mrem h-1. Their share of the 
total dose rate passes from one fourth to one half at greater distances, 
i.e. outside the experimental hall along the axis of propagation for the 
muons, as the fast neutron and high energy particle component falls off 
rather rapidly. Muons, although rather localized, will become the 
dominant component of stray radiation at even greater distances. 
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Fig. 1. Pulse height spectrum of events recorded with counter 
telescope behind 3000 g cm-2 shielding material at 6o 
from an internal target. 

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but with 5 em of lead in front of the 
first scintillator. 

Fig. 4. Pulse height spectrum of events from mu-mesons as measured 
in position 5 shown on Fig. 3. 
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+ Z. 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5. 

Fig, 6. 

Mu-meson measurements in the west experimental area 
downstream of an external target behind an end-stop made 
out ofiron and concrete shielding material. The length 
of the arrows corresponds to the muon intensity; they are 
pointi~g in the direction of the maximum. 

- --------------·· -·------

.. ------·--· -· ·--·· 
1. -~------r·-·------·-

-----------------------
--- --~-------------- __________ , __ _ 

Angular distribution of mu-meson intensity in position 5 
of Fig. 3. The angular response function of the counter 
telescope having the shape of a triangle is also shown in 
this figure. 

Angular distribution of mu-meson intensity as measured 
in position 2 of Fig. 3. 
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Abstract 

The problems and experience gained in radiolo6ical safety during Puo2 
fuel fabrication for 1 PTJRNIMA 1 reactor are discussed in this paper. Safety 
aspects in design, construction and commissioni~ of metallurgical facilities 
anQ glove boxes, measures for contamination control, air, area and criticality 
monitori~ instrumentation and their calibration are dealt with. Radiological 
health data are summarised to reflect the adequacy of precautionary provisions 
followed in fuel fabrication work. Svolution of the methods for related safety 
problems like assessin5 neutron emission from Puo2 fuel pins and Pu in solid 
wastes are outlined. 

Introduction 

Radiometallurgy Laboratory at the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre has 
been operating a plutoni~ fuel fabrication facility during the last two years 
invol virJ6 handling and storage of kilogram amounts of plutonium. The facility 
has fabricated the complete core charge of Puo2 pins for the zero power fast 
reactor 'PURNIMA' at Trombay. 

The fuel pin of 1 PURNIMA 1 has stainless steel cladding and consists 
of a central Puo2 core of 180 mm length followed at either end, by a moly
bdenum plug of 80 mm length and stainless steel end plug to serve as axial 
reflectors in the reactor. The pin is of 11 mm diameter and of 495 mm 
overall length and has a plutonium loadirJ6 of 123.5 g. The complete core 
loading called for production of 178 full fuel pins, 4 half and 4 quarter 
fuel pins. In addition, seven Pu-Be start-up source pins, identical in shape 
to the Puo2 fuel pins, were also fabricated. This paper deals with the 
safety aspec"ts in the design of the handling facilities am the experience 
gained in the radiological safety during the fabrication compaign. 

Fuel Pin Fabrication 

The feed powder PuQ,, after milling, granulation, etc. is loaded in a 
suitable die and pressed wi~h a 10 ton hydraulic press, located in a glove 
box. The green pellets, thus obtained, were sin"tered in an argon and ~' 
hydrogen atmosphere in a molybdenum furnace inside a glove box. After sinter
ing the length and the we~hts of the pellets were checked and the geometrical 
density compared with that obtained oy an immersion method using dibromo ethane. 
Acceptable pellets were then inserted in the stainless steel clad tube, whose 
top end plug was already welded. and radiographed. The tube was inserted into 
the glove box; a holding spring was pushed in, followed by a molybdenum plug, 
Puo

2 
pellets and another molybdenum reflector. The loaded clad tube was held 

in a special welding chamber in a glove box and th~ chamber was evacuated and 
filled with helium. After inserti:n,; the lower end plug, welding was carried 
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out remotely by argon arc weldill6. The fuel pins were then decontaminated, 
subjected to radiography and helium ~eak test. Approved fuel pins were loaded 
in birdcages and transferred to the Plutonium Store or reactor site. 

Design Safety Features 
The long biological half-life and the high energy of the emitted alpha 

particles together with selective localisation in bone or 1 ut:g,makes plutonium 
one of the most toxic nateriaJ.s when deposited inside the body. With the 
maximum permissible lung burden for insoluble plutonium (e.g. Pu02 ) being as 
low as 0.016 ).lCi ( ~ 0.26 )lg) the glove box design called for stringent 
built-in safety features with regard to containment capability. Since a mass 
as low as 500 g of Pu could lead to a nuClear excursion under unfavourable 
conditions, criticality safety was to be considered through mass control,safe 
separation of Pu units and safe desie;n of birdcages for storage am transport, 
with administrative control at each stage of handling. 

Safety Features in Laboratory Design 
The fuel fabrication facility is housed mainly in two high active area 

halls with entry from an active corridor. The corridor has a decontamination 
room at one end, and the other side, opens out to a personnel corridor,leading 
to a change room. A plutonium store room is located in the personnel corridor. 
Equipments for the various metallurgical operations are housed in glove boxes, 
located in the high active halls. Services of a high order of integrity, 
required for a class A laborato:rJ have been provided. Laboratory area and 
glove boxes are provided with separate air supply and exhaust system, the 
equipments of which, located in a filter house, discharge the effluents 
through a 76 m stack, after filtration through hibh efficiency particulate 
filters. Ventilation for the active halls and corridors have been designed 
to give respectively 10 and 7 air changes per hour and pressure differentials 
have been maintained between the areas to enable air-flow from low active 
areas to high active ones. 

Glove Boxes and their Safetv Features 
Many des:lign safety features have been incorporated in the fabrication 

of glove boxes from the point of view of containment. Glove box frame and 
floor are ~de of s.s )04 for ease or decontamination. Filter boxes of 
aluminium are conveniently located so as to enable replacement of the inlet 
and outlet filters by a single hand operation through the upper port.P.bsolute 
filters of M3A Honey-comb type with an efficiency of 99.~' for 0.3 .um particles 
are used. Transfer and posting-in operations are carried out through air locks 
with double doors and bagging-in ports. Normal atmosphere was found adequate 
for Puo2 fuel work; however, for Pu metal handling, the boxes co·wid be turned 
to an argon system, provided with a purifier and a recirculation unit.Operatiora 
were carried out in ~ove boxes under -1 in.WG. 

Air enters through an isolation valve, a ball valve, rotameter, a 
regulator and an inlet filter; and vents via an exit filter, a ball valve and 
a three-way solenoid valve. A mechanical pressure controller and a bellow 
adjust minor pressure variations but in case of accidental overpressurisation 
or any rupture of glove or failure of recirculation system, the three-way 
soLenoid valve initiates emergency control by openiD6 the box directly to the 
-10 in. WG. main glove-box exhaust line. The inlet regulator closes and a 
pressure differential switch flashes an alarm in the form of a red light on 
glove-box board, warning the operating staff. of an emergency situation. 
Neoprene gloves, o.s mm thick, were considered adequate against the soft 
radiation emitted by plutonium. Apart from installed co2 extinguishers in 
the halls, eutectic salt mixture in sealed PVC bag was kept handy in glove
boxes to smother any fire. The furnace coolant water is normally on main 
water supply. An emergency water tank has been provided to take care of 
failure of main water supply or loss of pressure. Filtered water from a pool 
was also connected to the line as an alternative for sustained supply. 
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fre-commissioni~; Tests 
The primary responsibility of the health physics staff at the time or 

commissioning of the facility was to check the adequacy of the protective 
features and assess operational safety. 

Glove Box Containment Evaluation. The gloves and glove boxes were checked for 
leakage before commissioning for Pu handli~. The box leakage rates were found 
to be less than 0.05)& box volume/hour, as is prescribed for inert atmosphere 
boxes. 

Qlove Eox Filter Efficiency Tests. Filter efficiency checks were carried out 
with uranine aerosols. Filters were approved for use only when they conformed 
to 99.9% efficiency for 0.3 pm particles. 

E(fluent Drains Checks. H~h and low active drains were checked with inactive 
cold ~~ns using rhodamin dye to ensure proper pump connections and valve 
operations. 

Breathing Air Line Checks. Compressor air was checked for presence of oil mist, 
moisture and CO to ensure that their levels were below the tolerance limits. 
The minimum requirement of 3 cft/m at the breathi~ points was checked. 

Operational Safety and Hazards Control 

Mass of Pu, handled was initially limited to 75 g per batch to acquire 
experience and later, the batch size was pro6ro:~ssively increased to 500 g Pu, 
after reviewing the safety aspects. In all about 85 sintering runs and about 
200 in-box welding operations, covering fuel pins and start-up source pins 
were carried out. 

Constant health physics surveillance was provided for the operdtions. 
Access control to the fuel laboratory was enforced through change rooms. In 
potentially active areas like filter room, decontamination room, entry was 
effected under health physics supervision or after obtaining special work 
permits. Use of protective clothing consisting of overalls, overshoes, head 
caps and surgical gloves for handling pellets and pins was reco~~ended. 

Further, TLD' s on forehead and chest, normal beta-gallllllEi and fast neutron fUm 
badges, criticality badge and pocket dosimeters were worn while at work with 
Puo2 .- Air line respirators connected to 15 lbf/in2 airline via ~uick connec
tion coupli~s were kept readily available for emergency use. 

Equipments for sinteri~ and weighing operations were located in a 
train of interconnected glove boxes to preclude the necessity of intermittent 
baggiQg out operations and consequent external exposure. Different phases of 
work were segregated to avoid contamination spread. 'l'he welding operations, 
metallography work and source pin fabrication were grouped separately in 
another train of glove boxes to facilitate flexibi.lity and control of' radiat
ion exposure and contamination. 

il.s the quantity of PuO, handled was progressively increased,extensive 
radiation survey was conducte~ to control personnel exposure using conventio~ 
radiation monitorir..g inst:'Uillents. 'l'he area and air monitors were strate5ically 
located in the laboratory. Provision was also n:a.de to monitor the effluent 
streams. The monitors along with a remote read-out on a Central Health Console 
give alarm at pre-set limits for initiating corrective action. 
External Hazards and Control 

Puo2 powder was obtained from reproces6in6 nut.U fuel from Cirus 
reactor. 

Radiation survey data of the first seven sinteri~g runs, with 7? g Pu 
per batch, indicated hi5h beta-5amma dose rates from pellets; the pellots 
showed a gamma dose rate of 300-450 mR/h and the beta dose rate was 1-2 R/h. 
The glove box panels registered a gamna. dose rate of 50-75 mR/h. 1'his also 
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indicated a ratio of about 6 oatween contact and chest level dose rates. 
Analysis of 9:~ a.l.iquot sample of Puo2 by health physics staff indicated 
mainly 95zr-9 Nb activity and a total activity of about 5 ~Ci/g of Puo2 • 
Subsequently Pu02 was tharefore obtained from spent fuel rods with lesser 
fission product conten•. As a result, the gamma dose rates on the sintering 
glove box panel came down to 12-30 mR/h even with increased quantities of 
200-550 g PuO? • 

The fabrication of fuel pins as well as start-up source pins did not 
call for special shielding to boxes. As a measure of radiation safety, fuel 
pin weldine and Pu-Ee source pin fabrication jobs were carried out by rotation 
of staff. This was necessary as the beta-garnna dose rate from a full fuel 
pin at 1 em was nearly 40-50 mR/h while the neutron dose rate was 130-140 
mrem/h. Fuel pins were checked individually for loose contamination by an alpha 
probe inside the box and also with swipe. coun"ing. After radio6raphy and 
helium 1 eak test, the weld-zones were checked for fixed contamination. Before 
machining of the welds for most pins, the counts varied in the range of 
100-1000 dpm/cm2, maximum beirJG 64000 dpm/cm2 while after machining and 
poJ.ishing, the levels for most pins came down to 200-400 dpm/cm2. 

For start-up source pins of 0.9 Ci strength, the method of fabrication 
was to mix nearly 16 g of Pu as Puo2 with nearly equal quantity of Be 
followed by pressing and sintering in a h~h vacuum induction furnace. The 
neutron exposures incurred during fabrication of 2 source pins were of the 
order of 50 mrem on chest and 400 mrem on wrist per man. '.rhe contact gamma 
dose rate of the source pin was nearly 150 mR/h while the dose rates at 30 em 
from the pin were 16 mB/h due to gammas and 25 mrem/h due to neutrons. 

Cumulative dose(beta-6amma-neutron) received by a few members of the 
staff, directly involved in the fabrication work during the campaign period 
18.6.70 to 21.3.72 are indicated below: 

Persons Exposure(mrem) Per~on Exposure(mrem) Person 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 

177 
482 
199 
827 
166 

F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

658 
867 
541 

1069 
1540 

L 
M 
N 
0 
p 

3lcposure (mrem) 

763 
820 
379 
473 
569 

From the estimated ratio of contact to chest level dose rates,maximum 
extremity exposure could be of the order of 9 R. 

Air Contamination Control 
Each glove box premise has a suction port with an air sampling head 

connected to a central air sampling pump. Filter puper samples obtained with 
this system as well as with annular impactors whP.n analysed for long lived 
activity, did not show any air contamin9.tion in the laboratory. In addition · 
a Pu-in-uir monitor located in the laboratory detects air borne Pu by alpha 
spectrometry. The detector is of a silicon s·..u-face barrier type. The unit is 
pre-set to sound an alarm at 8 MPC hours in presence of natural radioactivity 
whose spill-over in 4.1 - 5.1 MeV pL1tonium channels is estimated to be less 
than 1 0'/i- of the total. 

Duri[\g glove changing operations, respirator area was maintained. 
Waintenance work was carried out once on an induction furnace for which frog 
suit and air line respirator were prescribed. Only one instance of air 
contamination due to a small tear on glove arose. Due to immediate corrective 
action, no personnel exposure occurred. 

Bioassay and whole body counting of the operatin~ staff showed that 
there was no internal exposure. About 34 members of staff were monitored, 
after completion of the programme for Pu deposition in lung with a thin 
Nai(Tl) crystal with a Be window. The count rates obtained were of background 
levels after repeat monitoring. 
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Environmental Contamination Control 
Air-borne effluents were discharged after monitoring downstream 

through a stack. The glove box and laborator,t exhaust had negligibly small 
long lived activity. The liquid wastes, both high active ( >10-4 ~Ci/cm3) 
and low active ( < 1o-4 ..uCi/cm3) ones were collected in separate tanks and 
sent for disposal. Maximum levels of alpha and beta-gamma activity of the 
liquid effluents digcharged from the fuel fabric~tion facility for processing 
were nearly 1 .2x1 o- ).1Ci/cm3 and 5 .6x1 o-6 ).l0i/cm3 respectively; the net 
activity figures over a year for alpha and beta-gamma were nearly 2 mCi 
and 10.5 mCi respectively. Solid wastes, suspected to contain Pu were 
segregated j_n standard containers marked 'active' while non suspect wastes were 
handed over to the waste management facility. Low active solid wastes 
generated were to the extent of 15 - 20 pacitets, each of 2 c.ft. volume arxl. 
the packets had a maximum s~rface dose rate of 1 mR/h and these were also 
sent for disposal. 

Criticality Safety 

"?reliminary clearance was limited to 250 g Pu in the sinteri~ furmce 
gl . .:;,v<C ~··~· taking into account the possibility of the coolant line rupture. 
Presence of two batches, each of 250 g Pu, was permitted in either of the high 
active halls at any time. later, on the basis of opera.tillt;; experience, the 
quantity of Pu for sinteri~ was progressively increased to 500 g Pu and the 
same handling limit, was enforced for the welding box too. Administrative 
control ensured that water or other hydrogeneous materials were not brought 
inside the bcx; however small ~uantities, required :for specific operations, 
were permitted after special clearance. 

Birdcages have been fabricated to store and transport the fuel pins. 
The birdcage consists of a mild steel slotted an51e frame work with an 
aluminium container, rigidly fixed at its centre. Inside the Al container is 
a square cluster of nine aluminium tubes welded together at the top and bottom 
to form a bundle. Each of the tuoes accommodates one fuel pin in a PVC bag; 
thus nine pins, amount ir:g to 1 .26 kg PuO can be stored in the birdcage. The 
central Al container is provided with a tight fitting cap with a neoprene 
gasket to render it leak tight. A prototype birdcage was subjected to drop 
and water leakage tests and was approved for use. 

The birdcages carrying the complete core charge of 1 PURNIMA 1 reactor 
(~22 ke Pu) were stored in the Pu store room in a plane array. The birdcages 
of size 60 x 40 x 40 cm3 have been designed to maintain between the central Al 
containers a minimum surface-to-surface separation of 30 em, to isolate the 
containers in the event of flooding. ·Effective neutron multiplication factor 
of a birdcage with 9 fuel pins, under flooding conditions(including internal 
flooding) has been estimated as about 0.67. Thus the nuclear safety of the 
individual birdcage as well as the array was ensured in the event of flooding. 

Criticality Monitor 
Criticality monitors are located in the two high active halls and Pu 

store room. The sensing device consists of an ion chamber, connected to a 
period amplifier. The amplifier gives an indication of the rate of rise of 
the gamma field during an excursion. Th~ criteria for alarm setting of the 
systemwere fixed as follows: 

(i) the system shall sound a positive alarm if a criticality 
burst of 1015 fissions occurs at a distance of 30 ft. from 
the detector and delivers prompt galilii1i dose in 100 milli
seconds, 

(ii) the system shall not give an alarm as a result of handling 
10 Ci 60co source at a distance of about 10 ft from the chamber. 
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The above criteria will be satisfied if a change in radiation level 
by 6 decades (i.e. 10 mR/h background to 1 o4 R/h) triggers the alarm. 

In order to study the response of the monitor,a criticality event 
was simulated by shooting a 60co capsule of 1 Ci strength past the ion 
chamber. The source was ejected with oompressed air over a distance of 
a! ft in 0.25 sec, giving a change of field from 10 mR/h to 1 o4 R/h. The 
alarm limit was set at 5Qi' of the ns.ximum deflection obtained during 
calibration. 

Estimation of Pu in Waste and :Fuel Pins/Pellets 

As a measure of inventory control, instruments were developed to 
estimate Pu content in solid wastes, Pu02 pellets and finished fuel pins. 

Assessment of Pu in solid waste was carried out by countil'\'?; low 
energy X-rays from Pu in the channels, corresponding to 11 .0 to 21 .5 KeY, 
with a 1 mm thick and 25 mm diam. Nai(Tl) crystal,having a Be window. 
Measurements with 1 .uCi Pu source, in a 125 .mm diam and 175 .mm high standard 
waste container,gave twelve times the background counts in four minutes and 
this indicated a feasibility of estirrating tig levels of Pu in solid wastes. 

A BF~ filled annular counter was developed to measure the neutron 
emission frol!l Puo2 pellets and f'uel pins. Since Pu has been obt~ined from 
regrocessi!J6 of low burn-up fuel, it was possible to estimate 239pu and 
24Vpu content in the pellets and pins knowing the neutron yields from sponta
neous fission and(alpha,neutron) reactions in Puo2• An approximate assessment 
of the neutron dose rate could also be made from the measurements. 

Conclusion 

Safe operation of the facility has been amply demonstrated by low 
personnel exposure and absence of unsafe incidents and this has given an 
incentive to fast reactor fuel development programme. 
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C.SLLULOSB NITRATE PLASTIC FII.M - ITS PREPARATION 
AND APPLICATIONS IN HEALTH PHYSICS 

A.M.Bhagwat and S.D.Soman 
Health Physics.Division 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 
Bombay-400085,India 

Abstract 

The paper deals with the standardis~tion of Cellulose nitrate(C.N.) 
fil~ (thickness~ 3.0 rrg/cm2) for the detection of alpha particles from 
a 23~Pu source and some of its applications. The etchant used was 6 N NaOH. 
The optimum etching time for the development of tracks was foun..ri to be 4.5 
hours at room temperature (24-25°0). The track formation efficiency under 
these conditions works out to 17 .9i~• 

Results of some of our studies are included.here. It is now possible 
to detect low alpha activities of the order of 10-3 dpm, thereby making many 
types of extremely low level alpha measurements possible. 

Int rod uct ion 
1 

With the advent of solid state track detectors in 1958 it has been 
possible to detect heavy charged particulate radiation such as fission 
fragments, alpha particles, deuterons or protons in the presence of other 
radiation such as beta-gamma, neutrons etc. 

Of the various plastic films used so far in such measurements, C.N. 
plastic film has been reported to be the most sensitive. This paper describes 
the preparation and standardisation of the C.N.plastic films in our laboratory 
and aome of its applications in health physics work through the registration 
of alpha particle tracks • 

Preparation of the C.N. plastic film 

Chemicals used 

ab) Cellulose nitrate(commercial grade) (N2=12.1 wt%)-17.0 g 
) ethyl acetate (A.R.)- 61.9 g 

c) Isopyropyl alcohol (A.R.) - 5.1 g 
d) Butyl alcohol(A.R.) - 4.0 g 
e) Cellosolve acetate (commercial grade) - 8.0 g 
f) Dioctyl phthalate (DOP) (commercial grade) - 4.0 g 

Using these chemicals in the proportions shown above the plastic films 
were prepared in the following manner by Benton's technique2: 

Cellulose nitrate was first dissolved in ethyl acetate to which the 
other three solvents were added in the order shown above. To the solution, 
4.0 g of DOP was added as a plasticiser. The mixture was then permitted to 
age for four days to allow it to attain chemical equilibrium before films 
could be prepared. 
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For preparation of the films, the above solution was used as such; and 
for obtaininb thinner films - after dilution with different volumes of ethyl 
acet~te. These solutions were poured on glass plates of size 10" x 4" which 
were kept in a slanting position with a slope of about 1 in 7. The glass 
plates were left undisturbed overni6ht. 

The next day, the films were gradually peeled off from the glass plates 
by inserting water drops between the films and the glass plate. This was 
followed by annealing of the films at a temperature of 100°0 for about 16 
hours after which they were ready for experimental use. 

The above films were in thickness range of 2 to 6 mg/cm
2

• The chemical 
composition of the films in wt. %was found to be: C = 37.8, H=4.8, N=9.45 
and 0 = 47.95 (by difference). 

Track formation by chemical etching 

The final shape of the tracks formed by chemical etching is influenced 
by numerous factors such as the directi.on of entrance of the particle into the 
film, the physical structure of' the substance, choice of the etchant arrl its 
conc€ntration, temperature of etching, etching time etc.3,4. Under ideal 
conditions, i.e. when the track recordi~ material is homogeneous and the 
diffusion effects are absent, the etched tracks are conical in shape with 
sharp terminal ends2. 

The alpha particle tracks registered in our C.N. films have been found 
to be of two types - sharp con.ical and pit type (Fie; .1 ) • The sharp conical 
tracks indicate that ideal conditions of film preparation are not beyond reach. 
The etchant in our case. was 6 N NaOH solution at room temperature. 

Standardisation of our C.N.film 
")9 4 

Pu is one of the hazardous isotopes which is being handled in BARC 
laboratories. It was therefore decided to carry out the standardisation of 
these films with respect to this iGotope. The films were exposed to alpha 
part~cles from 2'9Pu sources on stainless steel planchets and the following 
parameters were stud jed:-

Etching temperature 

It was found that the best track shapes could be seen when the etching 
was carried out at room temperature (24-25 °0). At higher temperatures the 
track shapes tended to be pit type. 

Useful thickness of the film 

This was found to be about 3 mg/cm2• At smaller thickness the film 
becomes difficult to handle after etching and at larger thickness the etching 
times are very long (8 hours or more) at room temperature. 

Optimum etching time 
2 

This parameter was determined for the films of thickness:::t 3 mg/cm 
(exact thickness of the film == 2. 9 mg/ cm2) and was found to be 4. 5 hours at 
room temperature. Beyond this etching time the number of tracks was, found to 
diminish. 

Track formation efficiency 

Und~r the optimum conditions as given above it was found that the films 
(z 3 mg/cm) record 17.9 tracks per 100 disinte5rations in the sample, in 
close contact with the source, the etchi~ time bei~ 4.5 hours at room 
temperature. 
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Detection of low levels of alpha contamination 

Radiometallurgy section, h<:J.ndlirlb Kg amounts of Puo2 , does not show arcy 
detectablE'! floor contaminu.tion by normal monitorin;;; techni'1Uei3, To check the 
presence of extremely low levels of contamination, if any, five spots were 
chosen on the floor for the exposure of the C.N.film. These spots had not 
shown any loose or fixed contamination by scintillation probe monitor:!.~. 
'l'hey were then covered with C.N.film;., followed by PVC covering and left 
undisturbed for about 11 days. 

After exposure the films were washed with soap and water to remove the 
attached loose dust, ii' any. The films were then etched in 6 N NaOH solution 
for 4.5 hours at room temperature. After etc'nil16, all the films were washed, 
dried and examined under the microscope. A control film was also processed 
i.n the same fashion. 

The experimental f'ilmB showed the presence of m--.ny grou.p.s of tracks
each 6 x·oup representin;;; one active speck. 'rhe minimum !ind maximum number of 
traclts in any group was found to be 6 and 238 respectively. 

Discussion 
If ·ne assume that the track formation efficiency for alpha particles 

here is the same as that calculated in the standardisation experiments we can 
calculate the activity of each speck responsible for a group of tracks, It is 
seen that activity o:f l:lny individual speck encountered in these experiments 
lies in the raJ:¥:;;e from 2.14x1o-) dpm to S.:Jx1o-2 dpm. '!'he table below shows 
the levels of contamination as detected by each fil~. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Place of exposure for 

the film 
Area of Total No. 
the film of tracks 

on the 
film 

Correspondi~ activity in 
2 

dpm dpm(cm *M.P.L. of 
surface 
contamination 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Below the bagging port 7.28 6)7 0.23 0.03 

-2 
1,3x10 

of weldine glov~ bo..x 

Below the transfer port 5.28 350 0.12 0.02 8.1x10 
-j 

of balance glove box 

Below the bagging port 6.44 1 )12 0.47 0.07 2.9x1 0 
-2 

of induction furnace 
~love box 

In front of decontamiili- 6.34 210 o.ot3 0,01 4.7x10 
-3 

tion fumehood 

in front of decontamina- 9.28 209 0.07 0.01 3 '? lo-3 
•'-X 

t ion fumehood 

----------------------------------------------------------------------~---* 1 M.P.L. of zalpha surface contamirution at BARC = 2.5 dpm/cm' 
This study shows that the new technique boes a long way in lowering 

the detection limit for alpha contaminations. It can be adopted for routine 
use also as the technique is simple. 

Detection of low levels of alpha activity in bioassay samples 
Encouraged by the success of C.N.films in the detection of low levels 

of alph!:i contamination, an attempt was made to st1.1.d,y their utility for 
bioassay samples as well. The results of our studies with planchetted 
plutonium alpha activity of less than 1 dpm, from urine samples' are 
described below. 
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Two such stainless steel planchets (diameter= 2.0") oi' activity 0.16 
and 0.393 dpm were kept in contact with C.N.films for about 11 and 7 days, 
thus exposing the films to 2520 and 3920 disinte6rations respectively as per 
the counting data. Exposures were carried out in a vacuum dessicator to 
eliminate the interference due to natu.rctl radioactivity in air. 

After exposure, the films were washed with soap and water to remove 
the attached loose precipitate and etched as described earlier. The number 
of alpha particle tracks recorded on each :film were counted during scanning 
and found to be 3841 and 5667 respectively. 

Discussion 

The number of tracks recorded on the C.N.films are higher by factors 
of 1 .52 and 1 .44 than the total number of disintegrations in the samples as 
calculated from their respective dpm values. The descrepancy in the two 
results can partly be assigned to followin.; reasons: 

i) High statistical errors in co: . .mting of the bioassay samples which were 
of the order of + 39.6~:~ and + 20i~ in our two samples respectively. 
ii) The ZnS s-;;intillation-counter is being standardised by sources having 
a diameter of about 20 mm or less while the area covered by the precipitate 
on the bioassay planchet samples rre.y be anywhere from 40 to 50 mm in diameter. 
Our preliminary invest:ic;ations have shown that correction for this area would 
enhance the dpm value of the sample by about 25~. 
iii) The preci}::itattl on the planchets leads to degradation of energy of 
alpha particles. The exact degree of degrctdation cannot be assertained for 
such low activity samples. But it has been observed that the track registra
tion efficiency increases as the energy of the alpha particles decreases. And 
for ZnS scintiJJation counter the efficiency of counti~ falls off as the 
energy of alpha particles decreases. 'fhese factors will therefore further 
help to bridge the gap. 
iv) The amount of precipitate was found to vaq on the two planchets under 
investigation. 

All these factors will help in partially explainint;; the descrepancy. 
But a detailed inve.sti6ation is separately necessary to explain it completely. 

Other applications 
The C.N.films prepared in our laboratory htive also been used in the 

follcwi~ studies: 
1 ) Autoradiography of electrodeposi ted planchet type sources .Of the few 
sources studied, some have revealed the presence of many clusters suggesting 
extreme nonuniformity of deposition (Fi~.2). A detailed investi6ation into 
the causes leadi~ to such non-uniform deposition is oei05 carried out. 
2) Autoradio,ra · of si '"le dro lanchet so:.1rces. It has been observed 
that the activity alo% the edges width of the edge.::: 500 }Jill) iS about 60); of 
the total for source diameters of 6 to 7 mm. 
3) AutoradiographY of uo2 -PuO;z ellets we· :ht to 
study the uniformity of distribut~on of plutonium in Uranium Fig.3 • The 
in:fo:rm'ition obtained should be of great help to metallurgists in evaluating 
i) degree of non-uniformity in nrlxi~ 
ii) sizes of individual particles of plutoniuln 
iii) formation of aggregates of plutonium di.lri~ mlX~ng, if any. 
4) Autoradiography of Uraninite mineral to locate the active grains of 
Uranium. This film IW.kes the location of active grains ver; easy when compared 
with the photographic film because it is not sensitive to beta-gamma radiat:ims 
References 
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( a ) ( b) 

Fig. I. Alpha particle tracks (a) conical, (b) pit type. 

Fig. 2. A cluster from electro deposited 239 Pu source. 

(a ) ( b ) 

Fig. 3. Distribution of Puo2 in uo2 (a) cluster showing non

uniformity, (b) on area showing uniformity. 
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RETENTION OF IODINE ON DUCT SURFACES 

W. E. Grummitt 
Biology and Health Physics Division, Chalk River Nuclear Labs., AECL 

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada 

The behaviour of fission-product iodine in a reactor exhaust duct and filtering 
system is of continuing interest. At CRN L parts of the research reactors 
are cooled with air which is released from a stack located 770 m beyond the 
absolute filt.ers. Gases are transferred to the stack through a large duct. 
Occasionally, small amounts of iodine are released to the system from an 
experimental reactor luop. These nuclides have been used in the present 
study to measure the hold-up of iodine in the system. 

Introduction 

The behaviour of airborne radioactivity is of interest in evaluating the 
hazard from continuous or accidental discharge of fission products from a 
nuclear reactor. One of the factors affecting the amount released to the 
environment is the fractional deposition on containment surfaces. This 
report deals with the mechanism of deposition on specific surfaces and with 
re-emission from them. 

The research reactors at CRNL are operated as test facilities in which 
the fuel material, cladding and the cooling conditions can be altered. A test 
loop, inserted in a single NRX fuel channel, is isolated from the reactor cool
ing system. In some cases the loop circuit may be vented to the main air 
duct; rare gases and halogens from a failed fuel element can then be dis
charged from the stack. The remaining fuel rods in NRX are water cooled 
and do not vent to the atmosphere. 

Iodine-131 is particularly important in assessing the hazard from 
nuclear reactors. It has a fairly long half-life and escapes readily from 
ruptured fuel and the element is essential to man. The remaining fission 
product iodines have shorter half-lives and contribute proportionally less to 
the integrated dose, but they are useful for investigating the behaviour of the 
element in a dynamic system. 

Various chemical forms of gaseous 131! have been recognized in addition 
to the elemental forml, 2. Perhaps the most troublesome of these is methyl 
iodides, 4, but hypoiodous acid, HOI, is released under moist conditions at 
high pHS, 6

• Both of these are difficult to remove from the gas phase. 
Elemental iodine should deposit on duct surfaces but the more penetrat

ing forms, which generally comprise about half the total, are unreactive and 
are not retained on surfaces to an appreciable extent. Assuming that the re
tention of I is reversible and that the mean life on the surface is the order of 

~ 

days, there should be an observable difference between the 8. 065 d 131I and 
the other isotopes whiG:h are retained on the surface. At the stack one should 
see the sum of the following components: a) All isotopes present in the 
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penetrating form; b)131I which has been deposited on the surface and subse
quently released; c) 133I and possibly 136I in the elemental form which has 
undergone partial or substantial decay before escaping from the surface. 
Iodine-134 (52. 3m) should only be transported to the stack in the penetrating, 
i.e. non-elemental form. 

Methods 

A flow diagram of the ventilation system is shown in Figure 1. The 
absolute filters are located at a short distance from the NRX rea,ctor. The 
duct is constructed of mild steel 1. 2 m diameter by 770 m long and is painted 
on the inside with one coat of Zincilate 410. This provides a sacrificial 
coating of zinc which protects the underlying metal. 

Samples were collected by drawing a measured amount (0.1 to 2m3) of 
air through a canister. Collection times varied from five minutes to two 
hours depending on the nature of the experiment. In experiments designed to 
measure the chemical form of iodine the sample was collected with a freshly 
prepared May packB. In all other cases a polyethylene capsule, 12 mm x 50 
mm, filled with activated charcoal, was used to collect the sample. The 
order and efficiency of components in the May pack is given in Table 1. Up
take of hypoiodous acid by copper screens and charcoal was determined in 
this study. McCormack7 reports that more than 70% of the HOI is retained 
by the carbon paper. In the present case less than llo/o is found on the other 
components of the May pack, so more than 89% must be retained by the paper. 

Table 1 

I<! Particulate HOI CH
3

I Ref. 

4 Copper screens 100 mesh 97% nil <3% nil 8,9 
1 Glass fibre filter Type GFA 3o/o 99% <2% nil 9 
1 Gelman carbon paper Type ACG/B nil nil >70% lo/o 7 
Barnebey-Cheney #513 

60g nil nil <6% 99% 7 
Activated charcoal 

Air samples were taken at the four locations shown in Figure l. In 
order to minimize loss of iodine prior to counting, the individual components 
were sealed in polyethylene envelopes. Sample 1 was collected through a 
metal tube inserted six inches into the duct so is probably not representative 
of the mean concentration at that point. 

All the nuclides were determined simultaneously by gamma spectrometr)t 
A 125 cc Ge(Li) detector with 2. 3 keV resolution was used for moS<t of the 
experiments. This was coupled to a 4096 channel analyser. Details of the 
method of computation were given in an earlier report1'"". With this system 
the isotopes of iodine, bromine, xenon, rubidium and cesium could be resol
ved easily in a single count. Repeated measurements were made to verify 
half-life and to check for interfering lines such as the 529. 5 keV gamma 
transition of 2. 4 h s~ Br. In this case the maximum error in the determina
tion of the 20.8 h t:33 I was 3o/o in the first hour. The energies of the lines 
which were selected for quantitative determinations are given in Table 2 
together with the preferred gamma branching ratios. 

Results 

Chemical Composition of Iodine 

A typical result from the analyses of the May packs is given in Table 3. 
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TABLE 2 

Selected Gamma Ray Energies 

Preferred y per 
Mass Half -Life y Line Disintegration 

131 8. 065 d 364.49 keV 0.790 
132 2. 284 h 667.8 0.999 
133 20.8 h 529.9 1. 00 
134 52.3 m 847.04 1. 00 
135 6. 68 h 1260.45 1. 00 

82 35. 34 h 
554.23 0.73 
776.45 0.83 

These samples were collected a.i location 2, immediately after the absolute 
filters. Corrections have been applied for incomplete uptake of 1

2 
on the 

copper screens (97o/o) and for retention by the particulate filter (see Table 1). 
The species held by the charcoal paper is largely hypoiodous acid7, though 
high molecular weight alkyl iodides may be collected with this fraction. 

The five iodine isotopes show a remarkably similar distribution on the 
May pack. This is in contrast to Keller et al1 1 who recently observed large 
isotopic differences under conditions of high humidity. However, in both 
instances the fraction found in the elemental form was lowest for 1311, 

Mass No. 

Elemental 
Particulate 
HOI/HOBr 
CH I/CH Br':' 

3 3 

TABLE 3 

Chemical Composition of Iodines and Bromine 

131 

26.1% 
1.8 

64.6 
7.5 

132 

29.7% 
2.4 

60.3 
7.6 

133 

31.1% 
2.1 

63.1 
3.8 

134 

31.2% 
2.3 

61.0 
5.4 

135 

29.7% 
2.3 

63.4 
4.2 

82 

17.7% 
.....,2.0 
60. 1 
21.2 

*This represents an upper limit; species which are not completely held by 
earlier components in the pack .will be collected and counted as methyl 
iodide or bromide. Relative humidity= 35%. 

Retention of Iodine-131 

The concentration of Hl1 I at various points in the duct was measured in 
three separate experiments. The purpose of this series was to establish the 
extent to which this nuclide was retained on surfaces under conditions of near 
constant release. The first three runs in Table 4 followed long periorls with 
the reactor operating at constant power. 

Iodine-131, corrected for air flow at the sampling point, shows little 
variation along the length of the duct with the reactor operating (samples 2, 3 
and 4); it follows that there is negligible removal of 1311 in the duct system. 
The results also suggest that 1311 is not removed by the absolute filters. The 
apparent increase from the first to second sampling point is caused byppoor 
mixing and non-representative sampling at the first location. 

There tends to be a release of extra fission products at shutdown which 
is still evident 15 hours later (Table 4). Some of the excess 1311 is retained 
on the duct surface, thus at t

0 
+ 15 hours the concentration is lower at the 

stack (location 4) than at the filters (location 2). 
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TABLE 4 

Iodine -131 Cone entr at ions at Various Points in the Duct 

Experiment 1 

4.35 
3.88 
3.78 
5.54 
3.19 
2.03 

Sampling Point 

2 3 4 
Time from 
Shutdown 

1 
2 
3 
3a 
3b 
3c 

6.85 
6.48 
5.39 
8.61 
5.04 
2.45 

6.64 6. 59 nCi/m3 
6. 15 6.31 

5.46 
7. 28 
5. 18 
2.85 

'~Reactor Operating, Flow= 52, 670 ms /h. 

Experiment 

1 
2 
3 
3a 
3b 
3c 
3d 

TABLE 5 

Iodine-133/Iodine-131 Activity Ratios 

Sampling Point 

1 2. 3 4 

5.2 5.0 4. 1 4.2 
5.4 5.2 4.6 4.5 

10.2 9. 3 5.0 
1.8 1.1 1.7 
1.3 1.6 2.0 
1.0 1.7 2.3 
0.8 2.6 2.4 

::::c 

* 
:;Jc 

1? h 
20 h 
40 h 

Time from 
Shutdown 

~< 

;{< 

::~c 

15 h 
20 h 
40 h 
60 h 

*Reactor Operating. Ratios are corrected for radioactive decay from time 
of shutdown as applicable. 

Other IsotoEes of IodinP. 

Table 5 shows the ret~ntion of 1.33 1, one of the four isotopes of iodine 
with half-lives shorter than eight days. Ratios to 1311 permit use of results 
from the first sampling point. In Table 6 the data for 13 3 I and other nuc
lides are normalized to facilitate intercomparison. 

Under steady state conditions at constant reactor power there is moder
ate retention of 1:3 3 1 on the duct. The results in Table 6 show little depen
dence on half-life though 13 3 1 is slightly higher than 134I and 1361 at the 
stack end of the duct. Tellurium-132 (78 h) is found beyond the absolute 
filters and this causes 1321 to be high and variable. 

Release Following Reactor Shutdown 

The foregoing were steady state experiments; the reactor loop had 
operated at constant flux for periods of up to three weeks. Following shut
down, it was observed that lSli levels remained relatively constant (see 
Table 4), but the 6. 68 h 1351 and 20.8 h 1331 dropped by an order of magnitude 
(Table 5). This rapid change provided an opportunity for observing desorp
tion from the duct surface. Results are given in Table 7. 

Bromine-82 

Bromine-82 is a shielded nuclide which has a very low fission yield so 
would not normally be observable with the other halogens. In NRX it is 
probably produced by an n, y or n, p reaction on bromme or krypton. 
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TABLE 6 

Concentrations of Iodine and Bromine Isotopes Relative to 1!31I (Normalized) 

Exp. 1 Sampling Point Exp. 3 Sampling Point 

Isotope Half-Life 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

133 20.8 h 1 0.95 0.78 0.80 1 0.91 0.58 
135 6. 68 h 1 0.99 0.75 0.74 1 0. 92 0.52 
132 2. 28 h 1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1 1.6 2.0 
134 0. 87 h 1 0. 97 0.74 0.75 1 0.93 0.50 

82 35. 34 h 1 0.67 0.69 0.68 1 0. 53 0.51 

TABLE 7 

Duct Concentrations After Shutdown Relative to 1B1 I (Normalized) 

Sampling Point *Reactor Operating 

Isotope Experiment 1 2 4 Time from Shutdown 

133 3 1 0.91 0.58 * 
3a 1 0.62 0.90 15 h 
3b 1 1.2 1.4 20 h 
3c 1 1.7 2.3 40 h 
3d 1 2.6 2.4 60 h 

Discussion 

Morris and Nicholls12 measured the deposition velocity on copper and 
galvanized steel and found that there was rapid uptake with a much slower 
rate of removal. In the present case the metal surface of the duct has a coat
ing of granular zinc onto which the iodine deposits. This layer of 131 I can be 
displaced with inactive iodine9, showing that the exchange is reversible. 

The data indicate that only the elemental form is exchanging. If R is the 
fraction retained on the duct then T, the fraction which is not retained is 
given by T = 1-R. Values of T can be obtained from 1 MI and 13 5I concentra
tions at location 4 (Table 6). The observed retention, R, is 0. 26 for the first 
experiment and 0. 49 for the third. May pack results show that 30o/o and 50% 
of the iodine present is in the form of I at these times. 

2. 

Most of the molecules on the surface of the duct at a given time will be 
131I because this isotope has the longest half-life. At an observed activity 
ratio of nine to one the numbers of atoms of mass 131 and 133 are equal in 
the gas phase. Normally the 52 min 134I is a factor of ten less, abundant. 

The mean life of a molecule on the surface before escape by exchange 
can be estimated from the data in Table 6. Most, though not all, of the 20.8 
h 1331 decays while held on the surface. Let us assume that the fraction ex
changing is the same for all isotopes and that in the case of 52 min 1MI this 
fraction decays completely on the surface. Now if R is the fraction retained 

0 
on the duct which undergoes complete decay and Rt is the fraction undergoing 
partial decay before escape, the fraction of 133I which remains is 

N(A.= Ro-Rt where A. = 0.693/20 .. 8 h- 1 . 

No"- Ro N = number of atoms at zero time. 
-'t 0 

but N .i = N
0 

'>.. e " 
t' Nt = number of atoms at t. 
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Solving for t gives values of 46 and 53 hours for the two experiments in Table 
6. Thus the mean life of iodine on the surface is 2. 1 days. 

Iodine-135 has a half-life of 6. 68 hand the amount remaining after 2.1 
days decay is 0.6o/o. As practically all ofthe 13EI on the surface decays in 
situ, one would expect the same retention as in the case of 1341. The data in 
Table 6 confirm this result. 

It is evident from Table 7 that the 1331 concentration is increasing along 
the duct following shutdown. The relative level at sampling point 4 reaches a 
value 2.~ times the inlet concentration at t + 60 hours. Hence this nuclide 

0 
must be coming from the metal and filter surfaces. The release probably 
occurs by an exchange reaction involving 1211, At t + 20 h the abundance of 

0 
this isotope in the gas phase is over 95%, while the abundance of 133 I is higher 
on the surface than in the gas phase. Exchange at this time will enhance the 
concentration of the isotope in the gas phase. 

The outlet concentration of 1331 is again the sum of two components: a 
penetrating fraction reduced in concentration by a factor of 10 following shut
down, and an exchanging fraction which escapes from the surface after partial 
decay. Note that the latter is deposited before shutdown at the higher concen
tration. Then the increase at the stack is: 

Q = (l-R) F + R e-A.t whereQ =r~utleq 
F fmlet l 

: (0, 48 X 0 • 1) + 0, 52 X 0, 21 
0.1 

= 1. 6 

F =decrease in 1331 after shutdown 
-1 '),_ = 0.693/20.8 h 

t = 2. 1 d 
This value can be compared with an observed average of 1. 7 from measured 
concentrations. The agreement supports the calculated mean residence time 
of 2.. 1 days. 
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EXEMPLE D10RGANISATION DE LA SECURITE NUCLEAIRE 

DANS UN ETABLISSEMENT UNIVERSITAIRE 

Ph. KISSEL - c. RENARD 
Departement de Protection - STEPPA 
Commissariat A 1 1Energie Atomique 

Resume 

Le Commissariat A 1 1Energie Atomique a ete appele A fournir A 1 1Univer
site une assistance technique en matiere de Securite Nucleaire. 

Les auteurs font la synthese des nouveaux problemes qui se sont poses A 
eux en vue de mettre en place une organisation tenant compte des moyens dont 
ils disposaient. 

Ils precisent ensuite les modalites d1action qu 1 ils ont elaborees et 
experimentees dans un grand etablissement universitaire. 

Introduction 

parmi tous les etablissements dans lesquels sont utilisees des sources de 
rayonnements ionisants, les etablissements d 1enseignement et ue recherches 
sont ceux ou !'organisation de la securite nucleaire est certainement la plus 
delicate A realiser. 

Apres avoir mis en relief certains des problemes qui se posent en milieu 
universitaire nous definirons le cadre dans lequel un organisme tel que le 
Commissariat A 1 1Energie Atomique (C.E.A.) peut apporter son concours en vue 
de mettre en place une telle organisation. 

Ce cadre etant dresse, nous examinerons ensuite les modalites d 1 action, 
telles qu 1elles sont actuellement en co.urs d 1experimentation au sein d1un 
etablissement universitaire. 

I. Problemes particuliers de securite nucleaire en milieu universitaire 

Si les problemes de securite lies au domaine de la recherche ne sont pas 
1 1apanage exclusif de l 1Universite, il n 1 en reate pas· moins que les problemes 
de securite nucleaire lies au domaine de 1 1Enseignement ne se posent guere 
que dans ses etablissements. 

1.1. Problemes de securite nucleaire lies au domaine de 1 1Enseignement 

La mission de 1 1Enseignant etant d1eduquer ses eleves, ceux-ci se doivent 
d1@tre tenus informes des dangers attaches aux materiaux ou aux appareils 
qu 1 ils manipulent. De ce fait 11enseignant est generalement mieux attache aux 
problemes de securite que son collegue chercheur et, si 1 1 individu est A la 
fois l 1un et 1 1autre, nous pouvons @tre assures qu 1 il prendra plus de pre
cautions avec ses eleves qu 1 il n 1en prendrait pour lui-m@me. 

11 n'en reste pas moins que lamise en oeuvre de sources de rayonnements 
ionisants dans une salle de travaux pratiques astreint 1 1enseignant A prendre 
des dispositions particulieres entratnant 1 1emploi de materiels ou d'equipe
ments dont la maintenance et le contr8le periodique necessitent le plus sou
vent la mise en oeuvre d1autres materiels tout aussi complexes et onereux. En 
ce cas le soutien d 1un technician sera precieux A 1 1enseignant, surtout si ce 
technicien a une competence particuliere pour repondre A la saine curiosite 
des eleves et si de plus il prend le soin de les rassurer ou d1eveiller 

leurs craintes lorsque celles-ci ont un fondement reel. 
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1.2. Problemes de securite nucleaire lies au domaine de la recherche 

En c~ domaine les problemes se posent differemment du fait d 1une comple
xite plus grande des moyens utilises. 

Toute Unite de Recherche dependant d'un organisme, fut-il public ou prive, 
est une source pratiquement intarissable de problemes de securite. Si de plus 
les travaux effectues entratnent la mise en oeuvre de radioelements ou de gene
rateurs electriques de rayonnements, ees problemes peuvent s'amplifier tres 
rapidement et necessitent, des leur apparition, la competence d'un specialiste 
en radioprotection. 

La Recherche, surtout lorsqu'elle est fondamentale, ce qui est le cas le 
plus frequent dans l'Universite, n'a pas une voie tracee de fa~on intangible 
et ceux qui menent de tels travaux le savent. 

La multiplicite des techniques et des moyens dont la Science dispose 
actuellement, ajoutee ou plus exactement multipliee, par celle des radioele
ment& artificiels et de leurs nombreux composes disponibles, fait que le niveau 
du danger doit, ou devrait !tre, pratiquement estime en permanence. 

Four que cette appreciation continue des risques puisse exister, il est 
non seulement indispensable que le chercheur possede une reelle competence en 
matiere de securite, mais egalement qu'il s'astreigne l mener ses travaux avec 
un souci constant des dangers qu'ils peuvent presenter. 

Comme une telle association n'est ni forcement courante ni forcement 
benefique aux travaux du chercheur, la solution la plus sare, tout en etant la 
solution de facilite apparente, est de faire seconder le chercheur par un 
cadre competent : si la jonction est bonne entre les deux parties et si les 
echanges de vues sont suffisamment ouverts et frequents, les resultats doivent 
8tre satisfaisants. 

1.3. Problemes lies A !'organisation generate de la securite nucleaire 
dans un etablissement universitaire 

Il paratt indeniable, au moins en France, que la reglementation actuel
lement en vigueur relative A la protection des travailleurs contre les rayon
nements ionisants a surtout ete elaboree en vue de son application dans des 
etablissements A caractere industriel. De ce fait une adaptation devient indis
pensable lorsqu 1 il s 1 agit de 11 appliquer en milieu universitaire. 

A l'enonce des criteres pouvant 8tre retenus en vue de definir les bases 
d1une organisation de la securite dans un etablissement nous ne pouvons que 
mettre en evidence la necessite de cette adaptation : 

a/ responsabilite de l'employeur : si les notions de responsabilites 
civile et penale restent tres voisines dans les secteurs industriels et uni
versitaires, il n'en est pas moins vrai qu 1un etudiant ne peut 8tre considere 
comme un employe; 

b/ structures hierarchiques : si dans l'industrie les responsables sont 
designes, dans l'universite ils sont le plus souvent elus; 

c/ diversite des sources de rayonnements , de leurs approvisionnements 
et de leurs emplois : il n'y a pas de commune mesure m@me entre un Centre 
industriel de recherches et une universite, notamment en ce qui concerne 
la centralisation des approvisionnements; 

d/ harmonisation des modalites de surveillance et de contr8le : dans 
l'industrie ces modalites sont Unposees; dans l'universit~ elles doivent ~tre 
propos~es et acceptees; 

e/ choix et mise en oeuvre des moyens de prevention et d1 intervention 
l'industriel fait g~n~ralement le necessaire car il est soumis l certains 
eontr8le$ r~glementaires et doit pouvoir offrir des garanties valables de 
securite A son personnel et l son assureur; l'universitaire n'a pratiquement 
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que sa seule conscience professionnelle pour prendre ou faire prendre les 
mesures necessaires; 

f/ discipline et diversite des personnels et visiteurs : s 1 il n'est nul 
besoin de s 1etendre pour expliquer la difference de discipline dans 1 1un et 
l'autre secteur, il peut ~tre bon de rappeler que dans l'universite la diver
site des personnels est tres grande. 

g/ information des personnels et realisation d'exercices de securite : 
si la quasi totalite des personnels employes dans 1 1 industrie nucleaire a 
suivi des conferences d'information ou des cours de formation en matiere de 
radioprotection, seuls certains universitaires appeles a travailler sur des 
sources de rayonnements ont effectue un stage de formation a l'Institut des 
Sciences et Techniques Nucleaires; ce stage de formation sera complete d 1une 
mnniere indispensable par des exercices de securite nucleaire dont seuls les 
etablissements du secteur industriel ont beneficie jusqu'alors a notre connais
sance; 

h/ concertation du plan general d'intervention avec les secours publics : 
si tout etablissement detenant des substances dangereuses est classe et reper
torie comrne tel et si les Secours publics sont en possession d'un plan leur 
permettant d 1 intervenir dans ses installations, il est fort vraisemblable a 
l'heure actuelle que seuls les etablissements du secteur industriel precedent 
a une mise a jour rigoureuse de ces plans. 

i/ sources de financernent et mode de gestion des unites : si l'industrie 
represente un capital qui est, normalement, source de revenus, et si la gestion 
de ses differentes unites est coordonnee a un niveau eleve, 1 1unite d'ensei
gnement et de recherches universitaires est pratiquernent autonome, son finan
cement etant presque exclusivement assure par 1 1 allocation de fonds publics 
transrnis par l 1 interrnediaire de 1 1Administration : les fonds alloues etant 
forcement limites, il convient de reconnattre que l'affectation de credits 
a l'achat de materiels ou d 1 equipements de securite ne peut ~tre le premier 
investissement envisage. 

2. Cadre des activites C.E.A. - A.T.S.N. aupres de l'universite 

Les rnodalites d 1 action que nous avons elaborees et mises en place dans une 
grande universite fran~aise l'ont ete dans le cadre de l 1ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE 
EN SECURITE NUCLEAIRE (A.T.S.N.) apportee par le COMMISSARIAT A L 1ENERGIE ATO
MIQUE aux organismes publics ou prives qui lui en font la demande. 

2.1. Assistance en matiere de prevention 

2.1.1. Aspect technique 

Des conseillers techniques sont mis a la disposition de l'Universite pour 
etudier en collaboration avec les responsables des differentes unites : 

a/ la conception particuliere des installations, 

b/ l'amenagement et l'equipement des lieux de travail, 

c/ la delimitation des zones reglementees, 

d/ la redaction de consignes generales de securite nucleaire, 

e/ l'organisation de la surveillance radiologique en milieu de travail, 

f/ le probleme des dechets et effluents contamines, 

g/ l'organisation de l'intervention, 
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h/ les problemes de decontamination, 

2.1.2. Aspects medicaux 

Une assistance est egalement prevue mettant a la disposition du service 
medical universitaire des medecins-conseils du C,E,A, en vue d'organiser la 
surveillance medicale des differentes categories de personnels exposes au 
danger des rayonnements ionisants 

a/ mise en oeuvre des examens medicaux, 

b/ conduite a tenir en cas de contamination ou d'irradiation accidentelle, 

2,1,3. Aspects reglementaires 

La detention et l 1utilisation de sources radioactives (scellees ou non 
scellees) etant soumises a une reglementation, il importe que les responsables 
des differentes unites d'enseignement et de recherche soient parfaitement 
informes des formalites a accomplir et des engagements qu'ils sont conduits a 
prendre et a tenir vis-a-vis des autorites competentes, Cette information est 
faite egalement par les conseillers techniques du C,E.A, 

2,2. Assistance en matiere d 1 eguipement 

2.2.1. Aspects techniques 

Le C.E.A, est amene, dans le cadre de son assistance en matiere de pre
vention, a proposer un choix de materiels ou d 1 equipements individuals ou 
collectifs de securite, 

Par ailleurs, il lui est souvent possible de fournir, sous forme de loca
tion, ces materiels ou equipements de securite, 

2.2.2. Aspects economigues 

Un avantage indeniable du systeme locatif est que l'Unite desireuse d 1uti
liser temporairement un materiel specifique peut non seulement echapper aux 
delais courants d'approvisionnement, mais encore eviter un investissement sou
vent important qu'un emploi momentane du materiel ne justifierait pas, 

2,3, Assistance en matiere d'intervention 

L1organisation du C.E.A, est telle que les moyens d 1 intervention nucleaire 
dont il dispose pour ses propres besoins peuvent tres rapidement @tre mis en 
oeuvre, De ce fait, en cas d'accident grave a caractere radioactif ou de si
nistre impliquent ou mena~ant une quantite notable de substances radioactives, 
l'Universite peut demander !'intervention du C,E,A. en alertant celui-ci sui
vent une procedure d'alerte parfaitement definie, 

Des son arrivee dans l'etablissement accidente l 1 equipe d'intervention 
nucleaire du C.E.A, se place sous 1 1 autorite du representant des autorites 
publiques ou, en son absence, se met a la disposition du responsable de 
l'etablissement pour 1 1assister de ses conseils et de ses moyens, 

De plus le chef de cette equipe C,E,A, a pour mission de proposer toute 
assistance complementaire qu'il juge necessaire et possible et de provoquer 
la mise en oeuvre de celle-ci lorsqu 1elle est demandee soit par le respon
sable de l'etablissement, soit par le representant des autorites publiques, 

Par la suite le C.E.A. rend compte au Ministere de la Sante Publique 
(Service Central de Protection contre les Rayonnements Ionisants) des dispo
sitions qu'il a ete amene a prendre au cours de son intervention, 
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3. Hodalites d 1 action du C.E.A. au sein d1un etablissement universitaire 

3.I. Hodalites d 1 action sur le plan technique 

Il nous est avant tout apparu necessaire de constituer un dossier suf
fisamment precis pour que chacun des responsables concernes de l'Universite 
tant ~ l'echelon central qu 1 ~ 1 1 echelon des unites soit systematiquement tenu 
informe des problemas de securite nucleaire se posant dans leurs installations. 

Le premier travail des conseillers techniques du C.E.A. etant de faire un 
bilan des dangers radioactifs et d 1en deduire soit la conception particuliere 
d 1 installations a l'etat de projet, soit les amenagements ~ conseiller si ces 
installations sont deja realisees, nous avons mis au point deux documents 
techniques originaux : 

- une fiche de securite nucleaire collective dite "fiche de zo te" 
- une fiche de securite nucleaire individuelle dite " fiche iudividuelle". 

3.1.1. Fiche de zone (cf. annexe I) 

Cette premiere fiche de securite nucleaire permet de rassembler sur un 
seul document tous les renseignements utiles relatifs a une zone de travail 
determinee. 

Une fois etablie cette fiche permet non seulement de conseiller sur le 
choix ou la validite des equipements et amenagements de la zone consideree, 
mais egalement de determiner le classement de celle-ci conformement a la 
legislation en vigueur en vue de son balisage. 

Le dossier constitue par !'ensemble de ces "fiches de zont:'1 permet de 
faire le recensement a un instant donne de toutes les sources de rayonnements 
presentes dans un etablissement; done d'ouvrir un etat qu'il suffira de tenir 
~ jour pour evaluer ulterieurement le potentiel des risques radiologiques dans 
les installations. 

Ce dossier permet egalement de preparer, sur des bases valables, le plan 
general d 1 intervention, notamment en ce qui concerne !'intervention nucleaire. 

3.I.2. Fiche individuelle (cf. annexe II) 

Cette seconde fiche de securite nucleaire vise a definir les risques 
auxquels est expose un individu : elle est done nominative. Ce document peut 
d'ailleurs @tre utilise soit dans un cadre preventif, ce qui est evidemment 
conseille lorsque l'on peut prevoir a l'avance l'affectation ou les affecta
tions successives d 1un individu, soit sous forme de recapitulation des travaux 
effectues par celui-ci durant une periode anterieure determinee. 

Etablie a titre preventif, cette fiche permet au conseiller technique 
C.E.A. : 

- de classer l 1 individu en regard de la legislation sur la protection des 
travailleurs contre les rayonnements 

- de fixer le choix des dosimetres individuals, de la tenue de travail et 
des divers equipements individuals 

- de faire le point quant ~ la nature des risques d'exposition auxquels 
sera soumis l 1 individu en vue de sa surveillance systematique eventuelle et 
notamment de sa surveillance medicale. 

3.2. Hodalites d 1 action sur le plan medical 

L'assistance du C.E.A. en ce domaine se traduit essentiellement par un 
r8le de conseil. 

A cet effet des medecins-conseils C.E.A. se tiennent a la disposition de 
leurs collegues du service medical universitaire. 
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Afin d'etablir ' _ien entre les conseillers techniques et le corps 
medical, nous avons ... is au point, en collaboration avec les medecins-conse.ils 
du C.E ,A,, un trois ieme document (cf, annex<_ III) intitule "FICHE DE CONSEILS 
MEDICAUX" qui est une fiche de securite nu...:le;lire individuelle faisant suite 
a la "FICHE INDIVIDUELLE". sur la base des renseignements portes par le 
technicien-conseil C.E.A, sur la fiche individuelle,le medecin de 1 1 etablisse
ment uni'lersitaire ou, sur la demande de ce dernit!r, le medecin conseil du 
C.E.A., est en mesure de definir quelles doivent ~tre la nature des examens 
que doit subir l 1 interesse et la periodicite de ces examens. 

Comme on peut le constater ce troisieme document etabli et exploit€ par 
des medecins reste entierement confidentiel et peut ~tre verse au dossier 
medical de l 1 individu avec, en piece jointe, l'exemplaire de la fiche indi
viduelle adresse au corps medical. 

3.3. Modal"':es d'act:La our les plans administratif et financier 

3.3. I. Hodalites admims tr.;t ives 

Sur le plan contractuel nous avons mis au point, en collaboration avec 
les services administratifs centraux du C.E.A., le texte d 1une "CONVENTION 
D1ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE EN SECURITE NUCLEAIRE" qui rassemble tous les elements 
indispensables a un tel contrat. Ce modele de convention peut d 1 ailleurs ~tr~ 
utilise aussi bien avec un etablissement industriel ou universitaire qu 1 avec 
un etablissement relevant du milieu medical mais, dans ce dernier cas, un 
accord prealable du Ministere de la Sante Publique (S.C.P.R.I.) est necessaire. 

3.3.2. J:.1odalites financieres 

Depuis 1972 nos prestations sont facturees et leur reglement est effectue 
par un Service Central de l'administration universitaire qui prend done a sa 
charge la securite de toutes les unites placees sous sa tutelle. 

Cette centralisation confere une grande souplesse A notre action aupres 
des differentes unites, celles ayant le plus de besoins n 1 etant pas forcement 
les mieux financierement dotees. 

Conclusions 

Le debut de notre action est encore trop recent pour que nous puissions 
considerer que les modalites proposees seront definitivement retenues. 

Compte tenu de notre premiere experience en milieu universitaire, nous 
esperons avoir jete les bases d'une organisation qui permettra d 1 attendre 
avec plus de quietude d 1 autres experiences de m~me nature. 

Restant soucieux d 1 ameliorer sansccesse tant la qualite de nos rapports 
avec l 1universite que celle de nos services, nous souhaiterions pouvoir pro
fiter de l'experience de ceux qui se sont, ailleurs dans le monde, penches 
sur ce m~me probleme, 
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EXPOSURES FROM RADIATION SOURCES 

OF NATURAL ORIGIN 

:InCTHTYT parr,:rmJJ,HOHHO:t:'I r:!ITIJGHH 
!'i1~'!I:EICT8}1CTBO 3.JtOC'wooxpaneHiiff POJ::CP 
.ITen:m1rpa:o;, CCCP 

Abstract. 

lonizinf; radiation in dwellings is one of the main sources 
of radiation effect on the ~opulation. Limitation or decrease of 
this factor may be done by standardization of radioisoto~e con
centration in buildin materials. Gamma-spectrometric analyses 
for Ra-226, Th-232 and K~40 in 300 samples of building materials 
from various regions of the USSR have been performed and ~redic
ted values of gamma radiation doses in buildings maa.e of thes.e 
materials have been calculated. To evaluate the ~arameters deter
mining air concentration of Rn in dwellings Rn accumulation and 
mechanism of its release have been studied. For limitation of ex
·ternal gamma radiation levels in dwellings the following values 
of s~ecific radioisoto~e :9ermissible concentration have been 
suggested: 10, 7, 126 pCi7g for Ra-226, Th-232 and K-40 respecti
vely. For limitation of Rn concentration in dweLlings permissible 
level of effective Ra-226 concentration (the product of H.a-226 
concentration by emanation factor) has been recommended 0.6 pCi/g. 

Pe(:;enaT 

i'IOHH~3IfOYIDII\88 1.i3}ry1Iel-HI8 B :·:\JL1ILIX TI0:·~8ll\8HJilfT,..'{ HJ3JI518TCSI O,Il;IIIIM 113 00-
HOBHblX HCT01IHIIROB pa;n;~rmu-wmwro nos,n;eEcTmm Ha naceJie:ane. OrpaHU-· 
1{8HJZI:e MII Yr118H"1lil8HH8 8TOrO (~8.KTOpa B03MG;?:HO rryT8M HOpfv'lUpOBaHM 00-
n;ep:;;aH:ItiSI pa;IJ;I10II30TOITOB B CTpOHT8JI"1H:hiX M8.T8pii8.JI3.X • 

TipOB8,1J,8HH rmiiTv18.-GTI8Ii:TpOM8Tpii1I8CRlil8 JilCC.JI8,7J;OB8Jl.H51 CO,lJ,ep;:Ia.Hllff pa
,JJ;:VIH-226, TOp}L8:-232 H IC8..J'TIL8:-40 B 300 o6p8.3IJ;a"{ OTpOiiM8.T8pH:aJIOB 1ii3 
pas.JIH'IHHX pailoHOB CCCP H pac1!~1Ta.HH o;?..rLuaeJVThi8 ,n;o 3b1 rruvnvra-H3JIY'I8HJii.H 
B TIQr/!8I~8Hl:ISVC, ITOCTp08HH1lX 113 8THX M8.T8pl'IMOB. .ll7lff BblfiBJI8H~lfi napa
M8TpOB, orr_pe.r;eJmiOt.\Ir=: co;o;ep::;.arum pa.u;oHa B Bo s;ayxe noMememm :VI3Yi.I8H 
M8XaiUI3M H8.IWIIJI8Hllfi pa,!J;OHa li M8:X:8.IEI8M p8.,II;OHOBliL1'J,82I8Hl!SI • 

),L'LH orpaHH1I8Ili151 BH8JliHero ra'VIT\~a-I13JIY1I8H:f!ISI B TIOM8LU8Hl'lfiX ITJ.)8,Il; . .'JJ:mK8-
H1I CJI8TJY10'4JE8 3H8."li8I-UISI_J.J;OW~CTTn.10rO CO,LI;8p)?;aH.Iffi OT,II;8.JI"1H1IX pa,n;HOH30TO
ITOB: Ra.. -226 - IO; 1 "h -~32 - 7; K-40 - 126 rrKr1/r., W.JI orpaHm:lle
Hrm KOili~8H?;pam:rn pa,jOHa B 7.\ILJibiX II0::18LU8I-IHSIX pei\QM8H,IJ;OB8J10 ,Il;Oir.fCT11M08 
3H8.'18Hl18 3~:X?8ICTII§~~O~'l IWHIJ;8HTpamm: pa,n;IDI /ITJ.)OI13B8,I\8HH8 RORU8HTpa
IJ,IlJil pa,n;YUI I-la IW3l __ xrvru;H8HT 3Lr:8.IlHIJOB8.HIIH/, pa:m10e 0,6 rriCri/r. 
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BBe,gemre 

B HaCTomnee Bpe~/IH Ha.MOOJThlliHll BI\Jia,II; B OOJIY'I8Hl'I8 HaC8JI8Hllii B u;e
JIOM ;n;aiOT IICTO'IHHKP.I I10HI1:3II})YIDlli8l1 pa)J,l'Ia.IJ;VIH 8CT8CTB8I-l.HOrO npOIWXO:rr
.II;8HI1?.:. BeJILI'II1Ha ,IJ;031I o6Jry'IeHr.m HaceJiemm. sa C'IGT 6oJThlllMHCTBa ec
T8CTB8HHhiX l'ICTO'IHHROB, Taifr'IX RaR ROCIVJli1i8CR08 U3JIY'I8Hlii8, H3JIY'I8HH8 
38MHbL1: nopo.n;, a TaKJK8 I-tamm 11 H8ICOTOpHX ,:n;pyrMX paTI;HOaRTIIBHHX 1'I30-
TOIIOB, CO.II;8JE8.l.!.\:VIXC.H: B opraHI'ISM8 'I8JIOB8Ra, npaiCTH'I8CI-\H H8 MO.IK8T 
ObiTb HsMeHene.. Oco6oe noJio&eHHe B aTOM OTHOlller-um: saHnMaeT nsmrcre
HMe CTpOHT8.Jibi-lhiX MaTepUaJIOB, HCIIOJ1b 3Y8!vThiX ,II;JI.H: coopy1:K8I-Hlfi Z\liJiblX, 
oomecTBeHHHX, npm.!JhlliiJI8HHbiX s.n;ar-nriil: 11 ,n;opoirnbL"'C noRp1ITHi1. BeJII1'11'II-Ia 
)J;03bi oo.rry·-qeHH.H: sa C1-I8T HSJIY'ti8Hlli1 CTpOHT8J.ffiH11X MaTep:vraJIOB Bapb:v.r_py-
8T B ,TI;OB0,1IGHO llli'IpOK0X IIp8.IJ;8Jiax B 32l'ICI'IMOCTH OT CO.TI;8p.1Kamm B HllX 
8CT8CTB8HH11X pCl,l.J;1108..KTHBHblX 1-I30TOIIOB. 

P83RO B11Pa.1K8HH8..H. YJ)OaH:VI3au;rm HaC8JI8HMJI, HaOJIIO)J;aiOI.UMCJI BO BC8X 
oTpanax, nprmo;n;:v.rT K pacmapmm:ro IVIaClllTaooB EwiJII-IJ.UHOro cTpOHTeJI:ocTBa. 
llpH 8TOM npOitiCXOil\llT MaCCOB08 II8p8C8JI8HJ18 JIID.IJ;8ll li.t3 .IJ;8p8BmlH1IX B 
K0Jliili.t1.JHhi8 Ji.!JII-1 08TOHH118 ,JJ;OMa, ypOBI·UI H3Jiy"'I8HMJI B KOTOpbiX, KaR npa
mmo, BI:IDIG, -qeM B ;n;epeBIDlHblX. KpOM8 TOrO, pa3BHTH8 MaCCOBOrO ~KH
JIIDUHOrO CTpOI1T8JibCTBa npliiBO,II;JiiT K H800XO,D;Wv'IOCTH li.t31ICH:aH:VI.H HOBhiX, 
6oJiee .n;e!ll8Bb1X MaTepnaJioB. B Ra-qecTne TaROBblX nee -qan1e IICIIOJib3YIOT
cJI OTXO.TI;E ropHopy.TI;I-!OH, M8TMJI,Ypr:riq8CIWJit I1: Xliii'v'il'I'IGCI·\011 npOM1IlllJI8HHOC
TII. 3TH OTXO.W:if M:oryT oo;n;epJKaTb pa,D;:VIOaRTHBHhi8 B8J.U8CTBa B OOJiblllllX 
KOi.:1"q8CTBax, '18M Tp8..,n;IIUUOHHO HCIIOJTh 3Y8MI:J8 OTp01iiT8JibHhi8 MaT8pHa-
Jihi • B CBJI3I1 G 8TI1M B03I-Hll\8..8T H800XO;n;l'IMOCTb B orpaHH'I8HI-1I1 MC
IIO.JILSOBaHMJI TaKJ>D: MaTepiiMOB US-Sa B03MOJrJ·IOCTTI Cyn~80TB8HHOrO IIO
B1Illl8Hllli ypoBH.H: oe5Jry-qemm HaceJ.remm. 

OrpaHH'I8HHe MJrn: yMeHI>llleHim ypoBHJI oc5JIY·'IeRLrn HaoeJieHM sa c'!eT 
I13JIY'I8HM CTpOI'IT8JIDHblX MaTepHMOB B03MOJK.HO IIyT8M HOpNIHpOBamm me 
pa,I!;liiOaKTY.LBHOOTI'I, TO 8CTb IIJTT8Nl OTI{a3a OT I1CIIOJib30BaiUUI ~1aTepii8.JIOB 
C BhiCOKIDJ! co;n;ep]m:mre~.~ pa,LT,HOai\THBHhiX B8I.48CTB. J.Jjr.rr OOOCHOBai-iitLcr TaKIIX 
HOpMaTliiBOB H806XO,Il;l'D/IO ,TI;OCT~TO'IHO IIO,n;pOOHO I13Y1ll1Tb CYJ48CTEYIDI1U-I8 
Y1JOBHI1 pa,n;I1a.E;!i!OHHOrO B03;IJ;8HCTBM Ha HaC8JI8HI18 H3JIJT'I8HI1JI CTpOHT8JI:O
HI:J.X NiaT8piiMOB, lii3: 3aBHCI-1MOCTn OT Blii,II;a IICITOJTh8Y8NILL'C M8..T8pH8.JIOB II 
T • .II;. 

r8.MI'Jia-M:3JIY'I8HII8 B .r.-rn.JIHX rror.18IY8HlliL'C. 

B pasml'IHhiX crpaHax /J.ll:seurm. AHrJIIDI, CCCP, ClllA, ABcTpmr, Hno
mm, EoJiraprm, tDPr, r,llP/ npone.n;eHbi MilOro-q:acJiei-!Hb18 H3M8p8HI.ffi ,TI;03b1 
rm1M8..-Ir'I3,1l;y'I8Hiffi B IIOM8l!J,8Hl?ISL'C., 3Haqe:EUL'I rarv1Ma-cj_JOHa B IIOM8J.U8H11.ITX 
I13 paSJrA'IHHX CTpOI1T8JibHLIX MaTepi:IMOB li1 Ha OTI~pbiTOfi M8CTHOCTI1 CO
rJiaCHO 8TI1M :v.rsMepmnrliM npe.n;cTaBJieHH B Ta6.mm.e I "i, ~·~. 

Ta6JII:Il@ I 
.I(031I ra.Ml.\18.-IISJIY-qeHMJI BHYTP1'I I1 BH8 IIOM8I.!.\8HID~l 

epeBo 
KMpiiJZN 
EeToH 
rpaHHT 

sa Bbi'I8TOM I\OC;-JIH'I8CI{Oro (&oRa /~Jl1)a.n;/ro.rr/ 

26 
48 
75 

u 
346 87 2I 308 78 9 
202 II5 23 120 70 45 
300 I251 IS 1 II8 74 51 

I I l 
J/13 TaOJI1AI1,1I BM,TI;HO , 'ITO JJ;O sa r8JI/!Ma-I13.JIYY8H}L1 B TIOM8J.U8HllfiX BHlll8 

.1l;03U Ha OTI\pHTOti M8UTHOCTU /sa IIORJIIO'I8HH8M ,I~8p8BilllHHX ;IJ;OMOB/. 
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CT8Hh! H. rrepeKpbiTV.Jl IIOM8J:ll8HID1 HBJLmOTCB: HCT01Il-I!ZEKa~.IJI1 H3Jiy1.I8mlfi U 
8KpGH8J/ll'I 0'1' KOCM.I,fq8CI\OI'O H3Jrlj118HH./I H H3Jiy118HilH 38MHHX rropo.n;. 8Kpa
HI-lPOBar-m:e KOC!,IJH118CKIDC Jrlj118fil rre:per~pLITI1.fi.lVJM 3,TI;aHIIIf!I: H8B8.JIIII\O • I10C.JI8 
ITpOXO.iK,T.J;8HP.~.H If 2 H 3 rrepei\pbiTIDi KOClVllii'11CK08 H33TY"ti8HU8 OC.Jia0.JI.H8TCH 
na IS, IS n: 2 npou.enT cooTBeTCTBenno o CTerrenl> sKpamrpoBa
HIDI 113.7fij1I8Hilfi 38MH1D~ IIOpO;JJ; 3a.Bl1CHT OT TO.Jill1HHbi CT8H II0~/!8li~8HI1.H • .IJ;m:r 
Iti3.Jiy"C!8Hllfi 8CT8CTB8HH1IX ,.P8..ililOaKTIIBHbiX H30TOIIOB TO,mi\ll~a CJIO.ff HaCI:I-
ll~8Hll.8: cocT8.B.Jl5I8T IOO I'/CM , npu 8TOM c.Jioii 50 r/mll o6ecne1IHBaeT 
SO% HaCiiiiJ(8HAA e . llpn 'IDJIII\HHa"{ CT8H H nepei\pHTilli' 0.JIH3YJIX K C.JIOIO 
HaChiJ.Jl8lUliT I1 :xapai\T8pHhiX .I(.JIJI C0Bp8M8HHOI'O Z:.JiLJil!Ill\HOI'O CTpOliiT8.JI'bCTBa, 
H3.1DJ1IeHne seMHLIX nopo.n; rro.JinocT'biO ::mpa.n:vrpyeTc;r. B" sTOM c.rry-qae rJiom
nocTb .11;0311 B IIOM8ll\8Hliii onpe;IJ;8.JIB:8TCB: I\OHD;8HTpaiJ,H8li ]Ja.IJ:HOaKT:VIBHhiX 
B8II'\8CTB B HCIIOJ[b3Y8M1IX CTpOiiT8JI'bH1IX MaTepHM8.X • .llllii Onp8;IJ;8.JI81-Ulfl 
K08cl(_;I1IJ;Jii8HTOB npOIIOpll,HOHaJThHOCTH Me.l:v:t{ 8TI1r/III B8.mi'1HHaiviH MOJKHO BOC-
110.Jib30BaT'bCB: 3Ha1IGIEL'11V1lii, paCC1ll1TaHH1IMJ!I .J1)IH TTOJIOCTH B 08CKOH81IHOM 
rrpOCTpaHCTB8 ~ 8TH 3Ha1I8HIDI. BH1II-ICJ[.HJU1C'b pH.IJ;Of·'l 8J3TOpOB. I1 XOTB: ID/Jii 
T!pi1M8HH.JIHC'b pa8JH'l1IHLI8 M8TO,Il;1I paC1I8Ta, IIO.n1I8HHbl8 K03(Q(fJITI..Jli8HTbi 
ORa3a.Jilfb B8CbMa 0JIM3IUil\!JH. I!ICIIO.JID8Y.H K03~~~!)HIJ,I'l8HTbi, IIpJi'f.B8,Il;8HHH8 B 
paOOT8 ,V,.Jl5I Niai:WHMaJibHO B03MO.ii'J-IOII MOI~HOCTI'I ,Il;03bl B IIOl\'l8il~8HitJ:M:, 
IIOCTP,08HO" IJ,8JIHI\OM H3 ,TI;aHHOI'O MaT8pH8J1a /3a Bbi1I8TOM KOCf·/M1I8CIWrO 
ifJona/ no.Jiyl:laeM: 

Purr-qJ/1Iac = 4, 7 C /ta, + 6, 7 CTJ, + 0,37 CR /I/ 
r,u;e c R,a. , c n H Crt - y,TI;8.JibHbl8 aKTiffiHOCTII .Pa:IJ;rm-226, TOPHJI-
232 I1 KaJI:VIJI-40 B CTpOH'fG.JI'bHOM MaTepl1a.JI8 B rrl{Jii/r rrp:vr HMI11II:UI pa,n;rm
ar-\.TiiBHOrO p2.BHOB8CI'l.H B pH,TI;aX ypana H TOp:H.H. 

B pea.JIDHhiX IIOM81l\8HIJ.HX l'!!Oll\HOCTb )J;031I MQ)JC8T OI\a3aT'bC.ff H8CKO.JIDIW 
M8Hblll8 3lla1I8I-HlH, IIOJiy1.I8HHOI'O IIO (GOPMY.JI8 /I/ I~81{ sa C'ti8T HMH1II'l.H 
OKOH H ,TI;B8j_)8li, T81\ H B pn;II;e C.Jiyl:IaeB ll8,TI;OCT3.T01IHOi1 TOJTII~IT.H.bl CT8H I1 
rrepeRpLITHf~. ICporvre Toro, .IJ;.JIJI coopy;:-~elnm cTen ~I rrepeRpbiTIIfi MoryT HC
IIO.JI'b30BaTbCB: pa3Hbl8 CTpOI1:T8.iThHLI8 MaTepiia.JIIl. J3 3TI1X C)IJ'IariX MO!Jl
HOCTb .7:1;0811 B IIOM8I~8HVil1 0Y.'~8T IIMGT'b IT_f)OMe:::yT01.IHbi8 3Ila1I2HT:'I.H M8::-~cy 
p881 1XbTaT8l'.®I paC118Ta ,TI;J"ill CT.TJ;G.TI:JH!L"{ !·!laTep;I8..;10B • 

JLnH Onp8II;8."TI8HI-m ,TI;l!laiia80I-Ia II3I\18H8Hirf/[ IWHIJ,8HTpaiJ,Iri-i pa,n;noaRTiffiHbiX 
BernecTB B CTpOIITG.JI'bllLIX ~ .. 1aT8pHa.JI8..."( HB.MH, C liOL10Il\'biO IHI3IW<:toOJIOBOI'O 
rm:TivJ:a-cner-\.TpoMeTpa, c5H.JIO ncc.Jie.n;onano OI\O.JIO 300 oopasu.oB pas.m'l'3:HbiX 
cTpo:vrTe.JII,Hh!X MaTepnaJIOB H3 pasH1IX patioHoB CCCP. Pesy.rr'bTaTbi 113Me
pemrt1 rrpe~cTanJieHbi B Tad.mrn;e II. B neil Ta:ICKe rrpMBe.rceHbi B8J1lii1Imm 
MOmHOCT~~ .n;osH B no~~eqemur, pacC'-IHTaH.HHe no (~oprJr.fvlTe /I/. Be.Jiwnma 
I'OI-Ia,IJ;:ElOl!J: ,Il;031I, odycJIOB.JI8HH8.5I lii3.!1;J1I81-UI8M CTpOli'IT8.JI'bHhlX ;\1aTep.!LlaJIOB B 
upe~:go.not:temm IS-·c.racoBoro rrpeormamm .Jiro;n;eii B rr~v18il\emm 11 c y11eTOM 
rwscjlJ:vrr.ureHTa SI-\.pmmpoBaHM.H rm1a,n;, pam1oro 0, 63 MOJKeT ObiT:& BH-
1IHc.JieHa no (~:opMy.Jie : 

JV:vrpa,rVro.:v' = 18,5 C jtQ. + 26,7 C'rJv + I ,47 CK /2/ 
Ilpii 000CHOB8.I1IIH I-10:r,Jf.~8..TI'.IBOB pa,TI;HOaitTHBllOCTH c·rpoHT8.;'ILHbiX MaTepH

a.JIOD l'vTIJI UCXO.TI;I<L'TII II:J TOI'O, 'ITO sa C1I8T npo;:mD3.HII.H B ,::J;OMax, nOCTp0-
8HHHX I13 M8..Tep:r;Ia..-'IOI3 C IIOJ3bliii8HHE!:::.'I C0.~8p~::C:Ul:ifi8M pa)~HOaRTiillHHX H30TO-'
IIOB ,TI;Ol1YCTJiii'..m ,TI;OII03IlE'ITC.7IbH08 OO,zy1IGHU8 I'OH8..IC, pa.BH08 100 ~'{Pa,rr/ro,I(, 
no cpam1er-rmo c o_Q)I;\J1I8Hl18I\'l B .n;mJia.x co cpe.TI;IHL'\11 co.rcepJ:tanneM pa.n;noaK
TJtillHHX nemecT~. 100 r.'!Pa.rr/ro~ sTo cpe.IJ;Il..f"t .reo sa OO.JIY'Iemm rona.n; sa 
C1I8T H3Jiy1I8HID'I 8CT8CTD8HilbDI: liiCT01IH:HIWD • l108TOM~,r TillW8 HOpMH-
pOB3.IH'I8 orpEU1IfliH:B8..8T rona,TI;IlYIO ;rr,o 3Y ."III0,2l;8ll, rrpo;;:rmaiOEUIX B ,TI;OMa.X, 
IIOCTp08HH1IX H3 -GTpOHT8,1TLHI:iLX ML'l.T8p!1aTIOB C IIOB1llll8HH1IM CO,TI;ep;:-taHI18M 
})8.,Il;I1081CT1'IBH1IX B8TI;;8CTB, B8.1IH1II'li-lOM y,$08HHOI'O 8CT8CTB8HHoro \)OI-l.a. 
fOH§..TIJIM ;rJ;osa D .uourax ns oowrnux MaTepnan:oB Mo:;~eT ObiTb no,TI;C1IHTana 
no C)Op~.lry·~e ~2/ ;IJ;.;'Lq ROTIU8HTpaii,IriH pa,II}I081\TIIDmiX H30TOII.(t)3, 'DaDHOif 
rtJiaprwBmr /C ftq = 0, 9; CTh. = I, 4I; CK = 2I, 5 nlili/r /. 0Ha co-
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TaOJUUla n 
Co;n;epmm:ae ecTecTBeHHHX pa;n;BoBsoTonoB B cTpomTeJioHHX MaTepnaJiax 

/nKa/r/ K MOmHOCT» }1;03B B llOMemeHHB /MKP/~80/ 

TAn MaTep.Ha- lb.CJIO Topn:H-232 Pa~-226 KaJid-40 MOmHOCT» lJ,O- CyMMapnoe co;n;eP-
npoo 3H B DOMeme- JitaHH.e D.30TODOB 

JIB Hlil.B /B lJ,OJI.fiX IJJlK/ 
MM. MaR. cp. MW!. M8K. cp. MaR. MaK.cp. MBH.M8K.cp. Mrut. MaR. cp. 

KpacaWi npn:a-q 55 0,66 I,5 1,0 I,I I,6 I,5 II 25 20 I3 25 20 0,27 0,55 0,42 
EeTo.H TmteJI:Wl 87 0,4 3,7 0,8 0,6 2,9 0,9 7 24 I5 8 45 I4 O,I6 0,95 O,SI 
EeTOH Jiei'ItBi I6 0,6 2,I 0,9 I,4 3,3 2,0 5 26 I4 I2 37 I9 0,26 0,8 0,41 

00 J.PaHJIT 2 - • 4,5 - ""' 3 - - 40 - - 56 - - I,20 
-.;J 
~ T Y W IS I,I 2,9 2,0 2,I 2,6 2,6 26 34 I8 24 4I 30 0,52 0,88 0,69 

Ileoox np»po,lUl:Wl I8 0,4 0,8 0,5 0,4 I,O 0,5 2 I? 8 4 15 8 0,09 0,33 0,17 
lleOOK XBOCTOBOH I4 - - 0,5 - - 0,8 - - 6 - - 8 - - O,I9 
UeMeHT. 7 0,4 0,5 0,4 0,4 3,2 I,2 3 II 6 5 22 IO O,I2 0,46 0,22 
IlL7J:aKa ;D;OMeHHBe 29 0,3 I,2 0,6 I,O 3,4 I,8 0,9 13 I3 7 28 I6 O,I4 0,59 0,34 
IliJiaKH 4!oc(popase !5 - - 0,6 - - 0,6 - - 4 .... - 33 - - 0,72 
IUeoea» 8 ::>,4 5,0 2,I 0,4 0,4 0,4 6 8 7 6 38 18 O,I4 0,81 0,38 
OOJilUJ;OBO~Be 
MaTep~taJIB 35 0,4 4,7 2,3 0,4 3,4 1,9 22 47 39 II 6I 36 0,24 1,3 0,76 



cT 0.22 rrJie T 86 r.'IlXl,;c/ro.n:. Y ne !III'Y:G IEI£ ronan;no;·l .n;o sH 0a cere T TI}Jm7J'li--J3.HH.L .. 
D -;o:.;.:.t:·:, TIOCTp08Hil!JX H3 :.IO.T8}Jl:laJIOB, C IIODbllll8HHbiM CO,TI;G}J:::3JUI8M p3.J1;HO
O..i\'r~DI1IG lJ8L'\8CTD, Orrp8,I\8.liH8TC.IT ITO iJ)Op~II'j JI8: 

4 IMpa,rr/rorr/ = 18,5 C P-..c.>.. + 26,7 C T~ + I ,4 7 CK - 86 131 
II).U{x/ · pa,n;HOai\'r¥!J1HhLX Il30TOTIOB B CTpOHT8m:.I-IEJX M3.T8pMaJiax f·f,Ol'JT 01IT:O 
paCCi.IIIT3.Hhl IIO (;'_JOp~.w.ne 131 TipH Y'CJ10B:JIY., 'ITO ,TI;033. .TI;OII0.7IHHT8JI:OHOI'O 
00jTY'18Hiffi He ,n;o.m~ma rrp8BbTIII3.Tb 100 Mpa,it/ro,n. Omi COCTaBJLfDOT: 
C Ro.. = 10; C Tlv = 7, 0; CR = 126 nfur/r. Ilpm: na;~mJ:tirm B cTpoitiTeJI:&
HOM M3.T8pHali8 8THX H30TOIIOB )J;OJI.i:l"HO BbiTIOJIHHT:OCH YCJIOBH8: 

C Ba. + en., + ____Ql£_ ~ I /41 
10 7,0 126 

B Tao.JIIDJ,e IT I1J.JHB8.JJ;8Hhi cyMMapHble KOHIX8HTJ2§gf.~H ga.;n;no~rcT:&IDHHX Be
mecTB B HCCJI8,1J;OB3.I-lHbiX M3.T8pi18.Jiax IB .TI;OJIHX lJJJ;tCj· •. d3 T3.0JIHII}.I Bm:I;HO, 
'!TO rrp8BbTJl18HI18 .TI;OIIyCTHMOtt KOHIJ;8HTpacym OOHapy2K8HO TOJibl~O y rpamr
Ta :VI H8KOTOpbiX OT.IJ;8JIO'!HEJX M3.T8pHaJIOB • 

TaRMM o6pasoM, rrpe,IJ)raraer-irue B8JII-1'!HH1I .norrycTviMoro co.n;ep?;car-r:vr.r.r 
pa;n;aoa.KTHBHHX B8ll\8CTB He rrp:ume;n;yT I~ orp8.HH'18IUIIO I1}JI1l'v!8H8H:VI.H ITO.IJ;8.B
JIIDOI.l(8I'O 00 . .7I:Oilll'IHCTB3. T]J3..IJ;liiUTIOHHbiX CTp011T8JI:OHbiX l\~3.T8pii3.J10B o QrpaHJ;I
t.I8Illl.fl pacnpocTpilllHIOTCH Ha OTHOC11T8JI:OHO H800H:Olll08 'IHCJIO M3.T8p11aJIOB 
C IIOBhllll8HH1Il\q CO,TI;8pi1al-lH8~v1 pa!~I108J\'rLIBHhL"'{.. B8ll\8CTB:. Tarme MaT8]JHM1I 
MOryT ripiDv18H.r.ITLCH npr-1 HX pa80aBJI8Hliilii CJia6o pa,n~IOaiCTIIBHbl:R'IH KONJIIO
H8HT3.!\IIT1, a T3.Iti'K8 .TI;JI.ff COopyir:GHI1H. ,JJ;opor t IIJIOTHH, B]J8MHITp86biB8.HH8 
JIIO.JJ;etr n6Jinmr I\OTOpi:il:X ·orpan:rr'treHo. 

Pa.n;oH B BoBeyxe X\IIJIEJX noMeqer-nrli 

Ha.Jr:vNHe pa,n;HoaKT:YIBHhlX B8!1\8CTB n cTponTeJI:DHhiX MaTerma;rax, rrorvrn
Mo .U:OII0.7IHHT8JI:OHOI'O Bil8lliH8I'O 003Iy'18Hiill IT]Jl'IDO;JJ:HT K TIO~:lbilll8H:VIIO }23.Jmo
ai\THBHOCTH nos,eyxa B rroMeu;eHIUI no cpaBH8HHIO c aTMog~,_~epHWII. Hapa-
MeTpaMr-r, OIT]J8.TI;8JIHIOr:tn'INIVI CT8TI8H:O })3.,iJ;T,'lOIJ;l10I-lHOI'O B03)1;8:ICTBHH pa;n;rmai-\
THBHOCTH B03,I(yX3.~ .ITB.:miOTC.r.I I\OiliT,8HTpau;;:m pa;n;ona, TOpOHa VI L'!X npo
,IJ;YI\TOB pacna,_n;a. .b .JIJiiTepaTy~e H80,TI;HOI\p3.THO OTYI8'IaJIHC:O C .. nyt.Iarti ,Il:O
BO.C>;::OHO BbiCOI\I1X ROHIJ;8HTp3.J.Ull;I ]Ja.TI;OHa B TIOM8D~8H:V.J=" .. X, OC06e:t-lHO B .TI;OM8.X 
:0:3 M8.T8.PHMOB, T18I'OTOBJI8HH1IX1 lil3. OTXO,TI;OB romw-pv,IT,Hoi1 rrpm~1WUJI8H-
HOCTH /BU.JIOT:O .TI;O I5 rrKrriJII 1' J 

1~ • HamFrTie T3.ICHX OJI".f'18.8B CBI'LIJ;8-
T8JII>CTByeT 0 H806XO,II;!riMOCTH IWHTpOJIJI 38. pa;r.niOai\THBHOCT:OJO B03,7zyXa 
B IIOM8ll~8HHHX. O.II;Hai\0 KOHU8I1TpaiJ;Iffi 8MaHau;v.lli U UX KOpOTRO.i-lGIBYll\HX 
npOJJ;YI-\TOB pacna.rr,a H8J",TI;06HLI B 1\at.I8CTB8 napa:vreTpOB Il).Ll'I ROHTpQ]IH, 
ITOCI-\O.J:ILI\7 OHH CBH3CJ-lbi CO CT8TI8HI>IO B03Ji,YXOOOM8H3., ROTOpM B3.pb1irpy-
8T D ,Il;OBOJI:OHO illiTpOI\H.X rrpe.rr,e.!IaX B 33.BHCIIMOCTH OT Nl8T80:yC.,'IOBrlli, 
.II;JIHT8;JILHOCTH IT]JOB8T]Jiffiai-HIH ITOl\18lll8HI1fii I1 T.,n;. 

)l7m BH.fiDJI8HHH OOJI88 Y'.JJ:06rlOrO ,L(JIH KOHT]JOJIH rrapaMeTpa .II;OCT3.TO'Y:HO 
TO'!HO XapaKT8]Jli!SY'IDm8rO pB,TI;IIOaKTHBHOCT:b B03,D;y'Xa B ITOM8lll8HI1I1, HaJI.Th! 
6a:rr paccMOTpeH M8XaHH3M HaKomren:rr.r.r pa.~J;oHa B rroMemeHnvr. Pernen:vre 
COOTB8TCTByiOU.\8I'O ;mi(f:xl)8]J8HIJ;TiaJibHOrO ypaBHHHHSI ,JJ;3.8T Bh1}')CDY.8HII8 .II;JIH 
M3M8H8HUH BO Bp8M8HH IWHli,8HTpau;IIH pa,L(OHa B B03,I(yX8 IIOJ\181I\8HIN: 

r.n:e: 

c = Q S +. V K CaTM [ -(.A i" K.)t J -{.A 1- K)t 
I;... + K. IV 1-e + co e 15/ 

Co - IWHU8HTp3.IJ;llff pa,JJ;OH3. B MOM8HT t = 0 
Q -· y.II;eJI:DHoe pa.;n;oHOBhl.-n;eJieHne orpa::;,u;em1tl ?. 
S -- ITJioma,n::o orpru.VJ;enmi ~oMe!l~eHIDI l1r I 

D 

/.KH/r,~/ 
/Kkr/rlf ceR/ 

V - oor.oeM noMemeHIDI IM I 
.A ..;. ITOCTOHHHM pacrra.n;a pa;IJ;oHa 12, I . ro-6 cerci I 
"- r--~:paTHOCT:G BOs.n;yxooe5MeRa B rroMell(eHrm lcer-t-1 1 

][ X/ II]J8.TI;8JibHO ,IJ;OnyCTHMbi8 KOHU8HTp3.IJ;Hli 
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CaT!/! - I\OllT-~8HTP3.L(Ii;'1 po.u;ona B arr:.10C1.j8pilOi\1 J308,i.J;YX8 /I'WII/~.18/ 
Hs (•:op:.zyJIH 15/ C!Ie,If,'JGT, 'I'ro y(;'rC.UlO:i3.7IBilHe pamwnecno'i Konu;enTpa

rnm pa,IT,OH8. B ITOLI8l!.\81EIH Ol1}J~.J;8.7IH8':i:'e.rr D8)lJti'I2'1HO!I .). + K.. o IT::m IqJaT=~· 
HOCTU BO s;o;yXOOClV18Ha, pa:mlO~I O,IT,HOl\'I;{ 00f.18i-l:-l B -qac /.t{ ::::. 2, 8 .IO C8K , 
].)aBHOBGCHM I-\ORIJ,8HTp8.D,IJJI TI;OCTY!I'C:l.8TCSI y::to '-I8p8:J H8CI:OiiLIW craCOB • 
B@rurcenrre ,7.\JI.q pam-wnecHoli ROHL18ll'l'PaL1JIH pm~ona c yr.reToM Taro, '-I'ro 
)\. 4 K. , 38.IU!C1D38.8TCJI B BI-I,Il;8: . 

· Cpa:sn. = ~ ~ + CaTM /6/ 
113 cilOPNW.JIH Bli,TI;HO, 'ITO KOHD.8HTpan;n:fi pa;n;ona B TIO>'I8lf~8HHI:I BCGr,ga B1IIII8 
ROI-lJJ;GHTpa:urm B Hapy::moM 1303.II;YX8. lJa:JrlOCTL 8TUX I~2HU8HTp8.ll;I1.Ll rrpo
TIOlJLT,IWH8.1ThHa yrr,e}II~Horv:ry lJ8,llOHODlll.TI;8JIGHHIO orpar:,T(8HI·D1 ITOM81l\8IHL'I, OTHO-
Ill8HHIO .Sj., TI o6paTHO nporropn,HOI18.7I!?Ha I\P2<'l'HOCTH B03.T.J;YXOOOf~8Ha. 
0THOW8HI18 .S/ v ,D;JI.fi OOhi'IH:t:DC IIOi.r18ll\8HHl1 H8 CIIJILHO JJa}JMipyeT • .l!JI'O 
3Ha'I8HH8 ,7J;JIJI TIITIJ/I'IHLIX ;;aml!III.\ .Il;ill:l.H B TaCL1J:HD;8 ill, J.il3 KOTOpofr CJI8,IQT8T, 
'ITO cpe,TI;I-188 3H8.'18H}18 8TOI'O OTI-10lll8Hlfm COCT8.BM8T B8.iH'ILI:VIHY I, 5 • 

Ta6Trnga ill 
0THO!ll8I-1H8 ITJIOI.:.lH,II;:H OI'DW:OJ,8I-Ulli R OG'bervry 

nm:1eu\eHH.l1 I Sjv I · 

B~ I5 = 4 X 3,}5 20 = 5 X 4 80 ::::. 5x6 40==6=c6, 7 
/MJ 

2,5 1,83 I,70 I,53 I,43 
3,0 I,70 I ,5'7 I,40 1,30 
3,.5 I,60 I,47 I,30 I,20 

·~0opr.J;~r1Ia 16/ rro7&oJmeT OIJ,enr:rT:o rrocTymrei-m:e pa,n;ona LIS IIOliBH no.n; 
s,n;aHHeM. B padoTe rrpMB~:rr~T.QJJj3BeJII:P1IIHLI YJI:GJI'bHOro p~;J;OHOBLI,Il;8Zf.1WlTI 

, IIO'IB: C].J8cil"}A8 3H8.li8HI-I8 4, o ~10 , ,Il;narrasoH :iii3r.18H8Hifri OT 2.10 
,n;o I, 7 .IO ~ Iurlcerc.M

4 ~ • Pac'IGTHoe ~Hacremm rwHuer-lTparurH pBJCo
Ha B IIOM8Q8Hl!III pasrJiepOM 0 X 4 l!I BLICOTQiti 3 M, B IIl')8,Il;IIOJ10:;•em·rn:, 'ITO 
ITO'-IB8I-lH.Htl p8.,JJ;Oil IIO.lJ:HOCTbiO TIOCTY'II8.8T B IIOL18ill,8Hl!I8, 8. pa;J,OHOBUIJ;8.JI8H1'I8 
orpa.;:t:,JJ;eHYI:iii OTCYTCTlJY8T lii I{0BD;8HTp8.IJ;IDI 8MaHa.IJ;ID1 B B.TMOCgJepHOM B03-
lJYX8 paBHa 0 ,I :riKII1 .li, rrp:vrne:u;eB.o E TadJTIIIJ;e IY. 

PaccreTHble sB.a'IeHrur Ronu;enTpar:un:L pa.umra B 
rroMeD~eHIDI I nJir1l JII rrpn nocTyiiJIGHJim pa:o;ona !:I3 IIO®hi 

O,I 
I 
10 

1,7 

20,5 
2,1 
0,3 

~1,5 • ro-lu 

5,5 
0,.64 
0,15 

2 • ro-o 

O,I2 
O,IO 
O,IO 

113 TadmiD;hi BILTI;HO, r.rTO B II0;·;18Il\GHI1HX C IT.'IOXOf:i :il:JO)lHIJ;VIeii IIOJI8. TIO
CTYIT..J:f8HH8 pa,n;oHa rrs rror.rnu r.10E;eT nrpa'r:o cynecrn.:eHnyro po.n:o. B conpe-
Lr'ler-:HoM MHOI'08T2.i:U-lOM CTpOTIT8}IbCTB8 IICIT0.7IL3YIOTCH OGTOHHLT8 IT8p8I{pbi
:rm, IWTOp:S:e npaKTH'l8CIOI ITO.!IIlOCTbiD IIpe i.;OTBpa:(B.IOT ITOCTjiT.7I8HH8 B 
'''-HJIH8 IIOM8ll\8HH.fi TIOlffi8HllOI'O pB.,::J;OI-13.. B T2I\1!DC .IJ;OMB..Z OCHOBHhl:\1 HCTO'I-
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Hlm0l'.1 pa]\Olla BJ3JIJI8TCS1 p3.,I~OI10D.LL~8~I8I-FI8 CT8H II TIDT)BI\rHTlL1. :',:T,8.Tu!l08 
pa,n;oHOE'J,:qe.::reHHe orpa:;:·;~emr::t rr:;::ur.rre'l'CB: oo.rroe :;r.:J;our-1~~".~ na:_:2:.1cTpo:.:, no
cKo.;rrr:,Icy ero B8.JITI1JHHO., B OTJIIFUI8 OT IWHU8IlTpau;E:t pa;r~ona, rrp::mrrrPI8C
I\L1 HG 3a.J3HCHT OT B03.IJ.:YXOOOM8Ha B nOMCJ\OHLIH. 8TO OhL"IO ' 7CTaiiOB.7Iel10 
B pesyJThTaTe paccrvlOTpeHY.tJ:I MexaHH2Ma pa:a;ononu:n;eJieHl-1'1. trponecc :pa
,n;oHoBI:,rJ.J;eJier-nm r.~mmo pas.rr,e.JinT:o na .. JJ;BO. 8Tarra: 3MamrpoBailne pa1r,ona. 
no nnyTpeii:ai'Ie nopH NiaTeprm.na /;n;QJJ.H a·roMOB pa,.iJ;OHa, BJ:.Lxo;r~..cmlHX ~g 
BHYTlJ8HHli18 rropH, nammaeTcn Ros:_::'Q}HL-r;nenToM aMaHIIJiODO.HIUI/ u JJ)ili}_'JY-
3IIIO pa,n;ona no 8TIIr·!l rropm11 c m1xo;n;oM ns MaTeptr~.iTa. Tmwe pa37J;8jT8H~~e 
orrpaB,TI;8.HO T8r4, 1ITO BHVTpi:I 38p8H ~.'lliU18l)aJI8. .I\liHlJ.J!.{3II.H IIlJ.a.T8I\aBT Kpa'J
H8 Me~1eHHO /K08(~(1TITJ,liiGHT :n:mjj_:ymm: IJJ.'\-1eeT TIOP.fLIT.OK IO~~ eM E!. /em\-}~/. 
IloarroMy pacnpocpaliFIIOTc..cr no r.1aTeprracy TO.JII::>IW Te aTONII:ii pa,n;ona, rw
Topue Bhllll.IIH 38. C'18T OT.na'D?l Tiplii alThCJ?a-pacna,n;e pa,mm BO BH;')l"TJ)8HBU8 
nOpH MaTepnaJia. l1pOLT,8CC p~gnpOCTp8.B8HJiill pa;a;oHa IIO rr.opaM MaTepHa'Ia 
onn:cunae'l,CH ypaBHBHYieM ,rr,H~/.~y::mn •. , ITpH paccMoTp8HHlii pa.:n;oHoBIJ,ZJ;eJrenH.rr 
CT8H i\IIO.i:mo C"tJHTaTI::>, "tJTO )J;I1:',_f,:Y3Hbll.I. n:::pCIIOC pa;J.J;OHa 0Cjlli\8CTBJI.FI8TCJI B 
narrpai3JI8Him, nepneii.IJ;Pmy)IHlJHOM: R nonepXHOCTJii CT8H /no 1\00lJ,II;I.fr~aTe 
-:,rj • TIOTOK~'l pa;n;ona, napa.JIJI8JII::>Hhl8 TIOB8PXHOCTJI CT8HH, B3a:m.1HO ypaB
HOB8illHBaiOT ,Tij)yr )J;l7J.Ta, T8.K I\aK BHCOT8. H illHpm-ra CT8HH 3Ha"tJI1T8.JI:OHO 
do.JII::>IIIe ee 'l,o_:rmrmm. :3 8TOI\1 c:r:r;y-qae ypaBHerm:e ,:n;ItJ\)1J"3IDI Mo~::eT dHT:O 
samrca.Ho B BH;n;e: oC c '0~ 

8 -c ~ --~ 0 - J.. c T f 82. X /7 I 
r;J;e Co = CJgJ_t /8/ 
Co Ma.KCHMWibilO nomv1o::ma..cr IWHuenTpaujp=r )Ja,TI:oHa /Iur/cM3 I, 
CPva - rwHueriTpaii.Ilfi pa,n;rm B r..:raTe~:ffi.J18 /l"'Jli/r/, 
__P, - ILIIO!UOCTb :-/JB.Tep:r:ra;rra /r/CD.Il /, 

/3. - I-\.08\./J.)Ill.J,:l811T 8M8..HH}JOD8.HJ!ill /OTH,.8Jl,./, 
(t - nopiiC'l'OC'l':O MaTel;Haiia /OTIJ!G)l;./, 
"B - rws(f)rD)'I8HT ,n;uri~ymm: /eM ;cer~l 

Sa Ha"tJaJIO KOOP,JJ;YII·W.T np;nU:ITa go,JIOB~IHa rey6HHbl CT8Hbl~ B CHJIY CHM
M8Tpli1H 38,.IJ;at:JTI nO TOT-\. pa_D;OHa TipH ~~-- = 0 p8.B8H 0 • 0TCIO;IJ;8. CJie,ey·eT nepBOe 
rpamr.rnoe yc;ro:sne 0 C I :=. () 

&ex x ~ 0 /9/ 
BTopoe rpam:rnwe ycJiomre Mo.:;-:rro c()opNIJTJIJiipOBaTI>, ncxp,n;sr Jii3 6aJian

ca aJCTl'D3IIOCTH .. BHedcTenu. Ey;n;oM C'-r:rTaTn, 'ITO ~Hq.{r)ysu.cr.,pa,TJ;oHa :as 
CTeHg ~OJII4HHOli 2 IIlJOl'ICXO,I\I'lT B orpamPI8HI-IIDi: BH8lliH:KH 00'.b8M r:;ry-
OI-IHOll t:..- • )L.1IH. npOCTOTEJ Mo:::.Ho U::O:U:.ITT:O, "tJTO Ha BHXO,TJ;e Im CT8HH npo
HC~W.IT,~IT rvlrHOBGHEOe Bblpamnmamre r-:o:;rrr,enTpan~lH l;a,rr,ona. IIpu 8TOM 

BTo;ooe rpamm1:e ;gr't: Mo;T ~"elC'"j:'~ d n~e/::gf fx~cfrol 
Fenienne ypa:Bner-Ern /7 I c rj;mnr:tnU·.LVDii ycJIOBJti.Rhm /9/ rr /IO/ ;n;AA 

CTaU,liOJiaptlOrO CJlJ"tiaJI I ac;at: = 0/ HLIJ.88T BH;IJ;: 

C -c [1.- oh(t;-) ] 
r;n;e 

X -
0 ch,fo +-"fr Sh~ 

-t 0 .:::. J J c) - ;L(~Yma ,:n;II~./.:JY mm, 

/II/ 

of_~ e/cl6 
fi ~ dJep 

OTHOll18lliT8 BH8IIIHero R BHJTp8H
H8l'v1J" OO'b8NJY B03.1J;jTXa 

l{on:o;eHTpawm pa,n:ona BO 

- OT:rl.OLU6IlH6 IIOJIOBllHi.:i! TOJIJ.$lll:bi 
cTeEE K .TI;~mne ,rcr.rNwsrm. 

BH8EHo~,1 Bos.:zyxe IC /x =cl I Bhi]_)a:::aeTCJI 
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II21 

r.n;e 

Or-10 parma : 

II41 
)J;rur :~:IDTI:L'C TIOM8Il\8HHM c5biJE1 pacCMOTper-m ;rr,Ba CJIYl:.IM: 

1 .• 0THOill8I-me OO'b8M8. I\. 00'18My BHYTPHCT8HHOI'O D03.IJ;YX8. I~ I B8.7Ulli0. 

B aToM c .. rry-crae -: \ . & -h/,.$ 
C{dL ~o . Q 1 ~ o~ 

, a~ L~~ 1 '"!---- II51 
8'ro rrpn:OJirrr~mme crrpane.n;.mrno .II;.JUI ;~I.n;f;,:y3Jifri pa,r;mm B crm:sHo B8HTIVII1-
pyeN.roe ITOt.miU8HH8, TIOCIW,TJJ:,I{,)T IIl'JU 3TOM 8lj})8KTiffiHhll1 BH8lllll.lilli 00'1C:M 
3H8.tiUT8JI:bHO IT.P8BOCXO.TI;IIT 00'18M TIOI,18Ili8HHJI. 
2 • ,1LJI,H H8B8HTI-L1Hpyer.TOI'O TIO~Jl8E\8Hitm BI-l8llll-IH.i-~ 00'18M paBCH 00'18NI,)l" TIO-
M8Il\8Hliill li n/.eJIII<II1Ha I A.-,

1
/ B STOM c.mJcrae pan~: ot :a ljSdd 

1161 
IIpu S;V = t1J5 M- , d = 0,25 M, o = 0,4; neJIH'lliHa 
~ = 6, 7 -6h fi /fi ncer,rr,a MBH:b!lle I. IIpm-IHMSSI t:.{ft/13 = I, rro

.7I'J<II'IM: 0 = 0,87 00 C /.x =ol == 0,13 Co. Ec.mr -th.)/.)<I, TO 0 c5y-

.rr,eT 8IU8 M8H:bill8 OT.i'IH<I8.T:bCJI OT 0 • 
Tmcm.1 oopasoM, ,TI;,fiJI IIOM8IUeinill 001ICfl-lHX pa8M8pOB B8JIIlf'IIma y.rr,eJI:bHO

ro p8.,TI;OHOBbi,II;8.JI8HJiD1 rrpaKTI1'18CI0:1 HG 33J3I:ICIIT OT I\.p8.THOCTL'l B03,IJ;yx:ooc5-
M8H8., TO 8CTI> 8TOT rrapaMeTp .ffB,JI£8TC.f.I y,rr,OOHillJI JJ)UI IWHTpOJUI. O;IJ;HaiCO 
H3M8p8HH8 pa,rr,OHOBbUJ,8JI8HI!IH B03MO~::HO TipOBOlT,IIT:b .lii'lc50 B yr:e TIOCTp08H
HhiX ITOM8II.j8HIDIX, mroo Ha M8.1\.8T8..,'{ OI'p8.=?J.J;8HIIM. 3TO C03.II;8.8T orrpe,rr,e.JI8H
Hhi8 Tpy.IT,HOCTI1 rrp:iii pa,rr,:VIaiJ;liOHHO-I'IIT'I:18HI1'18CIWil 0LT,8HK8 HOBHX CTpOli
T8Jil>H.J:il.X: MaTepHaJIOB. B rrocJie,rr,ReM CJIJrqae :KeJiaTeJIOHO Yl\!GT:b orrpe,rr;e
.li.f.ITI> 81'0 B8JIH'IInlY. n:y:T8f/I liiCCJI8,II;OB8.HI!J:fl H800JI:blllilX o6pa3IJ,OB MaT8piiaJI8. • 

l'I3 B!:>Ipa:~GHifrl /14/ 1I /I 51 CJIG,1J.Y'8T, 'tiTO y,rr,8.ThH.08 pa,rr,OHOBHJ.!;8JI8Hll8 
II:pOITOpD;HOH8.JThHO rrpO:VI3B8;D;8IUIIO KOHIJ;8HTpa.:r.:I;0:?1 pa,IJ,I'LIT B CTpOHT8JibHOM 
M8.TGpHaJI8 Ha K08Q)·J)HD;r18HT 3M8JE1:l!OB8.Hiif.ff, KOTOpoe I-18.30B8M ::xlill8KTliiBHOll 
ItoHn,en Tpau,neH pa,rr,rur: 

/17/ C M 9:/Jtj .::: CPva & 
l{pm!!e TOI'O B8JIM<IMH8. pa,rr,OHOBbi,Il;8.JI~Ij.I1JI 38.J3~'lCHT OT ~ -OTHO!ll8HIIJI IIO-
JIOBiffibi TO.JIU~JiTI-lbi CT8Hbl It ,JJ;JDII-18 ;IU'IC:•f..::J3I1H • '·2-?JI-IICJ..Uti.H -(;Ji fl_/,_f rrpM 

fi s. I He CJ!LJIJ:,HO OT.JIII<IaeTCfl OT e,rr,HIUII.J;bi, a IT.P::!l ~ v~ 2 :VD!l88T 
BIII,Il; /\./ I/ fo • TaKFu'VI oopasoM, eC.liH ,1:\mrna ,rr,wJCys:mr pa,rr,oHa B Ma-
Tepi:IMe OI'DaJ:·:,n;eHJiill c50,Thill8 TIOJIOBJiiHbl TOJI1Jl[IH1I OI'pa:~u;emm, TO J!8.,I\OHO
BLUJ;8JI8HII8 MOJ?J-IO ou;en:umaTI> no ero NratWJiiiv'laJIT:>Holi BGJil'NHHe Oo. CJie,cy-
8T OTM8TI1TT:>, •ITO r.JILI p8.CC!I.1aTpiiD8..1Ilil <IUCTO .n;ucy;_y3H08 II:pH0JIH38HI18 • 
Ilallll<IH8 7.\.8 rronnopa B8Tpa, rreperra,:u; T8MTI8p8.Typ Me::my IWNIHaTHbiM M H8.
py·~:"Jl.HM B03,II;yXOM, MOI'YT ITPIIB8CTI1 ~:\ IIOffi3JI8I-UiKJ I-\OHB8IGJ;!:WHllhlX TIOTOIWB, 
T .e. K yMenT:>meHliliO s([x:(·eiCT1IBHoro sHa<Iemm fi . IIpn STOM pa)~OHOBH,IJ;e
,JienHe c5y,rr,eT BO 3p8.CT8.T:b t HO B JIID00i.1 CJI'j'I8.8 OHO ll8 r,m::~eT rrp8BbiCHTn 
ne;rn-cnn-ly Oo. CJie,rr,onaTeJIOHo, Il pe.cu:rMmx yc.JIODH.rr .•. x Bom.w~:mu nm.1ene-
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mm y,n;e.:r:s:t-roro pa,n;ononu.n:e~leHH.rr B rrpe,u;eJJR'{ oT Oo -eh fo /fo ,n;o Oo. 
Ec.m1. fo nenemu:o, To 8TH H3MeHen:vm 6y:rzyT ne sHa1.IHT8..TIT:>HH. Pe 3Y}I:&Ta
TH 8RCITC]J~1M8HTaJihriOrO OIT}:JG,IT,GJI8Illlli n;miHU JJ;J!KJ\:ymm pa,n;OI-18. B eTpOll
T8JibH1lX: M8.T8}!Hc:.-Jiax H xapai\.T8J!HHG )J;JI51 8TIIX .i:.18.TOpHan:OB B8JUI'IIIHH ~ 
rrprme,n;e!-lbi B Taomn_r,e Y. 

Ta6JIHI.r,a Y 
JJ)nma ,n;:v(:(ymni }X1.,D;OHa B CTpOHT8.JibHHX 

MC.Tei::na-:ra~c 

Bn,.n; MaTepHaJia 

BeTon TJL~eJII:ilii 
BeTOH Jrerm.nl 
Kpacnui1 Kvrpmrq 

rma .rr,n;_:_\;,:Y3ID1 

eo /CJU/ 

15 • 10 ,· 13,· 
29; 28· 22 

I ~' !J 

.i • .apa.RTepnas:r 
TOJII)t~Ia OrjJ8.::~-. 
,Il;8HIDI 2 d.j eM/ 

IO 
12 + 35 

50 

0,4 
0,2 - 0,7 

1,7 

HpiiHI~/lafi BO BIIJ'~L·18Jl1I8 .n;amme T8.0JIHLT,I:J Y MO;;:no 38.KJIIO'illTI>, 1-ITO ,lJ;]IE 
OOJiblliHHCTB8. orpa;L'J;8HrDl p8.,TI;OHOI:l:l7J;8.18HH8 6y,IT,8T OII}JG,lJ,8.1JiT:Ge5i MEUCCII
Man::&l-10 B03MOm10l~£ BG.JIII'H'IJlOii, KOT0l)8JI SIBJlSIGTen (yHI{JJ,IIeil TO.JILIW 8~.'
(DBI\.'.riiBHOii KOHLT,8HTp8.I.J;L-IH pa,TI;Ji15I B e'rT;Oili,1aT8}:JHaJie. ::\)()CK'rllBHM IWH~ 
uenTpm.r,:r-ur pa:u;nsr srn.'IrreTe.rr rrapc:u,:reTl!or..r, y.n;oonhiNI ;IJ;.JISI IWI-ITpo.'Lq sa pa
TI;HOal'~THBnoeTI>'Kl L03,TJ;y::a B IIQP18L;OKI2I, IIOCKOJib!I."Y 88 BO!T/lO;~QlO OII].J8.lJ,8-
3IJITb IIYTGM ;,rec.n:en;oBaHJiill HGUO.TffillEl:...iC oopa3UOB MaTepHaJia. 

8MaHaJJ;HOHHI:D.'/l WOTO.lJ,OM /rrpH Ii3M'2.7Ib1!81UTII ,TI;O H8CIWJThiGIX MTvV H8.MH 
Jii3M8peHa 8s)(·8I'~THBH8SI IWHUOHTpau;rm pa:rr,;:ill B HOeROJibitGDC .n;eeR:TI\:ax oc5-
p8.3UOB p8.3JlH'IHHX eTpOHTOJThHbiX MaT8pH8.!IOB H paee'-II:ITaHbi. paBB.OB8eHbi8 
ROI-111,8H'l'P8.Ulii1 pa:o;ona B IIGr-c·18ll\OlHI.ITX ll3 .lJ,ai-lH:OIX MaTep?IaJ.roB. Pae-qeT ROH
I(GHTP,a.D;IIH pa,n;ona @OBO)J;ILJ1CJI ,IVill IIOCTOffiUIOrO B03ey:::oo6r.18Ha, pa.BHO
ro IJ-qac, "S/v == I, 5 ~ TO.ii!l\liiHa orpru1,n;em:ll.L n rr.JioTnoeTI> .IJ;mr TE:-:enoro 
:vr .7Ierrcoro 6eTOHOB IIlJI1HIIJV1MHQb cooTBeTcTBBHHO panHHMH 2 d. = IO u 
20 eM; p = 2,1 II I,G r/crJI.:J • .U.rur BC8X. OeTaJibllbiX M8.TepHa7IOB rrpi1.
HHMaJIOeT:> 2 cL = 50 eM; p == I, 5 r/ eM • Pa;n;oHOB1f..ne~enne e't1HTB.J1oe:& 
Ma:KeT:IM8.JThHO D03MO;!!IbiNI, IWHI(8I1Tp3.D;lm }Ja;n;oHa B 8.TMOerJ;epHOM B03~X8 
He J'ii-ITbiBa.Jiae:&. B Ta6mrue YI rrpe,n;eTaB.JIGHH TaR'?.e sHa'!eHI.if.H KOs~');!li1-
uneHTOB 3MaHJ.IpOB8.Hlffi, paee'TIITaHH1I8 C rrpHBJI8'18HH8M pesyJI:STaTOB 
raN.Il\~a-cTIHRTpOM8TpH't18eROrO OITJ)8IJ;8JI8HI:Ui IWHU8HTP8.LT.H1'I pa,~m B .lJ,a.HHHX 
oopa.suax. 

Ta6mma. YI 
8\i:QOI-\TitffiHM IWBU8I-1Tp8l.T,IdSI pa;JJ;I.ffi B CTpOiiiT8.1ThH1!X 
.M8.TepHM8..1: M paC'IOTH08 3H8.1!8HU8 IWHU8HTP8.W1M 

pa;n;oHa B IIOl\18ll\8HH.f.IX 

Titm MaTepua.Jia. 3(i~ercT .RoHuenTpa-; I\o8qi[JHIJ,HeHT 3M8.- Em1ue H TpaiJ,UI.f.I 
r:r;0:f.[ pa.,l~I1JI _ £ HJ?IpOBaHIIJI pa,n;ona B rro-
CRo~ X 10 

'. E j;~j 1 M8lll,8H:ftlli Clio 

/n't<..Vr/ ! In KVttf!/ 
N!I,fl{. Mill\C o ej). MID-lo- 1 MaRC • I C'P • Mliffi,.! MaR. cp. 

BeTon Tmr.e.Jill:'l1 0,8 12 4,1 0 4! IO,O )3,3 0,02!0,29 O,I 
BeTon Jierr-arn 2,0 13 2 5,4 o' 4' IO,O 1 2,I 0,7nj0,4 0,02 
I\paenml rmpm!ft! 0,8 5,t 2,I o:4 5,7 1 1,7 0,0o;0,2200 0 
I{];IJ?ffii'I cH.JIHKaT- 2,4. 6,2 3,8 : 4,5 8,0,6,7 O,I0)0,2~ ,I 
HIDI 

0 ,I5:
1 

0,48 0,2 TyrJ2 3,5 10,2 6,5 I,8. 6,0; 3,6 
Kuprr~~-q II'}MI1IJ;II- - - 6,1 - - : 5,8 -i -i0,26 
TOBbi11 ' 

Il'iTMI1IUIT - - 28_.0 - - i 9.0 -I -:1.2 
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,Jk>rryCTII!v'!JfiO B8JIII'I:VIHY 3(~08KTH.BI-I01t IWHD;8HTp8.I.:ijiii pa,n:rm MOJKHO ycTaHO
BHT:O. 11CXO,iR I13 yCJIOBirlfi, tiTOObi rrpH ~fTOJ111HQI>,1 B03,IJYXOOOM8I-18, pa.B-
HOl\~ I <rae- , He ObiJIO rrpeBbill!eHim C,UK -~o:poTKOJFJ~I1X npo,rr,yKTOB 
pacrran;a pa,n;ona /Cr/ 7Jr7IJI HaceJiemm /l.IO KH/M3 

•o..J /. IIpmrn:MaH, <' 

-qTO pa.II;OROBbi,lJ;8JI8H!I8 OI'j)a.I?~TI;8HID~ Orrp8,1l;8JIJ18TCJ1 MaKCEiv1a:rrr:.HO BO 3M0.1KHOH 
ne .. JI:H'IHIIO:id: /Bp8l\1H IJP86:r:maHM B IIOM8Il\8HIUI I8 tiaCOB B CYTKJ!J./ M npeHe
opei'M Be'!1:rl!'IIIH.Oti CaTM,' Bbrpa'>I\8IUi8 ,TI;JIB: ci(Q ~ MmKHO 3amrcaT'T:. B 
B:VI,Il;8: 

C " j - o-~ c~·K" /IS/ Ro~<P ,fKv./r -=I I O.Mo<.fA.•.c;/..,. 
TipH no3,n;yxoooMeHe I trac KOI-llWHTpaurm rmpoTrtOJ:rnBY1!\IIX npo.JJYR-

TOB pacna,n:a B UOM81.U8Hlilli COCTaBJIJ18T 0, 53 C ~a"" • C Y"-I8TOM 3TOI'O: 

C 1 • b C, · K /I9/ 
tt,.,~'fiP I Kv.tr/ = I 0 o.,., d f>~ .,.." " 

3Ha<reiUI8 ,:rr;OIDJCTHI!/ICt-f B8)IHtiiU-lbi C~,.~tl' Mmr'JW IIOJiy'IMTb II3 _
1
C;)OpMyJib! /19/ 

npvillnMarr d. = 0,.25 M; ~ :::: I,5 T/M 3 ;. Sfv = I,5 M 

C Ra. ~C/=>'P :. 0. 6/ n K ~e / r / /20 I 
KaK n:w,r~Ho· I13 TaoJL:viUbl YI c:p~;n;u I1CCJie,n;oBai1Hmc MaTepnanoB He oKa-

3MOCI> HH O,JU-IOI'O, ID.18IDl:U8I'O 3Q,X'J_)8RTlll3HYIO ICOHl~8HTpaiJ;JiTIO pa,D;liiH, c5JII18I\Yr:J 
K ;n;orrycTIIJJ\10:fl B8JIWIITR8 • COTIOC'f'a.:BJI8HM8 rrpe.~.JI8I'a8MbDC ROl?MaTli~9B I·WH
IJ;8HTpaiJ,HH pa,n;:rur, orrpe;n;e.ITHIO!l{8H BH8IIIH~8 Oc5JJY1I8Hl18 JIIO;rJ;8H,. 1ii 3(1.\')8I\THB
HOH RORD;8HTP8.1:liDI pa,~, onpe)J;8JI5IIOliJ.81'l pa,TI;liiOaRTI'IBI-lOCT'b BOS;n;yxa B 
IIOM8II\8H:JZI:M, TIOKa31JBaeT, tiTO II8pB~1 ,. HOpMaTI{§ .FIBJ'".LH8TC.H., Kai\ rrpam:IJ10, 
c5oJiee JttecTKIDJI. HopMI'J:POJ?a.Hliie no sq:xJ;eKTliiBHOH KoRu;eHTpamm pa,n;Jtm Mo
ateT c5b!T'b o7IL'IMI1TlfPY'IOJlJ,illii g)aRTOpOM TOJI:ORO ,D;.JIH MaTepHaJIOB, pa,n;JiiOai-\Tiffi
HOCT:O ROTOpOI'O OOYCJIOBJI8Ra, B OCHOBROM, pa,n;Jii8M H 00c7I8,TI;aimnHX IIOB11-
ill8HRID/l 8MamrpOB8JlU8M I e > 6%/. HadJIIO,IJ;aro-J.IJ;II8C.H PMOM a.:BTOpOB KOH
U8RTpaii:vm pa.n;oHa B TIONI8Jn8Hilli, npeBI-1IIIaiOU~lii8 I r.rKJ;r/JI, BO lVIHOI'HX. CJiy'
'tiaHX MOI'YT OLIT:O CBJI3aHb1 C T8M, 'ITO M3M8p8HHJ1 rrp0:VI3BO,:rr;I1JII1C:O IIpi1 TIO
HI'lli~8HHOM EO 3,IJ;YXOOOM8H8. KpaTHOCT'T:. BO 3,nyXOOONJ8Ra, Itai\: IIpaBI?.LliO, lTp12f.. 
.ST01\~ He lf3M8p.H.JiaC:O. BeJIM'IJffia %8 ;rr,orryCTMMOTI s@JeKTHBHOf1 KOHI.J;8H Tpa
IJ,IDi'l pa,Jzym peKOM8H,TI;OBa.Ha, IICXO;o;FI 113 Cp8,Il;H8I'O;rl;OBOH B8.7J:H'I1IHI::I ItpaTHOC
TM B03.1JYXOOc5MeHa, II ITO STO:lt rrpHtiiffi8 OI'paH.I:!tii1BaeT TOJl'T::.RO cpe,n;Hero
;rl;OBYIO ROHU8HTparJ;l110 tJa;rJ;OHa B IIOM8ll\8HIDI. 

MCXO.IJ;f.[ I13 M8H:OIIJ8:VI 3Hatii1MOCTII pa;~IroaKTHBHOCTH B03;rr;yXa TIO Cpa.BI-18-
HH!O 0 BH8illHID/l 00.!IY't!8HH8M, ItOHTpom Sa s9_1J}eKTiffiHOf1 KOHIJ;8HTpaiJ;VIei1. 
pa,n;rm D;8JI80000pa3H.O rrpOBO,D;I1T:b TO .. Jibi\0 ;rJ)I.H MaTepMaJIOB C IIOBbiiii8HHbiM 
CGJJ;8pJKaHJii8M pa,n;r-rn: /OOJI88 5 rri{r-r/r/ • CJie,n;y·eT MM8TJ, B BIW, tiTO MaTe
pn8JIJ:J 0 sgj_I)8KTID3HOH ROHU8HTpaD;VIeit'I pa,n;ru:r, rrp8B:5Illlarom.efi ,n;orryCTIDI!y'IO, 
MOJKE.O npiiM8HB:T':& rrpLI ycJIOBIU1 I1CTIOJib30BaHM IIpOTI'IBOpa.II;OHOBb!X TIOitp11-
TID1. Harnn HCCJI8,IJ;OBam:tfi IIORa38.7IIT, 'tiTO ,n;:sy'xKpaTH08 IIORpbiTI18 CT8H Ma
CJIHHOIT RpaCKOH CHIDKaeT pa,IJ;OHOBbi,IJ;8JI8l-lM8 Ha IIOp.H;IJ;OK •. l{pOM8 Toro KOH
D;8H.Tpa:o;mo pa;n;oHa B TIOM8Jn8HHH MOJr'JIO. Yf·.!!8HI>Illr:TT'T:. rryTeM YJ38JIIIti8HHJ! B03-
.Il;YXOOOMeHa. 

C D;8JI'T:.IO rrpoBepKM pesyJibTaTOB T80:p8TMtieCROI'O paCCD.1'0Tp8HMH M8Xa
HT!I3MOB HaKOTIJI8IUffi B IIOM8UJ;8HI1JI ~· p,a;LJ;OHOBH,TI;8JI8HMH, TOtiHOCTH M8TO)J;OB 
ll3M8peH~ffi rrapaM8TP9B, XapaRT8PH3~00lllX 3TH npou;ecc@, a TaiDK8 COOT
HOlll8H~ M8iF;,:I]y .Il;030l!l BHBlllH8I'O ~ I'alVITv'Ia-RSJiy'!8HJiLq B TipM8Il\8HIDI lii ItOHU8H
Tpa:o;r-Ielii p8,I(Ji10Jil30TOTIOB B 'CTp01'1MaT8pliiaJia.X. Ha'\m rrpOBe;IJ;w-lb! HCC.rre;rr;oBa
HT!IH B MO;rJ;8JI'T:.HOM IIOM81~8Hiim • ilOM81!~8Hf'l8 c5HJIO IIOCT:p08H~ 113 MaTepHaJIOB, 
CO.IJ;8p~"KaiUI8 pa;n;lii08.KTlll3l-lbiX B8IU8CTB B KOTOpi:iiX, K08(\if):vm;ureHTbi 8MaHnpO
lii .IQJyr:rre rrapaMeTJ?bi 6umr rrpe.D;BapMTe .. ThHO nccJie..n;oB8iiH ~ B noMemeHI1l'I 

X/ cpe;n;HHSI ,n;orryCTT!IMM ROHD;8HTpall,}I.fi 
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6:u.n: o6ecrretieH. pery.Jmpye:v:rr:.lii B03,n;yx:oodMeH. PacccrnTamme H H3MepeHHHe 
3Ha'-I8H1'1SI y,TI;8JThi-IOrO pa,TI;OHOBbi,i.l;e}]:ei-lllH pa3JII-DIHbiX orpED:\IJ;8IHTii rrp8;IJ;CT8.B-
neBH B TaoJGrue YIT. -

Pa;n;on onun;e.JieHne orpru:r.,n;eHni1 s::crrepli'f1:18H T aJI::DHoro 
IIotv'I8ll~8HHH 

T:vm orpru~t.n:emm 

BHeiml.fi.ff oTeHa 

BHyTper-lHJIH cTeHa 

Tio:a 
lloTonoK 

Y,n:eJr::oHoe pa,n:oHoBEr,ueJieHne /Iur/~l' c£&{4• 
J:'aotieTHhle 3Ha'18HRH 1 J!13MepeHHoe sHatieune. 

1~8 

1,I 
0,7 
0,9 

2,0 .f O,I 
1,I4_ + 0,06 
I,20 + 0,07 
0,80 +0,08 

1i'I3 Ta6JIT.AIUl BJii}~Ho, '-ITO na6Jiro,:n;aeTc.n: xopornee cor.Jiamm paccreTHhlX 
H 8KCII8p1IJ\18H TMbHbL'C 3Ha'-I8H:VVI y,n;eJI::DHOro pa,II;OI-lOB1LIJ;8.7I8HU.ii ,II;.JI.FI BC8X 
orprur~.rr,emrn, KpoMe rrorra, IJ;.JIE KOToporo Ji!3MepeHHoe sna-qenne B I, 5 pa-
3a Bb1Ill8 pac-qeTHOrO • 8TO paoxo;'!JJ;8l-UW 00yC.liOBJI8HO '-IaOTH'-IHill/I rrpOm'IK
HOB8HH8M pa-n;OI-Ia :VI3 IIO,JJ;BaJI::DHOrO IIOl\18ll.\8Hl1.H. 

PELCti8THb!8 H I:I3M8pemnm 3Ha1!8Hl1.H KOHD;8HTpar.u;m KOpOTKO;I\JiiByu_u-rx II];)O
,IJYKTOB pae,na,n;a pa,:n;oHa IIIJH pa3JIH-qHbiX_ Rp3.THOOT.HX BO 3,IJYX006M8l!a B 8IC
OII8PllM8HT8.JI::DHOM IImii8II.l8Rilli ;o;aHH B Ta6.mm,e Ylll, H3 KOTOpOII BH.TI;HO XO
pornee OOLJiaOI18 M8J;<,TI;,y 8TIIrv'I!ii B8JTII'ti1Uia1\11H. 

Ta6mma Ylli 
KoHu;eHTp8.IJ,JiLq rrpo,rr,yKTOB paorra;r~a pa,n;or-m 
B MO)J;8JI::DHOM IIOM8IU8Hfll1 /iTKII/JI/ 

Bos,n;yxoo6MeR IC /-qac-.l/ 

I 
I,8 

I{ 0 H LT 8 H T J:::l a _D; H II 
.t'aC'!8THM Jll3M8]_)8HHM 

0,08 
0,02I 

O,IO 
0,017 

Pac-qeT Iv1ai-\C:m.1aJibHO B03MQ;'!illO:ti MOII.\HOCTH ,Il;03b1 B MO,IT,8JI::DHOM IIOM8II\8-
ID!ll ,:n;aJI Be.mHH¥ 19,8 ~!li{:pj-qao • JLm OOIIOCT8.BJI8HI1.H 8TOro 3Ha'!8HUH 0 
H3.M8p8HHoM ,I(030H H806XO,TI;IDJ!O BH80TI1 2 IIOrrpa:BIGI: Ha HB.mi-qHe OI-\OH H 
,n;Bepeii lii Ha OTO;)TTCTBI18 CJIO~ Hac;l\8IULq ITO rarviTv'l8.-I·i:3Jiy--qeHB:IO /TOJIII(Ifrla 
orpa;>?~)J;8H1lli COCTa:Bnrura 20 I'/-CM • Bemi-cril!Hhi IIOrrpaBOI\ COCTaBJIHIOT 
0,87 M 0s.>65, OOOTB8TCTB8HHO~ C y-qeTOM UX pao-crGTHM MOil\HOCT::D ,I(03hl 
ra.r/rMa-H3JiylJ8HHff B rroMe~eH:vrn: cooTaBILJia II MKp/-crac. HsMepeHHM BeJI:vr
-qrma pa.Bna IO Mitp/'-!ao;. TaKriM o6pasm;r, Ba6JIIO.n;aeTcn BIIOJIHe y,TI;OB.Jie
TBopriTeJI::oHoe cor._;rac:vre,., 

3arc.mo-qeHliie 

HopMaTLIB1I pa,ro;mrucTill3HooTm: oTpon:TeJThHbiZ MaTepnMOB, paspa6oTan
H118 Ha OCHOB8 rrpOB8,IT,8HHHX HOCJI8,TI;OBaHill1, rrp8,1Ul8.3Ha-qeH1I ,Il;J1.H orpai-fVI
-qeHMJI pa~rarzyroru{oro B03~eilcTBH.fi Ba HaceneHHe sa c-creT sToro 0aKTopa. 
l1pe,n;.JIOZ\8HRbl8 HOpMaTUBH He orpar-UI-cri1BRIOT HCIIOJI::D30BaHM8 · B J?Ji1:lii!JJl\HOM 
CTpOHT8JI::DOTB8 OOHOBHOI1 NraOChi Tpa,IJ;I1UHOHHbiX MaT8pHaJIOB • CTpOil!.Ten::DI-lbie 
r.'laT8]_)JiiaJibi, OO,rr,ep::taHlii8 pa,TI;HOaiCTiffiHEQ{ U30TOIIOB B KOTOp~X IIp8Bbil!laeT 
I-10pMaTIIDHbi8 B8JIH'-IIIHH .IT,M }KTI..IJ:I'DI(HOI'O m;pOI1T8.JILCTBa, MoryT H:OIIOJI::D30-
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naT:scn ,Il;}I.fi n;pyT'HX u;e,lieli. Cnoco6 orpB.I-E1'-I8HIJf.IT paJJ;Haurmmwro :cos:n:e:ic
TBim Ha HaC8JIGHH8 n:PH TaiWM :VlCIIOJTh30BaHilli YI\a3aHHbiX MaT8Dl!IaJIOB 
Tpe6yroT ,1J;aJI:SH8Elill1X liiCCJI8JI;OBa:H.In1. ~ 

illlilp01W8 BH8.JJ;P8HH8 HOpMaTIIBOB pa_TI;HOai\.TJ!IBHOCTJil CTpOHTGJILilbiX Tv'JaT8-
pMaJIOB Tpe6yeT paspa60TKM OIIepaTI1BH1!X H 8IWII8pTH1IX M8TO,JJ;OB ICOHTpO
JIJI. B Ka't!GCTB8 orrepaTrmHoro MGTO;a;a KOHTpOAA U:8JIGC006pa::mo HCIIOJTh-
30BaT:s Jii3M8pGHL18 MOmHOCTM' ~03:bl B Macmmax CTpofk..MaT8J?l1:MOB /:Emp:se
pbi, crtna,n;H, OTB8.JTii! H np./.Hs c6rrocTan.n:eH:VIJI (f)OpMy.n: /'2-/ 11 /4/ c.n:e;rry
eT, 'iTO IIp8,JJ;)IO:t~8HHb18 HO:PrrJJ:aTliiBbi COOTBGTCTBYIOT MOJUHOCTH ,JJ;03H B 4-tf 
reOM8TpiiH 4 7 MKp/•IaC. ,.tT)IH 81\CIIGpTHOrO ICOHTpOJIJI II8pCII8ItTHBHO JiiCIIO.JIL-
30BaHII8 BbiCOIW'-IYBC'fBJiiTGJIGHill{ rarv'Il'1a-crre:-\TpOM8TpOB, a Ill')H o6Hapy~~\8I-nli1 
co:a;epJ:~lM pam-I.f.[-226 6o.Jiee 5 rrl\m;r - H3Mepm-Ine aMaHLfJ:.IOBamm otlpasu:oD 
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EYE EXPOSURE FROM THORIATED OPTICAL GLASS 

Robert C. McMillan and Steven A. Horne 

U. s. Army Mobility Equipment Research & Development Center 

Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060 

Abstract 

During a routine radiation survey of equipment with some 
optical components the Health Physicist was surprised to find a 
large reading on an ionization survey instrument. Significant 
radiation was also observed on a beta-gamma instrument. The 
source of the radiation was identified as thorium in high quality 
optical glass. Similar equipment was examined, but not all items 
produce readings on the survey instruments. 

Thorium is added to the glass, in amounts up to 30% by 
weight, to provide improved optical properties. Similar results 
may be obtained by using other heavy elements. Thorium is carried 
as an impurity with some of these elements and the thorium concen
tration may be greater than 0.05% by weight. 

Since the glass is used in an eyepiece, the amount of 
exposure to the eye should be investigated. The decay chain of 
thorium contains alpha, beta, and gamma components. Both the 
alpha and beta components are largely attenuated by the glass. 
The alpha particles that reach the eye will be absorbed in a thin 
surface layer, less than 100 microns, the beta components extend 
over a larger distance, and the gammas will produce almost 
constant exposure over the entire eye. 

The beta-gamma exposure rate was determined by thermo
luminescent dosimetry (TLD) • The measured exposure rate was 
1 mRem/hr averaged for 123 hours exposure at the surface of a lens 
which contained 18% thorium by weight. 

A computer model for the emission of alphas from the glass, 
the absorption in air and the final absorption in surface layers 
of the eye provides a technique for examining the amount of 
exposure at different depths below the surface of the eye. The 
results of the model will be compared with experimental results 
from alpha spectroscopy. 
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Although the alpha particles come from only a small surface 
layer of the glass, the absorbed dose rate at the surface of the 
eye may be 50 to 1000 times greater from alpha than from beta
gamma radiation. The size of the lens, and the eye to lens 
distance determines the number and energy distribution of the 
alpha particles reaching the eye. 

To reduce exposure to the eye, thin non-thoriated glass 
shields were inserted between the lens and the eye. The results 
of TLD and alpha counting with and without the shielding showed 
a complete removal of the alphas. 

Introduction 

Our introduction to thoriated glass came as a request to 
survey some electro-optical equipment with high internal voltages. 
There was no anticipation of external radiation, but the survey 
was conducted and 4-SmR of radiation was detected on an ionization 
type of survey instrument. The eyepiece of the equipment was 
removed to eliminate some shielding and to bring the survey 
instrument closer to the expected source of the radiation. 
However, the radiation level decreased. This process of elimina
tion led to the optical glass as the source of the radiation. 
Significant radiation was also observed with beta-gamma instrumen
tation. Identification of the thorium as the source was 
accomplished by gamma ray spectroscopy. 

After the thoriated glass was identified, similar electro
optical equipment was surveyed. Some of the equipment gave 
positive readings and others were within the natural background. 
The specifications of the optics were checked, but there were no 
requirements for thorium. 

Thorium is added to glass, up to '30% by weight, to provide 
improved optical properties. Specifically, glasses with an index 
of refraction greater than 1.65 and with the product of Abbe 
constant and index of refraction greater than 70 are often made 
with thorium. Other heavy elements may be used to obtain similar 
results. When some of the lanthanide compounds are used, thorium 
is often contained as an impurity and the thorium concentration 
may exceed 0.05% by weight. 

The use of thorium in optical glass raises few problems 
unless the glass is an eyepiece. When thorium is in the eyepiece, 
the eye is exposed to all of the radiation generated by the 
thorium decay chain - Alpha, betas and gammas - and the associated 
bremsstrahlung radiation. Initially we considered only the beta
gamma component. 

The alpha exposure presented a special problem. The high 
concenfrat~on of tho:ium gave a high flux of alpha particles. 
Harvey ra~sed quest~ons on the external radiation hazards of 
alpha ?article~. He evaluated plane sources of alpha activity on 
the sk~n surface. Witten and Sulzberger2 investigated the mode 
of action of thorium on human skin. They found that the thorium 
was carried into the epidermis. In contrast to the broad surface 
contamination and the penetration effects,, Dean and Langham3 
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concentrated on the exposure of the skin to particles of high 
specific activities. None of these studies provided direct data 
for evaluating eye exposure from externally o~iginating alpha 
particles. 

In the present study we investigate the exposure of the eye's 
surface from alpha particles emitted by small quantities of 
thorium uniformly distributed in glass. A model of the emission 
and absorption processes of alpha radiation will be developed and 
the exposure at various layers of the eye's surface will be 
calculated. Comparison of the theoretical values and some 
experimental data will be included. 

Thorium Concentrations 

Glass manufacturers publish catalogs of glasses. Some of the 
concentrations approach 30% by weight. The performance character
istics of the optical elements that were in use did not require 
the thoriated glass. However, it was recognized that some thorium 
may be included in trace quantities. The uncertainties associated 
with thorium in glass have led us to set a preliminary level of 
0.05% thorium by weight. A survey meter identifies glass with 
large thorium concentrations, but is ineffective in identification 
of trace quantities. Gamma ray analysis was not effective on 
highly thoriated glass to yield the correct percent of thorium. 
This reflects the lack of secular equilibrium. For trace concen
trations, the counting for gamma analysis becomes prohibitive. 
x-ray flourescence provides a technique for obtaining the thorium 
concentration. To be accurate, thorium standards in glass 
matrices similar to the unknown are required. 

Beta-Gamma Components 

It was recognized very early that the radiation levels 
observed with the ionization chamber contained a contribution from 
the alpha particles. This was most easily observed by placing a 
thin sheet of paper between the glass and the gauge and noting the 
reduced instrument readings. In an attempt to obtain a better 
measure of the beta-gamma exposure rates, thermolurninescent dosi
meters (TLD) were placed on two lenses. Total exposure time was 
24 hours. These initial measurements included some alpha excita
tion of the phosphors. A second set of measurements was made with 
a boro-silicate flat glass 2.8mm thick. The exposure time was 123 
hours. The results of these measurements along with the alpha 
count rates are shown in Table 1. The radiation that can be 
assigned to beta-gamma is about lmR/hr. 

Lens 

82291 

86200 

Table 1. Glass shieldin~ effects 
Lens area 6.77cm 

Th Concentration TLD (mR/hr) 
No Shield Shield 

18.1 5.71 0.98 

18.4 6.45 1.39 
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These lenses have a mass of 27.2 grams. The gamma radiation 
will be proportional to the mass and thorium concentration. The 
beta component will be absorbed by the glass. Even the most 
energetic beta will not penetrate more than 2.5mrn of the glass. 

Alpha Radiation 

The major portion of the survey instrument reading may be 
explained by alpha radiation. However, the relationship to 
absorbed dose does not follow from the instrumental reading. In 
this section, we will derive the number of alpha particles leaving 
the glass surface, identify the number reaching various depths 
within the eye, and the associated absorbed dose rates at these 
levels. Lens to eye distances, and thorium concentration strongly 
influence these results. 

Range of Alpha. 

The range-energy relationships for glass and tissue were calcula
ted for specific energies by a computea program using the 
procedures outlined by Neufeld, et al. The program was checked 
by comparison with the tables for-proton ranges in soft tissue 
given in the refer5nce. The alpha range in soft tissue was com
pared with Walsh's results and demonstrates excellent agreement. 

The range of alphas in glass is dependent on the glass composition. 
The chemical composition of a lanthanum glass containing a trace 
quantity of thorium is shown in Table 2. Small changes in the 
thorium concentration will have negligible effects on the range 
of the alpha radiation in the glass. 

Table 2. Glass Chemical Composition 

Density = 3.64 g/cm2 

Element Percent Atoms/cm2 Atomic No Atomic Wt 

La 35 s.s1x10 21 57 138.9 

CA 35.7 1. 95xlo 22 20 40.08 

0 23.2 3.17xl0 22 8 16 

As 3.8 1.11x1o2l 33 74.9 

Zr 2.2 5.29xlo 20 40 91.2 

Th 0.1 9.45xlo18 90 232.0 

Even large interchanges between the lanthanum and thorium in per
cent by weight will have only small changes in the range provided 
the density remains constant. When the density changes, the range 
may be calculated as follows: 

RN = R(3.64) 
~ 

Where PN is the new density and RN is the new range. 
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The values for the range-energy for glass, air and tissue are 
given in Table 3. These values will be used in the subsequent 
calculations. 

Table 3. Alpha - Range-Energy 

Energy Range 
(MEV) Glass ~) Air (em) Tissue ~) 

1 .25 .5 4.2 

2 l. 75 1.0 9.8 

3 5.57 l. 625 16.4 

4 10.25 2. 42 25.1 

5 15.25 3.5 35. 5· 

6 20.75 4.64 47.2 

7 27.25 5.95 61.1 

8 34.25 7.34 75.5 

9 41.75 8.04 91.75 

Al:f2has emitted from glass. 

For the calculations that follow, the lens is considered as a 
flat circular glass disc with trace quantities of thorium uni
formly distributed throughout. Thorium - 232 is taken in secular 
equilibrium with all of its daughter products. Although gamma 
analysis raised doubts that equilibrium exists, the use of this 
assumption will produce a maximum alpha emission. 

Although the total number of alpha particles that leave the sur
face of the glass is important, we will calculate only those that 
are directed to an element of the eye's surface. Three distances 
then become important: Xa, the shortest distance between the eye 
and the lens; Xgr the distance the alpha travels in the glass; and 
the Xt, the distance in tissue below the surface of the eye. 

Let N(E) be the number of alpha particles emitted per cm3 with an 
energy E. The number, dNc, from an element of volume and directed 
toward the selected surface element of the eye, dA, is given by: 
dN =N(E)dE(2~(Xt+Xa)sin9/cose) ((Xt+Xa)/cosed9)cos8dAcosedXg 

c 
4lT( (Xt +Xa) /cose) 2 

=(N(E)/2) (sinecos 2ede)dAdXgdE 

where e is the angle between the eye to glass normal and the eye 
to volume element. This equation may be integrated over the vol
ume of the lens and over the energies to give the total number 
emitted directed toward the surface element of the eye. All of 
the alphas emitted will not reach the eye. Absorption of energy 
begins in the glass, with no alphas originating at depths greater 
than 4~ every reaching the surface. Additional absorption 
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occurs in the air and finally in the surface layers of the eye. 
The energy distribution of the initial alphas is known, but as 
absorption occurs, the energy spectrum changes. 

A computer program was written to perform the integrations and 
calculate the rate and energies of alphas reaching various layers 
of the eye from different sizes of lenses. This program also 
calculates the absorbed dose rates at each of the layers. 

Results 

Table 4 summarizes the output for the model of a lens 3cm in 
diameter containing 0.005% thorium. 

Eye 
Penetration 

l.lm 

o. 

5. 

10. 

15. 

20. 

25. 

30. 

35. 

40. 

45. 

50. 

55. 

60. 

Table 4. Eye Exposures from 3.0cm 

Diameter Lens with 0.005% Thorium 

O.lcm Eye 
Alpha 
Count 
cm-2hr-l 

5.52 

5.03 

4.14 

3.25 

2.48 

1. 84 

1.32 

.91 

.62 

.41 

• 29 

.20 

.14 

to Lens 
Absorbed 
dose rat~1 J.1 rad hr 

155.62 

150.50 

124.97 

97.44 

74.34 

55.95 

39.97 

27.30 

18.43 

12.29 

8.46 

6.05 

4.42 

3.0cm Eye 
Alpha 
Count 
cm- 2hr-l 

.612 

.443 

.320 

.223 

.158 

.114 

.089 

.069 

.043 

.011 

o.o 

0.0 

to Lens 
Absorbed 
dose rat~1 1J rad hr 

16.220 

11.632 

8.480 

5.888 

4.173 

3.006 

2.577 

2.144 

1.473 

.376 

0.0 

0.0 

The 3.0cm eye to lens distance is typical of the operation of some 
of the systems we investigated. The O.lcm data are included to 
obtain some indication of radiation levels at the surface of the 
glass. 

The energy spectrum at the surface of the eye changes with the eye 
to lens distance. The peak of the energy occurs around 4 Mev and 
0.5 Mev for the O.Scm and 3.0cm distances respectively. 
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Discussion 

The 1700 alpha counts/min for the lens in Table 1 may be 
compared with surface count rate in Table 4 by proportions of 
percentages and correction for area. For the first lens the 
calculation is as follows: 

(1700 counts/min) (.005%) ~60 min/hr)=4.76 counts hr-lcm-2 
(18.1%)(6.77cm) 

In a similar way, the second lens yields 5.06 counts hr -lcm- 2 • 
Both of these numbers are lower than that given in Table 4. The 
alpha su~vey instrument used to measure the count rate has a 
1.5mg/cm window. This window will be effective in shielding low 
energy alphas from the detector. The agreement between the 
measured and computed values is excellent considering the window 
thickness and the differences in concentration. 

About half of all incoming alpha particles are stopped and 
two-thirds of the energy is deposited in the first 15pm of the 
surface. This includes the tear layer (7pm) and part of the 
epithelium. The first mitotic layers occur about 4~ below the 
surface. Even with the lens at the surface of the eye, only one 
particle will reach this depth every two hours for each cm2 of 
surface. 

All of the data was reported for 0.005% thorium. The data 
may be multiplied by 10 to obtain the results for 0.05% or other 
appropriate factors to obtain values for other thorium concentra
tions. Smaller diameter lenses will reduce the alpha flux, but 
not in a simple relation to area. 

In comparison with the alpha absorbed dose, using the data 
from Table 1, the beta-gamma component is 0.~ rad when corrected 
to .005% thorium. At the surface, this represents a factor of 
100-1000 less. At the first mitotic cells the two dose rates are 
about the s arne. 

Summary 

Over 90% of the alpha radiation is absorbed before it 
reaches the first mitotic layer of the eye. From the data pre
sented, the absorbed dose in the mitotic layer may be calculated 
and integrated over exposure times. No attempt has been made to 
relate these values to exposure criteria. 
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DOSIMETRIE DES RAYONNEMENTS COSMIQUES A BORD DU TRANSPORT SUPERSONIQUE 
CONCORDE 

H. FRAN90IS (I), R.P. DELAHAYE (2), P. SIMON (3), G. PORTAL (I) 
H. KAISER (4) et P. DURNEY (5) 

Abstracts 

Dosimetry of radiation on-board the French prototype supersonic trans
port Concorde OOI was performed during the aircraft's test flights from its 
Toulouse base. 

The supersonic transport medical subcommittee of the General Secretariat 
for Civil Aviation directed these radiation measurement activities. Actual do
simetric operations were conducted by different specialized laboratories emplo
ying the following systems and techniques : 

I - "Passive" integrator dosimetric systems 

a/ Nuclear emulsions in which each event is individually analyzed. 

b/ Stacks of nuclear emulsions of varying sensitivity which permit obtai
ning ionizing-particle distribution as a function of their TEL. 

c/ Radiothermoluminescent dosimeters. 

d/ Fast-neutron dosimeters. 

2 -Dose-rate recording systems. 

The authors analyze, compare, and comment upon results obtained. In addi
tion, the dosimetric problems posed by possible solar flares and their effects 
upon flight plans, are discussed. 

Conclusions are drawn relative to the possible dosimetry techniques to be 
employed in identifying radiation protection problems on-board the SST. 

Introduction 

Les av~ons qui evoluent a des altitudes superieures a IS 000 metres sont 
soumis a une irradiation naturelle differente de celle habituellement observee 
dans les couches basses de !'atmosphere. 

La tres prochaine mise en service des avions de transports supersoniques 
commerciaux (T.S.S.) accrottra le nombre des personnes exposees car l'efficaci
te de l'ecran que forme !'atmosphere terrestre aux particules du rayonnement 
cosmique est tres diminuee a l'altitude de croisiere de ces appareils. 

Ce probleme radiobiologique se presente sous deux aspects : d'une part il 
faut connattre le rayonnement cosmique permanent auquel l'avion est soumis dans 
les circonstances normales, d'autre part, il faut pouvoir detecter sans delai 
les irradiations anormales consecutives a certaines eruptions solaires. Ces der
nieres indications doivent pouvoir etre exploitees tres rapidement par les equi
pages. 

Nous resumerons dans la premiere partie de cet expose les connaissances 
acquises sur le rayonnement cosmique et nous exposerons ensuite quelles sont les 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

(S) 

H.FRAN90IS, G.PORTAL, Service Technique d'Etudes de Protection et de Pollu
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P.SIMON, Service des Ursigrammes - Observatoire de Meudon - 92 Meudon-France 
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res de Strasbourg - France -
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mesures dosimetrLques que nous avons entreprises et realisees a bord du proto
type CO~CORDE OOI. 

I -Composition physique du rayonnement cosmique a l'altitude de croisiere de 
Concorde 

Le rayonnement cosmique qui atteint l'atmosphere terrestre peut avoir deux 
origines : l'une galactique, l'autre solaire. 

AI Rayonnement cosmique galactique 

Ce rayonnement est constitue de p~rticules de grande energie 
- 80 a 85 % de protons 
-IS a I9% d'helions 

et des particules lourdes Fe, Mg, C, 0. 
Lorsqu'ils penetrent dans !'atmosphere les noyaux sont desintegres au cours 

de reactions nucleaires avec l'oxygene- et l'azote de l'air et il apparatt des 
particules secondaires : neutrons, mesons,. hyperons. Le nombre des particules 
secondaires augmente progressivement, passe par un maximum vers 18 000 - 20 000 
metres d'altitude et diminue ensuite du fait de !'absorption atmospherique. 

Les particules du rayonnement cosmique galactique sont soumises a la distri
bution et aux variations du champ magnetique dans le systeme solaire. Leur in
tensite varie ala surface de la terre selon le temps, la latitude et l'altitude 

~~~!~E!~~~-~~~~-~~-E~~~~ 
Lorsque les zones actives du soleil emettent des nuages de plasma, on obser

ve des reductions de l'intensite du rayonnement cosmique galactique. Ce sont les 
reductions de FORBUSH. 

Variations avec la latitude 

Le champ magnetique de la terre emp~che les particules chargees de franchir 
les lignes de forces sous une inclinaison supihieure a un angle donne. 

L'intensite du rayonnement cosmique galactique est maximale au pOle magne
tique et minimale a l'equateur geomagnetique. 

Variations avec l'altitude 

Celles-ci sont consecutives aux epaisseurs d'atmosphere traversees. 

B/ Rayonnement cosmique solaire 
Une eruption solaire se manifeste en fait par une Qugmentation de la bril

lance d'une certaine surface de la chromosphere. La dimension et l'intensite du 
phenomene definissent assez bien l'importance de l'eruption solaire. On pourrait 
egalement considerer sa duree. 

La frequence des eruptions est liee a l'activite solaire qui est un pheno
mene cyclique. Les deux derniers maximums ont eu lieu en 1957 et en 1968 et les 
minimums en 1954 et 1964. 

En juillet 1970 on a observe 500 eruptions, tandis qu'il n'y en eut que 3 
en 1964 qui eurent toutes lieu le meme jour. 

n~ns certains cas, les eruptions solaires provoquent des phenomenes radio
actifs qui se produisent au voisinage de la chromosphere et qui s'etendent dans 
la couronne solaire. Ces eruptions s'accompagnent d'emission de particules, pro
tons et electrons, qui sont accelerees et portees a des energies considerables 
(de l'ordre du GeV). 

Une emission de rayons X de quelques dizaines de keV se propage alors dans 
le milieu interplanetaire. 

Pour l'habitant de la terre, les manifestations des eruptions solaires sont 
rares. Les emissions de rayons X se produisent lors d'une eruption sur 200 et 
les arrivees de particules ont lieu pour une eruption sur IOOO. Ceci est da a 
l'action du champ magnetique et de !'atmosphere terrestre. Le rayonnement X est 
absorbe par les couches les moins denses de l'atmosphere(vers 80 000 metres) et 
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i1 ne penetre pas au-dessous de 30 000 metres. Ce sont les ions crees qui per
turbent les ondes radioelectriques. 

Quant aux particules chargees, leur penetration augmente avec la latitude ; 
seules celles qui ont une energie tres elevee (quelques GeV) peuvent atteindre 
la surface de la terre aux latitudes moyennes et equatoriales. 

Aux altitudes de croisiere des avions supersoniques, la protection n'etant 
pas suffisante, ces evenements doivent ~tre pris en consideration. 

La prevision et !'identification des evenements solaires est faite en per
manence par des equipes travaillant en collaboration internationale. 

De I966 a 1968, six a huit evenements auraient ete detectables a !'altitude 
de vol du Concorde soit 3 a 4 pour IO 000 eruptions. 

II- Moyens dosimetriques_utilises 

La complexite du problema dosimetrique pose et sa nouveaute ont conduit les 
responsables de la sous-commission medicale "Concorde" a faire appal aux specia
listes de differents laboratoires qui dans une large concertation scientifique 
et technique utiliserent les avantages complementaires de !'experience acquise, 
du savoir-faire et des equipements disponibles. 

Deux types de dosimetres ont ete utilises. Une premiere categorie que nous 
appelons des dosimetres "passifs" qui integrent et gardent en memoire les eve
nements et une autre categorie qui s'apparente aux appareils de mesure et qui 
donne a chaque instant du vol les indications sur l'intensite du rayonnement. 

I/ Dosimetres passifs 

a/ Ensemble dosimetrique pour les particules chargees at les ions lourds 

11 est constitue par des emulsions nucleaires et par des matieres plastiques 
qui permettent de determiner les doses dues aux particules chargees. 

Le systeme dosimetrique maintient a l'abri de la lumiere un empilement cons
titue d'une emulsion nucleaire Ilford K5 d'une epaisseur de 100 micrometres et 
5 pellicules de nitrate de cellulose de 200 micrometres d'epaisseur. 

Dans le type d'emulsion nucleaire utilise toutes les particules chargees 
qui composent le rayonnement cosmique, electrons, mesons, mesons charges, pro
tons, particules r:J.., ions lourds m@me s 'ils sont au minimum d' ionisation, sont 
enregistrees et laissent une trace apres developpement. 

Les cinq pellicules de nitrate de cellulose servant ensuite a determiner le 
flux des ions lourds. 

b/ Ensemble dosimetrique pour les neutrons 

Nous avons utilise le dosimetre photographique CEA/STEPPA contenant une 
emulsion nucleaire NTA pour determiner la"dose neutron" due au rayonnement cos
mique. Sept de ces dosimetres sont places sur les sangles des parachutes des 
equipages. 

Deux dosimetres temoins sont conserves au sol. 
Le dispositif complet est renouvele chaque mois. 

c/ Ensemble dosimetrique pour les champs electromagnetiques et les parti
cules ionisantes 

Dans une premiere ap,proche du problema qui nous etait pose, nous avons es
saye de mesurer la dose absorbee due a la composante electromagnetique du rayon
nement cosmique. 

Nous avons utilise des dosimetres radiothermoluminescents au fluorure de 
lithium et au sulfate de calcium et nous avons egalement embarque des empile
ments d'emulsions nucleaires a sensibilite variable afin de determiner le spec
tre de transfert lineique d'energie des particules ionisantes. 

Nous utilisons les emulsions : 
- K5 pour l'enregistrement de toutes les particules ionisantes, 
- K2 : pour !'enregistrement des particules dont le TLE est superieur 
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a I keV par micrometre (dans 1 1 eau) 
KI pour !enregistrement des particules dont le TLE est superieur a 

6 keV par micrometre 
KO pour !'enregistrement des particules dont le TLE est superieur a 

8 keV par micrometre. 
Ce systeme avait deja ete etudie et est utilise au C.E.A. pour la dosime

trie aupres des grands accelerateurs (I). Il a fallu !'adapter au probleme pose 
du fait de la faiblesse du niveau des doses enregistrees. 

Nous avons da etudier une methode d'effacement du bruit de fond des plaques 
nucleaires. Cette methode a ete recemment mise au point et les essais effectues 
aupres de l'accelerateur Saturne ont donne pleine satisfaction. 

La filtration totale correspondant aux divers emballages et supports des 
emulsions est de 450 mg/cm2 environ. 

2/ Dosimetrie par enregistrement des debits de dose 

a/ Systemes d 1 enregistrement du debit de dose da aux neutrons et aux 
rayonnements gamma - VAMEGA 

On a utilise un materiel appele VAMEGA deja employe depuis plusieurs annees 
sur les avions subsoniques longs courriers. Ce dispositif a ete modifie pour 
assurer la mesure des neutrons. Il comprend un detecteur gamma qui est un tube 
Geiger-Muller, associe a un detecteur a helium 3 entoure d'un moderateur en po
lyethylene. 

b/ Detecteur de bord AH'RE installe sur tous les avions Concorde 

Ce detecteur a ete con~u par !'United Kingdon Atomic Energy Authority, 
Atomic Weapons Research Etablishment (AHRE) a Aldermaston (2). Il indique le 
debit de dose en mrem/h sur une echelle logarithmique a 4 decades allant de 0 
a I 000 mrem/h. Il comporte egalement un affichage digital de la dose cumulee 
en mrem. Trois tubes Geiger-Muller permettent de mesurer la dose due aux par
ticules chargees et aux gamma, un facteur de qualite egal a I,S etant automa
tiquement applique ; un compteur proportionnel au trifluorure de bore avec 
moderateur en polyethylene permet de mesurer la dose due aux neutrons en uti
lisant un facteur de qualite egal a IO. Apres traitement, les signaux des 2 
systemes de detection entrent dans une voie de comptage unique. L'echelle de 
l'indicateur est divisee en zones "normale" "alerte" et "action ; le niveau 
d'action etant relie au systeme d'alarme central de l'avion. La definition de 
ces 3 zones est en cours d'etude. Sur l'avion prototype, le signal de sortie du 
detecteu~ debord est egalement enregistre sur l'equipement central d'enregis
trement d 1 essais en vol (QS system) de fa~on que l'on puisse faire des lectures 
de duree de vol et de debits de dose a des altitudes selectionnees. 

III - Resultats et discussion 

I/ Resultats obtenus avec les ensembles dosimetrigues constitues par les 
emulsions nucleaires KS et les plagues de nitrate de cellulose 

Des le retour au laboratoire des dispositifs d'exposition a,la suite d'une 
experimentation d'un mois, les emulsions nucleaires Ilford KS de I 000 microme
tres d'epaisseur sont exposees a la lumiere blanche parallele passant a travers 
le negatif d'une grille millimetrique codee. La grille impressionnee sur une 
des faces de la pellicule d'emulsion nucleaire determine un systeme d'axes de 
reference qui permet de faire toujours des mesures dans les m~mes conditions et 
dans des volumes d'un mm3. Les traces dues aux particules chargees du rayonne
ment cosmique, observables dans !'emulsion nucleaire, sont soit granulaires, 
soit continues. Ces phenomenes sont fonction de l'energie et de la charge des 
particules. 

En tenant compte de l'epaisseur avant developpement et de la grille, on 
mesure, sous microscope, la longueur en projection des traces traversant un vo
lume d'un mm3 d'emulsion nucleaire ou s 1y arr~tant, les coordonnees des points 
d'entree et de sortie ou d'arr~t des traces ainsi que l 1 epaisseur de !'emulsion 
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nucleaire apres developpement dans la zone du volume considere. Ces mesures 
sont effectuees dans IO volumes d'un mm3 preselectionnes par la grille sur cha
que emulsion nucleaire contenue dans un dispositif d'exposition. Les longueurs 
en micrometres sont calculees a partir de ces mesures. Les traces se trouvant 
dans le volume d'un mm3 d'emulsion nucleaire correspondent a des particules 
presentant une perte specifique d'energie par unite de longueur variable ou non 
le long de leur trajectoire. En considerant des pertes specifiques d'energie par 
micrometre, la sommation de ces grandeurs sur toute la longueur de toutes les 
traces nous donne l'energie totale "deposee" dans le volume d'un mm3. La perte 
d 1energie par unite de longueur peut @tre determinee experimentalement par des 
mesures de granularite ou des ruesures photometriques. Ces travaux ont deja ete 
faits dans le cas des emulsions nucleaires exposees a bord des cabines spatia
lea Appolo. 

Mais le temps necessaire a ces mesures est tres grand et incompatible avec 
un depouillement mensuel. De plus, des le debut de cette exploitation, on a cons
tate que le nombre de traces continues est de l'ordre de IO p.cent par rapport 
au nombre total et que le nombre des ions lourds est nul. Cette constatation a 
conduit a employer une methode plus rapide. 

En partant des fins de traces de protons d 1accelerateurs, d'energie initia
le de ISO MeV, enregistrees dans l'emulsion nucleaire Ilford K5, on a determi
ne le parcours residuel pour lequel les traces de protons passent de l'etat gra
nulaire a l'etat continu. Il est de l'ordre de 70 micrometres, ce qui corre~d 

.a une energie du proton de 3 MeV et une perte specifique d'energie de 24,2 keV 
'par micrometre. Rappelons que la perte specifique d'energie des protons au mi
nimum d'ionisation est de 0,549 keV par micrometre. 

En multipliant la somme des longueurs de toutes les traces contenues dans 
le volume d'un mm3 par la valeur 24,2 keV par micrometre, nous obtenons la li
mite superieure de l'energie totale "deposee". Un volume d'un nnn3 d'emulsion 
nucleaire a une masse de 3,8.Io-3g. Par definition, un rad correspond a une 
energie de 6,24.IQI3ev "deposee" dans un gramme de matiere. La dose en millirad 
est done egale a : 

Energie totale "deposee" x Io3 x Io3 

3,8 x 6,24 x Iot3 

Les doses maximales dues aux particules ch~rgees calculees selon cette me
thode sont donnees dans le tableau I. Ces valeurs sont les moyennes obtenues a 
partir des IO volumes d'un mm3 examines dans chaque emulsion nucleaire d'un dis
positif d'exposition. Ce tableau indique le nombre d'heures devol au-dessus de 
I2 000 metres d'altitude. 

Il est important de noter que sur l'ensemble des emulsions exploitees de 
I970 a I973, nous n'avons jamais repere de trace d'ion lourd. 

2/ Resultats obtenus avec les dosimetres a emulsion NTA 

Par l'intermediaire de la m@me grille millimetrique, on determine le nombre 
moyen des traces contenues dans IO surfaces elementaires d'un mm2. 

Pour ces films et pour les neutrons d'energie comprise approximativement 
entre I et IO MeV, on admet d'apres les resultats experimentaux que I27 000 
traces par cm2 correspondent a I rad ; I,27 trace/~ correspond done a I milli
rad. Il n 1est toutefois pas possible de determiner la dose due aux neutrons du 
rayonnement cosmique a l'aide de cette equivalence. En effet, les resultats ex
perimentaux ont ete obtenus avec des flux de neutrons purs, alors que les neu
trons ne constituent qu'une partie du rayonnement cosmique. L'emulsion NTA uti
lisee n'a que 40 micrometres d'epaisseur. L'examen detaille de l'emulsion 
nucleaire K5 de I 000 micrometres d'epaisseur a permis de determiner que 90 p. 
cent des traces sont des traces de particules chargees et non des protons de 
recul. Il y a done lieu de considerer que O,I27 traces par ~ correspo~d a I 
millirad. Le tableau (I) donne les doses en millirads dues aux neutrons dans le 
poste de pilotage. 
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3/ Resultats obtenus a l'aide de l'ensemble dosimetrique pour les champs 
electromagnetigues et les particules ionisantes 

Trois ensembles dosimetriques sont places a bord de l'avion : 
-una l'avant, 
- un autre au centre, 
- le troisieme a l'arriere. 

a/ Dosimetres radiothermoluminescents 

Le tableau de la figure n° 5 donne des exemples de resultats de mesures ef
fectuees a l'aide des dosimetres au fluorure de lithium (3). 

On constatera que les doses mesurees sont tres faibles et tres proches de 
la limite inferieure de detection. La duree des vols a haute altitude a ete in
suffisante pendant nos essais ; il s'ensuit que la part de l'irradiation subie 
lora des vols est tres faible par rapport a celle re~ue au sol pendant la perio
de d'integration (7 semaines environ), Nous estimons que la marge d'erreur de 
ces mesures est de ce fait assez grande (coefficient de variation egal a 40 p. 
cent). 

Pour diminuer celle-ci, nous avons decide d 1utiliser lors des vols du second 
semestre 1972, un produit nettement plus sensible, le sulfate de calcium active 
au dysprosium. Ce dernier est en effet trente fois plus sensible que le fluoru
re de lithium et, bien que n'etant pas "equivalent aux tissus mous", il nous a 
donne d'excellents resultats lora des mesures effectuees sur des vols de ballons 
(4) pour le compte du Groupe Europeen de Biophysique Spatiale. En effet, aux al
titudes ou sont effectuees ces experiences, la contribution des rayonnements 
electromagnetiques de faible energie est tout a fait negligeable. Quant a la sen
sibilite aux particules ionisantes, elle ne differe guere de celle du fluorure 
de lithium (5). Nous esperons obtenir des resultats plus precis a l'aide de ce 
materiau (le coefficient de variation des mesures obtenues est egal a environ 
10 p.cent). Si l'on ,desire une precision encore meilleure, il est necessaire 
soit de faire les mesures immediatement apres un vol prolonge, soit d'attendre 
~ue la frequence et la duree des vola soient suffisantes. 

b/ Emulsions nucleaires a sensibilite variable 

Le classement des particules en fonction de leur TLE est effectue d'apres 
les caracteristiques des emulsions (seuil de sensibilite) et l'aspect des tra
ces. A titre d'exemple on a admis que sur une emulsion KS, les traces correspon
dent a un ILE inferieur ou egal a 0,5 keV par micrometre dans l 1eau, les traces 
denses presentent un TLE superieur. D'autre part les protons de recul provenant 
des interactions (n,p) engendres dans l'emulsion, ne sont pas pris en compte. 

Il est evident que ces criteres sont quelque peu subjectifs et que les spec
tres de TLE obtenus doivent ~tre consideres comme une simple approche du preble
me. Cela est d'autant plus vrai que la precision des mesures est alteree par le 
fait que les doses re~ues au sol ne sont pas negligeables par rapport a celles 
re~ues en vol, 

Sur le tableau de la figure n° 6 nous avons reporte, a titre d'exemple, les 
resultats obtenus a l'aide d'un empilement d'emulsions place a l'arriere de 
l'avion au mois d'avril 1972. Les valeurs mentionnees correspondent aux seules 
irradiations subies pendant les vols, la contribution du rayonnement cosmique 
et tellurique au niveau du sol a ete retranchee. 

Nous avons calcule la valeur de la dose absorbee a la surface du corps hu
main, a partir des donnees de ZERBY et KINNEY (6) valables dans le cas d'un 
faisceau isotrope de protons qui frapperait une seule face du corps humain. 11 
convient de preciser que dans ce cas, la dose absorbee superficielle est tres 
Voisine de la dose absorbee au point ou !'ionisation est maximale (7). 

On remarquera, pour cet empilement, une nette predominance des particules a 
tres faible TLE (TLE 0,5 keV/micrometre). 11 n'en est pas toujours ainsi ; ces 
proportions varient selon les conditions des vols et les emplacements dans la 
cellule de l'avion. 
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Par contre, si l'on exclut les traces de protons de recul provenant des in
teractiors des neutrons avec les matl!riaux hydrogenes, on ne denombre pas de 
particule de TLE superieur a 6,2 keV par micrometre. Il est vrai qu'a l'altitu
de de vol du Concorde il semble que les ions lourds aient deja ete absorbes 
dans !'atmosphere. 

Il est possible a partir de ces spectres de calculer un facteur de qualit~ 
moyen pour les rayonnements ionisants. Compte tenu des donnees de NEUFELD, 
SNYDER et TURNER (7) celui-ci est legerement inferieur a I,3. 

Ce resultat est donne a titre d'exemple, les experimentations ne sont pas· 
encore assez avancees pour que l'on puisse faire une synthese valable des re
sultats en fonction des conditions des vols et des emplacements dans la cellule, 

4/ Resultats obtenus avec les appareils de detection et d 1 enregistrement des 
debits de dose VAMEGA et AWRE 

Pour le tableau no 7 nous avons reporte les resultats maximaux moyens des 
mesures obtenues a l'aide de l'appareil VAMEGA lors d 1un groupe de I8 vols au
dessus de l'Atlantique Nord et une aerie de II vols effectues lors de la tour
nee en Amerique du Sud. 

On remarque que les resultats de la seconde serie sont, du fait de la dif
> ference de latitude, nettement inferieurs a ceux de la premiere. 

Les resultats obtenus a l'aide de 1 1appareil AWRE sont comparables. A titre 
d'exemple, lors de la mission du 2I.7.7I effectuee au-dessus de !'Atlantique 
Nord, les debits de dose equivalente mesures sont respectivement 

- Neutrons 0,20 mrem/h 
- Radiations ionisantes et 

electromagnetiques 
Total •...•.•..•. 

0,66 mrem/h 
0,86 mrem/h 

En aucun cas on n'a observe une activite solaire anormale. 
Si en cours d'exploitation normale le cas se presentait, l'altitude devol 

de l'avion serait modifiee selon des criteres qui sont actuellement etudies par 
la Commission Medicale Franco-Britannique. 

En fait, ce cas devrait se presenter assez rarement. De 1966 a 1968, huit 
evenements seulement auraient ete enregistres a l'altitude de croisiere. 

Pendant le cycle solaire le plus actif jamais observe entre 1954 et 1964, 
On trouve 38 evenements detectables sous forme d'irradiation a l'altitude de 
Concorde. Pour le cycle actuel, a peu pres moitie moins actif, on arrivera sans 
doute a une vingtaine d'evenements, probablement tous de faible intensite. En 

·fait, dans le cycle precedent, dix evenements seulement auraient provoque une 
irradiation a un debit de dose superieur a I millirem par heure. Pour le cycle 
actuel, probablement aucun n'atteindra cette valeur d 1 ici a 1974 ou 1975. Qu'en 
sera-t-il ensuite? On a peu d'elements pour effectuer une prevision : l'acce
leration de particules a des energies aussi elevees et le fait que la terre se 
trouve sur leur trajectoire forment des conditions assez exceptionnelles obser
vees un nombre de fois trop restreint pour qu'une statistique valable puisse 
~tre utilisee. On dispose cependant de deux indications : 

I -Pendant ~n cycle solaire, le nombre et l'energie de ces evene
ments semblent en relation avec l'activite maximale atteinte au 
cours de ce cycle. 

2 - On possede des indications positives qui montrent que les pro
chains cycles solaires vont encore, dans les cinquante annees a 
venir, decroitre en intensite. 
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Conclusions 

Les doses re~ues a l'altitude de croisiere du T.S.S, Concorde sont faibles; 
nous n'avons jamais detecte d'ion lourd. 

Le probleme des eruptions solaires a retenu notre attention. Leur frequence 
est relativement faible ; on en aurait detecte 8 au maximum d~ 1966 a 1968 a 
1 1altitude consideree. Les appareils d'alarme place a bord des prototypes n'en 
ont jamais decele pendant les essais. 

~ 
Ces travaux de dosimetrie ont ete realises sous les auspices de la Commis

sion Medicale du Transport Supersonique du Ministere des Transports Publics, 
presidee par Monsieur le Medecin General 1nspecteur RABOUTET et de la Sous
Commission Medicate Fran~aise du Groupe Aero~edical CONCORDE. 

Les dispositifs dosimetriques ont ete • •• stalles dans 1 ''~Vion avec les con
seils du Commandant TURCAT et de Messieurs JOATTON et DESTARAC de la S.N.I.A.S. 
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Figure I 

Nbre d'heures de 
vol) 12000 m 

Janvier 1972 7h 38 

Fevrier " 8h 31 

Mars " Oh 45 

Avril " Oh 22 

Mai " Oh 22 

Part. chargees 
mrad 

2,4 

I,I 

O,I 

0,3 

0,3 

Neutrons 
mrad 

0,2 

0,2 

O,I 

O,I 

O,I 

Resultat des doses absorbees mesur~es a l'aide d'emulsions nucleaires 
de 1000~- Poste de pilotage 

Figure 2 

Heures de vol: Doses re~ues pendant les vols (millirad) 

Mois 

Janvier 1972 

Fevrier " 
Avril II 

Mai II 

Octobre II 

Novembre 11 

au-des sus 
12 000 

7h 38 

8h 31 

Oh 22 

3h 38 

de 
m Avant 

3 

3 

2 

2 

0,8 

2 

Dose absorbee pendant la duree des vols mesuree 
radiothermoluminescents 

Milieu Arriere 

3 3 

3 3 

2 2 

2 1,5 

0,8 0,8 

2 2 

a l'aide de dosimetres 

( L'irradiation re~ue en dehors des vols a ete retranchee ) 
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Figure 3 

. . 
Intervalle :Densite de tra7 Dose absorbee: Dose absorbee 
de TLE kev/f/m' ces - traces :superficielle :-superficielle 

: cm-2 ;a une fluence · 

TLE~0,5 

0,5(TLE~ I 

I ( TLE~ 2,6 

2, 6(TLE~ 6,2 

6 ,2(TLE"' 8, I 

8,I ( TLE 

Spectre total: 

3950 

450 

80 

6 

0 

0 

unitaire 

'I 6 Io-7 rad . , 
:3,I I0-7 rad 

:4,3 I0-7 rad 
• -7 
:TO IO rad 

0,63 

O,I4 

0,03 

0,06 

0 

0 

-3 IO rad 
-3 IO rad 
-3 IO rad 
-3 IO rad 

0,86 Io-3rad 

. Contribution 
;relative a la 

dose 

73 p.cent 

I6 p.cent 

4 p.cent 

7 p.cent 

0 p,cent 

0 p,cent 

Resultat de l'empilement d'emulsions nucleaires du mois d'avril I972 place 
a l'arriere de la cellule 

Figure 4 

:Debit de dose e
Serie de Missions:quivalente dQ aux 

Atlantique Nord 

Amerique du Sud 

neutrons 

0,3I 

0,13 

Debit de dose 
equivalente dQ 
aux neutrons·"('+ 
particules ioni
santes mrem/h 

0,58 

0,34 

Total mrem/h 

0,89 

0,47 

Debit de dose eguivalente moyenne maximum mesure a l'aide de l'appareil 
VAMEGA lors de deux series de missions 
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THE APPROACH TO RADON PROBLEMS IN NON-URANIUM MINES IN SWEDEN 

Jan Olof Snihs 
National Institute of Radiation Protection 

Stockholm, Sweden 

Abstract 

In Sweden there areSbout 60 underground mines. These are for the mining of 
ferrous and sulphide ores and none are for uranium. Radon measurements were ma<B 
in all of these mines during 1969 and 1970. By using an assumed equilibXiu.m 
ratio of 0.5 between radon daughters and radon, the radon daughter levels were 
calculated to exceed 30 pCi/1 (0.3 WL) in 22 mines with more than 1000 under
ground employees and in a few mines the levels were estimated to exceed 
100 pCi/1 (1 WL). Hence, non-uranium miners were the largest group of Swedish 
workers receiving significant radiation doses. However, these workers are not 
legally classified as radiological workers. 

The results initiated more detailed measurements and research. The sources 
of radon in mines are found to be radon-rich water, ventilation air from 
abandoned areas with caved materials and, to a lesser extent, minerals 
particularly rich in radium. In some mines the radon levels vary with the season 
with a maximum in the summer. No simple correlation to the type of minerals or 
their geological properties has yet been found. 

Instructions on protective measures against radon in mines were issued in 
March 1972. The regulations are based on a maximum of 30 pCi/1 (0.3 WL) of radon 
daughters as the average over a year. There are also regulations on the maximum 
delay period for preventative action, on ventilation, on respirators, on 
measurements and control and on medical examinations. 

Epidemiological studies on the lung cancer frequency among miners have been 
made. The period investigated was the years 1961-1968. A significant excess of 
lung cancer has been found. 

Introduction 

The first measurements on radon in a Swedish mine (Boliden) were made at 
the beginning of the 1950s. The results of these early measurements and the 
limited experience of radon problems in non-uranium mines at that time did not 
give any reason for anticipating high radon levels in Swedish mines. However, 
improved measuring techniques, continuous progress in radiation protection 
generally and internationally observed radon problems in many uranium mines 
resulted in new measurements being initiated at the end of the 1960s. 

The first new results (from Nasliden and Langsele) indicated the 
possibility that radon problems might exist in Swedish mines even though they 
are not uranium mines. A few additional measurements (in Zinkgruvan and Danne
mora) also proved that there is no simple relation between the radon concentra
tion in a mine and the geology of the mine; the first approach, selecting mines 
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of interest solely from geological considerations, had to be abandoned. In 1969 
it was therefore decided to make a rough but rapid survey of the radon levels 
in all the mines in Sweden (about 60). 

Since 1970 great efforts have been made to develop appropriate sampling 
and measuring techniques, and to initiate and carry out research on existing 
problems. As radon in mines was a new and completely unknown occupational 
hygiene problem for most of those concerned, much effort was put into providing 
appropriate information. Very shortly, it also appeared necessary to prepare 
special instructions for radiation protection in mines and these were issued in 
March 1972. Because of the relatively high radon concentrations found in many 
mines, it was considered necessary to consider the possibility of an excessive 
incidence of lung cancer among Swedish miners. An epidemiological study on lung 
cancer was therefore started in 1971. This report is meant to be a summary of 
some of the results of the work done on the problem of radon in Swedish mines. 

Principles of sampling and measuring techniques 

The measurements .. in Swedish mines have mainly been made on radon although 
they have been supplemented by measurements on radon daughters. Radon measure
ments are performed by taking air samples in evacuated 4.8 1 commercial propane 
containers which are opened in the mine. The sample is transferred to an 
evacuated 18 1 ionization-chamber via a drying agent. The lower limit for these 
chambers is about 0.5 pCi/1 with a fresh 4.8 1 sample. The samples are measured 
above ground, either in a field laboratory at the mine or at the National 
Institute of Radiation Protection (NIRP) in Stockholm. In the latter case, the 
sampling can be done by the mining staff and the containers sent to Stockholm 
by mail. 

Radon daughters are sampled and measured in the conventional way, using 
glassfibre filters. In evaluation of the radon daughter concentration, the 
method of Kusnetz1 is used. As there is no good Swedish expression for WL the 
result is expressed in equivalent pCi/1 (1 WL is equivalent to 100 pCi/1). 
Measurements on the glassfibre filters are made above ground in general. 

The principles of measurements 

Three types of measurements have been made, namely: guiding measurements, 
basic measurements and checking measurements. 

Guiding measurements 

The guiding measurements were performed twice during the period 1969-1970, 
once during the winter and once during the summer. Three of the evacuated 
containers described above were sent to each mine and the mining company was 
asked to take one air sample in return air, one at a working place with "normal" 
ventilation and one sample in an unventilated drift. The samples were expected 
to be representative for the average radon levels in the mine, for working 
places and for potentially high radon levels, respectively. 

In answer to questionnaires, information was given by the company about 
the place and time of sampling, ventilation conditions, presence of running 
water, adjacent minerals, number of worker etc. All results related to radon 
only. In estimating the corresponding radon daughter concentration, a 50 % 
equilibrium ratio was assumed. In accordance with the chosen Swedish 
terminology, this ratio is referred to as the "dose factor". 
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Basic measurements 

The basic measurements are made by the laboratory staff during a visit to 
the mine. The purpose of the measurements is to find the true radon and radon 
daughter concentrations, the reasons for the activity levels ana-the best means 
of decreasing the concentration if necessary. The sampling and measurement are 
preceded by detailed discussions between the radiological team and the represen
tatives of the employees and the employers about ventilation systems, presence 
or absence of working places in particular areas, suspected high radon levels, 
radioactive minerals etc. The choice of appropriate places for sampling is 
based on these discussions. 

Checking measurements 

Checking measm:ements are initiated by the company itself if there have 
been major changes in the ventilation, or when there is reason to expect high 
radon concentrations in new parts of the mine. Normally only radon measurements 
are necessary to guide possible extra preventative action. Periodic checking 
measurements are also needed as a consequence of the regulations on checking 
the exposure of the miners (see below). If the only measurements made are those 
on radon in air samples sent by mail to the laboratory in Stockholm, the radon 
daughter concent_ration is estimated by using the dose factor (or factors) found 
in the basic measurements if this dose factor is still believed to be adequate. 

Concentrations of radon and radon daughters in the mines 

After the guiding radon measurements in 1 969 and 1970, the radon daughter 
exposure level was estimated for all mines. The numbers in parenthesis in 
Table 1 are the first estimated results. At the time of writing (May 1973) 
basic measurements have been made in 26 mines, from the guiding measurements 
most of these were expected to have radon daughter concentrations above 30 pC~ 
As a result of these measurements there have been a few changes in the grouping 
of the mines and miners as indicated in Table 1 by the 1970 numbers without 
parentheses. This was the situation in 1970. Since then, countermeasures have 
been taken in many mines, if not yet in all. A few mines have shut down (not 
because of radon) and a few new mines have been built and the 1973 numbers in 
Table 1 reflect the situation as it is believed to be in May 1973. It should be 
noted, however, that the grouping of the mines and miners is based on the 
highest representative levels found in the working areas of each mine - or of 
the parts of one large mine. The numbers of overexposed miners have therefore 
probably been somewhat overestimated. 

Radon daughter Number of mines Number of miners 
concentration 

pCi/1 1970 1973 1970 1973 

~10 (25) 26 26 ~1100~ 1400 1400 
10 - 30 ~ ~ ~~ 12 19 1700 2000 2700 
30 -100 16 10 ( 1700) 700 610 

100 -300 ~ ~~ 6 0 ( 140~ 620 0 
>300 1 0 ( 0 21 0 

Table 1. Numbers in parenthesis are those estimated from the guiding measure
ments 1969-1970, the ones without parentheses from basic measurements since 
1969. 
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Great efforts have been made to reduce the radon daughter levels and this 
work is still in progress. The countermeasures mainly consist of changes in the 
ventilation system and often new ventilation shafts have to be built. However, 
it is expected that within about a year the numbers of mines and miners in the 
exposure group > 30 pCi/l will be reduced considerably. 

The measurements in 1969 and 1970 showed that many mines had higher, some 
considerably higher, radon levels in the summer (May-October) than in the 
winter.19 mines with radon daughter levels > 10 pCi/l were found to have 
summer values more than 50 % higher than winter values and on average for all 
mines the radon concentration was twice as high in the summer than in the wi~. 
The main·reason is probably reduced or changed ventilation. 

Apart from the general radon and radon daughter values for the mines, it 
has also been of interest to find the potential high values in unventilated 
areas or elsewhere in the mine. Up to now 7 mines have been found to have such 
areas with radon levels exceeding 1000 pCi/1; radon concentrations of 
1000-2000 pCi/1 haye been found in four mines, 6000 pCi/1 in one mine, 
10,000 pCi/1 in one and 20,000 pCi/1 in one. There are also a few mines with 
radon levels of 300-1000 pCi/1. In some of these areas with high radon levels, 
mining work has probably been carried out. The very high radon levels appeared 
in unventilated drifts where there was water. 

The source of radon 

There are three major factors to consider when seeking the causes of high 
radon concentrations; they may appear alone or in combination. These factors 
are ventilation, water and radioactive minerals. The first two predominate. 

Ventilation 

There are two basic ventilation principles: 

(a) The air is taken in via a shaft from the ground level down to the bottom 
of the mine and at each level the air is forwarded in tubes or in drifts by 
fans to the working~plaoes. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (left). 

(b) The air is taken in via crushed rook in abandoned upper parts of the mine 
or another part of the mine. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (right). 

Fig. 1: Two basic ventilation principles in Swedish mines 
shaft ventilation (left) and "crushed rock" ventilation (right). 
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There are also combinations of these principals. The advantage of ventila
tion principle (b) is that during the winter the inlet air becomes comfortably 
warm during its passage through the crushed rock and it then contains no air 
impurities - except radon. During the passage through crushed rock and abandoned 
spaces, the air is contaminated by radon which diffuses from radium in the rock 
and from radon-rich water in the rock. B,y the time it reaches the working places 
the ventilation air may already have too high a radon concentration. Table 1 
shows that probably 23 mines had radon daughter levels higher than 30 pCi/1 in 
1970. The radon source has been identified for all but one of these mines and 
the result is as follows: 

ventilation air as the predominant source - 17 mines 
water and rocks in the worki~g areas as predominant source - 3 mines 
major contributions from both the ventilation air and sources in the working 
areas - 2 mines 

The ventilation air is the predominant radon source. Sources in the working 
areas are local running water and emanation from the rock wall in drifts and 
other spaces. Ineffective ventilation with recirculating air results in·growth 
of the radon concentration in the air. 

Even if the fact that the air is drawn througn crushed rock is the main 
reason for the high radon levels, it is not certain that this ventilation system 
always leads to very high radon levels. There are examples (Mimergruvan, Blot
berget, Risbergsfaltet) where the intake of air is by this princple but where 
the radon concentrations are not eapecially high (15-50 pCi/1). Contributory 
factors are probably the venting rate, the amount of crushed rock, its siructure 
and radium content, presence or absence of radon-rich water, etc. As it is out 
of the question to investigate the condition of abandoned areas and spaces with 
crushed rock it is very difficult to determine the real emanating source 
unambiguously. However, work on this problem continues. 

As mentioned above, there are seasonal variations of the radon levels in 
many mines. This has been studied systematically in several mines by taking an 
air samp~e once a week at the same place in the mine, normally on return air. 
The sample has been sent by mail to the NIRP. The result from one mine is shown 
in Figure 2. 

Radon 
Ci' ~50l 

10 

Persberg Mine 

1971 1972 

Fig. 2: Radon concentration in the return air of Persberg Mine measured once 
a week. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the seasonal variation found in some,mines. The 
samples were taken at a depth of 150m on return air. If the temperature outside 
the mine is plotted with an appropriate scale, the temperature curve and the 
radon curve will follow one another ~uite closely. It is a fact well known to 
mining engineers that the ventilation efficiency tends to decrease when the 
difference between the temperature in the mine and outside the mine decreases 
and the observed correlation to the temperature may reflect that phenomenon. 
However, one must not exclude the possibility that the variations may also be a 
result of different routes taken by the ventilation air or of an increase in 
the emanating power of the crushed rock. In a more detailed study on radon by 
means of a continuously running ionization chamber in a mine, diurnal 
variations have been observed, see Figure 3. 

50 
40 
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0 0 
0 

0 

-20 
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-=Temp. in mine 

0 
0 0 0 

Fig. 3: Radon concentrations in the intake air at a depth of 450 m in Nygruvan 
Mine measured by a continuously running ionization chamber. The air 
has passed abandoned parts of the mine. The Figure shows March 30 
through April 3 (upper curve) and May 4 through 8. 

In March and April (the upper curve), the temperature outside the mine is 
still below the temperature in the mine at 450 m and the radon levels in the air 
are practically constant. In May (the lower curve) the nights are still rather 
cole. but during the day the temperature rises above that of the mine. The radon 
concentration varies with a minimum during the night and a maximum during the 
day. This result serves to prove the influence of the temperature on the radon 
concentration when the temperature outside the mine is close to that insiae 
the mine. 

It is difficult to prove generally the total effect of radon-rich water on 
the overall radon levels in a mine. Nevertheless, it has been possible to show 
some correlations in some mines. In one mining district (Kiruna) it has been 
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possible to compare two adjacent mines. They have the same geology with no 
exce~tional radium-containing minerals in the rock or in the ore. In one mine 
(KUJ) the radon concentration of the water is 10-20 nCi/1. The water comes from 
a nearby district with minerals containing radium of the order of 100-5000 pCi 
radium/g. The water found in that district contains up to 60 nCi/1. The radon 
levels in air in the mine are 20-40 pCi/1 with the exception of some un
ventilated parts of the mine with very high radon concentrations. In the disused 
adjacent mine (Loussavaara) the radon concentration of the water is very low 
( <:0.1 nCi/1) and the radon concentration of the air in the unventilated mine 
is only 8 pCi/1. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the water is a 
significant radon soux·ce in KUJ. 

Radon-rich water may also cause very high radon levels in unventilated 
drifts. In KUJ a radon concentration in the air of 20,000 pCi/1 was found in an 
unventilated drift. The water flow was about 50 1/s and contained 10 nCi radon 
per litre. Radon levels of that order of magnitude in the air are quite 
possible with the conditions which exist. The practical conclusion from this 
and other similar observations is that whenever there is a combination of bad 
ventilation and a large water flow there is reason to anticipate high radon 
levels in the air. 

Minerals 

The significance of different minerals in rock and different types of ore 
for the radon levels in a mine is not yet fully established. 

One parameter of interest is the radium content of the rock. However, it 
is lilcely that other parameters are more relevant, as e.g. porosity, presence 
of cracks, humidity. Water enhances the diffusion of radon from the rock and 
wet mines are therefore subject to the double effect of enhancement of radon 
leakage and radon release directly.from the water. Radioactive minerals have 
been found in a few mines and they have caused local radon levels of the order 
of 100 pCi/1. It is also possible that radioactive minerals appear in some of 
the crushed rock causing a high radon concentration in the ventilation air 
when that type of ventilation is used. 

Protection instructions 

The Swedish instructions on protection against radon in mines were issued 
in March 19722. They contain a regulative part and a descriptive and 
explanatory part including 5 chapters on physical and biological aspect of 
radon and its daughters, on geological aspects, on estimation of necessary 
ventilation air, on sampling methods and on estimation of annual exposure. The 
regulative part includes regulations on permitted radon daughter exposure, on 
preventative action such as ventilation etc., on measurements and checks and on 
medical examinations. An extract from some of the most important points is 
presented below. 

Permitted radon daughter exposux·e 

1. The radon daughter exposure should be as low as practicable. If the annual 
exposure is more than 60,000 pCi•hrs/1, there is an overexposure and 
preventative action is needed. 

2. The radon daughter concentration in working places should be as low as 
practicable. For planning of preventative action an operational limit (or 
"basic value" or "derived working limit") on radon daughter concentration of 
30 pCi/1 shall be used. 
Note: 30 pCi/1 is by definition equivalent to 0.3 WL. 
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If the radon concentration has been measured instead of the radon daughter 
concentration and the dose factor is not known, the dose factor shall be 
assumed to be at least 0.5. 
Note: The dose factor is defined as the relation between the radon daughter 
~entration and the radon concentration. 

3. If the annual radon daughter exposure is expected to exceed 
60,000 pCi•hrs/1, preventative action shall be taken within the times given 
belo~I. However, a total overexposure of 600,000 pCi•hrs/1 during an employee's 
whole working time in a mine shall be avoid.ed as counted at the latest from the 
time when the radon daughter concentration was determined for the first time. 
For estimation of total overexposure, earlier exposure shall be taken into 
account, if possible. 

Preventative action 

1. Preventative action shall be planned and performed without delay and in a 
reliable way. 

2. The maximum time within which preventative action shall be taken in 
continuously used working places in the mine after a basic measurement depends 
on the average radon daughter concentration during the year. Corresponding 
radon daughter concentrations and max. times are 30-60 pCi/1,3 years; 
90 pCi/1,1.5 years; 120 pCi/1,1 year etc. After checking measurement the 
corresponding max. times are shorter by a factor of three. 

Other regulations 

1. Any part of the mine which has higher radon daughter concentration than 
1000 pCi/1 shall be sealed off by a wall impermeable to radon. Those parts of 
the mine which are not in use and which have radon daughter concentrations of 
100-1000 pCi/1 or where the concentrations are unknown shall as a rule be 
prohibited areas. 

2. Interchange of employees shall be made if necessary to prevent over
exposure if other preventative action has not proved satisfactory. 

3. Measurement to check the radon daughter concentration in the mine shall be 
made within the periods specified in Table 2. 

Radon daughter 
concentration 

pCi/1 

<10 
10 - 30 

> 30 -100 
>100 

Time 

2 years 
1 year 
6 months 
3 " 

Table 2. The time within which check measurements shall be made as a function 
of the radon daughter concentrations found in the last measurement. 

4. Due to the radiological hazard in mines, special medical examinations 
should be made with respect to the functioning of the lungs and possible 
pulmonary diseases. Persons suffering from chronic disease in the bronchial 
system or the lungs and persons who have tuberculosis which has not with 
certainty become inactive or with healed tubercular changes of large extent 
should not be employed in work which involves particular risk of exposure to 
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radon daughters. Since there is a considerably enhanced risk of lung cancer for 
smokers and since it is feared that this risk is greater when a smoker is 
exposed to radon daughters, employees should be made aware of this fact and be 
advised against smoking, both at work and at other times. 

Methods of calculating the exposure 

As there is no good dosimeter for radon or radon daughters, the exposure 
is determined by indirect methods. The method proposed in the regulations is 
that each mine is divided into zones according to the radon daughter levels, 

<10, 10-30, 30-100, or 100-300 pCi/1. It is recommended that a maximum of two 
zones should be used. Once a year the approximate residence time in different 
zones is estimated for the miners and with the aid of special tables in the 
regulations, the exposure range is determined. The eiposure ranges correspond 
to the sar 3 ranges as for the radon daughter level zones. 

Epidemiological studies on the lung cancer rate 

When the extent of the radon problems in Swedish mines was fully 
recognized, epidemiological studies on the lung cancer incidence among miners 
were started. There have been local studigs in some mining districts, Zink
gruvan3, :Boliden4, Kiruna5 and Malmberget and an overall study including all 
mining districts7. This overall study started in April 1971 and the main 
purpose was originally to find out whether there was any excessive incidence 
of lung cancer at all among the miners. The study was retrospective and covered 
the years 1961-1968. As there were no measurements on radon in mines at that 
time it was not possible, in the initial stud~, to make any detailed exposure
effect correlations, although such analysis is in progress. 

The study involved, firstly, a comparison between expected and observed 
numbers of lung cancers within the mining districts and, secondly, a 
corresponding comparison for the miners alone. The results are shown in Table 3. 
Appropriate corrections have been made for the age distributions in the 
districts in calculating the expected number of deaths as based on the death 
rate in the county in which the respective dis~ricts were located. In the 
special study on miners, the expected number of deaths is calculated as being 
proportional to the number of employees and to the death rate in the district. 

Group 

All men other than miners 
in the mining district 
Underground miners only 
Above ground miners only 

Expected numbers 
of 1 ung cancers 

125 
6 
6 

Observed numbers 
of lung cancers 

99 
26 
7 

Table 3. Expected and observed numbers of lung cancers among men aged 20-64 
years during the years 1961-1968 in mining districts for non-miners and miners. 
The observed numbers of lung cancers are those which relate to cancer which 
appeared and caused death within 5 years of cessation of employment at the mine. 

It can be seen from Table 3 that there is a significant excess of lung 
cancers among underground miners. No excess is found among miners working above 
ground or among other men in the mining districts. The total number of men in 
the mining districts is 136,600 and the number of miners is about 13,000, of 
which about one half are underground workers. Of the 26 observed cases of lung 
cancer, 21 occurred among miners who had worked more than 10 years underground. 
Of the total of 48 miners belonging to this group (more than 10 years under-
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~ound) 21 (58%), died within 5 years of ceasing employment and 39 persons 
\81 %) within 15 years. 

There are obvious difficulties in estimating the true radon daughter 
exposures in a retrospective study without earlier measurements on radon 
daughters in the mines. Nevertheless, attempts are in progress to reconstruct 
the former ventilation conditions in some mines and more reliable values for 
the exposure may be given than are possible today. However, if the mines and 
corresponding miners are divided into two groups, one experiencing less than 
30 pCi/1 of radon daughters and the other more than 30 pCi/1 according to the 
measurements since 1969, the distribution will be as shown in Table 4. The 
numbers in Table 4 are based on very recent follow-up studies including the 
years 1961-1971. 

Radon daughter Number of lung cancer deaths Number of Number of 
concentration Age at death (years) mines miners 1966 

pCi/1 20-64 65-79 20-79 

<30 9 7 16 9 2,760 
>30 27 23 50 11 2,099 

Table 4. Observed numbers of lung cancer deaths among miners who have worked 
more than 10 years underground. All but 2 of the miners aged 20-64 years died 
within 5 years of cessation of employment at the mine. 30 pCi/1 is equivalent 
to 0.3 WL. 

It is clear from Table 4 that the relative numbers of lung cancer deaths 
are much greater in the mines with radon daughter levels in excess of 30 pCi/1 
than in the other mines. 

Most of the observed lung cancer deaths among miners aged 20-64 years 
occured during the last half of the period of investigation (24 of 36). The 
year of commencement of underground work for the deceased miners is more 
scat·~ered:' 8 miners during 1920-30, 12 miners during 1931-40, 12 miners during 
1941-50, 3 miners during 1951-50 and 1 miner in 1961. 

B.y assuming as a first approximation that the radon daughter levels in 
Swedish mines found by the measurements since the end of the 1960s are 
representative for earlier years, it is possible to make some qualified guesses 
as to the exposures. This assumption is, of course, uncertain but there is some 
justification for it. The ventilation has been improved with time and it is 
reasonable to assume that this would cause the radon levels to decrease. On the 
other hand the mines are continually being deepened, and that will increase the 
amount of crushed rock and also make the ventilation more difficult, i.e. the 
radon levels would increase with time if no other factors were involved. The 
resulting effect may well have been a relatively constant radon situation over 
the last few decades. On this assumption it is possible to determine an 
exposure-effect relationship according to Table 5. The exposure ranges in 
Table 5 are caused by the radon daughter ranges 1-10, 10-30, 30-100 and 
100-300 pCi/1 and the range of employment time for the deceased workers. 
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Estimated cumulative Expected Observed Calculated annual 

WLM Employees number of number of mortality per 104 exposure, underground lung cancer lung cancer miners from lung 
(average) deaths deaths cancer 

Ran~ Avera~ 1261-1211 1261-1211 Exl)ected Observed 

2- 36 15 1001 1.25 2 1 .1 1. 8 
13- 112 48 1852 2.31 7 1 .1 3.4 
48- 528 218 1488 1.85 15 1.1 9.2 

170-1512 696 525 0.66 12 1.1 21 

Table 5. Lung cancer deaths 1961-1971 among miners aged 20-64 years. All the 
deceased worked more than 10 years underground and all except two died within 
5 years after cessation of employment. 

The last column of Table 5 is plotted in an eJ..'}losure-effect diaerrun in 
Figure 4 togetger with the results of the lung cancer studies in the USA among 
uranium miners • There appears to De good agreement. Considering the consider
able statistical errors and the uncertainty of the exposures it is, however, 
not possible to draw any conclusion about the dose-effect relation in the 
region of the low exposures around 100 WLM. 

The average exposure is estimated to be 163 WLM (range 90-275 WIM 
corresponding to the radon daughter ranges mentioned above) assuming an average 
employment time of 30 years. If 1 WlM corresponds to 2 rads it follows that the 
rate of excess lung cancer is 1.7 cases per year per rad per million miners. 
The studies on uranium miners in the USA gave 0. 9, on Newfoundland fluorspar 
miners 1.1 and on British underground iron miners 3.08. 

Annual lung cancer mortalities per 1rf miners 

10 

10 

l 
10 

0 Uranium miners USA 

e Non-uranium miners Sweden 

Expected value (Sweden) 

102 
WLM 

Fig. 4: Comparison between the lung cancer mortalities for American uranium 
miners and Sv;edish non-uranium miners as a function of the radon 
daughter exposure. 95 %confidence limits are shown for the 
mortality values. 
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QUELQUES DONNEES NOUVELLES CONCERNANT LA PROTECTION 

DES MINEURS DANS LES MINES D1URANIUM 

J. PRADEL - P. ZETTWOOG - G. MADELAINE - Yo FRANCOIS 
Departement de Protection - STEPPA 
Commissariat A l 1Energie Atomique 

Abstracts 

New data concerning the safety of miners 
in uranium mines 

Reports will be made, on the one hand, on the first results obtained 
regarding the action of radon and its elements in an experimental uranium mine 
at La Crouzille and, on the other hand, on the prospective use of a new por
table individual dosimeter proportionate to the exposure of uranium miners to 
radon elements. 

Introduction 

Dans certaines mines d1uranium on a observe chez les ouvriers une augmen
tation de la mortalite par cancer du poumon. Cette augmentation semble d 1autant 
plus marquee que les concentrations en radon et en descendants radi~actifs sont 
plus elevees. Il tmportait done d 1 intensifier les recherches dans ce domaine 
pour mieux connattre le comportement du radon et de ses descendants afin : _; 

- de fixer des normes precises d1une severite suffisante mais non exces
sive etant donne les difficultes technologiques rencontrees pour abaisser les 
niveaux, 

- d1 ameliorer l'efficacite des moyens de protection utilises ou d1en 
developper de nouveaux, 

- de mettre en place un syst~e de surveillance du personnel precis, 
efficace et bien adapte aux conditions de la mine. 

C1est pourquoi en 1969 nous avons decide de creer dans une ancienne mine 
d 1uranium, une mine laboratoire ou il soit plus aise de contr8ler les diffe
rents param~tres expertmentaux que dans une mine en activite. Nous avons entre
pris un programme de recherche dont nous presentons ici les principaux resul
tats actuellement acquis. 

Nous decrivons egalement les resultats obtenus avec un nouveau detecteur 
individuel mesurant l'activite des descendants du radon. 

I - Mine laboratoire 

I/ Situation et implantation 

La mine est situee sur la division de La Crouzille A Fanay. Nous avons 
isole du reate de la mine le quartier des Tenelles qui comprend deux niveaux 
separes verticalement de 80 m~tres. Le quartier est compose du montage d 1entree 
d1air M.560 reliant le jour au niveau 200 dana la galerie B.560; laquelle 
conduit en 800 m environ aux pieds des montages M. ~ et M. 50I raccordant le 
niveau 200 au niveau I20. La t@te du montage 50I debouche dans la galerie 
B.30I du niveau 120. La B.30I communique avec le jour par le montage M.305. tes 
laboratoires sont installes, l'un au niveau 200, 11 autre au niveau 120 en t@te 
des montages M.50I et M.500; ils sont eclaires, chauffes, al~entes en courant 
electrique 220 V - 380 V1 en air comprtme, et relies par telephone au central 
de la mine (fig.I). 

La ventilation est assuree par deux ventilateurs de 18 chevaux chacun. 
Le ventilateur VI souffle l'air en ttte du montage M.560; il assure 11 aerage 
en mettant la mine en pression; V2 aspire dans la R.30I, au pied du montage 
M.305 et assure l'aerage en mettant la mine en depression. Un systeme de 
trappes permet d1ajuster le debit de ces ventilateurs. 
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Les barrages necessaires ont ete realises pour isoler ce quartier des 
anciens travaux et l~iter le circuit d 1 aerage l un parcours parfaitement 
connu. 

2/ Aerage 

Nous avons defini compl~tement les parametres d 1aerage de la mine labo
ratoire, en mesurant systematiquement les debits d1air dans chaque branche du 
circuit, et lea differences de pression statique entre chaque noeud. 

La mine est mise en pression ou depression par 1 1 action des ventilateurs 
VI ou V2. L1utilisation de diaphragmes permet de regler les debits de ventila
tion pour des valeurs comprises entre 2 et 10 m3fg-I environ. 

La temperature, 1 1hygrometrie, la vitesse de 1 1air et la perte de charge 
entre la base et la tOte des montages M.500 - 501 sont mesurees en permanence. 

3/ Resultats 

a/ Particules ultrafines non fixees sur des noyaux de condensation 

Nous rappelons uniquement ici lea resultats obtenus precedemment (I) (2) 
au moyen de filtres precedes ou non par des tubes de Zeleny ou des batteries 
de diffusion : 11activite sous forme de particules ultrafines, c 1est-l-dire 
atomes non combines ou ayant fixe quelques molecules diverses, dont le coef
ficient de diffusion est compris entre 5,4.Io-2 et I0-2 cm2/s (et pour les
quelles 11 paratt plus justifie d 1adopter un coefficient de diffusion moyen 
de I,5.1o-2 cm2/s), represente en moyenne 3% de l'activite du Radium A suppose 
A 11equilibre avec le radon; cette activite est inferieure l IO %, sauf en cas 
d1 arr@t de travail dans la mine ou 1 1 on peut trouver alors des valeurs de 
l 1ordre de 25 %. 

b/ Etude de 1 1 influence de la ventilation sur la concentration en ra
don dans la mine 

La concentration en radon es~ mesuree soit au moyen de prel~vements 
effectues dans des fioles recouvertes interieurement de sulfure de zinc selon 
la technique en usage dans les mines fran~aises (4) soit au moyen de chambres 
de desintegration (5) de I5 litres fonctionnant A un debit de IO 1/mn per
mettant de mesurer des concentrations superieures A 0,4.Io-10 Ci/1. 

Deux chambres de desintegration ont ete placees au niveau I20 (point 12) 
et des prel~vementa ont ete effectuea regulierement pour contr8ler lea resul
tats et suivre lea variations rapides amorties par les chambres de desintegra
tion. Les mesures ont ete effectuees dans differentes conditions de ventila
tion : fonctionnement en pression en utilisant le ventilateur VI et fonction
nement en depression en utilisant le ventilateur V2. Lea differences de pres
sion entre l'exterieur et le point L2 ont varie entre - 43 et + 55 mm d 1eau. 
Chaque type d 1aerage a ete maintenu assez longtemps pour que la concentration 
ait atteint une valeur stable. Certains essais ont dure 4 jours (6). 

Lea resultats concernant les concentrations CRn, le debit de radon QRn 
en fonction du debit Q sont presentes dans les fig. 2 et 3. 

On peut noter qu 1 l debit egal la concentration en radon dans 1 1air de la 
mine est plus faible quand }a mine est en surpression que lorsqu 1elle est en 
depression; le facteur de reduction passe de 0,5 l 0,9 quand le debit augmente 
de 2 l IO m3fs. Ceci confirme 11observation faite dans le cas d1une mine en 
activite, celle de La Chapelle Largeau, ou 1 1 on a eu une reduction de 20% des 
concentrations moyennes qui passaient de 3,3.IQ-I0 Ci/1 en 1965 la mine ~tant 
en depression l 2,7 - 2,4.1o-IO Ci/1 en 1966 et 1967, la mine etant en sur
pression. 

On observe aussi que le d~bit de radon dans la ventilation au niveau du 
point 12, pout un d6bit de ventilation constant de 2 m3/s decrott reguliere
ment quand la pression crott en ce point (tableau I). 
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c/ Etude de 1 1 influence de la ventilation sur la concentration en 
descendants du radon 

Dans les m@mes conditions de ventilation on a effectu~ des mesures de 
1 1 ~nergie a totale suivant la m~thode exposee par THOMAS (2). Les r~sultats 
exprimes en "Working Levels" WL sont egalement precises dans la fig. 3. 

On constate aussi qu'A d~bit ~gal, le niveau exprim~ en Working Levels 
est plus faible lorsque la mine est en surpression; le facteur de reduction est 
constant et egal A 0,7 lorsque le debit est superieur A 3 m3fs. 

Ces resultats ne sont probablement pas valables dans tous les cas, mais 
ils confirment que la mise en surpression des mines d1uranium apporte une 
r~duction des quantites de radon dans 11atmosphere de ces mines, cette reduc
tion pouvant @tre appreciable dans certains cas. 

II - Detecteur individuel pour la dosimetrie des descendants du radon 

La surveillance individuelle du personnel est effectuee actuellement 
A partir de mesures locales, le calcul des quantites inhal~es par chaque agent 
tenant compte du temps de travail aux differents lieux. 

Un d~tecteur individual capable de fournir une mesure correspondant A un 
prelevement continu et representatif de 11air inhal~ par le mineur permettrait 
d 1 obtenir des valeurs plus significatives. C1est pourquoi nous avons developpe 
un tel appareil brevete permettant d1evaluer 1 1 ~nergie a totale des descendants 
du radon (7) • 

Pour evaluer cette energie il est n~cessaire de mesurer s~parement l'ac
tivite du Radium A et celle du Radium C1 qui se trouvent dans des proportions 
tres variables. L1 appareil (fig. 4) pesant environ I50 g comprend un dispositif 
de prelevement alimente par batterie permettant de collecter les descendants 
du radon sur une membrane millipore; le debit est de 1 1 ordre de 4 litres par 
heure. Un detecteur constitue par du nitrate de cellulose color~ en rouge 
(LR II5 Kodak Pathe) est place face au filtre A environ 20 mm. Les particules a 
emises au piveau du filtre doivent traverser un collimateur A deux canons et 
des ecrans avant d1atteindre le nitrate de cellulose. 

Sur le premier canon l 1 ~paisseur de l'ecran est choisie de fa~on A 
arrlter les a du Radium A et A detecter ceux du RaC 1 dont 1 1energie residuelle 
est de 1 1ordre de 3 MeV. 

Sur le deuxieme canon 1 1ecran est tel que 1 1energie residuelle des a du 
RaA est de l 1ordre de 3 MeV alors que celle du RaC' est de 1 1ordre de 5 MeV. 

Les caracteristiques du nitrate utilise sont telles que les a de 3 MeV 
sont detectes et ceux de 5 MeV ne le sont pas. 

Le premier canon permet done de mesurer le RaC 1 et le deuxieme le RaA, 
ce qui permet d1evaluer aisement 1 1energie a totale des descendants du radon 
accumules sur le filtre pendant un temps tres long de 11ordre de la semaine ou 
mtme du mois. 

Grice A 1 1utilisation des collimateurs et des ecrans les traces de 
particules apparaissent apres attaque chimique sous forme de taches blanches 
toutes identiques sur fond rouge (fig.5). Il est alors aise d1evaluer le nombre 
de traces par la mesure du flux lumineux de longueur d 1 onde convenablement 
ehoisie qui traverse le nitrate (8). 

Les premiers resultats obtenus avec un prototype dans la mine expertmen
tale ont montre une bonne concordance pour une dizaine d'essais effectues pour 
des etats d1 equilibre varies avec les valeurs fournies par la methode de THOMAS. 

Actuellement quatre appareils sont en cours d1 essai de longue duree dans 
les conditions d1utilisation au fond de la mine. 
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Conclusions 

La protection contre le radon dans les mines d 1uranium ayant une Unpor
tance considerable, des experimentations de longue duree ont ete entreprises 
dans une mine exper~entale. On a pu dejA constater que la fraction de par
ticules ultrafines non fixees ayant un coefficient de diffusion moyen voisin 
de I,S.Io-2 cm2/s et non pas egal A 5,4.I0-2 devrait @tre prise egale A 3 % 
de 1 1activite du Ra A A l 1equilibre. 

En ce qui concerne les moyens pour abaisser les niveaux de pollution, la 
mise en surpression des mines est d1 ores et dejA A considerer comme efficace, 
Quant l la surveillance du personnel, 1 1utilisation de detecteurs individuels 
capables d'evaluer correctement 1 1energie a totale quel que soit 1 1etat 
d 1equilibre est A prevoir au moins pour une partie des mineurs, les premiers 
resultats des essais etant satisfaisants. 
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LONG-TERM MEASUREMENTS OF RADON DAUGHTER ACTIVITY IN MINES 

B. Haider, W. Jacobi 

Institut flir Strahlenschutz 

Gesellschaft flir Strahlen- und Umweltforschung mbH 

Mlinchen - Neuherberg, Germany 

Abstract 

A rugged, portable filter monitor for the long-term measurement 
of Rn-daughter activity in mines with direct indication of the 
cumulative exposure is described. The monitor is equipped with 
rechargeable batteries and enables continuous or fractionated air 
sampling at preset time intervals over a period of 1 - 2 weeks 
with one battery charge. The results of continuous measurements 
over a one year-period in a fluorspar mine are discussed. 

Introduction 

A significant excess of lung cancer mortality with increasing 
accumulated Radon(Rn)-exposure has been observed among uranium 
miners in the USA and CSSR. This fact emphasizes the suspection 
that workers in mines with high Rn-content in air belong to that 
groups of radiation workers with the highest somatic radiation 
risk. Compared with this risk the surveillance of the radiation 
exposure of these miners is still not adequate. The main causes 
for this inconsistency are the complex distribution of Rn and its 
daughters in mine air, which varies with time and place, and the 
difficulties of personnel air monitoring under the abnormal work
ing conditions in mines. 

In the past air monitoring in these mines was restricted 
mainly on measurements of Rn or its daughters in single air probes, 
which were taken in more or less large intervals of time. Taking 
into account the varying air activity in a mine working area ro
bust, portable and battery-operated monitors are needed which 
enable long-term measurements and indicate the accumulated expo
sure over a long time period. Several instruments of this type 
were proposed and tested in the last years)-6 

With respect to their applicability in uranium and fluorspar 
mines we have studied different methods to determine the time-in
tegral of the activity concentration of Rn and its daughters. For 
the continuous measurement of Rn-gas itself we used the electro
static deposition of RaA-ions, formed by decay of Rn-atoms in a 
chamber with Rn-permeable walls. The results however have. indi
cated, that the Rg-sensitivity of this method depends strongly on 
the air humidity. This method seems therefore not suitable for 
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Rn-monitoring in mines. 

For long-term measurements of the accumulated exposure to 
Rn-daughters in mines we have developed on the basis of the fil
ter method portable monitors with low-power consumption. In this 
paper the design and properties of this monitor and the results 
of test measurements in a fluorspar mine are described. 

Description of the Air Monitor 

Two types of surveying instruments were developed: A direct-indica
ting monitor with a Silicium-a-detector and a nondirect-indicating 
instrument using track etch foils as integrating a-detector. 

SAMPLING PROBE 

Removable lid -i 
i 

Protection foil 

ELECTRONICS 

Charge 
amplifier 

Discriminator 

Scaler 

Register 

Timer 

Switch 

U-Stabilizer 

Fig. 1 : 

Cross section through 
the sampling probe of 
the monitor and block 
diagram of the elec
tronics 

Figure 1 shows a schematic cross section through the sam
pling probe of the direct-indicating instrument and a block dia
gram of its electronics. The outside air is sucked in through 
slits in the sampling probe, passes the fibrous filter and is ex
hausted on the other side of the probe. The sampling probe can be 
easily opened for filter replacement. The small air blower is 
mounted in the sampling probe; its operation voltage of 3,5 Vis 
stabilized to assure a constant air flow-rate. With the normally 
used cellulose-asbestos filters (effective filter diameter 18 mm) 
a flow-rate of 2.5 liter/hour was adjusted. As a-detector a p-Si
licium semiconductor with an active surface of 240 mm2 (¢=17.5mm) 
is used whose surface is protected by a thin mylar foil of 
1 mg/cm~ thickness. The distance between filter and detector sur
face is 5 mm. 
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After amplification and pulse height discrimination the detec
tor pulses are counted by a combination of an electronic scaler 
and a 4-digit mechanical register. The electronic part includes 
also a timer and switching circuit for the air blower, which ena
oes automatic, fractionated air sampling in preset time intervals. 
All electronic parts are designed for low power consumption. The 
total power consumption of the monitor is about 300 roW, from which 
about 200 roW are required for the air blower. For the power supply 
rechargeable dryfit PC-accumulators are used, which enable with 
one battery charge an operation time of 8 - 9 days at continuous 
sampling and of about 18 days at fractionated sampling. 

The electronics, the counter and the accumulators are en
closed by a stable, water and dust protected metal housing, to 
which the sampling probe is flanged on. All operating elements and 
plug sockets for external connections (rate meter, pulse height 
analyser) are mounted behind a lid to prevent contamination by 
dust and undesired changes of the adjusted operation values. Only 
the mechanical register can be read through a window in the metal 
housing. The instrument dimensions are 23 em x 12 em x 32 em 
(height). Its total weight is 7 kg, from which about 5 kg falls to 
the accumulators. 

In a second type of this instrumeocthe Si-a-detector is sub
stituted by a track etch foil with the same effective diameter; 
in this type the detector electronics and the counter are omitted. 
Foil etching and a-track counting is done by the usual techniques 
and are described in detail elsewher~6 

Instrument Calibration 

For the monitoring of Rn-daughter mixtures in mines and room air 
the concept of %otential a-energy concentration and the unit 
1 WL = 1.3 x 10 (pot.a-) MeV/liter air have been introduced. As 
described earlier the described instrument was constructed with 
the aspect to determine the time integral over this energy con
centration over long exposure periods. The total number Za(T) of 
a-tracks or a-pulses, respectively, counted with the instrument 
during a time period T is connected with this integral or accumu
lated exposure E(T) by the equation6: 

Snfv 
Z (T) = -- • E (T) a P 

In this equation means n the counting efficiency of the used type 
of detector, f>0.99 the deposition efficiency of the,filter, 
v = 2.5 ± 0.3 liter/hour the air flow rate and p = 7.68 ~.eV the 
potential a-energy of one 218Pb (RaB)- or 214Bi(RaC)-atom. 

The correction factor S depends on the relative composition 
of the Rn-daughter mixture in the measured air, which varies with 
the ventilation rate Av and the rate constant Aa for the attach
ment of free daughter atoms to particles in the considered mine 
area.6 It was calculated on the basis of the box model for Rn-at
mospheres which was developed by one of the authors? and is given 
in figure 2. This graph shows that the variation range of the 
correction factor 8 is rather small and a constant valueS= 1.05 
can be applied to most mine and room atmospheres with sufficient 
accuracy. 
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Fig. 2: 

Correction factor S for 
instrument sensitivity 
(see text) 

The counting efficiency n of the direct-indicating instru
ment with a Si-~-detector was determined by comparison with cali
brated ~-sources. At the normal operational conditions used it 
results nsi = 0.18 ± 0.01. With this value it follows an instru
ment sensitivity in the case of continuous sampling: 

S = Za(T)/E(T) 

= 0.061 ± 0.011 counts per (pot.a)MeV•hour/liter air 

= 7900 ± 1400 counts per WL•hour 

This corresponds to a sensitivity of ·79 ± 14 counts per pCi•hour/li
ter air of each daughter nuclide in the case of radioactive equili
brium in air. The built-in scaler enables a reduction of this sen
sitivity in steps of 1/2 to a 1/128 of this value or 62 counts per 
WL•hour. In addition the sensitivity can be reduced by the built
in timer for fractionated air sampling. The background counting 
rate is about 5 counts per hour. The lower detection limit of the 
instrument is therefore comparable with the mean concentration of 
Rn-daughters in atmospheric air. 

The sensitivity of the instrument with track etch foils was 
determined by simultaneous field measurements with both types of 
instruments. Depending on etching conditions and the used foil 
material it is about a factor 0.2 - 0.6 lower than the sensitivity 
for the direct-indicating instrument. 

Test Measurements 

Test measurements with 2 instruments of each type were performed 
so far in 3 fluorspar mines in East Bavaria.6 One direct-indicat
ing monitor was continuously in use for one year at the same work
ing area in a mine drift and was operated and controlled by the 
foreman of the miners in this area. He read off the counting re
gister of the instrument normally at the beginning and the end of 
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each working shift. The resulting time variation of the potential 
energy concentration in the mine air during this one year-period 
is shown in figure 3. The annual mean value was about 1 WL, where
as the daily mean values are varying in the range from 0.4 - 3 WL. 
Figure 3 indicates that the short-time variations from day to day 
in this mine area are rather small. However, a rather strong long
term variation of the Rn-daughter level is observed. 

!:. 
c ., 
~ 1 
0 
u 

-- Daily mean values 

- · -· Annual mean value 

( 20. Nov.1971- 20.0ct.1972) 

Fig. 3: Variation of the continuously measured Rn-daughter activi
ty in a working areacf a fluorspar mine in East Bavaria 
(Nov. 1971 -Oct. 1972). 

This variation is mainly due to the change of the air venti
lation during the extension of the mine gallery. During the period 
from November 1971 till about May 1972 a rather constant activity 
level Qf about 0.5- 1.0 WL was observed. In the following months 
the fresh-air supply to the driving gallery was reduced. During 
this period the air-activity increased and reached rather high 
values of 2 - 3 WL in July - September 1972. After break-through 
of a new wind gate the supply with air of low Rn-content increased. 
Subsequently the Rn-level in the working area decreased strongly 
and reched a rather constant level of about 0.6 WL in October 1972. 

The variation of the Rn-exhalation from the walls of the gal
lery due to the mining activity was probably not so significant in 
this fluorspar gallery, but might be certainly of more importance 
in other galleries, especially in uranium mines. 

In either case, these test measurements indicate the necessi
ty of long-term Rn-monitoring to get more information about the 
real cumulative exposure of miners. 

This work was financially supporteQ by ~he Ministerium flir Bildung 
und Wissenschaft of the Federal l.epublic of Germany. 
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OL\EHKA PA/lJ1rJAKH18Horo cjJAKTrJPA HA nPE<~nPklr1HH1X 
nPnMhi''JJ1EHHOCH1 PEi~~H1X V1 1~!3ETHbiX 11ET AJlnDB: 

.nRf1CKvH1 n.n., EnaBCHaR .n.T., KanV1TaHOB iJ.T., 
.nV1xaYss :J.n., CaTapV1Ha C.H., Xyxnassa C.A. 

!1HcnHyT r11r11BHbl Tfly,.':\a 11 nf1:JljJ3a6anesaH!1i1 AMH CCCP 
r. MacHsa. 

Co~3 CaseTCKV1X Co4V1allV1CTV1YBCHV1X Pecny6nV1K. 

Sur1:nar~r 

~~en workinG with n~tural radioactive raw materials of dif
ferent mineral composition and different specific activity due 
to the type and conditions of the particular jobs the environ
ment in which nan works can reveal different extents of activity 
of individual components of the factor of radiation. 

Surface jobs with mineral raw materials and their processed 
/products are extremely typical for their dusts containing 
long-term a-irradiators. Such dusts pollute the air environment 
of some production premises of ore-dressing and chemical and 
metallurgical-enterprises. 

Under examination was the state of health in workers with 
lorg-term of service. Xo harmful effects upon the respirative 
organs which could be directly related to the radiation factor 
have ~een discovered so far. However the lonGest terr1 up to 20 
years was only in a small group of the examined. 

The amount of Th incorporated into the workers'lungs evalua
ted by the preliminary data taken from the entire body and the 
Tn content in the respirated air did not exceed 150 pCi. 

The authors studied 3500 white ordinary rats intratracheally 
injected with dusts of various specific activity as well as chro
nically ingalated for long terms. It has been found out that 
with a combined dust-radiation action the lowest effective doze 
to affect the luncs is close to 200 rem. 

In view of the increased fibrogenic properties of dusts 
containing radioactive elements the authors stiess the necessity 
to consider the lonG-term natural radioactive component of mine
ral dusts when fixin~ the pernissable limits of general pollu
tion within the operation zone of the production promises. The 
authors re~ard as open the ~uestion on nossible distant effects 
in workers with 30-50 years of service since with the leugth of 
service increased it is quite possible for the lun~s to absorb 
doses equal to the PJ.axinuM pernissable ones. 
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Pa~Ha~HOHHaR onacH~CTb Ha npe~npHRTHRX npoMh~neHHOCTH pe~KHX 
MeTanno8 o6ycnosneHa co~ep~aHHBM a ~o6~saeM~X H o6ora~aaM~x py
~ax ecTecT88HHo-pa~HoaKTHBH~x 3neMeHTOB pR~a TOpHR H ypaHa. 
HeCMOTpR Ha He3Ha~HTBnbH08 CO~ep~aHHB B HCXO~HOM MHHBpanbHOM 
C~pb8 8CT8CT88HHO-pa~H08KTHBH~X 3n8M8HTOB (OT n•10-11K~pH/r ~0 
n•1o-10 K~pH/r), e xo~e H3y~eHHR y6noeH~ Tpy~a 8~ReneH~ pa6oT~, 
B~nanHSHHB KOTOp~X MO~BT conpOBO~~aTbCR 3arpR3H8HH8M 803~YWHO~ 
Cp9~~ pa~HOdKTHBH~MH a3p030nRMH H ra38MH. 

AnA ~a3eMH~x. pa6oT c MHHepanbH~M c~pbeM H npo~yKTaMH era 
nepepa60TKH OC068HHO xapaKTBpHO nOCTORHHOB C0~8p~aHH8 8 n~nRX, 

3arpR3HR~~HX B03AYWHY~ cpe~y HeKOTOp~X pa6o~HX 30H H npOH3BO~CT
B9HH~X noMe~eHH~, ~onromH8Y~HX anb~a-H3ny~aTene~. H TaKHM pa6o
TaM OTHOCRTCR oa6DT~ Ha VJapOW8~H~X CTaHKaX 8 OTKp~T~X K8pbepax, 
BCB 8H~~ pa6oT npH CYXHX MeTo~aX o6ora~8HHR KOH~eHTpaTOB pe~KHX 

H I~BBTH~X M8Tanno8 Ha o6oraTHTBnbH~X ~a6pHKaX, MHDrO~HcneHH~e 
onepa4HH no ~080~Ke KOH4eHTpaT08, WHXTOBKB, 3aTapHB8HH~ H T.~. 
no3TOMy, noHRTeH Haru HHT8p8C K O~eHK9 pOnH eCT8CTBeHHO-pa~HOaK
TH8HOrO KOMnDHeHTa npOM~WneHH~X n~ne~ npe~npHRTH~ npOM~wneHHOCTH 
pe~KHX H ~BeTH~X MBTannoe, TBM 6onee, ~TO pR~ HCCne~OBaTene~, 
Oq8HHB88WHX nocnefC28HR pa~HaqHOHHDrO 803~e~CT8HR Ha pa60~HX 
ypaHOB~X py~HHKOB ' , B~CK83~BanH npe~nonomeHH8 0 TOM, ~TO n~nb 

H8XO~HTCR cpe~H TBKHX ¢aKTOpDB, KDTOp~e MoryT o6ycn08HTb 803HHK
H08eHH8 paKa nerKHX npH ~038X o6ny~BHHR MeHbWB TBX, KOTDp~e npH3-
HaH~ He06XO~HMHMH ~nR HH~yqHp088HHR paKa npH "~HCTOM" pa~HB4HOH

HOM 803~8~CTBHH. 
CpasHeHHe ypo8He~ 3a6onesaeMOCTH pa3nH~H~x npo~eccHoHanbH~x 

rpynn H3 ~Hcna nHI,, pa6oTa~~HX Ha npe~npHRTHRX npDM~WnBHHOCTH 
pe~KHX MeTannOB H H3Y~8HHe COCTORHHR 3~0pOBbR CTamHp08aHH~X pa6o
~HX He B~R8HnO noapem~a~~HX 3$¢BKT08 CO CTOpOH~ opraH08 ~~XBHHR, 
KOTOp~e MOm~o 6~n0 6~ nOCT88HTb 8 npRMy~ C8R3b C 803~8~CTBH8M pa
~HaqHOHHOrO ¢aKTopa. Ho HaH6onbtUH~ CTam - ~o 20 neT, 6~n ~OCTHr
HyT nHwb s He6onbwo~ rpynne u6cne~oeaHH~x pa6oYHX. Co~epmaHHe 
TOpHR B cyTO~HOM KOnH~eCTBe 6Hocy6cTpaT08 He npes~wano 20 MKr C 
KanOM, 10 MKr C MO~O~. HonH~BCTBO HHKOpnOpHp088HHOrO TOpHR 8 ner
KHX pa6o~HX, 0~8HH888WeeCR no pe3ynbT8TaM npe~8apHTBnbH~X H3M8pe
HH~ Ha c~eT~HKe ecero Tena H no co~epmaHH~ TopoHa 8 8~~~xaeMoM 
803~yxe, He npeeHwano - 150 nHKOK~pH. 

Ha 3500 6en~x 6ecnopoAH~x Kp~c np08BABH~ sKcnepHMBHTanbHHe 
HCCnB~088HHR no H3Y~BHH~ naTOrBHH~X C80~CT8 Tpy~HOpaCT80pHM~X 
TOpH~CO~epma~HX MHHepanhH~X n~ne~, 8 CBR3H C HX pa~H08KTHBHOCTb~. 
npH 3TOM 8 3KCnepHMBHTaX C O~HOKpaTH~M HHTpaTpaxeanbH~M BBe~eHHBM 
HCnOnb30BanHCb n~nH pa3nH~H~X p8~K038MBnbHHX TOpH~COABpma~HX py~ 
H KOH48HTpaTOB qHpKOHOBO~ H nonapHT080~ rpynn~ C npHcy~e~ HM 
y~enbHa~ aKTHBHOCTb~ H ee HcKyccT8BHH~M y3enH~eHHBM AD n•1o-B, 
n•1o-7 K~pH/r. YeenH~BHHe y~enbHO~ aKTHBHOCTH HccnBAYBM~x n~ne~ 
38 C~BT HCKyCCTBSHH~X ~o6a80K $BppHTOpHTa, TDpHaHHTa HhH HCKyc
CTBBHHO~ Th0 2 H8MH npHMBHRnOCb AnA ycyry6neHHR ycnOBH~ 3KCn8pH
MeHTa, KOTOpHe 6H nos8onHnH, nycTb Aame e pac~eTe Ha HepeanbHH~ 
"xy~WH~" cny~a~, 8~R8HTb BnHRHH8 pa~H84HOHHOrO ~aKTOpa Ha ¢0H8 
n~ne8oro. 

npH 06~~HO~ nOCT8HDBK8 HCCn8~088HH~, C HC~Onb3088HHBM n~na~ 
TOnbK8 npHpO~HO~ y~enbHO~ 8KTHBHOCTH, KaK M~ yme 3HanH, H HCXO~
Horo ypasHR YASnbHD~ aKTHBHDCTH H 12-TH MBCR~Horo cpoKa Ha6n~~e
HHR 6~no HB~OCTaTO~HO ~nR Taro, ~T06~ COCTaBHTb npe~CTa8neHHe 0 
803MD~H~X Ha6naronpHRTH~X nocne~CTBHRX 883~8~CT8HR T8KO~ KOM6HHa-
4HH ¢aKTopos - nHne8oro H paAHB4HOHHoro3. 

3KcnepHM8HT~ C XpOHH~eCKHM HHranHp088HH8M ocy~eCT8nRnHCb C 
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nOMO~b~ HHranAt\HOHH~X ycTaHOBOK4. 3an~n8~HOCTb B03~yxa B KBM8p8 
C y~eTO~ ~HCnepCHOCTH n~nH H K03$$H4H8HTa 98 aa~epmKH, 6~na B~-

6paHa paBHO~ 300-400 Mr/M3 C TBM, ~T06~ K KOHqy 38TpaBKH B nerKHX 
HaKOnHnOCb 50-75 Mr B8~8CT8a - KOnH~SCTBa, ~OCTaTO~HOrO ~nA paa
BHTH8 B nerKHX nH8BMOHOHHOTH~8CKOrO npoqecca, Ha ~OHS KOTOporo 
B~ABnAnOCb BnHAHHB pa~HaqHOHHOro KOMnOHBHTa n~nH. 

TaHHM o6paaoM, e aKcnepHMBHTanbH~x ycnoaHAX coaAaeanacb Mo
~enb XpOHH~8CKHX n~nepaAHBqHOHH~X B03~8~CTBH~ Ha ~OH8 paanH~H~X 
norno~BHH~X AD3 Ha nerKH8 - OT HBCKOnbKHX 03p 1 ~0 750 63p H oonee. 
BenH~HHa cyMMapHOH ~03~, B KamAOM KOHKp8THOM cny~ae AHKTOBanacb 
803MOmHDCTb~ C03ABHHA aHanorH~HO~ ~03~ B npOt\8CC8 50-neTHero 
npO~BCCHOHanbHOrO KOHTBKTa nHq, pa60Ta~~HX C 8CT8CT88HH~MH pa~Ho
BKTHBH~MH 88~8CTBaMH pa3HO~ y~BnbHO~ aKTHBHOCTH 1 H8 npeB~Wa~~BH 8 
npOH3BO~CTB8HH~X ycnOBHAX n•10-8 K~pH/r. 

3KcnepHM8HTanbH~8 HCCne~OBBHHA B~ABHnH, ~TO npH KOM6HHHpOBaH
HOM n~nepa~HaqHOHHOM B03~8HCTBHH MHHHManhH0-3~~8KTHBHOH ~030H Ha 
nerKHe ABnAeTcA ~oaa onHaKaA K 200 6ap. B~AeneHH~ 3TOH eenH~HH~ 
CnOCOOCTBOBanH ~aHH~8 no H3YYBHH~ TeMnOB npHpOCTa eeca Tena mH
BOTH~X 9 ~HH8MHK8 1 myHK4HH BH8WH8rO ~~X8HHA 1 COCTOAHHA noKa3aTe
neH nepH¢8pHY8CKOH KpOBH 1 npo~onmHTSnbHOCTH mH3HH mHBOTH~X, a 
TaKme peaynbTaT~ HCCne~oaaHHA OHOXHMHYBCKHX H naTOMOp~onorH~BCKHX 
H3M8H8HHH TKaHe~ nerKoro, KaK KpHTHYBCKOrO opraHa. 

npH 3KCnepHM8HTanbHOM H3YY8HHH cpaBHHTBnbHOH naToreHHOCTH 
8CT8CTB8HHO-p8AHOaKTHBH~X MHHepanbH~X n~ne~ H TBX me n~neH C ycH
nBHH~M 3a CYST HCKYCCTBSHH~X A06aBOK pa~HaqHOHH~M KOMnOHBHTOM MHO
rHS H3 B~weyKa3aHH~X noKa3aTen8H ~anH MHOrOYHCn8HH~8 CBH~BTBnbCT
Ba ycHnsHHA ¢H6poreHHOCTH n~ne~ no Mepe yeenH~eHHA HX YASnbHOH 
aKTHBHOCTH. 

TaK, pHc. 1 ~eMoHcTpHpyeT yeenHYBHHe cyxoro eeca neroYHOH TKa
HH, Ha6n~Aa~~88CA KaK B CBpHAX C py~H~MH n~nAMH HaH60nbW8~ Y~Bnb
HOH aKTHBHOCTH, TaK H e aHanorHYH~x. no aKTHBHOCTH, cepHAX c 
n~nb~ KOH48HTpaTa, YTO OC008HHO OTYBTnHBO (~OCTOBBpHOCTb >95%), 
np08BnA8TCA K 12 MBCAqaM OT HaYana 3KCnepHMBHTa. 

H aToMy me cpoHy yeenHYHaaeTCA a6con~THoe KOnHYecTae OKCH
nponHHa (pHC. 2 ) B nerOYHO~ TKBHH mHBOTH~X, no~aeprHyT~X 803~8~
CTBHID n~neH HaH60nbW8~ y~SnbHO~ aKTHBHOCTH, CYMMapH~X H HBpaCTBO
pHM~X 6enKOB 1 CHHmaBTCA HHTBHCHBHOCTb BKn~YBHHA MBYSHO~ no c14 
aMHHOHHCnOT~ nH3HHa H rnHqHHa. naTOMOp$onOrHYBCHH8 HCCne~OBaHHA 
e~ABHnH npHaHaKH cna6o nporpeccHpy~~ero ~H$$y3Ho-oYarosoro nHee
MOKDHHoaa, XpOHHYSCHOrO 6pOHXHTa H 6pOHXHOnHTa, nna3MaTH384HH 
nHM$OH~H~x KnSTOH nHM$aTHYBCKHX yanoa. B ~HcnepHMBHTB OTM9YSHo 
HSKOTOpoe ycHnBHHB naTOrBHH~X CBO~CTB n~n9H K 15-18 M8CA4aM OT 
HaYana B03~8HCTBHA aa CYST 06~9~ ~03~, 6nH3KO~ K 200 6ap, ~TO 
s~pamanocb s 6onee o~aroeoM xapaKTepe nHBBMOcKnepoaa (pHc. 3) H 
yeenH~BHHH nHM$Op8THKynocapKOM nerKHX mHBOTH~X. 

npH Hccne~oeaHHH ycyry6neHHoro BnHRHHA CMSCBH 4HPKOHa c 
~BYOKHCb~ TOpHA H YHCTOH ~BYOKHCH TOpHR OTMSYBHO CHHm9HH8 npo~on
mHTSnbHOCTH mH3HH mHBOTH~x (pHc. 4,5). PHcyHKH ~SMOHCTPHPY~T cnom
HOCTb npOHCXO~A~HX B opraHH3M8 mHBOTH~X npOq8CCOB 1 TaK KaK npH 
~038 60nbW8H 200 6ap Ha nerKHS 8 CSpHAX 2 H 3, 8 O~HOM cnyYae, y 
mHBOTH~x 3THX cepH~ ET5o 6~no cy~ecrseHHO HHme, YBM TaKoeoe y 
mHBOTH~X 803paCTHOrO ~H3HOnorHYBCHOrO HOHTpOnA (H) H mHBOTH~X 1 
cepHH (pHc. 4). 8 ~pyroM, HecMoTpA Ha ~oay npes~wa~~y~ 200 6ap 
(2 cepHA), ETso 6~no aHanorHYHo TaKoeoMy y HOHTponbH~x mHsOTH~x 
(pHc. 5). OcHOBH~e cTaTHCTHYBCKHe napaMeTp~. npHee~eHH~e Ha 
pHCo 4-5, nonyYSH~ npH o6pa60TK8 ~aHH~X no M8TO~y ~HTY~Hnb~a H 
5nHcca. 

Ha ocHoeaHHH 3KCTpanonRqHH peaynbTaTos aHcnepHMBHTanbH~X Hc
cne~oeaHHH 6~n0 ycTaHOBnBHO TaK~S, ~TO nepHO~ nonys~BB~BHHA TOpHR, 
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BXO~R~ero 8 COCTaB n~nH npHpOAH~X COBAHHBHH~-MHHSpanos ~HpKOHa H 
nonapHTa, nonaewHx s nerHHe, AnA YenoseHa HaXOAHTCR e npeAenax oT 
4,8 ~o 5,2 n~T. TorAa npH co6n~ABHMH AOnycTHM~x ypoeHe~ 3an~neH
HOCTH 803AYXa pa60Y8H 30H~ paCYBTH~M nyTBM nonyYBHO, ~TO ~03a, 
norno~BHHBR nerKHMH pa6o~HX, 3aHRT~X Ha npOH380~CT88 ~HpKOHOBOrO 
KOH~BHTpaTa, MO~BT AOCTHraTb 3UU D3p, a npH npOH380~CT88 nonapM
TOBOro KOH~BHTpaTa 1300 63p 8 T8~8HH8 50-neTHero np0~8CCHOHanbHO
ro KOHT8KT8o 

BMBCT8 c TeM, nnA ~nR nepcoHana 3a 50 neT pasHa 750 ~ap6. 
8 CBR3H C 3THM ycTaHDBnBHH8R HaMH 8 3KcnepMM8HT8 MHHHManbHO 3$$eK
THBHaR ~03a, pasHaR 200 03p, MOmeT O~Tb CBH~BTBnbCTBOM HBODXO~H
MOCTH y~eTa CO~ep~aHHR B n~nRX pa~HDaHT~BHOro KOMnDHBHTa npH rH
rMSHH~BCKOM HDpMHpoBaHHH nHnB~ B B03AYXB npOM3BO~CTB8HH~X noMe~e
HHHo 

TaKHM o6pa30M Ha OCHOBaHHH npOBBABHHHX HCCnBAOBaHHH MOmHO c~e

naTb CnBAY~~He BNBO~H: 
1. MMHHManbHaR 3~~8KTMBHaR A03a Ha nerKHB oen~x 6ecnopOAH~X 

Kp~C npH KOMDMHHpOBaHHOM n~nepaAHa~HOHHOM BD3AB~CTBHM paSHa 
2006ap. 

2. HeKoTop~e BHA~ pa6oT c ecrecTBBHHo-panHoaKTHBH~MH ee~ecTsa
MH, TaKHMH HaK nonapMTDB~H KOH~BHTpaT, ~OnBH~ OTHOCHTbCR K panHa-
4HOHHo-onaCH~M, TaK KaH B npOH3BO~CTBBHH~X ycnoSMRX B03MOmHO nony
~8HH8 nerKHMH pa60~HX 3a 50 neT np0$8CCHOHanbHOrD KOHTaKTa no3, 
60nbtUHX 200 63p o 

3. np~ paooTax c 88~8CTBaMH Manoi1 YABnbHO~ aKTHBHDCTH (He 
Oonee 1.1o-9 K~pH/r) paAHa4MOHHaR 6egonacHocTb MomeT 6~Tb AOCTHr
HyTa C06n~A8HH8M 06~erMrHBHHY8CKHX TpBOOBaHHH, KaCa~~HXCR AOnyCTH
M~X ypOBHBi1 06~ei1 3an~n8HHOCTH B03nyxa pa60~8H 30H~, KOTOp~e ~Onm
H~ ycraHasnHBaTbCR c yYeToM HanHYH e n~nH ~onromHey~ero anb~a-aK
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A RADON DAUGHTER MONITOR FOR USE IN MINES 

A. C. JAMES and J. C. STRONG 

National Radiological Protection Board, 
Harwell, Didcot, Berks, U.K. 

Abstract 

A self-contained monitor for the measurement of airborne RaA, Rae and the 
working level, WL, in the shortest practicable time and with a minimum of. cal
culation is described. The ratio of two gross alpha-counts gives, directly, 
the ratio of airborne alpha-emitter concentrations, Rae':RaA, after collection 
on a filter. This is achieved because the contribution from airborne RaB to 
the measured alpha-activity is minimised by choosing short sampling and coun
ting times. The RaA concentration is derived from the first alpha-count, 
during air sampling. WL is derived from the second alpha-count. No back
ground correction is required. Systematic ~rors in estimated quantities are 
small. With a total measuring time of eleven minutes, the limits of detection 
are approximately 1 pei/litre for RaA and lQ-4 for WL. 

Introduction 

A radiation hazard from the short-lived radon daughters in uranium and 
other metal mine atmospheres has been convincingly shown.l Most of the 
epidemiological studies made in this context have used the working level (WL) 
as the unit of exposure. 1 WL represents the concentration of radon daughter 
activity in an atmosphere, and is defined as any combination of the daughters 
(RaA, RaB, Rae and Rae•) in one litre of air that results in the emission of 
1.3 x 105 MeV of potential alpha energy in decaying to RaD. The unit is 
numerically equal to the total alpha-energy arising from the decay of 100 pei/ 
litre each of RaA, RaB and Rae, but does not depend on the state of daughter 
disequilibrium. Nevertheless, it is often useful to know the RaA concentra
tion and state of daughter disequilibrium as well as the WL. The concentra
tion of the first daughter, RaA, because of its short half-life, responds 
rapidly to the radon gas concentration. This information can be valuable, for 
example, in locating a point of injection of fresh radon and/or daughters into 
an airstream. With the location of such a point, corrective action can be 
considered. In this case, a quick, on-the-spot assessment is very helpful, as 
additional measurements may be indicated. For this purpose, the RaA and Rae 
concentrations adequately describe the state of daughter equilibrium, whilst a 
measurement of RaB adds only little useful information. 

A prototype radon daughter monitor (RDM) has been developed with the above 
points in mind. We have chosen to measure only the RaA and Rae concentration~ 
hence the counting procedure and t~.e calculatio.l of results have been greatly 
simplified. Both sampling and measurement normally take only ll minutes and 
results can be calculated using a slide rule. An important feature of the 
method is that electronic requirements are simple, amounting only to the 
scaling of gross alpha-activity. 
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The Radon Daughter Monitor 

Fig. 1 is a photograph of the prototype monitor. The instrument is por
table and weighs 5 kg. 

Mechanical details 
Air is drawn through a glass fibre filter (GF/A, Whatman UK) at 10 litres/ 

min. The carbon vane pump (LlO, Rotheroe & Mitchell UK) is battery powered. 
Sampling rate is monitored and all components are mounted in a sealed case. 
Alpha-counting 

2 Alpha activity on the filter is detected by a 450 mm diameter surface 
barrier diode (ORTEC) mounted in the filter holder. The front electrode of the 
detector has been specially thickened to 0.5 mg cm-2 of gold. This reduces 
sensitivity to chemical contaminants that might be picked up from mine air. 
Scaling 

A charge sensitive pre-amplifier and an amplifier with an adjustable 
threshold are used. The discrimination level is set for a particle energy of 
800 keV in Silicon. This effectively rejects beta-pulses from RaB and noise 
picked up from the pump motor. Integrated circuits and a binary display are 
used for two decades of scaling logic. Four higher decades are counted and 
displayed by a mechanical register (Landis & Gyr UK). A maximum count rate of 
1000/sec is attained by this arrangement. Power for the circuitry is supplied 
by a battery of mercury cells, with a separate dry battery for the display 
bulbs. 
Operation of the monitor 

Operation is controlled by a pingle switch, the sampling and counting times 
being measured by a watch. 

The Sampling and Counting Scheme 

We have chosen a procedure that is simple to use underground. Thus, 
sampling times are restricted to 2, 5 or 10 minutes. ~sampling and coun
ting times are used. A fixed, one minute, delay between the 2 alpha-counts 
reduces the likelihood of timing error. 
Conversion factors 

Mercer's general formulation 
culations on a digital computer. 
data3,4. 

2 of radon daughter decay was used for cal-
Computations were checked against published 

Fig. 2 shows the build up of alpha-activity for equal sampling and counting 
times when equal airborne concentrations of radon daughters are collected on a 
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filter. RaA contributes almost half of the total alpha-activity during samp-
ling. At short time intervals, both during and after sampling, the contributkn 
from RaB is small. 

3000 3000 
="' DURING SAMPliNG AFrER SAMPLING 
~ 
~t! §E ~R1C c!l:!! 
-;r:: 2000 2000 RIB 

~~ R.A 

~§ 
~lrl 1000 1000 

~~ 
!I 

0 0 
0 5 10 0 5 10 

TIME INTERVAL (MIN) 

Figure 2: Alpha disintegrations from 1pCi/1. each of RaA, RaJ3 and RaC, sampled 
at 10 1./min and collected on a filter. Disintegrations after sampling 
refer to equaJ. sampling and counting times with a 1-minute delrey in 
between. The envelopes of the curves give total alpha disintegrations. 

In order to estimate the desired unknown concentrations, RaA and Rae, from 
only 2 gross alpha-counts, some assumption must be made about the RaB concentr~ 
tion. We have assumed that the ratio RaB/RaA is a uniquely defined function of 
the ratio RaC/RaA. 
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Figure 4: Ratios of radon daughter activities 
for two theoretical growth models. 
Plotted points are ratios measured 
in u.s. uranium mines. 

The RaB approximation. Fig. 3 shows the growth of radon daughters from 
parent radon under 2 different conditions. The 'Mine Tunnel' mode1 5 describes 
growth during de-emanation of radon at a uniform rate from the walls of a mine 
tunnel. Air is moving through the tunnel, thus growth time is equated to tran
sit time. The 'Isolated Radon' model3 describes growth in still air. Fig. 4 
shows that a different function relates RaB/RaA to RaC/RaA in the 2 models. 
Measured values of these ratios, from u.s. uranium mines6,7, are also plotted 
in the figure. The measured values are better represented by the 'Mine Tunnel' 
model, but they do tend to fall below this (solid) curve. RolleB found that 
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similar, relatively small, departures from the simple model are predicted when 
'young' and older air mix in a mine, e.g. downstream of a junction. Plate-out 
of unattached daughters on tunnel walls can also disturb the daughter equilib
rium. However, the measurements plotted in Fig. 4 indicate that daughter 
equilibrium is adequately described by the solid curve. We have assumed this 
to be generally true. The curve is a good fit of the relationshipS 
RaC/RaA = (RaB/RaA)2. 

Calculated factors. Figs. 5-7 show the factors calculated to relate 
equilibrium ratio, Qc/QA, RaA concentration, QA, and WL to alpha-counts recor
ded by the ROM. Curves are given for both growth models. Full computer tabu
lations are available from the authors. These allow for the slightly lower 
counting efficiency observed for RaA th~n for RaC with GF/A filters9. The cal
culated factors have been verified by comparing laboratory measurements with 
the RDM and simultaneous measurements by the modified Tsivoglou methodlO. 
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Figu:ce 5: Curves relating the measured ratio or two aJ.pluHlounts to radon daughter 
ratio, 'IP/QA, for different sampling times. Equal. oo1mting efficiencies 
for RaA and RaC are assumed. Solid curves assume 'Mine Tunnel' model, 
dashed ourves 'Isolated Rn' • Inset shows percentage systematic error in 
estimate of QIJ/QA if the wrong model chosen. 

Systematic errors. The possible errors caused by departures from an 
assumed model are smallest for short sampling times. In Figs. 5-7, the inset 
figures show the magnitude of systematic errors that would arise when sampling 
in still air, if the 'Mine Tunnel' model were assumed to hold. These are a 
function of the true Qc/QA. Reference back to Fig. 4 shows that similarly 
small errors would have been recorded for the values measured in uranium mines. 

Statistical prec1s1on. Fig. 8 (a, b & c) shows the calculated coefficients 
of variation in estimated quanti ties. for a range of airborne daughter concen
trations. Fig. B(a) also shows that a realistic background alpha-count of 
l/min has a negligible effect on the precision of estimating ~· Therefore, 
neglecting background, the precision in an expected value, say QA, can be cal
culated as S(QA = 1)/~A· Similarly, the minimum detectable concentrations, 
corresponding to a coefricient of variation of 0.5, can be calculated from 
these curves. For high radon daughter concentrations, the maximum counting 
rate of 1000/sec limits the sampling time. A two-minute sample is advised 
for concentrations in excess of 3 WL. 
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Comparison with Other Methods 

The table displays for comparison statistical precision, number of counts 
required for a measurement, total time and the subsequent computation for our 
method (RDM) and 4 established methods. Two of these methods6,10 give in
dividual daughter concentrations. The other two are presented as rapid methods, 
giving WL only: The Single Gross Alpha Measurement Procedurell (SGAMP) and tiE 
Instant Working Level Meterl2 (IWLM). Statistical precision for the RDM 
compares favourably with other methods, whilst the monitor offers significant 
advantages in field use. Under conditions of disequilibrium, both the RDM and 
SGAMP are subject to systematic errors. These are of the order of 10% for the 
SGAMPll. 

TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR MEASUIUNG RADON DAUGHTER CONCENTRATIONS • 

Spectrometry Modi£ied SGAMP 
IWLM Tsivoglou (Kusnetz) 

RaA .!. 5% .!,12% - -
RaC/RaA .!. 6% .!,12% - -
WL .:.3% .!. 3% .!. 1% .!. 11% 

No. of counts 2 3 l 2 

T·ime 35 min 35 min 16 min 4 min 

Computation Simultaneous Slide Direct 
equations rule Readout 

•Calculated coefficients of variation for 100 pCi/1. 
eaCh of RaA, RaB, Rae. Sampling flow rate 10 1./min, 

except IWLI'l (3 1./min). Counter efficiency 0.2. 

Field experience with the RDM 

ROM 

.!. 6% 

.!. 9% 

.!. 1% 

2 

11 min 

Slide 
rule 

The monitor has undergone continuous development based on underground and 
laboratory comparisons with established methods. Development has reached the 
stage where the pump and counting system function reliably underground, even 
in very humid conditions. Good correlation has been obtained between routine 
measurements of WL with the RDM and the standard Kusnetz methodl3. 

Conclusion 

The radon daughter monitor described gives a rapid, comprehensive and 
sensitive measurement of radon daughter activity. Ease of measurement is 
achieved with only small and acceptable systematic errors. The complexity of 
the instrument has been reduced to a minimum. 
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RADON EJfA.NAT ION STUDIES IN JADUGUDA 
URANIUM MINE 

A.H.Kban and M. Raghavayya 
Health Physics Division 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 
Bombay-400085. India 

Abstract 

Radon gas emanating from the rock surfaces is the major source of radon 
in uranium mines and ventilation is the only effective ~ana of keeping the 
radon levels within the acceptable limits. Quantitative estimation of the 
radon emanation rates is therefore essential for calculating the fresh air 
requirements of a working face. 

Measurements of radon emanation rates bave been carried out in labora
tory and in the underground mine. In laboratory, the uranium ore sample is 
enclosed in a large air-tight glass container. Radon from the sample diffuses 
out andaccumulates in the air volume of the container. Samples are periodically 
drawn from the container and radon activities are determined. The radon emana
tion rate is then computed from the aotivitiea obtained at different sampling 
intervals. 

This paper describes in detail the studies conducted in the laboratory 
and in the uranium mines. Results obtained are presented and compared with the 
emanation rates published elsewhere in literature. 

INTRODUCTION 

The uajor radiation hazard in a uranium mine originates from the short
lived radon - progency, concentrations of which mainly depend on that of the 
parent, radon-222. Formed within the ore body, radon enters mine atmosphere 
by di.f'fusion through the rock surface. The rate of enanation is characterised 
by the ore grade and porosity of the rock1,2. Suction effect caused by lower
ing of the atmospheric pressure is another additive factor3. Although under
ground water4 and broken ore piles also contribute substantially to the radon 
content of a mine drift, the main supply comes from the continuous diffusion 
through the ore body. Ventilation plays the most effective role in reducing the 
airborne radiation levels underground. Knowledge of radon emanation rate is 
therefore essential for an efficient and economic design of a uranium mine 
ventilation system. 

This paper describes the efforts being made at Jaduguda to estimate the 
radon emanation rate in the uranium mine. The present investigations were 
confined to study the dependence of emanation rate on the grade of ore. Simple 
laboratory and field methods have been described. Emanation rates obtained in 
Jaduguda Uranium Mine have been compared with those reported in literature from 
elsewhere. 
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METHOD OF EMANATION BATE MEASUREMBNT 

Laborato;y Experiments 

Small pieces of uranium ore were placed 1n glass jars of approximatel,y 
one litre capacity, and were covered with air tight lids provided with a stop 
cock. The gas enanating from the ore samples was allowed to accumulate 1n the 
free-air-space of the emanation jars. Radon levels within the jars were usually 
found to reach meas\U'&ble concentrations in 5 to 6 hours after sealing, The 
radon build-up in the jar follows an exponential pattern, and reaches a 
constant concentration value after a period of about a month. In order to 
establish that our measurements were done during the near linear region of the 
build-up curve, the build-up was followed and was found to be fairly linear 
within the first 5 days. All our sampling for emanation studies were done 
within the first two days. samples of air were drawn from the jar at desired 
intervals directly into evacuated scintillation flasks. Air drawn from the 
emanation jar during saiDpling was replaced by introducing r-adon free air. 
Sampling from each jar was repeated at suitable intervals and the concentra
tion of radon at each sampling instant was estimated by measuring the activity 
in the scintillation flask after a lapse of about 200 IDinutes. 

The rate of diffusion of radon through unit surface area of the ore 
piece is termed as the Emanation ~te, 1 J'. It can be calculated using the 
following formula suggested by Thompkins et al1, 

Where 

J = 

K = 

( -lit) K c2 - c1 e v 
X -A 

3600 
)\ 

(1 - e- lit) 
• depletion factor, 

•••••• ( 1 ) 

radon concentration in the accumUlation volume at 
instant t 1, Ci/1, 

c2 = radon concentration in the accumulation volume at 
instant t 2 , Ci/l, 

~ • decay constant of 222Rn, h -l 

A = 
v = 

2 
euanating area of rock surface, ciD 

Badon accumulation volume, 1. 

Field Experiments 

For field measurements underground, holes of 34 DIID dia and 1 to 3 IDetre 
length were drilled in the ore body, Holes were thoroughly washed to remove 
loose particles of ore dust. After flushing with compressed air the holes were 
sealed with rubber stoppers provided with a stop cock. ~on emanating from 
the inner surface of the rock was allowed to accumulate 1n the drill hole. 
Samples of radon were directly collected 1n pre-evacuated scintillation flasks 
at known tilDe intervals. Volume and surface area of the drill hole were 
measured. The concentrations of radon obtained within the holes at different 
sampling instants were used to estiuate the radon emanation rate using the 
relation shown in equation (1 ). 

EMANATION RATE DATA 

Radon emanation rates of twenty one ore samples from different areas 
of the mine were measured in the. laboratory. Grade of ore in respect of each 
sample was estimated radioiDetrically. The ore grades thus obtained were groupEd 
into discrete classes for simplicity. Jor instance, all values from 0.010 to 
0.090 were considered as 0,08 and those from 0.090 to 0.110 as 0.10 and so on. 
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The mean of emanation :rates of the samples corresponding to the dilferent 
groups of ore grade are presented in Table-1. 

Table-1 

Radon Emanation Rates of Uranium Ore Samples 

-------------------------~---------------------Badon Emana~ion Rates(J) 
--16 I 2 x 10 Ci em sec. 

------------------------------------------------
0.02 
0.04 
0.06 
o.oo 
0.10 
0.12 
0.14 
0.16 
0.20 
0.24 

Range of J: 0.10 X 

0.10 
0.41 
0.14 
0.25 
0.67 
0.35 
0.32 
0.85 
0.12 
0.61 16 2 

1o-16 to o.85x10- Ci/cm .sec. 

--~-----------------------------------------------
For field measurements, drill holes at 15 locations in the mine were 

chosen and the emanation rates were estimated. Bock samples were chipped off 
from around the irxiividual holes and the ore grades were estinBted. The values 
of J obtained for different groups of ore grades around the drill boles are 
given in Table-2. 

Table-2 

Badon Emanation Bate in the Mine 

------------------------------------------------Radon Emana~ion Be.te(J) 
-16 2 x 10 Ci/cm .sec. 

~----------------------------------------------
0.02 
0.06 
o.os 
0.10 
0.12 
0.16 
0.18 
0.20 

Range of J: 

0.13 
0.37 
0.36 
0.19 
1.20 
1 .18 
1.35 
1.69 -16 2 

to 1.69x10 Ci/cm sec. 

------------------------------------------------
DISCUSSION 

The radon erranation .rates obtained in laboratory experiments are 
generally lower than those obtained under actual mining conditions. The 
deviations in the two ranges vary from a factor of 1.3 to 2. This variation 
may be a~ibuted to a variety of reasons. One is that the ore pieces used in 
the laboratory studies were very small as compared to the massive ore body 
inside the mine. Secondly, since the mine employs exhaust type of ventilation, 
the barometric pressure under ground ia depressed in comparison to that 
outside. The difference in the pressure is of the order of 32 mm of water 
gauge. It ha~ been reported that reduction of pressure increases the emana
tion of radon • 
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Contrary to expectations, the attempts m~e to establish a precise 
relation between the ore grade and emaaltion rate did ·not yield any conclusive 
result in respeot of laboratory experiments. Although no definite explanation 
could be given for this anomaJ,.y, it is likely that the violent forces at work 
during blasting might have altered the rock characterist1cs to varying degrees 
and hence the inconsistency. In case of the underground experiments, however, 
the emanation rate did appear to follow the ore grade, as may be seen from 
Figure-1. 

As the atmospheric concentrations of radon in our mines are generally 
found to be well within the permissible limits, a comparison of emanation rate 
in Jaduguda mines with those elsewhere may be of interest. For this reason, 
emanation rates prevalent in American mines and in some soils have been 
compiled in Table·'· 

'l'able-3 

Comparative Values of Emanation Rates 

------~-------------------------------------------------Area/Countries Radon Emanation li&.te J, 
-16 2 

x 10 Ci/cm .sec. 

---------------------------------------------------------
Ja.duguda Mines, India 

New Mexico,USA,(Mines)
2 

Southern Utah,USA,(Mines)5 

Socorro,New Mexico(Soil)
6 

Pelindaba,South Africa(Soil)7 

Tailings used as back fill in 
Jad1Jguda 

0.13 to 1.69 

500.00 

150.00 

0.90 

0.14 

14.20 

This comparison shows that radon emanation rate in Jaduguda mine is 
much lower than those obtained in American mines. Though the ore grade in 
American mines are presumably higher than that in our mine (0.07% u3o8 ), 
their emanation rates are too high to be accounted for by the ore gi'ade alone. 
It is known that in New :Mexico uranium occurs in sand stone and in Utah in 
shales. These rocks are highly porous as compared to our densely packed 
archaean and metamorphic rocks. The soils of socorro and Pelindaba, though 
having lower uranium and radium concentrations, have radon ema:r:ation rates 
comparable with that of Jaduguda mine. Thus, the porosity appears to affect 
the emanation rates of radon substantially. 

Bate of radon emanation was determined by the authors from coarse 
uranium mill tailings, used as backfill in the mine. The rate was 14.2x1o·16 
Ci/cm2.sec. The radium content of these sands was of the order of 60 pCi/g 
whUe that of the ore of,gra.de 0.07% u

3
o8 is about 200 pCilg. The emaration 

rate of this ore as seen from Figure-1 is 0.41x1o-16 Ci/cm~~ec. The emanation 
rate from the sand is thus about '5 times that of the ore ~e~pite the radium 
content being only about one third. The emanation rate from the tailings \YOuld 
therefore be about a hundred tiine greater than that from the ore when nornal .. 
ised to equal radium content. The porosity of the sand was about 5C>J' while 
the porosity of the ore was about 0.5~. The porosity ratio of the sands to 
the ore is therefore the same as the emanation ratios, indicating that 
porosity plays a far more important role in radon emanation than the ore 
grade alone. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF AIRBORNE ACTIVITY IN 
A URANIUJ( JfiL1. USING COBWEBS 

Giridhar Jba and K.P.Eappen 
Health Physics Division 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 
Bombay-400085 , India 

ABSTRACT 

Cobwebs found in the different sections of the uranium mill at Jaduguda 
were observed to trap dust particles in the respirable size range(about Go% 
respirable). As such these were taken to represent the dust particles inhaled 
by the workers. The dust collected from the cobwebs were analysed for u(nat), 
ionium (230rh), radium (226Ra) and polonium (210po). The results indicate that 
equilibrium in the airborne activity exists only in the initial stages of 
operations, viz during crushing ani screening. In other sections of the mill 
the equili'brium is found to be disturbed to different degrees. 

INTRODUCTION 

For a realistic estimation of inhalation hazard associated with 
uranium ore milling, the activity fraction of the constituent long-lived alpha 
emitters in respirable dust must be known. This may be accomplished by sampling 
and analysing the activity content in the respirable fraction of the airborne 
dust. 

It was observed that cobwebs present at the plant site trap very fine 
dust particles. The purpose of the present study is to determine the size 
distribution of the particles thus trapped and to estimate the respirable 
fraction to decide whether the dust on cobweb can· be taken to represent the 
dust irihaled 'by the workers. Further cobweb samples collected from different 
operation sites have 'been analysed chemice.lly for the individual long-lived 
alpha emitters to study the distribution of alpha activities in the airborne 
dust. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
The Cobweb 

The cobwe'b found at the plant are mostly woven by an orb weaving 
spider 11 Micrathena Gracilis". The cobwebs have the following properties: 

Diameter of the net 25 - 30 em 
Spixe.l spacing 3 - 5 em 
Number of support thread 22 - 28 
Diameter of support thread - 1 .25 - 1 • 75 )l1t1 
Diameter of spiral thread 1 - 1 .5 }Uil 
Shape of the frame hexagon 

The cobwebs were collected from different units of the plant like 
Crushing and Screening, Griming, Dewatering, Filtration ani Clarification, 
Precipitation and Recovery and Tailings Treatment plant. Five samples were 
collected in each area at intervals of three months. 
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Particle Size Measurements 

The dust adhering to the cobweb samples was stripped using distilled 
water to which a !ew drops of 0.01 N sodium hydroxide was added. An aliquot of 
the dust laden liquid was transferred to an A.O. Spencer Bright Line Counting 
Chamber. After about thirty minutes delay (for complete settling of the 
suspended dust) the dust particles were sized using May's type graticules. On 
an average more than two hundred particles were sized in each case. 

Estimation of Respirable Fraction 

In order to IIJlke the necessary calculation to estimate the respirable 
fraction of the dust collected on the cobweb we have followed the method 
suggested by Schulte1. The respirable fraction is obtained as a product of 
the mass frequency and the corresponding lung deposition factor obtained from 
the LASL curve. 

Chemical Analysis 

The sample was dried and weighed. Organic material was oxidiaed by 
repeated treatment with2g~nc. ~N03, leachyg and taken up in 4 N nitric acid. 
Estimation of U (nat), 'UTh, 226na and 2 Opo were carried out taking suitable 
aliquots of the prepared aolution. 

Percentage distribution of the long-lived alpha activities were 
determined by taking the ratio of the counts due to the individual isotope to 
that of the total. 

RESULTS 

Size Distribution and Respirable Fraction 

The dust particles obtained from cobwebs were found to follow 
log normal distribution. Representative data on the size distribution and 

respirable fraction are given in Table 1 and 2. 

Table-1 

Size Distribution and Respirable Fraction 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.68 0.75 56 1 .2 100 1.2 

0.10 1.18 61 5.2 100 5.2 

1.56 1.67 54 13.0 100 13.0 

2.20 2.36 27 18.3 80 14.6 CMAD-1.07 

3.10 3.33 12 23.1 55 12.7 .sg - ·t.77 

4.40 4.73 4 22.1 30 6.7 :trlMAD~.85 

6.25 6.70 16.8 10 1.7 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CMAD = Count Median Aerodynamic Diameter 
MMAD = Mass Median Aerodynamic Diameter 
clg = Geometric standard deviation 
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Table-2 

Statistical Parameters and Respirable Fraction 
Of Cobweb Dust at Different Operational Stages 

-------------------~---------------------~-----------------------------------Geometric ~ 
Operation Bulk Density CMAD Standard KMAD respirable 

of the dust D 1 t1 Schultr Regresstm 
ev a on Method graph2 

---------------------.--------------------------------------------------------
Crushi.Ilg and Scree~ng 2.7 1 .oa 1. 79 2.99 51.4 58 

Grinding 2.7 0.99 1.95 3. 75 44.0 48 

Dewatering 2.7 1.12 1.79 3.00 59.9 58 

Filtration and Clarification 2.7 1.18 1.69 2.70 57.6 65 

Precipitation and Recovery 5.4 1.67 1.94 6.24 14.5 25 

Tailings treatment 2.7 1.22 1. 72 2.95 55.0 60 

-----------------------------------~------------------------------------------
Distribution of Long-lived Alpha Emitters 

Percentage contribution of long-lived alpha activities 1n air during 
different operations are given in Table-3 and shown in Figure-1. 

Table-? 

Activity Distribution of Long-lived Alpha Emitters 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Operation Percentage of ~ross long-lived alpha emitters 
u(nat) 30Th 226Ba 21up0 

--------------------------------------------------------------~--------------
Crushing and screening 39.50 20.50 20.30 19.70 

Grinding 45.50 16.50 20.30 17.70 

Dewateri.Ilg 58.00 15.00 12.00 15.00 

Filtration and clarification 72.00 11.30 6.40 10.30 

Precipitation and recovery Sec. 91.00 6.90 1 .1 0 o.ao 
Tailings treatment 30.50 21.70 23.90 23.90 

----------- ----------------------------------------------------------
DISCUSS!ON OF RESUTITS 

For calculating the respirable fraction of dust trapped in cobweb, 
the schulte method1 has been followed and the results have also been verified 
by an alternative method2, following a theoretical curve between MMAD and 
respirable fraction for given standard geometric deviation(Table-2). 

Chemical analyses of cobweb dust collected from different stages of 
operation indicate that during the initial stages i.e. crushing and screening 
radioactive equilibrium exists in the airborne activ1ties(Table-3,Fig.1 ). 
Airborne uranium activity in this section is about the same as the rest of 
the radionuolides of interest. But during subsequent operations, uranium 
activity is predominant as compared to the rest. 
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Higher values of uranium in the airborne dust during grinding and 
dewatering stages is probably due to the addition of recyc~ed iron cake and 
slurry containing significant amunts of uranium. 

After leaching of the crushed ore most of the activities except uranium 
remain with the waste cake which is separated during filtration and sent for 
tailings treatment. One would expect airborne uranium in this section to be 
less than the other three alpha emitters considered. But in practice this was 
found not to be the case. 

The predominance of uranium at the stages coming after filtration is 
easily explained, since the solutions and solids handled are rich in uranium 
as compared to other alpha emitters. But it is seen that the airborne uranium 
is higher also in the filtration section contrary to expectations. This is 
possibly due to cross contamination from precipitation and recovery areas; 
since both the sections are housed in the same building without partition 
betwen them. During tailings treatment which is separately housed, as 
expected uranium values are less than radium, polonium and ionium. 

CONCLUSION 

Cobweb dust sampling provides a long-term air sample of particles that 
are most likely to be inhaled by the workers. This has an edge over the 
conventional air sampling techniques with cyclone or other size discriminatiqg 
devices, which are suitable only for grab sampling and hence are inadequate 
as far as average conditions are concerned. Analyses of cobweb samples for 
long-lived alpha emitters give fairly good idea about the activity distribu
tion duri~ different stages of operation. 

Since the (MPC)a for gross long-lived alpha activities depends on the 
state of radioactive equilibrium of the oonetitueut nuclides in air, we propose 
to revise t.he existing (MPC)a value on the basis of the above findings. 
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AN INSTANT WORKING LEVEL METER WITH AUTOMATIC INDIVIDUAL 
RADON DAUGHTER READOUT FOR URANIUM MINESt 
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and Richard F. Selman* 
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t Electronics Division 
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Abstract 

The Instant Working Level Meter (IWLM) evaluates the Working Level 
and the individual Rn-daughter concentrations in an uranium mine atmosphere 
within five minutes. The instrument is portable and fully automatic. The WL 
and the Ra A, Ra B and Ra C concentrations {pCi/liter) are displayed in digital 
form. Calculation of these quantities is performed by a pre-programmed CMOS 
calculator chip using the counts observed in the instruments three channels 
(RaA, RaB + C, RaC'). The Rn-daughters are collected on a membrane filter at 
a flowrate of 12 liter/min. a-spectra scopy is performed with a silicon surface 
barrier detector, the 13 +'I- counts are detected with a plastic scintillator plus 
PM tube. No assumptions about Rn-daughter equilibrium are made. Only con
stancy of the Rn-daughter concentrations during the time of sampling (2 minutes) 
is assumed. The unit is entirely solid state with exception of the photomulti
plier. The range of the instrument is 0. 01 - 100 WL. 

Introduction 

The commonly used methods
1

-
3 

to determine the WL (Working Level) and 
the short-lived Rn-daugJ:lter concentrations in uranium mine atmospheres suffer 
from several shortcomings. It takes a minimum of 17 minutes to complete the 
measurements using the fastest of these methods and in the most frequently 
used procedure l the Rn-daughter equilibrium and the influence of the build-up 
time of the activity on the resulting WL is neglected. The first attempt to solve 
these problems4 produced an IWLM (Instant Working Level Meter) which was 
capable of automatic WL determination but was limited by the low air sampling 
rate and the high 'I -sensitivity of its 13 -detector. The pseudo-WL due to 'I -
background has been reduced by about a factor of fifty in the instrument des
cribed in this paper. This was achieved by increasing the sampling rate to 
12 liter/minute, use of a thinner scintillator (0. 003 in.) and shielding of the 
13 -detector. 

:j: This research was sponsored by the U.S. Bureau of Mines under Contract 
No. H0122106. 
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De scription 

Mechanical Assembly 

A schematic drawing of the air sampling system is given in Fig. 1. 

After a one minute background counting period and a two minute sampling 
period, the filter paper tape (Gelman, Acropor, pore size 0. 8tJ.) is moved from 
the air intake by spring tension to position the active area betwe'en the a
detector (ORTEC, silicon surface barrier detector) and the (3 -scintillator (NE 
102). After a delay of three seconds, the two minute counting period starts 
automatically. After this period, the WL and the RaA, RaB and RaC concentra
tions in pCi/liter are read out on command. After completion of the measurement 
the active spot is moved from the counting position and discarded. We found a. 
self-absor$tion of 0. 4% in the filter paper (Gelman, Acropor) using the method of 
J. Shapiro . A carbon vane pump (GAST) driven by a printed circuit motor 
delivers a sampling rate of about 12 liter/minute. A tachometer senses the 
revolutions per minute and is part of a feedback system ensuring constant flow
rate. 

Electronic System 

The electronic circuitry consists of three major subsystems: the detec
tion subsystem, a control-computer subsystem and a power subsystem. (See 
functional block diagram.) The detection sub system is further broken down into 
the a-detection channel and (3 -detection channel, the pump motor regulator and 
drive circuit, the high voltage regulator and the solenoid actuator for the paper 
drive system. 

Detection Subsystem. The a-detection channel consists of a surface 
barrier detector, a high gain charge sensitive preamplifier, a pulse amplifier, 
and a single channel analyzer to separate RaA from Ra C 1

• The overall a
detection gain is 5 volts per pC. 

The f3 -detection channel consists of a 10 stage low noise high gain 
photomultiplier, a NE 102 scintillator, a high gain charge sensitive preamplifier 
and a discriminator. 

Power Subsvstem. The power subsystem consists of 13 rechargeable Gel 
cell batteries and a connector which selects either individual cells for the 
external charging circuit or combines the batteries·into the power pack which 
consists of an 18 V, 3 Ah battery for operation of the pump, a 6 V, 3 Ah battery 
for the digital components and± 12 V, 1 Ah batteries for the linear components. 

Control-Computer Subsystem. The control section of the control-com
puter subsystem consists of a CMOS driven sequential control circuit which 
applies the timing pulses for the fully automcit~c operation. 

Also included in the control section are three burst generators, one for 
each output (Ra A, Ra (B+C) and Ra C 1 ) , used to generate double pulses for each 
single input pulse during the background counting period. These doubled back
ground counts are subtracted from the normal sample count through the use of 
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up-down counters (accumulators) to compensate for the y -background. Gamma 
shielding is achieved through the use of a lead shield (see Fig. l) and by 
positioning the batteries around the detector section. The control section also 
controls the input gating, signal routing and digital resets of the computer 

. section to provide the proper compensated two minute sample count to the 
accumulators. 

The computing subsystem is essentially a pre-programmed buss oriented 
digital processor. This processor accepts digital data from the accumulators, 
combines it with various stored constants and from this data calculates Working 
Level and the individual Rn-daughter concentrations. The processor consists of 
a MOS calculator circuit, a program memory, a constant memory, a system clock 
generator, accumulators, calculator driver, display driver, and display as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The entire circuit except for the memories is assembled from CMOS 
digital integrated circuits which offer very low power consumption and high 
immunity to electrical noise. 

In order to understand the operation of the circuit, a brief explanation of 
it's component parts follows: 

1) The program control section consists of two programmable read only 
memories (PROM's) which store the program steps, a program counter 
which advances once for each program step, and a 4 line to 16 line 
decoder which translates part of the digital word from the memory into 
individual commands such as add, enter accumulator A, enter constant 
5, multiply, etc. The data lines from the PROM's are also used to 
select the location of a particular constant in the constant memory. 

2) The constant memory consists of two PROM's which hold the 12 con
stants required for the calculations: a memory address register which 
locates and clocks out the constant requested by the program: a set 
of clock controls: and a set of transmission gates which tie the mem
ories to the data buss. The constant consists of six information 
words which may include a decimal point. The use of PROM's allows 
a field change of constants should changes in counting efficiency or 
flowrate alter the equations. 

The information is entered onto the data-buss in a bit-parallel, digit 
serial fashion. The system clock provides the timing information 
required to serialize the data. In a particular timing sequence, CO 
through Cl5, the clock pulse Cl steps the program memory register 
to the next location. If the command at this location calls for entering 
data from an accumulator, the constant memory or the flowrate correc
tion switch, then clock pulses C2 through Cl5 enter the data into the 
calculator. If the new program step called for an operation such as 
multiply or add, then this operation would be entered into the calcu
lator at time C l. When C l appears for the second time, the program 
again advances and new data is e'ntered or a new operation performed. 

The dock generator consists of an oscillator driving a binary scaler 
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whose output is decoded in a 4 line - 16 line decoder to generate 
clock lines Co- CIS· These lines are then routed to the proper 
locations in the system. 

The data buss is terminated in the calculator driver card which shifts 
the voltage levels from those required by the PROM's to those 
required by the calculator circuit. After the level shifting 1 the data 
buss is decoded in a 4 line to 10 line converter to obta.in digit 
information for the calculator while a separate conversion is performed 
to obtain the decimal point information. These decoded data are then 
used to control information inputs to transmission gates which enable 
the calculator inputs. The calculator is interfaced to a Light Emitting 
Diode (LED) display for the presentation of data. 

Theory and Calibration of the IWLM 

The WL is a linear combination of the short-lived Rn-daughter concentra
tions as shown in the following equation: 

(1) 

Therefore 1 the three unknowns NA1 NB1 Nc (atoms/liter) have to be determined 
to evaluate the WL. This is done by relating these quantities to the counts 
observed in the three channels of the instrument 1 as shown below: 

A = 0.580386 EA V NA 

B+C = (0.036204E8 +0.001584Ec)VNA + 
+ (0.098134E8 +0.006941Ec)VN8 + 
+ 0.131000Ec VNc 

C' = (0.001584NA + 0.006941Ns + 0.131000Nc)EAV 

A a-counts in RaA - channel 
B+C = f3+y -counts from Ra B and Ra C 
C' = a-counts in Ra C' - channel 
V = flowrate (liter/minute) 
E A dEftection efficiency for Ra A and Ra C' 
Es detection efficiency for Ra B 
Ec = detection efficiency for Ra C 

(2) 

The numerical coefficients in (2) follow from the laws of radioactive series decay. 
The half-lives used are: 

RaA: T1; 2 
Ra B: T 1; 2 
Ra C: T1; 2 

3.05 min. 
26.8 min. 
19.7 min. 

For example 1 the numerical coefficient (0. 5 80386) in th.; equation for A follows 
from: 

With: 
"'-A = decay constant of RaA = 0. 227621 
t8 = 2 min. sampling time 
tD 2 min. counting time 
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The first term in (3) describes the build-up, the second the decay of the RaA 
activity during the 3 sec. delay and the third the accumulation of counts during 
the counting period. The analogous coefficients for daughter and granddaughter 
products are more complex and are not given here. EA is determined by compari
son with a calibrated hemispherical gas-flow proportional counter. Ea and Ec 
are calculated in the following manner. First NA, N8 and Nc are determined 
from the a-counts observed using the following equations: 

NA 
Na 
Nc 
A(5) 

c I (5) 
c I (30) 

= 
= 

0. 926838 EA V A(5) 
(-0.879403A(5)- ll.l2606C'(5) + 2.752840C 1 (30)) EAV (4) 
(0.049957A(5) + 4.232080C 1 (5)- 0.251541C 1 (30)) EA V 
RaA counts observed during five minutes starting three 
seconds after the end u£ the two minute sampling time. 
Ra C 1 counts observed during the same time interval as above. 
Ra C 1 counts observed during thirty minutes starting three 
seconds after the end of sampling. 

The numerical coefficients in (4) follow again from the laws of radioactive series 
decay. Since their derivation is straightforward but lengthy, it is not given 
here. With NA, N8 and Nc known E8 and Ec can be determined from the follow
ing equations: 

BC(5) (O.l27907NA+0.236138N8)VE8 + 
+ (O.Ol0200NA + 0.028418NB + 0.3ll000Nc)V Ec 

BC(30) = (0.981722NA + 1.050628N8 )V E8 + 
+ (0.385895NA + 0.478ll6N8 + 1.256959Nc}V Ec (5) 

BC (5) total 13 -counts observed during five minutes starting three 
seconds after the end of sampling. 

BC (30) total 13 -counts observed during thirty minutes starting 
three seconds after the end of sampling. 

With EA, E8 and Ec so determined, equations (2) can be inverted. Prop
erly scaled the inverted equations give the Rn-daughter concentrations in 
pCi/liter and the WL as a linear combination of A, B + C and C 1

• These inverted 
equations are programmed in the calculator subsystem of the IWLM. It is clear 
from this description of the calibration that the IWLM determines the Rn-daughter 
concentrations and the WL without any assumptions about Rn-daughter equili
brium. Since all weighing coefficients are strictly proportional to l;V, a flow
rate variation can be easily corrected for. This correction is accomplished by 
setting the ratio {calibration flowrate/observed flowrate) on a thumb wheel 
switch indicated in Fig. 2. Recalibration of the IWLM, if used at different 
elevations or with different flowrates, is therefore unnecessary. 

We tested a prototype IWLM in the experimental Dakota Mine in 
New Mexico. The results are shown below: 
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I 

a-Spectroscopic Method Kusnetz 
Test IWLM (See Eq. (3)) Method 

WL RaA RaB RaC WL RaA RaB Rae WL 

1 0.88 
~PC i /1 it r e) 

1 3 85 68 0.83 
( p C i / li t r e) 

171 80 66 0.85 
2 l. 44 231 129 140 l. 51 233 150 137 l. 58 
3 1.11 219 104 92 1. 12 217 109 91 l. 12 
4 l. 47 292 149 105 1.44 296 146 107 l. 43 
5 0.71 llO 69 63 0.76 142 73 64 0.71 
6 0.32 74 33 21 0.31 76 30 20 0.31 
7 0.52 89 62 28 0.40 90 38 29 0.44 

WL, Ra A and Ra C concentrations determined by the IWLM and the spectro
scopic method are in good agreement. The same is true for the Ra B concentra
tions in most cases. The reasons for deviations like in Test 2 and 7 are not 
clear. More tests are needed to clarify these discrepancies. 
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IN VIVO MEASUREMENTS 

MONITORING OF LOW-ENERGY X-RAY RADIONUCLIDE CONTENT 
IN HUMAN BODY 

E.I.Dolguirev, G.N.Kajdanovsky, N.V.Porozov, V.M.Shamov 

Institute of Radiation Hygiene 

Leningrad 

USSR 

Abstract 

A 15 em -dia 0.1 em thick Nai detector and an Ar-CH~ propor
tional counter with a 300 cm2 win

1
dow are used for in v1vo mea

surements of 210pb, 239Pu and 24 Am content in hwnan ooay. The 
subject's background was determined from the correlation of the 
counting rates in two channels, e.g. for 210pb: 30-55 and 100-
150 keV, respectively. The detectors were calibrated on an an
thropomorphous phantom with a thickness of the tissue absorption 
layer varying from zero to 4 em. 

Calculation methode for nuclide content in cri+.ical organs 
and cases illustrating different types of radionuclide distribu
tion in human body are given. 

Introduction 

The amount of internally deposited radionuclides in personnel 
is accepted by present-day international and national standards 
as one of the basic criteria used in the sphere of radiation 
protection. However, the e~aluation of human body burdens of in
corporated 210pb,239Pu and 241Am is materially complicated by 
the difficulties involved in obtaining data on the distribution 
of these radionuclides in individual critical organs. The diffi
culties involved in detection are due to a number of factors and 
par·ticularly, to the low-energy radiation of radionuclidee asses
sed. The possibility of obtaining such information is determined 
to a large extent, by proper choice of techniques of in. vivo and 
calibration measurements which depend on the pattern of radionuc
lide distribution among and in the subject's organs. 

There are three main types of distribution of the above radio
nulcides in human organism: lung, osteohepatic and a combined 
one. The specific pattern of distribution is determined by the 
rhythm and route of the nuclide administration, the chemical 
form of the deposited compound and some other factors. The com
bined type of redionuclide distribution is the most general and 
complicated one, as far as direct measurements are concerned. 

Many important aspects of in vivo assessment of low-energy 
radionuclide content in hQIDan body have been discussed in the 
papers1- 6 • This work deals with the methods and illustrations of 
measurement procedures for 210pb, 239Pu and 241Am for different 
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patterns of their distribution in the body. 

Equipment 

The unit comprises a detection system and a measurement panel 
with channels for registering energies in the ranges of 10-25, 
30-55, 35-70 and 100-150 keV. The detection system consists of 
two proportional 7. 5 em Ar-CH4 gas filled counters with a 300 cm2 
window each and two scintillation counters with 15 em-dis 0.1 em 
thick crystals of Nai(Tl). The counter window panes are made of 
0.03 em-thick beryllium plates. The counters are mounted in an 
iron chamber 2x1.5x1.5 m with a wall thickness of 15 em. The 
scintillation counter background is 20 cpm (10-25 keV) and 65 cpm 
(35-70 keV). The proportional counter background is 3 cpm (10-
2-5 keV). The counter sensitivity is characterized by the magnitu
de of calibration coefficients (see Fig.1). 

Prediction of the Subject's Background 

The sensitivity and accuracy of in vivo measurements of low
energy internally-deposited nuclides are determined, to a great 
extent,by the individual subjec~s background level and precision 
of its measurement. It is impossible to measure directly the spe
cific background in a given contaminated subject because the con
tinuous distribution of pulses of the difftised radiation of high
energy radionuclides 40K, 137Cs, etc. and the photopeak of the 
low-energy radionuclide measured, e.g. 210pb, 239Pu, 241Am are 
regi_stered in the same energy int'erval. We suggested a method of 
prediction of the subject's background which is based on the pro
bable correlation between the background counting rate in the 
main channel where the photopeak of the nuclide measured is re
gistered, and the background counting rate in the reference chan
nel, where this peak'does not occur. The correlation between the 
background counting rates in these two channels was derived from 
our measurements carried out in a group of people of the diffe
rent build and with different body contents of high-energy radio
nuclides. The experimental data processed by the method of least 
squares were approximated by the following equation: 

NM=d.+J?>N, 
where NM - expected background counting rate, cpm, in the 
main channel in the energy interval of E1-E2; N - registered 
counting rate in the reference channel in the energy interval of 
E3 - E4 = 100 - 150 keV; d and fo- parameters whose numerical va
lues for different energy intervals are given in the Table; 

Radionuclide E1-E2keV Position of Detector ex fO 

210Pb 30 - 55 OVer chest 42.5 1·.37 
Ove.t- skull 14.80 o.so 

239J?u 10 - 25 Over chest 9·7 0.19 
OVer skull 0.19 0·.3.3 

241Am 35 - 70 OVer chest 18.6 1 ·.33 
OVer skull 11 • 5 o.aa 

Methode 
Since the radionuclides of lead, plutonium and americium are 
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generally deposited in the lungs, liver and skeleton. The detec
tors were placed over the lungs and the liver in front of the 
subject's chest and over the frontal bone of the skul~, a loca
tion most convenient for skeletal w~asurements. 

The body contents of 210Pb and 241Am were measured by scinti
llation counters, while that of 239Pu - by both scintillation 
and proportional counters. 

The set of equations for the values of the activity of the ra
dionuclide deposited in each of the critical organs is: 

4 

:J.=L_a. E.Li (i.=1,2,3,4) 
I. J•1 YJ D (Eg..1) 

where Ji. - the counting rate of the detector over the 1-organ, 
which is determined by the measured nuclide radiation; 'lj - the 
desired activity of the radionuclide deposited ~ the j - organ; 
c~ - calibration coefficient which is numerically equal to the 
counting rate measured by the detector over the i-organ for unit 
activity of the radionuclide in the j-organ of the phantom. The 
indices used of the equation set (Eq.1) are : 1 -the right lung 
2 - the lung; 3 - the liver and 4 - the skeleton. 

The value J4 includes the counting rate measured over the 
skull, while E:4t-the same for unit activity of the radionuclide 
content in the entire skeleton. 

Radionuclide quantum radiation was measured in the intervals: 
10 - 25 keV for 239Pu; 10-25 keV and 35-70 keV for 241Am and 
30-55 keV for 21 Opb. The calibration coefficients etj (Fig.1) 
were obtained by means of an anthropomorphous phantom which com
prised the skull,trunk and arms and legs. 

Since the actual distribution of deposited radionuclides in
volves the values of £~1, 642 and e43 close to zerot these va-
lues were disregarded ~ the calculations, too. . 

Solutions to the equation set (Eq.1) were found from qj =£>J/£> 
where ~ is the determinant of the system and ~j is the deter
minant of the undetermined value qj • 

The fourth equation was excluded from the set of equations 
(Eq.1) and the terms containing e14, B24 and e34 - from the · 
three first equations, when 239Pu content was calculated, on the 
assumption that the X-ray radiation of 239Pu is nearly complete
ly absorbed by skeletal bo~es • 
. · In assessing 210pb or 241Am, the counting rate J4 determined 
by,the measured radionuclide radiation was found to be equal to 
that ~egistered by the detector less the backgro~d value. In 
th~vmeasurements of 2;39Pu content this equation may be upset due 
to the presence of the impurities of 241Am, the energies of the 
X-ray linea of which lie within the range of 239Pu radiation.In 
such case, the values of 'J i were obtained from the expression: 

'J t Am Am 
t=1L-J•Iq.j E,Lj(10-2,5) {Eq.2) 

where Ii - the counting rate detected over the i-organ l~es the 
background value; qjAm - the amount of the activity of 241Am de-
posited in the j-organ; e0m(10-25) - calibration coefficients in 
the interval of 10-25 keV obtained experimentally as a result of 
insertion of 241Am-emitters into the phantom organs. Values for 
qjAm were comt?uted f;rom the data of measurements of the gamma
radiation of 241Am in the energy interval of 35-70 keV. 

In Vivo Measurements Examples 

Case of Lung Distribution of 241.Am 
Four people were exposed to the radiation from an americium 
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source as a result of a failure of containment during experimen~. 
The nuclide was inhaled in the form of insolible americium dio
xide. 0.4 to 2.2 nCi241Am was found in the lungs. Fig.2 shows 
the spectrumof 241Am radiation recorded over the lungs of one 
of the subjects three months after the exposure. Distinct gamma
spectra recorded over the subject's head were detected at the 
beginning of measurements only (Fig.3)• As they were not detect
ed after repeated decontamination measures had been taken, it 
was an indication of the surface contamination of the skin and 
hair. Therefore, it provides evidence that it was a case of lung 
distribution of 241Am. 

Case of Osteohepatic Distribution of 210Pb 

The measurements were carried out in a group of volunteers 
who took a hydrochloric acid solution of 2T0pb, at pH = 3· The 
gamma-spectra recorded over the subjects' head and liver.are 
given in Fig.4 and 5· The activity Q deposited in the whole ske
leton was assessed with due regard to the equation: Q =q·k{t), 
where q is the activity deposited in the skull; k(t) is the coef
ficient of conversion of the skull activity to that of the skele
ton which allows for both the ratio of the masses of the skull 
and the whole skeleton and the nuclide distribution in the com
pact and trabeculate tissue portions of skeletal bones. The va
lue k(t) varies with time from 16·5 on the first day of radio
nuclide administration to 12.3 on the 100th day, owing to the 
continuous re-distribution of bone-seeking elements. 

The measurement results showed the skeleton/liver ratio to 
be 3 to 4 in the average of four subjects on the 100-th day of 
210pb administration, which points to the skeletal distribution 
of lead chloride in human body. 

Case of Combined Lung-Oateo~He\atic Distribution of 
239pu and 24 Am 

Measurements in man usually fail to produce statistically 
significant spectra of plutonium and americium radiation. Such 
spectra, however, may be obtained by long-term measurements, 
if the thickness of the muscular, fat and skin tissues of the 
subject is not great. Fig.6 shows the spectra recorded by a scin
tillation counter placed ov~r the lungs, liver and skull of the 
subject. The peaks of the pulse amplitude distribution corres
ponds to the energies of 17 keV and 60 keV, which indicates at 
the incorporated plutonium and _americium. Fig.7 shows the spect
ra obtained by means of a proportional counter placed over the 
skull and the right lung of the same subject. It also shows 
three characteristic peaks which make it possible to identify 
the X-ray radiation of plutonium with energies of 13.6 keV, 17·4 
keV and 20.4 keV respectively. The said spectra provided evi
dence that this is a typical case of the lung-osteo-hepatic type 
of radio-nuclide distribution. 
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Ol1Tl1MM3AUJ1:.H YCJIOBM!-1 rAMMA-CllEKTPOMETPMtiECKMX K3MEPEirnt1 
B PA~MAUKOHHO~ 3AmMTE 

o.B.Jie6e~eB, B.M. ManHXRH 
MHCTRTYT pa~RaUROHHO~ rRrHeHH 

JieHRHrpa~ 

CCCP 

_!!!2.1~!!!! 

Ha OCHOBe HOBOrO KpHTepHH pa~ROMeTpHqecKOrO KaqeCTBa R aHa
RM3a rrap&MeTpOB OKORO 100 cneKTpOMeTpOB raMNa-HsnyqeHRH qeno:eeKa 
paCCMaTpRB8.DTCH BOITpOCH OITTRMH3aUHH H3MepeHHH pa~H08.KTHBHOCTH 
npenaparoB .H opraHH3Ma qenosexa. 

Abstract 

Some problsms •f sample and auman body radioactivity 
measurement •ptimizatien are discussed en the basis of new 
radiemetric quality criteria and analysi~ •f about IOI\J 
-..hele-body ceunters' data. 

Qnpe~eneHHe OITTHMaRhHNX YCROBH~ CITeKTpOMeTpHqeCKHX H3Me
peHH~ MaRNX aKTHBHOCTe~ rrpOR3BO~HTCH C ITOMO~hD KpHTepHH pa~HO
MeTpHqecKOrO KaqeCTBa (KPK), MaKCHMaRbHOe 3HaqeHHe KOTOporo COOT
BeTCTByeT rrapaMerpaM, o6ecrreqHBaD~HM HaHBMCWYD qyBCTBHTeRbHOCTh 
MeTO~HKH. PaHee 6HRO ITOKasaHO 1; 2 , qro HCITORh3yeMNe Ha rrpaKTHKe 
KPK B BH~e KOM6HH8.UH~ CKOpOCTH cqera rrperrapara no H ~ova n~ 
(n!/n.;no)~aiDT HeTOqHN~ OITTHMYM peEHMa, T.K. ~e~CTBHTeRbHN TORb
KO B 3KCTpeMaRhliiHX cnyqaax no<t ncp R Oo> ncp ~;.lt• ViCTHHHN~ OITTHMYM 
rrpM RD60M COOTHOmeHHH nofrl~P yKa3biBaer KPK Q. =II e2. T' r~e e -
OTHOCHTenbRaH OillH6Ka H T - ITPOlORXHTeRbHOCTb H3MepeHHH rrperrapa
Ta. Tax, Harrpwvep, ~nH Hcxo~aoron/~=5 KPK Q yKasblsaer, qro 6es 
yxylmeHHH qyscTBHrenbHOCTH MeTOlHKH ~orrycTHMO ysenHqeHHe ~oHa B 
n~~fn~t=20 pas, ecnH rrpH 3TOM ~eKTHBHOCTh sospacraer B 
no2./no, =3 pasa, ( CM. pHC. I)' Tor.n;a KaK. KPK n!--jncp ~orrycKaer :eospac
T8.HHe ~OHa TORbKO B 9 pas. BHqHcneHHe Q ITpOH3BOlHTCH C ITOMO~biD 
Ha6opa KpHBWX Q= c.ons.t' B KOOp~HHarax no; no I ncp HRH no Bblpa-
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xeHHD Q qepes 3TH napaMeTpH. KpHBHe saBHCHMOCTH Q OT aKTRBHOCTH 
A rrpenapaTa ~anT conocTaBneHHe npH6opoB no qyBCTBHTenhHOCTH c 
yqeTOM HX 3~9KTHBHOCTH H ~OHa,a 3HaqeHH9 ~ yKa3HBaeT CTeneHb 
Tpy~09MKOCTH pa~HOM9TpHH orrpe~eneHH~X ypOBH9~ aKTHBHOCTH. COOTHO
IIIBHHe Q. , A, E r , IIIHpHHH KaHana perHCTpaU:to!M orrpe~enJieT OITTH
MaRbHH~ pe~HM H peanoHO H3M9pJieMyD aKTHBHOCTh. 3HepreTHqecKaJI 
3aBHCHMOCTb a 6AH3Ka K o6paTHO~ npOllOpUHOHaAbHOCTH B ~Harra30H9 
0,3+0,6 M3B ~nJI A OT I ~0 50 ITKKDpH, HM99T llROCKH~ MHHMMYM B 06-
naCTM 0,7+0,8 MsB c HapacTaHHeM npH Er= I MsB, cymecTBBHHHR npH 
A'*I nxxnpvr; npvr A OT 0,05 ~o I nxxropH Q yMeHI:,maeTcJI BnnoTI:, ~o 
Eri,5 M3B. ]nJI cneKTpoMeTpOB c KpMcTannaMHNaJ 0 40X40 MM H 
0 70X70 WQ.H3M9HJIBTCJI B ~Rana30H9 Er(0,06+ 2,5 M3B), COOTBBTCT
BBHHO, B 25 VI IO pas. ITpR 3TOM OTRMqHe Q OT ynpomeHHOro KPK 
n~/n~~OCTHraeT I5-30 yxe npH aKTRBHOCTH npenapaTOB O,I+I HKDpH. 
]AJI 0U9HKR Tpy~OBMKOCTM pa~HOMeTpHH nperrapaTOB pasnHqHOR aKTHB
HOCTR B ,ItManasoHe E=0,I+I,5 M3B 6HAR paccqVITaHH 3HaqeHMJI Q ~AJI 

pasnMqHHX BapRaHTOB reoMeTpRR H3MepeHHJI. Ha pHC.2 npHBe~eHa HO
MOrpawa ~nJI KpMCTa.nna .NaJ 0 70X70 :W B qyryHHOta SamHT9 TOA!l{HHOta 
IQ CM H npenapaTOB 06~eMOM OT 5 ~0 2000 CM3 , IT03BOAJID!l{aJI OUBHHTI:, 
CT9ll9HI:, Tpy~oeMKOCTR pa~HOM9TpHM npenapaTOB aKTHBHOCTbD OT O,OI 
~o IO HKDpH. Pesyni:,TaTH aHa.nHsa noxasHBaDT, qTo o~meHHHta KPKQ 
JTOqHJIBT ,ItO 2-7 pas OUBHKH ,It9TBKTMpyeMHX ypOBHB~ aKTRBHOCTH, KO
TOpHe vozao nonyqHTI:, VIs ynpomeHHHX KPK. C npHMeHeHMeM KPK ~ nocT
poeHa HOMorpaMMa (pHC.3), CBJI3HBS.Dil{aa 3HaqeHHJI A, n~ , ~BKTHB
HOCTH (3 %), TIORHOI npO,ItOAEMT9RbHOCTH H3MepeHHJI T M OTHOCHT9RI:,HOta 
omH6KM (e %) B ,n;uanasoBe A=0,5 nKKDPH+O,I MKKDpH; ncp=O,OI + 
+ rooo HMTI/MHa; 3=0,00I+IOO%; T= I+ rooo MHH.; e =2+50% • Hovor
pauua BBCI:,Ma y,n;o6Ha npm nnaampoaaHHH sxcnepHMeHTOB c PalHOMeTpH
qecKHMB H3MepeHHJIUH.6 

OnTHMHsauHa KOHCTPYKUHOHHHX napaveTpoB annapaTypH npmo6pe
TaeT oco6oe sHaqeume npu paspa6oTxe cnexTpoveTpOB raKMa-Hsnyqe
HHR qenOBeKa (QMq), ,ItAJI KOTOpHX xapaKTepHa BHCOKaa CTOHMOCTI:, sa
mHTHOta xaweps VI .n;eTeKTopoB 60AI:,IIIOro o6~eva. B ,n;aHHOM cnyqae ms
-sa Tpy,ItBOCTH yqeTa BCeX ~aKTOpOB pacqeTHHB MBTO,ItH HAM MO,ItenH
pOB&HHe He TI03BOAJIDT Onpe,n;enHTI:, ,ItOCTaTOqHO ,ItOCTOBepHO saBHCHMOCTI:, 
pa,ItHOMeTpHqeCKHX napaMeTpOB QMq OT KOHCTpyKTHBHHX napaueTpOB, 
xapaxTepH3yD~X reoMeTpHD M3MepeHH~, MaTepHan H TOHmHHY sall{HTH 
M np. HaMH 6Hn npe~npHHJIT &HanH3 napaueTpOB 6onee roo QMq, ony6-
nHKOBaHHHX B cBo.n;xe 7 

• PaccxaTp:roMHCh ,ItHqxpepeH~HaJibHHe H KYMY-
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naTHBHHe pacnpe~eneHHR napaverpoB, wccne~osanacb CBRSb ve~y na
paverpaMH, onpe~enanHCb sxaqeHHR ~na Kax~oro QMq. Hecvorpa Ha 
cymecrBeHHHe pasnHqHa KOHCTPYKUHH CMq, axanH3 BHRBHn OT~enbHH8 
S8.KOHOKepHOCTH. 

HHXe npHBO~HTCR pesynbTaTH OTHOCHmHeCa K oneHKe TORmKHH ~ 
aamxrw H oO~eMa KpmcrannoB ~erexropa. PaHee OHno noxasaHo 6 

, 

qro ~na cpaBHeHHH K&qecTB& aamHT cne~yeT TIOHb30BaTbCH TIAOTHOCTbD 
!POHa ( OTHOmeHHeM CKOpOCTH cqera !POH& n.,It HHTepBany 3HeprH~ A E H 
TIOAHO~ TIOBepXHOCTH 5 KpHCTanna), KOTOpaa B mHpOKOM ~HanasOHe 
sHeprm~ rauwa-wanyqeHHH ge sasmcmr or pasuepos xpxcranna. Pacnpe
~eneHme caq no BenHqHHe nnoTHOCTH ~t~oxa B oonacrw 0,66 H I,46 Mas 
TIOita3&HO Ra pHc.4. He. pHC.5 npe~CTaBneHa saBHCHMOCTb OT TOAII{HHbl 
d cpe~Re~ nnoruocrx ~t~oaa ~na 4 rpynn cranhHHX samHT B ~manaso
aax ron~R d=IO+I2,5; I4+I6; I6-I9 H 20 eM. Ma pHc.5 BH~Ho, qro 
ysenxqeHHe ronmHHH sa~rw or I5 ~o 20 eM conpoBox~aerca y»eHbme
HHeM !POH& TIOpH~K& 30%, T.e. CHHEeHHeM MHHHM8.AbHO~ 00HapyXHBae
MO~ axrHBKOCTH nHmh Ha I5-2o%. rrosrouy I5 eM cne~yer cqxrarh on
THManbHO~ ronmHHO~ cranbHon sa~rw. llpH raxon ronmHae OonbmHn 
~exr ~anr ~ononHHTenbHse sarparw, HanpaBneHHHe ae aa ycxneHHe 
samHrw, a Ha yBenHqeHHe oO~exa KpHcranna. ~erexropa. no cpe~HHM 
aaaqeBHHM nnoruocre~ ~oHa B oOnacrH 0,66 H I,46 MsB aamxrb1 ma 
CBHHU8. TOA~HHO~ IQ-I2 CM OKasanHCb 3ItBHBaneHTiiol20 OM CT8.nH, a 
TOnmHHO~ 5-6 CM - I5 CM CTanH H Ha 30-35% ~eKTHBHee CT8.AbHHX 
aammr ronmHHon IQ-I2 cu. noarouy oOnerqeaHwe aamHTH rpaHcnopra
OenhHHX CMq nenecoooOpasRo msrorosnarb Hs CBHHua. 

Ha. pxc.6 noitasaHH KYlfYAHTHBHHe pacnpe~eneHHa CWI no BenmqH
He OTHOCHTeAbHOn CT8.THCTHqeCKO~ OmHOKH A K/R onpe~eneHHH CO~ep-
XaHHH ItanHH (I50 r) B opraHHSMe qenoBeita sa 20 MHHYT (HHE-
HHH KpHBaa) H no BenHqHHe aKTHBHOCTH AoHHKOpTIOpHpOB8.HHOI'O ue
SHH-!37, onpe~enaeuo~ c roqHOCThD 20% sa 5 MHHYT (des yqera EK
na~a K-40) - Bepxaaa xpHsaa. PacnpeleneHHa noitaasBamr, qro 90% 
rnq cnocooaw wsvepaTb sa 5 umayr »eHee IO HKIDP* nesma-I37 H on
pe~enarh sa 20 MHHYT cpe~Hee co~epxaRme Kanma c roqHOCTbD nyq
me 8%. 3aBHCHMOCTh OT CyMMapHOI'O OO~eMa V KpHCTannos CMq cpe~
HPIX 3HaqeHH~ Ao H A K/R t nonyqeHHhtX ~JIH OT,n;eJibHblX rpynn rnq c 
THnHqHhtMH sHaqeHHHMHV , npe.n;crasneHa Ha pmc.7 (s~ecb onymeHht 
HeCKOAbKO CMq C M8.AhtM 06~eMOM KpHCTanJIO!, ~na KOTOpbiX A0 H 

AK/R > 20). BH~HO' qro pa~HOMeTpHqecKHe ItaqecTBa cvrq pe3KO Y'XYJJ.
manrca npHV<I500 eMs. O~Haxo, c ysenmqeHHeM cyMMapHoro oO~eMa 
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KpMCTannoB OT 2000 ~0 6800 CM3 qyBCTBHTeHhHOCTb B03paCTaeT B 
cpe~H9M HMillh B 1,7 pasa. TI03TOMY C TOqKM 3peHHH pa~HOM9TpMqec
KOrO KaqeCTBa OITTHMaHbHHM HBHHeTCH ITpHM9H8HH8 O~HOrO KpHCTanna 
0 15X10 CM ( V-v1800 CM3) HHH 0 20X10 ( V- 3200 CM3). YBenHqeHHe 
cyMMapHoro od~eMa KpHcrannoB CBNrne 3500 cM3 uenecoodpasHo nHrnb 
B TOM, cnyqae, 9CHM ITpHM8HHIDT H9CKORbKO ~eTeKTOpOB ~RR ynyqrue
HHH H30qyBCTBHT9RbHOCTH reOM9TpHH H3M8p9HH~. 
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TIO]TIMCH R PMCYHRAM. 

PMC.I. ]onyCTHMaa KpaTHOCTb H3M9HeHHR ¢oHa n.1 /n~npH HSM8He
HMM ~SKTMBHOCTM perMCTpanHH B no~/no1 pas, He BNSN
BaiD~aa yxy~meHHR qyBCTBMT9nhHOCTM M9TO~MKH. TiapaMeTp y 
XpMB~X C00TB9TCTByeT HCXO~HOMy 3Haq9HMD nofn •• 

PHc.2. CTeneH;3 rpy~oeMKocrM pa~noMerpHM npo6 o6~eMoM OT 5 ~o 
2000 CM C nolW~hiD ~eTeKTOpa C KpMCTanJIOM .NaJ 0 70X70 MM 
B qyryHHOg samHTe TonmHHo~ IO eM. 
I 30Ha: e.,..; ICY% T=I MHH n 30Ha:c.~IO% T=I5 MHH. 
Ill soHa: e.~ 20% T=I qac IY soHa: e.~30% T=4 qaca. 

PMc.3. HoMorpaMMa ~na onpe~eneHMa craTHCTHqecxnx xapaxrepMCTMK 
p8EMMa pa~MOM9TpMM. 

PMc.4. Pacnpe~eneHHe CMq no nnorHocrn ti>oHa B o6nacrn 0,66 H 
I,46 M3B. 

PHc.5. 3aBMCHMOCTh cpe~He~ nnoTHOCTM ~oHa B o6nacTH 0,66 M 
1,46 M3B OT TOJI~MH~ ~ CTaJibHO~ sa~HTH. 

PMc. 6. Pacnpe~eneHMa CMq no BeJIMqMHe OTHOCMT9JihHO~ omHdxn A R/K 
onpe~eneHHa 150 r KanMa B opraHHsMe qenoBexa sa 20 MMH. 
(HM~Haa xpHBaa) H no seJIHqMHe Ao axrHBHOCTM nesHa-137~ 
MSMepaeMO~ sa 5 MHHYT C TOqHQCTbiD 20% (BepXHRH KpHBaH). 

PHc.7. 3aBMCHMOCTb cpe~HMX sHaqeHM~ A R~\ H A.or cyMMapHoro 
o6~eMa V xpMcraJIJIOB CMq. 

PPJ.c. 2.. 
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THE METHODS OF ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF EQUIPMENT FOR 
MEASUREMENTS OF Pb-210, Pu-239 AND Am-241 TI~ HtnJ.AN BODY 

E.Dolguirev, G.N.Kaidanovsky, N.V.Porozo¥, V.P.Shamov 

The Institute of Radiation Hygiene 

Leningrad 

USSR 

Abstract 

Calibration of detectors designed for in vivo measurements of 
210pb, 230pu and 241Am in hLUilan body was made by means of an 
anthr~omo~phous phantom. Absorption of low energy photons (13 -
60 keV) in materials simulating various biological tissues was 
studied. The calibration coefficients for the fat tissue (Z=5·9) 
were 3 times as high as those for the muscular one (Z=7·4), when 
the tissue thickness was 2 em. In this connection, the distribu
tion and ratio of the said tissues in human body were studied, 
using a group of 30 men. In calibration phantom measurements , a 
tissue equivalent materialsimulating the biological tissue with 
22% of fat tissue and 78% of muscular one was used. Detectors 
have been calibrated for measurements in the energy bands: 10-
25 keV 239 Pu, 30-55 keV, 210Pb, 10-25 keV and 35-70 keV 241Am 
and tissue absorber thicknesses in the range from 0.5 to4 em. The 
effect of such factors as variations in the shape and location 
of body organs, radiations of isotopes deposited in the skeleton 
and some others was taken into account. 

Introduction 

The interpretation of the results of in vivo measurements of 
the body 210pb, 239Pu and 241Am depends on the choice of calibra
tion coefficients appropriate to a specific subject. Detectors 
may be calibrated, using (a) volunteers who take a safe dose of 
the assayed isotope 1,2, or (b) anthropomorphous pantoms. The 
dalibration made on volunteers may proy,ide sufficiently realistic 
coefficient values which allow for both the complex structure of 
the bone andsoft tissue shield and the actual distribution of 
inhaled aerosol throughout the lungs. 

Aowever, such factors as the availability of volunteers, the 
choice of isotopes to simulate a given radionuclide as well as 
the possibility of modelling of nothing more than a particular 
case of the radionuclide distribution in the lungs limit the 
scope of thiw direct. method of calibration. 

This paper deals with the further development and improvement 
of the phantom calibration technique which can provide numerical 
calibration coefficients for the deposited radionuclide distribu-
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tion of the lungs-liver-skeleton pattern. 

Phantom Design and Tissue Equivalent Materials 

The basic criteria used in the phantom development were its 
tissue equivalence in the 10-100 keV radiation band, modelling 
of different types of radionuclide distribution and simulation 
of different thicknesses of the tissue absorber in the region 
of the chest. 

The complete phantom assembly consists of component phantoms, 
of the skull, chest and arms and legs. A natural human skull is 
used as the skull phantom and hollow polyethylene cylinders simu
late the extremities. 

The chest phantom assembly comprises a thin (0.2 em) plexi
glass shell, containing a human thoracic skeleton and man-made 
organs (the lw1gs and liver). The free space of the shell is fil
led with the tissue equivalent material. The shell front wall is 
movable and it is provided with an attachment for setting it at 
a desired distance from the phantom sternal ribs. The front wall 
and the phantom base are supplied with portholes for filling the 
tissue equivalent material and artificial organ replacement. 

Phantom Filling Materials 

The muscular and fat tissue and the skin are the main consti
tuents of the human tissue covering the thoracic cage. The calcu
lated values of the mass absorption coefficients for these tissues 
(cm2/g) at 10-100 keV shown in Table 1 (Columns 2, 3 and 4) sug
gest that the fat component should betaken into account in the 
selection of the tissue equivalent material. (The skin, as far 
as its absorption properties are concerned, may be assumed to be 
similar to the muscular tissue). 

Table 1 

~ 
Pectoral Fat Skin Mean Tissue 
muscle tissue equivalent 

shield material 

10 5·249 2-406 4-854 4·579 4·520 
15 1. 633 0.815 1·499 1-356 I·357 
20 0-789 0-409 0-722 0.684 0-673 
40 0-259 0-217 0-237 0-247 0-243 
50 0-221 0-195 0.199 0.212 0-209 
60 o.2o1 0.184 0181 0-195 0·195 

100 0.170 0 ·161 0-151 0-166 0·163 

The experimental testing of the fat and muscular tissues for 
their absorption properties were carried on the phantomt which 
was alternately filled with materials simulating each of these 
tissues. Attenuation curves for the X-ray radiation of 239pu 
emitters uniformly distributed throughout the lung model were 
obtained. The experimental results given in Table 2 are consist
ent with the data in Table 1 and support our suggestion. 
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Table 2 

Tissue thickness, em 1 2 3 4 
The ratio of photons which passed through 
the"fat"to those which passed through the 
muscles'J 1·4 3 6 10 

The ratio of the thicknesses of the fat and muscular tissues 
covering the thoracic cage in the region of the lungs was measu
red in 18 male corpses and was found to vary from 34/66 to 10/90, 
the mean value being 22/78· 

Table 1 (columns 5 and 6) gives values of the mass absorption 
coefficients for the experimental mean tissue consisting of 22% 
fat and 78% muscles and the tissue equivalent sugar and magnesi
um oxide based material. The electrmnic

2
densities of this materi

al and the simulated tissue are 3.24.10 3 and 3.32.1023 electron/ 
gram, respectively. 

The models of organs , i.e. the lungs and liver, were made 
of the tissue equivalent material to conform to the average size, 
shape and density of their human prototypes. The model shell 
was capron. The lung model shell was filled with a cotton fabric 
soaked in a NaCl solution to reproduce the desired values of 
Z=7 .4 and p=0.27 g/cm2

• The same material was used for filling 
the liver and chest shells. The experimental coefficients of 
self-absorption of 239pu radiation in the lungs and liver were 
found to be 3·4 and 5.1, respectively. 

Measurement of Soft Tissue Thickness 

Owing to a considerable attenuation of low-energy X-ray radia
tion in the tissues, the accuracy of calibratioh coefficients 
selected for the measurements in the monitored subject is materi
ally dependent on the precision of measurements of the thickness
es of soft tissues covering the thoracic cage. 

To develop techniques for measurement of soft tissue thickness
es, radiograms of tissues in a special saggital plane were made. 
Previously, the ratio of the average thickness across this sec
tion ds to the mean thickness of thea soft tissLles across the 
whole area covered by the detector ~was obtained in corpse mea
surements. 

The equation d&fds= 1·05±0.12 holds for this ratio in a wide 
range of W/H variations of 0.37 - 0.52, where W - weight , kg; 
H - height, em. 

The subject's posture proved to influence the thickness of 
the tissue shield in the chest region. The smallest ~hickness of 
the soft tissues over the lungs was found in in vivo measure
ments to be, when arms are raised and placed beh~na ~he mck of 
the subject's head. It was shown experimentally that, for this 
posture,the absorber thickness decreases by 0.48 em, as compared 
with a pose with arms at sides, which is consistent with the va
lue of 0.5 em, given in This posture was accepted as standard 
in all subsequent measurements. 

The measurement data for soft tissue. thicknesses in 26 sub
jects were related to different parameters of the body and ap
proximated by means of functions, such as d = 'f' ( W ,H ,C ,C1, c2) , 
where C ,c 1,c2 - circL:llilferences of the chest, waist and hips, res-
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pectively, em; W -weight, kg, H- height, em. These parameters 
were measuv.ed simultaneously with radiograms being taken. The 
dependence of d on the selected parameters is best approximated 
by the equation: 

d = 118 W/H· k1 · k2 - 39.2, where k1 = C/C 2 , k2=C/C2 
The graph showing this relationship is given in Fig.1. 

D.?? 

2,0 2.5 d,cm 3.0 

Fig.1. The correlation of soft tissue thickness d and para
meters W/H, k1 and k2 · 

Thus, simple measurements of the body parameters make it pos
sible both to assess the thickness of the soft tissue layer co
vering the thoracic cage and to choose sui table calibration coe
fficients. 

Calibration Procedure 

The lungs,liver and skeleton are the chief sites of 210pb, 
239Pu and 241Am deposition in human body. Suitable sets of ca
libration coefficients are required for the assessment of bur
dens of these radionuclides in the said organs on the basis of 
in vivo measurements. 

100 point emitters of known activity were placed uniformly 
alternately throughout th~ ~odels of the lungs and liver. The 
distribution of 2i0Pb or 4 Am emitters in skeletal bones is 
given in Table 3• Measurements in the four points, i.e. the left 
lung,the right lung, the liver and the skull , were carried out 
for each insertion of the emitters into one of these models. 
The pulse count rate was registered at 10-25 keV for calibration 
vvith res"Q~ct to 239Pu, 10~25 keV and 25-70 keV (241Am) and 30-
35 keV (21 0pb). 

The data of the standard calibration of Nai scintillation 
counter (S=177 cm2 and h=0.1 em) for a 1.7 em- thick soft tissue 
are given in Table 4· 
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Distribution of activity in the skeleton 

Bones of skeleton Weight Quantity of Activity 
%% sources nCi 

11 nCi 2nCi 

Skull 14·1 50 550 
Chest Cage 15 ·3 210 588 

1.Sternum 1.2 16 44.8 
2.Ribs 9.1 126 352.8 
)·.Clavicles 1.2 16 44·8 
4.Scapulae ).8 52 145 ·6 

Vertebral Colwnn 9.0 38 418 
1 • Cervical 1.4 5 55 
2. Thoracic 4·2 I4 I 54 
3· Lumbar . 3·4 12 I32 
4· Sacrumu 2.0 7 77 

Pelvis 7.8 
27 297 

Arms 16.2 56 6I 6 
1. Radii 5·9 20 220 
2. Ulnae 4·4 I6 I76 
3· Hands 5·9 20 220 

Feet 35·6 126 1386 
Femora 15·7 56 6I 6 
Tibiae 14·2 50 550 
Feet 5·7 20 220 

Total 100 297 210 3855 

The sets of calibration coefficients for soft tissue thick
nesses from 0.5 to 3·5 em for scintillation and proportional coun
ters are given in our paper "Dosimetric Monitoring of Content ofthe 
Radionuclides with a Low Radiation Energy in the Human Organism" 

The total error for calibration coefficients (Table 4) due to 
the variations in the organ shape, the different location of the 
organs in the phantom the detector displacement with respect to 
the phantom front wall, the counting statistics and the precision 
of emitters' calibration is 16% for 239~u; 8%- for 210pb and 
6% - for 241Am. 

The error due to the assumption of the uniform distribution 
of the assayed radionuclide throughout the organ was determined 
separately. The values of calibration coefficients for different 
patterns of radionuclide distribution in the lung model are 
shown in Tables 5 and 6· 
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Table 4 

Calibration Factors for Homogeneous Distribution cpm/ nC i/ d=1 • 7cm 

Source position Counter position Radionuclides and energy 
band 

239pu 210pb 241Am 
10-~? )0-?? l_O-~? j')-10 

Left lung left lung 0.120 3.1 8.5 40.0 
right lung o.oo4 0-7 2.5 8.4 
liver 0.04 o.2 0.7 2.0 

Right lung left lung 0.004 0-7 2.5 8.4 
right lung 0.120 3.1 8.5 40.0 
liver o.oo6 Oo4 1.6 5·0 

Liver left lung 0.003 o.8 2.1 10.0 
right lung o.o16 1 ·4 3·3 18.0 
liver 0.040 1.8 5·9 22.6 

Skeleton left lung o.22 3·6 
right lung 0.22 3·6 
liver 0-15 1.7 
skull Oo40 7·5 

Table 5 

Calibration Factors (cpm/nCi, d=1~ em) for 241.Am 35-70 keV 

Position Emitter distribution in the lung 

Emitters Detectors Uniform Upper part Lower part 60% in 
lympha-
tic 

., nodes; 
40'h-uni 
form 

Left Left lung 40.0 35·0 43 .o 42.0 
lung Right lung 5·4 7·9 8.7 8.3 

Liver 2.0 1.2 2.3 1 • 9 

Table 6 
Calibration Factors (cpm/nCi, d=1.7 em) for 239Pu/10-25 keV 

Position Emitter distribution in the lung 
Emitters Detectors Uniform [Upper part Lower part 60% in 

lymphatic 
nodes;40% 
-uniform 

Left Left lung 0.120 0.085 0.1:;0 Oo105 
lung Right lung o.oo4 0.003 0.003 0.003 

liver 0.004 o.oo1 o.oos o.003 
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YYBCTBHTE~bHH8 METOA PAAHOMETPHH 
HHHOPnDPHPOBAHHHX HYH~~ADB TOP~EBOrO PRAA 

A.A.nerytJJKOB, ~1.P.3en~:>qep, n.n.~RpCKt111 

~4Hcn1TYT r1-1rH8Hbt rpyp,a H npo{\l3a6oneaaHI-1i1 Af1H CCCP. 
r1acKBa. CCCP 

The complex of the apparatus and methods for the assessment 
of 'rh-228 body burden in man was develo1Jed. The correlation is 
f o u n d between content of tho ron ( ClTh) A in the breath, 

which was measured by a special scintillation apparatus 
(0 .05 T)Cu/1 sensitivity), and Ra-224 in the excretion (Q:n,. 2 )x, 
which was measured by the method of the hi~h emanatinG samples 
preparation ( 0.05 p Cu sensitivity), with the activity of 
Th-228-body burden in man. 

Pacwl-ipBHI-18 !-1cnon'=>30BaHI-1R 8 npo~~wneHHOCTI-1 TOPI-1R 1-1 pa311H~H~x 

H8M8TBJ1J11-1Y8CKI-1X py~, 8 KOTOp~X TOpl-1~ npi-1CYTCT8YBT KBK npHMBCb 
88A8T K Y8BJ1H~BHH~ KOHTHHrBHTB 11~A8~, pa6oTa~~I-1X 8 yCJ10BHRX KOH
TBHTa c PBAI-10HYH11HABMI-1 TOp1-18Boro PRAa• B CBR3H c 3THM noHRTBH 
HHTBpBC H npOOJ18MB HOHTp011R nocTyn11BHHR B opraHH3M H HBHOnJ18HI-1R 
B HBM TOpi-1R H npOAYKTOB ero pacnaAB /1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 /. 

B coorseTcTBI-1H c yKa3aHHRMH MHP3 (ICRP-10) 11 HHP3 CCCP 
(HP5-69) TBHO~ KOHTp011b AOJ1~8H CTpOHTbCR B OCHOBHOM Ha onp8ABJ18-
HHH HH/jHBI-1/\YBJlbHOrO CO~ep~aHHR B onraHI-13M8 H30TOn'JB TOpHBBOro 
pRAB, CpB/\1-1 KOT'Jpb!X OOJ1bt!JOB 3HaY8HI-18 HMBBT paAHOTOpl1f1, OT88TCTBBH 
H~~ BMBCTB C AOYSpHHMH npOAYKTBMH 3a 90% 3Hepr1111 BJlbQJa-pacnaAa 
TOpl18BOrO PR,!l,Bo 

Ha116onee TO~Hy~ oqeHKY co/jep~aHl1R pa/~WJTOpl1R s opraHH3Me 
(8 np8/1B11BX C808i1 YY8CT8HT811bHOCTH) ABBT MBT0/1 raMMa-cneKTpOMST
p111-1 YBJlOBBYBCKOrO T8J1a C noMO~b~ C~~. 0/\HBHO, HBH nOHB3~888T 
npaKTl1Ka, ero YyscT81-1TB11bHOCTb (1-5 HK~p11) 8 6onbWl1HCTBe cnyYae8 
HB/\OCTaTOYHaR A11R npo8B/1BHI1R Maccoa~x o6cne/joaaHl1i1. G npHH411ne 
60J1bWY~ Yy8CT811T811bHOCTb MoryT o6ecnSYHTb MBTOA~ 048HKI-1 CO/\Bp~a
HHR pa/ji-10TOpi-1R B opraHH3M8 no 8KTI-1BHOCTI1 TOpOHB 8 8~/\~XaBMOM 

8D3AYXB H paAl1R-224 8 B~/1B118Hl1RX. AnA Hx peanl13B411H Hy~Ho 3HaTb 
88J11-1Yl1H~ K03QJ~Hl\11BHTB 3MBHHp08BHl1R TOpOHa H nepSXOAa 3HAOreHHOrO 
paA11R-224 8 B~/1Bl18Hl1R, KOTOpNe A11R HaH6onee sa~Horo 8 ycnosHRX 
npo$8CC110HBJ1bHOrO KOHTaKTB HHranRUHOHHOrO nocTynnBHI-1R TOpl1R 9 

ooraHl13M l13YYBH~ HBAOCTBTOYHOo 
4T06~ nonyYHTb HBOOXOAHM~B COOTHOWBHHR, M~ npe/jnpHHAJ1H non~T

HY C nOMO~~~ annapaTa KBMBpH~X MOABnei1 npoaHaJ1H31-1pOBaTb HMB~~y~-
CA e paoorax/ 6 7 ; 8 J 9 ; 10 H .o,pyr1-1x/ 3Hcnep11MSHTanb-
Hy~ HH¢opMaq~~ 0 M8Ta60J11-13M8 TOpHR ~ npOAYKT08 era pacna/ja 8 
opraHH3M8 np11 HX 8HyTpHB8HHOM H 83pOrBHHOM nocTynneHl1l1o 
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AHanH3 noHa3an, YTC:J a cnyYae aa~oreHHQrQ nocTynneHHA pa~H~
T:JP~1A a ;JaCTBClpH"'lOH, HOHHOM '\lo;v'le BH18l\HBBHO c 3HCHpeTd'VJI1 BhiB:J
~HTcg ~~JlR pa8H!J88CH:Jro pa~HR-224, paBHaR 4 i 5% 'JT C'J~epmaHHR 
pa~HOT!JOHR B O;JraHH3Me - 1T,-,' npHY8M nepepacnpe~eJ18HHe C:J Bpe
'"ieHB'"i /18ri!JHH;JOBaHH:Jro [18/jHIJT:J;JH::! cyu~eCTBeHHO H8 CH83f,IBB8TCR Ha 
8TOH B8Jlf1'-lf1HB; Yero HBnh3R CH838Th 06 81-\THBH'JCTI-1 T!JpOHa B B~~~
XCl'3''1'J"'' ao3,.o,yxe, HaTopaR 3a ape"''R 2T (r,Lie T- 60 /~H - nepH0/1 nc:Jny
B!,IBB,LIBHHR TClpHR 1-13 .neri~HX) H3M8HR8TCR !JT 13 ,!10 6% OT B8J1H'-If1Hhl 
1,T 0 , 0TM8TH,'1, '-ITQ CHOiJClCTb BbiBS,.O,eHHR [18/\HOTClpHR HB n[J8Bhi!Ua8T 
~.~% qT

2 
B ,.O,BHb, . 

noH ri!JCTyn.neHHI-1 pa,.O,HOTOpHR B HepaCTBOpHMO~ ~OpM8 em8~H88H8A 
3HCHf)81.\Hrl tJ88HCJB8CHClrO pa,.O,HR-224 38BHCHT QT ,.[\HCn8pCHOCH1 ni:>IJlH, 
C K!JTOOQ~ pa,.O,HOTQ'JH~ riOCTynaeT B J18rHH8: ,.o,nR n~nH ,.O,BYOKHCH TO
pHii c Ci1/~-1fl 8fK8,1J,H88HO Bb!B0,1f1TCFI ----1~~ 8T2' a rC\I1R ribiJli-1 /lBYOKHCH 
c CM~=n,2p - 2% qT·; s Ta me apeMR 8MaHHpoaaHHe TopaHa 3a8HCHT 
OT ,JJ,f1Cri8pCH!JCTH cna§ee H ,}J,JlR yKa3aHH~X n~J1eH H03$~H~H8HT 3MaH~
p088rH18 - 6% 1'1'2 H TaHP1e HaH 11 SHcpeqHA pa,[\11A-224 cyc.,~ecTseHHO 
OT Bpe"'18HH He 38Bf1Cf1T, 

A.n9 onpe,.o,e.neHHR co~e,maHHR a BNAeneHHRX pa,JJ,HR-224 Ha~H 
H Cri!J n 1:>3Y 8T C 8 M8T O,[\f11~i3 1 :l C H 0 8 a H H i3 CJ H a 3 1'1>'3 H 0 1"18T fll1 H cyx HX noer.ap a TO 8, 
H03~$Hq~eHT 3MBHHpoaaHHR TOpOHa H3 HOTOp~X cne~YianbHNM npHrOTOB
n9HI1eM ,JJ,OB8,JJ,8H ,.0,0 8enHYHHN 60J1bW8M 0,8, 

L!yBCTBHTBnbHOCTb M8TO~a 0,05 HHIOpH pa,JJ,HA-224 B npo6e /12/, 
3ToT MeTOA onpe,.o,eneHHR pa,n,~R-224 npo~e anb~a-cneKTpoMeTp11H I 13 I 
11nH MeTo,.o,a "cMBWHBaM~A" I 14 I, c ero noMO~bm npo~sseAeHa oqeHHa 
88nHYHH~ emeAHBBHO~ 3KCHpe~Hf1 pa,LIHR-224 c KanoM - F y n~,.o,eH, He 
11M88WHX HOHTBKT08 C topHBM, F-1 riK~pHic, 

BecbMa YyBcTBHT8nbH~M M8TO,.O, H3MepeHHR co,n,epmaHYIR TopoHa s 
s~,n,~xaeMaM B03AYX8 6~n npeAnomeH I. Hursh H A.Lovaas I II 1. 
DAHaKo ero peanH3a~I1R HaTanHI1BaBTCR Ha Tpy,.o,HoCTH noAAepmaHYIR 
B~COHO~ 11 CTa6HnbHO~ COp6qi10HHOM CriOC06HOCTI1 yrOJ1bHO~ noayWHH, 
C noMO~b~ HOTOpOH ~3 BNANXaeMoro B03AYXa 113BJ1eKaeTCA TopoH, 

,IJ,nR onp8AeneHHA HOHU,BHTpaql-111 TOpOHa 8 B~,JJ,biXaeMOM 803/J,yxe y 
n~,n,e~ 8 ,.o,aHHo~ pa6ore CHDHCTpy11poaaH YAD6H~~ 8 3HcnnyaTa~l111, 

aBTOHOMH~~ CLI,HHTHJ1nRqHOHH~~ 3MdHOM8Tp, 8 KOTOpOM perHcTpHpyeTCR 
anb~a-pacnaA TopoHa H TopHR-A 8 npoxo,n,A~BM Yepes HaMepy npH6opa 
crpye B03,n,yxa. 

06beM H HOHCTpyK~HA KaMep~ B~6paH~ TaK, YT06~ o6ecn8YHTb 
onTHManbHy~ '8ni1YI1Hy K03~¢H~HeHTa f1CnOnb3088HHR BHTYIBHOCTH 3Ma
HBLJ,f1H 8=200~ npH cpe,.':\HBM CKOpOCTH npo,JJ,y8KH 8 .niMHH, 

EPOH np116opa, KOrAa nocneAHI-1~\ COe,!J,HHeH C Ye.noseKCJM, nerHHe 
KOToparo s TS'-teHHe 20' oYJYI~a.nHcb 6e3pa,LioHo8~M B03,JJ,yxoM, HaK noKa-
3ai1H cneqHBJ1bHbl8 f13M8p8HHFI f-18 npeB~lUBBT 10-12 1jyac. 

3TO n0380nReT f13MepRTb KOHqeHTpaqH~ TOpOHa B BNANXaeMOM B!J3-
/1YX8 .-. 0,05 nH~pHin, 

C nOMO~b~ 3TOrO np116opa npClH388,JJ,8Ha OqeHKa ecTeCTBBH~oro nH~pH 
caAepmaHH A Topo Ha a 8bi,.O,biXaeMOM 8D3,!1yxe y HeHyp A~Hx ( 0, 14-0, 02--n-
AilR rpynn~ 10 Yen.). Y HYRR~I1X HOHqeHTpaqHA TopoHa oKa3anacb 
BAB08 60J1bUJBK (0,28±0,03 --~~~ ,JJ,nR rpynnbl 10 Yen,), YTO noATBepm
,JJ,a8TCR AaHH~MH G, Jovet I 15 I o B03MOmHocTH HaHonneHHR TopHR s 
.nerKHX npH KypeHHH, 

npi-188A8HH!o18 8bllU8 CO!JTHOliJ8HHR,- CBA3bl8dl0l!~H8 aHTH8HOCTb TOpHA-228 
B opraHK3M8 C aKTf18HOCTb~ pa,JJ,HR-224 8 B~,.O,enBHHRX f1 TOpOHa B 8~A~
XaeMOM 803AYXS, a TaHme A8HH~8 0 YyBCTB~TSnbHOCTI-1 HCnonb30BaHH~X 

pa,LIHOM8TpHY8CKHX MeTO,JJ,HH n03BOnR~T CA8J1aTb 3aHJ1~Y8HJ.18, YTO B cny
Yae HHra.nR~HOHHoro nocTynneHHR paAHOTOpHR 8 paCTBOpHMO~ $OpMe 
~enecoo6pa3HO onpe,.o,enATb era co,n,epmaHHe 8 opraHH3M8 na aKTHBHoc
TH pa,LJ,HFl-224 1-1 8b1,!1Bn8HHRX; npe,.o,en 06HapymBHKR ripi-1 3TOM -20 nH~pH 
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e opraHH3Me. EcnH pa~HOTopH~ nacTynaeT 8 HepacTeopHMO~ ~opMe, TO 
nyYwe, no-8H~HMOMy, BOCnOnb308aTbCA 3MBHOM8TpHY8CKHM MSTO~OM 
( npe,~en 06HapylH8HH A -10 nKHJpH pa~HOTOpH A 8 nerKHX) • 

B o6eHx cnyYaAx 3TH MeTo~HKH no380nAHJT onpe~enRTb pa~HoTopH~ 
Ha ypa8He ecTBCT88HHoro era co~epmaHHR 8 opraHH3Me. 

Pa3pa6oTaHH~e MeTo~~ npHMBHAHJTCA ~nA o6cne~o8aHHA Ha co~ep
maHHB pa~HaTopHA y pa6oYHX PYAHHKDB H ropHoo6oraTHTenbH~x ¢a6-
s~K npoM~wneHHDCTH pBAKHX MeTannoe. Y HeKoTop~x H3 HHX o6Hapyme
HO n08~W8HH8 CO~SpmaHHA TDpOHa B 8~A~Xa8MOM BD3AYX8 8 npe~enax 
0,3 - 0,6 nKHJpH/n; nocKonbKY TOpH~ 8 3TOM cnyYae nocrynan 8 
¢apM8 H8paCT80pHMO~ n~nH, MOmHO H~ OCHOBaHHH B~W8H3nOm8HHoro 
3aKnHJYHTb, YTO 8 nerKHX y HHX HMS~TCA ABnO paAHOTOpHR C aKTHB
HOCTbHJ 60-120 nHKOKHJpH. 
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ASSESSMENT OF PLUTONIUM IN HUMAN LUNGS 
WITH THIN Nai(Tl) D1~ECTOR SYSTEMS 

R.C. Sharma, S. Somasundaram, (Mrs.) T. Surendran, 
D.K. Kapur and S.P. Garg 

Health Physics Division (BBMS) 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 

Bombay 400 001 , India 

Abstract 

'l'he development of detector systems for asl:leosment of inhaled 
Plutonium-Lrnericium dust deposited in human lungs by direct detection 
of exte.:-nally emitted low-energy photons, is a continuing programme at 
Trombay. This paper describes the work done with thin Nai(Tl) scintilla
tion detector systems. 'l'he background data inside Trombay steel room in 
different low-energy bands for crystals of thicknesses 1, 2 and 5 mm are 
presented. To study the capabilities of three detector systems, each 
consisting of a set of crystals of the same thickness, a realistic chest 
phantom of an Indian adult was designed and employed. The chest phantom 
was constructed from a rib cage of an Indian adult enclosed in a hard 
polythene cover provided to simulate the chest profile. Measurements on 
absorption and scattering of low-energy photon (17, 22 and 60 keV) by 
four constructional materials were made to verify their degree of 
equivalence to human tissue and granular sugar was l.lsed as tissue' 
equivalent material in phantom construction. The counting efficiencies 
and limits of detection of three detection systems for point sources of 
plutonium distributed in the central plane of each simulated lung of the 
designed phantom are reported. 

A few normal subjects were counted with one detector system and the 
increase in background in low-energy region was investigated. The 
natural radioactivity of the subjects was monitored with a (20.32 em dia. 
x 10.16 em thick) Nai(Tl) crystal in a 50 em Arc Chair. Finally, the 
effect bf body build of a subject on the cotmting efficiency of plutonium 
is commented and our future programme is briefly indicated. 

Introduction 

At the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, we have an on-going 
programme of design and development of systems for in vivo assessment of 
plutonium and other transactinide elements depositedin the lungs. This 
paper (1) presents the results of our studies on the suitability of 
Trombay-produced thin Nai(Tl) crystals for this application, (2) describes 
the design and construction of a chest phantom and its use for calibration 
of the Pu lung monitor, and (3) compares Ol.lr resl.llts with those of other 
laboratories using Nai(Tl) detectors, as reported in the literature. 

Evaluation of Tromb~y-Produced Nai(Tl) Crystals 

The Trombay-produced Nai(Tl) crystals, used in the present study, 
are of 7.6 em diameter and 2 and 1 mm thick. They are canned in Al and 
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are provided with 1 mil thick Al foil radiation entrance window and 3 mm 
thick glass optical windcwr. They were coupled to selected low-noise 
Dumont 6363 phototubes and the output from the phototube was fed through 
an FET pre-amplifier to a 400-channel pulse height analyser fabricated in 
our laboratory. 

A typical pulse height spectrum of a Trombay-produced Pu source, 
obtained with these crystals, showed that the L X-rays of U are not 
resolved and exhibited a peak at an.average energy of 17 keV. A small 
peak at 60 keV pointed to the presence of 241Am in the source, the 241Am 
concentration being about 0.3% of .the total Pu alpha activity. The 
energy resolution at 17 keV was estimated to be about 505'f·, compared to 46% 
obtained with a Harshaw integral assembly Model No. 16 MBS 511/5A Q X 
(10.16 em dia x 5 mm thick Nai(Tl) crystal, having 1 mm Be radiation 
entrance window and 2.54 em thick quartz optical window) Fig.1 shows the 
background spectra of low-energy radiations inside the Trombay steel 
room1, observed with the three detectors. The histogram depicted 
represents ten point averages. The Harshaw assembly showed the lowest 
background rates in the energy bands of interest. These spectral measure
ments have indicated the aspects in which Trombay-produced crystals require 
improvement to be sui table for Pu d etection2. 

Construction of Chest Phantom 

Speight et al3 had suggested some tissue-equivalent materials for 
construction of chest phantoms. Due to non-availability of Lincolnshire 
bolus and Mix D and the handling problems of water, it was decided to test 
three probable constructional materials, viz. masonite, perspex and sugar, 
for their degree of tissue-equivalence. The effective atomic number (Z) 
and electron density (n) for tissue are quoted ~s 7.33 and 3·32x1o23 
respectively and for water as 7.42 and 3·36x102 respectively. Perspex 
and masonite have much higher values of Z and n than tissue or water. The 
half-value thicknesses for water, sugar, perspex and masonite were found 
as 6.0, 6.0, 7.0 and 5.25 mm res~ectively at 17 keV, and 14.0, 14.0, 16.75 
and 12 mm respectively at 22 keV"'. The effects of forward scattering by 
almost equal thicknesses of the four materials as measured by energy shift, 
degradation of spectral resolution and variation of the ratio of count-rate 
in the 24-43 keV energy band to that in the 60 keV peak (43·5 - 76 keV) 
were all found to irrlicate a similarity of behaviour between water and 
sugar2 • Sugar was, therefore, chosen in the construction of the phantom. 
No attempt was made to simulate the presence of fat in the chest region. 

The chest phantom was constructed from a thoracic cage with ca.lavicles, 
scapulae and shoulder blades taken out of the cadaver of an Indian adult. 
The whole rib cage fixed at the bottom to a perspex sheet was first enclosed 
in a frame of thin perspex strips. A hard polyethylene sheet was used to 
cover the frame to get the chest profile. All measurements were matched 
to a subject. The vertebrae contained a copper rod to keep them firmly 
attached. This, however, would not affect the calibration for Pu, since 
the bone is essentially a dark body for low-energy photons. Two symmetric 
polyethylene bags were filled with saw dust (density 0.3 g/cm3), each 
weighing about 450 g. These were shaped to a hun~n lung and inserted 
inside the rib cag-e. Prior to this insertion, point sources of Pu deposited 
on perspex (1 ~m thick both sides) were stuck to a filter paper which was 
spread longitudinally in the central plane of each simulated lung. The 
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presence of other parts of the respiratory tract and the heart were not 
simlllated. Granular sugar was filled inside the polyethylene enclos1.1re 
surro1.1nding the rib cage, to provide siml.llation of tissue. The chest 
phantom thus constructed had a circumference of 83 em. The total activity 
of Pu incorporated in the simulated l1.1ngs was 2. 5 u Ci. 

Multi-Crystal Arrays 

The phantom described above was employed to obtain the co1.1nting 
efficiencies and the minimum detectable activities for P1.1 in l1.1ngs for a 
m1.1lti-crystal array geometry simlllated with a single detector. The 
multi-crystal array was selected with a view to achieve a large coverage 
of the frontal area of the chest phantom. The six crystal array chosen 
is shown in Fig. 2 together with the phantom outline. Each crystal array 
consisted of detectors of the same thickness. Thus, three multi-crystal 
arrays were studied to assess the capabilities of these systems and to 
evolve an array system of Trombay-prod1.1ced crystals to count s1.1spected 
cases of internal contamination by Pu and Am. 

Table 1 gives the results with our systems and compares them with 
data of vario1.1s Pu-lung monitors employing thin Nai(Tl) scintillation 
detectors as reported in the literature. The systems co~pared are those 
of Swinth & Griffins4, Ishihara et al5. The first column lists the 
various monitor parameters. In the net· spectrum of radiation from point 
sources of plutonium distributed in the central plane of each lung 
longi tudina1ly of the chest phantom we observed that attenuation of 13.6 
and 16.9 keV results in shifting of the 17 keV peak to about 20 keV. The 
presence of 241Am was indicated by peaks at 29 keV (26 keV +escape) and 
then at about 57.5 keV. A major conclusion drawn from Table 1 is that Pu 
lung monitors employing thin Nai(Tl) crystaJsin different configurations 
are not capable of achieving the MDA for plutonium desirable for routine 
monitoring. We achieved the best results when 241Am is used as a tracer 
for Pu. The use of 241 Am is certainly not valid for soluble Pu. 
Nevertheless an immediate estimate of l1.1ng b1.1rden of Pu for a subject 
involved in an accident may be derived on this b9sis if isotopic composi
tion of the contaminant is known. The MDA quoted for our systems are for 
very low 241Am (0.5% of total alpha activity) content in Pu. 

The MDA quoted for the multi -crystal arrays are all based on the 
statistical criterion only, i.e. three times the standard deviation in 
background rate for a given time of counting. Each subject would 
increase the background in the low energy region of the array, depending 
upon the level of internal contamination by other radionuclides and the 
thickness of the detectors employed. For the 5 mm crystal array, we 
observed that a subject with 125 gm K and 1 nCi 137cs increased the 
background by 20 cpm (12-25 keV) region and by 120 cpm in (43 .5 - 76 keV) 
band. 137cs and K contents of the subjects are determined by whole body 
counting in 50 em arc chair using a 20.32 em x 10.16 em Nai(Tl) detector. 
Collection of these data is continuing with a view to derive some useful 
correlations. 

The counting efficiencies and MDA for Pu for the thre~ six crystal 
arrays reported in Table 1 are thought to be valid for humans having body 
build and distribution of Pu in lungs si.milar to that of phantom. Several 
methods to correct the calibration factor for differing body Builds have 
been proposed6,7. We have found it advantageous to use the concept of 
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F'IG.2-THE MULTI-CRYSTAL ARRAY AND THE PHANTOM 

OUTLINE 

effective tissue thickness (ETT) which is defined as the thickness of a 
tissue equivalent material that produces for a point source of Pu, the same 
overall attenuation of X-rays as would occur in a subject having Pu deposited 
in lungs. ETT takes account of self-absorption of Pu X-rays in the lungs 
and the attenuation in tissue overlying the ribs. Since our Pu contains 
traces of 241Am, we determined the variations in the ratio of count-rates in 
Am and Pu peaks with different thicknesses of overlying water for a point 
source on the axis of a thin Nai(Tl) crystal at a fixed distance of 10 em. 
Calculating the same ratio for the phantom, we found ETT for the phantom as 
6 .) em. This valt.J.e was also confirmed by the observed shift of the 60 KeV 
peak of 241Am. 

Our future programme of work in this field will include development of 
phoswich detectors and improvements in the methods of calibration. 
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IN VIVO MEASUREJ'.IENTS FOLLOIJING EXPOSURE TO 133XE 

AND ASSOCIATED DOSE ASSESSNENT PROCEDURES 

Frances Fry 
Atomic Energy Research Establishment Harwell 

Graham Tyler 
Experimental Reactor Establishment, Dounreay 

ABSTRACT 

17,7, 
Information is presented on the retention and distribution of '""""Xe in 

the human body as determined by in-vivo counting. Calculations by other 
workers have shown that for exposure to 133Xe gas the critical dose is that 
to the skin. It is shown here~ with reference to three cases, how measure
ments of the body content of 13Jxe made by in-vivo counting can be used to 
estimate skin doses. 

By reference to actual recent cases attention is drawn to problems 
caused by 133xe intakes in the interpretation of external contamination 
and plutonium-in-lung measurements. 

INTRODUCTION 

133xe is produced in the fission of Z35u with a total yield (direct and 
by chain) of about 7%. It decays with a half life of 5.27 days to stable 
133cs by the emission of beta particles of maximum energy 0.34 !'-leV, gamma 
rays of energy 81 KeV are emitted in 35 .. 596 of the disintegrations and caesium 
K X-rays of 30 KeV energy are emitted following 56% of disintegrations. 
Xenon, a noble gas, which is present in the atmosphere with a partial pressure 
of about B mN/m2, is in general chemically inert but appears to combine 
specifically with haemoglobin (1). 

133xe has been used extensively in medical science for the investigation 
of lung function; information on the procedures and computations of the 
retention of 133Xe when used for this purpose have been presented by J'.latthews 
et al (2). J'.leasurements of the distribution and retention of 133xe in the 
body following both experimental and accidental inhalation in a laboratory 
manufacturing 133xe for medical application have been reported by Venner and 
Devell (3). Guillot (4) has reported on retention experiments with 133xe, 
131mle, 125Xe and also stable xenon isotopes. The International Commission 
on Radiological Protection (5) state that the primary hazard from 133xe is 
from external radiation from submersion in a cloud and calculations of internal 
doses arising from inhalation of radioactive noble gases presented by Whitton 
(6) confirm this. 

Because it is a gas it is possible for 133xe to leak from nuclear reactor 
fuel elements into operating areas. Whilst the reactor is operating any 
~383xe will usually be accompanied by other fission product noble gases notably 

Kr (t~ 2.8h) whose daughter product 88Rb is a solid emitting energetic beta 
particl~s; the leak will therefore usually be rapidly detected by conventional 
filter paper air samplers. Because of its longer half life however 133xe may 
be released a day or so following reactor shut down virtually without the 881~. 
If the release is a slow one which leads'to more or less uniform contamination 
of the air in the reactor containment conventional external radiation monitor-
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ing will adeqJately detect and assess the hazard. Sometimes however the 
release may be very localised and although when the activity is dispersed 
throughout the operating area the resultant radiation level is very low, 
significant doses may be received by individuals in the immediate vicinity 
of the release as we will show later. 

THE UPTAKE AND RETENTION OF 133XE IN THE HUMAN BODY FOLLmVING 
INHALATION 

As stated by Hatthews et al (2) the uptake of 133xe into the body 
is a function of its solubility in blood~ However this apparently Rtraight
forw,"Jrd situation is complicated by the pres~nce in the atmosphere of 
naturally occurring stable xenon. The solubility of a gas in a liquid is 
a function of the partial pressure of the gas and since the normal atmosphere 
contains xenon at a partial pressure of about 8 mN/m2 the body will be 
saturated with xenon at this partial pressure. 

ive have m.<J.de measurer:Jents of the retention of 133xe in persons who have 
been exposed to 133xe in a reactor environment.. Some had been exposed to 
low level uniform concentrations during reactor operating periods and some 
to small localised clouds of high concentration following reactor shut down. 
Measurements made from 1 to a few hours following cessation of exposure to 
low level uniform concentrations showed the half life of 133xe excretion to 
be about 2 hours. Heasurements on persons exposed to small high concentration 
clouds were made over a longer period up to about 80 hours after exposure and 
showed retention curves very similar to those reported by Venner and Devell (3), 
viz an initial rapid excretion phase lasting about 4 hours during which the 
half life is less than 1 hour followed by a slower elimination rate with half 
life of about 6 hours for the remainder of the period. 

DISTRIBUTION OF 133XE IN THE BODY FOLLO'•HNG INHALATION 

\ve have made measurements of the distribution of xenon-133 in the body ( 1) 
after exposure for several hours to low-level contamination and (2) after 
exposure to a small cloud of high concentration. Profile curves, obtained 
one day after exposure, are shown in figure 1. Some differences between the 
curves may be attributed to differences in the scanning techniques. Curve (1) 
was obtained by scam;ling with a collimated detector above the supine sub.iect 
whereas a more finely collimated detector, located under the body, was used for 
scan (2). The 'depressions' in counting-rate in scan (2) could be due to 
absorption of the 80 KeV gamma-rays in bone. The 'depressions' in the counting· 
rate from the chest could be due to attenuation in the ribs and the decrease in 
counting rate at about 110 em could be attributed to absorption in the pelvis. 
These effects would not be so marked with the wider-angle collimator particularl~ 
as it was used above the subject. The maxima of the distributions occur at 
60-80 em from the top of the head and could indicate accumulation of xenon-133 
in liver. Neither plot shows the lare;e d("pree:sinn in the chest region noted 
by Venner and Devell (3) in a scan made some hours after an accident inhalation. 

CALCULATION OF SKIN DOSE FROM IN-VIVO Jv'£ASUREHENTS 

The critical tissue dose from exposure to 133xe is that to the skin. If 
however the 133xe is released in the form of a small cloud normal external 
radiation monitoring devices will often not give a correct indication. Under 
those circumstances however it is possible to calculate a skin dose from 
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in-vivo measurements. Although the calculation will be subject to considerable 
error it should be sufficiently accurate to decide whether or not an over 
exposure had occurred. This is illustrated by the fo~wing cases. 

Case 1 

A technician L, removing a thermocouple from a shut down reactor, was 
working at a glove box containing a mixture of reactor blanket gas and purging 
argon at a pressure just above atmospheric when a glove was snagged and torn 
releasing some of the gas mixture. In vivo measurements were carried out 
on the technician and his assistant whQ

3
was standing about 2m away at the time 

of the incident. These both showed 1) Xe but the intake by the assistant 
was only 1% of that of the technician, confirming that only a small cloud of 
gas had been involved. In vivo measurements were ma~e on the technician over 
the period 4-75 hrs after the exposure showed a retention pattern similar to 
that obtained by Venner and Devell (3) after controlled inhalations; for the 
period 4-10 hrs the fall was more rapid by about a factor of 2. By extra
polation and interpolation of the retention curve we estimated a body content 
of abo~t 9 mCi of l33xe at 1 hr and 300 ~Ci at 10 hours after exposure. The 
Venner and Devell plot (3) shows th;~t for controlled inhalations the retained 
amounts of the inhaled activity at those times are 4% and 0.5% respectively. 
Applying these factors to our estimated body content we obtained estimates 
of 200 mCi and 60 mCi respectively for the initial inhaled amount. In view 
of the more rapid fall from 4 hours to 10 hours in our case we chose the higher 
figure as being a more correct estimate (perhaps even a little on the low side). 
If the activity was breathed in during some unknown but short period of time, 
t hours (it is not necessary to know this time).,, whilst the subject was 
breathing at the standard man rate of 1 m3 per hour, the activity concentration 
in the cloud would have been 200/t mCi/m3. On the. assumption that the radius 
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of the small cloud of gas was about equal to the range of the beta particles 
(80 em) conventional calculation showed the beta dose rate to a plane in the 
centre of the cloud to be 20/t rem/hr. 

The gamma dose rate from a cloud of this size would be several orders of 
magnitude lower and was ignored. When we eliminate our unknown exposure time 
(t) we obtain a skin dose of 20 rems. \ve were therefore able to say that, 
despite a film badge recorded dose of only 0.5 rem gamma and 0.4 rem beta, the 
tecQnician probably received a dose to the skin of his face of more than the 
13 week permitted dose (15 rem) but less than 1 year's permitted dose (30 rem) 
and appropriate administrative action was taken. The most signifiaant internal 
orgdn dose from this inhaled quantity was calculated from the information given 
by vlhitton (6) as 1.3 rem to the tracheal muco~which is much less significant 
than the skin dose. 

Case 2 

Several men became internally contaminated with mixed fission products 
during removal of a fuel el'ement two days after reactor shut-down. 

The most highly contaminated man, subject G, had a body content of 
12.8 ~Ci of 133xe 21~ hours after the release. Measurements made during 
the following three days indicated that 133xe was being removed from the body 
with an effective half-life of 8.7 hours (biological half-life 9.3 hours): 
this is in agreement with Venner and Devell's retention curve at this time after 
inhalation (3). 

By extrapQlation of the retention curve we estimated a body content at 
10 hours of 32 ~Ci 133xe. According to Venner and Devell's data (3), 
rete.ntion of 133xe at 10 hours is 0.5% and we therefore estimated the initial 
body burden as 6.4 mCi. It is probable that most of the intake occurred in 
a short period of time since the me,.sured general air levels were high 
(>3 nCi/ml) for about an hour and then dropped to o.6 nCi/ml and it is also 
probable that a cloud of much higher concentration existed close to the source 
for a shorter time. As before we assumed that subject G1 s initial body 
burden was acquired in a short period while breathing at 1 m3/hr, then cal
culation of the ~-dose rate at the centre of a cloud of gas, as above, showed 
that subject G may have received a skin dose of 0.6 rem. This is less than 
the 13-week permitted dose, but greater than the dose to any internal organ. 
The most significant internal dose was 40 mrem to the tracheal mucosa and the 
corresponding lung dose was 8 mrem (6). 

Case 3 

133xe was also identified in subject M. 2~ hours after a release of mixed 
fission products which occurred during removal of a rig from an operating 
reactor. The total body content of 133xe at this time was 0.5 ~Ci. Several 
measurements made during the next few hours indicated that xenon was being 
removed from the body with a biological half-life of 2 hours. However, a 
further measurement made three days later suggested that there was some long
term retention greater than that predicted by the Venner and Devell retention 
curve. The faster clearance may correspond to removal of xenon from the 
water-containing tissues and the longer-term clearance may represent elimination 
from the less well-perfused fatty regions of the body. 

The initial intake was estimated by extrapolating the measured value at 
2~ hours to 1 hour after intake,. with the observed half-life of 2 hours, and 
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then applying Venner and Devell's figure of 4% retnetion at one hour. This 
suggests that subject M's initial intake was 20 ~Ci. The ~-dose to the 
skin of the face was estimated to be 2 mrem and internal doses to body organs 
were negligible. 

INTERFERENCE FROM INTERNALLY INCORPORATED 133XE \tii_TH HEALTH PHYSICS 
MEASUREMENTS 

Internally incorporated 133xe gives rise to relatively small internal 
dose commitments as indicated in Caoe 1 above where the highest internal organ 
dose from an initial intake of 200 mCi was calculated as 1.3 rem. However 
incorporated 1-'-'xe in much smaller amounts can leRd to misleading results being 
obtained from health physics measurements as is illustrated by the following 

two occurrences. 

i. The technician referred to in Case 1 above monitored his body immedia
tely after the incident and believed himself to be highly contaminated 
(about 200 x dwl). Several unsuccessful attempts at decontamination by 
showering "'ere made before a health physicist was consulted who suggested 
that internally incorporated 133Xe was the most likely cause; gamma 
spectrometry of a blood sample confirmed this. Later concurrent in-vivo 
counting and monitoring with a cont · .mination probe showed that an internal 
content of 300 ~Ci gave rise to a counting rate at the surface of the bod· 

(using a thin walled, 30 mg/cm2, Geiger Muller tube of dimensions 14 em long 
and 1.5 em diameter) of 10 cps equivalent to approximately 2 dwl of skin 
contamination. 

11. A laboratory worker who normally worked in a laboratory handling 239Pu 
went into a renctor o~erating area to view an experiment on his way to keep 
an appointment for a 39Pu-in-lung measurement. This mensurement was made 
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using a g<1s filled proportional counter of the type described by Taylor (7). 
The initial result, which was a·;sessed by the total counting rate in the 
17 KeV 239Pu channel, caused some concern as it was equivalent to more than 
100 times the maximum permissible lung burden. Examination of the s2ectrum 
from the counter however showed peaks at about 30 KeV and 5 KeV and 153xe 
was suspected. 

A further count using a scintillation detector indicated a body content 
of about 0.6 ~Ci of 133xe and a repeat measurement with the proportional 
counter a few days later showed no activity in the plutonium channel. A 
plot of the spectrum from 133xe in the body as given by the proportional 
counter together with a .snectrum of 239Pu for comparison is shown in Fip;ure1 

CONCLUSIONS 

In-vivo measurements made on men exposed to air contaminated with 
xenon-133 in nuclear reactor environments show retention patterns similar 
to those reported (2). Elimination of xenon-133 is a complicated function 
of time, indicating that many body compartments are involved in the uptake 
and retention. Uptake, retention and also distribution within the body 
may vary depending upon the partial pressure of the inhaled xenon. Profile 
scanning measurements suggest that the distribution within the body is 
different for the two modes of uptake discussed. The reasons for this are 
not readily apparent, but some of the differences beb1een the two profile 
curves may be due to different scanning techniques. 

The critical dose from exposure to 133xe is that to the skin but, as we 
have shown, the results of in vivo meRsurements of the body content and 
elimination rates may be used to calculate this dose. 

133xe incorporated in the body in amounts which give rise to trivial 
doses of radiiltion can interfere with heillth physics meAsurements and 
health p~ysicists for reactor areas should be aware of the possibilities. 
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'Introduction 

In-vivo monitoring of nuclear fuel workers 

C. POMROY, J. GORDON and E.G. LETOURNEAU 
Radiation Protection Bureau, 
Department of National Health and Welfare, 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KlA.lCl 

As well as being a major source of uranium, Canada possesses a sizable 
uranium processing industry. Several plants located in Southern Ontario 
fabricate fuel rods for use in the Canadian nuclear power industry and also 
for export. 

Working conditions in these plants are specified by the Atomic Energy 
Control Board, and monitoring of workers by means of criticality badges and 
urinalysis is performed by the Radiation Protection Bureau and the Ontario 
Department of Health. 

Urinalysis results frequently show evidence of uranium ingestion, but 
the relation of this to total body burden is uncertain and a direct, in-vivo 
method of body burden measurement is required. 

Cofield (1) made such measurements using a standard whole body counter 
in a steel room, and Quastel et al (2) of this Bureau made similar measure
ments, together with extensive urinalysis and other biological measurements, 
on 15 uranium workers. This study confirmed that body burden could not be 
accurately estimated from daily urinary excretion. 

Unfortunately, the use of a conventional whole body counter means that 
the subjects have to travel to Ottawa, a distance of 250 miles from the major 
uranium processing plants, and while this can be arranged for small sample 
populations it is obviously impractical for the plants' total exposed work 
force. It was therefore necessary to move the equipment to the plants, and 
the present study was undertaken to see whether a portable system would have 
sufficient sensitivity to be useful. 

Theory 

The usable radiations from U-Nat. are as follows: 

U-238 none 

Th-234 - 63 keV (3.5%) 
93 keV (4%) 

U-235 185 keV (54%) 

Th-231 - 84 keV (10%) 

Since the subjects to be monitored had long exposures to uranium it was con
sidered reasonable to assume secular equilibrium of the ingested material, 
which being of refined reactor grade had a very low content of radium or 
radium daughters. It was therefore decided to use the low energy radiations 
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from the thorium daughter, for which a 20 em diameter x 3 mm thick Nai cry
stal, already available, would have a high efficiency. The response of this 
detector to a U-Nat. phantom is shown in fig. 1 as a broad peak extending 
from around 50 to 90 keV. The detector has negligible sensitivity to the 
185 keV gammas from U-235 • 
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Fig. 1 Response of 20 em x 3 mm Nai crystal to U-Nat. phantom 

The phantom used for calibration purposes was a Remcal (Alderson 
Research Laboratories Inc.) phAntom, with 9.2 g of uranium oxide dust in 
the lung cavities. The dust was sprayed onto adhesive coated paper tissues 
which were then made to adhere to the inside of four polythene bags. One 
bag was introduced into each of the four lung cavities and inflated with 
air. The basal lobes contained about four times as much uranium as the 
apical lobes • 

The remainder of the phantom was.filled with water and the. net count 
rated observed was 3.86 cpm/mg U-Nat., which with a background of 3000 cpm 
gives an s2/B ratio of 0.0049. 

Using the formula of Altshuler and Pasternak (3), the minimum signifi
cant measured activity is 12.4 mg and the minimum detectable true activity 
is 24.8 mg, these figures being for a single 10 min. count. The crystal 
is also sensitive to scattered radiation from Cs-137 and K-40 to the extent 
of 8 cpm/nCi Cs-137 and 0.5 cpm/g K. For a normal 70 kg adult with a body 
burden of 5 nCi Cs-137 and containing 180 g K this would amount to a count 
rate of 130 cpm. Since the thin crystal is not sensitive to the primary 
radiation from either Cs-137 or K-40 it is not possible to measure each 
subject's content of these isotopes directly. The count rate from them has 
instead been considered part of the subject background, which is discussed 
further below. 

Description of apparatus 

The detector is a 3 rom thick by 20 em diameter Nai (Tl activated) 
crystal coupled to 3 low-noise PM tubes. Each PM tube has its own H.V. 
supply, but the signals are collected by a common cable and fed into a single 
preamplifier and thence to the amplifier which is an integral part of the 
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Technical Measurement Corporation pulse height analyser. The date is recorded 
by either a TMC parallel printer or a Tally paper tape punch. 

The settings of the H.V. Supplies are adjusted by placing a small uranium 
source on the crystal axis at a distance of about 40 ems. and switching on one 
H.V. supply at a time, and adjusting them so that the three spectra overlap 
as precisely as possible. 

The detector is housed in a stainless steel cylinder which is lined with 
1/8 11 lead and supported on a counterbalanced stand. See fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 Detector, counterbalanced stand and lead tent 
with near-side panels removed. 

The shielding is based on a design by Eisenbud et al (4) and consists 
of 1/8" lead sheet fastened to plywood and placed over a tent shaped frame
work. A sheet of 1/8" lead is placed under the mattress on which the subject 
lies. 

The effect of this shielding is to reduce the subject background in the 
30-100 keV region from 9,500 cpm to 3,000 cpm. 

This equipment is portable, the total weight being about 600 lbs. Two men 
can load it into a station wagon in about 30 mins. and on arrival at the count
ing location, the system can be unloaded and assembled in about an hour. A 
room about 10 ft square is sufficient to house the equipment and the counting 
bed, located away from any active area. So far no unduly high background rates 
have been encountered, despite the fact that the plants visited process large 
quantities of radioactive material. 

Subject Background 

Preliminary work in the laboratory indicated th,at the background count 
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on a subject iP~1de the tent varied considerably, depending on his size and 
shape. This variation was much more than would be expected just from differ
ences in Cs-137 and K-40 content. Therefore forty Radiation Protection Bureau 
staff members were studied and their backgrounds were measured t.ogether with 
their height, weight and "chest thickness", i.e. the front to back measurement 
of chest thickness made at inspiration. The latter measurement was chosen as 
the simplest one to give some index of the bulk of tissue under the detector. 

A series of empirically chosen expressions combining the three anthropo
morphic parameters were analysed using a least squares method, for their corre
lation with the observed count rate. The expressions were of the type X= 
(W/H) log C or X = exp (W/H) etc. and the correlation coefficients were all 
quite similar at around 0.84. The highest coefficient, 0.851, was obtained 
with the expression X= (W/Hh(C which yielded an equation for Y, the subject 
background; Y = K (3517.4 + 259.46X) where K = correction factor to allow 
for differences in ambient background between our laboratory and other counting 
locations. A plot of Y vs X is shown in fig. 3, which includes the 95% confi
dence limits for a single estimate of Y given a value of X. 

Fig. 3 

1·00 

X 

Plot of observed subject background count-rate 
vs X where X= weight/height xJChest thickness. 
(The 95% confidence limits are shown) 

In terms of cpm these confidence limits represent ± 120 cpm on a typical 
subject background of 3000 cpm (K being significantly less than one at the 
plant where the bulk of the subjects were counted), whereas counting error 
for 10 min. count= 17.3 cpm. This error is more or less equal to the count 
rate expected from 30 mg U-Nat., the maximum permissible body burden. This 
means that only burdens in excess of the maximum permissible can be confi
dently detected. In an attempt to improve this situation, a more detailed 
multiple regression test was run on the data. This analysis was carried to 
the point where an equation containing six terms was derived, but the corre
lation coefficient associated with this equation was 0.8631, which was not 
significantly greater than with the much simpler equation originally chosen. 
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'Other corrections 

In dealing with radiations at 100 keV or below, tissue absorption must 
be taken into account. On the assumption that the uranium is located in the 
lungs or pulmonary lymph nodes, it is necessary to make some estimate of the 
thickness of tissue overlying these organs. Deane (5) has measured this thick
ness ultrasonically and correlated it with the weight/height ratio of each 
subject. His formula is as follows: 

T (thickness (mm)) = 0.071 + 0.512 W (weight (kg)) 
H (height (m)) 

Ramsden et al (6) did a similar study, and obtained a different formula, which 
included a smeasurement of the chest circumference (C) 

T (em) = 15.3 W (kg) 0.01 C (em) 3.55 
H (em) 

We were not able to obtain an ultrasonic device and make actual measurements, 
and so T was calculated both ways and the mean taken, for each subject. As 
there were differences between the thicknesses obtained with the two formulae, 
in some cases as much as 25%, a mean value was taken. This was used to read 
off the appropriate absorption correction from fig. 4, the error associated 
with this procedure being estimated as ± 4%, due to the relatively small slope 
of fig. 4. 

Newton et al (7) in their work 
on the measurement of plutonium in 
the lungs, took into consideration 
the self-absorption of the lung 
tissue itself, but for the present 
work, in view of the absorption 
curve in fig. 4 this has been ignored. 

Collection of data 

In the fall of 1971 a brief 
visit was made to .a uranium pro
cessing plant in Southern Ontario. 
This was the first trip with the 
portable equipment and the main 
object was to see whether it could 
be transported and set up easily, 
and would be stable in operation. 
The time from arrival at the plant 
to counting the calibration stand
ard was about 1~ hours, and frequent 
counting of the calibration standard 
indicated that the response of the 
system was very stable. 

0 3 4 

CMS. --

Fig. 4 Relative transmission of 
U-Nat. radiations in 60-
90 keV region in water. 

The plant management made a small room 10' x 10' ava~lable to us in the 
administration area of the building and the subjects arrived after a shower 
and change of clothing. The subjects were 3 workers who had been studied 
five years earlier by this laboratory (2). 

The subjects were counted supine with the 8" detector in contact with 
the chest surface. The counting time was 10 min. 

The results from this preliminary study, while showing some counts above 
the background of a normal subject, were calculated without the benefit of 
the subject background equation subsequently developed, and were therefore 
considered merely an indication that the system could work and that a further 
field trip to study a larger sample of workers would be justified. 
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Such a trip was undertaken some time later, and involved a larger nuclear 
fuel processing plant. This plant contained a large stock-pile of uranium and 
there were some misgivings as to what the background count would be. It turned 
out however to be not significantly different from that at the other plant. 

A total of twenty-four subjects were counted, with results as shown in 
table 1, calc~~ated on the assumption that only U-Nat., in equilibrium, was 
present. 

Table 1 
Results of Measurements in Nuclear Fuel Workers 

Subject II X Estimated Observe.d Net Absorption 

<*f) background count rate count rate correction*3 mg U-Nat. 
1 2 c. p.m. c. p.m. c. p.m. 

1 2.47 3056 ± 125 3298 ± 18 242 ± 126 0.78 62 ± 25 
2 1. 79 2927 ± 121 3401 ± 18 474 ± 122 0.87 109 ± 24 
3 2.15 2995 ± 122 3005 ± 17 11 ± 123 0.82 3 ± 24 
4 1.93 2953 ± 121 2975 ± 17 22 ± 122 0.85 5 ± 24 
5 1.87 2941 ± 120 2981 ± 17 40 ± 121 0.87 9 ± 24 
6 2.36 3035 ± 120 3047 ± 17 12 ± 121 0.81 3 ± 24 
7 2.42 3046 ± 123 3011 ± 17 -35 ± 124 0.80 -
8 2.09 2985 ± 123 3244 ± 18 259 ± 124 0.83 62 ± 25 
9 1. 76 2920 ± 120 3090 ± 17 170 ± 121 0.88 38 ± 24 
10 1.71 2912 ± 122 3018 ± 17 106'± 123 0.87 24 ± 24 
11 2.17 2999 ± 123 3217 ± 18 218 ± 124 0.82 53 ± 25 
12 1. 7r: 2919 ± 122 3204 ± 18 285 ± 123 0.88 64 ± 24 
13 1.57 3075 ± 121 3041 ± 17 -34 ± 122 0.77 -
14 2.20 3005 ± 123 3291 ± 18 286 ± 124 0.86 66 ± 25 
15 1. 74 2917 ± 120 2984 ± 17 67 ± 121 0.89 15 ± 24 
16 1.87 2941 ± 120 2968 ± 17 29 ± 121 0.87 6 ± 24 
17 2.68 3097 ± 123 3326 ± 18 229 ± 124 o. 77 59 ± 25 
18 2.36 3035 ± 120 3349 ± 18 314 ± 121 0.80 78 ± 24 
19 2.97 3151 ± 128 3282 ± 18 131 ± 129 0. 75 35 ± 26 
20 1.89 2945 ± 120 3211 ± 18 266 ± 121 0.86 62 ± 24 
21 2.36 3035 ± 120 3374 ± 18 239 ± 121 0.80 84 ± 24 
22 2.07 2980 ± 122 3047 ± 17 67 ± 123 0.83 16 ± 24 
23 1.90 2948 ± 120 4908 ± 22 1960 ± 121 0.85 459 ± 24 
24 2.07 2983 ± 123 2947 ± 17 -36 ± 124 0.83 -

1 Errors estimated from fig. 3 
2 Counting error only 

3 Correction factor read from fig. 4 
using tissue thickness calculated as 
described in text. 

As will be noted some had very high values, but subsequent discussion 
with the plant health physicist revealed that these had worked in the UF6 
plant, and during the processing of this material, the thorium does not 
enter the gaseous phase and is left behind in the "ash". It was therefore 
assumed that the high readings were due, at least in part, to the inhalation 
of thorium 234, during the handling of this "ash", and measurements taken 
on some of the UF6 workers six months later were down to much lower levels, 
which tended to confirm this assumption. 
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Discussion 

The results from these field trips indicate that a significant pro
portion of the workers examined were contaminated with uranium or its 
daughters. The errors, mainly due to uncertainities in the background 
count estimate 'for each subject, were such that only lung burdens greater 
than 30 mg could be detected with any confidence, and in some cases the 
material detected could have been mainly 24 day Th-234 rather than U-Nat. 

The problem of identification is in fact two-fold, first to identify 
the degree of enrichment of the uranium, and second, to differentiate thorium 
from uranium. A recently acquired dual crystal (Phoswich*) detector has been 
put to use in some preliminary experiments to look into these problems. 

The.1detector is a 12.5 em diameter, 1 nnn thick Nai (Tl activated) cry
stal backed by a 12.5 em diameter, 5 em thick Csi (Tl activated) crystal, 
and a pulse shape_ discrimination circuit (Harshaw NC-25) is used to allow 
only those photons that are completely absorbed in the thin crystal to be 
recorded. The sensitivity of this detector is 1.25 cpm/mg U-Nat. (50 keV -
110 keV) for an average subject background of 600 cpm. If these figures 
are corrected to compensate for the smaller area of the 12.5 em detector 
compared to the 20 em detector, an s2/B ratio of .0067 is obtained. This 
is better than the figure of .0049 fnr the 20 em detector, but could probably 
be improved further by the use of a thicker front (Nai) crystal, of say, 3 llDil. 

The natural uranium source gives a spectrum with well-defined peaks at 
about 60 keV and 90 keV, and the change in relative heights of the peaks 
with changing enrichment was investigated, on the grounds that the Th-231 
from U-235, with its gammas at around 84 keV would affect the 90 keV peak 
more than that at 60 keV. The peak ratio being defined as ch. 103-162 at 
a gain of 0.48 keV/ch. ch. 163-216 

The plot of peak ratio vs enrichment is shown in fig. 5, and there is 
a marked drop in the,60 keV/90 keV ratio with increasing enrichment up to 
about 20%. Beyond that the curve levels out but since the material used in 
the plants under investigation rarely exceeds 20% enrichment, this should 
not detract from the utility of the curve in estimating the enrichment of 
the uranium present. 

.,. 

Fig. 5 Ratio of 60 keV/90 keV peaks vs enrichment 
The above measurements were made with sources of high activity and so the 

net count rates were high. With actual subjects the net count rates would 
normally be much lower, and prone to the errors involved in estimating 
subject body background discussed already. 

(*Harshaw Cehmical Co. Ltd.) 
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Future work with the dual crystal will include an experiment to determine 
the relationship between the 60 keV/90 keV peak ratio and tissue thickness, 
and another to explore any correlation between the body background of a normal 
subject in the 60 keV-90 keV region and that in the 200 keV and above region, 
using the 5 em thick Csi crystal as a detector.and counting all the events 
occurring within it. The range from 200 keV upwards would include contributions 
from Cs-137 and K-40 but not from the 185 keV line of U-235. 

It would also be very useful if the 185 keV line of U-235 could be detect
ed by the Csi crystal in order to distinguish between uranium and separated 
thorium but early results indicate that the background counts in that region 
are too high for sufficient sensitivity. 

Conclusions 

The study shows that given certain conditions, the 20 em x 3 mm single 
crystal with portable shielding can detect lung burdens in the region of 30 
mg U-Nat. The conditions are that only U-Nat. is present, in equilibrium 
with its thorium daughters, and that no separated thorium is present. 

In the major uranium processing plant studied these conditions hold for 
a substantial portion of the personnel, and those for which they do not hold 
can be identified. The system can, therefore, give useful information, and 
is suitable for routine monitoring within the stated limits. 

A dual crystal (Phoswich) system, however, offers considerable promise 
for refining the method to determine enrichment and to improve the subject 
background estimates, and hence the sensitivity. The problem of separated 
Th-234 will require either a much more substantial counter of the shadow
shield· type, or a method of repeated counting to detect the decay of the 
thorium. 
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APPLICATION OF PHOSWICH DETECTORS FOR LUN~ COUNTING PLUTONIUM-238 

F. Keith Tomlinson, Ralph Brown, 
Harold Anderson and Bobby Robinson 

Mound Laboratory* 
Miamisburg, Ohio 

Abstract 

Mound Laboratory's Whole Body Counter was designed and cali
brated for the detection of 238 Pu in the lungs. This paper summa
rizes the basic counting program since December 1969. ·The primary 
discussion i~ centered around the phoswich detection system. A 
unique triple coincidence pulse shape discrimination technique was 
used to reduce the background more than one·order of magnitude as 
compared to a standard Nai(Tl) detector. Detection limits are given 
as a function of the subject 1 s tissue thickness between the lungs 
and detectors. For a typical subject with an effective tissue thick
ness of 2.3 em over the lungs, the system has a detection limit of 
4 nCi. 

Introduction 

Numerous laboratories have employes.who work daily with pluto
nium. At Mound Laboratory about;450 emptoyes are routinely monitored 
for 238 Pu as part of the overall 'radiological.health protection pro
gram. An important part of the program is the routine·· and special 
lung counting which gives a direct assessment of.the most common 
mode of uptake ~ inhalation. 

This paper briefly summarizes the.development:of lung counting 
capabilities since 1969 with the primary emphasis·.on the phoswich 
detector system. The sensitivity of this system.liescfn the pulse 
shape discrimination instrumentation which is· ased:to·lower the back
ground by more than one order of magnitude7compared·to_a standard 
Nai(Tl) detector. The major problems of.implementtng the detector/ 
pulse shape discrimination system are also discussed.·· A-lso included 
is a discussion of detection limits as a function:of the chestwall 
tissue thickness where the chestwall is the·primary absorber of low 
energy photons emanating from the lung. 

Historical Development 

Detectors The radiation safety program at·Mound Laboratory was 
upgr.aded in 1969 with the completion··of the Body:Counting Facility. 
The design of the facility-was reasonab]y:standard··wf"th a Packard 
Instrument Company 1 steel room and a semi""aged air supply from the 
crawl space in·the·adjacent administration buildtng;· In 1969, two 
stanjard Nai(Tl) detectors,·l0.2 em diam by:0.4 cm·thick, were 
coupled through amplifiers:to a:multichanne, analyzer: Room back
ground in the 6-27 keY band was about 0.45 count/min/cm 2 ; A typical 
count on an unexposed individual was~0.542· count/min/cm 2 with a min
inurn detectable activity of about 11 net-of 238 Pu (app~oximately 3/4 
m. p . 1 . ) us i n g a 4·0 0 0- sec count . 

*Mound Laboratory is operated by Monsanto Research~Corporation for 
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission·under·Contract·Nci; AT-33-1-GEN-53. 
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A diagram of the phoswich detectors purchased from Harshaw 
Chemical Company 2 in July 1969 is shown in Fig. 1. By May 1970 the 
two phoswich detectors were tn use with a significant improvement 
in sensitivity over the standard Nai(Tl) detectors. Room background 
was about 0.0185 count/min/cm 2 in the 14-25 keV band; however, the 
pulse shape discrimination system resulted in a loss of about 6% of 
the detected 1 17 keV 1 photons. Even so; a typical background of an 
exposed individual was only 0.0346 count/mfn/cm 2 (14-l5 keV) which 
allowed a minimum detectable activity 3 (3a above background) of 5.1 
nCi of 238 Pu. 

In October 1972, two additional pboswich detectors, 12.7 em 
diam, were purchased; the only difference was the 1arger diameter 
of the crystals. With the same pulse shape discrimination system, 
the room background decreased to 0.0178 count/mintcm 2 and the min
imum detectable activity was slightly improved at 4.0 nCi of 238 Pu. 

Calibration Procedures The most prominent photons for counting 
238 Pu in-vivo are the 234 U L x-rays with an average energy of 17 keV. 
The total counts in the complete 17 keV region, i.e., from 5-28 keV, 
were originally integrated for analysis. However, it was soon dis
covered that 14-25 keV was the optimum area of integration. This 
was determined by maximizing S2 /B, where S is the net ccrant rate and 
B is the background. Originally, a simple two point calibration 
curve was used for lung deposition assessments as shown in Fig. 2. 

The two points used for the exponential fit were obtained by 
counting the Remab phantom 4 full and then one~half fu11 of liquid. 
This gave two chestwall tissue thicknesses, i.e., two different 
thickness absorbers, at which the counting rate per unit activity 
was meas~red. Thts was knowingly in slight error for thin chestwalls 
because of the lung-to-detector distance with the phantom one-half 
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Fig. 1 Phoswich detector diagram. 
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full of liquid. This error was later corrected by developing the 
proper shaped curve using 238 Pu doped lungs from the phantom and 
beefsteak absorbers. 5 Once the correctly formed calibration curve 
existed, it was overlayed and correlated to the one suitable phantom 
measurement where the phantom was full of li~uid and had an equiva
lent chestwall thickness of 4.04 em (See Fig. 2). 

Counting Procedures As part of the overall radiological health 
program, all plutonium workers are routinely counted on a quarterly 
basis. Any employe is promptly scheduled for a special lung count 
upon discovering 200 dis/min or more on a nasal s~abr More than 
50% of those needing special counts have had at least a small amount 
of surfa~e contamination on various ~arts of their bodies. One major 
problem encountered in special counting is determining whether the 
plutonium was detected from within the lungs or from contamination 
of the chest surface. As little as 50 dis/min on the skin's surface 
can cause a false reporting of a Type B Incident. Procedures used 
at Mound Laboratory to eliminate "false" interpretation of data are 
outlined below: 

1. Carrying out extremely thorough surface deeomtanination, 
including "washing" the subjects chest with ethylene
diaminetetrachloroaceticacid. 

2. Placing lead loaded gloves on the subjects hands and arms. 

3. Counting the subject with a lead shot filled curtain around 
each detector for shielding. 

4. Requiring a confirming lung count taken from the subjects 
back. 

Instrumentation 

The two phoswich detectors currently used at Moand Laboratory 
are summed together into the pulse shape discrimination system as 
shown in Fig. 3. Because of the two dissimilar crystals in a 
phoswich detector, each output pulse will be characteristically 
shaped by the crystal in which the absorbed photon lost its energy. 
Since the pulse shape discrimination system is ajigned to accept 
only those low energy (17 keV) [Nai(Tl)] puls«is, noise and most high 
energy background pulses [Csl(Na)] are rejected. About a 5-8% loss 
of detector efficiency has been experienced using the pulse shape 
discrimination system. 

Discussion 

The operation of the pulse shape discrimination system is 
rather unique. Initially the system was set up to discriminate by 
using only rise time and crossover times as shown outside the dotted 
lines in Fig. 3. Because the room background of 0.053 count/min/cm 2 

(14-25 keV) was not as low as expected, the system was thoroughly 
reinvestigated. Extraneous background counts were caused by cosmic 
radiation. Typical amplifi~r output pulses appeared simflar to those 
shown by solid lines in Fig. 4. 
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similar to the 1 17 keV' pulses 
from 238 Pu. A portton of these 
bleed~off pulses·would pass the 
discrimination system and cause 
extraneous background counts in 
the 17 keV regtdn. Two solutions 
existed for this problem. The 
first and simplest was to use an 
integral discriminator to inhibit 
the system output·for about 100 
~sec after the detection of any 
saturatin£ pulse. The dead time 

Fig. 4 Amplifier output pulses. 

is insignificant at the count rate 
of interest, but· can be determined. 
The second method {in current use) 
to eliminate the ~xtraneous bleed
off pulses made use of the bleed
off pulse shape. By using an in
verted bipolar.pulse input to a 
timing sin~le·channel analyzer in 
the leading· edge mode~ only those 
bipolar pulses with a second lobe 
were·accepted.(See Fig. 3). 

In November 1969, efficiency 
measurements using the internal 
gate of the multichannel analyzer 
indicated an electronic problem in 
the system. The efficiency for the 
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system decreased when the distance between the source and the de
tector was· increased. Numerous efficiency measurements were made 
using the analyzer gate and then compared to results obtained under 
the same counting conditions with an external linear gate. The 
efficiency of the ~ystem using.either gate-was approximately 90% at 
counting rates of 2000 counts/min. At.counting rates tess than 500 
counts/min, the efficiency of the system dropped to less than 50% 
when the analyzer gate was used, but remained at about 90% with the 
external gate. The unusual behavior of the analyzer gate was ex
amined further by letting the ~oincidence logic puJge trigger an 
oscilloscope simultaneously with the linear gate in the analyzer. 
Observation of both the oscilloscope and·the analyzer's visual dis
play revealed that many pulses which triggered the oscilloscope did 
not register on the analyzer's display. Such pulses were not being 
stored in the analyzer's memory. It was later confirmed by the 
manufacturer that indeed there was a design·error in the· analyzer's 
gate. ·Prior to resolving the problem, abnormally low background 
counting rates were observed. 

Results 

The comparison of a standard Nai(Tl) detector system versus a 
phoswich detector system of the same active area, shows an unques
cionable improvement for 17 keV photons in 238 Pu lung counting. A 
direct comparison is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Standard Nal(Tl) Detectors Compared with Phoswich Detectors 

Steel Room Unexposed Person Minimum 
Background from Count from Detectable 

14-25 keV 14-25 keV Activity* 
Detector (counts/min[cm 2

) (counts(min[cm 2
} ( n C i ) 

Std. Nai(Tl) 
10.2 em diameter 
0.4 em thick 0.245 0.276 11 

Phoswich Detector 
12.7 em diameter 
0. 1 em thick Nai(Tl} 
12.7 em diameter 
5. 1 em thick Csi(Na) 0.0178 0.0274 4 

*3a above background (2.31 ~m chestwall thickness). 

The minimum detectable activity 3 for 236 Pu lung counting has been 
improved by about a factor of three by changing to the phoswich de
tector system. The minimum detectable activity as a function of 
chestwa11 tissue thickness and unexposed subject counting rate is 
shown in Fig. 5. 
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CHESTWALL TISSUE MEASUREMENTS FOR LUNG COUNTING APPLICATIONS 

F. Keith Tomlinson, Ralph Brown, 
Harold Anderson and Bobby Robinson 

Mound Laboratory* 
Miamisburg, Ohio 

Abstract 

Mound Laboratory's Whole Body Counter was designed. and 
calibrated for the detection of 238 Pu in the lungs. 

Quantitative measurements depend upon the detection of the 17 
keV (average) x-ray associated with the decay of ? 3 ~Pu. Because 
the half-value layer for 17 keV x-rays in tissue is only 6-7 mm, 
the effective thickness of the tissue overlaying the lungs must be 
accurately determined for proper interpretation of the counting 
data. 

The tissue thickness over the lungs is determined by ultrasonic 
measurements over the second, third, and fourth rib in the manner 
suggested by Ramsden, Peabody and Speight. 

This paper presents d review of the instrumentation and tech
nique used at Mound Laboratory to obtain the tissue thickness 
measurement based on our experience in making these measurements on 
more than 700 different persons. 

Introd~ction 

During the last several years, various ultrasonic instruments 
have been used for determining human chestwall thickness. The 
chestwall thickness is extremely important where low energy photons 
are counted for lung burden assessments. 

Even though reproducibility of the chestwall measurement error 
itself can be maintained at ±5%, it can propagate very significant 
errors in lung burden assessments. For the case of 238 Pu assess
ments where 17 keV (average) photons are counted, an error of 6-7 
mm would cause the final lung count to be misinterpreted by as much 
as lDO%. It is therefore necessary to maintain the best possible 
accuracy and precision in making chestwall tissue measurements for 
lung deposition assessments. 

This paper discusses the major problems of making chestwall 
tissue measurements and the effect they have on making 2 3 8 Pu lung 
deposition assessments. The instrumentation and techniq~es used 
at Mound Laboratory during the last four years are reviewed. A dis
cussion of dtfferent methods of deriving the chestwall thickness 
that have been investigated is also included. 

Calibration 

The effect of the chestwall as an absorber when lung counting 
for 13 -Pu must be considered during calibration. Mound Laboratory 

*Mound Laboratory is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for 
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under Contract No. AT-33-1-GEN-53. 
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calibrates for lung counting using a Remab Hybrid phantom that has 
known quantities of 2 ~ 8 Pu distributed uniformly throughout the 
phantom lungs.l 

For 238 Pu, the most prevalent photons available for counting 
are the 17 keV (average) uranium L x-rays. The three 23 qU L x-rays 

_ (13.6, 17.2, and 20.4 keV) are not attenuated by tissue at the same 
rate and therefore give a transmission curve similar to the beef
steak curve shown in Fig. 1. 

Two 12.7 em diam phoswich detectors were used in a "normal" 
counting geometry to obtain the data in Fig. 1, and thus the sig
nificant geometry effects are inc~uded. 

When the statistical errors that would normally be considered 
in calibration procedures are disregarded, the error in relative 
transmission caused by an error in the chestwall tissue thickness 
can be readily observed from the dotted lines in Fig. 1. An error 
of 6 mm results in a transmission error of about 100%. The chest
wall effect on minimum detectable activity (3cr greater than back
ground) is shown in Fig. 2. A typical subject with no exposure 
and a counting rate of 7.5 counts/min for 4000 sec is used in th~ 
example. 
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Instrumentation 

In 1968 the only known investigation into making chestwall 
tissue measurements had been made by Ramsden et al . 2 Since lung 
counting of employes was to be routine, it was also desirable to 
determine the chestwall tissue tbickness rapidly and accurately. 
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An ultrasonic sounding instrument was purchased from Hewlett 
packard. 3 Instruments of this type are used in the medical pro
fession for brain and heart studies. The transducer (0.64 em diam) 
is electrically pulsed and produces an acoustic frequency of 2.5 
MHz which is transmitted through a coupling medium into the subject 
to be measured. The acoustic pulses are partially reflected at any 
interface where the acoustic impedance changes. The reflected por
tion of the pulse is then detected by the transducer and the time 
delay from transmission is measured. This time difference is dis
played on the horizonal axis of the cathode ray tube which is 
calibrated in centimeters of tissue. The position of any acoustic 
interface is a linear function of the velocity of soun·d in that 
medium and is converted to a depth measurement from the crystal 
transducer. The intensity of the reflected pulse is a function of 
the depth and acoustic impedance mismatch and is displayed on the 
vertical axis of the cathode ray tube. A typical trace on the 
instrument is shown in Fig. 3. 

This instrument has an adjustable distance marker that is 
adjusted via a 10-turn potentiometer, and once it is aligned with 
the echo of interest, it reads the distance from the transducer to 
the interface producing the echo. This mode of operation is 
commonly referred to as the "A-scan mode." A calibration block of 
plastic is supplied with the instrument. 

Methods and Procedures 

Ultrasonic chestwall measurements were made on cadavers using 
various approaches followed by sectioning of the che'Stwall and 
physical measurement~ made with calipers. 4 Rather than measure 
directly to the lung interface between the ribs, it was advantageous 
to use the tissue to rib interface since the intensity of the echo 
was more sharply defined. However, to do this, additional rib 
thickness must be added to the tissue thickness overlying the ribs. 
After numerous rib thickness measurements on skeletons, this rib 
thickness was found to range from 0.3 to 0.5 centimeters 4 depend
ing on general bone structure of the skeleton. 

An average thickness of the chestwall was found for the area 
between the detectors and the lungs. The nine measured points are 
located as shown in Fig. 4 and on the right side of the chest. 

The photon attenuation is a function e-~x where ~ is about 
1.15 cm-1 for tissue and xis the absorber thickness in centimeters. 
Therefore, the average thickness is not a simple mean of several 
measured thicknesses, but instead, is an "exponential average." 
The true average thickness was found by measuring nine points to 
the ri.b, averaging the values of e-l.Isx , equating this average to 
e-1.1sx , solving for x, and then adding the rib thickness. 

Asymmetry between the right and left h~lves of the chestwall 
thickness could not be defined within the precision of measurement. 

A highly developed technique was necessary in order to align 
the transducer to achieve a well defined structure as shown in 
Fig. 3. The most obvious difficulties occur on subjects with 
appreciable amounts of fatty or muscle tissue in the chest area. 

A second method of measuring the chestwall thickness between 
the ribs in the same chest area was also briefly investigated. 
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TO RIB, CM MARKER 

Fig. 3 Ultrasonic display of chest
wall measurement 

Fig. 4 Ultrasonic measurement points. 
(Approximate area covered by 
detectors shown in dotted 
lines.) 

The same basic principles of measurement apply; however, the 
cathode ray tube display is slightly different. 

Results and Discussion 

After more than l ,000 chestwall determinations had been made, 
the possibility of discarding the procedure in lieu of a prediction 
method was investigated. 

The average chestwall measurement for 741 different subjects 
was found to be 2.28 ± 0.748 em (2cr). Therefore, in the simplest 
form, it is possible to use this value for all subjects but with 
an extremely large resultant error in plutonium lung assessments. 
The error could be in excess of 100% at the 95% confidence limit 
if this thickness is related back to Fig. 1. 

Another prediction method used various physical body param
eters, which can be quickly measured, to predict the chestwall 
thickness as investigated by Ramsden et al} and Dean.5 A stepwise 
multiple regression analysis was used to investigate different 
prediction eguations for chestwall tissue thickness. The data used 
were limited to 644 different subjects for which all physical 
parameters were measured. 

The stepwise multiple regression used is a statistical tech
nique for analyzing a relationship between a dependent variable 
(chestwall thickness-T) and a set of independent variables (see 
Table I) in order of their importance. The criteria of importance 
is based upon a reduction of the total variation in the dependent 
variable. In each given step the independent variable most impor
tant in this reduction is entered in the regression. Unless the 
percentage of the total variation accounted for by an independent 
variable was greater than 1%, the variable was eliminated. 

The results of these analyses for three major groups of 
independent variables are shown in Table I. 
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TABLE I Resression Analyses 

1. Independent Variables: Weight (W), Height (H), Chest Circumference (CC), Waist Circumference (WC), 
Chest Thickness (CT) and Age (A) 

Regression 
Step No. Variable Equation 

1 w T = a+bW 
2 H T = a+bW+cH 
3 A T = a+bW+cH+dA 

Example of Step 3 Regression Line: 
Standard Error of Estimate (cr) 

Total Variation 
Accounted for by Multiple Correlation 

Regression Coefficient 

40.3% 0.634 
46.1% 0.678 
51.7% 0. 718 

T = 4.0185 + 0.0107 -0.0475 -0.0088A 
0.264 ern 

Standard Error 
of Estirnate(cm) 

0.292 
0.270 
0.264 

g 2. Independent Variables: W/H, CC, WC, CT, A 

3. 

1 
2 

W/H 
A 

T = a+b(W/H) 
T = a+b(W/H)+cA 

Example of Step 3 Regression Line: T 
Standard Error of Estimate (cr) 

43.1% 
48.2% 

0.657 
0.694 

0.8388 + 0.6880 W/H -0.0082A 
0.273 ern 

Independent Variables (W/H)~, CC, WC, CT, A 

1 
2 

(W/H) ~ 
A 

T = a+b(W/H)~ 
T = a+b(W/H)~+cA 

Example of Step 3 Regression Line: T 
Standard Error of Estimate (cr) 

43.8% 
48.3% 

0.661 
0.694 

0.96'JO -t 2.2249 (W/H//2 -0.0077A 
0.273 ern 

0.285 
0.273 

0.284 
0.273 



Of the two ultrasonic methods described, the first was the 
more objective and easier to use. The method of measuring between 
the ribs to the lung interface is more difficult to use because of 
the lesser intensity echo from that interface which therefore 
could introduce significant error in accuracy. 

Because of errors involved in predicting the chestwall thick
ness in the upper chest area, the precisidn from ultrasonic measure
ment was investigated on 45 subjects using the first method 
described previously. Over a one year period, all plutonium 
operating personnel that were scheduled for lung counting and found 
to have had two or more chestwall measurements were considered. 
Only the data from those subjects whose weight and thickness 
(front to back) had not varied more than 4% were used. The re
sults of applying these constraints left 45 suitable subjects and 
two standard deviations were found to be 0.112 em. 

One error that is generally not considered in discussion of 
chestwall thickness measutements is that resulting from the ratio 
of fat to muscle. Although a small error is introduced from the 
direct ultrasonic measurement, the propagated error in a plutonium 
lung burden assessment can be of the order of 10%. 

Even though several methods of predicting the chestwall tissue 
thickness were investigated, the results indicate that the most 
precise technique of determining this value is by ultrasonic 
measurement. It is, however, possible to conserve time used for 
routjne counting by making only four to six routine chestwall 
meas~rements weekly to maintain the technique needed in actual lung 
burden assessment cases. 
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In vivo MEAStJimii.ENT OF UWIOM CONTAMINATION IN THE LUNG 

E. Riklis & N. Degani 

Israel Atomic Energy Commission, 
Nuclear Re•earch Center - Negev, Beer - Sheva, Israel. 

Ab•tract - The commonly used aethod for detection of internal contamination of ur
anium, as well a• of all other radionuclide• - is urinalysis~ In oases of nontran
sportable natural uranium contamination b.1 inhalation, experience has ahovn that 
urinal7ais gives erratic results which do nbt enable accurate calculation of the 
inhaled amount. A. method for direct in vivt measurement of natural urani1111, utili
dug the 186 keV line of uraniUII-235, baa been developed utilizing a Whole Bod7 
Counter b7 placin« the detector directlJ over the lun« area (1, 2). This procedure 
requires however corrections due to the presence of caesiua-137 and potassium-40 
ia the bod7 and the parallel aeaaurement ef a "double" as a control. A newl7 deve
loped aethod «ives direct in vivo deteraination of uranium contamination b7 count
i.Dg the soft L X - rays (10 - 20 keV) contribution of uranium-238 and uraniua-234. 
Countill!' ia done inside the low baclcground Whole Body Chamber vi th two proportion
al detector& (30 X 15 em) flushed with &r«OD and aethane. Quantitative callibrati
OD was done with spon«•• saturated with UO~ and placed in a chest cavit7 of a aale 
soat we!rhtin« 75 k«· Counts due to uraniu& are much higher than those contributed 
by the normal7 existfn« amount• of caeaiua-137 and potassiua-40 thus enablfn« a 
detection tareahold of at least 1/3 of the ma:z:imurl peraissible lUD« burden. Work 
is in prouess for iaprovement of apparatus and aethodoloo. 

With tlle increued availabili v and uae of radioactivity, knowledge of the behavi
our in the huasn bo~ of inhaled or in«ested radioactive material has aquired a 
new a~ificance. 

Since most chemical eleaants whiCh enter the bodJ are eventuall7 excreted, 
anal7ais of the urine becaae the most commonly used method for detection of radio
active internal contamination. 
~ activit7 above zero of radioactivit,y in the urine is an indication of the 

presence of a contamjnant, and rather elaborate methode of determination of the 
true amount of thia radioactivitJ have been developed and are in practice in all 
bioassay laboratories in nuclear centers. 

Accurate countin&' of radioactivity in urine is an easy task, at least for P 
end ( emittinc radioisotopes. Calculating from the result the actual amount of 
radioactive aaterial which exists in the body is another matter and is rather coa
plicated and inaccurate. The rate of excretion of an eleaent from the bod7 depends 
on its phJsical state, chemical foraula, particle size, the metabolic activit,r of 
the body, and other such factors. These become even more complicated when one dea
ls with insoluble and QC eaittin,.elements. 

Our experience in one case of inaalation of insoluble natural uranium dust 
etrencthened the notion that it ls iifficult to rely solel7 on urinalysis for qua
ntitative determination ~or the aaount of uraniUII inhaled and retained in the hum
an bod7 (1, 2). Aa has been found in this case - the urine of the contaminated 
eubject showed rreat variations in uranium concentration froa day to da;r (Ffc.l), 
rancing from a hich of about 2000 f/liter to a low of about 100 (/liter. 

After analysis and reconstructin« the case and concluding that we are dealinc 
Yit.h a case of inhalation of insoluble natural uraniUlll, it became clear that we 
have to develop a direct in vivo determination or the uranium in the lungs. The 
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availability of a Whole Body Counter was therefore useful in developing a direct 
counting method based on Coffield's method (3) which measures the counts at 186 1 
and 90 KeV, with the 5x9 inch crystal placed directly over the chest at a distanc 
of 1 em and with corrections made by counting of an unexposed "double", equal in 
weight and height to the exposed subject. Details of these calculations are giveD 
in Table I. Uranium stadard was counted at a distance from the crystal of 22 and 

Table I : Body Burden obtained by Whole Body Counting at 186 keV 

months cpm cpm mg 

after u u burd 

exposure x=22cm x=llcm URo u.a.URo URl -1 N(URl) NoURl U/Ui pcm 

7 

9 

11 

68 

74.5 

78.6 

130 

144.9 

149.9 

174 179 

180 187.8 

147.3 155.5 

260 o.13 86 

245.7 o.ll3 65.7 

175.5 o.ll3 20.2 

350 2C17 

266.4 141 

114.5 61 

U = Uranium-graphite standard containing 77 mg uranium. URo = control subject. 
UR1 = Subject under study. N(URl) = counts obtained from subject. 
No(tJRl) = Counts obtained from subject after correction for cheat absorption. 

Example of calculation: 

N{URl) = No(URl).e-ux ( ) N(UIU) 86 
No URl = ------ = ----- = 350 cpm 

-ux -1.4 e e 

I No(URl).mgU 350x77 
Body Burden = mg U URl = ----------- = ------ = 203 mg cpm U 130 
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CJII, and under the back of an unexposed person ser'ling as a double. Thus the chest 
absorption )' vas determined. 

Subtracting the counts obtained in the double (UHO) from the counts obtained 
from subject (URI) gives the counts contributed. u 186 tev from the liU'anium in the 
lungs. When correction is made for chest absorption in accordance with tne simplif
ied formula No(UR l) = N(UR 1 } the actual counts of uranium are obtained, 
and when -j<x ' these are compared with uranium standard -
the amount of uranium e retained in the lung is determined. 

The results of employing this method enabled us to assess the amount of natur
al uranium still present in the lungs of the exposed subject, to follow the rate of 
elimination from the body and (Fig. 2} calculate by extrapolation the amount which 
vas inhaled at the time of exposure. 

This method of direct counting of retained uranium in the lungs is certainly 
more accurate than urinalysis, as it counts retained rather than excreted uranium 
and is thus not dependant on physiological and other factors which influence the 
rate of excretion of radionuclides from the body. It is not, however, an easy meth
od as it requires briging both the subject and his "double" to the whole body coun
ter at frequent intervals, measurements are time consumming and moreover, not all 
laboratories possess a Whole Body Counter which is rather expensive equipment. 

Other methods for accurate direct determination of uranium contamination are 
therefore under investigation. 

External counting of the low intensity uranium L X - rays (energies 13t6, 
16.9, and 20.2 keV) seemed to us a promising technique for the estimation of !solu
ble natural uranium in the human body. 

There are several publications on development of instruments and methods for 
the estimation of plutonium in the lungs by count1ng the L !-rays of uranium deriv
ed from it (4,5,6,7,8), but none about possibility of estimation of uranium as such. 

Clearly, there are difficulties due to the fact that these low energy radiatio
ns are ver,y easily absorbed in the tissues of the chest wall. The published half va
lue thickness is about 0.7 em of soft tissue and only 0.03 em of bone. It seemed ho
wever possible that with this technique uranium in the lungs can be counted with a 
proportional counter without much interference of counts derived from caesium-137 
(660 keY) which exists nov in ever,y human being. 

We have used detector system comprised of two commercially made proportional 
detectors (30 em x 15 em) flushed with argon - methane gas and connected to a suit
able single channel analyzer. The detectors were placed inside the low background 
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Table II Counts Obtained in U L D 

R e g i o n s 

Isotope and amount counted keV 
I II III 

3-16 2-6 10..24 
Counts per 20 minutes 

137
08 

8xl0-9Ci 153 40 38 

100xl0-9ci 908 152 230 

200xl0-9Ci 1883 290 431 

KCl 245 mg 450 112 148 

UF4 50 mg 2013 325 1219 

25 mg 1065 184 753 

15 mg 697 132 419 

7.5 mg 400 90 203 

13708 ... KCl .... UF4 

8xlo-9ci 245 mg 0 mg 571 107 141 

" II 50 mg 2410 423 1437 

" " 25 mg 1645 311 910 

" " 15 mg 1337 412 566 

" .. 7.5 mg 885 278 280 

Calculated net 50 mg 1839 316 1296 

ur
4 

counts 25 mg 1074 204 769 

15 mg 766 305 425 

7.5 mg 314 171 139 

Calculated ratios 50 mg/8 nCi 13.1 8.2 32.1 

U/Cs 7.5 mg/8 nCi 2.6 2.2 5.3 

Background 100 18 24 

Work is now in progress with tissue equivalent phantom. It is hoped that when all 
measurements are repeated in the correct spectral region under controlled conditi
ons, it will give us another method suitable for accurate estimation of the amoun~ 
of uranium contamination in the human lung. 
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EXPOSURE FROM NUCLEAR POWER 

"AS LOW AS PRACTICABLE" IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 

G. Hoyt Whipple 
University of ~1ichigan 

Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A. 

Abstract 

The ICRP introduced the phrase "as low as practicable" into the language 
of radiation protection some years ago. Since that time, the phrase has served 
as a qualitative admonition to prudent judgment. The record of the nuclear power 
industry, in particular, bears witness to the care with which engineers have 
applied this concept to the design and operation of nuclear power plants. 

Recently the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission has proposed to elevate "as 
low as practicable" to a regulatory standard with numerical limits. This proposal 
has the effect of reducing the ICRP limit for public exposure by a factor of 100 
and essentially wipes out the opportunity for judgment, sound or otherwise. 

Such a reduction in an enviro~mental quality standard is probably unique 
in the field of public health. An action as dramatic as the proposed reduction 
is properly taken in circumstances of near-epidemic proportions. However, there 
is no evidence that radiation exposure at the ICRP limits has any demonstrable 
effects; there is in fact considerable evidence that it does not. Further, the 
nuclear industry has conducted its operations in such a way that public exposures 
are far below the ICRP limits. 

The justification offered for setting a legal, numerical limit to "as low 
as practicable" is that if it can be done, it must be done. This is a philosophy 
that demands careful scrutiny. The costs in effort and money are considerable; 
the benefits, if any, are miniscule. Further, it is a philosophy without reason 
and without stopping place. Finally, it is an action which seriously undermines 
confidence in the ICRP standards. 

Introduction 

The ICRP introduced the phrase "as low as practicable" into the language 
of radiation protection in 1958.1 This phrase, I believe, was intended as an 
admonition to prudent judgment in the face of the possibility that "any exposure 
may involve some degree of risk."2 

The record of radiation exposure, both occupational and public, during the 
last several decades bears evidence to the care with which designers, engineers 
and operators have applied this concept. The public exposures which have resulted 
from the operation of nuclear power plants are particularly striking in this 
respect. In all but unusual instances, the public exposures from these plants 
have been less than a few percent of the limits recommended by the ICRP. 
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One can only believe that those who labored on the ICRP committee have 
been gratified with the result of their carefully worded recommendation. 

U.S. A.E.C. Proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 
Comes now, however, the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 

About two years ago this body issued a draft of a new proposed regulation.3 
The issuance of regulations is, of course, a responsibility of governmental 
agencies, and the US AEC has met this responsibility fully. The new proposed 
regulation of concern to us is known as "Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50." For those 
of you who are not familiar with this proposed regulation, a terse summary may be 
useful. 

The proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 elevates "as low as practicable" 
to a regulatory standard with numerical limits. These limits are, for all practi
cal purposes, l/100 of the ICRP public limit; i.e., 5 mrem per year to any organ 
of the body. There are also, in this proposed regulation, annual release limits 
for certain isotopes, and some talk of the need for flexibility to allow nuclear 
power plants to produce electricity now and then. The essence of the regulation 
is, however, the public organ limit of 5 mrem per year. 

The reduction of an environmental quality standard by a factor of 100 is 
probably unique in the field of public health. What circumstances, one wonders, 
have called for an action as dramatic as this? 

Possible Need for the Proposed Regulation 

Is it that the present limits of radiation exposure are producing unac
ceptably high rates of injury and death? 

Is it that the nuclear power industry is abusing the present limits and 
that the pruposed rule is needed to enforce them? 

Is it that the margin of safety in the present limits has been found to 
be smaller than was intended? 

Taking each of these possible explanations in turn, we find that (1) 
there is no evidence that radiation exposure at the present ICRP limits has any 
demonstrable effects, and considerable evidence that it does not, (2) the nuclear 
power industry has conducted its operations in such a way that maximum public 
exposures have seldom exceeded l/100 of the ICRP limits, and (3) the U.S. National 

·Council of Radiation Protection completed in 1971 an extensive review of the 
bases for radiation exposure limits and concluded that there is no need to reduce 
them.4 

The recent BEIR ReportS encourages consideration of quantifying the "as 
low C\S practicable" concept, but states that "there should not be attempted the 
reduction of small risks even further at the cost of large sums of money that 
spent otherwise, would clearly produce greater benefit." 

As far as public health is concerned, there is no demonstrated need for 
the proposed regulation. Why, then, is this dramatic reduction of exposure limits 
necessary? 
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Jus tifi cation 

If one searches through the voluminous material associated with the pro
posed Appendix I, he finds that the justification given by the AEC is this: since 
the nuclear industry has shown that it can operate at about l/100 of the ICRP 
limits, the industry should be required to operate this way. In other words, if 
it can be done, it must be done; This is a new concept in public health and 
deserves thoughtful scrutiny. It is a concept which is beginning to appear in 
public health areas other than radiation and leads to the ultimate goal where all 
environmental contaminants are maintained forever at zero, whatever that may be. 

The concept that if it can be done, it must be done has no stopping place. 
For example, suppose that the nuclear industry responds to the proposed Appendix I 
by designing nuclear plants which o~~rate at l/10,000 of the ICRP limit; it follows 
by the concept that they must be operated at this limit. The engineer who designs 
a safety factor into his plant is rewarded by having it eaten away by the next set 
of regulations. Such a drive to perfection (if zero is indeed perfection) has 
certain attractions to some people who do not count the cost, but the cost must 
be counted and it must be paid, 

The Costs 

The additional costs which will be imposed on the electric energy produced 
in nuclear power stations by the proposed Appendix I may be examined in two ways: 
(1) in terms of the benefit-cost ratio, or (2) in terms of cost per person-rem 
avoided. (Women are being liberated by elimination of the unit man-rem from the 
U.S. vocabulary). Application of the benefit-cost ratio to the proposed Appendix I 
is a simple matter: the benefit to public health is zero; the cost will be 
appreciable; the value of the ratio is zero. So much for the benefit-cost analysis. 

At the previous meeting of this Association, Hedgran and Lindell gave a 
charming paper which lead to an estimate of the value of a man-rem as about 1,000 
Swedish crowns.6 Currency fluctuations in the intervening years have introduced 
more uncertainty in this figure than the uncertainty of their estimate. Estimates 
of the costs of the person-rems to be saved by the enactment of Appendix I range 
from less than one hundred "early 1973 dollars" to four million dollars per person
rem.? Whatever the value of the dollar in terms of the crown, the Appendix I 
person-rems appear likely to be expensive. 

There is another aspect to these Appendix I person-rems, quite apart from 
their cost. Hedgran, Lindell and the others who have speculated on the proper 
expenditure to spare a man-rem were considering actual exposures,. Appendix I, 
on the other hand, is concerned largely with fictitious person-rems received by 
an imaginary child, drinking imaginary milk produced by an imaginary cow which is 
grazing on an imaginary pasture at the boundary of the plant site. Thus, real 
dollars are to be spent to spare make-believe doses. Estimation of the value of 
a make-believe person-rem may belong in the realm of fables, but surely not in 
the realm of radiation protection. 

The Critics of Nuclear Power 

You will see that our search for some justification of the numerical inter
pretation of "as low as practicable" has so far been in vain. Perhaps looking at 
the matter from the point of view of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission may suggest 
an answer. 
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Some years ago the late Andre Cipriani said that one should remind himself 
that government bureaucrats, in their inner hearts, are not purposely trying to 
make life impossible for the rest of us. (This, as friends of Dr. Cipriani will 
realize, is a sanitized version of his original statement). 

Critics of nuclear power have predicted an assortment of disasters which 
make Dante's Inferno look like a summer afternoon in the park should the develop
ment of nuclear power continue. These critics have pleaded for reduction of 
radiation limits by factors of ten or more, reduction of these limits to zero 
(whatever that may be), a moratorium on nuclear power plants until it can be 
shown that they are absolutely safe, and the elimination of these plants altogether 
and forever. Still mindful of Dr. Cipriani's comment, I realize that to some 
extent a governmental agency should respond to the wishes of the public it serves. 
Perhaps it is here that we may find the explanation for Appendix I. 

Nothing on this aspect of the case appears in the pages of reports, testi
mony and response to which Appendix I has given rise. There is no way of knowing 
how near to the truth is the suggestion that the purpose of this proposed regula
tion is to buy off the critics, but it is the only plausible explanation I have 
found. If this is in fact the explanation, it is ironic indeed: the critics of 
nuclear power have been trying for years to discredit the AEC; now, by proposing 
this rule, the AEC discredits itself. 

There are circumstances in which one could forgive a frightened bureau
cracy for proposing a regulation as unfortunate as Appendix I. Imagine, if you 
will, a world where radiation is the only cause of illness and death, where nuclear 
power is the only source of radiation, where alternate sources of power are in 
ample supply, and where the production of electricity by means 0ther than nuclear 
power has no ill effects on public health and the environment. In such a world, 
Appendix I would make good sense. It is such a world as this that many of the 
critics of nuclear power envisage, but our world is nothing like this. The pro
posed regulation makes no sense whatever for today•s world. 

The public has become somewhat confused and suspicious by the controversy 
over radiation standards. The proposed Appendix I destroys confidence in the 
ICRP standards, which are surely the most firmly based and carefully conceived 
the world has ever known. 

Summary and Conclusion 

In theory, the principle of 11 as low as practicable .. is an appeal to cautious 
judgment. The very low public doses and the complete lack of any ill effects on 
public health attest to the excellence of the theory and the scrupulous observa
tion of it by the nuclear power industry. 

In practice, as in the proposed Appendix I, the principle of "as low as 
practicable'' becomes a stringent numerical standard, which is unnecessarily low 
and essentially unmeasurable. The proposal has already done considerable harm. 
It has increased the costs of designing, constructing and operating nuclear power 
plants. It has introduced bewildering confusion into the planning for electric 
power generation. The proposed Appendix I may increase cost and public opposition 
to the point where fission and even fusion are eliminated as sources of energy. 
This, in my opinion, would be a tragic development. I urge that the Appendix I 
interpretation of "as low·as practicable .. be buried as quickly and as quietly as 
possible. 
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PA~AU~OHHAfl EE30llACHOCT1 HACE~EHEH TIP~ 8KCIT~YATAumm A9C CCCP 

H.r.ryceB, B.A.EenHeB, A.C.3~KOB8, A.H.Mape~, r.A.KY3H8~0B8 
(HHCTHTYT 6HO~H3HKH MHHHCT8~CTB8 3~P8BOOXP8H6HHH CCCP), 

M.A.BapaHOB (HOBOBOpOHe~cKaH ASC), r.A.ryHHROB (rm~ponpoeKT) 

Coroa CoBeTCKRX CoumanRcTmqecRHX Pecny6nmx, MocxBa 

Abstract 

Th: r2port con~iders some problems of radiation safety 
of a ~pulat~on due to a~rborn releases from the atomic power 
station. The basic national standards for radioactive releases 
(actual ~r predictec} from a PNR APS are given. The problem of 
the poss~ble scope of the accid~nt of APS which may cause an 
enviro~~ental emergency radiation dose and the problem of the 
population doses are discussed. 

B HSCTOHmee Bp8Mfl (R I HHBapH I973 r.) B CCCP axcnnyaTmpy
IDTCH A8C paanmqHoro Tmna c o6me~ aneKTpmqecxo~ MOmHOCTDID 

2500 MBT. B HX qmcne /I-6/: 
- qeT~pe 6nOI\8 HOBOBOpOH8JitCRO!ii A8C (HBA8C) MOmHOCTDID OROnO 

!500 MBT; . 
- ~Ba 6noxa EenOHPCROH A8C (EA8C) MOI!IHOCThiD 300 MBT; 
- Cm6mpcxaH A8C MomHoCThiD 600 MBT; 
- Yn~flHOBcxafi ABC c peaxTopoM xmnHmero THna MomHOCThiD 

75 M:sT. 
B mroHe I973 r. cocToHncH aHepronycx KonhcKo!ii ABC c cepm!iiHHM 

peaxTopoM BBSP-440, a B mrone - peaxTopa-paaMHOXHTexa Ha 6~cTpHX 
He~TPOHax c HaTpmeBhlM oxna~eHmeM BH-350 B r. illeBqeHKO (peaRTOP 
~ByxueneBoro HaaHaqemm). B 6nmlltati:rnee BpeMH npe~nonaraeTCH nycK 
I onoxa HOBoro cepm!iiHoro peaxTopa xaHanhHoro THna PEMK-IOOO Ha 
]eHmHrpa~cxo~ ABC. 

llnaHmpyeTcH R I975 r. ~oBecTm MomHocTh ABC ~o 6000-SOOOMB~ 
a K 1980 r. - ~0 28000-30000 MBT. TaKaH illMpOK8H nporpaMMa CTpOH
T8HhCTB8 ABC Bb~BmraeT Ha nepB~ nnaH npo6neMy pa~maumoHHo!ii oe
aonacHoCTH HaceneHMH, npoJR:HBaromero B pa~oHe mx pasMemeHmH. 

B ~OKna~e OCHOBH08 BHHMSHH8 6y~eT y~eneHO BO~O-BO~HHhlM pe-
8KTOP8M KOpnycHoro THna (BB8P), TBK KBK ~nH 3TOrO THIT8 peaKTOpOB 
B CCCP HaxonneH Ham6onhrnm!ii onHT. Cne~yeT, o~HaKo, OTMBTHTh, qTO 
MHOrMe ITOHOJ!t8HHH p8CCM8TpHB88MhlX BOITpOCOB pa~HSUHOHHO!ii 6eaonac
HOCTH peaKTOPOB THIT8 BB8P HBHHIDTCH OOmHMM H ~nH ~pyroro Tmna 
peaKTopoB. 
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I. 0CROBHhl8 perJiaM8HThl no pa.ztM8ijMOHHOtf 6esonaCHOCTM 
~atfcT::syromme :a CCCP OWMUMBJibHhle .ztoKyMeHThl, perJiaMeHTMpynmHe 

,n;onyCTHMbl8 ypo:BHH 06Jiy'tl8HMfl .ztJIH nepcoHaJia A8C M H8C8JI6Hiiffi, B 
OCHOBHOM HCXO.ztflT M3 peKOM8H.zt8UMM Me~yHapO.ztHOW ROMHCCMM no pa
.ztHOJIOrHtJ8CROM samMTe M Me~yRapo.ztHoro areHTCT:Ba no aToMuoti aHep
rHH. 0HE 0Tp8~8Hhl B H8UHOH8JibHhiX ,11;0KyM8HT8X /7-!0/, KOTOphle B 
H8lli8ti CTp8H8 H~JifliDTCH 38KOHO.zt8T8JihHhlMH. 

TaK, corJiacHo /7/ npe.zteJihHO .ztonycTMMble Bhl6pocbl (IT~B) npM 
HopMaJihHoti aKcnJiyaTaUHM ABC M npH JIIDoblX noro.ztHh~ ycJIOBMHX He 
,n;onlKHbl rrpe:aocxo.ztMT», KIOPM/CYTicM: I-131- O,I,Sr-89,Sr-90- O,OOI, 
cyMMbl aaposoJiew c rrepMo~oM noJiypacna.zta 6onhrne I cyToK (KpOMe 
I-131 M ~-Sr-89)- 0,5 M CM8CM MH8pTHNX pa,ztMOBKTMBHhiX ra30B 
(IIIPr) - 3500. 

B HacTo.amee BpeM.a cocTaBJI.HIDTc.a rrporpaMMbl .ztn.a pact~eTo:a IT~ 
RoHKpeTHblX ABC. B ueJIHX nporHoaMpoBaHMH pa.ztMaUHOHHO~ oocTaHOBKM 
Ha MeOTHOCTM CtJMTaeTCH ueJiecooopaaHh!M Ha ABC THrra BBBP npoHs:ao
.ztHTb paC'tl8T il~B ,ztJifl lif30TOnOB H-3, C-14, Ar-41, Mn-54, Mn-56,Co-6Q 
Kr-85,&-9),89,~~Nb-95,Ru-J03,106,I-129,131. Xe-133,Cs-137, Ce-141, 144, 
CM6Ciif lif30TOITOB ~ lif Xe, a T8R~8 I-131- I-~. YMeOTHO 38M8TMTb, 
qTO BblOpOC T8KHX COUM8JibHO 3H8'tlMMblX HSOTOITOB, K8K H-3,C-14,I-129, 
Sr-90, Cs-137 M H8KOTOpblX .ztpyrMX, HY~HO perJI8M8HTMpOB8Tb He B 
H8UHOH8JibHblX H ,11;8~8 He B perHOH8JibHblX M8ClliT808X, a C Y'tl8TOM nep
Cll8KTMBhl p83BHTMfl BTOMHOM SHepreTHKM (BKJIIDtJ8fi 88BO.ztbl ITO pereHe
paUMM TOnJIMB8~ BO BC8M MMpe. 

Ha cJiy'tlavr a:aapHtiHhiX cMTyaUHti Ha A8C B CCCP ycTaHOBJI8Hbl cne
,n;yromMe :apeMeHHb18 pernaMeHTbl \CM. Taon. I). 

Ta6nmua I 
,Z4onycTHMble .ztOShl a::sapMlti:Horo oony'tleHHfi .ztJIH HaceneHHH n, 6ap /9/ 

B 06JiyqeHR8 
Mephl saumT~ HernHee mHTOBHAHOM lKeJiesbl 

-------------------------------- oonyqeHHe AeTm BspoCJIMe 
A. ~OSbl, KOTOpble He TpeoyiOT Cll8UH8-

J!bHhiX Mep no sanwre ~25 ~75 $ISO 
B. ,Z{osbl, Tpe6yromHe :ape.MeHHhiX orpaHH

'tleHmM: YKPhiTHH E noMemeHm.ax, 
orp8HM'tl6HHH ITOTpeo~eHMH MO~OK8 H 
.ztpyrMx npo,ztyKTOE, 25-75 75-225 I50-450 

C. ~os~, Tpe6yromHe cepbeSHhiX Map 
38UlMTbl BIIJIO!I.'b ,1.{0 SB8KY8UMM > 75 ,. 225 >450 

B HacToHmee :apeMH .ztoKyMeHTbl /7/ H /9/ nepecMaTpH:aaroTca. 

2. Pa;n;HagHOHRaH oocTaHOBKa Ha ABC THna BBBP 
MHoroJieTHm~ onblT aKcnnyaTaUHM :a CCCP ABC Bcex TMIIOB no.zt

TBep~aeT, 'tlTO 38 B8Cb nepHO.zt MX SKCnJiy8T8UHM He 6biJIO saperHCT
PHPOB8HO HM 8,11;HHOrO CHY'tl8H 9 KOr.zta rasoaap030JihHhl8 OTXO.ztbl .ztOCTM
ranm oM ycTaHo::sJieHHblX ope;n;HecyToqHhiX :aeJIHtJHH (He ro:aop.a yEe o 
ro.ztoBmc. 

PaccMOTpMM :a .Ka'tlecTBe npHMepa O.ztHY ms. KpynHefirnHx B CCCP Ho
BOBopoHexcKyro ABC (HBA8C) c cyMMapHoti a~eKTpHt~ecKoH MomHOCTbiO -
ISOO M::sT. 

( 
Ha HBABC paooTaroT 4 6HoKa c peaKTopaMm Tmna BB8P: I onoK 

C8HTH6pb I964 r.) - 2!0 MBT II 6JIOK (.zteKa6pb 1969 r.) -
365 M::sT; ill 6noK (.zteKaopb I97i r.)- 440 M::sT·M IY 6JIOK (.zteKaopD 
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I972 r.)- 440 M:s~. PeaK~OPR BBSP-440 HBHHID~CH rono:shh~H :s SToti 
cepvnll. Ceti'l,[ac Ha nJioma.n;Ke HBA8C npoeKTMpyeTcH Y 6JIOK, KOT'OPhlti 
6y,n;e~ roJIOBHhlM :s cepMH BB8P-IOOO. HBA8C pacnoJioxeHa :s ryc~oHace
JieHHOM paiitoHe e:sponeiitcKoti ~eppH~opLm CCCP. Ti1MeHHO no a~oiit npPI't,[JII
He a TaKxe y'l,[HThlBBH Macm~a6N H nepcrreKTMB~ paa:sH~PIH A8C, Ha 
HBASC cymec~:sye~ 3H8'l,[JII~enDHOiit no o~~eMy HH~opMaD;HH KOHTPOJID 
:sHemHeft cpe,n;N. Cnyx6a :saemHeiit ,n;oaHMeTpHH rrpoma:so.n;HT ROHTPOJID 
CJie~YIDIItliiX cpe,n;: Bh!6poca JII3 :SeH~HJIHD;NOHHh!X Tpy6 pa.n;H08RTHBHh!X 
aspoaoJiei-t H raao:s; ROHD;eH~pau;.Hm aapoa0nett :s a~Moc!IJepHOM :Boa,n;yxe; 
CKOpOCTM OC8~8HJIIH pa,n;H08KTJIIBHh!X B6llt80:B Ha ITO'l,[BYi B0,1l;hl M ,11;0HH&[ 
OTJIOJ!tBHH:ti peRM ,llOH 11 OKpyJKaiDntl1X 03ep; lmTD6BOfit B0,1l;bl, rpyHTOBblX 
B0,11; B6JII13PI xpaHHJIHil~ TB6p;D;hiX H JKJII;D;KHX OT:X0,1l;OE; c6pOCHOfit :B0,7J;b1, 
OXJ18~8IDnteti KOH.n;eHCBTOphl T~p6mH; B0,1l;bl C noneiit @MJIDTp8D;HH, Ky,n;a 
C6paCb1BBIDTCH X03HMCTB6HHO-qJBI\8HDHbi8 OTXO;ltbi; qJBYHbl lii qJJIOpbi peR H 
03ep; rroq:sbl, paCTHT8HDHOCTH, 8TMOC@epHb1X OCS,1l;KOB. RpoMe TOrO, H8 
crre~aJIDHO o6opy.n;o:BaHHOti a:s~oMamMHe H3MepHIDTCH ypo:sHH Jd- ~-aa
rpHaHeHHOcTm nO'l,[Bhi, a C IIOMOIItDID l1HTerpmpyiDIItlllX ~03HMeTpOB - ro.zto
BhiB ,11;03hl raMM8-l13HY'l,[BHHH. lCOHTpOJID pa,11;H08KTMBHQCTl1 OXB8ThiB8e~ 
ITJIOin8,7J;D C pa,n;HyCOM 50 KM. KpoMe CYMM8pHOfit ~-8K'I'HBHOCTH, BH8JIH-
3MpyiOTCfl KOHIJ;BHTp8D;Hili Co-60, Sr-89, Sr-90, Zr-95, Nb-95, Ru-103, 
Ru-106, I-131, Ce-141, Ce-144, Cs-137. ft1ccJie,n;o:saTeJI~ 
CKHMH MHCTHTYTBMJII IlpOH3BO;D;HTCfl T8KJJte H3MepeHH8 H-3 m C-14. ,llOCTa
TO'l,[HO Il0,11;p00Hhle ,11;8HHh!e 00 06~eMe BH8lliHero ,7J;03HMBTpHqecKOrO KOH
TpOnH~ BBJIH'l,[HHBX Bhi6pOCOB H pa,n;HBIJ;HOHHOfit 06CTBHOBKH ~ M8CTHOCTI 
;D;O I9·rQ r. npm:se,n;eHh! B pa60TBX /II-I2/. ITOSTOMY npm:seAeHHhle HHJKe 
;lt8HHhl8 OTHOCflTCfl K I97I, I972 H nep:BOM ITO~OBHHe I973 r., KOr~a 
pa60TBJIM :see 6HOKJII (CM. TB6JI. 2 H 3). 

~aKTuqecKHe Bhl6poc~ aapoaoJie~ Ha HBA9C 
Ta6JIMu;a 2 

------------ --------- -------------------- --------------------ro.rthl I97I r., I972 r., I973r.(aa 5 MecHu;e:s~ 
MKIDI!PILro;g dKIOI!:vrLro;g MKIO:QH 

:SJIOKM (Ilx + II I IT ill I IT Ill + IY 
I-131 I6,6 I62,8 82,9 I,65 !7,0 0,83 7,3 
Cs-137 7,9 36,4 3,4 O,I6 5,8 0,57 I 8 
Sr-90 0,94 !2,7 0,64 0,022 2,I O,I4 o:o6 
Ce-141,144 5,4 27,5 2,45 O,I3 S,I 0,46 0,26 
Co-60 6,4 l7,5 3,4 0,4I 4,9 I,S -
X/B I97I r. I 6JIOK Haxo.ztHHCfl Ha Mo,n;epHHaau;mm. 

Ta6Jimna 3 
~aKTuqecKMe Bhl6pocH VIPr ( Kr , Xe) Ha HBA8C 

-----------· -------- ----------~----------- ---------------------ro.rthl I97I r., I972 r., I973r. (s,a 6 MecHu;e:B), 
KIDI!PILro;g KIDI!PILro;g KID )PI 

BJIOKH I+ IT I+ll ill I+IT lli+IY 
Bb!6poc 380 20000 400 I6000 750 
% OT Il,llB 0,03 I,6 2,6 

ft13 TB6JI. 2 lii 3 BH,1l;HO, qTO raaoa3p030HDH~e Bb16pOCbl no :seeM 
qeT~peM 6JIOKBM HBA8C oqeHD HH3RH. TaK, Bhl6poch! no a3p030JIHM co
CTBBJIHIDT MeHee I% OT IT~B, a OT ABYX cepMHHHX OJIOKOB BBSP-440 oHM 
eme MeHDme. Ilo MPr cyMMapHhle Bhl6poch! B I97I-I973 rr. cocTa:sJIHJIPI 
OT 0,03 AO 2,6%, a ,7J;Hfl ill lii IY OJIOKOB - OT 0,03 ,11;0 O,I2% OT IT,UB. 
Heo6X0,1l;MMO OTM8TPITD, 'l,[TO OCHOBHOfit BKJI8,11; B Bh!6pOChl ,n;aeT I (Hece-
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pm:MHbiti) 6JioK. Y.Il:eJI:&Ha.a aKTHBHOCT:& BO,IJ;bl rerrJioHocwTeJI.a Ill m IY oJio
KOB rrpHMepHO H8 2 110pH,Il;K8 MSH:&llie, qeM ,Il;JIH I 6JIOK8, M orrpe~eJIHeT• 
CH B OCHOBHOM H30TOI18MH H8B6,11;8HHOM 8KTHBHOCTH F-18, Na-24, 
tr-41 M K-42 • 

B T86JI. 4 H 5 11pMB8,11;6Hbl H8KOT0pb!8 ,11;8HHb16 0 ROHIJ;8HTp8IUIHX 
pa~H08KTMBHhlX :eemecTB B 8TMOCW6PHOM BOS~yxe H CKOpOCTM OC8~6HHH 
HB rroqBy • 

TaoJim:o;a 4 
KoH:o;eHTpaumm pa;n;KDaKTHBHblX aspoaoJieti 

:e aTMoc\{lepHOM :eoa;n;yxe f , I0-!7 KIOpm I JI 

----·------------------- ------------------- -------------------
R,KM 

I97I r. !972 r. !973 r. 
Sr-90Ps-137 Cb-~ 14LJ ~-90 P s-137 ~e-1~144 Sr-90 l&.l37 Ce-J!I], 144 -0,5 0,53 0,89 I3,5 0,27 0,57 3,8 O,I2 0,30 !,40 

2-3 0,43 0,65 9 2 0,22 O,SI 2,8 006 O,II 2,74 
4-5 0,58 0,92 r5:4 0,25 0,23 3,5 o:ro O,I6 I,52 
8 0,40 0,73 II,2 0,!7 0,27 2,7 O,OS6 0,32 I,06 

IS 0,46 0,72 . I0,8 O,I7 0,2S 2,4 0 048 O,IO I,56 
5QX 0,4I 0,63 II,4 0,23 0,32 3,0 o:o26 0,44 I,59 
X/ r. BopoHeJB:. 

Ta 6Jim:o;a 5 
BNna,IJ;eHme pa;n;mo8KTHBHMX :eemecr:e ma arMocwepHoro :eos,n;yxa ' , 

MKIDpH/KM2ro,n; (B 1973 r. MKIDpM 38 I KB8pT8JI) 

---- -------------------· ---------------------------------------
R 

I97I r. I972 r. !973 r. ' KB.l 
, RM Sr-90 Cs-137 Ce-141,]14 Sr-90 Cs-137 f:e-14l,JAA. Sr-90 Cs-:67 ce-J#.J,144 -

I, 5-2 I 43 2,28 38,4 0,70 I,I3 I0,6 0 IS 0,2I O,SI 
4-6 I:32 2,I6 26,S 0,54 0,99 7,8 o:o7s 0,2I 0,68 
9-!2 I,S8 2,22 27,6 O,S9 I,33 7,6 0,072 0,38 0,45 
sox I,37 2,32 35,S 0,69 0,95 I2,3 0,!89 0,42 I,I7 
X/ r. BopoHeJB:. 

AH8HH3 T80JI. 4 M S ilOK83biB8eT, qTO K8K 1, RIOpH/JI, T8R H F , 
MKIOPH/Ku2ro,n; np8RTmqecKm He maMeHBrorc.a c pacbTo.aHmeu or ASC,a no 
86COJIIOTH0£1: BeJIHqmre He ()lfJ!mqamCH OT COOTB6TCTBYIDinHX BeJimqitJH ,Il;JIH 
H30TOllOB rJI008Jl:&HOrO npomcxo~eHHH. 38M6TMM, qTQ KOPOTROJB:ItJBYmHX 
H30TOllOB (13 TOM qitJcJie I-131) HH B 8TMOCW8PHOM BOS.Ityxe, HH H8 

' HOqBe He H80JII0,11;8JIOCD. 
' AHaJima pa;n;moaRTHBHOCTH ,n;pyrHX cpe,n; (:eo,n;bl, pb16H m T. ,n;.)no,n;-
1 !BepE,IJ;aeT, qro Bb16pocbl HBASC co:eepmeuao He BJIMHIOT Ha p8,Il;Ha:o;moH-

ayro 06CT8HOBRy, H cymecTBYIO~e ypOBHM S8rp.a3H6HMff BH6illH6M cpe,IJ;bl 
onpe,n;ex.aroTcff maororraMm rJio68JI:&Horo rrpomcxo~eam.al KOTOpble x8pax
repHH ,IJ;XH STOrO nepmo,n;8 ~JIH ~6HTp8JIDHNX p8~0HO! vCCP. 

9KcnepHM6H!8XDHN6 ,11;8HHHe, npmBe~eHHbl6 B ~a6JI. 4 m 5, a TaK-
16 SHanormqable ,11;8UHh16 88 I965-I970 rr. ,11;810! BOSMOJICROCTD onpe,ZJ;e
JIH~D cpe,IJ;Hero,n;OBble CKOpOCTJ4 OC8~6HHH H30TOllOB H8 noq:ey Vg• 0HS 
oxaahl:B8eTc.a p8BHO~ Vg == I,O cu:;cex. 

JtiHTerpmpyiOII.{He T -,11;03MMeTpH, p8CCT8BXH6Mbi6 6lK6rO,ZI;HO B pa;n;my
Ce ,11;0 50 KM, He ITOK83biB8IDT paSJIItJqHff BHemHMX 110316~ raMM8-H3XyqeHHH 
or ypo:eHe~ ecTecT:eeHHoro WOHa. P8cqeTN no&aau:e8IDT, qTO B I972 ~, 
Ror,n;a p860T8JIH TpH OXOK8, M8RCHM8JI:&H8H ,11;038 OT BHemHero o-Hany
lleHmff, o6ycXOBJieHHa.a. BblopocoM PIPr, 6NJia lleH:&me 0,2 M6sp/ro)t, a 
or I-131 Ha mitJTOBH~Hyro JKeJiesy ,ZJ;e!e~ (c yqeToM nmmeBoi1: nenoq&m B 
Mae-OKTH6pe) MeHee I,S M6spjroA ~pm cpe,n;HeM ecrecTBSHHOM woae 
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90+4 M6spjro.zt. CJie.ztoBaTeJibHO, paclieTHbie BBJIHli:WHhl ,7.l;030BhlX Harpy
sci Ha aacenen11e OT ABC MBHbwe .rcone6aHHM ecTecTBeHHoro ~oHa H B 
TbiCHlil1 pas M8Hbill8 il,lUl ,ztJIH OT.zteJibHblX JIHU 113 HaC8JI8HHH. . 

AHaJIH3 rasoasposoJI:OHhiX Bbi6pocoB Ha HBABC 3a :eec:o nep11o,zt ee 
s.rcciTnyaTaUHH, a Taitxte aHan.w3 BhlopocoB .n;pyr11x A8C CCCP .ztaeT :sos
MOJKHOCTb C,II;8JI8Tb 38KJIIDli6Hl16, liTO p8Cli6THb16 ITp8,7.!;8Jibl ,7.1;03 Ha 0T,7.1;6-
JibHbl8 JIHU8 It13 H8C6JI8Hiiifl, o6yCJIOBJI6HHb18 3Tl1MH Bbi6pocaMH, He ,11;0-
CTHraJIH 5 M63pjro.zt, 8 ycpe,ztH6HHb16 ,7.1;03b1 ITO OOJibillHM rpyrriTaM He .zto
CTHr8JIJd I M63pjro.zt. J!lli,ztKl16 1'I TBep~ble OTXO,ztbl HBABC (KOTOph!8 B 
,7.1;8HHOM ,I40K1Ia.zte H8 paccMaTpl1B8IDTCH) rrpaKTJIIli8CKH He l13M6HHIOT pa,ZU'l-
8UHOHHOI OOCTaHOBKH Ha M6CTHOCTH. 

3. llpoeKTmpyeMhle rasoaaposonbHhle OTXOAhl 
rrpm HOpMa1I:onoM a.rccrr1IyaTagmm A9C 

llpH HOpMaJI:OHOI 3KCIT1IY8T8UHH pa,ztl18UHOHHYID OOCT8HOBKY K8K Ha 
A8C, T8K H BO BH8illH6H cpe,zte orrpe,zt8JIH6T CT6I16Hb repM8Tl1liHOCTH 
TB3JIOB l1 06opy,ztOB8HHH T6ITJIOHOCHT6nH. BCJI6,7.J;CTBM6 rrpOUBCCOB KOppo-
3l1MHO-yCT8JIOCTHOrO THITa OOOJIOliKLi T8ITJI0Bbi,Zl;6JIHIOtqHX 3JI6M6HTOB (TB3-
JIOB) MOryT HM6Tb Ml1Kp0Tpeml1Hh1, a 3aTeM l1 OOJI86 KpyiTHb18 .zt8W6KTb1. 
ilpH pemeHHH 6aJI8HCHblX ypaBH8HHI ,7.J;JIH p8Cli6Ta aKTHBHOCTH T6ITJIOHO
CHT6JIH B rrpoeKTJIIp~6Mh1X A8C ,7.J;OITYCI-t8IDTCH npe.n;eJILHbl8 yCJIOBHH, a 
l1M8HHO! H8Jil1liH6 I~ OOOJIOli6K TBSJIOB C raSOBOI H8repM8THliHOCTbiO 
(MMKpoTpemHHhl) 11 O,I% oonee. KPYIIHhiX .zte(_!JeKTOB B oooJIOliKax, .n;orry
c.rcarom:wx IIPHMO~ KOHT8KT TOIIJIHBa C BO,ztOM T8ITJIOHOCI1T6JIH /13/. llo
CTOHHH8H CKOpOCTH YT6liKl1 JI8TYliHX l130TOITOE 113-ITO.zt QOOJIOli6K (liepea 
MHKpOTpemHHhl) B I KOHTYP ITPHHHM88TCR paBHOM I.IO-~ ce.rc-1. Tor.zta 
B T6IT1IOHOCHT6JI6 peaKTopa BBBP-440 (rroJIHbiW oo~eM KOTOporo paBeH 
200 M3) y.n;eJibH8fl 8KTHBHOCTb JII30TOIIOB Oy~eT ~OCTHr8Th (MK~pl1/JI): 
ITO cyMMe msoTOITOB - I39, ITO I-131- I 9, no cyMMe H30TOIIOB Uo.zta
I2,2, no cyMMe l130TOITOB Kr lt1 Xe - II2. 3arpH3H8HHOCTL B03,ZJ;yxa B 
ITOM6~6HHflX p8CCl!HTh1B86TCH JII3 ycnOBHR .ztonyrqeHHH HeopraHM30B8HHh1X 
ITpOT6'i8IC T6ITJIOHOCHT6llfl 0,2 T/li8C. ilpH STOM ITpe,ztiiOJiaraeTCfl, liTO 
H3 BO.zt~ B IT8pOB03,7.J;YillHYIO @asy l130TOI1bl nepexO,ztHT B COOTHOilleHHHX: 
l'IPr - IOO%, wsoTOIThl Uo~a - I%. 3arpa3HBHHhit1 Bos;n;yx 11s noMemeH:wM 
lt1 T6XHOJIOrHli8CKH6 C.ztYBKH lt13 OOOpy,ztOB8HMH ITOCTyiT8IOT H8 CHCTBM~ 
llO,Zl;8BJI8HJIIfl 8KTMBHOCTH. 0HH BKJIIOli810T B C60H (B p83Jil1liHhcr B8pMaH
T8X): ra 3rOJih,Zl;6 flbl Bhl,Zl;8 pJKICH (.ztJIH CHI1J!t8Hit1fl a KTHBHOCTM T6XHOJIOrHtie
CKHX C~yBOK); c_t}HJibTphl ~Till J/13 TOHKOBOJIOKH:V1CTOJfi: TE8HH, ,7.1;810IJ.tl16 K0-
3<lJqJHUl16HT y1IaBJIMB8HHR no aapoao1IHM .zto 99,9%i ~HJihTphr c yro1IhHOL1 
naca.ztKoi1 ,ZJ;JIH yJiaBJil1B8HHH raaoo6pasHOM washr 11IO.zta. B rrocne.ztHee 
BpeMH Ha HeKOTOPhiX A8C .ztJifl sa~epJKKJII Kr 1t1 Xe ITpoeKTIIIPYIOTCH TaK:ate 
ycTaHOERH rro.n;aBJIBHHH an:THBHOCTVI Ha WHJibTpax c 8KTHBHpoBaHHh1M 
yrneM. B Taon. 6 B KaliecT:se rrpHMepa ITpM:se.n;eHhi pacl:leTHbie Bh1<5poch1 
O,ZJ;HOM vra ITpoeKTHpyeMhlX ABC THIIa BBSP-440. CpaBHMMhle (MJIH HecKo~
KO M8HbfiiH8) Bb10p0Cbl ITpMHHM8IOTCH H .ztJIH ;L{pyrmx THITOB ITp06RTHpyeMhiX 
A8C. Heooxo.ztHMO oTMeTHTh, liTO 3TH EeJIHliMHhi nonylieHbi ITPH HaH6onee 
I18CCHMII1CTHli8CKHX Ilp6,II;IIOJIO:at6Hl1RX, 0 KOTOpblX CK838HO Bblill6. B .ztelfi:CT
BHT8JihHOCTJ/l, KaK BH.ztHO HS npe,ztbl,Zl;ymero pa s;zr,ena, Bhr6pochr Ha peaK
To pax BBSP-440 aHallJIITBJihHO MBHbrue ITpoeKTHhiX BeJIHliHH. 

ilpH paclieTe ll.UB I-131 :s aTMoc<f>epy YliMThiBaeTcfl rr:wmeBoM ITyT:o 
110CTYIIJI6HHH ITO U8ITOliK8 B03;L{yx-Tp8B8-MOJIOKO. Ilo MHOrOJIBTHHM 3KC
IT8piilM6HT8JibHhlM ,zt8HHbW 8BTOp8Ml1 ITOJIYliBHhl CJIB,ztyromme COOTHOlli8Hit1H 
,zt1IH I-131, KOTOphle HCITOJILSyiOTCfl IlpH HOpMHpOB8HHJII Bh10p0COB I-131: 

KIDpH/JI MOJIOK8 _ ?OO; KIOpH/Kr Tp8Bbl -SOOQ; KIOpM/JI MOJIORa.::QIZ. 
KIOpM/M3 BOS~yxa KIOPIII/M3Boa.ztyxa KIDPH/Kr TP8Bh1 
PacC6HHJII8 rasoaspOSOJibHblX OTXO,Zl;OB ITOCJI8 lt1X OliHCTKM IIpOH3BO,Zl;HTCH 
liepea ~py6h1 BhiCOToM I20-I50 M. BaJKHhiM wa.rcTopoM 3aiJ.tMThl HacenenmH 
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sBnBeTcB ycTaHoBneHme BOKpyr ASC caH:wTapao-sa~HTHOA 30HH. B 
K8JK,Zl;OM ROHKp6THOM CJiyqae pa3M6pH STOM 30HH onpe.I(BJI$I.IG!N}fi opraHaMM 
MMHHC1'8PCTBa 3,Zl;p8B00Xp8H6HI7IB CCCP ;-

-

Ta6n:wua 6 
PacqeTHhle Bhl6pochl :wsoTorroB rrpoeKTMpyeMoA ASC Terra BBSP-440, 

K!OpH/CYTK17I 

l/I30TOIT Bbi6poc, JllSOTOII Bbi6poc, Jll30TOII B116poc, 
RIOQI7I L c J::T Kll KIDQMLCJ::TKM RIOQMLCJ::TKM 

Sr-89 r,s.ro-5 Ba-140 2,6.Io-4 Fe-59 I,6.Io-5 

Sr-90 2,4.Io-6 La-140 I,4.I0-4 Co-60 2,6.10-4 

I-131 2,2.ro_2 Na-24 6,o.ro-4 Xe-133 250 
?.:"I 5,6.Io-2 Cr-51 I,2.ro-3 z: lt!Pr 350 
Cs-137 2,2.ro_4 Mn-56 I,3.I0-3 .L.asposarn O,IS 

4. 0 MaCWT866 ITOBp6~86HHB 8KT17IBHOM 30Hhl, rrpe KOTOpOM 
C038aiOTCB ,I(03hl aBSQHMHOrO o6nyqeHMH H8 MBCTHOCTH 

B pa6oTax /13, 14/ o-oBeTCKHMM crreuittan:wcTaMM BhiCKasaHni coo6-
paJKeHHB ITO IIOBO,n;y xapaKTepa p8SBI1TMH I-tpYIIHOM 8Bapl1H H8 pe8ICTOpax 
Tmna BB8P, M8C!IIT860B BOSMO~Horo aJ3apMMHOrO Bb!Opoca BO BH6WHIO!O 
cpe.zty l1 T6XHI1ll6CKVIX Cp6,I(CTB IIO,I(8Bn6Hl1fl aKT17IBHOCTJ7I. ilO.l{ll6pK17IBaeT
CB, tiTO B6POHTHOCTb B03HVIKHOB6Hl1B 8B8pl1l1 MO~eT OHTD CBB,I(BHa K 
MitlHI7IMYMY sa Cl!BT BbiCOKOrO K8l!BCTB8 o6opy,n;OBaHim, nep17IO,ZJ;l1liBCKOrO 
H HerrpephiBHOrO KOHTpOJIH sa ero COCTOHHMBM; CBOBBp6M6HHhlM cpa6a
THB8Hll6M CI7ICT6M SaQMTH H,I(BpHOM YCT8HOBKI7I, rrpe,I(OTBpamaiO~I7IX B03-
HHKHOB6HI7I6 l1 p83BVITMB aBap:wvr; paspaOOTKM CMCT6Mhl JIOKanmsaD,MM 
pacrrpocTpaaeams pa.n;:woaKTMBHhlX BemecTB sa npe,ZJ;eJIH A3C m Ha.I(eJKHhcr 
CMCT6M 8B8pMMHOrO OXJiaJK,ZJ;BHMH. Hai7I60JI66 OIT8CHOM Cl!HT86TCH KPYIIH8H 
HBBOCIIOJIHHM8H T6tiD T6IIJIOHOCHT6JIH I KOHTypa C ITOCJIB,ll;YIDII(MM Hap¥UIB
HH8M T6ITJIOBOrO pe~M8 8KTMBHOM 30Hhl peaKTOpa, pa3r6M6TM38D,I7I6H 
OOOJIOliBK TBSJIOB M ,n;anee tiaCTMtiHblM OITJI8BJIOIIMBM H,ll,BpHOrO TOITJ1HB8. 
CornacHo STOA MO,I(enm rrpe.I(rronaraeTcs, tiTO pasB.HTMB KpyrrHoA aBapHM 
aa peaKTopax TMrra BB8P MO~eT rrpoMcxo~HTb B TPH nocne,I(oBaTeT!bHhle 
3Tana: 

I STarr - paspuB I ROHTypa m HeBocnoJIHMMaB rnTBTHhmH cpe~cT
BaMH TBliD TBllJIOHOCRTBJIH B repMBTI7IliHOB llOM6ll(BHH6, r~e pacrrOJIO~BHO 
o6op;y.I(OB8HHB; 

TI ST8IT - ~8CT.HtiHOB HJIH ITOJIH06 paspyWBHMe 000J10ll6K TBSJIOB; 
Ill ST8ll - ti8CTMliHOB OIIJ18BJIBIIHB H,Zl;BpHoro rop!Ol!BrO. 
0CHOBH8H T8KT.HK8 06BCIT6tiBH.HH 6e30IT8CHOC!l.'It1: ITO MO,II;BJI.H paoOThl 

' /I4/ CBO,ll,MTCH K TOMy, tiT06U H8 I ST8IT6 8B8pHM 6ecrrperrHTCTBBHHO C 
ITOMOll(biO B3pbiBHhlX KJI8IT8HOB Bhl6pOCVITD B 8TMOCW8PHhlM BOS;n;yx rrapo-

1 B03,I(;ylllHYIO CMBCD TBITJIOHOCMTBJIH l1 M8RCHM8J1DH0 orpaHH'tlHTD p8SBJ.IITH8 
ll l1 ill 8T8ITOB 8B8pHM ITYTBM MCIT0JlDSOB8HJ.IIH CII6D,M8JIDH0M CMCTBMhl 8B8-
PHMHOrO OXJI8~6HMH 17I KOHABHcanmvr napa Itt JIOKaJlHSanMH 8KTHBHOCTH B 
npe;n;eJiaX repMBTMliHOrO ITOM8ll(8HMH. 

HasoBeM ;ycnoBHO MacmTa6oM aBapm.H ( f2) ;n;onro orrnaBJIBHHoro 
fl,II;BpHOrO TOITJIHB8. 

Jt1CITOJID3YH SKCI1BpHMBHT8JIDHHB ,I(8HHhl8 pa60Thl /I3/, HM~e pac
CtiHT8H M8CillT86 8B8pMM, rrplll ROTOpOM C03,I(8!0TCB Ha MBCTHOCTH .1{03H 
aBapmAHoro o6JiytieHJIIH, rrpHBe;n;eHHble B Ta6n. I ,I(JIH rpyrrmi A. 

PaCtiBT C,II;8JI8H ,I(JIB ,ll;BYX rpyrrn Kp17ITMliBCKHX H30TOITOB: CMBCH 
liiPr (T. e. M30TOITOB Kr H Xe ) M CMBCI7I 17I30TOTIOB MO,IJ;a. KpHTVIti6CRM
MVI rp;yrrrr8MH HBC8JI8HHH Bhl6p8Hhl .I(BTH B B03p8CT6 ;n;o I ro,I(a. 060SH8-
'liHM An l1 Ac 8RTVIBHOCTD H30TOI1a B 8KTMBHOM 30HB lii B TBTIJIOHOCM-
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~e~e I KOHTypa COOTB8TCTBBHHO, EIDpH. Tor~a rro~H8R 8RTHBHOCTn 
8B8pMMHOrO BUOpoca Q oy~eT p8BH8 

Q = Acf3f4f5f6 I sTarr aBapHH 

q = Anflf_51'6 Il 8T8rr 8B8p111111 

Q = Anf 1f 2f 3f 6 ill sTarr aBap:vm 

(I) 
(2) 
(3) 

l{OS{J>tiJl'ID,lll8HThl f i rrpMBe~BHhi B T80~. 7. 
TaC5JIMu;a 7 

Kos(J)qmu;MeHThl .1l.TIH pactreTa aBapMtiHhiX BhropocoB 

--------------------------------~----------- --------------s----
HasBaHllle Rosr!J(fmn:vreHTa fl!Pr Wo.l(- 131 ~~~ '];!'* .u. . a Ba ...,:vrH 

fi - ~O~R 8KT111BHOCTM, 
Bh!XO,l(Rmeti H3 TB8~8 

(0,12-2)10-2 (O,I2-2)I0-2 il 
I,O 0,8 ill 

f 2 - ,l(O~fl OrrJI8B~8HHOPO TOrrJIHB8-
M8CmT80 8BBp!tU1: 

f 3 - ,li;O~fl 8Il:THBHOCT11I, BbiiliB,l(lli8fl 
1'13 T8XHOJIOP11148CKCPO 000-py
,Zl 0 BaHM ( e y <terl' OM 8 ,l1, C 0 p<JD,HIIJ 
Ha BHyTpeiiHMX noBepxHOCTflX 
OOOPYAOB8HMfl Ill Tpy6onpOBO
;L(OB) 

-~ona OT co,l(epEameroca B 
T8rrJIOHOCMT8Jl8 rasa, Bhllli8,l(
ill8PO rrpM pasphTBe I KOHTypa 

f 5 - ,li;O~fl 8KTMBHOCTH T8ITJIOHOCM
T8~fl, rrepexo.l(nmaR B rrapo
rasoByro cpopMy 

~O~fl 8KTlllBHOCTlll, Bhllli8,l(lli8fl 
MS T8XHOJ10Plll48CKOPO ITOM8-
~eHMR (yM8Hnlli8Hllle OOYC~OB
~8HO 8,l(COpOIJ;M8M H8 CT8H8X 
noMemeHMti M ooopyAoBaHHR,a 
T8KJK8 p8.l(M08KTHBHhiM pacna
JJ;OM) 

ilOlJ.Jl8Eli1T 

I,O 

I,O 

I,O 

0,25 

orrpe,l(enemno ill 

0,5-I,O I 

0,4 I 

I.Io-2 I 

O,I I-Dl 

llOCKOJinKY B H8Ille~ pa60T8 CT8BMTCH 38,1.'(848 orrpe,l(eJieHMH M8C~ 
6a 8B8pHH, T. e. K08WWHJJ;M8HT8 f2 H8 Ill CT8,7.J;:VIH 8B8pMH, Mhl He npM
BO,l(MM 3,l(eCn pe3yJinT8TOB p8048T8 BbiOpOCOB ,l(~fl nepBoro 8T8IT8 8B8-
pMH. YrrOMHH8M JlMllin, 4TO ITO pactieTaM /13/ OHM He C03,l(8IDT 4p83Bbl
qai1HO OIT8CHhiX ,11;03 H8 M8CTHOCTH. M8TO,l(H48CKH M8ClliT80 ill 8T8IT8 
orrp8,l(8JlflBTCH CJle,l(yiOIIWIM oopa30M: BH848Jl8 p8CC1:IHTbiB8BTCH 8B8plllMHhlit 
Bh!OpOC ( Q), ITpH KOTOpOMC03,l(8IOTCH ,l(03bl 8B8pHii1HOPO OC5Jiy4BH:HR,ITpH
B8,l(8HHbl8 B T80Jl. I. 38T8M lll3 COOTHOU18HHfl (3) Ollp8,l(8Jlfl8TCR COOT
BBTCT~yiOmaH STOMY Bhi6pocy ITpOI.l;8HTH8H ,l(OJIR ITOBp8~8HHOi1 8KTHBHOM 
30Hbl f 2 , YC~OBHO H83B8HH8H M8ClllT8C50M 8B8pHH, T. e. 

f 2 = (Q.lOO%) /(Anflf3f 6). ( 4) 

COOTHOlU8HH8 M8J!t,Zl;y HH,l(HBH,l(Y8JlnHOi1: ,l(030M D H Kp8TEOBp8M8HHhiM 
BbiOpOCOM Q MM88T CJICAYIDmMi1 BM,ZJ;: 

D = p 08D.U c.C8K Q KIOpH. 
C 8 IL RIO pH 1 ~ (5) 

3,l(eCn Ci - T8E H83b!B88MbiM M8T80pOJIOrHqecKHi1 tP8KTOp pa3fJ8BJ18HittH 
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(v.mM clJaiCTop 11 BbiTHJKRH"), onpe~eJIHBMblt1 H3BBCTHOt1 tiJopMynot1 IlacRBHJI
na-rHclJWOP~a, AJIH ICOpOTICOrO Bb!6poca. rpaclJ:M~BCR8fl 38B:MC:MMOCTD Ci 
OT paCCTOf.IH:Mf.I, Bb!COTbl Bb!6poca, CICOpOCTM OC8~BHMF.I I1 RaTerQPHM 
noroAbl no IlacKBMnny ~aHbl, HarrpHMep, B pa6oTax /IS, I6/. P -
HOpM8Jn'!30B8HHblll MHOJKHT8JlD, 'l:MCJI8HHO paBHb!M MOll\HOCTH ~Q3bl 
6spjc~K npH KOHD;8HTP8UHM H30TOTI8 B B03~YXB t , ICIDpMjM5. 

~f.I pF.I~a 38A8'l 6onee y~OOHO COOTHOill8HM8 

D = p 6sp.M3 ( i ICKl~M t C8K) (6) 
6sp CBK.KIOpM 'l M 

8~BCD t - rrpo~OJIJKHT8JIDHOCTD s.KcnosHn;Ml1. BenH'~nmy ( tt ) npM no-
CTOF.IHHOti BO BPBM8HH KOHU8HTpan;HM :£II j,{(t)dt npM 38Bl'!Cflll\8W OT 
BPBM8Hl1 ROHU8HTp8UMH H83b!B8KlT MHTerpaJIOM KOHU8HTp8U:£1IM. 

TaiCMM oopa30M, :£113 WOPMYJib! (6) MOJK8T Ob!TD onpe~eJieH MHTerpaJI 
!WHUBHTpan;~Ui l 1t) MJIH ,./1 ( t )dt COOTBBTCTBYKlll\MW 38~8HHOVi ~038 
D • _PaCCMOTpMM OOJI88 no;n:pocfHO 3H8'l8Hl-1fl HOpM8JIM30B8HHOro MHODT8-
Jlfl P • ]J.Jifi p8Cli8T8 ITOJIH 1-1'!3JIYliBHL'IH OT qJ8K8JI8 p8)~l108RTMBHb!X ra-
30B mPr OOblliHO ~orrycKaBTCf.I rrpe~ITOJIOEBHMe 0 ITOJiydecKOHB'lHOM pas
Mepe OOJI8IC8. KaR M3B8CTHO, B 3TOM CJiyqae 

P = 0,25E (63p.M3 )/(KIDpH.CBK), (7) 

r~e E- sHeprHH 7-KBSHTOB, MsnjpacnaA. 
]J.JIF.I STHX YCJIOBHM ~-M3JIYli8HM8 H8 MBCTHOCTH (c Yli8TOM MHOro

RpSTHOro paCC8HHHH B BOS~yxe) MOJKBT 6b!Tb paCCliMT8HO T8KJK8 ITO 
ciJopMyne: 

K . (E.) 
D,pa~=27"0,87(1t)z; /:(E.), (8) 

l l l 2 
r;n:e K i (Ei) - raMM8-ITOCTOHHHSH i -OM SHeprMVI, ( (P.M ) 
1, (EJ 1' - KOSWWJ!IUMBHT HCTHHHoro nornomeium 1- ceK.KropM) 

KBSHTOB B 8TMOCW8PHOM BOSAYXB, I/M; 0,87 - rrepeBO;I(HOti MHOEMTBJID 
OT B~VIHMU peHTreH K paA. 

B Ta6JI. 8 npHne~eHbl yTO'!HeHime paAH8UI10HHble xapaKTepMCTHKH 
,ZJ;JIF.I CM8CH HPf :£II H30TOITOB tio~a, OTHOCF.Ill\MBCH R peaiCTOO:V H8 TBllJIO
Bb~ H8tiTpOH8X THIT8 BB8P-440 C T8ITJIOBOW MO!l\HOCTnKl I400 MBT,ITpO
,ZJ;OJIEMTBJinHOCTD K8MIT8HHl1 T = 3 ro;n:a l1 Bb~8pJKIC8 - OT 0 ,ZJ;O 6 li8COB. 

~JIH pacqeTa ,l.(03bl i-MsJiylieHMH MCllOJib30B8JIVICD HOpMaJIM30BBH
Hhle MHOEMT8JIM P, ITpl1B8,ZJ;BHHbl8 B !lJOpMyJie (7) l1Jll1 'l'801I. 8. ;llJIH 
P8C'l8T8 ,ZJ;03bl H8 !nJ!ITOBM,ZJ;HyKl E8JI83Y ,ZJ;8T8H HOpM8JIM30B8HHb18 MHODT6-
JIM rroJiylieHhi, HCXO,l.(H M3 cTaH.ZJ;apTOB MKP8 M Mo;n:eiiM, rrpe.ZJ;JIO~HHOti B 
pa6oTe /I7 I. llp11 MHraJIHUHOHHOM rryTM ITOQJ'YITJIBHMH I-131 P = 800, 
I-131 B corrpOBOJit,Zi;8HMJd_ I-132-I-135 P = I440 VI rrpM ll0CTYITJI8HH:M 
I-131 qepe3 MOJIOI\0 P = I 5.IQ5 (6sp.M3)j(KKlpM.C8K). 8aM8'l'L'IM, 
liTO MHTerpBJihl KOHI.l,8HTp8D;MH { lt ) , COOTB8TCTB:YID!l\H8 38,ZJ;8HHOti ,ZJ;038 
D , MOI'YT ObiT:& ITOJIYli8Hbl C ITOMOll{biD g)OpMyJibl (6) :£113 COO!l'H0ill8HL'IH 

( tt) (KKlpM.C8K)/M3 = D 6spjP (63p.M3 )/(KIOpH.C8K) (9) 
~PH pa30BOM 38I'pH3H6Hl1L'I IT8CT6l1ll{ MCTIOJin3YIDTCH T8KI18 COOTH0ill8Hl1H! 
P = I0,7 (6ap.n MOJIOKa)/(MICRIDpM.CYTK:M). ]J.JIH ;n:eTei1 AO I roAa ;n:osa 
D Ha ll\l1TOBMAHYID ~eJiesy paBHa: II,S 6sp/MRKIDPH I-131, 20,5 
<5ap/MKKKlp:M I-131 B ITPJIICYTCTBJIIH I-132 - I~35 rrpM l1Hr8JIHD;Ml1 H 
!5,5 6sp7MKKIDp:M I-131 ITpH TIOCTYTIJI8H:MM C MOJIOKOM. P8Cli8T M8CillT8-
<5a SB8pHM rrpOM3B8,Zl;8H ,ZJ;JIH ,1(03bl 8B8pMi1Horo OOJIYliBHHH 25 OSI: OT 
BH8!l!Hero 7f -M3JIYli8HMH JII 75 6sp H8 ll\l1T0Bl1,IJ;HYIO JK8JI83Y ,ZJ;8T8M (T. e. 
,n;
8
. 03bl, He Tpe6yiDll!M8 rrpMHHTl1H CIT8l.l,M8JlbHbiX 38ll\VITHbDC MeporrpMF.ITMti). 
a ocHoBy rrpHHF.IT cepMtiHblti peaKTop TMrra BBSP-440. PaccTOHHMH, r;n:e 

P8Cll0JI0~8Hhl H8C8JI8HHbi8 ITYHKThl - pei.J,BITTOpbi, .Bh!Op8Hbl paBHbiMM! 
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Ta6JIJ?IUa 8 
Pa;n;l7IBUl7IOHHbie xa:paKTepvrcTl7IKH ;n;JIH cMecew .fliPr 

vr l7I30TonoB MO;n;a peaKTopa BBSP-440 

--------------------------- ------------------------------------
BeJI11til7IHa 

BpeM.H Bbl;n;epmK£1 
' 

MVIH 
__Q_ _j__ 10 30 60 180 360 

IlOJIHOB CO,Il;8pJK8HH8 B
6 BKTHBHOM 30H87 - IO KIDPH 

Kr, Xe 590 490 34I 286 256 218 I88 
I-131 - I-135 380 360 330 320 300 240 200 

I-131 3478 3458 3458 3458 3448 34,6 3424 8Heprw.H E , IvlsBjpacna;n; . _5 0 4 0, 7 0, 2 0, I 9' 7 0,35 03 ~ K 0, p.M2jceR.H:mpw, IO 7:90 6,4 5,7 6 I b,O 4 9 
:P, 6sp.M3jceri.Rmpw O,I8 O,I4 O,I3 o:r3 0,12 o:o8r o,06r 

R1 = 50 KM l7I R2 = l~ KM. CROpOCT:O OC8:llt;LJ;8Hl7IH HB nOtiBY. V g ,Zl;JIH IIIPr 
rrp:~nmTa paBHOM nyJIJo, a ;n;nH l7I30TonoB Mo;n;a Vg = I CM/ceK. KaTero
pl7I.H rroro.n;bl npVIHHTa no RJIBCC1'l!;{ll1I\BUI1l7I IlacKBVIJIJia. Sa f 2 = IOO% rrpw
HHTO nOJIH08 OnJIBBJIBH£18 H;ZJ;epHOrO ropmtrero 8KTJ7IBHOM 30Hbl. Ilpl?I 3TOM 
C;ZJ;8JI8 HO ;n;onyn~ElH£18, tiTO cneUl7I8JI:OHb!X Mep no no;n;a BJI8HJ7IIO 11 JIOK8JI11!38-
Ul111 BKTliiBHOCTJ?I He c;n;enaHo. Pesyn:oTaThl pactreTa MaCillTa6a aBapli!H 
rrpl7IBe;n;eHbl B Ta6JI. 9. Ta6Jil7IUB 9 

MBCillTBO 8B8pV111 f2%, np:tl! ROTOpOM MO:lKBT l-40CT:tiJ:rHyT:O ,1L038 BHBlliHero 
OOJiyqeHJ7IH H8 BCe TBJIO 25 63p l7I ,1L038 H8 mMTOBMAHYIO :lKBJI83Y y ;ZJ;ST8A 

75 6sp, h swcfl = 30 M (;n;JIH peaRTopa BB8P-440) 

-------~;;~-~~~~~~~~---------1=~K,Tgi;j;-~njr;~;=j2=~~£iif~;=: 
PaccTOHHHe R1 = 50 KM 

D = 25 6sp, MPr >IOO ,.roo -,.roo 
D= 75 c5sp,r-r3I, B;zr.DJxaHwe :>roo >roo >roo 
D =75 6sp,I-r3r-1-I35,B.1l:biXBHI1e >IOO >roo >rOO 
D = 75 6sp, r-I3r, MOJIOKO >IOO 5,6 r,8 

PaccTOHH:tl!e R2 = 4 RM 

::>roo I >IOO 
>rOO 23 

781 r3 
0,7 0,12 

n = 25 asp, l1Pr >IOO >IOO >rOO >IOO 32 
D = 75 6sp, r-I3r, E;ZJ;hiXBHMe 
D =75 c5sp,r-I3r-I-I35,B,Ii;blXBHllf8 
D = 75 6sp, I-I3r, MOJIOKO 

65 5,6 3,7 1~5 0,34 
36 3,2 2,1 O,~r o,r9 

0,35 0,03 0,02 0,008 0,0019 

>rOO 
62 
35 

0,32 

I4 
o,r5 
0,08 

0,0008 

Jll3 T86JI. 9 BH.ZJ;HO, tiTO .ZJ;nfl H8CeJI8HHOrO nyHRT8 1 H8X07.4HmerOCH 
HB R1 = 50 RM, ;n;onyCTJ7IMb!8 ,II;03bl 8B8pl7IMHOrO OOJIYti8Hl7IH 25 63p 
BH8illH8rO T-J7I3JIYti8Hl7IH H 75 6sp H8 ml7ITOBl7I,II;HyiO :lKBJI83Y ,Il;BTBM rrpl7I 
BAbiX8Hl7Il7I l7I30TOITOB MO,Il;8 l7IJIJ7I COBCSM He ,Il;OCTJ7Ir8IDTCH ,Zl;B:Hte ITpH CTO
npoueHTHOM OnJI8BJI8HMH 8KTHBHOM 30HN,HJIJ7I ,II;OCTJ7Ir8IDTCH npM 0~8HD 
OOJI:OlllOM (17I MBJIOBepO.HTHOM) ITOBpeJJU(8Hl7IM BKTl7IBHOti 30Hbl. FI:CKJIIO~em~e 
COCT8BJIH8T ITH~eBO~ ITYTD ITOCTYITJISHM.H MO;n;a: 8CJIJ7I 3arpH3HHIOTC.H 
IT8CTOJ7I~al TO ~OCT8TO~HO Cp8BHHTeJIDH0 H800JIDillOrO M8CillT808 8B8pl7IH 
(f 2 = 0,l2-r,8% ,ll;JIR KBTeropMM C - F ), qTOOb! ITO.HBHJIBCD He
OOXO~MMOCT:O rrpMHHTJ7IH pemeHM.H - npe~e Bcero orpaHMti6HMfl IT0Tpe6-
JI8HJ7I.H MOJIOKa. 

Ha paccTOffHHJ?I 4· KM pa~HBUHOHHBH o6cTaHOBKa yxy;n;ruaeTCH m npl7I 
M6H:OmHX M8CillT868X 8B8pl7Il7I. TeM He MeHee ITO~e ~-M3HYti6HH.H OT o6-
JI8Ka ~r (F.pOMe ;ZJ;BYX ITOCJIS;ZJ;HHX K8TeropHti E H F ) BCe ~8 OR83biB8-
eTCH cpaBHJ?ITBJI:OHO He6oJI:OillHM ~a~e npH RPYITHb!X aBapl7IffX. 
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O~HaKo onacHocT:o oo~y~eHRH maoTonaMm ~oAa Mo~eT OHT:O aHa~m
Te~:oHo~ AaJKe npR Heoo~:olllmx MacmTaoax aBapmm, Kor~a on~aB~HIOTcH 
~HIII:O AO~M npo~eHT8 ffA8pHOrO ropro~ero. ECT6CTBBHHO, qTo C ITOMOm:oro 
paCCMOTp6HHOrO M8TOA8 MOJK8T OhlT:O pelli6H2 H Apyraff 3a~aqa - pacqeT 
~03H Ha Hace~eHme rrpm aaAaHHOM MBCIIITa6e aBapmm. 

ilo~OOHhle pac~eThl H800XO~HMhl AHH paspa60TRH HH~eHepHhlX Mepo
npMHTRit no ITOA8BJI8HHIO SKTHBHOCTVI npH aBapMHX. 

3aM8THM, liTO VI3~0llt6HHQH MeJTO~HK8 OITP6A6~6HMH M8C!IIT808 SBS
pVIVI (f2) C ITOMOmPID COOTHOIII6HHH (4) He 38BHCVIT OT Bhl0p8HHO~ MO
~eJIH ITOA8B~6HMH 8KTMBHOCTM. (3A6C:O Mhl MCIT0~:030B8~H OAHY H3 B03-
MOJKHhDC MO~e~e~ /I4/.) [OSWWHUH8HThlu6CT6CTBSHHOti (I!VI~:OTp8UHMtt BK
TMBHOCTH f 1 (OOOJIOqKaMH TBS~OB), f 2 (CT8HK8MH Tpy6onpOBO~OB VI 
o6opy~oBaHm~) m f6(cTeHaMm noMemeHM~ ABC) xapaKTepau ~~ff nroooro 
Tmna aBapurm. 

5. 0 MBTOAMKe pacqeTa rronynHgmoHHOti A03hl 
B H8CTOHmee Bp8MH npm OU6HK6 CT6IT8HVI pHCKa ~HH H8C8~6HMH OT 

npHM8H6HMH 8TOMHOW SHeprHM pacC~MTb!BBIOT nonyHH~HOHHyiO ~03y • 
llpm STOM OOhiqHo zcnon:oayeTcH eAVIHHUa paaMepHOCTH "qe~oBeK. 6s~". 
Ecnm Nj- qurcno nmu, nonyqmBmmx ~oay oT orrpeAeneHHoro BHAa pa~m
aumm Dj 6sp, TO rronynHUHOHHBH ~038 MOJK6T OHT:O onpe~eneHa H3 CO
OTHOlll6HHH 

D = N. D.. (IO) 
p J J 

Pac~eT nonynHUMOHHOti ~OShi no <IJopMyne (IO) MOJR:eT ObiT:o cpaBHHTe~:o
HO ~erKO ocymecTBHM OT Henocpe~CTBSHHbDC rrpHMhlX ITYT6H B03~6HCTBHH 
pa~maumm Ha qe~oBeKa, HarrpmMep: Ha npo(IleccmoHan:onhiX pa6oTHMROB 
STOMHbDC npOH3BO~CTB, H8 H8C6H6HH8 OT BHemHero ITOTOKa 1-RBBHTOB 
pa~HOBKTMBHOrO OOJI8R8 MJIH OC8~KOB H8 ITO~Be; OT B~bDC8HVIH pa~MOBR
TVIBHhlX aspoaoneti m T. A· 

Ho npmMeHeHze (IlopMyJIH (IO) cTaHOBMTCH saTpy~HMTeJI:OHhru, a 
MHOr~a ~aJKe H6B03MOJKHhlM, ROrAa HYJKHO onpe~eJIMT:O BK~8A B ITOITYJIH
UMOHHYID ~oay OT aarpH3H6HHhiX ITPOAYKTOB ITHT8HVIH, KOTOpbie rrpoxo~RT 
~JIVIT6JI:OHhlH ITYT:O OT M6CT8 HX rrpOH3BO~CTB8 (H pa~H08KTVIBHOrO 3arp~ 
H6HHH) AO IIOTp60HT8JIR. 9TO B nepByiD O~epe~D OTHOCHTCH K T8KHM 
~OJirOJJtMBymzM H30TOIT8M KBR H-3,0-14,Sr-8.3,~, I-129, Cs-137 VI pH~Y APY
rmx. flpH onpe~eJISHHhiX YCJIOBMHX STO OTHOCVITCH H K I-13~ 

XoTH cTerreHD sarpaaHeHHH nzmeBhlX nEOAYKTOB B6nmam aTOMHoro 
06~eKT8 MOX6T OHT:O M3B8CTH8, HO, B K8KOM M8CTHOCTVI, ReM VI KOrAa 
OHM nOTpe6~HIOTCH, qacTO HBJIH8TCH Heonpe~eJISHHhlM. ~JIH T8KOrO nyTH 
B03~8~CTBHR H8MH npe~naraeTCH ynpomeHH8H CXeMa, ROTOpaH, O~H8RO, 
Tpe6yeT AHCKYCCMOHHOrO OOCYlltA6HHH. 

Onpe~eJIHM BRJI8~ B rronyJIHUHOHHYIO A03Y OT onpeA8JI8HHOrO M30TO
rra B (IlopMe 

D = "D ( 6sp .) N · (qen) I · (Kropm ) = DI (II) p j KIDPH J • m, J ~eJI m• 

3~ec:o , 6spjKropz, - HOpMH~OB8HH8R A038 npm ITOCTYITJI6HHH B opra-
1U!3M 6;zi;MHM~HOH 8KTHBHOCTH Im= Njim,j - R!OpH, CYMM8pH06 CO
~ep~aHme M30TOll8 B npo;n;yKT8X ITMT8HHH B MOM8HT aarJI8ThiB8HMH ITHmVI, 

- ITOCTyn~eHM8 B opraHH3M ;zi;8HHOrO H30TOna C rrmme~ KOHH~8C~ 
J!HU Nj (HH;zi;6KC j OTHOCHTCH K ypOBHIO 38rpH3H8HHOCTH ITHmH). ;lJ;030BhlH 
KOS(Il(I!MIJ.VI6HT D 38BVICHT OT B03p8CT8 'i8JIOB8R8, ITYTVI ITOCTYITJI8HHH B 
OpraHH3M H P8AH06HO~OrHqecKHX ROHCT8HT H C nOMOm:oro CT8H~8pTOB 
MKP3 MOJJteT OhiT:O paccqzTaH. 06paTHM BHHMaHHe npeJK.ZJ;e Bcero Ha TO, 
qTO B g)OpMyHe (II). ITOIIYJIHIJ;HOHH8fl ~038 Bhlp8JR:88TCH B e~HHMU8X 116Sp11 , 
a He "qenoBeK. 6ap '. CoocTBeHHO sTa paaMepHocT:O ;zJ;JIH D p BDITeKaeT m 
Ha WOPMYJIDI (IO) ecJIH B Hew ~oaa Ha HH~MBMAYYM D BupaJKaeTcrr B 
11 6spjqenoBeK". PaccMOTplilM Terrep:o oonee rro;n;poe5Ho MHOJKMTeJI:o Im • 

ECJIM HCXO;n;VIT:O M3 KOH~8llUVIlil oecrroporOBOCTH ;n;e~CTBHH pa~M8UHH, 
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' __ , 

TO np~ pacqeTe ITOTIYHH~~OHHOM ~03~ Dp, 8 CH8~0B8T8HoHO, CT8TI6H~ 
p~CK8, H6T H806XO~HMOCTM 3H8To, R8R M r~e pacnpe~en~HMCo 38rpH3-
H8HHN8 rrpo~yRTN B ~8HHOM ITOITYHH~~. ~OCT8TOqHo 3H8To, CROHoRO pa
~M08RTMBHOrO B8~8CTB8 H8XO~MHOCo B ~8HH~ rrpo~yRT8X ITMT8HHH B MO
M8HT mx rroTpe6neHHH HaceneHMeM. B npocTetimeM cnyqae (ecnm npeHe6-
peqo pa~R08KTMBHNM pacna~OM, H3M8H8HH8M ROH~8HTpa~MM rrp~ rrepepa
OOTR8 H T. ~.) CyMM8pH08 ITOCTYTIH8HI'II8 Im B opraH£-t3M HIO~efi C npo
~YRT8MH TIMT8HI'IIH MO~HO 38M8HI'IITo cyMM8PHNM CO~ep~8HI'II6M 8KTI'IIBHOCTH 
~8HHOrO l130TOTI8 B npo~yKT8X TII'IIT8Hl1H Am, T. e. 
Im, KIDpH B opraHM3M HID~8M : Am KIDpi'II B npOAYKT8X TIMT8Hl1R (I2) 

CyMMapHyiD BenMqMHY aKT~BHOCT~ B rrpo~yKTax ITMT8HMH, ynoTpe6nHeM~ 
qeJIOB8KOM HJIM :BrnBOTHh!Ml1 (HaTipi'IIMep,- R0p0B8MI'II) onpe~enMTo 3II8qi'IIT8JJ£s
HO nerqe, qeM MH~l1BM~yan»HYID ~o3y Ha oT~eJioHoe nm~o. 8Ty xapaKTe
pmcTI'IIRY MO~HO TIOJiyqMTo nyTeM H8ll0Cpe~CTB8HHNX l13M8p8HI'IIH ypOBH8H 
3arpH3H8HI'IIH npo~yKTOB TIMT8H~H l1Jli'II ITYT8M pacqeTa, ll21'1IM8HHH 9 H8ITpi'II
M8p, M8TO~I'IIRY llaCRBI'IInna-ri'II~~Op~a /I8-20/ C 38~8HHOI'II CROpOCTDID 
OC8~8HI'IIH H8 rroqBy. B ITOCJI6AH8M cnyqae AJIH Q~8HKI'II rrorrynH~I'IIOHHOH 
A03N Tpe6yeTCH 3H8HI'II6 HOpMan~30B8HHOH A03~~, 6Sp/RIDpl1, 11 BN6poca 
B B8HTI'IIHH~l10HHYID Tpy6y Q, RIDpm. 

~OpMyna (5) A88T B03MO~HOCT» pacoql1T8TD A03y OT BN6pOCOB A9C 
H8 OTA8HoH08 Jli'II~O H3 H8C8Jl8HI'IIR, T. e. I'IIH~I'IIBM~yaJioHYID ~03y, 11 BXO
~ff~M:fh B ST~ g)opMyny MHO~MT6JID Ci IIp8ACT8BJIH8T C06oti "HHP,MBH~ya
JlDHHfi" ROS~tf)I'IIUM8HT pa368BJ18HHH. ECJII'II ITOJio30B8ToCH MOA6JIDID rmg)~op
A8, TO npm p830BOM BH6poce Ci onpe~8JIH8TCH B Bl1~8 

F(x) { 1 _L z 2 
Ci =:ro. ~ u exp - i C ..r 2 + "'7""2) ' 

y z vy vz 
(I3) 

r~e F (x) - 6e3pa3MepHaR tf)yHRUl'IR, Ytii'IIThiBaiDlll8H l'ICTO~eHP.le pa;n;VIoaK
Tl'IBHoro tf)aKena 38 ctieT pa~VIoaKTVIBHoro pacrra~a 11 oca~~eHMH M30TO
noB Ii8 llO'llBY. 0CT8JloHbl8 B8JIVItli'IIHbl o6meM3B8CTHbl /I9, 20/. 

PacqeT rronyJIHUMOHHOti ~03N MOJKeT 6m» c~enaH no Q?opMyne, aHa
normqHoM (5), C TO~ JIVlillD pa3HVI~ew, qTQ B Hee BXO~I'IIT ITOITYJIHUHOHHb!M 
({>aKTOp pa368BJI8HYIH Cp: \' (, _,... 

C:P = ,J fCidS = fJCidS = fCp' (I4) 
~ 

r~e / - pacrrpe~eneHHe no_pnoma~VI HaceneHmH, XVIBOTH~ YIJII'II ypo~ati
HOCT KYJIDTyp Ha I M2, a Cp = HOPMMpOB8HHbiM norrynH~liiOHHNM ~aKTOp 
paa6aBJieHmH, ceK/M. 

llOCKOJIDRY yron p8Cilll'llp8HMH CTpym Bb16pOCOB 06N'llHO M8Hoill8 90°, 
tQ YA0~~8TBOpHT8JloHHM ITpl1~Jll1~8HHeM MOJKHO CA8JI8To 38M8HY Y = lx M 
Oy = 6 0 X , r~e 8- 831iiMYT8JioH~M yron Me~~y HanpaBJI8HH8M H8 pe
~BITT6pJ4 OCDID cTpYJ4 6;- ero ~mcrrepcHH. Tio~cTaBnHH B ( I4) sHaqe
HI'IIe ci 113 Q?opMyJI~ (f3) YI rrpOVI3BO~H ~HTerpVIpoBaHVIe no OKPYJKHOCTH, 
rronyqHM ~ 

C - .,/2 F~x) ;1 exp ( - z2 ) dr (IS) 
:P -t-r u Oz 0_~ • 

0 z 

TorAa no aHanormm c Q?opMyno~ (5) rrpM npHMOM ITJTI'II B03AeficTBHfl 
p8~118Ul'Il'I H8 qeJIOB8K8 ITOIIYJIH~OHH8H ~038 Dp OYA8T paBH8 

DP = P(qe~~EeK)(KIOp:3 ceK) J'<qeJI~~eR)cp(c:K) Q (KropM). (I6) 

ilpl1 Y'll8T8 60JI88 CJIOJKHOrO ITYTM B03~8MCTBI'IIH, ROrAa 3arpH8H8HHb18 pa-
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~~08KTMBHNMM B8~8CTB8MM npo~yKTN ITMT8HHH ITOCTYIT8IDT B TOprOB0-38-
rOTOBHTen~HYID ceTb, no aaanormm c ~opMynol (II) mMeeM 

D p = D (~~pur)~ (Kropm) = D (R~~~) k <c:R:PP cc:K) Q (Kropm). (I7) 

B @opMyJiax (I6, I7)'Cp onpe;n;enHeTCH BNpaJiteHReM (I5). KoacpQ)RlUieHT 
K 38BHCHT OT THIT8 ITH~BBOM neno~RH AnH ~aHHoro UI30TOIT8. HanpHMep, 
npm nocTynneHmM maoTona B opraHMSM ~epes neno~RY Bos;n;yx-rracT6m~e
MonoKo-~enoBeR K03~Q}MUM8HT k 6y;n;eT paBeH 

M - ROp~B M2 T:?WW CYTRH 
k = k1 V g (C"S'i) _f ( M )Z S KOpOB8 .cyTRH 0,693 (!8) 

8A8CDkl- ;z:J;OJlff OT rroe;n;aeMOrO ROpOBOM C KUpMOM H30TOIT8, nepeme;n;
Ul8ff B MOnORO; V - CROpOCTD oce;n;aHHff M30TOIT8 Ha ITO~By; j -cpe;n;
Hffff nnOTHOCTD Rdf>OB H8 aarpH3H6HHOM TeppliiTOpHM; f. - ~OJIH H30TOIT8, 
sa;n;epJKMB8I0~8ffCff Ha Tp8Be; S - rrno~a;n;~, C ROTOpoM KOpOB8 noe;n;aeT 
TpaBy B Te'leHme o;n;amx cyToR; T arum - a@~eKTHBHhlil nepmo~ nonyBNBe
;n;eHHff H30TOIT8 H3 C~e~06HOM ~8CT~ATp8BN. 

~ff ;n;pyrmx nH~eBh~ uerro~eR, HanpmMep, Boa;n;yx-sepHQBHe Ryn~-
TYPhl-~eJioBeE KoswwmnmeHT 6!~eT paBeH _ 

k - k ( KIDpHLKf) V _1L cO lil'__ {19) 
- 2 KIOpM/M g CBR J ~ 

3;n;eCD K1 - 8ETHBHOCT~ E30TOIT8 B I Kr 38pHa, rronyqeHHQrO Q. Teppm
TOPMH, aarpHSHeHHOM HHTerpaJI~HhlM BNIT8,1l;8HVI8M 1 RIDpH/ML; .f - ypo
~8HHOCTD, KrJML, Vg - CROpOCT~ OC8~8HMH, M/CeE. 

~aKTOP 'C:: - Bec"I>Ma y;n;oe>aaH .nnH oueHO'IHh!X pac~eToB BenmqmHa, 
38BHCH~8ff TOJ&Ko OT ~CJIOBMM HCT8'18HHff H paa6aBJI8IIHH ITPMM8CH. Ita-it 
BUI;z:J;HO M3 WOpMynhl (15J, OH He 38BHCHT OT ropUI30HT8n~HOM ;z:J;HCITepCMH 
6j. PoeT BBPTHK8nDH0M ,1l;HCITepcMUI (6Z) C paCCTOHHHBM orpaHH~eH TO»
~MHOIO cnoff nepeMemHB8HRH. llo:?TOMY 8,1l;HHCTB8HHb!M @8KTOpOM, orpaHH
qHB8ID~HM B8nMqmHy np' f.!BJiffBTCH HCTOnteHHe CTPYH 38 cqe!r' pa~moaK
THBHOro pacna;n;a BO ~peMH ;z:J;B.HJKBHHH R BNIT8,1l;8HHH H8 rroqBy. ~fl ~On
rODB_1~.HX UI30TOITOB p8CCTO.HHH8, ,14JIH ROTOporo Ii806XO;z:J;HMO pacC~HThl
BST~·c: , ~OCTUiraeT COT8H H ;n;aJite THCH~ RHJIOMBTpOB. BpeMH ~BRXBHHff 
BM6podbB CO cpe~HMM BBTpOM H8 C~OJI» 60nDillMe paCCTOHHMH npeBOCXO
;z:J;HT c~TKH. TiosToMy rrpH pac~eTe ~Q cy~eCTBeHHhlM oKa3h1BaeTCH cy
TOqHhlH X0,14 K8TeropHH CT86Hn~HOCTB. ~8KTOp C~ ffBnffBTCfl ~UICnBHHOM 
B6JIHqmHOM, HB 38BHCH~e~ OT paCCTOHHHH B OTHM'IHB OT HH~MB.H;z:J;yanD-
HOro <})aKTopa Cit KOTOpbli1 HBnHeTCH WYHKUHB:ti paccTOHHHH. ··· 

B 38KniD~8HM8 OTMBTHM, ~TO TBpMHH 11 6Sp 11
, B CBe.Te BHlllayK838HHQ

rO,HBRH8TCfl 6onee rrpaBmn~HbiM KPHTepmeM oueHitvr nonyJtHuMoB:Hol ;n;oahi, 
qeM illMpOKO HCITOJI~3YBMhiM TBPMHH 11 ~BJIOBBK.63p". 
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AVERAGE EFFLUENT RELEASES FROM U.S. NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS, 
COMPARED WITH THOSE FROM FOSSIL-FUELED PLANTS, 

IN TERMS OF CURRENTLY APPLICABLE ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS* 

Andrew P. Hull 
Health Physics and Safety Division 

Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Upton, New York 11973 

Abstractt 

Between 1967 and 1972, eighteen "second generation" light-water-cooled 
nuclear power plants, with capacities in the range of 500-800 MW(e) have been 
put into operation in the United States. These were in addition to ten 
smaller demonstration plants and one high-temperature gas-cooled nuclear 
power pfant in operation at the start of this period. The reported yearly 
air effluent releases of radioactive gases, halogens and particulates, and 
liquid effluent fission and activation products and of tritium from these 
plants are evaluated on a Ci/103 MW(e) basis, and the overall yearly averages 
for the various types of reactors [boiling water (BWR), pressurized water (PWR) 
and high temperature gas-cooled (HTGR)] are compared. 

The complete first and second generation data are used to project the 
effluent releases for a "reference" 1,000 MW(e) BWR, PWR and HTGR. The yearly 
effluent releases for such reference reactors, at an 80% availability, would 
be: 

AIRBORNE LIQUID 
Halogens & Fission & Acti-

Gaseous Particulates vation Products Tritium 

BWR 1.66xl06 Ci 5.31 Ci 49.6 Ci 104 Ci 
PWR 9,650 Ci 0.17 Ci 30.2 Ci 5,750 Ci 
HTGR 2,760 Ci < 0.02 Ci 0.27 Ci 835 Ci 

These and the amounts of effluents released from reference 1,000 MW(e) 
fossil-fueled plants are compared in terms of relative environmental concen
trations and their relationship to the applicable U.S. environmental standards 
for the principal constituents in their respective plant air-effluent streams. 
The largest required annual dilution volume for the most restrictive con
stituent is as follows: 

Annual Air 
EPA & AEC Discharge Dilution 

Plant T:i::J~e Pollutant Standard QuantitJ::** Volume {m32 

Coal (3.5% S) so2 0.03 ppm 3.66xl08 lb. 2.14xlo15 
Oil (1.5% S) SOz 0.03 ppm 1.23xl08 lb. 6.95xlol4 
Gas NOz 0.05 ppm 2. 7lxlo7 lb. 1.23xlol4 
BWR Short-lived 3xlo-8 Ci/m3 1.66xlo6 Ci 5 .54xlol3 

radio-gases 
3xlo-7 Ci/m3 3.32xlo10 PWR 85Kr & 133xe 9,650 Ci 

HTGR Short-lived 3xlo-8 Ci/m3 2,760 Ci 9.22xlo10 

radio-gases 

>'<>':Based on 80% availability 

* Research carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory under contract with 
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

t Revised August, 1973 to incorporate 1972 data. 
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Introduction 

During the late 1960's a widespread concern for the overall quality of the 
environment evolved in the United States, This led to the enactment of a 
variety of legislative and administrative measures intended to decrease the 
quantities of pollutants released to the air and to waters. 

This concern also extended to the radioactivity released to the environ
ment in nuclear power plant effluent streams. It was heiyhtened by the wide
spread dissemination by the media of claims by Sternglass of a causal 
connection between power reactor effluents and infant mortality, as well as 
on the arguments made by Gofman and Tamplin2 in the context of power reactors, 
that a U.S. population exposure of 170 mjllirems per year would lead to large 
increases in prevailing U.S. cancer mortality rates. 

In what seemed to at least some observers3 a response to the popular 
concern so evoked, rather than to the scientific evidence, the U, S. Atomic 
Energy Commission (AEC) formally adopted "as low as practicable" into its 
regulations governing radioactive effluents, and proposed related numerical 
guidance for light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors, 

Up to recently, much of this concern about power reactor effluents has 
been narrowly focused on their absolute amounts, and on the degree of risk 
occasioned thereby, Among the first reviews of past experience to establish 
patterns and trends of effluent releases was one by Blomeke and Harrington4 
covering the years up to 1967, and one covering the same period by Brinck and 
Kahn5, Starting in 1969, the Division of Compliance of the AEC (now the 
Division of Regulatory Operations) published yearly summaries of power reactor 
effluents, itemized by the categories of noble and activation gases, halogens 
and particulates (with a half-life greater than 8 days), mixed fission and 
corrosion products (MFP) and tritium in liquid effluents. It was qualita
tively apparent from these data that the overall amounts of power reactor 
effluents were increasing; that the gaseous and halogen releases from the 
boiling water reactor (BWR) type were larger than those from the pressurized 
water reactor (PWR) type; that their fission and corrosion product releases 
were rather comparable, and that tritium in liquid effluents from PWR's ex
ceeded that from BWR's. 

Since it is related to the meeting of projected electrical energy demand, 
a reasonable debate about the risks occasioned by nuclear power planteffluents 
should also include a comparative consideration of that occasioned by conven
tional fossil-fueled plants. One of the first such comparisons was made in 
1967 by Terrill et al.6. They set forth discharge quantities per year - MW(e) 
of SOz, NOz, radioactive 226Ra and 228Ra in fly ash from coal, oil and gas
fueled plants, and also of radioactive noble gases and 131I from nuclear plants. 
Using these data with AEC concentration standards for radioactivity or recom
mended concentration standards for conventional agents, they calculated a 
yearly volume of air required for dilution [m3/MW(e)]. They utilized only a 
limited amount of PWR effluent release data available to them at that time, 
as well as concentration standards for conventional pollutants that have since 
been superseded by much lower ones promulgated? by the U. S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). However, they showed that the amounts of air re
quired for dilution of the yearly amounts of radioactivity, as well as the 
conventional pollutants emitted from fossil-fueled power plants, were much 
greater than those required to dilute the radioactivity emitted from PWR's. 

That these conclusions might not apply to the same degree to BWR efflu
ents was suggested in 1969 by Fish8, who also suggested that the air quality 
criteria for soz utilized by Terrill et al. were higher than more recently 
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adopted ones. In a further consideration along these same lines, Hull9 
utilized the average of all releases from nuclear power plants for 1969, as 
well as more conservative air quality criteria for non-radioactive agents. 
His conclusions were in essential agreement with the earlier comparisons, but 
also showed that both coal and oil plants required larger dilution volumes 
than BWR's. A similar, but somewhat more sophisticated comparison, which con
sidered the residence time of airborne pollutants, was made in 1970 for coal 
and nuclear-fueled plants in West Germany by Jansen et al.10, who arrived at 
a similar conclusion. 

In the absence of a much needed biological effect related unit for con
ventional pollutants analogous to the man-rem, these comparisons to concentra
tion standards appear to offer the most -objective basis available for weighing 
the relative risks of the presently available choices for producing electrical 
power. However, in a recent comparison along this same line, Starr et a1.11 
observed that the air quality standards for conventional pollutants are much 
closer to concentrations at which prompt medical effects are perceivable, than 
are those for radioactivity. In the absence of well controlled studies of the 
possible effects of long-term exposures to low levels of conventional pollu
tants, if a linear dose-effect relationship is applied their effects would be 
greater than those suggested from considerations based on air quality standards 
per se. 

In what follows, the previous comparisons9 are updated to include a con
sideration of how the trends in effluent release rates have been affected by 
the larger "second generation" light-water-cooled nuclear power plants, with 
capacities in the range of 500-800 MW(e), some eighteen of which have been put 
into operation from 1967 on, in addition to those operating at that time. It 
also incorporates recently adopted EPA Air Quality Standards as the basis for 
comparison. 

Reactor Effluent Releases 

In order to provide as consistent as possible a basis for evaluating the 
trend of releases from nuclear power reactors, it is desirable that they be 
separated by type, and that these releases be normalized to the integrated 
quantity of electricity generated, rather than on plant capacity. Since the 
reactor effluent release data summaries by the AEC have not until 1971 
included the latter data, it is not clear that previous comparisons have been 
made on this basis. For 1967 and 1968 the AEC reactor effluent data utilized 
herein was published in 1969 by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energyl2. For 
the years previous to 1971, the amounts of electricity, generated by nuclear 
reactors was obtained from a 1971 AEC reportl3 on the operating history of 
U.S. nuclear power reactors. Since it was available, the data for one rela
tively small high temperature gas-cooled reactor was also included. 

The effluent release data reported by the AEC have been set forth in 
their four major categories, as indicated above. Starting in 1972, supple
mentary information on individual nuclides within these categories was also 
included in the AEC report. Although such data would permit a more precise 
evaluation of the radiological significance of reactor effluent releases, 
since it has not been available over the period of interest, it has not been 
included in this study. 

Yearly overall average amounts of gaseous, halogen and particulate, liquid 
fission and corrosion products, and tritium activity from 1967 to 1972 have 
been calculated in curies per 103 megawatt hours(e). These have been obtained 
by dividing the total of each reported reactor effluent category by the total 
electrical power generated by the various reactor types. 
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The nuclear power reactors operated between 1967 and 1972, with their net 
electrical power capacities, are shown in Table I. Although omitted from the 
detailed presentations, the releases from the two reactors which ceased opera
tion during the study period have been included. Shippingport was not included 
since release data from it was not included in the AEC reports, 

Table I 

U.S. Nuclear Power Reactors Operated Between 1967 and 1972(l4 ) 

Power 
Name ~ Net MW(e2 Start Up Shut Down 

Shippingport PWR 90.0 1957 
Dresden I BWR 200 1959 
Yankee PWR 175 1960 
Big Rock BWR 70.3 1962 
Elk River BWR 22.0 1962 1968 
Indian Point I PWR 265 1962 
Saxton PWR 3.0 1962 1972 
Humboldt BWR 68.5 1963 
Peach Bottom HTGR 40.0 1966 
San Onofre PWR 430 1967 
La Crosse BWR 53.2 1967 
Connecticut Yankee PWR 575 1967 
Oyster Creek BWR 640 1969 
Nine Mile BWR 625 1969 
R. E. Ginna PWR 420 1969 
Dresden II BWR 800 1970 
Millstone I BWR 652 1970 
H. B. Robinson PWR 700 1970 
Monticello BWR 545 1970 
Point Beach PWR 497 1970 
Palisades PWR 700 1971 
Dresden III BWR 800 1971 
Quad Cities I BWR 800 1971 
Vermont Yankee BWR 514 1972 
Quad Cities II BWR 800 1972 
Point Beach PWR 497 1972 
Surry I PWR 788 1972 

The trend of the gaseous effluent release rate is shown in Figure 1. It 
is apparent that the average release rate from BWR's has continued to exceed 
that of PWR's, but that factor has decreased from about 1,000 to closer to 100 
between 1967 and 1972. An examination of the individual data, shown inFigures 
lA for BWR's and lB for PWR's, discloses that this is attributable both to the 
lower "second generation" BWR release rates, which have averaged about 1/10 of 
the pre-1967 BWR's, and to an increasing trend with time from several of the 
older PWR' s. 

A similar pattern for halogens and particulates with a half-life greater 
than 8 days is evident from Figure 2, except that the average release rates 
from BWR's have also increased over the period from 1967 to 1972. The release 
data for individual reactors, shown in Figures 2A and 2B, indicate that al
though the spread is not large, this is principally due to increases over this 
period from the older BWR's and that most of the "second generation" BWR 
release rates have been somewhat less than the overall average. The pattern 
for individual PWR's is less obvious, but most of the increase in the overall 
average is again attributable to older plants. 
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As shown in Figure 3, the average mixed fission and corrosion product 
activity release rates from BWR's have consistently been somewhat larger than 
those from PWR's. Both have declined somewhat over the period under considera
tion, While the relative influences of older and "second generation" reactors 
are not altogether consistent, the individual reactor release rate data shown 
in Figures 3A and 3B suggest that for both the BWR 1 s and PWR's the release 
rates from the "second generation" reactors have generally been somewhat less 
than from the older plants. 

From Figure 4, it is obvious that the relative overall release rates of 
tritium in liquid effluents from BWR's ~nd PWR 1 s has been the reverse of the 
situation for gaseous effluents. Although rates for both reactor types have 
declined in recent years, those from PWR's have been about one hundred times 
the rates from BWR's. In both cases the individual release data shown in 
Figures 4A and 4B indicate that most of the reduction in the overall averages 
is attributable to the lower release rates from "second generation" plants, 

With appropriate caution that, as suggested by the increasing trend of 
many of the release rates from older plants, the performance of the newer 
"second generation" plants might be expected to deteriorate somewhat in this 
regard over future years, these data appear useful as a means of projecting 
the anticipated yearly effluent releases from a "reference" 1,000 MW(e) 
capacity nuclear power reactor, available for 80% of the time as a base load 
plant. These projections are: 

BWR 
PWR 
HTGR 

Table II 

Projected Effluent Releases of Radioactivity in the 
Effluents of "Reference" 1,000 MW(e) Power Reactors 

AIRBORNE EFFLUENTS LIQUID EFFLUENTS 
(Curies/year) (Curies/year) 

Halogens & Fission and 
Gaseous Particulates Corrosion Products 

1.66xl06 5.31 49.6 
9,650 0.17 3C.2 
2,760 < 0,02 0.27 

Tritium 

104 
5,750 

835 

The concern of this paper is with the relationship of effluents from 
nuclear power reactors and fossil-fueled plants to environmental standards in 
their immediate vicinities. However, it should be noted that the operation of 
a nuclear power reactor also results in the release of radioactivity to the 
environment when its fuel is reprocessed, From data given in Ref. 2, Vol. I, 
pp. 1711-31, for effluents released between 1966 and 1971 from the one commer
cial fuel reprocessing plant in the United States, the amounts so released 
from the reprocessed fuel of the above indicated 1,000 MW(e) capacity power 
reactor would be as follows: 

Table III 

Projected Effluent Releases of Radioactivity in the Effluents of a 
Plant Reprocessing Fuel with a Total Exposure of 8.72 x 105 Mwd 

AIRBORNE EFFLUENTS (Ci/yr) LIQUID EFFLUENTS (Ci/yr) 

Halogens & Fission and 
Gaseous Particulates Corrosion Products Tritium 

2. 68xl05,~ 0 ,40>h'r 53. 5*>~* 4,830 

* 85 Kr - 100%; ** 131I - < 0.07 Ci; *** 90sr - 8.3 Ci. 
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It is also possible to project the release rates from a nuclear power 
reactor from theoretical considerations, starting with assumed fuel leakage 
rates, transfer coefficients from the primary to other systems, and the even
tual release from the reactor to the environment. Such an approach has been 
utilized by the AEC in its Environmental Statementl5 concerning the rulemaking 
action in connection with its proposed numerical guidance for light-water
cooled nuclear power reactors. For 3,500 MW(t) plants with effluent control 
equipment similar to that employed in currently operating power reactors, 
their "base case" projections are as follows: 

Table IV 

AEC "Source Term" Projections of Radioactivity in the Effluents from 
Base Case 3,500 MW(t) Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors 

AIRBORNE EFFLUENTS (Ci/yr) LIQUID EFFLUENTS (Ci/yr) 

Gaseous 131I 
Fission and 

Corrosion Products Tritium 

BWR 2.9xl06 15 1,800 20 
PWR 4.6xlo4 1.2 210 350 

It appears that for all categories but tritium, the AEC assumptions and 
calculational method lead to projected releases in excess of those predicated 
on experience to date. Other aspects of the overall reactor-environmental 
model utilized by the AEC in framing its proposals to limit radioactivity in 
light-water-cooled reactor effluents have been discussed elsewhere3. The in
fluence of these proposals, whether or not they are finally adopted in their 
present form, seems likely to considerably diminish the release rates of most 
categories of nuclear power reactor effluents in the United States, thus 
making projections based on experience to date upper limits of what may be 
anticipated. 

Comparison With Fossil-Fueled Plant Effluents 

When the relationship of conventional pollutants from fossil-fueled power 
plants to air quality standards is compared to that between airborne radio
active effluents from nuclear power stations and radiation concentration 
guides, the much greater public concern which the latter has evoked in recent 
years seems difficult to- comprehend. The nature of these relationships is 
suggested by a straightforward method of calculating the volume of air re
quired to dilute the yearly amounts of various kinds of pollutants or 
radioactivity emitted from a "reference" 1,000 MW(e) capacity plant to the 
currently applicable EPA air quality standards or AEC radiation concentration 
guides. If it is further assumed that the same meteorological considerations, 
whatever these may be, are applicable, then these need not be specified in 
making such a comparison. 

In the current calculation, the following heat values of fuels have been 
utilized: 

Bituminous Coal - 26,200 BTU/ton 
Crude Oil - 5,800,000 BTU/barrel 
Natural Gas - 1,035 BTU/ft3 

Emission factors for various fossil fuels have been obtained from a U.S. Office 
of Science and Technology reportl6. The amounts of radioactivity in coal and 
oil originally indicated by Eisenbud and Petrowl7 have been slightly modified, 
considering more recent data reportedl8 in 1968. The results are as follows: 
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Table V 

Volume of Air Required to Meet Concentration Standards 
and Average Site Boundary Concentrations for Yearly Emission 

from a 1,000 Megawatt(e) Power Station 
(Operated as a Base-Load Plant, with an 80% Availability) 

Type 
Plant Pollutant Standard(A) 

0.03 ppm 
0.05 ppm 

Discharge 
QuantityCB) 

Dilution Site Bndry(C) 
Volume (109m3) Concentration 

COAL 

OIL 

GAS 

so2 (3.5% S) 
N02 
co 
Hydrocarbons 
Particulates 

(97.5% Removal) 
226Ra 
228Th 

S02 (1.5io S) 
N02 
co 
Hydrocarbons 
Particulates 

(97 .. 5% Removal) 
22o 
228Ra 

Th 

so2 
N02 
Part.iculates 

(97.5% Removal) 

9.0 ppm~< 
0.24 ppm** 

75 !J.g/m3 

2xw-12ci/m3 

2xlo-13ci/m3 

0.03 ppm 
0.05 ppm 
9.0 ppm* 
0.24 ppm** 

75 iJ.g/m3 

2xlo-12ci/m3 
2xlo-13ci/m3 

0.03 ppm 
0.05 ppm 

75 !J.g/m3 

3. 66xl08lb. 
5.50xl07lb. 
1. 38xl06lb. 
5.50xl05lb. 

1.25xl07lb. 

0.0170 Ci 
0.108 Ci 

1.23xl08lb. 
5.42xl07lb. 
2.08xl04 lh. 
1.17xl06lb. 

5.88xl06lb. 

6.0xlo-4ci 
1.3xlo-3ci 

2.78xl04lb. 
2. 7lxl07lb. 

1.04xl06lb. 

2.14xl06 0.20 ppm 
2.49xl05 0.04 ppm 
63.5 0.02 ppm 
156 0.001 ppm 

75,500 18 !J.g/m3 

8.5 
708 

6.95xlo5 
2.45xl05 
0.95 
4,720 

35,400 

0.3 
6.7 

157 
1.23xl05 

6,290 

4.2xlo-16ci/m3 
2.6xlo-16ci/m3 

0.07 ppm 
0.04 ppm 
2.6lxlo-4 ppm 
0.004 ppm 

8.4 iJ.g/m3 

1.5xlo-18pCi/m3 , 
3.2xlo-18pCi/m3 

1.5xlo-5 ppm 
0.02 ppm 

1.5 I-Lg/m3 

NUCLEAR 85Kr & 133xe 3xl0 - 7 Ci/m3 9,650 Ci 33.2 PWR 2.3xlo-11ci/m3 

Short-lived ra- 3xlo-8ci/m3 1.66xl06Ci 5. 54xl04BWR 4.0xlo-9 Ci/m3 
dioactive gases 
131I 

l.Oxlo-1011 {0.2 Ci 2.0 PWR 4.2xlo-16ci/m3 

(Inhalation) 5.3 Ci 53.0 BWR 1.3xlo-14ci/m3 
131I 

1.4xl0-13
n {0.2 Ci 1,430 PWR 4.2xlo-16ci/m3 

(Air-Grass-Milk) **'~ 5.3 Ci 37,800 BWR 1.3xlo-14ci/m3 

* Maximum 8-hour concentration, once per year. Yearly average not specified. 
>~>~ Maximum 3-hour concentration (6-9 A.M.) once per year. 
*** "Concentration factor" of 700 applied to inhalation standard for 131r. 

(A) EPA "National Primary and Secondary Air Standards", (Federal Register, 
Vol. 36 No. 84, Part II, pp. 8186-87, 4/30/71), and AEC "Standards for 
Protection Against Radiation", 10CFR20. 

(B) Discharges from PWR and BWR are derived from weighted average 1967-1972 
release data as summarized by the Directorate of Regulatory Operations, 
USAEC. 

(C) Based on average X/Q at 500 m (for release height of 100 m) of 6.2xl0-S 
sec/m3 , for 25 operational or proposed nuclear power stations (Table 
7.10, Ref. 15). 
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If the EPA's Air Quality Standards are given the same weights that the 
AEC's radiation protection standards have been, then the significant contribu
tion of nuclear fueled plants to limiting overall air pollution (or at least 
minimizing its increase) is obvious. This is especially so relative to coal 
and oil-fired power plants. 

It is of interest to examine the consequences, were the air quality stand
ards applied to a hypothetical individual at the "fence post" at the boundary 
of conventional fueled plants, as is the practice for nuclear power reactors. 
The results of such a calculation of average concentrations of conventional 
pollutants and of radioactivity at 500 meters distance from a 100 meter stack 
of the "reference" 1,000 MW(e) base load plants, are also indicated in Table V. 
Unless limited to low sulfur fuels, the reference coal and oil fueled plants 
would exceed the S02 concentration standard. All conventionally fueled plants 
would approach the N02 concentration standard. The reference BWR would ap
proach the gaseous effluent and 131I radiation concentration standards. How
ever, it should be noted in this connection that the current design provision 
of catalytic recombiners, which reduce the volume of the BWR off-gas, thereby 
permitting longer holdup and/or charcoal filtration prior to stack discharge, 
should materially reduce both of these components of their airborne effluent 
releases. 

The foregoing comparisons admittedly omit the airborne effluent releases 
from fuel reprocessing plants. However, it appears that these will continue to 
be located at a relatively few sites more remote from surrounding populations 
than most future nuclear power reactor sites. If so, the "local" effects of 
their effluent releases appear less important on an integrated population ex
posure basis than those from nuclear power plants. 

Data for similar comparisons of conventional radioactivity and pollutants 
in liquid effluents is not available. However, studies(l9,20,21) to date in 
the vicinity of several nuclear power reactors suggest that their radioactive 
liquid effluents have been dosimetrically insignificant. Comparable studies 
of the degree of pollution of streams and ground water by releases peculiar to 
fossil-fueled plants have not appeared in the literature, so it also appears 
to be minimal. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TRITIUM AND THE DOSE TO MAN 

Burton G. Bennett 

Health and Safety Laboratory 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 

New York, New York 10014 

Abstract. 

The dose to man from acute or chronic intake of tritiated water has been determined 
using a three compartment model to describe the retention of tritium in loose water and 
in bound organic form in the body. The retention times determined from occupational 
exposure cases are reviewed. The total tissue dose, usin~representative retention 
half-times for the three components of 9, 30, and 450 days, is 84 mrad per 1 mCi intake 
by standard man, 84% of which is due to tritium in body.water and 16% to bound tritium 
in tissue. The record of environmental tritium concentrations in surface waters has 
been compiled. Maximum levels caused by weapons testing occurred in 1963-64. Subse
quent decrease is exponential with a half-time of 3.2 years. By relating environmental 
tritium levels to daily intake by man and applying the dose model, the dose commitment 
of 1.5 mrad from fallout tritium was determined. 

Introduction 

Tritium is produced naturally by cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere. Super
imposed on the natural tritium background are varying amounts of man-made tritium. 
Nuclear weapons testing activity introduced substantial amounts of tritium into the 
environment, although the levels o£ fallout tritium are currently declining. The 
expanding nuclear power industry is expected to cause increasing amounts of tritium to 
be released. These continual additions of man-made tritium to the environment are 
cause for repeated monitori~g of environmental levels of tritium and for re-evaluation 
of the dose consequences. 

In this study a ~etailed tritium dose model is presented which allows one to 
determine accurately the contribution to tissue dose from.ctritium in loose water in 
tissue and from tritium combined in tissue following acute and chronic ~ntakes. The 
experience from occupational exposure cases is reviewed to indicate the average half
times of the retention components. A record of tritium concentrations in environmental 
surface water is compiled. By relating these levels to the daily tritium intake by man 
and applying the dose model, the dose commitment from weapons-produced tritium has been 
computed. 

Tritium Retention in Man 

The experience from observations of human cases of accidental tritium exposure is 
summarized in Table 1. The initial rate of elimination of tritium from the body is 
exponential with a half-time ranging from 4 to 18 days.l-8 Identification of additional 
retention components is limited to the few cases reported with intakes large enough to 
allow relatively long-term monitoring of tritium excretion. In the 415 day observation 
of a case, Sanders and Reinig9 identified three retention components of half-times 6.1, 
23, and 344 days. The first component can be associated with retention of free water in 
the body and the other two components with bound tritium in tissue. It should be noted, 
that a diuretic was administered in this case from the 3rd to 35th day following the 
exposure, which undoubtedly increased the turnover rate of body water. 
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TABLB 1 

TRITIUM RETEHT!ON HALF-TIMES IN MAN 

Cases 
Year Investigator Studied Notes T1 T2 T3 

1951 Pinson, Anderson1,2 9 range 9.3-13 11.3 
1957 Fallot et al. 3 20 range 5-11 8.5 
1960 Foy, Schnieden4 10 high ambient tE,mp. 7.5 
1962 Richmond et a1.5 5 9.5 
1963 Wylie et al. b 7 range 6-12 8.5 

'1965 But1er-;-Leroy7 310 range 4-18 9.5 
1966 Osborne8 30 range 6.4-14.4 10.5 
1968 Snyder ~ at.lO 1 8.7 34 
1968 Sanders, Reinig9 1 diuretic used 6.1 23 344 
1969 Minder13 1 10-30 1)9-230 
1971 Lambert et a1.12 1 9.1 36 
1972 Moghissii4 - 3 21-26 280-550 

Reasonable Rang~!: 8.5-11 20-36 200-550 

Assumed Average: 9 30 450 

Synder et a1. 10 studied another case for 255 days and identified two retention 
components o~half-times 8.7 and 34 days. No particular treatment procedure was applied 
to this individual following exposure. Further analysis of this data has shown that 
the data are not inconsistent with a fit by three components of half-times 8.7, 30, 
and 550 days .11 

Another case was recently reported by Lambert, Sharpe, and Dawson. 12 Retention 
half-times of 9.1 and 36 days are very similar to the results reported by Snyder et al. 
The observation period, 161 days, is not quite long enough to allow a definitive fit 
with three retention components. 

Approximate long-term retention components have been inferred from a few additional 
studies of occupational exposures. 13 ,l4 The differences in retention times in the cases 
reported allude to the variability which can be anticipated due to differences in metab
olism, age, water intake, ambient temperature and treatment procedures. Reasonable 
ranges of the retention components have been indicated in Table 1. Approximate average 
retention half-times of 9, 30, and 450 days have been assumed for the model calculations. 

Tritium Dose Model 

Acute Intake 

The dose to tissue following an acute intake of tritium arises from tritium in body 
water and from bound tritium in tissue. In computing the dose to tissue, the combined 
tritium intissue is often neglected, it being regarded as an insignificant contributor 
to the total dose. Alternatively, the dose to body water (or a tissue with 100% water) 
is computed, this dose being a conservative estimate of the total tissue dose.l5 Since 
the tissue dose is more a measure of the hazard than the water dose, it is useful to 
determine accurately the dose to tissue. 

A three compartment model is necessary to reflect the three retention components 
that have been identified. Sanders and Reinig9 suggested the model represented by the 
diagram in Figure 1. A is the body water compartment, and B and C are bound hydrogen 
(tritium) compartments. The transfer coefficients represents constant fractional 
exchange rates of the compartment hydrogen (tritium) contents. 

Figure 1. Three compartment model of tritium in the body. 

A Markov chain calculation is used to determine the tritium concentrations in the 
three separate compartments at various times after intake. The fraction of assimilated 
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tritium in each compartment, fA, fB, fc, are computed for as many iterations as may'be 
required (each iteration representing one day). In analyzing the occupational exposure 
cases, combinations of exchange and elimination rates were selected so that close agree
ment was obtained with the measured fractional assimilated tritium in the body water.9,11 
For other calculations the transfer coefficients correspond to assumed retention half
times and compartment sizes. 

The cumulative dose to tissue from an acute intake of HTO is computed from this 
model as follows: 

The first term is the dose to tissue due to tritium in loose water within tissue. The 
second term is the contribution to tissue dose from tritium combined in tissue. Wet 
tissue is assumed to consist of 75% water and 25% tissue solids. A 70 kg man contains 
an average 42 kg water and an estimated JO kg active tissue solids (70 kg - 42 kg water -
13 kg fat- 5 kg mineral bone).l6 The, specific activities of tritium in the free water 
and bound compartments following an intake, I (mCi), are~= I/42 mCi/kg and qB,C = I/10 
mCi/kg times the fractional amount of the intake in these compartments, fA, fB and fc, 
respectively. The relationship .29 mrad per mCi day/kg is used to convert the units. 

A calculation based on average retention half-times of 9 30, and 450 days results 
in an estimated total tissue dose of 84 mrad per mCi intake.il This dose is due 84% 
to tritium in water within the tissue and 16% to combined tritium in tissue. Fifty 
percent of the total tissue dose is delivered within 11 days, and 90% of the dose is 
delivered within 200 days. The bound hydrogen compartment sizes were inferred to be 
120 g for B and 600 g for C, consistent with the total amount of tissue solids (10 kg) 
consisting of~7% hydrogen. A maximum of 0.7% of the tritium intake becomes combined, 
this maximum being reached in about 20 ~ays. The rapidly declining concentration of 
tritium in the body water allows only relatively small amounts of the intake to become 
combined. The bound tritium in tissue is, thus, not the major contributor to the total 
dose to tissue following a single intake of HTO, but its contribution (16%) is not 
insignificant. 

In additional model calculations with the first component half-time T1 varying from 
6 to 12 days with 30 and 450 day combined components, an empirical relationship is 
obtained. 

Tissue Dose = 9 T1+3 mrad per mCi intake 

The relationship reflects a direct dependence of the amounts of bound tritium on the 
amount of tritium in the source reservoir, the body water compartment. For the assumed 
compartment sizes and within reasonabl.e variation of transfer rates from the bound com
partments, the second and third component half-times are not required in this relation
ship. The formula should be generally useful in providing an approximate estimate of 
the tissue dose following observation of the initial removal rate. 

Intake of tritium other than in the form HTO may require special consideration. 
Bound tritium compounds in food may be more directly assimilated into bound compounds 
in tissue. Further study will be required to give the significance of the form of the 
tritium intake. 

Chronic Intake 

The model can be used for chronic intake situations by computing the compartment 
contents on a daily basis. For chronic intake of 1 ~Ci/~, the equilibrium dose rate to 
active wet tissue is 95 mrad/yr. The dose to body water is 

.001 ~ .29 rad/d X 365 ~ • 106 ~ 
kg X mCi/kg yr yr 

The dose to tissue containing 75% water is 106 x .75 = 80 mrad/yr, neglecting the dose 
due to tritium combined in tissue solids. The dose to active tissue is thus 1.2 times 
the dose due to HTO in tissue. 

The dose model assumes that the tritium becomes uniformly combined in actively 
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metabolizing tissue and that all of the hydrogen of active tissue solids is exchange~ble. 
These assumptions lead to conservative estimates of the dose. 

In the model calculations, a water balance of 3.08 f/d has been assumed, based on 
the 42 kg body water compartment size and transfer coefficients corresponding to the 9, 
30, and 450 day retention half-times. For an HTO intake of 1 mCi/d, the equilibrium 
specific activity is 

[ 
kg H20 1 kg H J 

1 mCi/rl + 3.08 --d--- X 9 kg HzO = 2.92 mCi/kg H 

The tritium content of each compartment at equilibrium (the hydrogen content times the 
spe~ific activity) is 13.6, .35, and 1.75 mCi for A, B, and C, respectively. Radioactive 
decay allows the long half-time compartment, C, to reach only about 90% of the intake 
specific activity. The equilibrium dose rate to wet tissue is 

A 

B 

c 

13.6 mCi .75 kg H20 

42 kg H20 X kg wet tissue X 

.35 mCi .25 kg solids 

10 kg solicls X kg wet tissue 

.29 mrad/d 

mCi/kg 
mrad 

= 70 
d 

. 29 mrad/ d 
2.5 X mCi/kg 

mrad 
d 

1. 75 mCi X .90 X .25 kg solids 
X 

.29 mrad/d 
11. 4 m~ad 

10 kg solids kg wet tissue mCi/kg 

Total: 84~ 
d 

As expected, the dose commitment following a single intake (84 mrad per mCi intake) 
becomes the equilibrium dose rate for chronic intake (84 mrad/d per l mCi/d intake). 

Fallout Tritium 

Levels in Surface Waters 

Tritium is produced by fusion bombs and also by neutrons released during fission 
bomb explosions and in small amounts by the fission process itself. The amount of bomb
produced tritium is uncertain. Eriksson estimated that 1900 MCi were produced from 1952 
through 1962.17 This compares with natural tritium production of around 2 to 6 MCi/yr. 
Additional amounts of tritium have been released into the atmosphere by French and 
Chinese weapons testing conducted since 1964, but the total is a small fraction of that 
released during the earlier testing period. 

The effect of weapons-produced tritium on concentrations of tritium in the environ
ment, in drinking water, food and in man has not been monitored in great detail. Data 
from the U. S. Geological Survey's program of analyzing river water for tritium content 
provides the most useful data for ascertaining the tritium levels in environmental waters 
in the U. s. The data for 1961-68 for 20 streams throughout the U. s. have been 
published.l8 Preliminary data for 15 rivers for 1969-70 have also been obtained. 19 
Tritium data from the earlier testing period, 1952-61, are not nearly as complete. 
Measurements of Mississippi River water for 1954-5720,21 and of Rio Grande River water 
for 1957-5822 have been included, and comparisons were made with Ottawa River data23 
in arriving at representative average tritium levels.24 

Figure 2 shows the average U. S. data. The concentration of tritium in environ
mental waters reflects the weapons testing activity. Sharp increases are indicated 
following the testing series in 1954, 1956 and 1958. The very active test period in 
late 1961 and 1962 caused the peak concentrations in U. S. rivers in 1963-64. The 
declines in concentration during the 1959-60 moratorium and after the 1963 Test Ban 
Treaty are evident. Recent high yield tests in Lhe Northern Hemisphere by the Chinese 
may be responsible for the relatively higher tritium levels measured in 1969-70 as 
compared to the previously declining values. 

The average U. S. river tritium concentrations declined with a half-time of 3.2 
years from 1963 until 1969 and 5.0 years during 1969 and 1970. Tap water analyzed at 
the Health and Safety Laboratory in New York City reflecting the lower Hudson Valley 
watershed area, showed somewhat lower tritium concentrations than the U. S. average in 
1970. More recent tap water samples would indicate that the U. S. average beyond 1970 
resumes the 3.2 year half-time decline. The absence of high yield atmospheric tests in 
the Northern Hemisphere in the past two years would also support this assumption. 
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Figure 2. Environmental tritium in surface waters. 

If a relationship can be found between the variations in tritium levels in environ
mental waters and the variations in the amounts of tritium intake by man or the levels 
of tritium in the body, the dose to man can be determined. The datn nf Bogen25 show 
the relationship for New York in 1970 between the tritium level~ of drinkinp; water 
(530 pCi/t), loose water in food (860 pCi/t), oxidation water nf food 12050 pCi/t), and 
water vapor in air (930 pCi/t). The drinking water intake by man can l>P assumed to be 
1.4 t/d. Intake by inhalation and transpiration of water vapor is computed -to be .13 
t/d, based on average air temperature and humidity. The food water intake, based on 
analysis of food items of a standard consumption diet, was found to be 1.26 t/d loose 
water and .29 t/d oxidation water. 25 The effective concentration of the total tritium 
intake is thus: 

(1.4 X 530 + .13 X 930 + 1.26 X 860 + .29 X 2050) 7 3.08 = 825 pCi/t 

These data indicate that, currently, one should assume somewhat higher concentrations 
of tritium intake than indicated by the tritium concentration in drinking water. During 
the earlier fallout period, when environmental levels of tritium were increasing, the 
tritium concentrations in water were probably higher than in food. Since specific data 
are lacking, it is probably most reasonable to assume that the tritium levels in surface 
waters reflect directly the tritium intake by man. 

The Dose Commitment 

The average natural concentration of tritium in environmental waters (16 pCi/t) 
results in a dose to man of 1.5 ~rad/yr, based on the three compartment dose model. 
The dose commitment to man from weapons-produced tritium is the dose due to the in
creases in tritium intake concentrations above the natural level. Extrapolation of the 
increased levels beyond 1972 is necessary to account for the exposure which is yet to 
be experienced. Assuming a 3.2 year half-time for weapons-produced tritium in the 
environment beyond 1970, a return to the natural background tritium level occurs in 
1987. 

The tritium intake is assumed to be 3.08 t/d times the effective tritium intake 
concentration (the average tritium concentration in surface waters). The dose model 
is used to determine the bound and loose tritium compartment contents and the dose for 
the entire period that the tritium levels are above the natural background. The dose 
commitment thus determined is 1.5 mrad. Details of the calculation are shown in Table 
2. The highest annual dose due to weapons-produced tritium was .21 mrad in 1963 and 
1964. The calculation assumes no further atmospheric weapons testing and takes no 
account of future tritium releases from nuclear facilities. 

The ratios of specific activities (~Ci 3H per kg hydrog~n) of the organic bound and 
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loose water tritium in the body, determined from this compnration, are included in Table 
2. The ratio would be 1.0 under natural conditions, except that radioactive decay does 
not allow complete equilibrium in the bound compartment with the slowest turnover time. 
As the concentrations of tritium intake increase, labeling of the bound components lag 
with respect to the specific activity of the loose water compartment. The bound-loose 
ratio is then less than one. During times of decreasing tritium intake, the bound 
tritium label is retained longer than the activity in body water, and the bound-loose 
tritium ratio becomes greater than one. The ratio is currently about 1.3 in man, 
according to this computation, which is not unlike the ratios actually being measured 
in human tissue.26 

Other Estimates of the Dose Commitment 

Indirect estimates of the dose commitment can be made by comparing the total amounts 
of weapons-produced tritium with the natural production rate, as is done by the United 
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR).27 The un
certainties involved, however, affect the accuracy of these estimates. 

Most of the weapons-produced tritium, an estimated 1900 MCi,17 was introduced into the 
Northern Hemisphere. The stratospheric residence time of tritium (~1 yr) does not allow 
inter-hemispheric mixing to be an important factor. Ten percent may be a reasonable 
approximation for ·stratospheric tritium carried to the Southern Hemisphere.28 The dose 
commitment for the Northern Hemisphere is consistent with the above direct computation 
if the natural production rate is taken as 3.4 MCi/yr (1.7 MCi/yr in each hemisphere). 
The natural background tritium dose to man is .0015 mrad/yr. 

1900 MCi X. 90 
.0015 mrad/yr X = 1.5 mrad 

l. 7 MCi/yr 

UNSCEAR computed a range of possibie dose commitments for the Northern Hemisphere, 
based on various assumptions of the natural tritium background and inter-hemispheric 
mixing of stratospheric weapons tritium. A conservative estimate for the Northern 
Hemisphere fallout tritium dose commitment of 4 mrad was obtained.27 

Tritium released from nuclear power facilities are as yet insignificant, compared 
to the amounts of weapons-produced tritium. It will be desirable, however, to continue 
to measure the environmental tritium levels and to ascertain the contribution from 
nuclear power activities. With use of the dose model presented here, the dose commitment 
from future activities involving release of tritium to the environment can be determined. 
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RISQUE INDIVIDUEL,DOMMAGE COLLECTIF,ET CENTRALES NUCLEAIRES 

M.DELPLA 

Comite de radioprotection, ED F 
Paris, France 

Abstract - The author specifies the way that leads from an individual risk 
to the theoretical collective damage in the matter of irradiation by nuclear 
power plants; in so doing he endeavours to show people's reactions towards 
nuclear power plants can be altered and on the other hand set free from any 
emotional loads. Finally he states the necessity of defining our concepts 
precisely and of giving them denominations that cause no anxiety. 

1 - Introduction 

Les termes "risque" et "dommage 11 foisonnent dans la litterature 
qui traite de radioprotection. De nombreux auteurs les emploient indiffe
remment; certains vont meme jusqu1a designer par risque, ou par dommage, 
le s effets differes de l' irradiation •.• ou l' irradiation elle -me me. 

La personne (physique ou morale) qui cree un risque doit- sans con
texte- reparation du dommage, s 1il s 1en produit. En ce qui concerne les 
centrales nucleaires le risque proviendrait, si l'on n 1y prenait garde, des 
rayonnements ionisants. Le dommage s 1 exprimerait, par exemple, en can
cers, en 11 morts genetiques 11

, En matiere de reparation, on rechercherait 
un lien de causalite entre le risque cree et le dommage incrimine, cas par 
cas, et a posteriori. 

En 1955, a Geneve, au cours de la conference organisee par l'ONU 
sur les utilisations pacifiques de l'energie nucleaire, le monde industriel et 
scientifique a cru- sans doute un peu prematurement- que cette forme 
d 1 energie allait vite prendre le pas sur les autres formes, griice aux cen
trales nucleaires. 

L 1hygieniste, jusque la, observait !'evolution de l'etat sanitaire de la 
population soumise a une pollution industrielle croissante; il suivait les re
sultats des recherches accomplies en vue de limiter cette pollution; au besoin. 
il engageait le legislateur a prescrire des mesures de precaution. L'un et 
l 1autre se resignaient: !'amelioration du niveau de vie et, partant, du bien
etre et de 1' etat sanitaire' due au developpement industriel, permettait de 
tolerer des inconvenients juges raisonnablement supportables. Connaissant les 
dangers des rayonnements ionisants et, partant, d 1un developpement anarchi
que de l'industrie nucleaire, sous le couvert et sous l'autorite de la commis
sion internationale de radioprotection (C IRP), il a emis des recommanda
tions 1 suivant lesquelles le legislateur a, preventivement, limite !'irradia
tion des personnes a un niveau juge tres prudent. Par la suite, n 1ignorant pas 
l 1importance des decisions prises, il a voulu prevoir queUes pourraient etre 
les consequences lointaines de cette irradiation. Ses previsions, qu 1il juge 
admissible s, alarment le profane. 
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Dans ce texte, de longueur limitee, destine a souligner la necessite 
de definitions, je me bornerai a reprendre des notions recemment exposees 

"11 2- 4 J . l t 1 t . ~ . a.1 eurs • e va1s seu emen rappe er commen , pour assco1r ses prevl-
sions, l'hygieniste est passe de la notion de risque individuel a celle de dam
mage collectif; ce faisant, je mettrai en relief la nature toute theorique du 
risque qui sert de base au calcul de ce dommage, ainsi que la necessite 
d'eviter les denominations qui, sans raison, donnent prise a l'angoisse. 

2 - Risgue individuel 

Prealablement, je proposerai une definition du risque individuel. La 
recherche de son expression quantitative se heurte a d'innombrables diffi
cultes : l'hygieniste a adopte une relation simplifiee, d'ou decoule un risque 
bien particulier. J'ai propose de l'appeler : "risque individuel theorique", 
pour bien eviter de la confondre avec le precedent. Diverses denominations 
utHisees, dont je donnerai quelques exemples, ne sont pas sans ambigu1te. 

2. 1 - Definition 
D'une fa«;on generale, on peut definir un risque individuel par la pro

babilite, pour une personne placee dans des circonstances particulieres, de 
subir un prejudice du fait de ces circonstances. 

Ici, les "circonstances particulieres" sont dues a !'irradiation ajoutee 
par l'industrie nucleaire. Le prejudice se traduirait par des dommages corpo
rels observables sur certaines des personnes irradiees (effets somatiques 
differes) ou seulement sur leur descendance (effets genetiques). 

2. 2 - Recherche d 1une relation quantitative 

Les affections susceptibles de resulter de !'irradiation ne lui etant 
pas specifiques, un rapport de 'causalite entre risque individuel et irradia
tion ne peut etre etabli que statistiquement : on compare des groupes d'in
dividus identiques, sauf pour ce qui concerne celle -ci. Dans chacun de ces 
groupes on determine la proportion des personnes atteintes d'une affection 
determinee; soit p sa valeur dans un groupe qui a ete irradie, et Po sa 
valeur dans le groupe temoin, non irradie. La difference (p - p0 ) est fonc
tion: du debit d'equivalent de dose (d),de !'equivalent de dose (D), du champ 
d 1irradiation (f). La forme de la fonction depend en outre de !'affection con
sideree (cancer, cause de mort prematuree, par exemple) de la population 
{§.ge, sexe, mode de vie, etc ••. ); elle depend aussi des conditions d 1obser
vation, laquelle debute au temps 't" apres le debut de !'irradiation (suivant la 
valeur de 't" , elle peut porter sur la population elle -me me, sur sa progeni
ture, ou sur sa desce·ndance lointaine) et se prolonge un temps t . 

A condition d'etre connus avant !'irradiation, ayant ete determines 
sur des groupes semblables d 1effectif suffisant, p et Ib - et aussi leur dif
ference- peuvent etre assimiles a des probabilites. Pour en simplifier 
la determination, le chercheur fixe les/ earacteristiques de l'irradiation 
(d, D et f), il arrete les conditions d'observation ("t et t), il precise les 
caracteristiques de la population observee, enfin, il choisit !'affection dont 
il recherchera le diagnostic. En irradiant plusieurs groupes, donnant a D 
autant de valeurs qu 1il le juge utile, il peut, du moins en principe, pour un 
individu semblable a ceux qui constituent les groupes et pour l'affection 
consideree, traduire la variation du rapport de causalite graphiquement, et 
meme mathematiquement, par une approche statistique, avec une relation 
de la forme : (1) (p- p

0
) = <p(D). 

Generalement trouvee positive pour des valeurs de D tres elevee s, 
la probabilite (p - p0 ) peut, lorsque D diminue : au mieux, s'annuler en 
changeant de signe, au pire, ne plus differer statistiquement de zero. Cette 
derniere eventualite (due' soit a ce que I' irradiation n'a produit aucun effet 
traduit par !'affection recherchee' soit a ce que les effectifs des groupes 
etaient insuffisants) laisse le chercheur, et, partant, l'hygieniste, dans 
!'incertitude. 
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Comme de fortes irradiations peuvent provoquer des affections nom~ 
breuses et comme, pour chaque affection, (p- p 0 ), fonction de D, depend 
de nombreux parametres, pragmatique, la C I R P 1 a ado pte la forme de 
relation quantitative la plus simple. 

2. 3 - La relation simplifiee adoptee 

La C I R P a fait l'hypothese que, pour toute affection, que peut provo
quer !'irradiation, la probabilite d'induction, independante de d , est pro
portionnelle a D • Si k represente la constante de proportionnalite, on peu1 
ecrire' pour 11 affection consideree : 

( p - p
0

) = k D • ( 2) 

La valeur numerique de (p - p
0

) etant obtenue a partir de valeurs 
elevees de d et de D, il me para1t important, dans le domaine des faibles 
doses' d' ecrire : 

(n-n
0

) = xD, (3) 

pour bien marquer, par des lettres differentes, l'hypothese de la validite de 
la substitution de xa k.Comme (p- Jt), la valeur calculee ( n -n) est aussi 
denommee "probabilite". Voyons de plus pres. 0 

2. 4 - Denomination proposee : risgue individuel theorigue 

Dans !'expression (2) ci-dessus, la difference (p - p
0 

) ne peut qu'etre 
positive : cette variation de probabilite est done un risque, 
un risque supplementaire. On as simile (rc -n0 ) au risque individuel ajoute 
par toute irradiation de D rems. Pour bien marquer que, dans le domaine 
des valeurs faibles de D, (n -rcJl) ne correspond a aucune observation ou 
experimentation, je 11ai appele : risque individuel theorique (R IT). 

En pratique, !'observation porte sur des groupes d 1individus qui dif
ferent, mais que l'on recrute au hasard dans la population : la valeur 
(p - pQ) qui en decoule est une probabilite individuelle moyenne, done 
( rc-rt

0
J est un R IT moyen. 

Les previsions ne valent que pour une population semblable a la popu
lation d 1origine des groupes, que pour !'affection consideree, que pour les 
memes conditions d 1observation. Le RI T .est evalue, le plus souvent, soit 
pour la vie entiere, soit en moyenne annuelle. 

La constante X est done le R IT moyen supplementaire de contracter 
11 affection consideree' par rem' so it pour la vie entiere' soit ramene a 
l 1annee. Sa valeur est determinee pour chacune des affections susceptibles 
d 1etre mises en cause (par effet somatique, par effet genetique). 

Jusqu1ici, chacun pour ses besoins forge des denominations parti
culieres, cela ne va pas sans inconvenients pour interpreter le s valeurs 
obtenues. 

2. 5 - Quelques denominations usitees 

On trouve des definitions eparses dans le rapport de 1964 du comite 
scientifique de l 10NU 5 (UNSCEAR) et dans la publication 8 de la CIRP 6 • 
Le numerateur de la constante X• non explicitee, est appelee le "risque 
estime 11

, par rem ( ou par rad), par million de personnes, soit pour la vie 
enti'ere, soit par an. En 1972 l 1UNSCEAR7 1'appelle "coefficient de regres
sion", ce qui a 1' a vantage d 1 en montrer la nature. 

Dolphin et Marley8 donnent une expression que je peux traduire, avec 
me s notations : 

v=xND, ( 4) 
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ou ( 1t -flo) :V /N. Us appellent xN le "coefficient de risque" qui, disent-ils, 
est;-1exprime habituellement en nombre de cas (pour !'affection consideree) 
paf million d 1hommerads (ND = 10 6 

), pour la vie entiere. 

Enfin, alors que la C I R P 6 definit le "risgue relatif" par le quotient 
( 1C -1t0)/p

0 
, 11 UNSCEAR7 le definit par : (p - Ill )/Po • 

A titre d 1exemple, pour souligner, au besoin, la necessite d 1une 
codification de notre langue dans notre specialite, je vais passer en revue 
les expressions usitees par une m@me ecole, celle d'Alice Stewart. Elle 
definit d'abord un "risque relatif" (1958) 9 , different des precedents, puis 
un "risque absolu" (1970) 10

; enfin Kneale (1971) 11 a introduit un ''risque 
relatif ajoute 11

• Entre temps, la C I R P 12 avait rapporte des valeurs de la 
"proportion de cas attribuables a !'irradiation" (selon Stewart, 1968). 

3 - Dommage collectif 

On doit, logiquement, appeler le dommage calcule a partir du R IT 2 : 
dommage collectif theorique (DC T). Il se deduit simplement de !'expres
sion (3) : 

(DC T) = xND , ( 5) 

ou N represente l'effectif de la population irradiee par l'industrie nucleaire; 
ou encore, si les membres de cette population sont differemment irradies 

(DC T) = X ( EDi ) , (6) 

ou ED. est la somme des equivalents de dose individuels. 
1 

Cette derni"ere formule, tout a fait generale, s 1applique aussi bien a 
la prevision d 1effets somatiques differes qu 1a celle d 1effets genetiques a la 
premiere generation; des valeurs de X ont ete proposees 6 • Elles dependent 
de l'effet somatique considere. Une seule suffit pour !'ensemble des effets 
genetiques traduits, suivant H. J. Muller 13 

, en "morts genetique s 11
• Une for

mule semblable peut aussi s 1appliquer aux generations lointaines : sous irra
diation. constante (D conserve la meme valeur a chaque generation) la theo
rie montre qu1un nouvel equilibre .finit par etre atteint; les hypotheses de 
calcul supposent, soit des effets antagonistes de "pressions" de mutation 
(X a meme valeur a chaque generation) et de selection, soit !'existence d'une 
"dose doublante". Quelques publications donnent des resultats de calcul de 
DC T a l'equilibre 14

, ou (DC Tbc,; elles inqui"etent. 

4 - Discussion 

Quel qu1il soit, un risque doit d 1abord etr.e bien defini, puis evalue 
par l'hygieniste qui etudie' s 'il y a lieu, a combien le reduire pour le rendre 
acceptable. C'est au legislateur de prescrire les mesures necessaires, 
compte tenu des considerations objectives de 11hygieniste, et aussi, certai
nement, des reactions subjectives des interesses. 

En ce qui concerne 1' energie nucleaire, l'hygieniste a innove. On sait 
que les recommandations de la C I R P 1 indiquent, pour les differents groupes 
consideres dans la population, des limites d 1irradiation d 1autant plus basses 
que llimrs effectifs sontplus eleves (c 1est logique:voir formule 5 ci-dessus).Vou
lant prevoir ce que donneraient de telles limites, l'hygiE!niste a calcule les prin
cipaux DC T, y compris le (DC Tbo. Les resultats ont permis ala C I R P de juger 
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que les valeurs trouvees etaient bien ''admissibles"' ou encore "l'enveloppe 
du risque ,acceptable". Logique, conformement aux consequences previsi.., 
bles suivant son hypothese de proportionnalite, elle a aussi juge prudent de 
prescrire que !'irradiation des person:qes soit aussi reduite que possible. 
Cependant elle n'ignore pas que,pour obtenir un effet determine par l 1ir
radiation il faut donner, d'abord ad, puis aD, une valeur superieure au 
seuil correspondant a l'effet considere. Les valeurs de ces seuils sont in
connues pour la plupart des effets differes, a moins qu'ils ne soient tres 
eleves, comme, par exemple, pour la cancerogenese de la ~eau par radio
therapie 15 , 16, ou du squelette contarnine par le radium 226 1 

; ou encore 
pour !'obtention de mutants

4 
des la pJ:emiere generation, par irradia

tion de souris femelles 18
'

1
• Sur des generations successives de rongeurs, 

malgre de fortes irradiations, le (DC T)00 demeure nul 2 ~ 

Il est meme possible d'obtenir !'inversion de certajns effets par 
diminution progressive de d (a D constant) ou de D (a d constant); par 
exemple, de fac;on spectaculaire pour la longevite des rats m~les 21 (aug
mentee d 1un tiers par 1000 rems en un an); et meme, sans doute, pour une 
affection maligne : le lymphome de la souris 22 ,? 3 

On comprend ainsi que des membres autorises de la C I R P declarent 
nettement qu1elle n'a aucune raison de publier des recommandations plus 
restrictives que les dernieres 1 • 

Cependant, dans l 1esprit du public, !'irradiation, traduite en leuce
mies et en malformations congenitales, frappe essentiellement les enfants. 
Et personne n 1admet d'ajouter un tel risque a son compte, aussi faible soit
il. Et des personnes souvent bien intentionnees, des personnalites meme, 
croyant savoir et censees savoir, mais n'ayant pas su interpreter les textes 
de la C I R P, y puisent des arguments pour alimenter leur propre inquietude 
et pour la propager. 

Dans les pays interesses le legislateur a calque sa reglementation 
sur les recommandations de la CIRP. Voyant que la perspective de la mul
tiplication rapide de centrales nucleaires provoque des reactions de defense, 
lorsque ce n 1est deja fait 24 , il se sent dispose a prescrire des mesures 
restrictives. L'industriel est pret ale suivre, voire ale preceder. L'in
quietude du public les rend perplexes, c 1est le moins que l'on puisse dire 
ils ne sauraient negliger les facteurs subjectifs. 

Demain, appele a rechercher a posteriori une relation de cause a 
effet, le juriste aura bien des difficultes pour disculper la centrale nucle
aire tant que subsistera !'hypothese d'une relation de proportionnalite. Il 
faudrait lui en donner les moyens; je l'avais propose il y a une dizaine 
d'annees 25 • 

5 - Conclusion 

La CIRP est sereine, mais !'interpretation de ses textes, difficile. 
C 1est a nous, specialistes de radioprotection, de rassurer en informant. 
Commenc;ons par reviser notre nomenclature specialisee dans un sens qui 
facilite cette t~che. J 1ai propose de presenter cette communication dans 
cette intention. 

Dans les textes de cette commission on trouve les DC T sous la deno
mination "enveloppe de risque". Une telle denomination, a fortiori , si on 
lui associe des valeurs numeriques, provoque des reactions subjectives qui 
rendent bien malaisee toute information objective. Aussi, en terminant, me 
permettrai-je de souhaiter vivement que la C I R P desavoue son hypothese 
de proportionnalite. 
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AN EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR GAS STIMULATION IN TERMS 
OF POTENTIAL RADIATION EXPOSURE TO THE PUBLICa,b 

P. S. Rohwer, c. J. Barton, R. E. Moore, and S. v. Kaye 
Environmental Sciences Division 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

Abstract 

Experience gained from Projects Gasbuggy and Rulison and their follow-up 
studies indicates that natural gas produced from a nuclearly stimulated 
well field will contain small amounts of man-made radioactivity as it 
leaves the gas processing plant and enters commercial distribution channels. 
Individual and population doses have been estimated for hypothetical uses 
qf such gas. For example, it it is estimated that residential use of 
nuclearly stimulated gas in unvented cook stoves would result in an average 
total-body dose to the house occupants of approximately 0.2 millirem/year. 
Radon concentrations measured in natural gas at various locations in the 
United States average approximately 20 pCi per liter. Assuming this con
centration of radon in the unvented cooking case mentioned, the lung dose 
is estimated to be 1.5 millirems per year. All of the dose estimates 
discussed are used to give perspective to the additional radiation exposure 
of the public which could occur due to use of gas from nuclearly stimulated 
wells. Both somatic risk and genetic risk are considered in the assessment 
of relative hazard. Comparisons are made with other risks encountered in 
the normal activities of life in the United States. The studies summarized 
show that the radiological impact of either domestic or industrial use of 
the gas can be small. 

Introduction 

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's Plowshare Program is almost exclusively 
devoted at present to the development of the nuclear gas stimulation concept. 
Two experiments involving detonation of single nuclear explosives in low perme
ability rock formations, Gasbuggy and Rulison, have been conducted to date. 
Results of these experiments are considered very encouraging by the AEC and the 
industrial sponsors. Rio Blanco, the third experiment, involved the use of three 
nuclear devices in one well hole to stimulate gas production in thicker rock 
formations than would be possible with only one explosive. The explosives were 
detonaced simultaneously on May 17, 1973. 

The Health Physics and Environmental Sciences Divisions of 
Laboratory have been investigating the radiological impact 
natural gas from wells stimulated with nuclear explosives. 
the more important results of these studies. 

Radionuclide Inventory 

the Oak Ridge National 
of potential uses of 
Thi~ paper summarizes 

Radionuclides found in gas produced from the completed experiments, Gasbuggy 
and Rulison, were 3H, 14 C, 37Ar, 39 Ar, 85Kr, and 203Hg. of the radionuclides 

aFor presentation at the Third International Radiological Protection Association 
Meeting, Washington, D.C., September 1973. 

b Research sponsored by the u.s. Atomic Energy Commission under contract with the 
Union Carbide Corporation. 
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found 3H 14 c and 85 Kr have been studied in greatest detail because they con-
' ' ' . d tribute over 99% of the potential dose equivalent* at the radionucl~ e concen-

trations observed, and at those projected for future wells (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Relative Percentage of Total Estimated Dose from Man-made 
Radionuclides in Nuclearly Stimulated Natural Gas 

Radionuclide 

3H 
14c 
ssKr 

All others 

Projected 
Average 

First Year 
Concentration 

(pCi/cm3) 

<20 
<1 
65 

~ose to total body. 

bDose to gonads. 

Projected 
Average 

Lifetime 
Concentration 

(pCi/cm3) 

1.0. 
0.02 
3.3 

Percentage of Percentage of 
Estimated Total Estimat~d Totgl 

Somatic Dosea Genetic Dose 

60 93 
0.3 0.3 

39 6 
<<1 <<1 

The tritium concentration used in this paper, 1 pCi/cm3
, is the value projected 

for the average concentration during the lifetime production of future wells. 1 

The concentrations for 14 C and 85 Kr are scaled to the tritium value on the basis 
of literature values or fission and activation yield. 2

- 5 The tritium inventory 
is distributed in the H2 0-H2-hydrocarbon system with less than 25% of the total 
production in the form of hydrocarbons or hydrogen. The remaining 25% appears 
as tritiated water (HTO) which would normally be removed at the wellhead. Car
bon dioxide is also normally removed from natural gas before it enters commercial 
distribution channels. The tritium and 14 C present as hydrocarbons will be 
released as HTO and 14 C0 2 , respectively, when the gas is burned. 

Estimation of Dose to Man 

There are numerous pathways through which ~adionuclides present in gas from 
nuclearly stimulated wells may cause radiation exposure to man, Our studies 
have indicated that 3H and 85Kr are the critical radionuclides and that 
exposure to combustion products from unvented home usage of natural gas 
containing radionuclides is the critical exposure pathway. 

We can calculate the dose to an individual resulting from combustion of gas 
in unvented home appliances and heaters based on the projected radionuclide 
concentrations given in Table 1. For a residence (93 m2 floor space, 227 m3 

volume) of normal construction with one air change per hour ventilation rate, 
we estimate the following potential total-body doses (mrem/year) for various 
unvented domestic uses: cooking, 0.16; water heater, 0.38; refrigerator, 0.20; 
and heating (5000-degree days), 2.8. The maximum doses estimated for an indi
vidual at the projected radionuclide concentrations and assumed exposure condi
tions with no venting of appliances or heaters is less than 20 mrem/year to the 
total body. Most cities and states in the United States now require venting of 
all heaters and appliances except those used for cooking. If this requirement 
is implemented, the estimated average dose to an individual in the exposed popu
lation would be slightly less than 0.2 mrem/year for gas containing the average 

* 

-

Dose equivalent (rem) = Absorbed Dose (rads) x modifying factors. For 
the sake of convenience, "dose" will be used hereafter instead of "dose 
equivalent." 
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lifetime radionuclide concentrations listed in Table 1. This estimated dose 
includes a contribution from unvented cooking (0. 76 m3 of gas per day, United 
States average) plus an average atmospheric contribution from all gas used in 
the area. This latter contribution was shown in a study of the Los Angeles 
Basin to be less than 10% of the calculated individual dose from unvented 
cooking. 6 Even this small calculated average-individual dose (0.2 mrem/year) 
would deliver a potential 200 man-rems per year to each million people exposed. 
The man-rem dose estimate is obtained by summation of all individual doses 
within the exposed population. 

Use of nuclearly stimulated natural gas in power stations has been suggested as 
an alternative to residential use. Power station use of nuclearly stimulated 
gas was given consideration in the Rulison study 7

•
8 by assuming that the Chero

kee electricity g~nerating plant located in the Denver, Colorado, metropolitan 
area burned 2.66 x 10 6 m3 of gas per day (9.72 x 10 6 m3 per year) contaminated 
with the projected average lifetime radionuclide concentrations listed in Table 
1. The estimated dose to the population (1,500,000) in the Denver area due to 
power station use of that quantity of gas is 0.32 man-rem. The maximum indi
vidual dose estimate for the entire area is 0.006 millirem/year. 

The same 9.72 x 10 8 m3 of gas would supply 174,000 households for l year under 
the following assumptions: unvented cooking (0.76 m3 /day), vented water heater 
(1.8 m3 /day), and vented heating for 5000-degree days per year (13.4 m3 /day). 
If each household is assumed to have 3.5 residents, the total number of persons 
exposed is 610,000, approximately one-third of the total population in the Den
ver metropolitan area. Then the comparable estimated population dose due to 
residential gas use in 110 man-rems for 9.72 x 10 8 m3 of gas having the pro
jected lifetime radionuclide concentrations. Thus, under the conditions speci
fied, the population dose estimate for qousehold use of the nuclearly stimulated 
gas is nearly 350 times that for power station use. 

Assessment of the Estimated Dose to Man 

Assessment of the dose estimate projected for use of gas from nuclearly stimu
lated fields can vary in form and complexity. We believe that the assessment 
should begin with the recognition that natural gas contains natural radioactivit· 
and that one result of nuclear stimulation is an incremental change in the total 
radioactivity concentration to which gas users are exposed. 

It has been known for nearly 70 years that natural gas contains a radioactive 
species, radon. Samples supplied by gas transmission companies were analyzed 
in 1972 and 1973 by scientists in four institutions to provide data on radon 
concentration in gas being supplied to several metropolitan areas in the United 
States. 9 The average value (20 pCi/liter) for all sample locations is used in 
our dose estimations. 

One exposure situation that we consider for radon daughters produced by decay 
of radon in natural gas is the same as that assumed in the previously described 
studies. 7 An unvented kitchen range using 0. 76 m3 of gas per day was assumed 
to be located in a house having a volume of 227m3

• We calculated the concen
tration of radon daughters in the home for air change rates varying from o:z5 
to 2.0 changes per hour. We then estimated doses to the bronchial epithelium 
from radon daughters resulting from decay of radon introduced with the natural 
gas and compared these doses with those from an assumed concentration of 0.13 
pCi/liter of radon (the average concentration from a number of radon measuremen1 
in the United States) and each of its daughters in ventilation air. The esti
mated dose rate to the bronchial epithelium due to radon and its daughters in 
the ventilation air was 1300 to 1400 millirem per year. Additional estimated 
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dose to the bronchial epithelium due to the radon (20 pCi/liter) present in 
natural gas ranges from 90 mrem/year, for 0.25 air change per hour, to 5 mrem/ 
year, for two air changes per hour. At most, the estimated d6se increase due 
to radon present in natural gas is less than 7%, considering only the two sources 
of radon. The relative importance of this natural activity in the gas is reduced 
still further if one considers the daughter activity due to the decay of radon 
and thoron emanating from home building materials which in some situations exceeds 
our assumed concentration in ventilation air by a factor of 10. It appears 
likely, therefore, that the dose which can be attributed to the radon in natural 
gas is small (<1%) compared to the total dose received in the home from all 
sources of airborne radioactivity~ These localized radon-radon daughter dose 
estimates are for a limited tissue volume: the basal cells of the bronchial 
epithelium, which are assumed to be. the critical tissue. It has been estimated 
that the corresponding dose to the total lung mass (lOOOg) is an order of magni
tude lower. 10 The dose to the total lung due to radon in the gas (1.5 millirem/ 
year, assuming one air change per hour) is more suitable for comparison with 
the total-body estimates obtained for the man-made radioactivity in nuclearly 
stimulated gas. The comparison indicates that the projected concentrations of 
man-made radioactivity will contribute a dose which is approximately 12% of the 
dose due to radon in the gas. Local conditions may, however, alter this percent
age significantly. 

Another possible assessment, and one which will be required, is comparison of 
the dose estimate with applicable radiation safety standards. At this time, 
however, there are no standards which are specific to the use of nuclearly 
stimulated gas. The Federal Radiation Council (FRC) has established 170 milli
rem/year as the upper limit for the average total-body dose to a suitable sam
ple of an exposed population group for radiation from all sources exclusive of 
natural background and medical exposures. 11 However, this single source of 
exposure must not be permitted to take up a disproportionate share of the 170 
millirem/year total. The estimated average total-body dose for the population 
group expected to be exposed via home use of nuclearly stimulated gas is a 
small fraction (0.1%) of the dose limit of 170 millirem/year. 

Our estimate of dose to the total body from nuclearly stimulated gas (0.2 milli
rem/year) may also be put in perspective by comparing it with dose estimates 
(millirem/year to the total body) for other sources of radiation received by 
members of the public: natural background radiation, 130; medical diagnostic 
X-rays, 110; nuclear weapons fallout, 2; consumer devices, 2; industrial uses 
of radiation, <1. 12 

A hypothetical assessment of the projected dose may be obtained by estimating the 
risks which the exposure represents in terms of additional deaths, additional 
death equivalents due to radiation-induced life span shortening, and additional 
genetic deaths. A total risk estimate was obtained by summing all three types 
in spite of the recognized inherent difficulties in combining somatic and genetic 
insults whose manifestations may differ so greatly. The factors used to convert 
estimates of radiation dose into estimates of risk are those suggested by the 
ICRP. 13

•
14 Those factors are based on the conservative assumption that there is 

a linear relationship between dose and effect. The estimates of additional deaths 
calculated here are believed to be upper limits of risk for the low dose levels 
considered. The actual risk in fact may be zero, for at such low doses there . ' , 
~s no practical method to reliably determine the actual risk involved. The risk 
estimated for the projected gas usage is compared in Table 2 with similar esti
mates of risk for other sources of radiation exposure of the public. 

The population dose (man-rem) estimates for the hypothesized gas uses may also 
b: ~ssessed, but to a lesser extent, as there have been no official numerical 
l~~ts established with which the population dose estimates can be compared. We 
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Table 2. Comparison of Estimated Deaths Due to Man-made Radioactivity 
in Nuclearly Stimulated Natural Gas with Similar Estimates for Other 

Sources of Radiation Exposure of the Public in the United States 

Sources of Exposure 

Natural background radiationb 
Radioactivity in natural gasc 

Natural (radon + daughters) 
Man-made 

Other man-made sources of radiation 
Medical diagnostic x-rays 
Fallout from nuclear weapons 
Consumer devices 
Industrial uses of radiation 
Power reactors 

Estimated Deaths per Million 
Individuals Exposeda 

17 

0.3 
0.03 

20' 
0.4 
0.4 

<0.2 
<0.2 

aObtained by summing estimated somatic and genetic effects; therefore, 
some of these estimated deaths will occur among the exposed indi
viduals or the first generation of their offspring, but a large 
majority (over 80%) will occur in succeeding generations. 

b 0.1 rem per year. 

cBased on projected radionuclide concentrations used in this study. 

have shown that the man-rem dose to the local population is sensitive to the 
manner of gas usage. The population dose in the Denver area due to background 
radiation (~200 mrem per person) is nearly 3.0 x 10 5 man-rems per year, while 
that estimated for residential gas use (110 man-rems) is 0.037% of the background 
dose. Dose to the global population is another point to be considered for com
parison. Based on dose conversion factors presented in a recent report of the 
United Nations Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), 15 the 
estimated infinite dose (integrated over infinite time) to the population of 
the northern hemisphere due to the release of the man-made radioactivity in that 
volume of gas is approximately 840 man-rems. Nearly all (99%) of that infinite 
dose is contributed by 14c due to its long radioactive half-life (5730 years). 
This estimated dose must be added to the estimated local population dose in 
assessing the total population dose incurred as a result of the release. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The radiological impacts of hypothetical uses of nuclearly stimulated gas for 
domestic and industrial purposes were studied. The critical exposure pathway 
was determined to be the release of combustion products from unvented appliances 
in the home. The estimated average total body dose from man-made radioactivity 
for that pathway is 0.2 millirem per year of gas use. The estimated lung dose 
due to natural radioactivity (radon) in the gas is 1.5 millirem/year. The 
critical man-made radionuclides are 3H, l.'+c, and 85Kr. The largest 'fraction of 
the local population dose received via the critical pathway is due to 3H, fol
lowed by 85Kr. Carbon-14 is of importance as the major contributor to the 
infinite population dose estimated for the northern hemisphere, with the total 
dose to the local population being very dependent on the manner of gas use. 
The radiological impact of the hypothesized gas use was assessed in terms of 
dose and in terms of risk, in the interest of incorporating radiological impact 
of gas use as an integral part of the cost-benefit analysis for the development 
of nuclear gas stimulation technology. The results of the assessment indicate' 
that the radiological impact would be very small. Although the dose and risk 
estimates obtained in this study are small, the possible exposures still must 
be scrutinized to achieve the lowest practicable local and global doses. 
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GENETIC DOSE LIMIT FOR GENERAL POPULATION, DOSE LIMIT AND DERIVED CONCENTRATION 
GUIDES FOR MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC COMPULSIVE ACTION GUIDES FOR EMERGENCY SITUA
TIONS. A proposal for Mexico, based on data available on Mexican people. 

R.M. de Nulman. 
Environmental Radiactivity Section. 

Institute Nacional de Energla Nuclear 
Mexico, D. F. , Mexico. 

C. Archundia de la Rosa. 
Centro de Estudios Nucleares 

Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico 
Mexico,D.F. Mexico. 

Using methods recommended by ICRP & UNSCEAR, the mean age of childbearing 
and genetic dose limit was calculated for mexican population. Data for mexican 
population when available, complemented with internationally recommended data 
are used to derive concentration guides for several radionucl ides in various 
environmental media. Derived concentration guides in sea water are calculated 
applying the specific activity concept. Emergency projected doses demanding 
action to be taken are proposed. Data lacking is emphasized in order to en
courage further studies on habits, critical pathways and transfer factors 
through food chain for radionucl ides in Mexico. 

Introduction 
Mexico is a developing country with great energetic needs and is now on 

its way to start using nuclear energy for power production. On this behalf, 
Uranium ore mining and milling and fuel fabrication is being considered on an 
industrial scale. 

For radiation protection purposes the recommendations of the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection are now being applied, and regulations 
are to be issued in a near future, as needed, taking into account habits and 
characteristics of mexican population. 

Genetic Dose Limit 
I CRP 1 recommends a genetic dose limit of 5 rems. In the UNSCEAR Report 

to the General Assembly 2 there is a detailed discussion of the genetically 
significant dose, and applying the method outlined with data for Mexican popu
lation3 4 s, a mean age of childbearing of 35 years was obtained, this gives an 
annual g;netically significant dose limit of 0.144 man rem per 106 inhabitants. 
Apportionment of this dose, on applying the recommendations of K.Z. Morgan 6 and 
rounding offnumbers is stated in Table I. 

TABLE I 
GENETIC DOSE LIMIT FOR GENERAL POPULAJION: 5 rems in ~5 years 

ANNUAL GENETICALLY SIGNIFICANT DOSE: 0.14 x 10 ~an rem per 10 inhabitants 
APPORTIONMENT IN 3MAN REMS PER YEAR 10 INHABITANTS 

Diagnosis 5 x 10 
4 

Other environmental sources 5 x 10
3 

Therapy 10 Future Applications and 
Nuclear energy emergency situation 

production 10
4 

Occupational exposure 

It may be noticed that a substantial portion of the genetic dose available 
is allowed for medical exposure. The genetic dose due to this source tends to 
increase the benefits being 'for the present generation whilst the risk will 
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burden future generations, and so it has to be recorded and included in what 
would be an acceptable genetic risk from all uses of radiation. 

Dose Limits and Concentration Guides 
Radionucl ides, sources and environmental pathways considered as most impor 

tant for the transfer to man of radionucl ides introduced in the environment, 
were obtained from the general guidelines for the growth of nuclear industry,as 
set forward by the Nuclear Energy Institute in its development program7 and on 
the nuclear power reactor of Laguna Verde, Veracruz to start operating in 5 or 
6 years. By now, there is no experience on pathways for radionucl ides from 
source to man in Mexico, and this approach is a purely theoretical one. 

Some studies have been made in Mexico on characteristics and habits of me
xican population 8 • 9 •10 >1 1•12 , this studies were performed for medical or nutri
tional reasons. They show that a wide difference exists specially on nutritio
nal habits, in different zones of Mexico and even between habits of people 1 i
ving in the same area, but engaged in different economical activities, this does 
not permit to find the critical pathway for Mexico as a whole, although it is 
feasible with a well designed survey for a small area, as the one affected by 
effluents from a nuclear reactor. 

Federal Radiation Council 13 has been irsui.,g concentration guides for ave
rage population applying a 1/3 safety factor to dose 1 imits set forth by ICRP 
for individuals in the critical population. Since in Mexico there is also an in 
complete knowledge of some data needed, an arbitrary safety factor of 1/4 is -
used instead. Morphological and physiological parameters obtained from studies 
on mexican population 8

•
11 are summarized in Table II. 

TABLE II I 
DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHA'RACTER I ST I CS FOR AVERAGE MEXICAN 

POPULATION 
PARAMETER 

Body Weight 
Daily water intake 
Body fluids 
M inera 1 bone 
Calcium content 
Thyroid 

MEN 
65 Kg 
1300 ml 
39 Kg 
4.6 Kg 
975 g 

35 g 

For other data needed ICRP and other sources were consulted 14 ,1.S,lG,l
7

'
18

' 
1 9 Data on food consumption were obtained from Zubiran et. al 20 

, Table I I I. 

TABLE Ill 
AVERAGE FOOD CONSUMPTION IN URBAN AND RURAL AREAS IN MEXICO 

FOOD GROSS WEIGHT IN GRAMS CONSUMED BY 
RURAL POPULATION URBAN POPULATION 

Corn 399 202 
Bread and Pasta 25 129 
Rice 5 10 
Beans 45 45 
Meat 47 76 
Milk 62 241 
Cheese 3 3 
Eggs 5 13 
Vegetables 81 114 
Ed i b 1 e roots 11 20 
Fruit 36 72 
Sugar 39 77 
Fats 13 26 
Cacao 3 0 
Other 0 12 

Table IV shows concentration guides or working 1 imits for average popula-
t ion. 
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T A B L E IV 
WORKING LIMITS OR CONCENTRATION GUIDES FOR AVERAGE POPULATION IN MEXICO 

RADIONUCLIDE WORKING LIMIT OR IN 

226Ra 

Unat 
3 H (HTO) 

41A 
asmKr 

85 Kr 
87 Kr 
88Kr-s8Rb 

131 mxe 
133Xe 

13!'1T1Xe _l3smcs 
1 3 11 
1 3 1 I 
1 311 

CONCENTRATION GUIDE 
3 pCi/1 
3 f.l g/m 3 

30xlo- 3 f.!C'/m 3 

3xl0- 2 f.!C /m3 

0. 1 f.!C /m 3 

0.2 f.!C /m 3 

2xl0-2 f.!C /m 3 

1 o-2 f.!C /m 3 

0.3 f.!C /m 3 

0.3 f.lc'i/m 3 

8xlo-2 f.!Ci/m 3 

30 pC i /m 3 

110 pC i /day 
1000 pCi/1 

Drinking water 
air 
air 
air~·, 

air>'< 
air~·, 

air~·, 

air~·, 

air~·, 

air~·, 

air~·, 

air 
Total Diet (6 months child) 

cow 1s milk 
(Through mother 
babies). 

to breast feeded 

300 pCi/m 3 

5xl0 3pCi/day 
RURAL TYPE DIET 

1.3xl0 4 pC i/Kg 
12xl0 4 pCi/Kg 
9x 10 4 pC i /1 

1 1 X 1 0 4 pC i /Kg 
*Safety factor of 1/4 was not used for calculus. 

air 
Total Diet 

URBAN TYPE DIET 
2.6x10 4 pCi/Kg Corn 

12xl04 pCi/Kg Beans 
2x 10 4 pC i I 1 M i 1 k 
7xl0 4 pCi/Kg Meat 

The main food for children 1s diet from birth to about 2 years of age is 
milk, but in Mexico most babies are breast feeded, and weaning starts between 
and 2 years of age substituting the mother 1s milk with corn or/and beans, not 
with cow 1s milk, the pathway for radioiodine being from milk and food eaten by 
the mother to breast feeded babies. A survey made at the Institute de Nutrici6n 
by Perez H. et al 21 gives an average of 400 ml milk in the mother 1s diet and so 
the derived working level or concentration guide for average individual in gene 
ral population was calculated,on the basis of Iodine transferred by mother to
child,using data from Weaver et al 22 for a mother with a milk production simi
lar to the average mexican mother. 

Strontium has a metabolism similar to calcium, but is discriminated against 
through its pathway from envirosnnent to man, the ratio of Sr 90 to calcium in 
bone needed to obtain a dose of 0.75 rems/year to bone, for individuals in the 
average population applying the method outlined by UNSCEAR 2: is 4.5 m rad y-1 
per pCi (gCa)-1, and dose in rems is obtained multiplying by the 11 relative da
mage fyctor 11 5, for Sr 90 in bone,giving 23 mrem y-1 per pCi (gCa)-1 and 33 pCi 
(gCa)- for 0.75 rem y-1 UNSCEAR 2 gives a transfer factor of 0.12 diet to bone 
and 275 pCi 90sr/gCa in diet produces 33 pCi 90sr/gCa in bone. 

A high proportion of calcium is obtained in mexican diet through mineral 
calcium added to corn (150 mg of Ca/lOOg corn23 ), in making much of the food 
based on corn and specially 11 tortillas 11 which are used instead of bre98 by most 
of mexican population, This calcium has a negligible contribution to Sr con
tamination and in considering a uniform contamination of the biosphere, after 
UNSCEAR and c. L. Comar 2•24 and calcium content in food ite~ commonly consumed 
in Mexico, transfer factors are shown in Table V. Doses produced by Sr89 for a 
long period of time are 25 times lower per pCi/gCa than dose produced by 90sr, 
and the average concentration guides or working limits for 89sr and 90sr in 
food regardless of the actual quantity consumed areshew1 inTable VI. 
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TABLE V 
RELATIONS BETWEEN ~·•sr-Ca OF VEGETATION (100 ">'<Sr-lOOCa) and >'<Sr-Ca OF MAN 

%CaIN DIET PLANT DIET ~·•sr PER lOOCa IN BODY 
RURAL URBAN PRODUCT BODY RURAL URBAN 

Cereals 5 7 1 0 • 1 2 0 • 6 0 • 84 
Other plants 
Dairy products 
Mineral Ca 
Total 

15 1 9 1 0 . 1 2 1 • 8 2 . 28 
10 35 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.5 
67 36 0 0 0 0 

2.6 3.7 
~·,s r RADIOSTRONTIUM 

TABLE VI 
RADIOSTRONTIUM DERIVED WORKING LIMITS OR CONCENTRATION 

Corn 
Mi 1 k 

9 
URBAN 

Osr 

POPULATION IN MEXICO 
DIET 

89s r 
2x 10 3 pC i /Kg 

90s r 
130 pCi/Kg 
180 pCi/1 

GUIDES FOR AVERAGE 

RURAL DIET 
89s r 

3. 5x 10 3 pC i /Kg 

Beans 
Veg_etab 1 es 

100 pC i /Kg 
130 pC i /1 
2xl03 pCi/Kg 
10 3 pC i_g Ca 

3. 3x 1 0 3 pC i /1 
5xlo" pCi/Kg 
2.5xl0 4 pCi/qCa 

3xl03 pCi/Kg 
1 . 3x 1 0 3 pC i I qCa 

4.5xl0 3 pCi/1 
7.5xl04 pCi/Kg 

Concentration Guides in Sea Water. The marine food chain to man is not well 
known in Mexico 1 s coastal waters and the specific activity approach is 1 ikely to 
be the best under this circumstances. Following Kaye S,V, and Nelson D,J, 25 con
centration guides in sea water for some radionucl ides of interest are obtained 

~l-e- (0 \9 3t) I 
using the following: 
Concentration Guide= 2.8xl0- 3 Y. W 11 +Ttl 
in sea water ~Ci/1 ~EF (RBE)n Y2 Tr 

Te 
Where: Y = concentration of stable element in sea water (~g/1); Y2 = concentra
tion of ~table element in organ of reference (~/g); W =weekly dose 1 imit (an
nual dose 1 imit/52); ~EF(RBE)n =effective energy in MeV per des integration; Tb 
=biological ha1f-l ife in days;Te =effective half-1 ife in years;t = 70 years. 

The dose 1 imit used was not affected by the 1/4 safety factor since there 
are already safety factors included, in omitting the effective half-1 ife and 
growth factors for every 1 ink in the pathway from sea water to man. Data used 
for calculation were obtained from literature 1 • 15 • 26 • 

For radioisotopes with Gl tract as critical organ, since the exposure is 
due to the absolute concentration of radionucl ide in the tract, instead of using 
the specific activity approach, the method outlined by Aten 27 is used: 

Concentration M PCw x 2200 
Guide (~Ci/1) = \ (0.13xFc X Kc)+(0.13XPf X Kp) \4xl0 

Where: MPCw =maximum permissible concentration in drinking water for occupatio 
nally exposed personnel (168 h)~Ci/m~ 5 ; Fe= Concentration factor for shrimpsR; 
Kc =Shrimp fraction in marine food intake (1, 0.5, 0); Pf =Concentration fac
tor for fish 26

; Kp =Fish fraction in marine food intake (1, 0.5, 0); 0.13 = 
Marine food daily consumption in Kg 12

, 

A survey made by the Institute de Nutrici6n, on food intake, of a fishing 
community, Alvarado, in the same state where the power reactor site is, although 
not in the same area, is used for calculus, food consumed were fish and shrimps, 
but no mention is made on the proportion of each, since both were grouped toge
ther for survey purposes. Since concentration factor from sea water to edible 
product are quite different for shrimps and fish, derived working levels or 
concentration guides were calculated considering fish 100%, shrimps 100% and 50% 
consumption of each. A factor of 1/10 for individuals in the critical population 
and 1/4 safety factor are included, 

The concentration guides are presented in Table VII. 
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T A B L E VII 
DERIVED WORKING LIMITS OR CONCENTRATION GUIDES FOR SOME RADIONUCLI DES IN SEA Wl.TER 
RAD 10- CRITICAL DERIVED WORKING LIMIT OR CONCENTRATION GUIDE IN SEA \<ATER 
NUCLIDE ORGAN SPECIFIC ACTIVITY CRITICAL PATHWAY METHOD pCi/1 

METHOD pCi/1 SHRIMP 100'/o FISH 100% SHRIMP 50"/o Fl SH 50% 
5 4 Mn Gl Tract 2. 2x 10 2 5. 3x 10 3 4.3xl0 2 

Liver 6xl0 2 

5 5Fe Spleen 1. 7xl 0 2 

1.6xl0 2 5 9Fe G I Tract 1Q2 1. 3xl 02 

Spleen 31 
5 8Co Gl Tract 8.5xl0 2 4.2xl04 1. 7xl0 3 

Whole body 4.6xl0 2 
6 OCo Gl Tract 4.2xl02 2xl0 4 8.3xl0 2 

Whole body 1. 7x 10 2 
6 szn Who,l e body 1 .2xl 0 2 
s 9S r Bone llxlO 6 

9 OS r Bone 4. 7xl0 4 

9 1y G I Tract 5xl02 
1 3 11 Thyroid 1. lxlO 3 
13"Cs Whole body 8. 7x 1 0 3 

1 3 't s Whole body 1Q5 

1 4 OBa Gl Tract 1 .6xl04 

Bone 3xl 0 3 
1 44 Ce G I Tract 2xl0 4 1 .4xl 05 3.7xl0 4 

Action Levels 
In order to set action levels, the social cost together with the expected 

effectiveness in enforcing the corrective measures has to be balanced against 
the risk reduced, in this behalf a due study has to be undertaken and each place 
has to be analyzed in itself, and reviewed as changes happen. 

In order for the nuclear industry to include the needed safety measures in 
design it is considered that people are prepared to move from one state into 
another and in so doing their risk of accidental death will change, varying rrom 
2.lxlo-'+ in Quintana Roo to ll.lxlo-'+ in Colima 3 , so for individuals in the po 
pulation,an increase in 10% the previous risk due to accidental death is accep~ 
table,and action levels for whole body irradiation, should not produce signifi
cant early effects in the individuals exposed,a 1 imit of 25 rems to whole body 
for men and 10 rems for women in reproductive age,del ivered in a short period of 
time,and for organ irradiation,the enhanced stochastic cancer risks,should not 
be higher than 10% theactual risk from accide.ntal death in Mexico,about 6xlo-" 
in 1969. Action levels for whole body and different critical organs are displ~ 
in Table VIII, together with data on risk estimates considered. 

TABLE VI II PROJECTED ACTION GUIDES 

For whole body 
Women in reproductive 
Men 

For Thyroid 

age 

ACTION ENHANCED STOCHASTIC CANCER RISK OF 
GUIDE DEATH PER MILLON PEOPLE EXPOSED. 

10 rems 
25 rems 
35 rems 3x10- 6 per rem for children 28 

10- 6 per rem for adults 28 

1.7xlo- 6 per rem for average mexican 
popu 1 at ion~·· 

For bone 1.5 rem/year 10-5 for 0.3-3 rems/year 29 
For 1 ungs 6 rems 1 o- 5 per rem 2 8 

~··Mexican Population includes 33% of children under 9 years~ 
Applying action levels in order to get concentration guides in some of the 

1 inks of the pathway, should be done after studying the population at risk. 
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Conclusions 
On assesing the dose to average population, the common procedure is to sur 

vey the environment, by measuring activity in suitable samples and data obtained 
mus~ be traduced into dose for people exposed, or compared with data set as ba
sed on dose limits, in any case, parameters are needed for dose assesment and 
the values calculated are as good as the actual numbers used. 

On the other hand values for parameters are different among different peo
ple and it is important, to dedicate some effort in obtaining these parameters 
and governmental agencies, beside the Nuclear Energy Institute should be encou
raged to do research in this field, in order to find for average mexican popula 
tion physiological and morphological data, on food consumption habits and trans 
fer factors for common food in Mexico. This studies are of importance, special~ 
ly in areas where nuclear industry wil] be developed. 
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VADOSCA: A SIMPLE CODE FOR THE EVALUATION OF POPULATION 
EXPOSURE DUE TO RADIOACTIVE DISCHARGES 
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Abstract 

The code consists of two parts, one for liquid discharges (VADOSCA-LI) 
and one for gaseous discharges (VADOSCA-GAS), and it incorporates the trans
fer parameters of twenty-four radioisotopes in the case of liquid discharges, 
and of twenty radioisotopes in the case of gaseous discharges. It allows the 
evaluation of the concentrations of the various isotopes in all the compartments 
of the critical paths outlined in the ICRP Publication No. 7, and the evaJuation 
of the annual doses for five critical organs (whole body, G. I. tract, thyroid, 
bones, lung) for the various critical groups of population, on the basis of en
vironmental parameters, such as the time of residence in a certain area, diet, 
type of activity, hydrological regimen, irrigation methods, and meteorological 
conditions. 

Although extremely simple, the code allows rapid performance of all the 
evaluations required to define the amount of radioactivity that can be released 
and the associated exposures. 

Introduction 

As the peaceful uses of nuclear energy expanded, a great number of cri
teria had been voiced on environmental protection against radioactive dis
charges from nuclear plant; in 1965 they were collected in an orderly form in 
the ICR? Publication No. 7. In the light of the acquired knowledge of recon
centration of radionuclide s in the environment as a result of chemical-physical 
(absorption, sedimentation) and biological processes, ICRP suggested assess
ing the doses due to the discharges following all the possible paths from the 
plant to man. This approach calls for a wide knowledge of the environment 
and transfer parameters of all nuclides present in the discharges, and sophis
ticated computer programs!. 

In the meanwhile the public opinion had risen against environmental degra
dation to the point of objecting even to the construction and operation of nuclear 
power stations, and especially to their effluents. The Regulatory Agencies 
were thus pressed to lower the limits of discharged radioactivity and to request 
of each station an analysis of its impact on the environment, more or less in 
harmony with the ICRP recommendations. This attitude is very well illustrated 
in a recent AEC document2, which analyzes the merits of the various types of 
waste treatment plants in the light of the reduction of the population exposure 
to "as low as practicable" values. 

Likewise, in Italy CNEN has long ago adopted the criterion of issuing op
erating licenses containing limitations on the radioactive discharges based on 
the actual station requirements and on an analysis of the receptivity of the en
vironment. ENEL, the national producer and distributor of electricity initaly, 
responsible for providing to CNEN such an impact analysis for its nuclear sta
tions, developed a computer code in two parts that simplify the evaluation of 
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of population exposure due to liquid and gaseous radioactive wastes (called 
VADOSCA-Li and VADOSCA-Gas). 

VADOSCA-Li 

In its present form, the code covers twent5-four radionuclides
3 

of which 
some are fission products ~9 Sr, 90 sr, 9ly, 9 Zr, 106 Ru, 131 I, 1 4 cs, 137cs, 
140Ba, 144 Ce), others are activation products eH, 14c, 32P, 35s, 45ca, 
5lcr, 54Mn, 59Fe, 58co, 60co, 65zn, llOmAg, l24sb), plus an alpha emitter, 

239Pu. The choice of these nuclides was dictated by the frequency of their 
presence in the station discharges and by their radiotoxicity. Nuclides having 
a half-life of less than a few days are not considered. However, the code can 
handle thirty isotopes to accommodate particular situations with isotopes that 
are not listed above. 

When the wastes are discharged to a closed body of water (sea or lake) the 
main dilution considered is that due to the condenser coolant; moreover, dilu
tion coefficients are fed to t!te computer for each critical path and for each 
single case on the basis of hydrological and thermal cons1derations. Introduc
tion of the commonly used diffusion modele3,4 was avoided because they lack 
the required flexibility and they required a semi-empirical approach. 

When the wastes are discharged into a river, they are considered diluted 
first by the condenser coolant and then by the average flow of the river itself. 
If the water table is involved, decontamination coefficients are fed to the com
puter to take into account the absorption due to the soils eros sed by the liquid. 
Finally, additional dilution coefficients can be introduced for each pathway to 
take into account any other mechanisms, such as suitably large tributaries or 
sedimentation effects. 

Fig. l provides a schematic illustration of the critical pathways considered 
for the liquid wastes. The code calculates the doses to four special groups, 
namely, fishermen, other workmen, local population, farmers. A separate 
calculation is made for the doses originated by drinking water. The doses are 
evaluated for five critical organs (whole body, gastro-intestinal tract, thyroid, 
bones, lungs) and they are expressed in mrem/year if the discharges are ex-

Dir~ct 1rr~diation through immersion 
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pressed in Ci/year. 

The concentrations in each compartment in Fig. 1 are obtained by means 
of a linear relation from the preceding compartment and with the transfer coef
ficients taken from the literature or from the concentrations of stable isotopes 
in the respective compartments or evaluated on the basis of other considera
tions, as illustrated below. 

Marine biota and fresh water fish. 5 
Frecke's concentration factors were 

used for the former, whereas reference was made to the concentration factors 
found in the literature6 • 7•8 for the latter. 

Irrigated crops; Six types of crops were considered, namely, rice, other 
cereals, leafy vegetables (including forage), radishes, other vegetables and 
fruit. The literature provides very scanty information on the relative concen
tration factors, so reference was often made to the method of specific activity; 
a standard concentration was assumed for fresh water and the concentrations 
for the vegetables were tal<-en from the literature. When this method was not 
applicable, the concentration factors of chemically similar elements were used. 

Terrestrial animals and products. The following critical pathways were 
considered: meat of herbivors (beef, rabbit, lamb, pork) and milk, poultry and 
eggs. The radionuclide transfer is considered from the forage for herbivors 
and from cereals for poultry. The transfer factors for C, P, S, Ca, Fe, Mn, 
I, Zn, Co, Sr were obtained by the specific activity method, the factor for Cs 
from the literature

9
, Cr, Co, Y, Zr, Ru, Ag, Sb, Ba, Ce and Pu were consid

ered little assimilated by the GI tract, (i.e. l'1o in respect of Cs). 

Sediments. Lacking specific data that would any way strongly depend on 
local factors (meteorology, hydrology, type of river banks and soils), we as
sumed standard transfer factors that varied by a factor of 10 depending on the 
half life and type of sediment (sandy or silty). The tailrace was taken as the 
preceding compartment before complete mixing with the receiving body. 

Irrigated tillage. The irrigating water was assumed to deposit its radio
activity in the first ten centimeters of soil and equilibrium concentration was 
assumed to be reached with a 15% leaching yearly. 

Once the concentration in each compartment is known, the doses to the 
critical groups are calculated taking into account critical parameters, such as 
time of residence in water, on water, on sediments, on irrigated land, dietary 
habits, and working time. The doses due to irradiation from water and land 
were calculated with the formula 10 : 

D. = 1. o6 x 1 o3 x ci x Si x T 

where Dis expressed id" mrem/yr, Ci is the concentration of isotope i (Ci/m3 ), 
Si is the energy of beta and gamma rays emitted by the isotope i (Mev), T is 
the irradiation time (hours). The formula is based on the assumption of.a 
plane infinite source and it overestimates the actual dose. When applied to 
sediments, the formula gave an excessive dose because of their high concen
tration factors; the ref ore, a more sophistical mathematical treatment 11 was 
used, whereby allowance is made for the actual thickness of the sediments, 
for the overlying water layer and for the geometry effect of the source (semi
plane in the case of irradiation of a critical group residing on river banks or 
sea coast). 
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For the intake doses the CMAs given in the ICRP Publication No. 2 for the 
various organs, following the method proposed by Essig 12 , and the yearly food 
consumption of the various population groups were used. 

The doses due to inhalation of resuspended material (sediments and agri
cultural soil) are factored in by assuming a standard breathing rate of 0. 83 
m3 /hr and a content of airborne particulates of 10 mg/m3. The latter value is 
a maximum obtained from samples of air taken in different conditions, such as 
open country, construction sites, residential areas. 

The code is written in FORTRAN; it needs 20 K memories and it takes ap
proximately 15 seconds in aGE 635 computer. 

VADOSCA-Gas 

Twenty nuclides are considered, of which eight noble gases (fission and ac
tivation products: 41A, 85mKr, 85Kr, 87Kr, 88Kr, 133xe, 13 5xe, l38xe), var
ious isotopes as particulat.~s (&Oco, 88Rb, 89sr, 90sr, Bli, 134cs, 137cs, 
138cs, 239pu), and 3H, 13N, 14C in the form of vapor. Short-lived isotopes 
were taken into account only when experience indicated that they might be pres
ent in the discharges. At any rate, the code can accommodate other five nu
clides. For each nuclide it is necessary to supply the average yearly discharge. 

Atmospheric diffusion is evaluated with Pas quill's theory13 adapted to the 
meteorological data available. In fact, two sets of information are handled by 
the code, namely, 

Set A: Only a wind rose and an average distribution of the six stability cat
egories are available. This is the general case described by P. Bryant13. 

Set B: In this case, in addition to the wind rose, one must have the fre
quency distribution of the stability categories for each wind direction, sub
divided by wind speed ranges. This is the sort of information used by May and 
Stuart for their diffusion analysis at Brookhaven14 • 

For simplicity, in its pre sent form the code does not take into account 
particular effects such as the cloud depletion due to deposition, down draft and 
building effect; the particulate deposition rate is assumed constant at 3xl 0-2 
m/s. 

Fig. 2 shows the critical pathways for gaseous discharges. Two sets of 
doses are considered: (1) doses due toirradiation and inhalation as a function 
of the distance from the stack and direction of plume travel; (2) doses due to 
intake of agricultural (vegetal and animal) produce. The former are calculated 
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Fig 2 Crlf•cal pathways for d1scharges to the atmosphere 
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over a discrete number of distances between 0. 3 and 50 km and for a maximum' 
of sixteen sectors; the latter are calculated only at the point of maximum fall. 
out and for two population groups (farmers and local population) and for the 
usual five organs. 

The exposure due to the cloud is calculated with a method developed by Ga. 
mertsfelder 

15
• This method takes into account the contribution made by a 

cloud of finite dimentions with a gaussian vertical concentration distribution 
and an ave rage horizontal concentration. 

The exposure due to inhalation is calculated from the ground concentra
tions, evaluated with Pas quill's formula 13 • The same formula is used to cal
culate the deposition on the crops, excluding the short-lived 88Rb and 138cs. 

The transfer factors for crops were calculated taking into account the 
growth time of the crops, the concentrations of the stable isotopes, the decon
tamination due to decay and processing. The related doses were calculated 
like those resulting from the· liquid discharges. 

The code is written in Fortran; it needs 60 K memories and it takes about 
60 seconds in aGE 635 computer. 

General Comments 

Applied to the analysis of environmental impact, VADOSCA has proved to 
be a useful tool for the health physicist. While relieving him of painstaking 
calculations, it has compelled him to single out from the host of ecological data 
those that were most significant for radioprotection. In practical application, 
it was necessary to modify the standard transfer factors to adapt the code to 
the results of the surveys at the nuclear station sites. For instance, for the 
nuclear station on the Garigliano river at ll km from the coast, the Cs trans
fer factor for fish was found to be much lower (200) than the standard value 
(1000). Instead, at Trine Vercellese on the upper course of the Po river the 
same factor was 1400 and for certain species of fish that feed on periphyton it 
was as high as 2500. This example is typical to illustrate the limitations of 
this type of code, which starts from standard values selected conservatively 
and then must be adapted through successive approximations. 

In the negotiations with the safety authorities for the discharge permits, 
the availability of an agreed standard code facilitates mutual understanding 
and saves considerable time. 

It is recognized that further improvements of the code are necessary in 
order to factor in all the information on radioactivity concentration and disper
sion mechanisms in the environment that is building up. Moreover, the next 
step should be the use of dynamic models of the type already widely used in 
other branches of ecology 1, 16, but this will be warranted only when a better 
understanding of the afore said mechanisms has been acquired and more com
plex problems are to be dealt with. 
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MEDICAL EXPOSURE 

NATIONWIDE EVALUATION OF X-RAY TRENDS (NEXT) 

Joel 0. Lubenau, FDA, Northeastern Radiological Health Laboratory, Winchester, 
Mass. 01890; Charles M. Hardin, State Department of Health, Frankfort, 
Kentucky 40601; John W. Shaver, State Board of Health, Raleigh, North Carolina 
27602; I. Paul Leggett, Jr., FDA, Bureau of Radiological Health, Rockville, 
Maryland 20852; and LaVert Seabron, FDA, Bureau of Radiological Health, 
Rockville, Maryland 20852. 

Abstract 

The impact of efforts by government agencies to m1n1m1ze and control unnecessary 
patient exposure in medical x ray has been difficult to assess. Population 
exposure studies, such as those conducted in 1964 and 1970 of the United States 
Genetically Significant Dose, are expensive. Reports of the number of x-ray 
machines in compliance with equipment standards, such as for filtration and 
collimation, are traditional but are difficult to relate to patient or popu
lation exposures. Furthermore, such reports are limited to machine parameters 
and do not reflect other factors influencing patient dose such as operator 
training, film and screen selection and film processing. 

A Task Force of State and Bureau of Radiological Health representatives, 
created in 1971, has applied the "standard man" concept as a method of evalu
ating the impact of government control efforts on medical x-ray exposure. 

A limited number of randomly selected medical x-ray facilities are visited. 
The operator of an x-ray unit is requested to set the technique factors for a 
selected examination of a patient whose anthropometric characteristics have 
been standardized. Exposure data is collected using standardized procedures 
and equipment. Organ Dose Index values are generated for selected critical 
organs. 

By eliminating patient size variation, the wide range of exposure technique 
factors currently employed in medical radiography has become readily apparent, 
together with the wide range of gonad doses encountered by a standard patient. 
It is expected that these can be correlated with governmental agency activities 
in radiological health and can be modified by their efforts. 

The methodology of the NEXT Organ Dose Index System is simple. Fifty local, 
State and Federal radiological health programs in the United States are partic
ipating or planning to participate in the system which began operation in 
October, 1972. Some results of the first nine months of its operation are 
presented. The system appears to be far more efficient in assessing the impact 
of governmental program efforts in medical x ray than previously used methods. 
It avoids the complexity and cost of population exposure studies but can relate 
program impact in terms of patient exposure and dose. 
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Radiological Health Efforts in the United States 

Historically, regulatory radiological health efforts in the United States trace 
their origins to the state and local levels, particularly as they affect 
medical x-ray use. Currently 50 States and the District of Columbia conduct 
radiation control programs under either general public health laws or specific 
enabling legislation.l Technical details of regulatory control are usually not 
included in authorizing legislation but are delegated to a radiological health 
agency or advisory group. More recently, under authority of Public Law 90-602, 
Federal performance standards for medical x-ray equ.ipment have been prepared.2 

In 1962 the Council of State Governments, in cooperation with the United States 
Public Health Service and the United States Atomic Energy Commission, developed 
Model Regulations for Radiation Control which included a section on the "Use of 
x rays in the Healing Arts.••3 The original regulations have been updated twice 
and are undergoing further revision. Most States which have adopted regula
tions in the area of medical and dental x ray have followed this guidance thus 
providing some measure of uniformity. The Council of State Governments' regu
lations have been based upon the recommendations of various standard-setting 
bodies, particularly those of the National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements.4 

The major thrust of radiological health agencies' activities in the United 
States, to date, has been directed at upgraqing the x-ray equipment used in the 
diagnostic healing arts to meet minimum regulatory standards. Consequently, 
the primary purpose of most medical x-ray inspection programs has been to 
determine that the equipment requirements of the regulations are being followed. 
However, advantage is frequently taken of the personal contact during an 
inspection of a medical or dental facility to discuss with personnel other 
items related to the use of the equipment. 

For example, exposure technique and film processing may be reviewed with the 
operator. In such cases, the inspection visit becomes a mini-training program. 
As a result, in addition to a report of items which do not meet regulatory 
requirements, recommendations may also be provided to the user which, if 
followed, can improve the overall radiological health aspects of an x-ray 
facility. 

Regular training courses are offered by many radiological health agencies, 
usually in conjunction with, or using the resources of, various Federal agen
cies. The Bureau of Radiological Health of the Food and Drug Administration 
has developed training packages for use by State and local agencies. Many of 
these agencies routinely offer the services of their staff to provide lectures 
for ongoing formal training programs in hospitals or other schools. 

Many State and local radiological health agencies review and approve x-ray 
facility plans and specifications. Items such as adequacy of radiation 
barriers, film handling and processing facilities, type and location of radia
tion machines, and adequacy of ancillary equipment are subjected to critical 
review. 

Radiological health agencies realize that ensuring that proper equipment is 
Provided is only one parameter in the equation of optimizing the benefit of an 
x-ray exposure of a patient. With this in mind, three States and the Common
wealth of Puerto Rico have approved specific laws which establish minimum stan
dards for education, training and experience for certain user groups that apply 
x rays to humans for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes.l The United States 
Public Health Service has developed guidelines for the establishment of 
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licensing programs for x-ray users in the healing arts.5 

All of these programs are directed toward minimizing exposure in the environs 
of an x-ray installation and optimizing the benefits of patient radiation. But 
how do these agencies determine their program effectiveness? National X-ray 
Exposure Studies such as conducted by the United States Public Health Service 
in 1964 and in 1970 can and do provide information to answer this question.6,7 

However, such x-ray exposure studies require considerable investments of time, 
money and personnel at local, State and Federal levels. This time interval -
6 years - is too long for use by agencies requiring the kind of information 
which is necessary to justify budget requests, to plan program priorities and 
to evaluate past program effectiveness. These activities are performed on an 
annual basis and information must be available on an annual basis. 

The usual information resources available to agencies are limited to reports 
of inspection programs such as the number of x-ray machines in compliance, the 
number of x-ray machines with deficient filtration, etc. Increasingly, such 
data has been found unsuitable for identifying specific problem areas, for 
justifying existing radiological health programs and budget requests, and for 
program planning. Such terminology is not meaningful to many public officials 
responsible for planning fiscal and personnel resource allocations to the 
various technical programs under their jurisdiction. Instead, program effec
tiveness or needs must be reported in people-related terms. 

Nationwide Evaluation of X-ray Trends (NEXT) 

In May 1971 the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors called for 
the formation of a Task Force to design a uniform program for surveys of x-ray 
facilities.8 The Task Force, co-sponsored by the Bureau of Radiological Health 
of the Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health, Education and Wel
fare, was appointed in July 1971 and consisted of equal representation from 
State and Federal radiological health agencies. 

The Task Force adopted the project name of "NEXT", an acronym for Nationwide 
Evaluation of X-ray Trends. In reviewing its charge, the Task Force identified 
four specific objectTves9 it wished to meet: 

1. Design a system to measure the effectiveness of radiological health pro
grams, 
2. Design a system which would enable program priorities to be assigned on a 
rational, documentary basis, 
3. Identify the optimum componentsof a radiation survey, and 
4. Provide for the uniform collection of data related to radiological health. 

The development of an Optimum Survey Procedure Manual would partially satisfy 
these objectives. This is currently under revision and will not be discussed 
here. 

While the production of a manual of optimum survey procedures will fulfill a 
long sought need by local and State radiological health programs, the NEXT Task 
Force recognized that additional parameters were required to meet the objectives 
of providing a system to measure program effectiveness and to assign program 
priorities. The Organ Dose Index System (ODIS) was devised to meet these 
objectives. 
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The Organ Dose Index System (ODIS) 

The Organ Dose Index System is based on an annual survey of a statistically 
representative sample of the x-ray tubes within an agency's jurisdiction. The 
results are intended to provide the agency with a measure of its effectiveness 
in reducing unnecessary radiation exposure during diagnostic radiography. The 
system was not designed to replace compliance survey procedures now in use but 
is intended to be an adjunct to these procedures. The system provides specific 
organ doses called Organ Dose Indexes for selected x-ray procedures applied to 
a standard sized patient. 

The term "Index" has been appended to "Organ Dose" because the calculated dose 
values are not an "average", nor r8presentative of the population dose. They 
are the organ doses only for an individual who fits the physical characteris
tics of the"standard patient". (This patient was subject number 16 of the 
group who participated in the Johns Hopkins study to determine scatter to 
primary x-ray beam exposure ratios.6) Organ Dose Index, is therefore, a 
people-related quantity. Since it reflects a "standard patient" it removes the 
variable of patient size. It has the potential for evaluating variations of 
organ dose by type of facility, technique, operator training, beam size and 
shape, etc. The methodology of calculating radiation doses to the gonads used 
in the Organ Dose Index System is that used in the X-ray Exposure Studies of 
the United States in 1964 and 1970, with modifications. 0 Other organs have 
been identified by the Task Force for which calculated radiation doses are 
desired. These are the thyroid, lens of eyes and bone marrow. Organ Dose 
Indexes for these organs are awaiting development of suitable dose models. 

Twelve common diagnostic radiographic examinations are included in the Organ 
Dose Index System: 

Projection 

Chest (P/A) 
Skull (Lateral) 
Abdomen ( KUB) 

Scout Film (A/P) 
Retrograde Pyelogram 

Scout Film (Cysto 
Units) (A/P) 

Thoracic Spine (A/P) 
Cervical (A/P) 
Lumbo-Sacral Spine (A/P) 
Full Spine (A/P) (14"x36" 

film size only) 
Feet (Weight Bearing) (D/P) 

(Podiatrists Only) 
Dental Bitewing (Posterior) 
Dental Periapical 

Dental Cephalometric 
(Lateral) 

Body Part of Interest 

Thorax 
Head 

Abdomen 

Abdomen 
Thorax 
Neck 
Abdomen 

Chest and Abdomen 

Foot 
Leh~d~~T~~~pids 
Central Incisor 

(Maxillary) 

Head 

Body Part 
Thickness (centimeters) 

23 
15 

23 

23 
23 
13 
23 

23 

8 

15 

These projections were selected to provide a useful cross-section of x-ray 
examinations encountered in private and institutional medical care facilities. 

To obtain Organ Dose Indexes, a statistically representative sample of the 
healing arts x-ray facilities within a participating agency's jurisdiction is 
drawn by the participating agency on an annual basis. 
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During the inspection of a selected x-ray facility, the inspector determines 
which of the twelve selected examinations are performed most frequently on the 
machine being inspected. The inspector asks the operator to set the technique 
(milliamperage, kilovoltage, exposure time, target-to-film distance, collima
tion, etc.) that would be used for this standard patient. For example, if a 
Chest P/A is the most frequent examination performed with the machine in ques
tion, the operator is asked to set the technique that would be used for a 
patient having a 23 centimeter chest. Appropriate measurements of x-ray beam 
exposure, quality and beam size are made utilizing standardized procedures and 
equipment.9 A Mean Ovarian Dose and a Testicular Dose are then calculated from 
the measurement data using computer programs. 

Preliminary Results 

The NEXT Organ Dose Index System began October 1, 1972. At the end of the 
first nine months operation, 32 States and 3 Federal agencies were partici
pating. Additionally, NEXT data has been processed for one foreign government 
and for an international health agency. At the end of nine months of operation 
(June JO, 1973), data for 3,431 projections had been collected in the United 
States and submitted for processing. Pre-edit and quality control checks 
designed to eliminate erroneous data are applied to all submitted data. 2,316 
projections passed these checks and were entered upon the NEXT ODIS master file 

The present data pool is not yet complete. Many participating agencies have 
not completed surveying their annual representative sample. Not only is it too 
early to attempt an identification of trends, but the baseline has not yet been 
established. 

Nonetheless, preliminary analysis of existing data does seem to validate some 
of the concepts, and expectations of the system. 

For example, data is available for 291 cases of the Lumbo-Sacral (A/P) pro~ 
jections. Registered radiologic technologists performed 129 of these projec
tions, the others being performed by practitioners or other persons. For these 
291 applications of this projection to our standard patient: 

1. The reported kVp ranges from 50 to 110, 
2. The reported mAs ranges from 10 to 400, 
3. The measured tube target-to-film distance ranges from 30 to 72 inches, 
4. In view of the ranges in the above 3 categories it was not surprising to 

find the calculated exposure at skin entrance varied by 2 orders of 
magnitude. 

5. X-ray Field Size at the film varied from well collimated beams limited to 
the spinal column, e.g., 5"x16" to large circular beams, e.g., 49", and 
even large rectangular beams, e.g., 22"x47", 

6. In consequence of these variations, the Mean Ovarian Dose Index ranged fror 
4 mrad to 951 mrad and the Testicular Dose Index ranged from<:0.5 mrad to 
about 2,300 mrad. 

This kind of variation is not unique to the Lumbo-Sacral Spine examination. A: 
another example, 42 cases of the Retrograde Pyelogram Scout (Cysto only) (A/P) 
were collected. This is a specialized projection rarely performed outside a 
hospital or major private practice facility. The x-ray machine operator in 34 
of the 42 cases was a registered radiologic technologist. 

1. The reported kVp varied from 68 to 90, 
2. The reported mAs varied from 20 to 250, 
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3. The measured tube target-to-film distance varied from 31 to 59 inches, 
4. The calculated exposure at skin entrance varied from 205 mR to 1,200 mR, 
s. Beam size at the film varied from a 25"diameter circular beam to a 10"x13" 

rectangular beam. 
6. The mean Ovarian Dose Index varied from 45 mrad to 507 mrad and the 

Testicular Dose Index varied from 1 mrad to about 1,000 mrad. 

It is evident that the range of variation for this projection is smaller than 
for the Lumbo-Sacral Spine, but it is still quite large. As noted earlier, 
this projection is a specialized procedure restricted to a limited number of 
facilities. In comparison to the Lumbo-Sacral projection, a larger proportion 
of the operators were registered radiologic te~hnologists and one may speculate 
on the influence of this factor. 

Even so it is perplexing to find such wide variation in technique for the same 
examination for the same standard patient. 

NEXT, Now and Future 

These preliminary results suggest that opportunity does lie ahead for reducing 
unnecessary diagnostic x-ray exposure by identifying facilities using high 
exposure techniques. The NEXT Organ Dose Index System, by eliminating patient 
size variation and utilizing standard survey techniques, provides an objective 
method of accomplishing this. 

Presumably, a radiological health agency effort, directed at identifying the 
high exposure facilities, followed by efforts to change their techniques, if 
successful, should be reflected by a trend, over time, to lower average organ 
dose indexes. The NEXT Organ Dose Index System will monitor these trends. 

The NEXT Organ Dose Index System will not provide estimates of population dose, 
nor wilT it provide per capita dose information. It will provide information 
that can be used to effect changes in population dose. It will monitor changes 
in medical diagnostic x-ray application and trends in medical x-ray exposure. 
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THE GENETICALLY SIGNIFICANT DOSE DUE TO MEDICAL X-RAY EXAMINATIONS IN 
THE NETHERLANDS 

by J.A. Koen and J. Weber 
Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut 

Summary 

Recent in situ measurements of the gonadal doses of 2500 male patients in seven Dutch hospitals make a reap
praisal of the genetically significant dose (GSD) due to X-ray examinations in the Netherlands possible. 
It was found that the gonadal doses of nearly all examination types in all hospitals form a log normal distribu
tion with a standard deviation of the same order of magnitude as the mean doses. 
The mean doses differ largely between the hospitals. Measurements in many hospitals will be necessary to obtain 
a reliable national mean dose for each examination type. 
The number of examinations for each type varies appreciably per district and needs careful consideration. The 
child expectancy, which did change drastically during the last 4 years, did not influence the GSD. 

Introduction 
The Genetically Significant Dose (GSD) due to X-ray examinations in the Netherlands was esti
mated by Beekmannover 1959 and by Beentjes2)over 1967. The former estimation resulted in 
a GSD of 7 mrem, the latter in different values, ranging from 19 - 40 mrem. 
Beekman used a set of relatively low gonadal doses obtained from phantom measurements with 
minimum beam size. In this respect her result is a minimum value. The number of examinations 
was obtained from the registers of all medical services in the city of Leiden and surroundings. 
For this confined population the total number of examinations was 0.55 per year in 1959, den
tal radiography and mass survey excluded. Beentjes used different sets of doses obtained from 
the literature and the phantom measurements of Beekman. The frequency of examinations was 
obtained from health insurance companies operating in different districts and covering 9 million 
people out of a total population of 13 million. The number of examinations per caput per year 
varies per district from 0. 25 to 0.45 with a mean of 0.37. Dental radiography and mass radio
graphy are excluded. The latter would add 0.21. Since. no in situ dose measurements were avai
lable in our country we decided to perform a survey in the hospitals in order to obtain dose 
values as they really occur. The preliminary results from measurements on male patients now 
available permit some conclusions about the procedure to be followed for gonadal dose measure
ments and their influence on the GSD estimate. They will be discussed in this paper. 

Methods 

We used thermoluminescent dosimeters, consisting of three extruded lithium fluoride ribbons 
(1/8 x 1/8 x 0.035 inch) from Harshaw, wrapped up in plastic film. Up to this moment we per
formed measurements on male patients only. The dosimeter is attached to the scrotum during 
the X-ray examination. The measured exposure permits to calculate the testis dose if ~he following 
factors are properly taken into account. 
a) The difference between the skin exposure and the testis exposure is estimated to be about 

+ 5% in the direct beam and -5% in scattered radiation. 
b) A conversion from testis exposure to absorbed dose, chosen as 0.91 rad per rontgen. 
c) The sensitivity of LiF for diagnostic X-rays compared with 0.662 MeV 137Cs radiation is 

estimated to be between 1,25 and 1.38. 

The absorbed dose can be obtained from the exposure (calibrated with 137 Cs) through division 
by an overall correction factor, deduced from a, b and c between 1.55 and 1.40 for direct 
radiation and between 1.40 and 1.30 for the scattered radiation. An arbitrary value of 1.4 was 
chosen. 
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Results of the measurements 

The results of the measurements on about 2500 male patients in seven Dutch hospitals are given in 
table 1. 
The mean gonadal dose dij of each examination type (i) is indicated separately for each hospital U) 
with the number of patients nij and the standard deviation Sij of the doses. The X-ray departments 
of the hospitals have slightly different characters. They comprise one academic hospital, one milita
ry hospital ,and five peripheral hospitals in different cities. The hospitals numbered 3 and 4 did not 
use lead shielding at all, while hospital 2 always used lead shielding for the examination types IVP, 
lumbo-sacral region, pelvis and hip. In hospital 5 an image intensifier was consistently used for 
examinations (fluoroscopy and radiography) of the lower gastro-intestinal tract. 
For each examination type and hospital the distribution of the measured doses proved to be log 
normal. An example is given in fig. 1 and 2. 
The standard deviation (Sij) is often larger than the mean dose (dij). Since the accuracy of each 
measured dose is better than 10 % (except of measurements at the edge of the direct beam where 
the localisation is uncertain) this standard deviation reflects the real difference between the 
individual doses. The relative standard deviation of the mean dose (dij) is 

Sij . 100 o 
'0 • 

dij ynii 
and it is used to calculate an upper and lower confidence limit of the doses (95 % confidence) 
obtained in each hospital. 
The mean gonadal doses for one examination type differ significantly between the hospitals. 
Local £_ircumstances influence the doses to a large extend. For each examination type (i) the 
mean di of the doses dij obtained in the 7 hospitals is calculated, together witl:!_ its standard 
deviation Si. From table 1 we see that Si has the same order of magnitude as di. 

Calculation of the GSD 

The measured gonadal doses make a reassessment of GSD possible. 
Our first measurements happened to be in the hospitals 3 and 4 where relatively high doses were 
obtained. These results gave us the impression that the doses of Penfil and Brown 3) are appropriate for 
the Netherlands. However, further measurements, performed in the other hospitals, make this con
clusions doubtful. It appears that the data out of a restricted number of hospitals are subject to 
such a large variation that this causes one of the major sources of ~rror in the estimation of the 
GSD, as follows also from the calculated standard deviation Si of di. 
For the calculation of the GSD due to the examination of male patients we used the mean of the 
doses dij weighted according to the number of measurements performed in each hospital (see table 
2, column 3). The frequency of examinations of each type is taken from Beentjes and the child 
expectancy over 1971 is used. At the bottom of the table a correction of 10% per year for the 
increase of the number of examinations during the years 1967-1971 is given 4). The resultant value 
of the GSD, 28 mrad, is subject to a large error for the following reasons. 
le. The influence of errors in the doses dij on the GSD is estimated with the 95% confidence 

limits of the mean doses. The deviations of the contribution to the CSD of the eight 
examination types proved to be plus or minus 36%. 

2e. A much larger error is to be expected due to the restricted number of hospitals used in the 
calculation, as is already mentioned. The standard deviation of the mean di indicated that 
measurements in about hundred hospitals should be necessary to obtain this figure accurately, 
unless the hospitals can be classed into groups, for instance academic and peripheral hospitals. 
In order to study this point a calculation of the GSD was made with, for each examination 
type, the maxima and the minima of the mean doses dij found in all hospitals. The resultant 
GSD for the eight examination types was 19.8. and 1.2 mrad respectively for male patients 
over 1967. It seems unlikely that for male patients further dose measurements will lead to a 
higher GSD than 32 mrad over 1971, which is the maximum calculated in this way (table 2, 
column 4-7). 

3e. The frequency of examinations of each type is not precisely known and influences the GSD 
to a large extend. Beentjes calculated the GSD on the basis of frequencies found in six 
different districts. For each examination type the contribution to the GSD in the six districts 
varies with a standard deviation between 30 and 40%. 
We conclude that an estimate of the GSD for the whole country, obtained by multiplication 
of the mean doses with the mean number of examinations can lead to large errors. 
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Table 1. Gonadal doses of male patients per examination type (i) and hospital G). Doses in mrad. 

dij = rrtean gonadal dose 
Sij = standard deviation 
njj ==number of patients 

~ Intravenous 
pyelography 

Hospital .no. dij Sjj n·· lJ 

1 228 346 71 
2 86 216 238 
3 1262 2560 102 
4 1580 1871 64 
5 322 670 81 
6 167 269 83 
7 205 416 211 

mean di 550 
standard 
deviation Sj 606 
number of 
measurements 
nj 850 

- - --

di =mean of the mean doses for examination type i 
Si = standard deviation of dj 

Lower gastro- Lumbosacral Abdomen Pelvis intestinal tract region (general) 

dij Sij nij dij Sjj nij dij Sij nij dij 

761 1154 15 204 324 290. 65 164 45 893 
107 104 90 30 111 ii?' - - - 99 
367 728 134 - - - 136 264 46 -

106 71 56 1048 855 93 184 350 17 801 
48 122 35 460 950 33 58 32 5 

133 44 13 156 279 18 482 421 12 -

59 46 5 36 31 63 164 373 6 -

226 322 182 536 

259 388 156 377 

348 624 131 
. - - - -- - --···- --'-- L_ _______ --- --

Sij 

901 
168 

-

797 

-

-

-

Hip Femur Stomach 

nij dij Sij nij dij Sij nij dij Sjj nij 

53 - - - 560 630 12 6 5 100 
8 36 24 17 23 36 6 24 30 9 
- - - - -- - - 24 28 134 

20 350 453 5 -- - - - - - ',~ 
347 636 20 113 97 3 2 6 70 

- - - - ·- - - 4 7 92 
- - - - 56 61 3 - - -

244 188 12 

180 251 11 

101 42 24 405 
- ... - -- ----- --



.... 
0 
00 
00 

Table 2. Different estimations 01 tile GSD over 1971. ·GSD in mrad per year, gonadal doses in rnrad. 

Measured gonadal doses 

set of highest set of lowest mean doses doses doses 

Gonadal GSD Gonadal GSD Gonadal GSD 
Examination type. dose dose dose 

Hip 223 0.27 350 0.43 36 0.044 

Femur 307 0.67 560 1.22 23 0.050 

Pelvic region 793 2.91 893 3.27 99 0.363 

Lumbosacral region 290 1.84 1048 6.69 30 0.191 
(lumbar spine and abdominal 
aortography included) 
Intravenous urography 411 1.43 1580 5.51 86 0.299 
(retrograde urography and urethro 
cystography included) 
Abdomen (general) 148 0.29 482 0.94 58 0.112 

Lower gastrointestinal tract 229 0.49 761 1.63 48 0.102 

Stomach and duodenum 11.2 0.09 24 0.19 2 0.016 
(oesophagus included) 

Total 7.99 19.88 1.177 

Other examinations 2.01 2.01 2.01 

Total GSD for males 10.00 21.89 3.19 

Total GSD for females 9.13 

Total 19.13 
Total corrected for increase 28 
of number of examinations '67- '71 

Gonadal doses 
of Penfil and 
Brown 3) Gonadal doses of Beekman 1) 

Gonadal GSD Gonadal GSD GSD 
dose dose child exp. '67 child exp. '71 

1064 1.29 3323 4.06 4.04 

96 0.21 91 0.20 0.20 
717 2.63 157 0.58 0.58 

2268 14.46 60 0.32 0.32 

2091 7.29 640 2.11 2.10 

254 0.49 92 0.18 0.18 

1585 3.39 45 0.10 0.10 

137 l.lO 4.8 0.03 0.03 

-

30.86 7.58 7.55 

2.01 0.03 0.03 

32.87 7.61 7.58 

8.88 9.13 
--

41.75 16.71 

61 24 

-----



4e. In our country the child expectancy is decreasing rapidly during the last years. In order to 
get an idea of the influence of this factor we made two calculations of the GSD (male 
patients), one with the child expectancy over 1967 and one over 1971. The estimations were 
calculated following the method of Beentjes; for both years the set of doses reported by 
Beekman and the frequency of examinations of Beentjes was used. Although there is a strong 
shift in the number of live births and child expectancy in all age classes (see table 3 ), the 
resultant differences in the calculated GSD are insignificant (7 .58 and 7.55 mrad for male 
patients over 1967 and 1971 respectively). 

Table 3. 
Male child expectancy in the Netherlands 

age 1967 1971 

-0.75 - 0 2.644 2.232 

0 2.676. 2.255 
0- 4 2.720 2.307 
5 • 9 2.742 2.314 

10 - 14 2.748 2.319 
15 - 19 2.745 2.309 
20 - 24 2.564 2.071 
25 - 29 1.921 1.405 
30 - 34 1.080 0.809 
35 - 39 .494 0.294 
40 - 44 .186 .100 
45 - 49 .056 .028 
so - 54 .014 .005 
55 - 59 .002 

60+ 

Deduced from tables of the Netherlands Central 
Bureau of Statistics. 

Conclusion 
In spite of 2500 gonadal dose measurements and intensive efforts to obtain the frequency of each 
type of examination per year the estimation of the GSD is still unreliable. Improvement is only 
possible if an appreciable number of measurements in many hospitals is available. Relatively large 
statistical errors in the dose measurements may be tolerated due to the large standard deviation in 
the dose distributions. In our country the rather important changes in child expectancy did not 
influence the GSD of the male patients significantly. 
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Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution of male gonadal doses from intravenous pyelography; hospital no. 3; dij = 1300 mrad; 
Sij = 2600 mrad; median= 3 70 mrad; 102 patients. 
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Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution of male gonadal doses from intravenous pyelography; hospital no. 4; dij = 1048 mrad;, 
Sij = 855 mrad; median= 1079 mrad; 93 patients. This examination type forms the unique exception on the 
log normal distribution found in all other types. 
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Abstract 

Thermoluminescent dosimeters ( LiF-teflon discs) were distributed to 
clinics and hospitals using X-rnys for diagnostic purposes in Hsinchu 
which is n medium size city of Taiwan with n totnl population of 213,?35. 
The dosimeters were placed inside n small pocket stitched on a piece- of 
cloth. Before irradiation the patient was covered with this cloth of 
·which the location of the pocket was adjusted to be ngninst the gonndnl 
region of patient! s body. 

The detailed record of the irl'ndintion conditions and the status oil 
patients were provided by the clinics nnd •hospitals concerned. ·Dosimeters 
were replaced nnd rend in n one-month interval. Based on the formula 
given by the United Nations Scientific Committee of the Effects of Atomic 
Radiation the annual genetically significant dose equivalent was calculated 
wlth proper corrections for gonad dose of both sexes. 

Since one hnlf of ·Tniwnn populntion is living in the cities' nowndnys, 
and surveys of medical radiation sources in Tniwan hnve been carried out 
twice since 19?0, the n1mual genetically sigrri:ficnnt dose equivalent 
cnlculnted for l-lsinchu is extended to Tniwnn urbnn population. It -shows 
that the nnnunl genetrcally significan-t; dose equivalent of Tniwan urban 
population wns in the rnnge of 3 to 4 mrem in 1972. 

Introduction 

The hnzard of rndintion exposure of most concern hns sHifted from 
reldtively high doses received by ::1 few people to low doses received by 
::1 ldrge segment of the popula.tion. The dia.gnostic X-r::1ys belong a.s a. 
contributor to thE! la.tter category. This pa.per is concerned with dos•es 
from dia.gnostic X-rny received 'by gonads of the Hsinchu population during 
an eigh·8-month investigntion period .:1s recorded by thermoluminescent 
dosimeters. 

Hsinchu is a medium size city of Taiwan with· n ~otnl population of 
213,753 (1972 census). Of nil inhabi-Gants 113,921 nre mo.le nnd 99,814 
a.re femo.le. The medical rndiation sources surveyed in 1970 nnd ngnin in 
19?2 show that there y.re 15 dio.gnostic X-rny units in opernti ~n, i.e., 
70 X-ro.y units per lOb population.l Of the 15 hospitals and clinics 
equipped with diagnostic X-ray unit~, only 5 mnjor hospito.ls or clinics 
have frequent use of the equipment. The other 10 hospito.ls and clinics 
he1ve o. few exposures te1ken every yenr. Be1sed on this informo.tion, the 
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major hospito.l5 o.nd clinics were chosen for this investigo.tion o.nd the 
cho.ro.cteristics of their X-ro.y units o.re shown in To.ble l. 

To.ble l. The 1-fo.nufo.cturers, Applied Volto.ges, o.nd Beo.m Cw.'rents 
of X-ro.y Units in Hsinchu Major Hospito.ls , o.nd Clinics. 

Hospito.l Mo.nufo.ctw.'er Filter Ro.diogro.phy Fluorogrnphy 
No. (mm Al) kVp mA sec kVp mA sec 

l Aromo. 2.0 95 300 0.1 95 4 60 

2 Shimo.dzu 2.0 60 300 0.5 60 2.5 180 

3 Toshibo. 2.5 100 500 0.05 70 3 60 

4 Toshibo. 2.5 70 200 0.25 70 2.5 120 

5 Picker 2.5 75 100 0.05 70 3 60 

Procedures 

The 13 mm dio.m. x 0.4 mm thick discs of 7LiF-Teflon of Teledyne Isotopes 
were used beco.use of the considero.tion of the maximum sensitivity. The 
minimum dose defined o.s three times the sto.ndo.rd devio.tion of the bo.ckground 
is 15 nu'o.d. The tissue-equivo.lence of LiF-Teflon dosimeters eno.bles meo.n
ingful estimo.tes of dose in X-ro.y rndio.tion from o. single meo.surement of o. 
dosimeter o.t the monitoring site. The response is independent of photon 
energy to within f30% down to 20 keV. In o.ddition the LiF-Teflon discs o.re 
uno.ffected by extremes of humidity o.nd environmento.l tempero.tw.'eS which do 
exist in To.iwan. Reo.dout LiF-'Teflon discs wo.s performed on Teledyne Isotopes 
Model 7100 TLD instrument. Nitrogen wo.s supplied to suppress the spw.'ious 
thermoluminescence dw.'ing reo.dout procedure. The sto.ndo.rd devio.tion wo.s 
o.bout 3.6%. 

Two LiF-Teflon discs eo.ch were plo.ced inside o. smo.ll pocket stitched 
on o. piece of cloth for ro.diogro.phy o.nd fluorogro.phy, respectively. Before 
irro.dio.tion the po.tient wo.s covered with.this cloth of which the loco.tion 
of the pocket wo.s o.djusted to be o.go.inst,his-her gono.do.l region. The 
deto.iled record of the irro.dintion conditions o.nd the sto.tu.s of po.tients' 
were replo.ced and reo.d in o. one-month intervo.l. To.ble 2 pres:ent the results 
of o.n eight-month investigation per"iod in 1972. 
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T.::1ble 2. The Aver.::1ge Exposure per C.::1pit.::1 due t·o Di.::1gnostic X-r.::1ys 
Monitored with LiF-Teflon Discs .::1t the Gomds. 

Number of Pntients 
Month Hospit.::1l mR/m.::1n -exposure Radiogr.::1phy F1uorogr.::1phy 

No. R.::1dio- F1uoro- Age Tot.::1l li.ge Tot.::11 gr.::1phy gr.::1phy <18 18-45 >45 <18 18-45 >-45 

1 l 28 243 11 141 31 183 1 2 3 6 
' 

2 15 303 15 28 13 56 l 4 4 9 

3 16 10 17 42 69 

4 62 273 3 28 13 44 7 5 12 

5 25 242 5 46 5 56 5 18 14 37 
" ~ ,.,,.., 218 ,., " 261 42 

,., ,., ,.. 2 2 2 6 ~ ..1.. ;;~ ;;-:. ;;;;) 

2 78 233 12 36 27 75 7 9 16 

3 11 2 35 63 100 

4 7 453 1 103 24 128 13 6 19 

5 42 363 4 18 6 28 5 63 5 73 

3-4 l 23 145 65 476 67 608 3 4 7 
2 48 414 17 90 50 157 l 16 15 32 

3 38 24 81 105 

4 17 487 4 98 49 151 34 10 44 
5 37 212 10 77 22 109 44 229 56 329 

5-6 l 30 342 83 1101 52 1236 1 2 6 9 
2 46 320 25 99 75 199 1 19 7 27 

3 18 5 22 27 

4 22 256 1 207 82 290 l 54 18 73 

5 38 285 9 68 23 100 45 210 61 316 

7-8 l 25 246 90 1320 48 1458 ~ 3 9 13 
2 40 381 30 110 86 226 ..1 20 8 29 

3 32 2 30 88 110 

4 36 298 4 102 67 173 51 11 62 

5 40 240 13 86 31 130 46 253 61 360 

Aver.::1ge or 32 298 448 4606 1109 6l53 155 1010 314 1479 
Tot.::1l 
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The o.nnunl geneticnlly significo.nt dose equiveilent to the populo.tion is 
o. meo.sure of the genetic significeince of the yeo.rl;y dose equivo.lent received 
by the populo.tion 1s reproductive orgo.ns (goneids). To ceilculeite this dose 
equiveilent, one should consider the gono.d dose o.nd the future number of 
children expected by eo.ch member of the populc.tion CiS listed in Teible 3, 

Table 3. Age-Group and Avereige Expected Children Census 
-

Age Populc.tion (%) Avereige Expected Children 

0-18 years 

(M) 19.9 4.00 

(F) lEL4 4.00 

18-45 yeeirs 

(Ivi) 23.6 2.30 

(F) 21.7 2.30 

> 45 yem·s 

(M) 9.8 0.015 

(F) 6.6 0,015 

Table 3 wns teiken from populeition and birth rates census dntei releeised 
by the No.tioml Heeilth Administro.tion of Republic of Chinei. 

The genetically significant dose equivo.lent described here hns the same 
meaning CiS tho.t given in the report of the UNSCEAR.2 The geneticall;y signif
icnnt dose equivalent can be co.lculeited with the following formula: 

where 

2: ~ (N~~)w~~)d~~) + N~~)w~~)d~~) 
(l) 

D = annuo.l geneticnll;y significant dose. 
Njk = number of individuals of age-clc.ss k, subjected to clc.ss 

j exposure, i.e., either radiographic or fluorogrnphic X 
exposure. 

Nk = total munber of individuals of o.ge-clc.ss k. 
Wjk = future number of children expected by Cin exposed individual 

of Cige-cleiss k subsequent to a cbss j exposure. 
Wk = future number of children expected by Cin o.vero.ge individUCil 

of Cige-clo.ss k. 
djk = goneid dose per class j exposure of an individueil of o.ge-cleiSS 

k. 
(F) = femeile. 
(M) =male. 

Since the reidiation levels and exposure frequency from diagnostic X-rays 
o.re quite low, the number of expected children will be the same for individ
UG.ls after irradieition o.s it WCiS before. Therefore, for the purposes of these 
cnlculeitions Wjk will be assumed to be the same o.s Wk. 

For calcubtion of meile Cind femeile gono.deil dose, the correction fo.ctors 
Km .:md Kr cein be used, where 
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Km = Depth dose a.t m.:lle gona.ds/skin exposure, 
Kf = Depth dose a.t fema.le gona.ds/skin exposure. 

The centra.l a.xis depth dose fnctors used to cnlculette depth dose to gonetds 
from d:(_· dose were Kffi = 72% etnd Kf = ll%.3 

During the investigettion period, it wets etssumed tha.t the number of 
exposm·es tnken wa.s equa.l to the number of pa.tients being exnmined. Accord
ing ~o the da.tet provided by the hospitetls etnd clinics, pntients under age 
18 were less thnn 10% of nll pettients concerned. Hence, it wa.s a.ssumed thnt 
the gonnd dose wns independent of a.ge-cletss. 

l. 

2. 

Results etnd Discussion 

The gona.d doses thus obtnined were ns follows: 
Ro.d:i,.o~ra.phy 

dlF =3.52mR 
d (M =23.04 mR 

Flu9rQgrnphy 
d lF J = 37.78 mR 
ctCM) = 214.56 mR 

For prncticnl pm·poses, in X-rety dia.gnosis, o.n exposm·e of 1 R ca.n be 
rega.rded a.s delivering to soft tissue a. dose of 1 rnd or a. dose equiva.lent 
of 1 rem.4 The a.nnuetl geneticnlly significa.nt dose equiva.lent in Hsinchu 
City due to dingnostic X-rny only wns 3.83 mrem in 1972. 

The metjor cities in Tniwa.n a.re Keelung, Tetipei, Ta.ichung, Tnina.n, a.nd 
Knohsiung with n totnl popula.tion of 5,034,267 of which 2,683,264 a.re ma.le 
nnd 2,351,003 .:1re fema.le. The number of di.:J.gnostic X-ra.y units is known.l 
Bnsed on the d.:J.to. sua·veyed G.t Hsinchu City, it c.:J.n be estim.:J.ted th.:J.t the 
G.nnu.:J.l genetica.lly significG.nt dose equiva.lent due to diu.gnostic X-r.:1ys in 
m.:J.jor cities of Ta.iwa.n WG.S 3.64 mrem in 1972 while tha.t of U.S.A. wa.s 
5 mrem. Since one h.:1lf of Ta.iwa.n popula.tion is living in the cities now.:1da.ys, 
it is concluded tha.t the G.nnu.:J.l genetica.lly signific.:J.nt dose equiv.:J.lent due 
to dingnostic X-ra.ys of the Tetiwa.n m•b.:J.n popula.tion w.:1s in the r.:J.nge of 3 to 
4 nu·em in 1972. 
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Abstract 

Medical use of x ray continues to be the greatest manmade source 
of exposure to the United States population, in spite of substan
tial improvements in equipment and technique. Reduction of this 
exposu~e is possible through training and motivation of allied 
health professionals. 

In addition to proposed x-ray equipment standards and current up
grading of technologist proficiency criteria, increased involve
ment of health physicists is needed, This paper examines the role 
of health physicists in the health care environment, stressing 
their potential for effecting exposure reduction through close 
working relationships with allied health professionals. 

Health Physics emerged as a child of the nuclear age even before the 
first atomic bomb was exploded. As the use of atomic energy rapidly increased, 
so did the concern for the hazardous consequences of misuse and carelessness. 
Although the term Health Physicist may not have been used as it is today, 
scientists and engineers became increasingly involved in the problems of radi
ation protection and control. This was a logical development inview of the 
potentially high levels of radiation exposure to man, not only from the obvi
ous threat of nuclear warfare but also from the rapid increase in radiation 
use by industry and research. 

It is interesting to note, though, at the beginning of this nuclear age, 
medical radiation had already been in use for half a century, ever since 
Wilhelm Roentgen in 1895 accidently discovered the mysterious rays that could 
penetrate matter including human tissue, and despite the extensive use of medi
cal x rays for many years, only in the past few decades has there been an 
emerging medical specialization from the ranks of the radiation physicists. 
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In the scientific community, specifically that portion concerned with 
the uses of radiation, it is generally accepted that the medical and dental 
use of x rays constitutes the greatest single source of manmade radiation 
exposure to the general population. Yet, a relatively small percentage of 
the overall effort for safe, effective use of ionizing radiation is directed 
toward medical use. Since the Health Physicist has selected a profession 
which is dedicated to the prevention of unnecessary exposure to people, it 
follow~ that the Health Physicist would want to do something about the source 
of 90% of the manmade radiation exposure. In 1971, there were approximately 
3,000 members of the Health Physics Society. A statistical analysis of 2,862 
members was done from application form information. An item asking for area 
of professional interest by first, second, and third choice resulted in the 
following figures: As a first choice, only 4.5% indicated the medical field, 
and ranked behind Health Physics (52.3%), Physics (8.7%), Biology (6.5%), 
Chemistry (5.7%), Engineering (4.8%), and other areas not specifically listed 
(6.0%). Even as the second and third choice, medicine was only 5.4% and 5,9% 
respectively.2 

ment: 
Dr. Dade Moeller, who conducted this analysis, offers this general com-

"It would appear that a Society with such a high percentage of 
members with undergraduate backgrounds in physics would have 
many of the qualifications necessary for making a major impact 
in the field of medical radiation physics and the control of 
associated x-ray exposures. This is particularly true in light 
of the fact that the Society has such a high percentage of 
people with Doctoral degrees (18%) of whom well over a fifth 
are medical doctors and dentists. Undoubtedly, the reason that 
the Society has not been more active in this field is that most 
graduate programs in radiation protection, as currently organized, 
simply do not offer the opportunity for Health Physicists to 
receive the specialized training required for professional work 
in Medica 1 Physics. •13 

We would add that perhaps an equally important reason is a general lack 
of communication between the health physics profession in general and the 
majority of those scientists (be they Physicists, Physicians, Biologists or 
whatever) presently working primarily in the area of medical radiation. There 
is a need for greater awareness of and active involvement in medical radiation 
exposure problems by Health Physicists. 

A recent,manpower study4 estimates that in 1971 there were approximately 
500 physicists working in the medical field and that double this amount would 
be required by the end of this decade. 

Considerable public awareness and concern has been generated regarding 
radiation pollution of the environment by nuclear power plants. Much effort 
and money has been spent in the analysis of real and potential hazards of 
radietion exposure from nuclear power. But how does this compare to medical 
radiation exposure? The following statements from a study by the National 
Academy of Sciences (BEIR Report) can give one an idea of the relative magni
tude of the two problem areas: 

"Based on experience to date and present engineering judgement, 
the contribution to radiation exposure averaged over the U.S. 
population from the developing nuclear power industry can remain 
less than about 1 mrem per year (about 1% of natural background) 
and the exposure of any individual kept to a llmall fraction of 
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background. • • • • ." [Provided certain controls are maintained.] 
[whereas] "In the foreseeable future, the major contributors to 
radiation exposure of the population will continue to be natural 
background with an average whole body dose of about 100 mrem/year 
and medical applications which now contribute comparable exposures 
to various tissues of the body."l 

We derive great benefit from medical radiation in terms of public health 
and therefore we accept a certain degree of risk. This is a reasonable argu
ment which will usually meet with little resistance and which is applicable to 
many areas of public concern such as the use of automobiles or the taking of 
drugs. The criteria, though, in each case, is to maintain an imbalance in the 
benefit/risk scale--that is, the benefits must outweigh the risks. There must 
be a constant effort to minimize the risks without adversely affecting the 
benefits. 

The increase in numbers, types and complexities of medical radiation 
procedures challeng~q the allied health professionals just to keep pace with 
the medical and logistic considerations before one even considers the radia
tion protection problems which may be involved. We believe that increased 
efforts by Health Physicists who can develop good working relationships and 
communication lines with the medical professionals can further tip the scale 
to the benefit side. 

The benefits of medical radiation are well known and need no elabora
tion. But just what are the risks? The answer, of course, is unknown for a 
particular individual involved in a particular type of medical radiation pro
cedure. One can only talk about probabilities when large numbers of people 
are subjected to low levels of radiation, such as those used in the range of 
medical procedures. Even then, lack of sufficient human data precludes accu
rate predictions. 

The BEIR Report contains this consensus regarding risks from radiation: 

'Until recently, it has been taken for granted that genetic risks 
from exposure of populations to ionizing radiation near background 
levels were of much greater import than were somatic risks. How
ever, this assumption can no longer be made if linear non-threshold 
relationships are accepted as a basis for estimating cancer risks. 
Based on a knowledge of mechanisms (admittedly incomplete) it must 
be stated that tumor induction as a result of radiation injury to 
one or a few cells of the body cannot be excluded. Risk estimates 
have been made based on this premise and using linear extrapolation 
from the data from the A-bomb survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
from certain groups of patients irradiated therapeutically, and from 
groups occupationally exposed. Such calculations based on these 
data from irradiated humans lead to the prediction that additional 
exposure of the U.S. population of 5 rem per 30 years could cause 
from roughly 3,000 to 15,000 cancer deaths annually, depending on 
the assumptions used in the calculations. The Committee considers 
the most likely estimate to be approximately 6,000 cancer deaths 
annually, an increase of about 2% in the spontaneous cancer death 
rate which is an increase of about 0.3% in the overall death rate 
from all causes."l 

Adopting the assumption of linear relationship between dose and biolog
ical damage then, the prudent course is to minimize all unnecessary or unpro
ductive exposure. Two predominent types of unproductive radiation exposure in 
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the medical realm are radiation from procedures considered medically unneces
sary, as in the case of patient self-referral, and radiation from improper 
performance of equipment and/or operator. 

Both types of unproductive radiation exposure are sensitive and highly 
controversial issues that can be dealt with and eliminated without a decrease 
in medical benefit to the patient. 

The use of radiation in medicine is usually divided into three general 
categories: Diagnostic Radiology, Radiotherapy, and Nuclear Medicine. Refer
ence 3 indicates that Physicists working in medicine devote the greatest effort 
to Radiotherapy, with the remaining effort about equally divided between Diag
nostic Radiology and Nuclear Medicine •. The remainder of this paper is concerned 
specifically with the area of Diagnostic Radiology. Diagnostic x rays involve 
the greatest segment of the population. 

Approximately one hundred and thirty million persons had one or more 
diagnostic x-ray examinations done in 1970>'< with an estimated 660 million 
radiographic films being taken. Data taken from the 1970 X-ray Exposure Study 
is now being compared with the earlier 1964 Study. Preliminary figures seem 
to indicate that average exposure to the population may have been reduced. 
It is comforting to know that progress has been made. However, we believe 
that much greater reduction is still possible. 

In the scope of a diagnostic x-ray examination, there are three main 
functions: 

1) selection of the patient 

2) performance of the examination 

3) interpretation of the results 

Health Physicists can, by active involvement, be the catalyst in improv
ing the use of medical radiation on the public. By investigating and analyzing 
uses and abuses of medical radiation in these three functions of an examination, 
physicists can and must take decisive action to influence changes as required 
to minimize exposure to the population. One of the immediate areas that 
requires change is the chest x-ray screening procedures for cardiopulmonary 
disease. As you well know, this method of screening has been used for many 
years. It has recently been clearly identified as a procedure that should not 
be done. In view of the undesirability of using radiation without clear evi
dence of significant benefit, the liaison committees of the American College 
of Radiology, the American College of Chest Physicians and the United States 
Public Health Service issued on February 18, 1972, a policy stating: 

"Community chest x-ray surveys among the general population as 
a screening procedure for the detection of tuberculosis, other 
pulmonary disease and heart disease are not productive and 
should not be done." 

With reference to the detection of tuberculosis, the policy states that 
chest x-ray examinations should be restricted to individuals evidencing a posi
tive reaction to the tuberculin skin test. Mass chest screening procedures 
should be eliminated also, because they are examples of the practice of patient 

*Preliminary estimates from the U.s. Public Health 
Service 1970 X-ray Exposure Study. 
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self-referral, that is the patient himself, not a qualified physician, decides 
he should have an x-ray examination. This is undesirable because the physician 
is much more capable of weighing the benefits to be derived against potential 
risk. 

This policy statement has been effective in discontinuing mass screen
ing surveys in some areas, but has not completely eliminated the situation. 
Health Physicists should investigate the practices in their own areas and indiv
idually and through their societies make sure that the mobile chest vans are 
located in those areas only where there is the possibility o£ high incidence 
of chest disease. 

Another area which should be given strong consideration by the physicists 
is the extensive use of pre-employment chest x rays. This again is the use of 
x rays primarily for the detection of tuberculosis and is used extensively as a 
prerequisite in hiring of food handlers. This is another situation where the 
x radiation is applied to people indiscriminately, many of them very young, 
without prescription by a physician. Although there is admittedly a higher 
risk of the spread of tuberculin infection through food handlers, the criterion 
for a chest xray should still be a positive skin test~ By coordinating their 
efforts the physicists can affect this situation by investigating the reasons 
for pre-employment chest x rays and suggesting methods that would obtain the 
same results but without the use of radiation. 

The second function of a diagnostic examination "performance of the 
examination" is where the scientific and technical knowledge of the Health 
Physicist can be put to very great use. The taking of a radiograph involves 
operation of compleh equipment usually with many options and variables under 
the control of the operator. In many cases, although the operator may be 
knowledgeable and skilled in particular areas of health care, he or she may 
have little or no knowledge of the physical principles involved in the produc
tion of x radiation. If there is no real understanding of what happens when 
the button is pushed, this operator cannot effectively exercise the options 
available in order to obtain maximum benefit with the least radiation exposure 
to the patient. 

Health Physicists can improve this situation by exerc~s~ng their role 
as teachers and educators. They should become an integral part of the education 
of all those who apply radiation to other humans. If greater awareness of and 
concern for radiation safety can be instilled at the grass roots level through 
teaching in the medical, dental, and x-ray technology schools, the more diffi
cult task of correcting poor practices can be considerably lessened. 

A similar issue that Health Physicists could become involved in is that 
of credentialling of operators of radiation emitting equipment. In the United 
States presently there are only 3 States that have mandates requiring the 
licensure of x-ray machine operators. Although the licensing procedures vary 
in these States, all of them require by law that operators meet certain minimum 
educational requirements and possess knowledge and skills required to deliver 
health care x-ray services with minimum amounts of radiation. Health Physicists 
can play an important role in this issue by becoming aware of the provisions 
in the licensure bills on the State and Federal levels and assume the responsi
bility to influence these bills with regard to reducing unnecessary exposure. 

The third function "interpretation of the results" - that is making a 
diagnosis from a radiograph - is the responsibility of the physician. However, 
the physician's interpretation is limited by the quality of the radiograph 
which he interprets. Proper performance of the operator and the equipment are 
essential to quality radiographs. It is true that one can use poor radiation 
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safety practices and still obtain diagnostically acceptable radiographs. How
ever, most methods used to minimize exposure will also improve the film quality. 
This is an important fact which much be emphasized to the users of diagnostic 
x rays. A false assumption by many is that a reduction of exposure to the 
patient is automatically accompanied by a reduction in quality or diagnostic 
information on a radiograph. Here again, the Health Physicist through educa
tional methods, can help to modify such beliefs. 

We have talked primarily about exposure to the general population 
meaning the patients undergoing radiographic examipations. With the develop
ment of higher energy equipment and complex procedures which require both a 
large number of successive radiographs and the presence of greater numbers of 
health care specialists, occupational exposure becomes an increasing problem. 
In many of these procedures, serious medical conditions exist and far outweigh 
radiation exposure hazards to the patient. However, the health professionals 
who perform these procedures on a daily or weekly basis, can be subjected to 
extremely high exposures unless constant safeguards provided through innovative 
techniques, equipment modifications and procedural analyses are established and 
maintained. For the professional, the cost of the exposure would of course not 
be compensated for by the benefit of the treatment. 

A fourth area where Health Physicists may be very effective is in the 
area of assistance to the State and local radiation control programs. An effec
tive dialogue between the two groups can result in an interchange of experience 
which can lead to the effective solution of common problems and assist the 
local radiation control programs in broading their efforts beyond facility com
pliance with State codes. A mutual effort at working with users of medical 
x ray can lead to a significant reduction in the unnecessary exposure received 
by the population. 

The challenge is there. We believe that the Health Physicist with a 
desire to enter the medical field can meet it. He need only take heed of the 
following principles: 

1. Be sure that the problem being tackled is recognized as such by 
others involved. 

2. Try to find solutions to exposure problems which also improve 
the quality of the radiological service. 

3. Be sensitive to changes in attitudes of the medical profession 
toward recognizing the health benefits of improved radiological 
practices. 

4. Be persistent but not with the ''hard sell" approach. 

In general, the medical profession is open to many changes in radio
logic practice, even more so when the changes result in meaningful improvements 
in the quality of the service they perform. Sell yourself as a service and 
making the changes which they recognize as valuable to their department will 
make the elimination of unnecessary exposure easier to achieve. 
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Abstract 

A two phase program designed to help control excessive radiation exposure 
in dental radiography is described and the results of a two state pilot test 
presented. The first phase is a data collection system for measurement of 
radiation exposure from dental x-ray machines and the identification of 
machines producing excessive exposures. It was found that 54% of the 
machines surveyed have outputs within "acceptable" exposure limits. Personal 
in office visits to the other 46% constitutes the second phase of the program. 
The cause of the excessive exposure was identified and proper radiographic 
techniques were presented. The result was a reduction of 80.4% in the average 
exposure at end of cone (mR/film), 

Introduction 

The Bureau of Radiological Health, FDA, in conjunction with the radiation 
control agencies of several States has developed and tested a program 
using thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's) to help control excessive radia
tion exposure in dental radiography. The magnitude of this problem has 
been discussed and documented in literature. The skin entrance exposure 
for the average adult dental bite-wing exrunination has been shown to vary 
tremendously from facility to facility.l The PHS X-ray Exposure Study of 
19702 indicated that dental exposures range from 20 to 13,000 mR even in 
facilities which comply with appropriate local State and federal radiation 
standards. These progrruns have traditionally been oriented to equipment 
and facility regulatio:1 and reduction of occupational exposure. As a 
result the user and his impact on the patient dose has not been directly 
affected, This program has been developed to deal directly with the user 
to improve his performance, and lower patient x-ray exposure. 

The program described in this paper has been designed for use by radiation 
control agencies and provides methodology for reducing population exposure 
from dental radiography to levels in accord with good radiographic technique. 
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This program consists of two phases: identification and action. The major 
emphasis of this discussion concerns the data collection system for measure
ment of radiation exposure from dental x-ray machines and the identification 
of machines producing excessive exposures. An action program designed to 
reduce these excessive exposures will also be presented. The development of 
the system and the results_ of a pilot test in two states are presented. 

Methodology 

The thermoluminescent dosimeter in the form of lithium fluoride (LiF) chips 
has, in recent years, found many applications in the field of radiation 
measurement. This project was undertaken to determine the effectiveness 
of mailing TLD's in a data collection and screening system for dental x-ray 
exposures. Specifically we wished to determine whether the information 
collected by such a method could be used to determine and set priorities 
in such a way as to accomplish the greatest exposure reduction with the 
most efficient use of time and resources of state radiation control personnel. 

Acceptable Dental Exposure Range 

As a first step in the development of this program, it was necessary to 
determine acceptable exposure levels for diagnostic dental radiographs. 
A search of the literature was conducted and a laboratory investigation 
performed to establish these levels. 

Travis and Hickey3 have empirically determined values for the exposure at 
the tip of the cone which are useful as a guide to the production of 
diagnostic quality dental radiographs. They reported a single tip of 
cone exposure value, capable of producing a diagnostic quality dental 
radiograph, for selected operating kVp values. 

It is known, however, that for a given kVp and properly filtered x-ray beam, 
there exists a range of tip of cone exposure values which produce radiographs 
of acceptable diagnostic quality. In order to determine this range, labora
tory studies were conducted on a dental phantom consisting of the mandibular 
and maxillary sections of a human skull imbedded in a transparent, non
granular plastic which has the same absorption and secondary radiation
emitting characteristics of living tissue. The part of the phantom that 
would correspond to the inside of the mouth was notched to accept a standard 
(1-1/4" x 1-5/8") dental x-ray film positioned behind the teeth to represent 
the bite-wing examination. 

A series of radiographs were then produced at selected kVp settings from 
45 to 90 kVp to represent the operating kVp found on most dental units in 
dental offices. The exposure range at each kVp setting was broad enough to 
produce films too light to be of diagnostic quality at the lower exposure 
and too dark to be of diagnostic quality at the upper exposure levels. The 
ti~ of cone exposure was measured using Harshaw LiF (TLD-100) chips and 
read on an Eberline Model TLR~5 Reader. Exposure values were recorded for 
each radiograph. A panel of 24 dentists read these radiographs and selected 
those they felt were diagnostically acceptable. All radiographs were pro
duced using speed group "D" dental film and were processed using fresh 
solutions and the time and temperature developing technique recommended by 
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the film manufacturer. Speed group "D" film was used because of its wide 
acceptance by the Dental Profession, and its ability to produce high quality 
diagnostic radiographs at reduced patient exposure. Figure I illustrates 
the range of cone tip exposure that yields diagnostic radiographs as a 
function of operating kVp. The upper curve is the maximum exposure. With 
proper development, overexposure results in a black film and underexposure 
produces a film which is too light. Figure I clearly indicates that there is 
a finite e osure ran e which will roduce dental radio ra hs of acce table 
1agnost1c qual1ty. 

1000 

0 
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40 50 60 70 80 
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FIGURE 1 DENTAL EXPOSURE RANGE TO PRODUCE 
RADIOGRAPHS OF DIAGNOSTIC QUALITY 

Identification Phase 

The program described in this paper was developed to answer two questions: 

90 

1) how many dental x-ray machines used in the routine practice of dentistry 
fall within the acceptable exposure range; and 2) how can these specific 
machines producing excessive radiation output be efficiently identified so 
corrective action can be taken? To find the answers, Radiation Control 
Progxam DirectoTs in two states, Rhode Island and New Hampshire, were 
brrvited to participate with the Northeastern Radiological Health Laboratory 
:l:n the development and testing of a dental inspection program which made use 
of a mailable card system to obtain cone tip exposures with thermolwninescent 
dosimeters. 

A 5" x 7" card (folded to 3-1/2" x S") was designed to carry three TLD 's. 
An identification number, such as the machine registration number, was written 
on the card before mailing to relate the exposure to a specific machine. 
A card was sent for each x-ray machine registered by the dentist in the 
participating states. Instructions and a sketch indicating how to properly 
make the end of cone exposure were printed on the card and spaces for the 
exposure data were provided. The data collected includes the radiographic 
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technique and film type normally used. A cover letter of instructions was 
included briefly describing the program and inviting the dentist's parti
~ipation. Upon receipt of the card, the dentist was requested to expose 
the TLD's attached to the card and return the card or cards, with TLD's 
still attached, 'in a self-addressed stamped envelope to the Health Depart
ment for reading and evaluation. For this pilot test all TLD's were read 
at the Northeastern Radiological Health Laboratory. 

Action Phase 

Once the dental exposures had been determined, an action program to correct 
deficiencies was begun, In this study, the individual State Radiological 
Health Program Directors identified the exposure level at which corrective 
action was to be taken, This action peint could be a constant value for all 
operating kVp OT a sliding 5Cale depending on the exposure range required 
for a gi'ven Wp. .Any- machine producing an exposure greater than required 
fGY diagnostic radiographs Based on the operating kVp could be visited. 
P~iori~y in this system normally was given to those facilities having the 
potential for the greatest exposure reduction to the population. 

Field visits to offending x-ray units showed that the chief causes of 
excessive radiation are: 1) use of slow speed film; 2) overexposure and 
underdevelopment (sight development) of film; or 3) use of depleted devel
opers. During a field visit, the inspector identified the cause of the 
excessive exposure, informed the dentist of the problem and took the 
necessary corrective action. The success of this action phase of the 
program lay in the approach the inspector used during the visit. The 
dentist was· instructed in how to produce quality radiographs at lower 
patient exposure and was left with an improved radiographic technique. 

During the inspection visit the x-ray machine output was adjusted to produce 
an end of cone exposure which fell within the acceptable exposure range 
presented in Figure 1. The inspector made the necessary adjustments of the 
exposure time, x-ray tube current (rnA), voltage (kVp), or installed 
additional aluminum filtration to obtain the required exposure. A 
recommended technique was left for each machine after it had been adjusted. 
The new technique would produce an acceptable radiograph for all common 
dental exams when processed in fresh developing solution at 680 for 5 
minutes. 

The value of the new technique was reinforced by asking the dentist to 
witness a demonstration. Two bite-wing radiographs were taken of the dental 
phantom; first using the equipment, exposure technique, film and processing 
technique routinely employed by the dentist; the second radiograph was made 
using speed group "D" film and the newly recommended exposure and processing 
techniques, Before the films were processed the dentist's darkroom was 
checked to insure that adequate conditions for film development were present. 
If not, the inspector would develop the film produced by the new technique, 
using fresh solutions in small portable developing tanks which he carried. 
The film which had been exposed using the pre-adjusted equipment and timer 
settings specified by the dentist, was developed according to the dentist's 
customary manner of development. The group "D" film taken with the correct 
exposure factors was developed by the time and temperature technique speci
fied by the manufacturer of the film. 
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Films exposed to the proper amount of radiation, as determined in Figure I, 
and developed according to the recommended time and temperature technique 
proved to be consistently superior to those improperly exposed and 
developed. The fact that the dentist could observe a film developed in his 
own facility which was of both low patient exposure and good diagnostic 
quality, served to insure that the recommended techniques left by the 
inspector would be followed. 

Results 

The dental profession in the two pilot test States have responded enthusias
tically to this new program as indicated by both the number of cards returned 
and the active endorsement by the Dental Associations in both States. The 
return of the TLD cards ranged from 75% in New Hampshire with a modest 
follow-up effort, to 99% in Rhode Island with a comprehensive follow-up 
effort. The results from both States wen~ compiled within a 3-month period. 

State Radiation Control Program Directors' acceptance of this program is 
primarily due to the ease and convenience with which it can be performed 
without significant increased cost of program personnel and time. 

Identification Phase 

The exposure data obtained by the cards was compared to the exposure ranges 
shown in Figure 1, Table I lists by operating kVp, the number of machines 
that fell within the exposure range prescribed. Fifty-four percent of the 
dental x~ray machines surveyed in this two State pilot study had outputs which 
fell inside the acceptable range. Forty~six percent of the machines sur
veyed were found to produce excessive radiation and contribute to the 
unnecessary exposure of the population even though with few exceptions, 
these dental facilities comply with existing local, State, and Federal 
regulations. 

Operating 
kVp 

90+ 
70-89 
60-69 
50-59 

Action Phase 

TABLE I 

Results of the TLD Card Survey o£ Two States 

Acceptable Range 
mR 

100-315 
115-330 
190-570 
250-800 

Total 

Total No. Of 
of Machines 

Surveyed 

179 
152 
410 
93 

835 

Machines 
Inside Range 

No. % 

124 69.3 
92 60.5 

200 48.8 
37 39.8 

453 54.3 

Machines 
Outside Range 

No. % 

55 30.1 
60 39.5 

210 51.2 
56 60.2 

381 45.7 

The action phase of this program has been completed in New Hampshire, and 
the results are encouraging. The point at which action was initiated in 
New Hampshire was 800 mR. A total of 105 dental x-ray units were found to 
lie above this limit and were visited by inspection personnel. The average 
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exposure at end of cone, mR/film, was reduced by 80.4% for the x-ray machines 
visited during the action phase. A total of 269 dental x-ray machines were 
surveyed in the identification phase of the project in New Hampshire, the net 
reduction in the average exposure at end of cone, mR/film, for all of the 
machines involved in the study is a very respectable 56%. 

Conclusions 

The dental profession in the two pilot test States responded enthusiastically 
to this new program as indicated by both the number of cards returned and the 
endorsement by State Dental Association in both States. Radiation Control 
Program Directors' acceptance of a card system has been accomplished through 
the ease ahd convenience with which the program is conducted without signifi
cant increased cost of program personnel and time. Based upon the results of 
this pilot study it is estimated that one Radiological Health Specialist 
woyking one~quarter time and one Secretary working one-half time can complete 
a 1, 000 unit program in 3 months, The estimated cost of such a survey of 
1,000 units is $4,50 per machine, This cost includes the purchase of all 
needed equipment, printing, postage and personnel. This cost would be 
greatly reduced in those States already having TLD capabilities. 

It has been demonstrated that TLD's sent through the mail can be used as 
effective screening devices to identify dental x-ray equipment producing 
excessive patient exposures. With this information, Radiation Control 
Agencies are able to plan their program efforts to lower exposure to the 
population from dental radiography according to a defined priority system. 
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U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Public Health Service 

Food and Drug Administration 
Bureau of Radiological Health 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In January of 1972, personnel from the Bureau of Radiological Health, U.S. 
Public Health Service and members of the Department of Radiology, Vanderbilt 
University, met with representatives of the Nashville, Tennessee Dental Society 
to discuss dental radiological health practices. ~e~ comparing data from the 
1964 and 1970 National X-ray Exposure Studies (XES) ' it was pointed out that 
the use of slow and intermediate speed dental film decreased substantially, yet 
the average incident skin exposure remained disproportionately high. In 1964 
about half of the dentists were using the slow and intermediate film (speed 
group A, Band C) and 50% were using fast film (speed group D). In 1970 only 
20% of the dentists used slow or intermediate film while 80% were using the 
fast film. However, the mean incident skin exposure in 1964 was 1,138 mR, 
whereas in 1970 it was 910 mR, a decrease of only 20%. 

The group raised the following questions: 'What are dentists doing which con
tribute to overexposure of their films and their patients? Are they using good 
equipment, following recommended procedures, and exercising good judgment? 
Furthermore, can the dentist be motivated to correct any deficient findings or 
improper radiographic practices through an educational approach?" 

In an effort to answer these questions, a pilot project was initiated by 
Vanderbilt University, under contract with the Bureau of Radiological Health, 
and in cooperation with the Nashville Dental Society. An effort would be made 
to test the effectiveness of a non-regulatory educational approach to dental 
x-ray exposure reduction. The primary objective of the project would be to 
motivate the participating dentist toward improved dental radiological prac
tices with emphasis on efficient and effective use of X-radiation. 
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The project was divided into three phases. Phase I was a detailed assessment 
of radiology practices and equipment in a random sample of private dental 
offices in the Nashville area. Phase II consisted of a continuing education 
program individualized to each office. Specific recommendations based on 
Phase I information were given to each participating dentist for modification 
of his x-ray equipment and radiology practices to achieve optimum diagnostic 
quality with minimum exposure. Phase III was a follow-up survey, one year 
after Phase II, to determine if this educational effort to improve radio
graphic practices was successful. 

Phases I and II of the project have been completed and are the subject of this 
report. Data are being further evaluated to develop a profile of dental radio
graphic practices in Nashville. Such information will be useful in setting 
priorities for corrective action programs locally and possibly in indicating 
nationwide problems. A more complete report will be available from the Bureau 
of Radiological Health in the near future. 

II • METHOOOLOGY - PHASE I 

Phase I consisted of a physical survey of 72 dental facilities selected at 
random from a total of 209 offices operated by 250 members of the Nashville 
Dental Society conducted during the summer of 1972. Offices having intraoral 
x-ray equipment were contacted by telephone and appointments were made. The 
surveyors were trained by members of the Radiology staff at Vanderbilt 
University and members of the Bureau of Radiological Health. The two man 
survey teams collected such information as: number of x-ray machines; cone 
types; speed of intraoral dental films; processing procedures; and, film 
mounting and viewing. Physical measurements were made of the beam size, 
filtration, exposure/film, and stability of the tube head. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - PHASE I 

A total of 72 dental facilities were surveyed, involving 80 dentists and 110 
x-ray machines. The following tables show same of the more significant find
ings. 

Table 1. 

BEAM SIZE 

INCHES MACHINES 

2.0-2.4 15 
2.5-2.8 85 
2.9-3.1 8 
3.2+ 2 

TOTAL ITir 

The beam diameter was measured by making an exposure on direct print paper. 
Results from Table 1. show 100 machines have a beam diameter of less than 
2.8 inches. Only 2 of the 110 machines had a beam diameter larger than the 
Tennessee State regulation of 3.0 inches. The largest beam diameter recorded 
was 3.4 inches. 
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Table 2. 

OPERATING kVP BY CALCULATED HVL (nun Al) 

HVL ~nun Al2 
kVE Machines < l.I I.z-2.0 > 2.1 

< 50 1 1 
50-70 75 3 47 25 
>71 34 9 25 
TOTAL 110 3 ~ TI 

The operating kVp was detennined by the setting on the dial of the x-ray 
machine used by the dentist for a periapical exposure. The half value layer 
(mm Al) was detennined using the Organ· Dose Index System3. Table 2. shows 
that 76 machines operate up to 70 kVp and 34 machines operate over 70 kVp. 
Twelve of the 110 machines were deficient in filtration according to the 
proposed Federal Standards4. Three 50-70 kVp machines had a HVL of~ 1.1 
mm Al and nine machines operating over 70 kVp only had a HVL of less than 
2.0 nun Al. 

Table 3. 

FILM SPEED - FACILITIES 

Speed GrauE 
B: C D Unk. Total 

Periapical 
Interproximal 

1 2 71 
1 2 70 1 

74* 
74* 

*Two facilities used two different film 
speeds. 

Table 3. shows that over 95% of the dental offices in Nashville are using 
speed group D dental film. This is considerably better than the national 
average of 80% as reported in the 1970 National X -ray Exposure Study. The 
two offices using speed group C film also used speed group D. 

Table 4. 

AVERAGE mR/FILM 

All 542 
Sight Develop 730 
Occ. Sight Develop 536 
Never Sight Develop 404 

The exposure per film at the end of the position indicating device (cone) was 
determined by mak!ng three exposures on low energy dosimeters using the Organ 
Dose Index System • Table 4. shows the average incident skin exposure for all 
72 facilities was found to be only 542 mR. This is low compared to the 
national average and is to be expected when one considers the high percentage 
of dentists using the fast film. However, it was also noted that 43 of the 72 
offices sight-developed, 24 routinely. These "sight developing" dental offices 
are overexposing and underdeveloping dental films. Consequently, the average 
e~osure per film was calculated for the sight developing offices, the occa
Slonal sight developing offices and the never sight developing offices. The 
results are seen in Table 4; sight developing offices 730 mR, occasional sight 
developing offices 536 mR, and the never sight developing offices only 404 mR. 
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This is felt to be significant because apparently by just properly exposing 
the film and changing the processing technique to one of time-temperature, 
the sight developing dental office can reduce the exposure to its patients by 
at least 45%. 

Table 5. 

rnR/FIIM (INI'ERPROXIMALd BY kVE 

mR/fibn Machines < 50 
kVt 

50-60 -1-70 > '70 
55-200 23 3 10 10 

201-400 37 23 14 
401-600 17 10 7 
601-999 15 1 13 1 
1,000+ 18 1 4 11 2 
TOTAL no 1 8 07 34 

Table 5. is a cross tabulation of rnR/film by kVp listed by x-ray machine. 
Seventy-seven of the 110 machines were producing an exposure of 600 rnR or 
less. The exposures ranged from less than 100 rnR to slightly over 2,500 mR. 
Although the average exposure was 542 rnR, the median exposure was 404 mR. 
The kVp was determined by the setting on the dial of the x-ray machine used 
by the dentist for an interproximal exposure. Table 5. indicates that in 
general, the dentists operating higher kVp equipment are giving their patients 
less skin exposure than dentists using lower kVp techniques. It is well estab
lished that incident skin exposure increases as kilovolt peak is reduced, but 
it is not known exactly what the effect is on the integral absorbed dose to 
the patient. 

Table 6. 

POSITION INDICATING DEVICES (CONES) 

'Type 

TOTAL 

Machines 
46 
50 
13 
1 

ITO 

A breakdown of position indicating devices (cones) on equipment showed 46 
pointed cones; 50 open lead-lined cones; 13 open unlined cones; and 1 unknown. 
There is more scattered radiation associated with pointed cones than with open 
end cones. Tennessee State regulations require that after July 1, 1973, all 
x-ray apparatus designed for intraoral radiographic use shall be equipped with 
open end cones (cylinders). 
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Table 7. 

TUBE DRIFT AND VIBRATION 

Drift 
MaChines 

Yes 34 
No 76 
TOTALS ITO 

Vibration 
Machines 

18 
92 

ITO 

Tube head drift was determined by fully extending the tube head and noting 
any drifting or pulling back of the head from its set position. Thirty-one 
percent demonstrated drifting. Drifting can cause inferior radiographs by 
cone cutting and/or improper angulation of the primary beam. 

Vibration was determined by extending the tube head to near maximum and noting 
any vibrations. Sixteen percent of the tube heads vibrated. Excessive vibra
tion can cause increased penumbra and blurring of the radiograph. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

After analyzing the preceding data, one can conclude that in general the dental 
x-ray equipment in Nashville, Tennessee, meets reconnnended standards. Most 
dental ~-ray machines have properly collimated and filtered beams. Within the 
near future all dental x-ray equipment in Tennessee will have open end cones 
(cylinders). Almost all of the dentists are using the fastest speed film 
available. Yet the incident skin exposure is higher than necessary because 
the dentists fail to use proper processing techniques. Instead of overexposing 
films and using a sight developing technique, dentists should properly expose 
the films and use the reconnnended time-temperature processing procedure. 

V. METIIODOLOGY - PHASE I I 

At the completion of Phase I, the results from each survey form were read and 
reviewed. Dental radiology experts from Vanderbilt University and the Bureau 
of Radiological Health took one facility at a time and in detail listed the 
deficiencies in the office on a Check List Form. Then recommendations were 
made for improving radiographic practice on a Reporting Form. The report also 
included the approximate cost involved to bring the facility up to the recom
mendations. 

Phase II consisted of a second visit to the dental office by a consulting team 
composed of one of the dental students and a dentist knowledgeable in dental 
radiology from Vanderbilt University or the Bureau of Radiological Health. As 
in Phase I, the telephone was used for making definite appointments. It was 
requested that the dentist and all his staff attend this meeting. 
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While in the dental office, the consulting teams performed the following: 
presented and reviewed the findings of the initial survey; discussed the 
written recommendations for any changes to improve the dentist's radiographic 
practice and left a copy of the "Reporting Fonn" and "Survey Check List"; 
answered all questions from the facility personnel; gathered from the dentist 
certain judgmental factors, such as criteria and frequency for making examina
tions; collected missing or questionable information from the initial survey; 
and left with the dentist selected reprints and pamphlets for future reference. 

Phase III was started in July of this year with a follow-up visit to the 
original 72 dental offices where the equipment was resurveyed. Analysis of 
the data will determine the effectiveness of the project in motivating the 
Nashville dentists to correct any machine deficiencies and to improve their 
radiographic practices. If the project proves successful, the Bureau may 
assist other interested dental societies, universities, and health agencies 
in implementing similar educational programs. 
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ABSORBED DOSE TO SELECTED INTERNAL ORGANS 

FROM TYPICAL DIAGNOSTIC EXPOSURES* 

J. W. Poston and G. G. Warner 
Health Physics Division 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

Estimates of dose to internal organs from exposure to diagnostic x-ray 
beams are usually based on measurements of the entrance and exit dose and/or 
the use of depth dose curves for homogeneous media. This paper presents the 
results of a series of Monte Carlo calculations which mock-up typical diagnostic 
x-ray procedures. Results are presented for 22 internal organs as well as red 
and yellow bone marrow for two typical procedures. The calculations employ 
measured x-ray spectra from 45 kVp, 1-mm Al to 105 kVp, 2-mm Al and are for a 
field size of 14" x 17". In addition, depth dose profiles in various sections 
of the heterogeneous phantom are presented for each x-ray beam. 

Introduction 

It is well established that x-rays, particularly medical and dental x-rays, 

contribute the largest exposure to the population of any man-made source of 

ionizing radiation. The fundamental objective of the medical use of radiation 

is to obtain optimum diagnostic information with minimum exposure to the 

patient, and the radiological personnel concerned, and the general public. 

However, the problems posed when one attempts to estimate the doses received 

by various organs of the body from a medical exposure are among the most diffi

cult problems the radiological physicist must face. The geometrical complexities 

and inhomogeneities of the body and the various organs make experimental 

simulation of the human body extremely difficult and usually unsatisfactory. 

Monte Carlo techniques currently in use on high-speed digital computers 

have greatly facilitated the solution of these complex problems. These 

techniques have gained wide use in the field of radiation protection because 

the method allows one to perform an experiment by use of the computer. Many 

experimental arrangements and physical parameters, which can be described 

mathematically, can be operated on by the computer to produce the desired 

results. 

*Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract 
with the Union Carbide Corporation. 
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A Monte-Carlo-type computer program has been developed at the Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory, which can be used to estimate dose due to external photon 

beams typical of those employed in x-ray diagnosis. 

Description £! the Study 

Two diagnostic x-ray procedures were simulated on a computer for these 

studies. Eight computer runs consisted of a set of exposures each of which 

simulated a chest x-ray and eight runs consisted of a set of exposures each 

of which simulated a G. I. x-ray. 

The target for these studies was an anthropomorphic phantom, which may 

be considered to be two coexistent phantoms. One is that of an adult human 

body and some of its internality. It has been variously described 1,2,3,4,5 

and in its present form represents a worthwhile target for these studies. It 

contains 23 internal organs including gonads, lungs, and four parts of the 

G. I. tract; it has ten skeletal parts with provisions for red and yellow 

marrows; arid there is skin and there is tissue which includes muscle. The 

bone marrow and the bone are mixed homogeneously in the skeleton of this 

phantom. 

The other phantom is called a geometric phantom. Whereas, in toto, it 

has the same outer dimensions and the same mass and composition of the human 

phantom, it is divided into dose regions by cutting planes and curves. For 

example, the trunk of the phantom has five layers, is divided into five con

centric cylinders, and is cut by four vertical cross planes. This results 

in 85 subregions in which depth dose may be determined. 

Both phantoms are heterogeneous by virtue of their composition which 

consists of 3 distinct media: tissue, lung, and bone with their concomitant 

densities and attenuation and absorption properties. 

Each of the 16 exposures consisted of a collimated 36 em x 44 em (14 x 

17 in) beam of 120,000 parallel photons incident on the posterior (P-A) of 

each phantom. In these calculations the source input was a set of eight 

measured x-ray energy spectra due to Epp and Weiss6 at the Sloan-Kettering 

Institute for Cancer Research in New York City. The spectra range from 45 kVp, 

1-mm Al filtration to 105 kVp, 2-mm Al filtration. The energy of each photon 

was determined from a normalized distribution of relative photon fluences 

per unit energy interval between 10 keV and 102 keV. Monte Carlo methods 

were used to follow the transport of each photon through the phantoms, deter

mining the scattering angles, absorption sites, etc., and permitting the 

estimates of absorbed dose in units of absorbed dose per unit incident exposure 

(rad/R). The absorbed dose was calculated in the internal organs of the 
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adult human phantom as well as in the volume elements of the geometric 

phantom. 

Depth dose distributions in the trunk for the simulated chest x-ray 

exposures are presented in Figure 1. These data are for 36 x 44 em beams 

incident on the posterior of the phantom. Illustrated are the effects on 

dose of the reduction in average energy of the beams and the attenuation of 

the beams as they pass through the phantom. For the high energy beam, the 

dose from the back to front drops off by a factor of 10. For the low energy 

beam, it is reduced by a factor of about 130. The average dose in the first 

2 em of tissue for the 105 kVp beam is 1.7 times higher than for the 45 

kVp beam. Near the exit surface the dose for the 105 kVp is 23 times higher 

than that for the 45 kVp beam. Data for the simulated G. I. exposure are 

similar in magnitude and ratio negating the necessity to discuss these 

results in detail. 

Often the radiologist uses the dose at 5 em depth as an indicator of the 

average dose to the red bone marrow. Table I presents such a comparison of 

the data derived from the simulated chest exposures. The last column of the 

table is the ratio of the red bone marrow dose to the 5 em depth dose and shows 

that the indicator mentioned above might lead to a 40% error. 

Figure 2 shows dose to selected organs for a simulated chest x-ray as a 

function of average beam energy. There appears to be three pairs of curves. 

The pair with the highest dose represents organs definitely within the beam. 

The next highest pair, the upper large intestine and the thyroid gland, re

presents organs outside but near the edge of the beam. The last pair repre

sents organs definitely outside the beam. 

Lowering the beam location to a position which simulates a G. I. 

exposure caused a 50% increase in the dose from the low energy beam and a 20% 

increase in dose from the high energy beam to the red bone marrow. This 

result is due to the expos~re of the pelvis which contains about 32% of the 

red bone marrow and was outside the beam during the simulated chest exposure. 

The dose to other organs, such as the uterus and the upper and lower large 

intestine, was increased by at least a factor of three at this lower exposure. 

This study represents only a beginning in that it demonstrates the 

versatility of Monte Carlo techniques in the simulation of diagnostic pro

cedures. The computer programs used allow various source descriptions, such 

as point sources located at various source to skin distances, divergent beams, 

etc. In addition, the beam size, shape, and angle of incidence on the phan

tom may be specified. 
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TABLE I. Comparison of Average Absorbed Dose at 5 em Depth to 

Average Absorbed Dose to Red Bone Marrow 

Avg. Beam Avg. Dose at 5 em Depth Dose to Red 
Energy in the Beam Bone Marrow Ratio 

(keV) (rad/R) (rad/R) 

25.5 0.164 0.242 1.48 

29.1 0.303 0.343 1.13 

34.2 0.564 0.503 0.892 

37.1 0.707 0.573 0.810 

40.6 0.836 0.657 0.786 

43.4 0.944 0.696 0.737 

46.1 1.08 0.754 0.698 

49.3 1.18 0.805 0.682 
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HANDY DEVICE FOR PROTECTION OF 

THE TESTICLES IN X-RAY EXAMINATIONS 

Erik Lindholmer and Ole Berg 
X-Ray Dept. I, 

Bispebjerg Hospital, Copenhagen 
and 

State Institute of Radiation Hygiene, 
National Health Service of Denmark. 

Abstract 

We have modified the Picker lead plastic gonad capsule by mounting leaf 
3prings in the two ducts along its opening slit, thus making it ''selfsuppor
cing'' and able to adjust itself to the scrotum so that the testicles are cove:
·ed as completely as possible. 

Results are given of an investigation ot' the practical applicab.iliLy and 
che shielding effect of the new device. 

It is demonstrated that the shielding effect of the modified Picker lead 
)lastic gonad capsule is as good as that of the common two-piece lead capsule 
ievice. From a practical point of view it is far better, because it is easily 
~pplied and causes the patient no discomfort. 

Introduction 

It is generally admitted by now that the gonads in men in the reproductive 
~ge should be protected by shields of capsule type whenever X-ray examinations 
~xposing areas close to the gonads to the primary beam are carried out, i.e. by 
lhields which fit tightly around the scrotum in order that the testicles may be 
~fficiently protected against primary radiation as well as against scattered 
radiation coming from the body volume exposed to the primary beam. Even so, it 
i_s our impression that this type of shielding of the gonads is used only rarely, 
~t least in Denmark. The main reason is probably that application of the common 
cwo-piece lead capsule device in general is considered inconvenient in the rou
~ine. 

Accordingly, we tried in 1970 to find other means of protection and chanc
~d to find a lead plastic gonad capsule produced by the firm Picker; it is pro
vided with a slit-formed opening the edges of which are in the form of two ducts. 
It was suggested that it might be desirable if the ducts were provided with leaf 
lprings which tentatively were fitted in. The result was a capsule which for one 
ching remains in place automatically, no matter the patient's movements, second
Ly it fits around the scrotum, its opening being the smallest possible. The ori
sinal Picker capsule and the modified type are illustrated in Fig. l. The pro
olem of hygiene is solved by a disposable plastic bag which prior to each appli
:ation is to be inserted into the capsule and turned over its edges. 

A few tests on patients showed beyond doubt that the new device was by far 
nore convenient than the solid two-piece capsule and besides, the patients found 

Fig. l. Picker's original lead plastic gonad capsule. and the modified capsule. 
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that they might easily apply it themselves. Thus, it seemed as if we actually 
had found a gonad shield which was more handy than the two-piece capsule and, 
in fact, everybody who at present have reported on the experience gained in the 
use of the new capsule have shared our opinion. Fig. 2 illustrates how patients 
in standing position manage to apply the capsule. 

Fig. 2. Patient demonstrating how to apply the modified gonad capsule. 

The question remained, however, whether the shielding effect of the new 
capsule was sufficiently satisfactory. Its lead equivalent is stated to be only 
0.5 mm in contrast to an equivalent of 1 mm in the case of the two-piece cap
sule made by Mavig and consequently, it provides less protection against the 
primary beam; on the other hand, the two-piece capsule must be assumed to pro
vide a less satisfactory protection against scattered radiation because its ope
ning around the scrotal basis is about 15 cm2 (large model) at optimal fitting 
while the new capsule leaves an opening of only 10-15 cm2 , dependent on the 
anatomy of the patient. The shielding effect of the new capsule was therefore 
tested, partly by measurements during urography of hospitalized patients and 
outpatients, partly by phantom-measurements. The new capsule was finally test
ed in practice, mainly in order to obtain an impression of the patients' capa
city to apply the capsule correctly. 

Dose Measurements on Patients 

In one series of patients the shielding effect was examined by measurement 
of doses accumulated during 10 routine urography examinations using no shiel
ding and during another 10 examinations using each of the following three types 
of shielding: common lead rubber sheet, Mavig's two-piece capsule, and the new 
capsule. LiF thermoluminescence dosimeters were used for the measurements; the 
results are recorded in Table 1. 

As regards the three groups in which shielding was used, a dosimeter was 
placed on top of the shielding device in addition to the gonad dosimeter on the 
scrotum; the former dosimeter recorded approximately the dose to be given to 

I Modified Picker No shield Lead rubber Mavig capsule 
capsule 

No. of urographies 10 10 10 10 

No. of films used 56 61 60 56 

Mean dose externally 
on shielding device (130) 380 130 85 

Mean dose to gonads 130 40 24 8 

Table l. Mean gonad doses ln mrad/urography with different types of shielding. 
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the gonads under the said conditions in the absence of shielding. 
It appears from the table that the dose to the gonads was remarkably low 

if the new capsule was used. Even though the measurements involve a high de
gree of uncertainty owing to the non-standardized experimental conditions, it 
gave us reason to believe that the shielding effect of the new capsule was suf
ficient. 

In order to obtain a further insight into the individual variations in do
ses, we continued our experiments in a minor series in which doses were measured 
separately during each urography, the latter including five exposures. The do
simeters were arranged as described above. The results ·appear from Table 2 and 
are to be interpreted to the effect that the two capsules are of e~ual value. 

The conclusion to be drawn on the basis of the two tests on patients is 
that our measurements during urography failed to disclose any significant dif
ference in shielding effects of the two-piece capsule

1
and the new lead plastic 

capsule. The tests are described in further detail in . 

Mavig capsule !Modified Picker capsule 

Patient 1 2 3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 10 11 12 

Dose externally on shield 138 '73 108 125 '71 85 40 110 35 '75 1[0 30 

Gonad dose 34 24 4[ 29 14 35 14 23 15 8 90 12 

Mean dose to gonads 28 30 

Table 2. Individual gonad doses in mrad during '7 urographies using the Mavig 
two-piece capsule and during 5 urographies using the new capsule. 

Dose Measurements on Phantom 

Phantom-measurements were subsequently performed in order to determine the 
shielding effect under reproducible conditions. A therapy equipment with Grein
acher coupling was used for the exposures. The Alderson-Rando phantom which for 
the occasion was provided with a gonad phantom is depicted in Fig. 3 in midline 
sectional view. 

Two LiF dosimeters were placed centrally in the gonad phantom. The thick
ness of the stalk of the latter, on which the size of the opening of the new 
capsule depends, was chosen at 20 mm, p~oviding about the maximum size of ope
nings of capsules applied to patients, namely 15 cm2, and thus an opening simi
lar to that of the two-piece capsule. Owing to the construction of the Alderson
Rando phantom, the opening of the capsules is unfortunately turned in the poste
rior-cranial direction and hence their orientation is not quite in agreement 

!Field 1 
. 1Field 2 
I j ,Field 3 
j · I 1Field 4 
j ! i i (ield 5 

Fig. 3. Phantom in midline sectional Vlew. 
Caudal field edges are sketched in. 
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with that of capsules used on patients. A treatment applicator providing a field 
size of 17 x 25 em on the anterior surface of the phanton was used at a distance 
of 70 em from foc·US. The position of the fields used appear's from Fig. 4. 

At field l, the gonad phantom is in the primary beam; as regards fields 
2-5, their caudal field edges are at distances of 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 12.5 em, re
spectively, from a point centrally between the 4osimeters. Doses were measured 
at 60, 90, and 120 kV (total filtration equivalent to 4 mm Al). The results are 
recorded in Table 3, except the results obtained by common lead rubber sheet 
since these values, when outside the primary beam, were almost the same as those 
obtained without shielding. The doses are expressed in ~rad/mAs at the given 
focus-skin distance. 

No shield Mavig capsule Modified Picker capsule 
60 kV 90 kV 120 kV 60 kV 90 kV 120 kV 60 kV 90 kV 120 kV 

Field l 8200 21000 38000 75 350 920 42 270 700 

Field 2 550 1900 3'700 72 270 5'70 39 165 400 

Field 3 270 1050 2200 48 230 4'70 43 150 350 

Field 4 135 540 1150 19 73 200 16 71 170 

Field 5 32 155 350 3 20 61 3 20 50 

Table 3. Gonad doses in ~rad/mAs measured on phantom. 

It will be noted that the shielding effect of·the new capsule was not in 
any case found inferior to that of the two-piece capsule. It should be mention
ed that the results are impaired by some uncertainty because due regard has 
not been paid to the exact reproducibility of the orientation of the capsules. 
This may explain why the dose at 60 kV with the new capsule was found to be 
higher in f~eld 3 (43 ~rad/mAs) than in fields l and 2. 

The diagram in Fig. 5 illustrates the results obtained at 90 kV, including 
the results obtained by lead rubber sheet shielding. As mentioned, the shiel
ding effect of a lead rubber sheet against scattered radiation is seen to be 
almost negligible. 

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the results ob
tained by measurements on phantom at 90 kV. 
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The results obtained by the Mavig two-piece capsule and recorded in Table 
3 have been compared with those of similar measurements performed by STIEVE2 
in an autopsy series; The reduction factors in our series (ratio of dose mea
sured externally on the capsule to gonad dose) were generally found to be 2-3 
times higher than those reported by STIEVE. According to our opinion, part of 
the explanation may be that, as already mentioned, the opening of the capsules 
in our phantom set-up is turned more backwards than is normally the case if 
they are used on patients. 

It is not easily comprehensible why the shielding effect of the new capsule 
appears to be superior to that of the two-piece capsule, taking into conside
ration that the lead e~uivalent of the latter is highest (1 mm ~ersus 0.5 mm) 
and that the sizes of openings were almost identical during measurements on 
phantom. The explanation may be that the form and orientation of the openings 
of the two capsules have a marked influence on the amount of scattered radia
tion to pass through the opening and that doses contributed by radiation 
through the capsular walls at 0.5 and 1 mm lead equivalent are negligible as 
compared with the doses contributed by scattered radiation through the opening. 

Experience gained in Practice 

The results obtained by testings in practice of the new lead plastic cap
sule are discussed below. The main object was to learn how many patients would 
manage to apply the new capsule correctly on themselves. With this end in view, 
a brief, illustrated instruction was prepared. The tests were performed on out
patients who met for examination in a diagnostic X-ray hospital department 
throughout two months; it must be admitted that it proved impossible to include 
all patients who appeared during the said period, partly because one physician, 
always the same, had to be present and supervise that application was correct 
in all cases, partly because we were interested primarily in the applicability 
of the device among young patients. It must also be admitted that the patients 
were not selected at random in the statistical sense of the word since selec
tion was dependent on various practical circumstances. As the object of +re 
investigation merely was to obtain an impression of the applicability of the 
device, without aiming at a direct collation with other gonad shields, the bias 
thus introduced is hardly of any significance. 

A total of 46 patients received a lead plastic capsule - provided with a 
disposable plastic bag - and the written instruction immediately after they 
arrived in the changing room. Two or three minutes later, the examiner would 
appear and supervise that the capsule had been correctly applied. Thirty-one 
out of the 46 patients managed to apply the capsule completely correctly within 
the allowed interval of time. Seven patients found application rather difficult 
or they applied it slightly incorrectly which, however, had no essential influ
ence on its shielding effect. Application was unsuccessful in three cases, ei
ther because of some genito-anatomical deviations or because surgery recently 
had been performed on the scrotum; in two of these cases, the examiner managed 
to apply the capsules to the patients in supine position. Two elderly patients 
failed to apply the capsule because they had not brought their glasses and 
could not read the instruction. Three patients had applied the capsule in such 
a way that one testicle was above the opening although there was no anatomical 
explanation of the phenomenon. They were all able to apply the capsule correct
ly after they had been told of their mistake. Not a single patient refused to 
participate and all tried to apply the capsule (except the two patients who had 
not brought their glasses). ~obody found it inconveniencing to wear the capsule, 
and nobody complained of having found it too difficult to apply. It is our im
pression, however, that application might be facilitated in some cases if the 
capsule were a little larger, but if so, its capacity to remain in place might 
be reduced in other cases and thus, we cannot recommend any changes in size 
until further experiments have been carried out. Appl,ication may be facili ta
ted if the scrotum and the disposable plastic bag are sprinkled with talc pow-
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der prior to application; it is not necessary, however, and was not done in any 
case in the present investigation. 

Thus, the result of the testings in practice was that about 80% of the pa
tients (38 out of 46) managed personally to apply the capsule sufficiently cor
rectly. If the instruction could be revised on the basis of the experience gain
ed, the results would probably be better. 

Conclusion 

The new lead plastic capsule seems to fulfil all reasonable requirements 
to a gonad shield to be used by men and it fulfils also the first five out of 
the six requirements set up by STIEVE2 : (1) It must be suitable for all types 
of examination and hence, it must fit tightly around the scrotum; (2) The open
ing admitting the root of the scrotum mlJst be as small as possible; ( 3) It must 
be easily applicable, preferably by the patient himself; (4) It must be as 
small as possible; (5) It must be hygienic in use. The sixth requirement set up 
by STIEVE, namely that the gonad shield must attenuate primary radiation to 2%, 
lS not fulfilled, however, since this would require a lead equivalent of 1 mm 
at 150 kV in stead of the 0.5 mm in the lead rubber capsule. In consideration 
of the applicability of the capsule, it might be reasonable to be content with 
the 0.5 mm which is apparent also from the results of measurements performed 
in the present investigation from which it may be inferred that the gonad dose 
contributed by primary radiation through the lead rubber wall, even at high 
voltages somewhat beyond 120 kV, is not of great consequence as compared with 
the dose inevitably contributed by scattered radiation through the capsular 
ppening. . 

As already mentioned, it is our impression that gonad shields of capsule 
type are used only on too rare occasions during X-ray examinations of areas 
close to the gonads. We are of the opinion that one reason is that the hitherto 
used capsules are highly inconvenient in use and another that a certain sense 
of modesty may be in evidence. Such obstacles are apparently eliminated by the 
new capsule which patients may apply to themselves. Accordingly, there is no 
longer any excuse why an effective gonad protection should not be used in all 
cases in which areas close to the gonads in men in the reproductive age are 
exposed to the primary beam. In this context, X-ray examination of areas close 
to the gonads refers to all types of X-ray examination in which the gonads ei
ther are in the primary beam or are less than about 10 em from the edge of t~e 
beam. 
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ABSTRACT 
High resolution electronic radio

graphy has been developed for use 
in diagnostic radiographic and 
fluoroscopic procedures. These 
methods are being developed for 
IVP pelvimetry, intrauterine trans
fusions, gastrointestinal examin
ations,stereotaxic procedures, and 
selective catheterization. Pre
liminary clinical data show that 
dose reduction can range from 10 
to 10,000 times depending on the 
resolution requirements of the 
particular examination. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The use of new electronic image 

amplifiers (1) television systems, 
and electronic recording devices 
represents a major advance in 
radiological techniques by allowing 
a significant reduction in radiation 
dose and an improvement in the 
diagnostic quality of images. The 
medical radiation dose in diagnostic 
procedures (2) has become of increas
ing concern as the result of mount
ing evidence for serious somatic 
effects of diagnostic x-rays such as 
an increased incidence of leukemia 
in young children whose mothers 
received diagnostic x-ray examinations 
during pregnancy,(3) as well as in
creasing evidence for a growing 
genetically significant dose from 
diagnostic procedures. Recent cal
culations have estimated that from 
3,000 to 6,000 cancer deaths annually 
are caused by exposure of the Ameri
can public to present levels of di
agnostic x-rays. In addition, ill 
health results from gen~tic damage 
caused by the exposure.t4J 

At resolutions adequate for most 
diagnostic purposes the amount of 
radiation required for radiography, 
even when utilizing the best inten
sifier screens and fastest films, 
is far in excess of what would be 
required if x-ray quanta could be 
utilized as efficiently as in 
present electronic image intensifiers 

for fluoroscopy. This arises from the 
fact that although one or more grains 
are typically sensitized for each x-ray 
photon absorbed in the intensifying 
phosphor screen, the presence of un
avoidable fog at low densities causes 
these grains to be lost in the statis
tical fluctuations of the background 
grains. 

With a high gain x-ray phosphor 
and television camera system, a detect
able signal above noise can be produced 
for single x-ray quanta absorbed in 
the phosphor screen. This high 
efficiency of visible photon conver
sion in the photo-electric effect, 
amounting to as much as 65%, is con
stant for all fluxes of x-ray 
photons, independent of both of 
accumulated dose and does-rate, un
like the case of film where the 
quantum efficiency for visible 
photons is generally less than 0.1 
percent due to the inherent non-lin
earity of the photographic process 
since 5 to 10 visible-light 
photons must be absorbed by a 
given grain before it becomes de
velopable. 

Theoretical considerations and 
experimental evidence indicate that 
the ultimate limitations to the re
duction in x-ray dose set by quantum 
fluctuations of the x-ray flux permit 
substantial reductions far below the 
doses presently realized with films. 
Even at resolutions of about 4 lp/mm 
and a contrast of 5 to 20% actually 
utilized in most clinical radiographs, 
significant dose reductions should be 
possible by the use of electronic 
radiography which maximizes the uti
lization of x-rays while minimizing 
the radiation exposure to the patient 
in diagnostic procedures. This method 
permits the radiologist to reduce the 
patient exposure depending on the 
resolution requirement of a partic
ular examination. With film rela
tively large dose are required to 
attain adequate densities which 
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reduces the image quality because of 
focal spot and motion blurring. In 
film radiography the inability to 
achieve short exposures with very 
small focal spots limits magnification 
techniques, as well as the "air-gap 11 

technique. Contrast enhancement by 
the use of heavy selective filtration 
to produce monochromatic radiation 
from the continuous spectrum of x-rays 
is severely limited by the high 
radiation exposure required by film. 
All these limitations are reduced by 
the substitution of the more efficient 
electronic technique for recording 
radiographic images, improving the 
diagnostic value of radiograms 
beyond that possible with chemical 
photography. 

Basically, electronic radiography 
is an x-ray recording technique 
which involves the substitution of 
the highly effective photo-electric 
effect for the relatively inefficient 
photo-chemical effect taking place 
in film. 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of the 
Apparatus 

Electronic radiographs are recorded 
as follows (Figure 1). X-rays pro
duced in the usual manner are incident 
on the object, and those that pen
etrate impinge upon an x-ray lumin
escent phosphor screen of an x-ray 
image intensifier. Light emitted by 
the phosphor screen releases photo
electrons from a thin photo-cathode 
in optical contact with the x-ray 
phosphor. The photo-electrons re
leased are accelerated by some 30,000 

volts and focused onto a small output 
phosphor where they give rise to a 
greatly brightened image which is 
viewed by a television camera. The 
optical image on the output phosphor 
of the intensifier is converted to 
an electronic charge pattern on the 
target of the camera tube. The 
charge pattern produced on the target 
is converted to a video-signal by 
means of a scanning electron beam and 
recorded in three alternative methods. 
(1) The electrical signal of one tel
evision frame or a series of frames 
may be recorded on a magnetic disc 
and then immediately replayed over a 
flicker-free frozen radiographic image 
for continuous viewing without 
appreciable deterioration. (2) The 
signal representing an individual 
farme may be recorded on a silicon 
image storage tube and immediately 
replayed over a TV monitor. However, 
this image gradually deteriorates 
and is completely erased after 5 to 
10 minutes of continuous viewing. (3) 
A single video frame or many frames 
may be photographed by camera focused 
on a remote television monitor. 

Systems incorporating these compo
nents have increased diagnostic infor
mation, reduced procedure time, de
creased patient trauma, reduced ra
diation dose and permitted new types 
of procedures to be undertaken. 
Electronic radiography is used in 
gastrointestinal examinatioQs (5) 
selective catheterizationt6J 
pelvimetry (7) and repair of intra 
cranial aneurys~s and arteriovenous 
malformationst8J. 

In addition to improving the image 
quality, electronic radiography elim
inates some other disadvantages of 
film radiography such as chemical 
processing time and expenses and 
permits a reduction of radiation 
exposure to the absolute minimum 
dictated by the quantum noise limit 
for the particular degree of detail 
and contrast needed for a given pur
pose. 

II. ELECTRONIC SPOT IMAGING 
FOR GASTROINTESTINAL FLUOROSCOPY 
We have developed a high resolutior 

technique of electronic spot imaging, 
to replace standard spot-filming in 
gastrointestinal fluoroscopy. The 
system consists of a standard 
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fluoroscopic unit electronically 
interfaced to a magnetic disc 
recorder. Key components of the 
system are: (1) a small focal spot 
x-ray tube, (2) a Csl intensifier 
tube, (3) a Plumbicon television 
camera, and (4) a 400 track magnetic 
disc recorder. The principle of 
operation is the storage of single 
television fluoroscopic frames on 
individual tracks of a magnetic 
disc. Once recorded, the signals 
can be reviewed over a television 
monitor at the end of the examination 
and later photographed for a per
manent record. 

At the start of an examination 
the unit is placed in the fluoro
record mode which allows monitoring 
of dvnamic motion. A standard 
television fluoroscopic image is 
first generated by depressing a 
foot pedal. Further depression of 
the pedal closes a second switch 
which automatically boosts x-ray 
output, and records a single 
television fluoroscopic frame On 
the magnetic disc. In contrast to 
normal spot-filming this recording 
technique does not interrupt the 
fluoroscopic sequence and permits 
the fluoroscopist to monitor the 
patient continuously. At the ter
mination of an examination, the 
fluoroscopist can review the images 
by turning the hand switch to re
verse. Then, every time the foot 
pedal is depressed, the recording 
head of the disc recorder is moved 
one track in the reverse direction 
and the monitor displays a frozen 
radiograph previously recorded as a 
flicker-free electronic spot image. 
After arriving at the initial image 
of a given examination the fluoro
scopist by switching to the forward 
mode may then leisurely study each , . 
image in the order that 1t was 
recorded. Image brightness and con
tri;st can be adjusted on the tel-
ev sion monitor. After checking 
the recorded images for completeness, 
the fluoroscopist is ready to proceed 
with the next examination. At the 
end of a day•s fluoroscopy, the disc 
recorder is moved to the reporting 
area, where corresponding radiographs 
are displayed. The electronic spot 
images and overhead films are then 

review~d before rendering a final 
diagnostic report. Key electronic 
spot images are photographed to pro
vide a permanent record while allowing 
reuse of the magnetic disc. 

The radiation exposure for a single 
electronic spot image is about l/50 
of that required for conventional 
film-screen cassettes and l/5 of the 
requirement for l05mm. spot-filming 
respectively. The exact dose depends 
on the resolution and contrast re
quirements of the particular exam
ination. 

We have compared the electronic 
technique to l05mm. spot~filming 
with regard to diagnostic accuracy in 
a clinical study (Fig. 2,3). Small 
ulcers (l-5mm. in diameter), varices, 
colonic polyps, various diverticula 
and other pathology were readily 
diagnosed by both techniques. In a 
double blind study six radiologists 
independently arrived at diagnoses 
in 21 patients. Their interpreta
tions were then scored against 
those of the fluoroscopist and eval
uated using the analysis of variance. 
The average correct scores were 76.5% 
and 75.5% for the electronic spot 
imaging and 105mm spot-filming 
methods respectively. Although both 
methods yield clinically acceptable 
results, we have found electronic 
spot imaging to be a more convenient 
technique of recording and reviewing 
fluoroscopic information. 

Figure 2: Electronic Spot Image of 
Splenic Flexure Taken During Double 
Contrast Barium Enema 
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figure 3: Electronic Spot ·Image 
Taken of Sigmoid Colon 
III. PELVIMETRY WITH SMALL RADIATION 

EXPOSURE 
The apparatus for polaroid tele

vision technique consists of a 
polaroid camera focused at a remote 
television monitor of a standard 
television fluoroscopic unit. The 
principle of the method is to photo
graph an entire fluoroscopic exposure 
on the polaroid film which is rapidly 
developed. Since television fluoro
scopic units have high gain image 
intensifiers and television cameras, 
the image produced on the television 
screen can easily be adjusted to be 
noise limited. Then, the radiation 
exposure to the patient would be re
duced to a minumum which is about 
l/100 of that for standard film 
radiography. 

The polaroid television technique 
is achievable with low-cost modifi
cation of most standard television 
fluoroscopic units. The polaroid 
image is obtained in the following 
sequence of operations: (1) the 
foot-pedal is compressed, initi
ating the x-ray exposure, (2) the 
camera shutter is manually opened for 
a 1/2 second exposure, (3) the 
camera shutter automatically closes, 
(4) the foot-pedal is released ter
minating the exposure, (5) the 
polaroid film is developed in 
15 seconds. 

Since in most television chains 
the automatic gain control built 
into the television camera keep the 
average video output constant, the 
image quantum noise can be varied by 
changing the KVp and rna setting in 
the fluoroscopic exposure. 
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In our technique which is 
adapted from the orthometric pelvimetry 
used with standard film, a radiopaque 
ruler is placed between the patient 
and the intensifier tube. The 
apparatus is positioned to be centered 
first on one and then the other side 
of the anatomical structures to be 
measured and a polaroid fluoroscopic 
television image is taken. Because 
the fie1d size is small, the geomet
ric distortion is limited for each 
picture, and the radiation exposure 
is reduced from scattered radiation. 
The measurement of the pelvic inlet 
and mid-pelvis in lateral and AP 
views are obtained by imaging the 
ruler and the anatomical structure 
at their intersection and subtracting 
the two readings to obtain the distance 
of interest. 

The fluoroscopic apparatus was 
slightly modified to facilitate 
accurate and quick measurement of 
the pelvis. We developed a set of 
clamp on lights to act as a collimator 
during the orthometric pelvimetry. 
These lights which could easily be 
removed at the termination of the 
examination, were held in place by 
springs and by a permanent magnet. 
To support the radiopaque ruler for 
the pelvic measurements, a plastic 
table was positioned on the fluoro
scopic table top. 

In the clinical setting, the 
polaroid television images of the mid
pelvis and pelvic inlet had adequate 
detail for the required calculations, 
(Fig. 4, 5). The average mid-pelvic 
radiation exposure to the mother in 
the direct beam is l/100 of that for 
film cassett radiography while the 
fetal exposure is reduced another 
factor of 100. The fetal exposure 
reduction is a result of removing 
the fetus from the direct beam and 
from using a small field size of 4 em 
x 4 em which reduces the scattered 
radiation. By further reducing the 
field size t0 2cm x 2cm for each 
polaroid image. We can further lower 
the exposure. Since the polaroid 
fluoroscopic television technique 
for pelvimetry is an inexpensive and 
simple method that gives adequate 
clinical data with a radiation 
exposure much reduced compared to 
standard radiography, 



Figures 4 & 5: Polaroid Television 
Images of Mid-Pelvis 
IV. STEREOTAXIC POSITIONING FOR 

. NEUROSURGERY 
Electronic radiography has been 

developed for neurosurgical procedures 
by coupling a two track magnetic disc 
recorder to a portable television 
fluoroscopic unit. The apparatus, 
enables rapid stereotaxic needle 
positioning for the treatment of 
intracranial aneurysms. 

In the clinical setting for the 
repair of the intra-cranial aneurysm, 
the C-arm was placed in the AP 
position centered over the approximate 
location of the aneurysm. First, the 
apparatus was switched into the "MAP" 
mode and an electronic angiogram 
showing the location of the aneurysm 
was made. Then with the apparatus 
switched into the mode "STORED + 
~1AP 11 successive electronic images 
were taken showing the needle guide 
superimposed with the frozen 
image of the aneurysm as the guide was 
moved into position, (FIG. 6). 
After positioning had been completed, 
the stereotaxic needle was inserted 
through the skull into the aneurysm. 
To monitor this insertion, the 
apparatus was placed in a lateral 
position and a new angiogram, taken 
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in the MAP mode, was superimposed 
with the needle as it was advanced 
through the brain into the aneurysm 
using the FLUORO- MAP mode. Tissue 
adhesive was injected into the aneurysm 
via the needle. Using the FLUORO 
mode the extent of occlusion of the 
aneurysm was evaluated by injecting 
contrast material into the carotid 
artery to outline the vessel. 

The electronic technique permits 
successful localization and treatment 
of an intracranial aneurysm with 
procedure time and patient trauma 
markedly reduced compared to the 
traditional craniotomv. 

. ~--.. 

Figure 6: Electronic Radiograph 
of Stereotaxic Needle Guide 
Superimposed with the Electronic 
Angiogram of the Aneurysm 

The radiation dose to the patient 
for each electronic radiograph 
was l/100 of that for one minute 
of continuous fluoroscopy. By 
superimposing single electronic 
radiographs on a stored map, the 
surgeon required only a few images, 
each of the order of a milliroentgen 
significantly reducing the radiation 
exposure to personnel in the 
operating room. 

V. SELECTIVE CATHETERIZATION 
By coupling a 150 track disc recorder 

to a plumbicon television fluoroscopic 
unit, we have developed electronic 
radiography for selective catheter
ization to reduce procedure time, 
radiation exposure, and the volume 
of injected radiopaque contrast 
material. There are three levels of 
refinement of electronic catheter
ization which can be applied 
depending on the degree of difficulty 
encountered in the procedure. These 



methods have been clinically applied 
to selective catheterization of both 
neuro and visceral vessels. 
A. Individual Electronic Radiograph 

In this technique the angiographer 
takes a single electronic radiograph 
which he studies with the x-rays off 
to determine the amount and direction 
the catheter should be manipulated 
to achieve successful selective 
catheterization. These images 
showing the catheter relative to 
bony landmarks such as vertebrae 
and ribs substitute for live fluoro
scopy. The progress of the manip
ulated catheter can be recorded 
on successive electronic radiographs. 
B. Electronic Radiograph Guided 

by Map 
An electronic angiogram is 

recorded during an aortic injection 
of radiopaque contrast. The 
arterial map showing the aorta with 
the branch vessel is electronically 
combined with successive individual 
electronic images of the catheter 
and the combined image is displayed 
over the TV monitor. By studing 
the position of the catheter tip 
relative to the branch blood vessel, 
the angiog~apher can evaluate the 
amount and direction of repositioning 
required for successful selective 
catheterization. 
C. Arterial Map with Live Image 

Superimposed 
This method, as in the previous 

one, uses the electronic angiogram 
(arterial map) as a guide for 
selective catheterization. In this 
method however the live fluoroscopic 
image of the catheter is electronically 
superimposed on the map. In a pre
liminary clinical trial in 20 
patients, the three variations 
described were found to simplify 
the procedure and reduce the 
radiation dose. By obviating the 
need for repeated test injections of 
radiopaque contrast, the electronic 
arterial maps greatly decreased the 
total amount of contrast injected 
during catheterization. By 
utilizing a series of images stored 
on a magnetic disc, electronic 
radiography replaces continuous 
live fluoroscopy by the production 
of electronic images requiring 
much less radiation than that for 
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conventional fluoroscopy. This 
technique reduces procedure time, 
radiopaque contrast, and the 
radiation exposure. 
VI. CONCLUSION 

In the proper clinical setting 
electronic radiography will reduce 
the radiation exposure from 10 to 
10,000 times of that with standard 
techniques in diagnostic radiology. 
The principle advantages of this 
method are that the clinical 
information determines the level of 
radiation exposure required and as 
a consequence of the efficient use. 
of radiation various image enhancement 
techniques will yield a final 
electronic image with higher resolution 
and contrast than standard spot 
films in some cases. In addition 
to these advantages electronic 
radiography is convenient and opens 
the way for new treatment methods. 
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MEDICAL RADIATION PROTECTION IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN REGION 

G. Gomez-Crespo, Adviser on Radiation Health 
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and 
D.R.E. Ernborg, WHO Technical Officer 

Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean 

Abstract 

Six hundred and fifty diagnostic X-ray installations, representing over 50 
percent of the existing ones, were surveyed in sixteen countries of the Middle 
East in 1969/70. A number of technical and human deficiencies were observed. 
Sixty-five percent of the X-ray units surveyed lacked one or more of the 
following radiological safety features: Adequate filtration; beam no larger 
than needed to cover the X-ray film; adequate operators' protection; and 
adequate prot~ction of neighbours and all other personnel. The measures taken 
to tackle these problems will be described. 

Introduction 

The Eastern Mediterranean Regional Office of WHO undertook early in 1969 to 
assist the X-ray departments in hospitals, and medical and dental departments in 
the countries of this Region in the evaluation and eventual improvement of the 
radiation safety of patients and of medical and auxiliary personnel exposed to 
ionizing radiation in the course of diagnostic or ther&peutic procedures. 

From 14 February to 7 November 1969, the WHO Technical Offices in X-rays 
visited ten countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region. 

During the stay in these countries he has visited 154 institutions which 
included medical schools, hospitals, cancer centres, tuberculosis clinics, den
tal schools, dentists, and private physicians (Table I); surveyed and measured 
field radiation levels on a total of 334 X-ray installations (Table II); in
structed and demonstrated practical means of reducing dose levels to 744 X-ray 
operators which included radiologists, physicists, and technicians (Table III); 
repaired, adjusted, and recalibrated approximately 50 X-ray units; instructed 
dark-room personnel on processing methods leading to improvement of film qual
ity; discussed with public health and hospital administrators the need for in
troducing radiation protection legislation and for establishing film-badge 
services; and at construction sites advised responsible authorities on the 
design and construction of adequate premises to accommodate new X-ray 
installations. 

Observations 

The main shortcomings observed were: 

2.1 human deficiencies 
2.2 technical deficiencies 
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2.1 Human Deficiencies 

The medical and para-medical personnel the Technical Officer normally met 
were (Table III) radiologists, radiation health physicists, X-ray engineers, and 
X-ray technicians. 

Of the 104 radiologists met, approximately forty were expatriate doctors 
employed on government contracts. It i.s difficult to estimate precisely the 
shortage of radiologists. It is likely however, that the number of radiologists 
required is twice the number presently available. 

In the ten countries visited, only five qualified radiation health physi
cists are available. No information could be obtained on the number of health 
physicists undergoing training abroad. 

Radiological health inspectors do not exist in these countries. 

8nly four x-ray engineers are employed by their respective governments in 
the ten countries visited by the WHO Technical Officer. A few commercial firms 
keep qualified engineers on their staff in a few countries. 

Training schools for X-ray technicians are operating in four of the coun
tries visited and an attempt at training assistant X-ray technicians is now 
starting in a fifth one. 

Approximately one third of the 634 X-ray technicians met have attended 
training courses varying in duration from six months to two years. As the di
agnostic radiology departments are heavily dependent on the activities of this 
category of personnel, at least twice the number presently available is required 
to adequately cope with the current workload. 

Low standards of exposure control and collimation were prevalent in the 
radiograms performed by technicians or non-radiologists. Considerable effort in 
improving this situation should be made and educational programs directed to 
this end are of great importance. Fluoroscopic examinations were often carried 
out by non-radiologists and even by X-ray technicians. Referring physicians 
often request radiological examinations without sufficient reasons, thus the 
yield in terms of diagnostic information is very little and patients are un
necessarily exposed to radiation. 

Where radiologists are not available and other medical officers must per
form radiological examinations, an adequate radiological training should be re
quired from them. 

2.2 Technical Deficiencies 

2.2.1 Radiological 

Sixty-five percent of the X-ray units surveyed lacked one or more of the 
following safety features: (Table IV) 

- adequate filtration 
- beam no larger than needed to cover the X-ray film 
- adequate operator's protection 
- adequate protection of neighbours and all other personnel (Table IV) 

A number of these defects were actually rectified in the course of the 
visit. In most cases this could be done at small cost. Only in a few cases did 
the Technical Officer advise to stop further operation of.the X-ray units as the 
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defects were highly dangerous from the point of view of radiation and/or 
electrical safety. 

2.2.2 Electrical 

Approximately 40% of the X-ray units seen were connected to electrical 
mains supply which could not provide the require(, power. It was also noticed 
that the X-ray units were connected to the same lines as other high consumers of 
electricity (elevators, sterilizers, etc.) thus being subject to gross power 
fluctuations. Most of the electric outlets (plugs) in wards where portable 
units are connected (bedside radiography) lacked a proper earth wire, thus 
exposing operators and patients to electrical hazards. 

2.2.3 Dark Rooms 

About 40 to 50% of the dark rooms have serious defects. Among the most 
frequently seen: lack of ventilation, light leaks, unprotected electrical fix
~ures, no safe-lights or incorrect filter used. Some do not have running water. 

More than 80% of the dark rooms lacked one or more of required accessories, 
i.e., thermometers, timers, driers. Damaged cassettes, intensifying screens, 
hangers were often seen. 

Discussion 

The analysis of the data contained in this report leads to some considera
tions on the adequacy of: 

1. Radiological Services (Table V) 
2. Radiation Protection (Tables IV, VI, VII) 

1. Radiological Services 

Table V shows in a very striking way the insufficiency of radiological 
services in the ten countries so far surveyed. 

There is an average of 72,000 people (range 11,250 to 317,000) for each 
diagnostic X-ray~. as compared with 1,000 people/unit in the United States. 

The estimated average film consumption in the countries surveyed, 0.063 
films/person-year, represents only one-fortieth of the average film consumption 
in the U.S.A. (2.46 films/person-year). 

This should be kept in mind in order to place the radiation hazards to the 
population at large into a proper perspective. 

2. Radiation Protection 

We have seen in Table IV that only 48% of the operators and 58% of all 
other personnel occupationally exposed to ionizing radiation could be adequately 
protected by suitable structural or movable shielding, lead-glass screens, 
distance, etc, And yet only one-fourth of the operators (physicians, 
radiographers) in the ten countries surveyed (Table VI) are equipped with 
personnel monitoring devices. Since the number of people occupationally exposed 
(operators and all other personnel) is much larger, the personnel being 
monitored represents only a small proportion {perhaps less than 10%) of those 
exposed to ionizing radiation. In the U.S.A. about one-third of the personnel 
occupationally exposed are equipped with personnel monitoring devices. 
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Table VII pools the results of the survey of 334 installations in ten 
countries showing the percentage of units complying with some of the most essen
tial radiological safety features. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The insufficiency of radiological services both in personnel and equipment 
in some of the countries surveyed is obvious. 

The careful study of this report leads to evident conclusions regarding 
some of the remedial measures that should be taken without delay. They are as 
fallows: 

A. Stepping Up Training: 

1. Of radiologists and radiological physicists. 
2. Of X-ray technicians, through national courses. 
3. Of X-ray technician-tutors and of technicians specialized in the 

maintenance and repair of X-ray equipment. 
4. Of radiological health inspectors. 

B. Promulgating Radiation Health Legislation: 

Empowering the Ministries of Health: 

1. To establish a system of registration, inspection, and licensing of 
X-ray, radioisotope teletherapy, and unsealed radioisotope sources 
and their users. 

2. To promulgate rules, codes of practice, and regulations for the safe 
use of radiation sources. 

C. Setting Up or Expanding National Services 

1. For monitoring of personnel occupationally exposed to ionizing 
radiation. 

2. For radiological health inspections. 

TABLE I 

TYPE AND NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS VISITED 
-

Tuber-
Country 

Private Dentist Hospital culosis Total 
Physician Clinic 

1) - - 4 - 4 
2) - - 7 .1 8 
3) - - 18 3 21 
4) - - 6 2 8 
5) 10 - 7 2 19 

6) 3 1 23 1 27 
7) - - 21 3 24 
8) - - 15 4 19 
9) 2 2 5 1 10 

10) - - 12 2 14 

I 
--

Total 154 
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TABLE II 

TYPE OF INSTALLATION SURVEYED 

i Fixed! . ! Pl !Combined 1 lOtO- 1 Total I Country Dental d ,Fluoro. Therapy!Portab1e f 1 JRad. and:Other 
Ra •

1 
I uoro. F1uoro. ' 

l 
I I ' I ! 2 5 ' 9 1) - 2 - - - I - ! 

i 2) 1 1 - - 2 7 I - 11 
i - I 

' 3) 1 6 4 - 1 3 21 I - 36 

I 4) - - 1 2 2 2 9 ' 1 17 

I 5) - 6 4 4 1 2 22 ' - 39 
' : I 

i ' 2 38 ' 52 6) 1 i 7 - 4 - -
I 7) - I 7 i 17 I 2 7 2 29 - 64 

I I I l j 
8) ' I 

2 r 5 

I 
6 16 4 ' 23 1 57 I I - ! i 

I 
9) I 4 I 2 i 1 2 ' 4 1 6 I - I 20 ' j i I 

I 
I j ') 

1 10) 1 z 3 3 3 3 1lt 1 ~9 

~----~-----------L----~------~----~~----------~-3_3_4~ 
TABLE III 

Country Radiologists Physicists X-ray 
Operators 

1) 1 0 22 
2) 0 0 27 
3) 12 (f) 0 79 
4) 10 2 42 
5) 15 0 92 

6) 27 1+1 WHO 107 
7) 14 1 120 
8) 10 (f) 0 92 
9) 6 1 30 

10) 9 (f) 0 23 -- -- --
Total 104 6 

I 
634 

TABLE IV 

A B c D % of units 
in vhich 1-· Beam no larger All other per- Total Operator can one or 

Filtration than needed to sonnel within units more of Country adequate cover be adequately permissible sur- A,B,C,D, 
X-ray film protected limits veyed features 

'Yes No % Yes No % Yes Ho % Yes No % were 
Compl. Com pl. ComJ>.l. Com pl. missing 

1) 6 3 66.5 4 4 so 6 3 67 4 4 so 9 so 
2) 3 8 27 6 5 54.5 5 6 45 3 8 27 11 73 
3) 28 8 78 26 3 89 24 12 67 26 12 68.5 36 33 
4) 9 8 53 9 2 82 11 6 65 16 1 94 17 47 
5) 12 27 31 17 10 63 21 18 53 28 9 76 39 69 

6) 20 31 39 39 6 87 29 23 56 47 4 92 52 61 
7) 7 52 12 28 13 68 29 35 45 29 35 45 64 88 
8) 13 44 23 27 13 68 23 34 40 12 38 33 57 77 
9) 9 11 45 11 5 69 6 14 30 13 6 68.5 20 70 

10) _.,l. _2Q _3_1_ 15 _3 __§]_ _6 _2_1 21 _5j..Ji 17 ..12. _g 
Total .116 212 35 182 64 74 160 174 48 1831141 56 334 65 

(Av.) (Av.) (Av.) (Av.) (Av.) 
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I 

Estimated 
Population of 

Countr 
no. 

(1) diagnostic 
X-ray units 

1) 260,000 15 
2) 2,755,000 20 
3) 23,782,000 75 
4) 2,251,000 20 
5) 5,724,000 50 

6) 2,588,000 230 
7) 4,463,000 100 
8) 1,675,000 100 
9) 620,000 40 

10) 1--5,100,000 __ 3_5_ 

Total 49,218,000 685 

USA 200.000.000 206,560 

I -
(3) 

TABLE V 

RADIOLOGICAL SER\'ICES 

Population No. of 
No, of 
physi- ~;o. of 

physi-per radial-
diagnostic cians 

Clans 
per x-ray ogi~ts 

X-ray unit (2) 
unit c:c 

17,333 117 7.8 1 
137,750 86 4.3 0 
317,093 320 4. 3 12 
112.550 505 25.0 10 
114,480 978 19.5 15 

11,252 2,025 8. 8 27 
44,630 666 6. 7 14 
16,750 530 5. 3 10 
15,500 460 u.s 6 

145 z 714 ~ ....b!!_ _2, 

71,851 5, 771 8.1. 104 
(Av,) (Av.) 

970 ~87 ,42~ 1.83 
(Approx.) i3) 

(1) Demographic Yearbook, 1966, UN. 

t;o. of Estimated 
Ho. of Estimated opera- annual films/ 
radiog- tors/ 

no. 
X-ray film 

rap hers unit 
person-

~+h:c 
consumption year 

22 1.5 98,500 o. 378 
27 1.3 171,500 0.062 
79 1. 2 464.500 0.019 
42 2. 6 182,750 0.081 
92 2.1 266,250 0.046 

107 0.58 574,250 0.221 
120 1.3 590.250 0.132 

92 1.0 519,500 0.310 
30 0.9 165,250 0.266 

31 !h..L 30 ,sao .Q.,.Q.l1. 

634 1.08 3,113,250 0.063 
(Av.) 

1.5 506.000.000 2.446 
(3) (4) 

(2) World Health Statistics Report, Vol. 21, No. 2-3, 1968, WHO. 
(3) Lawrt~nce R. Fess. Sumcary of Diagnostic X-ray Statistics Relating Facilities. Equipment, and Person

nel by Healing Arts Professions, Radiological Health Data and Reports, Vol. 10, No, 9, Sept. 1969, 
pp. 379-380. 

(4) John t!. Knowles, Radiology - A Case Study in Technology and Manpower, New England Journal of lledicine, 
~. 1271-1278, (19). 

TABLE VI 

PERSONNEL HONITORING 
(Film-Badges) 

I Country 
I 

I 1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

6) 
7) 
8) 
9) I 

i 
10) 

I Total 

Total No. of 
Operators 

23 
27 
91 
52 

107 

134 
134 
102 

36 
32 --

738 

TABLE VII 

I 
! 

MAIN RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY FEATURES 

Pooled Results of Ten Countries 
(% Units Complying) 

Filtration adequate 

I 

i 

I 

: 
Beam no larger than needed to cover film 

I 

Personnel 
Honitored 

0 
0 

21 
52 

0 

68 
16 

6 
23 

2 --
188 

I 35.4 I 
I 

74 

I H Tube housing leakage within normal limits 100 
i z 

r:.::l 
! ..,.. ..,... 
i P-i 

I 
H ' ;:;:, 
0' i ~ 

I 

Table top dose < 10 R/min 96 

' Fluorescent screen interlocked with tube I 91 I 

Fluoroscopic shutters adequate I 92 i 
! 

Lead glass on fluorescent screen adequate 97 

Operator can adequately be protected 

Exposure of all other personnel within 
permissible limits 
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48 

56 

% 

0 
0 

23 
100 

0 

51 
12 

6 
63 

6 --
26 

I 
I 

I 
I 
j 
i 

I 
! 
I 
I 

; 
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SOURCES OJ!' uNNECESSARY IR.."lADINl'ION DURING FLUOHOSCOPY. 

N.T.Racoveanu, Georgeta Modoran and B.Suma 

(Institute of Hygiene and Public Health, Radiation Hygiene 
Laboratory, Dr.Leonte str. nr.l-3, Bucharest 15, Romani~ 

Abstract 

644 gastrointestinal and 731 chest fluoroscopies perfor
med by 6 radiologists were investigated concerning : the dura
tion in time, the area exposed, magnitude of exposure in X-ray 
beam, the gonadal and bone marrow dose. 

The patient exposure was found to depend on : l.mean time 
duration of the examination, which varied for the six different 
radiologists, from simple to double (from 169 to 259 sec. for 
gastroduodenal fluoroscopy, 48 to 8o sec. for intestinal, and 11 
to 62 sec. for chest fluoroscopies) ; 2. quality and exposure 
rate of primary beam (the exposure) rate ranged from 3 to 12 R/ 
min.) ; 3. area exposed during fluoroscopy (cross-section of pr~ 
mary beam

2
varied from 26 to 23o cm2 for gastroduodenal, from 38 

to 383 em for intestinal and from 47 to 49o cm2 for chest fluo
roscopy ; 4. the value dose area product proved to be the most 
interesting pararr~ter, variations between 42o and 316o R.cm2 for 
gast~oduodenal, 124 to 2o91 R.cm2 for intestinal and loo to 473 
R.cm for chest fluoroscopies were recorded, the corresponding 
integrated dose values were from 3.5 to 26.8 kg. rad for gastro
duodenal, from 4.o to 16.6 kg. rad for intestinal and from o.8 
to 4.o kg. rad for chest fluoroscopies. 

The diagnostic ini'ormations being practically the same, 
the variations of the operationalparameters encountered to the 
six investigated radiologists, evinces the existence of at least 
three sources of unneces&ary irradiation : l. the use of a too 
large beam (large surface and integrated dose) ; 2. the dose 
rate of primary beam too high; 3. too long time of irradiation; 
this situation maybe related to the knowledge level of the ra
diologist. 

1. Introduction 

Previous research has shown that fluorescopic examina
tions represent the major contribution to medical irradiation of 
the population in Romania. Due to the great number of fluoros
copies performed in this country, over 3oo per looo .inhabitants, 
instead of So-llo in other countries, we were interested in the 
assessment of the sources of unnecessary irradiation during flu
oroscopies. 
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Fluoroscopy is a nonstandardizable type of X-ray examina
tion, its performance being entirely dependent on accuracy of the 
radiologist's knowledge and on the interest he pay, to the benefit 
vs.risk ratio. 

The higher benefit/risk ratio maybe obtained by performing 
the fluoroscopy in that way to find maximum of diagnostic infor
mation with minimum of irradiation dose to the patient. 

Objectivation of sources which contribute to lowering the 
above mentioned ratio in view of their control is the main aim of 
this paper. 

2. Material and method 

Six radiologists working in three outpatient clinics in 
Bucharest were subjects of the present investigation. 

Measurements were done during 644 gastrointestinal and 731 
chest fluoroscopies concerning : 1. time duration ; 2. cross-sec~ 
tion of useful beam ; 3. dose area product ; 4. dose rate of X-r~ 
machine ; 5. doses received by some tissues and organs (skin, bom 
marrow, gonads, thyroid, eyes, a.s.o.). Technical parameters (KV, 
mA) used by the radiologist were also recorded .• 

For measurements we have used : 1. the Diamentor (PTW Py
chlau) for dose area-product ; 2. the VA-J-l5A Dosimeter (Vaku
tronick) for dose rate ; 3. thermoluminiscent dosemeters TLD loo 
(readed at a 2ooo Harshaw apparatus) for tissue and organ dose. 
All dosemetric facilities were calibrated at the WHO-IAEA Regio
nal Reference Centre for Secondary Standard Radiation Dosimetry 
in Bucharest. 

3. Results and discussions 

Table 1 is showing the mean values data obtained for g.i. 
fluoroscopies. 

:rable 1. 
Time, dose. area product, exposed area, integrated dose 

and dose rate used by six radiologists in Bucharest during gastro
intestinal fluoroscopies (mean values). 

Dr.P. Radiologist 
Dr.G. Dr.I. Dr.L. Dr.T. Dr.S. 

I. UEJ2er Ei• i. fluorosco£l= 
Time

2
(seconds) 82;5 212.3 161.8 258.8 2o6.2 194.? 

R.cm l88o.o 316o.6 13oo.o 243o.o 9oo.o 42o.O 
cm2 2lo.o 95.o 22o.o 23o.o 53.o 26.o 
kg.rad 15.o 26.8 lo.4 19.3 7.4 3.5 
dose rate Q:t fin. in.) 7. 3-12 lo .6-11.3 3.o 3.o 5eo-8.2 

II.Lower g.i.fluoroscoEl= 
Time (seconds) 51.9 48.1 64.1 79.8 ;x;.9 
R.cm2 2o91.2 556.9 735.7 48o.6 124.1 
cm2 383.2 337·5 222.8 67.7 37·6 
kg.rad 3.9 4.5 6.o 3.1 o.8 
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Data obtained for chest fluoroscopies aJ;:.e shown in table 2. 

Table 2. 
'fime, dose. area product, exposed area, integrated dose 

and dose rate used by six radiologists in Bucharest during chest 
fluoroscopies (mean values). 

.Radio log is t 
Dr.P. Dr. G. Dr.I. Dr.L. Dr.T. Dr.s. 

Time (seconds) 11.2 27.3 42.8 62.4 54.3 25.4 
R.~m2 473.2 432.o 356.o 494.o 37l.o 99·7 
em 49o.o 122.8 3o2.4 363.9 83.6 47.1 
kg.rad 3·9 3.6 2.9 4.o 3.1 o.8 
dose rate(R/MIN.) 5.2 7.7 1.6 1.6 4.7 5.o 

Both tables 1 and 2 are displaying the same phenomenon -
the irradiation of the patient during g.i. and chest fluoroscopy 
is due mainly to cross-section of useful beam and not to the in
tensity and quality of the beam used. 

If we compare, for the six radiologists we have studied, 
the dose area product, exposed area and integrated dose with time 
and dose rate the above mentioned phenomenon becomes more evident. 

For g.i. and chest fluoroscopies the differences between 
maximum and minimum values for dose area product, exposed area, 
integrated dose, time and dose rate are the following 

upper g.i. lower g.i. chest 
dose. area product 42o to 316o 124 to 2o91 99.7 to 494 

(R. cm2) 7·9 16.9 4.9 
exposed area 26 to 23o 37.6 to 383.2 47.1 to 49o 

(cm2) 8.8 lo.2 lo.4 

inte~rated dose 3.5 to 26.8 o.8 to QoO o.8 to 4.o 
kg.rad) 7·7 7.5 5.o 

time 82.5 to 258.8 36.9 to 64.1 11.2 to 621 
(seconds ) 3.1 1.7 5.6 

dose rate 3.o to 12.o 1.6 to 7·7 
(R/min.) 4.o 4.8 

From the above figures results that the greatest diffe
rence between minimum and maximum mean values obtai11ed for the 
six radiologists was that of exposed area. An order of magnitude 
is separing the minimum and maximum values for the above mentio
ned pa:ra.meter both in g.i. and chest fluoroscopy. 

The dose.area product which reflect not only the cross
section but also the intensity of the primary beam is also very 
relevant about the unnecessary exposure of patient. J:i'or lower g. i. 
fluoroscopy expecially dr.S. has obtained the diagnostic infor
mation with l/17th part of the roentgen area product used by dr. 
P. Concerning upper g.i. and chest fluoroscopies the differences 
are smaller but still important (1/8 and 1/5). 

Integrated dose, measuring the true tissue dose, is much 
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more important from the radiological point of view. This parame
ter also reveals differences between absorbed dose in patient of 
5 fold in chest fluoroscopy and 7.7 or 7.5 in upper and lower g. 
i. fluoroscopy. 

By comparison the differences concerning the duration of 
procedures were only 1.7 to 5.6 fold and the dose rate of pri
mary beam 4.o - 4.8 fold. 

Data above discussed are consistent in showing that the 
main sources of unnecessary irradiation of the patient during 
fluoroscopy are the following, in order of their importcmce : 

1.- the cross-section of the primary beam-expressed in our 
study as the exposed area of the patient ; 

2.- the intensity of the primary beam ; use of higher m:, 
values produces, togheter with larger beam, greater dose .. area 
products and integrated dose Values ; 

3.- the duration of exposure, which results from the fact 
that the radiologist try to obtain as mru1y information is possi
ble from fluoroscopy and not from combini~3 the use of fluoros
copy and radiography. 

A realistic programme for control of unnecessary irradia
tion during fluoroscopy requires the improvement of the knowledge 
of radiologists concerning : 

a) - use of smallest possible cross-section of primary 
beam during fluoroscopy except for a very brief initial general 
view ; 

b) - decrease of intensity of tube current and increase of 
KV in view of obtaining the lowest dose rate for the useful be<~: 

P c) - take of radiographs during fluoroscopy in cases which 
are not cle,,r enough on fluoroscopic screen avoiding the prolon
gation of the patient exposure. 

As dose.area product and integrated dose are also a mea
sure of the irradiation received by the radiosensitive tissues 
and organs (bone marrow, gonads, a.s.o.) the significance of 
these parameters from the viewpoint of radiation protection is 
highly relevant. The decrease in roentgen.area product and kg.rad 
values have a real value in control of unnecdssary irradiation du 
ring radiological diagnostic procedures. 
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MEDICAL IRRADIATION OF 'I'HE POPULATION IN ROMANIA 
DURING 1970 

N.T.Racoveanu, Cornelia Diaconescu, Georgeta Modoran 
Carina Vasilescu-Fulea, P .Plavosin and C .G.Milu 

(Institute of Hygiene and Public Health,Bucharest-Romania) 

Abstract 

X-ray exuminations have increased in Romania between 1953-
1970 from 429 to 1,012 per lo3 inhabitants, photofluorographies 
(54 to 452) and radiographies (37 to 23~) being developed while 
radioscopies remained at the same level (338 and 322). 

Age group 16 to 30 and over 31 years are the most X-rayed 
averaging 1.22 examinations/inhab./year. Males are predominante
ly investigated at all ages and the most frequent examinations 
concern the chest, G.I.tract, upper and lower members, vertebral 
column, pelvis, teeth, a.s.o. 

Were c~lculated for 1970 the genetically significant dose 
and the mean bone marrow dose, the value obtained been 28.5 and 
382 mrad respective. Radiographies of the addominal and lumbar 
regions in female had the main contribution to genetically sig
nificant dose and the G.I.series, chest fluoroscopies and pho
tofluorographies to me&n bone marrow dose. 

l. Introduction 
Medical use of ionizing radiations is still the major 

source of artificial irradiation of the population throughout 
the world. 

The present work has attempted to estimate population's 
genetically significant dose and mean bone marrow dose due to 
medical irradiation in Romania. 

2.Increase of the X-ray diagnostic procedures in Romania 
Statistical records concerning all medical activities were 

developed in Romania and since 1953 we have yearly data refering 
X-ray procedures in all medical units throughout the country. 

The data show the fact that radiographies and photofluo
rographies have increased 6.4 and 8.4 times during the last 18 
years; at the same time radioscopies have increased very slowly 
until 1964 and are decreasing after that year. 

3. Distribution .of X-ray diagnostic procedures. 

Using data recorded during l97o by 98 different X-ray di
agnosis departments throught the country we have established on 
145,525 radioscopies, 115,271 radiographies and 231,800 photo
fluoroscopies the distribution of X-ray procedures on: sex, age 
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group (o-15,16-3o and over 31 years) and body area exposed. The 
result of the examination coded as positive and negative was al
so mentioned. 

Due to the shortage of space we are obliged to ~resent 
only in a very condensed form these results. 

The number of examinations per person in total population 
were as follows : 

up to 15 years boys o.5o examinations 
girls o.48 examinations 

- between l6-3o years - male 1.36 examinations 
- female l.o9 examinations 

- more than 31 years male 1.27 examinations 
- female 1.17 examinations 

Data show that the age group l6-3o years, which is very 
interesting from the point of view of genetically si~nificant 
radiation dose, performes an increased number of examinations, 
especially the men, fact which must be taken into account in any 
programme of reduction of medical irradiation. 

4. Exposure of patient during the radiological 
examinations 

The exposure received by the patients was determinated by 
direct measurements on the patient during different kind of exa
minations, using pocket ionization chambers and TLD-loo Harshaw 
dosimeters • 

The measurements were performed in 62 medical X-ray diag
nosis units, during 5,37o radiographies, 8,75o radioscopies and 
9,37o photofluorographies. 

The dosimeters were calibrated in the energy range from 
60 KVp (o.o56 mm Cu HVL) to l2o KVp (o.4oo mm Cu HVL) at the WHO 
IAEA Regional Reference Centre for Secondary Standard Radiation 
Dosimetry in Bucharest. 

The measurements of the exposure received by patients du
ring X-ray examinations were done by positioning the dosimeters 
at several points on tne surface of the body. The points for go
nadal dose determinations were the anterior and posterior pro
jections of the ovary on the skin in female and testes in male. 
Bone marrow determinations were done at the most important ske
letal part with red bone marrow, in the vicinity or directly in 
the primary beam. The values obtained in such a way are skin 
doses and we used during the calculation a correction factor of 
o.3 (experimentally determinated) for the true bone marrow dose 
(table 2). 

For a realistic estimation of patient dose during radio
scopies, the average time duration of radioscopies measured du
ring our field investigations was used : 68% of chest fluorosco
pies were until 3o seconds and ll% over 6o sec., as for G.I. 
fluoroscopies 41% were until 8o sec., 54% between 8o-24o sec. 
and 5% more than 24o sec. 

5. Genetically significant dose 

The following simplified equation for the genetically sig
nificant dose (GSD) was used (see also reference 1) : 
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Wl10re 

D.= 
l 

GSD 

mean gonb.dal dose frow curtain ty_ve of examination 
recsived by a patient of uge group "i" ; 
number of yersons of agu sroup 1'i" ·who were exposed to 
tHe S_t-~ecii'ied type of ex<:~mination during 1970 ; 
exp<:::cted nurnb~,:;r of cnild.rcn yer person of CJ.E5G group 
11 in and mentionatud sex ; 

Ni= number of _t)ersons of D-.[::;0 grou_tJ "in i:.i.Dd rnentivnated 
sex in the total population. 

Using data fl'OI;i chapters 3 and 4 we found the gonadal dose 
of t.i.1e population in Romania during 197o (table 1, part I). 

The calculus of t;uneticall:>' ~'it;r,ificant dos._;; using the 
equHtion w.mtioued above and data from t.:.lbh: l e:;ives a value of 

GSD::::2o.5 mrad/year/inhabitant, 
vvhid1 i<; como urable v.:i t11 the vulues obtc.;.ined in others countrh:s 
as USA (lSkA)-55 mrad, Sweden (1955)-)d mrad, Japan (l96o)-39 
rnrad, Don~'1ark (19)6)-22 rarad, United Kint;dom (1957-1958)-1'-1- mrad 
und tew-Zc01Jn~ (1963)-12 wrad. 

6. Mean bone marrow dose 

rl'he mean bone marro\. dose v,oas calculated in u simple way 
by integratinG of all values for bone marrow dose _prodLtct;d du
r·ing a .certain type of invcstie;ution in persons of a specLfied 
age c;roup ancJ. eli viciing by tlw total numbt>r of persons of t11a t 
age group. 

Using data from ch<;.lJ ters 3 and 4 unci value~:, of dis tJ.'ibu
tion of pOiJUlation from table 1, vve f'ounu tile bone: marrow doses 
of the population in Romania during l97o given in table 2 and 
f~m' ll:y as I'e:.3Lll t ~ tne ~1ean .. ann~al, bon: marrow dosu ~e:r· in1la
blt::J.nt per type oi exam:rnat1on \,taole 2, last column). 

As it can be seen, the bone marrow dose averaged over an
tire population r~sultins from various X-ray examination was 
)ti2 mrad/yeal', in comparison \,itn 32,4 mrau./year estimc1ted in 
United Kingdom by Aurian Co@nittec: (l~57-195b, reference 5). 

Tlle mean bone marrov. dose arising from chest raJioscopies 
wac 92 Iarad/year/innubi tant in comparison wi t11 5o r:1rad (Austria: 
lo mrad (:Sel<c;ium), 6do urad (Fr·<mct)), b rnrad (Spain) and 14 mrac 
(Sv;i tzerl1:-lnu\ 

Bone marrow do:;;e se._;;ms to be the most important health 
com:;equence of the r:1edicul irl'aciiation. Vve huve not u c;oo0 esti
mation of leukaemiu ex-'-)ect,-'-ncy in Romaniu so tnat we coulur;' L 
ca.lculo.tc: tne leuK:aeJaot;el,ic Fiir;nificuncy of bone marrovJ irl'wiia
tion. 

'l111e fact that age sroU_tl lG-jo years, Wllicn has enout::)l 
lari:.;e life ex1)eCti.inc::l (in lS~'Io in Rowania t11e mean life t:JX_pec
tunc.y wds 66 years for: men und 7o for women) rec,j_vu an .imlJOl'
tant ~art of medical irradiation, gives us tne real idea rcfe
rin(_; t"1e ;Jrogramme fo1· reduc·tion tlw unnece:;ssar·y lrTac~.lci t;.ion. 
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7. Conclusions 

'hle results of our \';Ork conct~r'ninc:; t11e medical irr<:J.di&
tion of t1w population in Homunia allow to point out tho i'ollo
wint; cor;clusions : 

o...- m<;;;clical irradiation in Romania constuntly increases; 
an increc.se o.t' 2.4 tim0s in l9'7o Cc~n be prr.::~s8l,ted for total X
ray dia1910sis procedures in COlTlJ)O.l'ison ·v.ith 1953 (6.4 times for 
raaioc;ro.phies aDd o.4 for· _;JhotoflLwr·ograyllios) and a sloYJly de
crease for radioscopies (322 radioscopies in 197o per lo3 illha
bit~nts instead of 337 in 19~3) ; 

b.- the numbe:r of exa.uina tions carried out auring l9'?o by 
on<;: inllubi tan t var·:i_;:;d v;ith ag.c groLlp anci sex. It was o .5o for' 
boys between o-15 yea~u, o.4b for Girls, 1.36 for men between 
lG-jo year~, 1.27 for men over 31 years, l.og for women between 
lo- )o yGar:c; and l.l'? ex:cuaina tions for woraen over jl years ; 

c.- t.tw ,.:;·:::netically significant dose in Romania during 
lSJ'lo was 2ei. 5 mrc.:.d per' inhabitant, a medium value in comparison 
with those established in other count:r·:i.es in tne world; 

d.- tne me<_,_n bone marrow dose _per i11nabi tant in Romania 
durinc; 19'7o arj_sing from X-rays diagnosis was .3b2 mrad, a value 
wllic:n put in evici0nce tn<J necessity of a _t.Jl'Ogramme for reuuction 
of tne unnecessary medical irradiation. 
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Table l. Gonadal dose of the population (rad), distribution of _population 
and children expectancy, per age group and sex in Romania during l97o. 

Sex 

I. 1£ype of examination: 
A.Radiographies M 

B.Radioscopies: 
Chest 

G.I. 

C.Photofluorogra
phies 

Total 

F 

M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
F 

II.Distribution uf po2u-
lation (xlo3) M 

F 
Total 

III.Children expectancy M 
F 

A g e g r o u p 

o-15 years l6-3o years over 3·1 years 

Gonadal dose (rad) Total 

4,loo 19,475 lol,6do 125,255 
26,o35 l64,ooo 776,13o 966,165 

4lo 1,743 3,o75 5,226 
717 1,74.3 4,3o5 6,765 
615 4,1oo 12,5o5 l7,22o 

1, blJ-5 5,535 ltl,45o 25,83o 
3,o75 l, 743 2,562 7,3tlo 
7,175 7,79o 14,555 29 ,52o 

43,972 2o6,129 933,262 1.183' 363 

2,972 2,378 4,92o lo,27o 
2,829 2,338 5,o63 lo,23o 
5,6ol 4,716 9,983 2o, 5oo 

2.953 2.79tl o,LJ-5.3 
2.(.)85 2 .J+o2 o,31o 

=========:=============~=========~=========================~=========:======~==~=========~====== 
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i'ab1e 2. Bone marrow dose of the popu1a tion (rad) per age group and 
mecm 1narrow dos0 IJer inhabitant (mrad) in Romania during l97o. 

Type of examination 

A. Radiographies 

B. Radioscopies : 
Chest 
G.I. 

C. P no tof luol'\Jbi'ayllies 

'rotal 

o-15 years 

22,d72 

241,427 
loo,99o 

66,778 

1+25, o67 

A g e g r o u p 

lG-3o years 

62,d39 

559,373 
495,274 
638,8oo 

1. '756, ;.:36 

over 31 years 

299,974 

1,112,915 
3,16o,o82 

l,o83,l33 

5, 655, lo4 

Total 
(rad) 

3o5,Gb5 

l,o86,7l5 
3' '?56, 346 
l,dob,711 

'?, b37, Li-57 

Mean annual 
bone ID.C:LL'I'OW 
<.i.ose per 
inllabi tan t 

(mrad) 

19 

92 
ld3 

88 

382 

======~=============================~============~~========~===~~====================~======== 



Use of Medical X-Hay Diagnostic 
Units ill Iraq 

IviOU:3.A S • J:J3DAS 
Radiation Control Of.t~ice 
Llinistr·y of Health 
Baghdad - Irag 

Abstract 

The medical use of J:-rs.ys represents a :major source of popul

ation radiation e::::post:tre. A special co:nsic1era·tion is given to ass-
• ~ • •..co· 1- ~ l 1- 1' t' 1' 1 ess the e;enet~cal..Ly s~e;n~.J..~Cru1·u aose cue ·uo c ~agnos ~e rae J.o...:o~:,-y. 

All meclical ins·citutions, hospitals, l)rive:l:ie physiciru1s and 
dentis"cs in Ira(;!_' ucre visited to record: the nmiber and t;ype of 
x-rcy tmits, the frequency &.J.d. ~~ind of ::-ray diagnostic examinations 
and :n1..cber of \·Jorl:e~~s in such units. In ad.dition the pro·tection of 
the v;orl:ers from. the radiation and the services of person .. 11el 
zionitorins v;ere also observed. 

It Y.ras fom1d that, up to "the end of I972, there ar·e 407 X-ray 
units, all over the Republic used for nhole bocy medical roentgen
oc1iasnosis acJ.c1 I46 =~-ray m1its for dental radiosrapby, carrying 
ov:t; more ·t;han I!- x IO~ and I5 :z: I04 e::aminations per ycar,respectively. 

The stucly ci ves a clear map of the clistribution of the X-ray 
1.mi ts in ·cho clifferent par·t;s of the cotmtry ru1d can be used as 
a suidc :for ftl"C"LU'e radiolosical healt;h prosrams. It I:.it:;ht also serve 
as a r,lQCJ.el for ::·adia·cion survey anc1 inspection • ..:::.lso , the figures 
could. be useful in the e.stimation of the annual ::;enetically 
si;;;;nificro1t dose received by Jche IO nillion Iraqis from e::;:po Sl.L-re 
to cliasno stic X-rays •. 

Introduction 
X-ray d.iac;nosis 1n the application :mst be used only when 

highly specifically indicated. The radiation close received on aJ.l 
individual e;rotmd varies \lith tile exa;:~ination usecJ., ·the nu:c1ber of 
oxJ?osures o.uring t;J.1eir :t ... eprocluctive period of life and the 
tecl~1iques used. 

Diasnos·cic X-rays started to be usecl for m.eclical pl.U'poses in 
Iraa sil1ce I9I7/ I /. lTo scientific r.1easures, concerning protectioiJ 
of ·oersunnel and patients were ta::on lm·:;j_l :C)?2. •:r1.1en a hic;llly 
s:)cCioJ .. isecl co~·l:i-G·t;eo 1.7GJJ r:;:rtia~~~i~Jllcc: -~o ··:.;·C"t.l·:\) ... -t;~·::.i:·J ~- .. :r.~o1)J .. e:n. 
- ~ 1 1• .., ~ L-i ... -·-:-0"P(:':• J~ c~.-111~".-l -y-:-- -•-:.,~ r:'1 ,-.U .. ,.~· 'J_•+...J-ee n1.....,'"'Jly '"· e::;a. lZ0(1_ ret.:,L.LLtJ.u_,_ons .,.,~·-'-'" ·•'-'i.Jc.,,._ '-~· :o .. ,.:_,_, '·' :c .. - vv O.J:'l· -

inc 1rhat the ICI:& suc2;estec1 ±'or radiological protection and 
:pernissi"ble closes I 2-3 I. 

Therefore in respons to the need of radiological health 
nrosram for a.11 effective method of stu~eyinc of all radiation 
sources, the Radiation Control Board requested all medical instit
utio:L1S and. hospitals, to register racliation sources anct give full 
details of thier uses. 

The survey covered appro::dnately 9~; of the radiation 
-m,~chines, •;;hich constitute the subject of this paper for the year 
J.·:;.:72. 
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materials and l.lethod 

Regulations vrere issued restricting the sale nnd ir;ll)Ort of 
diagnostic X-ray ±'ilr:J.s or any spare parts vri thout permission.;3uch 
permi.ssion is now given only after a visit to the X-ray machine 
ln orcler ·to record ·the m.mber and ·t,-:,rpe o:t' ·the tmit, the freg_uency 
and. type of J:-rc-cy examinc::rtions :perforuecl., output ln.oas'LU"ements at 
various tube voltages and the different ac;e groups of the :patients 
of both seJr:es •. In ad.cli tion, the protection of tho vrorl:ers from the 
radiation a,.'ld the services of persormel monitoring •1.7ere also observed. 

'iiith regard to the close measm"ement;s, sl:in close estina.tion 
either of the critical orc;ons v:as macLe directly on patients duril1g 
different ty_pos of X-ray e:::nminations. Film "badges type E.R.P. 30 
Blacl: ,spot, such as l!Grsonnel monitoring ±'ilm badge vJi th kodak 
racliation-::aonitoring films vrere used for these measurements for 
practical reasons and. avail.ab.ility.The contribution of' radiograpby 
to gonaclal dose is a complex fl.lllc·cion of applied peak kilovoltage, 
tube traget ·to skin clistance,volw:ne of the tissue in the prinary 
bea;rn.1the sex ancl age o:f the patient_. I 4 I~ . 

The done received by gonads in 70 patJ.ents e:xposed to radia
tion for diagnostic purposes ·was calculated., The genetically 
sis-nificant· dose was obtained from ·the follov;ing formula I 5 I : 

where 

~~ ~:;"l CF)w CF)d on H G:Ovr ooc1 CH) 
D = j l: ( jk jk jk + jk jk jk ) 

yr(F) 
'k + 

D . =(annual) genetically significcmt dose. 
Njk:::(ci:rmua~) nu.D.ber of individuals of _age-class k, subjected to 

class J exposure. 
Nk ::: -co~cal nunber of individuals of age-class k. 
Y! j,~ :;= future nun!:) er of children expect eel by an e::;c_L)o sed in eli vidual 

~· of ace-class l~ subsequent to a class j exJ?osure. 
Yi1 ~ = future mi•J.ber of chilc1ren expected by an average individual 

~- of age-class l:. 
sonao. close per class j exposUJ:.'e of an individual of age-class k. 

(F) ax1d (LC) denote 11 femalen and 11mal~1 respectively". 
TI.esults 

1~. lTtu:.b er of 11achines anc1 area distributio11 : 

A Jcotal nUJ.:1ber of 553 ~~-ray machines were used in Irag_ for 
diagnostic :purposes (Table I) t Ll-07 conventional X-re:y l.llli ts are 
used for general diaGJ1ostic medical purposes, the remaining I46 
l.lllits are used only for dental purposes •• Some ot· these machines 
are quite olcl (since I934). 

30. r:r;-p of. the convent:Lonal X-r~ machines. are found in private 
clinics, nEJ.le J.n the case of clental J:· .. -ra:y 1;1achmes the ntJ.L.'lber of 
the machines in the private clinics v;ere higher than the governm
ental :.11achines (53. 35; o:t the total dental machines ) • 

i,7ith rego.rd to the area distribu:tion,Bac;hdad(the capital ) 
has the higher nurnber a±· machines;Basrah came ·the next and Hineva 
came the thircL. o~cher :provinces are more or less similar in the 
m.tc:.ber o:r the X-ra:y Etachines used.' 

Table 2. shows the o..ifferent firr;ls o:t· both convention;al and 
dental nachines useo. in T~'aq.iJince there are approximatly Il0 millions 
inhabitants in Iraq at tho end of I972 /6/, it means that the A 

u.verase is I neclical a.iasnos·t;ic X-ray machine for each 25 x IO;~ 
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inhabi·tants and. 15 cl.ental X-rr:_cy machines for each million 
inhabitants. 

Table !.Distribution of X-ray machines by Goveronarates 

UuhafacTha 

D1:ll1ol: 
Nineua 
ArlJil 
Kirl;:uJ::. 
s ulainw.niy e 
Diyala 
Bacho.acl 
Al-l:. . .IiD o.r 
Babylon 
Karbala 
Al-~::aclisiye 
Al-l·:outhc.~.na 
\'Jasut 
Thwcare 
:Me as an 
Basreh 

( IJuhafacLha ) • 

Inhabit
t{nts 5~ 

II. I 

4.5 
5·9 
Ll-. 7 
LJ .• 5 

25o5 
3·9 
5<>7 
4o2 
6.8 

LJ •• 2 
6.4 
L~o3 
8, LJ. 

roo 

Diacno s·c~c 
-- 13 :c Public r ~vave 

4 
18 
I2 
13 
II 

9 
I07 
II 
II 
II 

9 
5 
7 
9 

I2 
3LJ. 

283 
69.5% 

'9 
2 
6 
3 
I 

79 
I 
2 
L~ 

2 
I 
2 
I 
I 

IO 

I2L~ 

30.5::. 

4 
27 
I4 
19 
IL~ 

IO 
I86 .,......, 
.L~ 

13 
I5 
II 

6 
9 

IO 
13 
4L~ 

Ll-07 
roo .6;~ 

Dental 
'Piiblic J?r~vo:ee Total 

I 
6 
I 
2 
3 
I 

29 
2 
I 
4 
I 
I 
2 
~~ 

3 
7 

68 
L~6 .;.:. 

5 

53 

2 
3 
I 

3 
I 
7 

78 
53 • LJ~j 

I 
II 

I 
5 
3 
I 

82 
2 
3 
7 
2 
I 
2 

7 
4 

14 

IL~6 

1005: 

Table 2., Distribution of :c-ro.y mac.hines in Iraq by ::-::a.Jlufact'LU'e~ 

Public .L-'l""i vate Total 

Si9H{'illS 
Plul~:ps 

52 .u.' ,u 

General Electric 
Generay 

29 
83 

Uat;son 
T'LU.., 
E:'::plor 
Kavo 
Honda 
Ritter 
Other Types 
U nl:::n.o v111 

30 
29 

8 
3 

283 
6g.; 

LJ-6 
30 1~ 
IO 39 

83 

~ ~~ 

I5 23 
IO r3 

I24 L!,1J7 

30·5 roo 

B~, Ht!I2ber of X-ray L"i:o.:c.lino:cions : 

2L~j 
I9 
IO 
20 

9 
9 

6 
3 

PUblic J?ri va.te Total 

~ 
II 

2L~ 

II 
I ,... 
0 

8 

68 
46.6 

29 

5 
25 

5 

78 
53.4 

I3 ~: 
8 5 

II 8 

29 20 
24 I6 
II 8 

6 lJ. 
3I 2I 
I3 9 

I46 
roo 

In t;he estimation the munber of radiographs taken during 
fluoroscopic examinations 1uere included in ·che list under radiou;r
aphy and one examination mea11s one exposure.All t;;;rpes of examinat
ion concerning radiography a11d. fluoroscopy VJere classified to IO 
forms as shovm in Table 3 ,rrhich also illustrates cletails regardinG 
the age, ne::::: and area e1:<l1nined in a total nurn.1J er of one thousano. 
patients e:::ami ned in clifferc...l'lt d.iacnostic X-rs:y machines except 
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mass m~~niature radiographies and dental, because it was difficult 
to lmo'\7 t;he se::g: o:f patients in these last t'>ro types of' examinations. 

Table 3• Frequency in thousand. of diagnostic examinations by 
age sex and t'"Y}Je exaD1ination. 

------~--------~!~-- -
Total Type of ! years _1 

Bz:e)r,enation ·~ -· ~5 ~6-20 2I-_?0 \ 3I-L~:_ji L~-50 5o-, 
Ll J.ril;iF MF L1F·I.1FLiFrt F% 

-- - --+------+---+----+--------l-
HW1dS I2 5 5 I I5 3 3 3 3 I 
HeadC:.l.Teck I2 25 IO I2 37 27 I3 22 3 3 

I 3 
8 I7 
I I Feet 7 3 2 7 5 7 7 3 5 I 

Chest 25 25 5 32 27 35 23 37 I5 IO 32 8 

39 
83 
27 

I27 
Vcrtebra1Co1.3 3 3 IO 22 7 I7 7 5 7 I2 7 62 
Gall Dladc:t."' I I I I 3 ~ I S I 5 I I 
stouach I I 3 I5 32 25 25 22 7 8 I2 
Urinary Tr. I5 2 8 IO I7 IS II I3 2 II 3 

5 
6 

8 
80 
56 

9 Belvis 3 3 -:r- } I 5 I I I I 2 I 
Brec;nru.1cy 5 5 I 

I6 
I.6 

22 
I47 
4I 
I6 
76 
60 
I4 
II 

5·5 
ro.g 

LJ..~ 9 
27.4 

2eL~ 

I5.6 
II.6 

2G3 
r.I 

79 
Total 

38 I 59 
I35 

29.4 

r.J_ 
II4 

2I.5 

42:;: 72 49I IOOO 
509 

c• 
;o 

F 68 LJ-7 Lf·9 
G.g II.I 49 • I 50 • 9 IOOj~. 

27.4% of the total examination in Table 3 v1ere :perf'ormed for 
chest 1:....:ray e:z::anlination, while the head and. neck X-ray e:xamination 
came to be second in freguency(I8.9)S), stomach and the surrounding 
organs (gall bladder and liver) constituted about IS% of the total 
X-ray examination done. Pel vis X-ray diagnosis constituted about). 4~-:; 
of the total X-ray tests. The urinary tract; X-ray diagnostic tests 
constituted II% of the total examinations. 
With resar(l to ace groupinG, Table 3 shows that I4.7% of the test 
y;ere done on :patients m1dor the age of I5 years of both sexes.1i'lhile 
13.4% of the tests \7ere done on patients betvreen I6-20 years old G 

The <~se group 2I-45 years vrhich constitute the active relJrod
uction c_ge specially in women, reached 5I.% of the total nurw.ber 
examined in this table , 1.7ith respect to the other older age groups, 
it appears that a relatively small percen·cage of patients vmre 
examined. Regarding the total male to female ratio of the 011e 
thousand patients examined in this vvorl:,the ratio vm.s nearly one. 
The official census of the population indicates ·that there are 
5·073,600 mo.les and 5,000,600 fe1:1ales in Iraq at the end of I972/6/. 

The total nu11ber of radioc;raphic exaninations was L~.2 x I06 
cliac.;nostic e:caminations. nearly 2I~S them v1ere mass miniature 
raoiographies.'."Jhile ·the 'S2.nnual to·tal nm:aber of dental X-ray exronin
ation Yrus about I50 x IO.J e:z:arnillations •. The astim.ation shov;s that 
the ·oatients :gerfori;led in average 2.2 e::;::a:n1inations each visito 
Therefore it appeared tha"c the fre1uency is 2 persons from IO ' 
inhabit;ants "\";ere m1d.erc:;one eli ac;no s·cic exaninations yearly .Eo rever, 
about I5 persons out of IOOO had c1ental X-ray e:z:arrdJ.lations annually. 

Table 4a shovJes the total nuc.ber of ::-re:y examinations done 
on difi'erent parts of the body of' both sexes and the gonad dose 
measured. fron each 1)articular exan1ination. 

The non-rad/year received., was t~1.e h:Lchest in performing Jche 
abdomination,y;hich is in the rahge of 7.8 X I05 1lCJ..ll-rad/year.The 
n1ass chest X-ray miniature consti tutecl the seconc1 man-rad/year 
received. Other clinical exomil1ations gave n significo.nt c.1ecrease 
in m.an-rad/yoo.r (Lose in corJ.parison i7i th the D.bove nent;ioned 
diasno stic tests .. The total L..1an-rad/year. i'or all ·types of 
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r:: "V . e::s::a1(1ina·tions 8 x IO.:J mo.n-rac year. 
Table L~a. Total gonad dose in uan-rad due t;o e::::an1inations of 

both sexes (Figures a.re tal-;: en IOOO exr.o..Jler yee:r). 

For,1ale 'J:y.9e of 
E;ca;.:::.ina:t; ion "'.t·7o e-·-" ,. ·ona·· d-., • .f:.JJ.t. •u 

d.o se ~ 
mea "' - RIA a 

lTo. exm. c;onad close 
man - rad 

Llass minio:lilJ.ro 
:~:treHitJ.es 

Heac12~ Heel: 
Chest 
AbdorD.en 

Dental 

Total 

225 0.220 
282 0,280 
L~23 0,860 
73I 329 

Gonaclal close 

I29 
360 
500 
7Li-I 

779.85 X 

820 2.700 
o.I30 354 0.,?50 

0.360 6L!-2 O,bLf.O 
I.ooo 932 I,860 

Lj.Lj.5 I472 7~4 9% 
I 50 0.300 

Io3 
- ·----·-

mm1-raCl/yea:r. 

Table 4-b represents the c;enetically significant close recei
vec1 b-zr both se:;:es of ·t;he Iraqi lJOpulatione It is ap:parm t ·chat the 

" "J" .L '1 .•... "f' '1 Cio "'e received. fro::J. the use o:c cne c on·ca_ :J.acnlnos lS Sl[;;l1l lCO.J.l'c -y 
-"" '1 " • - f" ~- t• l v sD.aller than ·c-'1e uose recelvect ::...rm1 cne conven -lona_ .x..-ray 

cliagnostic procedure._The calculation of the annual cenetical1y 
sic·nificant close resulted in a value of 52 m racl for I972., 

l:> , ' , • l ' . • . J .... ._, - "' 60(!: The accuracy OI ·c1nS resu_·c lo :pro oao .. y OI ·une orc.er o:c 1:;, 

The nm,lber anc1 tec1mical data for :-n.easurements are reported by 
the author L1 a sepe.rate paper/7/. 

Discusoion Table LI-b • Genetically si.;nicicc:mt close by 
There is 110 ceneraJ sex (rn.reA/person per year), 

standard system to Type oi e:::-:am. Total 
distribute the X-rn'' Sex D" D ..~.. 1 G,S,Do - ~ lagnos. enua mracV· year 
1~1achines over the mrad /year 
different; :parts of 
Iraq.Dut one can m.al:e .Iale 25.62 0 • I5 
his ovm conclusion ~aro.ale 26;03 O.I5 

25.77 
26.I8 

t·ron table I, vrhich ""'rr_o_t_a~l----:5:-:::::I7'"".-:::6-:::5~--=-o-•. ~30-=----=5=I-• .,..9 5=-·-....,r=o-o..-----4 
reflects the relation·:----------------------·------------------------~ 
be-tvJeen the density distribution of the population and the X-ray 
tulits.The relatively high number units of (45.~b and 56.I%)of the 
total conventional dia~1ostic and dental units respectivly in 
Baghdad area is due to the number ot· its irlhapitants (25._55.:;; or the 
total population of the country) and the same situation is true in 
Basrah and Hineva.,P..nother reason for this distribution may be 
attrib:lted. to the preference of most doctors to live and work in 
large cities.One the other hanc1,wherever the official nur:1bers of 
units are high,the nur.2ber of private units are hitll,too •. This may 
be due to the permission is given only to specialist doctors in 
radiological fielcls to possess X-ray units in private clinics. 
This per:wission is given to any dentist,,It is found that the -
:private specialists in medical radiology themselves are mainly 
the official ones. Sometimes specialists vvi th high qualification 
in other fields might be granted a :permission too. 

A total nmnber of LID? conventional X-ray mac~ines performing 
an ruu1ual frequency of 420 X-ray examinations :per IOOO :persons. 
This figure of examinations is similar to the figures obtained in 
many other countries vrhich had carried out comprehensive survey 
I 51 while our nurn.ber of instalations per IOOO of total populations 
are less.From Table 2 it is shovv.n that there are only 6 firms . 
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\7hich. supplied abou.t 90~~ of the conventonal units anc!. 7 firms 
supplied a.bo·ut 70% of the c1enta.l X-ro:y :::lachines.This situation 
"·;w.kes it easy for detestimation of the dose received fron. all 
machines. The average Ol)erating peak J;:ilovoltages has been fotmd 
to b:e 70 KVP in conventional machines and (50-60) .KV.P in den·IJalo 

Data of Table 3 included: se:::: categoJ."ies b;:7 sox cU1c1 ace • Each 
category encompassed the types of exruTI.inations.It seam.s that 20~S 
of ~Ghe total patients are less then 30 years old.The last percen
tage of pat;ient is to be considerec1 when o..iscussinc; senetic effects. 

The abdominal(stomch,vertebral colULm,gall bladder end 
urinary tract) e::;:a.rn.inations y;hich com:prised 33. 7;; of all the e:::am
inations,give exposure values representing a1)out 99~5 of the 
average gonadal e:~,:posure as s.hovm in Table LJ-a. In esti:rJ.ation of 
genetically significant dose, the inc1i vidual gonad dose is i7eighed 
with a factor taking in to account the future m.:tnber of children 
e:;.."J?eCted.HorJever the total gonadal dose is about 780 X IO.? 
man-rad/year,the genetially significant dose resulted is j2 
mrad/year which is a high figure in comparison to ·t;hat of other 
cotmtries having frequencies between 8 and LiJ.I- mrad/year/LI-,5,8,9/. 
However,this dose is still below the close recom.:o:ended by ICID?, 
vr.hich is 5 rem over a perioc1 of 30 years. 

Conclusions 

r.The study gives a clear picture of the X-ray U11it distribution 
in different parts of Iraq,which is somevrhat satisfac·IJory. 

2.The annual nur::1ber of radiographic examinations is e::,:pectec1 to 
be soon more than 5 x ro6 • It is thought advisable to start 
a local filra. p:L~oduction.As long as films are,for the time beeinG, 
imported, this study v:rill help very much in the esti;:Iation of 
the annual need of these fiDns. 

3.Since the genetically significant dose (52 mrad/year)is higher 
than that in other co1.mtries, beside that we have no data for 
the past years about the nu:mber of dia{;J:lOstic X-ray eJ;:aminations 
per year, it se 8J.J.rs -~~1at ther<? i:;; cp.n urgent need f_?r the reduction 
of the a11.nual gene·c~cally s~gn~f~ca.nt dose from j{-ro:y 
examinations, although very few :people are being m:-_posed. 
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RADIOBIOLOOI CAL SIGNIFICANCE OF 12.5]: J.JI CRODOSI1·1ETRY 

A.R. Reddy and K.K. Nagpal 
Institute of Nuclear M3dicine & .A,1l.ied Sciences 

Prol:zyn Road, Delhi-110007(India). 

Abstract 

Significant difference in the microscopic dose distribution due to 12.5]: 
and 131I :in the tlzyroid gland is reported. Its radiobiological significance 
is studied using varying doses of these two re.dionualides in one nxmth old rate. 
The totaJ. body weight increase 1 thyroidal. retenti vi. ty- of radioiodine, 24 hour 
uptake and the thyroid weight at the end o£ the treatment are masured in both 
the treated and control groups. Thyroid weight is taken as an inllex of th;y'roid 
cell population and any reduction in its increase with age conpared to that :in 
controls(which is ta~:en as 100% cell survival)is considered as due to the irnpa
ire~t of proliferative capaci w of the thyroid cells. Average gland doses due 
to •;::;~ and 131I for 50% oell survival are 40500 and 1S500 rad respectively. 
The 24 hour uptake is significantly reduced in 71 uC:i 131I treated rats whereas 
in a:u other treated ones there is no change compared to ooo.trols. Body weight 
increase is impaired in both the treatnents, mre so with 12,5r. These diffe
rences are explained in te:pns of differences in dose distributiona across a 
thyroid follicle due to 12~ and 131 I. 

Introduction 

For the same acti -y;i v adll"d.nistered the 1D9an dose to the tcy'roid gland is 
2-3 ti1D9s less with 12~ compared to 131I. Microscopic dose distribution 
across a ~id follicle, which is a basic unit of the thyroid gland, sho-.rs 
that with M'J: the dose at the colloid-cell interphase is 2-6 ti.IOOs and it--10 
times that over the nucJ_us a.."'ld that at the basal nembrane respectively- depend
ing u~ the colloid content in the gland whereas with 131I it is practica.lly 
uniform1-.3. 

The radiobiological significance of thia difference in microscopic dose 
distribution vas studied in the adult rat thyroid by- different workersJ..-6. 
However, the normal adult rat thyroid bas a closed, well differentiated oell 
s;ystem 'With little proliferation and upon irradiation ( v.i. th about 500 rads or 
X-rays) shove little cbnnge as judt;ed by weight,· cell counts or INA and RNA 
contant5. So to see the effects of irradiation on thyroid cell population' 
particuJ.arly on its proliferative oapacl.ty-, it is necessary to promote the 

cell nrultiplica.tion artificially", say by administration of matlzy-1 thiouracil·~ 

Instead, young rats or one month age were chosen for tho present investi
gatiaf; At this age their thyroid cells are rapidly proliferating? and t.'le 
thyroid weight increases by a factor of 2-.3 v.i. t.'Un a span of 2 months. So a 
study of the radiation effects is possible without the admi.nistre.tion of a. drug· 

Ha.terials and Het..~od.s 

cne month old Uoltznan strain male rats were used for the st-..tdy~ '.rhey were 
fed with standard dry pellet Hindustan Liver rat food and tap water ad libitum. 
5 rats were taken for each dosage. ene of the follow:ing doses :in a volum of 
0.2 ml wa.s injected intraperitoneally- to each group:100 1 ;o, 25,12.5 and 
2.; uC:i. of Na12=i:; 71, 24.2 and 4.S uC:i or Na131r. '!Vo groups or 5 rats each 

served as respeoti.-.,re controls for the two radionuclides. The total body- weight 
and teyroid retention or radioiod:ine(by in vivo counting 'With an end window 
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G .M. Comter over the tl:zyJ:ooid) were measured periodioaJ.J.y. 

trao~do!:eo~f~~t;:n ~a::in~ := ~~~r:P~~C::d~t:r~~;ally a 
treatment. 24 hours after aqmi.nistra.tion of the tracer the rats were sacri
ficed. The two l.obes of the 't!zyroid from each rat were taken out and weighed 
correct to 0.2 ~· The teyroidal activity was obtained wrlng a NucJ.es.r 
Chicago Autoga.mma. well counter and was expressed as the ~rcen'tao"'El of the 
injected activity per unit thyroid weight. 

Resul.ts and DLscussion 

Variation of Th;yroid weight and Radioiodine Uptake with A£2 t 

Fig.1 shows tho variation of tlzyroid weight and 24 hour radioiodine uptake 
as a function o£ age. The Jman thyroid weight of .:30 d oJ.d rats is 6.8+2•3 ~ 
for a mean body weight of 45•2+7 ·3 g wb:Ue that of 100 d ol.d ones is 'A,.2+2.6ng 
for a mean body weighb of 210+ TS .1 g corresponding to an :increase in the -

thyroid weight by a factor of 1.5. I!Oti9Ver1 the variation :in tlzyroid wight 
expressed as a fraction of body weight is onJ.y from 0 .15~0 .006 at 30 d to 
0 .115...0 .006 t:~.t 100 d. The 24 hour thyroid radioiodine uptake e:xpressed as a 
percentage of the :injected dose per unit thyroid weight :in qr varies from 
0.059...0.0049 to 0.010..0'.0049 with the age or the rat. Higher uptake per unit 
tbyro{d weight in the-one rrmth ol.d rats indicates the hyperactivity of their 
th;yroids. 

Biol.ogicaJ. Hal.£-lif'e of Radioiodine in Tlzyr?id: 

The :in vivo thyroid aeti Vi ty is lliCI1i to red periodioal.ly for all. the animals 
and Fig.2 g4.ves the retention pattern. in arbitrar:y units as a .function of time. 
In case of 12.5]:, the retention could be expressed as a s:i.."lgl.e exponential. with 
a half-life of 10-13 d, in-espective of the dose adndnistered. So onl.y the 
data oon-es:pol!ding to 100 uCi group is presented in Fig .2. The pattem of 
retention of 131r was oore oompl.ex, consisting of at least two components. The 
size and halt-life of the two components depended on the dose administered. 1be 
hal.f-life of the fast colllJanant increased and that of the sl.ow component 
decreased with the decrease of' dose. 

Estimation of Average Gland Dose: 

The avemge gl.and dose, D, is estimated for each treated rat from the 
knowledge of its 24 hour uptake, u, the tlzy'roid weight, m, in g and the 
effective bal.f-J.ife1 T, in h using the well Itnown equation 

D= rad 

where A is the actiVity adnti.nistered in uCi, 'li: the su.mmation sign, Ai. 1 the 
equilibrium absorbed dose constant in g-rad/uCi-h, and ¢1, the absorbed frac
tion in the thyroid gl.and for i th couponent. The val.ue of:tAi~iiS cal.culated to 
be o.o;o6 for l25:r using the values of Ai. and ¢i listed :ln 

1
l·!I:RD paJ!!.Pblets9-11 

and incl.udes both penetrating and nan-penetrating components. For 1J1r the 
contribution due to photons is negl.ected. ccnsider:l.ng the teyl'Oid as a sphere 
the absorbed fraction for 131r beta radiat:icn is obtained using Berger's tabu
latic:xn of ¢ for different sphere sizes. The val.ue of ~ is about o.s for the 
rat th;vroid10. 

The man gland dose corresponding to 100 uCi 125:r treated group is 34322+ 
95tf) rad. The val.ue for 71 uCi 131r treated group is 21820:!,4034 rad. -
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Body 'Weight vs, Days after Administration of Aoti vi tz 
Figs. 3 and 4 give the ratio, Y, or the body weight on tho day of observa

tiOll to that on the day of the administration of activity, plotted Etgainst the 
time,x,elapsed from tho day of adml.nistratian o£ activity for the 125! and 
131r treated groups raspecti"'iely. The data :in each case is statistioal.ly anaJ. .. 
ysed and the respective regression equations, oon·elation coefficients, rl- and 
the standard errors, S:cr1 are given in the sam figures. 

The data shows that there is a reducticn in the body weight; ratio of the 
treated groups in comparison to the control groups and the reduction is more 
pronounced in the case of 125}:. The reducticn in the body weight indicates 
t.ha.t there is probably a disturbnnce in the release of the right amount and 
right type of iodinated compounds which affect body growth and that the 
disturbance is pronounced with 125r. 

24 hour Radioiodine Up~alre at the end of Treatment: 

The 24 hour upta..'l.oo was obtained r w all tb3 treated and control groups by 
adlll:l.nistration of a tracer dose of 12'I, just one day prior to sacrifice, rhe 
results are given in Table 1. The uptake value for all the treated groups 
(except that of 71 uCi 1.31r) is the same as that of the corresponding contro~ 
group( C) • The lower uptake of 71 uCi 1.31r group may be due to a damage of the 
iodine trapping mchanism and/or due to a decrease :in the number of follicuJ.ar 
cells per unit thyroid weight. 

Tab~e 1: Radioiodine Uptal<e at the end of 125]: and 1.31r troatl'!B!lts 

125r treatmnt 1.31r treatment 

H~an Gland 24 hour l•.,an Gland 24 hour 
__ .;;._Do.se(rad.~ _____ upta_Y..e.:._ ____ .=;Do;;;.;s;;..e~(..;;;.ra;;.;.d...:...)'------.;;;upo:..ta.;..;;;..ke;.;__, __ 

34.322(100uCi) o.02Sif.0.00.91 21S00(71uCi) o.000+0.0094 
?AS67( 50uCi) o.033+o.o092 15?93(24.2uei) o.o44ij:'o.oo99 
126D4( 25uei) o.o~;o.oo78 2500(4.8\lei) o.o~.oo47 
61S2(12.5uC:i.) o.o25+o.oo73 c o.omo.oo47 
1299( 2.5uCi) 0.0,3~.011 

c o .oz;~+o .0065 

Perce11t~e Cell Survival. vs. Average Radiaticn Dose to the T5Yr?id: 

In Fig-.:5 the _percent!.lae cell surrlval is plotted against the average gland 
dose f'or both 125J: :md ;lfi treated groups. The thyroid weight at the end of 
the treatll81t normalised to the then body weight is taken as an index of cell 
survival. The percantage cell survical is calculated by the following 
equation: 

% c~~ survival • (m/H) j x 100/(nv'M)0 

where ( m/l,t) J = t: 1 ( ~J/l•lj_ J) I n J and ( nv'H) 0 = =f:, ( m.L0 /1·1j_0 )/n0 • 

Here ll'l:LJ and M.i.J are the thyroid and body weights o£ the ith rat :in jth 
treate<l group consisting of n l number o£ rats. 'lllJ.o and ~0 are the thyroid and 
body weights of i th rat in the control group consisting of no rats. 

The values of D50(the gland dose for 50% cell survival) for 1.31r a1d 125I 
re~ctively are 18500 and /IJ500 rad. Their ratio, 0.46, suggestathat RBE 
for 125r compared to 131r is les$ than one which is contrary to expectati.<lll. 
This rre:r be explained in terms of the ditterance~ in microeaopic dose 
distributicn across a thyroid follicle due to 12'I and 131r. 
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Using Berger•s scaled absorbed dose distributions12, the dose distribution 
across a thyroid .foll:lc.le was computed ass'Ull!ing colloid mass as SO% of the 
gland mass. In each f'ollicle it is considered to be in the form of a sphere of 
25 um radius sorrounded by folliouJ.ar cells of length 9 um with their nuclei 
3 um away from the apical nem'brane. In Fig.6, the ratio of dose rate at any 
point Rat to that at the center of the colloid, Ro 1 is pl.otted against the 
distance s. The vaJ..ues of Rs/Ro at the colloid oeU interphase, over the 
nucl.eus and at the basal JOOmbrane are 0.49, around 0.25 and 0'.14 respectiv-ely. 
The average g~d dose corresponds to that at colloid-cell interphase as the 
colloid content is asflUIOOd as 50% of the total gland mass with all the thyroid 
iodine concentrated in i t2. 

So :in case of 125:r treatnent, the nuclei of the follicul.e.r cells at 50% 
cell survival level received ally about ax>oo rnd as against the gland dose of 
40.500 rad. For 131I, however, dose distribution across the follicle is more or 
less uniform and so the gland dose (18.500 rad for 50% cell surv:lval.)itself is 
the dose to the nucleus • Thus, if' the dose to the nucleus is considered the 
50% survival dose is sam with both the nuclides. 

24 ~ ~~ce ~~~~s~t~c,,Fr:~r1r~W:=s~d~~~~:~~~V: in 
ccntrol.s. The percentage cell survival at which the significant reduction in 
24 hour uptake was observed with 131I is 44·3%• The oorrespondmg gl.and doses 
with 131r and 125]: are 21800 and 46500 red respecti,"'EEly. The dose at the basal 
membrane(whioh is considered as the site for trapping of iodine) of the folli
cul.B.2' cell of 9 um length is about one fourth that at the colloid--cell inter
phase, that is 1 about 12000 rad in case oi 125J:. So the absence of reduction 
in 24 hour uptake in 12'J: treated groups is duo to the inhom:>genaity in dose 
distr.i.buti.m resulting in ooly about 12000 rad at the site of trapping oonpared 
to the gland dose of 46500 rad. Since in case of 1~1I treated group the gland 
dose(21SOO rad) itself is the dose to the basal membrane also the reduction in 
24 hour uptake observed can be expected. 
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FIG. 1. Variation of body weight (A), thyroid weight (B), thyroid weight 
expressed as a fraction of the body (C), and 24 hour thyroid radioiodine 
uptake per unit thyroid weight (D) with age of rats. 
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FIG. 2. Thyroid retentivity of radioiodine as a function of time in days 
after the administration of the activity. 
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OOSIHETRY OF INTERNAL El.UT'l'ERS IN NUCLEAR l£DICINE 
.AliD RADIATION PROTECTI<!l : AT WHAT LEVEL 

A· Nagaraina.m and A.R. Reddy 
Institute of Nuclear l·~dicine & .Allied Sciences 

Probyn Road, Delhi 110007(India) 

Abstract 

The inadequacy of conventional dosimetry at the organ level assu.m:ing a 
uniform activity distribution has been brought out in specific examples. In 
each case dosi;ootry at different anatomlcal levels is presented br:inging out 
the probable undererliand:ing and lamma in the radiobiological consequences of 
such dOsi~t:cy". Bone dosim:~try of alpha. and beta emitters is presen~d. I:bse 
to whole kidney and di.fferantial doses to medulla and cortex from 2D-'ljg-neoey
drin are described. The mean dose to lung from 1:31!-MAA, the mean local dose 
to capillary bed and to capillary epithelium adjacent to an HA.A particle are 
reviewed. The importance of Auger electron emission ~d the canseq4~ transrru
tational effects is ~~usaed with the examples of 1G~ in thyroid, 5r-UdR in 
proliferating cells, ~n'lin eryt~cytes. High doses to limited portions of 
fingers while handling .... znrn and llirc ~abelled pharmaceuticals is presented. 

Introduction 

In nuclear mad:ic:ine the clinician wants to know what are the potent.i.al 
hazards to a patient if' he undergoes a particW.ar investigative procedu.re which 
is expected to yieJ.d diagnostic in£o~tion of cl:inical value • In the case of 
radiaticn protection the simihr question is: what are the potential hazards to 
the worker under given exposure sit"Ut;'1.tion. The focus of interest is the biolo
gical effect t-thich is the end-point :in a complicated chain of events at the 
peysioal, chemical and peysiolog:tcal levels. conventional dosiuetry is mainly 
concerned with the primary event, viz. plzy'sical step, and the absorbed dose is 
an indicator only of physical events that happen at the ~croscopio level.. 
But we are far from understanding the biological significance or the absorbed 
dose. Partial consideration to the secondary events is attempted to be given by 
assigning a so~t-lhat arbi tracy value for the RBE or QF and quoting a rem dose. 

For a proper aval.uation of' the biological effect, we shoul.d know the 
microscopic spatial and temporal distribution of the Prilllai7 and secondary 
events. This leads to a detailed ccnsideration of several factors, soue assoc
iated with the radiation alone like radiation quantity and dose rate, others 
associated with tJte target as well, like location of :radionuclide in the cell, 
the bioohern:i.st:r:"J of the labelled compound, bond rupture resulting from nuclear 
recoil after beta emission, chemical effect of nuclear transrutatian on funct
ional integrity of decule, effect or sudden changes of charge on daughter 
nuolide (particularly- important for isotopes decaying by electron capture), 
o~ tension, cells at risk, radiosensitivity of cells in question, eto. 

Further, concepts like LET and absorbed dose are lll'l.oroscopic quantities 
or •expectation values t. As the vol:une over which tho absorbed energy is 
computed is reduced, the fluctuations associated with the stochastic nature of 
the interaction process assmoo increasing importance; concepts like •event 
size t, tloca:L energy densi tyt and •event size spectrum• have then to be 
introduced. This approach has not yet been made :in practical situatians of 
ccncem in internal dosimetry. 

Very often we are not quite clear as to what is tho biological end-point 
that is of' relevance, although it is generally acoep~d that for comparatively 
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low doses as are encountered in routine occupational exposure or diagnostic 
nuclear IOOdicine procedures, the effects may be classified into tw categories, 
vis (i) those leading to the inpairment of the functional integrity of the 
organ (this may be due to reduoticn in nuraber of functicning cells or fibrosis 
'With scarring) and (ii) induoticn of malignancies 1. 

With all these oollq)licatians, the question arises: At what level shoul.d. 
dosi~try be d011e? can we be satisfied with the conventional calculation or 
absorbed dose at tho organ level assuming a uniform concentration of :radionu
clide? Or should we go dolttl to too tissu.o, cell and even subcellular l.evel? 
Should we consider the stochastic nature of the interaction process and enter 
into details of the nxi.crodosimetrio concepts? What degree of sophistication is 
necess~ and wl1at degree sufficient? 

The probl.em is discussed :in terrrs of sotoo well-mom examples o:t practical 
interest. 

Bane Dosimetry 

Bone dosimetry is a cl.assical. example of the inadequacy of the convent
ional. organ dose conputation for an assessment of the potential risks·. The 
inhol!X)genous structure of bone and bme cavities(where the l.inear dimmsions 
of the inhomogeneities are frequentJ..:r of the salll9 order as the range of the 
icalizjng particles), the varieties of cells at risk and the non-uniformity o£ 
distribution of the radioisotope nnke the situation complex. A good deal of 
effort snd ingenuity have gone into the solution of the probl.em from both, the 
theoretical and experimental sides~ From a consideration of the critical. 
tissues for radiation damage,· it is usual to calculate the following 
separately21 

i) J))se to a very small tissue-:filled cavity :in the bane matrix, Do 
(to evaluate risk to osteocytes, cells lining Haversian canals and 
bl.ood vessel.s in Haversian systems which are concerned with main
taining tho functional. integrity oi' bone as a living tissue). 

ii) ~an dose to endosteal cells near the surface of bene trabecULae in 
the 11lal'l'OW cavities, Ds (osteogenic sarcoms. risk).. 

iii) 11ean dose to active marrow in trabecular cavity Dm(leukaemogenesis 
risk). 

Typical. results for radium and strontium-90 are shot.rn in Tabl.e 12 • 

Table 1 

Dose rates in rad/year from skeletal. burden of 1 uC::l. 

---·---·-· ------ _I Radiaticn 
- ' DslDm Do Dm t 

226na. series ~ 36 10·~-5 7 
90 90y 

Sr + ,1-3 2.7 1';1 <r;5 

It is only by a deta.il.ed consideration of the cells at risk that we are 
able to perceive a I!hjor difference between the al.pha and beta emitters. In 
view oi' the linti. ted range of alpha rays 1 the bone ma.n"'w dose is only a srm.J..l 
fractim of t..h.e endosteal. dose in the case oi' alpha emitters. This is bo:me 
out by experience where we find that the incidence of leul::aemia in radium 
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poisoning cases has been negligibly low an~0osteogenio sarcomas(and cancers of 
paranasaJ. sinuses) are m::>:re co!l11Ikl11. With Sr both leukaelllia and osteogenic 
sarcomas have been induced in animals • 

we shall ne:x"i:. consider the question of non-unifornd. ty of distribution of 
radium(and strontium) in bane. In addition to a diffuse distribution in the 
bane nntrix, hot spots also oc:f where~~ local concentration may be >J-40 
times the average concentration • For %, the range of variation of concen
tration is faithfully reflected in a con-esponding range of variation of dose 
rates between the different con~tration sites (factor of 16)• Due to the 
longer range of beta ro.ys from Sr, the local dose rate variations are not 
that marked(factor of :3). we still <;to not know whether tba hot spots play a 
role in radiation damage to bane and what the biological significance of tha 
ncn-unifornd.ty of damage is. 

Neo~ Dosimetry 

Controversy was intense a few years ago whether 2:>3ng-neohydrin should not 
be banned as a radiopha.rnnceutical for ld.dney and brain scanning in view of the 
high ld.clney doses~- Neol:zydrin concentrates primarily in the cortex from where it 
is eliminated only very slowly. Since the cortical. mass is about half that of 
the ld.dney; the dose to cortex would be twice that to the ld.dney as a whole had 
the isotope been unifornO.y concentrated.. The cortex dose can be taken

1
as 146 

rads and the medulla dose as 71 rads per millicurie of OO%g-neohydrin'"+'. 

We may discuss the question a littl.e further. Is there firm eVidence to 
show that 100 rads to the cortex is necessarily more harmt'ul than 50 rads to 
the ld.dney as a Whole? Wlat is the biological end-point \-16 are looking for? 
Tba natural incidence of malignant tumours of the kidney is quite sJrall; also 
there is as yet no established case of radiation-induced ld.dney tumour. If 
malignancy is not the critical and effect, we have next to coosider ilil>airmmt 
of functional integrity. At the levels used in diagnostic procedures, gross 
impairment like acute or chronic nephritis is ruled out and much milder da.ma.gt.1 
which cannot be unal!lbiguously pinpointed,- must be considered-;· It appears that 
the fine vasculature is the r.d.stological site of damage of primary importance 
in the Pathogenesis of radiaticn induced nephrosclerosis; the renal epithelium 
is relative:t.Y resistant but it may degenerate as a result of damage to the fine 
vasculature5-. Since the proximal and distal parts of the tubules lie mainly in 
the cortex, it is not inconceivable that seccndary tubular damage may be sone
what more intense from 100 rads to gortox than 50 rads to total kidney. O'l the 
other hand, it has been pointed out that the effective surface area of the 
renal cortex is about 4 tims larger than the surface area of the kidney. Hence 
tr...e escape of the beta radiations from the cortex will reduce this dose 
variation factor of 2 by an a.oount which has not yet been computed. The 
uncertainty rem;dns. 

131!-~ Se~-~!"_urtin ~~~~~!:'gate~ for !:ung Scannix}g 

uncertainty in the effective tissue ma.ss to be considered in the dose 
computation can be illustrated by 1311 HSA oocroaggregatee in lung scanning. 
If a hor.:ogenous distributi~o£ l'AA. in lungs is assuned, average dose to lung 
is about 1.'5 re.ds for :30 uCi • I£ a more realistic vol:une distributioo is 
assu.med, viz. the capillary bed of the lungs with a IOOan diameter of 10 um, 
the average local absorbed dose is nearly 5-5 rad. At the cellular level, 
absorbed dose to capillary epithelium adj9.cent to an HAA particle is several 
orders o£ magnitude higher tllall the average local absorbed dose, although this 
extreme dose is :recei,red only over a distance or one or two cell thiclmesses. 
The problem is the anatomical level at which the dose is to be evaluated. If 
the induction of IJCl;ignancy is the end-point of interest, the integral dose is 
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probably a valid indicntor of the potential hazard. we do not yet 1mw tho 
biologicaJ. significance o£ the very high level o£ local absorbed dose. 

A somvhat similar si tua.tion exists in the field of radiation protection 
for assessing hazards from plutonium :inhalation. 

Significance of Auger E££ec~ 

Ra.dionuclides decaying by electrcn capture and isoneric transi tiona are 
attractive in in vivo applications since tlley do not emit partic:mlate 
radiations which give a radiation dose to the organ but do not contribute sny 
%ta.gno~tic ~orma.~on. ~ve~5such8~dianuclidese now~ co~'Yj use, e.g. 

Cr, 'Fe, Co, C01 Ga., Se, Sr1 12:3):, 19 Hg and mrc, 1 :3Jnrn. 
certain special. features or the electron capture process and the process ot 
intel"!lal. conversion consequent eel galll~Ie. photon emi.ssicn are of great relevance. 
After these tvro processes, the K or t shell vacancy initiates orbitsl. excita
tion and electrons feJ..l do'\ol.D. from outer orbits successively into the vacancies 
in inner orbits. Excess energy is lost by X-ray emi.ssicz in part but a large 
part of de-exci ta'tii.on occurs through the emission by 1:J.1e A'Ug&r effect of 
several electrons o£ 10\~ en.ergy with a renge in tissue o£ less than a mtcron. 
They, therefore, give a very high local dose to the tissue over a lltl.cron length. 
In addition their LET is very high and hence a correspondingly high RBF/QF will 
have to be postulated, leading to an intense local rem dose. we are still far 
from understanding tJ.1e precise biological significance of this peculiar feature 
but so100 :indications are availa.ble in the case or 125! dosi~try which we shall. 
touch upon subsequentJ.y. 

Another consequence of .Auger electron emission needs attention. As a 
result of tho re~ea.se of several Auger electrons, the daughter atom is left 
with a strong positive charge. If this charged nuclide is bound wi tbin a 
molecul.e it attracts electrons from various mo~ecrular positions and the 
positive charges are distributed throughout the molecule. The various posi'tii.
vely charged a to~ w.i. thin the IllOlecule strongly repe~ each other;' wbich m;cy
lead to a virtual 'COUlombic explosion • of the molecule • 

125-r Dosinet::r 

Conventional macroscopic dosinetry of 12~ in thyroid has been shown to 
be entirely inadequate in view of the special characteristics of the radiations 
from the radionuclicie, and one bas to go dow. to subcellular nti.crodosimatty for 
obtaining a better understanding of the possible biological. effects of 12:>]:. 
Since the range of Auger electrons is S1llllll compared to the dinensions of the 
thyroid cell, the cell-colloid interface or the apical nembrane, which is the 
seat o'f tbyroid hornxme biosynthesis, receives a high dose. en the other hand 
the nucleus which is farther away gets only about me-fourth the dose to apicaJ. 
membrane. The variation between the nucJ.ear and apicaJ. membrane doses is 
accentuated in fuyrotoxi.c eondi tions in ViW of the greater distance or the 
nucleus from the apicaJ. nembrane or the col'UJI1lar cell of the t'hyro'l:()xi.c gland. 
The clinicaJ. :p.gnii"icance of these observations has led to int6ll~' interest in 
the use of 12~ for therapy of thyrotoxicosis in preference to lJ1I. However 
the clinicaJ. e::xperiance as well as the for-up periods are aS yet too small. 
for an una.tnbiguous conclusion to be dra.vn • 

The biological significance of the high LET of the Auger electrons and 
the possibility of ~ul.otru:r.i.c explosim machanisms haw not yet been clarified. 
perhaps since the 1 ~'I decay takes place ueinly in the colloidaJ. gel outside 
the a.picaJ. menibrm'l.e the latter effect may not be cri tica:I.9. 
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Cl'l the contrary ii' 125:£ is attached to essential structures such as IIJA 
the infiuence of the charge transfer processes and the associated cou:t.ollb.i.c 
explosion e:f'i'ects ney be comparable to if not outweigh the ra.diati.on effects 
in producing the biological effect. '!'his has been del!alstre.ted10, 11while 
studying the relative effect or varying doses of 125r-UdR 131r-UdR and 3a-TdR 
on prolii'erating mouse ceJ.ls in_~. The toxicity of 12~-UdR was reported to 
be 10 times greater t.ban that-~-TdR when these specific precoursors of 
DNA were utilised by ei-ther bone ma.nmr cells, or prolii'erating cell$ :in the 
whole body in general.. A sim:Uar i'inding was reported with asci tee tum::>r cells 
also. The greater radiotoxi.ci ty of 125r-UdR has been explained as due to a 
variety or factors including (i) differences :in energy deposition in the cell 
nucleus per disintegra.t.ing atom (ii) greater inhoiD:)~eity in the distribution 
of energy around the site or decay in tm case of 125r(iii) transmutational 
effects or 12.5r, specially the consequences of molecul.ar explosion. 

5~ Dosimetry12 

.55p.e, an electron capture radionuclide, is an inpo1-tant neutron activation 
product found in faJJ.out. Levels as high as 3 pOi/~ blood have been recorded 
in New York residents. It bas been computed that tbe dose to erythrocytes is 
about 10 times that tc whole blood since the Auger electr9t1o deposit their 
energy entirely- within the ecythrocyte itself where tm 5'Fe is tagged. Dose 
to aggregates of ferritin molecules in which highest concentration of iron is 
found has been calculated to be about 200 tines that tc erythrocyte. However, 
the critical tissue in this case is perhaps the ecythroeyte precursor cells m 
the bone tna.rl'0\1 wherein a ooncentratim around one-third or that in eeythroeytes 
has been found, leading to a dose aro\U'l.d 3 tines the blood dose. 

!_kin Dosin-etry 

Skin dasimt:ry has acquired some urgency in View of the increasing use of 
short.-.lived isotcpes like T13In;rn and 99mxo in nucl.ear medicine. In the Dii.lk.
ing of the generator, the preparation ar tbe ra.diopha.rn'e.oeuticals and injeoticn 
to the pa.tient, levels of several tens of m:i.llicru.ries have to be handJ.ed at a 
time. The tips of two or three fingers, in particular, get exposed to signif'i
oantJ.y high doses( around 10 mrelo/mc:t-min). If the ICRP dose limit of 75 rem/ 
year to hands is not to be exceeded, we wo1.1ld be severely cu.rt:.ailed in the 
soop& or work; not more than two or three brain scanning preparaticns can be 
handled per person per week. 

In this connection the health physicist tu.ma to ICRP for guidance. A. 
report or an ICRP Task Group1 has somtbing to say on skin dosixootr,y. '!'be 
report recognises that the end-point of relevance here is not oarc:illogenesis, 
since the skin is relatively highly- radioresistant, but radiation dermatitis. 
According to the report, in the case of irradiation of part of a. tissue, the 
significant parameter is the maan dose to the entire tissue. If only a 
fractionfof tissue is exposed, the dose allowed can be 1/f of dose limit for 
the whole organ. en this basis, if the dose limit for entire skin with an 
area of about 2 square xooters is :30 relo/year, the dose tc 1 cm2(of the order 
of high e~sure areas of finger tips) could go as high as f:fJ ldlorems. So 
why need we worry? 

But the si tuatian is not that simpl.e. There is a limit beyond which the 
above concept cannot be extended. A vi tal consideration is the range of dose 
rate over which effective linearity of dose response can be assumed to hoJA. 
The point at which departure from linearity occurs will depend on the precise 
cellular machanis~ involved and the ext;ent to which abscopal effects cone 
into plaY• It may happen that at high doses the response may be higher than 
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woul.d be predicted from a linear eypot.'lesis since a n'Ulllber of contiguous cells 
are affected and irrepairabJ.e pcysioJ.ogical damage occurs. The Report says 
t.'lat linear response can be assu:rB9d up to hundred r•s per year and possibly 
aeveraJ. hundred rems per year, and recoimimlds that tthe present J.imi. t of )0 
reny'year averaged over 1 om2 of ski.n be increased to at least 100 ren:t3 in a 
year with a proviso that irradiation of' the same area year a:tter year sboul.d be 
avoided if' possibJ.e'. The beal.th peysicist wishes that the ICRP Task Group 
had categorlcally set a specific llmit, say 500 rems per year, instead of' 
vagueJ.,- J.eaving it at,•at least 100 rems per year•, so that he could ask the 
technicians, with soma aut.'hori ta.ti ve sanction behind him, to accept a higher 
work J.oad with the generators. Note again the words, ti£ possibJ.e •. In t~ 
present case of worki.ng with generators the irradiation is going to be 
received by the same area year after year unJ.ess a right handed person could be 
persuaded to 'Qeooma J.ef't-handed. Of course there is no sanctity about the 
limit of 1 orrf- which is taken as the •significant area• for averaging and the 
J:l3port says •1 CTif. seems reasonabJ.e m gro1.mds of operational convenience'. 

eoncl.usion 

In this present paper dosimet:cy at different anatomical J.eveJ.s has been 
presented with the heJ.p of specific exampJ.es. In each case probabl.e biologi
cal significance of such dose esti~tion also has been brought out. Hovever, 
still there are several. 1.mcertainties in the biological significance of such 
detaiJ.ed doae estimates and the importance of the possible transnuta.tional 
effects with eJ.ectron capture radionuOlides. 
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CONTAMINATION OF AIR AND SURROUNDINGS BY PATIENTS TREATED 
WITH LARGE QUANTITIES OF IODINE 131 FOR THYROID CARCINOMA 

C.H. Marshall,Ph.D.,R. Chandra, Ph.D., Manfred Blum, M.D. 

New York University Medical Center 
560 First Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

Abstract 

On six occasions patients were treated with radioiodine for 
thyroid carcinoma and were isolated The administered doses were 
in the range of 100- 200 mCi of 131I. All items from the room 
were collected, to determine the typical contamination deposited 
during the therapy. Continuous air monitoring was also performed. 
The total contamination collected on such items as bedding, towels 
and eating utensils was typically of the order of 1 mCi. Contami
nation of these items varied erratically during the first three 
days of therapy. Abnormally high levels of contamination were as
sociated with certain medical disorders. Air burdens were in the 
range of 10 - 200 pCi per litre during the first day and usually 
declined progressively during the course of therapy . 

• Introduction 

In radioiodine therapy of thyroid carcinoma, 100 mCi or more 
of 131I is administered to the patient orally. This presents a 
unique radiation protection problem in the hospital since the pa
tient is both a radiation source and a source of environmental 
contamination. The problem of managing the patient as a source of 
radiation is one which is common to other forms of therapy where 
radioactive material is administeryg

1
or implanted.l The magnitude 

of the contamination problem with I is not generally recognized 
Most of the material is excreted in the urine and feces, but a 
few percent is excreted in saliva and perspiration.2 During the 
initial hours after administration the saliva is especially rich 
in 131I. This leads to contamination of the air and items in con
tact with the patient and other items ih the room. Previous 
studies have attempted to determine the resulting 13lr burdens in 
medical and para-medical personnel caring for such patients 3, 4 
and the dose to relatives exposed to outpatients

5
treated with 

relatively small quantities for hyperthyroidism •0 . We have des
cribed preliminary results of a study in which patients were iso
lated for a few days following administration of material for 
carcinoma th7rapy, during which time, room air· contamination was 
determined. This paper is an extension of this latter study. 
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Experimental Details 

This experiment has been in progress since May 1970. Five 
patients were treated and followed in this study, and one received 
two treatments during this interval, and was thus studied twice. 
The administered doses were in the range of 100 - 200 mCi as shown 
in table 1. Each patient was located in a private room and isola
tion precautions were observed. The nurses were supplied with 
over-gowns and gloves which they wore each time they entered the 
patient's room. Routine room cleaning operations were suspended 
during the days in which the patients were isolated. Food was 
supplied on disposable dishes and with disposable utensils. Each 
day the bedding and towels, and the disposable dishes and utensils 
and remaining food items were sealed into plastic bags and labeled 
accordingly. Some areas of the floor and particularly the bath
room floor, were covered with heavy brown paper which remained in 
place until the end of the period of observation. Air was sampled 
by drawing room air through two tubes in series filled with silver 
nitrate solution, using a pump of approximately two litres per 
minute capacity. This trap was placed about 1 meter from the bed
side. The patients were allowed to move about within the room and 
were not unduly distressed by these special precautions, which 
were continued until the quantity of material in the patient had 
fallen below approximately 30 mCi. The rooms were well ventilated 
and the air changed approximately once per hour. 

After the patient had been discharged, the bags of potenti
ally contaminated items were counted in the whole body facility at 
New York University Medical Center. This consists of a single 8 
inch sodium iodide detector which was placed sufficiently far from 
each of the bags of contaminated items to give less than 20% vari
ation in detection sensitivity over the volume of each bag. 

The air sampler flow rate was determined with the full 
impedence of the silver nitrate traps present. The quantity of 
iodine trapped in the silver nitrate during each sampling interval 
was determined by counting in a standard well-type scintillation 
counter. Comparison of the quantity trapped in the first and 
second tube indicated that this trap could be considered essen
tially 100% efficient for this source of air-borne radioiodine. 

Results 

The contamination collected on bedding, towels, d~shes, 
utensils and other items is summarized in table 1. These values 
were all corrected for decay of the radioactive material between 
the time of collection and the time of measurement. The quantity 
of contamination found on bedding and utensils varied erratically 
during the several days of the therapy as shown. The average 
total of i31r contamination on bedding, dishes and utensils 
averaged over all patients and normalized to 150 mCi administered 
dose is shown in table 2 for successtve days of treatment. The 
concentration of radioiodine in the air is summarized in table 3, 
for the same five patients. Air sampling was not performed during 
the first treatment o~ pat~e~t A. Average air concentrat~ons 
(normalized to 150 mC1 adm1n1stered dose) are also shown 1n 
table 3. 
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Day l 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 1-4 

Al 200 370 20 180 - - -

B 200 31 25 25 3 66 27 - - 12 

c 200 127 37 39 390 570 105 110 490 -

A2 150 69 320 250 - 8 6 0.5 - 14 

D 150 2 40 17 6 2 9 72 3 9 

E 100 340 76 98 l 50 328 200 

TABLE l. Contamination measured on Bedding, 
Towels, Dishes, Utensils, and Bathroom Floor 

bay l 2 3 4 TOTAL l-4 

Bedding & 140 100 90 130 400 
Towels (2-500) (20-300) (20-250) (2-300) (60-1000) 

Dishes & 100 50 50 180 300 
Utensils (2-400) ( 6-150) (. 5-l 00) ( 3- 400) (15-950) 

700 
TOTAL (150-1500). 

__ L_____ 

TABLE 2. Mean and (Range) of Contamination Measurements 
-------Normalized to 150 mCi Administered Activity 

Concentration in Air (pCi/litre) 

Patient Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 

B 59 - -
c 26 124 77 

A2 178 73 48 

D 15 7 5 

E 10 8 -

Normalized 
Mean 55 47 37 

TABLE 3. Measured Concentration of l3lr in Air and Mean 
Concentration Normalized to 150 mCi Administered Activity 

Items 

Nurses Gown 
Thermometer 
Telephone Mouthpiece 
Nightgown 
Water Jug 

Activity (uCi) 

l 
60 
0.3 

71 
3.7 

TABLE 4a. Contamination Measured on Representative Items 

Items 

Paper Tissues 
Respirator 

Activity (uCi) 

3400 
252 

TABLE 4b. Exceptional Contanination on Individual Items 



Contamination found on some individual items of special 
interest is listed in table 4. The figure of approximately 
1 microcurie total contamination on the nurses isolation gowns 
was typical for all patients except where contamination by 
vomitus, stool or urine occurred. Following accidental contami
nation by stool, about 100 uCi was detected on an isolation gown. 
Thermometers, toothbrushes and containers for dentures were always 
contaminated. The telephone mouthpiece was always slightly con
taminated. 

Discussion 

The air burdens and the levels of contamination were related 
to the behavior of the patients and to their medical problems. 
For example, levels of contamination on bedding were clearly 
related to the radioactivity in perspiration, to the time each 
patient spent in bed, and to medical problems such as inconti~ 
nence. In general, contamination was either due to contact with 
saliva, perspiration, urine, feces or vomitus, or to exposure to 
iodine in air. The latter was assumed to be due to saliva spray 
but could also involve oxidation and volatilization of iodine on 
contaminated items. 

The pathways of iodine metabolism, the time interval after 
ingestion of the isotope and the thyroid functional status of the 
patient influence the excretion and dissemination of radioiodine. 
Early on, the material is largely in inorganic form and extra
thyroid in location. It is cleared from the blood efficiently by 
the salivary glands and kidneys leading to abundant contamination 
of saliva .and urine and some radioactivity in sweat. After 24 
hours radioiodine is mainly present in the form of thyroxine, a 
small proportion of which is excreted in stool. In hypothyroid 
individuals hormonT 3Tynthesis is reduced and a relatively larger 
proportion of the I is excreted in the saliva and urine than 
in euthyroid or hyperthyroid patients. Furthermore, in the 
former patients the isotope persists in these biologic fluids for 
prolonged periods. 

In general, iodine levels in air declined progressively 
after the day the radioiodine was administered (table 3) with 
the exception of patient C. This patient had copious salivation 
during periods of nausea. Since this patient had large metas
tases to the liver and subsequently developed granulocytopenia, 
the nausea and salivation were attributed to symptoms of mild 
radiation sickness. As a result of the excess salivation approxi 
mately 3mCi of l31I was deposited in disposab1e paper tissues 
during the first four days of therapy. The air bur~en also 
differed from the general case since the concentration increased 
during the first two days before declining. This is shown in 
detail in figure 1. Figure 1 also shows the pattern observed 
for patient A2 who was also associated with a high air burden. 
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Par,enr A2 -

Patient C -- ~-

3 4 

Days Post-administration 
5 

Figure 1. Concentration of 131I in Air After 
Administration of Radioiodine to Patients A2,C. 

Total contamination on bedding, towels, dishes and utentils 
was greatest for patients C and E. The high value for patient C 
was due to exceptionally high contamination on dishes and uten
sils and this was consistent with the excess salivation problem. 
Patient E had an enlarged prostate and suffered from hesitancy 
in voiding and dribbling after completion of the urinary stream. 
Abnormally high levels of contamination on the bathroom floor and 
on towels and bedding were associated with these problems. One 
patient suffered a transient cerebral ischemic episode and 
required the use of a respirator, which was consequently contami
nated as shown in table 4. 

The measurements of air burdens have been used to estimate 
the potential burdens to other persons exposed to this source of 
radioactive material. Assuming that there is constant occupancy 
at the point of air sampling, that the concentration in air falls 
with a 1.5 day effective half life in the presence of the patient, 
the subject breathes 2 X 104 litres of air per day, 23 percent of 
inhaled iodine ent~rs the thyroid and decays with a 7.6 day ef
fective half life, and the initial concentration in air is in 
the range shown on day 1 in table 3, then the maximum thyroid 
burden is in the range 0.1- 1 uCi and is reached in 4 days. 
This represents the situation which might be approached if two 
patients shared the same room or if relatives were exposed to an 
outpatient over long periods. The situation would presumably be 
worse if the room air were not changed by a central air condi
tioning system and were either static or recirculated by a single 
air conditioner. These potential burdens are reasonably consis
tent with burdens predicted for relatives of thyroid carcinoma 
patients by normalizing results obtained for hyperthyroid out
patients to doses used for carcinoma therapy.6 Medical and para
medical personnel are only exposed to air contamination for a 
relatively short time if the situation is well controlled and 
nursing duties are.rotated. Such a person exposed to the levels 
observed on day 1 for a period of 10 minutes would potentially 
accumulate 0.5 - B·nCi. This is reasonably consistent with 
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thyroid burdens in the range of 0.1 - 1.8 nCi reported for medical 
and paramedical personnel from this institution following admini
stration o~ 100 mCi doses of radioiodine to patients for thyroid 
carcinoma. Thyroid burdens in paramedical pe4sonnel of approxi-
mately 0.1 uCi reported for other institutions are consistent 
with our measurements of air burdens only if long periods of 
exposure are assumed, or if the rate of air change is less than in 
this institution. 

Conclusions 

The levels of contamination following radioiodine therapy 
for thyroid carcinoma are much larger than those normally tolera
ted in an open laboratory. Air burdens exceeded the MPCa values 
for controlle~ areas (9 pCi/litre, 40 hour week and 3 pCi/litre, 
168 hour week ). However, thyroid measurements on medical and 
paramedical personnel and predictions based on our observations of 
air burdens indicate that such personnel will not accumulate ex
cessive thyroid burdens if the patient management is well con-
trolled The problem of man~ging these patients is discussed in 
NCRP 371, where it is stated that patients~ contaminate dishes, 
utensils and bedding, whereas we have found this to be invariably 
the case. The problem of air contamination is not discussed in 
the report. We consider that it is important to recognize that 
the contamination problem continues to be significant for 3 or 4 
days following administration of radioiodine and that significant 
air burdens are present during this time. Radioiodine therapy is 
of proven value and importance but we consider that patients should 
generally be hospitalized for 3 or 4 days and should be managed 
with attention to the contamination and air burden problems. The 
considerations for radiation safety are closely related to the 
nature of the patient's medical problems, the pathways of iodine 
metabolism and the routes of iodine excretion. 
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A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH FOR·THE EVALUATION OF COMPARATIVE 
DOSIMETRY OF INTERNALLY ADMINISTERED RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 

Parvathi Hosain and Fazle Hosain 
Department of Radiological Science 

The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions 
Baltimore, Maryland, USA 

Abstract 

Recent innovations both in instrumentation and radiopharmaceuticals 
are helping nuclear medicine to develop as a discipline in medical 
practice primarily for diagnosis with an emphasis on scanning. Radiation 
safety of a radiopharmaceutical is based on the assessment of the 
radiation exposure to the critical organ from a tracer dose, It is also 
important to consider relative tracer doses necessary for an optimal 
result for selecting one of the several radiopharmaceuticals available 
for a similar investigation. A comprehensive formulation of an index 
has been attempted for the relative dosimetry integrating mainly 
(i) conventional method of dose calculation, (ii) physical properties 
of radionuclide, (iii) available nuclear instrumentation, (iv) metabolic 
fate of radiopharmaceutical, and (v) gross considerations for radio
sensitivity of organs and dose rate. This approach has been illustrated 
considering the situation of brain scanning using Hg-197 chlormerodrin, 
Tc-99m pertechnetate, Tc-99m DTPA, short-lived In-113m DTPA and 
long-lived Yb-169 DTPA. 

Introduction 

Nuclear medicine is appearing as a discipline in medical practice 
which involves primarily the use of radiopharmaceuticals for diagnosis. 
Recently scintigraph has attained tremendous importance due to availa
bility of advanced nuclear instruments and short-lived radiopharmaceuti
cals. Agents with high photon yield with low radiation dose are 
considered most desirable for clinical use, 

Large number of radiopharmaceuticals are being developed in order 
to scan various organs and diseased conditions, and to improve the 
existing methods. Acceptance of any new product for clinical use 
depends on its cost, efficacy, specificity, toxicity and dosimetry. 
Although radiation exposure is an important consideration, it is 
difficult to control the medical applications by any formal method 
due to the fact that the primary interest lies in the immediate benifit 
to the patient, 

The present exposition has been aimed ~o provide a guideline 
for the evaluation of relative dosimetry while choosing one of the 
several similar agents. 
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Comparative Dosimetry 

Conventional method of dose calculation has been improved and 
standardized greatly1 • It is based on the utilization of physical 
properties of radionuclides, absorbed fraction of the radiation, and the 
metabolic fate of the radiopharmaceutical. It provides a practical 
value for the concept of safety with a recommended tracer dose for a 
clinical study. It could be expressed by 

D (rads/mCi) = 1000 c/m 1.44 T r.A+ = R.A , ••• , ••• (l) 
where, R is the maximum dose rate (rads/mCi/hr) to an organ of mass m gm 
(=lOOOIA¢/m), and A is the area under time-concentration·curve 
(approximately equal to 1.44 c Te where c is the maximum fractional 
concentration and Te is the effective half-life in hours). 

Comparative dosimetry becomes important when several similar agents 
are available for a particular investigation. Usually the tracer dose 
is adjusted to keep the radiation dose within a safe limit. However, an 
appropriate approach should be to find out the relative amounts of 
tracer doses that would give similar measurable count rate at the time 
of study. Occasionally this method has been adopted2, The relative 
tracer dose could be expressed by 

T (me i) = 1/ (f. e. d) •••••••••••••••••• ( 2) 
where, f is the fractional yield of the photons used for detection, 
e is the detection efficiency of the instrument or at least the 
photo-peak interaction coefficient, and d is the activity remaining after 
decay or elimination by the mean time of the study. It is assumed that 
the target to non-target ratio for the different agents remain 
approximately the same. 

The variations in radiosensitivity of crital and other organs have 
always raised questions in mind, but it is difficult to assign any 
quantitative value. However, it is well known that bone marrow is most 
radiosensitive. It would be reasonable to ascribe an emperical 
sensitivity factor (S 0 ) of 3, 2, and l respectively for bone marrow 
(and gonads during reproductive age), gastrointestines, and the rest of 
the organs. Further, it is also desirable to incorporate a sensitivity 
factol for increased dose rate (Sr). Emperically, D/R (= 1.44 Te) = 
1o!n+ may be used for a normalization of dose-rate sensitivity: assuming 
n=O for normal condition (Sr = 1), one could arrive factors like Sr = 
1/(n+l) or (n+l) for +n or -n values, the intermediate values could be 
obtained graphically. As an example, Sr = 2 if 10 rads are delivered 
at the rate of 10 rads/hr instead of l rad/hr. 

Then, S = S0 • Sr •..•.•.•••..•.•••• (3) 
In summary, the normalized radiation dose (NRD) for different 

radiopharmaceuticals used for similar investigations can be expressed 
by 

NRD = R • A • T • S •......•••••••••• ( 4) 
It is assumed that the radiopharmaceuticals are pure, otherwise the 

contributions of any radionuclide impurity and any radiochemical impurit; 
should be taken into consideration. 

Example of Brain Scanning 

Mercury-197 labeled chlormerodrin has been and is being used for 
brain scanning3, although technetium-99m pertechnetate has become the 
most preferred agent4. Chelates (DTPA) labeled with Tc-99m5, In-ll3m6 
and Yb-1697 can be used for brain scanning. Kidneys, upper large 
intestine and bladder could be taken as the critical organs for 
chlormerodrin, pertechnetate and chelates, respectively. 
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The radiation doses for the different agents were calculaged by 
taking values of nuclear parameters (except for ytterbium-169-) and 
absorbed fractions of energy for different organs from MIRD pamphletsl. 
Biological factors (such as, concentrations in organs, biological 
half-lives, time of study after administration of tracer dose, and usual 
tracer doses) were assumed. However, these assumptions were based on 
various publications (such as the summary in a text book9). Estimation 
of relative tracer dose was based on the useful photon yield, photo-peak 
interaction coefficient of useful photon energy in 2-inch Nai crystal 
(thickness), and the fractional activity remaining after effective loss 
by the mean time of study. Relative tracer doses were then normalized 
to 10 mCi of Tc-99m pertechnetate. Further, it was assumed that a 100% 
of the dose was initially uniformly distributed in the total body and 
remained uniform although the fractional concentrations in different 
organs were different. The emperical sensitivity factor for dose rate 
was obtained using a semi-log plot of 1o=n+1 ~or 1.44 Te values) 
against +n. 

Table 1 and Table 2 represent the basic physical and biological data. 
Table 3 shows the aspects of dosimetry for the total body. Table 4 
summarizes the results for the critical organs. 

Table 1: Basic physical data for the radiopharmac.eutic.al 

Labeling Chemical 
nuclide agent 

Hg-197 
Tc-99m 
Tc-99m 
In-113m 
Yb-169 

Chlormerodrin 
Pertechnetate 
Chelate (DTPA) 
Chelate (DTPA) 
Chelate (DTPA) 

Physical 
half-life 

(hr) 

65.0 
6.0 
6.0 
1.67 

763.2 

Table 2: Basic biological data for 

Agent Photo-peak Biological 
interaction half-life 
coefficient (hr) 
(2-in Nai) 

Hg-197 Chlor. 1.00 6 
Tc-99m Pert. 0.98 48 
Tc-99m DTPA 0.98 2 
In-ll3m DTPA 0.77 2 
Yb-169 DTPA 0.97 2 

1177 

Useful Useful Usual 
photon photon tracer 
energy yield dose 
(keV) (%) (mCi) 

67-81 90.8 0.75 
140.5 88.3 10.0 
140.5 88.3 10.0 
393.0 65.4 15.0 
177 & 55.3 10.0 
198.0 

the radiopharmaceutical 

Time gap Relative Z:At/Jfor 
of study tracer total 

(hr) dose body 
(mCi) 

3.0 13.6 0.225 
1.0 10.0 0.130 
0.5 ll.6 0.130 
0.5 24.7 0.474 
0.5 17.2 0.554 
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Table 3: Calculation of dosimetry for the total body 

Agent Dose rate Area under Radiation Rads per Normalized 
rads/mCi/hr conc.-time dose usual rads/test 

curve (rads/mCi) tracer 
(1.44 cTe) dose 

Hg-197 Chlor. 0.0032 7.91 0.0253 0.018 0.38 
Tc-99m Pert. 0.0019 7.68 0.0146 0.146 0.16 
Tc-99m DTPA 0.0019 2.16 0.0041 0.041 o.o8 
In-113m DTPA o. 0068 1.31 0.0089 0.089 0.41 
Yb-169 DTPA 0.0079 2.87 0.0227 0.227 o.6o 

Table 4: Calculation of dosimetry for the critical organ 

Agent 

Hg-197 Chlor. 
Tc-99m Pert. 
Tc-99m DTPA 
In-113m DTPA 
Yb-169 DTPA 

Concerned 
organ 

Kidneys 
UL intest. 
Bladder 
Bladder 
Bladder 

Fractional 
cone. (c) 

8.2 
0.1 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

Biological 
half-life 

(hr) 

17G4 
12 

2 
2 
2 

Discussion 

Rads per 
usual 

tracer 
dose 

8.2 
o.8 
1.5 
4.5 

10.6 

Normalized 
rads/test 

75.9 
2.0 
2.8 

20.8 
28.1 

Radiation dose rate (R) can be calculated with a high degree of 
accuracy except when the mass of the concerned organ is variable or 
uncertain (such as bladder with urinelO). Considerable uncertainity 
could be inherent with 1 A1 due to difficulties in obtaining distribution 
patterns of the radiopharmaceuticals in human organs under normal and 
diseased conditions. Relative tracer doses could be calculated with 
sufficient accuracy if instrumental sensitivity for different agents 
(radionuclides) are determined experimentally. Quantitative assessment 
for radiosensitivity would remain a radiobiological problem particularly 
with reference to dose rate. However, it does not seem very unreasona
ble, at present, if a factor of 2 is used to increase the index of radi
ation dose when 10 rads are delivered at the rate of 10 rads/hr instead 
of l rad/hr. 

Reduction of radiation doses in diagnostic uses of radioisotopes has 
remained an important consideration from the point of view of exposure 
to patient and population. In earlier days, usually low level counting 
techniques have been considered to reduce the tracer dosell. In recent 
days, it appears that the diagnostic values are being enhanced by 
quantitation of scans with computers in studies with multi-millicuries 
of short-lived radiopharmaceuticalsl2, In practice, one has to compro
mise to certain extent the radiation dose with the specificity, efficacy 
or the cost of the radiopharmaceutical. In the growing phase of the 
development of radiopharmaceuticals, it is hoped that the present consi
deration would help in the selection of the agent to reduce the radia
tion dose in an investigation under optimal condition. 
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BY THE USE OF NEW "INSTANT" TECHN:CQUES FOR PREPARATION 

OF TECHNETIUM RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 
Philip J. Robbins*, Byron M. Branson and Richard J. Grant** 
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and **Radioisotope Laboratory 

at University of Cincinnati Medical Center 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45229 

Abstract 

Radiation exposure to the hands from the preparation of 
99mTc-Sn-MAA from an instant kit and 99mTc-HAM from a non-instant 
kit has been measured by thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD). The 
exposure to the fingers from the preparation of 100 mCi of 
99mTc-HAM exceeded the exposure from preparation of the same 
amount of 99mTc-Sn-MAA. An exposure of 153 mR/100 mCi of prepared 
radiopharmaceutical to the left middle finger was the highest 
value recorded in the study. 

Introduction 

Use of short half-lived radiopharmaceuticals such as 99mTc 
and 113min compounds has greatly reduced patient exposure in 
nuclear medicine while requests for diagnostic procedures using 
these radionuclides have increased. Because of the short half
lives of 99mTc and ll3min, these radiopharmaceuticals must be 
prepared on the day of use. Pre-tested vials of sterile, pyrogen
free reagents (kits) have streamlined the preparation of various 
radiopharmaceuticals but personnel contact with the radionuclide 
extends 10 to 90 min beyond the normal time for generator elution 
and transfer of patient dose to a syringe. 

This study was designed to measure the radiation exposure to 
experienced nuclear medicine personnel preparing the lung scanning 
agents, technetium-99m macroaggregated albumin (99mTc-Sn-MAA) using 
an instant kit and technetium-99m human albumin microspheres 
(99mTc-HAM) using a conventional kit. An instant kit is one which 
requires a minimum number of manipulations and can be prepared 
quickly. Our kit for 99mTc-Sn-MAA meets these requirements. 
Technetium-99m human albumin microspheres is prepared from a con
ventional kit requiring many manipulations and 25 min elapsed 
time. The methods of preparing 99mTc-Sn-MAA and 99mTc-HAM will be 
described to illustrate the various steps in which unnecessary 
exposure to personnel may occur. 

Table 1 lists the various 99mTc radiopharmaceuticals prepared 
in nuclear medicine laboratories and the typical maximum quanti
ties of 99mTc used. The exposure time is the period during which 
personnel handle the radionuclide directly or remotely on a daily 
basis. 

If one person prepared all the radiopharmaceuticals without 
shielding, on a typical day he could be exposed to 200-300 mCi of 
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99mTc for 30-40 min. This, in fact, is not the case since an L
block shieldl and lead generator eluate shields (cylindrical 
shields)2 are used to minimize the exposure. Handling the vials 
restricts the exposure to the fingertips, wrists, and forearms. 

Table 1 Quantity of 99mTc used and daily exposure times for 
typical radiopharmaceuticals 

Quantity Exposure Time 
{mCi) {min) 

99mTc-sulfur colloid 50 5 

99mTc-human serum albumin 30 1 

99mTc-macroaggregated albumin ( 9 9mTc -MAA) 120 10 

99mTc-macroaggregated albumin 99m ( Tc-Sn-MAA) 120 2 

9 9mTc-DTP A 15 1 

99mTc-diphosphonates 70 1 

99mTc-human albumin microspheres { 9 9mTc -HAM) 140 14 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the exposure from 99mTc-MAA 
or 99mTc-HAM would exceed the exposure from other radiopharmaceu
ticals if only the quantity and the exposure time are considered. 
The technique for preparation of 99mTc-Sn-MAA, developed by this 
laboratory3 requires less than 5 min elapsed time, and involves 
an exposure time of only 2 min. It was thought that this 
shortened exposure time would be of advantage in terms of personnel 
effort and radiation exposure. 

Methods and Materials 

The modification of the method of Robbins et al.3 outlined 
in Table 2 was used for preparing 99mTc-Sn-MAA. Fifty to one 
hundred twenty mCi of 99mTc were handled in its preparation. 

Table 2 Preparation of 99mTc-Sn-MAA 

1. Add 1 ml tin stock solution to a vial containing 
albumin macroaggregates 

2. Swirl 

3. Add 99mTc04 { 5 ml) 

4. Swirl 

5. Centrifuge and withdraw supernatant solution 

6. Reconstitute with 6 ml saline 

7. Assay in dose calibrator 

Technetium-99m human albumin microspheres we~e prepared according 
to the method described in the 3M Company package insert using the 
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3M brand 99mTc-HAM kit.4 An outline of this procedure is given in 
Table 3. Fifty to one hundred forty mCi of 99mTc were handled in 
this procedure. 

bl 3 P . f 99m Ta e reparat~on o Tc-HAM 

To the labeling vial, containing microspheres and a 
thiosulfate tablet: 

1. Add 99mTc04 -(10 ml) 

2. Sonnicate 2 min 

3. Agitate in boiling water 6 min 

4. Cool in water bath 1 min 

5. Withdraw all liquid from labeling vial 

6. Add 10 ml saline suspending solution 

7. Sonnicate 1 min 

8. Withdraw liquid from labeling vial 

9. Add 10 ml saline suspending solution 

10. Assay in dose calibrator 

The 3M brand albumin microsphere labeling system, composed of the 
labeling and suspending unit, and rinsing unit and a shield with 
lead-glass window for the tagging vial were also employed through
out the 9~mTc-HAM preparation. 

Exposure data were obtained from duplicate sets of TLD's 
placed on the distal medial aspect of the thumb, the distal 
lateral aspect of the middle finger, the distal medial aspect of 
the ring finger, and the anterior wrist surface of each hand. The 
TLD's were worn during five or more preparations of each radio
pharmaceutical so that the exposure was accumulated while handling 
more than 500 mCi of 99mTc. An average exposure was calculated 
from the two measurements at each point. The exposure is ex
pressed as mR per 100 mCi prepared. LiF chips consistent to with
in ±5% were used in these studies (TLD lOO's, 1/8 x 1/8 x 0.035 
in). Six TLD's, arranged two each at 3, 5 and 8 em from the cen
tral point source, were exposed to 17 mCi 99mTc for 20 min for 
use as standards. The TLD's were readout in a TLR-5 Eberline 
Reader using standard techniques. 

Results 

Table 4 contains the results of measuring hand exposure 
during preparation of 99mTc-Sn-MAA and 99mTc-HAM. While handling 
a total of 523 mCi of 99mTc for nine batches of 99mTc-Sn-MAA, the 
total quantity prepared was 497 mCi with an average tagging yield 
of 95%. For 99mTc-HAM, a total of 518 mCi of 99mTc handled in 
six runs provided 362 mCi with an average tagging yield of 70%. 
The results in Table 4 show that 99mTc-HAM contributes more 
radiation exposure to the fingers than does the 99mTc-Sn-MAA. The 
unusually high exposures to various fingers are indicative of the 
preparation techniques. In both procedures transferral of the 
99mTc04 from its storage vial to the syringe for addition to the 
reaction vial is considered the cause for high exposures. Due to 
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the technique in performing this step, the exposure to the left 
ring finger (for 99mTc~Sn-MAA.l wa.::> higher tha.n the other f'in9ers. 
This technique is also considered one of the causes of high ex
posure to the left thumb (for 99mTc-HAM). Use of a screw-cap 
cylindrical shield, which exposes only the rubber septum of the 
pharmaceutical vial, is thus recommended for each of these 
procedures. 

Table 4 Average exposure to the hands during preparation of 
99mTc-Sn-MAA and 99mTc-HAM 

Right Hand 

Wrist 
Thumb 
Middle Finger 
Ring Finger 

Left Hand 

Wrist 
Thumb 
Middle Finger 
Ring Finger 

mR/100 mCi prepared 

99mTc-Sn-MAA 99mTc-HAM 

9 
47 
s:., 
45 

10 
53 
60 
94 

7 
86 

109 
46 

19 
151 
153 

76 

In preparing 99mTc-Sn-MAA, the left ring finger received 
additional exposure when the reaction vial was held in the left 
hand to withdraw the supernatant solution (Step 5, Table 2). 
Holding the vial with tongs in the left hand is recommended for 
this step of the procedure. The left thumb and middle finger 
received added exposure from the microspheres in Step 4, Table 3 
wherein the tagging vial was wiped with a. paper towel held in the 
left hand. This step is necessary to prevent rusting of the in
terior of the special shield for the tagging vial. Use of remote 
wiping technique is also recommended in this step. Monitoring of 
the exposure to the face, chest and body trunk from both of these 
procedures was less than detectable by the TLD techniques employed 
(<10 mR total cumulated exposure) . 

Conclusions 

The exposure from instant kits is less than with other 
methods because the simplicity of the instant procedures permits 
shorter exposure time and less contact with the pharmaceutical 
vial. The use of instant kits is to be encouraged. 

Furthermore, while the radiation exposure to the fingers from 
preparation of 99mTc-HAM is greater than that received from 
99mTc-Sn-MAA, the exposure level from both procedures could be 
reduced by adherance to procedural recommendations in the discus
sion. Additionally, all procedures should periodically be eval
uated in terms of exposure, especially to the hands. The 
techniques monitored in this study are just two from the various 
99mTc radiopharmaceuticals prepared daily,by most nuclear medicine 
laboratories. Based on the highest exposure recorded in this 
study (153 mR/100 mCi to the left middle finger), a person 
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preparing 200 batches of 80 mCi each of 99mTc-HAM during the year 
would receive about 24 R/year to the hand. While this is within 
the recommended limits of NCRP (75 rems/year to the hands)S, it 
represents the exposure from 99mTc-HAM pre~aration only. The use 
of instant kits, such as 99mTc-Sn-MAA and 9mTc-DTPA6 along with 
an adequate knowledge of the procedural steps will contribute to 
a lower total exposure from all phases of nuclear medicine. 
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REDUCING PERSONNEL EXPOSURE IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear medicine procedures are growing at a rate greater than 15%/yr and 
the radiopharmaceutical industry over 25%/yr. A nuclear medicine facility in a 
medium-large hospital routinely handles 300-700 mCi of 99mTc/day plus prepares 
99mTc radiopharmaceuticals and handles millicurie amounts of other isotopes. 
As this specialty grows, so must exposure reduction techniques. Periodic 
assessment of personnel handling the molybdenum-technetium generators and 129cs 
were made using TLD's. These data are reviewed with comments about potentials 
for personnel exposures and exposure reducing methods. Aqditional shielding 
and new handling techniques have been incorporated and are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The Nuclear Medicine Laboratory is located and operated in collaboration 
with the Radioisotope Laboratory. In these laboratory facilities, the follow
ing contribute primarily to personnel radiation exposure: 

1. daily handling of 500 mCi to 1.4 curies of 99mTc, 
2. weekly processing of mCi amounts of 129cs, 
3. preparing throughout the week a variety of 99mTc labeled 

radiopharmaceuticals from kits, and 
4. weekly handling of mCi amounts of 131I,l33xe and 113min. 

Each of these can increase the daily exposure to laboratory personnel and 
result in exposure levels that exceed what we would have predicted just a few 
years ago. 

Max Lombardi1 reported on a 12 month survey of 69 hospitals that nuclear 
medicine procedures grew at a rate of 16% per year and that the radio
pharmaceutical industry grew 25-26% in a similar 12 month period. Accompanying 
this growth in radiopharmaceutical usage and new nuclear medicine laboratories 
in many hospitals, the problem of personnel protection has been recognized by 
some but unrecognized by many. 

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)2 
recommends 75 rems/year, 25 rems/qtr., as the permissible dose equivalent to 
the hands. They have further characterized this as an "interim concession" in 
"comment" to this section and have also indicated that "all reasonable efforts 
should be made to keep exposure of the hands and forearms within the general 
limit for skin, 15 rems/year". 

A study 4 years ago by Neil3 on the radiation exposure to the hands from 
handling 99mTc showed a maximum dose equivalent of 10 rems/curie/minute for the 
index finger and thumb with lesser dose equivalents for other parts of the 
hands. Using Neil's data, a physician that gives 400 injections/year of 10 mCi 
each and in only 30 seconds handling time would receive 30 rems for that year 
for that portion of his hand alone, if handling of any other radioisotopes is 
neglected. (131I, 133xe, 18F, 129cs, etc.) 
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The need for additional personnel protection for all radioisotopes in the 
laboratory resulted in a complete rearrangement of our "hot" lab area. Lead
lined housings with sliding lead glass doors were specially built* for two 
molybdenum-technetium generators, figure 1. The two end doors must be moved to 
the middle where there is a third fixed plate of lead glass. These form a body 
shield while the hands may be inserted through the openings on either side of 
the lead glass. We have also built 99mTc eluate organizer racks, figure 2, 
that provide ~" lead shields for each eluate bottle. Each shield has a lid 
with a hole for the head of the eluate bottle. The bottles are placed on a 
slant pointed away from the operator. Each tier of eluate shields is color 
coded to identify the eluate by the parent generator. Added po'sitions are 
available for 99mTc radiopharmaceuticals, prepared froru kits. An additional 
tier permits storage of other radiopharmaceuticals in use that day. All the 
99mTc and most radioiodine doses are prepared behind the face and body shield4 

seen just in front of the organizer rack • 
..... =- ~ 

~,' ·:, ~i 

l
;e~,. i.·~_·.j· ., 

___..-..... 
Figure 1. Mo-Te house 
built of plywood, Pb lined 
epoxy painted, fluorescent 
light and 3 Pb glass doors. 
Base made as a tray to 
contain spills. 

•. 
r~ . , ''"" 

• 
I I 

~ 

Figure 2. Eluate organizer rack for 99mrc 
placed immediately behind a face and body 
shield. Most radiopharmaceutical doses are 
prepared at this work station. 

Most of the diagnostic administrations of radioisotopes in nuclear medicine 
are given at some location other than the hot laboratory. For injections, a 
transporting tray, with a lead syringe holder anchored to the side of the tray 
is used and is shown in figure 3. In addition, the tray is equipped with other 
items the physician will need for injection. This special tray has been 
helpful in reducing exposure and contamination and has proven very easy and 
convenient to laboratory personnel. 

We conservatively estimate that the generator housing reduces major body 
exposure 2 times during the elution procedure. The eluate shields probably 
reduce personnel exposure by a factor of 5, and the face and body shield 
reduces the technicians total body exposure an estimated factor of 5. The 
personnel exposure reduction realized from the dose tray is difficult to 
calculate, but it is our conservative guess that the hand exposure is reduced 
a factor of 5 to 15 depending on the distance the dose syringe must be 
carried, etc. 

* These were designed for one specific company's generator and might require 
modification for a different brand generator. 
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In order to assess the personnel exposures more specifically, we have 
studied some hand exposures during routine handling procedures using thermo
luminescent dosimeters (TLD's). For 99mTc and 129cs the procedure used was to 
place TLD* dosimeters in the anterior and posterior positions on one or two 
fingers, the thumb, and wrist of each hand. Additionally, TLD's were placed 
on the forehead or glasses frame, chest and gonadal area of the body. Unless 
otherwise stated the TLD's on the fingers were in the finger ring position. 
We assumed that all radiation absorbed by the lithium fluoride chip was from 
either 99mTc or 129cs. This actually is not the case; for instance, the 
aluminum holder for the target material in the cesium production was emitting 
high energy gamma rays from 22Na and 24Na and likewise for 99mTc the 740 and 
780 keV 99Mo radiation is emitted through the generator shielding. For each 
study two lithium fluoride chips were placed at each dosimetry point; each was 
measured separately and the count data averaged. 

At the time of tl1is study, two molybdenum technetium generators were 
received each week; each rated at 400 mCi 5 days after receipt. One technician 
had the responsibility for removing the old generator, installing the new one, 
and obtaining the daily elutions required (about 5 curies/week). For this 
study, the TLD's were worn only during these procedures. The resultant TLD 
data, Table I, reflects the expected higher exposure on the anterior surface of 
each hand and higher exposure to the right hand. Data from the forehead, chest 
and gonadal area of the body were all under 10 mR/week. The highest finger 
exposures averaged 131 mR/week which over 50 weeks would amount to 6.5 R max
imum cummulative exposure. In some other laboratory with only one 400 mCi 
generator and using only the shielding provided with the generator, the annual 
exposure could be as much as 20 R for the same person performing this task. 

Table I. TLD PERSONNEL DATA FOR 99mTc IN mR 

- Handling Generators Only -

Weekly Average 

Fingers - Anterior Surface 61 109 
- Posterior Surface 36 ~ 94 

~ 
~ Thumb - Anterior Surface ~ 46 198 

- Posterior Surface 54 0 124 ~ 
H 

Wrist - Anterior Surface H 19 ~ 33 
- Posterior Surface 10 19 

Totals - Fingers 49 131 
- Hands 37 109 

50 Week Total - Fingers (131 X 50) = 6550 mR 

A more recent study has compared the preparation of 99mTc macroaggregated 
albumin prepared according to the method of Robbins5 and 99mT~ human albumin 
microspheres labeled according to the method described by the manufacturer (3M 
Company) using their equipment. For this latter study TLD's were placed as 
shown in figure 4. The TLD's were on the lateral and medial borders of the 
finger tips so as not to interfere with operator's finger tip sensitivities. 
The dosimeters were worn during five or more preparations of each radiopharma
ceutical, each study involving the handling of more than 500 mCi of 99mTc. The 
exposure expressed is in mR/100 mCi of the prepared product. An analysis of 
this exposure data is given in Mr. Robbins' paper6. The higher exposure levels 
for 99mTc-HAM are due to the higher levels of 99mTc handled for the resulting 

*The chips used in these studies, TLD-100 (1/8 x 1/8 x .0035 inch) were select-
ed to have sensitivities within ± 5 percent of each other. In some 99mTc 
studies two sets of TLD's were exposed, one at twice the activity level of ' . the other. These became the calibration standards for the two 1sotopes. 
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Figure 3. Transporting tray with 
lead holder for dose syringe plus 
items needed at injection site. 

.. 
Figure 4. 
Prepared. 

I.lX;Th1l 

SOLIDL 99mrc(Sn)MAA 
Numbers r over 90% yield 

OPEN l 99mrcHAM 
N\Jil1l:x>.rs r about 70% yield 

99~c Exposure in mR/lOOmCi 99~c 
Wrist TLDs anterior side only. 

yield, and difference in handling procedures required. Unusual exposure data 
can be accounted for in specific handling operations. Yet, based on the left 
hand finger exposures recorded in this study, the preparation of 200 batches of 
80 mCi each of 99mTc during a year would result in approximately 17 R/year to 
the hand. While this is within the 75 rem/year NCRP limit, (it exceeds the 15 
rem/year skin exposure recommendations) it only accounts for exposure from the 
preparation of one radiopharmaceutical. 

A new radioisotope for tumor and heart scanning, 129cs is produced by 
cyclotron* irradiation and is air shipped to Cincinnati where the target 
material is chemically processed to extract the cesium as cesium chloride. The 
chemical extraction takes about 60 minutes. In the first few production runs, 
the 129cs yield from each bombardment was 2 to 4 millicuries total. As the 
procedure was refined and the cesium yield increased, more shielding was in
corporated throughout the extraction-purification process. Handling devices 
were likewise incorporated into the process. Figure 5 shows a pair of vice
grip pliers used to hold the aluminum target. A long bolt has been substituted 
for the adjustment screw on the pliers to add distance between the target and 
hands, yet maintain reasonable operation. 

Figure 6 shows the special tools assembled for this procedure; tweezers 
permanently attached to tongs for handling the target cover, a long handle with 
a funnel stopcock in the slotted right end of the handle, a flexible pick-up 
tool and an allen wrench built into a long handle for removing the target 
cover. At the time of the cover removal the target was emitting more than 500 
R/hour at 1 centimeter. One other device, figure 7, is a remote hydraulically 
operated syringe. By coupling two syringes tip to tip with small plastic 
tubing, one acts as a piston controlled by the other. The piston can push or 
pull the primary syringe plunger to deliver or take up liquid. The beauty of 
this system is that the personnel radiation exposure is essentially eliminated 
for this part of the procedure. Refinements on the procedure occurred over a 
period of 3 months and with each succeeding week we noted decreases in 
radiation exposure. Table II summarizes this exposure for the hands. 
Immediately after run #1 techniques to reduce the dose were incorporated. As 
will be noted, the effect was dramatic on run #2, one week later. With 
succeeding weeks, and with the employment of new shielding and tools, the 
average exposure dropped. For brevity of data presentation runs #3 and #6 are 
eliminated but fit as expected in the step-by-step exposure reduction - a 6-8 
times reduction. If the exposures recorded in run #1 were received over a 50 
week period, it would result in more than 8 rem exclusive of exposures in 
other duties with other radioisotopes. However, employing the techniques and 
shielding described, the 129cs exposure is about 1 R/year. 

* In cooperation with the Naval Research Laboratory cyclotron, Washington, D.C. 
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Table II. TLD HAND DATA FOR 129cs EXTRACTION 

Run 1 2 4 5 7 
Right 

Average (mR) 149 46 35 28 20 
Reduction ~x3 X x2 

Left 
Average(mR) 147 35 22 21 16 
Reduction ~x4 )( x2 

Right 

Left 

Average (mR) 167 48.3 31.8 31.2 18.8 
For 50 Weeks(R) 8.4 2.4 1.0 

Average(inR) 162 40 27 26 17 
For 50 Weeks(R) 8.1 2.0 0.9 

!ek Total(R) 8.2 2.2 1.0 

Figure 5. Modified vise grip pliers for holding irradiated 
cyclotron target secure and at a safe working distance 

Figure 6. Special tools for 129cs extraction. Top to bottom: 
tongs and tweezers, long handle with funnel stop-cock (right 
end), pick-up tool, and allen wrench in a long handle. 

In summary, we have indicated some of the ways we have assessed and 
reduced personnel exposure during routine radioisotope handling in our labora
tory, The results are within or close to the recommended guideline of 15 rems/ 
year for the specific function analyzed. From our experience, personnel 
exposures in nuclear medicine laboratories can and must be reduced by modifying 
current techniques and practices. In a growing clintcal field radiation 
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exposure assessments should be made every few months to determine where 
improvements can be made for the protection and exposure reduction of the 
laboratory personnel. 

Pinchcock 

Cyclotron 
:--------'cTarget 

Holder 

Figure 7. Remote control syringes used for target dissolution. 
The system on the right is used to wash the target, the one on 
the left is used to pick-up the solution. 
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RADTOPROTE0-TTON IN A NU0-LBAR MEDICINE TTNTT 

A. Favino +, G.F. Besseghini 
0 

Occupational Diseases Institute 
Pavia TTniversity- Italy 

__ Abstract 
The main aspects of the radioprotection program of a Nuclear 

Medicine unit organically included in the services of an Occupa
tional Diseases Institute are described and discussed. Analysis 
of the records of the environmental and personal dosimetry points 
out to the opportunity for monitoring particularly of the internal 
contamination. The need for employin~ usual dia~ostic equipment 
for regular monitorin~ of the working staff is stressed. Due to 
the increasing diffusion of WBC for diaP1'l.ostic applications, sche
dulin~ of this tool for monitoring of the personnel is recommended, 

A transportable WBC of the shadow type susceptible to be trans
ferred from the laboratory to a mobile unit in less than half an 
hour is described for clinical and radioprotection applications 
including monitoring of operators handling gamma emitters in me
dical units and in industry when no facilities for internal dosi
metry are available. 

Monitoring of the excreta of patients submitted to radiometabo
lic therapy has been one of the aims of the health physics pro~rams 
in this Nuclear Medicine unit. An original svstem for monitoring 
liquid radioactive waste is described as a first step for ecologic 
control of spreading of radioactive contamination. 

Introduction 
Problems related to safe handling of radioactive isotopes in medi
cal practice are wi~~ known and have been widely discussed in a 
number of reports • When applied to single medical institutions 
general re~ations have to be tailored for the nartic1ilar situa
tion • the problem bein~ often to meet requirements for high stan
dards of safety as necessary in nuclear technolo~ with the not 
unli:ni ted resources of small units. 
Starting a Nuclear Section in an Occupational Diseases Tnstitute 
we were faced with a number of problems related to diaP-nostic.the
rapeutic and research applications of isotopes as well as to radio
protection of workers handling radionnclides. 

+Physician 
0 

Consultant physicist. 
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In this ?aper some of the main features of the radioprotection 
proP-:ram of a Nuclear Medicine unit will be reported ru1d discussed 
based on the observations made during first 3 years of practice. 
Present stage of development of the unit can be evaluated as com
parable to a medium sized diagnostic laboratory , therapeutic ap
plications being still limited to some ex-perience with radioiodine 
treatment. 

_T,_._-::R_Elmarks ~f.:t~r_1_~~rl:!_experi~.!~:<~~_nth a radioproteg_tiQ!.L_l!.roP-:r~ 
in_-.!!_Nucle~ Medicin~~-t_. 

General points of the radioprotection pro,q:ram are: 
I) a stressing accent on autoradioprotection as far as collection. 
registration and first evaluation of data are concerned : weekly 
check for white coats, forthni~htlv s11rvevs for detection of labo
ratory contamination , monthly reRistration of film dosimetry data 
for environmental and personal monitorinP-:, quarterly whole body 
examinations. The bulk of this job is committed to the physician 
of the operating staff ( I physician and 2 technicians). 
II) a- decision to avoid heavy shielding structures in the labora
tory. Location of the unit in a partly 1.mdergrmmd floor made pre
ferable to keep windows which opened over a street of the town. 
III) a rigorous organization of the unit with a clear definition 
of the controlled zone and of compulsory pathway with a monitoring 
unit at the end. "Part of the controlled zone are rooms for meta
bolic the.rapy and for waste disposal. 
Planimetrical organization of the laboratory, consumption of radio
nuclides, dosimetry of the surveilled zone and summary of data of 
the external irradiation and external and internal contamination 
of the working personnel are reported in fi~.I and tables T,TI,ITI, 
~he following concluding considerations are drawn: 
T) environmental monitoring is worthwhile in a Nuclear Medicine u
nit if special shieldin~ of walls and ceilings are not available 
because safe limits can be overcome if the amount of handled iso
topes rises enouP-:h. 
IT) personal monitoring is important especially as far·as internal 
contamination is concerned. Notwithstandi~5 observ~~ion of safety 
r11les , internal contamination can occur: Se and T were mostly 
found. Uptakes and scannin,o: instruments available in each nuclear 
medicine laboratory are of course useful for detecting contamina
tions of the order of a fraction of I microcurie of the used gam
ma emitters: periodical checks with a wnc as frequently as possi
ble for satisfactory internal dosimetry however is su,q:gested. 

II....=__Rr._esentation of a tran~orta'Qle WBC of the ... §.hadow ty::p~!.. _ 
In the country efficient WBC are available but a need is felt for 
monitoring of wvrkers in or~anizations where WBC facilities are 
not urovided as in some Nuclear :Medicine units and in ~~gustry . 
Many examples of transnortable WRC have been described • A. main 
feature of the present model is that it can be used both in the 
laboratory set UP as in a mobile 1mit and that in 30 minutes its 
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t I.5, damped,can be transferred, by an elevator, from the labora
tory to the car, ready for emerae~cy. At least I% of most restric
tive MPBB for aarruna emitters with an accuracy of :!:: 201: can be ap
preciated in 2e minutes. IJlhis WRC is composed by 2 blocks of com
parable weight: a 5 in. x 4 in. NaT(~l) crystal shadowed bY a TO 
em thick Pb shield elliptically collimated and a bed plane shiel
ded by 5 em ~b. Remote devices can move electrically the detector 
vertically from 66 em to II4 em from ground level and can adjust 
the segments of a chair geometry. IJlhe apnaratus is equipped with 
a 800 channels analyzer with computation facilities. analoaue dis
nlay, digital data printing and magnetic tane recording. In the 
laboratory as well as in the mobile unit are provided a room for 
external decontamination,air filtering and conditioning; a whole 
body scanning bed is in progress. 

_ _!]T .- Control of radioactive _vyllstE:l_di~J:la~ 
~or .gaseous waste a ventilation circuit is operating in the labo
ratory from the over-pressure VVRC room to the filter of the labo
t~~ory cupboard ( fig, T). At nresent the only gaseous waste is 
· Xe expired in perfusion studies in a closed circuit and partly 
adsorbed at room temnerature on a shielded activated charcoal, 
which is then deposited in a plastic closed bag to decay in the 
waste room, whereas the not absorbed fraction is venti~ated through 
a short stack on the roof of a 3 floor building. Absorption nro
yedure is not practical but it is suggested by the very closed 
proximity of other houses. 
Solid waste , collected in plastic baas, a75 stored for some months 
until activity is less than T rci/IO kg ; Se contaminated mate
rial is kept distinct and stored for lonaer time. 
For liquid radioactive waste we assumed that effluents from the 
laboratorY can be evaluated , on the consideration of lViPC • a
round TO% of ther~ffluents from a proportionate radiometa~olic the-
rapy unit using I. So , if a treatment of radioactive waste is 
decided, the main point is to remove the activity released from 
treated patients. It has been calculated that,if 75 litres a day 
are released from the WC of the patient, I clarifier and ~ tanks 
in series with an individual dilution volume of I500 litres ,can 
provide a ~7% reduction each of the concentration of the radioacti
vity so that only a fraction of ?.% can reach the well. Two electro
valves allow discharge into the well from the lab~3atory and from 
the natient line at a concentration lower than IO ~Ci/ml.Two ~.M. 
detet}tors shielded by 9 em Pb are operating to remove the radioac
tiviy released from the laboratory and to measure the total dis
charged activity which is given by the product of the known volu
me voided by the pump ( I240 litres) by its meas~red radioactive 
concentration. Due to furx~er dilutions ( 700 m /day in the se
werage collector and 4200 mi{~in in river Ticino) presnt release 
is less than I/TOOOOof the I MPC for the population. The coun
terpart is the care which is reques~ed for looking after the sys
tem ( as for repair of valves, pumps, cleaning of detectors ). 
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__ Table T 
Tsotopes ( mni) handled in first ) years of 

Year TJTI qgmTc rq8Au Tq7H,g ?SSe 87ms o7 r, r Ta 
T 4) 80 ro 5 TI 
2 64 1~40 Jq 6 21 68 
1 IOT 4S46 67 7 "55 Ro 40 

-~able rr_-
Summary of dosimetry records of operators 

Year p.Ci/yr internal f<;i/yr white coat 
contamination contamination 
A B c A "R c 

I 0.01 0.2 o.~ O.OR 

(75Se) 
2 O.OI 0.4 0.5 0.09 

(I3TI) 
~ 0.3~ o.or 1.) 0.5 o.q 

(TJTI) (TJTI) 

laboratory activity 
T6qYb I13Xe T2~I ~H 

0.04 0.02 
0. 06 0. 0? 

1 475 0.22 0.03 

subjects A,B,C) 

mrem/month external 
irradiation (film) 

A B C 
20 20 20 

20 20 20 

20 20 20 

A= physician examines the patient - administers diagnostic and 
therapeutic doses ; B= technician : cleans glassware, stocks ra
dioactive waste ~ 0= technician ~ performs radiochemical work. 
Every one does in vivo investigations ( scanning, fast dynamic 
studies)-. 

'rable TII 

External dosimetry of surveilled zone in the laboratory (mrem/month) 

Year door of the roon .E.2Qm of_l?_2.1.!r_9e§_q._~..EQ.Si t all other 
for waste disposal wall window upstairs spots 

T T") )7 6 0 20 
2 ;:>q '50 T2 ?0 20 
1 44 Sq 4q 20 ?O 

~he following spots have been monitored: uptake room, scanning 
room. i~~i~o dynamic studies room, radiochemical laboratory, 
animals rooms. 

!_~bl~_l'T_ 

Percentage of frequency of dete~lion of
2

contamination in absor
bing coverings higher than TxTO fCi/cm (fortnightly surveys). 

Year 
I 
2 
3 

percentage 
21.?. 
14.1 
Tq.4 
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RADIATION PROTECTION IN A NUCLEAR PHARMACY 

Rodney D. Ice and Kenneth R. Hetzel 

College of Pharmacy and Nuclear Medicine Section 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 

Abstract 
Regional nuclear pharmacies are emerging throughout the world 

to meet the increased demands for radiopharmaceuticals. A radi
ation protection program for a nuclear pharmacy encomp~es facil
ity design, quality control, dispensing and documentation, and 
provides for increased utilization of radiopharmaceuticals. The 
resultant radiation protection program is synergistic between 
health physics and pharmacy principles. 

Introduction 
Regional nuclear pharmacies provide radiopharmaceutical servk~ 

for multiple hospitals located over wide geographic areas. Such 
pharmacies provide the necessary pharmaceutical expertise for 
preparing radioactive chemicals into pharmaceuticals and also 
provide an increased assemblage of radiopharmaceuticals at reduc
ed costs to many hospitals that cannot individually afford nuc
lear pharmacy services. 

A regional nuclear pharmacy may have inventories of 5-10 Curies 
of radioactive materials, with greater than Curie quantities of 
Iodine-131, Xenon-133 and Molybdenum-99/Technetium-99m. 

The University of Michigan Hospital Regional Nuclear Pharmacy, 
over the past two years, has evaluated radiation protection as 
applied to nuclear pharmacy practice. Facility Design, adminis
tered Doses, product Dispensing and quality control Documentation 
are considered to be the principle axioms for the development of a 
radiation protection program in nuclear pharmacy. 

Nuclear Pharmacy Design 

Nuclear pharmacies must always incorporate health physics prin
ciples associated with "wet" radiochemistry laboratories. In 
addition, special consideration must be given to pharmaceutical 
techniques, i.e. aseptic preparation of parenteral products, syn
thesis of radiolabeled organic compounds, dispensing of radio
active gases, repeated handling of syringes containing radioactive 
materials, maintainence of product quality and potential contami
nation of non-radioactive pharmaceuticals. 

Traffic flow patterns within a nuclear pharmacy must be defined 
for efficient utilization, as well as radiation protection plan
ning. A general consideration of functional separa~ion of activi
ties within the pharmacy aids in radiation protection and pharma
ceutical quality. The package receiving and shipping area should 
be a separate room to minimize potential radioactive contaminatkn 
and to reduce airborne dust and particulate matter from entering 
the compounding area. A dispensing area, separate from the com
pounding area, will minimize traffic where bulk quantities of 
radioactive material are used and parenteral products formulated. 
In addition, a dispensing window will reduce the access of un
authorized personnel. The quality control laboratory should be 
housed in a separate room, as it is predominately an instrumenta
tion facility, and considered only to contain tracer quantities 
of radioactive materials. Finally, because adjunctive (non-radio-
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active) pharmaceuticals are often stocked and dispensed with 
radiopharmaceuticals, a separate room for pharmaceuticals again 
provides radiological and pharmaceutical quality assurance. 

An adequate floor plan for efficient nuclear pharmacy design is 
shown in Figure 1. The compounding and dispensing rooms form an 
integral, limited access area for the storage, preparation and 
dispensing of radiopharmaceuticals. Low traffic flow in the com
pounding area reduces potential spread 
of contamination. Dispensing of uni
dose radiopharmaceuticals to medical 
personnel is conducted through the dis
pensing window; a procedure which guar
antees limited access only to authori
zed individuals and further reduces the 
potential spread of radioactive contam
ination. The non-radioactive pharma
ceutical dispensing area and quality 
control laboratory are located across 
the hall from the compounding and dis
pensing rooms. Adjacent to the nuclear 
pharmacy is a separate radiochemical 
laboratory where packages are received 
and shipped. IncludEdintreradiochemical 
labmatory :is an absolute filtered radio
chemical hood for the storage and dis
pensing of iodine-131 and xenon-133. 

Too often, one segment of a labora
tory bench is chosen for all radio-

Figure I 
Floor Plan 

1. st• 
2. CABINIITS 
l.CC»ff''UUCliNG 

£HCLOSUP.t 
4. J.EFJ.IDGEMTOil 
S.D!:Sit 
6. AUCIMDI'tiCI4QI 
7. EXHAUST '-'11 
8. l..AHIKA.ll. AIR 

""'""" 9. DISl'.USING 

""'"" 

pharmaceutical preparation. Such a design can offer satisfactory 
health physics considerations, but poses a serious potential risk 
of product cross contamination and erroneous product selection and 
dispensing. Nuclear pharmacy design should provide separate work 
areas for the compounding and dispensing of radiopharmaceuticals. 
To facilitate both health physics and pharmacy requirements, the 
University of Michigan Nuclear Pharmacy has designed a lead lamin
ated plywood (-t inch lead) compounding enclosure shown in Figure 2. 

3~~ ---------] li i~!s t!~~:~i~;~~9mi~c!~~~~~~~g 
and contains sliding lead glass 

~ (1.7 mm lead equivalent) doors 
__jll · across the top. The primary de-
~ EIEI EJEJEl sign consideration of this en-

closure was consolidated shield
ing with separation of compound
ing involved with technetium 
radiopharmaceuticals: a union 
of radiation protection with 
pharmaceutical quality assurance. 

Figure 2 
Compounding Enclosure 

Within a nuclear pharmacy, 
laminar air flow hoods are used 
to provide a sterile work area 

for aseptic subdivision of parenteral products and not to vent 
volatile radioactivity. Laminar flow hoods are manufactured to 
provide either horizontal or vertical air flow. Since horizontal 
air flow is directed towards the operator and could lead to a 
severe personnel contamination hazard, it must be stressed that 
only vertical laminar air flow hoods should be chosen for use in 
nuclear pharmacy. Sterile air is provided in a laminar air flow 
hood by a series of HEPA filters which are designed to remove all 
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dust and bacteria from the air before entering the working space. 
To insure the sterility of the working compartment, articles 
should be autoclaved or suitably disinfected before entering the 
hood. 

Several problems associated with shielding are evident with a 
nuclear pharmacy. Too often personnel without health physics 
training fail to consider the energy of associated radiation and 
assume that shielding designed for technetium-99m is suitable for 
fluorine-18, iodine-131 or phosphorous-32. The designation of 
separate work areas for different radionuclides allows for opti
mal shielding design associated with each product. Such considff
ations, however, should be flexible to allow for adaptation of 
new procedures and new radionuclides. Nuclear pharmacies should 
be cautioned against stacking heavy, free-standing, lead blocks, 
since they may present serious hazards, i.e. traumatic injury to 
legs and feet from accidental falling blocks, radiation exposure 
through non-interlocking joints, and excessive weight induced 
structural damage to cabinetry. Inexpensive and highly effective 
shielding for low energy radionuclides can be obtained with lead 
perchlorate shields suggested by Barnett and Harris.l 

Radiopharmaceutical Dispensing 

The proper dispensing of radiopharmaceuticals will affect the 
absorbed radiation dose to the patient and the pharmacist. Maxi
mal patient protection is achieved by the utilization of unidose 
radiopharmaceuticals. All radiopharmaceuticals are dispensed 
from the nuclear pharmacy on prescription. The prescription indi
cates the requested study, the preliminary diagnosis, patient name, 
height, weight, age and the time that the patient is to receive 
the dose. With this information, the pharmacist can correlate the 
radiopharmaceuticals with the proposed study and patient informa
tion in such a manner that the patient will receive the optimum 
dose. 'Each product is dispensed precalibrated to the time of ad
ministration, and receives duplicate assays of the radioactive 
contents. The radiopharmaceutical is dispensed with a label indi
cating the patient's name, time and route of administration, date, 
prescription number, physician's name and pharmacist's init.ials. 
Unit dose dispensing has reduced the potential for dispensing and 
administration errors associated with major drug delivery systems~ 

It is believed that the concept of unidose 
dispensing of radiopharmaceuticals is an 
efficient and effective method of reducing 
errors associated with the administration 
of radioactive pharmaceuticals. 

As an additional radiation protection 
device for the pharmacist, as well as 
maintaining the pharmaceutical quality of 
the products, our pharmacy utilizes a 
shielded syringe-valve dispensing system 
as modified from Hoar.3 A schematic dia-

--l gram is given. in Figure 3. The solution 
--! to be unidose dispensed is drawn from the 

shielded vial (A) into the shielded large 
volume syringe (B) via a 3-way valve (C). 
A unit dose is subsequently dispensed by 
attaching a small volume syringe (D) to 
the dispensing part of the 3-way valve, 

Figure 3 drawing off the des ired volume, attaching 
Dispensing System a needle, assaying the contents and affix·-
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ing the label. This dispensing process is conducted within the 
laiTinar air flow hood to insure sterility of the product. 

Tne use of the 3-way valve dispensing unit not only insures 
pharmaceutical quality of the product, but decreases the hand and 
finger doses to the pharmacist with an average dispensing time of 
25 seconds. Several reports 4,5,6 indicate the potential problem 
hand and finger doses to medical personnel. Implementation of 
a 3-way valve dispensing system significantly reduces exposure 
problems since the pharmacist need not handle the barrel of the 
syringe. 

Administered Radiation Dose 
The reduction of medical exposures and patient protection have 

always been the goals of nuclear medicine personnel. Tremendous 
gains in reducing medical exposures have been accomplished by 
using shorter half-life radiopharmaceuticals, by increasing bio
logical turnover times, and by selection of the best radionuclide 
for labeling purposes. However, little consideration has been 
given to the administered dose. The relative assessment of bene
fit versus risk can only be accomplished if the administered dose 
is tailored to the individual patient. Too high an administered 
dose results in increased absorbed dose. To low an administered 
dose may result in a missed diagnosis or a readministration of the. 
drug. The Nuclear Pharmacy has evaluated the administered dose 
regarding the genetically significant population, the method of 
dose determination and the pharmacists role in product selection. 

An evaluation of 200 randomly selected patients receiving a 
radiopharmaceutical indicated that 12.5% were less than 18 years 
old; 34.5% were between 18 and 45, and 53% were greater than 45 
years old. The genetically significant population (less than 45) 
represents a 13% increase as compared to the national average of~ 
1970. Leblanc and Johnson7 have also indicated that exposures 
from nuclear medicine procedures increased from 5% gonadal expos
ure/admission in 1964 to 11% in 1968. 

Administered radiopharmaceutical doses vary from clinician to 
clinician. The selection of an administered dose may be from a 
table of doses determined from past experience,8 the application 
of body weight, e.g. mCi/Kg or from a series of rules, e.g. 
Young's rule, Clark's rule or surface area.9,10,11 

While adult administered doses are fairly well established, 
large variations in pediatric doses are apparent. Administered 
doses based upon age show great limitation when one considers the 
variability of a given age. For example, the 3rd percentile of a 
10 year old girl is 53.2 lbs., while the 97th percentile is 101.9 
lbs.l2 Administered doses determined by weight, while better than 
doses determined by age, usually underestimate the requisite clin
ical dose. The underestimated dose is due to 1) weight changes 
as a function of the cube of linear dimensions while the necessary 
photon fluence for adequate lesion localization varies with the 
square of linear dimensions, and 2) ratios of organ/body weights 
in infants are greater than those observed in adults. 

To provide a uniform and reliable method of computing adminis
tered radiopharmaceutical doses, for the broad spectrum of pati
ents seen in our clinic, Nuclear Pharmacy employs body surface 
area as modified by height and weight. Administered doses, in 
mCi(m2 are usable for all patients regardless of variations in 
weight, height, age or sex. 

As a further consideration of the absorbed radiation dose, our 
pharmacists participate in the selection of the radiopharmaceuti
cal for the patient. Qualified nuclear pharmacists have the 
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necessary training in radiopharmaceuticals, biopharmaceutics and 
metabolism to guide the physician in selecting the optimum drug 
to obtain the maximum diagnostic information. In addition, the 
nuclear pharmacist has played a vital role in identifying patients 
that may have drug interactions which prevent the meaningless use 
of a radiopharmaceutical. For example, a request for a red cell 
survival test one week after a gallium-67 scan. 

Radiopharmaceutical Documentation 
Good radiation protection principles require adequate record 

keeping to evaluate personnel methods and product control. Phar~ 
acy requires substantial record keeping to validate a product's 
suitability for human use. To meet the requirements of both 
health physics and pharmacy, a product quality control system has 
been developed. A schematic diagram of the quality control pro

QC .Record Filed by Product 
and by number 

Figure 4 
Quality Control Program 

gram is shown in Figure 4. 
Each product received 

into or compounded by the 
nuclear pharmacy has an 
assigned quality control 
card (center). Each pro
duct is further designa
ted by a number indicating 
the date received or com
pounded. All compounded 
radiopharmaceuticals are 
prepared in accordance 
with a master formulary. 
All records of tests, e.g. 
sterility, apyrogenicity, 
particle size, radio
chemical purity, chemical 
purity, radionuclidic 
purity, pH, etc. are indi
cated on the quality con
trol card. All unidoses 
dispensed from the product 
are also recorded with the 

quality control record. In this manner, a complete history of any 
radiopharmaceutical can be ascertained with a brief glance at the 
quality control record card. 

As part of our quality control program, we require that used 
syringes be returned to the nuclear pharmacy. This alleviates the 
hazard of loose contaminated syringes and also allows the syringe 
to be reassayed. In this manner, complete assessment of the ad
ministered dose can be determined. LeBlanc and Johnson13 and 
Abdel-Dayem14 have reported on retained activity of Xenon-133 wli±r 
in syringes. FreedmanlS has described a similar deposition of 
technetium-99m sulfur colloid in the rubber plunger of disposable 
syringes. Our reassay procedure indicates that many radiopharma
ceuticals have residual activity in syringes, especially radio
labeled proteins. 

As part of the documentation concern for radiopharmaceuticals, 
our pharmacy has assumed the responsibility for the maintenance of 
all records necessary for clinical trials of new radiopharmaceuti
cals, as well as validating drug interactions or adverse reactions. 
Within our hospital, the patients chart is available to the pharm
acist during the prescription preparation. A review of previous 
or existing drug therapy by the pharmacist can offer lead to the 
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explanation of modulation in drug distribution. When an adverse 
reaction occurs, our nuclear pharmacy coordinates the compilation 
of associated data and the reporting of the reaction to the pro
fessional societies and concerned authorities. 

Cone lus ions 

1. The objectives of pharmacy and health physics are synergis
tically compatible in reducing personnel and patient radiation 
exposure. 

2. Methods for reducing radiation exposures within regional 
nuclear pharmacies while maintaining large inventories and in
creased utilization of radiopharmaceuticals requires adequate 
facility design, consideration of administered dose, unidose dis
pensing and quality control documentation. 

3. Surface area measurements used in consideration of adminis
tered doses have aided in providing uniform and reliable scans 
between patients, especially in pediatric nuclear medicine. 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5 . 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 
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AEROSOLS AND LUNG MODELS 

PA)l110AKT11BHhiE A8P030JU1 KAK <l>AKTOP BHYTPEHHErO OBJIYllEHL'lH ITPJll 
JllCI10Jlh30BAmllt1 PA;ultlOAKTMBHbiX BElilECTB . 

EA,ZJ.:bL'lH B .11., BATOBA 3 .r., l1APXOMEHKO r .M. 

lt1HcTMTyT o~owMs~KM M~HHcTepcTBa s~paBooxpaHeH~H CCCP, MocKBa 

Coros CoBeTCK~X Co~~anHcTwqecK~x Pecnyon~K 

In this report.we conside~the prob~em of de·termining the 
proba?le accumulat1on of the 1sotopes 1n the organism. These 
quest1ons are solved on the basis of values of mean air conta
mination. 

The experimental results were applied to the regulation 
of the air contamination. 
Authors have proposed to use the term "the standard work 

conditions" in radiation protection practice. These "conditi
ons" are characterized by the hygienical safety factor equal 
to 5, wich should be included in the values of regulated 
PMC. 

00IIJ,8I/l3B8CTHH8 npiilH~IIlnhl Opi'8HI/l38~Jili/l npOL13BO~CTB8 TI03BOHHIDT 
ooecneqJilTb 6esonacHhle ycnoBIIlH Tpy~a ~na nepcoHana TOHbKO Ha 
0838 HOpM pa~IIl8~Jil0HHOH oesonacHOCTIIl, B OCHOBe KOTOpbiX H8¥IIlT 
HI/lML1TI/lpOB8HI/l8 ~030BhiX HarpySOK (nepBJilqHhJ8 ~03JilM8TpJilqecKI/l8 X8-
p8KT8piilCTI/lKIIl), onpe~eHHIDIIJ,I/lX CTeneH» On8CHOCTI/l Henocpe~CTB8HHO 
~HH IllH~I/lBI/l~yyMa. 

0~H0Bp8M8HHO ~8MCTByeT CT8TyC cpe~H8I'O~OBhiX ~onyCTI/lMhiX 
KOH~8HTp8~Jilt1 (BTOpitfqHhJX ~03I/lM8TpJilqeCKTIIX X8p91tT8piilCTIIlK), OTHO
CHIIJ,IIlXCH K napaMeTpaM cpe~hl, B KOTOpOH pa60T88T nepCOHaH, Ill X8-
paKT8PIIl3yiDIIJ,IIlX oesonacHhle ycnoBJ/lfl Tpy~a. 

~MeHHO s~ec», no MHeHHID a:aTopoB, cyliJ,eCTBYIDT npHHn~niilanb
Hhle Tpy~HOCTI/l K8K B no~X0~8X K onpe~eneHL1ID 8TL1X HOpM PB, T8K Ill 
B 0~8HK8X nyqeBhiX H8rpy30K no TIOK838T8HflM 38I'pfl3H8HHOCTI/l B03-
~YlliHOiil cpe~hl. 

B nepByro otiepe~» B npo6neMe 11 Pa~IIl08RT£1IBHble asposoniil KaK 
B03MOlKHhiH q)8KTOp BHyTpeHHero o6nyqeHHH11 B03HL1R88T 38~aqa nepe
XO~a oT BenHqJilHhl sRcnepHMeHTBH»Ho onpe~enaeMoro cpe~Hero sar
PH3HeHL1H B03~yxa K B8p0HTHOMY H8ROnHeHHID H30TOTI8 B opraHI/l3M8 
H8 OCHOBe ~8HHhiX no CT8THCTJilq8CKHM 38KOHOMepHOCTHM pacnpe~ene
HHH KOH~8HTp8~IIlH H p83HJr1qHHM ~03JilM8TpHqecKHM X8p8KT8piilCTI/lK8M 
pa~MOSRTIIlBHhiX aapoaonett. 

Bo Bcex cnyqaax npiil xaqecTBeHHOti xapaRTepiilCTL1Re B~xaeMo
ro pa~HOBRTHBHOI'O B811J,eCTB8 q)aRTHqecKI/l Be~eTCH peq» 0 M0~8HI/l 
asposoneH, B TOiil I/lHI/l I/lHOiil CTeneHI/l apryMeHTIIlpOB8HHOiil. HanpiilMep, 
H8KOTOp8fl MO~en» asposoneiil MOllteT npe~CTaBHHTbCH K8R cynepnOSIIl-
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UM.fi B TOM MJIM MHOM COOTHOilleHMM r83000p83HblX COe~MHeHMti I130TOIT8, 
MeJIKO~~cnepCHOti I1 rpyOO~MCITepcHOti 88p030JibHOI KOMITOHeHTbl p83JIMq
HOti p8CTBOpMMOCTR. 

B KaqeCTBe rrpHMepa OCT8HOBWMCff H8 BJIM.fiHHM ~McrrepCHOCTM ITbl
JIM H8 BeJIMqHHY OTJIO~eHMff B ~hlX8T8JibHOM Tp8KTe. Pa~M08KTMBHbl8 
88p030JII1 ~83MHTerpaUMR "ropffqMx" JI800p8TOpHU, K8K ITp8BMJIO, OTHO
C.fiTC.fi K KJiaccy rpyoo~wcnepcHhlX, a pacrrpe~eJieHMe pasMepoB aspo
soJibHhlX qacTMU C ~OCT8T04HOH TOqHOCTbiD OITMChlB88TCff JIOrapMWMM
qecKM HOpM8JlbHblM 38KOHOM, X8p8KT8QM3yiD~MMCff B CJiyqae ITJiyTOHW.fi 
CJie;n;yiO~MMM napaM8T~8MI1: 29- = l ,6+3 ,4 MKM t }39 = 2 ,0+2, 7 
88p0,1l.MH8MMqecKMHZ~: 2,4+5 MKM I1 8KT~BHblM C88~HereOM8TpRqeCKHM 
aspo~MHBMMqecKHM pa~MycoM Zag asp. = 20+5 MKM. YqHThlBBff Bhlme
npHBe~eHHyro ,1l.HCIT8pCHOCTb, MO~HO cqMT8Tb, qTO MrHOB8HHOe pacrrpe
;n;eJieHMe 8KTMBHOCTI1 ITO ,1l.blX8T8JibHOti CHCTeMe X8~8KTepM3yeTC.fi CJie
~YIOll!HMH B8JIJilqMH8MH: ;ZJ;JIH HOC OrJIOTKM MrH0~8HHhll1 OO~Mti Ito3cpqJMu;L1eHT 
sa;n;epJKKM aKTL1BHOCTM paneH Ka.,~. oo~ = 907o, ,IJ.JI.fi o6JiaCTL1 Tpaxell! -
opoHxMaJibHOe ~epeBo K a.a. o6~ = 4%, ;ZJ;JIH coocTBeHHO JierKlilX ( OT 
,1l.hlX8T8JibHhlX 6pOHXHOJI t1 HM~e) Ka3 06~ = 2% /I/. 

TaKMM oopa30M, rrepBOHaqaJibHOe OTJIOJKeHue 8KTHBHOCT!Il B COOCT
B8HHO JierKHX B 3TOM rrpHMepe oy;n;eT 3HaqMT8JibHO B 5-IQ pas HH~e, 
qeM no npwHHTOI B HacTOH~ee BpeMH MO~eJIM pacqeTa CAK. 

BecbM8 B8JKHblM ,IJ.JIH pH~a M30TOITOB, KOTOpble MOryT HBXO~HTbC.fi 
KBK B ,IJ.HCITepCHOti ~ase, TBK H B ,IJ.lilCITepcHOHHOH cpe~e (HanpHMep, 
TpHTMH, yrJiepo~, pTyTb, HO,IJ. H ~p.),HBJiff8TCff BOITpOC 00 OTHOCH
T8JibHOM pOJIM rrepKyTaHHOrO ITOCTyiTJI8HHH B opraHH3M 113 B03,IJ.yXa. 

Ha npHMepe napOB pTyTM cpaBHHM rrepKyTaHHblk I1 MHr8JIHUI10HHhll 
nyTH rrocTyrrJieaMH. ABTOpaMH coBMecTHO c ID.M. KOBA]EHKO OhlJIO noKa
sano, qTo paBHonecHoe co;n;epJKaHMe ETYTH B opraHus~e B MKKIDPM ,IJ.Jiff 
rrepBoro cJiyqafi BhlpaJKa

6
eTC.fi ciJOpMyJIOH Ar = 33 ( c/co) x tcjJ.... (I) 

a ,IJ.JIH BTOporo Az = K: ., X cir'jJl , r~e C - KOHU8HTP8UHff 
rrapOB pTyTM B MKKIDpH/CM3 , c/Co - OTHOCMT8JibH8H

2
ynpY.rOCTb 

napOB pTyTH, S - ITOBepXHOCTb T8JI8 48JIOBeKa B CM , J - ITOC
TOHHH8.fi BblBe~eHHff pTyTH 113 opr8HH3M8 B MMH -1, if - CKOpOCTb 
;z:(h!X8HM.fi B CM /MMH. A 2 _ [33 ~ (_g_) 2 + 1] -i 
0TCID,IJ.8 A,+ A2. - U' K~ ~ Co • (2) 
AH8JIH3 ITOK83blB88T~ 4TO ;ZJ;JIH CT8H,I1.8pTHOrO 48JIOB8K8 qepe3 KOJKy ITOC
TynaeT OT 2% ;ZJ;O 6~% BC8H pTyTH ITpH 1'13M8HeH11H OTHOCHT8JlbHOH ynpy
rOCTH OT I% ~o IO%. 

AnaJIHS pa~HBUHOHHOti oocTBHOBKR rrpM sarpasHeHHM Bos;n;ymHol 
cpe;n;bl p8,1l.H08KTMBHblMH 8Sp030JIHMR ll0K838JI, qTO pacrrpe;n;eJieHMe MX 
KOHu;eHTP8UH~ BO BpeMeHM H rrpOCTp8HCTBe no~qHHff8TCH JIOrapMWMH
qeCKM HOpM8JibHOMY 38KOHy. ilOCJI8,IJ.Hee rrpe~CT8B~ff8TCff 06~HCHHMhlM, 
ecnM, B qacTHOCTH,rrpe~ITOJIOmMTb, qTO pacrrpe;n;eJieHHe HHT8HCMBHOCTH 
MCTOqH~KOB 38rpff3HeHM.fi OITMC~BaeTCff yceqeHHUM rMnepOOJIM4eCKHM 38-
I\OHOM, KOr~a BepOHTHOCTb ITOHBJieHHff KOHU8HTp8I.I;MH u c 11 00p8THO 
rrporropuMoHaJibHa ee neJIHq~me. Tor~a pacnpe;n;eJieHMe JioraPMWMOB KOH
u;eHTpau;HA oy;n;eT paBHOBepOHTHhlM, a KOMIT03H~M.fi T8KMX pacrrpeAeJieHRH 
rrpMBO,IJ.HT K JIOrapMWMM4eCKI1 HOpM8JI~HOMy 38KOHy. 

BenuqMHa TaKoro Ba~Horo napaMeTpa, KaK cTaH~apTHoe reoMeT
pMqecKoe OTKJIOH8HMe KOH~eHTp8I.I;HH ( fi3 ~1 ) ffB~ff8TCff npH npo
qMX paBHblX ycJIOBHffX XOpOillMM ITOK838TeJieM CTeneHH pa;n;MBUHOHHOH Ha
;n;exHOCTH TeXHOJIOrMqecKoro rrpouecca, a Tax~e onpe;n;eJiaeT H nepoHT
HyD B8JIMqMHy ~030BOH Harpy3KH H ee pasopoc. 3Ha~eHMe )3~ ,IJ.Jlff 
8MITHpHqecKMX pacnpe~eJieHHM, KBK Bl1,1l.HO 113 T86JIHUH Jie~HT B rrpe~e
J18X 2+13. ilOCKOJibKY ~osy BHyTpeHHero OOJiy~eHMff MOXHO npHO~H~eH
HO npe,IJ.CT8BI1Tb K8K npOH3Be,IJ.eHH8 Tpex CJiyqaliHhlX BeJIMqHH aarp.fi3H8-
HMe B03~yillHOH cpe;n;bl ITOM8~8HHH, BpeMeHM npeO~B8HHff qenOB8K8 B HMX 
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M npOCKOK8 aap030HBI qepe3 cpe~CTB8 ~H~MBH~yanbHOR sam~TH, TO 
np~ yCHOBJiH'l, liTO K8'Ht~8ff ~3 H~X HB98~~C~M8 ~ ITOAti~HffBTCH HOr-
H0pM8JlbHOMy 381\0Hy C ~HCTIBpCU'lffM~ t9 )33C , f_~'j3~1' f_o 2fo:JK , 
COOTBBTCTBBHHO, ~U'JCTIBpCU'lfl ~03H Oy~eT p8BH8: J a 

e9 21'9D =. e.g 2f>cac + f_~/f~JT + es 2 Jo;}K . ( 3) 
EcJIU'l BBJ1U'JQU'JH8 sarpH3HBHU'lfl B03~ylliHOM cpe~H TIOMemeHMH M Bpe

Mfl rrpeOHB8HU'IH B HU'JX liBHOB8K8 CROpp8JIMpOB8HH (KOSWWMUMBHT KOppe-
JlHUl1M (" ) , TO 2. 2 f () 

t9 2.f:J:D :::; t~ J?>sc + e3 fsT T 2 8 j:>~c!·t.~J33r r. ( 4) 

i10CKOHbKY OOHtiHO f.>s-ll -<. ~:JC , TO ( .(. 0 , QTO OT-
p8'Ht88T l13BBCTH08 ITOJIO'IKBHU'le: QBM OOJlbillB sarpH3H8HHOCTb, TBM 
OQHqHO M8Hblli8 Bp8MH rrpeO~B8HMff B HBM qeJIOBBKB. 

PeanbH~e ~McrrepcU'l~ rrepBMqH~X ~os~MeTp~qecKMX xapaKTepMcTU'JK 
npMBC~BHH B T80Jl~~e. 

Taom1ua 

CTaH~apTHOe reoMeTpMqecRoe oTKJIOHeHU'le pa~~au~oHHHX 
X8p8KT6pl1CTU'IR ( )33- ) • 

iJ33 6He~. ~Jlfl MH- j ~31-1 ~ fog:J> J JO~n ~Jlfl J J3~c ~HH 
j~MBM~y8HbHHX j~Jlfl BBJIMQMHyBBJIU'JQMH ITOC-1 KOHU8HTp8~Mt1 

N~ j~os raMMa-HeiT- jHaKonneHMH tTYTIJieHWH pa-! pa~MoaKTMBHHX 
jpOHHOrO oonyqe- jp8~l108KTWB-j~M08KTHBH~X ! aap030Jl8W 
' HMH jH~X BemeCTBjBemecTB B !o6wqHaH !rrpM peM. 

0 n j B opr8Hlt13MB j OpraiU13M ~ BKCTIJiyaT.! P800T8X 

I I 8 I,9 2,8 2 8 S,7 3,9 
2 2~~3 I,? 2 3 2'3 4,2 2,8 
3 2,4 2'3 r's 2,5 4,I 
4 2'3 2,I 2'3 s'I 6,6 3 2 
5 2'I 2'3 I'7 2,4 1o's 
6 2'6 5'o 2:1 2,0 12:9 
7 2'3 I:s 
8 1'6 
9 I's 

IO r'7 
Cpe~- ' 2 ,ItO ,3 2 ,OjQ ,2 2 '7±. 0 '7 2,4t0,8 3 , 9±. I , 6 6 , 2 ±. 3 , 7 Hee 
aHa-
qe-
H~e 

TaKMM 00p830M, CITBUltlWMK8 p800Thl 38KJIIDQ86TCH B TOM, QTO cy
mecTByeT p830pOC TIOK838TBJ18H sarpH3H8Hltlfl B03~yxa M COOTBBTC~
ByiDmee eMy pa3MHTMB ITBpB~liH~X ~03ltlMBTpMliBCKU'JX XUp8KT8pl1CTU'IK.'3 

KpOMB TOro, BBJIU'JQU'JHH H8KOTIJIBHMH l13CTOTIOB B Opr8Hl13MB HID~e~ 
P800TaiDmHX B 11 0~~H8KOBHXn ycJIOBTIIHX, TIIMBIDT 3H8qJt.1T6JlbHO OOJiblllU'JM 
pasopoc, QBM OTIIOHOrlt.1qecKMB KOHCT8HT~f 

8TOT waRT TpeoyeT BBBABHTIIH ~onycTMMHX paooqTI!x npe~enoB sar
PH3HeHMH B03~yxa, a5COJIIDTH8H B8JIJt.1qMH8 KOTOpHX M8HHBTCH Kam~~ 
pas B 38B~C~MOCT~ OT ~lt1CITBPC!t.1~ B8JI~QU'JH H8KOITJI8H~fl Tll30TOITOB B 
opraHMSMe M OTJIU'l~aeTCH OT CAK Ha Roa~~TIIUTIIBHT sanaca. 

B KaqeCTB8 npMMepa p8CCMOTpMM B8pTIISHT, KOr~a pacrrpe~eJI8HU'le 
Be~Jt.1q~H nepB!t.1QH@X ~03TIIMBTpTI!qBCK!t.1X X8p8KT8p~CTMK ITO~QTIIHHBTCH ~O

rap~WMJtlqecK!t.1 HOpM8JILHOMy 38KOHY C fo~ = 5. B BTOM CJiyqae 2I% 
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pa60T8IOmiiiX 6y7J,yT JIIM8T:b HarpySI\JII 3HaqJIIT8JI:bHO Bbllll8 Cp87J,Het1. 8TO 
OSHaqaeT, qTO npiii cpe7J,H8M sarpH3H8HIIIIII B037J.YX8 B np87J.8J18X C~K III 
o6blqaoM peEMMe TPYAB y I/5 paaoTaiOmiiix 7J.OsonaH HarpysKa Ha opra
HIII3M 6y7J,8T rrpeBbllll8T:b C,Il.H, qTO H8Jlb3H cqJIIT8Tb y,ZJ;OBJI8TBOpiiiT8Jl:bHblM. 
ilOSTOMy ,ZJ;JIH 0~8HKIII p87J,JII8~JIIOHBOt1 OO~T8HOBKJII no ycp87J,H8HHblM 3Haqe
HIIIHM 7J,03JIIM8Tpt1qecKJIIX X8paKT8pJIIC'I'It1K HeOOXO,ll.MMO BB8CTJII HOBblH KpJII
T8piiit1, BOCITOJIHHIOmiiit1 OTCyTCTBIII8 y Cp87J,H8M B8JIJIIqt1Hbl IIIH7J.IIIBIII,ll.y8JibHblX 
qepT. 8TOT KpiiiTepiiit1 MO~eT OblT:b CtlJOpMyJitipOB8H CJ187J,yiOmiiiM 00p830M: 
6e30IT8CHOt1 Cp8,7.UI8M B8JIJIIqJIIHOM ,IJ,03JIIM8Tpf11qecKOt1 xapai\T8piiiCTJIIKII1 MOE
HO cqJIIT8T:b T8KyiD B8JIJIIqJ11Hy, ITPIII KOTOpOt1 B8pOHTHOCTb ITOHBJI8HIIIH 
p87J,III8~JIIOHHOt1 Harpy3KIII, rrp8Bbllll8IOmet1 7J,OITyCTIIIMyiD, 6y71.eT I1piii8MJI8MO 
M8JI8. 

Mcxo,ll.H III3 ncero IIIsnoEeHHoro, AJIH onpeAeJieHIIIH 7J,On~cTMMoro 
pa6oqero npe7J,eJI8 K0JIJI8KTIIIBHblX ITOK838T8JI8M p87J.t18~IIIOHHOM OOCT8HOB
KVI B qt1CJI8HH08 3HaqeHltle CP,87J.H8r07J.OBOM 7J.OnycTJIIMOM B8JIJIIqlU!bl ( C,IU3) 
li1J1lll C,llK B cnyqae •. aaposonevr cne71.yeT unecTlil K03cJ?tfJI1~lileHT sanaca 
ll.JlR JIIH7J,JIIBIII,ZJ;yyM8 hill. 

OqeBIIIAHO, KIII onpe7J,eJIHeTCH nenJIIqJIIHOH fo~n Iii rrptiHJIIMaeMblM 
K03QJtlJW~JII8HTOM piiiCK8 g = ~ ( 8 - % JII07J.8H, JIIM8IOmiiiX p8,ZJ;M8-

~JIIOHHYID HarpysKy Bbllli8 7J.OITYCTWMOt1). 
Bb1pa~eHwe ,ZJ;JIH BblqMcneHMH Kw MoEeT 6b1T:O nonyqeHo cne,ZJ;yromiiiM 

o6pasoM. a I 
,l.lOJIH Jl!O,ZJ;~M ( 100 ='"']3 ) C p8;ZJ;lil8~MOHHOH Harpy3KOH 60JI:blll8 

KBKOt1-JIM6o neJIJIIqMHbl Iii IIIMeromett lilHTerpaJI:bHOe pacnpe,ZJ;eneHIIIe, noll.
qtiHHIOmeecH JIOr-HOpM8JI:bHOMy 38KOHy, p8BH8 

YB == 1 - F (m);:; o,s [1 ~ cpO)], 
r,ZJ;e cp (~) - JIIHTerpaJI nepOHTHOCTIII. 

0TCI07J.8 I-2/B = <P ( ~ ) lilJIIII BblpaEaH f qepes o6paTHyro tfJYHK-
~~'!IO, } = @-l (I-2/B). 

KoallJ@Jt1~Jt1eHT a9naca K.,onpe;n,eJIReTCH H8MJt1 KSK OTHOWeHJIIe ,ZJ;Byx 
snaqeHVlM m K :: f!!• , o,ZJ;HO 113 .KOTOphlx HBJIR8TCH cpe;n.neapliltfJMeT!li-

"' rYI2 
qecKOM B8JIJIIqJIIHOM ( rn, ) H80JII0~88MOrO pacnpe~eJI8HlilH rrepBJIIqHOM 
7J.03t1MeTp!liqecKOt1 xapa.K'repVlCTIIIKVI F (m,J c rrapaMeTpB~ m,~ _ 11 

.f3s- , paBHot1 cpe,ZJ;Her07J.OBOt1 ,ZJ;onycT!liMOtt nenMqltlne \ m. = C.LlB), 
onpe7J.8J18HHOt1 ITO CT8QOMy Kp~T8~Ji1IO 6830IT8CHOCTJII 9 ,ZJ;8JIVIT8JI:b E8 COOT
B8TCTBY8T cpe,ZJ;HeapVlctJMeTVIqeciCOJ/1 B8JI11qJIIHe pacrrpe,ZJ;eJieHVlH F (lllz) 
CO CT8pb!M CT8H;ZJ;8pTHb!M reOM8Tplliti8CH11M OTKJIOH8HJII8M j33 , HO I 
C;ll.BIIIHyTblM 0THOCit!T8JI:OHO f(m,) TBKIIIM o6p830M, qTO f (m 2 = rn,):::[-e; 
T • e. ,IJ;OJIH JIIO,ZJ;8M C P8,ZJ;III@JIIOHHOM H8rpy3Ito11. 60JI:blli8 np8,I1;8JI;?HO ,ZJ;Onyc..! 
TIIIMOM B8Jll!lqltlHbl (Il,ilB = m, ) , CT8HOB~TC.fi paBHOH a.. • .bCITOMJIIHBR, 

qTO ~ = ~ m - Cg. ma- -·c- _g__)- ~gm, - ts m~.9-
t9 J33 nonyt.I11.M q> I & - ta J; 
_ - <:p-i(l ~ 2/B) _ m o.st~ f'; 

IIIJI~ m 2~ = m 1 f'ca- , Ho ml.- 28 f3~ 
- - o.s en fo - <P-

1(1- 2/s) 
III OKQHq8T8JI:bHO m 2 - m, j3fj ~ _, qTQ 

coOTBeTcTByeT no onpe.n;eneHii1IO I-tosfdJ'JJIII~MeHTa sarraca K = m, 
_,( 2/ A en 11 m2. 

ypanHeHlrliO <P I- ,g -o.s f3sJ> 
K = _;;.fo~~-J> _____ _ 
~ K (5) 

~ BTOPI.f4Hble ,403. XAPAKTEPHCTUJ<H. 
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B HacTOHIU8M ~oEna~e anTDPH rrpe~nararoT no aHanorMM c cymecT
ByiDIUWM T8pMWHOM 11 CT8H.ZJ;8pTHHM 1!8JIOE8K11 J3138CTM llOHHTl18 11 CT8H,Zl;8pT
HblX11 YCJIOBMti Tpy,Zl;a' X8pcJKT8pW3y8MHX KOS(j)rpl1L(l18HTOM 38I18C8 p813HbiM 
5. Tor,I(a ~OTI~CTMMHM pa501Jl1ti rrpe,ZJ;en sarpH3H8HMH B03,ZJ;yxa, COOT
B8TCT~:Y!O!Ul1fit 1CT8H.IJ,8pTHHM 11 ycJIOBMHM, MOlK8T Tp8I\TOB8T:bCH .I\81\ HO
BBH CAK, KOTopaH 6y.ZJ;eT JKeCTlle o6merrpMHHTDti B 5 pas. 
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050CHOBAHHE OCHOBHHX PAAH05HDnDrHYECHHX XAPAHTEPHCTHH 
TOPHR-232 H nPDAYHTOB Ero PACnAAA H rHrHEHHYECHHX HOPM 

(CAH H nAn) B BD3AYXE nPOH3BDACTBEHH~X noMB~EHH~. 

n.n.n~pCHH~. H.A.naenD8CHa~. ~.T.HanHT8HD8, 
n.T.EnoacHa~, n.r.MaHeeea. 

HHcTHTyT rHrHeH~ Tpy~a H npo¢aa6oneeaHH~ AMH C~CP 
MocKs a 
c c c p 

Summary 

Rats ~ere administered, intra.tracheally or by inhalation, with so
luble ( 22 ThCl4), insoluble ~2Th02) thorium compounds together 
with its decay products as well as thorium- 232 :present in ores. 
Distribution and retention of Th-232 and its daughters were es
tablished for lung, lynph nodes, liver, bone, spleen, kidney and 
others. 

The maximum adm.iasi"bJ.e dose (MAD) was determined. for small qu-
antities of thorium inserted in ores. 

The hygienic norms of thorium-232 and natural thorium(maximum 
admissible concentration) in atmospherro of workrooms were estima
ted. 

Pa~HOTOHCH~BCHOB ~8~CTBH8 TOpH~ TBCHO C8A3BHO C OCOOBHHOCTAMH 
pacnpe~enBHHA pa~HOHyHnH~OB pR~a TOpHA-232 1 yp08HAMH HX H8HOnneHHA 
B opraHaX H TKaHRX, CKOpOCT~MH B~BB~BHHA H3 opraHH3Ma. 

AaHH~e a MeTa6onH3Me ~o~epHHX pa~HoaneMeHT08 pA~a TOpHA-232 
8 opraHH3M8 npH nocTynnBHHH HX 8 OpraH~ ~~XaHHA C08M8CTHO C Ma
T8pHHCKHM 3n8M8HTOM HnH 803HHKH088HHH B pe3ynbT8T8 pacna~a MaTe
pHHCKOr~ ~a~HoHyHnH~a 8 MeeTs noKaM138l\HH nocne~Hero Kpai1He orpa· 
HH~8Hblo ' 1 

Cee~BHH~ o e~8e~eHHH TopHA-232 H3 nerKHX npH nocTynneHHH pa
~HoHyKnH~a 8 KpHcrannH~ecKoi1 peweTKe py~ H KOH~BHTpaT08 8 nHTepa· 
Type He Ha~~eHo. AaHH~e o co~eTaHHOM ~e~cTBHH MHKpoHOnH~ecre To
pHA H 3n8M8HT08 1 8XO~A~HX B COCT88 p8~KOM8TannH~BCHHX py~, OT
cyTCTBYIOT. 

Hccne~osaHHR npo8e~eH~ Ha 6en~x Hp~cax,KoTop~M o~HOKparHo 
HHTQaTpaxeanbHO BBO~HnH HepaCT80pHM08 (23 2Th02) H paCTBOpHM08 
( 2 2~ThC14) C08~HH8HHR TOpHR COBM8CTHO C ~0~8pHHMH pa~HOHyKnH~aMH 
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0KHCb TOpHR MBTHnH pa~HOTOpHBMo 228Th HaXO~HnCR 8 paBHOBBCHH 
C nQOfiYKTBMH pacna~a. 8BOAHnH 4,8•10-6 K~pH 232Th0 2 H 3,4•10-7 K~
pH 22 ThCl4 Ha KHnorpaMM seca. 

C~eTH~~ MB~HaHH~~ ~HaMeTp (CM~)232Th02 6~n paseH 1,03 MMK, 
MaCCMB~HaHH~~ ~HBM8Tp(MM~) - 4,9 MMK. 

XnopH~ pa~HOTOpHR B80~HnH 8 H30TOHH~BCKOM pacT8ope npH pHz7. 
95% TOpHR-228 HaXO~HnOCb 8 MOHOMBpHO~ $OpMBo 

Kp~c 3a6H8anH ~epe3 3,12,24,72 ~aca H 30,90,180,270 cyToK 
nocne 88B~BHHR. 

4 
8 opraHaX H TKBHRX KOnH~8CT88HHO onpBABnRnH 2 32Th, 228Th, 

22 Ra, 212Pb, 212Bi. 

B pe3ynbTaTe npoee~BHH~x nocnBA08aHH~ ycTaHosneHo, ~To pac
npe~eneHHe TOpHR-232 H era ~O~BpHHX npo~yKT08 8 OCHOBHOM 3BBHCHT 
OT paCTBOpHMOCTH COB~HHBHH~o 

8 no~KH H ne~BHb nocTynaeT npBHMY~BCTBBHHO CBHHe4-212. 
PaAH~-224 HaKannHsaeTcR 8 3-4 pa3a MBHbWHX KOnH~BCT8ax. 

npH 888~8HHH paCTBOpHMOro COB~HHBHHR TOpHR 8 paBHOBBCHH C ~O
~epHHMH pa~HOHyKni1~BMH, pa~H~-224, CBHHe4-212, BHCMyT-212 Haxo
~ATCA, 8 OCH08HOM, 8 CKBnBTBo MaKCHMBnbHOB KOnH~8CT80 pa~HA-224 
H C8HH4a-212 HaKannH8aeTCR 8 cKeneTe ~epe3 24-72 ~aca nocne e8e
~eHHR H ~OCTHraeT 78 H 75% COOTBBTCTBBHHO OT 06~ero COABpmaHHA HX 
8 opraHH3MBo 

TopH~-228 9 paHHHe cpoKH nocne see~BHHA Haxo~HTCR npeHMy~ecT-
8BHHo 8 nerKHXo nocTeneHHO KOnH~BCTBO TOpHA-228 8 nerKHX CHHmaeT
CR H ~8p83 90 cyTOK CO~epmaHHB pa~HOHyKnH~a 8 CKBnBTB CTBHOBHTCR 
s~we, ~eM s nerKHX. CnycTR 270 cyToK nocne eee~eHHR KOnH~ecTso 
TOpHR-228 B CKeneT8 ~OCTHraeT 66% H 8 nerKHX - 22,8% OT o6~ero 
co~epmaHHR pa~HOHyKnH~a e opraHH3MB. MaKCHManbHOe co~epmaHHe 
CBHH4a-212 8 ne~BHH H no~KaX ~OCTHraeT 6,7 H 8,8% COOTBBTCT88HHOo 
Co~epmaHHB pa~HoHyKnH~oe pR~a TOpHR-232 e no~Kax, ne~eHH, cene3eH
Ke 3HB~HTenbHO HHme, ~eM B CKBnBTe. HaH6onbW88 KOnH~BCT80 pa~HR-~4, 
HBXO~A~BBCA 8 no~KaX, pa8HO 4,1% H 8 ne~eHH - 2,76% OT CO~Bpma-
HHR 8 opraHH3Me. B nepH6poHxHanbH~x nHM~aTH~ecKHX y3nax Haxo~~TCR 
HB 6onee 2,68% TOpHR-228 H 1,29% pa~HA-224 H npaKTH~BCKH OTCyT
CTByBT C8HH84-212. 

npH paC~8TBX norno~BHH~X ~03, ycTaH08nBHHH TOKCH~8CKOro ~B~CT
BHA H B~6ope KpHTH~BCKOrO opraHa cy~8CT88HH08 3HB~BHHB HMBBT HB 
TDnbKO 06~88 C0~8pmaHHe pa~HOHyKnH~a 8 DpraH8, HO H 8rD KOH48HTpa-
4HRo npH O~HOKpaTHOM HHTpaTpBX8anbHOM B88~8HHH OKHCH TOpHR HaH60-
nee 8~COKBA KOH4BHTpBL\HA TOpHA-232 H -228, pa~HA-224 H CBHH4a-212 
no~TH 80 BCB CpOKH Ha6n~~BHHA OTMB~a8TCA 8 nerKHXo ~HWb cnycTA 
6 MBCR488 nocne nocTynn8HHA np8napaTa KOH48HTPB4HA pa~HoHyKnH~OB 
PRAa TopHA s nepH6poHxHanbH~x nHM$aTH~BCKHX y3nax cTaHOBHTCA s~

we, ~BM 8 nerKHXo npH nocTynnBHHH 8 OpraH~ ~~XaHHA xnopHAa TOpHR 
HaH6onee B~COKBR y~enbHBR aKTH8HOCTb TOpHR-228 H pa~HA-224 no~
TH 8 TB~BHHB 8Cero BpBMBHH Ha6n~~BHHR HBXOAHTCA 8 nerKHXo ~HWb 
~Bp83 90 cyTOK nocne 888~8HHR np8napaTa y~8nbHBR BKTHBHOCTb 
TOpMR-228 H pa~HA-224 8 n8pH6pOHXHanbH~X nHM¢oy3nax CTBHOBHTCA 8 
2,5 pa3a 8~We, ~eM s n8rKHx. Y~enbHaR aKTHBHOCTb csHH4a-212 s n8r
KHX 8~W8, ~8M 8 CH8nBT8 nHWb 8 T8~8HH8 n8pB~X cyTOK nocne 888~8-
HHR. Ym8 ~ep83 3 cyTDK y~enbHBA aKTHBHOCTb 3TOrO H30TOna B no~KaX, 
ne~8HH, KOCTHO~ THBHH CTBH08HTCA 8~WB, ~8M 8 n8rKHX. 

CKopocTH e~se~eHHR pa~HoHyKnH~os pR~a TopHA H3 nerHHX 3BBHCRT 
OT HX paCTBOpHMOCTHo 

npH nacTynneHHH ~BYOHHCH TOpHR COBM8CTHO·C AD~BpHHMH pa~HO
HyKnHABMH 8~88~8HH8 TOpHR-232, TOpHA-228, paAHR-224, CBHH4a-212, 
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8~cMyTa-212 ocy~ecT8nABTCA 8 ~se eTa~~~. OKano 40% nocTynH8WHX 8 
OpraH~ ~~XBHHA pa~HOHyKnH~08 B~80~HTCA C 3~~8KTHBH~M nepHO~OM 
nonye~ee~BHHA (T3 ~f.) oKono 3-x ~acos, a~~eKTHBH~~ nepHo~ nony
s~se~eHHA OCTanbHO~ ~aCTH TOpHR-232 H 228 pa88H 180-200 cyTDKo 
~3MSHBHH8 CO~BpmaHHR pa~HR-224, C8~H4a-212, B~CMyTa-212 8 nerKHX 
npH B88~8HH~ ~BYOKHCH TOpHR onpe~enRBTCR 6HonorH~8CKHM 8~88~8-
HHBM, pa~HOaKTH8HHM pacna~OM H HaKonnSHHSM B pe3ynbTaT8 pacna~a 
MaTSpHHCKOrO pa~HOHyKnH~a.H XapaKT8pH3YBTCA cne~y~~HMH 3Ha~BHHAMH 
nonynepH0~08 y~epmaHHA: T224Ra a 160 cyToK, T212Pb = 160 cyTOK, 
T212Bi = 116 cyTOK. (PHc. 1). 

npH B88~8HHH 8 OpraH~ ~~XaHHR XnOpH~a pa~HOTOpHA ~HHaMHKa 
B~BS~SHHR pa~HOHyKnH~08 pR~a TOpHR-228 cy~eCTBSHHO OTnH~Ha OT 
Ha6nm~aeMo~ npH nocTynneHHH ~8YDKHCH TOpHR (pHc. 2). B~se~eHHe 
TOpHR-228 H3 nerKHX OCY~BCT8nRBTCR C 3-MR nepHO~aMH nany8~88~8HHR: 
r;~¢. ~ 3 ~aca, r" 3~~- = 2,25 cyTOK H T"1a~~. = 60 cyTOK. V13MBHB
HH8 CO~epmaHHR pa~HR-224 H C8HH4a-212 8 nerKHX 8 paHHHB CpOKH 
nocne B8e~eHHR ocy~ecT8nReTcR 6~cTpee, ~eM TOpHR-228. Yme ~epe3 
3 ~aca nocne 88B~BHHA xnopH~a TOpHA co~epmaHHe TDPHR-228, pa
~HA-224, C8HH4a-212 8 nerKHX COCTaBnABT 65,7, 22,4 H 46,7% OT 
888~8HHOrO KOnH~SCTBa. ~3M8HBHH8 CO~epmaHHR pa~HR-224 cnyCTR nep-
8~8 3 ~aca nocne B8e~eHHA xnopH~a pa~HoTopHR acy~eCT8nReTcA c ~sy
MA nepHo~aMH nonys~se~eHHR: T112 = 1,18 cyToK H T" 1; 2 = 60 cyToK. 
npoB8~8HH~8 HaMH paC~BT~ noKa3anH, ~TO nepHO~~ 6HOnorH~8CKOro 8~

BB~SHHR pa~HR npH 3TOM pasH~ T5=0,93 cyToK /aT 3 ~a 72 ~acos/ H 
T~ 6 = 1,19 cyToK /aT 3-x ~o 270 cyToK/. 

AKTH8HOCTb nerKHX, o6ycno8neHHaR CBHH40M-212 H 8HCMYTDM-212, 
CHH~aBTCR 0~8Hb 6~CTpO H ~8p83 72 ~aca nocne BBB~BHHR COCTaBnRBT 
scero 0,2% OT BBB~BHHOrO KOnH~BCTBa. 0~8Hb 6~cTp~~ cna~ aKTH8-
H~CTH CBHH4a-212 nDCTBnBHHO npBKpa~aBTCA H 8 nepHO~ OT 3 ~0 90 
cyTOK aHTHBHOCTb era OCTaBTCA no~TH 683 H3M8H8HH~o 3aTSM aKTHB
HOCTb CBHH4a-212 H BHCMyTa-212 B nerHHX BHOBb Ha~HHaBT CHHmaTbCAo 
B pe3ynbTaTe pa3H~X cHopocTe~ e~ae~eHHA pa~HOHyKnH~08 pR~a TOpHA 
npH nocTynneHHH XnDpH~a TOpHA 8 nerHHX Ha6n~~a8TCR 3HB~HTBnbH08 
HapyweHHB pa~H08HTH8HOrO pa8H088CHR B pR~Y TOpHR-228. 

TeH~SH4HA H 6onee 6~cTpoMy 8~Be~eHH~ ~o~epHHX pa~HDHyKnH~os 
no cpaSHBHH~ C M8T8pHHCHHM MOmBT 6~Tb o6ycnosneHa 60nbW8~ CKO
pOCTb~ nep8XO~a HX B HpOBbo ~OnH pa~HOHyKnH~08, nepBXO~R~HX 80 
BHyTp8HHH8 OpraH~ H TKaHH H3 MBCT nOCTynnBHHA COB~HHBHH~ TOpHR, 
onpe~enRBTCA 88nH~HHO~ BCaC~88HHA HX 8 HpOBb H TpOnHOCTb~ K on
pe~SnABMOMY opraHy. 

npH nocTynneHHH COB~HHBHH~ TOpHR B OpraH~ ~~XaHHA CKOpOCTH 
pe30p64HH pa~HoHyHnH~08 pA~a TOpHR-232 B HpOBb 38BHCAT OT XHMH
~BCHOH npHpO~bl 3nBM8HTOB, paCT8DpHMOCTH C08~HH8HH~ TOpHA H 8p8MS
HH C MOMBHTa era nocTynneHHR (Ta6n. 1). 

Ta6m14a 1 
CKOpOCTH p830p64HH B HpOBb Kp~c TOpHA-228, pa~HR-224, 
CBHH4a-212 B % OT CO~epmaHHR B opraHH3M8 /cyTKH npH 

HHTpaTpaxeanbHOM BB8~8HHH COB~HHBHH~ TOpHAo 

BpeMA nocne B88~8HHA 
Pa~HoHyHnH~ 3~. 24~. i2~. 30 c::z:T. 90 c::z:T. 180 c::z:T. 

BBO~HnH ~B;:iOKHCb TOpHR 
Topl-111-232 0,1 0,01 0,001 0,00 0 0 
Pa~l-111-224 2,2 15,9 40,3 4,2 4,3 3,4 
CBHHB4-212 11,0 10,3 5,6 6,3 4,3 

BBO~HnH xnoeH~ TOeHR 
Topl-111-228 0,3 0,22 0,24 0,36 0,02 0 
Pa~HI1-224 85 27 16,2 11. 3 22,5 
CBHHB4-212 24 27,6 29,6 31 24,6 
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HaK cne~yeT H3 Ta6n. 1 pe3op64HR pa~HR-224 H CBHH4a-212 8 
KPOBb npH B88ABHHH 8 opraH~ A~XaHHR KaK pacreopHM~x. TaK H Hepa
CTBOpHM~X COBAHHSHH~ TOpHR 8~W8, YBM MaTepHKCKOrO paAHOHyKnH~a. 
He3HaYHTenbH~~ nepeXOA TopHR 8 Kp08b npH 8BBABHHH A8YOKHCH TopHR 
MOmBT 6~Tb o6ycnosneH Kpa~HB nnoxo~ paCT80pHMOCTb~ era 8 BOAS H 
TH8H8B~X mH~KOCTRXo 6onee 8~COKH~ nepBXOA pa~HR-224 H C8HH4a-212, 
H8XOAR~HXCR 8 KpHCTannHYBCKO~ p8W8TH8 npaKTHY8CKH HBpaCTBO~HMOro 
B BOAS COB~HHBHHR ~BYOKHCH TOpHR, n0-8HAHMOMy, o6ycnoeneH no8~
W8HHO~ B~~enaYH889MOCTb~ 3THX paAHOHyKnHAOBo 

~3 Kp08H paAHDHyKnHA~ pR~a TOpHR nepexo~RT npeHMy~eCT88HHO 8 
HOCTHy~ TH8Hbo npH nocTynnBHHH, Th02 8 OpraH~ A~XaHHR 8 CKeneT 
nepBXO~HT AD 0,12% TOpHR-232, 17%- pa~HR-224, 13% - C8HH4a-212 H 
7% - 8HCMyTa-212. B neYBHb H noYKH nepeXOART C8HHB4-212 H 8HC
MyT-212. PaAHOaKTH8Hoe pa8H08BCH8 a PRAY TopHR-232 8 cKenere H 
BHyTpBHHHX OpraHaX HapyWBHO 8 3HaYHTBnbHO~ CTBnSHH KaK npH 888-
ABHHH H8paCT80pHMOro, TaK H paCT80pHMOro COB~HHBHH~ TOpHR. 

npo88ABH~ HCCnBA088HHR CKOpOCTH 8~88ABHHR TOpHR-232 H3 ner
KHX Kp~c 8 TOM cnyYae, ecnH paAHOHyKnHA nocrynaeT a cocrase PYA~ 
HnH KOH48HTpaTa. YCT8H08n8HO, YTO 8 cnyYae XpOHHYBCKOro HHranR-
4HOHHOro nocrynneHHA aapo3one~, coAepma~Hx TPYAHopacreopHM~e peA
K039MenbH~e MHHBgan~ THna 4HPKOHa H nonapHTa, 3$$8KTH8H~~ nepHO~ 
nonye~8BABHHR Th232 H3 nerKHX 6en~x Hp~c 8 cnyYae nonapHTa 6~n 
pa88H 440±50 cyTKaM, 8 cnyyae 4HPKOHa 470±140 cyTKaM. npH 3KCTpa
nonAWHH 3THX AaHH~X Ha Yeno8eKa T3 $$. AnA TOPHR, BXOAR~ero 8 coc
ras TPYAHOpaCT80pHM~X npHpOAH~X CDBAHHBHH~, COCTaSHT 4,8-5,2 rOAao 

~ccn8A08aHHA,npoBeABHH~B Ha Kp~cax, KOTOp~e nOABBpranHCb xpo
HHY8CKO~HHtanA4HOHHOMY B03AB~CTBH~ n~nH WHpKOHa H nonapHTa, no3-
BOnHnH ycTaH08HTb, YTO MHHHManbHO 3$$BKTHBHaA A03a pasHa ~200 63po 
AnA ycTaHo8nBHHR eenHYHHbl MHHHManbHO-a$$eHTHBHO~ A03~ 6~nH Hcnonb-
30BaH~ T8HH8 HpHT9pHH, KaK CpBAHRA npOAOnmHTBnbHOCTb mH3HH, 048-
HHB8BW8ACR no ETso - a$$eKTHBHoMy 8peMsHH s~mHsaeMocTH 50% B3RT~x 
8 on~T Kp~c, no 6nacToMoreHHOMY 3$$BKTY H no PRAY 6HOXHMHYBCKHX, 
Mop$onorHYBCKHX H APYrHx noKa3aTene~. xapaKTepH3Y~~HX He TOnbKO 
COCTORHHB neroYHOH TKaHH, HO H opraHH3Ma 8 qenoM. TaK, npoH380AH-
nacb 048HKa 88C08~X noKa3aTene~ nerKHX, COASpmaHHA B HHX paCTBO
pHM~X H HepaCT80pHM~X 6enKOB, H3yYanacb HHTBHCH8HOCTb 06M8Ha 6en
K08 nerOYHO~ TKaHH (c nOMO~b~ aMHHOKHCnOT nH3HHa H rnHWHHa 1 M8Y8H~X 
no 14C), CTBnBHb CKn8p03Hp08aHHR nerOYHO~ TKaHH, a TaKme COCTOA
HH8 opraHH3Ma 8 wenoM no PRAY reMaTonorHYBCHHX, HMMyHonorHYBCKHX 
H ApyrHx $H3HanorHYBCHHX noKa3aTene~. 

~TaK, nonyYeHH~e a 3KcnepHM8HTe AaHH~e no380nHnH yroYHHTb ne
PHOA~ nony8~BBASHHR paAHOHyKnHAOB PRAa TapHR (T3 $$.), AOnH 
(f 803Ao), AOnH paAHOHyKnHAOB OT HOnHYBCTBa 80 BCBM Tens (f2), 
3$$BKTHBH~e aHeprHH paAHOHyKnHAOB PRAa TopHA (Ea$$.) H AP•• a 
TaKme ycTaH08HTb BBnHYHHy nAMA npH nocTynneHHH B opraHH3M npHpOA
Horo TapHR 8 cocTa8e TPYAHOpacrsopHM~x PYA H KOHWSHTparoa. 

Ha ocHoeaHHH 3THX AaHH~X npo89ABH pacYeT rHrHeHHYBCKHX HopM 
TOpHR-232, TOpHR 9CT8CTB8HHOro, a TaKme npHpOAHOrO TOpHR, BXOAR
~ero a cocraa Tpy~HopacT80pHM~x PYA H KOH48HTparos. 

PacYeT npo80AHnH ~nR YacTH4 n~nH c MaccMBAHaHH~M a3pOAHHaMH
YBCKHM ~HaMeTpOM (MMAA) paBH~M 0,06 MKM, 1 MKM, 10 MKMo Hcnonb-
30eanH $OpMyny, OCHOBaHHy~ Ha 3HCnOHBHWHanbHOM 3aHOH8 8~88A8HHRo 
B pe3ynbTaTe pacYeTa ycTaHosneH~ cnBAY~~He 3HaYeHHR: 

CAH Th232 or 0,37·10-14 AD 2,6•1o-14 H~pH/n 

C~H Th-BCT. OT 0,8~10-5 AO 6,2.10-5 Mr/n 

C~H Th B cocTaee 2,5.10-15 H~pH/n 
HepacreopHM~X py~ 

~3 paCY8TOB cnBAYBT, YTO rHrHBHHY8CKH8 HOpM~ sapbHpy~T 9 
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3aBHCHMOCTH OT ~HcnepCHOCTH n~nHo 
B HP54 e HacToR~ee speMR npHHRTOH eenH~HHOH c~HTaeTCR cpe~

Hee 3Ha~eHHB, nony~eHHOB ~nR MMA~-1 MKM H pasHas: 
C~H Th232 = 1,16.10-14 K~pH/n 
C~H ThecT. = 3,7.10-5 Mr/n. 
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INHALATION STUDY OF A SUBMICRON SIZE LEAD-212 AEROSOL 

Andrea Bianco*, F. R. Gibb and P. E. Morrow 
Department of Radiation Biology and Biophysics 

University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry 
Rochester, New York 14642 

Abstract 

Dogs (purebred female beagles~ 10 kg) were briefly exposed to a sugmicron 
aerosol of 212 Pb having an effective diffusion diameter between 105-120 A, 
Ccrg 1.2) produced in a chamber of new design. The resulting lead burden was 
followed for up to 72 hours postexposure by external counting of the 240 kev 
gamma ray. The concentration of 212 Pb in the arterial and mixed venous blood 
were regularly measured and no significant A-V difference could be found. The 
blood concentration data were used to differentiate between the 212 Pb level 
actually in the lungs and that within the thoracic blood volume. This approach 
was faci liated by the intravenous injection of 212 Pb so that an increment in 
212 Pb concentration in the blood could be correlated with the increment in 
thoracic radioactivity. Seven canine studies indicated that the submicron 
aerosol of 212 Pb was cleared from the lungs with a single exponential process 
having a biological half-time of~ 12 hours. This mean value corresponds 
closely to the biological half-times in human lungs reported by other investi
gators for 212 Pb and 210 Pb label led aerosols of diverse physical and chemical 
forms, viz. 8-12 hours, suggesting that the clearance value can be generalized 
for atmospheric lead. Evidence is presented that the blood is a principal 
clearance pathway and that external assessment of radioactive lead in the 
thorax must also consider the lead content of the thoracic wal I structures. 

Introduction 

An aerosol of 212 Pb is formed by the decay of airborne 220 Rn, an alpha
emitter having a half-time of 56 seconds. This aerosol has been the subject 
of several recent investigations because: (a) the aerosol produced is of 
submicron dimensions and provides an interesting physical system for investigat
ing the production of aerosol by radioactive emissionsl-5, and (b) of its short 
half-life, and physical and chemical nature, which make it of pertinence and 
value for biological studies including those in man6-9, The radioactive schema 
for the production of 212Pb and its decay are as follows: 

22eTh a ~ 224Ra a ;::. 220Rn ~ 2l6p0 a > 212Pb 
1.9y 3.6d 56s 0.18s 

21zp0 
QY~ ~ 

212Pb SY > 212Bi--z:---l h (]..Is) Sy 20 8Pb Stab I e 
I 0 • 6 h ----.::.:..___ ~ 

lh ~208TI~ 3m 

*on leave of absenae from: Lab. RadiobioZogia Animale, C.S.N. 
Casaaaia, C.N.E.N. 00060 Roma, Italy 
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Methods and Materials 

The experimental animals used in the study were purebred, female, beagle 
dogs of approximately 10 kg body weight. Individual exposures to 212 Pb 
aerosols were accomplished through an endotracheal tube connected to a special 
aerosol chamber (Figure I) while the canine subject was anesthetized with 
pentobarbital sodium (ca 28 mg/kg i .v.). 

212Pb AEROSOL GENERATION SYSTEM 

VG.Vo- FLOW METERS 
TG- THORON GENERATOR 
F- FILTERS 

CH- CHAMBER 6" DIA.x 14' 
X- EXTERNAL DETECTORS 

(Nai X-TALS) 
Pll- DIFF. PRESSURE GAGE 

S1, 52 - SAMPLING PORTS 
DB -DIFFUSION BATTERY 

C -NC - COND. NUCLEI COUNTER 
I - RESPIRED AIR INTEGRATOR 
e- VALVES 

0-4.7 1/min 

TO 
EXHAUST SYSTEM ---== 

AIR 

Figure z. Schematic of the AerosoZ Generation and Exposure System. 

TO 
EXHAUST SYSTEM 

t 

The Unear chaniber, CH, is comp Zemented by four su.b-uni ts: a thoron 
source and aerosoZ generation unit (kft); an aerosoZ anaZysis unit (right) 
consisting of samp Ung ports Sz, S 2, the diffusion battery, DB, the aondensa
tion nudei counter>, C-NC, and a variabZe exhaust to control the fZOU) through 
DB; the exposure section (rt. center) with its assoaiated physioZogicaZ moni
tors and the exhaust (~ght) for the disposaZ of unused aerosoZ. 

The 212 Pb aerosol was produced as the result of passing a clean air 
stream (1.5 1/min) through athoriumnitrate solution enriched with 228Th and 
extracting the 220 Rn gas. The 220 Rn-ai r mixture was then passed through a 
coarse fi Iter and a molecular fi Iter before being diluted further by fi Jtered 
clean air (5.0 !/min). The resulting radon mixture was conducted through a 
linear chamber 15 em diameter by~ 430 em long. At this point, connections 
were located which provided for (a) exposing the subject; (b) analyzing the 
aerosol; and (c) exhausting the unused aerosol. The volumetric flow in the 
chamber determined the extent to which the 220 Rn decayed to 212 Pb at the point 
of use, i.e. determined the transit time. At 6.5 1/min, the chamber transit 
time was 10 minutes which is equivalent to approximately I I physical half- I ives 
for the radon gas. This implies that at the point of use, the 220 Rn had under
gone 99.95% decay. 

In the I i near-chamber system, the aeroso I can be. produced continuously 
under highly controlled conditions so that the characteristics of the aerosol· 
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are quite constant and highly reproducible from day to day. The dog exposure 
studies utilized a submicron aerosol with the fo61owing average characteristics: 
an effective diffusion diameter between 105-120 A; geometric standard deviation 
~ 1.2; a mean 212 Pb activity concentration of 0. 7 ~Ci 212 Pb/l air correspond
ing to slightly less.than I picogram of Pb/1. The exposures were generally of. 
about 5 minutes duration and the initial respiratory burdens in the dog lungs 
averaged~ 5 ~Ci of 212 Pb. 

The analyses of the 212 Pb aerosol depended upon the determination of the 
mass and numerical penetration values in a diffusion battery (Fig 1). Methods 
of estimating the distributional parameters of a diffusive, heterodisperse 

. aerosol had been described by SinclairiO, Hursh and Mercer7, and by Fuchs I I 

After the brief aerosol exposure, e~ch dog was positioned in a body 
holder and placed within a shielded thoracic counting chamber12. Two 0.5" by 
6.0" scintillation counters (Nal) were collimated so as to view the lateral 
aspects of the dog's chest between the first and fifth intercostal spaces 
thereby avoiding activity from subdiaphragmatic structures and the supraglottic 
airways. The outputs of the two counters were added in the multichannel 
analyzer and obtained by high-speed digital print-out. Analyzer channels 
correspondin~ to the energy range 210-270 kev were used for the 212 Pb measure
ments. For 12Bi, the 560-620 kev range was uti I i zed. Dogs were seri a I ly 
measured by external counting for as long as was practicable, normally 2 days 
postexpos ure. 

The contribution of the 212 Bi daughter activity to the in vivo and in 
vitro measurements of 212 Pb was determined by studying freshlY-acquired filter 
samples of 212 Pb either as a distributed source, e.g. in the lung fields of a 
beagle phantom, or in the same geometry as other samples were analyzed, i.e. 
b·lood. Serial blood samples were required in order to correct the thoracic 
counts for the contribution of 212 Pb which was bloodborne. A sealed thorium 
standard (in equilibrium with its daughter products) was also utilized in the 
correction and calibration procedures. The 212 Pb: 212 Bi ratios were determined 
as a function of time and evaluated in terms of the excessive 212 Pb counts 
measured. The appropriate r·elationships were then used to account for the 
daughter contribution to all experimentally determined .212 Pb activities. The 
counting efficiency for measuring 212 Pb within the canine thorax was found to 
be approximately 0. 7% whereas for 212 Pb in blood samples, the efficiency was 
~ 10% for the geometry used. 

It was known from previous experiments6 •7•9 that external measurements 
of the chest soon after an exposure to a 212 Pb aerosol depicted the combined 
processes of lead build-up in the blood and of lead removal from the lungs. 
Consequently, a knowledge of the blood build-up rate and a "blood correction 
factor" were required in order to reveal the actual time-course of 212 Pb 
removal from the lungs. This "correction" procedure7 in essence, assumes that 
at least during most of the lung clearance (0-48 hr), there is no other impor
tant extrapulmonary compartment within the thoracic field except the thoracic 
blood volume. This point wi II be dealt with more fully in the Discussion 
section of this paper. 

Results 

In seven dog studies, measurements of 212 Pb activity as directly obtained 
by external counting during the first 24-48 hr postexposure gave an apparent 
effective half-life for the thorax of 8.3 hr implying a simple exponential 
clearance for lead with a biological half-time of approximately 40 hours 
(A= .0173). However, when the raw activity data were corrected for the 
contribution of daughter activity, viz. 212Bi, then the average thoracic 
clearance half-time (effective) and the estimate for the biological 
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half-time decreased (Figure 2). 

When the daughter-corrected, thoracic activity of 212 Pb was also adjusted 
for the contribution of the bloodborne 212 Pb, the average, effective clearance 
half-time for the thorax further decreased to 5.6 hours and the corresponding 
biological clearance half-time decreased to I 1.9 hours (A= 0.054). In Figure 
3, therefore, the average curve can be depicted by the simple exponential 
equation: R = Ae-At where R is the fractional activity retained, A the 
initial activity, A, the decay coefficient, is equal to 0.054, and tis the 
time in hours. 
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Figure 2. Grcphia Summary of Thoraaia 
Retention Data for 212Pb. 
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Whereas, alI of the clearance data can be considered exponential, the range of 
half-time values in the daughter-corrected data was 7.0-7.8 hours; in the data 
adjusted for bloodborne radioactivity, the vari.ation increased, i.e. 4.3-6.9 
hours, indicating that the blood correction procedure was largely responsible 
fur this. 

Measurements of bloodborne activity in the mixed venous and arterial blood 
revealed no significant 212 Pb concentration gradient during the first 24 hours. 
An A-V difference was suspected since there had been a report of an early high 
renal clearance of 212 Pb after intravenous administrationS which was soon 
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dissipated presumably due to the shift of 212 Pb from the plasma to red blood 
ce lis. 

The blood build-up curve for 212 Pb peaked at approximately 10 hours post
exposure. In terms of stable or decay-corrected lead, there was no signifi
cant decrease in blood lead concentration below this peak concentration during 
the first 24 hours. The build-up phase in the blood appeared to be exponential 
and have a half-time of 4. 7 hours. This is substantially faster than the rate 
of 212 Pb disappearance from the lungs. This indicated some inconsistency in 
the data if it is assumed that all (>95%) of the lead clearance is directly 
into the blood as did Hursh and Mercer7. This point is under further study. 

One dog was given a large initial 212 Pb burden with the expectation that 
the thoracic clearance 212 Pb could be followed after 24 hours more accurately. 
At 96 hours postexposure, the thoracic level was found to be 0.18% of the 
initial value and far in excess of that commensurate with I 1.9 hours biological 
half-time. The activity in the blood measured at this time was insufficient 
to account for more than 30% of the thoracic activity, but since the blood 
activity was so low, we considered this value highly speculative. Consequently 
the animal was sacrificed and the lungs, pulmonic nodes and blood correspondi~ 
to the blood volume of the thoracic viscera, were removed. The chest cavity 
was fi I led with a mass of wet, absorbent paper corresponding to the weight of 
the tissues removed and then the thorax was recounted as it was in the intact 
animal. Ninety-four percent of the terminal thoracic activity was found 
associated with the eviscerated thorax. We conclude, therefore, that the 
retained 212 Pb activity was based entirely upon the lead content of the blood 
and the thoracic wal I structures and no lead retention could be assigned to 
the lungs and pulmonic lymphatics. This conclusion is entirely consistent 
with the biological half-time assigned to the lungs. 

Discussion 

Thoradc measurements in all do~s were subjected to a correction proce
dure to account for the bloodborne 2 2Pb. Hursh and Mercer7 first reported 
this procedure, which entai Is the intravenous injection of a freshly-acquired 
212 Pb sample and to determine the increments in systemic blood and thoracic 
radioactivities post-injection. Our preparation was made by sanification of a 
212 Pb filter sample in isotonic saline followed by the injection of rv 2 ml irrto 
a leg vein. The ratio of the increments in 212 Pb activity constitutes a 
correction factor which is derived from both geometric and blood volume con-
s i de rat i ons. 

In this study, the initial thoracic measurements (0-1 hr) and the subse
~uent blood-corrected measurements were taken as pertaining to the removal of 

12 Pb from the lung parenchyma. Certain corroborative evidence wa·s cited. 
From other studies6,7,9 there is evidence of the removal of lead from the 
blood by bi I iary and urinary excretion and by redistribution to other tissues, 
especially skeletal. These pharmacodynamic features of blood lead are not 
easily studied with the 212 Pb isotope, but the avai !able data indicate a very 
slow clearance rate for lead in the blood relative to that in the lungs. 

The biological half-time of I 1.9 hours for lead in the lungs is in close 
agreement to the 10.5-11.5 hr values reported by Hursh and Mercer7 for human 
subjects following single exposures to 0.02-0.23 ]JmAM\0 aerosols. The clear
ance value is also similar to those reported by Booker, et al9 for 212 Pb 
labelled lead vapor in man, viz. rv 10 hr biological half-time and by Jacobi 13 
for 212 Pb attached to atmospheric dust particles giving a biological half-time 
of 8 hours. Dog studies by Gibb and Hursh (unpublished), utilizing 210 Pb and 
involving rv 0. I ]Jg burdens of stable lead in the form of a basic carbonate 
(0.2-0.6 ]Jm AMAO), also revealed an initial lung clearance rate (after a blood
borne lead correction was applied) of 12.2 hours. The possibility that the 
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external counting data in these investigations were complicated by tracheo
bronchial clearance is discounted by the rate of 210 Pb build-up in the blood 
which was nearly identical to that found in this study. 

These several studies with highly different aerosols of lead, both physi
cal !y and chemically, give remarkably similar results, so that it appears 
practical to generalize the clearance of lead from the lungs of man following 
exposur-e to various atmospheric forms. In possible disagreement to this view-
point are the data of Morken14 who reported a five minute biological half
time for 214 Pb on atmospheric dust from mouse lungs and the data ofAibert and 
Arnett, who studied 212Pb attached to kaolin particlesl5 and reported a 60 
hour biological clearance half-time. It should be noted, however, that Albert 
and Arnett failed to account for the b,Joodborne 212 Pb. 
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THE EFFFXJT OF BREATH-HOLDING ON THE 
DEPOSITION OF HALF-MICRON AEROSOL 

PARTICLES IN THE HUMAN WNG 
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ABSTRACT 

Measurements of deposition of particles in the human lung during 
breath-holding can be made use of to calculate the diameter of the tubular 
passageways of the respiratory tract in life. When the inspired volume is 
sufficiently great for most of the aerosol to penetrate beyond the anatomical 
dead space, the rate of deposition during the breath-holding can be regarded 
as an index of the average diameter of the alveolar airways. Studies of the 
effect of breath-holding on deposition and recoveries of o.5 pm particles of 
unit density in different lung volumes are described in this paper. Based on 
the retaults of steady-state breathing experiments, the average diameter of the 
airways in the alveolar region of the lung has 'been found to be 0.74 mms. 

INTROW<JriON 

Studies on the deposition of particles in human lungs show that it is 
possible pauses may occur in between inhalation and exhalation and also 
between successive breaths. The duration of these pauses should have certain 
effects on deposition of particles in the lung. According to Altshuler1, 
breath-holding experiments are useful in assessing an average dimension of the 
alveolar spatial units in life. When the inspired volume is sufficiently 
large for most of the aerosol to penetrate beyond the anatomical dead space, 
the rate of deposition during breath-holding can be regarded as an index of 
the average dimension of the alveolar space in life. 

This paper gives an account of the studies made to find the effect of 
breath-holding on the deposition of 0.5 pm spherical particles of unit density 
during the steady-state and single-breath experiments. 

EXPERIM:ENI'AL TECHNIQUES AND RESUill'S 

The apparatus used for the measurement of deposition is the one used 
by Davies, Heyder and SUbba Ra.mu2. Three different techniques were employed 
for measuring the effect of breath-holding on aerosol deposition. In the 
first case, the subject breathed the aerosol till steady-state condition 
was reached, with a pause for a known period of time between successive 
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breaths. Table 1 gives the results of the measurements for these two cases. 
Average breath-holding times (t) are given along with the tidal volumes (TV) 
expiratory reserve volumes (ERV), breathing frequencies (f) and the fraction 
deposited (D). It can be seen that the deposition increased by about 34% for 
an average breath-holding time of 1.07 sees in the first case whereas there 
was negligibly small difference in the second case. 

TV ERV 

(cm3 ) (cm3 ) 

Table-1 

The effect of breath-holding on deposition during 
steady-state breathing 

f t ( 1-D) Remarks 

(Breaths/min) (sees) (Average) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
678 1260 16.8 0 0.906 Normal; No pause 

678 1260 16 .a 1.07 0.874 Pause between inhalation 
and exhalation 

696 1200 11.8 0 0.905 Normal; No pause 

696 1200 11.8 1.36 0.913 Pause between successive 
breaths 

In the tbird case, the subject inhaled about 600 cm3 of aerosol-laden 
air, held the breath for a known period of time arxi exhaled more or less the 
same volume of air. Tbis was followed by inhalation of clean air and maximal 
exhalation. The total recovery (R), recovery in tidal volume (Rt) and the 
recovery (Rr/1-Rt) of aerosol particles are calculated separately as shown 
in table 2. Rr is the ratio of the number of particles recovered in the 

TV ERV 

(cm3 ) (cm3 ) 

Table-2 

The effect of breath-holding on the recovery of 0.5 pm 
particles in the exhaled air (single-breath experiments) 

f t R Rt Rr/1-Rt 

(breaths/min) (sees) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
660 980 16.5 o.o 0.96 0.90 0.12 

690 820 15.4 3.0 0.86 0.76 0.54 

665 941 14.4 5.7 0.79 0.67 0.42 

615 950 14.2 7.6 0.73 0.62 0.33 

585 1010 11.0 15.3 0.57 0.46 0.18 

635 1170 15.3 24.0 0.45 0.36 0.13 

reserve air to that in the inhaled air. (~/1-Rt) is the recovery of particles 
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in the reserve air expressed as a fraction of particles lost from the tidal 
air into the reserve air. Figure 1 gives the values of R, Rt and (Rr/1-Rt) 
for different breath-holding times. 

The build-up of aerosol particles in the lung before steady-state is 
reached is shown in figure 2 for normal breathing and breathing w1 th pauses. 
Breath-holding seems to have no effect on the time needed for attaining the 
steady-state condition. The plot of Rn/RAv ·against the number of breaths shows 
that, in all cases, steady-state is reached in four breaths. Rn is given by 

R = E /I n n n 
••••• ( 1 ) 

where In is the amount of aerosol inhaled in the nth breath during build-up, 
and ~ the amount of aerosol exhaled in the same breath. RAV is the average 
fraction recovered during steady-state breathing. 

CAIJJULATION OF PASSAGEWAY DIAMErER 

Iendahl3 gives the following equation for the fraction deposited (D) 
in the human lung during breath-holding time 't': 

where, 

and 

-R In(1-D) = (1.8 x 105i Ct) + (4 x 10-6 JCt/d) ••••• 2 
p 

d = diameter of t be particle (em) 

R = radius of the tubular passage (em) 

CP= 1+1.8 x 10-5/d, a size correction factor. 

Table 3 gives the aver~e diameters of the tidal volume (D_ry) and the 
expiratory reserve volume (Dgay), calculated using equation (2) and table 2. 
D(TV+ERV) is obtained from the results of the total recoveries for different 
breath-holding periods. The diameter of the tidal volume varies from 0.33 
to 0.38 mms and that of the expiratory reserve volume from 0.16 to 0.20 mms. 

The diallllter of the airways in the alveolated region has been calcula
ted using the deposition measured during steady-state breathing. The deposition 
increased from 9.4%, when there was no pause, to 12.6% when the pause between 
inhalation am exhalation was, on an average, 1.07 sees (Table 1). Using 
equation (2), the diameter of the passageway was calculated to be 0.74 mma. 
The diameter of the passageway calculated in the case of steady-state 
breathing works out to be more than tbat calculated in the case of the 
single-breath experiments. 

Table-3 

Average diameters of the tidal(Drv) and the expiratory reserve volumes 
(DERv) in the lung, calculated using equation (2) and table (2) 

t TV J>rv ERV DERV (TV+ERV) D(TV+ERV) Dl'V+DERV 

i~~~s) ___ i~!:2 ___ i~-!l _______ i~!:2 _____ i~!2 ______________ i~~2--------------
690 0.33 820 0.19 1510 0.51 0.52 

5.7 665 0.34 941 0.19 1606 0.52 0.53 

7.6 615 0.34 950 0.16 1565 0.50 0.50 

15.3 585 0.35 1010 0.17 1595 0.46 0.52 
2~LQ-----~l~-----QLle _______ llZQ _______ QL2Q ____ l6Q~-----_QL4a _______ QL~a ____ _ 

Average 638 0.35 980 0.18 1618 0.50 0.53 
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DISCUSSICti 

Experiments using 0.5 Jllll particles, conducted by Palmes, Altshuler 
and Nelson4, showed that the passageway diameter varied from 0.3 to 0.4 mms. 
The results of similar experiments given in table 3 show that the diameter is 
about 0. 5 mms. The diameter of the passageways calculated in the case of 
steady-state breathing works out to be 0.74 mms (Table 1). The difference in 
the diameters obtained for these two cases iniicate that the most of the 
aerosol particles lost from the tidal air reach the walls of the lung after 
passing through the expiratory reserve volume and the residual volume. 

Let us consider that the shape of the reserve volume is same as that 
of residual volume, then the radius (0.09 lllms) and the corresponding 
expiratory reserve volume (980 cm3) are related by 

0.09 co< ••••• ( 3 ) 

and if the radius of the residual volume is denoted by I'RV and the residual 
volume is 2040 cm3 which is the value for the subject under consideration, 
then we have, 

rRV ot.. ••••• (4) 

Dividing (4) by (3), we get 

rRV ;:::. 0 0.09 x~ 

Thus, rRV = 0.12 IDlilS 

Therefore the diane ter of the residual volume is 0. 24 mms. 

Now if we add the diameters of the tidal, reserve and residual 
volumes, v.e get 0.76 mms which is in close agreement with the diameter 
(0.74 mms) calculated for the steady-state breathing experiment. 

The calculated diameter (o. 74 mms) of the alveolar airways works Ot.lt 
to be greater than the values given by weibel5 in his regular dichotomy model 
of the ln.lman lung at 3/4 maximum inflation. If the diameters of the airways 
are large, it means it takes a longer time for the particles to travel from 
the main stream towards the walls and if, meanwhile, the subject exhales out, 
the fraction deposited would be the lowest and in some cases, all the 0.5 Jllll 
particles inhaled would be exhaled out as in the case of single-breath 
experiments. 6 

The theoretical curves (figure 1) calculated by equation (2) do not 
vary mu5h from the experimental ones, showing that the relationship given by 
Landahl can be used for obtaining the diameter of the airways in the human 
lung using 0.5 pm particles as tracers. Better agreement between the theory 
and axperiments would perhaps be possible if a correction is made to account 
for the inertial movement caused during the breathing cycle in the region of 
functional residual volwme. Another descrepancy pointed out by Palmes, 
Altsln.ller and Nelson4 is the relatively small contribution of the Brownian 

7 motion term to the calculated deposition. As bas been pointed out by Landahl 
the difference becomes serious only for particles 0.1 Jllll or less. 

An important implication of these studies is that the dose delivered 
to the tissues by breathing radioactive particles of different sizes reduces 
considerably if the airway diameter, especially in the alveolated region of 
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the lung, is larger. This would result in appreciable changes in the m.p.l. 
values to the advantage of the progress of nuclear industry. The method of 
measuring the diameter of the airways by breath-holding technique is also 
useful for diagnostic purposes. Persons suffering from constrictive diseases 
will have a higher deposition of particles in the lung. Also the breath
holding technique would show the extent of constriction when compared with the 
airway diameter of a normal lung. 
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HASL CYCLONE AS AN INSTRill11ENT FOR MillASURING 
AEROSOL PARA.MEI' ERS FOR NEW LUNG MODEl!. 

P.Kotrappa, S.K.Dua, D.P.Bhanti and P.P.Joshi 
Health Physics Division 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 
Bombay-400085, India 

Abstract 

Recently proposed ICRP Lu!J6 Model stipulates that a knowledge of an 
aerosol parameter, activity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) is essential 
to predict the fractional depositions in various parts of the respiratory 
tract. It is shown that this method of determining AMAD does not reflect 
significant error in the estimation of pulmonary deposition over a size range 
of 1 .5 to s.o J.XlD.• Results of a large number of measurements nade in Tror.1bay 
Fuel b.eprocessing Plant are reported. Results compare well with similar 
measuren_ents n:ade by other techniques such as Centripeter and Autoradiography. 
Significance of the measured AVAD is discussed with respect to maximum permi
ssible concentrations (MPC) in air. 

Introduction 

Currently used rf,pc
1 

values in air for radioac"tive nuclides assume that 
25% oi' whatever inhaled goes to pulmonary region of the lung and 12t,0 und ergcm 
lo~ term retention for imoL1ble aerosols. ·rhis is assumed with no regard to 
the pexticle size distribution of the inhaled aerosol. In reality this assump
tion is not valid and hence ICRP constituted a Task Group2 to evolve deposi
tion and clearance models taki~ into acco~nt amoQb other parameters, the 
particle size distribution of the inhaled aerosol. After considerable 
deliberation 'I'ask Group came to the conclusion that the deposition fractions 
in various parts of the respiratory tract can be predicted fairly accurately, 
if one knows a particle size parameter, activity median aerodynamic diameter 
(Al\':AD). Task Group further states that the spread in particle size distribu
tion (the geometric standard deviation) does not have si6nificant effect on 
the deposition fractions. 

The popular instru.ments among others3 available for the measurement 
of AJ,JA.D are cascade impactor4 and cascade centripeter5, which have severe 
limitations with the loadine; ani wall losses respectively. 1!n the present 
work an approach of using the fraction penetratine; the HASL cyclone6 at a 
particular flow rate as a measure of AMAD is presented. 

Penetration Characteristics of HASL Cyclones 
6 

Health and Safety Laboratory of USAEC developed miniature cyclones • 
These have penetration characteristics matchi~ the so called Los Alamos 
.hespirable Curves, when operated at a particular flow rate. Half inch 
c;yclone7 is operated at 9 litres/min and one inch cyclones8 at 68 litres/min. 
Thererore penetration characteristics of these cyclones can be taken identical 
to Los Alamos Respirable Curve. Lynch~ fitted an analytical expression for 
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this penetration curve and worked out lll':lss penetrations for different 
particle size distributions. He gives a table in which mass penetratior~ are 
listed for a given count median aerodynamic di~meter and a given geometric 
standard deviation, assumine; that the distribution is lbg-normal. We have 
taken this data and computed mass penetration fractions with respect to AMAD 
for various geometric standard deviations using Hatch and Choate equation10, 
The data thus calculated was fitted to a least squares line on a semilog 
graph paper. Fig.1 gives such lines for geometric standard deviations 
between 1.5 and 3.0. A master line given in the figure is a computer fitted 
least squares line taking into account the entire set of data points used for 
drawing various lines. 

Moss and .fi..'ttinger
11 

have plotted penetration curves on a linear graph 
sheet for slightly different penetration curves (ACGIH Criterion). 

M9.ss Penetration Fractions and AY..AD 

If one measures mass penetration fractions through a cyclone at proper 
flmv rates, one can find AMAD using the master line in Fig.1. As can be seen, 
the value of AMAD depends to some extent on the geometric standard deviation. 
Aerosol normally encountered in field conditions has a GSD between 1 .5 and 3.0 
and the situations givine; rise to distributions outside these limits are rare 
(see Table-III). In the absence of the knowledge of GSD, lines corresponding 
to GSD of 1.5 and 3.0 enveloping the master line are taken to pr~vide 
uncertainty in Art.AD. l<'or example, if penetration fraction is 0. 70, AMAD 
is 2.3 pm + 0.12 pro 

- 0.30 pro. 

Pulmonary Deposition Fractions and AI~ 

The object of measurement of AMAD is to predict the pulmonary deposi.tion 
fractions. Re can now examine whether the possible errors in cyclone measure
ment of AMAD have significant influence on the estimated pulmonary deposition 
fractions. ICRP Task Group2 gives cu.rve between Al'!AD ar.rl the pillmonar.t 
deposition fractions. A part of it is reprod~ced on the left half of Fig.1 
for the size range of 1.5 pro and 10.0 pro. Taole-I gives for various AMA.Ds, 
the err~rs involved in the estimation of pulmonary deposition fractions 
because GSD is not known. It is also indicated by error bands on the curvo 
in Fig.l. It can be seen that the error is minimum in the size range of 
4 pm (AMAD) and is less than 1W~ for the size range of 1.5 to 7.0 ~· It is 
therefore concluded that for the size range of interest, the error in 
estimating the pulmonary deposition fraction is not significant. 

Table-I 

Errors Associated with the Estimation of Pulmona De osition 
b C clone Method for Various Particle Si:<:e AMA.D 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Particle size 

(AMAD) 
p.m 

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Pulmonary 
Deposition 
with errors 

19.7 
+ 1.5 

1.2 

17.6 
+ 1 .3 
- 0.6 

14.9 
+ 0.1 
- 0.1 

13.0 
+ 0.5 
- 0.6 

11.4 
+ 1 .1 
- 0.9 

1 o. 3 
+ 1,2 
- 1.5 

9.2 
+1 .7 
-1.9 

8.2 
+2.0 
-2.1 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Field Measurements of A~\D Using Cyclones 

Measurements 

Fig.2 shows experimental arra05ement for cyclone air sampling. Flow 
rates were set at 9 litres/min for a half inch cyclone usi~ a wet-test meter 
and also a soap bubble flow meter. Whatever penetrates the cyclone gets 
collected on an air sampling filter paper (Whatman GF/A glass fibre paper). 
Other sampling head collects a gross sample, The ratio of the activity on the 
filter paper following the cyclone and the filter ~~per from gross sample, 
provides fractional penetrations. Samples are generally taken over a period 
of 6 to 6 hours at a location close to breathing zone of workers. Cyclone 
is thoroughly cleaned before using for a s~bsequent measurements. Such deter
minations are made in different operati~ areas of Trombay Fuel Reprocessing 
Plant. 

Discussion of Results 

Number of measurements are ~~de at each of t~e locations mentioned in 
Table-!!. These meas~rements are grouped as shown in Table-II. Mean per cent 
penetrations and the corresponding AMAD are also listed in the table. It can 
be seen that AMAD does not stay constant from day to day or from one operation 
to the other. However a mean AMA.D can be associated with each location. First 
three areas are the areas normally Ll.'3ed for handlir:g Pl. utonium ani the other 
areas mostly fission products. It is of interest to compare our results with 
the AMAD reported in the literature. Table-III lists the range of values 
obtained by various investigators, usine; different techniques. Our values 
compare well with the values shown in Table-III. 

Table-II 

Results of Measurements of AMAD by Cyclone Method Measurements 
in Various Areas of Trombay F~el Reprocessi~ Plant 

Per cent 10 21 31 41 61 Weighted 
:Penetration to to to to to mean per 

20 30 40 60 80 cent pene-
Sampled trations 
Areas Number of Measurements 

Crane Space 12 3 5 1 ~2.9 

Pu-La.b 4 4 3 2 28.1 
Pu-Lab NJaintenance 1 4 1 6 37.5 
Operating Gallery 1 5 6 7 52.1 
Control Lab 3 3 2 10 2 41.5 
Service Corridor 1 2 3 1 43.6 

Note: First three areas give aerosol data for Pu and the 
subsequent four for fission products. 

Revision of MPSa Values 

A.MAD 
(}Jill) 

7.5 
6.8 
5.2 
3.6 
4.7 
4.4 

In 1 ight of' the actual field measurements described above, we can 
examine the currently used MPCa values. C;n-rently used MPCa values assume 
that 12~ of the inhaled undergoes long term retention in the pulmonary 
region for relatively insoluble isotopes. According to the proposed Lwlg 
Model, this percentage depends ~pon AMAD. Table-IV gives the per cent 
undergoing long term retention with respect to AMAD. It is seen that we 
are under-estimating the hazard if AMi1.D is greater than 1 .5 IJID• Therefore 
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for Fuel Reprocessing Plant, we are over-estimating the hazard by a factor of 
2.0 in using the current !O:!PCa values for im>oluble aerosols. 

Table-III 
AMAD Measurements Available in Literature 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Author AMAD 

(J.Ull) GSD Comments 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------12 
Andersen 

13 Sundararajan 
14 Stevens 

15 
Langmead 

3.4 to 7.2 

2 to 6 

3.5 to 6.0 

4.7 to 7.0 

4.3 

5.33 .:t 1.39 

2.5 to 11.0 
5 to 6.0 

2.0 to 2.3 

1 • 7 to 2.3 

2.0 to ).4 

2.6 to 3.4 

1 .9 

2.46 .:t 0.62 

Table-IV 

Autoradiographic method. Pu 
aerosols covering different 
operations. 

-do-

Centripeter technique for 
Pu-aerosols. 

Centripeter technique for 
fission product aerosols. 

UF
4 

aerosol. Centripeter 
technique. 

Pu-aerosols. Centripeter 
technique. 

-do- (Windscale) 
-do- (Springfield) 

Ratios of MPCa(for Insoluble Aerosols) for Old and New Lung Models 

Particle 
size,AMAD 1,0 1.5 2.0 ).0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 

~2------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ long term 
pulmonary 
retention 

14.4 11.8 10.6 9.0 7.8 6.9 6.2 5.5 4.9 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Conclusion 

Cyclone method of measuring A~~ provides an acceptable method as long 
as we intend to use the information for estimating inhalation hazards. The 
method does not provide geometric standard deviation. The basic assumption 
used in this method, viz. that the penetration characteristics are identical 
to the Loa Alamos Respirable Curve, should be borne in mind. Proper flow 
rates must be employed. The method is ~imple and operational health physicists 
can adopt this method without needin& additional skills. The measurement 
incidentally provides respirable fractions. Recent trend in defining TLV7 
(Threshold Limit values) for Silica and such other particulates, is to define 
TLV in terms of the respirable fractions. The method has a much wider 
applications. 
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DOSE COMMITMBIT TO THE LUNG FRO. INHALATION 
OP :BADIOCOBALT IN POWER BEACTOR OPEBATIONS 

P.Kotrappa, S.D.Soman &B.Raghune.th 
Health Physics Division 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 
Bom'oay-400085, India 

Abstract 

Personnel working in the operational and maintenance areae of Tarapur 
Atomic Power Plant (BWR Type) have shown detecta'ole amounts of 60co in their 
system, notably in "the lung area. Large number of gross and respirable air 
samples taken in the working areas provided the air activity levels of 60co 
and also the aerosol parameter, activity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD). 
These data in conjunction with the long tel'lll clrorance half-life available in 
literature are uaed to compute the quantity of Oco in lungs at aey time due 
to chronic inhalation. Par&Bieters of the new ICRP lung model are used in the 
computation. Radiation dose commitment to the lung due to the retained 60co 
is computed. 

Introduction 

Personnel working in Tarapur Atomic Powe~ Plant, a 400 )fie BWR Type 
Power Reactorf ~ve shown detectable amount of Ooo in their system, notably 
in chest area ' • Air samples collected in the working environment also 
indicated that the major portion of the lona lived component is due to 60co. 
Chest clearance studies have shown that 60co behaves like1a claaa Y radio
nuclide as defined by the ICRP Task Group on Lung Dyne.m1ca3. Airborne 
concentration and the particle size parameter, activity median aerodynamic 
diameter (AMAD) provide the data to calculate both the material and dose 
commitments to the lung4. 

AirborDe Radiocobalt 

The 'amma spectra of air samples collected shows predomirAntly 60co, 
?4Mn and 1} cg0 Nearly so to 90% of the entire airborne activity is found 
to be due to Co comtmg ia- air, probably as insoluble cobalt oxide aerosol. 
Origin of this activation product is traced to the material of the piston 
(stellite) used in the water circulating pumps. It has been reported 1 that 
during July 1970rJuly 1971, 182 cases were detected with chest burdens less 
than 10 nCi am 8 cases with chest burdens more than 10 nCi within a year of 
the operation of the TAPP. 

Clearance of 60co from lungs has been studied by several inveatigators 
Most of theae studies relate to accidental inhalation ot 60co oxide and a few 
relate to the occupational exposure in reactor~ and hot cell areas. Table-I 
gives the results of these studies. It is seen that effective clearance half
life varies considerably. 500 to 1000 days ay be taken as long term 
effective clearance half-life. It is typically a class Y radionuclide as 
per the classification of the ICRP Task Group on Lung Dynamics3. Using this 
data in conjunction With the rate of inhalation and the particle size 
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parameter(AMA.D), it is possible to calculate the lung burden and dose 
commitment to the lungs making use of the equations given by Kot:appa4. 

Table-1 

Long Term Clearance Half-Life for 60co from Chest Area 

---------------~~----------------------------------------Reference Effective Half-life 
{days) 

-----------------------------------------------------------2 
Sill et al, {1964) 

RUDdo
6
et al, (1966) 

ICRP7-10 (1968) 

Edvardason
8

(1970) 

Newton and Rundo9(1971) 

Gupton and Brown
10

(1972) 

172 to 700 

90*; 720 ** 
115 - 400 
40 -1000 

180 

9,5; 1460; 1210; 
400; 750 

225 -----------------------------------...--------..-------------
*Single exposure ** Multiple exposure 

Measurement of Airborne Concentration and AMAD 

Technique of measuring the particle size parameter,AJIAD, using a 
cyclone has been described in greater detail by Kotrappa5 et al. In brief, it 
consists of measuring the respirable fraction of the activity which simply is 
the fraction of the activity penetrating the cyclone at a proper flow rate. 
Making use of a graph between the fractional penetration and AMAD,correspond
ing AMAD can be read out. Sampling arrangement consists of taking two 
simultaneous air samples in close proximity to each other. One sample is 
normal air sample through a til ter paper and another is through a filter 
paper following the cyclone. Ratio of the activities of the latter to the 
former provides respi:able fraction or the f:zaction penetrating the cyclone 
at a proper flow rate. Samples are counted in 512 channel gamua spectrometer, 
and the :atio of the peak counts are used tor calculating the respirable 
fractions. Absolute activities ot 60eo on these papers are also determined 
by standard calibration techniques. 

Results of Measurements 

Table-II gives a summary of the measurements carried out in different 
areas of TAPP. Bad waste conveyor area and Bad waste air receiver area are 
normally restricted. These areas show high airborne conoentrationt at times 
more than the presently adopted maximum permissible concentration of 
10000 pC1/m3. Areas at 10' and 125 teet are the operating areas from where 
the operator& control the rod movements. 200 teet level area is genei&lly 
an ope:zating area. :Puel pond is located here and general -.intemnce is 
carried out in this area. Hi8h airborne activities are observed only during 
special maintenance work8. AJIAD ot 4 pm can be taken to represent an average 
value !or all the areas of TAPP. 

Computation ot Lugg Commitments 

Method of calculatitlg the burden and dose to different respiratory 
compartments from continuous inbalation of a radioactive aerosol, ma~ use 
ot the proposed ICRP lung model has been described in detail elsewhere4. 
Fig.1 gives the computed burdens in pulmo!Jlry region and in lymph node 
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regions after chronic inhalation. These are general curves for the inhalation 
rate of 1 pOi/day, for an aerosol of 1 ,um (AMAD). To obtain results for 60co 
for an aerosol of 4 pm(AMAD), retention should be multiplied by 0.5. Fig.2 
gives the integrated doae commitments. Again these are general curves. To 
obtain results for 60co one has to multiply the doses by 0.36 (0.5, correction 
for AMAD of 4 ~and 0.72, correction for effective energy). A few examples 
of- such computations for two different effective half-livea are given in 
Table-III. 

Table-Il 
Activity and particle size data in various areas of TAPP 

-------------~---------------~--------·------------------~-~-----------·--

Area No.of 
samplea 

--~------RA._NG_E._O_F_v_ALU_._ES~-------------Median 
60co(pC~m}) Per cent AMAD ~ 

Total Respirable respirable (J.Uil) ,um) 
------------------~---.----------------.. .... -----------------..----------
Bad Waste 10 575-175463 245-84388 37-69 2.3-5.2 3.9 1.23 
Air receiver 
room 
Rad Waste 10 344-188826 132-:59299 11-74 2.05-10.0 4.7 1. 74 
conveyor 
area 
103 & 125 ft 8 25-3062 19-908 30-76 2.0-6.2 3.8 1 .42 
elevations 
including 
interior of 
Dry well 

200 ft. 14 33-3921 23-1 }71 33-Y3 1.3-5.8 3o7 1.43 
elevation 
---------------.-~----------------------..-.._,------------~--------------...... ---e; 

Table-III 

Cumulative Retention and Dose for Continuous Innalation 
of 4 ,um(AMAD )Aerosols at the rate of 1 pCi/day. 

-------------...---------------------~------..._ ________ _..._, .... .._._... __________ ~_ ... 
Inhala.t1on 

Time 
(days) 

Retention in Retention in 
Pulmonart region LJmph region 

(pCi} (pCi) 

Dose to PulmoD~.ry Dose to 
region ~ph Region 
(mrems) (mrems) 

--------~--------------·---------------·------------------~-------------~-

100 
500 

1000 
5000 

10000 

7.1 
27.1 
40.7 
54.0 
54.0 

Effective Half-life • 500 days 

0.13 
2.57 
8.}0 

73.5 
158.0 

0.03 
0.55 
1.73 

17.0 
24.8 

0.01 
1.10 
7.55 

400.0 
1820.0 

~-~--------------------------------------------------------------------Effective Half-life .. 1000 daze 
100 7.3 0.064 o.o3 0.005 
500 ;s1.8 1.44 o.G2 0.610 

1000 54.0 5.2 2.24 4.45 
5000 105.0 63.0 28.6 322.0 

10000 108.0 148.0 66.0 1610.0 ---.... ----...--~ ... -...--------------------------------~---------------
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Computation for Typical Inhalation Case(Pulmona;r R!6ion) 

It is seen that the concentration of 60co i.e of the order of 200 
pCi/m3 in continuo'U8ly occupied operating areas such as 200 feet level. 
During a working day a standard ue.n inhales 10 m3 and therefore daUy intake 
is about 2000 pC~day. Prom Table-III, the retention after 500 days in 
pulmonary region will be (27 .1 pCi x 2000) of the order of 54 nCi.Saturation 
burden (after 5000 days) wUl be of the order of 108 nCi. Therefore it is not 
surprising to find lUXJg burdens of the order of 50 nCi, 1f they work for 500 
days in the atmosphere that has airborne concentration of 200 pCi/m". Corres
ponding dose to pulmonaq region will be 1 .10 rem in 500 days. At saturation 
(that is after 5000 days), there wUl be a steady dose rate of £(24.8-17.0) 
x 2000/SOOoJ 3.1 mrem/day, which is about 6% of the daily allowed dose of 
50 mrem/day for lungs. Probably 1 f11, of the allowed exposure to a ~raon 
should be kept aside to take care of the internal exposure due to 60co even 
at saturation. 

Computation for Lfmph Node Region 

Calculations can be made for lymph node regions on the same line as is 
done for pulmonary region. Currently used lung model3 assl.lllles that 7~ of the 
material reaching the lymph node region is retained permanently and only 1<>% 
undergoes biological elimination. Recently Morgan11 has stated that experi
mental data supports the view that 9Q% undergoes biological elimination with 
a 1000 days half-life and only 1<>% undergoes permanent retention. Hurther 
Mozgan states that for calculating the doses to lymph nodes, controversy 
still exists whether one should use the mass of pulmonary lymph nOdes or 
whether one should use the entire m!UIS of circulatitlg lymphocytes. Be states 
again that lymph node tissue is known to be highly radiation resistant and 
the tissue is not likely to be a critical organ. Based on these

3
facts, 

calculations made on the basis of the currently used lung model may not be 
right. Pul~nary exposures would be controlling the hazard. Therefore we have 
not attempted to oal.culate the results for typical inhalation case and to draw 
any conclusion regardi~ the dose oommi-t,ments. 

Conclusion 

Detectable amount of 60co is expected in the lungs of the workers in 
operational areas of TAPP. Probabll 1 o% of the annual allowed dose should be 
left aa the dose commitments for these workers due to inhalation of 60co alone. 
Routine cheat monitoring programme is essential. It is recommended that further 
investigation be done to see whether this proolem can be eliminated once for 
all by atopp1Dg the source of cobalt. 
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A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE DISSOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS 

OF ACCIDENTALLY RELEASED RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLs':' 

G. M. Kanapilly, 0. G. Raabe and H. A. Boyd 
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 

Abstract 

Early assessment of the dissolution characteristics of radioactive aero
sol particles involved in inhalation accidents is important for hazard evalua
tion and selection of proper therapeutic procedures. Since accidentally 
produced aerosols are usually of undetermined physicochemical properties, 
prediction of their dissolution characteristics is difficult. Therefore, a rapid 
experimental evaluation of their dissolution behavior is desirable. An in vitro 
method is described which provides both early and long-term measuremen:rs
of dissolution behavior of aerosol samples in a parallel-flow system which 
simulates in vivo dissolution as in the lung after inhalation deposition. Health 
physics apP!ications of dissolution data are discussed. 

Introduction 

The biological hazards of an inhaled radioactive material depend upon 
the kinetics of deposition, retention, distribution and absorption of the in
spired aerosol. The dissolution pattern of the aerosol particles is especially 
important in determining the retention and absorption from the site of deposi
tion. Also, for estimations of lung burdens of radionuclide s by urine analysis, 
in vivo dissolution rates of the lung-deposited aerosol particles are impor
tanT.T.2 Further, the effectiveness of chelation therapy for inhaled actinide 
and lanthanide nuclides will depend on the degree of solubility of the aerosol.3 

The in vivo dissolution behavior of an accidentally released aerosol may 
not be reaCITly predicted because its physicochemical nature may be unknown 
and because the in vivo dissolution is a highly complex process. 4, 5 Due to 
particle size effect alone, rates of dissolution of inhaled radioactive aerosol 
particles may vary several orders of magnitude. Further, the chemical 
forms of the aerosol may greatly influence its rate of dissolution. Therefore, 
rapid experimental evaluation of the dissolution characteristics of radioactive 
aerosols involved in accidental inhalation is highly desirable. In vitro disso
lution rates of aerosol particles comparable to in vivo rates ofC!issolution 
may be measured experimentally with flowing sOivent'S. 4 In this report a par
allel-flow system is described which provides both early and long-term meas
urement of in vitro rates of dissolution of aerosol samples. The results of in 
vitro dissolution experiments on a variety of·test aerosols, and health physics 
application of in~ rates of dissolution are discussed, 

Materials and Methods 

After measurement of the radioactivity of samples of aerosol particles 
collected on filters, the filters were sandwiched between two 47 mm diameter 
100 mf.Lm pore size cellulose acetate membrane filters and held together 

>:< Research performed under AEC Contract AT(29-2) -1013. 
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tightly with plastic holders for elution 
with a flowing solvent, a simulant of 
biological fluid. 4 The experimental 
arrangement with a cross sectional 
view of the filter holder is shown in 
Fig. 1. Two cavities were formed 
when the filter was placed in this 
holder. The solvent passed into the 
lower cavity ( 0. 6 ml) and eluted any 
dissolved material diffusing into this 
region from the filter. Tests with 
colored compounds showed that the 
upper static layer of "solution" ( 0. 2 
ml) could be eluted out within a few 
hours. Thus, in this system the dis
solution and removal of dissolved 
material from the aerosol particles 
occurred by the indirect contact of a 
flowing solvent through filters. One 
can envision a general analogy be
tween this dissolution system and the 
dissolution of particles and transport 
of the dissolved material from the 
pulmonary region to the blood capil
laries. 

The solvent from a large res
ervoir ( 20 1) was introduced into the 
secondary reservoir ( 200 ml) at l 
ml/min by gravity flow and control.
led with a valve. The secondary res
ervoir, the filter holder and the 
associated tubing, all non-corrosive 
plastics, were immersed in water 
bath at 37°C, The secondary reser
voir allowed temperature equilibra
tion and served as a bubble trap. The 
filter holder was placed in the bath 
at an angle to prevent reduction in 
solvent flow rate by gas bubbles. 
Aliquots of eluates on planchets were 
counted with a low-background pro
portional counter for beta emitters 

Solvent R~ Inlet,-------, 

CROSS SECTION 
of Dissolution 

Chamber 

+ 

Solvent 
Reservoir 

Flow 
Control 
Valve 

Figure 1. Schematic of parallel-flow 
dissolution system and filter holder 
assembly. 

Table 1 

Preparation of Serum Simulant for !!: Vitro Elutions 

Chemical Compound 

NaCl 

NaHC03 

NaH2P04 

Na3 Citrate 

Glycine 

L-Cysteine 

cac12 

m moles/liter 

116 

10 

27 

1.2 

0,2 

5,0 

1.0 

0.5 

0.2 

and alpha emitters were counted with a liquid scintillation counter using 
Aquasol. Low levels of plutonium were analyzed by alpha spectroscopy. 
Fractional dissolutions were calculated for each period of observation as the 
fraction of activity remaining on the filter dissolved during that period. After 
each dissolution, the activity remaining on the sample was also determined. 

The solvent was prepared with the composition similar to that of blood 
serum by dissolving analytical grade chemicals in distilled water (Table 1). 
The basis for the choice of this composition for the solvent was discussed 
earlier. 4 An antibacterial agent, 50 ppm of alkyl benzyl dimethyl ammonium 
chloride was also used in this solvent. In some studies a strong chelating 
agent, either ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) or diethylenetriamine
pentaacetic acid ( DTPA), was also added to the solvents. The pH of the sol
vent was kept at 7. 3 to 7. 4 by equilibrating with 5% COz in Nz contained in a 
weather balloon (Fig. l). In this study all experiments were done with a sol
vent flow rate of 1 ml/min and temperature of 37°C. 
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The methods of production andcharacterization ofpolydisperse aerosols 
of 95zr-95Nb labeled zirconium oxalate, carbonate and dioxide and 90sr in 
fused montmorillonite clay have been described earlier. 6 Samples of mono
disperse particles of 238Pu0z and 239Pu02 were prepared under identical 
conditions with 1100° C heat treatment by the method described by Kotrappa et 
al. 7 To demonstrate the usefulnes~ of in vitro dissolution studies, a filter 
sample containing a 239Pu aerosol accidentally released at another laboratory 
and involved in a human exposure was also used in this study. 

Results and Discussion 

In vitro rates of dissolution of 90sr fused clay and 95zr_95Nb labeled 
aerosOf'partlcles {zirconium oxalate, zirconium carbonate and zirconium di
oxide) were found comparable to the correspondi.ng dissolution in the lungs of 
animals. 4 The dissolutions in the fractions collected during the first two 
minutes were 85"/r·, 0. 2% and 0. 1 "/o, respectively;for the oxalate, carbonate 
and dioxide aerosols. Both the dioxide and carbonate particles were compara
tively insoluble; only 0. 6"/o and 2"/o, respectively, dissolved during 150 minutes. 
The oxalate particles dissolved 93"/o during 100 minutes. The fractional dis
solution of 90sr in fusedclay particles during the 5th to 11th day ofcontinuous 
elution was a relatively constant value of ( 1. 3 ± 0. 1 S.D. ) x 10-3 per day. 5 
The in vitro rate constantof dissolution of 90sr-fusedclay'particles was about 
3. 3 xio-=s-g. cm-2. day-1. 4 Good agreement between the in vitro rates of dis
solution of monodisperse l37cs-fused clay particles in Beagieerog lungs, 
after inhalation deposition, has also been observed. 8 

The dissolution of monodisperse {og<l. 2) Pu02 aerosols of both 
239Pu02 and 238Pu0z ( 80"/o 238pu + 20"/o 239Pu) was studied for 3 to 4 weeks 
{Fig. 2). Serum simulant containing 2 x I0-4 M EDTA was used as the sol
vent for the study with 0. 36 f.l.m 238Pu02 and during the later parts of the 
239Pu02 study. The Pu02 aerosol particles (density, p ~ 7 g. em -3) were 
relatively insoluble. The average dissolution rates of Pu02 and other perti
nent data are· summarized in Table 2. If the rate of dissolution of a particle 
is proportional to its surface area, for spherical particles the rate constant 
k = p Df/6 when Dis the diameter of the particle and f is the fractional disso
lution per unit time. 4 The dimensions of k are g. em. -2 day-1 when the units 
of p, D and fare g• cm-3, em and fraction per day,respectively. 

During the first day, about 3"/o of 238puo2 ( D = 0. 36 fJ.m) was dissolved 
in serum simulant containing EDTA and higher dissolution of this sample, 

I02'hr-----'-------.I.----L___---...I----
l'lo DISSOLVED DURING 

lht F'IRST DAY 

+ EOTA , Z:St 
SERU~SIMUL.ANT 

• Pll~ 1>-0.16""" 

~~------,----c-----r----,------+ 
0 ~ ~ 

ELAPSED DAYS 

Figure 2. Dissolution data histogram for monodisperse 
particles of 238puo2 and 239puo2 as determined in a 
parallel-flow dissolution system. 
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Table 2 

Summary of Dissolution of Pu0
2 

Dissolution at 37oC 

Original Average 
sample Physical fraction Dissolution rate 

Sample activity diameter, D Span of study dissolved constant, k 
!!.cm-2.day-l 1Form ~ flm Solvent Da:l:s Per Da:l: 

Serum Simulant 

239Pu0z 6.8 0.66 and Serum Simulant 0 to 20 ( 8, 5 ± 3, 4) X 10-7 (6. 5 ± 2. 6) X 10-lJ + EDTA 

238Pu02 4.6 0.66 Serum Simulant 0 to 28 (9.7 ± 5.2) X 10-5 (7.5 ±4,0) X 10-9 

238Pu02 4.9 0.36 Serum Simulant 1 to 28 (7.1±3,0) xl0-4 ( 4, 1 ± 1. 7) X j 0-8 
+ EDTA 

compared to that of 0. 66 f.lm 238puo2 particles in serum simulant, persisted. 
Increased dissolution of 238Pu02 due to the presence of EDTA is indicated by 
the higher rate constant (Table 2). The presence of EDTA in the solvent did 
not incre~se the rate of dissolution of 239Pu0z particles. It is clearly shown 
that the 2 8puo2 particles are much more soluble than Z39Pu02 particles. 

Generally the in vivo dissolution of PuOz is considered to be extremely 
small. 9-11 Higher aDsorption of 238pu compared to 239pu from the lungs of 
Beag].e dogs to the systemic burden, after inhalation deposition of 238Pu02 
and -z39puo2 , has also been reported. 12 Ineffectiveness of chelates to en
hance 239pu removal from 239puo2 particles has also been observed in 
DTPA chelation therapy treatments. 3, 11 These in vivo observations are in 
qualitative agreement with the in vitro studies. Inc:rea:6"ed in vitro dissolution 
of 238puo2 in the presence of rn"T'A'Suggests the usefulnessO':i'Clielation 
therapy in 238puo2 inhalation exposure. 

Two dissolution t;!xperiments with an accidentally released 239pu aero~ 
sol sample (97. 5o/o 239pu and 2. 5% 241Am), one with serum simulant 
( 1. 7 f.LCi) and another ( 1. 2 f.LCi) with serum simulant containing 1 x 10~3 
M DTPA were conducted, The dissolution experiment with serum simulant as 
the solvent consisted of 8 days of continuous elution and then elution with se
rum simulant containing 1 x l0-3 M 
DTPA for an additionalfour days. The 
early dissolution data obtained from 
these studies, during the first five 
hours, are shown in Fig. 3. The data 
obtained during the entire dissolution 
experiment are summarized in Fig. 4. 
Higher rates of dissolution in serum 
simulant containing DTPA, compared 
to that in serum simulant alone, were 
seen between 2 hours and up to about 
5 days of elapsed time. When the 
sample eluted with serum simulant 
was subsequently eluted with serum 
simulant containing DTPA, increased 
rates of dissolution were observed. 
The total dissolutions were 29. O% in 
serum simulant containing DTPA 
during 7 days and 31, 5% from the 
second sample during 12 days. The 
dis solution in serum simulant during 
the first 8 days was 17. 9'1o and in 
serum simulant containing DTPA, 
during the next 4 days, 13. 6%. About 
30% of the sample wa:s in a relatively 
soluble form and exhibited higher 
dissolution in the presence of DTPA. 
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The usefulness of in vitro dis
solution studies on accicfelltally re
leased aerosols may be illustrated 
with the data presented. The aerosol 

1.0-t--------'-------'-----------+ 

was originally considered to be of in
soluble "Z39puo2 • An individual who "'" 01 
inspired this aerosol had an estimat- ~ 
ed lung burden of about 450 nCi of ~ 
239pu and underwent treatments con
sisting of bronchopulmonary lavage 

0 

~ 
and DTPA therapy beginning on the 
eighth day after exposure. l3, 14 The 
urinary excretion on the seventh day 
was measured as 0. 112 nCi. The in 
vitro dissolution data for the aeroSOl 
"S"aiUi?le may be used to estimate the 
initial lung burden (after the first 
phase clearance), Q 0 , by Healy's 
method. 1 Urinary excretion, Eu, at 
the Rth day after inhalation deposi-
tion is given as :1 

R 
E =0. 002/... Q J e-At( R-t) -O. 74;dt 

u s 0 
0 

"' 0 O.ot 

0.001-!---------.------r-----~ 
0 • J2 

ELAPSED DAYS 

Figure 4. Dissolution data histogram 
of an accidental 239pu aerosol sample 
during several days as determined 1n 
a parallel-flow dissolution system. 
The solvents used are indicated in the 
figure. 

with t the time in days after inhalation deposition, As the daily fractional rate 
of dissolution and transfer to the blood (assumed constant by Healy), and A., 
the total daily fractional removal rate from lower respiratory tract due to 
both dissolution, A.s, and ciliary clearance, A.c. The in vitro fractional disso
lution of the aerosol sample in serum simulant varieofrom 5. 2 x 10-2 to 
4. 5 x l0-3 per day (Fig. 4). However, the total dissolution during the first 
7 days was 17.1% with an average fractional dissolution of 2.44 x 10-2 per 
day.' This value may be used as A.s in the Healy equation. The numerical 
values for the integral J~e-At(R-t) -0. 74dt when R = 7, are relative? insen
sitive to A. values; these values are 5. 58 and 4. 86 for A. of 2. 44 x 10- /day 
(A.=A.s) and 5. 0 x l0-2/day {A.:::. 2A.s), respectively. 2 Also, after the rapid 
clearance phase, the ciliary clearance rate from the pulmonary region, is 
relatively slow, <8 x l0-3 per day. 15 If A.=A.s=2. 44 x l0-2/day then Q

0 
= 

0. 112/0.002 x 2. 44 x lo-2 x 5. 58 = 411 nCi. Similarly if A. = 5. 0 x 10-2 then 
Q 0 = 472 nCi. These values are in general agreement with the estimate of 
Q 0 , 450 nCi obtained by whole body counting. 13 

Conclusions and Recom.mendations 

When human exposure to an accidental aerosol is involved, an in vitro 
dissolution study should be done on a representative sample collectedon a fil
ter as soon as practicable, If size selective sampling is available only the 
respirable size particles should be used in the in vitro dissolution. Glass fi
ber filters for the collection of the aerosol samPlesiiO'uld be avoided, because 
the elution of polyvalent nuclides from this type of filter is less than quantita
tive. For rapid solubility range finding, however, any filter sample contain
ing a known activity of the accidental aerosol may be used. The method of 
choice for the determination of in vitro dissolution is continuous elution with 
the parallel flow system (Fig. ITWIT'ii"""serum. simulant, 37°C, at a flow rate 
of 1 ml/min, Direct assaying of eluted radioactivity during the first hour of 
elution should indicate the range of solubility of the aerosol. If significant 
fractional dissolution is shown, DTPA treatment of exposed individuals may 
be useful, In vitro dissolution studies of the aerosol sample with DTPA added 
to the serum simulant may provide useful additional information on the effica
cy of DTPA therapy. The rates of dissolution of a relatively insoluble aer-osol 
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should be determined for longer periods, several weeks, so that relatively 
constant fractional dissolution may be obtained. Such data then may be used 
for the evaluation of biological disposition of the inhaled material and for the 
estimation of lung burden from urine and blood radioactivity levels. 1 
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BIOLOGICAL MODELING FOR PREDICTING RETENTION 
PATTERNS OF INHALED CONTAMINANTS':< 

R. G. Cuddihy, W. C. Griffith and B. B. Boecker 

Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and Research 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 

Abstract 

Biomathematical models were developed for simulating the tissue distri
bution and clearance of inhaled Ba and Ce aerosols in Beagle dogs. Incorpo
rating physical size characteristics of particles for predicting deposition and 
chemical solubility for estimating systemic absorption, application of these 
models was studied over a broad range of aerosol forms. The results illus
trate the importance of determining these aerosol characteristics to aid in 
developing well founded predictions for its biological behavior. Procedures 
developed to date were more reliable in describing Ba metabolism and illus
trate the more complex biochemical nature of Ce retention. 

Introduction 

Retention of inhaled particulate material after deposition in the respira
tory tract is of vital interest to those concerned with radiation protection in 
nuclear industries and those concerned with other areas of industrial and en
vironmental health. Inhaled particles are retained for minutes to hundreds of 
days depending upon physical size, chemical composition, solubility and re
spiratory patterns during inhalation. Inhalation exposures of humans to toxic 
materials may result from single acute, intermittent or chronic environmen
tal contamination at relatively constant or highly variable air concentrations. 
All of these factors profoundly influence the doses received by the respiratory 
tract and other organs. Thus, some rapid accounting system which uses 
physical, chemical and biological factors is necessary for managing inhalation 
exposure data to provide time integrated tissue dosimetry information. 

Dosimetry problems are simplified when whole body or tissue accumula
tions of the toxic materials can be measured with confidence. Whole -body 
counting and isotope distribution scanning after inhalations of radioactive ma
terials with relatively high energy gamma or beta emissions are routine, 
however, difficulties arise when nonradioactive or very weak beta-gamma or 
alpha emitting isotopes are inhaled. Then, the only certain information which 
can be easily obtained relates to the air concentration, general chemical form 
of the aerosol and material recovered in excreta, All data can add to the 
evaluation of possible consequences of an exposure if a versatile framework 
is developed for relating information. One method is the use of mathematical 
models of the biological behavior of inhaled materials and their solution with 
readily available techniques, These models can be developed from experi
mental animal studies; however, since aerosols inhaledin accidents are likely 
to differ chemically and physically, simple adjustments must be provided. 

Models of radionuclide metabolism have been studied in Beagle dogs to 
simulate inhaled radioactivity cleared from the respiratory tract to other or
gans as first order compartmental exchanges. The initial conditions include 
>!< Research performed under U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Contract No. 

AT(29-2)-1013 and conducted in facilities fully accredited by the American 
Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care. 
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aerosol particle size, air concentration, respiratory rates and an estimation 
of the solubility of the aerosol. Applying the models to human exposures re
quires adjusting transfer rates for species differences, variations inchemical 
form and deposition pattern of the particular exposure. Adjustments can be 
made during early stages of an evaluation and refined as data become avail
able. In this way, a unified picture of an exposure can be developed and long
term evaluation facilitated especially with regard to prospective therapy. 

Biomathematical Model 

A biomathematical model used in analyses of inhalation studies of 140 Ba-
140 La and 144Ce in Beagle dogs is in Fig. 1. The respiratory tract is divided 
into the nasopharynx, tracheobronchial tree and pulmonary regions as defined 
by the Task Group on Lung Dynamics. 1 Aerosol deposition in these compart
ments depends on its physical characteristics. These regions as well as the 
stomach, small intestine and tracheobronchial lymph nodes are divided into 
two or more parallel compartments leading into a compartment in series. 
The parallel compartments represent inhaled material in a particular state 
which may be converted by dissolution or other change in chemical form and 
pass into a transformed state, represented by the series compartment, from 
which absorption into the circulation may occur. The number of parallel 
compartments in these organs corresponds to the number of first-order expo
nential functions required to represent the dissolution mathematically. The 
rate constants of the exponential functions were used for the corresponding 
compartmental transfer rates, and coefficients of the exponential functions 
were used to apportion the material deposited in each region among the paral
lel compartments. Mechanical clearance of deposited material is shown by 
solid arrows in Fig. 1 to avoid confusion and represents transfers between 
corresponding subunits of each organ configuration. All internal organ ex
changes of ionic or molecular forms with blood and excretory pathways, 
shown as individual arrows were used with a constant fraction of the compart
mental content transferring per unit 
time interval. Transfer of material 
from blood to small intestine indi
cates a possible association with liv
er and biliary secretion, however, 
sufficient information on this is not 
available. 2 Analog and digital com
puter programs were developed for 
simulation of the model. 

Retention of Inhaled Barium Aerosols 

In previously reported experi
ments, Beagle dogs inhaled differing 
chemical forms of barium: 133BaC12 , 
133BaS04 , heat treated 133BaS04 and 
133Ba in fused clat. 3 Respiratory 
tract retention of 33Ba was meas
ured for 16 days and then the dogs 
were sacrificed for tissue analyses. 
An additional ~roup of dogs inhaled 
aerosols of 13 Ba in fused clay and 
was studied for 512 days. Samples 
of the aerosols from the exposures 
were enclosed between 25 mfl.m ceL
lulose acetate membrane filters and 
dissolved in a simulated serum sol
vent. 4 The aerosol samples were 
placed in 100 ml of solvent which 
was refreshed periodic~lJY to meas
ure filter retention of 1 Ba as 

Small 
Intestine 

I 

Resptrotory 
Environment 

Loro•D 
Intestine 

I DFeces 

NasopharynK 

Pulmonary 
Reoion 

Figure 1. Biomathematical model for 
describing the retention of inhaled 
aerosols. Intercompartmental trans
fers of material as indicated by arrows 
were represented by first order rate 
constants. 
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Figure 2. Retention of 133 Ba 
on aerosol filter samples sub
jected to dissolution in static 
contact with serum simulant. 

J+-------,-----~--------------~ ~~----~----+ 
0 10 40 80 120 

DAYS OF ElUTION 

shown in Fig. 2. Retention half-lives ranged from 1. 2 hr for 1
;o

3
BaCla to 

more than 430 days for 133Ba in fused clay. Respiratorl tract clearance and 
skeletal accumulation of 133Ba following inhalation of J.a BaS04 is shown in 
Fig. 3, Solid lines are the predictions of the model using transfer constants 
in Table 1 and initial deposition fractions in Table 2. Comparisons of the ob
served and predicted total body, lung, skeletal and tracheobronchial lymph 
node activities at sacrifice are also in Table 2 for all aerosols of 133Ba. In 
general, the predicted tissue activities at sacrifice were sufficiently similar 
to observed activities to be useful in dosimetric projections for barium 
aerosols. 

Retention of Inhaled Cerium Aerosols 

The relationship between in vivo and in vitro solubility was also studied 
with aerosols of cerium: 144CeL:i;:-'l:"44 Ce'CI3--rn-GsCl ( Ce :C s ~ 1:10 by mass) 
and 144Ce in fused montmorillonite clay. Particle sizes were about 2 f.Lm 
AMAD for all aerosols. Dissolution was studied in different solvents includ
ing 0. 001 M citric acid (pH 3. 3), 
0. 001 M acetic acid (pH 3. 9), saline 
(pH 6.9) and serum simulant (pH 7.3 
to 7. 9) under static solvent condi
tions as described previously. A 
parallel flowing solvent system4 was 
also used with serum simulant at pH 
7. 3 stabilized in an atmosphere of 
5o/o C02 and 95o/o N:a. All dissolution 
studies were conducted at 37°C. 
Typical retention patterns of 144Ce 
on the filter samples are in Fig. 4 
along with the respiratory tract re
tention of 144Ce in Beagle dogs after 
inhalation of 144CeC1s in CsCl with 
Ce:Cs~l:lO by mass. 6 Dissolution of 
Ce aerosols was greatly influenced 
by solvent composition. Filter re
tention after 4 days ranged between 
0. 5o/a in citric acid and 80 to 99o/a in 
serum simulant. The higher pH and 
presence of phosphate, sulfate and 
carbonate species in serum simulant 
were likely responsibl~ for slower 
aerosol dissolution. Clearance of 
144CeCls from the respiratory tracts 
of Beagle dogs had an 1ntermediate 

z 10 
UJ 
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a: 
::::> 
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0 
0 
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-I 
<( 

i= 
~ 1.0 
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z 
UJ 
u 
a: 
IJ.J 
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0.1+----------r---------..------~--r---'-.-.L. 
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DAYS POST-INHALATION 

Figure 3. Retention and tissue dis
tribution of 13 3 Ba following inhalation 
of 133 BaSo4 by Beagle dogs. 
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Table 1 

First Order Kinetic Constants Applied to Model Shown in Fig. 
for the Description of Ba and Ce Retention Following Inhalation 

Transfer Rates 
Compartment (fraction/day) 

Orisin Of Destination Ba L:e 

Nasopharynx Stomach 25 25 
* Nasopharynx Blood 100 100 

Trachea and Branch. Stomach 0.9 0.9 

Trachea and Branch.* Blood 100 100 

Pulmonary Stomach "' 0 . 0009 

Pulmonary* Blood 100 100 

Stomach Sm. Intestine 15 15 

Sm. Intestine Lg. Intestine 5 5 

Lg. Intestine Feces 0. 7 0. 7 

Pulmonary TB Lymph N. 0.0001 0.0001 

TB Lymph N. * Blood 100 100 

Sm. Intestine Blood o. 35 "' 0 

Blood Sm. Intestine 4 8.5 

Blood Urine 2.5 7 

Blood Liver 1.3 11. 5 

Liver Blood 3.2 "' 0 

Blood Muscle 40 "' 0 

Muscle Blood 10 "' 0 

Blood Skeleton { Sk1) 16. 5 9 

(Sk2) 2.4 

{Sk3) 2.4 

Skeleton {Sk
1

) Blood 0.65 "' 0 

(Sk2) 0.014 

(Sk3) 0.0007 

Origin Destination Aerosol Transfer Rates 

NP1 NP3 BaCl2 13. 5 

TB1 TB 3 BaS04 0.43 

pl p3 BaS04 (heat treated) 0,70 

sl s3 Ba -fused clay 0. 13 

SI 1 SI3 Ce-fused clay 0.34 

Tl T3 

NP2 NP3 Bacl2 0,45 

TB2 TB 3 Baso4 0.0017 

P2 p3 BaS04 (heat treated) 0.0038 

s2 53 Ba-fused clay 0,0016 

sr2 SI3 Ce-fused clay 0.0005 

T2 T3 

c· p4 ] CeC13 in CsCl 0.65 

P2 p4 o. 018 

p3 p4 o. 001 

* Represents transfer from dissolved of transofrmed state to blood 
only. 

** Three parallel compartments were used for CeCl3 in CsCl and the 
same rate constants were used for NP, TB, S, SI and T compartment 
configurations. 
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Table 2. 

Physical Characteristics and Deposition Fractions of Aerosols Used in 
Inhalation Studies with Beagle Dog Tissues Activities at Time of Sacrifice 

Heated Ba in 
Aerosol BaClz BaS04 BaS04 Fused Clay 

AMAD':' 2., 3 1.0 0. 9 2..2. 2..2. 

Regional DeEosition as Fractions of Total Bodl: DeEosition 

NP 1 .45 . 14 . 03 . 05 

NPz 0 . 01 . 12. .40 

NP.3 

TB 1 . 10 . 09 . 02 . 01 

TBz 0 . 01 . 08. . 09 

TB 3 
pl .45 .6';1 . 15 . 05 

Pz 0 . 06 .60 .40 

p3 

Tissue Activities and Fractions of Initial Body Burdens 

Sacrifice Time 16 16 16 
(days) 

Observed 

Lungs . 06 .20 

Skeleton .45 .30 .30 

TBLN 

Total Body . 45 . 36 .50 

Predicted 

Lungs .06 . 32 

Skeleton .30 . 31 .2.0 

TBLN 

Total Body .30 .37 . 52. 

':' Activity Median Aerodynamic Diameter 

Figure 4, 144 Ce retention in 144 CeC13 
aerosol samples in static contact with 
various solvents. Data for filter reten
tion of 144 Ce in a system with parallel 
solvent flow and respiratory tract re
tention of inhaled 14 Ce by Bea,rle dogs 
were studied with aerosols of 1 4 CeC13 
in CsCl. 
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clearance rate, however, the exact 
relationship of the aerosols used for 
the in vitro and in vivo studies is not 

IOO,,_ __________ L_ ________ ~----------4 

known.--- ---
z 
w 
0 
0:: 
::::> 

The biomathematical model was CD 10 

used to simulate data from the studies §g 
of the retention of inhaled 144 CeC12 3 
and 144 Ce in fused clay in Beagle ...J 

<l 
r:: 

Liver 

Skeleton 

dogs using transfer rates in Table l. 
A comparison is in Fig. 5, A rea
sonable fit was obtained, however, 
dissolution of chloride aerosols in the 
respiratory tract as used in these 
simulations was considerably more 
than observed in vitro except with di
lute solutions OT citric or acetic acid. 

z0: IOOj~====~======:=========~~~----Lung 

w 
~ 
:E 
r:: 
V) 
w 10 
0 
1-z 
w 
l.) 
0:: 
w 

144
Ce in Fused Cloy 

Liver 

Skeleton 
Dissolution of 144Ce in fused clay 

aerosols had a half-life of 450 days in 
saline during the first 25 days and a 
half-life of 200 days in serum simu
lant. Both of these dissolution rates 
include more rapidly soluble £rae
tions of the aerosol samples normally 
observed at early times. Dissolution 

c... 1.0-!'---------r------------.-~------
0 50 100 I~ 

DAYS POST -INHALATION 

Figure 5. Tissue retention of 144 Ce i: 
Bea_rle dogs after inhalation of aero sa 
of 1 4 CeC13 and 144 Ce in fused clay. 

rates would probably have declined after longer times, however, the half
lives for clearance from the respiratory tracts of dogs were 1440 days for 
90'1o and 2 days for 10'1o of the deposited aerosol. 

Summary 

In general, mathematical models incorporating in vitro measurements o 
aerosol solubility facilitate complex analyses of inhalation exposures, how
ever, exact correspondence between dissolution rates of specific aerosols in 
vivo and in vitro should not be accepted without other supporting evidence. -
SUcii. methods are likely to aid in distinguishing very soluble from moderate! 
and insoluble aerosols with further study in the selection of solvents with aeJ 
osols for trivalent and tetravalent elements. Studies with serum simulant 
solvent predicted very long respiratory tract retention of 144CeC13 whereas 
elution of 144Ce in dilute solutions of acetic and citric acid or saline more 
closely resembled the clearance of 144Ce in Beagle dogs. This discrepancy 
was not observed with inhaled aerosols of barium, perhaps due to the more 
soluble nature of barium in most aqueous solutions. 
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DEPOSITION AND ELIMINATION OF IRON OXIDE 
AEROSOL FROM THE LUNG OF RATS: 

COMPARISON WITH ICRP PREDICTIONS FOR MAN 

P. J. Hewitt 
Radiation Protection Service 

University of Bradford England 

Abstract 

Male albino rats have been exposed to iron oxide aerosol (MAD 
0.3 ~m) at iron concentrations up to 700 mg/m3 for continuous 
periods up to 235 min, and for intermcdi~te periods of 30 min over 
a ten day period. From 0.3-3.0 mg of deposited iron were found in 
the rat lungs removed one day post exposure which corresponds to 
initial pulmonary fractional depositions of between 0.3 and 0.7 -
which is comparable to that proposed for man by the ICRP Lung 
Dynamics Task Group (0.35). The elimination of deposited iron 
from the rat lung can be described by a two component exponential 
expression with parameters similar to those of ICRP for man except 
that the phase two clearance in rats was found to be shorter 
(T~ = 33d). 

Introduction 

The ICRP Lung Dynamics Task Group derived curves for man 
relating the aerodynamic diameter of particulates to the fraction
al depolition factor for the nasal, trachea broncial and pulmonary 
regions . Opportunities for testing these curves with human 
subjects are restricted due to the practical difficulties involved 
in long term exposures to high concentrations of aerosol, and the 
various analytical limitations. Nevertheless some useful data has 
been gained following relatively short term exposures using radio
tracer purposefully administered or resulting from unplanned 
exposure 2 . Rats have been used in this present study, which could 
be exposed for up to five hours in a controlled fashion to 
relatively high concentrations of a series of metal oxides of 
interest. 

The research programme is directed to the assessment of the 
hazard to health of industrial workers exposed to metallic fumes 
having a median aerodynamic diameter (MAD) below 1 ~m. Metallic 
particulates of this size range are generated in a number of 
common industrial processes, such as welding and metal grinding, 
and arebe1ieved to be toxicologically significant 3 . The ICRP 
deposition curve for man indicates that about a quarter of air
borne particulates of 1 ~m MAD will be initially deposited in the 
pulmonary region (fractional deposition ~o.25) decreasing to a 
fractional deposition of ~0.1 at 5 ~m MAD, as the larger partic
ulates are deposited in the nasal and trachea bronchial region. 
Below 1 ~ diameter the pulmonary curve shows a steep rise so 
that at 0.3 ~ MAD for example fractional deposition of 0.35 are 
Predicted. Experimental verification of this portion of the curve 
is clearly of considerable interest in the assessment of the 
health hazard of metallic fumes. Of equal importance are 
investigations into the clearance kinetics of particulates 
initially deposited in the pulmonary region. 
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Exposure to Iron Oxide Particulate 

Male albino rats were exposed to iron (MAD 0.3 ~m geometric 
standard deviation 1.8) in a specially constructed chamber using 
experimental techniques described elsewhere4. The concentration 
of fume throughout each exposure period was determined by 
collection of the total particulate flowing through the chamber 
and measuring the air volume throughput. Electron microscopy was 
used for the particle size measurement. 

Both continuous and intermittent exposures were used (Table 1) 
Rats were killed one day post each exposure and also at several 
predetermined periods up to 100 d post exposure in order to follow 
the elimination of deposited iron from the lung. Control rats 
were housed alongside and then killed at the same time as those 
exposed; the total lung being then removed and iron was determined 
by instrumental (Ge/Li) neutron activation analysis. A number of 
blood and body tissue samples were also analysed. 

Table 1. Exposure Conditions and Deposition Factors 
for Rats exposed to Iron Oxide Aerosol 

Exp 

1 

2 

Duration 
(min) 

16 

30 

Fe cone of 
inhaled air 

(mg/m3 ) 

392 

250 

3 Intermittent (Table 3) 

4 235 143 

Fe deposited 
in lung ld 
post exp (mg) 

0.35 

0.60 

3.21 
3.12 

1. 45 
1.21 

Results and Discussion 

Fractional 
deposition 
t=O (D) 

0,50 

0.72 

0.35 

0.46 
0.38 

at 

The lung burden was calculated using the total lung weight 
and the iron concentrations of the exposed rat's lung corrected 
for iron in control rat lung. The shape of the pulmonary 
elimination curve can be expressed by an exponential expression 
of the form 

R = A e 
s 

-0.693t -0.693t 

+ 

where R is the % of the initial lung burden retained at time 
t, Ts~ and T 1 ~ are short term and longer term 
elimi~ation h~lf times, As,Al are constants. 

Substituting values for As, A1 and the corresponding 
elimination half times Ts~ and T 1 ~ taken from ICRP datal the 
elimination curve for man 2 can be ~ompared with that determined 
for the rat (Fig 1}. 
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The experimental data obtained in this present study are 
insufficient to be definitive, but are compatible with a similar 
short term (T~=ld) elimination in both man and the rat, although 
the longer tefm elimination T1~ for the rat is shorter ( ~33d) than 
that proposed by ICRP for man {T~=70d). The ICRP curve is based 
upon a two phase exponential cle~rance model, comprising a short 
phase I (T~=24h) and a phase II clearance of T~=70d). The slower 
clearance ~epresents that fraction (~40%) of tfie initial pulmonary 
deposited iron oxide translocated to the gastro-intestinal tract, 
through a process which depends upon endocytosis and ciliary mucus 
transport, and in addition the fraction that is translocated to 
the blood - according to the ICRP model some 15% of the initial 
pulmonary iron oxide deposit would be taken into the systemic 
blood directly whilst a fraction (~S%) would follow a lymphatic 
drainage route. 

A contribution to the blood may also be postulated following 
gastro-intestinal tract absorption, but in the case of iron oxide 
this will be negligible. In order to test this, blood, liver and 
kidney samples were removed from pairs of rats one day post 
exposure in both experiments 3 and 4, and also from an equivalent 
number of control rats, and all samples were analysed for iron. 
The contribution of inhaled iron oxide to the blood and to organs 
other than lung tested proved to be insignificant. This confirms 
the observations of Albert and Arnett 5 on man and also Morrow et 
a1 6 on dogs, who found no detectable radioactivity in blood 
following inhalation studies with 59Fe labelled iron oxide, Morrow 
concluding that iron oxide behaves as an 'insoluble' material 
being efficiently eliminated from the gastro-intestinal tract in 
the faeces. 

The very long term fate of pulmonary deposited iron oxide is 
probably inadequately described by a two component exponential 
expression: the rats were studied in this work for an insufficient
ly long period post exposure to define such components, and othe~ 
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workers 5 ' 6 terminated their measurements 70d post exposure. 
However the retention of iron and other elements occupationally 
ingested many years previously is clearly demonstrated in the 
results of human lung analysis (Table 2). The 'hard metal' 
workers were engaged in a process involving the risk of inhalation 
of cobalt, tantalum and tungsten, but clearly the iron concentra
tion in the boiler maker's lung is of particular interest, being 
clearly indicative of long term retention since the sample was 
taken five years post exposure~ 

Table 2. Analysis Results on Lung of Controls and 
Industriall:z Ex12osed Metalworkers* 

Hard Metal Workers Boiler/ Controls 

1 2 3 4 
Welder 

1 2 

Co 1.0 2.6 2.0 19.2 3.9 1.0 0.9 

Cr 1.0 1.7 1.7 10.6 1.6 0.4 0.3 

Fe 1.0 1.1 0.7 1.7 16.6 0.7 0.8 

Ta 1.0 0.5 1.8 

w 1.0 26.0 48.0 130.0 

* All results are compared to HM 1 ' taking the 
concentration of each element as unity in that sample. 

Fractional deposition factors can be calculated from the 
expression 

wgt of deposited particulate in lung at t = 0 
D = 

(air conc)(duration)(respiration rate)(tidal val) 

Casarett7 reports deposition factors of 0.49-0.67 (mean 0.60) 
for iron oxide particulates (0.068 CMD 6g 1.62), these calcula
tions being based on minute volumes of 75cm2 • In general the rats 
used in this present study had minute volumes of 120cm2 and the 
calculated deposition factors for the 0.3 ~m iron oxide were 
lower (Table 1), being very similar to the 0.35 predicted from 
ICRP for man. Because of the dimensional differences it is not 
unexpected that for relatively large diameter particulates (>5~m) 

there should be greater deposition in the nasal and upper 
respiratory tract of the rat than in man, but the effect of 
anatomical difference on <1~m particulates is less clear, and in 
this study the degosition in rats could not be differentiated 
from man. Thomas found that for 137cs in rats the total body 
deposition plotted against particle size followed a similar trend 
to that of the ICRP curve for man but at about half the deposition 
level - the deposition factors at the lowest particle size studied 
(~0.3~m MAD) being in all cases lower than that found for iron 
oxide in this work. 

Thomas 9 identified in rats an intermediate clearance phase 
due to the anatomical structure of the upper respiratory tract 
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which because o£ its downward slope towards the mouth could be 
expected to enhance the clearance rate compared to man. This 
could partly account £or the phase II elimination half time 
observed for rats in this study (T~ 33d) compared to that for the 
dog (T~ 62d)6 and man (T~ 70d)1. 

2 

Table 3. Daily Contribution to Lung Burden during 
Intermittent Exposure (Experiment 3) 

Day Duration 
(min) 

Fe cone of Initial pulmonary* Remaining at 9 

0 33 

1 31 

2 30 

3 30 

4 32 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

30 

29 

26 

32 

inhaled air 
(mg/m3 ) 

378 

450 

402 

367 

524 

583 

664 

599 

622 

deposition 

0.52 

0.59 

0.51 

0.46 

0.70 

0.73 

0.81 

0.65 

0.84 

( mg) T = 11 

0.25 

0.28 

0.26 

0.24 

0.37 

0.42 

0.50 

0.44 

0.66 

Total 3.42 

(mg) 

cf Table 1(3.21, 3.12) 

* 
e 

Calculated from (air conc)(duration)(min vol)(0.35) 

Calculated using elimination equation 

Using the two component elimination equation and the 
deposition factor which for the purpose of illustration is taken 
as that of the ICRP (0.35), the daily contributions o£ iron to 
the rat's lungs are easily calculated, and the total can then be 
compared with the actual iron content of the lungs found at 
autopsy (Table 3). 

Conclusion 

This preliminary study of the iron oxide inhalation and 
elimination has indicated the value of the ICRP Task Group 
approach. For the particle size examined, the deposition factors 
found for the rat were similar to those proposed by ICRP for man. 
Pulmonary clearance could be reasonably described in terms of a 
two component exponential but the phase II component was of 
shorter half time than that in man. 
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INHALATION HAZARDS: THEY COULD BE WORSE':' 

R. G. Thomas 
Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and Research 

5200 Gibson Blvd., SE 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 

Abstract 

The inhalation route of entrance of relatively insoluble radioactive toxi
cant particles to the body may afford several mechanisms that act to reduce 
the potential radiation hazard, as compared to entrance by other possible 
routes, A relatively minor fraction of what is inhaled actually reaches the 
pulmonary spaces of the lung. In addition, those particles that do reach this 
region of the respiratory tract have the opportunity of being cleared by at 
least three methods; muco-ciliary movement, dissolution and subsequent re
moval by the blood, and translocation to tracheobronchial lymph nodes. With 
relatively insoluble particles all of these factors appear to work toward help
ing the individual to reduce the radiation insult. The methods proposed to 
bring about this reduction through these various factors are discussed in gen
eral terms. 

Introduction 

The inhalation route of entry of radionuclides to the body generally rep
resents the most prevalent hazard in incidents involving accidental releases 
that may occur in the nuclear industry. Radioactive materials that become 
airborne are likely to do so in a variety of physico-chemical states, depending 
upon the industrial operation, The temperature of release, for example, may 
play an important role in the subsequent behavior of the nuclide-containing 
substance once it is deposited in the respiratory tract, The chemical or 
physical form of the vehicle or matrix containing the radionuclide may play a 
similarly important role in the subsequent metabolism of the inhaled material. 
Thus, the practical aspects of concern in the evaluation of potential inhalation 
hazards involve an explicit knowledge of the conditions under which releases 
may occur. This point has been particularly emphasized recently by a number 
of authors investigating the factors involved in the increased incidence of lung 
cancer in miners and workers in other dusty trades. 1 

This paper explains the factors involved in assessing the relative poten
tial hazards following human inhalation exposure and discusses many areas in 
which the body appears to aid in reducing the radiation risk to the body tissues. 

>:< Research performed under U.S. A. E. C. Contract AT( 29 -2) -1013 and con
ducted in facilities accredited by the American Association for Accredita
tion of Laboratory Animal Care. 
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Lung Deposition 

The Task Group on Lung Dynamics ( TGLD) of Committee 2, the Inter
national Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has separated the 
human respiratory tract into three major regions. 2 These are the naso
pharyngeal (NP) region, beginning with the anterior nares and descending to 
the level of the larynx; the tracheobronchial ( TB) region, continuing through 
the trachea and bronchial tree and including the terminal bronchioles; and the 
pulmonary ( P) region consisting of the remainder of the respiratory tract, 
beginning with the respiratory bronchioles and including the alveoli. In gen
eral, larger particles deposit in the NP and TB regions and, if relatively 
insoluble in body fluids, soon (within 48 hours) find their way to the gastro
intestinal tract to be eliminated by fecal excretion. According to the TGLD, 
the quantity deposited in these two areas combined might vary from a few 
percent up to essentially l00'1a of inhaled particulate material. Deposition in 
the TB region rarely exceeds lOo/a of the total inhaled aerosol. The NP region 
shows the greatest variation in deposition as a function of particle size, with 
deposition greater at the larger particle sizes and increasingly reduced as the 
aerodynamic particle diameters become smaller than 1 !J.m. Any fraction of 
an inhaled aerosol of an insoluble nature that deposits in these two regions is 
acted upon in favor of defense against the toxicant, thus protecting the indi
vidual from depositing large quantities of inhaled particles in the pulmonary 
spaces. 

This same argument may be used in discussing the pulmonary (P) re
gion with regard to deposition of inhaled materials. Because of the large 
fractions inhaled that are deposited in the upper respiratory tract, plus the 
sizeable fraction that is exhaled and not deposited in any part of the tract, 
deposition in the P region is comparatively low. Only when the particle size 
is very small (less than 0. 5 !J.m aerodynamic diameter) does deposition in 
this region surpass 25'1a of the amount inhaled, as estimated by the TGLD. 2 
Inasmuch as most practical aerosols are of a size greater than this, the body 
is afforded considerable protection from an inhaled, relatively insoluble sub
stance. 

The exception to these protective factors arises when inhaled particles 
are of a soluble nature. As an example, a recent study has shown that solu
ble substances deposited on the mucosa of the NP region of the Syrian hamster 
entered the blood at a rather rapid rate. 3 These studies indicated a nasal ab
sorption of> 50'1a for the chlorides of strontium, barium and cesium but less 
than 4'1a for the trivalent cerium. As is often the case, trivalent cations tend 
to form rather insoluble ligands with proteins and other biological molecules. 
The report indicates that absorption from the NP region can be at least as 
great as from gastrointestinal absorption for a given substance. Thus, the 
radiobiological effects from a very soluble particulate material following in
halation can be afforded little alleviation by the body forces, in that the radio
nuclide may enter the circulation very rapidly. Those substances that fall 
between the arbitrary soluble and insoluble categories present a complicated 
picture that will be discussed later. 

Pulmonary Retention 

The major factor in considering inhalation hazards appears to be related 
much more to retention characteristics than to initial deposition. What is the 
likely fate of the inhaled fraction that is deposited in the pulmonary spaces? 
What lines of body defense favor the residence of a body burden of a given ra
dionuclide to be in lung, as opposed to being initially deposited elsewhere as·a 
consequence of a non-inhalation type of entry to the body? In one case the par
ticle may be extremely soluble in body fluids and would act the same with 
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regard to localization sites and retention characteristics (metabolism) re
gardless of route of entry. In this instance the mode of assimilation is prob
ably not very important. In another case, that of a relatively insoluble 
particle however, the particle may remain in the pulmonary spaces (alveolar 
region) and irradiate the surrounding tissue for a period of time dependent 
upon its effective half-life in that area, It may gradually dissolve and the ra
dionuclide cation may enter the blood and either be excreted or translocated 
to the organ( s) most compatible with its chemical properties. The insoluble 
particle may also clear through the lymphatics to the regional (tracheobron
chial) lymph nodes. It may also have the fortune of eventually being swept up 
the ciliated escalator, swallowed, ·and excreted in the feces. These are some 
of the factors that will be considered in terms of alterations, particularly re
ductions, in the potential radiation hazard after inhalation, The following re
marks will be restricted to relatively insoluble particles deposited in the deep 
lung, unless otherwise noted. 

Ciliary Removal: 

It was mentioned that early clearance from the tracheobronchial region 
takes place through ciliary activity, in a matter of hours or days. This means 
of clearance is an important body mechanism for removing toxicant particles 
after accidental inhalation exposure. What of this method of clearance after 
the initial, rather large phase, has subsided? It is common knowledge that 
particles can be readily engulfed by macrophages following deposition in the 
alveolar region. It is also feasible and accepted that a small particle may re
side on or within the surfactant lining of the lung, even perhaps prior to or 
following an engulfment by a phagocytic cell, What now is the fate of these 
particles? It makes sense that the mechanical movement of the lung alone 
creates some probability that the particle associated with surfactant, whether 
or not engulfed, will be swept upward via the muco-ciliary escalator and 
swallowed. In other words, it would essentially ride "piggy-back'' on the nor
mal processes of lung clearance, Such a probability may well be dependent 
upon the numbers of particles present that are available to be treated in this 
fashion, thus leading to an exponential (first order) loss with regard to the 
decrease in lung content with time, 

This process of ciliary clearance from the pulmonary spaces is very 
important in clearing the lung of toxicants, including particulate material con
taining radionuclides. Without this process, regardless of the detailed mech
anisms involved, the relative potential radiation hazard to the lung after 
inhalation would be considerably greater. 

Dissolution of Particles: 

All materials appear to be somewhat soluble in body fluids, and the 
fluids of the lung are no exception in the process. Mercer has emphasized the 
importance of solubilization of particles in removin\ materials (e. g., radio
nuclides contained in particles) from the deep lung. The rate of dissolution 
of a particle in an errosive active medium is a function of the total amount of 
avail<Lble surface area on that particle. Thus, the rate of removal of particu
late material from the lung by this process is a function of the total surface 
area available to the fluids in the lung. In most cases this surface area is 
made up from millions of particles of all sizes, generally accepted as being 
log-normally distributed according to the number occurring at a given size. 
There are a few particles that are very large and which carry a great deal of 
radioactivity, compared to a large number of small particles, each containing 
relatively little radioactivity. Consider the dissolution of this size distribu
tion, assuming all chemical characteristics of the particles to be the same. 
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The smaller particles may, in total, represent a considerable radiation 
source to the lung. These will dissolve much faster however, due to the 
much greater surface-to-mass ratios (surface area 7 volume x density). The 
radionuclide cations released subsequently follow one of several pathways; 
( 1) enter the blood and be excreted or localized in some other organ, ( 2) be
come associated into a chemical complex in the lung, ( 3) somehow find their 
way to the lymphatics or (4) somehow find their way up the muco-ciliary es
calator. Of these possibilities, case 1 is the most likely route for the lone 
cation. In this case, the situation results in distributing the radioactivity to 
other organs in the body (often referred to hereafter as "internal organs"). 
Thus, as the dissolution process continues, more radionuclide accumulates 
internally or is excreted, primarily in the urine, and the initially higher dose 
rate to the lung is gradually reduced, The body, by this method, once again 
rises to the occasion by splitting the offensive lines and utilizing a means to 
dilute the total potential radiation dose to the body. With some other routes 
of entrance to the body, such as intravenous, the insult would be inflicted to 
two or three internal organs beginning almost irnrnediately with nu "reser
voir" organ such as lung to dilute the attack. This would create a very high 
dose rate initially, a factor that may be very radiobiologically important. 
The slow migration from lung to the internal organs leads to a gradual build
up and simultaneous continuous loss from the tissues of localization, thus in 
most cases, never subjecting the internal organs to the larger dose rates. 
Such interaction between lung and radionuclides translocated to other organs 
has yet to be demonstrated experimentally to be less hazardous, and is no 
doubt dependent upon the chemical properties and physical half-lives of the 
materials involved. It would appear, however, that the inhalation route in 
this respect is somewhat favored in regard to being less hazardous for a 
given amount of radionuclide-containing material entering the pulmonary 
spaces as compared to some other route. 

Translocation to Lymph Nodes: 

Data are available from many sources that indicate a gradual concentra
tion of a potentially toxic particulate substance in tracheobronchial lymph 
nodes following its entrance to the lung. 5 In most instances, the concentra
tion (quantity/gram tissue) in these regional nodes surpasses that in lung at 
about 100 days post-commencement of exposure, regardless of whether this 
be single (acute) or chronic (repeated) inhalation exposure (Fig. 1). The 
material migrated to the nodes appears to be in particulate form, at least as 
can be discerned histologically and autoradiographically, depending upon the 
radionuclide and quantities involved. 6 Large accumulations of the particulate 
material may occur in the medullary areas, with little or no accumulation 
near the more peripheral germinal centers of the cortex. With alpha particle 
emitters, the particle appears to be localized such that the ionizing track 
length will not permit a release of large amounts (if any) of radiation energy 
to the germinal sites where lymphocyte production is manifested, Thus, 
large accumulations of alpha-emitting radionuclides in these nodes tend to 
irradiate the nutrient supply to the node (shut off the circulation), making it 
devoid of function after an extended period of time, but appear to act only to a 
minor degree directly on the cortical tissue, ~ ~· The loss of nodal mate
rial under these conditions does not appear to be of grave consequence to the 
body in cases that have been experimentally observed. 6 In a long-term study 
involving inhalation by Beagle dogs of the alpha-emitter 239pu, lar.fe accu
mulations of the nuclide were found in the pulmonary lymph nodes. In no 
case was there found a primary tumor in the lymphatic tissue of the nodes, 
but three cases of primary lesions of endothelial origin were reported, With 
beta particle emitters the length of the ionizing path is longer, and the extent 
{range) of damage is therefore greater, No primary tumors in thepulmonary 
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Fig. l. Lyn1ph node to lung concentration ratios following inhalation of vari
ous radionuclides by Beagle dogs. The total number of points ( 168) were 
segregated into groups of 24 and standard deviations (S.D. ) calculated. All 
points outside ± 1 S, D. were eliminated from each group, a new mean and 
S.D. were calculated, and plotted, as shown. The time intervals spanning 
collection of each group of 24 points are shown, with the mean being plotted at 
the average time for the interval. All details concerning the individual ex
periments are reported elsewhere. 5 

lymph nodes have been reported, however, following inhalation of these type 
of emitters. It is as though these nodes were anatomically placed and physi
ologically devised to "clean-up" the more sensitive lung tissue and to, once 
again and emphatically, act as a means of effectively reducing the radiation 
hazard following inhalation. 
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Therapy 

The use of chelating (and other) agents to relieve the body of deposited 
radionuclides has been in practice for years; an excellent review has recently 
been published, 8 These chemicals have been used effectively to remove ca
tions from bone, in particular the bone surfaces, and they act quite well for 
materials such as plutonium if administered soon after the nuclide reaches 
the bloodstream. The gross etfect is one of increasing by quite sizeable 
amounts the quantity of radionuclide excreted in the urine; the basic fallacy is 
that the total reduction in internally deposited radionuclide is quite negligible, 
Following the inhalation route, however, there has been considerable recent 
evidence of significant reduction in lung burdens of radionuclide-containing 
particles by pulmonary lavage. 9 Through the process of flushing out the deep 
lung, alternating sides at intervals of a few days, as much as 50';1o of anini
tial lung burden may be removed, This is an order of magnitude better than 
the use of chen~ical agents such as chelators, in ren~oving n~aterials that n~ay 
have been deposited internally by another route. In addition, for that materi
al that leaves the pulmonary spaces for deposit in internal organs, as de
scribed earlier, one can also use the chelating agents quite effectively. The 
combined effect of lung washing (lavage) and DTPA (administered in the 
lavage fluid) has been recently described following the inhalation of relatively 
soluble 144ceC13 , and the combination produced a "one-two'' punch for re
moval of the inhaled cation. 10 When this combined treatment was used for an 
insoluble form of the same cation in fused clay particles, however, the DTPA 
appeared to be of little assistance in reducing the lung burden. 11 The lung 
washing technique may enhance entrance to the blood as well as performing 
its actual physical removal. The intravenous chelator then enhances excre
tion by sequestering the radionuclide as it enters the circulation. 

The gross appearance from the inhalation route of entry is one of en
couragement with regard to the ability to remove substantial quantities of de
posited particulates, The fact that therapeutic removal of radioactive 
particles from the lung following inhalation can be accomplished to a degree, 
is an important factor in assessing relative radiological hazards as a function 
of route of entry to the body, 
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Abstract 

Considering the growing utilization of non ionizing radiation and the 
spreading danger from workers to the general population, the nature, sources 
and conditions of exposure to non-ionizing radiations, their interaction with 
matter, their biological and pathological effects are reviewed and the present 
situation of protection as to regulations, operational principles, and 
monitoring is discussed at the international and national levels . 

. Introduction 

Le Comite Scientifique du congres m'a fait l'honneur de me demander 
de vous exposer les problemes de protection poses par les rayonnements non
ionisants. C'est la premiere fois, je crois, qu'une Organisation Internationale 
de Protection Radiologique inscrit ce sujet dans ses preoccupations. 

Jusqu'a present les rayonnements ionisants avaient accapare leur 
attention toute entiere. Cependant les rayonnements non-ionisants meritent 
qu'on examine attentivement les problemes de protection qu'ils posent etant 
donne la puissance de certains generateurs, le developpement de leur utilisa
tion et l'extension des dangers du domaine professionnel au domaine public. 
Certains pays, tels les USA et l'URSS, ont notablement avance dans ce domai
ne, la Communaute Economique Europeenne s' en preoccupe et !'Organisation 
Mondiale de la Sante a cree des groupes de travail pour etudier ces problemes. 
Je vais tenter de faire le point sur la situation actuelle, en m 1 efforcant de 
garder le juste milieu devant un auditoire heterogene comprenant d 1 eminents 
specialistes de la question, mais aussi beaucoup de personnes peu familiari
sees. Je m 1excuse done aupres de certains des rappels generaux que mon 
expose comportera obligatoirement. Nous examinerons successivement la 
nature, les sources et les modalites d'irradiation des rayonnements non 
ionisants, leur interaction avec la matiere, leurs effets biologiques et patho
logiques, les mesures de protection concernant la reglementation, la preven
tion et la surveillance. 
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Nature physique 

Les rayonnements non ionisants se caracterisent par le fait que leur 
interaction avec la matiere n 1 engendre pas d'ionisation. 

Nous n 1 etudierons dans le present rapport que les rayonnements elec
tromagnetiques non ionisants avec parfois leur comparaison avec les rayonne
ments electromagnetiques ionisants. 

Le spectre des andes electromagnetiques est illustre par la figure I. 
Il vades rayons gamma et des rayons X ultra-durs aux andes radio de grande 
longueur d 1onde. Compte-tenu de l'energie des photons et du mode d 1interac
tion avec la matiere, il est possible de distinguer plusieurs zones spectrales 
dont les frontieres ne sont pas delimitees avec nettete. 

Lasers. En outre, une autre categorie de rayonnements electromagnetiques 
merite une mention particuliere : les lasers et les masers. Il s 1agit de rayon
nements electromagnetiques coherents dans le domaine des longueurs d' onde 
de !'ultra-violet a !'infra-rouge pour les lasers' des micro-andes pour les 
masers. 

Les lasers sont des emetteurs de faisceaux de lumiere fortement col
limates dont la densite d 1energie et la densite de puissance peuvent etre 
considerables. Ces faisceaux lumineux sont coherents ala fois dans l 1espace 
et dans le temps. Ils sont monochromatiques, les gammes d 1emission allant 
de !'ultra-violet a !'infra-rouge en passant par le domaine du visible. 

Unites 

Les unites utilisees en protection contre les rayonnements non 
ionisants sont de nature tres differente de celles utilisees pour les rayonne
ments ionisants. Pour ces derniers on emploie des unites d 1 exposition 
(Roentgen) et des unites de dose absorbee dans la matiere (rad) ; le rad est 
exprime en Joule par gramme de matiere. Pour les rayonnements non 
ionisants on emploie des densites d 1 energie en J /cm2 au des densites de puis
sance en W /cm2 ; il s 1agit done d 1energie passant au travers d 1une surface 
et non dissipee dans un volume au une masse. Il en resulte que les relations 
dose-effet, d 1une part, et les normes reglementaires d 1autre part, sont 
difficilement comparables entre rayonnements non ionisants et rayonnements 
ionisants. 

Les sources de rayonnements non ionisants 

Les sources de rayonnements non ionisants sont tres diverses et 
doivent etre etudiees separement pour chacun d' eux. 

Lumiere visible - Ultra-violet -Infra-rouge. La source principale de lumiere 
visible, d'ultra-violet et d'infra-rouge est le rayonnement solaire. Les gene
rateurs artificiels de rayonnement ultra-violet sont essentiellement constitues 
par des tubes au sein desquels on produit des decharges electriques dans un 
gaz. Les sources artificielles de rayonnement infra-rouge sont constituees 
par des materiaux ayant atteint une temperature suffisante. 
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Micro-andes. Un generateur de micro-andes est constitue par : 
- le generateur proprement dit qui cree un rayonnement electromagnetique 
par de placement d' electrons dans des champs electriques et magnetiques 
combines. Suivant la frequence et la puissance desiree on utilise des tubes 
electroniques, des magnetrons ou des klistrons. 
- un organe de transmission constitue par une ligne bifilaire, un cable coaxial 
ou un guide d 1 on de. 
- une antenne d 1emission (radar) ou une cavite (four). 

Lasers. L' effet laser est obtenu en stimulant le retour a l' etat normal d'un 
certain nombre d'atomes qui ont une population d'electrons prealablement 
inversee de leur niveau atomique. Le laser amplifie et coordonne ce retour. 
Pour mettre en oeuvre l 1 effet laser, il faut disposer : 
- d 1w1 n-lateriel atomique dont la population clectronique peut etre inver see, 
- d 1un moyen d'inverser cette population, 
- d 1un moyen de stimuler le retour a l'etat normal a l 1aide d'un resonnateur 
optique. 

La duree de !'impulsion laser depend essentiellement du mode de fonc
tionnement : 
- lasers a fonctionnement continu, 
- lasers a impulsion normale (duree d'impulsion d 1environ l milliseconde), 
-lasers declenches ou a impulsion geante (duree d'impulsion d 1 environ l 
nanoseconde). 

Les lasers a impulsion atteignent de grandes puissances dans des 
temps necessairement tres courts, surtout lorsqu'ils fonctionnent 11 en de
clenche11 (exemple : le gigawatt en mains de 30 nanosecondes). Les lasers a 
fonctionnement continu emettent des rayonnements allant de quelques milli
watts a 500 watts. 

Du point de vue technologique on distingue : les lasers a cristal, les 
lasers a gaz, les lasers a semi-conducteurs, les lasers a liquide. 

Modalites d'irradiation 

Les modalites d'irradiation par des rayonnements non ionisants sont 
extremement diverses tant par leur nature que par leur importance relative. 

Elles tiennent tout d'abord a la production de ces rayonnements soit 
dans le milieu naturel, soit dans les activites humaines, Les applications des 
rayonnements non ionisants sont en effet scientifiques, industrielles, mili
taires, medicales, domestiques. Les personnes expo sees peuvent etre 
classees en trois categories principales : 
- les travailleurs, 
- le public, 
- les patients (irradiation medic ale). 

Lumiere visible. Les modalites d 1irradiation par la lumiere visible sont trop 
communes pour qu'il soit necessaire de les rappeler. 

Ultra-violet, En milieu professionnel, une exposition peut survenir dans les 
cas suivants : 
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1. Rayonnements ultra-violets solaires : travaux de mac;;onnerie, construction 
des routes, travaux agricoles, travaux en mer (peche}, travaux en haute 
montagne. 

2. Rayonnements ultra-violets artificiels : fabrication du verre, siderurgie 
et coulee, metallurgie (laminage}, controle des moules metalliques, travaux 
de soudage et de decoupage a l'arc, fabrication de manchons a incandescence, 
fabrication et controle de lampes a ultra-violets et de tubes a decharges' 
lithographie, irradiation des denrees alimentaires, des medicaments et du 
tabac. 

Pans le domaine public, l 1irradiation solaire est essentiellement liee 
aux loisirs, l 1irradiation artificielle au bronzage esthetique. 

Dans le domaine medical, 11irradiation ultra-violette est due a un 
certain nombre de traitements phototherapiques. 

Infra-rouge. La surexposition professionnelle aux rayonnements infra-rouges 
menace les personnes qui travaillent dans le voisinage des fours ou sur des 
corps ou objets partes a haute temperature. 

L 1 irradiation du public est es sentiellement liee a !~utilisation des 
appareils de chauffage, 11irradiation medicale a certaines methodes de 
thermo-therapie. 

Micro-ondes. Un risque d 1 exposition a des doses considerees comme supe
rieures pour !I absorption d 1une certaine dose d 1 energie aux niveaux tolerables 
pour l 1organisme humain ou partielle est a signaler dans les professions 
suivantes : personnel volant ou personnel au sol des aerodromes; personnel 
maritime; mecanicien radar et personnel d 1exploitation des stations radar; 
personnel travaillant dans les stations aerospatiales; personnel expose 
autour de fours a haute frequence; personnel travaillant avec des masers; 
personnes utilisant des appareils medicaux a micro-andes; personnes affec
tees au controle des champs de micro-andes; personnes utilisant des fours a 
micro-ondes (cuisines}; personnes preposees ala sterilisation des denrees 
alimentaires et des produits pharmaceutiques; travailleurs dubois contre
plaque. 

L 1irradiation du public revet deux modalites essentielles : 
- un certain nombre de personnes peuvent etre exposees soit du fait de leur 
logement, soit du fait de leur passage aux rayonnements emis par des sources 
puis santes (radar); 
- d 1autre part, un nombre de plus en plus grand de foyers domestiques sont 
equipes avec des fours culinaires a micro-andes dont les risques d 1irradiation 
en fonctionnement normal ou anormal ne sont pas negligeables. 

L 1irradiation medicale est essentiellement due au traitements diather
miques. 

Ondes radio. Dans le domaine professionnel, les personnes exposees appar
tiennent aux techniciens de la radio, de la television et de certaines applica
tions industrielles. 
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Le public d'une fac;on generale est Soumis au champ d'ondes radio a 
des niveaux faibles sauf au voisinage des emetteurs puissants. 

Dans le domaine medical, !'irradiation par ondes courtes est une 
modalite de la diathermie. 

Lasers. Le laser permet de concentrer dans un tres petit volume une puis
sance electromagnetique considerable et d' obtenir des temperatures extreme
ment elevees capables de faire fondre tous les materiaux meme les plus 
refractaires ou de detruire les tis sus. C' est pourquoi differents types de 
rayonnement laser trouvent d'ores et deja de nombreuses utilisations : 
- industrielle et technique: micro-soudage' micro-usinage des metaux, forage 
et decoupage, determination de niveaux a l'aide de rayons conducteurs dans 
le batiment, photochimie, optique appliquee (holographie)' metrologie (preci
sion extraordinaire des techniques de mesure), telemetrie (lidar : appareil 
fonctionnant sur le meme principe que le radar et qui permet des mesures 
extremement precises), telecommunications. 
- recherche scientifique. Le laser, en effet, continuer a de plus en plus a 
faire 11objet de nombreuses recherches dans les universites et les labora
toires. 

Dans le domaine public on commence a trouver des gadgets utilisant 
des rayonnements lasers et meme des jouets. 

Dans le domaine medical existent des applications medico-chirur
gicales : interventions sur la retine, destruction de tumeurs, etc .•. Le 
rayonnement laser lorsqu'il est utilise, assure une cauterisation instantanee 
et realise une excellente hemostase. 

Interaction des rayonnements electromagnetiques avec la matiere 

La comprehension des mecanismes d'action biologique des rayonne
ments non ionisants, et d'une fac;on generale des rayonnements electro
magnetiques, est directement liee ala penetration de ces rayonnements dans 
la matiere vivante et a leur interaction avec elle. 

La penetration des rayonnements electromagnetiques dans la matiere 
vivante est fonction de leur energie et passe par un minimum pour les rayon
nements visibles et voisins ainsi que le montre la figure 2. Certes, des 
differences existent selon la nature des tis sus et les interfaces des or ganes. 
De meme, des phenomenes de diffusion ou de resonance peuvent interf~rer 
avec les simples lois d'absorption. Mais d'une fac;on generale des interactions 
auront toujours lieu dans la peau, alors que les organes profonds du corps ne 
seront interesses que par les rayonnements de grande energie (ionisants) on 
de grande longueur d'onde (micro-ondes et ondes radio), L'oeil constitue un cas 
particulier interessant et la figure 3 montre qu'il est entierement traverse 
par les rayonnements ionisants et les micro-ondes qu'il est opaque aux ultra
violets courts et aux infrarouges longs et qu'il concentre sur la retine la 
lumiere visible, les UV et IR voisins de celle-ci. 

Les interactions des rayonnements electromagnetiques avec la matiere 
peuvent.intervenir a differents niveaux des edifices atomiques et moleculaires. 
De fac;on schematique et caricaturale, on peut admettre en premiere 
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approximation que les rayonnements ionisants perturbent les edifices 
atomiques et les rayonnements non ionisants les edifices moleculaires. Les 
rayonnements ionisants sont seuls capables, par absorption dans la matiere, 
de former des electrons secondaires hautement energetiques dont l'energie 
cinetique s'epuise par ionisation et excitation. Les rayonnements non ioni
sants peuvent agir a trois niveaux differents : au niveau des electrons orbi
taux externes atomiques et moleculaires avec correlativement des reactions 
photochimiques; au niveau des atomes constitutifs des molecules considerees 
comme un tout avec des phenomenes de rotation. Les phenomenes de vibra
tion, de rotation et de diverses deformations aboutissent a !'agitation ther
mique dans la matiere. 

On peut ajouter aux generalites precedentes les particularites sui
vantes concernant les ef{ets biologiques des rayonnements electromagnetiques. 

Effets biologiques 

1. Rayons X et rayons gamma (rayonnements ionisants). L'une des caracte
ristiques des rayonnements ionisants est la distribution stochastique des 
atomes et molecules excites et ionises dans la matiere irradiee. Les excita
tions electroniques ainsi que les ionisations conduisent a des reactions radio
chimiques non specifiques. Ces reactions non specifiques sont a l'origine de 
reactions biologiques secondaires de caracteres generalement lesionnel. La 
chaleur degagee par !'absorption des rayonnements' ainsi que les epipheno
m'Emes thermiques des reactions radiochimiques sont sans importance sur le 
plan biologique. 

2. Rayons ultra-violets. Les effets photo biologiques des ultra-violets sont 
une co,p.sequence des reactions photochimiques. La chaleur produite par 
!'absorption des rayons ultra-violets, ainsi que les effets thermiques des 
reactions photochimiques sont d'une importance tres secondaire sur le plan 
biola gique. 

3. LumiE~re visible. Les reactions photochimiques sont de faible importance 
et de caractere tres specifique (vision, photosynthese}. Chez l'homme, une 
grande partie de l'energie lumineuse absorbee par la peau se transforme en 
chaleur. C'est la raison pour laquelle, dans le spectre de la lumiE~re visible, 
il faut compter aussi bien avec des effets biologiques de caractere specifique 
(tels que l'eblouissement et la photosensibilisation) qu'avec des effets ther
miques de type pur (brulures de la peau ou de la retine). 

4. Rayonnement infra-rouge. L'absorption du rayonnement infra-rouge par 
un tis su biologique s e traduit non par une excitation electronique mais simple
ment par une excitation des niveaux vibrationnels et rotationnels. Au cours 
de ce processus d'absorption, seule l'energie thermique de la substance 
irradiee augmente. Il s'ensuit que la production de chaleur est le seul effet 
biologique qui procede de cette absorption. 

5. Micro-ondes. L'absorption des micro-ondes peut se traduire par !'excita
tion de quelques niveaux vibrationnels, mais ce sont essentiellement les ni
veaux rotationnels qui se trouvent excites. De plus, ces champs de haute 
frequence engendrent des courants electriques. L'un et l'autre de ces effets 
se traduisent par une production de chaleur. L'effet biologique essentiel de 
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!'absorption des micro-ondes est une production de chaleur. Les effets non 
thermiques ne semblent jouer qu'un role accessoire, 

6. Ondes radio. L'absorption a pour effet de creer dans les cellules et tissus 
des courants electriques qui se traduisent par de la chaleur. A des frequences 
inferieures a environ 300kHz, et pour certaines puissances de champ elec
trique, les cellules et les tissus peuvent subir une certaine excitation elec
trique, sans que cette excitation s'accompagne d'autres effets. 

7. Lasers. Le rayonnement laser a une triple action biologique 
- effet thermique. L'effet thermique· depend du type et de la puissance du 
laser et de la structure de l'echantillon piologique expose. En particulier, 
l'heterogeneite des milieux biologiques peut entraiher une distribution ther
mique irreguliere et certaines differences d'action selon la nature du tissu. 
- effet electrique, Le faisceau laser perturbe le cortege electronique des 
atomes de la matiere irradiee. Il s' ensuit des perturbations qui peuvent etre 
a l 1origine de divers effets chimiques qui, a leur tour, pourront avoir des 
consequences biologiques. 
- effet mecanigue. Le faisceau laser induit dans le milieu qu'il traverse des 
phonons (le phonon est la quantite elementaire d' energie elastique) stimules 
transportant une energie tres grande qu'on appelle hyper sons. Ces hyper sons 
seraient a l'origine des effets lesionnels observes non pas au point d'impact 
du rayonnement laser sur le tissu mais a son point d 1emergence. 

Les dommages radiopathologiques 

Apres avoir etudier les mecanismes d'action biologique des rayonne
ments non ionisants, il convient d 1envisager les dommages qu'ils peuvent 
engendrer. 

1, Ultra-violets. Une surexposition aux rayons ultra-violets se traduit par 
des lesions a caractere aigu ou chronique. Parmi les lesions aigues, citons 
les coups de soleil ainsi que l'erytheme actinique. La surexposition aux 
rayons ultra-violets est susceptible de provoquer une kerato-conjonctivite 
douloureuse dont la guerison est cependant rapide et sans sequelles. Apres 
une exposition prolongee ou repetee, des modifications cutanees irreversibles 
sont susceptibles de se produire, La peau devient brune et seche, elle se ride 
et perd de son elasticite. En soi, i1 ne s'agit que d'affection benigne. Cepen
dant, sur cette dermatose peuvent se greffer des epitheliomas et des kera
toses seniles. Il est connu que les rayonnements ultra-violets peuvent engen
drer, a long terme, des cancers cutanes. Mais les relations "dose-effet" sont 
mal etablies en cette matiere. 

2. Lumiere visible. Les effets de la lumiere visible sur l'organisme sont 
analogues a ceux des rayonnements ultra-violets. En outre, une exposition 
prolongee equivaut a une exposition a la chaleur. Enfin, les effets cataracto
genes d'une telle exposition sont loin d' etre negligeables. 

3. •Infra-rouges. Etant donne la faible penetration,. les seuls or ganes a pouvoir 
etre atteints chez 11homme sont la peau et les yeux. Selon la densite du flux 
energetique du rayonnement infra-rouge absorbe par la peau, on constate soit 
une legere hyperthermie locale, soit une hyperthermie generalisee plus ou 
mains grave, soit des brulures. La lesion classique de l'oeil, en dehors des 
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brulures de caractere aigu, est la cataracte. 

4. Micro-ondes. Les micro-ondes sont absorbees par Porganisme. L'energie 
absorbee est entierement convertie en chaleur. L' augmentation de la tempe
rature en un point donne de 11organisme humain depend : 
- de la quantite d' energie des micro-ondes absorbee, 
- de la conductibilite thermique du tissu ainsi que du transport thermique par 
11intermediaire du courant sanguin. 

Les effets physiologiques et pathologiques sont une consequence de 
!'augmentation locale de la temperature et de la charge thermique de Pen
semble de l 1organisme (effet thermique). C'est la raison pour laquelle, pour 
de fortes densites de flux, il peut se produire localement des echauffements 
ou des brulures, par exemplc au niveau de la peau ou des tis sus sous -jacents. 
Etant donne l'absence de vascularisation du cristallin, !'augmentation de 
temperature dans le cristallin peut devenir suffisamment grande pour provo
quer le plus souvent et apres uncertain delai, Popacification du cristallin. 
Une augmentation de la temperature dans de grandes regions de l'organisme 
humain conduit a une hyperthermie qui peut etre letale. 

En dehors des effets thermiques qui entrainent des lesions anato
miques, certains (ecole russe en particulier) envisagent des effets non ther
miques. L'interpretation pathogenique est delicate et complexe; elle met en 
cause l'action directe des champs electromagnetiques et en particulier, des 
champs magnetiques variables sur la matiere vivante. Des sujets exposes a 
de faibles intensites, ont presente des troubles de type fonctionnel : 
- troubles neuro-vegetatifs : fatigabilite; hypersudation; somnolence (ou 
insomnie}; cephalee; troubles sensoriels {visuels ou auditifs); instabilite 
emotionnelle; hyperexcitabilite neuromusculaire; perte d 1appetit, nausees; 
troubles du rythme cardiaque, crises vagotoniques; etat lipothymique, 
instabilite tensionnelle. 
- troubles endrociniens : deficit surrenalien; hyperfonctionnement thyroiaien. 
- modifications sanguines : ioniques; electrophoretiques; cytologiques -
anemie, lymphopenie, polynucleose - coagulabilite sanguine et resistance 
globulaire, rarement touchees. 

5. Ondes radio. En general, dans les utilisations professionnelles, les ondes 
radio induisent dans 11organisme des intensites tellement faibles qu'il n 1 en 
resulte pas d'effets biologiques. Cependant on aurait observe, pour certaines 
utilisations professionnelles, des manifestations neuro-vegetatives, de la 
fatique, de l'asthenie. Ces symptomes disparaissent en meme temps que 
l'expositimn. On n'a pas observe de sequelles. 

6. Lasers. Les dommages corporels susceptibles d' etre provoques par le 
rayonnement laser peuvent resulter du rayonnement direct aussi bien que des 
rayonnements reflechis diffuses. Les organes critiques sont l'oeil et la peau. 

-Effets oculaires. La totalite du globe oculaire peut etre atteinte, les dam
mages pouvant aller de la lesion minimale jusqu'a la dechirure de type explo
sif. Alors que les petites lesions de la cornee evoluent en general vers la 
guerison, les lesions de la retine sont irreversibles. Les atteintes retinien
nes varient dans leur gravite en fonction de la topographie des lesions. Quelle 
que soit la topographie des lesions retiniennes, il y a lieu de souligner le 
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caractere frequemment indolore de celles -ci. Les facteurs aggravants des 
lesions sont les suivants : 

Focalisation sur la retine. Les rayons lasers qui traversent l'oeil se trouvent 
·focalises sur la retine par le cristallin, ce qui se traduit par tine forte aug
mentation de la densite energetique. Pour 1' etablissement des consignee de 
securite, il £aut faire entrer en ligne de compte le cas le plus defavorable au 
un faisceau de rayons paralleles est focalise au niveau de la retine sur une 
surface ayant le diametre d'un disque de diffraction. 

Transmission a travers l'oeil. La region de l'oeil situee en avant de la retine 
est transparente ala gamme des longueurs d'ondes, allant de 0, 4 a l, 4 p.m 
a quai viennent s'ajouter deux autres gammes dans l'infrarouge. Si le rayon
nement est absorbe dans la partie de l'oeil situee en avant de la retine, la 
densite energetique sur la retine peut se trouver diminuee. Mais alors, les 
tissus anterieurs sont exposes a un danger plus grand. Dans ce cas cependant 
vu 11absence de focalisation, le seuil critique des lesions est nettement plus 
eleve. 

Duree d'irradiation. Dans le cas des lasers pulses au de lasers a impulsions 
geantes, on a constate sur le plan experimental que la densite energetique 
admissible diminuait en meme temps que la duree des impulsions. Cela se 
comprend aisement si l'on considere qu'avec un apport energetique lent, 
l'energie calorifique produite peut partiellemen:t se dissiper, relevant 
d' autant le s euil le sionnel critique. Par ailleur s, un certain role est joue a 
cet egard par la frequence de la repetition des impulsions. 

Grosseur de l'image. Les travaux experimentaux montrent que la densite 
d'energie necessaire a !'apparition d'une lesion augmente lorsque la surface 
de 'ia region irradiee devient plus petite. 

n demeure,en matiere d'effets oculaires,un certain nombre d'incon
nues relatives : 
-a l'effet de sommation des faisceaux de basse energie; 
-a 1' effet de sommation des effets punctiformes peripheriques; 
- aux effets a long terme du rayonnement laser apres cessation de !'exposi-
tion au risque; 
- a l'effet en profondeur (effet Brillouin). 

- Effets cutanes. L'incidence sur la peau d'un rayonnement laser peut provo
quer immediatement une brUlure avec coagulation locale, ce qui permet une 
cicatrisation rapide. Neanmoins la reaction cutanee depend cle plusieurs 
facteurs qui sont : 
- la longueur d'onde du faisceau, 
- la duree d 1 exposition, 
- les ''qualites optiques 11 de la peau en matiere d'absorption, de transmission 
et de proprietes reflechissantes. C'est ainsi que !'absorption de l'energie 
laser se trouve facilitee par une densite locale plus importante de la pigmen
tation. 

On ne sait encore que peu de chases en ce qui concerne !'exposition 
cutanee chronique au rayonnement laser. 
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Reglementation 

En matiere de protection, la reglementation constitue l'une des pieces 
maitresses. En ce qui concerne les rayonnements electromagnetiques, un 
contraste saisissant existe entre l'etat de la reglementation pour les rayonne
ments ionisants et pour les rayonnements non ionisants. Pour les rayonne
ments ionisants, un systeme coherent et universellement ado pte a ete mis au 
point par une Commission Internationale competente. Pour les rayonnements 
non ionisants, l'inventaire des reglementations fait apparaitre une hetero
geneite, des lacunes, des contradictions. 

Rayonnements ionisants 

La protection contrc les rayonnements ionisants a ete codifiee par la 
Commission Internationale de Protection Radiologique. L'I. C. R, P. a etabli 
un corps de doctrine qui est represente par des recommandations generales 
et des recommandations particulieres aux differentes modalites d'irradiation, 

De fait, les recommandations ont ete transcrites de facson appropriee 
dans les reglementations nationales de la quasi totalite des pays. Elles sont 
par ailleurs reconnues de facson officielle par les grandee organisations inter
nationales (O,M,S,, B.I.T., F.A.O., A.I.E.A., ComiteScientifiquedes 
Radiations des Nations Unies) ou regionales (Euratom, O.C.D.E.). I1 resulte 
de cet etat de fait une homogeneite et une coherence exemplaires en matiere 
de protection contre les rayonnements ionisants. 

Rayonnements non ionisants 

Dans le domaine des rayonnements non ionisants, il n'existe malheu
reusement pas d'organisme international comparable ala Commission Inter
nationale de Protection Radiologique. 

Il en resulte qu'aucune reglementation universellement acceptee 
n 1existe, ni pour !'ensemble des rayonnements non ionisants, ni meme pour 
certains d'entre eux. En outre, les textes reglementaires nationaux ou parti
culiers sont disparates avec de nombreuses lacunes. Enfin, il existe pour 
certains rayonnements tels que les micro-andes des differences tres sensibles 
entre les limites d'irradiation pouvant atteindre un facteur l 000. 

Generalites 

Normes fondamentales. Quelques recherches ont ete faites pour tenter de 
determiner une limite fondee sur un seuil de lesion pour quelques types de 
rayonnements avec des longueurs d'ondes determinees et un effet biologique 
donne, par exemple : erytheme et kerate-conjonctivite pour uv de differentes 
longueurs d' onde ; lesion de la retine et de la peau pour les lasers. Mais les 
conditions experimentales et les resultats disparates rendent la comparaison 
difficile. 

L'exposition limite de l'organe est generalement experimee en J.cm-
2 

Lorsqu'il s'agit de tissus internes cette norme est quelquefois deduite de 
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!'exposition des tissus externes par application d'un facteur de transmission ou 
de concentration. 

Limites derivees. Les recommandations, reglementations ou codes de prati
que que l'on trouve pour certains types de rayonnements (UV, micro-ondes , 
lasers) concernent des limites derivees. Ces dernieres sont exprimees soit 
en densite d'energie pour une impulsion de duree determinee (surtout lorsqu'il 
s'agit d 1impulsions relativement courtes) soit en densite de puissance W. cm-2. 

Les valeurs recommandees sont tres variables non seulement selon les 
pays, mais souvent dans un meme pays selon l'organisme qui les propose. 
L'absence de methodes de determination, de conditions experimentales et de 
moyens de mesure uniformes rend souvent leur comparaison difficile. 

Etat actuel de la reglementation 

UV. Des recherches existent pour determiner un seuil de lesion au niveau de 
la peau ou de l'oeil en fonction de la longueur d'onde pour servir de base a une 
norme fondamentale. Mais, selon 1'0. M.S., il est urgent de determiner la 
relation dose-effet pour cancer de la peau. La seule recommandation officielle 
que l'on trouve est celle mentionnee par l'O.M.S., qui semble provenir d'une 
recommandation deja assez ancienne de !'American Medical Association (1948): 
!'exposition ne doit pas depasser 

0, 5 )lW par cm2 pour une exposition ~7heures 
et 0, 1 )lW par cm2 pour une exposition continue de 24 h par jour. 

Infra-rouges. Les connaissances sur les effets possibles a long terme sont 
insuffisantes, et en particulier celles sur la relation dose-effet. Les seules 
donnees sur lesquelles on pourrait actuellement fonder des normes sont les 
seuils de lesion connus pour la cornee (O.M.S.) : 

7, 6 J/cm2 aux longueurs d'onde 0, 88- 1,1 p.m 
2, 8 J/cm2 aux longueurs d'onde 1, 2 - 1, 7 p.m 

Microondes 

Normes fondamentales. Les bases sur lesquelles elles devraient etre fondees, 
c'est-a-dire les effets biologiques, sont encore mal connues. Les donnees 
quantitative, lorsqu'il y en a, sont difficiles a interpreter. La question de 
!'existence d'un seuil n 1est pas resolue et on ne peut exclure completement la 
possibilite d'effets cumulatifs. D'autre part, une telle norme devrait etre 
fondee sur l'energie absorbee dans les tissus. Or, celle-ci ne peut etre deter
minee a l'heure actuelle avec le minimum de precision qui serait necessaire 
pour en evaluer les risques. C'est pourquoi, il parait difficile a l'heure 
actuelle de determiner des normes fondamentales. Dunster cependant, propose 
comme norme fondamentale, une densite de puissance de 10 mW/cm2. 

Limites derivees. Les normes derivees pour le domaine des microondes sont 
generalement exprimees en densite de puissance (mW /cm2) pour une duree 
d'exposition determinee. Un grand nombre de pays et d'organismes ont pro
mulge ou recommande des limites d'exposition (tableau 1). On constate des 
variations d'un organisme a !'autre, mais il se degage essentiellement deu;x 
grands courants : 
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- Aux Etats- Unis tout d' abord, dans certains pays europe ens ensuite, ces 
limites sont fondees sur !'aptitude de l'organisme a supporter une charge 
thermique : 

l 0 mW /cm2 supportable pendant un temps relativement long (ex. 
journee de travail), 
l mW /cm2 recommande par certains organismes lorsqu'il s'agit 
d'une exposition permanente (ex. marins dormant a proximite d'une 
antenne sur un bateau) et pour la population (limite de fuite a 5 em 
proposee pour les nouveaux fours a microondes). 

Pour des expositions intermittentes tree courtes inferieures a l'heure, 
deux formules : 

1 -Committee of the American Standards Association: 1 mW.h/cm
2 

par fraction de 0, l heure, ce qui donne 10 mW /cm2 pour 0, l heure. 

2 - La plupart des organismes militaires aux Etats- Unis comme en 
Europe : la duree d' exposition en minute 

t = 60 x~;;r 
W devant rester inferieur a l 00 ou 55 mW /cm2 selon des pays. 
w etant la densite de puissance moyenne sur le temps t. 

-La C.E.E. a cree un groupe de travail dont le rapporteur J. Dunster 
propose les limites simplifiees suivantes : 

- exposition continue, densite de puissance dans le champ : l 0 mW /cm2 

-exposition intermittente, densite de puissance: D ~100 mW/cm2 

duree d' exposition : t = 60 x ~D;Ly 

-En U.R.S.S. et certains pays d'Europe Centrale, les limites sont fondees 
sur des troubles fonctionnels lies a un desequilibre neuro-vegetatif plus ou 
mains accentue. Aussi, sont-elles beaucoup plus severes : 

Lasers 

l mW /cm2 pour mains de 20 minutes de sejour et port de lunettes 
de protection obligatoire, 
0, 1 mW /cm2 pour une exposition de deux heures par jour 
0, 01 mW /cm2 pour plus de deux heures par jour. 

Normes fondamentales. Organes sensibles : oeil et peau. L'effet sur l'oeil 
depend de la longueur d 1onde, ainsi que des conditions d'eclairage exterieur 
qui determinent le diametre de la pupille. On a cherche a etablir des seuils 
de lesion pour la retine. 

lei encore pas de moyens de mesure de l'energie absorbee. Aussi 
toutes les reglementations portent-elles sur des limites derivees. 
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Limites derivees. Elles s 1expriment differemment selon le mode de fonction
nement du laser : 
-en densite d 1energie par unite de surface (J/cm2 ) par impulsion pour les 
impulsions tres courtes et les trains d 1impulsions tres courtes; 
- en densite de puissance par unite de surface pour les rayonnements continua 
(W /cm2). 

Le code de pratique Britanique indique les limites suivantes pour 
l 1exposition de la cornee (tableau II). J. Dunster propose pour la C, E. E. les 
limites suivantes pour 11 oeil et la peau pour les lasers emettant dans !'ultra
violet, le visible et 11infra-rouge {tableau III, IV, V). 

Prevention 

La protection contre les rayonnements non ionisants doit comprendre 
la reglementation que nous venons de voir, la prevention et la surveillance. 
La prevention constitue le 2eme volet du triptyque de la protection radiologi
que. Dans le domaine des rayonnements ionisants, cette prevention a fait 
l 1objet d 1etudes tres poussees qui ont contribue a faire de l'energie atomique 
l 1une des activites humaines ou les risques sont les plus faibles. Elle est 
essentiellement basee sur la securite des installations, les protections liees 
aux appareils, les protections liees aux travailleurs, les consignes d 1exploi
tation et les habitudes de travail. 

Pour les rayonnements non ionisants de nombreuses methodes de 
prevention ont ete mises en oeuvre, essentiellement par les equipes scienti
fiques, militaires ou industrielles utilisant des sources relativement impor
tantes. Les constructeurs egalement ont prevu des dispositifs de protection 
qu'il conviendrait cependant, dans un certain nombre de cas, d'ameliorer de 
fa<;on sensible. 

D'une fa<_ron generale, on peut envisager des mesures de prevention 
au stade de la construction, au stade de !'utilisation sur un plan collectif 
ou sur un plan individuel. 

Au stade de la construction, dans toute la mesure du possible, les 
sources de rayonnements non ionisants devraient posseder des ecrans pour 
eviter tous les rayonnements parasites autres que le faisceau utile, Les 
appareils generateurs devraient faire l'objet d'une homologation officielle, 
en particulier pour ceux qui sont utilises par le public. Il devrait etre inter
dit d 1apporter des modifications quelconques au systeme de protection. Peut
etre COnViendrait-il d I envisager Un COntrole periouique deS appareillages 
susceptible a de montrer des defectuosites au cours du temps. 

Dans !'utilisation des sources de rayonnements non ionisants les 
mesures collectives devraient comprendre notamment les suivantes : 
- les installations devraient etre con<_rues de fa<;on telle que dans tous les 
cas ou cela est possible, elles constituent un systeme ferme sans rayonne
ment de fuite; 
- pour le cas ou les installations seraient en systeme ouvert, des zones 
interdites a sejour reglemente ou controle devraient etre etablies; 
- le nombre de personnes utilisant les installations devrait etre reduit au 
minimum; 
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- des mesures du rayonnement ambiant devraient etre effectuees afin de 
s'assurer que les limites d'irradiation sont bien respectees; 
- des consignee strictes devraient etre edictees pour le personnel. 

A ces mesures collectives, des mesures individuelles peuvent s'ajou
ter lorsqu'il est impossible d'abaisser les niveaux d'irradiation au-dessous 
des limites reglementaires. Ce n'est que dans ce cas, qui devrait rester 
exceptionnel, que l'on peut envisager des moyens de protection individuelle 
portes par les travailleurs. Les or ganes les plus sensibles etant d 1une fa<; on 
generale les yeux, la peau et le corps entier selon le rayonnement, les 
moyens de protection consisteront soit en lunette, soit en vetement protecteur. 

Surveillance 

La surveillance constitue le 3eme volet de la protection radiologique. 
On distingue une surveillance physique et une surveillance medic ale. 

Surveillance physique, 

1. La surveillance physique des rayonnements ionisants a fait l'objet au cours 
des dernieres decades d 1un nombre considerable de travaux et de realisations. 
On est actuellement capable de deceler nettement au-dessous des limites 
d'irradiation les doses re<;ues par les differentes categories de personnes 
exposees. Les methodes utilisees peuvent etre directes ou indirectes : 

- Les methodes directes portent sur la mesure de !'irradiation au niveau des 
personnes elles -memes au moyen de detecteurs individuels (films dosimetres, 
sty los electrometres etc .•. ). 

- Les methodes indirectes consistent a evaluer l'irradiation a partir de me
sures portant sur l'environnement professionnel ou publique (champ d'irradia
tion ou de contamination). 

La dosimetrie des rayonnements ionisants est devenue une discipline 
en soi. Elle fait appel a des methodes de mesures extremement diverses. 
Elle a a sa disposition une grande variete de dosimetres permettant des me
sures instantanees ou cumulees avec des gammes d 1utilisation extremement 
larges, des sensibilites tres poussees et des precisions largement suffisantes. 

2. En ce qui concerne les rayonnements non ionisants,la situation est toute 
differente, La dosimetrie de ces rayonnements est difficile et elle n'a pas fait 
l'objet d'etudes aussi etendues et poussees qu 1en ce qui concerne les rayonne
ments ionisants. Les methodes utilisees ont un caractere specifique qui limite 
leurs possibilites pratiques. Les difficultes sont deja grandes pour obtenir des 
informations precises sur les champs de rayonnements non .ionisants. Il 
n'existe pratiquement pas de detecteurs individuels. Il en resulte que la sur
veillance pour les rayonnements non ionisants ne peut etre actuellement que 
collective. 

Certaines estimations sont faites a partir de mesures portant sur les 
faisceaux au voisinage immediat des sources, d 1autres estimations sont faites 
a distance, c'est a dire au voisinage des personnes exposees dans les champs 
de rayonnements non ionisants. 
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A titre d'exemple, nous allons passer en revue quelques methodes 
dosimetriques relatives aux deux categories importantes de rayonnements 
non ionisants : les micro-ondes et les lasers. 

Micro -ondes 

Principe de mesure. Les micro-ondes sont constituees par un champ electri
que et un champ magnetique ayant des composantes perpendiculaires et 
egales. Il est possible de mesurer l'une ou l'autre de ces composantes (le 
champ electrique est plus facile a mesurer) ou bien la densite totale de puis
sance. 

Loin de l 1emetteur, le faisceau est bien constitue. Dans la zone proche 
les deux composantes ne sont ni egales ni perpendiculaires et peuvent varier 
tres rapidement d'un point a un autre. Il faudrait alors mesurer les deux 
composantes simultanement, Ces mesures sont particulierement difficiles 
lorsqu 1il y a plusieurs rayonnements de frequence et de polarisation diffe
rentes et que viennent s'ajouter des phenomenes de reflexion (cas des navires 
de guerre et des bases aeriennes). 

En realite, pratiquement tous les systemes mesurent la densite de 
puissance par l'echauffement d 1un capteur sensible. 

Appareils de mesure : 
Pour les densites de puissance supeneures a 1 watt/cm2 calorimetre, 

- Pour les valeurs inferieures a 1 watt/cm2 : bolometre. 

Lasers 

Domaine de mesure. On peut distinguer 3 types de lasers 

- emission continue. 
- laser relaxe, 
- laser declenche. 

La difficulte des mesures depend des facteurs suivants 
- diversite des longueurs d'onde 
- diversite des durees d 1impulsions 
- origine de l'irradiation qui peut etre due au rayonnement direct, reflechi 
ou diffuse (importance de la diffusion atmospherique) 
- dimension des faisceaux - les faisceaux focalises ont des diametres qui 
peuvent etre inferieurs a 50 p.m. 
- densite d'energie ou de puissance tres elevees dans les faisceaux focalises 
(pouvant atteindre 100 MW /cm2). 

Unites de mesure. C'est le joule ou le joule/cm2 pour les lasers pulses, le 
watt ou le watt/cm2 pour les lasers continus. 

Principe des mesures. On peut distinguer trois types de dosimetrie : 

- la mesure de la puissance du faisceau ou de l'energie emise par pulse, dont 
la valeur est utile en cas d'irradiation par le faisceau direct, 
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- la mesure de l'intensite instantanee en un point, utile pour les cas d'irra
diation par des faisceaux reflechis. 
- la me sure de 11 exposition cumulee en divers points des laboratoires pour 
connall:re les effets a long terme des rayonnements diffuses. 

A ces mesures doit s'ajouter dans certains cas la determination de la 
dimension du faisceau. 

Appareils de mesure de la densite d 1energie ou de puissance 

- detecteurs photoemis sifs 
- detecteurs photoconducteurs 
- detecteurs thermiques 

Surveillance medicale 

Les pratiques de surveillance medicale sont fort differentes d 1un 
pays a 1' autre et ceci est vrai non seulement pour les rayonnements non ioni
sants mais egalement pour les rayonnements ionisants. 

En fait, il est bon que les travailleurs exposes aux rayonnements 
scient soumis a une surveillance medicale analogue a celle des autres travail
leurs lorsque les risques d 1irradiation sont suffisamment faibles. Par centre, 
lorsque les risques d'irradiation sont eleves, il convient de mettre en oeuvre 
une surveillance medicale specifique portant sur les tissue et organes criti
ques pour le rayonnement considere. 

C 1est ainsi que pour les rayonnements ionisants la surveillance doit 
porter sur la peau, l'oeil, les tissus sanguiformateurs, les gonades etc .•• 

En ce qui concerne les rayonnements non ionisants, et compte tenu des 
dommages radiopathologiques eventuels' la surveillance medic ale doit porter 
essentiellement sur l'oeil et la peau. 

Cette surveillance medicale devrait comprendre des examens a 
l'embauche pour juger de l'aptitude du travailleur, des examens periodiques 
en cas de risques suffisants, des examens a pres emploi quand des sequelles 
a long terme sont possibles. 

A titre d'exemple, nous presentons la surveillance medicale envisagee 
pour le personnel expose aux rayonnements laser : 

1. Un examen medical d' embauche et des examens medicaux periodiques au 
cours desquels un ophtalmologiste competent et entraihe fera un examen 
oculaire complet comportant : 
- un examen de 1' acuite visuelle 
- un examen des annexes exterieures de 11 oeil (paupieres, conjonctives, etc, . ) 
- un examen des differents milieux refringents 
- un examen du fond d 1oeil apres dilatation de la pupille 
- un examen de la vision binoculaire 
- un examen de la vision des couleurs 
- un examen du champ visuel. 
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Un examen identique devra etre effectue lorsque le travailleur cessera 
d 1etre expose au rayonnement laser. 

Il est souhaitable, en raison des manipulations dangereuses que doit 
effectuer le personnel expose, que celui-ci ait un equilibre psychocaracteriel 
satisfaisant et qu'il soit informe de !'existence et de la nature des risques. 
De meme, il y aura lieu de proceder a un examen des teguments. 

2. L 1etablissement d 1une fiche de dommages. 

Le rythme et la periodicite des examens systematiques doit etre 
fonction de !'importance du risque et de la nature du travail effectue. 

Les accidents cutanes se manifestent rapidement et peuvent aisement 
etre rapportes a leur cause. 

Les accidents oculaires ne sont quelquefois rapportes a leur cause que 
tardivement. Les lesions peripheriques de la retine peuventn1etre remarquees 
qu 1a l 1occasion d 1un examen systematique ou par la victime apres un laps 
de temps plus ou moins long, !'accident causal etant passe inapercsu et la 
lesion initiale etant generalement indolore. 

Conclusion 

Au terme de cet expose nous sommes arrives a conclure que les 
problemes poses par la protection contre les rayonnements non ionisants sont 
i10mbreux, importants et difficiles. La situation actuelle appara.J.t entierement 
differente de celle existante pour les rayonnements ionisants. En matiere de 
rayonnements non ionisants des recherches importantes doivent etre pour
suivies dans le domaine de leurs interactions avec la matiere, de leurs effets 
biologiques, des dommages radiopathologiques. Un effort international d'har
monisation doit etre entrepris pour les systemes d:unites, les normes regle
mentaires, !'homologation des appareils. Des etudes technologiques doivent 
etre developees sur la surete des installations, les equipements de protection 
et les methodes de dosimetrie pratique. Ceci rejoint les voeux emis par le 
groupe de travail de l'O.M.S. en 1971 que j'ai resumes dans le tableau VI. 
La Commission International de Protection Radiologique en 1971 a reconnue 
que des controles adequats devraient etre etablis sur les sources de rayonne
ments non ionisants et qu'il etait a present necessaire d 1 avoir des discussions 
internationales sur les criteres biologiques servant de base aux normes. 
Cependant, l'I. C. R. P. a considere que ce sujet etait en dehors de ses pre
occupations courantes. L'I. C. R. P. esperait que sa declaration faciliterait 
une action internationale en ce domaine. Ausi je pense que le moment est 
peut etre venu d 1organiser cette action internationale. L'I. R. P.A. peut 
sans doute jouer un role important en cette matiere. 

En terminant, je remercie le 3eme Congres de l'I.R.P.A. d 1 avoir 
donne une place de choix a ces problemes et je souhaite que les participants 
se fassent, dans leurs pays respectifs, les propagandistes des actions a 
mener pour parfaire la protection contre les rayonnements non ionisants. 
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Tableau I 

LIMITES D'EXPOSITION AUX MICROONDES 

EXPOSITION EXPOSITION PENDANT LES 
PERMANENTE HEURES DE TRAVAIL 

Duree d'exposition Duree d'exposition 
Densite de t>1h t<1h 
puissance 

Wen mW/cm2 Wen mW/cm2 w 
en mW/cm2 t en minutes 

10 10 eo12 t = 60 xw 

avec W6100 

1 10 si t>6 min. si t~6 min. 
w = 10 lmW.h/cm2 

par 6 min. 

si t:>2h/jour 
0, 01 w = 1 

si t~2h/jour 
avec t~2 0 min. /jour 

I o. 1 

1 10 ~1 012 

1 
t = 60 xw 

avec W655 
I 
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Tableau II 

CORNEAL MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR LASER RADIATION 

DIRECT ILLUMINATION OR SPECULAR REFLECTION {7 mm pupil) 

Q-Switched Long Pulsed i 

Continuous Wave 
1 ns - 1 p.s Pulsed 1 p.s - 0. ls 

Long-Term 
I 
I 

Laser Type PRF < 10 per second PRF < 10 per second 
Exposure 

Energy per pulse Energy per pulse 
W.cm-2 

J.cm-2 ,Icm-2 I 
J 

Ruby 3 X l 0 -S l X l 0- 6 4xl0-7 
I {0. 69 }lm) 

Neodymium 2xlo-7 3 X 10- 6 2 X 10-6 
{1. 06 }lm) 

Helium-Neon 
3 X 10-7 

{0. 63 pm) - -

Argon 
3 X l 0- 7 

(0. 51 p.m) - -
(0.48 :p.m)' 

--------

Laser systems - Code of practice, UK, 1969 



Tableau III 

Derived Working Limits for Energy Surface Density 
Ultra-violet Radiation (Single pulse} 

Wavelength Pulse length, t 
DWL 

(skin or eye} 
{nm) (s) 

(J/cm2 } 

") 

3 X 10
4 -3 

200- 315 1 0- ... - 3 X 10 

315 - 400 10-2 
- 10

3 
1 

10- 3 
• 3 X 10 

4 10- 3 xt 

(lo- 3 W /cm2) 

The total power surface density over both wave-
length regions must not exceed 1 W /cm2. 
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Tableau IV 

Derived Working Limits for Energy Surface Density 
Visible and near infra-red radiation (400 - 1400 hm) (Single pulse) 

Eye (7 mm pupil) Skin (average area 1 mm diameter) 

Pulse length, t DWL Pulse length, t DWL 
(s) (J /cm2} (s) (J /cm2 ) 

10-9 - 2 X 10 
-5 5 X 10-7 lo-9 - 10-7 2 X 10-2 

.]__ 1 
-5 -3 4 10-7 - 10 4 

2x10 -10 1,8x10 xt 1, 1 X t 

Examples Examples 

10-4 1,8x10 
-6 lo- 6 

3. 6 X 10 
-2 

10- 3 1 X 10-5 10- 5 
6, 4 X 10 

-2 

-2 -5 10-4 -1 
10 5. 7 X 10 1. 1 X 10 

10-1 
3, 2 X 10 

-4 10- 3 
2 X 10 

-1 

1 1.8x10 
-3 10-2 

3,6 X 10 
-1 

1 X 10-2 -1 -1 
10 10 6, 4 X 10 

10- 10
4 1 X 10-2 

1 1.1 

10
4

- 3x 10
4 10-6 

X t 10 2 

(10- 6 W /cm2) 10-3x10 
4 -1 

2x10 xt 

(2 x 10-
1 

W /cm2) 
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Tableau V 

Derived Working Limits for Energy Surface Density 
Infra-red Radiation (1400 nm to 1 mm) (Single pulse) 

Pulse length, t DWL (eye and skin) 
(s) (J/m2) 

lo-9 - 10-7 1 o-2 

1 

10-7 - 10 0. 56 X t 
4 

Examples 

10- 6 
1.8xl0 

-2 

10-S 3. 2 X 10 
-2 

10-4 
5. 6 X 10 

-2 

10- 3 1 X 1 0-1 

10 
-2 

1.8x10 
-1 

10- 1 
3.2x10 

-1 

1 5.6x10 
-1 

10 1 

10-3x10 
4 -1 

10 X t 

(1 0-1 W /cm2 ) 
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Tableau VI 

Actions a mener 

- Enquetes permettant de determiner effectifs et distribution des populations 
exposees. 

- Etudes epidemiologiques sur groupes de travailleurs exposes pour deter
mination des effets eventuels a long terme. 

- Reunir rapports sur cas d'exposition accidentelle pour meilleure description 
des troubles cliniques. 

- Mise au point de dispositifs de me sure de 11 exposition individuelle aux 
rayonnements non ionisants. 

- Determination de la relation energie incidente-effet pour les divers organes 
sensibles aux differentes longueurs d'onde. 

- Etude des moyens de protection. 

- Harmonisation des grandeurs et unites utilisees pour la me sure de 11 expo
sition et !'expression des limites. 

- Harmonisation des normes de securite (normes fondamentales et limites 
derivees). 

- Harmonisation de la signalisation. 

- Harmonisation des reglementations nationales (autorisations pour la fabri
cation, la vente ou !'utilisation). 

D'ou necessite d 1un organisme international 
qui centralise resultats et elabore recommandations 
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.:Figure l 

SPECTRE ELECTROMAGNETIQUE 

FREQUENCE ENERGIE 
(hertz) ( eV ) 

3Xl 0
26 

1.24Xl 0
12 

22 
3X10 1.24X10 

8 

t 
Rt COSMIQUE GAMMA 

3X1 0
18 

1.~4X10 4 l 
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X + R FREINAGE I 
t 

3X1 0
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10-14 
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, 

Figure 2 

PENETRATION DES ONDES ELECTROMAGNETIQUES 

FREQUENCE 
(hertz) 

ENERGIE 
( eV) 

26 
3X10 

22 
3Xl0 

3X10 
18 

3X10 
14 

3X10 
10 

3Xl0
8 

6 
3X10 

2 
3X10 

12 
1.24X1 0 

1.24X1 0 
8 

1.24X10 
4 

1.24 

-4 
1.24X1 0 

4 10_6 1.2 x. 
-8 

1.24X10 

-12 
1.24X1 0 

T 
.... J_ 
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Fig .3 

ABSORPTION PROPERTIES OF THE HUMAN EYE FOR 
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 

y AND X 

(a) Most higher energy 
x and y rays pass through 
the eye 

NEAR IR 

(d) Energy is absorbed in the 
ocular media and at the retina.; 
near IR rays are refracted. 

SHORT UV 

(b) Absorption occurs 
principally at the 
cornea 

FARIR 

(e) Ab•orption is 
localized at the 
cornea. 

LONG UV AND VISIBLE 

(c) Light is refracted at the 
cornea and lens and absorbed 
at the retina. 

MICROWAVES 

(f) MW radiation is transmitted 
through the eye ; a large per
centa.ge may be absorbed. 

from Laser systems - Code of practice, UK, 1969 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION, LEGAL ASPECTS, 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

II 

RADIATION PROTECTION TRAINING COURSES AT E.I.R. WURENLINGEN, SWITZERLAND 

R,Spiess, H.Brunner 

School for Radiation Protection 
Health Physics Division 

EIR, Eidg. Institut fur Reaktorforschung 
CH-5303 Wurenlingen, Switzerland 

1. Summary 

Due to the increasing applications of ionizing radiations and radioactive ma
terials and required by radiation protection laws a growing number of professions 
and persons need at least a basic understanding of radiation problems and some 
practical instruction and training in radiation protection. The vast experience 
accumulated in nuclear research centers in the field of radiation protection trai
ning of employees on all levels is an excellent basis for the development of trai
ning programs for most needs.The program offered by the School for Radiation Pro
tection of EIR (Federal Institute for Reactor Research), Wuerenlingen, comprises 
four categories : 

A) full-time health physics personnel of all levels 
B) professionally exposed personnel 
C) emergency organization personnel (fire departments, police, army etc.) 
D) students and pupils 

Some typical or new courses are described in detail. The importance of such pro
grams for improving the information and education of the public on radiation and 
safety matters is stressed. 

2. The needs for radiation protection training 

The needs for some kind of education and training in radiation protection can 
be grouped as follows : 
a) The persons directly involved and at risk, i.e. the professionally exposed per
sons in industry, medicine, research etc.are required by law to get a sufficient 
training.This includes not only the workers but also the responsible supervisors 
and managers. 
b) Persons that might be directly affected or involved in case of incidents, acci
dents or catastrophes (police, fire departments,transport organizations,emergen
cy organizations,first aid and medical personnel,authorities,army,civil defense) 
must have sufficient knowledge and training which enable them to carry out their 
functions and responsibilities in case of radiation emergencies. 
c) The general public is only indirectly affected or at risk from radiation appli
cations.But fora proper functioning as responsible citizens,opinion- or decision
makers, due to the growing concern for qualities of life and environment,and for 
political and economical reasons, a wide-spread and sufficient information and 
education of the public is highly desirable. 
d) As the reservoirforall the categories mentioned above,pupil~ and students on 
all levels and in all fields of education, training and instruction should get ade
quate information and basic education about radiation and safety matters during 
the regular curricula. 
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Although radiation protection originated in medicine, in most countries the 
nuclear research and industrial applications of radiation sources were the first 
areas where these training necessities were recognized and incorporated from the 
very beginning in the practical work and in the legal regulations. Prophylactic 
measures and training, safety and protection not only of the workers but also of 
the population and the environment were self-evident ways of thinking and operating 
for nuclear specialists long before the environmental protection "boom" reached 
politicians and opinion-makers.Today even medicine begins to catch up again with 
the good examples of the industrial and nuclear fields, and the demands for trai
ning of medical personnel on all levels add to the other needs for training of 
professional personnel and students. Thus there exists a large "training gap'' in 
radiation protection for which the existing educational institutions are inadequa
tely equipped and staffed and often lack the indispensable practical experience. 

At present it is most urgent to give at least the legally required minimum 
of training to all those professionally exposed persons which are working already 
with radiation sources and have finished their formal professional training long 
ago.But as a long-range goal the incorporation of a sufficient training into the 
formal professional training and educational curricula must be attempted. 

3. The role of nuclear research centers 

It is a general tendency in most countries that the "old" established and 
rather well staffed nuclear research centers have lost a good deal of their origi
nal tasks to industry and have to reorientate their programs. A good way to utilize 
the vast experience accumulated in these centers and their staff is to enlarge the 
training programs in the nuclear field. Radiation protection is especially well 
suited for this purpose. Not only have the nuclear centers been among the first 
to practice radiation protection,but their experiences usually also comprise most 
fields of radiation uses, possibly with the exception of some medical applications. 
Nuclear centers offer the unique advantage that the teachers and instructors can 
work part-time in practical radiation protection or in research and development 
and thus keep up-to-date in the field and abreast with the latest developments, 
but also in close contact to the field requirements of practical health physics. 
Teachers in the purely educational institutions are much more liable to easily 
lose the contact with practice. The training programs provide also a refreshing 
and stimulating feedback on the research and development programs of a research 
center's health physics division and help to direct those towards the real needs 
which otherwise might be more difficult to recognize. For the individual health 
physicist who in his part-time function as instructor or teacher has to present 
his specialty in an easily understandable way to laymen, the healthy effects of 
such experiences should be stressed, for he is each time challenged to reconsidei, 
explain and defend what he does and why. 

4. History of radiation protection training at EIR 

The Health Physics Division had to deal with training problems from its very 
beginning in 1957 because its entire staff had to be trained on site or by parti
cipating in the few international courses available at that time which usually 
did not concentrate on health physics alone but on nuclear science in general. The 
first health physics technicians got an informal and individual training from the 
health physicists, but after a few years, at the beginning of the Sixties,a trai
ning group with a full-time instructor was created.Members of the division colla
borated also with outside course activities by authorities and educational insti
tutions. By principle even the "full-time" instructor was required to do part-time 
work either in routine or development in order to keep in contact with practice. 
with increasing training activities he was assisted by part-time instructors for 
practical exercises, recruited from the experienced health physics supervisors 
and technicians.The adventofnuclear energy created additional needs for training 
of health physics and reactor operating personnel. Between 1958 and 1971 some 
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2700 persons of various professions and levels received a short or extended ra
diation protection training from or with the cooperation of our division. 

In connection with the modification of the institute's program which particu
larly emphasized training as one of the three main pillars, the training program 
in radiation protection was reshaped and intensified, creating a frame within 
which most of the present and future needs for radiation protection training in 
our country can be fitted or supported.This led in 1972 to the reorganization of 
the training group under the new name of "EIR School for Radiation Protection", 
still as a part of the Health Physics Division. A large variety of training cour
ses are in various stages of realization,some operational for a long time, others 
in the experimental phase, still others in the preparatory stages. The number of 
participants in the training program increased to about 670 in 1972 and further 
to about 700 in the first half of 1973. 

5. nrganization of the EIR Sr.hnol for Radiatinn Protection 

The head of the school is a full-time instructor with a previous training as 
a health physics technician and an engineering school degree equivalent to a B.A. 
According to our principles he has also a function in routine health physics as 
head of the instrumentation and calibration group. He is responsible for the pro
gram of the school, the preparation of new courses and he teaches part of the the
oretical topics. As assistant instructors for some theoretical teaching and most 
of the practical training he disposes of part of the working capacity of our health 
physics supervisors and some suitable technicians.This guarantees a practical in
struction as close as possible to our practical experiences. The same supervisors 
and technicians spend part of their time assisting Swiss radiation protection au
thorities in the inspection of radiation protection conditions in hospitals, re
search laboratories, educational institutions and nuclear installations,including 
power stations, and cooperate in special protection problems outside the institute. 
Thus they have a broad experience and view to draw from for the training, but they 
get also useful feedbacks from the training and from discussions with course par
ticipants for their own work.Last but not least this brings our division in close, 
mutually interesting and beneficial contacts to almost all authorities, industries, 
institutions etc. which have any kind of radiation problems in our country. This 
will facilitate the introduction of similar viewpoints,philosophies and practices 
in all health physics applications. 

6. Preparations for new courses 

Before a new course can be given, many months of preparations are necessary. 
As a first step a concept is worked out giving the goals of the course, the topics 
to be treated and instructed, possible examinations, qualifications of participants, 
duration etc.This concept is submitted to authorities and interested parties for 
detailed discussion.Sometimes this requires that the radiation protection philoso
phy for a certain profession or application must first be developed.If possible 
we ask the responsible authority to approve and recognize the course officially 
as a sufficient introduction or training for professionally exposed persons or for 
the competence in radiation protection required by radiation protection regulation. 
Next 1;he detailed material for the course is prepared,such as course texts,exer
cises, experiments, demonstrations, practical training, visual aids etc. and all 
participating instructors are familiarized with the course. The course is announced 
and propagated as early as possible. Up to now the response rather surpassed our 
most optimistic expectations. Onceacourse has been given for the first time,the 
propaganda made by the participants creates additional requests for repetition of 
the course or for new or modified types. 

7. Execution of the courses 

The theoretical instruction for the course types of similar levels has been 
standardized as far as feasible and split up into "building blocks'' or packages 
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of topics which can be combined into any kind of course schedule or combination 
of subjects as desired, without having to work out each course entirely from the 
beginning. Only special topics required for certain courses need to be prepared 
individually, mostly for advanced courses that are not given all too frequently. 
The course texts are printed in large numbers, but on loose sheets,and are assem
bled into the requested combination and number of course textbooks for each course 
given.Changes and amendmentsofthe texts are easy to make without delay or waste 
of outdated complete textbooks.Economics and flexibility are both optimized with 
this method. 

In order to give all participants an efficient training in a minimum of time, 
courses with practical instruction are limited to 15 participants (with the only 
exception of the one-day monitoring course for army and civil defense where up 
to eight groups of ten men each can be handled in parallel). For the practical 
training the participants are further divided into two smaller groups. 

Up-to-date methods are applied for instruction.The purely audiovisual method 
has been replaced by"simulation",which stands for "listen - look - touch - prac
tice". The only purely audiovisual course is the short general introduction for 
new employees of the institute (D.l Type D). Modern aids such as TV cameras and 
video recorder, overhead projectors, movies and slides are used. Detailed experi
ments, also simple, fundamental ones,and standard p~actical exercises facilitate 
the understanding of the often rather abstract subjects. We follow the develop
ment of modern didactic methods very closely and are ready to apply whatever will 
improve our courses.We cooperate with a new working group of the Fachverband fur 
Strahlenschutz which has begun to treat problems of radiation protection training 
on all levels and which, as a first result, has collected an inventory of text
books, training aids and training programs. 

B. The program of the school 

Four categories of training courses are offered : 
A) for full-time health physics personnel on all levels, from assistant or tech
nician to supervisor, health physics engineer or health physicist. These are peo
ple from other technical professions which have to be retrained for health physics. 
B) radiation protection training for professionally exposed persons which have al
ready completed their professional training or are further trained for a nuclear 
occupation such as reactor operator, radiochemistry laboratory technician etc. 
C) Personnel of emergency organizations, police, firemen, army, civil defense. 
5) Introductions to radiation protection fundamentals and practice for pupils, 
students and trainees in various types of schools and training programs. 

All the above categories are further differentiated according to the level 
and previous training or experience of the participants,the type of their present 
or future occupation, the degree of competence or responsibility required etc. 
Appendix A lists the course program offered at present,while in the next section 
ana-In-~eE~~~~:-~ four typical or novel courses are described in,more detail. 

9. Some examples of courses 

~!!!_!E~~~~~~-~!-~~~!~~-E~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~-£~!!L-~!~2 
If candidates for health physics technicians have had no previous training 

and experience in radiation protection, they have to begin at the bottom of the 
program with an introductory course. An extended version of this course is also 
given to health physics assistants, a category of auxiliary personnel, usually 
without other formal professional training, which we employ for simpler routine 
tasks such as wipe tests, decontaminations etc. The candidates for technicians, 
at least those for our institute, have been selected in cooperation with the In
stitute for Applied Psychology, Zurich. There they undergo a special apti tuc:le 
test developed by a psychologist who had been one of our first health physics tech-
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nicians before he began to study psychology. 
The introductory course gives the candidates a first practical idea of the 

type of work while it allows us to judge the aptitude of the candidates and to 
employ them as assistants for some time,if for other reasons the following parts 
of the training must be delayed for some weeks. The 2 weeks' introductory course 
A.l is followed by the 12 weeks' basic course A.2,divided into six basic and prac
tical parts (details see Appendix B). The course A.2 is terminated by examinations, 
written and oral ones in theoretical knowledge,and a practical examination-consis
ting of the preparation and execution of a routine health physics operation. The 
successful completion of these examinations qualifies the man for employment as 
health physics technician and for the advanced course A.2 of 4 weeks duration.He 
will usually take the advanced course after some weeks or months of practical ex
perience in routine operations, and the course familiarizes him further with spe
cial monitoring technj ques and the interpretation and application of the radiation 
protection regulations. 

How far a technician will climb on the ladder of standardized careers in 
health physics, orovided he is employed by EIR, depends on the results of the 
practical experience,additional training and examinations, and of course his per
sonal qualifications, professional accomplishments etc. The chances to follow an 
interesting career that in some cases may lead up to the level of an engineer is 
of great help in finding and retaining good personnel. The flexibility of our system 
allows to make optimal use of each man 1 s qualities and to offer him a job which 
fits his interests and capabilities without becoming boring or stagnant. 

~!~!-~~~~~!~~~-EE~!~~!~~~-!E~~~~~~-!~E-~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~E~~~~-£~!~2 
This course, whose details are given in Appendix B, was originally started 

for mechanics and other workshop personnel who only infrequently had to do with 
contaminated or activated components from reactors or laboratories. The start of 
the first nuclear power stations in the country and the experiences during the 
first shut-downs quickly showed the necessity for training of all the operating 
and maintenance personnel in this type of course,and its content was accordingly 
adjusted. The course lasts one week and aims at giving the participants a practical 
understanding of radiation protection,the ability to work properly in controlled 
zones and under elevated levels of external radiation and contamination in such 
a way that they can protect themselves and do not endanger their coworkers. The 
use of protective clothing, of simple instruments for working place monitoring, 
and the reaction in case of incidents are instructed, thus enabling them to carry 
out routine tasks and repairs without direct control by a health physicstechnicia~ 

9.3. Radiation monitoring course for police and firemen (C.l Type B) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------

This course type originated from concerns that grew within the fire depart
ment of Zurich airport after a crash landing of a foreign passenger plane,reports 
on the Palomares incident, and after the crash of another plane in Eastern Europe 
whereby a radioisotope cargo got lost. The firemens' problem was whether rescue 
operations for passengers might have to be stopped or delayed and could present 
an unacceptable risk for the firemen if radioactive cargos were on board. The more 
general problem of what to do in case of a transport accident or a fire involving 
radioactive material applies also to police, ordinary fire departments of cities 
or industries, transport personnel etc. The first set of courses was given with 
excellent results for the fire department of Zurich airport, where the one week 
course will be followed at least once a year by some practical exercise and repe
tition, supplemented by internal repetition as part of the routine training of the 
firemen. The first part ·of the course aimed at giving an idea and a "feeling" for 
radiation dangers and relative risks. The institute's isotope production division 
provides excellent and realistic illustrative material and demonstrations. Monito
ring of radiation and contamination and emergency measures form the main practical 
part of the course. From the first participants rumors spread quickly to other 
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fire departments and police, and it looks as if this course might become a fre
quent feature of our program. 

~!~!-~~~~~!~~~-~~~~!~E~~~-~~~E~~~~-!~E-~:~~-~~~-~~~~~-~~!~~~~-£~!~2 
Army and civil defense have excellent and efficient training programs for 

part-time and full-time specialists in nuclear defense (AC) and monitoring. The 
training of AC officers is handled in central courses by professional instructors, 
while the soldiers and corporals (several in each unit) are trained in field cour
ses by the AC protection officers of the regiments and divisions. Civil defense 
operates on similar principles. Training programs·and material are excellent and 
efficient, but the army lacked possibilities for practical training with real ra
diation sources under simulated field conditions. Following a request and develo
ping ideas of an AC officer of a division we improvised a first exercise withgood 
success. In close cooperation with army instructors and AC officers we created a 
one day monitoring exerGi~e with practiGal demonstrations on radiation levels and 
shielding,contamination and decontamination,and monitoring of a''fallout" area un
der field conditions. The four exercises of about one hour each are executed un
der the direction of the AC officer of a regiment and his staff and only super -
vised by our technicians. 

The second part consists of a visit to the institute, a movie on nuclear e
nergy, informations and discussions on radiation protection in civil applications, 
environmental effects of nuclear energy etc., thus providing some basic informa
tion useful for civil life and an opportunity to discuss problems that play quite 
some role in politics and newsmedia at present. As we give this course to several 
hundred army and civil defense personnel each year, with an increasing frequency, 
this may develop into an effective contribution to a better information of the 
public, because all these people return to civil life after some days or weeks of 
military or civil defense service and come from virtually all regions, social and 
professional groups of the country. 

The individual doses received during the exercise are registered by direct 
reading dosimeters and amount in the average to a few millirem. During the infor
mation part the significance of these doses is explained and related to doses cau
sing accute effects, to the natural background doses and the doses expected from 
radiation applications and nuclear energy. Such a personal experience helps to 
put radiation in proper perspective for the participants of the courses, they 
have also got the experimental proof for the efficiency of the protective measu
res. Results are an increased confidence, diminished anxieties about radiation 
hazards, and a better basis for rational judgements. 

10. Conclusions 

Duration, topics and content of our courses are not yet in all cases what we 
judge optimal, sufficient or necessary, but they show what can be realized and 
required under present circumstances in various fields and professions with the 
acceptance and support of authorities, employers and participants, and on which 
lines a further development and improvement will be possible. 

We hope to have shown how nuclear research centers with relatively limited 
means can provide valuable training opportunities in various fields, cover a good 
part of the training needs in radiation protection, and contribute efficiently to 
a better information and understanding of radiation protection and nuclear safety 
problems in professional groups and larger segments of the public. This may impro
ve the chances for survival of such centers and their health physics staff and 
provide interesting and satisfactory opportunities for health physicists and the 
future development of health physics. 

*** 
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Appendix A 

List of courses offered by the EIR School for Radiation Protection 

A) Full-time health physics personnel 

~!~!-~~~~~!~~~-EE~!~~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-~~~~!~-E~t~~~~-~~~~~!~~!~ 
duration : 

participants 
remarks : 

4 weeks for operations assistants, 2 weeks for technician candi
dates. 

:full-time auxiliary health physics personnel 
required ~troductory course (2 weeks) for candidates for health 
physics technicians who will continue with course A.2. 

~!~~-~~~~~~~~~-EE~~~~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-~~~~~~-E~t~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Basic course A.2 : 

duration : 12 weeks 
requirements: Course A.l passed, formal professional training in technical 

fields (mechanics etc). 
participants: candidates for full-time health physics technicians 
examinations: theory written and oral, practice. 

Advanced course A.2 : 

duration : 4 weeks 
requirements: courses A.l and Basic A.2 + examinations passed 
participants: health physics technicians 
remarks : for details see section 9.1 and Appendix B. 

~~~!-~~~~~~~~~-EE~~~~!~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-~~~~!~-E~t~~~~-~~E~E~~~~E~-
duration : 12 weeks 
requirements: examined health physics technician with several years of practi

cal experience, qualifications for chief function, 
participants: health physics technicians 
examinations: theory written and oral. Practice: complete evaluation, prepara

tion and execution of a large health physics operation. 

~!~!-~~~~~~!~~-EE~!~~!~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-~~~~~~-E~t~~~~-~~~~~~~E~ 
duration : 8 weeks 
requirements: diploma of a higher technical institution (engineering school) 

+ autodidactic study of courses A.2 and A.3, if possible during 
stage at our health physics division. 

participants: future heads of operational health physics sections in nuclear 
power stations, laboratories or authority inspection groups 

examinations :theory written and oral, practice. 

~!~!-~~~~~!~~~-EE~~~~~!~~-E~E~!~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-~~~!~~-E~~~~~~-!~~~~!~~~~~ 
duration : 1 week 

duration : 1 week 
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B) Professionally exposed persons 

~~!!-~~~~~!~~~-EE~~~~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-E~~~~~~~~~~~Et_!~~~E~~~Et_~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ItE~-~-~-~~~~~-~~~E~~-£~~~E~-~~~E~~2 
duration : l week 
participants: laboratory technicians and auxiliary personnel 

IlE~-~-~-~~~~~~~~-~~~E~~ 
duration : 2 weeks 
participants: laboratory supervisors and technicians 

§~~!-~~~~~!~~~-EE~~~~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-!~~~~Et:~~~E~~~~E~ 
duration : 3 weeks 
participants: cantonal and federal factory-inspectors or persons responsible 

for radiation protection and industrial hygiene in industry 

§!~!-~~~~~!~~~-EE~~~~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~E~~~~ 
duration : l week 
participants: professionally exposed workers employed for assembly, maintenance, 

repairs, shut-down operations of nuclear components and installa
tions. 

remarks : for details see section 9.2 and Appendix B 

~!~!-~~~~~~~~~-EE~~~~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-~~~~~~=~!-~:E~l-E~E~~~~~! 
duration : l week 
requirements: fundamentals (physics and technology) of X-ray equipment 
participants: sales-, repair-, assembly- and operating personnel of X-ray equip-

ment for industrial or medical applications 

C) Emergency organization personnel 

f!!!-~~~~~~~~~-EE~~~=~~~~-~~~~!~E~~~-~~~E~~ 

ItE~-~-~-~~~-~~~E~~~~t-~E~~~~=~!~~~ 
duration : 2 days 
participants: EIR emergency organization members 

!XE~-~-~-~E~!~~~~~~~!-~~~E~~~~t_!~~~~ 
duration : l week 
participants: fire department chiefs and officers, professional firemen of air-

ports and cities, police etc. 
remarks : for details see section 9.3 and Appendix B. 

IlE~-E-~-~~~!~~~~-E~~~~!~~~-~~~E~~~ (handling of incidents) 

duration : 2 days 
participants: workers who operate or are responsible for enclosed radiation 

sources 

duration : l day 
participants: voluntary and industrial firemen 

f!~!-~~~~~~~~~-~~~~!~E~~2-~~~E~~~~-!~E-~E~l-~~~-~~~~!-~~!~~~~ 
duration : 1 day ( 8 hrs) 
requirements: formal military or CD training in AC defense 
participants: radiation monitoring and protection personnel and officers 

of army and civil defense 
remarks : for details see section 9.4 and Appendix B 
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D) Introductory courses of general nature 

~!!!-~~~~~~~~~-E!~~~~~~~~-~~~=~~~~~~~~ 

!~E~-~-~-E!~!~~~~~~~!!~-~~E~~~~-E~!~~~~~!-
duration : 2 days 
participants: new employees to become professionally exposed 

!lE~-~-~-~~~~~~~~~~!-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
duration : 3 hrs 
participants: students of higher educational institutions 

!~E~-~-~-~~~E~~~!_E~E~~~~~! 
duration : 3 hrs 
participants: professionally exposed personnel of hospitals (including M.Ds) 

!lE~-~-~-~~~-~~~-~~E!~l~~~ 
duration : 1 hr 
participants: all new employees of EIR, whether professionally exposed or not, 

including all auxiliary or temporary personnel 

E) Radiation protection as part of nuclear training courses 

~!!!-~~~~~~~~~-EE~~~~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-E~~~~~E-~E~E~~~=~ 
duration : 2 weeks 
requirements: complete training as reactor operator in EIR Reactor School 
participants: candidates for operators licence 

~!~!-~~~~~~~~~-E!~!~~~~~~-~~~E~~-!~E-E~~~~~=-~~~!~-~~E~!~~~~E~ 
duration : 
requirements: 
participants: 
remarks : 

1 week 
licensed and experienced reactor operator 
candidates for shift supervisor examination (EIR Reactor School) 
E.l and E.2. are limited to practical instruction, the theoreti
cal training is given by the Reactor School 

~!~!-~~~~~~~~~-E!~!~5~~~~-5~~=~~-!~=-~~5!~~=-~~~~~~~=~ 
duration : 1 week 
requirements: nuclear engineering lecture program 
participants: students and graduates of engineering schools 

Additional radiation protection courses for incorporation into other curricula of 
higher education or professional training in science, technology and in the medi
cal field are being discussed and prepared. 

*** 
Appendix B 

Examples and details of some courses 

!l_~~~E~~~-~!!-~~~-~!~-~-!!~~~~~2-~!-~~~!~~-E~~~~~~-!~~~~~~~~~~ 
A.l. Introductory course (2 weeks) 
------------------------

aim : Review of the fundamentals and basic philosophy of radiation pro
tection and of the routine tasks of a HP technician 

organization: 14 lectures with short preparatory theories and main emphasis on 
practical demonstration and exercise of the routine tasks 

topics: - fundamentals: radioactivity I radiation, sources, hazards I basic 
principles of radiation protection I radiation monitoring, doses, 
dosimetry I contamination, decontamination I waste problems. 

- practical training: marking of controlled zones I radiation monitoring 
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instruments and dosimeters / protective clothing / contamination 
monitoring and decontamination / waste collection in controlled 
zones / behavior in case of incidents. 

A.2. Basic course (12 weeks) 

aim : complete training of health physics technicians. Knowledge of fun-
damental physics and technology required for health physics. 
Mastery of all routine tasks and methods for working place control 

or~~nization: 6 parts: 3 basic, 3 practical. The fundamental lectures are illu
strated by experiments. Exercise of simple calculations. Main em
phasis on mastery of radiation monitoring methods. 

topics: ~~~~~-~~~~E~~~~~~-!-~-!~~~~~~~~~!~-~!-~~~!~~E-E~t~~~~ (2 weeks) 
composition of matter / radioactivity / radiations / radiation 
interactions with matter / dose definitions / shielding 

Basic instruction 2 : radiation monitoring methods ( 2 weeks) 
------8I8ctricai-ana-8I8ctranic-fundamsntai8_7_principles of measuring/ 

principles of radiation detection / ionization chambers / propor-
tional counters / GM counters / solid state detectors / scintil
lation detectors / chemical detectors / detection and monitoring 
of a:, ~' X, y, n. 

Basic instruction 3 : hazards of ionizing radiations to man (3 weeks) 
------radiatian-sxpasurss-af-man-~biaia9Icai-8rr9ct8-ar-Ianizing radi-

ations / external exposures / internal exposures / maximum per
missible doses and derived working levels • 

Practical instruction 1 : health physics at nuclear reactors (1 week) 
------physics:-tschnaia9y-ar-nuci8ar-r8actar8-~r8actar8-a8-radiation 

sources and their hazards / risks of nuclear reactors. 
Practical instruction 2 : HP in radiochemistry laboratories (1 week) 
------rundam8ntai8-ar-raaiachsmi8try-7-In8taiiatians-ana-ar9anization 

of radiochemistry labs / types of work in a laboratory / radia
tion hazards and risks in radiochemistry laboratories. 

Practical instruction 3 : operational health physics methods (3 weeks) 
------rautin8-msthaa8-tmanitarin9-8tc)-~m8thads-as-spsciri8d by HP 

operational manuals / individual handling of routine operations 
and problems at reactors and in laboratories, under supervision 
of an experienced HP technician. 

examinations : Theory and fundamentals : written and oral 
Practice : complete health physics control of a routine operation 
in a controlled zone. Several experts from the school, the HP di
vision or other EIR divisions or from authorities are present. 
The examinations are formally acknowledged with a diploma. 

~!g!-~~~~~~~~-~~~E~~ (4 weeks) 
aim : repetition and advanced treatment of basic course A.2 topics. Spe-

cial monitoring methods. Interpretation and application of the 
federal radiation protection regulations for special cases. 

organization : introduction of new topics followed by discussion of practical 
situations, aimed at integration of theory and practice. 

topics : those of basic course A.2 / air monitoring / background compensa
tion / activity measurements / radionuclide identification and 
analysis / spectrometry / OWL derivation / practical problems. 

remarks for the technicians of the SIN accelerator the basic course A.2 
was supplemented by an additional practical course on accelerator 
problems. 

* 
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aim : See section 9.2. Ability to handle practical radiation protection 
problems when working in controlled zones 

organization: as course A.l. 
topics : - fundamentals : short version of topics of course A.l. / evaluation 

of hazards and protective measures when handling and machining 
contaminated or activated objects. 

aim : 

- practical : monitoring instruments and methods far external radiation 
and surface contamination / behavior in controlled zones / instal
lation of temporary zones / protective clothing / active working 
methods / decontamination of persons and material / waste handling/ 
transport regulations / practical exercises in active workshop. 

See section 9.3. Mastery of handling the first emergency actions 
at the site of a transport or other radiation incident. Fencing 
off the site, cooperation with special teams, minimizing of risks 
for public and environment, self-protection during rescue etc. 

organization: as course A.l. 
topics : fundamentals : as course 8.3 with main emphasis on emergency situation 

practical : monitoring instruments and methods / behavior under high 
radiation and contamination levels / protective clothing / prac
tical exercises of simulated accident situations. 

~2-~~~E~~-~!~~-~~~~~!!~~-~~~!!~E!~~-~~~E~!~~-!~E-~E~~-~~~-~!~!!_~~!~~~~ (1 day) 
aim : Demonstration and realistic, but separate exercises of problems 

occurring in a fallout situation. Information on civil radiation 
protection and nuclear safety. 

organization: groups of max. 10 men, rotate between 4 posts far 4 hours, second 
part (visit etc) four or all groups together. 

topics : - post A : decontamination as a "houshald" problem. Contamination and 
coarse decontamination of military clothing with simulated fall
out (Tc-99m labelled Al2D3 grains with diameters of 70 - 150 urn). 

- post 8 : liquid contamination and decontamination of shoes and hand. 
Spreading of liquid contaminant (Tc-99m labelled glycol), decon
tamination with water, soap and brush. 

- past C : Shielding factors and inverse square law. A Cs-137 source 
in a rectangle of walls of earth, woad and concrete, fourth side 
open, is monitored from all directions at various distances. 

- post D : Radiation monitoring of a simulated fallout field. On an 
area of 2000 m2 a reduced scale model (1:80) of routes far moni
toring teams is laid out, spiked with camouflaged Cs-137 sources 
of various activities, simulating an extended contamination. The 
2 man teams with ordnance equipment have to monitor a total of 41 
paints, calculate H+l hr normalized dose rates and draw the con
tamination map on the real topographical map, control personnel 
doses etc. 

- Part II : Introduction to civil radiation protection and regulations, 
movie an nuclear energy, visit to EIR reactors with demonstration 
of operational health physics, environmental monitoring, waste 
treatment, protective clothing etc. Discussions according to par
ticular interests. 

***** 
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PROJECT TRAINING FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS IN HEALTH PHYSICS 

J.R.A. Lakey 

A.v. Yorke 

Royal Naval College, Greenwich 
London SEtO, England 

ABSTRACT 

The Royal Naval College has conducted graduate training in health physics 
for over 1.0 years and has developed a system of project training which gives 
students practical experience in the context of the formal theoretical course. 
The purpose of project training is to provide realistic radiological protection 
problem solving at a time when the student is consolidating his theoretical 
knowledge. 

This paper describes the procedures used to introduce, supervise, and 
assess these pJ:Ojects. 

The projects are initiated early in the course by presentation of a 
package which includes a statement of the aims of the pJ:Oject, copies of 
relevant papers, apparatus manuals, radioactive source calibrations and guide 
lines for progression of the pJ:Oject. The student is required to write a 
report on his project which is presented orally and staff appraisal takes 
account of all aspects of the students project work. 

The paper evaluates the success of this approach against the cost in staff 
and equipment resources required to achieve realistic and effective training. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Royal Naval College, Greenwich, has conducted graduate courses in 
health physics for over 1.0 years in association with other specialist post
graduate courses. The Department of Nuclear Science and TeChnology, which 
is responsible for these courses, was founded in 1959 to provide a centre for 
Naval Nuclear Education and Training of officers and now offers over 1.8 courses 
per year to a total of about 250 students. All these courses contain an 
element of health physics. The necessity for health physics in the training of 
reactor engineers is already well recognised2 since they must understand the 
hazards of radiation and, as reactor operating personnel, they will receive 
the largest doses during reactor plant down time for repair or preventative 
maintenance. The experience on which this paper is based was gained over the 
last 1.0 years in two specific graduate courses, one of 12 weeks duration and 
the other 24 weeks. 

GRADUATE COURSES 

The first course, the Nuclear Radiation I?J:Otection Course (NRPC) has 
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already been reported3 but more recently another graduate course, the Nuclear 
Reactor Course (NRC), has been extended to include radiological protection as 
an essential qualification. The NRPC is recognised by the British Institute of 
Physics and the successful NRC candidate also receives the Postgraduate 
Diploma of the Council for National Academic Awards. 

DEl? ARTMENT FACILITIES 

The facilities available for training in the Department of Nuclear 
Science and Technology include the 10 kW training and research reactor JASON4 
which was the first to be installed in any educational establishment in the 
United Kingdom. This has given the staff considerable first hand experience 
and set a pattern in terms of safety documentation, procedures and 
applications to other Universities. The Reactor is used to bridge the gap 
between simulator training and full power reactor training and provides a 
source of radiation which is used in many supporting training experiments and 
projects. :tn particular it provides a realistic environment for students to 
leam how to handle, survey and control sources of ionising radiation. The 
reactor is used for 49% of the time for student training and diverges to power 
over 480 times per year. Over 2000 students have been trained and currently 
the Department provides 8 different types of courses. The research 
utilisation of the reactor includes several applications of activation analysis 
and reactor dynamics in addition to specific health physics studies such as 
reactor shielding5 and the study of radioactive aerosols6 and some dosimetry 
studies. 

PROJECT TRA:tN:tNG 

The interdisciplinary nature of environmental health engineering has been 
emphasised by the World Health Organisation 7 in their booklet on The Education 
and Training of Environmental Health Engineers, which states that many 
disciplines may be required for the solution of complex environmental health 
problems. 

This generalisation is specially true in health physics; team operation is 
the rule and the individual member must be familiar with the vocabulary, 
techniques and goals of other men'bers of the team. 

This paper describes an approach to graduate training in health physics 
which is designed to develop the student's awareness of other disciplines, and 
to give him practice at problem solving under realistic conditions. The t'NO 
courses on which the experience was gained are being reviewed by ob j ect1 ve 
training analysis which requires the definition of an Operational Performance 
Standard. This is translated into a Training Performance Standard which 
provides the basis for the detailed course design. All this demands effective 
feedback on performance of past students and also of the reactor plants on 
which they have worked. The replacement of conventional set practical sessions 
by a smaller number of set practicals and project work has emphasised the need 
for careful attention to the objectives of the course. The projects themselves 
must be well organised to ensure full benefit for the student and effective 
appraisal of his success. 

PURPOSE OF PROJECT TRA:tN:tNG 

DEF:tN:tT:tON OF A TRAINING PROJECT 

A training project is a supervised task set by the students' tutor to 
.m_eet some objectives of the course. A good project must be interesting to the 
student but limited in scope so that it can be completed within the time 
allocated. The project must be realistic to permit the student to recognise 
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a 1 real problem 1 ; novelty and relevance provides the necessary motivation. To 
achieve these conflicting features the development of training projects relies 
to a large ele'tent on feedback fNm operational establishments and spin off from 
departmental research projects. 

The purpose of project training must be examined in relation to the overall 
objectives of the course. A comroon feature in the objectives of health physics 
courses is the achievement of three important attributes which the successful 
student must possess. The student must: 

a. have a sound knowledge of the process which produces the hazard, 

b. understand the hazards of radiation, 

c. have sufficient appreciation Gf practical problems to be rapidly 
accepted into the operating team. 

The development of these attributes is an important objective of the course but 
it can not be met entirely by classroom instruction, especially when the 
students themselves are practical men. Conventional practical work can be 
designed to re-inforce classroom instruction or to help students familiarise 
themselves with equipment and techniques, but it may stultify the students 
interest. When practical work has to be allocated in short periods of a few 
hours at one time, the student will rarely have the opportunity to use an 
interdisciplinary approach and the sterotyped exercise limits his scope for 
problem solving. On the other hand, set practicals are straight fo.tward to 
administrate, and it is comparatively easy to assess the students performance 
against that of his colleagues because the wo.tk expected is identical. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The approach described in this paper replaces most of the set practical 
s,essions by oore bmadly specified projects designed for the following pw:poses: 

(1) To apply the student's theoretical knowledge acquired from the 
course wodc to problems associated with the operational situation. 

( 2) To give direct experience of relevant health physics practice. 

(3) To emphasise the interdisciplinary nature of health physics. 

(4) To assess the student's ability to solve problems under realistic 
conditions and his ability to coi'IUIIUnicate his observations and 
recommendations. 

The first two objectives replace the set practical but added motivation can 
be imparted when the pmject contains an element of novelty. The third object
ive requires an input from other disciplines such as reactor physics, reactor 
engineering, chemistry, metallurgy and radiobiology. This is important to ensur1 
that the student is made aware of the relevance of his work to overall plant 
safety. The last objective reveals the special advantage of project training 
and, to achieve it, the class have to share experience gained on the individual 
projects by participation in a formal presentation of the project reports. 

PROJECT MANAG&MENl' 

The introduction of project work and its subsequent extension to become a 
significant proportion of Course time necessitates the designation of a Project 
Manager. The Project Manager is responsible for coordinating individual project 
supervisors to ensure the satisfactory progress of the projects. These 
supervisors are required to carry out the following tasks:-
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(1) The production of the project outline (in association with the 
Project-Manager). 

(2) The day to day supervision of the project. 

( 3) The timely presentation by the student of a project report 
and the provision of guidance as to the required standard. 

(4) The assessment of the report in conjunction with at least 
one other member of staff. 

pROJECT PACKAGE 

The project work described in this paper is given to students undergoing 
relatively intensive training in which the duration of projects is strictly 
controlled. It is therefore essential that the objective and project outline 
are clearly defined. The use of a 'project package• has been developed in an 
attenpt to maximise the benefit to the student. 

The project package is required to: 

(i) Provide the student with sufficient information on which to 
make his choice of project. 

(11) Ensure that sufficient staff work has been undertaken to 
permit the completion of a worthwhile project. 

(iii) Enable a comparison of the project proposals to be made in 
terms of the level of the woJ:k involved. 

(iv) Provide the Project Supervisor with the basis for monitoring 
the progress of the project. 

The project package includes: 

(i) The background information necessary to place the project 
in context. 

(11) The objective of the project. 

(iii) The schedule of apparatus to be made available and the 
apparatus manuals. 

(iv) The guide lines for initiation of the project. 

( v) Selected reference material. 

Having made his choice, the student is provided with sufficient information 
to commence some basic reading and planning before any further discussions are 
held with the supervisor. In this way the student is able to take some part in 
the initiation of a project. A typical project package is SWII1\8rised in 
Appendix 1. 

PROJEC'l' SELECTION 

Three factors are considered in the selection of the individual projects: 

(1) The previous experience of the individual student; 

( 2) the future task in which student will be engaged; 

( 3) the student's performance. 

It is sometimes possible to remedy obvious deficiency in the student • s 
past experience by the selection of an appropriate project. Alternatively the 
students best interests may be served by completing a proiect relevant to h~l·f-',.iif«''E;--...., 

~\~' ,, ".c ""' 4!: ., 
.s'i'_.--- ~;.:-.... 

~~,/. . ·-c~) 'i 
.:;;; ( n<"·~t•l [IE ~rtti:i)l;;n '::: 
0 . i.ot<fl'"-1 l 'c~ / r,., 
v ~ .... ~/ 
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future commitment. The student is encouraged to discuss the various projects 
w1 th the supervisors so that the selection also reflects his personal interests. 

PROJECT SUPERVISION 

The responsibilities of the project supervisor 'WOUld appear to diminish 
once the project is launched since the student has sufficient background 
information. Experience has shown that the supervisor must act in an advisory 
capacity, reviewing progress at intervals determined by the duration of the 
project. In this context the student-supervisor relationship is important, and 
an informal approach has been found to provide the ease of communication which 
is an essential part of project wodc. 

In the event of a major equipment failure, or a particularly interesting 
unforeseen development, the supervisor may redirect the project to capitalise 
on the situation. The project wodc culminates in a formal report and the 
supervisor is required to review the draft report and make constructive 
suggestions and query any doubtful aspect of the student's work. 

PROJECT APPRAJ:SAL 

Within one course all the projects may have different main topics and 
therefore different supervisors. Although the expected wodc content can be 
assessed by the Projects Manager, the problems arising in the execution of the 
project may require a different woJ:k content and the demands of the individual 
supervisors cannot be standardised. This situation may generate some 
difficulties in achieving a fair comparison of each project. The supervisor is 
therefore made responsible for the preparation of a written summary of the 
report which takes account of these variable factors. 

The project which carries up to one third of the course maJ:ks is finally 
evaluated under the following three headings:-

a. Methodology and Practical Work. The orderliness of the approach 
adopted by the student and the design am execution of the project 
is examined to establish his penetration of the problem. 

b. Written Report. 'l'his is examined to provide further appreciation 
of the student's reasoning powers and orderliness in presentation. 

c. Oral Presentation. This reveals the student's ability to 
exercise judgement in the selection of the important aspects of 
the wo.r.ic and his performance in answering questions on the project 
demonstrates the depth of knowledge and comprehension. Since all 
the Course members and the examiners are present at the oral 
presentation, it serves to acquaint the other students with the 
subject and helps to share particular lessons that have been learnt. 

EVALUATION OF PROJECT w::>RK 

STAFF RESOURCES 

At first sight the project approach to training appears to be nore costly 
1n both time and resources than formal practical ~rk. 'l'his depends on the size 
of the course and the degree of utilisation of the laboratory equipment. For 
example, 6 groups of students could perform a set practical either (a) 
simultaneously and therefore requiring 6 sets of equipment, or (b) in three 
separate sessions requiring 2 sets. The solution adopted is usually constrained 
by the overall course progranme, which determines the timing of the practical 
sessions. Since the RNC courses involve practical ~rk in several topics it 
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has been policy to arrange several different practical sessions in parallel, 
the students conpleting each experiment in the various laboratories. Hence the 
laboratory utilisation achieved is dependent on the size of the Course, but on 
the average is equivalent to 3 sessions per experiment per course. This policy 
haS ensured that, with the exception of the very low cost equipment, only a 
limited number of sets of equipment are required. 

The development, documentation and updating of the conventional practical 
training also requires considerable resources and Tables 1 and 2 compare for 
the same allocation of practical time, the total man-hours of staff time for 
formal practical and project work. The Tables are based on 8 students on the 
course with the breakdown of laboratory 1.110rk being typical, rather than specific 
to any one course: development costs are calculated on the assumption of a 
review of all experiments after every 2 to 3 courses. 

TABLE 1• CONVENTIONAL PRACT:ICAL 

TASK STAFF SESS:IONS NUMBER OF TOTAL T:IME 
HOURS PRAC'l':ICALS HOURS 

Administration 20 1 - 20 
Development 3 20 - 60 
Basic Radiation Protection 6 2 10 120 
Basic Radiation Physics 6 2 4 48 
Basic Reactor Physics 8 2 4 64 
Simulator 4 2 2 16 
Examination of Practical work 1/5 8 20 32 

TOTAL T:IME: 360 hours 

The calculation for the project work is based on 8 students each under
taking a different project, with the support of some basic htroductory 
experiments and is chosen to illustrate the maximwu staff effort. Some fomal 
practical work must be included to ensure that the student is familiar with the 
basic radiation laboratory procedures and techniques. These costs could be 
reduced by combining students into gx:oups of 2 or more for each project but 
this removes some of the advantage of project training. 

TABLE 2. PROJECT ~RK 

TASK STAFF SESS:IONS NUMBER OF TOTAL T:IME 
HOURS PRAC'l'ICALS HOURS 

Project Administration 3 1 8 24 
Development and 
Consultation 2 1 6 12 

Planning and Preparation 10 1 8 80 
Supervision 15 1 8 120 
Assessment 4 1 8 32 
Presentation 3 1 8 24 
Basic Radiation Protection 6 2 2 24 
Basic Radiation Physics 6 2 2 24 
Basic Reactor Physics 8 2 2 32 
Examination of Practical worlc 1/5 2 6 3 

TOTAL T:IME: 375 hours 

These figures wlU.ch are based on several years eJq)erience demonstrate that 
the cost in terms of man hours differs little between the two alternative 
schemes. In the planning and preparation of projects the specialised eJq)erience 
of the supervisor is used and this is moJ:e stimulating for him than the 
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development of set practicals to achieve more limited objectives. A survey of 
the equipment resources required for mounting the work described in Table 2 has 
shown that as a result of the extensive use of project equipment in research and 
the flexibility in planning a reduction of 25% in the capital equipment cost 
was possible compared to conventional practicals. 

COMMENTS ON THE STUDENTS RESPONSE 

STUDENT REACTION 

The total time allocated for participation in practical work in set 
practicals and in projects is the same. However, the student reaction to the 
laboratory work in each scheme is noticeably different. 

The students on intensive courses will quickly fom opinions on the 
relevance and necessity of the practical work and will reject unnecessary 
duplication in the presentation of the material. Set practicals with the 
usual close relation to the lecture material are frequently rejected as 
repetitive. In contrast projects have stimulated student interest and 
participation and help to ensure that the objectivity of the course stands up 
to close scrutiny by the students. One measure of the success of the project 
is the amount of additional time a student may be prepared to devote to the 
work; in fact it is conmon for the supervisor to have to ensure that the 
student does not spend an excessive amount of time on the project. 

STUDENT ATTAINMENT 

The effectiveness of any instructional technique in attaining some part of 
the course objective cannot easily be objectively assessed and subjective 
assessments tend to vary widely. The ultimate test is to follow up the students 
when they have moved on to their operational role. 'i.f the staff effort is 
available the students are interviewed in their work area at least one year 
after c:onpleting the course. Students do appear to move smoothly into their 
opcational task, in some cases continuing to follow up the project topic as a 
centre of interest in their n~ job. This itself is a convincing demonstration 
of the value of this appl:Oach to the student. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The procedures described in this paper are offered as a product of 
systematic course design which could be applied to other graduate courses in 
health physics. The t"wo courses on which this lolOrk has been developed are 
relatively long - 12 weeks and 24 weeks respectively - but it is considered 
that the method can be applied with success to shorter courses. The reliability 
of the apparatus used and the provision of guidelines for the project becomes 
important if the student is not to waste valuable time coping with instrument 
faults or re-discovering relatively uniq>ertant information. In all eases the 
supervisor must ensure that there is sufficient scope for problem solving and 
that the project does not relapse into meaningless collection of data. The 
experience and judgement of training staff are taxed more heavily in the 
project supervision than the more passive role of monitoring a set practical. 
In many cases the student gains his first rigorous experience in scientific 
conununication when he prepares his project report and presents it to his 
colleagues and the examiner. It is probably this increased demand on the 
supervisor and student which ensures the success of this approach to health 
physics training. 
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PROJECT PACKAGE 

The paclcage contains the following main items:-

1. Objective of Project 

2. Baclcground information 

3. Equipment and Services supplied 

4. Guide lines for progress 

s. Literature references and Instrument Manuals 

To illustrate this the following is an abbreviated paclcage for a 
Thermoluminescent Dosimetry Project:-

APPENDIX I 

1. Objective: To investigate factors affecting the precision of TLD-700 for 
dosimetry in low level photon and neutron fields. 

2. Baclcground: 'l'he operation of a nuclear reactor involves the staff in 
radiation eJq>Osure to mixed photon and neut.ron radiation fields. Whilst the 
radiation levels may be low compared to the legal limits there are both 
ethical and practical reasons for aiming at high precision in these measure
ments. For example, the success of a shield design may be judged by the man 
rem accumulated by the operating staff or a new reactor plant may be surveyed 
by short duration exposures of TL dosimeters. 

3. Equipment and Services Supplied: 

i. Access to the research reactor 

ii. One Dynatron TLD reader modified to give a graphical display of 
glow curves 

iii. Annealing ovens 

iv. Dispensing equipment for powder, extruded chip and disc forms 
of TLD 

4. Guidelines: 

i. Delineate radiation fields to be studied taking account of 
operational conditions on a power reactor against the closest 
approach available on the research reactor. 

ii. Gain familiarisation with TLD equipment by trial runs on 
irradiated samples 

iii. Assess the number of tests feasible in the time available 
and schedule test points 

iv. Execute selected measurements, read and analyse data for 
precision 

v. Run subsidiary experiments after discussing (iv) with 
Supervisor 

vi. Write draft report 

s. Literature References and Instrument Manuals: 

References and manuals are revised and amended for each project. 
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THE LAW AND LOW LEVEL RADIATION 
Charles F. Eason and Natalie Y. St. Denis 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 

Abstract 

One of the responsibilities of the health physicist is to recommend and 
enforce radiation protection standards based upon recognized occupational 
radiation exposure guides. It follows, therefore, that the health physicist, 
because of his background and technical knowledge, will play a key role in 
evaluating a claim allegedly arising out of exposure to ionizing radiation. 

It is the purpose of this paper to examine a number of latent radiation injury 
cases with particular emphasis on the kinds of radiation records offered in 
evidence, the nature of the expert testimony by both the health physicist and 
the medical expert and the conclusions of the court or Board in the final 
adjudication of the claim. The paper will also explore the views of those 
who hold that the present legal system in the United States is not appropriate 
for the handling of latent injury claims. 

Introduction 

It is well known that in spite of the highly successful efforts of those 
engaged in the field of radiological health, radiation workers run a risk of 
being exposed to some degree of radiation in the course of their employment-
however small that risk may be. Radiation workers may also develop certain 
diseases that are known to be caused by radiation but which also develop 
spontaneously in the absence of radiation exposure. What happens in the 
United States when a radiation worker sues for compensation on the basis that 
the disease from which he is suffering was incurred in the course of his 
employment? 

In cases involving substantial exposure, recovery is almost always assured. 
However, in cases involving delayed injury, the claimant rarely recovers. 
Should he? 

The purpose of this paper is to examine this question. 

In order to understand the reasons why so few cases involving low exposures 
and delayed occupational injuries are compensated, one must appreciate that 
it is first necessary under our legal system to determine whether the exposure 
"caused" the injury. It is also necessary to draw a distinction between the 
two categories of radiation injury cases: (1) Claims involving acute effects 
which appear immediately or within a short period after a very large exposure; 
and (2) Claims involving latent effects which do not.manifest themselves until 
years later. In the first instance they offer the litigant, the expert 
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witnesses and the courts little difficulty. Dosimetry can be reconstructed, 
and the symptoms or illnesses are usually characteristic. Because the nexus 
between the pathology and the disease is obvious, causal relation is relatively 
simple to establish. It is the second category of cases that pose problems of 
causation. Why? 

Causation 

Simply stated, it is because the proof of causal connection in a claim for 
injury, if we accept the medical notion of the meaning of the term, is, in 
most instances, extremely difficult tq establish. 

In a radiation claim both the physician and the court must confront the 
problem of causation. When the medical expert is asked to testify concerning 
the cause of the claimant's pathology it frequently develops that his testi
mony is so couched with reservation that the court or board has no alternative 
but to make the medical determination on its own. The reason for this hesi
tancy or inability on the part of the medical profession to find causation 
lies in its notion of the meaning of causal connection. Doctors define 
causation in a special sense. They prefer to base their conclusions on 
statistical studfes of the relationship between a suspected causative factor 
and the disease. In 1969 an outstanding authority on workmen's compensation 
pointed out that longitudinal studies, using an exposed population group and 
one or more control groups are a principal device for testing causal theories 
involving human pathology and that longitudinal studies yield information 
concerning probabilities of causal nexus in a population. But the legal 
problem, always, is to determine causal nexus in each individual case. 'The 
unspoken medical assumption ~s that causation in a legal proceeding is a pure 
question of scientific fact~' However, in the absence of a suitable test 
which could be used to establish the·dose-response relationship at low range, 
the medical expert is willing to assume for purposes of conservatism that no 
threshold exists and that linear build-up may possibly result in adverse 
biological response. But when the etiology of a disease remains unknown, the 
medical expert will not under most circumstances say that the exposure 
"probably caused the disease." The reasons are crystal clear. At the present 
state of scientific knowledge it is simply not possible to relate individual 
response to disease, nor does the solution appear imminent. Some fourteen 
years ago a view was expressed before a Congressional Committee that "The 
more that is discovered about the complex etiology of disease . . • the less 
it appears possible to identify causality, and the more we grow dependent 
upon vague and arbitrary interpretations, with inevitable inequities .•.. " 3 

When an employee develops a disease which conceivably could have resulted from 
occupational exposure, should the economic loss fall on the employee or should 
it be shifted to the employer? The courts in the United States in many 
instances have taken a rather juristic view in response to this question. It 
is clear that the courts need not be bound by medical notions of causation for 
medical evidence indicating a distinct possibility of a relationship between 
the job and the disease, while insufficient to support a finding of causation 
in the medical sense, may warrant a finding of causation in the legal sense. 
Our workmen's compensation laws in the United States typically include a 
mandate that they should be liberally construed to protect the employee. This 
being the case, decisions not to compensate where the exposures are small but, 
nevertheless, the employee is suffering from a radiation connected disease, 
may very well be inconsistent with the policy and purpose of our workmen's 
compensation laws. 

Unfortunately most courts take the position that they cannot deviate from the 
requirement of medical probability. For example, in a recent Texas Supreme 
Court case4 in which the claimant was denied compensation, the court found 
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that the evidence did not indicate the existence of "a reasonable medical 
probabilit~' of causal connection between petitioner's cancer and radiation 
but merely "the possibility" of such a connection. In drawing what it termed 
a logical distinction between a "reasonable medical probability" and a 
"medical possibility" the court said, " •.. a possibility becomes 'probable' 
when in the absence of other reasonable causal explanations it becomes more 
likely than not that the injury was a result of its action." 

However, the opinion of the dissenting judge is worthy of note. He found that 
the expert medical testimony indicated that the etiology of cancer is really 
unknown, that the claimant's cancer could have been caused by radiation, but 
that there was no way to determine the cause of a particular cancer; that it 
is possible for a person exposed to radiation over a long period of time to 
develop cancer, but that it could not be stated how much exposure would be 
required; that any radioactive material can conceivably cause cancer on 
prolonged exposure; that anyone exposed to certain amounts of radiation has 
a higher than normal risk of developing malignant changes in the body tissues 
but that in this particular situation a diagnosis of probability either way 
could not be made. 

Further, he rejected the weight the court placed upon the medical op~n~on 
evidence of experts who refused to testify that the cancer was "probably" 
caused by the radioactivity to which the petitioner was exposed. In his 
dissenting opinion he stated, "We are not to isolate the testimony of the 
doctors, but must determine the effect of such testimony upon other eviden
tiary proof in the case." 

This statement was followed up with a reference to the spirit of workmen's 
compensation statutes and the need for liberal interpretation. He admonished 
the court for apparently forgetting "for the moment" the purpose of the Texas 
Workmen's Compensation Act. He stated that to hold, as the court held, that 
the evidence as a whole, which the jury considered in reaching its conclusion, 
did not meet the standard of proximate causation with sufficient certainty to 
impost liability upon the insurance carrier of claimant's employer, "is to 
effectively remove injuries which require medical testimony to substantiate 
causation from the common law of tort." 

Health Physics Testimony 

Now when it comes to dealing with roentgens, rads and rems and the recommen
dations of the various standard making bodies, we find that this is the field 
of expertise of the Health Physicist. It thus follows that because of his 
background and technical knowledge and the complicated array of terminology 
which finds its way into a radiation claim, the health physicist will play a 
key role in evaluating an individual's radiation exposure. The courts cannot 
adjudicate and the medical expert cannot opinionate until the source, duration 
and amount of exposure is known. In fact, the health physics experience of 
the injured claimant is one of the most important factors in any claim involv
ing radiation injury and the health physics testimony and evidence is of 
extreme importance because it protects medical experts by assuring them that 
their testimony and opinions are predicated on the most probable exposure.5 

Furthermore, the health physicist supplies and interprets available radiation 
records of claimants' external and internal occupational exposure (e.g., film 
badge and other types of dosimeter records, whole body counter records, records 
of bioassay data and interpretation, etc.) and he supplies estimates of expo
sure in the absence of radiation records and interprets other records relating 
to the claimant's exposure (e.g., records of work orientation and training, 
radiation and contamination survey reports, records relating to the radiation 
status of the claimant's work area and records relating to the employer's 
radiation protection program.) 
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Although it is the considered view of many lawyers familiar with radiation 
litigation that "re%ords are the most important item in establishing dose from 
a legal standpoint~ there are still members of the health physics establish
ment who, I regret to say, maintain that the record developed on a day-to-day 
basis to assure the safety of the radiation worker has little value 15 to 20 
years later when that very same record is introduced in a workmen's compen
sation proceeding as evidence of exposure. However, it is apparent from a 
reading of the cases that not all health physicists agree with this position 
for they have on many occasions furnished courts and boards with convincing 
evidence of the claimant's exposure from the radiation exposure records in 
their possession. 

For example, in almost all of the claims containing allegations of radiation 
injury, radiation records (e.g., dosimetry, bioassay and other records related 
to the claimant's exposure) are not only supplied by the health physicist but 
are examined and referred to by the health physicist and the medical .expert in 
deciding causation. 

By way of illustration, in a case involving a blood disorder a health physicist 
testified that records showed the premises where the claimant worked were 
found to meet the standards of radiation protection as recommended by the 
National Committee on Radiation Protection. He also testified_ that film badge 
reports indicated all exposures were below permissible dose. The radiation 
expert in the case noted that after reviewing the case file, film badge read
ings and the physicist's survey of the environment, it seemed apparent that 
claimant's exposure had been at a relatively low level which would not be 
expectef to give rise to incapacitating bodily injury. Compensation was 
denied. 

In another case involving exposure to radioactive tracers for a five-year 
period, a medical expert stated, after review of the records: 

"Beginning with the exposures received, we find that these are 
well documented and do not appear excessive .... Dosimetry 
appears to have been reliable and film badge and monitoring 
reports indicate that the decedent's exposures were well below 
those considered maximum permissible ...• " Compensation denied. 8 

The most popular argument advanced by those who discount the value of radia
tion records is the unreliability of monitoring devices to record low expo
sures. Yet from my own experience I know that a properly organized health 
protection program can and does furnish data which provides a pretty good 
estimate of the maximum exposure which the individual worker could have 
received in the course of his employment. In fact, there is testimony from 
the medical establishment that negates the view that records have no value. 
In a recent case in which the claimant wore no film badge a medical doctor 
noted: " ... [claimant] wore no protective badge whigh would have adequately 
monitored his X-ray exposures." Compensation denied. 

While recorded exposures are valuable evidence in a radiation claim, I 
believe you will agree that it is important that the courts not give undo 
weight to evidence of exposure in recorded form at the expense of other evi
dence of exposure. For example, in the Texas case which I cited earlier it 
appears that the court may have relied too heavily on the film badge analysis 
alone in denying the claim of a radiation worker while disregarding other 
estimated evidence of exposure. 

In this case the decedent was engaged in handling, assembling and disassembling 
nuclear materials and weapons for approximately four years. For a two-year 
period while "handling" the materials, he was not issued a film badge or 
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or protective clothing. For the other two-year perios, he was issued film 
badges and protective clothing. Badge analysis revealed exposure on two 
occasions as 36 millirems, although this was determined to be only a fraction 
of his total exposure since the badge was being worn under protective clothing. 
The amount of exposure was not known but estimated to be greatly in excess of 
36 mr. In addition, evidence showed that petitioner was on one occasion in 
an "incident" area but the proximity of petitioner to the location of the 
"incident" or number of rems to which he was, in fact, subjected was not 
known. The protective badge worn by a fellow worker also in the "incident" 
area showed 6,500 millirems of radiation. Evidence further showed that, for 
two years petitioner was exposed to "radiation leaks" from material handled, 
but the amount of radiation to which he was subjected was not known since he 
was issued no measuring device. 

In addressing itself to the petitioner's contention that "the whole evidence" 
of this case did create a reasonable medical probability, the court agreed 
that reasonable medical probability can be based upon "the whole evidence." 
However, the court could not agree that such evidence was before them inasmuch 
as the extent of any radiation beyond the relatively safe dosage of 30 mr was 
unknown. 10 

In another case it was the absence of recorded evidence which appears to have 
influenced the U. S. Veterans Administration in denying compensation to a 
veteran who was assigned as an X-ray technician from 1953 to 1954 and 
developed acute lymphocytic leukemia in 1969. He wore no film badge and 
there were no records of his work environment. In spite of health physics 
testimony that there was a SO% to 80% chance that occupational exposure 
caused his death, the Board pointed out that the evidence of record did not 
indicate that the veteran received "excessive radiation" during service. 11 

In a 1961 Federal Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board Decision, the Board 
stated that because of the absence of a film badge during one period of the 
claimant's exposure, it was impossible to determine whether there was a 
significant exposure to radiation. Compensation denied. 12 

Total Evidence 

From the point of view of the lawyer, the radiation record can never be too 
extensive. Accordingly, he will want to know of his client's total environ
mental exposure--occupational and non-occupational. 

In a radiation claim a statistical game of possibilities and probabilities can, 
and in many cases does, greatly influence the result in a workmen's compensa
tion case and, accordingly, the availability, accuracy and adequacy of expo
sure data, including prior medical as well as industrial exposure, takes on 
great legal significance. 13 

By way of example, take the case of a young man who developed acute leukemia 
after an exposure of a little more than 5 rem during a four-month period. A 
physician, knowledgeable in the effects of radiation, became acquainted with 
the case and noted that the man had received an indeterminate but apparently 
large amount of therapeutic radiation as a child. Keeping this in mind, and 
the fact that there is usually no decrease in the potential to induce leukemia 
by a long interval from the time of a first dose to the time of a second addi
tional dose, the doctor felt that the worker's leukemia, if not caused, was 
at least aggravated and precipitated by his low occupational exposure. Compen
sation was granted.l4 
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The Aggravation or Acceleration Theory 

The concept of aggravation appears to offer an alternative for the medical 
expert who seeks to establish medical probability in the face of low occupa
tional exposures. In one case, a veteran who had been involved in nuclear 
testing while in the service was then employed teaching radiological safety 
as a civilian. He claimed that his leukemia was a result of exposure received 
during six years of civilian employment. Service connected exposures were 
unrecorded and civilian exposures were low. However, it was noted that there 
were certain instances of exposures which could well have been "over permis
sible limits." A radiologist found that the final monitored exposure could 
well have been an aggravating factor and, although the degree of claimant's 
exposures were conjectural, the leukemia could be considered the probable 
result of his occupational exposure. Compensation was granted.l5 

In another case, the ~laimant had a history of working in a microwave environ
ment. After a latent period of many years he worker intimately with a weak 
ionizing radiation source. A board certified radiologist found that. the low 
exposure to ionizing radiation resulted in a reactivation and/or acceleration 
of a dormant cataract and pointed out that without prior sensitization of the 
lense by exposure to microwave radiation, the radiation from the electron 
microscoye would not have adversely affected the claimant. Compensation was 
granted. 6 

In yet another case, claimant was employed as a medical radiology and X-ray 
technician for approximately eight years. He developed leukopenia. Evidence 
showed that radiation protection practices were good and records showed 
exposures were low. The Bureau's Medical Director supported a causal relation
ship by aggravation from chloromyf7tin, a potent antibiotic with a known side 
effect of bone marrow depression. 

In a 1971 decision a civilian X-ray technician was granted compensation for 
chron~c myelogenous leukemia. Evidence showed he had been exposed to low 
cumulative exposures for 20 years in the course of employment; that radiation 
protection was good; that he had service-connected exposure for a period of 
one year at the age of 18; that during three months of training while in the 
service he was constantly exposed to X-ray without benefit of safety equipment 
or protective measures to avoid exposure. The medical opinion indicated that 
there was aggravation of previous pathology. The claim was allowed for 
leukemia due to radiation exposure.l8 

Occasionally an award is made even when occupational exposure is low and with 
no need to resort to the theory of aggravation. For example, in one case a 
medical radiology technician employed in that capacity from 1957 until 1961 
was isolated from further ionizing radiation in 1961 as the result of blood 
tests and the industrial medical officer's opinion that claimant had apparently 
reached his "personal level of tolerance." He developed leukopenia in 1966. 
Radiation records revealed no excessive exposure on film badge and personal 
pocket dosimeter. Work was performed using the accepted precautions of lead 
screens and aprons. It was established that claimant used reasonable care and 
had not been exposed to the direct X-ray beam at any time. However a radiology 
specialist attributed claimant's blood disorder to "incidental radiation 
effects." Compensation granted.l9 

In another case a 36 year old physicist at a radiation laboratory developed 
cataracts in both eyes. In his work around accelerators from 1950 until 1962 
film badge exposure showed only 0.61 R. An opthamologist testified that 
claimant had radiation cataracts. Another doctor stated that claimant's 
cataracts were of the location and appearance associated with radiation cata
racts; that while these cataracts can occur without radiation and while 
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claimant's record of exposure was very low, in view of claimant's work and age 
group the situation was "highly suggestive." Compensation granted.20 

Radiation Protection Standards 

The health physics profession readily admits that there is no such thing as 
known radiation safety; by that I mean some level of radiation exposure below 
which there is no biological effect whatever. 21 In short, frank admission 
is made that total protection against harm from man-made radiation would 
require a health standard of zero exposure; that radiation protection standards 
are not merely technical, that they are established through a balancing of 
risk versus economic and social benefit. Safety standards do not take into 
account the physical difference among individuals. Even though for safety 
guide purposes use is made of a "standard man" concept to determine the mass 
and effective radius of the critical organs of the body, when it comes to an 
individual radiation claim, the claimant's dose-response can hardly be 
considered standard. Yet a review of the cases shows that in a substantial 
number of claims permissible levels of exposure are used as indices of safety 
when deciding the issue of causation. 

For example, a radiologist noted that the claimant's exposures "were in fact 
considerably in excess of the maximum permissible dose." He concluded the 
claimant's exposure probably caused his death from lymphosarcoma. Compensa-
tion granted.22 . 

In still another case the medical expert noted that there was no contamination 
of the claimant's working environment "above permissible limits." Compensa
tion denied.23 

In another case a health physicist testified that the premises where claimant 
worked were found to meet the standards of radiation protection as recommended 
by the National Committee on Radiation Protection. The health physicist also 
testified that the film badge reports indicated that all exeosures were "well 
below the maximum permissible dose." Compensation denied. 2 

In all of the claims referred to available film badge and other radiation 
records relating to claimant's exposure were introduced into evidence. Health 
physicists referred to records of exposure and related them to protection stan
dards. What was the purpose of such testimony if not to imply safety or lack 
thereof? It has been said that there is a general tendency among laymen to 
assume that any exposure in excess of the various permissible levels and 
standards for any period whatever can be equated with proof of medical causa
tion,25 but since protection standards were never intended as indicators of 
absolute safety their use in the courtroom should be carefully scrutinized. 

Alternative Proposals 

At this point I believe that the problems inherent in our present legal system, 
as it is applied to low-level radiation claims, are abundantly clear. However, 
it is still the majority view of the legal establishment that the established 
principles of common law torts should continue to be employed in cases of 
delayed injury from radiation exposure. 

Is there another route? 

Professor Samuel B. Estep of the University of Michigan Law School has, over 
the years, suggested a somewhat novel approach to the problem. He would award 
compensation simply for the increased susceptibility to possible future disease. 
The uncontrollable factors which limit the accuracy of biological measurement 
by physical dosimeter readings seem essentially the basis for Estep to suggest 
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establishment of a "Contingent Liability Fund" 26 which would provide benefits 
to a radiation injured claimant regardless of his failure to show a causal 
relationship between the exposure and the injury. The proposed fund would 
consist of contributions by both the employee and the employer, the respective 
contributions to reflect both the "spontaneous" risk of leukemia and that due 
to the occupational exposure. In the event that the employee does develop 
leukemia, he is awarded a fixed amount of compensation w~thout the necessity 
of adjudicating the causal relationship to occupational exposure. "Not only 
would such a scheme avoid the necessity for arbitrary adjudication, it would 
also avoid the expensive costs of administration. This would be of benefit to 
the worker, the employer and society as a whole." 27 

The Estep approach is somewhat akin to the concept of national health insur
ance. There are those who point out that in Great Britain no man, woman or 
child need for any reason fall below a minimum standard of life. By a combi
nation of insurance schemes, a worker who comes down with a disease, occupa
tional or otherwise, is assured of full meuical treatment and weekly benefits 
during the course of his illness. 28 

Some ten years ago, Dr. Herman Somers in testifying before a committee of the 
United States Congress stated that: 

"The evidence has been mounting for some time that the problems 
rising out of the scientific and technological revolution of our 
day are of a character which may not be capable of resolution 
within the traditional workmen's compensation design. The central 
question which we must ultimately face is whether or not, in the 
second half of the Twentieth Century, it will remain feasible, let 
alone justifiable, to operate a social insurance program on the 
old premise that a reasonably clear demarcation can be made between 
occupational and non-occupational disability." 29 

Lastly, for those who reject the insurance approach, a statutory prima facie 
presumption in favor of the claimant has been suggested. The burden of proof 
would then be upon the employer to show that radiation exposure was not the 
cause of the claimant's disease. It is my guess that the employer may have 
just as much difficulty in proving no causal connection as the plaintiff now 
has in provin~causal nexus. New York has adopted such a law. In a recent 
New York case the employee, a theoretical physicist, died from acute 
myeloblastic leukemis. In affirming an award the Court said: 

"The record discloses that decedent was exposed to radiation 
for a substantial part of two periods and also at other times 
in various amounts. The testimony of the medical experts is 
emphatic that there is really no 'threshold' or 'safe' dosage 
of radiation because at the present stage of scientific know
ledge it cannot be ascertained exactly what effects radiation 
has on the human body. It is also admitted that each individual 
reacts differently to exposure to radiation. The award is 
supported by substantial evidence and by the presumptions [N.Y. 
Workmen's Compensation Law§§ 3(2),47] ... especially so in 
view of decedent's good health prior to his employment." 

Another example of the presumption concept can be found in the Federal Coal 
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 31 which provides for certain presumptions 
in favor of the claimant in pneumoconiosis claims where it is found that the 
miner was employed for ten years or more in underground coal mines. 
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Congress has in the past considered legislation which would have instituted a 
Federal workmen's compensation program for employees exposed in their employ
ment to "radioactive materials." The Price-Zelenko bill32 would have estab
lished a presumption of causation in favor of any employee who (a) received 
an exposure in excess of the limits set by a Federal agency and (b) developed 
any ordinary disease which the United States Public Health Service certified 
can be induced by exposure to radioactive material. 

During hearings on the bill there was strong opposition and rightly so to the 
proposal because a presumption of medical injury would be based on some arbi
trary maximum permissible dose limit. 

However, it has been stated that a statutory prima facie presumption in favor 
of the claimant would not shift significantly the percentage of cases in which 
the claimant would be upheld. 33 The solution would be for the Courts to apply 
the laws of negligence, of product liability and of workmen's compensation in 
the growing field of radiation hazards in a manner which supports preference 
for the plaintiff when causal relationship, though not clearly established, is 
clearly possible. The cases involving low exposures are relatively few. If, 
as has been said, ionizing radiation "is the most studied, best understood and 
most wisely used agent~34 the cases will continue to be few. Thus compensating 
a few individuals who have been exposed to levels of radiation which may have 
"possibly" caused their disease will not establish radiation as a hazard worse 
than it is at the present time. If, in fact, the hazard is miniscule, it will 
remain miniscule except for the injured worker. 

Those of you who have followed the course of this paper have reason to wonder 
as to the proper solution for the handling of injury claims involving low 
level exposures to radiation. There is no easy answer to this question. When 
a court of law is attempting to determine the cause of a claimant's pathological 
condition in a workmen's compensation case, the court is faced not only with 
the question of scientific etiology but with a policy problem as well; namely, 
whether under all the circumstances it is fair to shift the economic conse
quences of the pathological condition from the claimant to the employer. Some 
of the techniques I have described today would do this very thing, but until 
more research is done and we better understand biological response to radiation, 
a great deal of inter-disciplinary concern and effort must go into solving the 
problem of the worker who allegedly suffers disease and death from low exposures. 
IRPA, with so many qualified persons from all over the world professionally 
engaged and actively interested in radiation protection, can contribute signi
ficantly toward a solution of this problem. 
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1. Summary 

Radiation protection and nuclear safety have become major targets for attacks 
by critics and opponents of many sorts.We must try to improve our methods for co
ping with such challenges and avoid to waste too much of our time or forces. By 
learning from past mistakes and analysisofthe situation appropriate tactics and 
strategies can be developed that take care of the immediate needs and set some 
long-range goals for improved information and education of the public. Charac
teristics and problems of using or cooperating with news media are discussed and 
some proposals for actions by IRPA and its affiliated societies are presented. 

The following ideas and proposals are the personal views of the author. 

2. Problems and types of confrontations with the public 

Within the last few years radiation protection and nuclear safety have sud
denly become major targets for attacks by critics and opponents of many sorts. The 
types and motives of such attacks have been discussed a great deal and shall not 
be repeated here. We all agree that the reproaches ar8 not justified,neither ab
solutely nor in perspective to what happens in other protection and safety areas. 
But there exists an obvious information gap in the public, and at least part of 
the blame for this falls on us.Complaining does not liberate us from these prob
lems.The defense against the uninterrupted,often exaggerated or even stupid, but 
nevertheless effective attacks consumes more and more valuable time of authorities 
and experts without apparently leading to a quick success or visible end of such 
debates. The fact, that even government agencies or parliamentary committees are 
not ashamed of inviting self-proclaimed so-called "independent experts" and pro
fessional opponents on the same conditions as the real qualified experts shows how 
far the confusion about who is right or wrong has gone already. One is sometimes 
reminded of two sinister manifestations of the Middle Age, the Inquisition and 
the Crusades, which both were due to the agitation of fanatics appealing to idea
listic motives and fear, and which resulted in terror, retardation of progress, 
defeat and failures. Some countries had to bear the consequences for centuries. 
Frustration, anger, resignation, exhaustion of forces and neglect of main andlon~ 
term tasks may be the undesirable results for our profession if we do not try to 
improve our methods of coping with such challenges or if we waste all our forces 
for short-lived emergency actions at the expense of a well planned long-range pro· 
gram. We must learn from past mistakes, analyze the situation and develop appro
priate tactics and plans. 

We have to deal with various characters, types and forms of confrontations, 
communications and contacts between experts and the public. The character of a 
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confrontation can be voluntary and offensive, when we have taken the initiative, 
set the goals and selected-form,place-and-time, or it can be involuntary and de
fensive,when somebody else has invited,challenged or attacked us-on-his-own terms. 
-----We can assume the following coarse !tE~~-~!-5~~!~5! : 
A) Public performances: information,discussionorcontradictory meetings;hearings; 

panei-discussions;-press conferences (sometimes with radio and TV coverage); 
seminars and symposia etc. 

B) ~~~~-~~~~~ : press; radio; television; 

C) Publications: books; specialized periodicals; laws, regulations, standards 
In-the-future audiovisual items such as TV cassettes; 

D) ~~~~~!~~~~!-EE~~E~~~ 
Some aspects of each type with regard to our problems are summarized below, 

and some of them are discussed in more detail in Appendix B. 

A) Public performances have more frequently an involuntary character,being orga
nized-by-iocai-poiitical parties, societies, opponent groups, utilities or autho
rities. The audience is restricted to some hundred persons at most (radio/TV co
verage excluded) and it may often be selected or biased. The time available is 
always too short, be it for lectures and statements or for discussion.The atmos
phere is often unfavorable, unfriendly or outright unfair.Success or failure are 
very much dependent on the chairman or moderator and on the show talents of the 
active participants. Technical troubles with microphones and other inadequacies 
create additional problems.Meetings are often invaded by outside organized oppo
nent groups which try to monopolize the performance.Biased reports by mass media 
may present a completely distorted picture of the event to a much larger audience. 
Such public performances have mostly only short-lived effects and are rather nega
tive and unsatisfactory to anybody really concerned apart from "showstars" such as 
politicians or professional opponents. The level of the discussions is either pri
mitive or far above the comprehension of the audience. To sum it up : many pub
lic events are simply alibi-functions or much fuss about nothing. We should try 
to avoid them or restrict them to the voluntary variety. 

B) Mass media have their own rules and characteristics that differ locally and 
nationaiiy-and that have to be known precisely if any efficiency is attempted. 
To some extent also many politicians and other public opinion-makers have to be 
handled similarly. Mass media are primarily interested in ''news", i.e. new infor
mations,sensations,stories, scandals etc. not yet published or diffused by other 
mass media. The main quality of such news must be to make headlines, to increase 
the circulation or audience. With some forms of mass media almost no limits of 
truth, morale or respect exist, only a sharp drop in circulation or rating can 
stop them. "Bad news is good news" for news media and much more interesting than 
dry facts. To be first to publish a sensation or information is much more important 
than to inquire or check the validity before publication.The correction of wrong 
informations is usually left to those involved or concerned, but does only rarely 
get t'1e same amount of publicity or prominent place as the original uncorrect fea
ture. The public or audience is large and of more or less unknown composition. 
Usually the confrontation will have an involuntary character. We have to expect 
biased, exaggerated or distorted presentations,even some sort of "censorship'' by 
publishers, editors or producers with the easy excuse of lack of space or time. 
There is usually no long-lasting interest in a special topic with the exception 
of some outstanding newspapers or periodicals that have specialized editors or, 
writers, or of some "engaged'' publications or reporters. Most newsmen have to deal 
with a large variety of topics without having time or· interest to acquire a deeper 
knowledge. Few discussions or direct contacts with the public are possible; only 
a small percentage of letters to the editor are published, and no news medium 
likes to admit a mistake. With some notable exceptions the effects of news media 
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presentations last only a few days. Voluntary, active cooperation with news media 
is only possible if good personal relations to editors or producers can be estab
lished. The ''target" public or audience is quite different for each medium, news
paper or program feature, and a "market and media research" similar to the one 
done by advertising agencies is necessary for optimal efficiency. 

C) Publications is used here as a collective term for all kinds of printed or 
otherwise-duplicated material that are available and distributed to the public 
over a rather long or even unlimited period (e.g. through libraries). They can be 
used and reused at any time by laymen or experts, individuals and groups, in one 
or several countries at any not predetermined times. They may be copied, referred 
to, cited, summarized,often also discussed in mass media or special periodicals. 
A great advantage is ample space for detailed treatment of a topic. The size of 
the public is unknown. There is no direct mutual contact between author and rea
ders and no direct, immediate discussion. Misuse is possible without chances for 
clarifications or corrections. But many characteristics and rules are similar to 
those of mass media, and equivalent precautions are necessary for good results. 

D) Educational programs of all types and on all levels are probably the most effi
cient-~onta~ts-with-long-lasting effects, extended and repeated interactions bet
ween specialists and the public. But good programs need detailed,time-consuming 
preparations, and their efficiency depends to a great deal on the pedagogic quali
ties of the lecturers or teachers. Such programs allow sufficient time for a tho
rough presentation of the material,explanations, repetitions and discussions, but 
also for the creation of an atmosphere of confidence between author and public which 
facilitates the implantation and acceptanceofthe informations.The audience will 
be small, except for some basic courses or radio/TV educational series, but if re
gular teachers are selected as the first targets and the topic can be incorpora
ted in various curricula and professional training programs, the repetition over 
many years will increase the size of the public and slowly build up a useful and 
solid foundation of basic knowledge. 

The present situation challenges us mostly with involuntary confrontations 
of the types-A-and-a:in-orderto improve our position and win back the initiative 
we need a long-range program for the conquest of types C and D which will produce 
a feedback on the mass media and thu general public. Public performances should be 
reduced to the indispensable minimum,i.e. voluntary events such as press conferen
ces, information meetings and symposia in a quiet, fair and matter-of-fact atmos
phere with an audience that knows at least some basic facts. But most of our pre
sent activities are fire-fighting emergency actions due to unexpected attacks.We 
struggle to hold our positions, and many defensive counterattacks suffer from a 
lack of time and preparation and may make things even worse. 

3. Some typical mistakes 

As the mistakes during public confrontations in the nuclear field have been 
discussed frequently, I shall only describe two typical mistakes or "syndromes" 
which are causing many failures but seem to be difficult to root out. 

~!~!-I~~-:EE~~!~~~-~~~~E~~~:-~E_!~~-:~~!~E-~E~~~~E~~:-~!-EE~~~~~!-~E~~~~E~· 
A favorite trick to attract the public is to feature well known personalities 

as principal attraction or "decoration''.Apart from the fact that a Nobel Prize is 
no a-priori qualification for omniscience, infallibility or even just competence 
in a field different from the one for which the prize was awarded,- many of the 
prominent people are also victims of the manager syndrome or the "Peter Principle". 
If they only have to deliver a well specified "show" such as an opening speech 
or an invited lecture this may work perfectly well. But there are only few such 
prominent persons who have time to keep so well informed on all details and latest 
developments that they are able to survive a battle of public discussions with a 
well prepared team of opponents. Fortunately there exist excellent active scien-
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tists and specialists who also are fine speakers with a flair for good presenta
tion, didactics and effective discussions. You may be congratulated if you can 
get some of these for a meeting. But very often you will have to select between one 
of two types of prominent participants. One are the top managers of government 
agencies,research institutions etc.who by profession have to defend certain offi
cial positions. If they have enough routine with confrontations and get a thorough 
briefing by a good staff, things may go well. Otherwise they can sometimes be ma
noeuvred into a trap and may have to improvise answers to unexpected questions. 
Such answers often reach their" level of incompetence" and provide excellent wea
pons for opponents. 

The other variety of prominent people could be compared to showstars ( in 
his latest novel Koestler names them even "callgirls").They seek publicity, like 
to be in the spotlight, want to see themselves in news media, and ride, for per
sonal satisfaction or opportunism, on any popular "bandwagon''.They are smart and 
often have a previous solid foundation of scientific or other achievements, they 
are good, witty speakers, and they are willing to deliver a talk on any favorite 
subject such as environmental pollution,world models,futurology or birth control, 
provided they get well paid and publicized. They have no scrupules to change the 
bandwagon as long as they can ride on top. But they keep mostly to the negative 
side in some top level protest movement, for it is much easier, less time-consu
ming and more colorful to criticize, to ride sharp attacks, to appeal to unconsci
ous feelings,fears and antagonism in the public than to study a problem in detail 
and to try to give a balanced but much less dramatic picture, or to offer construc
tive critique and useful proposals that are more than fancy, futuristic but entirely 
unrealistic dreams. 

3.2. The ''babylonian or ivory tower syndrome" is well known and only too frequent 
in-puEIIc-perform~ncss-or-aii-kinds:Many-spsakers or panelists do not care about 
the intellectual level or basic knowledges of their audience. They feel obliged 
to prove their competence by using a disguise of specialized or sophisticated 
language largely incomprehensible to the layman. They embark on long monologues 
that drift away from the problem, or they complicate it by details, boundary con
ditions and reservations,that nobody anymore can understand whether the answer 
is yes or no. All the public does understand is that they do not understand any
thing, and that the experts do not know everything and seem to disagree quite a 
lot. No wonder that the public has less and less confidence in experts. If some
booy really knows a subject he should be able to talk about it in clear simple 
terms and make the essential meaning of it comprehensible even to a layman. But 
beware of the other extreme: you may turn an audience against you also if you 
misjudge their level to the low side and use a baby language for an intellectual 
public. 

4. How to improve our methods 

Our forces and means are limited, much more than those of many "opponents" 
(this term will be used for the various partners or enemies in confrontations). 
We need better methods and systematic planning if we want to improve our situa
tion. It can be compared to a small army fighting a much stronger one, and part 
of ths solution to some of our problems lies in the application of old proven rr.:
li tary practices in planning, decision-making and tactics. These methods have 
in recent years been rediscovered and ''re-invented" as "modern" management tech
niques under fancy names, but to anybody who knows military staff methods they 
are old familiar practice. To summarize: we must analyze past experience, recog
nize the typical and main mistakes, learn from other, similar situations, draw 
the necessary lessons, build up a good information network and start a thorough 
and systematic planning of a well defined program. 

It is a fundamental r~ls for military decision-making that before you can 
decide about the appropriate action, you have to analyze and evaluate the situa
tion and its possible developments by considering the following factors : 
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- the task which you have to carry out or the goal that you have to reach. It 
must be well understood and clearly defined. Vague orders end often with failure. 
- means, resources, manpower, allies that you can count on for your task; 
- the "environment", "background" or "climate" in which the operations must be 
executed (time, place, duration, form, political, economical and psychological 
factors and influences etc.); 
- Who is your enemy or opponent ? This includes real opponents as well as dis -
cussion partners or the audience. What is his position ? What are his motives ? 
What means and capabilities does he have 7 What may be his plans and goals 7 What 
support may he get from the audience ? 
- What is your "firepower" 7 What "weapons" are at your disposal or applicable, 
i.e. which arguments, documents, informations, proofs, experimental results, visu
al aids etc. are available for the support of your cause ? How effective are they 
against the probable targets 7 

Once we have precisely defined the taskorgoal and impartially analyzed the 
situation,we must uoneider possible solutions or actions.These must be evaluated 
for efficiency,advantages and drawbacks, chances for success and possible reac
tions of the opponents.Only when we have gone through these mental exercises and 
can support them by some"experimental"evidence or "reconnaissance" are we ready 
to decide in principle how to act. Once the decision has been made, the tedious 
work of elaborating detailed action plans and preparing and testing all manpower, 
means and resources follows before we can start the action. 

For our present defensive and involuntary confrontations part of that process 
will forcibly have to be shortened or improvised due to lack of time and freedom 
of action.But it would be inexcusable to omit it altogether even in "involuntary 
battles", and it would be a crime to start a voluntary action before all these 
mental and material preparations have been finished an tested.In the Appendices 
A and B a collection of hints and ideas for many possible situations is given. 

We s~ould also look for examples and models from other domains in everyday 
and public life with similar problems,where solutions have been found and tested 
and where we can learn a lot.Let me just name a few of them without getting into 
details: advertizing agencies,public relations in industry or government (Atomic 
Forum organizations, Technical Information Division etc.),professional societies 
such as ANS, IEEE or medical associations, accident prevention, traffic safety, 
environmental protection, industrial hygiene, civil defense and army, sports , 
churches,charity programs, political campaigns, educational programs and methods, 
mass media, etc. 

5. A general action program for public information 

§!!!-~~~E~:E~~~~-~~~E~~~~~-EE~~E~~ 
No doubt there is an immediate need for an emergency program in order to hold 

the positions and survive in the flood of opponent charges and concurrent environ
mental protection fashions that,though late come,now try to monopolize the field 
and preach the only saving faith.The details of such"crash-programs•• depend very 
much on local circumstances and resources, but some common problems can be seen. 

Part of our efforts should aim at bringing the discussion back to solid ground 
to a fair, matter-of-fact exchange of rational and objective arguments and facts. 
This may in some extreme cases require a strong, well aimed action against some 
fanatic and unfair opponents in order to uncover, expose and isolate them. Even 
when we get attacked we must make a clear distinction between honest and knowledge
able opponents who merit our consideration,and unfair fanatics without sufficient 
qualifications whom we must openly declare not to accept as discussion partners . 
on an equal basis. 
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A second goal must be to win back the initiative from opponents and opportu
nists. News media, public, politicians and authorities should get the basic and 
any new informations and facts first and without delay from us, from the specia
lists, not in a distorted or delayed way from news agencies, scandal reporters or 
biased opponent bulletins. We must inform quickly, openly and correctly, whether 
the information is favorable or not (incidents etc.) ,and we must establish direct 
information channels to all concerned.All this is of course easier if we have ma
naged to remain neutral in the nuclear dispute and can keep above economical or 
ideological biases.A fine example for such correct information is the recent book 
by Lindell and L5fveberg on ''Nuclear Power, Man and Safety" which unfortunately 
up to now only exists in its original Swedish version. 

The information handling problems play a key role here as everywhere in mo
dern life. The flood of correct or wrong informations, arguments, statements, re
ports in the publi~ discussion is even larger than in the scientific and techni
cal areas of radiation protection and safety, and it is often much more difficult 
to track down the original source and form of an information or to keep up-to-date 
with the latest developments and publications. This problem cannot be solved by 
individuals but needs a well organized cooperation on national and international 
levels. Below I shall offer some ideas on how our societies and IRPA might help. 

~!~!-~~~~:E~~~~-EE~~E~~ 
Our long-range tasks have mostly educational aspects.We must familiarize the 

public, the news media people, the specialists of related fields, officials and 
politicians with the basic facts on radiations,their effects, protection, regula
tions, safety of nuclear technology and its applications, and relations to other 
risks in modern life. Radiation must become as familiar to them as space flight 
or stereophonic music. 

This requires educational activities on all levels and for all ages from high 
school to professional or academic training. The best approach is to get first the 
teachers on all those levels interested and trained in the subjects, then incor
porate the topics in the curricula of future teachers and instructors for public 
schools, higher education or professional training. Th9 last step would be the 
integration into the curricula of the various educational programs. Besides regu
lar school programs we must not neglect post-graduate programs,on-the-job training 
in industry, adult education programs of universities or television networks,eve
ning courses etc. In some countries basic military or civil defense training may 
offer additional opportunities to inform large parts of the population. If it ma
kes things easier, our subjects can be incorporated into larger ones such as hy
giene or environmental protection as suitable carriers of more general appeal or 
interest. 

6. Some suggestions for action by IRPA and its affiliated societies 

Most of the work in the information field has to be done on the national le
vel, it is therefore primarily a challenge for our societies. A few examples from 
the activities of the Fachverband fUr Strahlenschutz show some possibilities.Dne 
of our main goals is to keep the members in close contact with the society and 
each other and to give them as much information as possible. A news bulletin of 
about ten pages is mailed to them four times a year and contains all information 
on our society, its working groups, coming events, interesting news, publications 
etc. Each year's general assembly is combined with a symposium, the proceedings 
of which are given to all members free of charge. The exchange of informations 
and experiences and the cooperation are further supported by a number of informal 
working groups, started by the initiatives of interested members for the discus
sion of problems from a certain special area such as incorporation analysis, wor
king place monitoring etc., or, to mention two groups. of special interest for the 
topics of this paper, on education and on public relations problems. The results 
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of the sessions of these groups are reported in the bulletin. When a problem has 
been treated, a short report, review or recommendation is issued, published and 
distributed to all members and, as the bulletins and proceedings, to representa
tives of societies, government agencies etc. On the local level the few health 
physicists on place must bear the whole burden of information, and it is vital 
for them, the society and our profession to keep all members well informed and 
up-to-date. If we cannot manage the information and education problems and needs 
of our members we have no chance at all to handle the public information problems. 

How could IRPA and its societies help us? When I say "us" I mean all indivi
dual health physicists wherever they are in any way active in ·public information 
or education.We urgently need an excellent,fast and reliable information network 
on an international basis. Many symptoms and "viruses" of the present radiation 
and safety "syndromes" originate from other countries, often the USA, and infect 
other countries very quickly,because some opponent organizations have a good and 
fast information network with wide distribution. If we cannot build up something 
at least equivalent, we will loose the race. Certainly, in the nuclear field the 
Atomic Industrial Forum and its equivalents in other countries, or the Ameri
can Nuclear Society, have done a fine job, but they cover only part of our field 
and not always in the necessary details, apart from a certain bias towards the 
promotion of nuclear energy. As health physics also extends into medicine, envi
ronmental protection, industrial hygiene and other areas, we need our own system 
which covers all these fields.To subscribe to the information services of all the 
other societies and organizations is far above the financial means of a health 
physicist, and our only international link, the ''Health Physics Journal", is far 
too slow and too expensive to fulfill this information task adequately. One reason 
why many societies almost never supply informations to the "news'' section of the 
HPJ is the delay of several months before publication which often makes the infor
mation outdated. What we would need is an "IRPA Newsletter" similar to the fine 
examples of th~ newslett~r of the Health Physics-Society-or the new"Radiological 
Protection Bulletin" issued by the British National Radiological Protection Board. 
This should be produced by cheap means and distributed, through the societies, 
to all members every 2-3 months. It should contain reviews of all new informations 
and developments, coming events, recommendations, new reports and publicationset~ 
In order to produce such a newsletter, IRPA would need an Information Center with 
a small permanent staff and offset printing facilities. This-IRPA-Information Cen
ter should be in close continuous contact with all IRPA societies, their working 
groups and members and through those with national authorities, committees etc. 
Through the Executive Council of IRPA and directly close connections and informa
tion exchanges should be installed to such international bodies as ICRP, ICRU,IS~ 

IEC etc. and to organizations such as IAEA, NEA, WHO and others. This IRPA Infor
mation Center could become a sort of clearinghouse for information on all aspects 
of radiation protection and even develop into an international central information 
service which not only publishes newsletters, reviews, handbooks etc., but also 
could handle individual requests for special informations. My proposal does not 
aim at multiplying the flood of informations, but rather at forcing it back into 
one or a few reliable and fast channels, reaching all of us with a minimum of de
lay and supplying all necessary informations in a compact form but without gaps. 
Of course such a project would need active cooperation and support by the socie
ties and probably higher financial contributions to IRPA. But it could create a 
very useful, internationally acknowledged function of IRPA and free it from the 
false image of being an organization which only sponsors some congresses. It would 
make IRPA as useful and renowned as ICRP or certain international organizations, 
but without the political drawbacks and restrictions of the latter and with a more 
practical note than the former. 
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7. Some implications for our profession 

I believe it is an obligation for all health physicists to be or become ac
tive in the education and information of the public.This has also some consequen
ces and feedbacks for our profession. Health physics must remain and become even 
more a respected, well known and well based profession of high standards withwell 
trained and informed personnel on all levels.This can only be done if we support 
our societies and IRPA and actively take part in their programs,and if the socie
ties learn to operate as efficiently as medical associations. We must not lose 
the initiative or the tasks to other, more active,professional societies or pro
motions~ organizations. Close and constructive cooperation with national and in
ternational organizations, authorities etc. is very important, among other rea
sons also for the adequfte representation of practical viewpoints. Our position 
should be objective and as neutral as our respective jobs allow. Correct informa
tions and the truth must be disseminated. We must continue to discuss problems 
ppenly on an international ba~is as we have done up to now without being afraid 
of publicity, abuse by opponents or pressure from interested parties. 

But a good deal of self-criticism is also necessary. We must constantly im
prove our professional standards, eliminate mistakes, bad practices and shortco
mings. All health physics tasks in industry, medicine and research must be car
ried out by well trained and capable health physics personnel. We should neverac
cept an unduly reduced or unsatisfactory health physics program with the argument 
that economical considerations are more important than adequate and reasonable 
safety standards and qualified personnel in sufficient numbers. If we do not fight 
such bad practices we. shall soon lose face and credibility. Nuclear power,nuclear 
medicine and other applications of radiations should be promoted, but not on the 
costs of reduced protection. 

*** 
Appendix A 

Some ideas for actions 

l) :~~~!:~:EE~2E~~: 
Many professional societies, clubs and other organizations have a regular 

program of lectures, colloquia, information or refresher courses, excursions etc. 
The organizers of such programs are chronically short of topics and ideas. They 
welcome any reasonable proposal or offer. If our societies can offer ready "pack
age programs" of speakers or excursions and have put those into operation a few 
times, a growing demand may be expected from many halls. 

2) :~~=~!=~~~:~~!!:_~:_:~;!!~~;!22~~!~~~: 
People believe best what they have found out themselves. Students,laymen or 

specialists from other fields who are interested or even critical of protection or 
safety problems could be assembled in study or working groups and be given the 
task of studying a well defined problem. Our societies could sponsor such a study 
or at least support it actively by providing the necessary subtle guidance, assi
stance with literature and consultants and openly and critically discuss the fin
dings with the groups. If the results are interesting, suitable publication should 
be arranged and coverage by newsmedia organized. Such an experiment has of course 
its risks and costs a lot of time, but it will help such a group to get a better 
insight into our problems, philosophies, working methods and the wealth of infor
mations available as well as the amount of work and experience necessary for jud
ging problems. 
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3 ) :~E~~E-!~~E~E~: 
We cannot educate or convince the public or its opinion-makers by large pub

lic meetings of the "Billy Graham" style. Producing mass hysteria of any kind ne
ver is a lasting therapy. The"single patient treatment" on the other hand costs 
too much time, money and manpower. But a sui table group therapy over a weekend 
or a working or vacati~n week may offer interesting possibilities for treating 
carefully selected groups of prominent people,opinion-makers,politicians,newsmen. 
Such people who get a lot of publicity cannot be converted, convinced or neutra
lized in a public event where they feel obliged to give the kind of "show" the 
public expects. The only chance to get across any barriers is to separate them 
from their audience and to offer them an attractive and pleasant opportunity for 
free, unrestricted discussion and useful information on an exciting topic in a 
family-type group of interesting people, without any official obligation, func -
tion or publicity. But do not mix newsmen and prominent people, for the former 
could not resist the temptation of reporting on the event, and the latter would 
feel obliged to continue their "show". A well prepared, even exclusive program 
frame is important, but sufficient time for informal personal contacts, discus
sions and brainstorming must be available. Do not preach or try to convert, be 
open, informative and matter-of-fact. Present your views and problems, hut let 
also the guests give their view of the problems and suggestions for solutions. 
The most important goal is to win their confidence, to break down political or 
other barriers, to release tensions and to get rid of resentments. The effects 
will not be felt immediately, but such a program will bring positive results in 
the future to the profit of our long-range programs. This kind of treatment could 
also be called the "F-treatment" where F stands for fun, friendly, food etc, but 
also for "feed facts, fight fiction". 

4) I~~-:~~~~~~-~E-~~~~~~~~~-~!!~~!: 
Newsmedia, politicians and many other prominent people like to jump on a 

bandwagon, i.e. to be on the forefront of any actual happening or event getting 
sufficient publicity. If we therefore can get some influential people or news me
dia interested in our problems such that they give them a lot of publicity, there 
is a good chance that other mass media will cover this, too and try to follow such 
a trend in order to get their share of the profit. Careful selection of the pri
mary target will produce an optimal amount of spin-off. 

5) "Desensibilisation" or "vaccination" 

The negative public reactions and fears are very much like allergic reactions 
or contagious diseases, and some treatment similar to desensibilisation or vacci
nation might help in these cases,too. We should try to feed repeated small doses 
of correct informations to the public in attractive forms. We might even imitate 
the "syndromes" by using "anti"-headlines as eye-catchers, but followed by the 
correct informations and facts. Look how advertising agencie~ launch a new pro -
duct or idea and you will see what could be done. 

* 
Appendix B 

Some remarks, lessons, rules and tricks 

~~~~~~-E~E!~E~~~~~~-
1) Set a clearly defined goal for the performance. 
2) Carefully select the chairman or moderator and the other active participants. 
3) Choose well informed, witty, quick-minded and eloquent speakers. Avoid promi

nent but superficially informed or narciss-minded personalities except farwell 
prepared harmless official functions such as opening ceremonies without public 
discussion. For the real battle respect the "Peter Principle" and select a well 
informed staff member rather than the top boss. 
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4) Prepare your defense and attacks. Locate the weak points of the opponent.Study 
and analyze his previous actions, publications and arguments and prepare your 
counterattacks. Keep up-to-date on the latest developments. Imagine what moves 
the opponents might try (each has his typical fashion). Look at your own argu
ments from the opponent's viewpoint, try to guess where he might find your own 
weak spots. 

5) Analyze the tactics of left wing opposition groups, radical student movements 
and protest groups. There are many similarities in their methods to those of 
nuclear opponents. 

6) A good training in dialectics and rhetorics is very useful. 
7) Get your supporters into the audience. Let them ask those questions which the 

local audience should like to ask but does not dare to or does not get a chance 
to ask because organized opponents may try to monopolize the discussion.Do not 
forget the Troyan horse trick. 

B) If you get selected for an involuntary type meeting, try to get the best pos
sible and most complete informations on the following points : 
- Who are the organizers, what are their goals, background, connections ? 
- Who are the other active participants, what are their views on the topic, 

their backgrounds, interests and connections ? 
- What audience and what intellectual level can be expected ? 
- Local, political and psychological background and environment ? 
- Available time, technical resources etc. ? 
- Are there any plans or risks that the meeting might end with the "unanimous 

adoption" of a biased resolution ? 
9) An informal contact (lunch) between the speakers and other active participants 

before the performance may release some tensions, clear up some misunderstan
dings, settle some problems or disputes beforehand under four eyes. But do not 
get caught or misled by nice manners and words, some people change and uncover 
unexpectedly when on stage and before an audience. 

10) Say clearly "yes" or "no", call a thing either black or white, use pictures 
that are as simple as woodcuts. You never have enough time to get into details, 
so wh~ trouble the audience with things they cannot understand? Make your sta
tements short, clear, impressive. They should hook like a good joke and be re
membered. Be witty but do not exaggerate and do not imitate a clown or show
master. 

11) "Steal the show" by answering some likely arguments of your opponents before 
they get a chance to present them, let them blast open doors. Attack is the 
best defense. Avoid to be caught or attacked unexpectedly. 

12) Keep calm and matter-of-fact. Select your weapons according to the type of 
battle and the weapons of the opponents. Make a difference between a public 
meeting with its catch-as-catch-can rules and the fair-play sunday-school at
mosphere of a scientific meeting. 

13) If you are well prepared you can often refute or disprove an opponent by his 
own words. Give exact citations and references. 

14) Make it clear to the audience if and why you do not accept a certain opponent 
or "witness" as a real specialist or expert qualified to deal with the problem, 
despite all titles and other merits. 

15) R~veal to the audience the motivation, background connections, interests and 
real goals of some opponents who often are presented under some harmless or 
impressive disguise. 

16) Avoid controversial issues or arguments that are understood by specialists 
only. This would only nourish the impression that the specialists disagree or 
that many important things are not clear or known. 

17) If you want to gain time for finding the best answer, either smoke a pipe and 
look like Rodin's "Thinker" for a while, or better : explain, analyze, qualify 
and simplify the question or problem for the audience. This makes it easier 
for you to find the right answer. Explain whether. it is a fundamental, impor-
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tant problem or just a secondary detail. If you do not know the answer or do 
not want to give it, state clearly why. Explain why the problem is too compli
cated for a short answer, or why somebody else will be better qualified to an
swer, or that the exact informations are not at hand but where they can be faun~ 
say whether an answer exists or not. Never leave the impression that you got 
caught in a trap or that an important lack of knowledge exists when this is 
not the case. A possible way to react may sometimes be to show first that the 
questioner did not understand the problem, but then the question must be an
swered anyway. 

~~~~-~~~~~(and politicians): 

18) Some general rules for using mass media : 
-Study the characteristics of each medium and of its individual representa
tives (e.g. various newspapers). Experiences from one region, country or re
presentative do not necessarily apply to another one. 
- Analyze the previous position of the medium to the problem, its public or 
audience, the intellectual level, style etc. 
- Contact the responsible editor or producer. How much space or time is avai
lable. Which feature, program, page or section is best suited ? What relation 
between text and pictures is desired ? 
- for books : select the proper editor, series, size and price category. 
- Do a good media and market research such as done by advertising agencies. 
- Get either an optimal efficiency or skip it. 

19) In dealing with news people (or politicians) it is very important to build up 
good personal contacts to some carefully selected key people. Do not try a 
"crash-program" of convincing them, but slowly develop a basis of mutual un
derstanding and confidence. Ask them for help and advice in public relation 
problems. Help them with facts, informations, consulting, news, frequent 
press releases or conferences, some exclusive reports or interviews. A news
man does not like to be coached or tutored, but he will welcome support and 
help if he gets it easily and if it is useful to him for avoiding errors or 
blunders. 

20) If news media publish incorrect or biased informations, only strong, multiple 
and quick individual, collective and official reaLtions and complaints on se
veral levels, from the responsible editor to the top management, will cause 
a correction. 

21) If you get interviewed, take care of your image, keep neutral, matter-of-fact 
and independent. Do not get seduced to play the expert in fields other than 
your own. Of course you may offer your personal opinion also on other prob -
lems, but as an educated layman. Distinguish clearly between your official 
standpoint due to your function and your personal views as a specialist or a 
layman. 

22) Do not over-simplify. If an essential element is missing in an information, 
it may becom incorrect, miss the target or even become a bait for attacks. 

23) Separate clearly established facts from fiction, assumptions, extrapolations, 
prognostics etc. 

24) Do not get upset if even a fair and objective reporter asks you a critical or 
uncomfortable question. It is part of their professional technique and a way 
to show their independence. Do not use the same yardstick of quality for mass 
media as for special or scientific publications or events. 

25) make sure that your statements are published correctly. Request to see the 
proofs before publication or reserve a right to reply. Submit your statements 
in written form, make your own tape record or get a copy of the reporter's 
tape. 

26) Do not get caught unexpectedly. Give no statements which you had not time to 
think about. If the problem really matters to the reporter, he will give you 
time for preparation and tell you what he intends to do with the information. 
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If a reporter is not willing to do so, something is susplClOUS anyway. 
27) When you contribute an article to the press, keep your language simple, ex

plain indispensable special terms. Give it an attractive form, write a popu
lar style, supply good illustrations. Make short paragraphs and type with dou
ble space and wide margin. 

28) Radio programs are not very suitable for complicated topics. Their main featu
res-are news and short informations, short comments, or panel discussions. 

Television : 

29) These remarks apply to European television without commercially influenced or 
sponsored programs or shows, which operates on principles similar to those of 
newspapers or magazines. 

30) The main information carrier in TV is the picture, it must move, not stand 
still. Many producers and directors prefer visual esthetics, action and gags 
to all other considerations such as facts, balanced information and content, 
truth etc. The spokenword is subordinate to the visual development and must 
be.short and clear. 

31) A TV program is momentarily impressive by its dynamics, some highlights and 
gags, but it has no long-lasting effects. 

32) A program needs an "eye-catcher'' at the very beginning or in the title which 
attracts the audience and prevents them from switching channels. Best carriers 
are regular, highly rated and well attended programs and features. They must 
be carefully selected according to topic, moderator, background, audience, 
daytime, duration, style, actuality, concurrent programs on other channels. 

33) The larger the audience the shorter is the time available for a special to
pic. The duration varies from a few minutes for actualities over a preferred 
average of 10 - 15 minutes to the rare cases where up to an hour or more can 
be devoted to a single topic, but usually only in special documentary or sci
ence programs or panels on topics of high interest. Sufficient time for trea
ting a subject in detail would only exist in educational programs, but these 
require long and tedious preparations and are planned years ahead. 

34) Popular quiz programs, panel or interview series might offer a chance to in
troduce a problem or topic to a large audience and get additional coverage by 
other news media such as newspapers or magazines. Very close cooperationwith 
producers and moderators and careful selection and preparation would be re
quired. 

35) If you get interviewed by TV, try not to stick to a manuscript. Inquire be
forehand in what context the interview will be shown. 

***** 
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PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN NUCLEAR POWER 

J.A. Bonnell 
G.C. Dale 

Central Electricity Generating Board 
Courtenay House, 18 Warwick Lane, 
London EC4P 4EB, England. 

Abstract 

Although, in the United Kingdom a healthy interest is 
maintained by the general public in the development of nuclear 
power as an energy source, concern has never been so widespread 
or as hostile as has been the case in the United States of America. 
This paper suggests reasons for this and discusses the origins of 
nuclear power in relation to the public and the government 
administrative machinery which has been built up around the 
subject. The method of obtaining consent to build and operate 
a nuclear power station is outlined and the intensive public 
relations e.xercise to which all parties contribute is put forward 
as a main reason why nuclear power is not only accepted by the 
majority but is actively encouraged. 

Background 

In the United Kingdom there are only two electricity 
utilities which operate nuclear power stations. They are the 
South of Scotland Electricity Board and the Central Electricity 
Generating Board. Both are nationalised industries and the 
latter is responsible for the generation and bulk distribution 
of electricity in England and Wales. It owns and operates 174 
Generating Stations with an output capacity of 56,000 megawatts 
composed of a mixture of coal fired, oil fired, hydro, gas turbine 
and nuclear power units. The nuclear component at present 
consists of 8 twin reactor stations of the gas cooled magnox type 
whilst a further 4 twin reactor stations of the advanyed gas 
cooled type are currently under construction. Because of the way 
in ~1ich the electricity supply industry is organised the general 
public are in direct contact with the retail distribution 
organizations and do not come into contact with the CEGB except on 
relatively rare occasions such as new generating station projects 
or the siting of high voltage transmission lines. With such a 
large organisation under unified control as the CEGB it is able 
to support a headquarters staff in both the planning and nuclear 
health and safety fields. This has enabled a uniform policy to 
be agreed centrally and implemented effectively. A further 
advantage is that single authoritative channels of communication 
have been established between the Board and the several Govern
mental regulatory authorities which are concerned with the whole 
field of nuclear energy. 
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History 

The development of nuclear power in the United Kingdom 
started in a favourable climate in the early 1950s. Coal, the 
main energy source in the U.K. after the second world war was in 
short supply and increasing in price at a rate which was directly 
observable by the open coal fire burning public. Oil, then 
almost non-existent within the British Isles or its waters, was of 
foreign origin and subject to the uncertainties of foreign 
currency shortages and seiz~·e of the wells mostly in the 
politically unsettled middle east. Gas was a rather expensive, 
and to many people a dangerous by-product of coal. The fanfare 
of publicity at the opening of the first nuclear power station at 
Calder Hall, dignified and given the seal of respectability by 
Her Majesty the Queen, did much to persuade the inhabitants of 
our cold and coal grimed cities that the millenium was at hand. 
The Windscale accident in retrospect, far from engendering 
hostility to the 11 atom 11 , due mainly to the prompt and expert 
handling of the affair, did much to reassure possible antagonists 
that although accidents could happen, the Government and its 
traditional safety agencies were fully on top of the situation 
and no great catastrophe was likely in any way as devastating as 
the air raids so relatively recently endured. It is important 
to realize that the U.K. is so small and its communication and 
legislative structure so unified that attitudes and opinions are 
national rather than regional which the great area of the USA 
made almost inevitable in that country in the pre-universal 
television era. 

With the conservative siting policy adopted for the first 
round of nuclear stations the plants were built in rural areas 
mostly on the coast and because of the influx of construction 
staffs, improved amenities and relatively large increases in taxes 
to the local authorities there was very little local opposition 
to the stations. Any opposition which existed was more concerned 
with the impact of the large structures on the visual amenities of 
the area and sometimes the effects of cooling water in the river 
or estuary. 

Planning 

Before a power station can be constructed irrespective of 
the prime heat source, planning permission is required under an 
Act of Parliament dealing with .the supply of electricity in 
general. Notices giving the intent to build the station are 
posted in prominent places adjacent to the site and in public 
buildings such as the Post Office and Town Hall. Any individual, 
municipal authority or company business may object by writing, 
stating the reasons for so doing, to the Government Department 
concerned, which in this case is the Department of Trade and 
Industry, within 28 days. In practice in the interests of the 
public this period may be extended quite considerably. 

Prior to this stage the Planning Department of the CEGB 
has discussed the project informally with the local government 
officials and their support for the proposal is solicited. If 
there are many objections then a public inquiry may be held at 
the discretion of the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry 
but if the local planning authority objects then the law requires 
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positively that such an inquiry be held. The decision as to 
whether to allow the station to be built rests with the Secretary 
of State and the inquiry merely serves to assist him. The CEGB 
mounts a public relations exhibition in the locality and senior 
Board officials including nuclear safety experts are in attendance 
to answer any questions in an informal atmosphere. If objections 
are mainly in the form of questions, public hearings are held and 
by discussing the various aspects of the station many of the 
objecti0ns are subsequently withdrawn. Quite distinct in law 
but coincident in time with the planning application, when a 
nuclear station is involved, a request for a nuclear site licence 
is made also to the Department of Trade and Industry and by 
previous informal discussion with officers of the Nuclear 
Installations Inspectorate, the site characteristics are derived 
so that argument of a lost cause is avoided. Although objections 
to the issue of a licence for a nuclear power station are not 
legislated for except by the freedom of the individual to write 
directly to the Chief Inspector of Nuclear Installations, 
questions concerning nuclear safety are asked and answered at the 
planning inquiry, by both CEGB and Government witnesses. 

Waste Discharge 

The control of discharge of radioactive waste from any 
source is vested in two Ministries, the Department of the 
Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food. 
Neither of these organisations has any administrative connection 
with the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate and each has a long 
tradition dating back to the 19th Century, of responsibility for 
controlling the disposal of various industrial wastes of all kinds. 
The Radioactive Substances Act 1960 in effect extended the powers 
of theae old established ministries to include radioactive wastes 
and the skilled administration w~ich over many years had won the 
respect of the public in looking after its interest was readily 
accepted as being completely impartial by both the nuclear 
industry and the public at large. An important part of the 
requirements of the Act is that before an authorisation to dispose 
of radioactive waste is granted the Ministries must inform and 
consult representatives of the local authorities in detail about 
the proposals. Objections can be resolved and no public inquiry 
is called for at any stage. Consultation at a technical level 
takes place between the scientists of both the CEGB and the 
Government Department before a formal application to discharge is 
lodged and thus any divergence of opinion can be discussed calmly 
out of the limelight of lobbyists and extremist environmentalists. 

Local Liaison 

Having dealt with the discussions and consultations between 
the licensee and the statutory bodies before and during 
construction there is in addition a continuing relationship with 
local authorities and other interested parties. One of the more 
interesting of these is the setting up of Local Liaison Committees 
whose terms of reference are 

(a) To provide information and reassurance on the manner 
in which radioactive materials are used at the power 
stations. 
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(b) To explain the significance of radiological 
measurements which are made outside the station 
boundaries. 

(c) To discuss schemes for the protection of the public in 
the event of an accident, the schemes to be prepared 
by the Board in consultation with the appropriate 
officers of the County and local authorities. 

The committee is set up by the Generating Board and 
representatives are invited from County and local authorities -
elected members and officers together with medical officers of 
health - local bodies who have statutory functions such as water 
undertakings and river authorities, farming interests both with 
the National Farmers Union and Country Landowners Associations. 
In auui tion any speci1'ic organisations within 4. - 5 miles such as 
Trinity House (due to the lighthouse on Dungeness Head) and the 
Lydd Airport Authority, also at Dungeness, are invited to attend. 
In addition senior representatives of the authorising Ministries 
responsible for the control and discharge of radioactive wastes 
are members of the committee. The chairman is the Station 
Superintendent and there are representatives of the station 
management and Headquarters Nuclear Health and Safety Department. 
The press are not in attendance at the meeting but an agreed press 
statement is issued at the end of each meeting. 

Meetings take place at the power stations once or twice 
each year and the results of the routine district surveys and the 
total curies discharged to the environment as liquid and gaseous 
waste are reported by the representative of the Department of the 
Environment; a report of station operation is given by the 
Station Superintendent and details of emergency plan rehearsals 
are given by the Station Health Physicist and discussed in detail. 

The district survey which is carried out by the Station 
consists of measurements of airborne radioactivity and gamma dose 
rate from deposited radioactivity. These readings are obtained 
at different distances from the reactor in order to giva compara
tive rather than absolute results. In addition any land and 
marine species of animals which form part of the food chain to 
man are assayed and the results compared with derived working 
levels agreed between the regulatory authority and the licensee. 
Particularly,· in rural areas milk is collected and analysed, both 
for its own sake and also because the cow is a very convenient 
collector and averager of several radioactive isotopes which may 
be contaminating pasture land. 

Emergency Plans 

The Emergency Plan is a statutory requirement. It is very 
comprehensive and specifies the actions required by both CEGB 

-~ personnel and outside organisations. Frequent discussions and 
consultations take place with local authority officers during its 
preparation but particularly with the police who would have the 
job of instituting action including distribution of stable iodine 
tablets to local inhabitants and in the ultimate carrying out of 
any necessary evacuation. Copies of the plans are given to all 
members of the Local Liaison Committees and they report back to 
their parent organisation. In all cases the recipients have 
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behaved in a responsible manner accepting the effort which is put 
into ensuring safety both of site personnel and local inhabitants 
rather than using the necessity for such plans as implying an 
impending hazard. 

Regular training sessions of site personnel in emergency 
actions are carried out including first aid and rescue. Once 
each year there is a complete exercise of the plan in which a 
specific incident is simulated and the plan is brought into action, 
those taking part in the exercise having no prior knowledge of the 
supposed accident. The police are involved but not the general 
public. The exercise is witnessed by inspectors of the licensing 
authority and by the Board's Nuclear Health and Safety Department. 
Post-exercise discussions and criticism takes place in which all 
participants, and inspecting authorities, take part and as 
mentioned above the results of these exercises are discussed at 
the Local Liaison Committee meetings. 

We believe these committees have been a most useful public 
relations experiment, people have been treated like intelligent 
and rational human beings and they have behaved like it, at no 
time has any attempt been made to cover up any incident no matter 
how minor and on all occasions the committee members have reacted 
in a helpful manner. Some of these elected members who have 
been members of these committees for some years have become 
remarkably knowledgeable. 

Public Interest 

The Board encourage visitors to all its sites both during 
construction and operation. Special low radiation routes through 
the station are planned including a visitors gallery on pile cap. 
Guides consisting of the wives of staff employed on the station 
are provided with uniforms and given instruction about the power 
station and they attend as and when required. A typical nuclear 
power station may have as many as 20,000 visitors each year 
including parties of children from local schools. 

Two projects which are both interesting and important 
relate to fish farming and trout fishing. 

The possibility of using power station discharges for 
rearing marine fish and shellfish was first discussed with the 
White Fish Authority about 10 years ago. The objective was to 
maintain the growth of these animals over the winter months, 
thereby bringing them to marketable size much sooner than occurs 
in the sea. 

Initial studies were undertaken at the South of Scotland 
Electricity Board's Hunterston Nuclear Power Station and a 
conventional CEGB power station. These preliminary investigat
ions using flatfish showed that increased growth occurred. It 
was decided then, that nuclear stations with their high load 
factors would be the most suitable sites at which to undertake 
future studies. Also, many of these stations are sited on open 
coasts where the water is unpolluted and the salinity is less 
variable than in estuaries. 

At Hinkley Point Nuclear Power Station a private individual 
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in collaboration with the CEGB, is undertaking pilot scale studies 
on rearing crustaceans (prawns) and molluscs (oysters and clams) 
together. He has progressed considerably towards developing the 
necessary technology for a more extensive project. 

The Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries & Food is planning 
to establish a laboratory on the Wylfa Nuclear Power Station site 
to investigate all aspects of rearing shellfish. They have 
undertaken extensive laboratory studies to develop the technology 
of spawning and rearing larvae. At the same time, rainbow trout 
have been grown in the discharge on a small pilot scale basis. 

Fish farming will be a large scale development of the 
future, and many countries are undertaking extensive research 
programmes into the rearing of a variety of species. It is very 
probable, that in the temperate latitudes warmed discharges will 
make a valuable contribution to the success of such ventures. 
Already in the Board, provision is made at suitable new stations 
to build-in the necessary access to C.W. systems, so that if need 
be, water can be drawn for use in a fish farm. 

The Trawsfynydd Nuclear Power Station, 500 MWe, has been 
operating successfully since 1965, it uses an inland lake as its 
source of cooling water. The lake was formed in 1924 to serve a 
small hydro-electric station to provide a local supply of 
electricity. An angling club, the Prysor Angling Association, 
was formed by local inhabitants in the early 1930's to use the 
natural fishing of the lake comprising brown trout coming from 
local streams. The lake was emptied and enlarged in 1959 prior 
to the commencement of the construction of the nuclear· power 
station. At the public inquiry the Board undertook to preserve 
and assist the fishing rights of the angling club which has in 
fact continued to control the fishing of the lake. Its activities 
are managed by a Lake Management Committee and the Power Station 
Superintendent is a member of the Committee by invitation. The 
club realised that the lake could be developed far beyond the 
naturally occurring fish and since 1967 it has been trying to 
increase the fish population artificially. Unfortunately the 
brown trout, although giving good sport and good eating, is 
difficult to rear artificially due, amongst other things, to the 
predatory activities of perch. It was decided to introduce 
rainbow trout into the lake and the current programme consists of 
adding 16,000 fish per annum. Some brown trout continue to be 
raised on an experimental basis. 

The success of the experiment is illustrated by the fact 
that recently the trials to choose the Welsh team for Internation
al fishing competitions were held on the lake. In addition the 
Board use the lake water to raise trout for stocking other lakes 
in the area. 

The liquid radioactive effluent from the station is dis
charged into the lake which is also used as a source of cooling 
water for the turbine condensers. 

The presence of small but detectable quantities of radio
active materials in the trout has not deterred the fishing and 
eating of the catch. 
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Local Involvement 

Power stations employ small numbers of people, large power 
stations even of 2,000 MW capacity rarely employ more than 500 
people. The Board's policy is to employ locally recruited labour 
and therefore the power station employees rapidly become part of 
the local community, unlike large Atomic Energy Authority 
establishments employing several thousand people imported into a 
locality and who remain in a separate group. The result is that 
a power station very quickly becomes 11our power stationtt and 11 our 
nuclear power station11 is even better. 

Finally the activities of some of the radiological 
protection societies notably the Society for Radiological Protect
ion should be given an honourable mention. This Society provides 
a lecturing service, free of charge, to a variety of organisations 
from Rotary Clubs to Mothers' Unions and this has proved a very 
popular and widely appreciated service to the community as a whole. 

Conclusions 

It is believed that the urgent need for nuclear power in 
the United Kingdom predisposed the public to accept the large 
structures comprising the power stations as necessary. The 
accompanying small risk of radiation exposure was also readily 
accepted because of the confidence which had been built up in the 
Government Agencies involved by virtue of their historical role in 
the so-called conventional safety matters such as chemical and 
biological control. 

Whilst the future cannot be predicted with confidence it 
is hoped that ten years successful and safe operation now achieved 
will reinforce the tolerance and goodwill which has always existed 
between the CEGB and its neighbours. 
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INFORMING THE PUBLIC ABOUT NUCLEAR ENERGY 

H. Kiefer, W. Koelzer, G. Stablein 
Health Physics Division 

Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center 
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany 

Abstract 

When the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center was founded in 1956, it soon be
came apparent that the population of the neighboring communities had to be in
formed about nuclear energy in an unbiased, objective way. Those discussions 
centered chiefly around arguments of radiation protection. The experience gained 
from our public relations activities in those years was used and continued by 
the Nuclear Engineering School of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, e.g., 
in special courses run for the information and education of teachers and journa~ 
lists who passed this information on as opinion leaders. In a similar way it was 
possible to discuss the objections against siting of the first nuclear power 

stations in Germany with the population in the environment of those sites. 

It was not until the controversy imported from the United States, which can 
be described simply by the names of Gofman, Tamplin and Sternglass, that organ
ized groups of the population turned up who were against the use of nuclear pow
er. This at the same time made the arguments more emotional, expanding them into 
problems of energy policy and sociological questions under the headings of "en
vironmental protection". This different situation must be taken into account in 
public relations activities. 

Our experience from numerous and varied discussions with action groups 
against nuclear power has clearly shown that big rallies and use of the mass 
media can result only in general information and education of the public. More 
complex subjects with discussions pro and con, which arise when it comes to the 
establishment of a nuclear plant, ,need early and specific approaches to homoge
neous groups. These contacts should always be supported by arguments of fact 
and should cover only a limited subject. 
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Introduction 

The resumption of nuclear research in the Federal Republic of 
Germany after the conclusion of the Paris Treaties of 1955 suffered 
from the severe burden of atomic energy: the bombs of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki. This primarily created a sceptic attitude relative to the 
establishment of research facilities for the peaceful utilization 
of nuclear energy. 

"Paleozoic" -·1955- 1960 

For the same reason the establishment of the Karlsruh~ Nuclear 
Research Center in 1956 highlighted the necessity of factual infor
mation and education about nuclear energy of the population in the 
communities in the vicinity. The possibility of visiting the plants 
under construction, experimental lectures about health physics and 

nuclear technology in schools and institutions for adult education 
created the first contacts. Study tours of foreign nuclear research 
facilities, for instance Saclay near Paris in France and Mol near 
Brussels Belgium, were organized for special groups. This habit in
troduced in the early years of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Cen

ter of making the facilities of the Center accessible to all the 
interested parties at any time was retained in the years to come. 
At present approximately 15 000 visitors, in groups and individual
ly visit the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center; they can get all 

the information they want, and the staff of the Center are availab
le for discussions with them. 

When the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center was founded, most 
of the questions asked by the population referred to radiation pro
tection and radiation exposure of the environment. Most of these 

questions indicated a genuine concern. In a few cases, however, 
questions with respect to radiation protection and safety were just 
a pretence covering up for economic interests. These opponents were 
afraid that the establishment of a Research Center could cause the 
workers employed in their small local industries to change to jobs 

in the Research Center which would offer better pay. 

At the earlier meetings informing about nuclear energy homoge
neous groups, such as teachers, members of municipal councils, mem

bers of agricultural associations, etc. were preferably approached. 
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"Mesozoic" - 1960 - 1968 

In the early sixties the establishment and the expansion of a 
Nuclear Engineering School at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center 
made it possible to pass on information about nuclear research and 
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy to the public through courses 
and information meetings. Experience gathered in the early years 
was thus made use of and expanded. 

Besides purely technical courses in radiochemistry or reactor 
technology, radiobiology and health physics, special courses were 
organized for specialized teachers in secondary schools from all 
over the Federal Republic of Germany. In this way it was possible 
to use teachers as "opinion multipliers" and make use of their 
educational possibilities and capabilities in order to pass on 
factual information to the younger generation to be trained in an 
understandable way. 

In those years more and more reports were found in the press 
which unintentionally gave wrong information. In most cases this 
indicated an insufficient amount of technical knowledge with many 
journalists. Consequently, journalists were invited to attend 
brief courses at the Nuclear Engineering School where experts talk
ed about specific selfcontained subjects, such as "biological and 
medical problems in the utilization of nuclear power", "reactors 
of the future", "reprocessing of fuels", or "nuclear safeguard 
methods". 

Both groups, teachers and journalists, greatly helped in the 
publicity of nuclear knowledge through their capacity as "opinion 
leaders". In this way problems of radiation protection and safety 
were discussed, thus preparing a critical public. 

These same years saw the construction of the demonstration 
nuclear power stations of Obrigheim and Gundremmingen in Germany, 
which gave rise to a thorough discussion with the population in 
the areas of these plants about problems of site selection. Proper 
Commissioning then proceeded without any major interruptions. 

"Neozoi c" - 1969 -

Since 1969 greatly exaggerated reports have also app~ared in 
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the press of the Federal Republic of Germany questioning the argu
ments of nuclear safety of nuclear power stations and thus creating 
unrest even among the experts. This controversy, which was imported 
from the USA and can be outlined by mentioning the names of Gofman, 
Tamplin and Sternglass, resulted in the organized association of a 
few groups of the population opposing the application of nuclear 
power. Although this nuclear controversy and its extension from the 
USA to Europe, especially to the Federal Republic of Germany, had 
been recognized by a few experts, the scope and the possible ef
fects had not been correctly assessed and the rate at which this 
phenomenon spread had been underestimated by industry. 

Two factors, most of all, influenced the generation and the 
extent of the controversy: A generally improving environmental con· 
sciousness among broad groups of the population coupled with a cer· 
tain hostility towards technology or a reduction of faith in tech
nology. 

It was necessary to take account of the representation of the 
problems i.n a popular book written by a number of experts in which 
anybody could be able to find factual information on the subject. 
For this purpose, Deutsche Verlagsanstalt of Stuttgart in early 
1970 published a book entitled "Kernenergie- Nutzen und Risiko" 
[1]. However, it was evident from the outset that a nonfiction 
book would not be sufficient. Sensational reporting had to be at
tacked by other means. For this purpose, almost simultaneously a 
"call ection of arguments and counterarguments" [2] was published 
by the Swiss Association for Atomic Energy and a volume entitled 
"Kernfragen" [3) by the German Atomic Forum. 

Switzerland was early to recognize the direction in which the 
conflict threatened to move, as a consequence of the reaction of 
certain groups of the public to the reactor incident at Lucens 
(January 1969). 

At an information and discussion meeting organized in Bern ir 
the fall of 1970 by the Swiss Association for Atomic Energy the 
situation was indicated. Many German observers experienced their 
first encounter at this meeting with groups discussing only on an 
emotional basis. Indeed, dealing with reactor safety and radiatior 
protection at a public forum in this way was a successful venture 
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with the Swiss population which seemed to be used to democratic 
discussions. Afterwards, the technical questions discussed were 
published in a generally understandable form and made available to 
the interested general public. 

Development of Arguments 

The development of arguments in discussion meetings during 
those years can be classified as follows: 

- During an initial phase there was a generally factual, ob
jective discussion with the interested public which mostly had a 
limited background knowledge. 

- As a second phase organized groups expanded the arguments 
to other areas (emergency cooling. frequency of cancer, etc.). The 
discussions became more difficult. Talks with the "atomic oppo
nents" require experts in the respective fields, such as reactor 
technology or medicine. This phase is the era of sensational sto
ries, examplified by the name of Mary H. Weik. However, scientific 
and technical articles are able to convert most of the sceptics 
from their former negative opinions about the peaceful uses of 
atomic energy. 

- The third phase is determined essentially by the general ef
forts towards environmental protection. This made the arguments 
more emotional, extending them under t'he heading of "environmental 
protection". Their often hysteric expression leads away from prob
lems of reactor technology and radiation protection or safety to 
global problems of the future such as "thermal pollution," land
scaping and aesthetics, problems of energy policy and sociology. 
Especially the latter points are supported by political groups op
erating with the keywords of "changes of the system" against the 
profit maximization of utilities." This confronts potential reac
tor operators with a very complex set of questions in this third 
phase. One example of the emotional, distorted description pre
sented by an action group against nuclear power stations is shown 
in Fig. 1. Such action-associations do not want any factually cor
rect information, such as Fig. 2, a photomounting of the cooling 
tower for the nuclear power station at Gosgen, Switzerland. 
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Fig. 1: Cooling towers, sketch of an action against nuclear power stations 

fig. l: Photomounting of the cooling tower for GOsgen Nuclear Power Stat1on/ 
S~itzerland (Courtesy Motor Columbus, Baden/Switzerland) 
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The success of a specific approach of the public can be well 
studied by the example of the nuclear power station of Neckarwest
heim Germany, now under construction. 

A large number of hearings were arranged within a very short 
period at which all the subjects could be finalized in a discus
sion. The villages in the community, general practitioners, jour
nalists, etc. were invited for di.scussions. 

Even observers not directly linked with the proposed plant, 
such as clerical organizations, used the opportunity and asked for 
a discussion between leading members of the project and opponents. 

The positive outcome of this informative action in the case 
of the Neckarwestheim Nuclear Power Station is partly due to a na
tive characteristic of the population of the area: they are realis
tic and sober people. The problems were really finalized in a dis
cussion, and die-hard opponents were not convinced of the contra-

' ry, but the credibility of their arguments was greatly shaken in 
the eyes of the majority. 

The situation is quite different in another siting discussion 
at Breisach on Kaiserstuhl, a well known winegrowing area near the 
Southern Black Forest. 

Contrary to Neckarwestheim, which mostly covered the symptoms 
listed under phases 1 and 2 above, the Breisach discussion clearly 
highlighted the arguments of phase 3. Less specific problems of 
nuclear power plants were discussed rather than general problems 
of environmental protection: Cooling processes with wet or dry 
cooling towers, meteorological effects on winegrowing at a dis-
tance of a few kilometers, protection of the landscape, and in 
particular, the necessity of this nuclear power plant from the 
point of view of energy policy. 

As far as the method used by the nuclear opponents is concern
ed, it can be said: 

Local groupings like to cluster around locally well known 
Personalities, such as the doctor, representatives of the communi
ty, chairmen of some associations, etc. who have previously shown 
their interest in public affairs. 
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The press of the organized opponent groups is well versed in 
the art of lending credibility to their arguments by quoting from 
well known experts. Objections raised in the way of stories even 
sometimes catch well versed experts by surprise. 

Observations have shown that our opponents like to quote for
eign technical literature. In Germany American literature is quot
ed, whilst in the United States, as far as we know, it also applies 
vice versa. Linguistic incompetency and the inability to follow the 
quotation often kill any answers that might be given, which weak
ness is played upon quite consciously by the opponent. In this way 
any quotation taken out of its context, even if it is a quotation 
from a well known expert- preferably Nobel prize winners are 
quoted here - disturbs the listener. He is ashamed of his lack of 
information and no longer participates in the discussion. 

Experiences 

This changed situation must be borne in mind in public rela
tions work. Our experience from numerous and varied discussions 
with individuals and committee actions against nuclear power has 
shown quite clearly that large-scale meetings and the use of the 
mass media will be able to produce only a general information and 
education of the public. Events of this kind are not the right way 
of explaining even to an interested public more complex situations, 
such as the problem of the risk probability, in sufficiently accu
rate mathematical terms, to make the population risk conscious or 
to explain problems of cost benefit relations. Alternative think
ing when it comes to problem solutions often verges in the well 
known German quotation of St. Florian: "St. Florian, pass by my 
house, hit others." 

Good results were experienced with homogeneous groups in 
which one specific subject was discussed at a time. Such groups 
consisted for instance of physicians, teachers, students, munici
pal councillors and the leaders of local government groups. 

In the light of personal experience gained in meetings of 
various kinds the authors would like to make the following recom
mendations: 

- No excessive technical specialization. 
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Simple, uncomplicated language without any sayings and with
out any technical terminology. 

- Problems should be simplified to a permissible extent in 
order to meet the understanding of the respective target 
group. 

- Meetings should consist of a brief introduction to the prob
lem followed by a discussion. 

- The subject to be discussed should be clearly defined before 
the meeting by mutual agreement among the groups. 

-Organizing several small-scale discussions with greatly 
varying audiences is preferable to one large-scale meeting. 

For each subject that is likely to be touched upon one well
trained expert should be available who has sufficient technical 
and formal knowledge of the problems. 

Present Activities 

In the light of the overall situation, the management of "Ge
sellschaft fUr Kernforschung" advised by the Scientific and Tech
nical Counc·il decided, to establish a department within the health 
physics division responsible for "Nuclear Power and the Public." 
This new department is to engage in the discussion between the 
public and environmental committees and nuclear power. It is to 
help return the controversy from the emotional~ aggressive atmos
phere which seems to be preferred, or even sought, by many envi
ronmental action committees back into a sober factual atmosphere 
which will be the only basis for fruitful work in the field of 
peaceful utilization of nuclear power. 

The activities to be pursued by the department will be the 
observation and critical evaluation of public hearings and the 
scanning and assessment of all those publications which deal with 
the subjects of environmental protection in general, and nuclear 
power and technology in particular. 

Other important duties of the department are the informing of 
all interested parties on the current state of discussion between 
nuclear technology and environmental committees, which time and 
again ·maintain that they represent the public at large; crystalli
ze the controversies and their arguments and finally, make avail-
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able to the public factual information about nuclear power and 
technology through publications and by actively participating in 
public discussions. 
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METABOLISM OF RADIONUCLIDES 

A STUDY 0£' INHALBD SODIUl\1-22 

D. Bush, University Radiation Protection Officer, 
University of Birmingham, Birmingham Bl5 2TT, England 

Abstract 

This is a study of small intakes by inhalation of 22Na which occurred 
during the machining of ru1 irradiated target. The arrangements for handling 
and machining the targets are described. Neasured levels of surface contamina
tion and airborne activity, together with particle size data, are given. wnole 
body counting results, and measurements of the distribution of activity in the 
body ~~d its variation with time are presented. The information obtained is 
considered in relation to predictions based on the models of the r.c.R.P. Task 
Group on Lung Dynamics, and the data given in I.C.R.P. Publication 10. 

Introduction 

22Na is produced on the Nuffield Cyclotron at the University of 
Birmingham by bombarding magnesium targets with deuterons. At the end of the 
irradiation, during which about 50 mCi of 22Na is normally produced, the 
target is removed from the cyclotron and stored for several weeks to allow 
short-lived activity to decay. The 22Na is present in a thin layer on the 22 surface of the target, and this active layer has to be removed so that the Na 
can be recovered and processed. 

This paper reports studies made to estimate the radiation dose 
resulting from intakes of fine dust produced during the machining of an 
irradiated target. The intakes were accidental and the bulk of the ~ctivity 
taken into the body in considered to have been inhaled due to the failure to 
wear a breathing mask. 

Target Machining 

Using long handling tongs, the irradiated target is transferred from 
the storage facility to a shielded enclosure within which is a scraping machine. 
The walls of the enclosure are made of interlocking lead bricks and a lead-glass 
window is included to allow the machining process to be observed. Access to the 
enclosure is via a two part perspex lid, one part of which cru1 be moved. At 
the time of these intakes, the lead enclosure itself was not ventilated but the 
~oom in which the equipment is housed has extract ventilation. The general 
layout of the room and equipment is shown in Eig.l. 

The active layer is removed from the surface of the target by a 
1craping tool which traverses its face &~d removes a thin strip of metal. The 
1craping process is carried out dry without the use of a cutting fluid. The 
1crapings fall down an inclined trough into a can which is capped and then 
IB.nually removed using tongs. .!<'or the whole operation the operator spends a 
otal of about an hour in the room. 
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Surface Contamination Levels 

When this scraping facility was originally designed it was not 
thought that contamination outside the lead enclosure would be significan· 
However when the facility was brought into use, surveys revealed that loo: 
activity was escaping from the enclosure. Typical levels of loose surfao1 
contamination at the end of a scraping run, at the positions indicated in 
Fig. 1., are given below i.e., much of the room was found to be contamina· 
to quite significant levels. 

Position (See Fig.l) Surface Activity Level 2 
(~Ci/cm ) 

Sl 6 X 10-4 

S2 1 X 10-3 

S3 5 X 10-4 

S4 5 X 10-4 

Air Contamination Levels 

Air samples have also been run during the target loading, maohin 
and can removal stages of the operation. Samples have been taken using st1 
samplers positioned as shown in Fig.l., these positions being close to the 
positions occupied by the operator. Typical levels of airborne activity a: 
shown below and these should be compared with the 40 hour week m.p.cair va: 
of 2 x 1o-? ~Ci/cm3 and 9 x l0-9 ~Ci/cm3 for 'soluble' and 'insoluble' 
materials as given by I.C.R.P. 1 • 

Position (See Fig.l) Air Activity Level (~Ci/om3) 

Al 1 X 10-B 

A2 2 X 10-7 

Size Selective Sampling of Airborne Activity 

In order to obtain information required for specifYing the 
requirements of filters to remove this airborne activity, size selective 
sampling has been carried out using a cascade centripeter of the type 
described by Hounam2 and calibrated by 01 Connor3. Samples were taken at th 
positions shown in Fig. 1 during target loading, machining, and can removal 
and results typical of those obtained are shown below. This distribution i 
very close to a log-normal distribution with an activity median aerodynamic 
diameter of 2.7 ~and a geometric standard deviation of 1.9. 
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Aerodynamic diameter Percentage of particles less 
(microns) than stated diameter 

12.5 99·3 

4.0 69.4 

1.5 19.6 

Whole Body Counting after Accidental Intake 

On one occasion the target scraping machine operator failed to wear 
thing mask. When this was known it was realised that an inhalation 
had probably occurred, so it was decided to carr,y out whole body 

1g in order to investigate the distribution of activity and its variation 
Lme and to estimate the dose. 

Strictly speaking the intake was not a single well-defined intake but 
1mall intakes over a period of some hours. The first whole body count 
.e 2 days after the estimated mid-point of the intake and a further 7 
were made, the last being 67 days after intake. Counting was in the 
,v photopeak, and the results obtained have been corrected for normal 
und and 40[ contribution by using data from an uncontaminated person of 
· build to the person concerned. 

At the first count, a total count of 22,680 was recorded, corres-
to 0.4~Ci of 22Na activity in the body at that time. The results of 

le body counts were plotted to estimate the count and activity on the 
the intake (t=o), and the results were then normalised to the result at 
these are plotted in Fig. 2. 

Distribution of Activity in the Body 

The whole body counter used for this study has four large sodium 
letectors. Two are above the subject and positioned at the chest and 
and the two below the subject are at the head and knees. For all the 
hat were made, the distribution of counts among the four detectors was 
.lly constant and not significantly different to the distribution found 
jection of 24Na into a human subject. 

As well as counts made using the whole body counter, checks were also 
ng a collimated sodium iodide detector which could be accurately 
ed over various parts of the body. Counts were made 2, 11, and 18 days 
take with the detector positioned over each lung and the lower part of 
' on each occasion. These measurements showed no significant change in 
~ibution of activity at these three positions over the time interval 
i above • 

. cted Behaviour of Inhaled 22Na and Comparison with Recorded Data 

From the size selective air sampling data, the amounts of activity 
~ at various sites can be predicted using the Deposition Model of the 
Task Group on Lung D.ynamics4. This model gives the following 
. deposi tiona. 
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Region 
Percentage of Inhaled 
Activity Deposited 

Nasopharynx 60 - 65 

Tracheo-bronchial s 

Pulmonary 15 - 20 

The I.C.R.P. Task Group on Lung D,ynamics also proposes a clearance 
model and suggests clearance times and routes from various regions for several 
categories of inorganic compounds. In the case of this study, the radioactive 
material was sodium, but most of the original magnesium was also present and 
it was of interest to know how the active sodium would behave in this situati~ 
In contact with moisture and body fluids the hydroxides of these metals would 
form. Sodium hydroxide is listed by the r.c.R.P. Task Group as a Class D 
material exhibiting rapid clearance from the lung, whereas magnesium hydroxide 
is a Class W material exhibiting intermediate clearance. For the radioactive 
sodium hydroxide, the Task Group's Clearance Model predicts clearance as below. 

Region Clearance percentage, route, and 
biological half-life 

Nasopharynx 50/~ to systemic blood, 4 mins 
50f~ to G. I. tract, 4 mins 

Tracheo-bronchial 50/~ to systemic blood, 10 mins 
50}'o to G. I. tract, 10 mins 

soy~ to systemic blood, 30 mins 
Pulmonary 20'~ to lymph, 30 mins, and then 

all to blood, 30 mins 

Therefore if the sodium quickly separates from the magnesium, within 
a few hours of the inhalation all the activity will have been transferred to 
the G.I. tract and systemic blood. That transferred to the G.I. tract will 
also quickly transfer to the blood5 so the behaviour after that time would be 
expected to be identical to that of orally administered 22Na. Confirmation 
that this is effectively so from two days after the intake is given in Fig. 2 
where the normalised whole bOQY counts are compared with the data given in 
Publication No. 10 of r.c.R.P.0 , in which the clearance of 22Na is described 
by a three component exponential derived from whole body counting studies of 
orally administered 22NaCl. It is seen that there is quite good agreement 
between the measured whole body activity and that predicted by the r.c.R.P. 
clearance formula, particularly beari;~ in mind th3 reported variability? in 
biological elemination rate that can occur as the stable sodium intake is 
varied. Unfortunately no data is available to confirm the predicted very rapid 
clearance from the lung, but the data from 2 days after the exposure confirm 
that no translocation of activity from the lung occurred after th~t time. This 
is in accord with the findings of similar studies made from 9 to 285 days after 
the inhalation of another Class D material (137caesium sulphate) by MillerS. 
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Dose Estimate 

From the I.C.R.P. Task Group on Lung ~amics deposition model, of 
he total initial deposit of 0.5 ~Ci, the deposits in the nasal, tracheo
ronchial and pulmonary regions are expected to be 0.34, 0.046, and 0.114 ~Ci 
espectively. For the nasal and tracheo-bronchial regions it has been assumed 
n each case that the activity has been uniformly deposited over an area of 
00 cm2, cleared according to the biological half-times of 4 and 10 minutes, 
nd the resulting doses have been calculated to1be 3.3 and 1.1 mrem 
espectively. Using the data given by r.c.R.P. the average dose to the lung, 
ssuming a biological half-time of 30 minutes, has been calculated to be 0.14 
rem, and from the data given in r.c.R.P. Publication 10, the whole body dose 
as been estimated to be 10 mrem. 

Conclusion 

From the above evidence it is concluded that the 0.5 ~Ci 22Na inhaled 
as rapidly cleared from the lung and thereafter exhibited the same behaviour 
s does orally administered 22Na. The most significant dose was the whole 
ody dose of 10 mrem, the estimated additional doses to the nasal, tracheo
ronchial, and pulmonary regions being only 3.3, 1.1 and 0.14 mrem respective~. 
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METAEOH~3M CBHHUA-2IO H TIOHOBRH-2IO B OPrAEM3ME 
A.M.HH~HHKoB,E.H.lonrHpeB,M.C.H6arynnMH, 

ll.B.PaMsaeB,M.H.TponuKaR 
MHCTMTYT pa~MaUHOHHOR rHrHeH~,HeHMHrpa~,CCCP 

ABSTRACT. 
Metabolism parameters of Pb-210 and its product (in the body) 

Po-210, necessary for dosimetry and standardization are obtained 
in man during short-termed observations. The authors of this re
~ort have carried out their investigations on a volunteer group. 
These investigat~ons deal with the specification of absorption 
and clearance rate of these isotopes administered per os as in
dicators and sufficient for many years' observations using in 
vivo measurements and excretion analyses. Genetically related 
mixture of Pb-210 and Po-210 was administered orally to the four 
people (the authors) whose excretions had been previously ana
lyzed for Po-210 for a year after a single incorporation. This 
experiment, as the authers think, will contribute to the under
standing of Po-210 metabolism. The first results of the investi
gations are presented in this paper and we intend to go on with 
these ~xperiments in the forthcoming years. 

Pe¢epaT 

llapaMeTphl MeTa60RHSMa CBHHUa-2I0 H 06pa3yDmerOCR H3 Hero ( B 
OpraHKSMe) fiOROHHR-2!0,He06XO~MM~e ~RR ~03MMeTpHH M HOpMMpOBaHMH, 
B HaCTOR~ee BpeMR nonyqeH~ y qenoBeKa B OCHOBHOM B KpaTKOBpeMeH
HMX Ha6R~~BHMRX. 

ABTOpM ~aHHOrO coo6meHKR BHUORHHRK MCCRe~oBaHKe Ha rpynne 
~06pOBORbUeB no yroqHeHKD KO~MUHeHTOB BCaCHBaHKR M CKOpOCTH 
BHBe~eHHH 3THX HSOTOUOB,npMHHMaBmHXCH qepes pOT B H~HKaTOpH~X 
XORH4eCTBaX,~OCTaToqH~X ~RR MHOrORBTHHX Ha6n~~eHH~ no npH~MSHeH
HHM HSMepe~HHM B Tene H no 3KCKpeTaM.q8T~pe qenoBeKa (aBTOpH MC
cne~oBaBMR), y KoTop~x npe~BapnTeRbHO B TeqeHme ro~a zccne~oBa
nacb sxcxpeuna nonoHHH-2IO nocne o~aoxparHoro ero nocTynneana, 
npKHRRH qepes pOT reaerzqecKH CBHSaHHYD CMeCb CBHHUa-2I0,BHCMY
Ta-2I0 H nonoaua-2IO.TaKaa cxeva on~Ta no savHcny aBTopoB nosBo
naeT B~RCHHTb 06MeH DOROHMH-2!0,KOTOp~~ ¢opMMpyeTCR B opraHHSVe 
Henocpe~CTBeHHO HS CBHHUa-2IO.B ~OKRaAe npHBOlRTCR nepa~e pesynb
TaT~ HCCRe~OBaHHR,KOTOpBe 6y~eT npOlOHXeHO B fiOCRe~yD~He ro~H. 

BBe&eHm~ 

Ecnu veTa6onH3M nonoHHR-2IO,nepBHqHo nocTyna~~ero B opraHHSM 
qenoBeKa,usyqeH ~OCTaToqHQ fiORHO lRH nene~ ~OSHVeTpHH H HOpMKpO
BaHHR,TO 3TOrO HeHb3R YTBepx~aTb no OTHOmeHHD K CBHHUY-2!0 H, 
OC06eHHO,K o6pasyn~eMyCR HS Hero B opraHHSMe fiOROHHR-2IO.B ny6-
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RMKauHax 10 H 10A (MKP3)I~aHH~e no MeTaOonHsMy CBHHUa-210 He 
npMBO~RTCR.B RMTepaType OTCyTCTBy~T TaK~e M CB9~8HHR 0 cy~bde 
DOROffMH-210,oOpa3yD~eroca B opraHM3Me H3 CBHHI(a-2IO,Oe3 KOTOpRX 
pacqeT llOfRO~SHH~X ~03 He MO~eT dRTb BRDORHeH,nOCKORbKY OCHOBHaa 
~03a C03~aeTCR He C8.MidM CBHHI(OM-210, a ero ~oqepHMM llOROHHeM. 
faSRHqJt!g B 06MeHe DOROHMH,rrepBHqHO DOCTynaiD~ero B opraHH3M 
( "BH8lllHHR"nOROHi!~) i! ITOROHMR, 06pa3yiO~erOC.fi B MeCTaX <f>riKC8.I(l111 CBM!H·· 
~a qepe3 BMCMJT-210 ("BHyTpeHHH~ DOROH¥.R),Bpa~ RH MOfyT d~Tb OT
BeprHyThl 6e3 ~aHHh!X SKcnepMMeHTa.. 

llpHHHTaR CHCTeMa napaMeTpOB M9TadORi!3M8. CBHHUa-210 (rry6RHKa
I(H.fi-2,MKP3)2BKRIOqaeT: Kos¢~HUM!BHT BcaguBaHM!.fi Oj08 1 6HonorzqecKRe 
nepHo~hl nonyBh!Be~eHH.fi ~na Bcero Tena \B cyTKax -I460,cKeneTa
-3650,neqeHH-1947,noqeK-53IioTHomeHM!e TIOROHHR-210 K CBHHUy-210 
BO BCeM TeRe-0,09,noqKax-0, 8,neqeHM-0,18,cKeneTe-O,I0 It! ~p. 

llpHBe~eHHRe sHaqeHH.fi B ~ocne~HMe ro~~ 6Rni! no~BeprHyT~ npo
BepKe pa~oM Hccne~oBaTeneR Xapm H CyoMena~,Xon~TUMaH~,KoxeH,PeH 
It! AR3eH6a,JJ;~,EnaHXap~6, XHRR ).ITo H8.lllHM npe,ll;bi.JJ;y~l'IM HCCRe,JJ;OBaHHRM 
BRCK8.3~BaROCb COMHeHHe,B qacTHOCTM,nO K03¢¢i!UH8HTy BCaCh!BaHMR 
CBHHUa-2I0,KOTOphln B OT,1!;8RbHhlX cnyqaax .JJ;OCTMran 50%.TIO.fiBHRHCb 
TaK~e )J;OKa3aTeRbCTBa~qTo OTHOlll8HKe DOROHid.fi-210 K CBHHUy-2!0 B 
cKenere paBHO 0,7-0,~, a He O,I KaK sTo npHHRTo B ny6nzKaumM 2 
MKP3. 

Bee Id3ROE8HHh!e C006paxeHK.fi .n;aiDT ,ll;OCTaToqHO OCHOB8.HHR ,JJ;R.fl' no
CTaHOBKH sapaHee 3aDR8.HKpOB8.HHhiX IdCCR8,1J;OBaHHR no HsyqeHHIO MeTa-
60RH3Ma CBHHUa-2!0 y qenoBeKa B yCROBHRX Ha.n;eEHOfO KOHTpORR no
CTynneHHR H30TOna H era B~B8~8HHR B MHOfOR8THHX Ha6RIO~eHH.fiX. 

MeTO~hl r! MaTe~Kanu Keene~~~~ 

~eThlpe npaKTHqecKH s~OQOBhiX qenoBeKa (TpH MYEqKHhl K o~Ha xeH
utHHa) B B03pacTe OT 45 ,1!;0 50 R8T npr!HRRM P!H)l.HKaTOpH08 KOJIMqeCTBO 
XROpHCTOfO TIOROHMH-2!0 O,ll;HOKpaTHO qepe3 pOT B Bl'I~e paCTBOpa npM 
PH=J B KORHqecTBe 0,5 MHKpOKDpH Ha qeROBeKa.Y.n.enhHaR aKTHBHOCTb 
pacTBopa onpe.n.enanacb Ha qeT~pex-nKRHOM cqeTqzKe no anb¢a-Pisny
qeHHro.B TeqeHHS H8~8JIK 8E8)l.H8BHO,a SaTeM I pa3 B H8)].8RD B TeqeHHe 
Mecaua z .n.anee Kal!:,JJ;hiR Mecau B TeqeHHe 8 MecaueB co6HpanHCb noJIHtJe 
cyToqHhie Bbi~eneHHR MOqH H KaRa.B npo6ax B~,JJ;eneHHR onpe.n;eJIRRCR 
DOROHHH-210 nocne ero 0Ca.E,1!;8HH.H Ha q10Rbry Id3 H:KKeR.fi .CyToqHoe Bhi
Be)l.8HH8 Id30TOna BhipaxanOCb B % OT BBe~eHHO~ )l.03H.3TOT npe.n;BapH
T8RbHhl~ ODRT 0hln flOCTaBReH )l.RR TOro,qT06hl nonyqHTb )l.aHHhle DO 06-
MeHy nepBHqHo nocTynaromero "BHemHero" nonoHHa-2IO y Kax.n.oro HC
DhiTyeMoro H B nocne.n.yromeM onhlTe yqecTb HX nprr onpe~eneHHH "BHyT
peHHero" DOROHHH-210.lanee Te Xe RHUa,Kor.n.a y HHX OCTaTKH H30TO
na CTaRK npeHe6peEHMO MaJiu,npHHRRK O,ll;HOKpaTHO B paCTBOpe CORRHOn 
KMCROTU (p11=3) reHeTJdqeCKH CBR3aHHYID CM8Cb PB-210, Rl. -2!0 It! 
Po-210,nonyqeHHYD npH MHOroneTHeM xpaHeHHR CT8KR.fiHHhiX aMnyn C 
pa.n.oHou-222.B cMecz oKasanocb I~O MHKpOKIOpH Po-2IO, It9 MHKpoKD
PH Bt -210 H 3,3 MHKpoRIOpH PB-2lO.Onpe.n.eneHHe npKHRTOH aKTMBHoc
TH B paCTBOpe ocymecTBR.fiROCb! 

nOROHHR-210- no 8.Rh¢a-H3RyqeHHD Ha qeThlpexnHRHOM cqeTqHKe, 
BHCMJTa-210- TIO 6eTa-HsnyqeHHIO Ha TOM ~e 9qeTqJt!Ke, 
CBHHna-210 - no paBHOB8CHOMy BHCMyTy-2!0 \6eTa-K3RyqeHHe),no 
raMMa-HsnyqeHHID CBHHUa-210 Id no aRb¢8.-M3nyqeHHIO paBHOBeCHOrO 
DOROHHR-2!0. 

CTaH.n;apThl !00% BBe.n;eHHO~ )l.03hl fOTOBHRHCb TaK~e nyTeM BB8)].8HKR 
paCTBOpa H30TODOB B qHCThie CyTOqH~e np06bi MOqH H KaRa.0mH6Ka M3-
MepeHM.H ,JJ;031I He npeBhimana I%. 

ITocne npHeMa H30Tonoa ocy~ecTBnanca cOop cyToqHhlX Bbi)l.eneHK~ 
no paHee OTIHCaHHO~ CX8Me.0~HOBpeMeHHO HCllhiTyeMHe H3MepaJIHCb Ha 
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cqerqMKe acero Tena (raMMa-cneKTpoMerpe c ~arqMKOM M3 KpMcranna 
~o~Kcroro HarpKa ronmMHOH I MM H ~HaMeTpOM I5cM).~eTeKrop pas
Me~ancR rrpOTKB fl06HOH KOCTM.PerHCTpHpOBaROCb HsnyqeHHe CBHHUa
-210 C 3HeprHeH 46 KSB. 

B B~~eneHHRX npoao~MnHcb orrpe~eneHKR: 
-nonoHHH-210 KaK no anb¢a-KsnyqeHHD a~cymeaHHX npo6,raK H nocne 
oca~~eHMR ero Ha ¢onbry K3 HHKenR, 

-cBHHua-210 B a~cymeH~x npo6ax Ha raMMa-cneKrpoMerpe,no 6era-Hs
nyqeHMID paBHOB8CHOrO BHCMyTa-210 H no TIOBTOpHOMy OCa~~eHKD nono
HHR-210 Ha HMKeneayD ¢onbry nocne npe~aapHrenbHOro HaKonneHHR. 

Pesynbrar~ mccne&oaaHHR 

llonHuR aaanns acex oro6paH~X npo6 eme He saKoHqea.OH norpe-
6yer 3HaqMT8AhHOrO Bp8M8HH.llO Mepe OT~aneHMR OT BpeMeHH npHeMa 
~03~ K YM9Hbill9HHH ypOBHeH B 3KCKpeTaX MeTO~hl CyMMapHOH anh¢a M 
6era-aKTMBHOCTM,KaK K raMMa-cneKTpOM8TpHR npo6 OKa3hlBaDTCR H8-
npH8Mfl8MhlMH ms-sa aospacravmmx omH6oK H3MepeHHH (6onee 10%).Y~e 
qepes 2 He~enm MN 6~nm BhlHyx~eHH onpe~enHTb CBHHeu-2!0 no nono
HHID-2IO,noaropHo ocax~aeMoMy Ha ~KCKH HHKenR nocne HaKonneHHR B 
reqeame I-2 MecRuea. 

llpHBe~eHHhle B Ta6nmuax I-4 MaTepHaflhl H BhlT8KaD~He M3 HHX Bhl
BO~hl KO BpeMeHK OTKp~THH KOHrpecca MOryT 6UTb 3HaqHT8flbHO nonon
H9~.3~eCb H3-3a orpaHHqeHHOCTH M9CTa Mhl XOTHM o6paTMTb BHHMaHH8 
qmrarenH nHmb Ha RBHO ~oKasyeMue nono~eHHH,He rpe~yv~e o6mHpaux 
060CHOBhlBaDmHX BWKRa~OK: 

1.Cpe~aee BCaCHBaHHe nonOHHH-2I0 npH nQH~Me ero B qHCTOM BH
~e HRH B C~eCH CO CBHHUOM-2I0 npeBhlillaeT 18% tTa6nmua I) H 22~ 
{ra6nm~a 2J; cpe~aee BcacuaaHHe CBRHUa-210 rrpeBhlmaer !8% (ra6-
nHua 3). 

Ta6nHua I 
~~Be~eHHe "BHeillHero"nOROHMH-210 B ~ BBe~eHHO~ ~03hl 
(B npe~aapmrenbHOM onure,6es npHeMa CBHHUa-2IO ) 

Cpe~Hee BhlBe~eHH9 no 4 MCnHTyeMhlM B 
JKCKpeThl ~H!_nOCRe nQHBMa -----------------

I 2 3 4 5 6 35 4! !45 I60 
Ran 28,92 38,40 13,58 3,87 1,4~ 0,82 O,~O,OJ 0,025 0,010 
Moqa-- 0,29 a,o7 o,Oq 0,03 o,o,-cr;oo7 o,OOI4 

2.BhlB8~8HHe "BHemHero" ITOflOHHH-2I0 B HHTepBane Bp8M8HH OT 6 
~o I60 cyToK nocne npHeMa qepes por npoHcxo~HT no Ts¢=36 cyroK~ 
qro xopomo cornacyercH c Ts~ =40 cyrox

1
npHHHTHM B ny6nMKaUHH Iu 

MKP3. C KanoM suao~HTCR nonoHHR-210 a 0-20 pas 6onhme,qeM c Mo
qo~;xors B OT~8flbHhle CyTKH 3TH pa3nMqHR He BCer~a npORBRHflHCb. 

3.B HaqanbHOM nepKO~e nocne nOCTynneHHR CM8CH CBHHUa-210 M 
nOROHHR-210 BhlqneHHTb B ~KCKpeTaX "B~yTpeHHero" noROHHR-210 He 
rrpe~craanaercR aosMOEHhlM. Cy~R no pacqeraM SKCKpeuHH ~oqepHero 
"BHyTpeHHer011 H30TOITa H nonaraH ero 06MeH O~HHaKOBhlM C "BH8illHHM" 
ITOROHKeM, B nepBHe 5 ~He~ "BH8IDHH~" nonOHH~ B COTHID pa3 npeBhlillan 
ypoaeab B~~eneHHR "BHJTpeHHero" Ksorona. M nMIDh qepes 50-I50 
~He~ MOEHO OEH~aTb npeBaRHpOBaHHH "BHJTpeHHero" nonOHMR Ha~ 
11 BHeillHHM" B 2-6 H 6onee pa3.~aKTHqeCKYD ~HHaMHKy B~Be~eHHR K ee 
napaMeTpOB npe~CTOKT nonyqHTb B ~aflbH8niDHX Ha6AD~8HHSX. 

4.BhlB8~8HHe H3 opraHH3Ma CBHHUa-2!0 npO'HCXO~HT Bee C 6onee 
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Ta6m~na 2 
BHBe~eHMe "BHemHero" K "BHyTpeHHero"noHOHHH-210 y HID~eM B ~ 
OT BBe~eHHO~ "BH8IDHen"~03~.M30TOfi npHHHMaHCR B CMeCH CO 

CBHHllOM-2!0 
--------------------- --------·----IDHtfrp _QyTKH fiOCJI~8JI8HHSI ___ _ 
zcmnyeMoro I 2 3 4 ..2._ 6 _ __l _ ___l!i __ 

PTIB KaJI 47,26 20,10 8,49 1,59 0,21 0,46 0,021 
Motta 0,05 - 0,02 0,03 
Kan TMH 44,50 26,11 14,57 4,78 1,07 1,26 0,38 0,127 
MOtta 0,12 0,3I 01 02 01 04 0,05 0,02 0,054_ 

HAM KaJI 36,27 46,88 7,70 0,53 0,26 0,26 O,II O,I66 
Moqa 0:~,02 0,02 o,o4 o,o3 o,o1 o,o4 0,08 o,oro 

:L1MC KaJI 28,84 II,86 17,00 0,00 4,27 0,75 2,34 0,616 
MOtta 0,02 01 21 O,OI 0201 0,05 01 03 O,OII 

C KaJI pe.n;aeeMotta 39,22 26,29 II,94 2,30 0,51 0,68 
0,02 0 106 01 19 0,02 0,02 01 04 

0,94 0,2.32 
O,OL~025_ 

Ta6nzua 3 
B~Be.n;eHHe CBHHUa-210 y JID.n;e~ B % OT BBe.n;eHHO~ .D;03~ 

lliH<Pp HCI!h!Ty- CyTKUQQ.l!£ nne,n;eHH.ff __ _ 
eMoro I 2 .3 4 5 6 7 14 21 28 

PITB Kan """5'5";09"""15,5'7 '7,83 !,OJ 0,23 0,22 0,0'7 0,02 O,crr-
Moqa _Q, 4 7 0, 21 0, 1.3 0, 09 0, 07 0, O§_____;O;.s • .=..0.:.-7 ------

TMH Kan 40,35 27,62 11~64 4,58 0,51 0,5I 0,090,07 0,05 0,08 
-----=Mo~q_a_. 0,32 0,0.3 O,u25 0,05 0,06 0,02 0,020,08 
RAE KaJI 34,94 44,5r 8,68 0,32 0,12 0,06 0,050,06 0,05 0,06 

Motia O,IS o,os_ o,o7 0~0,02 0,03 o,03Q.,_03 __ _ 
MMC KaJI .38,56 19,72 23,74 0,00 7,55 0,29 0,.330,09 0,04 0,015 

Moqa 0,46 o,ro 0,09 0,03 o.I5 o,07 o.,0=6:;..:0~,.;:..:or=------
i~~.n; KaJI 42,39 26,35 12,97 1,98 0,29 0,27 0,160,07 0,04 0,04 

Motta 0,36 o,rr 0,08 0,06 0,05 0,05 0,040,05 

lliHcfJp 
HCfihiTyeMoro 

PITB 
HAM 
11MC 
TMH 

Ta6nHua 4 
CKopOCTb cqeTa OT CBHHua-210 (30-56 K3B) B 
JI06HO~ KOCTH ( B % OT nepBOrO H3MepeHHSI ) 

CyTKH nocne BBe,n;eHHSI 
2 8 r5 22 29 36 99 128 

roo 125 90 87 §Q_ 68 
IOO 94 90 80 
IOO IOO 155 120 IIO 1.32_ 65 45 
roo 209 200 209 213 r48 --

Cpe.n;aee no ne- IOO 
pBhiM Tpei\1 P!Cllbi 

roo I27 IOI 96 98 67 45 
TJ!8MhiM -- --
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3aMe~neHHO~ CKOpOCTbiD H ~OCTaTQqHQ 3aM8THH~ crra~ HaqMHaeTCH rrpM
M8pHO qepea IS ~He~ rrocne rrpaeMa aKTMDHOCTH.C IS no 29 cyrKa, 
ecnH cy~HTb no H3M8p8HHHM R06HOI KOCTH,CKOpOCTb BUB8~8HMR CBHH
ua-2I0 H3 opraHH3Ma coorBeTCTByer 34,6 ~HHM, a aa nocne~yro~ae 
99 CJTOK- 90,5 ~HRM. CKOpOCTb BUB8~8HHR CBMHUa-2I0 no SKCKpeTaM 
OKaaanaCb npHM8pHO TaRO~ E8 KaK M YM8HbiD8HKe CqeTHOCTH B R06HO~ 
KOCTH. 

3aK moq e !!!lli 

TionyqeHHU8 ~aHHUe n03BORHIDT rrpe~nOROEKTb qro H8KOTOpHe K03¢
~MUH8HTR M8Ta6onK3Ma CBMHUa-2!0 R nonoHKR-2!0, npHHRTU8 B cy~e
CTBYID~KX peKOMe~aUKRX no HOpMHpOBaHMD,He 06~crreqMBaiDT COOTB8T
CTByiDmMX rapaHTHI. BcaCUBaHRe STMX M30TOnOB \18-20%) y qenOB8KA. 
BUID8 B 2-3 paaa, qeM rrpHHHTO. TipH nocrynneaHM MX B COCTaBe ITKme
BhlX npo~yKTOB,KaK 6YDO paHee HaMH DOKa3aH08 ,lOCTHraeT 50%. 

B ~RHT8RbHUX MHOroneTHHX OIThlTaX rrpe~CTOHT nonyqHTb H ~pyrHe 
KOHCTaHTU M8Ta60RH3Ma CBHHUa-210 H nOROHHH-2I0,KOTOpue ~0 HaCTO
a~ero BpeMeHM He Moryr cqMTaTbCH npe~cTaBHTeRbHhlMM. 
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USE OF A SPECIALIZED ANALOG COMPUTER FOR THE MODEL OF 
THE METABOLISM OF SOME RADIONUCLIDES 

I.A.Likhtarev, G.V.Arkhangelskaya, A.I.Dobroskok, 
I.A.Zvonova, N.F.Korelina, G.P.Krasnoshyekova, 

v.s.Repin, IA.P.Ushakoval 

The Institute of Radiation Hygiene 

The RSFSR Ministry of Public Health 

Leningrad, USSR 

Introduction 

Methods for mathematical modelling of the radionuclide metabo
lism in the human body and experimental animals and the method 
of compartment models,ih particular, have been successfully em
ployed in the solution of many theoretical10 and applied5' prob
lems for a long time. 

When the behavior of a radionuclide-containing system is des
cribed by a linear model, the solution is, generally, easy to ob
tain.The computation difficulties mnvolved usually arise either 
from the amount of computing to be performed or from the incomp
leteness of the set of the model parameters. 

However,there are a number of situations where the linear ki
netic models of radionuclide transport cannot be applied.These 
include cases where coefficients in differential equation sys~ 
tems are functions of time or contain products of functions.Such 
systems cannot be integrated analytically, as a rule, even in 
quadrature solutions.Meanwhile,the solution of such problems is 
of considerable practical and theoretical value, since this 
class of models includes the interaction of radionuclides with 
chelate complexing agents,e.g. DTPA, the protective action of 
stable iodine and, finally, the models simulating the changes of 
metabolic "constants" with aging. 

A continuous solution for non-linear models may be offered and 
the structure of these solutions can be studied for arbitrary in
put functions through the application of analog computers {AC) 
equipped with special devices for non-linear systems of the 
abovementioned types. 

Although the use of analog computers for the purposes of the 
compartment analysis has been already discussed 2 ~" 4 , the applica-
tion of AC in the studies of non-linear models of the DTPA ac
tion, iodine metabolism and age-related changes of some parame
ters is a new aspect to the problem. 

This paper deals with these models and some methods of solu
tion and discusses the effectiveness of this computer analysis 
technique. Space does not permit a detailed discussion of each 
problem and an exhaustive analysis of the solutions obtainedw 
Thus, the aim of this paper is to examine the techniques involv-
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ed in the solution of these problems and to suggest suitable 
structural schemes to be analysed on analog computers.Therefore,, 
specific solutions for the models under consideration and the 
numerical evaluation of their parameters will be outside the 
scope of this work. 

1 .Non-Linear Model of the Decor;porative Effect of DTPA 

It was assumed in constructing the model that: 
(a)A single dose of hepatoosteotropic radionuclide,e.g. plutoni
um, is injected and distributed among the organs and tissues of 
the organism which may be represented as a system of four com
partments (Fig.1). These are a compartment of blood including 
the pool of soft tissues X,two compartments representing the 

parts of the skeleton Y1 and the 

Ft.9.1. Nonunear metaboLic 
./1. TPA- Pu. modet 

li~erYzwhere exchange occurs and, 
finally, a general compartment Z 
of the radionuclide which slowly 
exchanges in the skeleton ~ and 
the liver Z2 (Z1+Z2=Z). 
(b)DTPA (P) administered to the 
bloodstream (Px) may be farther 
transferred to the exchan~e com
partment of the liver (Py) or go 
to urine (U) and faeces (F). 
(c)The formation and disintegra
tion of the DTPA - radionuclide 
(Xc and Yc) complex occurs in the 
blood compartment and the e.schan~ 
portion of the liver, the excre
tion rates of DTPA and the compleoc 
being the same and exceeding by 
far that of the radionuclide itse~ 

This mechanism underlies the decorporative effect of DTPA. 
(c)The rate of complex formation is proportional to the product 
of concentration values of the radionuclide and chelate, and for 
the total volume of distribution - to the product of their 
amounts X Px and Y Py. The prop~rtionality factor represents the 
effectiveness and selective properties of the chelate in the or
ganism mediae 

The above model is described by the following system of dif
ferential equations: 

~= K1 q -(K2+ K3+K:;)X- Kxc PxX +KxdXc + K
4 

Y1 + K
6 

y2 + K
9
Z; 

~~=K_s-X -(K6 +K8 +K10)Y2 -Kyc PYY2 + Kyci Y2c ; 

1[fc= KYC Py y2.- Kyd Yzc- K,oc Y2.c 

~~c = Kxc Px X- K.>CdXc - KacXe ; 

~=K3X-(K4 +K7)y1 ; 

~.t= K7Yf + KIIY2- K,sZ; 

~% = K2.X + l<2.C XC ; 

~ = K,oYz + ktoc Y2c 

ftx= K1P P-(K2c+ K5 p)Px+ KxdXc; 

~ = K!iP Px - K10c Py + Kyd Yc 
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on the initial condition that: 
q(0)=1; P('t)=1; X(O)=Y,(D)=Y2 (0)=Z(o)=PxC'r)=Py('L)=0 (Eq.2) 

The above system (Eq.1) was studied on an analog co~puter, 
some operational amplifiers of which were used for the modelling 
of DTPA transport and some other - for the nuclide transport 
(Fig.2). 

As seen from the system (Eq.1),the complexing process is in
cluded in the terms KXcPx X and KycPyY2 of the model. This pro-

F 

Ft.9. 2. 1/nafqg COmptJter
modet o/1/TP/1-Pu 
deco~""'poraft.v-e 
action. 

cess was performed by special units of the computer which effec
ted the same reaction through the scheme of Kxc Px60 (x) and 
Kyc Py~CY2). ~(x) and ~(Y2) are Kronecker's symbols. 

6 (X)={1 ,X>O 6(Y)={1, Y>O 
o o, x=O o · 0, Y=O 

6o imply the termination of complexing, when the free radio-
nuclide content of the compartments X and Y2 becomes equal to 
zero. 

Application of multiplier units results in a considerable 
error and a decision bias due to the output residual voltage. 

6 
lA' ;>\?~ 

~~ 
9 I 

1¢...-V 

16 __& 
'C=O 

'L=24h 
~ 
~ I 

To compare the predictions with the 
real behavior of the system, the re
sults of our own study of the initial 
stage of the metabolism and excretion 
of plutonium citrate in the rat's orga
nism,following a single administration 
of 1 ml 5% solution of DTPA, were used 
(Fig.3)• 

As the graphs show,the computed pre-
10 20 30 40 5° h diction for the function U( t) is con-

fig. 3. The .sotutton U (t) 
of system (t). 

sistent with the experimentalfindings. 
Also,similar results were obtained for 
the functions F(t) and x. The nredic

tions and experimental curves for citrates 241Am and 14~Ce were 
also found to be in good agreement, the magnitude of constants 
Ki being, naturally, quite different. 

To s~~arize, it should be noted that the application of AC 
offers an apparent advantage of producing multiple sets of con
tinuous solutions for any compartment,for arbitrary functions 
of the q and P intakes. The model in question reproduced on the 
analog computer may be used in the study of different modifica-
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tiona of DTPA administration with a view to devising an optimal 
protection. 

2. Non-Linear Model of Iodine Metabolism 
Below follows a description of the structQral scheme that may 

be used both in the evaluation of tactics of protection of the 
thyroid gland with potassium iodide and in the case of radiation 
destruction of the compartment "thyroid". Consider the two-com
partment model of iodine metabolism (7) shown in Fig.4. 

The disturbance in exchange proces
ses is induced by a change in the 
rate of the iodine uptake by the 
thyroid,i.e. by a change in the com
munication constant of~. Bonnel 
and Adams' offered a linear appro
ximation of the ~ dependence on the 

Fi9.4. Two-compartment model level of the thyroid globulin depot 
of iodine meta6oListn. repletion: o{-R<1-Yrn/S), (Ec:t.B) 

where R corresponds to the maximal iodine absorption from plasma 
( ttfull iodine insufficiency") • 

Gm - level of iodine pool repletion (mg iodine) due to its 
dietary intake (mg in 24 hrs). 

S - full iodine pool - the size of the globulin depot ex
pressed in terms of mg iodine the maximum amount of which can be 
taken up by the thyroid. 
The uptake of large amounts of stable iodine results in a rise in 
the Gm level which is limited by s. 

An exposure of the thyroid to doses of tens of kilorads may 
cause the destruction of the globulin depot s. 

By substituting (Eq.J) into the set of equations which des
cribe the model, we obtain: 

be: 

dS'jdt= R~ -R.Ym~/.S- f>Y, 
d~/dt =-(R+r)S + RYm ti/S-rp~+m+M(~) (Eq.4) 

m - dietary intake of iodine 
M(~)-quantity of stable iodine injected for the thyroid block

ing at a moment ~. 
A modification of the same system for radioactive iodine will 

d~/dt = R 'Ym ~~S-pRf* 

d~jdt -=-(R-t-f) e"+ RYrnt/S +JOY* , 
(Eq.5) 

:1; .. 

where S=S(D), while, in its turn, D=KDJY~)dt. 
The approximate form of this function ~or humans will be as show.n 
in Fig.s. 
The differential equations (4) and (5), as shown in a genral form, 
have no analytical solutions. 

To construct a model of this system on AC, a relevantstructur
al scheme should cover: 
(a) the sta:h.e of iodine metabolism described by the equilibrium 
values of the pools and flows of stable iodine; 
(b) changes occurring in the system, when large quantities of 
stable iodine are administered; the blockage of the thyroid; 
(c) an adequate response to the administration of the radioactive 
tracer; 
(d) the destruction of the globulin depot S caused by the radia
tion injury of the thyroid gland. 

Fig.6. shows a structural scheme which meets all the above re-
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quirements. 

8 ~"' ~-:rprn::. .. ,.So 
N.. .; ·.~"-tt-+-+-t-+ ~ .~i:' 
' b :;~r---Pt-+-+-+--1 
~ \ 

'::'\ :.';'t--+-\-1--+-+--l 
~ 4 t--t--t--f--f--H .t--t--,\--+-t---1 

~ ~~~~\~\~~ 
2 t--t--t--f--f--H:.::r-t-+-+-t--1 

l--1f--t-t--t--H~::.;I-t--t--+~-T'\+-I 
o~~~~~~,~-+~~~ 

0 10 20 30 40 ;$0 
.D, ki!orad 

Fig. 5. The si/.l:e of gwGuLine 
d.epot as a .function 
of irr-adiation dose. 

The S-level changes are induced by 
diode elements, as the dose functioh 
is fed to their inputs •. The G magni
tude with respect to the level of S is 
limited by means of a diode limiter. 

The application of dividers and mul
tipliers imposes certain restrictions 
at the choice of the scale. For in
stance,the equilibrium values of Gm 
and S are 7 and 8 mg,respectively. 
Stable iodine doses may be as large as 
500 mg. If a 100 V scale of the analog 
computer is used, voltages correspond
ing to Gm and S values will be withing 
10 v. Since the procedures of division 
and multiplication of low values of 
voltage involve a considerable error, 
the stability and reproducibility of 
solutions may be adversely affected. 

To cause a disturbance in the analog model, the computer is 
supplied with doser elements which make it possible to genTate 
voltage pulses varying in frequency and am~litude. 

An opt1mal method of protec
tion may be developed by means 
of simulating different patterns 
of radioactive and stable iodine 
intakes with the aid of these 
doser elements. 

FLfj. 6. The siru.cfuraL scheme of 
non-linear model of iodine meta
boLism. 0-non-Li.near trans
formations unit 

Fig.7 gives an illustration 
of the computer-predicted curve 
for radioiodine excretion from 
the thyroid in conditions of 
large dose burdens. The sharp 
bend corres~onds to such magni
tude of S(UJ that S(D~=Gm,while 
the ·destroyed portion of the 
globulin depot G6=S(O)-Gm. At 
this moment ~(G,~)=O. A general 
discussion of this problem can 
be found in our paper 7 • 

3· Age-Related Model of strontium and Calcium Metabolism 
The dietary intake of global strontium-90 by humans commences 

as early as the birth, and even earlier, in prenatal life. The 
existing strontium-calcium metabolism models, however, are based 
on the parameters of adult standard man. It stands to reason that 
these parameters, including those of the compartments, should 
change with aging ~. These changes are primarily due to the build 
up of the skeletal calcium pool in the course of its development 
with time. 
The changing requirement in the calcium taken with diet q(t) is 
related to the skeletal pool increment dx/dt and the size of this 
pool X by the following non-linear differential equation: 

dXjdt =q.Ctt)- K ('t)X. (Eq. 6) 
This equation is a special case of a more general four-compart
ment moder and a solution may be obtained by numerical methods. 

Using the data on the age-associated requirements in calcium 
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found in11 and the Mitchell curve9 which gives the rate of calcium 
increment in children's skelet~ 
the function K(T) is easily de
rived from Eq.6.By introdllcing 
the compartment of plasma the 
calcium concentration in which 
does not change with age, it is 
possible to constrllct a more ge
neral two-compartment model(Fig. 
Sa) which will correspond to 
the system (Eq.7). 

When modelling the system in 
analog compllter q(~) fllnction 
and non-linear parameters K(~) 
and K1(~) were simulated with 

the aid of special non-linaar units. AC sollltions are in good ag
reement with calclllation reslllts. 

a. 

q.('t) 

b. 

FLg. 8. a. age -ret.afed mode{ 
of Sr and Ca metaboltsm 
b. The structuraL .scheme 
of llC -mode{. 

Conclllsion 
Three types of non-linear problems 

of the compartment analysis are consider 
ed. The problems are studied and solved 
by means of an analog compllter. To this 
end, a sllitable strllctllral scheme was 
developed for each problem. The obtained 
predictions are in good agreement with 
some experimental findings, which give 
every reason to consider the sllggested 
models to be adeqllate. 

Thus, the analog compllter modelling 
pro~ides an effective means for the 
qllantitative analysis of the sllfficient
ly complicated non-linear problems of 
radionllclide transport in the living or-
ganism. 
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INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMll~TAL DATA ON POLONIUM-210 
METABOLISM FOR COMPUTING ADMISSIBLE LEVELS 

Yu.D. Parfenov 

Institute of Biophysics of the USSR Ministry of Health 
Moscow Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

Abstract 

Experimental data on 210Po metabolism in animals show 
that thereare some uncertainties for the value of absorption 
into the blood from the gastro-intestinal tract and from the 
respiratory system; for the choice of the critical organ and 
for assessment of the nonuniformity of the internal irradia
tion. However there is no real basis for radical changes in 
the existing admissible levels of 210po intake into the hums 
body. 

210Po is one of the most highly toxic radionuclides /1/. Th, 
existing ICRP recommendations are based on the admissible 
210po content in the body of the professionals equal to 
0.03 ~Ci, and the spleen is taken as a critical organ with 
210po content equal to 0.002 ~Ci/2/. This paper sets out to 
analyse experimental data on 210Fo metabolism in animals fo 
calculating admissible levels of this radionuclide intake i 
man. 

Absorption from the gastro-intestinal tract 

ICRP recommendations are based on the value of 210Po 
absorption from gastro-intestinal tract into the blood equ~ 
to o.o6. This value was obtained by administering inorgani< 
compounds of 210Po to animals /3, 4, 5/. Our data for dogs 
and rats confirms this value. However Morrow et al. /6/ h~ 
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shown already that absorption into the blood depends on phy
sico-chemical properties of the 210po compound administered. 
According to their data for cats the rate of absorption from 
intestinal tract for soluble polonium citrate was 10 times 
higher than for colloidal polonium. It was Hill /7/, Litver /al, 
Kauranen and Miettinen /9/, who first drew attention to the 
fact that the assessment of the natural Z10po intake by people 
fro~1the Arctic regions who eat reindeer meat gives a value 
of Upo absorption from the intestinal tract, which is much 
higher than was assumed from experiments. Our indirect assess
ment of the natural 210po absorbed into the blood, which en
ters the human body from the environment mainly through food, 
is 0.35 /10/. This high absorption into the blood may be 
explained by the fact that 210Po which enters the body with 
meat or other food stuffs is in form of organic compounds, 
where it is bound with highly soluble aminoacids. Another 
reasonable explanation for ·this fact is that the 210Po natural 
intake into the body is 105-106 times less the amounts of 
210Po administered to experimental animals. This difference 
may influence the physico-chemical state of 210Po microquan
tities with pH in the intestinal tract, and thus the level of 
absorption into the blood. Johnson and Watters' latest data 
/11/ show that 210Po entering rats in the form of organic com
pounds with milk from exposed cows is absorbed from the gast
ro-intestinal tract into the blood in much higher levels than 
with administration of inorganic compounds. This may serve to 
confirm the first proposition. Thus the level of absorption 
of 210po in the form of organic compounds in food stuffs is 
higher than that in the form of inorganic compounds. It would 
thus seem that there is no reason to increase the value of the 
210Po absorption coefficient in order to calculate the admis
sible ~~take for professionals, as they are dealing w~t~ inor
ganic 10po compounds. However, when calculating the 1Upo 
intake via food chain it is necessary to take into account the 
fact that organically bound radionuclide is more easily absor
bed into the blood. 

Absorption from the respiratory system 

The level and rate of radionuclide absorption from the 
lungs into the blood are mainly determined by the degree of 
solution of the inhaled compound. 2 Berke and DiPasqua /12/ consider that 10po absorption 
into the rats' body after multiple inhalation amounts to 

20-26% of the radionuclide inhaled. The 210Po absorption coef
ficient for rabbits' lungs which was obtained through compa
rison of 210po retention after intravenous and intratracheal 
administration, the retention being measured by histoautora
diography and counting tracks, is 27-48% of the total amount 
of radi~nuclide retained in the lungs /13/. For rats, 29,4% 
of the 10po administered intratracheally is absorbed into 
the blood. Smith et al. /14/ obtained a value of 20.3-32.3% 
for the 210po absorbed by dogs inhalin~ polonium chloride. 
Little and McGandy /15/ studied the 21vpo absorbed into the 
blood through smoking. According to their assessment at least 
38% of the total amount deposited in the lungs is absorbed 
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into the blood. Thus the probable quantity of the inhaled 
compound, assessed on the basis of above-mentioned data, 
allows us to say that about 19-34% of the 210Po inhaled is 
absorbed into the blood. 

The dynamic lung model for retention and clearance of 
radionuclides inhalaed into the respiratory system /16/, which 
was developed by ICRP, is an important step forward compared 
with their former recommendations. According to this model 
polonium and its compounds belong to the n~1 class (moderately 
soluble compounds). This model's parameters, characterizing 
the 210Po behavior in the respiratory system, correspond to 
the actual process of 210po clearance from the lungs. Our data 
for rats and other experimental data /14/ fully confirm that 
the longest biological half life from lung is 50 days. 

According to the ICRP model the quantity of radionuclide 
absorbed into the blood from respiratory system is determined 
by the following expression: 

where n3, n4 , n
5 

- the corresponding coeffecien·lis for deposi
tion in three regions of the respiratory system (nasopharynx, 
tracheobronchial region and pulmonary region) which depend 
on the aerodynamic diameter of the particles; f - correspon
ding fractions of radionuclide in each region cleared with 
the according constants of biological elimination - h 
( T and )\ do not uepend on the particles' size); Ar - the 
constant of radioactive decay. Substituting the corresponding 
figures for D, f and A for the nwu class and Al" = 0.005 
for 210Po and solving this expression, we obtain an absorption 
coefficient of 9.4-14.5% for the particles in size range of 
0.01-10 ~m. As can be seen from the above, this calculated 
value is substantially less than the absorption value for 
210Po obtained from actual ex2eriments. This divergency can be 
explained by the fact that 21upo in the body can not be consi
dered a homogeneous, moderately soluble compound, because in 
pH in the body polonium can be found in ~vo fractions simul
taneously - aggreggated (insoluble) and ionic (soluble) -
which have their own rates of clearance from the sustem. 

Analyzing the routes of 210Po metabolism in the respira
tory system according to the ICRP model, it can be seen that 
80% of the material deposited in the pulmonary region is 
transported by the cilia through the tracheobronchial tree to 
the gastro-intestinal tract and only 15% with T1/2(biolo)=50 
days is absorbed through alveolar membranes into the blood. 
It would seem that the value of f'e - fraction transported 
from the pulmonary region into the blood, for 210Po amounts 
to 0.45 instead of 0.15. There follows a parallel reduction 
in the values for the f'f and f'9 - fractions transported 
to the gastro-intestinal tract, to 0.3 and 0.2 respectively. 
Once the parameteres have changed in this way the absorption 
coefficient will be equal to 15.8-32%, which corresponds more 
closely the actual experimental data. 
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Distribution in the body 

210Po in the blood is found in two forms in an ionic, 
highly dispersed state and in an aggregated state simultane
ously. 

The highlydespersed ionic form of 210po probably bound 
with organic acids, is easily soluble and transportable; 
210po in this form is distributed in the body correlating 
with sulphur distribution, being ~~R_analogue and possible 
substitute in organic compounds. vpo in this form is easily 
excreted through the kidneys with urine. 

The other fraction is the aggregated form of 210Po. Its 
basis is the colloidal or pseudocolloidal forms of 210Po with 

the body pH. This form of 210Po can be nonspecifically bound 
with protein. The aggregated 210po is not diffusable because 
it is in the form of large aggregates which cannot enter the 
membranes and the walls of blood capillaries. They are phago
cit ized by macrophags and the cells of the reticulo-endothe
lial system. ~at is why this form of 210po is mainly deposited 
in the liver, spleen, lymphat~c nodes and, partly, in the 
adrenal glands. This form of 10po is exc2eted through the 
intestines wit~ the bile. These states of 10po do not appea~ 
to be stable. 10po ean transfer from one state to the other. 
Thus, for example, aggregated 210po can be destroyed trans

ferring to the highly dispersed form under th~ influence of 
complex-formation with organic ligands. 

A part of 210Po (apparently in the dispersed form) is ad
sorbed to the surface of the erythrocytes, and when the lat
ter are destroyed it is deposited in the spleen and liver. 
The ratio of these two forms of 210po depends on many factors: 
the pH environment, the presence of other chemical compounds 
(phosphates, citrates, thiols et al) and, finally, on the con
centration of polonium atoms. 

Critical organ 

Thougg at present the spleen is considered as a critical 
organ for 210po, there exist at least th~e~ more organs with 
the same radiosensitivity level, where 'lvpo retention is 

2-3 times higher than in the spleen-th~t is the kidneys, liver 
and lymphatic nodes. At the same time 210po concentration in 
the gonades, regarded. as belonging to the first group of radio
sensitivity, is only 2-3 times less than in the spleen. We 
observed that the relative 210po retention in the spleen dec
reases in the following succession: mouse-rat-rabbit-dog-man. 
This speaks for the fact that it is hardly reasonable to 
choose the spleen as a critical organ. 

The earliest changes under the influence of minimal 210Po 
quantaties exeeding admissible levels 10-50 time, may be found 
in the function of the liver enzymatic system, in the skin 
and endothelial capillaries, in the blood system and in the 
state of enzymatic systems and bile secretion function of the 
liver. Those changes are as follows: transient bilirubinaemia, 
increased aldolase content in the blood serum, changes in the 
v.olume of renal plasma flow; displacement of adsorbtion expo
nents of 131I bengal-rose by the liver cells /1?/. With higher 
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levels of radiation after 210Po administration to experimental 
animals the liver and kidney also show more signs of serious 
damage compared with other organs. However, the relatively 
umform 210Po distribution with prevailing retention in the 
reticulo-endothelial system leads to the irradiation of prac
tically all the organs and tissues. In connection with this, 
damage to the neuro-endocrinal systems is characterestic for 
210Po; this damage in its turn indirectly furthers the deve
lopment of radiation damage in various organs stermning from 
the direct impact of ~-irradiation /18/. The essentially 
adaptive reactions of the sympatho-adrenal system and the 
pituitary-adrenal cortex system may exceed the physiologically 
expedient level and aggravate the progression of radiation 
sickness. One should bear in mind that the direct impact of 
210po on the hypothalamopituitary region and on the reproduc
tive system is more important than its effects on the reticu
loendothelium, where the radioisotope preferentially accumu
lates. The concept of ttthe critical organ" or the preferen
tially irradiated organ is in adequate for analysis of the 
pathological process following exposure to 210po. It is pro
bably fair to say that the critical organ concept is valid 
only when we consider the reaction of the body as a whole that 
develops as a result of the direct impact of the isotope on 
tissues and its indirect effects. An this considerably com

plicates the choice of the critical organ for 210Po. However 
calculation of admissible irradiation levels taking various 
systems as the ncritical organn (kidneys, liver, spleen, 
reproductive system, the whole body) reveals no essential 
divergencies for assessing admissible intake. 

Non-umtormity of irradiation 

In spit• of the generally uniform 210Po distribution in 
the body, the difference between the highest concentration 
(in kidneys) and the lowest (in the skeleton) constitutes two 
orders. In the homogeneous tissues the 210Po distribution 
is fairly diffusive and relatively uniform. H~w~ver in some 
organs (kidney, spleen) the distribution of 1vpo is non-uni
form. Thus, for example, the 210po concentration in the renal 
convoluted tubules is approximately 30 times higher than in 
the medulla, as was obtained by the histoautoradiographic 
method used for rabbits /13/. Even with the re~lar intake 
of radioactivity by man at uranium mines the 210Po concentra
tion in the renal cortex is 4.2 times higher than in the me
dulla /19/. In rabbit spleen after a single administration 
of 210Po the ratio of red pulp/phollicule concentrations is 
about 5/13/. On the whole, the maximum concentrations of the 
radionuclide in the kidney and spleen are usually 2-3 times 
higher thas the mean concentration for organ, which is used 
to calculate admissible levels. In connection with this fact 
one should take into account the non-uniformity of distribu
tion while assessing the maximum levels of irradiati~n on the 
basis of the mean concentration for the organs (or the total 
content in the body divided by the organ's weight). 
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Elimination half-life from the organs 

The decrease of 210Po in the organs after a single admi
nistration is well described by one exponential function during 
a long-term observation. Only in the initial phase, which is 
limited to several days after administration, it is possible 
to determine for certain organs one more rapidly eliminated 
fraction with a short half-life (lymphatic nodes, liver, kidne~ 
The rate of decrease for 210poamounis, as a result of biologi
cal elimination and radioactive decay expressed through Tefft 
can be taken as similar for all organs and tissues. 'l1he Teff 
differences in the experimental data can be explained by the 
insuffecient number of measurements, by individual deviations 
and by the range of measurements. This speru{s for a similar 
mechanism of 210po metabolism in tissues. '1'he Teff value ranges 
from 29 to L~2 days /18/ as was confirmed by experimental data 
on dogs, rats and mice after a single 210Po adminis·l:iration. 
The value of 37 days may be generally accepted. This value cor
responds well to the data for man which range from 22 to 47 
days /21-24/. The rate of 210po excretion from rabbits is con
siderably higher. Teff for rabbits is about 6-19 days /25/. 

Conclusion 

'rhus after analyzing the experimental data on 210Po meta
bolism obtained from animals, it is possible to conclude that 
there are some uncertainties regarding the coefficient 
of absorption into the blood from the gastro-intestinal tract 
(organically bound compounds of 210po) and form the respirato
ry system; regarding the choice of the 11critical organn and 
the assessment of non uniform internal irradiation in organs. 
However at present, these uncertainties do not provide adequa
te ground for substantially modifying existing admissible 
levels of 210po intake for man. 
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"REGULARITIES m METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 
UPON INCIDENCE ON THE SKIN" 

Ilyin L.A. 

Institute of Biophysics Ministry of Health USSR 
Moscow, USSR 

Abstract 

This report based on the experimental data 
and calculated-dosimetric estimates for the first 
time presents a discussion on the metabolic regu
larities of radionuclides of the elements of va
rious groups of the Mendeleev periodic system 
when their solutions are applied to the skin. 
Common features in the distribution of these agents 
in the skin irrespective of their chemical origin 
have been established. Essential differences in the 
accumulation levels of radioactive substances in 
the skin and in the level of percutaneous resorb
tion have been found. It is shown that transfol
licular route is the main way of radionuclide pe
netration into the body through the skin. 

In order to develop the problem of setting standards for 
skin contamination with radioactive substances and to find 
effective decontamination means, one must have proper data on 
the regularities in metabolism of radioactive substances when 
they come in touch with the skin integument. 

Three consecutive stages in the metabolism of radioactive 
substances are conventianally assumed as follows: 

on the surface of the skin, within the skin and within 
the body. 

1. The analysis of the kynetics of radioactive contamination 
of the skin and of the dynamics of its decontamination may 
allow us to assume that radionuclides on the surface of the 
skin are distributed superficially at least as three layers 
I! ,2 I. The upper friable and easily removed layer is formed 
as'a result of mechanical deposition of radionuclides (car
riers). The second layer is formed due to physico-chemical 
processes that determine the interaction of a radioactive 
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substance with active groups (radicals) of
2
the skin superficial 

structures. Formation of the third layer I I is stipulated by 
ionic exchange between the macrocomponent (the surtace of the 
skin) and the microcomponent (the radioactive ion). 

Results of hystoautoradiographic studies allow us to come 
to the conclusion that the main route for the penetration of 
the majority of radioactive substances into the skin is the 
transfollicular route and to a lesser extent it is the trans
epidermal route I 3 I. 
2. Metabolism of radioactive substances within the skin layer 
after their solutions are deposited on the surtaqe of the skin 
has been studied mainly bY. Soviet $Cientists 1~-51 as well as 
by Japanese specialists I b-9 I. Methods of solving this complex 
task have been found and use the technique of radiome~y of 
consecutive horizontal skin sections 20-40~m thick I 1. This 
allowed us to have data on the levels of accumulation, the mo
de of the intercutaneous distribution and elimination from the 
skin of pigs of uranium fission fragments (cs137, sr89, Ba140, 
y91

1 
Ce141,144, Nd147, Pr143, Te132, Mo99, r131) 1 3 1 as well 

as of Po210 151 and transuranium elements (Pu239, Am241 ) I .2.t I. 
Analysis of the experimental data has established that the 

character of the distribution within the skin of uranium fissi
on products is the same despite their chemical origin. The 
characteristic feature is a sharp reduction in the concentra
tion of radionuclides within the skin according to the depth of 
the layers down to 20~m, a more moderate reduction in the 
layer from 200 to 600~m and almost a uniform distribution in 
still deeper layers. 

Analogous regularities have been also noted in principle 
for p0 210, Pu239 and Am241 1 11.5 1. 

The curve showing the distribution within the skin of 
fragmentary radionuclides down to the depth of 600~ is well 
described by the following exponential equation: 

-K1x -K2x -K3x 
ex= C0(a~~ + a2e + a3e ), where 

Cx is the concentration of a radionuclide at the depth of x, 
~Cil(cm2.~m), C0 is the concentration extrapolated to the 
depth x:o, x is the depth inrm; a1 , a2 , a3 are the contribu-
tion of each exponent to the general function of distribution; 
K1, K2, K:; are the constants characterizing the gradient of 
decreased concentration for the corresponding exponents, M m 
(see Table 1). t 

Experimental data and calculated absorbed doses within the 
skin for fo-sources of various energies prove the adequacy of 
the surface distribution model for estimating absorbed doses of 
~-radiation in the skin, beginning with the energy of Oo2 MeV. 
In the case of more soft~ -radiation sources, account should 
be made of the contribution to the dose due to the effect of 
radioactive substances that have ,penetrated into the skin I 3 I • 

Osanov and his colleagues I~ I have estimated experimen
tally the dose distribution function for a thin plane ~ -source. 
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While the general character of the intercutaneous distri
bution of radioactive substances within the skin is quite of 
one and the same type and does not depend considerably on the 
time of the radionuclide exposition on the surface of that or
gan, the levels of their accumulation within the skin differ 
considerably. According to this index, all the radionuclides 
that have been studied may be arranged in the following order: 
!1:31, p0 210> Ce 144 Pr 14:3 Nd147> Mo99, Te 1:32> Sr89, 
Ba 140> Cs 1:;7> Pu2:;g, Am241. 

According to the data obtained by us, the maximum accumu
lation of the radionuclides within the sk1n is achieved in a 
relatively short interval after the radioactive solution is 
applied onto the skin (within 15 minutes to one hour). The amo
unt of radioactive substances in the skin (the surface layer 
:;o~m deep being exclud~d) is within the range from 4-5 per 
cent (r1:3'1

1 
p0 210) to Oe1 per cent (Pu2:39) ofthe amount of the 

radionucliue applied to the surface of the skin. 
In order to study the intimate exchange mechanisms of 

radioactive substances in the skin it is very important to have 
data available pertaining to the peculiarity of their interac
tion with various biochemical components of that organ. 

Table 2 presents the data of the distribution of the radio
nuclides of molybdenum, tellurium, strontium, barium, yttrium, 
cerium praseodymium and neodymium between various skin.frac
tions ~soluble in lipids, soluble in water and residual). 
;; These studies carried out in cooperation with Shvydko, N.S., 

I I have also considered the distribution of radionuclides in 
the above mentioned fractions after their isolation from epi
dermis, derma and subcutaneous connective tissue. All the expe
riments yielded identical results that testified to the fact 
that despite their chemical origin, all the radionuclides pre
sent in the skin were mainly linked with insoluble proteins 
and hardly solving inorganic compounds (phosphates, sulphates, 
etc). 

A relatively small amount of radionuclides interact with 
lipids and proteins soluble in water. All this allows us to 
suppose one type of mechanism that determines parameters of 
time for exchange and elimination of radionuclides from the 
skin. 

This hypothesis is to som~ extent corroborated by the re
sults of preliminary studies l~fO I aimed at estimating effec
tive half-lives (Teff ) of a number of radioactive substances 
in the skin (see Table 3). 

As one can see from Table 3, despite the origin of a radio
nuclide in this or that group of elements of the Mendeleev 
periodic system, they have a common feature which is a rapidly 
exchangeable fraction (with Teff equal to several hours) that 
accounts for 65-95 per cent of the amount of radionuclides 
deposited in the skin. The contribution of the relatively slow
ly exchangeable fraction (with Teff equal to several days) is 
Of the order of 5-35 per cent. 
3. The levels of percutaneous resorbtion of radioactive sub
stances into the body depend on the type of the chemical com
pound and the aggregate state of a radionuclide. As can be seen 
from systematized data obtained during our studies and from the 
published data, the range of values of this index lies within 
several hundredth fractions of a per cent up to several per 
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cent of the amount of the radionuclide applied to the surface 
of the skin. 'l'llis allows us to classify radioactive substances 
according to their low, medium and high level of percutaneous 
resorbtion. With due consideration to some exceptions depending 
on the type of the chemical compound we classify the following 
elements: uranium, thorium, transuranium and transplutonilllJl 
elementst radionuclides of the sulphur subgroup (tellurium, 
polonium) as radionuclides with the low level of ~ercutaneous 
resorbtion (to the tenths fracti~ns of a per cent); radionuc
lides of the elements of the I~ group uranium fission pro
ducts as radionuclides with the medium level of' percutaneous 
resorbtion (from several fractions of a per cent to one per 
cent) and radionu%lides of t~ alkaline elements, the chrome 
subgroup, the VI~ and VII~ groups of the periodic system 
as those with:high level of percutaneous resorbtion (more than 
one per cent). At the same time the analysis of all the avai
lable data on the exchange of radioactive substances being 
applied onto the surface of the skin did not reveal any corre
lation between the levels of their accumulation in the skin and 
within the body. 
4. Comparison of the peculiarities in the distribution 
within various organs and tissues of radionuclides of the ele
ments of various groups of the Mendeleev periodic system depen
ding on the route of their entering the body, allows one to 
conclude that the character of their distribution when they are 
applied on the skin is the same as in the case when they enter 
the gastro-intestinal tract. 

Under the conditions of additional total body X-irradia
tion, the exchange of radioactive substances applied onto the 
skin varies insignificantly. Therefore, this factor should not 
be listed among those that may aggravate radiation effects on 
the living organism. 

Table 1 

The values of the parameters of the function 
characteriz~ng the change in the concentration 
ofjS -radionuclides in the skin according to 

various depths 

. . . . . . 
Parameter;a1 

. 
~ 

. a3 . K., • 
~ 

• K3 • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . 
6.93x10-2 . 1e73x10-2 ;2.,?6x10-3 Value :0. 83&0;15 :0.02: • • . . . . . . • • . . • • 
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Table 2 

The distribution of radionuclides in various 
skin fractions, % 

. • . • Fraction 
Radionuclide :---------------------------------------------:soluble in lipids:soluble in water: residual . • 

. . 
Mo99 14.5±2·5 29.6+6.4 - 55.9+8.0 -
T:21 32 11.8±2.6 6.5±1.6 81.7±11.4 

Sr89 10.3±2•7 14·4±4·3 75·3±17.2 

Ba140 11.1±2.9 7•7±2.4 81.2±11.3 

y91 11.4±2.2 4.4±1.2 84.2±1·3 

c141, 144 12.5±0.5 3.8±0.2 83.7±0.2 

Pr143+Nd147 5.8+0.'7 1. 9±0.1 92.3+0.7 - -

Table 3 

The kynetics of elimination from the skin 
of some radioactive substances 

• . . 
cent~Teff2' 

. 
cent:Biblio-Radio- • •T ff " . 

:compound : e 1':per • per nuclide • :graphy . :hours: :days . . 
H3 n

3
o 1 95 12 5 (10) 

cs137 CsCl 8 65 2 35 (10) 

Pu239 Pu(N0
3

) 4 13 80 5 20 (10) 

p0 210 Po(N0
3

)4 8 70 15 30 (5) 
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"DETERMINATION OF THE CONTENT AND KINETICS OF THE 

BEHAVIOUR OF SOME RADIONUCLIDES IN THE BODY OF 

MAN BY THE IN VIVO TECHNIQUEn 

A.Do Turkin, V.P. Stolyarov, Yu.Ja. Sokolov 

The Institute of Biophysics Ministry of Health USSR 
Moscow, USSR 

Abstract 

The regularities in accumulation, distribution and elimi
nation of krypton-85, xenon-133 and iodine-131 from the body 
of man have been studied on volunteers. It is shown that intake 
of the inert radioactive gasses and gaseous iodine into the 
human body is primarily through the respiratory organs. The in
tact skin is of little importance in this process. 

EanE accxe~o:saHH saRoaoMepaocTB aaRonneBRH, pacnpe~e~eBER 
R BUBe~eam~ B3 opraHm3Ma ~e~oBeKa KPBIITOHa-85, RC6HOHa-I33 B 
lo,na-I3I. LI] . 

3RcnepmMeHTU gpQBO~XHC» C npz~e~eameM ~06poB~8B-~B B 
B03paCTe OT 2T )1;0 50 ~eT • BpeMB ROHTaRTa C RpldiiTOHOM-85 11 RCe
HOHOM-133 COCTaBJIJIJIO OT 0, 5 .D;O 66 '~JaCOB. KoaneHTpamta S~JU pa
~OaKTidBHUX ~OTOII0~6 B rep~eTR~Oj KaMepe 06~eMOM 3,! M 000-
Ta~~ 5·IO + IO KIDpi/X B saBHCHMOCTH OT nenm aRcnepmMeH
Ta. 3xcnepmMeHTaJ!brm:e mccxe~oBaam.a: nomsaJIJI, ~To HaKonnemte m 
BHBe~eHide KpRnToaa-85 m &oeaoaa-I33 ms OT~e~HHX opraaoB m TRa
aei ~e~OBeKa ~OCTaTO~HO TO~O TIO~HaeTCH 3KOIIOH9anl~»HOMY sa
KOBY• 

CJJ:e,n;o:saTenao, ;n;JIH pac~eTa ~osa npm BHY'l'peHHeM o6~eamm ~o
aRTRBHHMH H30TOnaMH BH8pTBHX rasOB MOZHO BCIIOJ!b30BaTD ypaBHe-
1Ule (I) 
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-{t-exp 

. (1- exp QC93 (TP+ T;{J. t)]r ( .......... (i) 
TP +Ttl" J 

r.ne: 1J. - ,no sa o6JIYtremtf.l, ~; 
l- aaepi'Ilf.l B3JIYtrSHM, MaB; 
a - ipaRTOp, yqHTHB~UO!JUiH norJIOuterute -B3JIY~SJU'lR i 
JQ_ KOHU8HTpaUER H~a B :eos,nyxe, KIDPB/~; 
R- xos~1eHT·pacnpe,ne~eaKR HYRHH.na B opraae m~ 

TRaHH, ~ Rr; 
t.9K.- BpeMf.l 3RCJI03HmlH B aTMOCfbepe HYKJ.IB,IJ;a; 

~ 
- :epeMR' nocJie axcnoslllll!m; 

,; P- <lDlsmtreoiGlii nep:ao.zt noJIYpacrra)la HYI\.1IlUS.; J;Ku ~ 3BOJI0rD'q8QKB8 nepBO.zta JIOJIYBHBS.It8Hl!R OOOTB8TCTB8HHO 
npm 3RCJI03HITHH U llOOJie SKCJI03RUHR. 

TiapaMeTpu, xapaRTepRsyromme aaRoiiHenRe, pacnpe.ne~eHHe H :ea:ee,ne
ame RpRJITOHa H K08HO.Ela 113 opraRH3Ma tr8JIOB8Ka, KOTOpHe BXO,nRT 
:e ypa:eaeaRe (I), npm:ee)leHH :e Ta6~e I. 

06pafi{aST aa oe6R BimMaHme TOT {paRT, liTO OROpOCTl> HaROJIJISrut.fJ 
BHepTHHX raso:e B opraHH3Me tr8JIOB8Ra npe:eamaeT OROpoCTD HX BH~ 
:ee,neaR.f.l. 8To sBJieHRe oco6eHHo 'qSTRO npocJiezm:eaeTos aa RpHnTo
ae-85, aaxoJIJie.EIHe ROToporo :e xupo:eoA TKaHB JIID,ne~ saxaaqm:eae!
cg npaRTBliecR! qepea 4-5 -qaco:e, a :eu:ee,lleame qepes 8-9 'qaco:e. 
Bo~ee :eucoKHe TeMITU aaRo~eamg maepTHHX raso:e :e opraausMe no 
cpaBHSHHIO C TSMIIa.Mil BHBe,nefiiLR, IID-Ban;RMOMY, MOlltHO 06'D.fiC.8l!lTD 
HSO)lHBaROBHM nepena,noM RORUSHTpaUBH HHSpTHHX raso:e B RpOBH B 
:e nacamaeMHX TKaH.f.IX. B nponeoce nocTynneauR maepTaoro rasa :e 
opraHB3M STOT nepena.n xoane.EITpanuH :eoer.zta 6o~me, 'qSM npm :ea
:ee,neamm. 06'D.fiCHHSTCR STO TSM~ trTO B HaliaJie KOHTaKTa KOHUSHTpa
IUtf.l rasa B HaCHfi{aSMO.ti TRaHH 0Jm3Ka K Hymo, TOr,na KaK B KpOBil 
oaa ,nocTBraeT pa:eao:eec.Eioro saatre.EIBR qepes aecRo~xo MHHyT, 
:ecJie,ncT:eme BHTe.Eic:a:eaoro raso:eoro o6MeHa :e Jierxax. B nponecce 
lite BI:me,n;e.EIM, llOCJie TOro, Ka.R B HaCB!llaSMI:il.X TKaMX HaKOIIBJICR 
ras, nepena.n Mew ROHIJ;e.aTpai.:tl1fiMH oy,neT .aes.aalU!TeniWM Bs-sa 
Henpepa:e.aoro nepexo~ rasa H3.TKaHB B RPOBD. 

B Ta6;mn;e 2 npm:ee,ne.tm pesynTaTB pac-qeTo:e no qopMYJie (I) TKa
.ae:eax ,It03 B TSJie qeJIOBSRa npm·:e~peHHeM 00~8HEB pa.ItmOaRTBB
HBMH msoTonaMH maepTimX raso:e. EWio npmWITO, 'qTO r; = I. 
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Ta6JlDI.la I 
llapaMeTps, xapaKTepmsyromme HaKonneame, pacnpe~e~eaue 
m BHBe~eHHe usoTorra KpBnToaa B Kceaoaa ms opraHESMa 

'q6JIOB6Ka 
. . . . 

OpraHH m TKaHH: HsoTonH K HnToHa HsoTonB Kceaoaa . . o· . tft!· 
;Rtj:/Kr: T;K. T :RNKr! &x : T . 

5 -qaCOB 6,3 -qaca lapoBaa TKaHD 0,46 I,4 -qaca 2,7 ~ca 1,4 
MHfiinH 11 ~pyrHe 
TRamt 0, 04 7 8 MBH .8 MIH 0, I3 0,4 ~ca 0,7 -qaca 
KpOBD 0,046 30 ceK 30 ceK 0,!7 30 ceR 30 ceR 
!erKB6 2 30 C6K 30 C6K 2 30 cex 30 cex 

Ta6Jm.Ila 2 
TKaHeBse ~osH B Te~e -qeJioBeRa, oos~aBaeMHe ~oaRTBB
HHMm B30TOITaM2 KpBUTOHa B RC6HOHa npm BHYTpeaaeM 06~

-qe.HBH sa 36 ~coByro pa6o-qyro ae~e~ 

f), QggL.ae.geJI.fi ITQJI a = ro-7 RIOQBL~ . . . . 
JierRHe KpoBD Mmmm :lKmpoBaa TKa~ 

89Kz 0,27 0,006 0,007 0,6 
8SmK'L 3,6 0,09 0,09 0,7 
as Kz, 3,7 0,084 0,08 0,9 
81 Kz 20 0,45 0,4 2,2 
ag Kz !8 0,42 0,!4 0,2 
go K1, !9 0,45 0,03 0,03 
9f K'l. 4,5 O,I 0,009 0,009 

t3frnXe 2,0 0,!7 0,!3 !,4 
t33mxe 2,5 0,2! 0,!3 0,5 
t33 Xe 2,1 0,!8 O,I4 !,5 
135nrx I,O 0,085 0,02 0,03 
135" e. 

Xe 4,6 0,4 0,26 2,(J 
t31Xe !8 !,5 0,!2 0,!6 
f38Xe 

I2 I,O 0,27 0,45 

B onHTax rro msy-qe.aun nocTynxeama Rceaoaa-I33 -qepes RoXHHe 
llORpoBH y-qaCTBOBaER TpOe ~o6pOBO~eB. 

HcnHTYeMRi, Te~o ROToporo .ae 6Rno sa~~eao o~e~ol, rroMe
~~ca B SRCIT03BnBOHHyro RaMepy. ilOCJie repM6TB38U!D B RaMepy BBQ
.IU!Jm, Rceaoa-!33. OpraHH ~xaoa uciTHTyeMOro 6wm. usoDpo:aaHH OT 
B03~yxa SKCIT03lUJ;BOBHOii: KaMepg 0 ITOMOII{bD lliJ!eMa UpoTl!BOrasa t B 
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no~co~aoe npocTpaHCTBO KOToporo no~aBaRH ~CTH~ Bos~yx ~ 
~aBBR. BpeMH axcnosmuam cocTa~o 3 qaca. 

YcTaHOBHSHO, ~0 TIOCTy~eHBe KCeHOHa-!33 ~epea KOZHHe ITOK
pOBH COCT8BXH8T He Oo~ee 0,4% ITO CpaBH8HmiD C ilOCT~eHHeM ~epe3 
opraHH ,IUIXaH:M • B OIIHT8X, B KOTOpHX ~eJia.zrac:& ITOilHTRa onpe,D;8Jm.T:D 
B~eJieame Kceaoaa-!33 ms opraamaMa acnHTyeMHx qepes xoEHHe noK
poBH, KOJIH~8CTB8HHSX ~aRH&X ilO~T:& He y,D;aJIOCL B CHJIY H83Ha~
T8JI:DHOCTH a~eKTa. llpOB8,11;8HHHe OilHTH ITOKa3HBaiDT, ~TO TIOCTynJI8-
HH8 H BHB8,11;8HE8 HH8PTHHX pa~oaKTHBHHX ra30B H3 opraHE3M8 ~eJio
B8Ka npomcxo,D;HT B ocHoBHOM ~epes opraHH ~Has. HenoBpe~eaaae 
KOEHHe noxpoBH B aToM nponecce mrpaiDT mc~esa~e Ma~ poJID. 

AHaJIOrR~BHe RCC~S,D;OB~BEH [2] 0HJIHjlpOB8,D;eRH C rasooOpa3HSM 
~oaKTHBHHM ao,D;OM-131. Koa~eHT f. xapaKTepmsyeT cyMMap
HYID CKQPOCT:& nocTyuneaas rasooopasaoro no,11;a ~epea opraHH ~-
ams {fj) m ~epes K~~ft ~off~~~ .. .(~!riJ T.e. 
H CBOIO Ot!epe.n;:& fj = J · f2 · '!/. ....... (3); f2. ::: r;(. · f2 'S .. ... · · (~) 
r,D;e: f2 - KOHUeltTpa:urur :lo.n;a B B03,D;yxe, KIDpH/JI; 

l/- CKOpOC'!':& Jiero~OH BeBT~J!, JI/'IUlC; 
S - 11Jlo~:& :s:ozaoro no:s:poBa, M ; z- ,D;O~ 8KTHBHOCTH, OCTaiDmaRCR B opraaax ,D;HXBHHR H 

nepexo,D;R~R B KpOB:&; 
ci- K03~UH8HT, xapaKT8pB3~H ilOCTynJieHHe HO,D;a 

~epe3 ROZHEe ITORPOBH, JI 

!i2 • ~ac 
Onpe,D;eJieame napaMeTpoB, BXOMIIV4X B ypaBHeHM t3) m (4), ocy
mecT~Jioc:c B ODHTaX C npmBJie~eBEeM ,D;00pOBOJI:DU8B. Boero 0BJIO 
npoB8,11;8HO 23 OITHTa. ~3 HEX B !8 HCCJIS~OBaRSC:D pesop6UHS ~0,11;8 
HSITOBpe~eHBHMH KOZHHMI ITOKpoBaME H B 5 OITHTaX B3yq8JIOC:D noc
TynJI8HH6 Ho.n;a -qepes opraHH ~aHHs. 

KosneaTpanms pa~oaRTHBHoro jfo.n;a B axcnos~oHHOH RaMepe 
no.n;.n;epXBBaJiac:c c noMOm:&ID reaepaTopa. AaposoJI:&Has qaaa m rrapH 
aJieMeHTapaoro HO.n;a yJiaBJIBBaJm.c:& ~:&TpaMB. B Boa~oe npocT
QaHCTBO RaMepu nona.n;aJm. TOJI:&RO napooo~sHHe coe~Heams Ho.n;a. 
CHCT8MaTH~eCKHH KOHTPOJI:& KOHn8HTpaUIH HO.n;a-!3! B RaMepe ~aBa~ 
B03MOEHOCT:& npn H800XO~MOCTH XOppeRTRpOBaT:D B XO,D;e OITHTa ee 
3Ha't1eHHe nyTeM H3M8H6HilR CKOpOCTH ITO~a-qm H3 reaepaTopa'• KoJie
OaHHe ROHUSHTP~H ~O,D;a-!3! B B03,11;YX8 3KCll03HUBOHHO~ RaMepH ae 
npeBHmaJio ± 20% OT cpe,D;Hero aaa-qe.rms. 

Pe3yJI:&TaTH nccJie~oBaHHM npe.n;cTaBJieHH B Ta6Jm.Ue 3. 
Kax Bn.n;ao na TaOJIHUH 3, xoa~umeHT sa,D;epSXE rasooOpaaaoro lo.n;a 
B opraaax ,D;HXSHHH y pa3HHX DCITHTY6MHX OTJIH~aeTCB Ha HeOoJIDmym 
B6JIH't1D.Hy, Tor,D;a KaK pesop6~ raaoo6paaaoro ~o.n;a KOXHhlMB noK
poBaMH ROJieOJieTC.R B 5 pas ( cL Meru:reTc.R oT I, 5 ,D;O 7, 3). Paa6poc 
CKOpoCTil UOCTynJI6HHH raaoo0pa3HOro ~O,D;a t!epe3 K03HH6 ITORPOBH 
H6JI:&3S 06~CHHT:& HeO~HaKOBHMH BCXO,D;HHMn 3Ra't!6HHRMH ROHUeHTpa
UBil io,D;a-!3! B B03.n;yxe, TaR EaR ee ROJieOaane B !00 pas ae npn
B6JIO R 38M8THOMY B3M6H6HHD B8Jm't!l1HH R09qxpJUU46HTa ol Y B.CUHTye
MOro K.A. 
Bee ocTaJI:&HHe napaMeTpH B nponecce sKcnepmMeHTa (TeMITepaTypa, 
BJia..lltEOCT:&, pedM mtTamt.R H .JW•) 6wm TaK1lte O.n;HHaKOBHMH. TIO-BE.
,II;BMOMY, KOJieOaBE.R CKOpOCTB ITOCTynJieHB.R rasoo6pa3HOrO HO,D;8 ~epes 
KOEHHe ITOKPOBH MOXHO o6~RCHB'!':& B OCHOBHOM Ha,D;mBH,D;YaJI:&HHMH ~-
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Ta6n:ua 3 
Oo.aoBHHe napaMeTps, xapaKTepusymrrt~e nocTywreHBe rasoo6pasaoro 
iio~a B opraaasM qe~oBeKa qepes opraHH ~HER u aenoBpe~eHBHe 

xomme noxpoBH 

flcns.:.-:~BBHSI ne.:: : oqxpeKTJIBBHA ne-:KOa~eHT sa-: fiJt}JIH aKTJIBHOOTR :KOaqJqJIDU!e.RT llOO-
TYe- : puo~ noJIYBHBe- : puo.n noJIYBsBe- : ~epmtB io~a B : io~a-I3I, noo- : TynJie.EUJ..a rasoocS-
rmii : ~eiWI ioM-I3I : .neHBJI ioM-I3I : opra.aax ~- : TYIIliBma.a 113 KpoBJl: pas.aoro io~a -qepes 

13 KpoBI, : }13 IltftTOBH.IJ;HOi:i : xaimJI : B I.It3TOBUHYJ> ate- : HellOBpeJK,D;eHHHe 

c.A. 
n.c. 
K.A. 

K.B. 

A.B. 

.IO.M. 
c.ID. 
m.B. 

. . r: : !teJie3S T : z : :n.eay a :Komme?nORPOBH, 
1 ~ : : I : cXL.JI./14. 'tla.C 

6,2 t~aca 6,2 ~ 0,75 9,!% 5,I 4,8• 

5,3 "'aOS 6,4 ~ 0,65 

4,7 t~aca 6,0 ~ 0,58 

4,3 t~aca 6,0 ~ 0,8 
... 

6,0 -qaca 7,3 0,67 

X ' - 2,5 4,5 
5,0% 2,I 

2,I 
2,6 

8,0% 

3,7% 

!0,6% 

2,Ii 
2,7 
2,7 
1,5 
7,3 
5 IX • 

2,9· 
2,0• 

7; = 5,3 ± 0,8 qaoa; r = 6,4 ± 0,5 .us; 

llP11MEm.ffi1E: X) - paO'UTSBO npll a
1
= 7 ,2%; 

Z = o,7 ± o,o8; a1 = 7,2 ± 2,9%; oL = 3,Bt,2,I 

• - onpe~e~e.ao o <1Ja3Jilt~ecKoi .aarpysKoit. 



amo~oru~eOKHMH ooo6eaaooTHMH mcnHTyeMHX. B onHTax o aarpyaKo~ 
ope,IJ;H€~ T.R:BteOTH 3Ha't!6HM KOS<Ix!mUE.SHTOB ci'npaKTH't!6CKE He OT~
't!S~CR OT 3HatieHHH KOS~UB€HTOB rrp:a CUOROMHOM COCTOHHRR RC
UHTyeMBX. ~ HSROTOp&X HOn&TyeMHX 6~a OU8H8Ha OTHOOHTS~:DHSH 
Be~~maa cxopocTm nocTyn~eama ra3oo6pa3Horo i1:o.IJ;a ~epe3 opraHH 
.IJ;HX~~R m ~epe3 aenoBpe~eaHBe xoEH&e noKpOBH 

fi f2 I2? 4? 4U 80 
Hen& yeMHH K.A. C.A. D.M. A.B. 
H3 npmBe,IJ;eHHBX .IJ;aHBHX Bm.IJ;Ho, tiTO pe3op6una ra3oo6pasaoro lo.n;a 
KOBtRHMB UORpOBaMM OOCTaBHHeT I ± 2% ITO cpaBHeHRID 0 pe3op6ume! 
opraaaMH .IJ;&XaHBR. 

Moxao OTMeTRT:D, ~TO pe3op6THBHSH OIIOC06HOCT:D KOXHBX IIOK
pOBOB -qe~oBexa no oTaomeamm K ra3oo6pa3HOMY ~o.IJ;Y BHme ~eM K 
KOeHoHy, IIpOg!KHOBSHHe KOTOporo ~epe3 ROBtRHe IIOKpOBR COCTSBHHST 
He 6o~ee 0,4%. Ka~eCTBeHHO TSKOe pa3~'t!He B npoHEDaeMOCTB KOZH 
no OTHOIDSHHD It ra3oo6pa3HOMY HO.IJ;Y B KC6HOHY MOXHO o6~CHUT:D 
pa3~~:aeM MexaHR3Ma npoHRRHOBeHHH sTmx maoTonoB. HecMOTpa aa TO, 
~TO B HaCTOamee BpeMH He cymecTBY6T e,IJ;HHOro MHeHHS OTHOCHT8~:DHO 
MexaHH3Ma ItOXHOH IIpoHRUS6MOCTB, HO, BM8CT6 C TeM, no MH6HBD aB
TOpoB {3) nOOT~eame pa.IJ;BOaKTHBH&X BemeCTB xapaRT6pH3Y8TCH C~e
.IJ;Y~MD TpeMH nl?OueccaMB. 

I. AKTHBHH~ ~3Ko~orm-qecKHM npouecc BcacHBaHBS. 
2. llpoueoc .IJ;I~Y3HH ~epe3 xoJitHHH 6ap:&ep. 
3. Cnooo6HOCT:D ROD, RaK ry6Im, BnBTHBaT:D B ce6g B y,IJ;ep

EBBST:D BemecTBa, aaxo,IJ;R~eca aa ee noBepxaocTm. 

Moxao o.IJ;Ho3aa-qgo YTBep~aT:&, ~To maepTHHi1: xceaoa rrpoa:~ntaeT 
~epe3 KOEBHH 6ap:&ep BCH6,IJ;CTBH6 .IJ;B~Y3HR, TOr.IJ;a KaK ra3006pa3HHH 
~o.IJ; BepoaTaee Bcero nocTynaeT ~epe3 xozy 3a o~eT Tpex B&me ne
pe~cHeHHHX npoueccoB. 

B CBH3l! 0 TSM, ~TO HCO~S,IJ;OBSHBR OCHOBHI:lX napaMeTpOB, xa
paKT6pH3YID~X nocTynxea:ae ra3oo6pa3Horo :t1:o.IJ;a B opraH:a3M 'qSHOBe
xa., npOBO.n;EJn'lC:D B Jia6opaTOPHHX yc~OBRHX Ha 008.n;HH8HJUIX HO.D;a Re
H3B8CTHOrO ¢B3HKQ-XRMR't!6CKOrO COCTSBa, npe,IJ;CTSBHH6TCH O'qeH:D 
BaBtHHM OUSHRT:D npmro,IJ;HOOT:D IIO~e~HHX .n;aHHHX It peaJI:DHHM YCJIO
BliRM. 

B aacToamee BpeMR onpe.n;eJieane ~3HKo-xaMH~ecxoro oocTaBa 
napoo6pa3HHX ooe.n;maeami HO.IJ;a npe.n;cTaBJIHeT oaMOCTORTeJI:DH~ npo6-
~eMY, pemeane xoTopo! conpaEeao o oo~:DmmMH TPY.IJ;HOOTHMK. O.IJ;RaKo 
0 TO~ 3peHE.R: pa.IJ;HaUHOHHO~ onaCHOCT~ ,IJ;axe npm D3B6CTHOM ~3HKO
XHMH~6CKOM COCTaBe ra3000pa3HOrO ao.IJ;a B B03~e 0Up6.IJ;8KHIDmHM 
napaMeTpOM HBJIE6TCH B8RE~HHa pa.IJ;ROSKTEBHOCTE, HaROITJieHHaa B op
raHH3Me. SxonepmMeHTH no onpe,IJ;e~eHEro xoa~uaeaTa 3a.IJ;epEttm ra-
3ooopa3Horo HO.IJ;a B pea~:DHHX yc~OBBHX Ha BO~O-BO~HOM QSSKTOpe 
m aa pa.n;moxaMm~eoKoM 3aBo,IJ;e npe.n;cTaBJieHH B TaO~ue 4 L2] • 

HeCKOJI:DKO llOBHmeHHoe 3Ha~eame KOS~UleHTa 3a,IJ;epEitm B 
pea~:DHRX YC~OBRHX MOXHO OO~CHmT:D npmcyTCTBBeM B B03,IJ;yxe SHe
MSHTapHOTO HO.IJ;a li ~O~a B BlUJ;e aaposo~ei, KOTOpHe, no-B:aztBMOMYr 
B opraHaX ,n;axaHEH 3a.D;epXRBaDTCH C 60Jiee BHCOKO~ S~KTHBHOCT:DID, 
~eM napoo6pa3H!ie coe.n;maeHE.a. KoaqxpmuneaT 3a.IJ;epmm B opraaax .Dll
xaams ~e~oBeKa rasoo6pa3Horo ~o.IJ;a ~exaT B n~~.n;eAax 0,7 - 0,9, 
~To no.IJ;TBep~aeT npnHRToe B pexoMea.IJ;aumax MKPS aaa~eame aToro 
KOS~UH8HTa, paBHOe 0,75. 
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Ta6mtm! 4 

3aa~eama Kos~eHTOB sanep~ rasoo6pasaoro panmoaK
TMBHoro HO~a B opraaax ~aHBa ~e~oBeKa 

• 
MeCTO : ~OPMH ao~ B B03~~e. % Koa~mumeHT 
9KcrrepnMeHTa : A~posowu :3~eMeHTapHHft~Tyqme sa~ep~ 

: Q "~ : :t!o.Jl : coe.zmaefU111 
]a6opaT.HCCRe~. I00 0,7 
.BO~O-BO,I(!:{HO:t! 
peaKTOp 3-2I 9-I6 70-86 0,84 
PannoxnMm-
~ecKmi saBo~ 3 5-IO 90-95 0,9 
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RETENTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF INORGANIC MERCURY ( 197Hg, 203Hg ) 
IN THE HUMAN BODY AFTER SINGLE INHALATION 

Y. IZUMI, M. FUJITA, .A. YABE and T. HATTORI 

Japan Atomic Energy Re~earch Institute, 
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan 

ABSTRACT- Inorganic mercury ( 197Hg,203Hg) was inhaled by two workers during de
contamination procedures in a hot cell. The retention and distribution of the 
mercury in the body were studied with a whole-body counter. The biological half~ 
lives in the whole body were about 33 days, which was shorter than those report
ed for organic mercuries. The biological half-lives in the upper abdomen were 
about 50 days. 

Scanning along the body axis and counting at several different points above 
the upper abdomen revealed that the mercury deposited mainly in the kidneys and 
in the liver. The activities of the mercury-203 in the kidneys and in the liver 
were determined using the counting efficiencies obtained from a REMAB phantom. 
The total activities in the kidneys 10 days after inhalation were almost equal 
to those in the liver. The high concentration in the kidneys, about 5 times as 
high as that in the liver, suggested that the kidneys were the critical organ 
for the inhalation of inorganic mercury. 

INTRODUCTION 

A solution of radioactive mercury-197 (2 ml, 100 mCi, Hg(N03)2) was spilled 
in a hot cell and the decontamination was carried out by four workers with full 
face masks and protection clothes. At first, it was thought that no inhalation 
of the radioactive mercury-197 had occurred in the human subjects. However, to 
make sure of it, the subjects were monitored with a whole-body counter on the 
lOth day after the decontamination procedures. It was found that two out of the 
four subjects were contaminated with radioactive 197Hg and 203Hg. Therefore, to 
assess the radiation doses of the radioactive mercuries to the critical organ, 
the distribution in the body and the effective half-lives of the radioactive 
mercuries were studied with the whole-body counter. 

METHOD 

Subject, contaminant and whole-body counter 

The age, height and weight of the contaminated workers are given in Table 1 
• Their body builds were not so different from that of a typical Japanese. The 
whole-body counter us.ed in this study consisted of a Nai(Tl) crystal of 8 inch¢ 
x 4 inch and a 400 channel pulse height analyser. The monitoring room was 
shielded with 200 mm Fe + 3 mm Pb. 1 The measurements of the radioactivities with
in the body were carried out by three different geometries, i.e., 1) by standard 
chair geometry, 2) by placing the detector above the upper abdomen of the human 
subject who lay on a bed in a supine position (see Fig. 1) or in a pro~e posi
tion and fixing the distance from the detector surface to the bed as 22.5 em and 
3) by scanning along the body axis. In the case of scanning, the detector was 
provided with a collimator having a 5 em slit, and the distance from the detec
tor to the bed was kept as 42.5 em. 

Determination of counting efficiencies for 203Hg in the kidneys and liver 
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Table 1. Age, height and weight of the contaminated workers 

Subject 

A 
B 

Age 

29 
32 

Height (em) Weight (kg) 

160 53 
169 50 

The counting efficiencies for 203Hg were obtained using a REMAB phantom 
(Alderson Research Lab. U.S.A.). Tue volume of the right kidney of the phantom 
was 90 ml and that of the left was 110 ml and the total volume'was 200 ml. The 
volume of the liver of the phantom was 1300 ml. The average weight of the kid
neys of adults of Japanese is 270 g and that of the liver, 1440 g. 2 Therefore, 
there were some discrepancies in the organ sizes between the phantom and a typ
ical Japanese. 

The vessels for the kidneys and liver of the phantom were filled with a 
standard solution of 203Hg. The solution of 203Hg was prepared as follows. 
Mercury-203 was dissolved in a solution containing HgC12(2 mg) + KCl03(7 mg) per 
ml of 3N HCl. The activity of 203Hg in the solution was 15.84 ~Ci/ml. One ml of 
this solution was divided into two kidney vessels in proportion to their volumes 
(i.e., right, 0.45 ml, left, 0.55 ml). The radioactive solution was diluted un
til 200 ml for both the vessels with a diluting solution containing NaCl(lO mg) 
+ HgCl2C2 mg) per ml of 0.5N HCl. The vessel for the liver also was filled with 
the same radioactive solution and diluting solution as those for the kidneys. 

On the condition that the Nai(Tl) detector was placed above the central 
part of the upper abdomen and the distance from the detector to the bed was fix
ed as 22.5 em, the counting efflciencies for the 203Hg in the kidneys and liver 
were determined in the supine and prone positions. They were as follows. 

n(k)s = 0.013 (cpm/dpm) for 203Hg in the ki~neys in the supine position, 
n(k)p = 0.065 (cpm/dpm) for 203Hg in the kidneys in the prone position, 
n(l)s = 0.054 (cpm/dpm) for 203Hg in the liver in the supine position, 
n(l)p = 0.012 (cpm/dpm) for 203Hg in the liver in the prone position. 

RESULTS 

Determination of effective half-life of mercury in the whole body 

Since it was difficult to determine the counting efficiencies for the radi
oactive mercuries in the whole body, the radioactivities in ~Ci in the whole 
body were not determined. Only net counting rates in the energy ranges of 77 ± 
43 keV (for 197Hg) and 279 ±59 keV (for 203Hg) were measured by standard chair 
method from the lOth to 36th day after inhalation. To obtain the net counting 
rates, the contribution of the 40K and 137Cs in the body to the energy ranges of 
197Hg and 203Hg was subtracted. Also, the contribution of 203Hg to the counting 
rate in the energy range of 197Hg was subtracted. The contribution was estimated 
to be 0.81 (for subject A) and 0.83 (for subject B) times the counting rates in 
the photopeak of 203Hg. These values were obtained after 29th day post inhalation 
when the 197Hg had decayed sufficiently. 

The net counting rates of the 197Hg and 203Hg in the whole body as deter
mined by standard chair geometry are plotted against time in Fig.2. The effec
tive half-lives were obtained by the least square method. The effective and bio
logical half-lives of 203Hg are listed in Table 2. 

Distribution of radioactive mercury in the body 

The distribution of radioactive mercuries in the body was estimated by 
scanning along the central body axis with the detector provided with the colli
mator. The energy range used in this scanning was from 34 to 338 keV to include 
the energies of 197Hg and 203Hg. The result of scanning on the lOth day after 
inhalation for subject A is illustrated by a solid line in Fig.3. It was found 
that the radioactive mercuries deposited mainly in the upper abdomen, but some
what in the chest, in the lower abdomen and in the other parts of the body. On 
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Table 2. Effective and biological half-lives of 203Hg in the body 

Effective half-life in Biological half-life in 
Subject whole body upper abdomen whole body upper abdomen 

(day) 

A 19 
B 20 

.. ···· 

(day) 

DETEc!OR 

4>o20"pn 

23 
24 

Fig.l. Relative position of detec
tor and the kidneys and liver. 

(day) (day) 

32 45 
35 49 

Ia" \ \ 
\ 

\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ -
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\\ 
\ t__ Te : 2.2 day 

'~\ 101H 

~ Te : 2.3 day 
9 

subject 

A 

B 

-----:±~ Te :19day 

• ~ YTe :20doy 

203

Hg -- . -----..o.__o ·~ 

10' \\

0 0---- . \ ..______ 
~ 

0 10 20 30 

Days after intake 

Fig.2. Retention of l97Hg and 203Hg in th, 
whole body after single intake. (Te : eff, 
tive half-life) 

the assumption that the counting efficiencies were the same for any points al 
the body axis, it was calculated that about 60 per cent of the mercuries in t 
total body deposited in the upper abdomen. To know the organ in which the rad 
active mercuries in the upper abdomen mainly deposited, the position of the 
detector (without collimator) was moved above the upper abdomen from the righ 
to the left perpendicularly to the body axis at 10 em intervals in the supin€ 
position (see Fig.l). The counting rates at each position decreased in the fc 
lowing order; center 10 em right > 10 em left > 20 em right > 20 em left. 
This result supported that the mercuries deposited mainly in the kidneys and 
liver. 

Determination of effective half-life of mercury in the upper abdomen 

The human subjects lay on the bed in a supine position and the distance 
between the Nal(Tl) detector and the bed was fixed as 22.5 em as usual. The 
tector was placed above the center of the upper abdomen (see Fig.l). On thes 
conditions, the mercuries deposited in the upper abdomen would be detected w 
out much error, becaus.e the mercuries in the other parts of the body were re 
tively small in quantity as shown in the above paragraph for distribution. 

Here, again, the net counting rates of the 197Hg and 203Hg were obtaine 
the same procedures that taken for the mercuries in the whole body. And, the 
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contribution of the 203Hg to the counting rates in 
were 0.72 (for subject A) and 0.68 (for subject B) 
the 203Hg photopeak. 
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upper abdomen. 

the energy range of 197Hg 
times the counting rates in 

The change with time of the net counting rates of the 197Hg and 203Hg in 
the upper abdomen is shown in Fig.4. The effective and biological half-lives of 
203Hg are listed in Table 2, showing that the half-lives in the upper abdomen 
were longer than those in the whole body. 

Determination of the radioactivities of 203Hg in the kidneys and liver 

It was possible to determine the radioactivities of 203Hg in the kidneys 
and in the liver from· the measurements of the human subject lying on the bed in 
the prone and supine positions. 

If no mercury is involved in the body except for the kidneys and liver, the 
counting rates in the prone position, P(cpm), and those in the supine position, 
S(cpm), are given by the following formulas, 

P = C E { n (k)p K + T) (l)p L } 
S = C E { n (k)s K + T) (l)s L } 

where C 2.22 106 (dpm/~Ci), 
E 0.83, emittion rate of y-rays of 279 keV per disintegration of 203Hg, 
K organ burden in ~Ci of 203Hg in the kidneys, and 
L organ burden in ~Ci of 203Hg in the liver. 

As described already, on the condition that the distance from the detector to 
the bed was fixed as 22.5 em, 

n (k)p and n (k)s : 0.065 and 0.013 (cpm/dpm)' respectively, and 
n (l)p and n (l)s : 0.012 and 0.054 (cpm/dpm)' respectively. 

From the above formulas, 

L (!J.Ci) 
1 

= CE (19. 6 S 4.08 P) 

s 
K (!J.Ci) 0.0135 CE - 3. 96 L . 

Therefore, it was possible to evaluate the activities in the kidneys and in the 
liver from the counting rates in the prone and supine positions. The activities 
in these organs on the lOth day and 50th day after inhalation were calculated 
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from the counting rates on those days. The results are given in Table 3. The 
table shows that on the lOth day the ratio of the activities in the kidneys to 
those in the liver was about 1 : 1 in both the subjects. If the subjects had 
the kidneys of 270 g and the liver of 1440 g like a typical Japanese, the con
centration of 203Hg in the kidneys must be about 5 times as high as that in the 
liver on that date, suggesting that the kidneys were the critical organ for the 
inhalation of inorganic mercuries. 

Table J. Radioactivity of 203Hg in the kidneys and liver on the 
lOth and 50th day after inhalation 

Subject 

A 

B 

Biological half-life 

Organ 

kidney 
liver 
kidney 
liver 

Activity (!J-Ci) 
on day 

lOth s·oth 

0.079 
0.082 
0.045 
0.045 

0. 028 
0. 024 
0.018 
0.013 

DISCUSSION 

Ratio of activities 
(kidney/liver) on day 
lOth 50th 

0 0 9c( 

1. 00 

1.17 

1.34 

Table 4 summarizes the effective and biological half-lives of 203Hg report
ed by several workers for the whole body. 3-7 These data suggest that the bio
logical half-lives of inorganic mercuries are shorter than those of organic ones 
, and the retention function of mercury should be expressed by three components. 

Table 4. Comparison of effective and biological half-lives in the 
whole body. (Figures in parentheses show biological half-lives) 

Route Effective and biological half-life 
Chemical 

form of Hg 
of fast intermed.iate slow Author 

entry component component component 

inorganic 

inorganic 

inha
lation 
oral 

203Hg-methyl oral 
mercury 

203Hg- oral 
neohydrin 

203Hg- oral 
neohydrin 

monomethyl oral 
203Hg nitrate 

(day) (day) (day) 

0.22 
(0.22) 

7 
( 8. 2) 

8.2 
(10) 

20, 19 
(35) (32) 

22 
(42±3) 

29 
(76±3) 

30 
(84) 

28' 27 
(71) (66) 

this 
study 
Rahola 
et al. 

Rahola 
et al. 
Johnson 
et al. 
Greenlaw 
et al. 
Falk 
et al. 

ICRP7 

The present study showed that the mercuries in the upper abdomen have long
er half-lives than those in the whole body. This is consistent with the finding 
by Falk et al. that the monomethyl-203Hg nitrate deposited in the liver region 
dereased more slowly than those in the other regions of the body. 

Dis tr ibut ion 

Falk et al. have studied the distribution of the monomethyl-203Hg nitrate 
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in the body by scanning along the body axis. Their profile curves of the net 
counts are very similar to ours (Fig.3) as a whole. Their conclusion was that 
the mercury mainly accumulated in the liver region and somewhat in the cerebel
lum region. Our observation could not reveal special accumulation in the cere
bellum, but this may be attributed to the poor resolution of the detector used 
in this study and/or to the difference of the chemical form of the mercury ab
sorbed. The present study suggests that the kidneys are the most important or
gan where mercury deposits in the highest concentration. Falk et al. did not 
refer to the deposition in the kidney~. 

Assessment of dose commitment due to the radioactive mercuries in the kidneys 

Unfortunately, in this study the retention function of the 203Hg in the 
kidneys could not be accurately estimated, for the measurements of the 203Hg 
started on the lOth day after inhalation, and the fast and intermediate compo
nents of the retention were missed. However, it was probable that the dose com
mitment to the kidneys due to the fast and intermediate components would not be 
greater than that due to the slow component, as was estimated by Johnson et al. 
for the dose commitment to the whole body. 

The dose commitment to the kidneys delivered by the slow component of the 
retention of 203Hg were estimated as 104 and 57 mrem for subject A and B, re
spectively, and those to the liver, 21 and 12 mrem, respectively, on the assump
tion that the slow component of the retention of 203Hg in the kidneys and in the 
liver had the same effective half-lives as those observed for the upper abdomen. 

Since the radioactivity of 197Hg in the body was not determined, the calcu
lation of the dose commitment due to the l97Hg was impossible, but the dose com
mitment to the kidneys and liver were perhaps the same order of magnitude as 
those due to the 203Hg, inferring from the effective energies, the counting 
rates and their effective half-lives in the upper abdomen (see Fig.4). Anyway, 
the sum of the dose commitment due to the 197Hg and 203Hg were far less than 8 
rem, the ICRP permissible dose for 3 months.8 

Error in the determination of radioactivities in the kidneys and liver 

Some error may be introduced in the estimation of the radioactivities of 
203Hg in the kidneys and liver, because the estimation was made on the incorrect 
assumption that no radioactive mercury was involved in the organs and tissues 
other than the kidneys and liver. However, as the deposition in the organs and 
tissues other than the kidneys and liver was not large as shown in Fig.3, the 
error would not be serious. 
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Abstract 

One worker incidentally inhaled submicron particles of thulium-170 oxide. 
Data obtained by in-vivo counting and bioassay over about 450 days after inhala
tion fitted to a sum of three exponential terms having effective half-lives of 
about 3, 23 and 90 days, respectively, though the half-life of 3 days was not 
distinctly determined. Attempts were made to express the daily fecal and urinary 
excretion by power function and to relate the excretion with the decrease of the 
chest burden. In addition,the distribution and transfer of thulium in the body 
were discussed. 

1. Introduction 

An incident occurred in the course of the sealing of thulium-170 sources 
for non destructive test in a hot laboratory at Oarai Laboratory, Japan Atomic 
Energy Research Institute (JAERI). The process of the sealing which involved 
the mounting of a neutron activated thulium oxide pellet (about 50 Ci of 170Tm) 
in a titanium metal capsule (6 mm ¢ x 11 mm) and subsequent arc welding(3,000°C, 
in argon gas), was carried out in a hot cell by one worker. Following the weld
ing process,the worker stepped in the cell and stayed there for about 5 minutes 
so as to carry out the sources from the cell. Leaving the cell he made a con
tamination check and found his hands and clothing contaminated in some measure. 
Then, he felt a doubt whether he had inhaled air born particles of the thulium 
oxide. Any air monitor was not running throughout the time of the work because 
it was early in the morning. 

Unfortunately, four days later the worker was sent to Tokai Laboratory, 
JAERI, where a whole-body counter was installed. By the first measurement it 
was found that an appreciable amount of 170Tm was deposited in his chest. 
Though the exposure was not itself very serious, to obtain as much information 
as possible the determination of 170Tm by in-vivo counting and bioassay was 
followed until the levels of the activity were very low. 

2. Methods 

2. 1. In-vivo counting 
Measurement was made to determine the deposition of 170Tm in the chest of 

the contaminated subject with a whole-body counter.1 The other series of measure
ments with this counter were carried out to know the distribution of 170Tm in 
the body. The whole-body counter consisted of a 8 in. ¢ x 4 in. Nai(Tl) de
tector in a cubical steel room, a multichannel analyzer and associated elec
tronics. 
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In chest counting, the 8 in.¢ x 4 in. Nai(Tl) detector was placed above 
the chest at the distance of 22 em from the bed on which the subject was lying 
on the back. In this case, the xyphoid sternum was adjusted to an edge of the 
crystal. Occasionally the position of the subject on bed was replaced with a 
prone position, to obtain the distribution of 170Tm in the chest. 

In profile counting, the crystal provided with a 5 em thick lead collimator 
having a 5 em slit, was moved manually along the body axis to four fixed posi
tions, that is, above the head, chest, lower abdomen and the thigh, keeping the 
distance from the crystal to the bed at 42 em. 

All measurements were carried out, using the energy band from 25 to 90 keV 
which contains the X- and gamma-ray lines of 170Tm (52, 84 keV).2,3,4 

In order to obtain the counting efficiency, calibrating measurement with a 
RANDO phantom (Alderson Research Lab., USA) was made using l49 170Tm sources in 
small polyethylene capsules, the total activity of which was 0.40 ~Ci. These 
capsules were inserted in hole grids within the lungs of the phantom. The 
arrangement uf capsules simulated lhe unifurm distribution of the contaminant 
in lungs. Therefore, it might differ from the truth and some systematic error 
might exist. 

The lung size of the subject was evaluated by means of radiograph tech
niques, and the effective tissue thickness of the subject's chest wall was 
estimated according to the method which was described in detail else where.5,6 
As the result, both data of the subject were somewhat larger than those of the 
phantom, and it was concluded that the counting efficiencies observed on the 
phantom required 10 per cent corrections. 

2. 2. Bioassay 
After the detection of 170Tm with the in-vivo counter, the subject was 

asked to collect the samples of urine and feces. Consequently, the sampling 
program was not started until 4 days after the inhalation. Both programs of the 
urine and fecal sampling were initiated on the 24-h sampling basis but afterward 
changed on the 2 or 4 consecutive day sampling basis. These procedures of sampl
ing were continued until 134 days. After a long interval, additional samples 
of urine and feces were obtained for three days from 445 to 447 days. 

The thulium-170 contents of the samples were determined by beta counting, 
for which a gas flow proportional counter was used. The counter had a detection 
limit of about 3 pCi. For the counting the simplest procedure was adopted as 
follows. In urine samples the radioactive thulium was coprecipitated with basic 
calcium phosphate after adding a thulium carrier. The resulting precipetates 
were dried, powdered and prepared for counting. Feces was ashed in a furnace 
before counting. 

3. Results 

3. 1. Retention in the chest and distribution in the whole-body 
Measurement for 170Tm in the chest of the subject with a whole-body count

er was carried out over the period from 4 to 447 days after the inhalation. 
The results of twenty-four measurements are plotted in Fig. t(a). A least 
squares best fit analysis by a computer was tried on the plots to fit the data 
to a sum of exponentials. A good fit to a sum of two exponentials was obtained 
as shown in Fig. l(a) with effective half -lives of 23 ± 4 days and 90 ± 11 
days. 

Location of 170Tm in the whole-b9dy was roughly measured with a whole-body 
counter by means of the manual scan techniqtie described above. The counting 
was carried out 9, 73 and 126 days after inhalation. Since it was difficult to 
determine the activity in the four different parts of the body, i.e., the head, 
chest, lower abdomen and the thigh, the deposition of 170Tm in those parts of 
the body was expressed in terms of counting rate. The counting done on the 3 
different days showed that the deposition in the chest predominated over the 
rest of the body, but the tendency of the decrease of the counting rates at the 
four different parts of the body suggested the redistribution in the body at the 
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Fig.l. Retention (a) and Distribution (b) of thulium-170 in chest. 

late stage of contamination (126 days). 

3. 2. Distribution in the chest 
To get an idea of detailed distribution of 170Tm in the chest, thesubject 

was measured both in a prone and in a supine positions by a fixed crystal-bed 
geometry. Twelve measurements were made over the period from 4 to 232 days 
after inhalation. The ratios of prone counts to supine counts were calculated. 
In Fig. l(b) the ratios are plotted against time. A fitted-curve is shown by 
a solid line. 

In a geometry similar to that taken for the human subject the phantom was 
measured in a prone and supine positions two times each; one, with 170Tmsources 
in the lungs, and the other, with the sources in the lower air-passages below 
the throat. In the latter, the thulium-170 sources were simulated to the depo
sition in the trachea and the bronchia. The ratios of the counting in both po
sitions were 0.87 and 0.78 for the sources in the lungs and in the lower air
passages, respectively, as shown in Fig. l(b) by a broken line and by a dotted 
line. The ratios obtained from the phantom were lower than any ratios of the 
subject, which were between 1.0 and 1.1, except for 0.84 at the first measure
ment. The ratio for 170Tm in the lungs (0.87) was higher than that for 170Tm 
in the lower air-passages (0. 78). 

From these results, it is presumed that the minimum ratio of the subject 
at the first measurement (0.84) might indicate the initial deposition of 170Tm 
in the tracheo-bronchial parts of the air-passages. The rather high ratio of 
the subject over a period of observation as compared with that of the phantom 
seemed to be explained by 1) the difference of geometry due to the size of the 
body and due to inhomogeneous deposition in the chest and by 2) the difference 
of the absorption and scattering of the photons through the media, i.e. the 
lungs, adjacent organs, surrounding soft tissue, rib cage, etc.7 

3. 3. Urinary, fecal and total excretion 
Forty-seven 24-h ~rine samples were subjected to analysis until 134 days 

after inhalation. The results obtained through beta counting are shown in Fig. 
2(a) where the urinary excretion rates in ~Ci/d are plotted semi~ogarithmically 
against time in days after inhalation with the maximum value of 1.6 nCi/d. 
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1000 

In this figure thirty plots from 47 measurements were taken to illustrate the 
excretion. With the aid of creatinine determination the samples with insuffi
cient contents were excluded from the plots. A least squares best fit to a sum 
of two exponentials was obtained as shown in Fig. 2(a) with effective half-lives 
of 2.7 ± 1.4 days and 68 t 21 days. 

In oraer to see the long-term trend of urinary excretion, the data of the 
sample taken during the period from 445 to 447 days added to the graph of uri
nary excretion rates on a log-log scale. This is shown in Fig. 2(b). The plots 
in this figure are shown along with a curve which is arbitarily drawn to show 
the long-term pattern. This pattern of urinary excretion was similar to those 
calculated from the radionuclide in the lungs, when the biological half-lives in 
the lungs were 30 and 300 days (these correspond to effective half-lives of 23 
and 90 days shown in Fig. 1(a), respectively) and the exponent of the power func
tion of urinary excretion was assumed to be -1.0 -v -1.7. This calculation method 
is shown in the ICRP Publication 10A.8 

During the 134 days of observation, there were 49 fecal samples in total. 
Over the period from 4 to 85 days all outputs of feces except one were collected. 
The results of determination are presented semi-logarithmically in Fig. 2(a) 
with the maximum value of 43 nCi/d. A good fit to a sum of two exponentials was 
again obtained with the effective half-lives of 1.1 t 0.3 days and 25 ± 3.5 

days. 
The total activity of 170Tm excreted daily in feces and urine was obtained 

by combining the fecal and urinary data. In this case the daily feces and the 
total of a single output collected on the same day as 24-h urine samples, were 
combined together. Here again a good fit to a sum of two exponentials was ob
tained. The exponentials had half-lives of about 5.4 days and about 31 days, 
respectively. Since there was no data for the time earlier than 7 days after 
inhalation, the estimated half-life for the rapid component of excretion (5.4 
days) might have some ambiguity. 

The daily excretion of 170Tm in feces collected from 4 to 134 days after 
inhalation was consistently higher than that in urine collected for the same 
period. The ratio of urinary to total excretion ch~nged from 0.06 to 0.3 during 
the above observation period. Whether this ratio changed with time was tested by 
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regression analysis. The coefficient of correlation obtained was 0.86 and this 
correlation was significant at the 1 per cent level (linear correlation was sup
posed until 134 days). 

4. Discussion 

4. 1. Half-lives 
It may be interesting to compare the three sets of effective half-lives ob

tained from the data of urine, feces and chest. The shortest half-life appeared 
in the short-term component of fecal excretion (about 1.1 days). On the other 
hand, the longest half-life appeared in the long-term component of chest clear
ance (about 90 days) and the intermediate half-lives of similar length, in chest 
and feces (about 23 days and 25 days each). Therefore, the behavier of 170Tm 
inhaled in the body as the oxide was presumed as follows. 

(1) Within the first ten days there was a very rapid clearance, though, un
fortunately, no data supporting this were obtained on the deposition and excre
tion for the first 4 days. The major part of deposition in the naso-pharyngeal 
region and in the ciliated area of the tracheo-bronchial region was excreted in 
feces via the gastro-intestinal tract and the minor part of the deposition was 
excreted in urine with a biological half-life of less than 3 days after being 
absorbed into the blood. 

(2) In the next period of about 4 months, there was a rapid decrease with a 
biological half-life of about 30 days. During this period, the fecal excretion 
involved 1) the material initially deposited in the pulmonary region, subsequent
ly moved up the bronchial tree and swallowed, though a certain quantity of the 
material was removed through the very rapid clearance phase above mentioned, and 
2) the material initially deposited in the pulmonary region, absorbed in blood 
and afterward excreted via bile and others. These exogenous and endogenous com
ponent of excretion could not be separated by measurements. 

(3) In the third period, the deposion in the chest decreased exponentially 
with effective half-lives of 90 ± 11 days which corresponded to the biological half
lives of 140 to 450 days with a m~an of about 300 days. The activity detected 
in the chest would be mainly due to the non-transportable 170Tm deposited in the 
lungs though the measurements by chest counting included the radionuclide in the 
lungs, lymph nodes and chest wall. In addition, as described in the results, 
the urinary excretion data (Fig. 2(b)) were explained by the twocomponentswhich 
had about 23 and 90 days half-lives which were the same as those in the chest. 

In short, in this case study we assumed that the retention of 170Tm in the 
chest fitted a sum of three exponential terms having effective half-lives of 
about 3, 23 and 90 days, respectively, though the half-life of 3 days was not 
distinctly determined. On these assumptions, it was estimated that at least 
1.5 ~Ci of 170Tm were initially deposi~ed in the lungs of the subject. 

4. 2. Distribution 
The nature of the work caused the inhalation and the subsequent study con

cerning the aerosols strongly supported that the inhaled material was thulium-
170 sesquioxide (170Tm203) which was insoluble in water. Since it was impossible 
to make observation on the material inhaled, particle size investigation was 
carried out on the other thulium oxide pellet in which thulium-170 was previous
ly formed by neutron activation. Thulium aerosol produced on the various condi
tions was measured with an electron microscope and a cascade impactor. Repeated 
measurements on the aerosols showed that the activity median aerodynamic dia
meter (AMAD) of this particle size distribution changed with the duration time 
of arc welding and with time after welding, and fluctuated between 0.01 ~m with 
a geometric standard deviation, g, of 5 and 0.5 ~m with Gg of 1.4. Although 
there was no evidence that this was the case in the incident, we estimated that 
submicron particles were inhaled in the incident. 

Using the compartment model proposed by the Lung Dynamics Task Group,9 the 
depositions of thulium-170 in the lungs of the subject were evaluated, as a 
class Y compound. The percentage depositions obtained were about 1% for the 
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naso-pharynx region (N-P), about 8% for the tracheo-bronchial region (T-B) and 
about 60% for the pulmonary region (P). The dominant deposition in the pulmona
ry region predicted the presence of the long-term component of the retention in 
the chest as seen in Fig. l(a). Moreover, the characteristics of the non-trans
portable submicron particle might be responsible for the rapid excretion at ear
ly stage and the subsequent slow excretion in urine as in Fig. 2(a). 

Human exposure to thulium-170 oxide has been reported in literature. Eakins 
and Morgan,10 and Strambi and Testall investigated different inh~lation cases 
and studied excretion patterns, but no thulium-170 could be detected in urine. 

Thomas and Kingsleyl2 studied inhalation of 171Tm2o3 in beagle dogs andre
ported that 63% of the sacrificed body burden was in the skeleton, 18%, in the 
lungs and 11%, in the liver 128 days post exposure. However, on our observa
tions, the depositions in the skull and in the femur were not clarified though 
the possibility remained. 

4. 3. Urinary and fecal excretion in relation to chest retention 
The urinary, fecal and total excretion rates of 170Tm in ~Ci/d observed 

during the period from 7 to 126 days after inhalation were plotted against time 
in days after inhalation, on log-log paper, after being corrected for radioac
tive decay. Each set of values could be described by a power function, y=At-B, 
where y is the activity excreted per day in ~Ci/d, t, time in days and A and B, 
constants. The values of A and B were 0.002, 0.058, 0.085 (~Ci/d) and 0.25, 0.65, 
0.71 for urinary, fecal and total excretion, respectively. 

Integration of these power functions from t = 7 to 126 days gave the total 
amounts of urine, feces and total excreta during the period. They were 0.1, 
0.57, 0.69 ~Ci, respectively. On the other hand, according to the direct chest 
counting, about 0.75 ~Ci were lost through biological routes from the chest re
gion during the period from 7 to 126 days after inhalation. Although it was im
possible to take into account the rapidly decreased component of the excretion 
which might appear for the first 10 days, this value, 0.75 ~Ci, agreed fairly 
well with the total amount (0.69 ~Ci) excreted during the same period. This 
attempt was also made on the exponential expression of the same data, and the 
similar result obtained. 
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Abstract 

The absorption of lanthanides from the gastro-intestinal tract is known 
to be extremely low in adult mammals. Our previous studies as well as some 
recent publications revealed that the absorption of various heavy metal ions, 
including lanthanides, from the G.I. tract is relatively high during the early 
stages of life in mice and rats, and decreases gradually during the suckling 
period. We investigated specifically and quantitatively the variations with 
age of the absorption of cerium from the G.I. tract·.in young mice during their 
suckling period. 

Post partum albino mice were injected intraperitoneally with 144 Ce+ 3 

citrate at different times during the lactation period. Twenty four hours after 
the injection to the mothers, the suckling litters were sacrificed and the 144 Ce 
content in their digestive tract, liver and carcass determined by gamma counting. 
The internal deposition. via gastrointestinal transfer as determined from the 
ratio between the 144 Ce activities found in the liver and carcass to that 
ingested with the milk during 24 hours of suckling, was about 4.5% during the 
first 24 hours of life and about 2% for the whole suckling period. These values, 
obtained under normal physiological conditions, are about two orders of magnitude 
above the currently accepted values for gastrointestinal absorption of 
lanthanides in adult mice,and confirm previous findings regarding the age dep
endence of the gastro-intestinal absorption of heavy metal ions during the early 
period of life. Various suggestions put forward to explain these findings are 
discussed. The assumption that the discriminatory properties of the G.I. tract 
in mammals are not fully developed at birth seems consistent with all recent 
experimental findings. 

Introduction 

In spite of the non-metabolic role of the rare earths, small but 
significant fractions of lanthanides are absorbed from the gastrointestinal 
tract of very young mammals. 

We investigated specifically and quantitatively variations in the 
absorption of cerium from the gastrointestinal tract of suckling mice, under 
normal physiological conditional, and confirmed earlier findings that the 
absorption of 144ce durins the suckling period is age dependent and much higher 
than in the adult mouse2-e 

' 
The relatively high fraction of lanthanides transferred from the 

gastrointestinal tract into the blood stream in the very young may have some 
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practical consequences. 
are based on experiments 
is extremely low. These 
could cause unacceptably 

The Maximum Permissible Intake values generally used 
with adult mammals whose absorption of lanthanides 

values, though safe and acceptable for adult humans, 
high internal exposures when fed to infants. 

Methods 

Gravid albino mice were divided into seven experimental groups of four. 
Every mouse received an intraperitoneal injection of 5 ~Ci/0.2 ml. 144cet3 
citrate during the lactation period. The seven groups were injected at 
different times: 3 hours after delivery, and the 2nd, 4th, 7th, lOth, 12th and 
the 16th day after delivery. By the 16th day the litters already consume a 
significant amount of solid food in addition to milk. 

Twenty-four hours and 28 days after dose administration to the dams 4 
neonates of each litter were sacrificed and radioassays performed on the 
digestive tract, liver and the remaining carcass. The first day was chosen 
on the assumption that during this short time there would be no excretion by the 
young of the contaminant ingested through the milk. 

Measurements were carried out in a 3" well-type Nai crystal, connected 
to a single channel analyzer. For calibration of the counting system 5xlo-4~ci 
of 144ce diluted in 10 ml of water was used as a standard. The counting 
efficiency at 133 keV was about 1%. 

Results 

The transfer and internal deposition of 144ce in neonates of various ages 
after suckling for 24 hours from contaminated mothers is presented in Table I. 
Earlier experiments 2,3 showed that the content of the carcass could be taken 
as representing the retention of the skeleton. Ce transfer via milk during 
the first 24 h was practically equal to the activity determined in the G.I. 
tract while the internal deposition due to gastrointestinal transfer ·was 
calculated as the ratio between the combined 144ce activities found in the 
liver and carcass to that ingested during the first 24 hours. 

The transfer of cerium through the intestinal wall decreases from 4.4% 
at birth to less than 1% at weaning. From the transfer ratios one finds that 
about 2.3% of the G.I. tract content is internally deposited during the entire 
lactation period, which corresponds to about 4.5 x lQ-5 of the 144ce injected 
to the dam. The total fraction of contaminant transferred from the mother to 
her suckling offspring during lactation is so low that no radiation hazard to 
the breast fed infant is involved, provided lactating mothers consume food 
contaminated with radioactive lanthanides not exceeding the currently accepted 
Maximum Permissible Intake values. 

The last column of Table I shows the retention of l44ce in the neonates 
that were allowed to suckle freely, 28 days after the dose was administered to 
the mother. The internal contamination of neonates is higher the earlier the 
injection of the dam occurred, mainly because of the longer suckling period. 

Discussion 

Many factors such as dietary characteristics (solid or liquid) and the 
chemical state (unbound or chelated) of the food, as well as the degree of 
peristaltic motion of the intestine are known to affect the absorption of heavy 
metal ions from the G.I. tract, Shiraishi and Ichikawa suggested that pin
ocytosis could be the main transfer mechanism of dissolved cerium ions in 
suckling mamn1a1s5• This mechanism requires the operation of chelation or poly
merization processes which form aggregates or large colloids. Only in such 
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form could cerium ions he transported across the membrane of the G.I. tract by 
pinocytosis. This hypothesis,however,scems to conflict with the conclusions of 
Inaba and Lengcmann who showed that cerium remained in the epithelial cells of 
the ville of the G. I. tract until eliminated by the process of sloughing 6. 
Clearly the role of pinocytosis as a route of transfer cannot be regarded as 
proven so far. Their suggestion that the ileum might be regarded as a possible 
site of entry due to the previous accumulation of cerium within the epithelial 
cells 6 is also not convincing. Limiting ourselves to measuring the transfer 
for 24 hrs suckle only, any accumulation factor is obviously eliminated without 
a significant reduction on ~he transfer of cerium into the neonates as compared 
to our earlier experiments . 

Factors other than the formation of colloid or macromolecules may influ
ence the absorption of polyvalent ions from the intestine. Some data indicate 
that the association with milk facilitates the absorption of calcium an:d stron
tium from the G.I. tract 7- 9 . Taylor suggested that the high absorption of ra
dionuclides in very young animals may be caused by the inhibitioy0of an exis
ting block by lactose or other factors present in the milk diet . If this 
interpretation 1vere correct one might expect a positive corelation between the 
amount of milk ingested and the fractional absorption from the G.I. tract. 
Although milk production increases steadily during the first week of lactation, 
the fractional absorption of cerium, (as shown in Table I) decreases continu
ously from the day of birth. The enhanced absorption of lanthanides from the 
G.I. tract in the very young cannot therefore be accounted for by the "milk 
effect" alone according to our experiments. 

Plutonium and actinides resemble lanthanides in their extremely low absorp
tion from the G.I. tract in adult mammals. Studies on the intestinal absorption 
of ingested Pu also showed an increased absorption in the very young and a gra
dual decrease in the G.I. transfer with age 11-14. !~wever, it was demonstrated 
by Finke.ll3 that milk was not the main factor contributing to the enhanced 
absorption of Pu from the G.I. tract of suckling rats. 

The mechanism responsible for the discrimination of the G. I. tract against 
heavy metal ions is thus not well understood and needs further study. It seems 
to take some time for an active transport mechanism favoring calcium ion absorp
tion on the one hand,and the establishment of an effective exclusion mechanism 
against metabolically useless metal ions on the other.,to develop after birth. 
This selective barrier becomes fully operative only after weaning, when the 
diet becomes varied and the need for a discriminatory mechanism arises. 
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TABLE I. Transfer and Internal Deposition of 144cerium 
in Mouse Neonates at V~rious Ages 

===================-===~===:=======~======================= =================-

Age of neonate 
at 144ce injection 
to dam (days) 

After first 24 hr of suckling 

Transfe:r via 
milk = (~~dy 
hurden 

Internal 
deposition (h) 

(%) 

28 dazs later 

Body burden(a) 

===============~=== ===================== ================= =============~=== 

0 
+ 

8.0 - 0.3 4.4 9.6 

2 9.8 + 0.3 3.3 9.0 -
4 10.8 t 0.4 2.5 7.0 

7 11.7 "!: 0.5 1.9 3.4 

10 12.8 :1: 0.5 1.7 2.1 

12 13.9 t 0.5 1.5 0.8 

16 3.8 ± 0.3 < 0.6 0.6 

===================-==================== ================= ==================-

(a) 

(b) 100 X 

[
{3ody burden of offspring l 

Dose injected to dams J 

[ 
carcass + liver 1 

G. I. tract+ carcass+ liver J 
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A HUMAN METABOLIC MODEL FOR 14c-LABELLED METABOLITES 

USEFUL IN DOSE ESTIMATION* 

S. R. Bernard 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA 

Abstract 

An average individual (70-kg man) takes in some 350 g of carbon per day, ~nd his 
total body content of carbon is about 14 kg. Assuming uptake to blood is essentially com
plete, this corresponds to a biological half-time (Tb) of 28 days. Metabolic models used in 
ICRP Publication 10 allow only for Tb= 12 days for glycine and of less than 1 day for C02• 
To be in agreement with the stable carbon data, one or more terms of longer half-life are 
needed. Such a model is defined in this paper and is more conservative than that for glycine 
in ICRP Publication 10 by about a factor of 3. Data of D. L. Buchanan on uptake of 14co2 
in mice indicate that the equilibrium level approached 10-4 times the specific activity of 
14co2 in air, suggesting uptake of about 1% to blood with further dilution by dietary stable 
carbon of~ 0.01. G. V. LeRoy et ~have determined the retention of 14co

2 
in man during 

the first day, but need for a compartment of long biological half-life is indicated here also. 
When these compartments are included in the models given in ICRP Publication 2 and ICRP 
Publication 10, it is found that the former model overestimates dose to the total body by a 
factor of~ 30, while the latter underestimates it by a factor indicated to be at least 16 and 
which might be as high as~ 100. 

Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to present a mathematical model for 14c metabolism which 
can be used in health physics for estimating radiation dose to man from intake of 14c. This 
model is needed for an adequate estimation of radiation dose received by research workers or 
others who work with 14c-labelled compounds and incidentally or accidentally take T4c into 
their bodies. In this paper, experimental data provided by others will be used and interpreted 
with a mathematical model. 

Experimental Data 

D. L. Buchanan 
1 

obtained data from a study of 14co2 inhalation br, mice in stable C02 
levels ranging from 0.03% to~ 5% C02 in air. He let the mice inhale gco2 for as long as 
40 days, and then he studied the retention out to 50 days after the end of exposure. By serial 
sacrifice, both during exposure and following the cessation of inhalation exposure, he took 
many tissues (but not bone) and plotted the results expressed as the ratio of specific activities 

* Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract with Union 
Carbide Corporation. 
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in tissues to the specific activity of air. He called this the air carbon fraction, and from his 
graphs, the value increased from zero at time zero up to~ 10-4 at 40 days or so. Thus, the 
equilibrium level of the specific activity was only 0.01% of the corresponding level in the 
air breathed by the mice. 

. Other data are available also, e.g., the paper b1 Skipper2 which deals with the trap-
ping of 14c in bone following injection into blood of 4C-Iabelled Na co3. Here the bone 
was seen to retain a small fraction for a long time, but there seemed tote no chronic accu
mulation of C in bone . 

.P,ata are available from another experiment of Buchanan3 involving continuous feeding 
of a 1 (-labelled diet of sucrose and yeast for a period of 40 to 50 days and serial sacrifice 
of mice and rots from which tissues were obtained. These data show the ratios of labelled to 
unlabelled C in tissues and foods applied and equilibrium set in at~ 40 days after intake 
began. 

ICRP Publication 2
4 

refers to data of Nardi for its Tb value of 10 days for total body. 
A Tb value for bone based on studies on mice and a value for fat are given in Publication 2 
also. Note that all of these were obtained oh small animals (mice and rats). 

Metabolic Model for 14c 

Denote by R(t) the fractional retention of dietary 14c in the body at time t after 
uptake of a unit amount into the bloodstream. Let E(t) denote the cumulative excretion 
(via all paths), and we write 

E( t) 1 - R(t). 

It is assumed that 

R(O) = and R(co) = 0, 

that is, the life span of man is considered to be long enough so that retention at 50 to 70 
years_, 0. The mean residence time (MRT) in the body is 

MRT = J"' t d E(t) dt 
0 dt 

-J"' t d R(t) dt 
0 dt 

- tR(t) 1; + J;R(t) dt 

0 + J
0
co R(t) dt. 

(1) 

(2) 

Thus it has been proved (and this was also noted by Bergner5 and probably others) that the 
integral of the retention function over all time is the mean of the probability distribution of 
residence times for an atom to be released from the body after the initial introduction of one 
atom at time zero. Now, one additional expression is needed to prove the MRT is given by 
the ratio of the body burden, q(t), to the daily uptake into blood. Snyder6 noted that for 
chronic intake with f 1IdT units of the isotope entering the body in dT units of time, the 
retention at a time t is given by, T :§ t, :\ 1>- \."t.NERGIE At. 

t.S~~\~_. - t'1;,.. 
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q(t) = J~ f
1
I d-rR(t- r). 

By changing the variables, i.e., by letting t - r = T and dT = -dr, then (3) becomes 

Rearranging the equation, one obtains 

q("') = r'R(T)dT = MRT. 
f 1 I 0 

Application of the Model 

In applying the model to man, it is assumed that body carbon is 14 kg and the diet 
contains 350 g/day of carbon3 such that 

14,000 g 
MRT = 350 g/day = 40 days, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

which corresponds to a biological half-life of 0.693 x 40 2e' 28 days. For mouse and rat, 
it is assumed that 1/5 of the body weight (and food weight per day) is carbon. Thus, for a 
25-g mouse ingesting 4 g of food per day, 

1/5 X 25 g 
MRT) = """ 6 days; 

mouse 1/5 x 4 g/ day 

and for a 200-g rat eating 20 g of food per day, 

200 
MRT\at = 20 day = 10 days. 

In the above estimates, it is assumed that complete (100%) uptake of dietary C occurs. 

The above values for mouse and rat agree with Buchanan 1s tissue data (from the experi
ment using a diet labelled with 14q in that the ratio of specific activity of organs and 
tissues to specific activity in diet is approximately given by 

q*/q - -Aj,t 
l*/f-1-e 

which approaches 1 at large times (40 to 50 days in the case of rats and mice) where the 
asterisk denotes l4e, Then we can show 

q*/q 
1 -1*/f 

_),, t = e "t:> 

which indicates that the exponential decreases with the reciprocal mean residence time as 
the decay constant. Buchanan•s feeding data are in approximate accord with this equation. 
However, in some cases (brain and muscle, for example) more than one exponential is indi
cated, but the MRT for most tissues is 4 to 10 days which is approximately correct. Now 
Buchanan•s inhalation experiment can be interpreted. 
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New Model for 14co2 Inhalation 

The daily intake of C in inhaled air is needed. For a mouse inhaling 0.15 cc per 
breath (the tidal volume) and 163 breaths per minute,8 23 cc of air are taken in per minute 
which corresponds to an intake of 33 liters per day. Air normally has 0.03% C02, and 
since C02 has 44 g/mole and 1 mole of any gas occupies 22.4 liters, then 

3x10-4 x 33dliters x (22.4f1 ml'otle x 12l C = 0.005 g C/day 
ay 1 er moe 

is inhaled by the mouse. Since he eats 4 g of food per day with 1/5 being C, he ingests 

4 (1/5) g C/day = 0.8 g C/day. 

So he inhales ~ 10-
2 

as much carbon as he ingests. Thus the inhaled radioactive 14co
2 

is 
diluted 100 tim~ by ingestion of uncontaminated C present in food. This accounts for 
10-2 of the 10- fraction observed by Buchanan. Evidently only 1% of the inhaled Cis 
taken up by the blood in a form metabolically similar to C in food. This could be related 
to the fact that alveolar air has 3 to 5% C0

2 
concentration or 100 times the air inhaled. 

Thus the specific activity of the inhaled air IS diluted by another factor of 100 to produce 
the equilibrium level in tissue. 

It is believed that this is an important parameter to use in the case of inhalation intake 
of 14co2 by a man who had inhaled, accidentally or otherwise, 14co

2
. 

To get jJCi -days residence, we use 

0.01 f.JCi J."' e-
0

•
693

t/
28 

dt days = 0.4 1-1Ci-days 
0 

where 0.01_ f.JCi represents uptake of 1% of 1 1-1Ci inhaled by man. Compare this to the ICRP 
Publication 2 value of 

0.75 r e-
0

•693t/10 dt f.JCi -days = 10.8. 
0 

Thus from their model, one overestimates the dose (given by 

D = 51 x (..9.. f.J~i ) x kM~V) x (MRT days) 
m g tissue \ d1s 

so dose is proportional to f.JCi days) by a factor of 

10.8 = 27 
0.4 • 

When the above is compared to the model in Publication 10 of ICRP? care must be 
taken because Publication 10 only gives j-!Ci-days residence for intake to the blood. There, 
for NaH14co3, they give a v~lue of 0.58 1-1Ci-day for bone, but this is for uptake to bone 
of 1 f.JCi and not for inhaled 1 C. For the case of injection into blood, that fraction f, 
which has the metabolism of C taken in food, would give 

f x J"'R(t) dt = 40fjJCi-days. 
0 
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Included here is a logxlog graph of Skipper's data on 
14

co
2 

total body retention in 
mouse after a single injection of NaH 14co3 (Fig. 1). From here it can be noted that the 
power function will fit the data, and the MRT out to 900 days is only 1 day, somewhat lower 
than the earlier estimate of 6 days. This might indicate rapid exha1ation of 5/6 of the total 
activity injected. Also, although the power function implies some trapping, it should be 
noted that there is no excessive concentration of C in bone or other organs in the body. 
More data on larger animals are needed here. Meanwhile, the value f = 1/6 is suggested 
from the above data on mice. 

Thus, from the above considerations, it can be seen that a model for 14co2 inhalation 
of., single intake has been derived. Note, h0wever, the value of 1% uptake of 14c into 
blood from inhalation is based on a very small animal--a mouse. The author knows of no 
data on a larger animal, such as a dog, from which the 1% could be verified. Note also in 
the above that the mean residence time factor i11dicates how fast the specific activities rise 
for the case of continuous intake. Also, when more than one exponential is involved in the 
retention, then the integral of the rete'ntion function gives the MRT; hence, it can be said, 
conversely, where the MRT is known, one can infer the approximate correctness of the 
retention function. For example, Publication 10 gives the retention function for injection 
of NaH 14co3 into the blood of man as 

R(t) - 0 7 -0.693t/0.05 0 3 -0.693t/0.4 . d - • e + . e , t m ays, 

and from this 

2 
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s; R(t) dt = MRT = '0.7 X 
0~-~;3 °·3 

X 0.4 days = 0.22 days 

which is much below the value of 40 days. This suggests the existence of longer-term expo
nentials. If one exponential is added in the amount of 2% with a 1400-day half-life, then 

R(t) = 0.7 e-0.693t/0.05 + 0_28 e-0.693t/0.4 + 0_02 e-0.693t/1400 

and then 
MRT = 43 days. 

Although this MRT concept implies longer-term exponentials, it does not tell how many to 
add, and only experiments will indioote that. 

A Model for 14c-Labelled Glycine 

While the above is for 14co2 (or NoH 14co3), a model is given in Publication 10 for 
14c-labelled glycine (an amino acid) injected into blood of man. There it is recommended 
that 

R(t) = 0 _2 e-0.693t/0.12 + 0_2 e-0.693t/0.9 + 0_3 e-0.693t/6 + 0_3 e-0.693t/35. 

From this function, the MRT can be seen to be~ 15 days, lower by a factor of 3 than the 
value above of 40 days. Thus it would be recommended that a component with a coefficient 
of 0.02 and a Tb of~ 1200 days be included to increase the MRT up to ~40 days. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

From the above it is concluded that in mice, 1% of the inhaled 14co
2 

enters into long
term retention in the body. The mean residence time of C in the diet of mouse is 6 days, 
while for man, it is 40 days. It is recommended that the 1% uptake to blood be used rather 
than 75% (ICRP Publication 2 value) and the residence time of 40 days be used for metabo
lites (compounds which are involved in the buildup and breakdown of cells and tissues) 
ingested into the body of man. For a single injection of NaH14co3 into bloo~ some studies 
indicate a lower residence time in mice (~1 day) than for food labelled with 1 C (6 days). 
When the above models are used in dose estimation for C02, it is found that ICRP Publica
tion 29 overestimates the dose to the total body by a factor of~30, while the ICRP Publica
tion 10 model underestimates it by a factor indicated to be at least 16 and which might be 
as high as~ 100. Probably the single exponential is an oversimplification and should be 
replaced by several exponentials of fairly long half-times, but to determine these, further 
data on man, or on several species of animals, would be desirable. 
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210 210 * METABOLIC BALANCES OF PB AND PO IN UNEXPOSED MEN 

R. B. Holtzman, H. Spencert, F. H. Ilcewicz, and L. Kramert 
Argonne National Laboratory 

Argonne, Illinois 60439 

Abstract 

The metabolic balances of 
210

Pb and 
210

Po were measured in each of 12 men 
maintained on a metabolic ward. These nuclides were determined in urine and 
feces from each subject collected for one month or more from each. Representa
tive diets, drinking water and atmospheric levels in the ward were also sampled. 
The mean levels (±S.E.) were for 210Pb and 210Po, respectively, in diets over a 
period of five months (1.25 ± 0.04) and (1.63 ± 0.05) pCi/day, in urine (0.275 
± 0.026) and (0.269 ± 0.033) pCi/day, and in feces (1.333 ± 0.062) and (1.89 ± 
0.10) pCi/day. 

The mean overall balances (the difference between diet and excreta) of 
(-0.235 ± 0.075) pCi 210Pb/day and (-0.337 ± 0.100) pCi 210Po/day show that over 
the collection period, larger amounts were exc~Ited than taken in the diet. 
Atmospheric intake accounts for an additional 0Pb intake of 0~07 pCi/day, but 
it contributes. a llUpo intake of only about 0.02 pCi/day. The contribution of 
cigarette smoke and dietary levels of calcium to the balances is discussed. 

Introduction 

h b 1 . . f 210Pb d ' d d 210P . 1 T e meta o ~c propert1es o an 1ts ecay pro uct, o, 1n peop e 
exposed only to normal environmental levels of these nuclides are important 
because they contribute a large fraction of the dose from internally deposited 
nuclides. 1• 2 The 210pb produces essentially no dose, but with its 22-year 
physical half life, it can accumulate in the body. On the other hand, the 210Po 
with its 5.3-Mev alpha particle contributes 90 to 95% of the dose from this 
series (210pb-210Bi-210po), but its 138-dal half life allows only a limited 
accumulation from sources other than the 2 0Pb in the body. 

Metabolic balance studies may indicate other routes of intake and excretion. 
Thus, if the balance is negative (based on diet and excreta), one may look for 
other sources of intake which may be difficult to measure directly, such as 
atmospheric aerosols and cigarette smoke. 

Some dietary and excretion data have been reported in unexposed populations, 
but the studies were generally of a limited nature. Gl~bel et a1. 3 studied the 
metabolic balances of these nuclides on one person over a one-month period. 
Magno et al. 4 measured the 210Pb in "typical" diets from several cities, and 
Morse and Welford5 determined these levels in a composite New York diet. Some 
urinary excretion rates have been measured in people with potentially high 
exposures. 6-9 

* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
t Metabolic Research Unit, Veterans Administration Hospital, Hines, Illinois. 
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We report here on a study of the metabolic balances of 
210

Pb and 
210

Po in 
men maintained on a metabolic ward for four weeks or more. 

Experimental Methods and Materials 

Twelve fully ambulatory patients in good physical condition were studied 
under strictly controlled conditions on the Metabolic Research Ward.lO ll 
Their ages were from 42 to 64 years with an average age (±S.E.) of (52.0 ± 1.7) 
years, and their weights were from 62.6 to 87.0 kg with a mean of (76.0 ± 2.0) 
kg. Each consumed a constant diet daily which weighed about 2 kg and contained 
2200 calories, about 200 mg of calcium and 800 mg of phosphorus. Each subject 
chose his own daily consumption of water intake (average 2,8 liters/day) which 
was then maintained constant over the period of study, In some of the studies 
the calcium intake was increased to 800 or 2400 mg/day by addition of either 
milk, calcium lactate or calcium gluconate tablets to the above low calcium diet. 
Most of the patients had been maintained on the ward on the same diet for many 
months prior to these studies. 

Complete urine and stool collections obtained for the study were usually 
pooled on a six-day basis, although some were combined into four-, eight-, or 
ten-day pools. Aliquots of representative diets were taken for analysis once a 
week over a period of 27 weeks. Two sets of drinking water samples of 1 liter 
each were measured. The atmospheric concentration of these nuclides in the ward 
was estimated from collections made at several periods during the study. 

The 
210

Pb and 
210

Po in the samples were determined by the previously des
cribed procedure1 of wet ashing and plating the 210po onto a silver disk which 
was then alpha counted. Calcium was determined by atomic absorption analysis on 
a Perkin Elmer Model 303 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer.l2 The accuracy of 
2he analytical results was generally ±5% or better, except that those of the 

lOPo were about 10%. 

Results and Discussion 

210 210 The metabolic pathways of Pb and Po are illustrated in Fig. 1. Intake 
is from food, water, air and cigarette smoke, .while output is through excretion 
and other pathways, such as loss of hair and desquamation of skin. 13 Both 
nuclides may enter the circulation from the gut and be excreted into the gut, 
One large contribution (and probably the major one) to the ZlOpo pool is that 
from the decay of 210pb present in the body. 

The largest source of intake is diet. The levels from the representative 
6-day samples are showp in Fig. 2; t2I overall mean values (±S.E.) are 1.248 ± 
0.029 and 1.630 ± 0.048 pCi/day for 0Pb and 210Po, respectively, The coef
ficient of correlation between the 2lOpb and 2l0po data is essentially zero 
(R = -0.20, P >> 0.05). However, the mean ratio of 210Po activity to that of 
210Pb, 1.33 ± 0.06 is more important, since correlations may be neither evident 
nor important in data which vary little about their means. 

These data show some systematic variations of the 210Pb, such as minima at 
the 3rd and 8th 6-day periods and maxima at the 5th and 17th periods. The 
·,rariations are about 20% of the mean. The 2lO Po shows similar structure but it 
lags 3 to 5 periods behind the 210pb, Some compensation for these variations 
is made in the balances by using dietary levels extant at the collection times. 
However, the means of the 27 measured diets and of the diets of the individuals 
were essentially identical. 
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Figure 2. Contents of 210pb and 210Po 
in the diets of the subjects measured 
in representative 6-day samples. 

The mean 
210

Pb content of these diets is lower than that found by Morse and 
WelfordS in New York City of 1.40 ± 0.08 pCi/2 kg and than the results of Magno 
et al,4 for four U. S. cities of about 1.7 pCi/2 kg. The differences may be due 
to the lack of some constituents high in 210pb present in the standard diet, but 
not present here, such as fresh vegetables and milk. The seasonal variations 
observed in these data suggest that these values may be at least as representa
tive of a U. S. diet as the single and composite diets reported elsewhere. 
Drinking water contributes in addition about 0.11 and 0.10 pCi/day to the 
210pb and 210po intakes, respectively. 

The contributions of inhalation to intake are more difficult to assess 
because they were not measured directly, and they will be estimated only for an 
average subject. This is estimated from the breathing rate and the atmospheric 
concentration. Because of the more sedentary condition of these men relative to 
working men, we assumed the average man's daily breathing rate to be 15m3/day 
rather than the 20 m3 /day of the ICRP "Standard Man" . 14 The atmospheric concen
trations of the nuclides are shown in Fig. 3. The mean specific activities were 
(10.9 ± 0.9) and (1.76 ± 0.16) pCi/1000 SCM (Standard Cubic Meter) for 210pb 
and 210Po, respectivelb. The total intake from the atmosphere is then 0.16 pCi 
210pb and 0.026 pCi 21 Po per day. 

The mean 
210

Pb excretion rates for each subject, along with his respecti~e 
dietary and water intake and the respective balances are shown as a function of 
increasing balance in Fig. 4. Because of the large uncertainties and because 
they were not measured directly, the contribution of inhalation are not included 
in these figures. 'The 210pb values indicate that the balances depend to a large 
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extent on the fecal values, which in 
most cases are about equal to the dietary 
intake. The more negative balances show 
more fecal output than dietary input, 
and the more positive ones less fecal 
output. There also appears to be a 
general downward trend of both fecal 
and urinary levels as the balance in
creases. The calcium balances and high 
calcium diets (noted by the numbers in 
mg/day intake next to the calcium 
balance points) do not appear to affect 
t·he ZlOpb balances. 

210 
The Po results were similar to 

those of 210pb but their values scatter 
more and show fewer associations, such 
as little correlation between diet and 
feces. The order of the subjects b2 
balance is different than that for lOPb. 

The mean (±S.E.) excretion rates and ranges are shown in Table 1. 

The contribution of cigarette smoke to the nuclide intake is shown in Fig. 5 
by balance vs. number of cigarettes smoked per week for the seven subjects on 
whom we measured cigarette consumption. For ZlOpb the linear regression of 
balance (B) vs. cigarettes/week (C) is 

B = (-0.10±0.17) - (0.0015±0.00043)C 

and the correlation coefficient is 
-0.59 (P~O.lO). While neither the 
intercept nor the slope is statisti-

Table 1. Mean excretion rates and bal
ances of 210pb and 210po, 

210Pb 
(pCi/day) 

210Po 
(pCi/day) 

cally significant, they do give an in- Urine 
dication of the values. The intercept 

0.275 ± 0.026 
(0.11 to 0.41) 

0.269 ± 0.033 
(0. 079 to 0. 52) 

is equivalent to the atmospheric 
intake of 0.1 pCi/day and the slope 
is about 0.21 pCi/day, in a person 
smoking one pack per day, (These 
seven people smoked an average of 22 
cigarettes per day.) For 210po the 
levels of significance are even poor
er, although, if the intercept is 

Feces 

* 

1. 333 ± o. 062 
(0.99 to 1.83) 

1.89 ± 0.10 
(1.54 to 2.46) 

Balance -0.235 ± 0.075 -0.337 ± 0.100 
(-0.73 to +0.25) (-.95 to +0.25) 

* diet + water - excreta 

forced through zero, the slope of -0.0015 pCi/day is significant (P~0.05). 
Previous studies on the nuclide content of cigarette smokel5,16 lead to an esti
mated total intake of 0.30 pCi 210pb and 0. 72 pCi 210po per day. 

The results in Fig. 5 are compatible with the directly measured values of 
intake from smoke, if one assumes that retention of inhaled nuclides in the 
respiratory tract is 50% as indicated by various data in the literature.l4,17-19 
Daily deposition would then be 0.23 pCi (0.08 from air and 0.15 from cigarettes) 
and that from 210po would be 0. 37 pCi (0. 01 from air and 0. 36 from cigarettes) 
for persons smoking one pack/day. 

The balance based on intake from diet and water only, is negative, but it 
becomes essentially zero, if we add to the intake the contribution from inhala
tion, as shown in Table 2. In this table the dietary intakes are the average of 
our representative 6-day samples, the inhaled values are those estimated for 
inhalation alone, and the excretion values are the overall averages. The dif
ferent means, taken from the overall averages in Table, 2 (diet + water + inhala-
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Figure 4. The mean daily levels of 
210pb for each subject in diet, feces 
and urine and the mean daily 210pb 
and calcium balances. The subjects 
are listed in order of 210pb balance. 
The calcium intakes greater than the 
standard 200-mg per day level are 
given in mg/day for Subjects 6 and 7. 

tion- excreta), is -0.02 pCi/day for 
210pb and -0.06 pCi/day for 210po which 
is essentially identical to that of 
individual balance taken from the mean 
of the balances for each individual 
based on his diet, water and excreta 
(-0.275 and -0.269 pCi of 210pb and 
210Po, respectively) to which has been 
added the estimated mean daily inhala
tion intake of 0.23 pei' of 210pb and 
0.37 pCi of 210po. Thus, the mean bal
ances approach zero to within 3% of the 
intake values. 

These results are lower than those of 
Gltlbel et al.3 in Germany. Their diet 
(and fecal excretion) had more than twice 
the nuclide content of ours, 4.65 pCi of 
each, and the 2l0po;210Pb ratio was 
about unity compared to our ratio of 
1.33. The urinary excretion of 210po of 
0.3 pCi/day was comparable to ours, but 
the 210pb excretion was twice this value, 
in line with the higher dietary levels. 
The values of Gltlbel et al. are prob
ably not typical of the U.S., either 
because they studied a particular person 
or because their foods were different. 

h b 1 f h 210 . . 
T e a ance o t e Po ~s ~mpor-

tant to estimates of radiation dose, 
while the amount in the body under nor
mal intake depends mainly on the 210pb 
content of the body rather than on the 

210 intake. For an internal source of 210pb 
of 600 pCi (the Pb body content of an average man2u) and with a mean balance 
of 210po of less than 0.1 pCi/day, the implied half life is very long and com
parable to the 7-year values observed in people high in 226Ra.2 The 210po 
activities are then essentially in radioactive equilibrium with the ZlOpb 
(> 90% of the 210pb activity). 

Thus, the low ratios of 
210

Po to 
210pb in diet and excreta confirm the 
previous estimates20 that only a small 
fraction of the 210po in the body is 
supported by diet when the ratio of 
the activity of 210po to that of 210pb 
is about unity in vivo. Even though 
the residence time of 210po is much 
longer than the 25 days assumed ear
lier,20 the limiting factor would be 
the 138-day physical half life. With 
no excess of excretion over intake, 
the accumulation from the diet would 
be only about 24 pCi, compared to 500 
to 600 pCi in the body (if the 210po 
is nearly in radioactive equilibrium 
with the 210pb). 

0 z 
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Figure 5. Pb and Po balances 
plotted against the weekly cigarette 
usage for each of the seven subjects 
whom this quantity was determined. 
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Table 2. Summary of components of 
metabolic balances. 

I. Intake 
A. Ingestion 

Diet 
Water 

B. Inhalation 
(50% reten
tion) 

1.25 
0.11 

1. 36 

Air ) 0.07 
Cigarette 

Smoke* 0.15 

C. Total 

II. Output 
Excretion 

Feces 
Urine 

III. Balances 
A. This Table 
B. Individual 

(see text) 

--0.24 

1. 60 

1.33 
0.28 
--1.61 

-0.02 

0.00 

1. 63 
0.10 

0.02 

1. 73 

0.36 
0.37 

2.10 

1. 89 
0.27 
--2.16 

-0.06 

+0.03 

The values of 210Po/210pb ratios of 
1.07 in urine and 1.47 in feces make it 
possible to estimate the amounts of one 
nuclide given a measurement of the other. 
However, because of the large variability 
of these ratios, this estimate is reli
able only to within a factor of 2 or so. 

In summary, the 210pb_210po content 
of the diets appear to be representative 
of those in the U.S. when compared to 
the data of others. They exhibit sea
sonal variations, a phenomenon not noted 
in other measurements.3-5 Both the diets 
and fecal excretions had a 30 to 40% 
excess of 210Po over 210Pb, while urinary 
excretion exhibited equal amounts of 
each. When account is taken of the con
tributions of inhalation to intake, this 
group is in material balance with respect 
to both nuclides. This result tends to 
justify the assumption on inhalation 
used in arriving at the intake values. 

* 1 pack/day 
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LONG-TERM METABOLISM OF 90sr IN RHESUS MONKEYS (Macaca mulatta)* 
Patricia W. Durbin, NylanJeung, Marilyn H. Williams, and Marshall W. Parrott** 

Donner Laboratory and the Division of Biology and Medicine, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94 720 

ABSTRACT 

The plasma content (P t) and daily excretion rate (Et) were measured, and the whole-body reten
tion (Rt), was calculated for 7 to 15 yr after a single injecLion of 90sr in young (2.3-3 yr), adolescent 
(3.1-5 yr), and adult(> 5 yr) rhesus monkeys. Half-times of 6-term exponential equations of Pt and 
Ec0.4-0.5 d, 1-2 d, 3.5-7 d, 40-80 d, 300-650 d, and 2400-3600 d-are similar within each age group 
and also among the 3 age groups. The half-times of the first 5 terms of equations of Rt are similar to 
those ofPt and Ev but those of the 6th terms are longer, 4200-5600 d, presumably representing re
deposition of 90sr recirculated from remodeled bone. The coefficients of the metabolic equations 
demonstrated greater early 90sr excretion by the older monkeys and greater late retention of 90sr by 
the growing monkeys. When age at injection was considered, 90sr retention in monkeys agreed with 
retention of 85sr or 90sr in other simians, beagles, and human adults. 

INTRODUCTION 

Even before the first thermonuclear weapons were exploded in the Marshall Islands (March 1954), 
it was recognized that 90sr would be a hazardous constituent of the radioactive fallout, but there was 
little information on 90sr metabolism in species other than rodents.l-3 In 1954, urged by Dr. Willard 
F. Libby, then a member of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and the late Dr. Joseph G. Hamilton, 
director of the Crocker Laboratoryg we fed or injected animals from the laboratory's small colony of 
rhesus monkeys with low doses of 0sr.4-6 

As new techniques were developed, 7,8 metabolic information began to be available from human 
beings directly, and interest in study of other species declined. Controlled long-term study of the 
alkaline earths in human beings is not possible, because there are no long-lived 1-emitting isotopes of 
these elements. Furthermore, the long-term data from the human 226Ra cases are equivocal, because 
bf late radiation effects and uncertainty in their 226Ra ~>:xposure levels. Therefore, we maintained and 
gradually added to the 90sr-injected monkey colony to obtain from individual monkeys over a signifi
cant part of their 30-yr life span metabolic data that could be used to test long-term models of alkaline 
earth metabolism.9 This report summarizes our study of 90sr in monkeys and compares their long
term retention of 90sr with that in other species. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Rhesus monkeys caught in the wild were purchased from animal dealers. Ages were determined 
from dentition10 and skeletal roentgenograms.ll The animals have been assigned to 3 age groups: 
young, 2.3-3 yr, most epiphyses open, skeleton and body weights increasing rapidly, sexually immature; 
adolescent, 3.1-5 yr, some epiphyses open, skeleton and body weights increasing slowly, sexually 
mature; adult,> 5 yr, epiphyses closed and permanent teeth erupted, skeleton and body weights stable. 
Colony management was described earlier.4 A high-Ca diet (0.03-0.12 g/d/kg body weight) was fed to 
suppress reutilization of 90sr. 

Strontium-90 diluted in 3% Na citrate, was given in a single i.v., i.m., or i.p. injection. The only 
differences in 90sr behavior related to route of injection were in the early plasma concentrations. 
Experimental protocol is shown in Table 1. 

The monkeys are housed in individual noncommunicating stock cages from which, with careful 
cleaning, we obtain complete excreta collections. Excreta were collected frequently during the first 
year and thereafter in two 7 -d P?ols every 8 wk. In some cases urine and feces were collected separately 
for the first few weeks. Blood samples were drawn frequently in the first weeks and at least twice yearly 
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Table 1. Injection and retention data for 90sr-injected monkeys 

Injection data 

Monkeya Age Weight 90Sr Injn. Days to 90Sr in Cause of death or reason 
no., sex {yr} {k~} (JLCi} date death body{%} for euthanasia 

Young monkeys {2.1 to 3 yr} 

37F 2.6 4.4 12.8 2/15/60 1 45.4 Test animal 
36F 2.3 3.1 12.8 2/15/60 4 56.2 Test animal 
52F 2.3 2.8 130.5 11/13/61 21 48.5 Test animal 
53F 2.7 2.6 )130.5 11/13/61 66 69.3 Test animal 
29F 3.0 3.3 41.6 9/10/58 280 34.8 Positive TB test 
51F 2.7 2.8 26.1 11/13/61 441 26.6 Test animal 
20F 2.7 3.6 49.8 1/15/57 707 13.8 Amoebic dysentery 
50F 2.7 3.1 26.1 11/13/61 1211 24.8 Test animal 
34F 2.9 3.6 56.2 2/21/58 1921 15.4 Accident 
35F(1)b 2.4 4.0 56.2 2/21/58 2037 -10 Reinjected by mistakeb 
28F 2.6 2.9 41.6 9/10/58 2087 15.5 Accident 

Adolescent monkeys {3.1 to 5 }::r} 

10F 3.3 3.4 56.3 11/10/55 94 45.1 Test animal 
64F 4.3 4.2 33.1 3/27/67 427 16.9 Test animal 
33F 3.2 3.8 56.2 2/21/58 2247 7.3 Leptospirosis 

9M 4.3 9.1 38.0 4/21/54 2520 18.0 Cyst on neck 
31F 4.1 4.1 61.1 10/27/57 2639 5.6 Intussusception 
27M 3.6 3.2 41.6 9/10/58 3159 11.2 Cage paralysis 
65F 4.4 4.5 33.1 . 3/27/67 5.1C Alive, 2242 days p.i. 
63F 4.1 5.4 46.9 1/ 9/67 5.8C Alive, 2319 days p.i. 
32F 4.2 4.5 61.1 10/27/59 7.1C Alive, 5360 days p.i. 
21F '3.2 4.2 49.8 1/15/57 5.7C Alive, 6010 days p.i. 

Adult monkeys {>5 yr} 

G8M 6.8 8.9 4.4 9/ 9/69 2 37.0 Test animal 
G11M -7 7.0 5.0 6/24/70 16 50.7 Test animal 
98F 9.3 5.6 3.5 10/28/69 35 17.9 Test animal 
40F 8.8 8.5 70.4 1/ 9/67 98 7.0 Pneumonia 
35F(2)b 7.9 5.2 50.1 9/23/63 147 -8 Test animalb 

7M > 6.5 4.2 37.5 3/16/54 181 21.4 Cage paralysis 
23M >7 5.0 49.8 1/15/57 3183 7.8 Accident 
38F 5.4 3.2 50.1 9/23/63 3411 2.4 Uterine tumor 

8F -5 5.5 39.9 4/ 1/54 3507 2.9 Leptospirosis 
39F 5.5 3.2 50.1 9/23/63 1.3C Alive, 3599 days p.i. 
61M 6.7 6.8 117.6 2/25/63 3.8c Alive, 3809 days p.i. 
62M 12 9.4 168.3 2/25/63 1.6C Alive, 3809 days p.i. 

a In Ref. 4 monkeys _1M, SF, 9M, and 10F were identified with pet names as follows: 7M, Tony; SF, Rosy; 9M, 
Stupe; 10F, Pat. 

9
o 

b Monkey 35F was reinjected (by mistake) with Sr 2037 dafter her original injection. When she was killed 147 d 
after the second injection, the measured 90sr in excreta, bones, and tissues was compatible with the approximate 
90sr body contents shown. 
c Body count 4 to 7 mo before the closing date of this report, Aug. 1, 1973. 
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after the first year. After 1968 whole-bod~ bremsstrahlung were measured periodically. Tissues and 
bones of dead monkeys were analyzed for Osr. 

Samples were dry-ashed, dissolved in acid, and analyzed for 90sr by one of the following methods: 
(a) samples of> ro4 dis/min-small aliquots were dried on glass planchets; (b) samples of ro2-ro4 
dis/min-large aliquots were concentrated by coprecipitation with CaC204;12 and (c) samples of 
< 102 disfmin-larg_f aliquots or entire samples were analyzed by a commercial laboratory using a 90y_ 
extraction process. 2 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have chosen to describe plasma activity, Pv daily excretion rate, Et, cumulative excretion, Et*• 
and whole-body retention, Rv as sums of first-or'der exponentials, of the form 

(1) 

Halt-times, Ta·, and time after injection, t, are iu Jays. The data for P1 and Et were plotted semi· 
logarithmically for each monkey. Curves were fitted by the method of least squares in 6 straight-line 
segments over the intervals shown in Table 2, and the coefficients of their exponential equations, Pi (%) 
and Ei (%/d), and the half-times, Tpi and Tei, were determined graphically. Cumulative excretion was 
calculated for each monkey by integration of its equation of Et at the postinjection times shown by 
the data points in Fig. 1. Whole-body retention was calculated from the relationship 

(2) 

Tabulations were made of the values of P t and Et read from the individual monkey's curves and of 
their calculated values of Rt at the times shown by the data points in Figs. 1-3. Mean values of P1, E1, 

and Rt (the data points shown in the figures) were calculated for t,he 3 age groups. The individual 
values usually varied over a 2- to 4-fold range. The mean curves shown in the figures were also ana
lyzed into 6 exponential terms, and their coefficients and half-times are collected in Tables 2-4. 

Total excretory clearances of the 3 monkey groups (see curves of Pt and Et in Figs. 2,3) ranged 
over 4.5-9 plasma volumesfd and tended to be lower in the younger monkeys. The best current 
estimate of excretory clearance of 90sr in adult man9 is 4.3 plasma volumesjd (13.6liters/d for a 
70-kg man with an average daily intake of 1 g Ca, 0.014 g Ca/kg body weight). The greater clearance 
in the monkeys is probably related to their 2- to 10-fold greater Ca intake. 

The half-times of the comparable terms of the equations of Pt, Et, and Rt (Tables 2-4) were 
similar within the 3 age groups, which is to be expected, because retention, plasma activity, and ex
cretion rate are all dependent on bone metabolism. However, in the equations of Rt for the adolescent 
and adult monkeys, Tr6 was 4200 to 5600 d, while in their equations of Pt and Et, Tp5 and Te6 were 
2400 to 3640 d. Although the data are insufficient to demonstrate a significant difference, such a 
finding is compatible with redeposition in the skeleton of some 90sr recirculated during bone resorp
tion. 

The coefficients, P1-3• E1-3• and R1-3• representing 90sr uptake in bone, are smaller in the 
metabolic equations of the young monkeys than in those of the adults. The coefficients, P 4-6• E4-6• 
and R4-6• representing turnover of 90sr-labeled bone, are greater in the equations of the young 
monkeys than in those of the adults. The relative magnitudes of the coefficients of the equations of 
P t• Ev and Rt in the 3 age groups demonstrate again the dependence of 90sr uptake and retention on 
bone-growth status. I 5-1 E 

The half-times of 6-term exponential equations of 90sr retention in young-adult beagles14 and a 
57-yr old woman 7 were similar to those in the retention equations of the monkeys, when all retention 
curves were analyzed over the samepostinjection intervals (Tables 2,4). The finding of common half
times in exponential equations of 90sr retention in monkeys with varying bone-growth status, young
adult beagles, and a middle-aged woman supports the view that the dynamics of skeletal metabolism 
are qualitatively similar among mammals.l5 

If age at injection is considered, 90sr retention in our monkeys agrees with the retention of 85sr 
or 90sr in young and adolescent rhesus monkeys studied elsewhere,19 young and adolescent monkeys 
of 3 species of Cercopithecus (West African monkeys of small body size),20,21 1.4- to 9-yr-old 
beagles,l4,16,18 and i~ adult human subjects during the first 1.00 dafter injection. For example, 15 d 
after injection, retention or 85sr of 90sr was 27 ± 9% and 34.3 ± 1 0.2%, respectively, in 8 adult rhesus 
monkeys and 9 human beings 27-61 years old.7, 22-24 By 350 d, retention of 85sr in 9 human adults 
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Fig. 1. Retention of a single 
injection of 90sr in rhesus 
monkeys;,oung-adult 
beagles, 1 and a 5 7-yr-old 
woman. 7 Parameters of the 
exponential equations 
appear in Table 4 . 

Fig. 2. Plasma content and 
excretion rate (urine and 
feces combined) after a 
single injection of 90sr 
in rhesus monkeys. 
Parameters of the ex
ponential equations 
appear in Tables 2,3. 
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Fig. 3. Expanded time scale of Fig. 2. 
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Table 2. Plasma content: Coefficients (Pi) and half-times (Tpi) of the exponential equations that 
describe the 90Sr content of the plasma a after a single injection in rhesus monkeys. 

Expo- Fitting Young Adolescent 
nential interval tf = 1900 db tf = 4600 db 
term t1 (d) t2 (d) Pi(%) Tpi(d) Pi(%) Tpi(d) 

Adult 

tf = 3450 db 
Pd%) Tpi(d) 

lc 0 1 
2 1 5 1.0 .65 1.2 1.1 1.7 .53 
3 5 25 .88 4.4 .28 5.8 1.8 3.3 
4 25 250 .026 60 .019 51 .007 40 
5 250 1500 .0032 420 .0038 300 .0008 640 
6 > 1500 .00024 3500 .0002 2400 

a Total plasma 90sr was calculated from 90sr in weighed samples of whole blood and the measured hematocrit, 
a~suming a blood density of 1.056g/ml and a plasma volume of 36.4 ml/kg body weight in rhesus monkeys.13 
b Time of last available measur.,ment. 
c The earliest components of the blood curves have not yet been analyzed. 

Table 3. Excretion: Coefficients (Ei) and half-times (Tei) of the exponential equation of the rate of 
90Sr excretion, and intercepts (Ei *) of the equations of cumulative excretion of 90sr after a single 
injection in rhesus monkeys. 

Exponential Young Adolescent Adult 
term tf- 1900d tf= 5250 d tf = 3300 d 

Ei (%/d) Tei(d) Ei* (%) Ei (%/d) Tei (d) Ej* (%) Ei (%/d) Tei (d) Ei* (%) 

1a,b 16 .40 9.2 41 .46 27 31 .42 19 
2 5.9 1.7 14 7.9 1.3 15 21 1.2 36 
3 1.5 7.1 15 2.0 6.5 19 4.1 5.5 32 
4 .19 80 22 .094 41 5.5 .091 88 12 
5 .053 360 28 .058 300 25 .0086 570 7.2 
6 .0017 3640 8.9 .OOll 2400 3.8 

a The parameters of the first terms of the equations of Et were obtained from curves in which 0-1 d excretion was 
plotted at 0.5 d, and fecal lag was neglected. Such curves artificially depict constant renal excretion during the first 
24 h, and gastrointestinal. excretion as both constant and instantaneous. 
b Same fitting intervals as in Table 2. 

Table 4. Retention: Coefficients (Ri) and half-times (Tri) of the exponential equations of whole
body retention of 90Sr after a single injection in rhesus monkeys. Parameters of 90Sr retention curves 
of young-adult beagles and of a woman are shown for comparison.a 

Exponen- Monkey 
tial term Young Adolescent 

tf=2100d tf=5250d 
Ri(%) Tfj (d) Ri(%) Tri(d) 

1 ll .50 23 .38 
2 10 2.1 18 2.0 
3 ll 17 17 10 
4 20 66 14 100 
5 26 300 17 500 
6 21 5400 11 5600 

Adult 

tf = 3450 d 
Ri(%) Tri(d) 

28 .41 
24 2.2 
24 7.0 

9.2 22 
8.8 540 
6.0 4200 

Beagle 

tf = 4900 d 
Ri(%) Trj(d) 

19 .6 
32 2.7 
18 14 
11 120 
6.7 540 

13 5300 

Human 
subject 

tf= 397 d 
Rj(%) Trj(d) 

22 .44 
31 2.5 
22 14 

4.6 130 
22 1000 

a Data from LLOYD et az.l4 for beagles injected With <30 ll Ci/kg of90Sr, and data from COHN et al. 7 for a 57-yr
old woman patient MOS were replotted, and the retention curves were fitted over the same intervals (Table 2) used to 
analyze the monkey curves. 
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(some ill but with apparently normal skeletons) was 15.9±4.7%7,23 __ apparently greater than in 5 
adult monkeys, 11 ± 4.3%. However, by 350 d, decay and excretion of 85Sr introduce large errors in 
whole-body -y-ray measurements, which, added to individual variability, render any difference in
significant. Thus, rhesus monkeys of varying ages seem to be a suitable model system in which to 
evaluate long-term metabolism of the alkaline earth elements. 
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Abstract 

The translocation of 85sr was followed by a 2 h external counting of the 

wound and homologous bone and by measurement of the blood radioactivity. Two 

types of wounds were simulated on Maccacus monkeys : puncture wounds and lace

rations. 

The same experimental procedure was applied in order to test therapy through 

Sr insolubilization by rhodizonate (K), Mg so
4

, alginate (ca) and aluminium 

phosphate gel, on laceration wounds either 5 or 15 min after the contamination. 

It was verified that local or IV administration of DTPA did not result in an 

increased absorption of Sr. 

Introduction 

Wounds can be classified into three classes : abrasion, laceration ~nd punc

ture. The first will not result in any significant absorption after contamina

tion 1 ; the second one only can be treated by local insolubilization of the 

radionuclides. Most authors have studied wounds contam!nated by untranslocable 

nuclides (Pu and Am), whereas our study was concerned with strontium, a trans

locable fission product with a high radiotoxicity. For safety purposes and ea

sier measurement, 85sr was chosen. 

Material and methods 

Twenty eight Maccacus monkeys weighing 5 kg were used. Wounds were performed 

on the postero-external side of the thigh. Puncture wounds were simulated by 

IM injections ; lacerations were made by incision and ecrasement of the ~sole 

2 em long and 2.5 em wide. A catheter was introduced into the arteria femora

lis of the opposite leg for blood samples. From 10 to 100 ~Ci of 85sr (0.1 cm3) 

were deposited on the wound and the radioactivity of the wound and the homolq

gous area on the other leg was measured by Nai (Tl) detectors with the same 
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counting efficiency. The radioactivity of the blood samples (1 cm3) was measu

red in a well-type crystal. The various treatments were applied 5 or 15 min 

after exposure. 

Results 

Effect of the type of wound on absorption. 

100 
a -Counting rate of wound site (leg 

b-Counting rate of homologous 
site ( bane mainly) 

c. Absorption of85Sr (a -b) from 
the wound 

® ® 

Fig. I, asSr kinetics in wound site, 

----
-

85
Sr in blood 

skeleton and blood after 
puncture wounds (A) and 
lacerations ( 8) 

IArbotra<yumtl\ -·-·--·-

-·-· -·-·-·-,..,.,...--·-·-·-· b 

2S so 0 so 100 

Time in min. 

Following puncture, all the Sr was absorbed within 40 min (fig. 1 A, average 

on 2 animalsf. Blood concentration was highest within 20 min, then slowly de

creased. Bone uptake seemed to stop after 50 min's time. Following laceration 

(fig. 1 B, average on 6 animals) these processes were slower and not so comple

te. 

Sr insolubilization tests on lacerations. (17 animals). 

As shown by fig. 2, therapy must be early : when administered 5 min after 

exposure, all the insolubilizing reagents resulted in a more or lest significant 

., 
g 
2i 
.5 

~In 

Appliccmon of -

0 so 100 0 
Time in min 
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decrease of absorption ; when administration occured 15 min later, only K rho

dizonate (powder) and Mg so4 (saturated solution) had a significant effect. 

Counting of the wound showed rhodizonate to be more efficient (fig. 3), whi~h 

was verified by measurement of urinary excretion (table 1). 

Fig. 3 • Absorption of Sr from the wound after treatment 
100 postponed for 15 min. ,, ,, . Unt ... ated ..... \ . So, Mg '\,;·~\ . 0 Rhodizonate ! K) 

\"'~\ 0 
''\\ . ' o\ \ 

I 
'\\ 

90 
p\ ~, 0 '"~:.\ 

\' .. 0 •• \ 

j ·~.\. 0 0 .. o3~o ~ .. '~\--0 0 0~ E 
'8 \.0 t \) .. ,. ,:-.. .. 

N ~' '< ... 
' ' 80 Tim• in min. ... , ···~ 

0 15 so 100 

Effect of DTPA on Sr absorption. (3 animals). 

In case of wounds contaminated by a mixture of fission products, DTPA (used 

as DTPA Ca Na3) can be used in order to chelate the lanthanons. Table 1 shows 

that Sr absorption was not enhanced by DTPA whether insolubilized or not. 

I 
Treatment Absorption from Urinary excretion 

after 15 min the wound during 24 h. 
%of deposit %of deposit 

Untreated 22 7 

Mg so4 33 2,5 

Rhodizonate 10 1,5 

DTPA 23 5 

Rhodizonate 

+ DTPA 
10 1 

Rhodizonate 
+DTPA 20 2,5 
+ DTPA (IV) 

Table.1 • Influence of treatment on absorption and 
urinary excretion of Sr deposited on laceration 
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Discussion and conclusion 

Lacerations are very difficult to standardize and result in widely dispersed 

data (slide number 5~. 

As a conclusion, laceration wounds contaminated by Sr can be treated by inao

lubilization whereas puncture wounds cannot, because of access and delay, 

Rhodizonate seemed to be the best inaolubilizing reagent. DTPA did not act on 

Sr absorption. 
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A complex of instrumentation and techniques for dosimetric 
monitoring at industrial enterprises using unshielded beta-emit
ters ofT and 14C is offered. Air-borne radionuclides are as
sayed by automatic monitors developed on the basis of gas coun
ters. A portable device for detection of radioactive contamina
tion of surfaces is worked out. Scintillation and gas counters 
have been used to measure 14C and T content in personnel. The 
sensitivity of the methods is sufficient for monitoring of all 
categories of exposure. 

Introduction 

The problems of protection from tritium and 14c radiation 
arise in the manufacture and application of tracer compounds, 
luminophores, tritium-titanium targets as well as in spheres in
volving the use of the energy of nuclear fission and fusion. 
Certain difficulties, as far as the dosimetry of these radionuc
lides is concerned, are due both to their specific radiation 
characteristics and insufficient knowledge of the radiotoxicity 
of their compounds1,2. 

This paper does not deal with the biophysical aspects of the 
indirect dosimetry of T and 140; it describes instrumentation 
and methods for detecting low-enrgy beta-emitters in the human 
body and environment. 

Monitoring of Radionuclides in Air 

Gas filling counters are employed as detecting devices in 
all the monitors developed. The instruments also incorporate de
vices for passive and active shielding of the counters from ex
ternal radiation, systems for intake, processing and regulation 
of the flows of assyaed air and filling gas, electronic registe
ring systems, control and signalling assemblies as well as high
and low-voltage power supplies for the counters and transisto
rized circuits, respectively. The instruments are designed as 
portable double-tier columns with detecting device at the bot-
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tom and gas systems and electronic blocks at the top. 
A mixture of aerosol-free air (0.1 1/min) and methane (0.5 -

1 1/min) is fed to the detectors of instruments A and B. The 
air piping and proportional counter bodies are made of Teflon. 
The operating volume of Counter A (Fig.1a) of 0.15 1 is limited 
by a cylindrical cathode consiating of 22 metal wires.3 The de-

• • • • 

" a b • 

• 
• • • • 

c~fim1itfil~- ...... . 

• " . 
• • • • 

" • • 
• •• 

• .IC • • • • • " . • • 

Fig.1. Schematic constructions of gas-flow counters. 
x- anodes; • -cathodes; t -quartz tube. 

teeter and pre-amplifier are surrounded by a 5 cmethick lead 
shield. Pulses are registered by an integral discriminator with 
a sensitivity of 0.5 mv. To calibrate counters A and B, a flow 
of methane bubbler-saturated with T-ethanol vapours is passed 
in succession through the multi-wire counter and a calibration 
counter with kno1m parametres. The counting efficiency is cal
culated with due regard to the ratio of the detector volumes 
and the known efficiency of the calibration counter. 

The detection efficiency forT and 14C beta-radiation for 
counter A operation in air-free methane is over 90%· A 500V -
long counting plateau has no appreciable slope. Introduction of 
air affects the counting characteristics considerably. For a 5% 
admixture of air, the plateau length is reduced to 250V and its 
slope is 2%/100 v. The count curve for a mixture containing 10% 
of air in the region of 3·4 to 3·6 kV has a slope of 8%/100 v. 
The efficiency of beta particle detection in the working point 
(3.5 kV) is 85%· The count curve becomes still less stable as 
the air portion increases. The counter background of 150-180cpm 
remains stable up to 4.0 kV. The detector and gas system are 
cleaned from THO vapours and gaseous tritium exponentially (A= 
1 min-1), from the moment radioactivity intake has ceased. 

The 0.5 1 counter B with a multi-wire cathode is enclosed in 
a ring of protection counters located in the same volume of gas 
(Fig.1b). A two-channel panel selects coincidence and anticoin
cidence pulses. 

The counter B anticoincidence background is 35 cpm in methane, 
70 cpm in 10% air mixture and 85 cpm at 20% content of air, res
pectively. The count curves forT and 14c have a plateau slope 
of about 5%/100V at 10% and 20% air in the mixture. The count
ing efficiency is abo~t 90%· 

The assay of the enrgy composition of air-borne radioactivity 
is based on the correlation between the number of coincidence 
counts in the measuring and protection counters and the path of 
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primary ionizing particles4.Thus, the ratio of coincidence and 
anticoincidence counts forT is 0.1, whereas for 14c- 1.6. The 
counter B measurement results may be used for estimating the 
ratio of nuclide concentrations in air. 

Cownter C (Fig.2) is intended for a selective determination 

Fig.2. Block-diagram of air-borne 14c monitor. 
1 - air intake; 2 - compressor; 3 - oven; 4 - bubbler; 
5 - vessel with KOH; 6 - reaction vessel; 7 - vessel with 
H2so4; 8 - dessicator; 9 - bubbler with cyclohexan; 10 - C02-
co~ter; 11 - liquid seal; 12 - schielding counters; 13,14-
input blocks; 15 - high voltage block; 16 - recorder; 17 -
measuring block; 18 - electronic suppressor. 

of air-borne as carbon dioxide or carbonate aerosols. Air under 
assaY- is bubbled through a flow of a 10% solution of KOH to ab
sorb CO • The solution of KOH and K CO is passed to a reaction 
vessel ii~h a 25% solution H2SO~· c&rbdn dioxide resulting from 
the react~on: K2co3 +H2so4 =K2304 + H2co3 ~ H2co3 -.H20 + C02t 
is ~aseed through a desiccator and a quenching agent (cyclohe
xan) bubbler to the counter. C02 acts both as an operating gas 
in Geiger counter and a radiocarbon carrier. 

The cathode of the C02 -counter is provided with a 0.3 mm-dia. 
platinum wire coil wound at a pitch of 5 mm inside the inner 
surface of a 18 mm-dia. quartz tube (Fig.1c). The counter volume 
is 30 cm3; the anode diameter 0.1 mm. 

The count curve in measuring crude CO is quite good due to 
the incorporation of an external suppres~or assembly with a 
pulse height of 1.5 kV, duration 2 msec. The plateau length is 
400 V; the slope - 2%/100 V; the working point - 3600 v. The 
background of the counter surrounded by a 5 em-thick lead shield 
at anticoincidence with a ring of shielding Geiger counters is 
4-5 cpm. The counter radiometric characteristics for air monitor
ing are given in the Table. The minimal detectable concentration 
(MDC) in the atmospheric air is defined as a level capable of 
inducing a count rate equal to that of the background. The 
simplest monitor A ensures a reliable detection of maximum 
permissible 6concentf~tions for personal of THO vapoura 
(5.10-9 Ci/1 ) and 4c compounds (3.5 x 10-9 Ci/1). The model 
B is capable of detecting concentrations lower than the 
above by an order as well as differentiating beta - radiation 
with respect to energy. The provision for the chemical selec-
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Table of Parameters of Air-Borne Radioactivity Monitors 

Counter Gas to be Sample Background MDC,Ci/1 Res~onse 
assayed volume, cpm of air t~me 

cm3 min. 
A A~r 15 150 5x1o-9 1 

B Air 100 85 4x1o 10 5 
c c~ 30 4 2x1o-14 30 

tion of C02 makes counter C applicable for monitoring of air
borne 14C for all categories of exposure6. These instruments 
intended for operation under various conditions offer a still 
wider range of usee: 
(a) automatic recording and signalling of emergency situations; 
b) simultaneous sampling of air from several checking points; 
(c) differentiation of gaseous tritium and THO vapours by means 

of the desiccator assembly; 
(d) continuous catalytic combustion of 14c and tritium-labelled 
organic compounds in air to form co2 and THO. 

Monitoring of Radioactive Contamination of Surfaces 

National standards treat of radioactive contamination of sur
faces in terms of particle output from a unit of area regardle~ 
of radiation energy6. To comply with this,the efficiency of our 
portable instrument hardly depends on radiation energy.Detectian 
is effected by a four-section gas-flow proportional counter with 
an open window (Fig.J).Anode wires are designed to run parallel 
to the examined surface. The outside cathode made of 0.6x0.6mm 
mesh brass net is separated by a 2mm clearance from the surface. 

8 7 

Fig.J. Surface contamination detector. 
1-anodes;2-insulators;J-net;4-rubber ring;5-lead disk;6-gas con
nection pipe;7-plug connector; 8-grip. 
The sensitivity area is 40 cm2 • The detector comprises a tran~ 
sistor pre-amplifier of signals. The'gas (methane) flow rate is 
less than 0.5 1/min. 

The measuring panel incorporates an integral discriminator, 
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a rate meter, a pointer indicator and a power supply. 
Solid sources of beta radiation of tritium, 1~C and 137cs are 

used for calibration purposes. Plates~ of 200 to 300 V length 
with a slope of 5fJ100 V have been obtained. The counting effi
ciencies at the point of operatioh are: 70% - for tritium, 80%
for 14C and 90% - for 137Cs. The proximity of the above values 
is due to the peculiarity of open-window counter operation, 
which detect a great portion of ionization electrons released 
in the gas layer bounded by the examined surface and the catho~ 
The counter background is 6 cps. The instrument reliably detects 
contamination under 0.01 of the maximum per-missible levels for 
operation surfaces (2.000 particle/cm2 minb). 

Measurement of Tritium and 14c Content in Human Body 
The internal contamination of the human body induced by such 

beta-emitters as T and 14C may be determined only indirectly on 
the basis of the results of biological sample assays. 

T and 14c concentrations in the body liquid samples and ex
haled air were measured by scintillation and gas counters. 
Samples of urine,saliva, blood and exhaled vapour condensate 
were mixed with a liquid scintillator containing 8 g PPO + 0.2g 
POPOP + 100 g naphthalene per 1 1 dioxane. Different methods of 
preparation of tritium-containg samples with respect to the deg
ree of purification, such as distilled, activated coal-treated 
(urine only) and untreated samples, were tested. Precipitates 
were separated by filtration. 

The beta-radiometry of the samples was carried out on a scin
tillation coincidence counter with two venetian-blind photomul
tipliers Cil3Y-81A A 30 ml cuvette for samples is made of Teflon 
and provided with quartz windows. The electronic recording sys
tem selects time-coinciding (within 100 nsec) pulses fed from 
the two phomomultipliers and analyseB them with respect to amp
litude by means of a differentia~ discriminator with a threshold 
ratio of 10:1. The measurements were carried out under balance 
conditions. The instrument was calibrated with the aid of a sol~ 
emitter of X-rays simulating tritium radiation?. 

The best sensitivity is ensured in measuring samples contain
ing 20% water or 8 to 10% urine, with the tritium counting effi
ciency being 12 to 15%; the counter background is 50 cpm. The 
sensitivity threshold to tritium in water is 3.1o-9 and in un
treated human urine - 7·10-9Ci/l, respectively (measurement t~ 
-30 min; relative error -25%). 

An analysis of the instrument background shows that 65% is 
contributed by internal processes occurring in the photomulti
pliers and generating light impulses; 30% - by radioactive and 
cosmic radiation, and 5% - by random coincidence of dark current 
pulses and the phosphorescence of samples. 

The minimal detectable concentration of tritium is four or
ders below the "initial levels of the examination"of personnel 
in contact with tritium oxide8.The scintillation counter sensiti 
vity to 14C concentation in urine or water samples is 10-9 Ci/1 
which is quite sufficient for the purposes of industrial dosimet
ry. 

Another modification of the indirect dosi,etry method is pro
vided by the measurement of THO vapours and 4co2 in exhaled air 
by means of gas monitors of types B and c. The air to be assay
ed is continuously sampled from a through-flow vessel where ex
haled air comes. The C02 counter is capable of measuring 14c con 
centrations up to 2·10-i2 Ci/1 in exhaled air (C02content -3%)· 
This makes it possible for 14C excretion to be reliably monitor-
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ed during one week after one "initia+ level of the examination" 
of NaH14co38 incorporation. During the first days after exposure 
~his level can be detected by instrument B as well. For a simi
lar THO igcorporation the body fluids tritium concentration is 
35 p Ci/1 , whereas this parameters for exhaled air is 1.5•10-9 
Ci/1 at the body temperature. However, when air is transferred 
to the detector, the air temperature is equalized to that of the 
device parts. This leads to the condensation of some vapours and 
the residual concentration of THO in the assayed air is deter
mined by the ambient temperature. Thus, 5·1Q-10 Ci/1 of exhaled 
air corresponds to the "initial level of the examinationtt at 
20°C. This concen~ration is reliably detected by counter B. 

So, the above complex of instrumentation and techniques gua
rantees an all-round monitoring of exposure conditions of opera
tion in contact with unshielded tritium. and radiocarbon compo~ 
Depending on the process used and scale of production of diffe
rent radioactive substances, the dosimetrical service may be 
supplied with some of the instruments of this complex or a sui
table combination of them. The counters have been tested for 
a long period of time at the works of manufacturers specializing 
in the large-scale production of various radionuclide items, 
such as labelled organic and inorganic substances, luminous 
compounds and devices, metallic targets with tritium, etc. The 
test results have shown the described equipment and methods to 
comply with the requirements of day-to-day dosimetry. 
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SAMPLING FOR TRITIATED WATER VAPOUR 
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ABSTRACT 

Collection of tritiated water vapour (HTO)v from air by bubbling the air through non-tritiated 
water and subsequent measurement of the accumulated activity by liquid scintillation counting is 
often used as a simple method of monitoring for (HTO)v in air. 

Expressions for the collection efficiency of a model collecting device of this kind are derived 
here in terms of the initial mass of water in the collector, the total air flow, the humidity in the air 
entering and leaving the collector, the intrinsic efficiency of the collector and the ratio of the 
relative isotopic concentration [T/H] in the vapour phase to that in the liquid phase at the effective 
operating temperature of the device. 

Predictions from the model are compared to the measured efficiencies of collectors with and 
without fritted glass air dispersers, for water masses from 50 g to 200 g, air volumes 0.1 to 20m3 , 

air flow rates up to 160 cm3 /s and water temperatures in the range 5°C-35°C. Intrinsic efficiencies 
greater than 95% and agreement between predictions and results to within a few percent is 
demonstrated for a practicable range of the variables. 

Introduction 

A simple method of collecting a sample of tritiated water vapour (HTO)v from air is to bubble 
the air through water as shown in figure 1. This is, of course, a particular application of the general 
laboratory technique of gas washing. The comparative collection efficiencies of various kinds of gas 
washing bottles were investigated experimentally many years agoO). 

The method has been widely applied for tritium monitoring since the collected activity may be 
easily measured in a liquid scintillation counter(2). Collection efficiencies observed in particular 
sampling systems have been reported(3-5). In the last reference a theoretical expression ignored the 
sampling conditions and was of very limited applicability. 

Here, the influence of relevant variables upon the collection efficiency is investigated 
theoretically. The experimental determinations of some of the parameters are reported and the 
experimentally observed dependence of the collection efficiency on some of the parameters is 
compared to the theoretical predictions. 

Theory 

Suppose that in the model bubbler shown in figure 2, air containing water (H2 0) at X g/m3 

and (HTO)v at C p.Ci/m3 is being bubbled through water. Let e be the fraction of the air from 
which the ingoing tritiated water is removed and assume that this fraction is saturated by water 
vapour from the bubbler. Suppose that the saturated vapour density at the bubbler water/air 
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Figure l: Laboratory and field 
bubbler: Nominal volume is 250 
cm3. 

Figure 2: Model bubbler. 

X (g/m5 ) 

INTRINSIC 
EFFICIENCY 

E 

ISOTOPE 
EFFECT a 

M (g) 

A (,uCi) 

interface is Y g/m3 and that the ratio of specific activity of HTO in the vapour phase to that in the 
liquid phase at the water/air interface under the particular dynamic conditions is a, the isotope 
effect coefficient. 

Let the mass of water in the bubbler be M g and the activity of the tritium in it, A J.LCi. 

The rate of change of mass of water in the bubbler with air volume V m3 passed through is 
given by 

dM - = e(X-Y) 
dV 

(i) 

and, assuming that the activity is uniformly distributed in the bubbler water, the rate of change of 
activity in the bubbler with air volume is given by 

dA = e fc _ aA Y ) (ii) 
dV \ M 

Equation (i) may be integrated directly to give 

M = M
0 

- e (Y -X)V (iii) 

where M
0 

is the initial mass of water in the bubbler. 

where A0 is the activity initially in the bu;b:r(. aY ) _ 

1 
Y-X 

If X= Y then 

In the trivial case of Y = 0, 

A= eCV+A0 

while in the special limiting case of X= 0 and a= 1, 

A=A _CMlnf.M) 
o y \Mo 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

The fraction of the sampled activity that is retained in the bubbler is the number of practical 
interest. This is the overall collection efficiency (E) and when, as is usually the case, A0 = 0, 
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E = A/CV. (viii) 

Figures 3-5 illustrate how variations in X, Y, e and a affect the variation of collection 
efficiency with air volume sampled. For convenience the inefficiency (1-E) is shown, expressed as a 
percentage. The initial mass of water M0 is lOOg in all these figures. However, since the variables X, 
Y and M0 could have been combined as (X/M0 ) and (Y/M0 ) in the model, the curves shown can be 
interpreted for other values of M0 by normalising the values of X and Y to the new M

0
; i.e. by 

multiplying by (M0 /100). 

When the mass of water introduced into t~e bubbler and the mass of water lost from the 
bubblers are both small compared to the mass of water in the bubbler, the efficiency may be 
approximated by the expression 

e20t.YV 
€----

2Mo 
E = (ix) 

When W = 1, (i.e., X/Y = 1-(0t./2)), (1-E), calculated from equations (iv) and (viii), is linearly 
dependent upon volume V and is identical to the value calculated from equation (ix). A convenient 
set of conditions that produce a value of unity for W (X= 1 Og/m3 , Y = 20g/m3 , a= 1) is repeated 
on figures 3-5. Hence in figure 3, the linear relation (X = I 0) is also the approximation for all 
values of X as given by equation (ix). In figure 4, W = I for the three cases where a = I so that 
equation (ix) predicts (1-E) identical to the value from equations (iv) and (viii). In the other case 
(u*l) and in figure 5, linear approximations from equation (ix) are shown by the dashed lines. 

Note from figures 3-5 that the inefficiency is most sensitive to the values of Y/M
0 

and e for 
the ranges of variables shown. Clearly, equation (ix) is adequate for predicting bubbler performance 
over a wide range of sampling conditions and values of e. Determination of values of e, 01. and the 
effects of the sampling conditions upon the overall collection efficiency of a particular bubbler are 
considered separately in the following sections. 

Intrinsic efficiency (e) of a bubbler 

In general, e will depend upon the extent of the dispersion of the two phases and their time of 
interaction, the air flow rate and the temperature. A high value fore is desirable, from the point of 
view of overall collection efficiency. 

Values of e are difficult to predict ab initio. However the measured value of E is the lower 
limit of e which might be expected to be the dominant limiting parameter determining E when 

01.YV < 1-e and<< 1 
2M0 

(x) 

The intrinsic efficiency, e, may be estimated therefore from the measured E without the estimate's 
being very dependent upon the 01. andY which are difficult to measure accurately. 

To determine experimentally when e decreases below, say, 0.98, the sampling conditions 
should be chosen so that aYV < .04 M0 • For the conditions M0 > 50 g, a= 1 andY= 20 g/m3

, V 
should therefore be less than 0.1 m3 • Figure 6 shows the method used to measure e for various 
kinds of bubblers, masses of water, temperatures and air flow rates. In these experiments input 
humidity X was 3 g/m3 and the ambient air temperature was~ 23°C. 

Figures 7 and 8 summarize the 1"esults of the measurements. The efficiencies predicted from 
the sampling conditions, using equation (ix), with Y (taken from psychometric tables) 
corresponding to the temperature of the bulk of the bubbler water and values for a and e of unity 
are also shown. Because this represents a lower limit to the efficiency that could be attributed to 
the sampling conditions, where the experimental points drop below this curve, the intrinsic 
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Figure 3: Calculated variations of collection ineffi
ciencies with air volume for different values of sample 
humidity. Fixed parameters are Y = 20 g/m3 , M = 
lOOg, ~ = 1, e = 1. Values of sample humidity (X 
g/m3) are given on the appropriate curves. 
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Figure 5: Calculated variations of collection effi
ciencies with air volume for different values of 
effluent air humidity. Fixed parameters are X = 10 
g/m 3 , M = IOOg, ~ = 1, e = 1. Values of effluent air 
humidity (Y g/m 3) are given on the appropriate 
curves. The solid lines are calculated from equations 
(iv), (v) or (vii) with (viii). The linear dashed 
extensions are fro~ the approximate equation (ix). 
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Figure 4: Calculated variations of collection effi
ciencies with air volume for different values of 
intrinsic efficiency e and isotope effect coefficient~
Fixed parameters are X= 10 g/m3 , Y = 20 g/m3 , M = 
100g. Values of the intrinsic efficiency e and isotope 
effect coefficient ~ are given on the appropriate 
curves. The dashed linear extension when ~ =I= I is 
calculated from equation (ix). 
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Figure 6: Outline of experimental arrangement for measuring properties of various bubblers. Tritiated water vapour 
was introduced into an air stream by passage through a series of bubblers (B1) fl.lled with tritiated water then diluted 
with dry air to give the requisite relative humidity. A metered flow was passed firstly, through the bubbler (Et) 
under test and secondly, through a series of bubblers (B3) to collect the activity escaping from the test bubbler. A 
measured volume of 0.096 m3 was used throughout. The valves (FV) and rota~eters (FI) were used for setting up 
the flow rates and for maintaining steady conditions. The wet-test meter (WfM) was used to measure the total 
volume of air passed by the test bubbler. During set up of the flows and after completion of a particular sample, the 
tritiated flow was diverted by valves (SV) through the second series of bubblers (B2). The water temperature (T) in 
the last tritiated source bubbler and the test bubbler were measured during each sample. The activity in the test 
bubbler and the activities in the series of bubblers collecting the escaped activity were determined by diluting the 
water in each bubbler to a known volume and measuring the activity in an aliquot with a liquid scintillation counter. 
The experimental efficiency was then A/(A+ k B3). Sufficient members of the B3 series were included in the 
measurement to ensure that the activity not accounted for was less than I% of the total lost. Generally, 2 were 
sufficient. 
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Figure 7: Measured efflciencies with different quan
tities of sampling water for various bubblers at a fixed 
air flow rate and for one bubbler at various flow rates. 
The band defined by the hatched area is the range of 
minimum efficiencies calculated from equation (ix) for 
all conditions used assuming an intrinsic efficiency e = 
1. The standard bubbler is the one illustrated in figure 
1. 'Small' refers to a similar one of volume 125 cm3 • 

'Fritted' refers to the standard type with a fritted stone 
air disperser. The polyethylene bubbler was similar in 
size to the standard with a coarse frit. 
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Figure 8: Measured efficiencies of bubblers at various 
water temperatures. 

D. - Bubbler with fritted glass disperser and M
0 

= 
200g. 

0 - Laboratory bubbler as in figure 1 with M
0 

= SOg. 

The solid and dashed curves are the lower limits to 
the respective efficiencies calculated assuming that e 
= 1 and ~ is the equilibrium value for the measured 
temperature. 

efficiency was the limiting parameter. This occurs with the smaller water masses and at the higher 
flow rates with the standard bubbler as might be expected. Nevertheless, even with only 25g of 
water e was greater than 0.93. In all cases with 200g of water as collector, the intrinsic efficiency 
was greater than 0.99. With the fritted bubblers which more finely dispersed the air in the water a 
reduction in ·e with decreasing M0 was not observed at the flow rate used. Indeed, the total 
efficiency was better than predicted from the sampling conditions alone. In this case and at the 
lowest flow rate in the standard bubbler, agitation and mixing of the water in the bubbler was 
noticeably less than in the other cases. The effective temperature of the water at the air/water 
interfaces may therefore have been lower than that of the bulk of the water, resulting in a lower 
effective value for Y, and accounting, in part, for the high collection efficiency observed. 

Clearly, the intrinsic efficiencies of even simple bubblers are high enough and are sufficiently 
independent of mass of water and flow rate for most practical purposes when used with air flow 
rates below 1 OQ/min and water masses above 50g in these types of bubbler. 

Isotope effect coefficient(~) 

The specific activity of (HTO)v is known to be less than that of the water phase with which it 
is in equilibrium. The coefficient ranges from 0.86 at 0°C through 0.91 at 20~C to 0.94 at 
sooc(6,7), However equilibrium conditions are not necessarily attained in a bubbler; the high 
efficiencies observed above (figure 7) are not completely explained by ~·shaving equilibrium values. 
Appropriate values of a can be estimated for particular conditions from the initial rate of change of 
efficiency (E) with air volume (V) since, from equation ix, 

[d~ 2M0 (xi) 

This is demonstrated in the next section. ~ = -\d.vj' e2 
y 

Variation of collection efficiency with sampled air volume 

Figure 9 shows the results of two experiments in which the efficiencies of two bubblers were 
measured for various sampled air volumes under different conditions using the apparatus outlined in 
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Figure 9: Measured inefficiencies of bubblers with M = 
200g, sampling at 6 £/min for various total air volumes. 
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Solid lines are calculated variations using values for a 
determined from the initial values of (dE/dV). For series 
A, a = 0.85, for series B, a= 0.71. Dashed lines are 
calculated from equation (ix) using the same conditions. 
The dotted lines are calculated using the ambient 
temperature (23°C) to determine Y and equilibrium a in 

10 20 equation (ix). 

figure 6 with the samples B3 being replaced periodically. The appropriate values of a were 
determined using equation (xi) from the initial slopes established by the experimental points. The 
curves for the complete experiment were calculated from equation (iv) and are drawn in figure 9. 
Note that linear approximations also on figure 9, using the ambient temperatures from which to 
estimate Y and the equilibrium values of a predict the efficiencies to within a few percent anyway. 
Of practical note here is that although carried out under similar ambient conditions, the evaporative 
self cooling of the series B with the drier input air results in a reduced loss rate and higher 
collection efficiency than in the A series. The actual bubbler bulk water temperature was about 3°C 
below the laboratory air temperature. 

Conclusion 

The most important parameters determining the overall collection efficiency for (HTO)v of a 
bubbler are the intrinsic efficiency and the humidity of the effluent air. Deviation of the former 
from unity may be disregarded for a practicable range of air flow rates, temperatures and bubbler 
types. The dependence of the efficiency upon the humidity lost in the effluent air may be linearly 
related to the total air flow with a precision adequate for most monitoring purposes. 
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A RUGGEDIZED ULTRASENSITIVE FIELD AIR SAMPLER 
FOR DIFFERENTIALLY DETERMINING TRITlUM OXIDE 

AND GAS IN AMBIENT AIR ATMOSPHERE 

R. Brown, H. E. Meyer, B. Robinson and W. E. Sheehan 
Mound Laboratory* 
Miamisburg, Ohio 

Abstract 

The instrument described is an operational, practical, rugged
ized, ultrasensitive, tritium field air sampler assembled for the 
simultaneous, differential sampling of the environmental air for 
tritium oxide and elemental tritium. The system uses hardware 
assembled and packaged in such manner as to facilitate use in the 
field as well as in the laboratory. The sampling system occupies 
relatively small space and is simple to operate. The detection 
sensitivity approaches tritium background levels and is achieved by 
high volume sampling, efficient removal of tritium oxide and ele
mental tritium ("tritium gas"), and counting the recovered fractions 
by liquid scintillation spectrometry. 

Introduction 

The AEC standard for the maximum permissible concentration of 
tritium gas in uncontrolled areas is 200 times greater than for 
tritiated water vapor. Because of this difference, monitoring for 
tritium in the past at Mound, as well as at other locations, was 
for tritium as the oxide with the assumption that if the levels did 
not exceed the standard for the oxide, then the gas would be well 
within the standard. 

When tritium in the environment or releases of tritium to the 
environment are measured, a measurement of oxide or even total 
tritium would not be sufficient to determine whether concentration 
guides have been exceeded; measurement of both tritium gas and tri
tiated water are necessary. Numerous methods for monitoring tritium 
oxide have been reported, but the literature is scant concerning 
tritium gas measurements. Mound Laboratory•s goal is to determine 
background levels of tritium oxide and gas, both from natural and 
artificial sources, and to establish a baseline to provide a means 
of measuring any tritium that might be inadvertently added from op
erations at Mound. 

General Description 

The Mound Laboratory total system designed by MRC, Dayton Lab
oratory, consists of a tritium field sampler and a separate labora
tory sample recovery system. 

Collection System A picture of the collection system is shown 
in Fig. 1. The collection system with sample inlet, sample outlet, 
and hydrogen inlet connections, mounted controls, and indicators 
occupies a space 44 in. wide, 16 in. deep, and 38 in. high. The· 

*Mound Laboratory is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for 
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission under Contract No. AT-33-1-GEN-53. 
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Fig. 1 - Tritium sample co11ection system. 

sample collection/concentration bottles with protective wire-coated 
grid encasement are 3.88 in. in diameter and 17.55 in. overall length. 
The weight of the collection system, less bottles, is approximately 
1 35 1 b. 

The collection system accommodates four sample collection 
bottles, the first two for the collection of tritium oxide and the 
other two for the collection of element~l tritium. The system valv
ing permits a wide range of operating modes. Inadvertent introduc
tion of hydrogen into the system (for the collection of elemental 
tritium) is averted by requiring air to flow past a sensor before a 
solenoid valve in the hydrogen line can be opened. Maintaining hy
drogen supply within the limit of the flow meter provides assurance 
that the 4% lower explosive limit (L.E.L.), will not be exceeded. 
For normal air sample system flow rates of 30 to 75 liters/min with 
carrier hydrogen supplied at the rate of 100 cc/min, the mixture 
runs 0.2 to 0.4% of the L.E.L. The sensor and solenoid valve shut 
off the hydrogen inlet line in the event of low or no air flow dur
ing sampling. 

Recovery System A two-station sample recovery system is shown 
in Fig. 2. This versatile, two-station system, was provided at 
Mound Laboratory to determine various oper~ting parameters. The 
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Fig. 2 - Two-station tritium sample recovery system. 

recovery system provides a laboratory facility for dry gas displace
ment or low pressure desorption of a cotlecte~ sample at selected 
temperature and pressure into two cold traps in series. 

Results and Discussion 

Experience to date wtth the system at Mound Laboratory indi
cates that the silica gel used in the sample cotlectiGn bottles must 
be thoroughly dehydrated prior to use. Typical air flow rate used 
in sampling has been 50 liters/min. At this flow rate, 750 g of 
silica gel in the collection bottles is adequate for a large volume 
grab sample in the range of 1500 to 3000 liters even under unfavor
able ambient conditions of high relative humidity and temperature. 
Preliminary results in calibration of the system indicate 97-99% of 
the water vapor in the sampled air is re£overed using one oxide 
collection bottle. 

Seven hundred fifty grams of silica gel is also placed in the 
elemental tritium or gas collection botties. The silica gel is 
coated with palladium black by adding 2 g of palladium powder to the 
750-g charge of silica gel and agitating the mixture thoroughly 
until the palladium powder is completely coated on the surfaces of 
the silica gel particles. As the ambient air stream passes through 
this collection bottle, hydrogen gaseous isotopes are reacted with 
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the palladium to form oxides. The reaction is: 

Pd 
2H2 + Oz + 2H20 + ~ 

The resulting water is collected by the silica gel ju~t as in the 
primary oxide collection bottles. 

The cryogenic moisture recovery traps employ~d~in the recovery 
system use liquid nitrogen. Essentially all of tbe~water driven off 
the catalytic collector is captured in the first cold trap. No 
visible moisture has occurred in the second cold ·trap.·. Moisture is 
recovered in the system in a simple reverse of the method of col
lection. Recovery is completed in 30 min with the collection bottle 
at a temperature at 300°C. The heating mantle·al'ld its associated 
control variac are used to obtain the desired temperaturei When the 
moisture has been driven off the sample, tbe e•it temperature de
creases. This temperature change can be monitored a!Lthe signal for 
desorption completion. 

The use of palladium black is preferable ta·copper:oxide since 
palladium reacts wtth hydrogen at~ambient-temperatares, whereas 
copper oxide must be-heated before:it·wilLreact~.-. Since silica gel 
w a s f o u n d t o b e s a t i s f a c to r y , · n e o t h e r d e s i c c a n t ·: w a s · e v a 1 u a t e d • 

Silica gel, as received. from the manufacturer,~cantains resi
dual moisture, so it must be~thorougbly baked out:before using at a 
temperature high enough to condition tbe stlica··ge1· for use in a 
reasonable period of timebut·not•at·a·:temperatare·hi:gh enough to 
destroy its sorption-properties; Tests performed-tn-the~development 
of this monitoring.system showed.that a Gne,.,l'fouf' ba:keout at 300°C 
adequately removed the moisture without affecttng=sorption prop
erties. Normal residual moisture ranges from:0.03.to.O;Q7 g of water 
per gram of new silica ge1. 1 To-date. silica gel has been reused 
since there has been no indication .that· the bakeout reduced the col
lection efficiency in subsequent runs using.kAoWn· aqueous solutions 
of tritium oxide. 2 

The efficiency of the procedure for the determination of tri
tium oxide was tested using.the·set~up"shewn~in:Ftg. :3~ Known solu
ttons of varying tritium oxide content,-assayed by ltquid scintil
lation counting and calibrated against a National Bur,eau of Standards 
(NBS) tritium oxide standard, were placed in the container marked 
11 tritium oxide 11

• Air was pulled.througb the drying trap at a flow 
rate of 50 liters/min, during which time the-standardized tritium 
oxide was evaporated into the air stream and-collected in the oxide 
collection bottle. Results indicate an overall recovery of 97-99%. 

The efficiency of the procedure for the determination of ele
mental tritium was tested using the setup shown in fig. 4. The flow 
rate of the calibration system was adjusted to 50 liters/min with 
valve #1 open and valves #2 and #3 closed. Hydrogen flow was ad
justed to 150 cc/min. The system was operated.in this configuration 
for 20 min after which time valves #2 and-#3-were opened and valve 
#1 was closed. The tritium gas sample standard flask was flushed 
for 10 min. Gas samples used in calibration·were standardized 
against an NBS gas standard prepared from the NBS tritium oxide 
standard. 3 At the end of 30 min the set-up was shut down, the 
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Fig. 3 - Setup used to test efficiency of tritium oxide collection. 
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Fig. 4 - Setup used to test efficiency of elemental tritum collection. 

collection flask containing the palladium~coated silica gel was re
moved, and the water was removed using the standard recovery pro
cedure. 

Two grams of palladium powder coated on the 750 g of silica gel 
are required to achieve recoveries in excess of 90% in the collec
tion bottle. One gram of palladium powder achieved only 53 to 80.5% 
overall recovery in the collection bottle. 

The theoretical sensitivity of this sampling system is 1.6 x 
l0- 12 ~Ci/cc of air at the 95% confidence level for liquid scintil
lation counting with a 20 counts/min counter background, a 21% 
counter efficiency, and a 100 min sample counting time. A total of 
1,223 liters of air sampled at a relative humidity of 50%, 68°F, and 
760 mm barometric pressure would yield 10 ml of water which is the 
optimum amount that can be blended wtth a scintillation liquid for 
counting. A typical one-hour sample run at a flow rate o* 50 liters/ 
min would sample 3000 liters of air and yield some 25 ml of water. 
If all of the water could be counted as a single sample, the tritium 
oxide sensitivity would calculate to 0.6 x l0- 12 ~Ci/cc. The limi
tation in the system sensitivity is, therefore, not in the air 
sampling/collecting apparatus but in the liquid scintillation count
ing since only 10 ml or less of collected moisture can be analyzed. 
The lower detection limit could be achieved by concentrating the 
tritium in moisture collected to 10 ml by electrolysis. A sensitiv
ity of 1.6 x l0- 12 ~Ci/cc of air at the 95% cenfidence level, how
ever, is in the range of tritium oxide background levels at Miami, 
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Florida 4 and is adequate for an effective environmental oxide 
monitoring program. 

A sensitivity of 0.6 x l0- 12 ~Ci/cc of air is attainable for 
all samples containing elemental tritium since the total water in 
the collected gas sample can be controlled to a volume of 10 ml, all 
of which can be counted. The carrier hydrogen must be used to ob
tain sufficient water for analysis. Theoretically, 600 cc of hydro
gen carrier gas produce 0.5 cc of water. 

The use of silica gel, or other desiccants, for air sampling 
presents a "memory effect" that must be taken into consideration. 
The memory effect results from the fact that complete moisture 
desorption of silica gel is not attainable. The tritium content of 
the residual moisture will affect the results of each air sample 
collected. This factor has not been completely investigated with 
this sampling system, but based on limited data obtained to date, 
it appears that about 1% of the moisture from tritium oxide samples 
and from 3 to 10% of the moisture from tritium gas samples is not 
removed. In accurate sampling the memory effect can be corrected 
for by passing vapor of known tritium concentration through the 
sample collection bottle while it is being baked out under vacuum. 
Sufficient moisture is passed on to the silica gel to assure that 
all residual moisture is "pushed out" and replaced. When the sample 
collection bottle is used, the sample data are corrected to account 
for the controlled, known residual or background moisture and its 
tritium content. 
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COMPARISON OF ALBEDO DOSIMETERS AND NUCLEAR 
TRACK DETECTORS F·OR NEUTRON MONITORING 

E. Piesch~ and B. Burgkhardt 
Health Physics Division 

Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, Fed. Rep. Germany 

1. Abstract 

The albedo neutron dosimeters so far used in personal dosimetry provided 
oversensitive indications of intermediate and thermal neutrons. Therefore, 
correction factors dependent on the location had to be used to assess the dose 
equivalent (Harvey 1

, Hoy 2). An albedo dosimeter tested at the Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Center showed promising results in measuring the dose equivalent of 
fast neutrons 3 4

• lntercomparison measurements with nuclear track detectors were 
performed to indicate the dosimeter response, influence of the energy dependence 
and of the direction of the radiation incidence on the dosimeter reading. 

2. Dosimeter and Radiation Sour~es 

In a LiF-albedo dosimeter the thermal neutrons moderated and backscattered 
in the body of the wearer are detected by the 6 Li (n,a)-reaction. If a pair of 
dosimeters is used, the neutron fraction of the reading is obtained from the 
difference in readings between a TLD-6oo dosimeter (neutron+ y-dose reading) 
and a TLD-7oo dosimeter (y-dose reading). 

Albedo dosimeters so far have been used preferably for the detection of 
intermediate and thermal neutrons. The detection response to fast neutrons is 
approximately 5% of the response to thermal neutrons, but still 5o% of the 
y-response. In this way, a LiF-albedo dosimeter is capable of detecting the 
dose equivalent of neutrons and of gamma rays over a dose range between 2o mrem 
and more than 1ooo rem. 

The following dosimeters were used for intercomparison measurements (cf. 
Table 1): 
-Albedo neutron dosimeter according to Harvey: Absorption of incident thermal 

neutrons by means of a boron capsule 1
• A pair of Harshaw ribbons of 

3 x 3 x 1 mm 3 size were used. 
- Single albedo dosimeter: 

Separate measurement of incident 
neutrons (D2) outside the boron 
capsule and neutrons back
scattered from the body (Dl) 
within the boron capsule by 
means of one pair of dosi
meters each 4 • 

-Albedo dosimeter system: 
Reduction of the influence of 
the body by wearing a dosi
meter belt with one single 
albedo dosimeter each on the 

Detector Energy 

Kodak NTA Film > o,J MeV 
217 Np+Makrofol E > o.75 MeV 
(4o 1Jg/cm 2 ) 
212 Th+Makrofol E > 1.2 MeV 
(o.o5 mm foil) 
Albedo Dosimeter "th' n I 
Harvey and 
Single Albedo > 1oo keV Dosimeter 
Albedo Dosl~eter -14 MeV 
System 

+) Fluence-Dose conversion factor 
2.86 . 1o 7 n/cm 2 . rem 

response 

2•1o'tracks/cm 2 •rem•) 
4 tracks/cm 2 •rem +) 

37 tracks/cm 2 •rem +) 

< 1o R/rem 

o.s R/rem 

o.54 R/rem 

for track detectors 

front and back of the body 3 4
• Tab. I: Neutron detector characteristic 

A functional relationship found 
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Position Distance 
Source source-

No. detector 

1 • 52Cf in aIr 

l 
2 + 5 em Pb 
3 + 5 em AI 
4 + 5 em Fe 2 m 
5 + 16 em Fe 
6 + 5 em PVC 
7 + 11 em PVC 
8 + 5 em Concrete 

252 Cf In air 

l 9 8 em wall distance 
lo 1 m 1 m 11 z m 
1 z 3 m 
13 4 m 

252 Cf behind water layers of 

l 14 4 em 
15 12.5 em Z m 
If> 43 em 
17 51 em 

1 211 Pu-Be In air 1 m 
z 2 m 
3 in a sma 11 room: 1 m 
4 2.3 m 
5 2.2 m 
6 3.6 m 
1 14 11eV In air Zo em 
2 3o em 
3 54 em 
4 1 m 
5 1. 5 m 
6 behind concrete (4o em) 2 m 
7 3 m 

Tab.2: Sources and exposure positions 

experimentelly between D1 and 
Dz/D1 is used for correction: 
D == k X Dl 

- K8dak NTA Type A nuclear emulsion 
welded in aluminium-plastic foil 
for the detection of fast neutrons 
> o. 7 MeV. 

-
237 Np + Makrofol for the detection 
of fast neutrons> o.75 MeV 
and 

-
232 Th + Makrofol for the detection 
of fast neutrons> 1.2 MeV by 
counting of fission fragment 
tracks. 

The exposures were performed 
with a human phantom (water bottles 
of 2o em diameter, 4o em height) at 
1.4 m above ground with radiation 
incidence from the front, the sides 
and the back (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°). 
The respective dose equivalent were 
measured with an Anderson-Braun type 
rem-counter at the point of exposure 
of the phantom. In the case of 
14 MeV neutrons also activation and 
threshold detectorswere used. The 
rem-counter and the nuclear track 
detectors were calibrated in free 
air with an Am-Be-source of known 
source intensity. 

Table 2 contains further details about the exposure positions. Irradiation 
with a 252 Cf-source of 1 mg was performed in free air and behind shieldings of 
PVC, concrete, aluminium, iron and lead. The source was set up at distances 
between 8 em and 4 m from a concrete wall (wall effect), the distance of the 
detector remaining constant, or was suspended into a water tank of 6o em dia
meter directly opposite the detector to generate water layers of different thick
nesses ranging between 4 and 51 em. 

Irradiations with 238 Pu-Be neutrons were performed in free air and in a 
small chamber of 2 x 3m2 , the source being located in one corner of the room. 
14 MeV neutrons were used for irradiation in free air and behind a wall, 
respectively. Exposures in a heavy water moderated power reactor (Obrigheim 
Nuclear Power Station) were performed directly on top of the reactor core out
side the biological shield. Exposures in the FR 2 research reactor were per
formed in accessible places between the concrete and paraffin shields for in
pile experiments in horizontal beamholes. 

3. Measured Results for Fast Neutrons 

3.1 Nuclear Track Detectors 

Figure 1 is a diagram of the reading of nuclear track detectors referred to 
the reading of the rem-counter for various exposure conditions. Due to fading 
within two weeks, the results obtained with the nuclear track emulsion are 
below of 6o %. An iron shield of 16 em reduces the average neutron energy of the 
fission spectrum from 1.9 MeV to 0.88 MeV 5

• Here the NTA-film had higher fading 
and lower response, thus indicating only 25% of the free air exposure. Because 
of the fading, the energy threshold of the NTA film is higher than in the 232Th
detector. The reading of the 232Th-detector for fission neutrons is lower by a 
factor of 2, while for 14 MeV neutrons it is only slightly higher than for Pu-Be 
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Fig.2: Relative dosimeter reading of albedo neutron dosimeters after 
phantom irradiations with 252 Cf-, 236 Pu-Be and 14 MeV neutrons 
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neutrons despite the high (n,f)-cross section, due to the fluence-dose conver
sion factor. 

The deviation of the 237 Np reading from the reading of the rem-counter is 
between +50 % and -3o %. For 14 MeV neutrons, the deviations are larger because 
of the fluence-dose conversion factor. For radiation incidence under 90° nuclear 
track detectors In most cases indicate between 75 % and 45 % of the reading ob
tained by incidence upon the front. 

3.2 Albedo Neutron Dosimeter (see Figure 2) 

Because of its oversensitivity to thermal and intermediate neutrons, the 
albedo dosimeter according to Harvey indicates up to a factor of 6 more than the 
rem-counter. However, ~modification of the fission neutron spectrum by 5 em of 
shielding results in deviations only within± 30 %. In single albedo dosimeters 
the energy dependence and the influence of scattered thermal neutrons from the 
environment are reduced. For front incidence a deviation in readings for fission 
neutrons is found to be within ± 40 %. For 14 MeV neutrons different correction 
factors were used 4 • As in nuclear track detectors, dosimeter readings between 
75% and 45% of the reading obtained in free air were found for radiation in
cidence under 90°. The albedo dosimeter system reduces the influence of the 
direction dependence to approximately± 15% for radiation incidences under 0°, 
90°, 270° and 180°. The total influence of the error due to energy and direction 
dependence of the dosimeter reading accordingly is ± 30 % for a dosimeter belt 
with two albedo dosimeters. 
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~ig.J: Relative dosimeter reading of albedo neutron dosimeters at reactor sites 
after phantom irradiations for different directions of radiation incidence 
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4. Results Measured at Reactor Sites (see Figure 3) 

Chiefly thermal and intermeqiate neutrons are encountered near reactors, 
which requires correction factors to be a~pl ied in the evaluation of albedo 
dosimeters which depend on the loc~tion 1 

• The dosimeter re~ding varies by 
up to a factor of 2 in the case of incidence on the front near a power reactor 
and by a factor of up to 4 when measured near a research reactor. Harvey dosi
meters have maximum sensitivities of 5 and 9 R/rem, respectively. In single 
albedo dosimeters this value is reduced to 2 and 5 R/rem, respectively. In 
albedo dosimeter systems the dosimeter reading shows a maximum variation of a 
factor of 2.5 except for the first two irradiation positions in the FR 2 rese-

.arch reactor. The maximum sensitivity is 2.5 R/rem. The albedo dosimeter system 
has the advantage of a non-directional dose reading for all radiation incidences 
between 0° and 1800, However the more ~nfavorable conditions existing near beam
holes of research reactors are in no way representative for a personnel moni
toring at reactors. 

5. Summary 

Because of the sometimes relatively high dose fraction of intermediate 
neutrons, location dependent correction factors must be taken into account in 
personnel monitoring at reactors by means of albedo dosimeters (corrections by 
up to a factor of 5). Because of the energy threshold, nuclear track detectors 
cannot be used for this purpose. In extreme cases, corrections by up to a factor 
of 10 are required near beamholes. This must be anticipated also In the energy 
range of intermediate neutrons from the calculated response of the dosimeter 
reading (see 4

, including results from 6
), 

Albedo neutron dosimeters can be applied preferably to personnel monitoring 
near neutron sources in the range of energy between some 100 keV and 14 MeV. 
The readings ~re comparable to those obtained from a 237 Np detector with respect 
to energy and direction dependence, while 237 Th and the NTA-film show more un
favorable results because of the energy dependence and the energy dependence 
plus fading, respectively. For 14 MeV neutrons, 238 Pu-Be neutrons and 2 ~ 2 Cf
neutrons, a maximum deviation of± 30% was ascertained for the albedo dosimeter 
system, which is due to influences of scattered radiation, the neutron spectrum, 
and differences in the direction of radiation incidence between 0° and 180°. 
Compared with nuclear track detectors, albedo dosimeters have the aqvantage of 
a broader range of measurement (between 20 mrem and in excess of 1 ,000 rem), 
higher measuring accuracy (± 3 %) , no energy threshold (with a detection of the 
correct dose> 100 keV), simple evaluation and simultaneous indication gf the 
gamma dose. 
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HEHOTOPHE nEPCnEHT~BU nP~MEHEH~R HPEMH~EBUX 
,Ll,ETEHTOPOB ~OH~3HPY::JLl~k1X IBJlYYEH~I:~ B f1CCJ1E;~O

BAHHRX no PA~HAU~OHHO~ 3AWHTE 

A.A.neTywKo8, B.A.MaH~YK 

HHCTHTYT rHrHeH~ Tpy~a H npo¢aa6one8aHH~ AMH CCCP, 
MocK8a, CCCP, 

The possibility o: application of pulse rate measurements 
for x- and gamna- ray dosimetry with silicon radiation detec
tors was investigated. It was shown that this mode of operation 
ensuresthe sensitivity of 10- 6 r.min-1 for the detecto;s used 
in this work, andit is possible to d~crease the energy dependence 
of sensitivity, for use in many radiation protection inves-
tigations by increasing the discrimination threshold, The gene
ral expression which can be used for rough estimates of sensiti
vity for these detectors was determined. 

The background count rate of surface barrier detectors with 
different sensitive area from 0.2 to 60 cm2 in alpha particles 
energy interval 3-9 MeV was determined. It was suggested for 
health physics and radiation protection monitoring of alpha
particles and simultaneous spectrometry to use the mozaic probe 
with large sensitive area (- 60 cm2) which consists of many 
parallel united detectors one of whlch could be eliminated for 
spectrometric measurements. 

Tenepb yme xopowo H38BCTHO, ~To Heo~Hopo~H~e KpeMHHB8~e ~e
TBKTDp~ A~8pH~X H3ny~SHH~ 80 MHDrHX cny~aAX o6ecne~HBa~T np8HMy
~8CT8a npH HCnOnb30BaHHH HX ~nA AD3HMBTpHH H pa~HOM8TpHH 8 HCCne
~OBBHHAX no pa~Ha~HOHHO~ aa~HTe. TeM HB MBHee, pA~ Hanpa8n8HH~ 
803MO~Horo HX npHM8HBHHA H3Y~8H 8~8 H8~0CTaTO~HO, ~TO H A8HnDCb 
OCHOBaHH8M ~nA HaCTOA~B~ pa60T~. 

~03HMETP~R PEHTrEHOBCHOrO ~ rAMMA-H3JlYYEHHR 
C ~CnOJlb30BAHHEM HMnYJlbCHOrD PE~~MA PA50TU 

HPEMH~EBUX ~ETEHTOPOB, 

Cnym6a pa~Ha~HOHHD~ 6e3onacHoCTH ~nA HDHTponA pa~Ha~HOHHD~ 
06CTaHOBKH Hym~aSTCA 8 Manora6apHTHOM ~03HM8Tp8 p8HTr8H08CKDrD 
H raMMa Hany~SHHA, o6ecne~H8a~~8M H3M8p8HHA 8 lUHpOKOM ~Hana30H8 
MO~HocTe~ sKcno3H~HDHH~x ~oa. D~HaKo, HHTerpanbH~~ pemHM pa6oT~ 
TBKHX ~8T8HTOpOB, no~po6HO H3Y~8HH~~ pA~OM aBTOp08 (1,2,3 H ~p.), 
o6na~a8T HH3KO~ ~yBCTBHTBnbHOCTb~, orpaHH~HBa~~8~ HCnOnb308aHH8 
HX ~nR 0~8HHH pa~HaqHDHHO~ 06CTBHOBKH, C ~Bnb~ H3Y~BHHR B03MOm
HOCTH C03~BHHR ~03HM8Tpa C 6onee B~COKO~ ~YBCTBHTBnbHOCTb~, B~
nonHBH~ HCCnS~OBBHHA C~BTHOrO pemHMa pa60T~ 3DnDTO-Hp8MHH8B~X 
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H Kp8MHH~-nHTH88~X ~8T8KTOp08o ~3M8pAnacb HX ~YBCTBHTSnbHOCTb 
(e~pameHHaA B CKOpOCTH C~8Ta Ha 8~HHH4Y 3KCn03H4HOHHO~ ~03~) H 
3a8HCHMOCTb 88 OT aMnnHTy~HOrO nopora perHcTpa4HH HMnynbC08, a 
TaKmB o6cym~a9TCA cnoco6 04BHKH 8BnHYHH~ ~yBCTBHTBnbHOCTH pac~eT

HbiM nyTBM o 

CKopocTb c~eTa Ha e~HHH4Y aKcno3H4HOHHO~ ~03~ MomeT 6~Tb 

8b!pameHa COOTHOWBHH8Ml .I]g__ 1-e-f.!Sid • 
(I) 

PS - Et,UKmeo3.n. ' 
r~e no- CKOpOCTb CYBTa npH ypo8H8 ~HCKpHMHHa4HH 1 pa8HOM Hyn~; 
P - MOIJ..lHOCTb aKcno3H4HOHHoi:1 ~03biJ EtP - aHeprHA (jloToHo8; }-lsi.- nH
Hef1HbiH K03$$H4HBHT ocna6neHHA 8 Hp8MHHH;,UKm 803A• - MaCC08bl~ K031jl
$H4H8HT nepe~a~H 3HeprHH 8 B03~yxe; d - LUHpHHa ~y8CT8HTenbHO~ 
o6naCTH, S - nno~aAb ~Y8CTBHTBnbHO~ n088pXHOCTH ~BTBKTOpa. npe~
CTa8nABT HHT8p8C 8nHAHH8 88nHYHH~ nopora p8~HCTpa4HH (ypD8HR 
aMnnHTy~HO~ ~HCHpHMHH84HH) HMnynbC08 Ha ~Y8CTBHT8nbHOCTb H "xo~ 
C meCTKOCTb~". 

0603HaYHM ~ep83 nn CKOpOCTb c~eTa npH nopore perHCTpa4HH En• 
8 HHTep8ane aHeprHi:i ¢loToHo8 E¢~=(0,1+3)Ma8 8 KpeMHHH npeo6naAaeT 
KoMnTDH08CKH~ a¢l$eKT 83aHMO~e~cTBHA. Tor~a. 8 cny~ae o~HOKpaTHoro 
pacceAHHR H npH TOnu~HHB ~y8CT8HT8nbHOro cnoA, npeBOCXO~RIJ..l8H MaK
CHManbH~~ npo6er 8TOpH~H~X aneHTpOHOB, HHTerpanbH~H cneKTp HMnynb
C08 8 nepBOM npH6nHm8HHH MOmeT 6~Tb npBACTa8nBH npAMO~ nHHHBH, ne
peceHa~IJ..lBH aHepr8TH~8CKy~ OCb 8 TO~KS-MaKCHManbHOH 3H8prHH KOMn
TOH08CKHX anBKTpOH08 EMax• a OCb CKOpOCTH C~eTa - 8 TO~K8 n 0 ,E 
AHanHTH~BCKH TaKaA nHHHR np8ACTa8nAeTCA 8blpam8HH8Ml nn=no( 1- rE-; ) 
Tor~a 3aBHCHMOCTb ~yecT8HTBnbHOCTH OT YPQBHA ~HcKpHMHHa4HH max 
MOmHo B~paaHTb COOTHOW8HH8MI n 1_,-fisia E 

--ll..:: "- (1--"-) . 
PS Ecpf1Kmao3.11 EmAX ' ( 2) 

CooTeeTcTsy~~He aKcnepHMBHTanbH~e Hccne~o8aHHA e~nonHeH~ c 
30nOTO-Kp8MHH8B~MH H KpBMHHi:i-nHTHBS~MH ~8T8KTOpaMH, OTnH~a~IJ..lHMHCA 

TOniJ..lHHOH ~YBCTBHTBnbHOrO cnORo 
~aMepAnHCb ~H~$epeH4HanbH~e cneKTp~ BTopH~H~x aneKTpoHo8, no 

KOTOp~M CTpOHnHCb KpHB~B 3a8HCHMOCTH ~YBCTBKTBnbHOCTH OT ypo8HR 
~HCKpHMHHa4HH ~nR WBCTH pa3nHYH~X 3Ha~BHHH TOniJ..lHH~ Yy8CTBHTBnb
HO~ o6nacTH e HHTepeane (0,04+0,2) eM, 

Ha pHc. 1 npHee~eH~ aKcnepHMBHTanbH~e pe3ynbTaT~ AnA TOniJ..lHH~ 
0,08 H 0,2 CM 8 cpaBHBHHH C ~aHH~MH, paCCYHTaHH~MH no $OpMyne (2), 

3Ha~8HHA ~YBCTBHTBnbHOCTH, nony~BHH~B 8 3KcnepHM8HT8 ~nA BCBX 
Hcnonb30BaHH~X TOniJ..lHH ~YBCT8HTBnbHOrO cnoA, OTnH~a~TCA OT pac~eT

H~X Ha $aKTOp 2 H MBHbWe, a caMO OTKnOHBHHe HOCHT CHCTeMaTH~eCKHH 

xapaKTep. TaKoe pacxomABHHe onpeAenAeTcA, no-eH~HMDMy, CMSIJ..leHHBM 
4eHTpa TAmeCTH peanbHOrO cneKTpa HMnynbC08 no OTHOWeHH~ K H~BanH-
3HpOBaHHOMy 8 o6naCTb HH3KHX aHeprHH 8TOpH~HbiX aneKT{JOHOBo no 
aToi:i me npH~HHe pacxom~eHHe npoR8nAeT TeHAeH4H~ K yMeHbWeHH~ npH 
CHHmBHHH nopora perHCTpa4HH, a 3Ha~8HHR ~YBCTBHTSnbHOCTH npH no
pore, pa8HOM Hyn~, nony~BHH~e 3KCTpanonA4Hei:1 3KCnepHM8HTanbH~X 
KpHBbiX 1 OTnHYa~TCA OT paC~BTHbiX He 5onee, ~eM Ha 30+40%, YTO 
HaXOAHTCR 8 npe~enaX 3KCnepHM8HTanbHOi:1 OWH6KH H3Mep8HHR H norpew
HOCTH B onpeABnBHHH senHYHH~ TOniJ..lHH~ YY8CT8HTBnbHOrO CnOAo 

Cne~o8aTenbHo, c!JopMyny (2) MomHo Hcnonb30BaTb AnA rpy5oH 
048HKH YYBCT8HT8nbHOCTH C~STHoro pemHMa pa60T~ KpeMHH8B~X ~eTeK
TOp08 (c TOniJ..lHHOi:i ~y8CTB~T9nbHOrO CnOA 0,04 CM) 8 Ka~8CT88 A0-
3HM8T[OI08o 

C 4enb~ Hccne~oBaHHA nopora perHcTpa4HH HMnynbC08 Ha "xo~ c 
mecTKOCTb~". no c!JopMyne (2) cTpoHnHCb KpH8~e 3aBHCHMOCTH Yy8CTBH
TenbHOCT~ OT 3H8prHH ~OTOH08 npH pa3nH~H~X ypOBHAX ~HCKpHMHHa4HH 
(pHc. 2). KaK noKa3aHo Ha pHcyHKe, "xo~ c mecTKOCTb~" cyiJ..leCT8eHHO 
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3BBHCHT OT ypOSHR ~HCKpHMHH8~HH, YTO ~aeT 803MOmHOCTb nOHHmaTb 
ero s HasecTH~x npe~enax (~nR HHTepsana aHeprH~ 0,3+3.Maa snnoTb 
~0 t25%), npas~a, aa CYST HBKOTOporo YMBHbWBHHR YYSCTSHTBnbHOCTH, 
H npHMBHRTb KpBMHH8S~8 ~8T8KTOp~ S A03HM8TpHH none~ C H860nbWHM 
rpaAHSHTOM KaYecTsa. Ha pHc. 2. npHSBABH~ aKcnepHMBHTanbH~e aHa
YeHHA ~030SO~ YYBCTBHTBnbHOCTH ~nR aHeprH~ ¢0TOHOS 0,661 H 
1,25 Mas. Ha pHCYHHa BHAHO, YTO npH nepexoAe or aHeprHH 0,661 Mas 
H 1,25 Mas c noporoM perHcTpaqHH 0,15 Mas YyscTSHTSnbHocTb yMeHb
waeTcR s (2,0±0,4) paaa no cpasHSHH~ c 1,9, nonyYBHH~M s pacYeTe, 
a npH nopore 0,3 Mas - s (1,4!0,3) paaa npoTHB pacYBTHoro 1,3. 

DAHHM H3 KpHTepHes, onpeAenR~~HX o6nacTb npHMBHBHHA A03HMBT
pa, ABnRBTCR HHTSOSan MO~HOCTB~ ~03, ADCTynH~X H3M8p8HH~. MaKCH
ManbH~~ yp088Hb perHOTpHpyeMHX Hp8MHH88~M ~8T8HTOpOS S OYSTHOM 
pemHMB MO~HOOTS~ ~03 orpaHHYHB88TOR paapewam~HM Sp8M8H8M HCnOnb-
3YBMHX HMnynbOH~X anBKTpOHH~X OXSM H COCTasnAeT OHOnO (0,1-0,01)p• 
MHH-1. HHmHH~ npe~en YysoTSHTBnbHOCTH onpeAenReTCR HaPAAY c reo
MeTpH~BCKHMH napaMSTpaMH ABTBKTOpa (nnO~BAb H TOn~HHa YYBCTSHTBnb
HO~ o5naOTH), ero ~OHOSO~ OHOpOOTb~ CYSTB. MHHHManbHBR MD~HOCTb 
3KOn03H~HOHHO~ ~03~, AOCTynHaR H2~8~8HH~ HCnonb3088HH~MH 8 ~aHHO~ 
pa6ore ~eTeHTopaMH, coorasnReT 10-6 P"MHH-1. 

nonyYBHH~B ABHH~B OOrnaoymTOR 0 TBMH OTp~SOYH~MH OBBASHHRMH 
OTHOCHTSnbHO YYBOTBHTBnbHOOTH, KOTOp~e ony6nHKOB8H~ 8 pa60T8X 4,5. 

PeaynbTBTbl HaOTORLt~B~ pa6oT~ noHaaanH, .YTO COY8T8HH8 HHTerpClnb
Horo H OYBTHoro pernHMOB ABBT 803MOrnHOCTb B~nonHRTb H3M8p8HHR B 
AHanaaoHe MO~Hocre~ aKcnoaH~HOHH~x AD3 (1o-6 + 102)p•MHH-1 c no
MO~b~ o~Horo H roro me ABTBKTopa (secbMa Man~x paaMepos), a s~6o
poM nopora perHorpa~HH ycraHOBHTb "xo~ c mecTHOOTb~", He npes~wa~
~e~ ~25% OT OPBAHBrO 3H8Y8HHR ~yBCTSHTBnbHOCTH B HHTepsane 3HBp
rH~ ( 0, 3+3) Mas. 

PA)J,Hm1ETPVIR C nDMOll~b!fJ nDJlYnPOBO"~HVIKOBbiX 
30JlOTO-KPEMHVIEBbiX ,D,ETEKTOPOB B ~1CCJ1E 1~0-

BAHVIRX PA,l),VIAUVIOHH08 05CTAHOBKVI. 

HaMepeHHR Man~x aKTHBHocre~ H HABHTH¢HKa~HR HX H30TDnHoro 
oocTasa ceRaaH~ c HononbaosaHHBM annapaTypbl, o6naAa~~e~ xopowHM 
3HepreTH~9CKHM pa3p8W8HH8M H B~COKO~ ~YBCTBHTBnbHOCTb~ K KQH
Kp9THOMY BHAY Hany~eHHR. KaK H3B8CTHo, ~yscTBHTenbHOCTb paAHO
MBTPH~ecHo~ annaparyp~ onpeABnReTCR reoMeTpH~ecKo~ H ~H3HYBCHO~ 
a¢¢8KTH8HOCTb~ perHOTpa~HH HanyYeHHR H ¢oHOSO~ CHOpOCTb~ C~BTa, 
HOTOpaR y nonynpOBO~HHKOB~X ~8T8KTOpOB, OYSBHAHO, 8 onpe~eneHHO~ 

CTeneHH 38BHCHT OT ycnoSH~ HX H3rOTOBn8HHR H paAHB~HOHHO~ ~BCTO
T~ KOHCTPYH~HOHH~x MarepHanos. 

npoB8A8HO HCCn8AOB8HH8 ~OHOBO~ CHOpOCTH CYSTa OTBYBCTBBHH~X 
nosepXHOCTH0-6apb8pH~X 30nOTO-Hp8MHH88~X ~8T8HTOpOB C nno~a~b~ 
pa60~8~ nosepXHOCTH (S) DT 0,2 ~0 9 CM2 H M038HYH~X CTpyHTyp Ha 
HX OCHOBB C nno~aAb~ AD 60 CM2, a TaHme ~H~¢Y3HOHHO-Ape~¢0B~X 
Hp8MHH~-nHTH8S~X ~8T8KTOp08 C S=0,3+3 CM H TOn~HHO~ YYBCTBHT8nb
HO~ o6naCTH OT 0,4 ~0 2 MM. 3Hepr8THY9CH08 pa3p8W8HH8 0TA9nbH~X 
~8T8KTOp08 npH HOMHaTHO~ T8MnepaType (+2QOC) COCTaBnRno OT 30 ~0 
160 Kas. 

06HapyrneHo, YTO e o6nacTH aHeprHH 3+9 Mas, RBnR~~e~cR pa6o
Ye~ o6naoTbm ~nR anb¢a-cne~rpoMeTpHH paAHDaKTHBH~x Haoronos, 
HHTerpanbHaR ¢0H088R CKOpOCTb CY8Ta KaK OTABnbH~X 30nOTO-K~8MHH8-
B~X ~BTBKTOpOB C nno~a~b~ pa60Y8~ nOB8pXHOOTH OT 1 ~0 9 CM , TaH 
H rpynn~ napannanbHO COB~HHBHH~X ABTBKTOpOB C 06~8~ nno~aAb~ AD 
60 CM2, nponopqHOHanbHa BBnH'-IHHB S H COCTBBnRBT (0,22:!:0,02)Yac-1cM~ 
npHMSpHO 1/3 3TO~ B9nHYHH~ o6ycnosneHa 3MaHa~HRMH H 83p030nRMH, 
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co~ep~a~HMHCR s so3~yxe na6oparopHoro noMe~eHHR. 
npH ysenHYBHHH nno~a~H pa60Y8~ nosepXHOCTH 30nOTo-Kp8MHH8B~X 

~8T8KTOpOB ~0 8-10 CM2 HX reOMBTpHYSCKaR s¢¢eKTHBHOCTb B03paCT~8T 
~0 30t35% ~nR HCTO~HHKOB C nno~a~b~ aHTHBHoro nRTHa OKOnO 6 CM • 
Pa3pe~a~~aR cnoco6HocTb ABTBKTopos TaKHX pasMepos He xyme 2t3% 
Ha nHHHH 5,15 Mss, YTo o6ecneYHBaer 803MOmHocTb H~eHTH$HKa~HH H 
H3M8p8HHR npaHTHY8CKH BCBX 8CT8CT98HH~X anb¢a-pa~H08KTHBH~X H3Q
TOnOB, H8XO~R~HXCR 8 CMBCH 8 Man~X HOnHYBCT88X (nopR~Ha 1Q-14 
K~PH 8 npo6e). 

8 0~8HK8 pa~Ha~HOHHO~ 06CT8H08KH npH H3M8p8HHH sarpR3H8HHOC
TH pa60YHX nOB8pXHOCT8~ He06XO~HM~ ~BTYHKH C OTHOCHTBnbHO 60nb
WHM s(~100cM2), npHro~H~e AnR cneHrpoMeTpHYecKoro aHanH3a H3oTon
Horo COCTaBa 3arpR3H8HHOCTH HenocpBACTB8HHO Ha M8CT8 KOHTponR. 
AnA sro~ ~enH He npHro~H~ HH or~enbH~e 3onoro·HpeMHHs8~e ~eTeK
rop~ C 6onbWO~ nno~a~b~, HH M038HYH~8 CTpyKTyp~ Ha OCHOB8 ~8TBK
TOp08 C8pH~Horo npOH3BO~CTBa, nOCHOnbHY p~3p8Wa~~aR cnoco6HOCT·b 
TaHHX CHCT8M npH HOMHaTHO~ T8MnepaType cnHWHOM Mana, H H8 MOmBT 
6~Tb nos~weHa ~o y~osnersopHrsnbHO~ senHYHH~ (2t3%)s cHny orpa
HHY8HH~ npHH~HnHanbHoro cso~crsa. 

8 ~aHHo~ pa6ore npe~naraercR Hcnonb30B8Tb ~nR H3MepeHHR no
sepXHOCTHO~ 3arpR3H8HHOCTH anb¢a-pa~H08HTHBH~MH B8~8CTBaMH H HX 
H~8HTH$HHa~HH M038HYH~~ ~8TYHH C 60nbWO~ nno~a~b~, COCTOR~H~ H3 
HBCHOnbHHX napannenbHO COB~HHSHH~X nonynpoBO~HHHOB~X ~8T8HTOpOB, 
O~HH H3 HOTOp~X OTKn~YaSTCR OT OCTanbH~X ~nR B~nonHSHHR cneHTpo
M8TpHY8CHHX H3M8p8HH~. npe~nOmBHH~~ npHH~Hn COY8T88T ~OCTOHHCTBa 
M038HYHO~ CTpyKTypW, 06ecneYH88~~8~ 803MOmHOCTb C03~8HHR ~aTYHH8 
C Tpe6yeMO~ nno~a~b~ YYBCTBHTBnbHO~ nosepXHOCTH (~o 100 CM2 H 
B~WS), C B~COHHMH cneHTpOM8TpHY8CHHMH CBO~CT88MH OT~snbHOro ~8-
TBHTOpa, nno~a~b Horoporo (5t8 cM2) He senHHa no cpasHeHH~ c 
nno~a~b~ M03aHHH. 

5noK-cxeMa npH6opa npHBSABHa Ha pHc. 3. Mo3aHYH~~ ~aTYHK, 
HCn~T8HH~~ 8 HaCTOR~B~ pa60T9, COCTORn H3 12 nosepXHOCTH0-6apbep
H~X 30nOTO-Hp8MHH88~X ~8T8HTOp08, C nno~a~b~ pa60Y8~ nosepXHOCTH 
paSHO~ 5 CM2 H 3H8pr8THY8CKHM pa3p8W8HH8M 6nH3KOM H 70 H38, 
npOH380~CTBO HOTOp~X OCBOBHO OTBYBCTBBHHO~ npoM~WneHHOCTb~. 

3apR~DYYBCTBHTBnbH~~ npe~ycHnHTBnb C 6onbWO~ BXO~HO~ ~HHa
MH~8CHO~ BMKOCTb~ CMOHTHp088H 8 6nOK8 ~8T8KTHpOBaHHR BM8CT8 C 
~8T8KTOpaMH. 3Hspr8THY8CH08 pa3p9W8HH8 npH60pa 8 cneHTpOM8TpH~ec
HOM pemHMB pa60T~ COCT8BHnO 140 K38 npH H3M8p8HHH cnBKTpa H3ny
Y8HHR HCTOYHHHa nnyTDHHR-239 8 803~YX8o ffiaH088R CKOpOCTb 'cYSTS 
sceH M03aHKH cocrasHna 15 HMn·~ac-1. 

0T60p ~8T8KTOp08 npoBO~HnCR, 8 OCHOBHOM, no B8nHYHH8 M8KCH
ManbHO ~onycTHMoro HanpR~eHHR cMe~eHHR. ApyroH KPHTepHH - Tpe6o
saHHe H~BHTHYHOCTM senHYHH~ onTHManbHOrO pa6aYero CM8~8HHR AnR 
BCSX ~8T9KTOpOB M03aHHH OHB3ancR M8H88 KpHTHYH~M~ nOCHOnbKY 38BH
CHMOCTb 3H9pr8THY9CKOrO pa3p8W8HHR OT HanpRmBHHR CM8~8HHR 1 KSK 
npaSHno, y T8HHX ~8T8HTOp08 He HM88T OCTporo MHHHMyMa. ro~H~MH 
~nR Hcnonb308SHHR 8 M038HK8 OHa3anHCb 70% ABTBKTOpOB O~HO~ KnaccH
$HH8~HOHHO~ rpynn~, YTO rosopHT 0 ~OcTynHOCTH HCnOnb30BaHHOrO 
npHH~Hna H 803MOmHOCTH ero WHpOKOrO npHM8H8HHR. 
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HIGH ENERGY PHOTO~ DETECTION 
BY 

FISSION TRACK REGISTRATION 

Hiroyoshi Iida and Tokusaburo Koshijima 
National Institute of Radiological Sciences 

Chiba-shi, Japan 

Abstract 

An attempt is made in this report to detect high energy 
photons above 5 MeV by photo fission reaction. A solid state 
fission track detector, in which one face of a solid block was 
coated with fissionable material, was used as a high energy 
photon detector. 

Typical results obtained with bremsstrahlung at maximum 
energy of 29 MV are as follows. Fission track density per 
100 R was found to be about 1,000 tracks/cm2. The number of 
high energy photons over 5 MeV per 100 R from the total brems
strahlung was estimated to be 4 x 10?/cm1, assuming that the 
effective cross section of natural uranium is approximately 
0.05 barn for the bremsstrahlung. 

The track detector presented in this report may provide a 
useful means to detect high energy photons even in the presence 
of ot~er radiations except neutrons, and is expected to be 
utilized for the monitoring of high enBrgy photons. 

Introduction 

For the measurement of high energy X- or gamma-rays above 
several MV or MeV, nuclear reactions of high energy photons have 
been applied in some instances in addition to usual measurement 
by ionizing process. The measurement by means of photo fission 
has an advantage in that the high energy photons can be distin
guished from a mixed radiation field except neutrons. 

In the present report, a method was examined for high energy 
photon detection by solid state fission track detector register
ing the tracks of fission fragments produced by photo fission . 
reaction. A solid state fission track detector which had been 
previously developed by us for

1
neutron detection was used to 

detect the high energy photons. 

Experiment 

The track detector consists of a solid for registration of 
fission fragment track and fissionable material. There are 
several ways of combination, e.g., U-doped glass or a glass block 
in contact with an uranium foil. The method adopted in the 
present study was to bring a solid in contact with a fissionable 
material. Silver activated phosphate glass of Toshiba FD-PB-3) 
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a commercially available dosimetric glass, was employed as the 
solid because of its easiness for etching and optically almost 
perfect surface. Uranylacetat e, U0,2( CH3 COO ).2. • 2H2 0, an easily 
available reagent, was used as a fissionable material. A 
saturated solution of uranylacetate was made at 30 - 40°C, then 
0.1 - 0.2 ml of the solution was applied dropwise and dried on 
a glass block which was throughly pre-rinsed with distilled 
water, forming a layer of 15- 30 mg/cm2 thickness tightly 
attached on the surface of the glass block (Fig. 1). The layer 
is thicker than the maximum range of fission fragments, so that 
there is no effect of thickness on the track density. 

The detectors were exposed •in the range of 100 to 200 R to 
X-rays from the NIRS betatron (Toshiba) without any flattening 
filter at maximum bremsstrahlung energies of 15 to 29 MV. 
Exposure was measured by the Victoreen thimble ionization 
chamber, but the chamber could not be irradiated simultaneously 
with the detector owing to narrow X-ray beam. 

To investigate the effect of exposure rate on track density, 
irradiation was made at variable exposure rate from 25 to 60 
R/min at maximum energy of 29 MV. 

After irradiation, detectors were cleaned throughly by use 
of an ultrasonic washer to remove the uranylacetate layer, and 
then radiophotoluminescence of the glass block was measured with 
a photoluminescence reader. Because of the high energy of X
rays in excess of the applicable range for the glass dosimeter, 
the reading does not correspond to the absolute exposure but 
rather its relative value. Finally, the glass blocks were 
etched by a 30 % solution of sodium hydroxide at 80°C for 10 min 
to make visible tracks which were counted under a microscope 
(Fig. 2). Track density was estimated by counting the number of 
tracks in 4 to 5 fields of 2.5 mm1 on each glass block. Back
ground was estimated from the opposite side of the glass block. 

Experiments were carried out in the same way on thorium
chloride. 

Result 

Hereinafter, the value of radiophotoluminescence in roentgen 
obtained with the reader is expressed by (RPL). 

The track density per 100 R of X-ray at maximum energies of 
15, 20, 25 and 29 MV is shown in Fig. 3. The sensitivity of 
the detector for X-ray at maximum energy of 29 MV is about 
I, 000 tracks/ cm2. per I 00 R, which is the average from several 
independent experiments. Effect of exposure rate on the track 
density is small as shown in Fig. 5. 

In the case of thoriumchloride, significant result could not 
be drawn due to the insufficient number of fission tracks. 

Discussion 

Because of fluctuation in X-ray intensity during irradiation 
especially at low energy range and of the irradiation process of 
detector which was not made simultaneously with the ionization 
chamber, the relative exposure dosimetry with the glass block 
(RPL) is considered to be more reliable than that with the 
chamber. Fig. 4 shows the energy characteristic of the detector. 
The track density per (RPL) tends downward with decreasing 
energy. 

Fig. 6 shows photo fission cross section of uranium and 
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thorium~ Maximum cross section for photons was found to be 
about 15 MeV for both uranium and thorium. The higher the 
maximum energy of X-ray, the higher efficiency of detection was 
observed on the fission track detector as shown in Fig. 4. This 
seem to be due to the fact that the X-ray spectrum is continuous 
and that for the same exposure the photons of over 5 MeV is fewer 
at low maximum energy than at high maximum energy. In mono
energy photon flux such as gamma-rays, the highest efficiency of 
detection may be obtained at about 15 MeV. In either case, the 
detection of photons of below 5 MeV is impossible, since the 
cross section for them is practically zero. 

The number of high energy photons contained in 100 R of X
rays at maximum energy of 29 MV are calculated as below. The 
relation between track density p and photon flux m is given by 

p = ~·D"·N·f 

where ~is the photo fission cross section of uranium, N, the 
number of uranium atoms in 1 mg of uranylacetate, and f, the 
ratio of track density to the number of fissions occurred in 1 mg 
of uranylacetate layer which has a thickness larger than the 
range of fission fragments. From the experimental data on 
neutron irradiation, the value off is estimated at 10/3(track· 
cm-2/fission·mg-1). The number of high energy photons over 5

9
MeY 

per 100 R of X-ray was calculated to be approximately 4 x 10 /em~ 
assuming that the effective fission cross section of uranium is 
0.05 barn for the X-ray. 

The tracks on a glass block indicate only the existence of 
high energy photons over· 5 MeV in radiation field except 
neutrons. Therefore, the exposure of X-ray which has continuous 
energy spectrum of photons can not be determined from the track 
density. In such a case as to investigate the primary effect 
of high energy photons, the fission track detector may provide 
a useful means for the counting of high.energy photons even in 
the presence of other type of radiations except neutron, and is 
expected to be utilized in the monitoring of high energy photons. 
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Fig. 1. Detectors, minor unit of scale in mm. 

·~ 0.1 mm 

Fig. 2. Fission track etch pit in glass irradiated by X-ray 
at maximum energy of 29 MV from betatron. 
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AN INEXPENSIVE LIGHTWEIGHT ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
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t Berkeley, Gloucestershire, U.K. 
Central Electricity Generating Board, Nuclear Health & Safety Department, 

London, U.K. 

Abstract 

The operption of power producing nuclear reactors in the U.K. involves 
a statutory requirement to measure radiation levels in the area surrounding 
each nuclear site. The natural radiation background is measured at specified 
locations prior to operation of the reactor and afterwards routinely every 
three months. A survey instrument used for such measurements must therefore 
measure exposure levels from background (typically a few ~R.h-1 in the U.K.) 
upwards. Other requirements for the instrument are that it should be very 
portable, be capable of being read accurately at low exposure rates, and should 
maintain its calibration. 

The instrument described in this report weighs only 10 lbs, has a good 
energy response, ± 15% over the range SO keV to 6 MeV, and .measures exposure 
levels from a few ~R.h- 1 to 100 mR.h-1 • Ambiguities resulting from reading 
a fluctuating meter needle at low exposure rates are overcome by integrating 
the count over a preselected time, digital readout being provided~ The report 
describes a comprehensive evaluation of the instrument and its comparison ~..rith 
other connnercially used instruments. The instrument price is considerably 
cheaper than that of comparable instruments. 

Introduction 

Measurement of gannna radiation in the environment, natural prior to 
the operation of a power reactor and afterwards natural plus that due to 
the reactor, requires an instrument that records levels from a few ~R.h- 1 

upwards. As the spectral content of this radiation may be unknown the 
exposure rate response of the instrument should be as flat as possible over a 
wide energy range, say 30 keV to 7 MeV. 

Portable survey instruments used by the C.E.G.B. for this work indicate 
the measured exposure rate by means of a moving coil meter display.l The reading 
of such meters at lor·r exposure rates involves problems of interpretation where 
a needle is fluctuating over a significant range of readings. 

Recent advances in electronics have made it possible to produce small 
portable scalers with digital readout. In addition energy compensating filters 
are now connnonly ~sed to improve the poor energy characteristics of G.M. 
counters. To keep the total cost low, the instrument described in this report 
makes use of a connnercially available portable scaler, G.M. circuitry and energy 
compensated G.M. counters. 
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Instrument Description 

Four energy compensated G.M. counters, 20th Century type B6T 1 s, are 
mounted radially on a tripod (Fig.l) to give the best directional response 
and to enable measurements to be made at 1 metre above <sround. A short 
co-axial cable connects the detectors to the input of the ele~tronics. 

The electronics consist of the amplifier and E.H.T. unit of a Mini 
Monitor Mark V, and a Mini Instruments portable scaler type MS6.10. Both 
these units are housed in a small metal case, 20 em x 14 em :x: 12~ em.. Although 
the instrument is intended for outdoor use no special seals were fitted to the 
prototype to make it waterproof. During field trials a large polythene bag was 
slipped over the detectors and electronics and the measurements on Trawsfynydd 
Lake during a wet day and on rough water showed this to be adequate protection. 
Power supplies to the G.M. amplifier and E.H.T. unit are from two 9 volt 
batteries type PP6. The scaler unit is pm-1ered by four 6 ampere~hour Nickel
Cadmium rechargeable batteries and will run up to 10 hours continuously on a 
single charge. 

Each G.H. counter was connected separately and its operating voltage 
plateau determined. The plateau was also measured with all four counters 
connected to verify that the same voltage range was obtained and the operating 
voltage for the counters was set at 680 volts. 

Evaluation of Instrument 

Laboratory Tests 

Energy Response 

The photon energy spectrum of a measured radiation field is frequently 
unknown and therefore an environmental survey instrument is required to have 
a 1 flat 1 response over a wide energy range. Many reactors produce significant 
amounts of 6 MeV gamma radiation, and in gas cooled reactors this arises from 
the 16o excited state which is formed by the fast neutron capture in 160 of the 
co2 cooling gas and the subsequent beta decay of 16N to 16o*. 

Tests were made at 29, 4 7, 59, 85, 107, 14 7, 183 and 210 keV using an 
improved low exposure-rate, filtered, X-ray series whose spectra have 
resolutions of 20%. 

Radionuclide sources were used to measure the response above 200 keV up 
to 1.33 MeV. 

The 335 keV resonance of the 19F(p,C4y) 16o reaction was used to determine 
the 6 MeV response, the radiation field being standardised by associated particle 
counting of the alpha particles with cross-checks by ionization measurements. 

Fig.2 shows the energy response obtained. The response expressed as 
instrument reading divided by standardised exposure-rate is plotted against 
photon energy and has been normalised at 0.8 MeV. 

Linearity of Response 

Linearity was tested with standard 226Ra sources and 60co sources. 
Results are given in Fig.3 and show that the instrument has ~ linear response 
up to 10 mR.h-1 • Although the respons.e is non-linear above this exposure rate 
no fall-back effects are observed until about 4 R.h-1 and at approximately 
100 R. h - 1 the reading has reduced by 20% compared to that at 4 R. h- 1. The 
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meter reading, however, still remains greater than fulL scale for exposure 
rates up to 100 R.h- 1 . The apparent non-linearity below 20 ~R.h-1 is 
discussed later on. 

Temperature Tests 

As the instrument will be used outdoors throughout the year it is 
important that its response should not change significantly with expected 
variations in temperature. 

The instrument was Elaced in an environmental cabinet .and irradiated in 
a constant field from a 6· Co sour~e, the temperature was varied over the range 
-20°C to +50°C. Before commencing these tests new 9 volt batteries were fitted 
and the Ni-Cd batteries were re-charged. The readings remained constant within 
109.0 cps ±7 cps over this temperature range except at +50°C '"here a reading of 
f36 cps was obtained. 

Variations in Instrument Readings ,.zi.th Supply Voltage 

Tests were made to measure the variation in instrument reading 'vith change 
in supply voltage for both battery supplies, the instrument being irradiated in 
a constant field. The lower limit markings for both battery tests were perfectly 
adequate. 

Field Tests 

Measurements. were2made at normal tdistri.ct survey 1 .locatior;-s at two 
nuclear power stat~ons. Exposure rates tvere measured w~th the ~nstrument and 
with other commonly used low exposure-rate instruments. The other instruments 
used in the comparison were the BNL 1 which has a plastic phosphor detector and 
a bottom range of 0-30 ~R.h- 1 , and the A.E.R.E. type 1368A which has 4 G.M. 
counters, 3 used in parallel for the lower ranges, and a bottom range of 0-50 
~R.h- 1 • For tw0 of the locations measurements were also made with the Nuclear 
Enterprises N2601, which has an energy compensated G.M. counter and a single 
log range of 0- 10 mR.h- 1, and with the General Radiological 1597A which uses 
a Nai detector and has a bottom ran~e of 0 - 30 ~R.h- 1 . All the instruments had 
been previously calibrated against 26Ra sources and the readings taken were all 
corrected for any non-linearities. 

The first measurements were made at Trawsfynydd Lake, close to the Nuclear 
Power Station which was not operating at the time. Four sets of measurements 
were made above water depths bet,,reen 20 to 30 feet and the follmving averaged 
results were obtained. Prototype background monitor 4 ~R.h-1, BNL 1 
instrument 5 ~R.h- 1 and 1368A instrument 7.5 ~R.h- 1 • 

A second series of measurements were made at anothe.r station, with the 
reactors on load. Two different one mile locations were selected at which the 
results in Table 1 were obtained. Each reading for the meter display instru
ments was obtained by observing the needle for approximately one minute and 
taking the average reading, the figures in brackets shm-1 the range of fluctuations 
of the instantaneous reading. 
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Table 1 

Corrected Instrument Reading for 
1 mile locations in ).JR.h-1 

Instrument Type 
Location 1 Location 2 

Prototype background 11 10.2 
monitor 

BNL 1 9 (7 to 11. 3) 8(6.5 to 10.2) 
1368A 11.5 (10 to 12) 11(10 to 11.7) 
1597A 13(10.7 to 15.3) 10(8.5 to 11.5) 
2601 12(9.5 to 17.3) 11.5(6.5 to 19.5) 

The following conclusions have been made from these comparisons. Accurate 
assessment of very low exposure rate levels is difficult and differences of only 
1 ).JR.h- 1 between different instruments must be considered good. Measurements on 
Trawsfynydd Lake were made at lower exposure rate levels than the background 
radiation level of the room used for instrument calibration and corrections for 
non-linearity have therefore been obtained from extrapolation. No standard 
instrument will measure levels in the ).JR.h-1 region and hence no accurate 
measurement .can be made of the calibration room background level. The assumed 
value of 6.5 pR.h-1 i.s an averaged extrapolated result of measurements made in 
this room with a large number of different instruments of several types. 
Uncertainty in the absolute value of the room background may contribute to 
non-linearity of the prototype belmv 20 ).JR. h- 1 (Fig. 3). 

For the Lake measurements the radiation field is principally due to 
cosmic radiation with a small contribution from any radioactive content in the 
Lake. Levels of about 3.5 ).JR.h-1 are normally reported for cosmic radiation 
and so the readings of 4 ).JR.h-1 for §he prototype and 5 ).JR.h-1 for the BNL 1 
instrument appear realistic values. The reading of the l368A is just over 
double the cosmic radiation level and may be due in part to the built-in 
radioactive content of the detectors. This built-in activity would be allowed 
for in setting the instrument up at 6.5 pR.h- 1 but would cause it to read 
high if it were placed in a lower level radiation field. 

Looking at the results for the other station it is interesting to see 
the large variations in readings obtained. For the one mile locations the BNL 1 
instrument gave lower results than for all the other types. The 2601 instrument 
readings were approximately 1 ).JR.h- 1 higher than the prototype results, this 
good agreement is not too surprising since the 2601 uses a single G.M. tube which 
is identical to the 4 detectors used in the prototype. The large fluctuations in 
the 2601 readings are due to the poor statistics obtained by using a single small 
detector~ At these 1 mile locations the prototype and the 1368A are in good 
agreement and apart from location 1, so is the 1597A. 

Conclusions 

The tests on the prototype environmental survey monitor have shmvn that 
it compares favourably with other commercial lmv-level instruments whilst not 
having the interpretation problems associated with a meter display. The 
instrument has a good energy response (± 15% for 34 keV to 6 MeV), is simple 
and easy to use, and will.cost approximately £280 (~ $670). 

The environmental monitor described is only a prototype and a number of 
changes will be introduced in the operational in~trument, for example the 
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controls ~•ill be simplified and the meter lY\arkings altered to )JR.h- 1 • 

Hany of the differences in readings observed \vhen using different types 
of instruments arise from the problems of calibrating instruments at a few 
)JR.h- 1 and f~rther investigations are required on the calibration techniques 
and standardisation at these radiation levels. 
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A NEW TECHNIQUE IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY 

Miguel Awschalom and Larry Coulson 
National Accelerator Laboratory 

Batavia, Illinois 

Abstract 

A new phoswich1 has been 
developed that permits the meas
urement of the environmental 
neutron spectrum using Bonner 
spheres. The new phoswich con
sists of an 8 mm diameter, 8 mm 
long 6 Lii(Eu) crystal surrounded 
by plastic scintillator. The use 
of the fast signals from the 
plastic scintillator in anticoin
cidence with the slow signals 
from the 6 Lii(Eu) gives a nearly 
background free 6 Li(n,a) 3He peak. 
Thus, the signal to noise ratio in 
the vicinity of the peak is very 
high (20-35 to 1). An adequate 
number of counts is obtainable in 
one day for most of the spheres. 

Typical counting rates for 
polyethylene spheres of the diam
eters given below are: 

2 inch 2.69 c/hr 
3 inch 13.9 c/hr 
5 inch 14.0 c/hr 

6.87 inch 12.4 c/hr 
8 inch 9.07 c/hr 

10 inch 6.91 c/hr 
12 inch 5.96 c/hr 
18 inch 3.77 c/hr 

Details of circuitry, phos
wich geometry, pulse height ana
lyzer spectra and synthesized 
spectra will be given. 

This paper is an elabora
tion of the preliminary resu11s 
presented at an earlier time. 

The measurement of the 
neutron energy spectrum of envi
ronmental neutrons is besieged by 
difficulties caused by the gamma 
rays, muons, protons and other 
charged particles which are simul
taneously present. 

The commonly used neutron 
detection technique which is also 
applicable to environmental neu
tron studies is that of a 10 BF 3 
counter moderated with a hydrog
enous material such as polyethy
lene or paraffin. The use of 
various thicknesses of moderator 
produces a family of different 
neutron detection efficiencies 
which are functions of the inci
dent neutron energies. These re
sponses have been studied by some 
authors,3 mostly in a direction 
perpendicular to the axis of the 
BF3 counter. Responses versus 
energy for other polar angles 
have not been studied in detail 
to the best of our knowledge. As 
it is to be expected, there is a 
significant polar angle depend
ence in these counters. The 
popularity of the BF 3 counter is 
due to the ease with which 
charged particle events (either 
gamma ejected electrons or cosmic 
ray charged particles) are sepa
rated from neutron capture 
events by the exoergic reaction 

n + 1 gB~~Li + iHe + 2.8 MeV. 

The separation is made electron
ically with a simple integral 
discriminator. The other envi
ronmental events deposit typ
ically a few KeV. 

Another type of neutron 
detector is the Bonner Sphere. 4 
This is a spherical hydrogenous 
(polyethylene) moderator with a 
point like thermal neutron de
tector at its center. Hence, to 
a first approximation it has 
isotropically uniform energy 
responses. The energy dependence 
of its detection efficiengy has 
been rather well studied. The 
most common point like detector 
is a 6 Li(Eu) crystal. Here in 
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diameter spheres, 10 inches or 
greater, but it is questionable if 
it is meaningful in smaller ones. 
A second way to reject the charged 
particle background is to use a 
phoswich. 

The phoswich used in the ex
periment described in this paper 
is shown in Figure 3. The pulses 
from the 6 Lii(Eu) have a long de
cay time (1.4 ~sec). The pulses 
from the plastic scintillator 
have a very short decay time 
(2-3 nsec). Due to the monochro
maticity of the slow pulses, a 
very simple passive network was 
tried. This circuit permitted the 
separation of the slow and fast 
components after suitable passive 
shaping. Figure 4 shows a simpli
fied diagram of the electronics 
used. 

The values first tried and 
not necessarily optimum are 

L = 102 ~H, C = 33pF. 

+1900V 

Photo
Multiplier 

6655A 

Fast 
Amplifier 

Amplifier 

I 
5" ,...___. _a _ ___.,,, 

Figure 3. Cross-section of an 
8 mm x 8 mm phoswich. 

F 

Fast 
Discriminator 

S·F 
S·F 

Router ,_:.S.;..:· F __ ~ 
S·F 

Discriminator 

Pulse 
Height 
Analyzer 

Analog 
Input 

Figure 4. Electronics block diagram. 
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principle at least, the back
ground charged particles are sep
arated from the neutron capture 
events by choosing the size of 
the crystal such that most charged 
particles traversing it lose less 
energy than the 4.2 MeV of the 
reaction 

n + ~Li+iHe + rH + 4.2 MeV. 

Then again, the two types of 
events should be simply separable 
by an integral discriminator. In 
practice when measuring the 
extremely low environmental 
neutron flux the separation be
tween neutron captures and other 
events is not good. 
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Figure 1. Upper curve is 
spectrum of all slow pulses. 
Lower curve is spectrum of slow 
pulses not accompanied by fast 
pulses, e.g., "neutrons". 

Figure 1, upper curve, is a 
spectrum of pulses from a 4 rnrn x 
4 rnrn 6 Lii(Eu) crystal in the' 
center of a 2 inch polyethylene 
spherical moderator while re
cording environmental neutrons 
for 56 days. The signal to 
noise ratio (peak to valley) is 
not as good as that obtainable 
while calibrating the system 
with a PuBe neutron source as 
shown in Figure 2, for two sizes 
of crystals. 
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Figure 2. Spectra due to PuBe 
neutrons from two size 6 Lii(Eu) 
crystals. 

There are two ways to im
prove the rejection of unwanted 
counts. 0ne is to use small 
proportional counters.6 This 
method almost works for larger 
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Figure 5. Pulse height 
spectr~ from an 8 mm x 8 mm 
phoswich in a 5 inch polyethy
lene spherical moderator 
exposed to environmental 
radiation for 95.1 hours. 

Figure 5 shows the results 
of an environmental neutron meas
urement using an 8 mm x 8 mm 6 Lii 
crystal in a 5 inch moderator. 
This run is 95.1 hours long. The 
solid curve shows the spectrum of 
slow pulses not agcompanied by 
fast pulses (S x F) . These event 
signatures are likely to be due to 
neutrons. The dashed curve shows 
the spectrum of slow pulses accom
panied by fast pulses (S x F) . 

These events are very likely 
"noise" or charged particles 
from the environment. The dotted 
curve shows all slow pulses 
(S x F + S x F) . The peak-to
valley ratio for the (S x F + 
S x F) spectrum is about 2.8, 
while for the "neutron" pulse 
only spectrum (S x F) it is 
about 22. Therefore, the phos
wich has improved the peak-to
valley ratios for neutron de
tection in environmental meas
urements by a factor of about 
five to six. 

Figure 1, lower curve, 
shows the result of using the 
4 mm x 4 mm crystal in a phos
wich arrangement with background 
rejection. Another example of 
the improvement that is obtain
able using this technique may be 
seen from the curve in Figure 5. 
Consider the neutron data as 
being in channels 90 to 125. 
Then we could derive two figures 
for the number of "neutron 
events". Case A, use the curve 
for "all" events. This gives 
(Signal + Noise)-Noise - 3157 -
1440 = 1717 counts + 68. Case B, 
use the curve for (S x F} type 
events. The corresponding dif
ference is 1480 - 52 = 1438 
+ 39. The fact that two stand
ard deviations do not produce an 
overlap of the data is a measure 
of the errors committed in back
ground subtraction in case A. 

The dashed line also shows 
some feed through of neutron 
events. Hence, improvement in 
the rejection of the (S x F) 
events is still possible. 

The signal-to-noise ratio 
is now good enough that a set of 
Bonner spheres may be used for 
environmental neutron measure-
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ments using a simple integral 
discriminator for noise rejec
tion. Counting periods of about 
two days per sphere would be 
adequate. 

Environmental Neutron Flux 
Ivleasurement 

A series of measurements was 
made inside a light frame house 
at the NAL site which is at an 
elevation of 740 feet above mean 
sea level. The corresponding 
count rates per hour are given 
below in Table I. 

Detector 
Size 

2 inch 

3 inch 

5 inch 

6.87 inch 

Table I 

Counts Detector 
Day Size 

64 8 inch 

334 10 inch 

336 12 inch 

297 18 inch 

Counts 
Day 

218 

165 

143 

90 

To interpret these results, 
the spectrum was unfolded using 
an iterative process.7 

The absolute detection effi
ciency of the actual 6 Lii(Eu) 
crystal used was calculated by 
measuring the neutron flux from 
a 238 PuBe which had been cali
brated by the National Bureau of 
Standards. The correction factor 
to the data in HASL-267, thus 
found, was 1.8 8 • 

Using this value, the cosmic 
ray neutron flux was calculated as 
well ~s the dose and dose equiva
lent per neutron/cm 2

• These 
quantities are 

cosmic ray 
neutron flux= 63 n cm- 2 hr- 1 

flux-to-dose 
conversion 
factor= 4.9 ·x 10- 9 rad n- 1 cm 2 

flux-to-D. E. conversion 
factor= 2.7 x 10- 8 rem n- 1 cm 2 

Conclusions 

A new technique has been 
developed which permits rapid 
low resolution environmental 
neutron spectroscopy using 
simple electronics. 
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CONDUCTIMETRIC PROPERTIES OF SOME SOLID TRACK DETECTORS 
AND HYPOTHESIS ON THE TRACK FORMATION MECHANISM 

IN THESE IRRADIATED AND ETCHED DETECTORS 

by Y. MARTIN-BORRET, M. BOURDEAUX, F. ROUX and C. BRIAND 

Laboratoire de Biophysique, Faculte de Pharmacie, 27 Bd Jean Moulin 
MARSEILLE FRANCE. 

Abstrat 
The purpose of this work is to study the conductivity variations of solid 

track detectors with ester function after etching and irradiation. The different 
conductimetric behaviour of these detectors allows to assume the chemical etching 
mechanism. This hypothesis seems to be confirmed by IR and RMN studies. 

AI I the papers about latent track 
formation in solid track detectors point 
out the following condition : detectors 
must have electrical resistivity above 
2 000 n/cm to record any track (1). So 
it is interesting to study the conducti
metric properties of these insulators 
and especially the variation of their 
resistivity as a function of irradiation 
dose, etching time and concentration of 
etching reagent. For this purpose, we 
have studied eel lulosic esters and poly
carbonate films. 

CONDUCTIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 
Experimental procedure 

First of alI, we studied a 40 ~m 
thick film of eel lulose dinitrate. Ana
lysis gave a nitrogen quantity of 12 % 
and a camphre quantity (plasticizer) of 
about .~ %. This material had been pro-
·ided by Kodak Pathe Society (France). 

Then, we used a 40 ~m thick film of 
eel lulose triacetate without any plasti
cizer, purchased from Bayer chimie 
(France) (Triafol TN). 

At last, Makrofol film (44 1 dioxydi
phenyl 22 propane polycarbonate) was 
chosen. 
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These samples were irradiated with 
the fission fragments from 252ct 
(106 tissions/cm2/hours). a particles 
from 241Am were also used after being 
reduced to an energy in the range 0 
to 2.27 Mev for a better recording. 

Etching reagents were aqueous so
dium hydroxyde solutions of 5N, 6,5N 
and 8N in a constant temperature 
bath (60° C). 

Then etched samples were carefully 
washed by disti I lated water. At last 
they were kept in vacuum. No detec
table variation in conductivity 
measurement of a particular sample 
was observed after a sufficient drying 
time (about 10 days). The electrical 
conductivity was measured with Wayne 
Kerr impedance bridge. 

The measurement eel I (fig. n°1) 
had been made in our laboratory. The 
electrodes were held by a insulating 
material in coaxial position inside 
two brass tubes, one of wrich was 
free of movement. This device was 
mounted in a rigid frame. The mova
ble electrode was connected with the 
other by the mean of a screw. A tor
que wrench enabled a constant pres
sion (45 Kg/cm2) on the electrodes. 



fig. 1 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

It is wei I known that ionizing par
ticles produce breaking points in the 
macromolecular chain of organic polymer 
detectors. 

The experiments were initiated in an 
effort to display clearly the existence 
of these defects by a conductimetric 
method. No conductimetric difference 
appeared when samples were irradiated 
but not etched even for large irradia
tion doses. 

The etching process of tracks, making 
channels more or less wide, more or less 
deep and so substituting bulk material 
by air should have decreased the con
ductivity of the film (because air is 
a better insulator than eel lulosic es
ters). 

Besides, samples measured in vacuum 
showed a conductivity lower than in 
atmospheric conditions. 

In fact, we observed that conducti
vity was increasing more or less with 
irradiating time, this leads to the 
idea that an another phenomenon may be 
invoked, this phenomenon would ~crease 
the heterogeneity of material and con
sequently its conductivity. Fig. n° 2 
summarises the results obtained with 
three detectors etched with sodium 
hydroxyde 6,5 N up to one hour. First 
of alI we notice the different conduc
tivity of these three esters etched but 
non irradiated. 
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fig. 2 

The following values were 
-eel lulose acetate 700 

found : 
mhos 1o-9 

-eel lulose nitrate : 310 mhos II 

- Polycarbonate 60 mhos 10-9 

It also appears on fig. n°2 that 
eel lulose acetate and Makrofol show a 
conductivity augmentation represented 
by a monotonous increasing function , 
but this variation is very different 
according to the detector. In the case 
of Makrofol indeed, it is nearly neg I i
gible. 

For eel lulose nitrate, the sample 
destruction etched one hour after 45 
minutes Irradiation constrained us to 
reduce the etching time to 35 minutes 
(fig. n° 3) ; so we obtained for this 
compound a I inear increasing function 
of the irradiation time (for irradia
tion times longer than 30 minutes). 

fig. 3 
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These conductivity augmentations can 
be naturraly used to know the irradia
tion dose ; in a recent work, (2, 3) 
we perfected a method based on this 
observation in order to evaluate the 
track density. It is of interest to 
compare the behaviour of the three 
compounds (i.e. eel lulose acetate, 
eel lulose nitrae and polycarbonatel 
at short irradiation times (below 30 
minutes) , the conductivity of eel lulo
se nitrate (and only this polymer) is 
decreasing with irradiation dose. It is 
assumed that a different etcnng mecha
nism may be invoked for this detector 
this mechanism wi I I be drawn later. 
Fig. n° 3 also shows the conductivity 
for a same irradiation time and a same 
etching time as a function of etching 
agent concentration. Of course, the 
augmentation of conductivity with con
centration is greater, the irradiation 
dose is more important. In the case of 
irradiation by ~ particules, similar 
results have been obtained but the 
conductivity variations observed are 
not so important. 

We tried to explain these conducti
vity variations. 

It is very important to notice that 
conductivity increase is not due to 
sodium hydroxyde itself remaining in 
tracks b~cause the samples were washed 
up as long as necessary to have no more 
change in conductivity measurement. Of 
course, the thickness of the film fel I 
off after etching but the chemical 
attack was lasting the same time for a 
I ine of samples so that the thickness 
could be modified in the same manner 
at the etcnng step. 

However, if track density is very 
important it is possible the chanels 
become edge to edge ; so, the decrease 
of thickness would be a function of the 
irradiation dose. It seems I ikely this 
effect would take a part in the conduc
timetric decrease. But that is not 
enough to explain the results ; com
putation show indeed that the observed 
variations would be correlated with a 
thickness decrease greater than the 
undammaged film thickness itself. So, 
in alI probabi I ity, another phenomenon 
would take place. 

To be precise, we used a chemical 
reagent and we assume the conductime
tric variation is the result of a che
mical. dammage in polymer. It is there
fore possible to invoque a saponifica-
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tion reaction. In the case of non ir
radiated etched samples, the above 
reaction is I imited to a thin layer 
at the surface of material. When 
irradiated, the chemical attack would 
occur deeply along the latent tracks 
that allow sodium hydroxyde diffu
sion. Then chemical change, espe
cially formation of new hydroxyl 
groups should induce a conductivity 
enhancement. 

It would seem this saponification 
reaction would be slightly efficient 
in the case of Makrofol. For eel lu
lose nitrate, (4) sodium hydroxyde 
reacts in two ways : on one hand 
saponification (with a low rate), on 
the other hand oxydation degradation 
(with a fast rate) which would enlar
ge the tracks. So in case of short 
irradiation times, oxydation degra
dation would play a leading part. 
Perhaps that would explain the spe
cific conductivity decreasing above 
mentionned for this polymer, because 
the presence of air, a better insu
lator, in tracks. When track density 
was important, reagent diffusion in 
bulk material became easier, so that 
hydroxyl group number would be suf
ficient to increase conductivity. 

Furthermore oxydation degradation 
would be I iable for nitrate sample 
destruction by 45 minutes etching 
whereas acetate fllm can suffer that 
etching time without being broken 
up. 

CHEMICAL TRACK FORMATION MECHANISM 
AFTER ETCHING 

The purpose of the following sec
tion is to test the above mention
ned hypothesis, drawn from observa
tions of conductimetric properties 
of samples exposed to different ir
radiation doses and then etched. 

First, in order to prove the 
existence of oxydative degradation 
reaction, we changed etching condi
tion. For eel lulose nitrate we used 
a sodium hydroxyde solution in re
ducing condition (saturated by so
dium nitrate). As a resu)t (fig. 
n° 4) a general conductivity decrea
se was observed for each irradiation 
dose. This fact could be explain be
cause hydroxyde sodium diffusion was 
more difficult, oxydative degrada
tion reaction would not be so impor
tant, so film thickness is not so 



reduced. The inverse phenomenon that 
is to say general conductivity increase 
was observed for an nitrate sodium oxy
dative bath. 

fig. 4 

On the other hand, we tried to point 
out the important enhancement of sapo
nification reaction with the irradia
tion dose and for a constant etching 
time. Two powerful tools, i.e. NMR and 
IR spectroscopies were used for such 
investigations. 

First IR spectra of eel lulose ace
tate are shown on fig. n° 5. It can 
be seen that the peak corresponding to 
OH groups (3500 cm-1) is clearly in
creased. 
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A simi Jar behaviour is observed for 
eel lulose nitrate. In the case of 
Makrofol fig. n° 6) this peak is very 
smal I and practically does not increa
se with etching and irradiation. Me
thyl groups and carbonates groups 
absorb at about 3 000 cm-1 and 1800 
cm- 1 respectively. The absence of 
OH groups is related first with the 
chemical formula of this polymer and 
secondly with the fact that a chain 
breaking is necessary for this reac
tion. 
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NMR studies confirmed the above 
observations : unfortunately, solu-
bi I ity problems appeared in the case 
of eel lulose acetate samples. If in
tact films are soluble in chloro-
form and /methylene chloride (NMR 
study of this polymer has been done 
by Gagnaire and Vincendon (5, 6) 
etched especially when irradiated 
films are only partly soluble in 
any solvent. This is an additional 
argument to support the hypothesis of 
the important chemical change due to 
irradiation and etching. One could 
suggest the following explanation : 
the result of the saponification is, 
in fact, to decrease the degree of 
acetylation. This reaction is only 
effective in irradiation damaged zones; 
consequently polymer sol ubi I ity is 
affected. 

. Cellulose nitrate, probably due to 
the oxydation degradation process, is 
always soluble in acetone. NMR spectra 
of various eel lulose nitrate films in 
deuterated acetone were recorded with 
a Varian HA 100 Spectrometer. On fig. 
7, 8, 9, we can see spectra of intact 
film, of 35 minutes etched with 6,5N 
sodium hydroxyde film and 35 minutes 
etched film after irradiation. The 
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peak corresponding to oxydri le groups 
appears at o = 3 ppm (from TMS internal 
Standard) it must be noticed that any 
water trace would give a contribution 
to this peak. However it is possible to 
compare different film spectra because 
alI the samples were dryed in the same 
conditions. The area of this peak is 
slightly increased when the polymer film 
is etched but a considerable ~rea enhan
cement is observed when irradiated and 
etched. At hight field, it can be obser
ved camphre peaks (plasticizer). Broad 
absorption I ines in the range 3,5 to 6 
p.p.m are connected with the seven ey-
e lie protons. 
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NMR Spectra of Makrofol films 
terated chloroform were recorded 
250 MHz Spectrometer from Cameca 

in deu
with a 
(Thomr-

son C.S.F.) This high field Spectrometer 
was needed in order to detect any slight 
variation that could have occured. On 
fig. n° 10, a Makrofol film spectrum is 
shown. A typical para suustitued aromatic 
signal is founded at about 7 p.p.m (8 
phenyl protons). The methyl groups 
(6 protons) appear at o = 1,35 p.p.m. 
A smal I peak at o = 1,25 p.p.m is at
tributed to hydroxyl groups <probably 
the ends of macromolecular chains). 
This observation fit with the conclu
sions drawn from IR Spectra. The irra
diation and etching effect is not clear 
because it is difficult to evaluate the 
hydroxyl peak importance at o=1,25 ppm 
which is closed by methyl group peak. 
Nevertheless, in order to obtain a bet
ter information we used TFA (trifluora
cetic acid) to shift out the OH group. 
We calculated the ratio of peak areas 
at 7 p.p.m and 1,3 p.p.m with and wi
thout TFA for each film (intact, etched, 
and irradiated etched). For instance, 
for the intact film the above ratio 
is 1,45 before TFA addition and 1,45 
after. 

~-·-<=>-I~-0-·-d T .. __ .. __ J 

fig. 10 

j 
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In the case of etched sample as ir
radiated etched samples the ratio is 
equal to 1,25 before TFA addition and 
1,45 after TFA addition (fig. 11 and 
12) (it can be observed on fig. 12 the 
shifted OH TFA peak at about o = 10 p. 
p.m) So it appears there is a weak aug
mentation of hydroxy) peak area for an 
etched sample compared with an intact 
film ; increase is no more important in 
the case of an irradiated etched sample. 
That is in good agreement with IR Spec
tra for Makrofol. In fact, it would 
seem likely thatreagent diffusion is 
a I I owed even in non irradiated samp I e 
by flexibi I ity of molecules, so that 
irradiation would not matter a good deal 
for saponification reaction. 
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In conclusion, we have noticed corre

lation between conductimetric properties 
and saponification reaction for alI stu
died detectors. That reaction is easier 
for eel lulosic esters ; in the case of 
polycarbonate, it is more difficult. 

At last it can be note that the sen
sitiveness of these detectors, charac
terized by the critical rate of energy 

loss (ddE) , for the I ightest recorded 
X C 

particle, rate which is 0,86 and 1,41 
for nitrate and acetate (in the case of 
a particles) and which is f 5 for poly
carbonate (in the case of 60), was also 
corre I a ted. 

Thus we have been able to approach 
chemical track etching process by the 
mean of conductivity study i.e. by the 
mean of physical property study. 
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